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v. 2:20

afat , 8. (from 3 , that marriage, and 1 , desire ,

a desire for that marriage, a desire for his or her mar-

riage.

efantes, a. (from fat , that marriage, and 3. desir-

cus), desirous of that marriage, desirous of his or her

marriage.

তছিাহেডুক, ৫. ( from उhি tt , that marriage, and ইক, de-

sirous , desirous of that marriage, desirous of his or

her marriage.

তদ্বিৱাহৈ| দু্যুক্ত , a . ( from তদ্বিৰাহ , that marriage, and sদ্যুক্ত,

engaged in), engaged in or zealous for that marriage,

engaged in or zealous for his or her marriage .

হরিণহাদ্যোগ, s. (from তদ্বিবাহ, that marriage, and ওদ্যোগ,

exertion), exertion to promote that marriage, exertion

to promote his or her marriage.

efekatartat, a. (from fat , that marriage, and swift ,

zealous , zealous to promote that marriage, zealous to

promote his or her marriage.

efachena, s. (from face, that marri¹ge, and gAFT, a

brenning , the commencement of that marriage, the

commencement of his or her marriage.

oftenens, a . (from saate, that marriage, and s

fit , fit or proper for that marriage, fit or proper for

his or her marriage.

উপযুক্ত,

afaza, s. (from 3 , that, and fat , discrimination), that

discrim nation, his or her discrimination .

sfase, a. (from 3 , that, and fat , examining), exa-

mining or discriminating that thing.

ofa , 8. from J , that, and far51, investigation), that

investigation or discrimination, the investigation or

discrimination of that.

ofatasīteņķe, a. from 41, that investigation, and

, making , making that investigation or discrimi-

nation, investigating or discriminating that thing.

facratatst . a. (from 1 that investigation, and

zifa , making,, making that investigation or discrimi-

nation, investigating or discriminating that thing.

sfits, a. (from fat , that investigation, and sts,

obtained , included in that investigation or discrimina-

tion.

zata , a. (from fata , that investigation, and

, producible), producible by or arising from that

investigation or discrimination.

ofaadatkan, s. (from 351, that investigation, and

, destruction), the ruin of that investigation or dis

crimination.

ofalcatæ, a. (from fac571 , that investigation , and

, destructive , ruinous to that investigation or dis-

crimination.

তদ্বিৱেচনক্কিনী,fact, a. (from fats , that investigation, and

f , destructive) , rumous to that investigation or

discrimination.

3feresatatat, s. (from 551, that investigation, and t

destruction), the ruin ofthat investigation or discrimi-

nation.

ofcontatta, a. (from 31, that investigation, and

, destructive), ruinous to that investigation or dis-

crimination.

offas , a. (from futz51, that investigation, and

f , causing to cease), putting an end to that inves-

tigation or discrimination .

তদ্বিবেচনানিবারক, a. (from তদ্বিবেচনা, that investigation, and

fata , preventing), preventing that investigation or

discrimination.

Gg g

তদ্বিবেচনানিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বিবেচনা, that investigation, and

fifas, a cause), caused by or arising from that investi-

gation or discrimination ; ad. from or through that in-

vestigation or discrimination.

তদ্বিবেচনাপ্ৰতিবন্ধক, a. from তদ্বিবেচনা, that investigation, and

afsa , opposing , opposing or preventing that inves-

tigation or discrimination.

to

facast¶³, a . (from fatT671, that investigation , and

AF, caused by), caused by or arising from that inves-

tigation or discrimination ; ad. from or through that

investigation or discrimination .

facsata , ad. (from 51 , that investigation, and

fa , without , without that investigation or discrimi-

nation.

sfacrifat , a . (from fats , that investigation, and

faf , possessed of), possessed of that discrimination

orjudgment.

তদ্বিবেচনাবিহীন, a. (from তদ্বিবেচনা, that investigation, and

fa , destitute), destitute of that discrimination or

judgment.

facadas, a. (from fast, that investigation, and 5,

joined to), connected with that investigation or discri

mination.

তদ্বিবেচনারহিত, a. ( from उদ্বিবেচনা, that investigation, and

, destitute), destitute of that investigation or dis-

crimination .

তদ্বিবেচন।শূন্য , a . (from তদ্বিবেচনা, that investigation, and गा,

empty), destitute ofthat investigation or discrimination .

afazatetfa, s. (from fats , that investigation , and if ,

927
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ofc.

a de riment), a detriment to that investigation or dis-

crimination.

তদ্বিবেচন হেতুক, a. (from তদ্বিবেচনা , that investigation, and

(53, a cause), caused by or arising from that investiga-

tion or discrimination ; ad. from or through that inve:-

tigation or discrimination .

, s. (from 3 , that, and fes , wealth), that wealth,

or grandeur, his or her wealth or grandeur.

, . (from 34, that wealth, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that wealth or gran-

deur, producible by or arising from his or her wealth

or grandeur.

o , s. (from , that wealth, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of that wealth or grandeur, the

destruction of his or her wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিভক্ট লক, a . (from 3fs , that wealth, and , de-5 ,

structive), destructive to that wealth or grandeur, de-

structive to his or her wealth or grandeur.

зs , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and fora, de-

structive), destructive to that wealth or grandeur, de-

structive to his or her wealth or grandeur.

fat , s. (from , that wealth, and , destructi-

on), the destruction of that wealth or grandeur, the de-

struction of his or her wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিভৱনাশক , a . (from ডম্বিত , that wealth, and atশক, de-

structive), destructive to that wealth or grandeur, de-

structive to his or her wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিতৰনিত্তিক, a. (from তদ্বিভৰ, that wealth, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that wealth or gran-

deur, caused by or arising from his or her wealth or

grandeur ; ad. from or through his, her, or that wealth

or grandeur.

3fs , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and , causedপযুক্ত,

by), c. used by or arising from that wealth or grandeur,

caused by or arising from his or her wealth or gran-

deur ; ad. from or through his, her, or that wealth or

grandeur.

sfasafn , ad. (from 35 , that wealth, and 1 , with-

out , without his, her, or that wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিভৰবিনাশ, s. (from তদ্বিভব, that wealth, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that wealth or grandeur,

the destruction of his or her wealth or grandeur.

তম্বিত বিনাশক, s . (from তদ্বিতৰ, that wealth, and বিনাশক,

destructive), destructive to that wealth or grandeur,

destructive to his or her wealth or grandeur.

উদ্বিভৱৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from তদ্বিতৰ, that wealth, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of, possessed of that wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বি

ofaszfesta, a. (from fast, that wealth, and ì , desti-

ture of , destitute of that wealth or grandeur.

ofisarfa, s. (from 351, that wealth, and fa, increase),

the increase of that wealth or grandeur, the increase

of his or her wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিভাবব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from তরিত4, that wealth, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , thai wealth or grandeur excepted, his or her

wealth or grandeur excepted.

34 , s. (from sfrs , that wealth, and afst ,

an exception , the exception of his or her grandeur, the

exception of that grandeur.

GASTIS, a. (from 4 that wealth, and 4 , joined to),

connected with his, her, or that wealth or grandeur.

3fastes, a. (from fast, that wealth, and af , desti-

tute), destitute of that wealth or grandeur.

sattat, a. from 3f5 , that w.alth , possessed of th.t

wealth or grandeur-

3 , a. (from 35 , that wealth, ani , empty',

destitute of that wealth or grandeur.

ofasata, s. (from fasa, that wealth, and gifa, loss), the

loss of that wealth or grandeur, the loss of his or her

wealth or grandeur.

sfascia, a. (from 5 , that wealth, and 7, destitute),

destitute of that wealth or grandeur.

ofasuese, a. (from fa , that wealth, and 153, a cause),

caused by or arising from that wealth or grandeur,

caused by or arising from his or her wealth or gran-

deur ; ad. from or through his, her, or that wealth or

grandeur.

ofasatati, s . (from as , that wealth, and tit, de-

sire), a desire for that wealth or grandeur, the desire

for his or her wealth or grandeur.

offstæti, a. (from 3f5 , that wealth, and taifa, de-

s'rous), desirous ofthat wealth or grandeur, desirous

of his or her wealth or grandeur.

a
তদ্বিভানসন্ধান , s . (from তদ্বিভৰ, that wealth, and অনুসন্ধান,

search;, a search after that wealth or grandeur, a search

after his or her wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিভবানুসন্ধানী , a. (from তদ্বিভৱ, that wealth, and অনুসন্ধানি ,

searching), searching after that wealth or grandeur,

searching after his or her wealth or grandeur.

sfasztaxatst, a. (from 3 , that wealth, and hatfia,

searching), searching after that wealth or grandeur,

searching after his or her wealth or grandeur.

তদ্বিতৰান্বেষক, a . (from তদ্বিভৱ, that wealth, and অন্বেষক, seek -

ing), seeking that wealth or grandeur, seeking his or

her wealth or grandeur.
+

4
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3f*.

, s. (from 5 , that wealth, and , a

seeking), the seeking of that wealth or grandeur, the

seeking of his or her wealth or grandeur.

অভিান্বেষী, a. (from তদ্বিভৱ, thatwealth, and অন্বেষিদ ,্ seek -

ing,, seeking that wealth or grandeur, seeking his or

her wealth or grandeur.

saifana, s. (from fasa, that wealth, and afsata, de-

sire , a desire for that wealth or grandeur, a desire for

his or her wealth or grandeur.

3(@satsata), «. (from 157, that wealth, and afsati ,

desirous , desirous of that wealth or grandeur, desir-

cus of his or her wealth or grandeur.

3 , 8. (from 3 , tha wealth, and 1, desire), a

desire for that wealth or grandeur, a desire for his or

her wealth or grandeur.

a. (from 33 , that wealth, and 35, desirous),

desirous of that wealth or grandeur, desirous of his or

her wealth or grandeur.

sfers , a. (from 3 , that wealth, and 54, desirous),

desirous of that wealth or grandeur, desirous of his or

her wealth or grandeur.

afstaat, a. (from of , that wealth, and fa , desirous),

desirous of that wealth or grandeur, desirous ofhis or

her wealth or grandeur.

sfazik, a. (from 3 , that, and faizi , a quarrel), that

quarrel or opposition, his or her quarrel or opposition .

তদ্বিরোধকারী, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ , that quarrel, and কারিন,

miking), exciting that quarrel, causing his or her

quarrel, opposing him, her, or that.

তদ্বিরোধজনিত , a . ( from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and জনিত,

produced , produced by or arising from that quarrel

or opposition, produced by or arising from his orher

quarrel or opposition,

? , a. (from fat , that quirrel, and 1, produ-

eble ,producible by or arising from that quarrel or op-

position, producible by or arising from his or her quar

rel or opposition.

Tutats, a. (from fata, that quarrel, and Its pro-

duced , produced by or arising from that quarrel or

opposition, produced by or arising from his or her quar-

rel or opposition.

তদ্বিরোধনাশক, a . ( from তদ্বিরোধ , thatquarrel, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or putting an end to his, her,

or that quarrel or opposition.

ভাইরোধনি বৰ্ত্তক, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), causing his, her, or that quarrel or

opposition to cease,

তদ্বি

তদ্বিরোধনিকারক, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that quarrel or opposition, pre-

venting his or her quarrel or opposition .

তদ্বিরোধনিবৃত্তি, s . (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of that quarrel or opposition,

the cessation of his or her quarrel or opposition .

তদ্বিরোধনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that quarrel or op-

position, caused by or arising from his or her quarrel

or opposition ; ad. from or through his, her, or that

quarrel or oppositon.

তদ্বিরোধপুযুক্ত , a. ( from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that quarrel, caused

by or arising from his or her quarrel ; ad. from or

through his, her, or that quarrel or opposition.

sfacattade, a . (from 3 , that quarrel, aud záē, in-

creasing), aggravating that quarrel, aggravating his or

her quarrel or opposition.

falat¶æa, s. (from fata, that quarrel, and z , an in-

creasing) , the aggravating of that quarrel, the aggravat-

ing of his or her quarrel or opposition.

তদ্বিরোধবিনা, ad . (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and বিনা, with-

out , without that quarrel, without his or her quarrel

or opposition.

তদ্বিরোধব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , that quarrel excepted , his or her quarrel or

opposition excepted .

তদ্বিরোধ 'ডিরেক্ট, s. (from উদ্বিরোধ, thatquarrel, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that quarrel, the excep

tion of his or her quarrel or opposition .

TfWAIS&T, a. (from far , that quarrel, and ≈ & , break-

ing), interrupting or breaking up his, her, or that quar-

rel or opposition.

ofcat , s . (from , that quarrel, and 337, a

breaking), the breaking up or putting a stop to his, her,

or that quartel or opposition .

fæ , a. (from 3 , that quarrel, and a , immers-

ed), immersed or wholly engaged in that quarrel, en-

gaged or immersed in his or her quarrel.

ofa̸catâamæ, a (from far , that quarrel, and 2 , a root),

originating in his, her, or that quarrel or opposition.

sfacatågfss, a . (from facta, that quarrel, and 3f53, des⋆

titute , free from bis, her, or that quarrel or opposition.

তদ্বিরোধহেতুক, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and হেত ,ু

cause), caused by or arising from bis, her, or that quar-

rel or opposition ; ad from or through his, her, or

that quarrel or opposition,

Ggg 2
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তদ্বি oft.

ofuatatzigi, s . (from a , that quarrel, and tætgi,

desire) , a desire to renew that quarrel or opposition.

তবিরোধাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from তদ্বি রাধ, that quarrel, and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous ofengaging in or renewing that quar-

rel or opposition.

ofacatatqzata, s . (from fatata, that quarrel, and

, search), the seeking of a way to excite that

quarrel or opposition.

efaâa , a . (from fata, that quarrel, and

ff , searching), seeking to excite or promote

that quarrel or opposition.

sfatatgauti, a . (from of , that quarrel, and

, seeking), seeking to excite or promote that

quarrel oropposition.

তদ্বিরোধান্বিত, a . ( from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and অম্বিত, con-

nected with), connected with that quarrel or oppositi-

on.

উদ্বিরোধীন্বেষক, a. ( from তদ্বিরোধ , that quarrel, and অন্বেষক,

secking), seeking to exite or promote that quarrel or

opposition.

তদ্বিরোধান্বেষণ , s . (from তদ্বিরোধ , that quarrel, and অন্বেষণ,

search), a seeking to excite or promote that quarrel or

opposition.

তাদিরোধান্বেষী, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and অন্বেধিন,

seeking), seeking to excite or promote that quarrel or

opposition.

তদ্বিরেবাভিলাষ, s. ( from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to excite or promote that quarrel or

opposition.

fata , a. (from a , that quarrel, and fat ,

desirous , desirous of exciting or promoting that quar-

rel or opposition.

cfacandal, s . (from 3 , that quarrel, and 51 , desire),

a desire to excite or promote that quarrel or opposi-

tion.

sfacatıda, 5.
a. (from fatata, that quarrel, and desirous),

desirous of exciting or promoting that quarrel or op-

position.

তদ্বিরোধেতুক, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and ইচ্ছুক, -

sirous), desirous of exciting or promoting that quarrel

or opposition.

afaratzatea, s. (from fat , that quarrel, and seats,

a production), the production of that quarrel or oppo-

sition .

afaretrâtestaze, a. (from fat , that quarrel, and set ,

producing), producing that quarrel or opposition .

angkalaina, s. (from fatata, that quarrel, and 83457,

a producing), the producing of that quarrel or opposi-

tion.

তদ্বিরোধোদ্যুক্ত, a . (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and উদযুক্ত, ene

gaged in), engaged in that quarrel or opposition .

তদ্বিরোবোদ্যোগী, a. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and ওদ্যোগি ,

exciting to), exciting to that quarrel or opposition .

ofaghagy, a . (from fata, that quarrel, and sa , look-

ing upwards), looking towards or desirous ofthat quar-

rel or opposition .

তদ্বিরোধোপক্রম, s. ( from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and উপক্রম , ৫

beginning , the commencement of that quarrel or op-

position .

তদ্বিরোধোপযুক্ত , a . (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel and sপযুক্ত,

fit) , fit to be the object of that quarrel or opposition.

তদ্বিরোধোপস্থিতি, s. (from তদ্বিরোধ, that quarrel, and উপস্থিতি,

a being near , the beginning or introduction of that

quarrel or opposition .

off , a . (from 34, that and fat , possessed of), connect-

ed with that, possessed of that.

fantaæ, a. (from 3 , that, and fɛɛɛ, discriminating) ,

discriminating or distinguishing that.

[ *ed , a. (from 35, that, and fa * , a discriminating),

the discriminating ofthat, that discriminating word or

adjective.

fs, a. (from 3 , that, and fats , trusted), believed or

trusted by him or her, trusty in that thing.

, 8. (from 5, that, and f , trust), that trust or

confidence, his or her trust or confidence .

ofyxinaise, ɑ . (from fata, that trust, and 5 , de-

stroying), acting unfaithfully to that trust, betraying

that trust ; s. that unfaithful person, that traitor.

তদ্বিশ্বাসঘাতী, a. (from তদ্বিশ্বাস, that trust, and ঘাতিন,"de-

stroying), betraying that trust or confidence, acting un-

faithfully to that trust.

তৰিশ্বাসজনক, a . (from তদ্বিশ্বান, that trust, and জনক, produce

ing , producing that trust or confidence .

ofaxtasfa3, « . (from A, that trust, and As, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from that trust or con-

fidence .

3 , a. (from fia, that trust, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that trust or confi-

dence.

produc-তদ্ৰিশ্বাসজাত, a. ( from তদ্বিশ্বাস, that trust, and জতি,

ed), produced by or arising from that trust or confi-

dence.

3 , s. (from fat , that trust, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of that trust or confidence.
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aftingane, a. (from 3 , that trust, and , de-

structive), destructive to that trust or confidence.

fakt, a. (from fat , that trust, and f , de-

structive), destroying that trust or confidence.

তন্ত্রিশ্বাসনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্বিশ্বাস, that trust , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that trust or confi-

dence; ad. from or through that trust or confidence .

উদ্বিশ্বাসপুযুক্ত , a . ( from তদ্বিশ্বাস , that trust, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by , causedby or arising from that trust or confidence ;

ad. from or through that trust or confidence.

উদ্ভিশানবিনা , ad. (from তদ্বিশ্বাস , that trust, and বিনা, with-

out), without that trust or confidence.

উবিশ্বাসরাতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্বিশ্বাস, that trust, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that trust or confidence excepted .

উদ্ভিশ্বানাতিরেক, s . (from তদ্বিশ্বাস, that trust , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception ofthat trust or confidence.

sfarange, e. (from з , that trust, and 157, a cause),

caused by or arising from that trust or confidence ; ad.

from or through that trust or confidence .

T7, 8. (from 35, that, and fix , an object), that object,

that wealth, that business or affair, his or her business

or affair, his or her wealth.

sauge, a . (from 3 , that, and f¤ , an object), having that

for its object, belonging to that object, relating to that.

faz , a. (from fay, that object, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that object or affair.

fa , s. from fay, that object, and ‡ ♬, des'ructi-

on), the destruction of that object, business, or affair.

, a. (from 3 , that object, and , destruc-

fire), destructive to that object, business . or affair.

fat, a. (from: 3 , that object, and f , destruc

tive), destructive to that object, business, or affair.

agata , s. (from , that object, and tt, destructi-

on), the destruction of that object, business, or affair.

sat , a. (from fay, that object, and *æ, destruc-

fore) , destructive to that object, business, or affair.

তন্বিষ্যদিষিতক, a. (from তদ্বিষয়, that object, and নিমিত্ত,

cause , caused by or arising from that object, business ,

or affair ; ad. from or through that business, object, or

affair.

ofrazzisaar, a. (from fag, that object, and ofAT, OP-

pos.ng , opposing or preventing that object, business,

or aaffair.

thapas, a. (from fay, that object, and 4 , caused

by , caused by or arising from that object, business, or

afia r; ad. from or through that object, business , or

affir,

oft.

ſa , a . (from , that cbject, and 5, joined to),

connected with that object, business, or affair.

Gfa̸ay?48, 6. (from fay, that object, and a , keeping),

keeping or guarding that object, business, or affair.

faryI¶d, s. (from ¤ , that object, and a , a keeping),

the keeping or guarding of that object, business, or af

fair.

1, 8. (from 3 , that object, and 1, preservati

the keeping or guarding of that object, business,

or affair.

ofagas, a. (from ſay, that object, and af , destitute),

destitute of that business or property, destitute ofthat

object.

fats, s. (from 3 , that object, and at , gain), the

acquisition of that object or property.

ofas, a. (from fag, that object, and , acquired),

possessed of that object or property.

Taxa , a. (from

titute of that

object.

3 , s . (from fay, that object, and 5, a destroyer),

the destroyer of or he who injures that, that business,

property, or affair.

fay, that object, and 7 , empty), des-

business or property, destitute of that

jhayata, s . (from TT, that object, and gifs, a loss), a

detriment to that business, property, or affair.

saga, a. (from 8 , that object, and ta, destitute),

destitute of that business or property, destitute of that

affair.

fan , a . (from 7, that object, and c , a cause),

caused by that object or affair, caused by or arising

from that business or property ; ad. from or through

that object, business , or affair.

ofaagtæti, s. (from fay, that object, and tati, a wish),

a desire for that object or affair, a desire for that busi-

ness or property.

তদ্বিষয়াকান্ত্রী, a. (from তদ্বিষয়, that object, and আকাশি , de-

sirous , desirous of that object or aflair, desirous of

that business or property.

-fat , s. (from fe , that object, and at ,

search , a seeking after that object or affair, a seeking

after that business or property.

Gagtanait, e. (from , that object, and af ,

sek ng), seeking after that object or affair, seeking

after that business or property.

ofcaptats , a. from fay, that object, and azalda,

secking , seeking after that object or affair, seeking af

ter that business or property,
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fbetaans, ad. (loc. case of fagtanta, a correspond-

ence with that object) , according to that object, affair,

business, or property.

offagtaas, a. (from 3 , that object, and igaz, seek.

ing) , seeking after that object or affair, seeking after

that business or property.

ofqugtraad, s. (from fay, that object, and IId , a seek-

ing), the seeking after that object or affair, the seek

ing after that business or property.

ofa , a. (from 3 , that object, and af , seek-

ing), seeking after that object or affair, seeking after

that business or property.

তদ্বিষয়াভিলাষ, ৪. (from তদ্বিষয়, that object, and অভিলাষ, dr-

sire), a desire for that object or affair, a desire for that

business or property.

তদ্বিষয়াভিলাষী , a. ( from তদ্বিষয়, that object , and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous of that object or affair, desirous of

that business or property.

1, s. (from fag, that object, and , a desire), a

desire for that object or affair, a desire for that busi-

ness or property.

fy , a. (from fay, that object, and , desirous),

desirous of that object or affair, desirous of that busi-

ness or property.

ofa ?ax, a. (from fay, that object, and , desirous),

desirous of that object or affair, desirous of that busi-

ness or property.

fa, s . (from , that, and af , understanding), that un-

derstanding, that idea, his or her understanding or ideas.

fan, a. (from 3 , tha idea, and , to give), giving that

idea or sentiment.

fant1, s. (from , that idea, and t , a giver), the

giver of that idea or sentiment,

safantyæ, à. (from 3 , that idea, and tд , giving), giv-

ing that idea or sentiment.

yſa̸‡ , s. (from af , that idea, and ‡ , destruction),

the loss of that idea, the loss of his or her understand-

ing or ideas.

fat , a . (from af , that idea, and ‡ , destructive),

destructive to that idea, destructive to his or her under-

standing or ideas .

, a. (from 3 , that idea, and f , destructive),

destructive to that idea, destructive to his or her un-

derstanding or ideas.

fanta , s. (from 3 , that idea, and at , destruction),

the loss of that idea, the destruction of his or her un-

derstanding or ideas.

ত .

fat , a. (from 3 , that idea, and , destructive),

destructive to that idea, destructive to his or her uu-

derstanding or ideas .

zafsæde, a. (from Tfs , that idea, and , increasing),

increasing those ideas, improving his or her understand-

ing or ideas.

zafaæfa, s. (from safa, that idea, and af , increase), the

increase of those ideas, the improvement of his or her

understanding or ideas.

fat, s . (from 3 , that idea, and , a fallingfrom),

the loss of those ideas or sensations, the loss of his or

her understanding or ideas.

3 SIT3, a. (from , that idea, and a , destitute),

destitute of that understanding or idea.

33 , s. (from 3 , that, and 3, a detail), that detail or

recital of particulars.

a. (from 3 , that detail, and 3 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from that detail of parti-

culars.

ts , a. (from
3, that detail, and ¹, to know),

acquainted with that detail of particulars .

some, a. (from 15, that dettil, and t , mak-

ing known), making known that detail of particulars.

Gyotz147, s. (from 43, that detail, and ††z, a mak-

ingknown), the making known of that detail of parti-

culars.

stefafaez, «. (from 34313, that detail, and fifII, a cause),

caused by or arising from that detail of particulars ; ad.

from or through that detail of particulars.

oqotofaface, ad. (loc. case of
off , the occasion of

that detail , for the sake of that detail of particulars.

, a. (from 33s, that detail, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from that detail of particu-

lars ; ad. from or through that detail of particulars .

stafa , ad. (from 3313, that detail, and fet, without),

without that detail of particulars.

starfsfa , a. (from 3 , that detail, and af ,

excepted), that detail of particulars excepted .

তদ্বৃত্তান্তৰ্যতিরেক, s . (from তদ্বৃত্তান্ত, thatdetail, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that detail of particulars.

setas, a. (from 333, that detail, and 15, a cause),

caused by or arising from that detail of particulars ; ad.

from or through that detailof particulars,

তদ্বৃত্তি, s. (from , that, and 3 , property), that property,

his or her property or means of support.

, s. (from 33 , that property, and c , a cutting),

the confiscation of that property, the confiscation of

H
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his or her property, the depriving ofhim or her ofthe

means of support.

f , a. from 3 , thatproperty, and ce, culling),

confiscating that property, depriving him or her of the

means of support, confiscating his or her property; s.

he who confiscates that property, he who deprives him

or her of the means of support.

তদ্বৃত্তিছেদকারী, a. (from তদ্বৃত্তিচ্ছেদ, the confiscation ofthat pro-

perty, and fa , making), confisca ing that property,

confi cating his or her property, depriving him or her

of the means of support.

safsirnafas, a. (from f , the confiscation of that

property, and 5, produced , produced by or arising

from the confiscation of that property, produced by or

arising from the confiscation of his or her property,

produced by or arising from the depriving him or her

of the means of support.

f3184581, a. from 34 , the confiscation ofthat pro-

perty, and I, producible), producible by or arising

from the confiscation of that property producible by

or arising from the confiscation ofhis or her property,

producible by or arising from the d priving him or her

ofthe means of support.

3s, a. from 353, that support, and 353, produc-

ed , pro luced by or arising fromthat means of support

or from that property.

fa, s. (from 3. hat, and af , increase), that increase, his

or her increase.

fan , a. (from 3 , that increase, and , producing),

producing that increase, causing his or her increase .

3f5f45, a. (from 3 , that increase, and 543, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from that increase.

3157 , a. (from fa, that increase, and 5 , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that increase.

fa , s. (from , that increase, and ‡ ♬, destruc-

tick), the destruction ofthat increase or prosperity.

3qfedzē, ɑ. (from af , that increase, and ♬ , de-

structive), destructive to that increase or prosperity.

a. (from , that increase, and fax, de-

structive), destructive to that increase or prosperity.

fet, s. (from 3 , that increase, and at , destruc-

bien), the destruction of that increase or prosperity,

squatte, a. (from 3 , that increase, and statæ, de-

structive,, destructive to that increase or prosperity.

ত चিনি Íক, ৫. ( from उपवि, that increase, and fনউক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to that increase or

prosperity.

1 せて 。

oqhfazize, z. (from af , that increase, and faxtaæ, pre-

venting), preventing that increase or prosperity.

ofafaatad , s. (from qfs, that increase, and fattyA, a pre-

renting , the preventing of that increase or prosperity.

fafafa, s . (from , that increase, and fa , cessati

on , the cessation of that increase or prosperity.

fafafas , a . (from , that increase, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from that increase or prosperity ;

ad. from or through that increase or property.

oqfagfszae, ɑ . (from 3 , that increase, and afsaar,

opposing , counteracting or preventing that increase

or prosperity.

, a . (from , that increase, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that increase or prospe .

rity; ad. from or through that increase or prosperity.

31, ad. (from 3 , that increase, and f , with-

out), without that increase or prosperity.

Jaffcard, s. (from 3 , that increase, and fiatat, de-

struction), the destruction of that increase or prosperity.

তদ্বিৰিনাশক, a . (from उম্বৃদ্ধি, that increase, and ৰিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that increase or prosperity.

Jafaga, a. (from , that increase, and (13, a cause),

caused by or arising from that increase or prosperity ;

ad. from or through that increase or prosperity.

1, 8. (from , that increase, and 1 , desire), a de-

sire for that increase or prosperity.

a. (from af , that increase, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of that increase or prosperity.

chase, a. (from gaf , that increase, and F , desirous),

desirous of that increase or prosperity.

उ
fa , s. (from fa , that increase, and fanta, de-

sire), a desire for that increase or prosperity.

sqafsatâ, a . (from 3 , that increase, and safe ,

desirous), desirous of that increase or prosperity.

31, s. (from 3 , that increase, and tæt , de-

sire , a desire for that increase or prosperity.

, a. (from 3 , that increase, and tata, de-

s rous), desirous of that increase or prosperity.

N3A, 8. (from 34, that, and (T37, wages), that wages, his

or her wages or stipulated pay.

তদ্ধেতনগ্রাহী,sagt , a. (from 3 , that wages, and gif , receiv

ing), receiving those wages, accepting those wages.

3193AGI), a. (from 537, that wages, and F , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from those wages .

, a. (from 3 , that wages, and if , living),

living upon those wages.

ভদ্বেতননিমিত্তক, a . ( from তত্ত্বেতন, that wages, and নিমিত্ত,
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cause), caused by or arising from those wages ; ad.

from or through those wages .

উদ্বোতনাকঙ্গি', s . (from তদ্বোতন, that wages, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা,

sire , a desire for those wages.

de-

তদ্বেতনীকাশী, a. ( from উদ্বেজন, that wages, and আকাঙ্কি,, de-

sirous), desirous of those wages .

তদ্বে তনাভিলাষ, ৪. (from তদ্বোতন, that wages, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire , a desire for those wages.

তন্ত্রেতনাভিলাষী, a. ( from তদ্বোতন , that wages, and অভিলাষি

desirous) , desirous of those wages.

GAR), s. (from 3 , that wages, and 1 , desire), a de

sire for those wages.

IllIH, a. (from , that wages, and desirous),
উদ্বোতনেন্ধু ,

desirous of those wages.

A , a. (fromতদ্বোতনেন্ত্রক, 3 , that wages, and , desirous),

desirous of those wages.

KAI, s . (from 3 , that, and F , sensation), that sensa-

tion, that pain.

তদ্বেদন জনক, a. ( from তদ্বেদন!, that sensation , and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing that sensation, producing that pain.

তদ্ভেদনাজনিত, a. (from তদ্বেদনা, that sensation, and জনিত,

produced , produced by or arising from that pain or

sensation.

উদ্বেদন জন্য, a. (from সদ্বেদনা , that sensation, and জন্য, pro

ducible , producible by or arising from that pain or

sensation.

de-

তদ্বেদনাদায়ক, a. ( from তদ্বেদনা, that sensation, and দায়ক,

giving), giving that pain, causing that sensation.

Sanat , s. (from 3 , that sensation, and † ,

struction), the destruction ofthat sensation, the removal

of that pain.

descanatge, a . (from 37 , that sensation, and ,

structive), destructive to that sensation, removing that

pain .

anatant, a. (from 3 , that sensation, and f , de-

structive), destructive to that sensation, removing that

pain.

তদ্বেদনানাশ, ৪. (from তদ্বেদনা , that sensation, and at , de-

struction), the destruction of that sensation, the remov-

ing of that pain.

উদ্বেদনানাশক, a. (from তদ্বেদনা , that sensation, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that sensation, removing that

pain.

anatfase, a. (from 1, that sensation , and fire,

putting a step to), putting a stop to that sensation or

pain.

377 .

তদ্বেদনানিবারক, a. (from তদ্বেদন), that sensation, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that sensation or pain.

তদ্বেদনানিবারণ, s. ( from তদ্বেদনা, that sensation, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing ofthat sensation or pain.

31gnatfifase, a. (from 31, that sensation, and f5f43, a

cause), caused by or arising from that pain or sensati-

on; ad. from or through that pain or sensation.

37 , a. (from 3771, that sensation, and 5s, caus- -

ed by), caused by or arising from that pain or sensati-

on; ad. from or through that pain or sensation .

oranatfant, ad. (from 11, that sensation, and frat,

without), without that pain or sensation.

তদ্বেদনাৰ্বিনাশ, s. ( from তদ্বেদনা, that sensation, and বিনাশ,

destruction , the destruction of that sensation, the re-

moval ofthat pain.

szakaiftatxe, a. (from 31, that sensation , and featte,

destructive), destructive to that sensation, removing

that pain.

schaffte, a. (from that, that sensation , and faf ,

possessed of , possessed of that sensation, suffering that

pain.

scanatajā, s. (from 1, that sensation, and afa, in-

crease), the increase ofthat pain or sensation.

তদ্বেদনাৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্বেদনা, that sensation, and রাতিরিক্ত,

excepted , that pain or sensation excepted .

তদ্বেদনাতিরেক, s .(from তদ্বেদনা, that sensation, and জাতিরেক,

an ex ep ion , the exception to that pain or sensation .

a (from 1 , that sensation, and 5, joined

to , connected with that pain or sensation.

তন্ত্রেদনারহিত, a. (from তদেনা, that sensation, and রহিত, dese

titu'e), free from that pain, free from that sensation.

sanatta , a. (from 1971, hat pain, and , empty), free

from that pain or sensation,

natia, a. (from , that pain , and , destitute),

free from that pain or sensation.

, a. (from 3 , that pain, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from that pain or sensation.

1, s. (from , that Veda, and 7 , a speaker), he

who recites that particular Veda, that reciter of the

Veda.

anfas, a. (from , that Veda, and fe, knowing), ac-

quainted with or learned in that Veda or sacred text.

Ganlæg), s. (from , thất Veda, and ca³, one who knows),

one learned in that particular Veda.

SunTIF, a. (from 3 , that Veda, and , a cause),

caused by that Veda or particular text of the Veda.

ปี
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তদোকা$ 1, s . ( from তদ্বেদ, that Veda, and আকাঙ্কণ, desire), a

desire for that Veda or for that particular text of the

Veda,

tata , a. (from , that Veda, and staff , desirous),

desirous of that Veda or particular text of the Veda.

anta, s. (from 3 , that Veda, and , search),

a search after that Veda or after that particular text of

the Veda.

oceniazetat, a. (from , that Veda, and tfag,

searching), searching after that Veda or particular text

ofthe Veda.

ocentgats), n. (from , that Veda, and If ,

searching), searching after that Veda or particular text

ofthe Veda.

annique, a. (from , that Veda, and , seeking),

secking that Veda or particular text of the Veda.

জদ্বদান্বেষণ , s . ( from তদ্বেদ, that Veda, and সন্বেষণ , a seeking),

a seeking for that Veda or for that particular passage

of the Veda.

তদ্বদান্বেষী , a. (from তদ্বেদ, that Veda, and অন্বেষিন, seeking),

seeking that Veda or particular passage of the Veda.

anifsata, s. (from , that Veda, and afsa, desire),

a desire for that Veda or for that particular passage of

the Veda.

viantfentat, a. (from ™ , that Veda, and fa , desir-

cus), desirous of that Veda or of that particular passage

ofthe Veda.

346), s. (from ¤ , that Veda, and I , desire), a desire

for that Veda or for that particular passage of the

Veda.

as, a. (from , that Veda, and 5, desirous), desir

ous of that Veda, or of that particular passage of the

Veda.

, a. (from , that Veda, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of that Veda, or of that particular passage of

the Veda.

, s. (from 3 , that, and cat, clothing), that clothing,

his or her clothing.

, s. (from , that clothing, and , wearing),

wearing that dress.

উদ্বেশনিমিত্তক, a. (from তদেশ, that clothing, and নিত্তি, a

cause), caused by or arising from that dress ; ad. from

or through that dress.

dus, a. (from , that clothing, and , caused

by , caused by or arising from that dress ; ad. from or

Through that dress.

BUJ.

, a. (from , that clothing, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that dress ; ad. from or

through that dress.

তদ্বেশাকা‡া , s . ( fromতদেশ, that clothing , andজাকা$1 , desire),

a desire for that dress .

তদ্বেশীকাঙ্গী, a. (from তদেশ, that clothing , and আকানি, desir-

ous), desirous of that dress

, s. (from 3 , that, and , a house), that house, his

or her house.

TE, a . (from 3 , that house, and , to be situated),

situated in that house.

, ɑ. (from , that house, and , staying),

staying or continuing in that house.

£3, a. (from I, that house, and 3, situated), si-

tuated in that house.

, a. (from 3 , that house, and at , fond of),

fond of that house.

JU , 8. from , that, and f , an individual), that in-

dividual, that man, that sensible object.

IUST, ɑ. (from ™, that, and T& , displaying), display-

ing or making that evident to the senses.

TUI, s. (from , that, and ™ , pain), that pain, his or

her pain.

, s. (from 1, that pain, and , producing),

producing that pain .

33, a. (from 3 , that pain, and 3, produced ,

produced by or arising from that pain.

Garut , a. (from , that pain, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from that pain.

Gutnty , a. (from , that pain, and nae, giving),

giving that pain, causing that pain.

utata , a. (from 3 , that pain, and tf , giving),

giving that pain, causing that pain.

, s. (from 3 , that pain, and , destruction),

the destroying or removing of that pain.

Ja , a. (from , that pain, and f , destruc-

tive), removing or allaying that pain.

statt, s. (from , that pain, and , destruction),

the removing or allaying of that pain.

tate, a. (from 1, that pain, and † , destruc-

tive), removing or allaying that pain.

তদ্ব্যথানিৰ্ত্তক, a . (from স্থা), that pain , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to or blunting that pain.

fatas, a. (from Jr , that pain, andfitæ, prevent-

ing), preventing that pain.

3uta , s . (from 341, that pain, andfat , prevent-

ing), the preventing of that pain.

Hhh
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ifafe, s . (from 321, that pain, and fiaf³, cessation),

the cessation of that pain.

caufafaze, a. (from 352 , that pain, and fa̸II, a cause),

caused by or arising from that pain ; ad. from or

through that pain.

GUS, a. (from
12, that pain, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from that pain ; ad. from or

through that pain .

GET , a. from 3 , that pain, and , increasing),

increasing that pam or torment.

u , s . (from 3 , that pain, and T7, an increas-

ing), the increasing of that pain or torment.

Juf , ad. (from 3 , that pain, and fe1, without ,

without that pain or torment.

তথাকতিরিক্ত, a. (from उদ্ব্যর্থ , that pain, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that pain or anguish excepted.

US, a. (from , that pain , aud TF, joined to) ,

connected with or possessed of that pain.

www.fs, a. (from 3 , that pain, and 33, destitute),

free from that pain or anguish.

ta , a. (from J , that pain, and * , empty), free

from that pain or anguish.
4wut , a . (from з , that pain, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that pain ; ad. from or

through that pain or anguish.

ty, s. (from , that, and at , a profession), that

trade or profession, his or her trade or profession .

তদ্বাসীয়কারক, a . ( from উদ্বাসীয়, that profession , and কারক,

making), working at that trade or profession, doing

that work.

তদ্ব্যবসায়কারী, a . (from তদ্বাসীয় , that profession, and কারিন,

making), working at or following that trade or profes-

sion.

watgafas, a. (from
ty, that profession, and 43,

produced , produced by or arising from that trade or

profession.

তদ্ব্যবসায়জন্য , a. (from তদ্বাসীয়, that profession , and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from that trade

or profession.

☎azatṣ¶¤, s. (from
ty, that profession , and p¤,

des'ruction , the destruction or ruin of that trade or

profession.

GUTHIĻI"HE, a. (from way, that profession, and' ,

destructive), destructive to that trade or profession.

CuantarĦ, a. (from ty, that profession, and ‡ f ,

destructive), destructive or ruinous to that trade or

profession.

•

U.

তদ্ব্যৰনীয়নাশ, s. (from তদ্বাসীয়, that profession, and দাশ,

destruction), the destruction or ruin of that trade or

profession.

তদ্ব্যৱসায়নাশক, a . (from তদ্বাসীয়, that profession, and নানক,

destructive , destructive to that trade or profession.

swantofiazda, ɑ. (from ty, that profession, and

fax , putting a stop to), putting a stop to that trade

or profession.

zwaatyfaætgæ, a . (from Яts, that profession, and

fate, preventing), preventing or prohibiting that

trade or profession .

Gwent:faatad, s. (from ty, that profession, and

fata , a preventing), the preventing or prohibiting of

that trade or profession.

তাৰসায়নিবৃত্তি, s. (from সদ্ব্যবসায়, that profession, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of that trade or profession.

3pfafaga, a . (from at , that profession, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from that trade

or profession.

তদ্ব্যৱসায়পুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from তদ্ব্যৰসীয়, that profession, and

*fa , opposing,, opposed to or preventing that trade

or profession.

তদ্ব্যৱসায়পুযুক্ত, a. ( from সদ্ব্যবসায়, that profession, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from that trade or pro-

fession; ad. from or through that trade or profession.

তদ্ব্যৰসায়ৰিল৷ , ad. (from তদ্ব্যৱসায়, that profession, and বিনা,

without), without that trade or profession..

তদ্ব্যৰসায়ৰিশি , ১. ( from তদ্ব্যৱসায ,় that profession, and বিনাশ,

destruction , the ruin or destruction of that trade or

profession.

swantufæatte, a. (from , that profession, and

fat , destructive), destructive or ruinous to that

trade or profession.

straft , a. (from ty, that profession, and

fafat , possessed of), possessed of that trade or profes-

sion.

Juratrefs , a. (from way, that profession, and

sfa , excepted) , that trade or profession excepted.

তদ্ব্যৰস য়াতিরেক, s. (from তদ্ব্যৱসায়, that profession, and

st , an exception), the exception of that trade or

profession.

SUZAT:IS, a. (from 3 , that profession, and TS,

joined to), connected with that trade or profession.

তদ্ব্যৰসাহিত, a. ( from স্বাসীয়, that profession , and রহিত,

des'itute), destitute of that trade or profession .

তদ্ব্যবসায়শূন্য , a. (from উদ্বাসীয়, that profession, and শুন,

empty), destitute of that trade or profession.
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sweatysia, a. (from 3 , that profession , and 1 ,

destitute), destitute ofthat trade or profession.

GE/ Aİplegg, 1. (from ty , that profession , and T.

a cause), caused by or arising from that trade or pro-

fession ; ad. from or through that trade or profession.

tg, th tprofession, and tai ,

desire), a desire for that trade or profession .

Gazteti a. (from ty that profession, and

ata , desirous), desirous of that trade or professi-

on.

t1, s. (from

ভদ্ভাবনীয়াচরণ , ৪. ( from তদ্ব্যৰসীয়, that profession, and আচরণ ,

conduct), the practice ofthat trade or profession.

তছাৰনায়াচারী, a . (from তদ্ব্যৱসায়, that profession, andসাচারি,

practising), practising or feilowing that trade of pro-

fession.

sucatatgaata, s. (from tg, that profession, and

, search), a seeking after that trade or profes-

sion.

salat, a. (from sun , that profession, and

, seeking), seeking after that trade or profes

sion.

suzataiguats, a. (from Tag, that profession, and

, seeking), seeking after that trade or profes-

sion.

JUTAİYİTED, 8. (from wat , ' that profession, and

d, a seeking), a seeking after that trade or profes

sion,

serentsiaal, a. (from

on.

ty, that profession, and

, seeking), seeking after that trade or professi

তছা সায়াপেক্ষা, ৫. (fromউদ্বাসীয়, that profession, and অপেক্ষা ,

expectation), an expectation of, or looking for that trade

or profession.

তদ্বাৰনায়াপেক্ষী, a. ( from তদ্ব্যবসায ,় that profession, and

f . expecting), expecting or looking for that trade

or profession.

ভদ্ব্যবসায়াভিলাষ , ৪. ( from তদ্বাসায ,় that profession, and

sfsata, desire), a desire for that trade or profession.

suzatgifsatâ, a. (from sweaty, that profession, and

fsafa , desirous), desirous of that trade or professi-

on.

B. , s. (from ty, that profession, and aty,

a beginning), the commencement of that trade or pro-

fession.

ক্যৱসায়েজী, s. (from তদ্ব্যৱসায় , that prefession, and ইচ্ছা,

disi e, a deste for that trade or profession.

Cai.

GUITARYK, a. (from way, that profession , and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of that trade or profession.

তদ্ব্যৱসায়েছুক, a . (from তদ্বাবনায়, that profession, and ইচ্ছুক,

desirous), desirous of that trade or profession.

তদ্ব্যৱসায়েণদ্যুক্ত, a. (from উদ্যৱসায়, that profession, and ওদ্যক্ত,

zealous), zealously following that trade or profession.

তদ্ব্যবসায়োদ্যোগ, s. (from তদ্ব্যৱসায ,় that profession, and

SUTIH, ex rtion), exertion in that trade or profession .

sweatonasist, a . (from Tag, that profession, and

Saffas, exerting), exerting himself in that trade or

profession.

তদ্ব্যবসায়োপক্রম, s . ( from সদ্ব্যবসায ,় that profession, and

SAPA, a beginning), the commencement of that trade

or profession.

SCITATI†Ã¶F, a . (fromd Ty, that profession, and s

fi , fit or proper for that trade or profession.

GUTH), 8. (from 35, that, and TTH , a statute), that law or

statute, that established rule.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাকারক, a. (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা , that statute, and করিক, mak-

ing), making that law or regulation ; s . the maker of

that law or regulation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাকারী, a. (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা , that statute, and কারিন, mak-

ing), making that law or regulation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাজনিত, a . (from ওদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from that law or regula-

tion.

, a. (from , that statute, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that law or regu-

lation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাজাত, a. ( from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and জাত, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from that law or regulati-

on.

swastatṛē, a. (from T , that statute, and ¤tó̟æ, giv-

ing , giving that law or statute, making that regulation.

suratan, s. (from 3 , that statute, and , destruc

tion , the destruction or making void of that law or re-

gulation.

de-JUTĪKAF, a . ( from SUT , that statule, and

structive), destructive to or disammulling that law or

regulation.

JUTRI‡^H, «. (from GOTH1, that statute, and f∙ a, de-

struct v , destroying or disannulling that law or e-

gulation.

Guretat , a. (from 3 , that statute, and at , de-

struction), the destruction or rendering void that law

or regulation.

HLL2
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স্থানাশক, a. (from তদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and atশক, de- [[ তথ্যস্থাকানী, ৫. ( from তদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and আকাঙ্কিন,a.

structive), destructive to or disannulling that law or desirous), desirous of that law or regulation.

regulation .

তদ্ব্যবস্থানুসারে , ad. (from তদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and অনুমরি,

তদ্ব্যৱস্থানিশঙ্ক, a . ( from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and নিন্দক, re-

proaching, censuring or reproaching that law or re-

gulation.

তাৰস্থানিবর্ত্তক, a . (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা , that statute, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), rescinding or abolishing that law or

regulation.

তদ্ব্যবস্থানিবারক, a. (from সদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and নিবারক ,

preventing), preventing or opposing that law or regu-

lation.

তদ্ব্যবস্থানিবারণ , s. (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing), the opposing or preventing that law or re-

gulation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থানুৱৰ্ত্তী , a . (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and অনুৱৰ্ত্তিন,

following), observing that law or regulation, obedient

to that law or regulation.

অব্যস্থানিমিত্তক, a. ( from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and নির্মিত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that law or regulati-

on; ad. from or by that law or regulation.

GUTTE, a. (from 3 , that, and TIME, making a law),

making that law or regulation ; s. that lawgiver, that

legislator.

তদ্ব্যবস্থাপযুক্ত , a . (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute , and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from that law or regulation ;

ad. from or through that law or regulation.

coriferi, ad. (from GWTH , that statute, and f , with-

out), without that law or statute, without that regula-

tion .

তদ্ব্যবস্থাতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্তদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that law or regulation excepted .

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাৰ্যতিরেক, s. ( from তদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that law or regulation .

at , a . (from ), that statute, and 1 , joined

to), connected with that law or regulation.

তদ্ব্যবস্থারহিত, a . (from তথ্যৱস্থা, that statute, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of that law or regulation.

, a. (from , that statute, and empty) ,

destitute of that law or regulation.

saatgia, a. (from ICT , that statute, and , desti-

tute), destitute of that law or regulation.

SWI , a. (from , that statute, and 5. a

cause), caused byor arising from that law or regulation ;

ad. from or through that law or regulation .

1, s. (from , that statute, and tæt , a

desire), a desire for that law or regulation.

a following), according to or in correspondence with

that law or regulation , in consequence of that law or

regulation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাপেক্ষা, s . ( from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and অপেক্ষা, an ex-

pectation), an expectation of or looking for that law or

regulation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাপেক্ষী, a. (from তদ্ব্যবস্থা, that statute, and অপেক্ষি , ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for that law or regula-

tion.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাভিলাষ, s. (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that law or regulation.

তদ্ব্যৱস্থাভিলাষী , a. (from তদ্ব্যৱস্থা, that statute, and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous of that law or regulation.

371af13, a. (from 35, that, and 7f13, regulated), regu

lated or directed by him, her, or that thing.

GAIATA&', ( om GUTW, that statute, and 1 , desire) , a

desire for that law or regulation .

GATH. a. (from , that statute, and a desirous),

desirous of that law or regulation.

GAME, a. (from GUID, that statute, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of that law or regulation .

JULTA, 8. (from 3 , that, and UTTII, a custom), that cus-

tom or practice, his or her custom or practice.

JUTTias, a. (from I , that custom, and sta, to move),

observing that custom, conforming to that practice.

GUJATİAG13, a. (from , that custom, and 65³,jallen

from), apostatized or fallen from the observance of that

custom.

তদ্ব্যবহারজনিত, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার , that custom , and জনিত, pro-

duced , produced by or arising from that custom or

practice.

swegtas , a . (from waxta, that custom, and 3 pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from that custom

or practice.

swizztgato, a . (from SØTLİ , that custom, and Gt3,

duced), produced by or arising from that custom or

practice.

pro-

xt , a. (from wata, that custom , and , to know),

one acquainted with or versed in that custom or prac-

tice.

জ ,Ett1, s. (from Ets, that custom , and is, one

who knows), one acquainted with or versed in that cus

tom or practice.

Jute, a. (from Ut , that custom , and site,
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SU .

making known), publishing or causing others to know

that custom or practice.

দ্ব্যবহারঅপিন, ৪. (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and জ্ঞাপন, ৫

making known), the publishing or making that custom

or practice known.

দ্ব্যবহারজাপতিা, s. (from সদ্ব্যবহার, that custom , andজ্ঞাপয়িত,্

one who makes known ), one who publishes or makes

that custom or practice known.

তদ্ব্যবহারধ্বংস, s. ( from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and म, de-

struction), the abolition of that custom or practice.

Jutrizione, a. (from A, that custom , and ,

destructive), destructive to that custom or practice.

Utki,a. (from wet , that custom, and f , de-

structive), destructive to that custom or practice.

FOCLigāt*, s. (from JWTC , that custom, and * , de-

struction , the abolition of that custom or practice.

তদ্ব্যবহারনাশক, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার , that custom, and নাশক, (le-

structive), destructive to that custom or practice.

তাহারনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), abolishing or putting an end to that

custom or practice.

তহ্যবহারনিবারক, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom , and নিবারক,

pretenting , preventing or opposing that custom or

practice.

ওয়্যবহারনিবারণ , s . ( from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom , and নিবারণ ,

a preventing, the preventing or opposing ofthat cus-

tom or practice.

তন্ব্যবহারনিবৃত্তি , s . (from সদ্ব্যবহার , that custom, and নিষ্কৃতি,

cessation) , the cessation of that custom or practice.

ছাৰাৱনিনিতক, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that custom or

practice ; ad from orthrough that custom orregulation.

ব্যবহারপুযুক্ত, a . (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that custom or

practice ; ad. from or through that custom or practice.

feat, ad. (from t , that custom, and fant, with

out), without that custom or practice.

fate, a. (from GT , that custom, and fat ,

possessed of, possessed of that custom or practice .

TUTE ?EF, a. (from data, that custom, and TF, join-

ed to), connected with that custom or practice.

তাহাররহিত, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute ofor free from that custom or prac-

tice .

01:55 , a. (from Gaig, that custom, and 5 , emp-

stimmte ofog free from that custom or practice.

a

SU.

cause), caused by or arising from that custom or prac-

tice ; ad. from or through that custom or practice.

তদ্র্যৱহা কিঙ্কিণ ,৪. (from সদ্ব্যবহার, that custom , and জ্ঞাকাঙ্কা,

desire), a desire for that custom or practice.

তদ্ব্যবহারণকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. ( from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and আকাঙ্কিস,

desirous), desirous ofthat custom or practice.

তদ্ব্যবহারাভিলাষ, s. ( from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom , and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that custom or practice.

তদ্ব্যৰহারাভিলাষী, তদ্ব্যবহার ,starfsata, a. (from 3 , that custom, and

affa , desirous), desirous of that custom or prac-

tice.

3ITETTII, s. (from A, that custom , and , desire),

a desire for that custom or practice.

GAIAKNAK, A. (from A, that custom, and , desirous),

desirous of that custom or practice.

তদ্ব্যবহারেছুক, a. (from তদ্ব্যবহার, that custom, and ইচ্ছুক, de-

sirous), desirous of that custom or practice.

JWY, 8. (from 3 , that, and д, expenditure), that expen-

diture, his or her expenditure.

GUITÍ , s. (from , that expenditure, and , a doer),

he who expends that sum.

GUNTTI , a. (from 3 , that expenditure, and t , mak-

ing), making that expenditure ; s . he who expends that

sum .

তদ্ব্যয়কারী, a. (from স্থায়, that expenditure, and কারিন, mak-

ing), making that expenditure.

উদ্বায়জনিত, a. ( from উদ্ব্যয়, that expenditure, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that expenditure,

produced by or arising from his or her expenditure.

তদ্ব্যয়জন্য , a. ( from उদ্ব্যয়, that expenditure, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that expendi-

ture, producible by or arising from his orher expendi-

ture.

তদ্ব্যয ন়িবর্ত্তক, a. (from স্থায়, that expenditure, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to that expenditure,

putting a stop to his or her expenditure.

উভয ন়িবারক, a. (from তথ্যয়, that expenditure, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing that expenditure, preventing

his or her expenditure.

তদ্ব্যয়নিবারণ , s . ( from সদ্ব্যয়, that expenditure, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing , the preventing of that expenditure, the

preventing of his or her expenditure.

urfaqja, s. from I , that expenditure, and fifa, ces-

sa'in , the cessation ofthat expenditure, the cessati-

on ofhis or her expenditure.

LETE, 4. (from 3 , that custom, and 5, 11, s . (from 7, that expenditure, and stig , de-

}
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sire), a desire after that expenditure, a desire for his or

her expenditure.

støtì, a. (from , that expenditure, and tatfa ,

desirous , desirous of that expenditure, desirous of his

or her expenditure.

তদ্ব্যয।় ভিলাষ , ৪. ( from তদ্ব্যয়, that expenditure, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for that expenditure, a desire for his

orher expenditure.

G717tfSats), a. (from , that expenditure, and safe ,

desirous , desirous ofthat expenditure, desirous of his

or her expenditure.

SENI , s. (from 37, that expenditure, and 1 , desire),

a desire for that expenditure, a desire for his or her ex-

penditure.

GTNYH, a. (from G7, that expenditure, and a, desirous),

desirous of that expenditure, desirous of his or her ex-

penditure.

GENE , a. (from 3 , that expenditure , and , desir-

cus , desirous of that expenditure, desirous of his or

her expenditure,

অভ্যয়োপক্রম, ৪. ( from সদ্ব্যয়, that expenditure, and উপক্রম, ৫

beginning), the beginning of that expenditure, the be-

gining of his or her expenditure.

, s. (from 3 , that, and tar , a report), that report,

that commendation, that news .

JENNIEII, s. (from 3 , that report, and ☎ý, a doer),

he who makes that report, he who bestows that com-

mendation.

ভদ্যাখ্যাকারক, a. (from তদ্ব্যti, thatreport, and করিক, do-

ing), makingthat report, bestowing that commendation,

propagating that news .

তদ্ব্যাখ্যাকারী, a. (from তদ্ব্যAিJ1, that report, and কারিন, do-

ing , making that report, bestowing that commendati-

on, propagating that news.

ভদ্ব্যাখ্যাজনিত , a. (from it 1 , that report, and জনিত, pro-

duced) , produced by or arising from that report or

news, produced by er arising from that commendation.

Tataite , a. (from Guitar , that report, and I, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that report or

news, producible by or arising from that commenda-

tion,

তদ্ব্যাখ্যানিডিক, a. ( from tent, that report, and নিষিত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that report or news,

caused by or arising from that commendation ; ad. from

or through that report or commendation,

tant , 1. (from 3 that report, and 5, caus-

ed by , caused by or arisingfrom that reper, or news,

caused by or arising from that commendation ; ad. from

or through that report or commendation.

tutæ , ad. (from ti, that report, and fat, with-

out), without that report, news, or commendation.

তদ্ব্যাখ্যাৰ্যতিক্রম , s (from তদ্ব্যtart, that report, and ব্যতিক্রম,

a transgression), an exceeding or going beyond that re-

port or news, an exceeding or going beyond that com-

mendation.

তদ্ব্যাখ্যাৰ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্ব্যeিn, that report, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted , that report or news excepted, that commen-

dation excepted.

তদ্ব্যাখ্যাৰ তিরেক, s . (from তদ্ব্যnিt, thet report, and
তিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that report or news, the

exception ofthat commenda ion.

gātuıNTIÆ, a. (from that report, and 5, 0

cause , caused by or arising from that report or news,

caused by or arising from that commendation ; au . from

or through that report or commendation.

Ja, s. (from 35, that, and t , a disease), that disease,

his or her disease.

sanftaiæ, a. (from Gäff*, that disease, and I , produc-

ing), producing or causing that disease.

sanftsfis, a. (from surf , that disease, and fi , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that disease.

371fa587, «. (from fx, that disease, and 3, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from that disease.

fa , s. (from ra, that disease, and , destruc-

tion), the removal or cure of that disease.

safagenæ, a. (from surf , that disease, and , de-

structive), good for the cure of that disease,

swift , a. (from rtf , that disease, and fa , de-

s'ructive), good for the cure of that disease.

3f , s. (from , that disease, and at , destruc-

tion), the removal or cure of that disease

sanfaat*æ, a. (from anft, that disease, and atte, de-

structive), good for the cure ofthat disease.

Janfifa , a.(from art , that disease, and fa , caus

ing to cease), removing or curing that disease.

তদ্ব্য বিণিৰ'ৱক, a. (from তদ্ব্যাধি, that disease, and নিবারক, 1re-

venting), preventing that disease.

তদ্ব্যাধিনিবারণ, s. ( from স্ক্যাবি, that disease , and নিবারণ, a

preventing), the preventing of that disease.

3fafafa, s . (from varfa, that disease, and fifs, cessa-

tion , the cessation ofthat disease.

zulfafiface, a. from it, thrt disease, and fifig, a

cause , caused by or arising from that disease ; ad. from

or through that di case.
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wift , a. (from rift, that disease, and us, caused

bu), caused by or arising from that disease ; ad. from

or though that disease.

tem, ad. (from 3 , that disease, and feat , with

cut), without or besides that disease.

তদ্ব্যাধিবিনাশ, s. (from তদ্ব্যাবি, that disease, and বিনাশ, de-

stru.tion), the removal or cure of that disease.

তদ্ব্যাবিৰিনাশক, a. (from তদ্ব্যাবি, that disease, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), good for the cure of that disease.

তছাবিবিশিষ্ট, a . (from তথ্যাসি, that disease, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of), afflicted with that disease.

অ্যাবিবিহীন, a. (from তদ্ব্যাধি, that disease, and বিহীন, desti

tute), free from that disease.

zulfa , a. (from , that disease, and , joined to),

connected with that disease, afflicted with that disease.

তদ্ব্যাধিরহিত, a. (from তদ্ব্যাধি, that disease, and রহিত, desti

tute), free from that disease.

জ্যাবিশূন্য , a. (from তদ্ব্যাধি , that disease, and শূন্য, empty),

free from that disease.

utaria, a. (from f , tha ' disease, and 1 , destitute),

free from that disease .

thus , a. (from it , that disease, and 5 , a cause),

caused by or arising from that disease ; ad. from or

through that disease.

tita, s. (from 3, that, and a, conduct,, that con-

duct, that line of action, his or her line of action.

তদ্ব্যাপারকর্তা , s. (from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and কর্তৃ , a doer ),

one who pursues that line of action or conduct.

উদ্ব্যাপারকারক, a. ( from তদ্যাপার, that conduct , and কারক, dc-

ing , pursuing that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারকারী, a . (from স্তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct , and কারিন, do-

ing), pursuing that line of action or conduct.

চ্যাপারজনিত, a. (from স্তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct, and জনিত , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that line of action

or conduct.

তথ্যপি'রজন্য , a . ( from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that line ofacti-

on or conduct.

, de-ta, s. (from atta, that conduct, and

struction), the destruction or rendering of that line of

action orconduct ineffectual.

a . (from ts, that conduct, and , de-

structive), rendering that line ofconduct or action in-

effectual.

vizi?gam, a. (from garita, that conduct, and 2fa7, de-

structive), rendering that line of conduct or action in-

effectual.

Jestatgat» , s . (from tata, that conduct, and ≈i* , déstruc-

tion , the subversion or rendering that line of action or

conduct ineffectual.

Jūstaigatæ, a. (from gutata, that conduct, and at»tæ, de-

struct v?), subversive of or rendering that line of action

or conduct ineffectual.

sant , ad. (from 3, that conduct, and 4 , with

out , without that line of conduct or action.

তদ্ব্যাপারবতিরিক্ত, a. (from অ্যাপার, that conduct, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that line of action or conduct excepted.

তদ্ব্যাপারবতিরেক, s . ( from) তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that line of action or

conduct.

satqigastutz, 8. (from gaits , that conduct, and artats,

an obstacle), an obstacle to that line of action or con-

duct.

তদ্ব্যাপারবাঘাতক, a. ( from উদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and ব্যাঘাতক,

opposing), opposing, obstructing, or resisting that line

of action or conduct.

3t , a. (from arts, that conduct, and , joined

to), connected with that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপাররহিত, a . (from তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct, and রহিত, des-

titute), destitute of that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারশূন্য , a . (from তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct, and শূন্য, emp-

ty), destitute of that line of action or conduct.

Jattata, a. (from tt , that conduct, and , desti-

tute), destitute of that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারহেতুক, a . (from তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct , and হেত ,ু ৫

cause), caused by or arising from that line of action or

conduct ; ad. from or through that line of action or

conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারাকাঙ্ক্ষা , ড . (from তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct, and সাকা ,

desire), a desire for that line of action or conduct.

তদ্বীপারকাশী , a. (from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and আঁকানি,

desirous), desirous of that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারান সন্ধান , s. ( from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a contriving howto pursue that line of action

or conduct.

at a . (from tt , that conduct, and

, seeking after), contriving how to pursue

that line of action or conduct.

Ja , a. (from ts, that conduct, and

seeking after), contriving how to pursue

that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারান্বেষণ , s. (from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct , and অন্বেষণ , ৫

seeking), a seeking to pursue that line of conduct or ac-

tion.
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তদ্ব্য†পরিান্বেষী , ৫. (from তদ্ব্যপিায়, that conduct, and সন্বেষিন,

seeking), seeking to pursue that line of conduct or ac-

tion.

তাপারাপেক্ষী, a (from স্তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct, and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting), expecting or looking for that line of con-

duct or action.

তদ্ব্যাপারাভিলাষ , ৪. (from স্বাপরি, that conduct, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to pursue that line of action or con-

duct.

তদ্ব্যাপারাভিলাষী , a. ( from উদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous to pursue that line of action or cou-

duct.

তদ্ব্যাপারেচ্ছা, s . ( from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and ইচ্ছা, desire),

a desire to pursue that line of action or conduct.

sartstag, a. (from it , that conduct, and 5, desirous),

desirous of pursuing that line of action or conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারেছুক, a. (from তদ্ব্যাপার , that conduct, and ইচ্ছুক, de-

sirous), desirous of pursuing that line of action or con-

duct.

GEstetista , a. (from , that conduct, and

zealous), zealously engaged in that line of action or con.

duct.

তদ্ব্যাপারেণদ্যোগ, s. (from অন্যাপার, that conduct , and উদ্যোগ,

exertion), exertion in that line of action or conduct.

Battatcastsit, a. (from tetty , that conduct, and surfst ,

zealous), zealously pursuing that line ofaction or con-

duct.

tattige, s. (from art , that conduct, and sige, a

beginning , the commencement of that line ofaction or

conduct.

তদ্ব্যাপারেপক্রম, s. (from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct , and উপক্রম, a

beginning), the commencement of that line of action

or conduct.

উদ্ব্যাপারে ণযুক্ত, ৫. (from তদ্ব্যাপার, that conduct, and উপযুক্ত,

proper), fit or proper for that line of action or contact.

GUJÍCIE, s. (from a, that, and ætate, distress) , that dis-

tress, that affliction , his or her affliction or distress .

state , a. (from state, that distress, and to do),

causing that distress or affliction, giving that pain.

তদ্ব্যামোহকারক, a. ( from উদ্ব্যামোহ, that distress, and কারক,

making), causing that distress or affliction, giving that

pain.

তদ্রামোহকারী, a.(fromউদ্ব্যামোহ, that distress, and কারিন, mal-

ing), causing that distress or affliction, giving that

pain.

zastrætenze, a . (from state, that distress, and 8, pro-

Jun .

ducing), producing that distress or affliction, occasion-

ing that pain.

তামোহজনিত , a. ( from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that distress, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from that distress or

affliction.

তদ্ব্যামোহজন্য, a . (from তদ্যামোহ, that distress, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that distress or

affliction.

statats, a. (from 3 , that distress, and at , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that distress or af-

fliction.

তদ্ব্যামোহদায়ক, a. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that distress, and দয়িক,

giving), producing that distress or affliction, giving

that pain.

Etat , s. (from Jana , that distress, and , de-

struction), the dissipating or removal of that distress

or affliction .

santatgtunæ, a. (from what , that distress, and e,

destructive), destructive to or dissipating that distress

or afliction .

cartat , a . (from state, that distress, and f

destructive), dissipating or removing that distress or

affliction.

satatatat, s. (from art , that distress, and at, de-

struction), the dissipating or removal of that distress

or affliction.

, a. (from E, that distress, and at ,

destructive), dissipating or removing that distress or af-

fiction.

উদ্ব্যামোহনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from তত্ত্ব্যামোহ, that distrees, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting an end to that distress or af-

fliction.

swkatefiataæ, a . (from sætate, that distress, and fizig ,

preventing , preventing that distress or affliction.

gastrætefaætad, s. (from GAYE, that distress, and fiatza,

a preventing), the preventing of that distress or afflic-

tion.

তদ্ব্যামোহনিবৃত্তি, ৪. ( from স্বায়োহ, that distress, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of that distress or affliction .

cartatefìfaze, a. (from Juritate, that distress, and fit ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that distress or af-

fiction ; ad. from or through that distress or affliction.

তথ্য যেহিপুযুক্ত, ৫. (irom তদ্ব্যামোহ, that distress, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that distress or

afiliction ; ad, from or through that distress or afflicti-

on.
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07.

ভ্যানোহৰিনা , ad. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that distress , and বিনা,

without), without or besides that distress or affliction .

ভদ্ব্যামোহৰিনাশক, a. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that affliction, and

fat , destructive), dissipating or removing that dis-

tress or affliction .

উদ্ব্যামোহবিশিষ্ট, a. (from সদ্য যৌহ, that affliction, and বিশিষ্ট ,

possessed of, suffering that affliction or distress .

গুদামোহব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that affliction, and

offs, excepted), that affliction or distress excepted .

তদ্ব্যামোহৰতিরেক, s. ( from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that affliction, and

fge, an exception), the exception of that distress or

affliction,

ভায়োহযুক্ত , a. (from উদ্যামোহ , that affliction, and যুক্ত, join-

ed to), connected with or suffering that distress or afflic-

tion,

অ্যামোহরহিত, a. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ , that affliction, and রহিত,

destitute), free from that distress or affliction.

zottatgeist, a. (from state, that affliction) , suffering

or constitutionally liable to that affliction or distress

তছ্যামোহশূন্য , a. (from তস্ব্যামোহ , that affliction, and শূন্য,

empty), free from that distress or aaffliction.

উদ্ব্যামোহহেতুক, a. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that affliction , and হেত ,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from that distress or af

fiction; ad. from or through that distress or affliction.

তদ্বামোহোকে, a. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that offliction, and ওকে,

a beginning), the beginning of that distress or affliction.

গুদ্বযোহৌপক্রম, s. (from তদ্ব্যামোহ , that affliction , and উপক্রম, a

beginning), the beginning ofthat distress or affliction .

"তদ্ব্যামোহেপিশষ, s . (from তদ্ব্যামোহ, that affliction, and উপশম, ৫

relief, relieffrom that distress or affliction.

III, s. (from 35, that, and ³, a religious vow) , that reli-

gious vow, that propounded religious ceremony, his

or her religious vow or ceremony.

eguztie, a. (from II, that vew, and ēti̟æ, making), mak-

ing that religious vow, performing that religious vow

or propounded ceremony ; s . he who performs that reli-

gious vow or ceremony.

gazeti, 4. (from 343, that row, and ztfaz, making), mak-

ing that religious vow, performing that religious Yow

or propounded ceremony.

syrafas, a. (from 33, that vow, and 3f43, produced

produced by or arising from that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

ST3 , 4.(from 33, that row, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from that religious vow or pre-

pounded ceremony.

তঘ :ু

3 , s. (from 3, that vow, and 5, destruction), the

preventing or rendering void that religious vow or

propounded ceremony .

, a. (from 33, that vow, and , destructive),

preventing or rendering that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony void.

ook , a. (from 343, that vow, and , destructive),

preventing or rendering that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony void .

3 , s. (from 353, that vow, and at , destruction), the

preventing or rendering void that religious vow or

propounded ceremony.

gy , a. (from 343, that vow , and * , destructive),

preventing or rendering that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony void.

তদ্ৰুতনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a . (from তদ্ভুত, that wow, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক , causing to

cease), putting an end to or rescinding that religious

vow or propounded ceremony.

gafatad, 8, (from 5, that vow, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of that religious vow or pro,

pounded ceremony.

gofaf , s. (from 353, that vow, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of that religious vow or propounded ce-

remony.

yofafas , a. (from 3, that vow, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony ; ad. from or through that religious

vow or propounded ceremony.

zy3qfsæææ, a. (from 3 , that vow, and gestae, oppos¬

ing), opposing or preventing that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

a. (from 3, that vow, and 45, caused by),

caused by or arising from that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony ; ad. from or through that religi

ous vow or propounded ceremony.

3y3f171, ad. (from 3 , that vow, and fat , without), with-

out that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

fatt, s. (from 3, that vow, and fett, des'ruction),

the preventing or rendering of that religious vow or

propounded ceremony void.

33 **, a. (from 33, that vow , and fat , destruc-

tive), preventing or rendering that religious vow or

propounded ceremony void.

, a . (from 343, that vow, and fif , possessed

of), engaged in that religious vow or propounded ce-

remouy.

33 , 8. (from 33, that vow, and , a trans

lii
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ST.

gression), a transgression of that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

3ff , a. from 3, that vow , and F, except-

ed), that religious vow or propounded ceremony ex-

cepted .

উদ্ভত্যতিরেক, s . (from उ 3, that wow , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep

tion), the exception of that religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony.

Gy34F, a. (from 373, that vow, and , joined to), con-

nected with or engaged in that religious vow or pro-

poundedceremony.

syafes, a. (from 3, that vow, and af₹³, destitu’e), des-

titute ofthat religious vow or propounded ceremony.

зu, a. (from 3, thatvow, and 1, empty), destitute

ofthat religious vow or propounded ceremony,

GT3LT), s. (from 373, that vow, and ₹ one who kills), he

who frustrates that religious vow or propounded cere-

mony.

sqzgifs, 8. (from 3 , that vow, and ₹ff*, detriment), a

detriment to that religious vow or propounded cere-

mony.

SHIFÌI, a. (from 53, that vow, and ₹15, destitute), desti-

tute of that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

SYNKIK, a. (from 3 , that vow, and c , a cause ), caus-

ed by or arising from that religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony ; ad. from or through that religious vow

or propounded ceremony.

stata , s. (from 33, that row, and tatt, desire), a de-

sire for that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

systætžì, a. (from 33, that vow, and tæt , desirous),

desirous of that religious vow or propounded ceremo-

ny.

SCI†s?4, 8. (from 3, that vow, and t¶, a practising`,

the practising of that religious vow or propounded ce-

remony.

Systot , a. (from 3, that vow, and stoffa , practising),

practising that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

, s . (from 3, that row, and tt, a command),

the command of that religious vow or propounded ce-

remony.

estaan , ad. from , that vow, and , a corres-wanta,

pondence), in correspondence with or according to that

religious vow or propounded ceremony.

eastfsata, s. (from 35, that row, and fat , desire), a

desire for that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

systfsata), d. (from 3 , that vow, and fontfr , desir-

ous), desirous of that religious vow or propounded cere

mony.

tag, s. (from 33, that vow, and fg, a beginning),

the commencement of that religious vow or propound-

ed ceremony.

IMILI, s. (from 3, that vow, and , desire), a desire

for that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

তদ্বতেজু ,̧‚a. (from 33, that row, and , desirous), desirous

ofthat religious vow or propounded ceremony.

, a. (from 3, that vow , and , desirous), desir

ous of that religious vow or propounded ceremony.

st , a. (from 3, that row, and s , zealous ), zea

lous in the observance of that religious vow or pro-

pounded ceremony.

gycstearts, s. (from 343, that row, and swist, exertion),

exertion or zeal inthe observance of that religious vow

or propounded ceremony.

Gyro: uïtat, a. (from 3T3, that vow, and sustina, zealous),

zealously practising that religious vow or propounded

ceremony.

systema, s. (from 33, that vow, and sЯ , a beginning),

the commencement of that religious vow or propound

ed ceremony.

chiși, s. (from 34, that, and NF , shame), that shame or

modesty, his or her shame or modesty.

syiștas , a. (from Gall, that shame, and GIF, produc-

ing), producing that shame or modesty, producing his

or her shame or modesty.

onistafãs, a. (from și, that shame, and If13, produc-

ed ), produced by that shame or modesty, produced by

his or her shame or modesty.

INA , ɑ. (from 1, that shame, and I, producible',

producible by or arising from that shame or modesty,

producible by or arising from his or her shame or mo-

desty.

sajștātes, «. (from 35 , that shame, and at , giving),

causing that shame or modesty, occasioning his or her

shame or modesty.

cit ,.8. (from Fi, that shame, and ‡ , destruction),

the destruction of that sirame or modesty, the extinc-

tion of his or her shame or modesty.

zgîșiɑne, a. (from IF), that shame, and IA”, destruè-

tive , destructive to that shame or modesty, extinguish-

ing his or her shame or modesty.

zajșt‡ ¬Ì, a. (from F1, that shame, and ‡ f77, destrue-

tive), destructive to that shame or modesty, extinguish-

ing his or her shame or modesty.
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Cy.

ariştatt, s. (from viș , that modesty, and * , destructi-

on , the destruction of that shame or modesty, the ex-

tinction of his or her shame or modesty.

anistatatæ, ā. (from p , that modesty, and atæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to that shame or modesty, extinguish-

ing his or her shame or modesty.

ভীড়ানিৱৰ্ত্তক,GrişifaTÍE, a. (from , that modesty, and f , caus-

ing to cease), extinguishing that shame or modesty, ex-

tinguishing his or her shame or modesty.

ogstfaæize, a. (from , that modesty, and fatça,

preventing), preventing that shame or modesty, pre-

venting his or her shame or modesty.

egişifazięa, s. (from 3 , that modesty, and fated, a

preventing), the preventing of that shame or modesty,

the preventing ofhis or her shame or modesty.

তন্ত্রীড়ানিবৃত্তি,crișifiefs, s . (from , that modesty, and fa , cessati-

on , the cessation of that shame or modesty, the cessa-

tion of his or her shame or modesty.

výșifäfaze, a. (from 35 , that modesty, and fifazz, n

cause), caused by or arising from that shame or modes-

ty, caused by or arising from his or her shame or mo-

desty ; ad. from or through his, her, or that shame or

modesty.

Gaztays, a. (from GHIŢ\, thatshame, and TF, caus: d by),

caused by or arising from that shame or modesty, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her shame or modesty ; ad.

from or through his, her, or that shame or modesty.

vistItą, a. (from sș, that modesty, and feft , pos-

sessed of), possessed ofthat shame or modesty.

তছুটা চিরিক্ত, . (from স্বীড়া, that modesty, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excep'ed), that shame or modesty excepted, his or her

shame or modesty excepted.

sniştafstaa, 8. (from

3, desti-

51, that modesty, and age, an

cx:ep'ion), the exception of that shame or modesty, the

exception of his or her shame or modesty.

it , a. (from 35 , that modesty, and F, joined to),

connected with or possessing that shame or modesty .

stas, a. (from 51 , that modesty, and

tute), destitute ofthat shame or modesty.

CHHEEE, ɑ. (from 375), that modesty, and 155 , a cause),

causedby or arising from that shame or modesty, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her shame or modesty;

ad. from or through his, her, or that shame or modesty.

, a. (from 3. that, and 55, devoted to), devoted to him,

her, or that object.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and sf , d votedness), that devot-

J.

edness ; devotedness to him, her, or i ' ; his or her devot-

edness.

by , a. (from syfs, that devotedness, and GA , pro-

ducing , producing that devotedness, producing his or

her devotedness.

Gyffas, a. (from 5f , that devotedness, and fas, prc-

duced), produced by or arising from that devotedness,

produced by or arising from his or her devotedness.

Sys , a. (from 5f , that devotedness, and , pr

ducible), producible by or arising from that devoted-

ness, producible by or arising from his or her devoted-

ness.

yf , s. (from gf , that devotedness, and , de-

s'ruction), the loss ofthat devotedness, the loss of his or

her devotedness .

syfst , a (from 5f , that devɔtedness, and 5*, de-

structive), destructive to that devotedness, destructive

to his or her devoted: ess.

2
f . a. (from 555, that devotedness, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to that devotedness, destructive

to his or her devotedness.

fats. (from 35f , that devotedness, and at*t, destruc-

tion , the loss of that devotedness, the loss of his or

her devotedness.

3att , from fs, that devotedness, and atta, de-

structive), destructive to that devotedness, destructive

to his or her devotedness.

zyfsfacis, a. (from 5 that devotedness, and fis,

causing to cease), causing that devotedness to cease,

causing his or her devotedness to cease.

syfsfsætzē, u . (from SyfF, that devotedness, and faxtas,

preventing), preventing that devotedness, preventing

his or her devotedness.

zyffata , s. from 35, that devotedness, and fazt , a

preventing), the preventing of that devoteduess, the

preventing ofhis or her devotedness.

Gyfofaqfs, s. from Tyfs, that devotedness, and fizf3, 008-

sation , the cessation of that devotedness, the cessati-

on of his or her devotedness .

zyfefiiage, a. (from 3yfs that devotedness, and fof ,a

cause), caused by or arising from that devotedness,

caused by or arising from his or her devotedness ; ad.

from or through his, her, or that devotedness .

তদ্ভক্তিপুতিন্ধক, a. (from তদ্ভক্তি, that devotedness, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposed to or obstructing that devotedness,

opposed to or obstructing his or her devoteduess.
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35.

উদ্ভক্তিপুযুক্ত, a . (from তদ্ভক্তি, that devotedness, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that devotedness,

caused by or arising from his or her devotedness ; ad.

from or through his, her, or that devotedness .

তদ্ভক্তিবিশিষ্ট , a . (from তদ্ভক্তি, that devotedness, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), possessed ofthat devotedness.

তদ্ভক্তি তিক্রম , s . (from তদ্ভক্তি, that devotedness, and ব্যতিক্রম,

a transgression), the transgression of that devotedness,

the overstepping of his or her devotedness .

তদ্ভক্তিব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from তদ্ভক্তি, that devotedness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that devotedness excepted , his or her devot-

edness excepted.

ভদ্ভক্তিৰাতিরেক, ৪. (from उদ্ভক্তি, that devotedness, and তিরেক,

an exception), the exception to that devotedness, the

exception to his or her devotedness .

Gyf$45, ɑ. (from 35 , that devotedness, and , joined

to), connected with or possessed of that devotedness,

connected with his or her devotedness.

ofas, a. (from 5f , that devotedness, and 33, des

titute), destitute of that devotedness.

fe , a. (from 35fs, that devotedness, and T, empty),

destitute of that devotedness.

Gyf , a. (from 35 , that devotedness, and 17, desti-

tute), destitute of that devotedness.

oyfɩge, a. (from f , that devotedness, and c³, a

cause , caused by or arising from that devotedness,

caused by or arising from his or her devotedness ; ad.

from or through his, her, or that devotedness.

ʊyFF, ɑ. (from 34, that, and SFF, eating), eating that ;

s. the eater of that.

Gyd, s. (from , that, and Sd, an eating), that eating,

the eating ofthat.

GYFTIT, a. (from , the eating ofthat, and ata , do-

ing), eating that, causing the eating of that, causing

that meal.

Esæti, a. (from 4, the eating of that, and t

making), eating that, causing the eating of that, causing

that meal, making that meal.

st , a. (from 35 , that eating, and sts, obtained),

found at or included in that meal.

f13, a. (from 4, that eating, and as, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from the eating of that, or

from that meal.

, a. (from 3 , that eating, and , producible),

producible by or arising from the eating of that, or

from that meal.

as, a. (from 3 , that eating, and 3, produced),

.प.ु

produced by or arising from that meal, produced by or

arising from the eating of that.

aff ,a. (from 4, that ea ing, and fifa , acause),

caused by or arising from the eating of that, or from

that meal ; ad. from or through the eating of that, from

or through that meal .

তদ্ভক্ষণপুযুক্ত , a. (from उড্রঙ্কণ , that eating, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from the eating of that, or

from that meal ; ad. from orthrough the eating ofthat,

from orthrough that meal.

1

GYKATIE, ɑ. (from 4, that eating, and cry, a cause),

caused by or arising from the eating of that, or from

that meal ; ad. from or through the eating of that,

from or through that meal.

Gydtætgi, s. (from T , that eating, and tå , desire),

a desire of that meal, a desire to eat that.

dtæti, a. (from 4, that eating, and tt , desir-

ons), desirous of that meal, desirous of eating that.

Fatsata, s. (from 3d, that eating, and sfanta, de-

sire), a desire for that meal, a desire to eat that.

उभণাভিলাষী, a . (from उपुत्र. that eating, and अভিলাষি , de-

sirous), desirous of that meal, desirous of eating that.

GFHdK1, 8. (from 4, that eating, and , désire), a de-

sire for that meal , a desire to eat that thing.

9. a. (from 354, that eating, and a desirous), de-

sirous of that meal, desirous of eating that thing.

MF, a . (from 34, that eating, and , desirous ,

desirous of that meal, desirous of eating that.

Gydtu ¥, a. (from 5 , that eating, and 3515, engaged),

closely engaged in making that meal, engaged in eat-

ing that.

Fatratst, 8. from , that eating, and startst, exerti

on , an exertion for making that meal, an exertion to

eat that thing.

Fiatritsit, a. (from d, that eating, and starfsta, ex-

crting), exerting himself to make that meal or to eat

that thing.

3 , s . (from 4, that eating, and s , a begin-

ning , the commencement of that meal, the beginning

of eating that thing.

3 , s. (from , that, and f , distortion) , that bend-

ing or distortion.

37, s. (from 3 , that, and 333, a breaking), that break-

ing, the breaking of that.

3957 , s. (from 35, that, and S1, worship), that worship,

the worship of that, his or her worship.

31, s. (from 3 , that worship, and taigi, de-
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aire), a desire to engage in that worship, a desire to

worship that object.

gyastætů, a. (from 35571, that worship, and tata, de-

sirous , desirous of engaging in that worship, desirous

ofworshipping that object.

তদ্ভजনাভিলাষ, ৪. from ভদ্ভজনা, that worship, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire of engaging in that worship , a desire to

worship that object.

sgsatfsatâ, a. (from 5 , that worship, and afsofa ,

desirous , desirous of engaging in that worship, desir.

ous of worshipping that object.

JG1, s. (from 1, that worship, and , desire), a

desire to engage in that worship, a desire to worship

that object.

IF3145, 7. (from 3 , that worship, and F , desirous),

desirous of engaging in that worship, desirous of wor-

shipping that object.

putting
তদ্ৰয়নিৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from তদ্ভয়, that fear, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

stop to), putting a stop to that fear or danger.

Gypfariæ, a: (from T, thatfear, and for ?æ, prevent-

ing , preventing those fears or that danger.

Gyafaatia, s. (from 35 , that fear, and fad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of those fears or of that danger.

syafaaf , s. (from , thatfear, and fifs, cessation),

the cessation of those fears or of that danger.

Gypfiface, a. (from 35 , that fear, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from that fear or danger ; ad.

from or through that fear or danger.

cyryfanæ, a. (from 3 , that fear, and**, oppos-

ing), obstructing or opposing that fear or danger.

* , s. (from 3 , that fear, and * , shewing),

shewing or pointing out that danger or cause of fear ;

s. a man who points out that danger.

IF31985, a. (from 393 , thatworship, andF , desirous), | , s . (from 3 , that fear, and f , a shewing), the

desirous of engaging in that worship, desirous of wor-

shipping that object.

state, s. (from 355 , that worship, and su , a be-

ginning), the beginning of that worship, the beginning

ofworshipping that object, the beginning ofhis or her

worship.

byscaturist, s. (from 3 , that worship, and starts , ex-

ertion , zeal in that worship, zeal for the worship of

that object.

byacateurisht, a. (from , that worship, and sʊutfita,

zealous), zealous in that worship, zealously worship-

ping that object.

তত্ত্বজ্ঞানোপক্রম, s. (from তদ্ভজনা, that worship, and উপক্রম, a be-

ginning), the commencement of that worship, the be-

ginning of worshipping that object.

IT, 8. (from 3 , that, and , fear), that fear, that dan-

ger, his or her danger.

, a. (from 357, that fear, and 13, fallen from),

escaped from that danger, delivered from that fear.

, a. (from 39, that fear, and , causing),

producing that fear or danger, causing his or her fear.

fas, a. (from 5 , that fear, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from that fear or danger.

grad, a. (from 354, that fear, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that danger or fear.

4, s. (from 357, thatfear, and at , destruction), the

dissipation of that fear or danger.

, a. (from 33 , that fear, and atte, destructive),

dissipating those fears or that danger.

shewing or pointing out of that danger or cause offear.

GFPF, a. (from 5 , that fear, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from that fear or danger ; ad. from

or through that fear or danger.

yas, a. (from 35 , that fear, and , increasing),

increasing that fear or danger.

, 8. (from 3 , that fear, and , an increasing),

the increasing of that fear or danger.

ya , ad. (from 5 , that fear, andf , without), with-

out that fear or danger.

তদ্ৰয়ৰিনাশক,yufcatta, a. (from 35 , that fear, and fat , destruc-

tive), dissipating that fear or danger.

fofas, a. (from 5 , thatfear, and fof , excepted),

that fear or danger excepted.

z , s. (from 5 , thatfear, and ifs , an excep

tion), the exception of that fear or danger.

IF?SIT, a. (from 3 , that fear, and , breaking),

dissipating that fear or danger.

, s. (from 53, that fear, and 4 , a breaking),

the dissipating of that fear or danger.

GypsÌ³, a. (from 35 , that danger, and , afraid),

afraid ofthat danger.

зgas , a. (from !, that danger, and , timorous),

timorous or afraid of that danger.

TFYIF, a. (from TFF, that danger, and F, liberated), li-

berated from that fear or danger.

IGNITE, a. (from 357, that danger, and træ, liberat-

ing) , liberating from that fear or danger ; s. he who

rescues from that danger.
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TEL.

orque, a. (from , that error, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from that error or mistake, cauɛ-

ed by or arising from his or her error or mistake ; ad.

from or through his , her, or that error or mistake.

, a . (from , that error, and , increasing), in-

creasing that error or mistake, increasing his or her

error or mistake.

GE , s. (from 3 , that error, and a, an increasing),

the increasing of that error or mistake, the increasing

of his or her error or mistake.

1, ad. (from , that error, and f , except) , ex-

cept that error or mistake.

gafaat , s. (from 3 , that error, and feat , destruction),

the dissipating of that error or mistake, the dissipa-

tion of his or her error or mistake.

gafatte, d. (from 3 , that error, and fantate, destruc

tive), dissipating that error or mistake, dissipating his

or her error or mistake .

ff , a. (from 3 , that error, and fat , possessedl

of), lying under that error or mistake.

a. (from 3 , that error, and y , joined to), con-

nected with or lying under that error or mistake, con-

nected with his or her error or mistake.

ভদ্রমরহিত , a. ( from তদ্ভব, that error , and রহিত, destitute),

free from that error or mistake, free from his or her

errors or mistakes .

GENLIT, ɑ. (from A, that error, and T , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from that error or mistake, caused by

or arising from his or her errors or mistakes ; ad. from

or through his, her, or that error or mistake..

gifs, s. (from 3 , that, and gifs, an error), that error or

mistake, his or her error or mistake.

egtfona , a . (from gifs, that error, and , produc-

ing), producing or causing that error or mistake, caus-

ing his or her error or mistake.

ogifosfas, a. (from 'fe, that error, and f³, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that error or mistake,

produced by or arising fromhis or her error or mistake.

ife , a. (from tfs, that error, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from that error or mistake,

producible by or arising from his or her error or mis-

take .

sytføuts, a. (from is, that error, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from that error or mistake, pro-

duced by or arising from his or her error or mistake.

, s. (from 3s, that error, and , destructi

म.ु

on), the dissipation of that error or mistake, the dissi

pation of his or her error or mistake.

öy†fø‡²xx, a. (from gifs , that error, and ‡ , destruc.

tive), dissipating that error or mistake, dissipating his

or her errors or mistakes .

fett, a. (from gifs, that error, and fa , destruc

tive), dissipating that error or mistake, dissipating his

or her errors or mistakes .

fatte, a. (from gifs, that error, and at , destruc

tive), dissipating that error or mistake, dissipating his

or her errors or mistakes.

lofard , a. (from gifs, that error, and farge, caus

ing to cease), putting an end to that error or mistake,

putting an end to his or her errors or mistakes.

তম্ভ্রান্তিনিবারক, a. (from उড্রাডি, that error, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing that error or mistake, preventing

his or her errors or mistakes .

উদ্ভ্রান্তিনিবারণ, ৪ , fromউদ্ভ্রান্তি, that error, and নিবারণ, preren-

tion), the preventing of that error or mistake, the pre-

venting of his or her errors or mistakes.

vyifofafice, ɑ . (from gifs, that error, and fifig, a cause),

caused by or arising from that error or mistake, caused

by or arising from his or her errors or mistakes ; ad.

from or through his , her, or that error or mistake.

তন্ত্রান্তিনিরান, s. (from সম্ভ্রান্তি, that error, and নিরাम, a repel-

ling), the repelling of that error or mistake, the repel-

ling of his or her error or mistake.

zyffegarís, a. (from 3gifs, that error, and Я , shew-

ing), pointing out or shewing that error or mistake,

pointing out or shewing his or her errors or mistakes ;

s. he who points out his, her, or that error or mistake.

getfeqania, s. (from gifs, that error, and i , a shew-

ing), the pointing out or shewing that mistake, the

pointing out or shewing of his or her mistake.

তদ্ৰান্তিপুযুক্ত , a. (from উদ্ভ্রান্তি, that error, and প্রযুক্ত, causedby),

caused by or arising from that error or mistake, caus◄

ed by or arising from his or her error or mistake ; ad.

from or through his , her, or that error or mistake .

gifswgs, a (from gifs, that error, and (53 , a cause),”

caused by or arising from that error or mistake, caus-

ed by or arising from his or her errors or mistakes ; ad,

from or through his, her, or that error or mistake.

34 , s. (from 3 , that, and , blood , that blood, his or

her blood.

, a. (from , that blood, and 1, producible,

producible by or arising from that blood, producible

by or arising from his or her blood .
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JET.

, s. (from 4 , that blood, and , destruction),

the destruction of his, her, or that blood.

JHEHE, s. (from 3 , that blood, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that blood, destructive to his or

her blood.

, a. (from 3 , that blood, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that blood, destructive to his or her

blood.

, s. (from 3 , that blood, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of his, her, or that blood.

sate, a. (from 3 , that blood, and *æ, destruc-

tive), destructive to his, her, or that blood.

, s. (from F, that blood, and 3 , afalling , the

shedding of his or her blood, the falling down of that

blood.

33, s. (from 35, that blood, and tt , afalling , the

shedding of his or her blood, the shedding of that

blood.

3fa1, ad. (from F, that blood, and f , without),

without bis, her, or that blood.

* , s . from 5, that blood, and fa , destructi-

on , the destruction of his, her, or that blood.

susfæatxiæ, a. (from JF, that blood, and fatæ, destruc-

tive , destructive to his, her, or that blood.

ff , a. (from 3 , that blood, and faftas, possess-

ed of , possessed of that blood .

Flat¶d, s. (from F, that blood, and at , liberation),

the shedding ofthat blood, the shedding of his or her

blood.

33ata, 8. (from JF, that blood, and ‹œto , a liberat-

ing), the shedding of that blood , the shedding of his

or her blood.

JYSIS, a. (from 3 , that blood, and TF, joined to), con-

nected with that blood, connected with his or her

blood.

safe , a. (from 3 , that blood, and 3 , destitute),

destitute of that blood.

Ffas, a. from JFF, that blood, and fa , smeared , smear-

ed with that blood, smeared with his or her blood.

, 8. (from 3 , that blod, and ct, aplastering),

a plastering or smearing with that blood, a plastering

or smearing with his or her blood .

TH , 8. (from 35, that blod, and cost , a plaster-

ing) , the plastering or smearing a thing with his , her,

or that blood.

, . from 3 , that blood, and , empty), desti-

tute ofthat blood.

JJj

zyszta, s. (from F, that blood, and fa, detriment),

an injury to that blood, an injury to his or her blood.

GÌ , a. (from 395, that blood, and 7, destitute), des-

titute of that blood.

GYMLIF, a. (from 3 , that blood, and ( 3, a cause), caus .

ed by or arising from his, her, or that blood ; ad. from

or through his, her, or that blood.

GYFF, a. (from ʊ , that, and **, keeping), keeping or

guarding that, keeping or guarding him or her ; s. the

guardian or preserver of him, her, or that.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and , a keeping), the keeping

or guarding of that, the keeping orguarding of him or

her, that keeping.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and 1, preservation), that pre-

servation, the preservation of that, the preservation of

him, her, or it.

তদ্রষ্কাকারক, a. (from उ ফা, that preservation, and কারক,

making), effecting that preservation, preserving or

guarding him or her ; s. the man who guards that.

GYFTI , a. (from 1, that preservation, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that preserva-

tion, or from the preservation of him, her, or it.

gystfaface, a (from 1, that preservation, and fairs,

a cause), caused by or arising from that preservation,

or from the preservation of him, her, or it ; ad. from

or through the preservation of him, her, or it.

তদ্ৰক্ষাপুযুক্ত , a . (from उ ফা, that preservation, and পুযুক্ত , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that preservation, or

from the preservation of him, her, or it ; ad. from or

through the preservation of him , her, or it.

GYFNISK, a. (from , that preservation, and cxg, a

cause), caused by or arising from that preservation, or

from the preservation of him, her, or it ; ad. from or

through the preservation of him, her, or it.

Gatst, s. (from 4, that, and tst, passion), that passion,

that rage, that anger.

ifs, s. (from , that, and Â³, a custom), that custom,

that usage.

Guifsfafree, a. (from ifs, that custom, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from that custom or usage ; ad.

from or through that custom or usage.

srifsque, a. (from 3 , that custom, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from that custom or usage ; ad

from or through that custom or usage.

gifsafes, a. (from 3fs, that custom, and as, desti-

tute), destitute of or free from that custom or usage.

INICIF, a. (from 3 , that custom, and (55, a cause),
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31.

caused by or arising from that custom or usage ;

ad. from or through that custom or usage.

, s. (from 3 , that, and at, a form), that form, that

shape, that manner.

CHÄF¡IT, a. (from , that form, and æææ, doing),

making that form or shape, causing to conform to that.

tata , a. (from 3 , that form, and f , making),

making that form or shape, conforming to that.

CHЯKħ , a. (from H , thatform, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from that form or shape.

ta , a. (from 3 , that form, and t , holding),

assuming that form or shape..

atstatat, s. (from

731.

yts, that disease, and at , destructi-

on), the destruction or cure of that disease.

ভদ্রে!গনাশক, a . (from অদ্রেtt, that disease, and নাশক, de-

structive , destructive to or good for the cure of that

disease .

তদ্রোগনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from তদ্রোst , that disease , and নিৰ্ত্তক , cause

ing to cease), curing that disease, curing his or her dis-

ease.

তদ্রোগনিবারক, a. (from ভদ্রোগ, that disease, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing that disease.

তদ্রোগনিবারণ , s. (from उদ্রোগ , that disease, and নিবারণ, ৫.

preventing), the preventing of that disease.

td, s. (from ; that form, and a , a holding), starfs, s. ( from stats , that disease, and faafs, cessa-

তদ্রোগনিবৃত্তি ,

the assuming of that form or shape.

559813, a. (from , that form, and f , a holding),

assuming that form or shape.

ভদ্রপনিমিত্তক, a . (from তদ্রূপ, that form, and নিমিত্ত, a cause ,

caused by or arising from that form or shape ; ad. from

or through that form or shape.

***, ɑ. (from 5 , that form, and **, caused by),

caused by or arising from that form or shape ; ad. from

or through that form or shape.

, ad. (from , that form, and f , without),

without or besides that form or shape.

feft , a. (from , that form, and ff , possessed

of), possessing that form or shape.

☎5tyF, ɑ, (from 3 , thatform, and 4 ,joined to), con-

nected with or possessing that form or shape.

fs, a. (from , that form, and af , destitute),

destitute of or wanting that form or shape.

, a. (from t, that form, and , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from that form or strape ; ad. from or

through that form or shape.

, s. (from 3 , that, and catst, a disease), that disease,

his or her disease.

ts , a, (from it, that disease, and , produc-

ing), producing that disease.

szytstufis, a. (from Is; that disease, and 3, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from that disease.

tion), the cessation or cure of that disease.

statsfaface, a. (from tst, that disease, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from that disease ;

ad. from or through that disease.

তদ্রোগপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from उদ্রোt, that disease, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or preventing that disease.

তদ্রোণপুযুক্ত , a. ( from তদ্রোগ, that disease, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from that disease ; ad. from

or through that disease..

isti, ad. (from stats, that disease, andf71, without),.

without or besides that disease.

aatsfafy, a. (from täis , that disease, and fift³, pos.

sessed of), afflicted with that disease.

তদ্রোগৰ্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from ভদ্রোগ, that disease, and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that disease excepted.

তদ্রোগৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from उদ্রোগ, that disease, and চতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of that disease.

atst , a . (from it, that disease, and , joined to),

connected with or suffering by that disease.

তদ্রোগরহিত, a . ( from তদ্রেtt, that disease, and রহিত, desti-

tule), free from that disease.

তদ্রোগশূন্য , a. (from उদ্রোগ, that disease, and শূন্য, empty),

free from that disease.

aatstgifa, 8. (from was, that disease, and gifi, detri-

ment), the lessening of that disease..

free from that disease.

satstææge, a. (from it, that disease, and QF, a cause),

caused by or arising from that disease ; ad. from or

through that disease.

Geytstaa , a . (from is, that disease, and , produci- ĦARII, a…. (from Gast, that disease, and F , destitute),

ble), producible by or arising from that disease.

.Itst , s. (from tst, that disease, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction or cure of that disease.

Clatsk̂ x , a. (from stats, that disease, and JF, destruc-

tive), destructive to or good for the cure ofthat disease.

tata , a. (from it, that disease, and f , de-

structive), destructive to or good for the cure of that

disenic.

তদ্রোগোপক্রম, a. (from उদ্রোগ, that disease, and উপক্রম, a bea

ginning), the commencement of that disease.

its , s . (from xt , that disease, and vœxa, relief),

relieffrom that disease.
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1, s. (from , that, and , emphatic), then, at that ve-

rytime.

57, s. (from 3 , the body), the body.

TIT, 8. (from G , to extend) , a son.

GAT), 8. (from G74, a son), a daughter.

fa , a. (from , thin), very thin, very narrow, very

small.

5 , s. (from , to stretch), the body; a. small, minute, de-

licate, thin, slender.

5 , s. (from , the body, and , a well), a pore.

545, a. (from 54, the body, and , to be produced), pro-

duced or born from the body ; s. a son.

5 , s. (from 34, the body, and , to be produced), a

daughter.

37, s. (from , to stretch), the body; a. small, minute , de-

licate, thin, slender.

1143, a. (from , thin, and ₹3, done), pared, made thin

or delicate.

3, s. (from , an oven), an oven, a furnace.

34 , a. (from 3 , the body, and , to rise or stand up),

the hair of the body, the feathers of a bird.

an, s. (from , guess), search, inquiry, guess, an

appraisement.

**ing, a. (from sl‚☆i , wages, and , holding), one

who receives wages, one who holds an assignment on

the revenues.

7. (from 8 , one who receives wages),

the living on a salary, the holding of an assignment on

the revenues.

34 , s. (from 8),☆iï, wages), wages, an assignment on

the revenues.

❤ , s . (from 37, to stretch), a thread, the threads of a warp.

G5TT, s. (from 35, a thread, and 17, to weave), a weaver,

a spider,

ta , s. (from 5, thread, and tta , a house), a weaver's

shop.

cata, s. (from 35, a thread, and , the heart of a tree),

the betle tree (Areca Catechu), an emaciated person or

one reduced to mere fibre.

5, s. (from 3 , to spread out), a thread, the threads of a

warp, the strings of a musical instrument. A class of

books held sacred by the Hindoos which teach pecu-

liar and mystical formulas and rites for the worship of

the gods or the attainment of super-human power. A

branch of the Veda which teaches mystical ceremonies

or incantations, a charm considered as producing medi-

cal effects ; a weaver's loom, a leathern thong; a. de-

pendent, subservient.

তর.

ITFİB, s. (from 55, the threads of a warp , and win, wood),

a weaver's loom.

3531, s. (from 3 , a thread), contrivance, collusion , in-

trigue, the doing of a single action which is intended .

to supply the place of many distinct actions.

ty, s. (from 5, a thread, and c , to weave), a weaver.

zafada, s. (from 35, a class of books, and fa¤, a parti-

cular), the doctrine of some particular book of the

class called Tuntra.

Яt , s. (from 35, a class of writings, and Я , essence),

the quintessence ofthe Tuntras, the name of a book of

much repute among the tantrika or heterodox Hin-

doos.

3 , s. (from 3 , a thread), a musician, a stringed instru-

ment, one who professes the doctrine ofthe Tuntras .

G ), s. (from 34, to be weary), drowsiness, sleepiness, las◄

situde, exhaustion.

sgtaffs, a. (from 3 , drowsiness, and taffs, drawn),

overcome by sleepiness.

satze, a. (from ga , drowsiness, and 3, become) , drowsy,

sleepy.

, a. (from at, drowsiness, and , joined to),

sleepy, drowsy.

তন্ত্ৰাল, s. (from , drowsiness), weary, drowsy, sleepy,

slothful.

, s. (from 3 to be weary), drowsiness, sleepiness, las-

situde, exhaustion .

, ad. (from , that, and 7, not), not that, not so ; an ex-

pression of denial.

E , s. (from 3 , that, and , a stellar mansion), that

stellar mansion, that star.

তন্নক্ষত্রজন্য, ৫. ( from তন্নক্ষত্র, that steHar mansion, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from that stellar

mansion, or from that star.

তন্ন ক্ষত্রনিমিত্তক, a. (from স্তন্নক্ষত্র , that stellar mansion, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that stellar mansi-

on, or from that star ; ad. from or through that star or

stellar mansion.

ওরত্রপুযুক্ত, a . (from স্তৱক্ষত্র , that stellar mansion, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that stellar man-

sion, or from that star ; ad. from or through that star

or stellar mansion.

SAMMTIE, a. (from 3, that stellar mansion, and হেज,ू a

cause), caused by or arising from that stellar mansion,

or from that star ; ad. from or through that star or

stellar mansion.

, s. (from 3 , that, and at, a nail), that nail or claw,

his or her nail.

Jjj2
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তন্ন.

, s. (from 3 , that nail, and ‡ ¬, destruction) , the

loss or destruction of that nail or claw, the destructi-

on or loss of his, ber, or its nail or claw.

Gar‡•Ħæ, a. (from 4, that nail, and ‡ºñ☎, destructive),

destructive to that nail or claw, destructive to his, her,

or its nails or claws.

, a. (from , that nail, and f , destructive),

destructive to that nail or claw, destructive to his, her,

or its nails or claws.

tt, s. (from at, that nail, and tt, destruction), the

destruction or loss of that nail or claw, the destructi-

on or loss of his, her, or its nails or claws.

TARATHE, a. (from , that nail, and * , destructive),

destructive to that nail or claw, destructive to his, her,

or its nails or claws.

তন্নখনিমিত্তক, a. (from তন্নখ, that nail, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from that nail or claw, caused by

or arising from his, her, or its nails or claws.

Garaf₹3, a. (from , that nail, and 3, destitute), des-

titute of that nail or claw.

sta, s. (from , that, and asta, a city), that city or

town, his or her city or town.

statt, s. (from as , that city, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of that city or town.

তন্নগরনাশক, a . ( from তন্নগর , that city, and নাশক, destructive),

destructive to that city or town ; the destroyer of

that city or town.

stafata, s. (from st , that city, and fata, a dwell-

ing , a residence in that city or town.

Jasafiatal, a. (from I, that city, and fat , resid-

ing), residing in that city or town.

তন্নগরপুৱাস, s. ( from তন্নগর , that city , and পুৰাস, a temporary

residence), a temporary residence in that city or town.

GustaЯztal, a. (from sg, that city, and gaff , residing

temporarily), residing temporarily in that city or town.

vastaat, a. (from A, that city, and af , being), being

or existing in that town or city.

ITRATTA, 8. (from as , that city, and Я, a residence),

a residence in that city or town.

তন্নগরবানী, a. (from তন্নগর, that city, and atসिন, residing),

residing in that city or town.

astaa21, s. (from as , that city, and 1, a middle), the

midst of that city or town.

st , a. (from asta , the midst of that city, and

, to be situated), situated in that city or town,

তরগরমধ্যস্থায়ী , a. (from তন্নগরমধ্য , the midst ofthat city, and

, staying), continuing in that city.

ভন্ন.

তরগরমধ্যস্থিত , a. (from ভন্নগরমধ্য , the midst of that city, and

f , situated , situated in that city or town.

cast , a . (from Я , that city, andI, to be situated),

situated in that city or town.

at , a. (from xg, that city, and f , staying),

continuing in that city or town.

zustafas, a. (from , that city, and f , situated), si-
তন্নগরস্থিত,

tuated in that city or town.

33 , ad. (from A, not so), not so ; a strong or repeated

denial.

Gaya, s. (from 35, that, and 4 , the eye), that eye, his or

her eye.

sagte, a . (from , that eye, and , destructive),

destructive to that eye, destructive to his or her eyes.

GAT, s. (from 3 , that, and ☎, hell), that hell, those re-

tributive sufferings.

GILEGIT, a. (from TT, that hell, and , producing),

producing that hell, causing or procuring punishment

in that hell.

, a. (from g , that hell, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that hell.

তন্নরকনাশক, a . (from তন্নরক, that hell, and নাশক, destruc-

tive), destructive to or removing the sufferings of that

hell.

তন্নরকনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from তন্নরক, that hell, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to the sufferings of that hell.

তন্নরকনিবারক, a . (from তন্নরক, that hell , and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing the sufferings of that hell.

sagefiqh , a. (from Ja , that hell, and fra , cessation),

the cessation or remission ofthe sufferings of that hell.

তন্নরকনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তন্নরক, that hell, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that hell ; ad . from or through

that hell.

geft, ad. (from age, that hell, and f , without),

without or besides that hell.

GAIæftf**, a. (from , that hell, and fift , possessed

of), suffering the torments of that hell.

তন্নরকব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from স্তররক, that hell, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that hell excepted .

তন্নরকতিরেক, s. (from স্তন্নরক, that hell, and বাতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of that hell.

Gæf , a. (from , that hell, and af , destitute),

free from that hell.

SUJETIT, a. (from 3 , that hell, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from that hell ; ad. from orthrough

that hell.

Jagæis , a. (from JT, that hell, and s³, come), arriv-

ed at that hell.
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aft.

eria, s. (from ™ , that; and T , a name), that name, his

or her name.

cataglad, s. (from , that name, and sgiad, pronun-

ciation), the pronunciation of that name, the pronun-

ciation of his or her name.

catye, a. (from 35, that, and ta , a leader), that leader,

his or her leader, his or her lover.

Ja , s. (from 3 , that, and at , destruction), that de-

struction, his or her destruction.

vate, a. (from ʊ , that, and ***, destructive), destruc-

tive to that, destructive to him or her.

sfact, a. (from 3 , that, and faæt, near), near that, near

him or her, the vicinity of that, the vicinity of him or

her.

aftetss, a. (from fat, near that, and s³, gone), found

near him, her, or it ; gone to him, her, or that.

aftætsat, a. (from fact, near that, and s , going),

approaching him, her, or that.

afaatas , a. (from fat, near that, and af , existing),

being or existing near him, her, or that.

afaetata, s. (from fat, near that, and π , a residence) ,

a residence near him, her, or that.

afaetate , a. (from faæt, near that, and ſ , residing),

residing near him, her, or that,

afat , a. (from fet, near that, and , to be situated),

situated near him, her, or that.

sfsætætṣì, a. (from fa , near that, and † , staying),

staying or continuing near him, ber, or that.

fastfs, a. (from fact, near that, and f , situated ,

situated near him, her, or that.

তন্নিকটাগড , a. (from ডগ্নিকট, near that, and আগত, come ),

come to him, her, or that.

তন্নিকটাগামী, a . ( from) তরিকউ, near that , and আগামিন, com-

ing), coming to him, her, or that.

af , s . (from 3 , that, and fat , a house), that house,

that habitation, his or her house.

তনিকেতননিৰাল, s . ( from তন্নিকেতন, that house , and নাস, a

residence), a residence in that house.

তন্নিকেতননিবাসী, a. (from তন্নিকেতন, that house, and নিৰ্বাসিন,

residing), residing in that house.

তন্নিকেতনৰাস, s. (from স্তন্নিকেতন, that horse, and tস, a re-

sidence), a residence in that house.

afarenzini, a. (from far , that house, and atfag, re-

siding), residing in that house.

3 , a. (from 3( 38 , that house, and , to be situ-

ated , situated in that house,

তমি.

তন্নিকেওনস্থায়ী, a. (from তন্নিকেতন, that house, and স্থায়িন, stay-

ing , staying or continuing in that house.

তন্নিকেতনস্থিত, a. (from তন্নিকেতন, that house, and স্থিত, situ-

ated), situated in that house.

তন্নিকেতনাগত, a . (from তন্নিকেতন, that house, and অগত্ত , come) ,

come to that house, arrived at that house.

fus , s. (from , that, and fis , ill treatment), that ill

treatment, that punishment, that persecution.

তন্নিগ্রহকারক, q. (from তল্লিগ্রহ, that ill treatment, and কারক,

doing), exercising that ill treatment, executing that

punishment, persecuting or mal-treating him or her.

ofasgætaì, a . (from fag , that ill treatment, and fa ,

making), exercising that ill treatment, executing that

punishment, persecuting or mal-treating him or her.

তন্নিগ্রহদায়ক, a. (from তন্নিগ্রহ, that ill treatment , and দায়ক,

giving), inflicting that ill treatment or punishment.

sfagents, a. (from fase, that ill treatment, and atfx™,

giving), inflicting that ill treatment or punishment.

তন্নিগ্রহনিৰ্ত্তক , a. (from তরিগ্রহ, that ill treatment, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), causing that ill treatment or perse-

cution to cease, putting a stop to that punishment.

ofasefietze, a. (from fag , that ill treatment, and

fa , preventing), preventing that ill treatment or

persecution, preventing that punishment.

তন্নিগ্রহনিবারণ, s. (from তদ্বিগ্ৰহ, that ill treatment, and নিবারণ,

a preventing , the preventing of that ill treatment or

persecution, the preventing of that punishment.

তরিগুহনিবৃত্তি, ৪. ( from তরিগ্রহ , that ill treatment, and নিৰুত্তি,

Cessation), the cessation of that ill treatment or perse-

cution, the cessation ofthat punishment ,

ofaspfafice, a . (from fa , that ill treatment, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from that ill treat-

ment or persecution, caused by or arising from that

punishment.

off , a. (from fag , that ill treatment, and

afsuae, opposing), opposing or preventing that ill

treatment or persecution, opposing or preventing that

punishment; ad. from or through that ill treatment or

persecution, from or through that punishment.

তন্মিগ্রহপুযুক্ত, a . (from তল্লিগ্রহ, that ill treatment, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that ill treat-

ment or persecution, caused by or arising from that

punishment ; ad. from or through that ill treatment or

persecution, from or through that punishment.

ofasgia , ad. (from fag , that ill treatment, and fan ,

without , without or besides that ill treatment or per-

secution, without or besides that punishment.
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ufa.

off , a. (from fase, that ill treatment, and fefuted,

possessed of), suffering that ill treatment or persecuti-

on, suffering that punishment.

sfaggs, a. (from fag , that ill treatment, and ™ ,join-

ed to), connected with or passing through that ill treat-

ment or persecution, connected with or suffering that

puuishment.

তন্নিগ্রহরহিত , a . (from তল্লিগ্রহ, that ill treatment, and রহিত,

destitule), free from that ill treatment or persecution,

free from that punishment.

st , a . (from fa , that ill treatment, and I, a

cause), caused by or arising from that ill treatment or

persecution, caused by or arising from that punish-

ment ; ad. from or through that ill treatment or perse-

cution, from or through that punishment,

t ', 8. (from 3 , that, and f , sleep), that sleep, his or

her sleep.

fat , a. (from fal , that sleep, and , producing),

producing that sleep.

sfaytu , a. (from fag , that sleep, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that sleep, producible by

or arising from his or her sleep.

fat , s. (from fa , that sleep, and , destruction),

the destruction of that sleep, the destruction of his or

her sleep .

fa , a. (from fan , that sleep, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that sleep, destructive to his or her

sleep.

fal , a. from fan , that sleep, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that sleep, destructive to his or her

sleep .

fatat , s . (from fat, that sleep, and at , destruction),

the destruction of that sleep, the destruction of his or

ber sleep.

তন্নিদ্রানাশক , a. ( from ডরিদ্রা, that sleep, and নাশক, destruc-

tive), destructive to that sleep, destructive to his or her

sleep.

ofanifate, a. (from fat, that sleep, and fat , pre-

venting), preventive of that sleep, preventing his or her

sleep.

তন্নিদ্রানিমিত্তক, a. (fromउরিত্রা, that sleep, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from that sleep ; ad. from or

through that sleep.

sfats, a. (from fal, that sleep, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that sleep ; ad. from or

through that sleep.

st.

sfantartats, s. (from fa¹, that sleep, and artats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to that sleep , an obstacle to his or

her sleep.

eftatis , a. (from fat, that sleep, and tata, ob-

structing), obstructing or preventing that sleep, ob-

structing or preventing his or her sleep.

fats , a. (from f , that sleep, and , break-

ing), interrupting that sleep, interrupting his or her

sleep.

3fka |597, s. (from fag , that sleep, and 597, a break-

ing), the interrupting of that sleep, the interrupting of

bis or hersleep.

sfants, a. (from fa , that sleep, and , joined to),

connected with that sleep, connected with his or her

sleep.

fa , a. (from , that, and f , reproaching), re-

proaching or censuring that, reproaching or censuring

him or her.

fi, s. (from 3 , that, and fi , reproach), that reproach

or censure, his or her reproach or censure, the reproach

Tor censure of him or her.

efantætaæ, a. (from fa , that reproach, and tæ , mak-

ing), uttering that reproach or censure, reproaching

or censuring him or her.

fantats , a. (from , that reproach, and if , mak-

ing), uttering that reproach or censure, reproaching

or censuring him or her.

ofantanæ, a. (from fam , that reproach, and A , produc-

ing , causing that reproach or censure.

ofantaas, a . (from , that reproach, and as, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that reproach or

censure, arising from or producible by his or her re-

proaches or censures.

afafafas , a. (from зf , that reproach, and fats, a

cause), caused by or arising from that reproach or cen-

sure, caused by or arising from his or her reproach or

.censure ; ad. from or through his, her, or that reproach

or censure.

उ#িন্দাপুযুক্ত, a. ( from उরিদা, that reproach, and পযুক্ত, caur-

ed by), caused by or arising from that reproach or cen

sure, caused by or arising from his or her reproach or

censure ; ad. from or through his, her, or that reproach

or censure.

তন্নিষ্মাভিলাষ, s . (from ডরিন্দা , that reproach , and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for that reproach or censure, a desire

to reproach or censure him or her.

ofantfsata), a . (from fam , that reproach, and footag
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oft.

desirous) , desirous of reproaching or censuring that,

desirous of reproaching or censuring him or her.

often ), s. (from f , that reproach, and , a desire),

a desire to censure or reproach that, a desire to cen-

sure or reproach him or her.

sfang, a. (from 3f ), that reproach, and a desirous ,

desirous of censuring or reproaching that, desirous of

censuring or reproaching him or her.

sfacase, a. (from afan , that reproach, and F , desirous), ||

desirous of censuring or reproaching that, desirous of

censuring or reproaching him or her.

তরিন্দোপক্রম, s . ( from স্নন্দ), that reproach, and স্তুপক্রম, a be

ginning), the commencement of that reproach or cen-

sure, the commencement of his or her censure or re-

proach.

a. (from , that, and fa , causing to cease),

putting a stop to that, causing that to cease.

faiz , a. (from , that, andfata , preventing), prevent-

ing or resisting that.

afaziza, s. (from , that, and fid, a preventing), the

preventing or resisting of that..

fife, s. (from 3 , that, and fafe, cessation), the cessati-

on of that, that cessation.

fake, a. (from , that, and fafa , a cause), caused by

or arising from that ; ad. from or through that.

affis, ad. (from , that, and fafas, a cause), for that, on

account ofthat, because of that.

efta, s. (from 3 , that, and fa , a- regulation), that rule

or regulation, that axiom or law.

fat , a. (from faga, that rule, and t , making),

making that rule or law ; s . he who made that rule or law.

eftyau, a. (from faga, that rule, and , to be produced),

arising from that rule or law.

eferzufas, a . (from fagã, thal rule, and fÃ³, produced),

produced by or arising from that rule or law.

efaçana , a. (from fașa, that rule, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that rule or law.

frate, a. (from fax¤, that rule, and ts; produced),

produced by or arising from that rule or law.

fa , s. (from far , that law, and , destruction),

the subversion or annulling ofthat rule or law.

afayakuna, a. (from faga, that law, and I '♬☎; destruc-

tve), subverting or annulling that rule or law,

fat, a. (from fag , that rule, and f , destruc

tire), subverting or annulling that rule or law.

fazar , &. (from ga, that rule, aud , destruction),

the subversion or disaunulling of that rule or law.

fil.

sapatta, a. (from ga, that rule, and txt , destruc

tive), subversive of or annulling that rule or law.

তন্নিয়মনিৰ্ত্তক , a. (from তন্নিয়ম, that rule, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), rescinding that rule or law.

sfagæfariæ, a. (from fag , that rule, and fate, prevent--

ing), preventing or opposing that rule or law.

ofagafatad, s. (from , that rule, and fad, a pre-

venting), the preventing or opposing of that rule or law.

sfapafazfs, s. (from sfag , that rule, and fif , cessation),

the cessation of that rule or law.

ofayafifæeæ, a. (from fag , that rule, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from that rule or law ; ad. from.

or through that rule or law.

তন্নিয়মপুডিবন্ধক, a . (from তন্নিয়ম, that rule, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ope

posing), opposing or resisting that rule or law.

তরিয়মপুযুক্ত, a. (from তরিয়ম, that rule, and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused by or arising from that rule or law ; ad. from

or through that rule or law..

fapf , ad. (from fag , that rule, and f , without),

without or besides that rule or law.

afagafatet, s. (from faga, that rule, and fatat, destruc

tion), the subversion or annulling of that rule or law.

তন্নিয়মবিনাশক, a. (from তরিয়ম, that rule, and বিনাশক, des

structive), subversive of or annulling that rule or law..

afagafafde, a. (from fag , that rule, and faft , possess

ed of), possessed of that rule or law.

afaga , s . (from fag , that rule, and fз , a vio

lation), a violation of that rule or law.

তন্নিয়মাতিরিক্ত, a. (from তরিয়ম, that rule, and াতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that rule or law excepted.

তনিয়মতিয়েক, ৪. (from তরিয়ম, that rule, and ডিরেক, an

exception), the exception of that rule or law.

gfkyäsk, s. (from fag¤, that rule, aud 54, a breaking),

the breaking of that rule or law..

zftgæq5, a. (from faga, that rule, and , joined to),

connected with that rule or law.

Apa , a. (from faga, that rule, and 3 , keeping),

keeping or guarding that rule or law.

fapai, s. (from fag , that rule, and 1, preservation),

the keeping or guarding of that rule or law.

ofaagfts, a. (from fag , that rule, and af₹3, destitute),

destitute of that rule or law.

sfaga™ , a. (from fag , that rule, and * 73, emply), des.

titute of that rule or law..

fayi , s. (from fag , that rule, and tf , detrimen!),

the detriment or lessening of that rule or law.
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ofa.

sagaia, a. (from fag , that rule, and F , destitute), des-

titute of that rule or law.

sføymxzx, a . (from fag , that rule, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from that rule or law ; ad. from

or through that rule or law.

fatti, s. (from faga, that rule, and stats , desire),

a desire for that rule or law.

তন্নিয়মাকাঙ্কী , a . (from তন্নিয়ম , that rule , and সাকানি, desir-

ous), desirous of that rule or law.

Gfagatssmta, s . (from fag , that rule, and afta, de-

sire), a desire for that rule or law.

oftgætfsmtxt, a. (from fa , that rule, and fatfoa, de-

sirous), desirous of that rule or law.

sfagfas, a. (from 3 , that, and fifï³, regulated), govern-

ed or regulated by that.

fag , s. (from fag , that rule, and 1 , desire), a de.

sire for that rule or law.

fyw , ɑ. (from a , that rule, and F , desirous), de-

sirous of that rule or law.

sfamage, a. (from fag , that rule, and F , desirous),

desirous of that rule or law.

ofanata, s. (from fag , that rule, and sЯ , a begin-

ning), the beginning of that rule or law.

fata , a. (from 3 , that, and fanta , regulating), regu-

lating that ; s . that regulator, that regulating cause, that

gage.

fata, s. (from 3 , that, and fast , repulsion), that repul.

、 sion, the driving away of that thing.

fag, s. (from , that, and fa , certainty), that certain-

ty or true judgment, that decision, the certainty of that.

fa , s. (from f , that certainty, and , a doer),

one who ascertains or decides that, one who comes to

that certainty or decision.

তন্নির্ণয়কারক, a. (from তন্নির্ণয়, that certainty , and কারক, make-

ing), making that clear and certain, ascertaining that,

deciding that.

afadaæti, a. (from fas, that certainty, and tfaz, mak-

ing , making that clear and certain, ascertaining that,

deciding that.

fa , a. (from far, that certainty, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from that certainty or

decision , producible by or arising from the ascertaining

of that.

তন্নিৰ্ণয়নিৰ্ত্তক , a. ( from তন্নিৰ্ণয় , that certainty, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

·causing to cease), putting an end to that certainty, put-

ting an end to certainty respecting that.

fa.

ofadofazige, a. (from fag, that certainty, and fiatge,

preventing), preventing that certainty or decision, pre-

venting certainty about that .

ofadṣfaztad, s. (from fag, that certainty, and fad, a

preventing), the preventing of that certainty or deci-

sion, the preventing of certainty about that.

sfagfifice, a. (from fag, that certainty, and fa̸fix, a

cause), caused by or arising from that certainty or deci-

sion, caused by or arising from certainty about that ;

ad. from or through that certainty or decision, from or

through certainty about that.

তন্নিৰ্ণয়প্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from fax, that certainty, and qfsaae,

opposing), opposing or preventing that certainty or

decision, opposing or obstructing certainty respecting

that.

of , a. (from fag, that certainty, and F, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from that certainty or deci-

sion, caused by or arising from certainty about that ; ad.

from or through that certainty or decision , from or

through certainty about that.

তন্নিণয়াতিরিক্ত , a. (from ডগ্নির্ণয়, that certainty, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that certainty or decision excepted, certain-

ty about that excepted .

তন্নির্ণয়্যতিরেক, s. (from ডগ্নির্ণয়, that certainty , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that certainty or deci-

sion, the exception of certainty about that.

faágy , a. (from fag, that certainly, and c³, a

cause), caused by or arising from that certainty or deci

sion, caused by or arising from certainty about that ;

ad. from or through that certainty or decision, from or

through certainty about that.

তন্নির্ণয়াকাঙ্ক' , 's . (from তন্নিৰ্ণয়, that certainty , and অাকাঙ্কা, ৫

desire), a desire for that certainty or decision, a desire

for certainty about that.

তন্নির্ণয়াকাঙ্গী , a. ( from তন্নির্ণয ,় that certainty, and আকাঙ্কি,

desirous), desirous of that certainty or decision, desir-

ous of certainty about that.

ofadatfsata, s. (from fag, that certainty, and afsata,

desire), a desire for that certainty or decision, a desire

ofcertainty about that.

তন্নিৰ্ণয়াভিলাষী , a. (fromতন্নিৰ্ণয়, that certainty, and অভিলাষি ,

desirous), desirous of that certainty or decision, deşir.

ous ofcertainty about that.

efu , s. (from 3fd , that certainty, and , desire),

a desire for that certainty or decision, a desire of cer-

tainty about that.

sfaŃly&, a. (from fa , that certainty, and ½, desirous),
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sfa.

desirous ofthat certainty or decision, desirous of cer-

tainty about that,

fit , a. (from fag, that certainty, and 5 , desir

cus), desirous of that certainty or decision, desirous of

certainty about that.

, S. (from f , that certainly, and s , a

beginning , a beginning of that certainty or decision,

the beginning of certainty about that.

fat , s. (from 35, that, and fata, confirmation), that

covenant or agreement, that settlement or confirmati

on, the settling or confirming of that.

fats, a. (from 3 , that, and fitfas, confirmed), con.

firmed or settled by him or her.

fa , s. (from 3 , that, and fg, certainty) , that cer

tainty, that decision , certainty respecting that.

ofatyake, a. (from [ * , that certainty, and tș ,
mak-

ing), making that clear and certain, ascertaining that.

efa sætat, a. (from 3ft , that certainty, and f , mak

ing , making that clear and certain, ascertaining that.

sfs , a. (from * , that certainty, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that decision or

certainty, caused by or arising from certainty respect-

ing that.

উন্নিশ্চয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from তনিশ্চয়, that certainty, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from that decision or cer-

tainty, caused by or arising from certainty respecting

that ; ad. from or through certainty respecting that,

from or through that certainty or decision .

●রিশয়পুযুক্ত, a . ( from তন্নিশ্চয়, that certainty , and পুযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from that decision or cer-

tainty, caused by or arising from certainty respecting

that ; ad. from or through certainty respecting that,

from or through that certainty or decision.

farsfan , ad. from 3 , that certainty, and fea) , with-

out) , without or besides that decision or certainty,

without or besides certainty respecting that.

E s. (from 3 , that certainty, and fs ,

a violation,, the violation of that decision or certainty,

the violation ofcertainty respecting that.

তন্নিশ্চয়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তন্নিশ্চয় , that certainty , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), that decision or certainty excepted, the de-

cision of that excepted.

ভগ্নিশ্চয়তিরেক, s. (from তন্নিশ্চয় , that certainty, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that certainty, the ex-

ception of certainty respecting that.

pf# 57153*, a. (from , that certainty, and (53, a

pause), caused by or arising from that decision or cer-

3ft.

tainty, caused by or arising from certainty respecting

that ; ad. from or through that certainty or decision .

afa , s. (from fg, that certainty, and statt,

desire), the desire of that decision or certainty, a de-

sire of certainty respecting that.

তন্নিশ্চয়াকাঙ্গী, a. ( from তনিশ্চয ,় that certainty, and আঁকানি,

desirous), desirous of that decision or certainty, desir-

ous of certainty respecting that.

of , a. (from 5 , that, and fits, establishment), that esta-

blishment or confirmation, the establishment or confir

mation of that.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and fis, perfection ), that ac-

complishment or perfection, the perfection or compleat

accomplishment of that.

ofagfærge, a. (from off , that perfection, and Fixe,

doing) , effecting the compleat accomplishment of that,

completely accomplishing that.

তন্নিষ্পত্তিকারী, a. ( from তল্পিত্তি, that perfection , and কারিন,

making , effecting the compleat accomplishment of that,

completely accomplishing that.

ofafafas, a. (from , that perfection , and 5,

produced), produced by or arising from that perfection

or completion, produced by or arising from the com-

pletion of that.

ofa , a. (from fagf , that perfection, and 55 , pro,

ducible), producible by or arising from that perfection

or completion, producible by or arising fromthe com

pletion of that.

fa , s. (from faf , that perfection, and , de-

struction), the destruction of that perfection or com

pletion, the prevention of the completion of that parti

cular thing.

affet , a. (from 3 , that perfection, and ,

destructive), destructive to that perfection or comple

tion, preventing the compleat accomplishment ofthat.

offst, a. (from fag , that perfection, and f ,

destructive), destructive to that perfection or comple

tion, preventing the compleat accomplishment of that.

affatt, s. (from ff , that perfection, and txt, de-

struction), the destruction of that perfection or com-

pletion, the prevention of the compleat accomplish

ment of that.

ofdgfeat*ie, a. (from fag , that perfection, and ☎**,

destructive), destructive to that perfection or completi

on, preventing the compleat accomplishment ofthat.

তনিম্পত্তিনিমিত্তক, a. ( from उনিষ্পত্তি, that perfection, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that perfection or
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vi .

completion, caused by or arising from the compleat

accomplishment of that particular thing ; ad. from or

through the compleat accomplishment of that.

ভরিম্নত্তিপুযুক্ত , a . ( from তরিল্পভি, that perfection, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from that perfection

or completion, caused by or arising from the compleat

accomplishment of that ; ad. from or through the com-

pleat accomplishment of that.

ofafafant, ad. (from fafs, that perfection, and fat,

without), without or besides that perfection or com-

pletion, without or besides the compleat accomplish-

ment of that object.

ofanfeufsfas, a. (from fans, that perfection, and fofas,

excepted), that perfection or completion excepted, the

compleat accomplishment ofthat excepted..

তন্নিষ্কৃতিব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from उনিয়ত্তি, that perfection, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of that perfection or com-

pletion, the exception of the compleat accomplishment

of that object.

sfagfeltge, a. (from eff , that perfection, and 55, a

cause), caused by or arising from that perfection or

completion, caused by or arising from the compleat ac-

complishment of that thing ; ad. from or through the

compleat accomplishment of that.

sfug¾æt, s. (from fagf , that perfection, and & , desire) ,

a desire for that perfection or completion , a desire for

the compleat accomplishment of that thing.

sfandy, a. (from off , that perfection, and a desir-

ous), desirous of that perfection or completion, desir-

ous ofthe compleat accomplishment of that thing.

sfagdig , a . (from fagfs, that perfection, and , de-

sirous) , desirous of that perfection or completion, de-

sirous ofthe compleat accomplishment of that object.

sfara, a. (from , that, and fi , ineffectual), fruitless

or ineffectual for that.

ifs, s. (from 3 , that, and fs, right), that justice or

right, that morality or policy, his or her justice or

right.

ifsæta , a. (from afs, that justice, and tṛe, doing),

doing that justice, executing that justice, practising

that morality.

salsa , a . (from as, that justice, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that justice, right, or me-

rality.

onfesfio, a. (from Gafs, thatjustice, and A5, produced),

produced by or arising from that justice, right or mc-

rality.

UFÌ.

fouts, a. (from fs, that justice, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from that justice, right, or mo-

rality.

satte, a. (from is, that justice, and tæ, destruc-

tive), overturning or subverting that right, justice, or

morality.

odifsfâface, a . (from , thatjustice, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from that justice or morality ;

ad. from or through that right, justice, or morality.

Gifsque, a. (from fs, that justice, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that justice or morality ;

from or through that right, justice, or morality.

foſtni, ad. (from selfs, thatjustice, and fæ¾, without),

without or besides that justice or morality.

alfafafat , a. (from 3f3, that justice, and fefta , possess

ed of), possessed of that justice or morality.

তন্নীতিতিরিক্ত, a. (from তরীতি that justice, and বাতিরিক্ত, e-

cepted , that right, justice, or morality excepted.

gâfsafsaæ, s. (from af , that justice, and FUIT, AN

exception), the exception of that right, justice, or mo-

rality.

fs , a. (from 5, that justice, and ™ , joined to),

connected with or possessed of that right, justice, or

morality.

afs , a. (from 3ffs, that justice, and e, keeping),

guarding or keeping that right, justice, or morality.

ofa 1, s. (from 3, thatjustice, and 1, preservation),

the guarding or keeping ofthat right, justice, or morality.

nfsgfxz, a. (from fifs, that justice, and af , destitute),

destitute ofthat right, justice or morality.

ff* t , a. (from 3fs, that justice) , tending to or con-

sisting in that right, justice, or morality.

fa , a. (from ass, thatjustice, and I, empty), des-

titute of that right, justice, or morality.

TfsxT), s. (from , thatjustice, and , he who kills),

he who defeats that right, justice, or morality.

oferta, s. (from , that justice, and fĩ, a detri-

ment), a detriment to that right, justice, or morality.

fore, a. (from if , that justice, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from that right, justice, or mora.

lity ; ad. from or through that right, justice, or morality.

THŴgi, s. (from Tifs, thatjustice, and ¹, desire), a de-

sire for that right, justice, or morality.

, «. (from aſs, thatjustice, and F. desirous), de-

sirous of that right, justice, or morality.

TASTE, a. (from as, thatjustice, and T& , desirous),

desirous of that right, justice, or morality.
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val.

, s. (from 3 , that, and x, water), that water, his or

her water.

, a. (from , that water, and 3 fallen from),

fallen to the bottom of that water, deposited by that

water.

, a. (from , that water, and , to be produced),

produced in that water.

jg , a. (from 3s, that water, and , producible),

producible by or arising from that water.

ats, a. (from 3, that water, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from that water.

v , s. (from 3, that water, and ‡º , destruction),

the spoiling or destruction of that water.

, a. (from as, that water, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to that water.

att, a. (from 3, that water, and f , destruc-

tive), destructive to that water.

alatt, s . (from ata, that water, and , destruction),

the destruction or spoiling of that water.

bagatatæ, a. (from 3, that water, and * , destructive),

destructive to that water.

vifaaca, a. from Я , that water, and fifi , a cause),

caused by or arising from that water ; ad. from or

through that water.

Gizus, a. (from sg, that water, and , caused by),41

caused by or arising from that water ; ad. from or

through that water.

f , ad. (from 3, that water, and fr , without),

without or besides that water.

ff , a. (from , that water, and fast , possess-

ed of, possessed of that water.

ufstas, c. (from , that water, and fofas, ex-

cepted , that water excepted.

aufswe, &. (from 3 , that water, and ifsige, an

exception) , the exception of that water.

câus, a. (from sg, that water, and 1 , joined to),

connected with that water.

zzzz, ɑ. (from sat , that water, and , keeping),

preserving or guarding that water.

1 , s . (from 3 , that water, and 1, preservation ),

the preservation or guarding of that water.

fs, a. (from 3 , that water, and 3, destitute),

destitute of that water.

34 , a. (from su , that water, and , empty), des-6

titute of that water.

4.

atst, a. (from 3 , that water, and if , staying,

continuing in that water.

af , a. (from , that water, and 3, situated), si-

tuated in that water.

, a. (from A, that water, and , destitute), des-

titute of that water.

INUTIT, a. (from , that water, and æg, a cause),

caused by or arising from that water ; ad. from or by

that water.

Galatætgi, s. (from , that water, and tag , desire),

a desire for that water.

atæ , a. (from 3, that water, and staff , desir-

ous), desirous of that water.

salatzaæ, a. (from 33, that water, and , seeking),

seeking that water.

JaÌANT™d, s. (from 3, that water, and Id, a seek-

ing), the seeking of that water.

tatas , a. (from , that water, and af , seeking),

seeking that water.

Galatfata, s. (from 3s, that water, and sata, desire),

a desire for that water.

Jalalfont , a . (from , that water, and fatfan, de-

sirous), desirous of that water.

, s. (from , that water, and , desire), a desire

for that water.

seitag, a. (fromsg, that water, and desirous), de-

sirous of that water.

zalgax, a. (from , that water, and I , desirous), de-

sirous of that water.

Jatatafa, ad. (from 3 , that water, and sf , upon), up-

on that water.

ana , a. (from gifs, upon that water, and , to

be situated), situated on that water.

salatfatol, a. (from statifs, upon that water, and

ff , staying), continuing on that water.

তন্নীরোপরিহিত, a. (from তরীরোপরি, upon that water, and

f , situated), situated upon that water.

GUIZ, a. (from 34, that, and

having that mind.

, the mind , so-minded,

331, s. (from T , so-minded), the circumstance of

being so-minded or of having that mind.

*
JATI, s. (from 3 , 80-minded), the circumstance of

being so-minded or of having that mind.

GUI:, a. (from 3 , that, and the mind), so-minded,

having that mind.

va, a. from salg, that water, and i, to be situated), atsts, a. (from sun , that mind, and s³, found), found

situated in that water. • in his or her mind, included in that thought.
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matas, a. (from

Ex.

that mind, and 3, taken), cho-

sen by him or her, approved by him or her.

atase, a. (from 5 , that mind, and 7a , giving

pleasure), giving pleasure to his or her mind.

জন্মনোরঞ্জকতা, s. ( from তন্মনোরঞ্জক, givingpleasure to hismind),

the circumstance of giving pleasure to his or her mind.

তন্মনোরঞ্জকত্ব, ৪. (from তন্মনোরঞ্জক, giving pleasure to his

mind), the circumstance of giving pleasure to his or her

mind.

তন্মলেরঞ্জন, s. ( from उন্মস ,্ that mind, and রঞ্জন, a giving

pleasure), the giving of pleasure to his or her mind.

, s. (from , that, and 1, the middle), the midst of

that, the inside of that.

তন্মধ্যবৰ্ত্তী, a. (from তন্মধ্য, the midst ofthat , and ৰৰ্ত্তিন, be-

ing), included in that , situated in that.

, a. (from , the midst of that, and 1, to be si-

tuated , situated in that, situated between them ; s . that

mediator.

GÌ, a. (from 3 , the midst of that, and tfu ,

staying), continuing in that, staying between them.

fз, q. (from , the midst of that, and f³, situ-

ated , situated in that, situated between them.

, ad. (loc. case of , the midst of it) , during that,

in the mean time, in the interim , in that.

TDI, s . (from ve, that, and af , merely), in the Hindoo

philosophy the archetypes or original ideas of those

things which are real, merely that.

vat, s. (from 37, slender), a slender woman.

3 , s. (from , to be hot), the hot season, summer, heat,

warmth.

তপঃকাচ্চাপর, a . (from उপস্, religious austerities, কাচ্চা, a li-

mit, and , engaged in), carrying religious austerities

to their furthest extent.

তপঃপ্রভাব, s. (fromउপস ,্ religious austerities, and প্রভাব, por-

er), the power or virtue of religious austerities.

, a. (from , religious austerities, and *ff , a dis-

position), inclined to religious austerities .

তপঃসাধ্য , a. ( from उপস ,্ religious austerities, and সাধ্য, ac-

complishable), accomplishable by religious austerities.

:f , a. (from 3 , religious austerities), successful

through religious mortification, accomplished by reli-

gious mortification.

, s. (from 3 , to be hot), the sun, one of the hells ofthe

Hindoos, heat, inflammation or burning, the hot sea-

son.

, a. (from 3 , to be hot), requiring to be heated.

, s. (from 3 , to be hot), religious austerities or pe-

nance, mortification or self-denial. The region suppos-

0 .

ed to be the heaven ofdevotees , virtue, religious merit,

the duty which arises from every particular rank or

station ; the hot season, the cold or dewy season.

, s. (from 3 , religious austerities), the name of a

tree mentioned by Dr. F. Buchanan, (Diospyros Ta

pasi, Buchanan's Mss .)

, s. (from 5, the dewy season), the name of a Hin-

doo month usually called Phalgoona, containing part of

February and part of March, devout austerities, religi

ous mortification.

1, s. (from , religious austerities, and tata ,

desire), a desire to practise religious austerities.

, a . (from N, religious austerities, and

taff , desirous), desirous ofpractising religious aus-

terities.

তপস্যাকারক, a. ( from उপস , religious austerities, and কারক,

making), practising religious austerities ; 8. one who

practises religious austerities.

তপস্যণকারী, a. (from উপসর্গ, religious austerities, and কারি ,

doing), practising religious austerities.

ts , a. (from 1, religious austerities, and s ,

gone), engaged in religious austerities.

তপস্যাচরণ, s . ( from তপস্যা, religious austerities, and আচরণ,

practice), the practising of religious austerities.

3413, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and

fallenfrom), fallen or apostatized from the practice of

religious austerities.

তপস্যাজনিত , a . ( from उপস্যা , religious austerities, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from religious auste-

rities.

, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and T,

producible), producible by or arisingfrom religious aus-

terities.

তপস্যাজাত , a. ( from তপস্যা, religious austerities, and জাত ,

produced), produced by or arising from religious auste-

rities.

, s. (from , religious austerities, and ,

destruction), the interruption or breaking off of religi

ous austerities from some unpropitious circumstance.

AITHE, a . (from 3 , religious austerities, and E,

destructive), causing the breaking off of religious aus-

terities or rendering them useless.

a. (from 1 , religious austerities, and 7,

destructive), causing the breaking off ofreligious auste-

rities or rendering them useless .

1

།།

1

X

তপস্যানশি, s . ( from তপস্যা, religious austerities, and নাশ,

destruction), the interruption of religious austerities or

the breaking them off through some unpropitious cir-

1
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CH.

cumstance, the making of religious austerities ineffec-

tual.

অপস্যানাশক, a. (from উপন্যা, religious austerities, and নাশক,

destructive), causing the breaking off of religious aus-

terities or making them ineffectual.

grantfacse, ɑ. (from , religious austerities, and

fade, putting an end to), causing religious austerities

to cease.

Jeanfaataæ, a. (from an, religious austerities, and

Tt , preventing), preventing religious austerities.

sqantfactzd, s. (from Я , religious austerities, and

fate , a preventing), the preventing of religious aus-

terities.

তপস্যানিবৃত্তি, s . (from उপদ্য) , religious austerities, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of religious austerities.

উপন্যানিত্তিক, a . (from তপস্যা , religiousausterities, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from religious austerities ;

ad. from or through religious austerities.

fas, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and fa ,

appointed), appointed to or engaged in religious aus-

terities.

তপস্যানিষেধ, a. (from उপস্যা, religious austerities, and নিষেধ,

prohibition), the prohibition of religious austerities.

sЯanificare, a. (from , religious austerities, and

fata , prohibiting), prohibiting religious austerities.

nata, s. (from , religious austerities, and

QARTA, search), a search for an opportunity to per-

form religious austerities.

a. from 3 , religious austerities, and

fa , searching) , seeking to perform religious aus-

terities.

a. (from , religious austerities, and

aat , searching), seeking to perform religious

austerities.

তপস্যান্বিত , ৫. (from তপস্যt, religious austerities, and অন্বিত,

rossessed of, engaged in religious austerities.

তপস্যান্বেষক, a . ( from उপন্য1, religious austerities, and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking to engage in religious austerities.

তপস্যান্বেষণ , s . ( from তপস্যা, religious austerities, and অন্বেষণ , ৫

seeking , the seeking to engage in religious austerities.

তপস্যান্বেষী, a. (from তপস্যা, religious austerities, and সম্বোধন,

s.cking), seeking to engage in religious austerities.

sqanqfœææ, a. (from 398 , religious austerities, and

fs , opposing), opposing or obstructing the prac-

tice of religious austerities.

, a. (from , religius austerities, and us,

caused by), caused by or arising from religious austeri-

ties; ad. from or through religious austerities,

i.

, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and f , an

obstruction), an obstruction to religious austerities.

তপস্যাবিঘ্নকারক, a. ( from তপস্যাঘ্নি, an obstraction to religi

ous austerities, and tax, doing , forming an obstruc-

tion to religious austerities, obstructing religious aus-

terities.

sЯaitfexæta , a. (from 315;tfII, an obstruction to religi-

ous austerities, and zifa , doing), forming an obstruc-

tion to religious austerities, obstructing religious aus-

terities.

if , an obstruction to religi
. (from

ous austerities, and , producing), producing ob-

structions to religious austerities.

তপস্যাবিঘ্নজনিত, a . (from তপস্যাবিঘ্ন, an obstruction to relig-

ous austerities, and 53, produced), produced by or

arising from the obstruction of religious austerities.

তপস্যাঘ্নিজন্য, a . ( from তপস্যাঘ্নি, an obstruction to relig

ous austerities, and 5 , producible), producible by or

arising from the obstruction of religious austerities.

তপস্যাৱিঘ্ননাশক, a. (from তপস্যাবিঘ্ন, an obstruction to religi

ous austerities, and at , destructive), removing or dis-

sipating the obstructions or hinderances in theway of

religious austerities.

তপস্যাৰিয়সূচক, a. (from তপস্যাবিঘ্ন , an obstruction to relia

gious austerities, and , indicating), indicating dif

ficulties or obstructions in the way of religious auste-

rities.

anfeat, ad. (from 1, religious austerities, and fat,

without), without religions austerities.

1

ff* , a. (from , religious austerities, and

fft , possessed of, possessed of or engaged in the

practice of religious austerities.

ЯAF , s. (from art, religious austerities, and

za, a violation), the violation of religious austeri-

ties.

qatafofas, a. (from Я , religious austerities, and

afofa , excepted), religious austerities excepted.

gamtafage, s. (from 1, religious austerities, and

fs , an exception), the exception of religious aus-

terities.

Яt , s. (from r , religious austerities , and 8, a

breaking), the interruption or breaking off of religious

austerities.

Яts , a . (from
, religious austerities, and 53F,

breaking) , interrupting or occasioning the breaking off

ofa course of religious austerities .

3 , s. (from , religious austerities), the name
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of a fish usually called the Mango fish by Europeans,

(Polynemus paradiseus.)

shartata, s. (from 34 , religious austerities, and a†¤,

afish), the name of a fish which has long cirrhi near

the insertion of the pectoral fins resembling the long

beard of a devotee, (Polynemus paradiseus.)

তপস্যাযুক্ত, a. (from তপস্যা, religious austerities, and যুক্ত, join-

ed to), connected with religious austerities.

artcuts , a. from 3 , religious austerities, and ts ,

proper), worthy of or proper for religious austerities.

, a. (from , religious austerities, and д , de-

lighted), delighted with religious austerities.

তপন্যারম্ভ, s. ( from उ ম্যt religious austerities, and অরিম্ভ, a

beginning) , the commencement of a course of religious

austerities.

tafs, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and 3f53,

destitute), destitute ofthe practice of religious austeri-

ties.

at , a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and ,

empty), destitute of the practice of religious austeri-

ties.

39 , s. (from 3 , religious austerities, and if ,

loss) , a loss or injury to religious austerities.

তপস্যাহীন, a. (from उপন্যা, religious austerities, and হীন, des-

titute), destitute of the practice of religious austerities.

game, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and æg,

a cause), caused by or arising from religious austerities ;

ad. from or through religious austerities .

তপন্যেছুক, a. (from उপস্যা, religious austerities, and ইচ্ছুক, dc-

sirous), desirous of engaging in religious austerities.

INANIS, a. (from , religious austerities, and sur*,

zealous), zealously engaged in or eager for religious aus-

terities.

তপস্যোদোমি, s . ( from उপসা', religious austerities, and sদ্যোগ,

exertion), zealous exertion to perform religious austeri-

ties.

sarkastit, a. (from 1, religious austerities, and

surf , exerting), zealously promoting or performing

religious austerities.

তপস্যোপক্রম, 8. (from 3 , religious austerities, and

sta, a beginning), the commencement of a course of

religious austerities.

AN , a. (from 5 , religious austerities, and gery,

fit), fit or proper for religious austerities.

3ft, a. (from , religious austerities), religions, en-

gaged in religious austerities ; s. a female devotee, a

female engaged in a course of religious austerities.

0791.

3 , a. (from 3 , religious austerities), practising reli

gious austerities ; s . a devotee, the name of a particu-

lar fish, (Polynemus paradiseus.)

3 , v. a. (from 3 , to suffer heat or pain), to search, to

seek.

3 , s. (from , to seek), search.

3 , (a contraction of 2, that, and , before), used in ac-

counts, particularly in memoranda of land-surveying, to

signify before, before that, already.

, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and 47, riches),

rich in religious austerities.

, a. (from 3 , religious austerities, and fa , stea-

dy), steadily engaged in religious austerities.

, s. (from 34 , religious austerities, and , a fo-

rest), the forest in which religious austerities are prac-

'tised.

sts, a. (from , the forest of mortification, and

³, gone), gone to or found in a forest where religious

austerities are performed.

তপোননিবাস, s . ( from তপোবন, the forest of mortification,

and fat , a residence), a residence in the forest where

religious austerities are performed.

sataafiatal, a. (from , the forest ofmortification,

and faf , residing , residing in the forest where re-

ligious austerities are performed .

তপোবনপুরান, s. ( from সপোন, a forest of mortification, and

, a temporary residence), a temporary residence or

lodging in a forest sacred to religious austerities.

setasgatal, a. (from UЯTI, a forest ofmortification, and

q , residing temporarily), residing in a temporary

manner in a forest sacred to religious austerities.

znenadi ,́ a. (from Я , a forest of mortification, and

, existing , existing or situated in the forest where

religious austerities are performed.

তপোবনবাস , s . ( from সপোন, a forest of mortification, and

ata, residence), a residence in the forest where religi-

ous austerities are performed .

তপোনাসী , a . ( from তপোবন, the forest of mortification, and

af , dwelling), residing in a forest sacred to religious

austerities.

, a. (from , aforest of mortification, and 1,

to be situated), situated in a forest sacred to religious

auterities.

তপোবনস্থায়ী, a . (from তপোবন, a forest ofmortification, and

, staying), staying or continuing in a forest sacred

to religious austerities.

তপোৱলম্বিত,, a. (from , aforest of mortification , and
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তৰা,

fs, situated), situated in a forest sacred to religious

austerities.

ATE, s. (from ™ , religious austerities, and ™, power),

the power or virtue of religious austerities.

Jigste, s. (from a , the power of religious auste-

rities, and t , virtue), the virtue or effect ofthe pow-

er ofreligious austerities.

silk, s. (from , religious austerities, and ≈ , a break-

ing), the interruption or breaking offofreligious austeri-

ties.

, a . (from 4, to heat), heated, hot.

, 8. from 8, heated, and

ignited gold, burnished gold.

* , gold) , heated gold,

W8E5, s. (from ₹8, hot, and 5, severe) , a sort of penance

consisting of the drinking of hot water, milk, or ghee

for three days.

Ia, s. (from 3 , hot, and a, food), hot food, hot rice.

381a5 , d. (from 3a, hot food, and , eating , eating

hot rice, eating hot food.

3stast , a. (from ta, hot food, and off , eating), ea'-

ing hot rice, eating hot food.

3, s. (from 3 , hot, , water, and , a pit), a hot

bath.

Ext, a . (from xini, rare), rare, uncommon, excellent, admi-

rable, beautiful, wonderful, odd, singular.

te, s. (from 3, different), distance, difference, distinc--

tion, disparity ; a. distant, separate, absent.

fuzi, s. (from , to shine), the name of a small bird of a

beautiful yellowish green colour, (Motacilla zeylonica ?

Gmel. Sylvia cingalensis, Lath.)

, a. (from ji, separation, division, partition.

at , s. (from Ji, analysis), an explanation , an analysis,

separation, division , a detail .

3 , (gen. case of , thou), thine, thy.

z , 8. (fromy , to sink into, ¿eb, nature), nature, a dis-

position, an abstract of science, particularly of music.

, s. (from , a shelf or stage), a shelf or stage,

a story, a degree, a class or order, a rank ; a . conse-

cutive or following in succession, a layer, a stratum .

, a. (from , a shelf or stage), standing in ranks ; s.

soldiers standing in ranks.

37, s. (from , hope), dependence, trust, hope.

3 , s. (from Job, a tabor), a drum, a tabor.

s . (from Jak, a drum), a drum, a tabor.

, 8. (from 3 , a small drum), a chaldron , a pot, a

kettle.

341, s. (from 195, an iron plate) , or perhaps more properly

(from , to heat), an iron plate on which bread is bak-

তমা,

ed, the part of a Hooka on which the tobacco is plac-

ed.

Gætæi, s. (from ₹5, hope), hope , expectation.

عضو
ta , s. (from 9, to place a thing), humility, attention,

pretended kindness, compliment.

ata, s. (from 3 , to seek), to seek, to search.

, s. (from ʊ , to seek), search, inquiry.

las, destruction ) , a wreck, ruin, perditi-Gatsì, s. (from

on, depravity, wickedness.

ofawe, s. (from you, to sink into, ¿ab, nature), resignati-

on, submission, attention.

oftæại, s. (from 3e, that, and fata, change), the name of

a large scandent shrub indigenous in the forests on the

North-East border of Bengal, (Uvaria heteroclita, also

Unona dumosa:)

vaja, s . (from Jiɔ, custody), charge, custody, trust, cash,

a transfer.

tanta, s. (from J , custody, and , holding), one

who has charge of treasure or property, a treasurer.

anta, s. (from , a treasurer), the office or

condition of a person who is put in charge of treasure

or property, the treasurership.

3T, conj. (from GIT, then, and 3, also), even then, yet, not-

withstanding.

IT, ad. (from , then), then.

FFF, 8. (fromK , a little drum), a little drum, a bundle

ofpapers, a list, a catalogue ,

35, conj. (from I, then, and 3, also), even then, yet, not-

withstanding.

, s . (from 3 , to be distressed) , the quality of darkness,

darkness, gloom.

3 , s. (from 3 , to be distressed), the third of the quali

ties of matter according to the Hindoo Philosophy, or

that of darkness , from which proceed folly, ignorance,

mental blindness and worldly delusion ; darkness, gloom,

sorrow, grief, Rahoo or the personified ascending node,

, s. (from me, a bond , a bond, a written agree-

ment.

JA , 8. (from G , darkness), darkness, obscurity.

1, s. (from ' , covetousness ), ambition, covetousness.

t , s. (from the American Indian Tabak), tobacco..

This word constructed with ai, to eat, fat, to drink, or

to draw, means to smoke tobacco .

ta, s . (from the Indian Tabak), tobacco. This word con-

structed with , to eat, f ; to drink, or ti , to pull,

means to smoke tobacco.
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SIA). Gral.

tol , s . (fromxb, a slap), a slap, a blow, a slap on

the face.

t , a. (from , to be finished, 5, perfection), all,

whole, compleat. 1

Gatit, s. (from On, to befinished, 5, perfection), inte-

grity, compleatness.

ata, s. (from , to be distressed), the name of a tree

(according to some Xanthocymus pictorius, accord-

ing to others Diospyros tomentosa), the sectarial mark

on the forehead.

aidi, s. (from , an entertainment), an entertainment,

a show, a view, a prospect .

sate , s. (from 3 , darkness, and 24, a quality), one of

•
the three primeval qualities of matter in the Hindoo

philosophy, viz. inertness as applied to mere matter, or

stupidity, ignorance, or fascination as it relates to ani-

mated beings.

ta , a. (from at , the quality of darkness, and

,producible) , producible by or arising from the qua-

lity of inertness, stupidity or ignorance.

42 , s. (from 4 , the quality of darkness, and

, destruction), the correcting or removal of the qua-

lity ofinertness, stupidity, or mental blindness.

Gatga‡º5*, a. from , the quality of darkness, and

, destructive), destructive to the natural quality

ofinertness, stupidity, or ignorance.

tratate, a. (from t , the quality of darkness, and

at , destructiv ), destructive to the natural quality

of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance.

gatgsfifaze, a. (from £4 , the quality ofdarkness, and

ff , a cause), caused by or arising from the quality of

inertness, stupidity, or ignorance ; ad. from or through

the quality of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance.

te , a. (from 124, the quality of darkness, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the natural

quality of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance ; ad. from

or through the quality of inertness, stupidity, or igno-

rance.

1

swaterfiſts, a. (from t4, the quality of darkness, and

fata , possessed of), possessed of or influenced by the

quality of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance ; stupid, in-

ert, dull, ignorant.

sistedæifofas, a. (from 24, the quality of darkness,

and 5, excepted), the quality of inertness, stupi-

dity, or darkness excepted.

তমোগুণবতিরেক, s. (from তমোগুণ, the quality of darkness,

and f , an exception) , the exception of the qua-

lity of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance,

KNİSHTF, a. (from 34, the quality of darkness, and 47,

joined to), connected with the quality of inertness, stu-

pidity, or ignorance ; stupid, ignorant, inert, dull.

Iratsdyk³, a. (from A, the quality of darkness, and

afs, destitute), free from the quality of inertness, stu-

pidity, or ignorance.

attat, a. (from rats , the quality of darkness),

possessed of or influenced by the quality of inert-

ness, stupidity, or ignorance ; stupid, ignorant, inert,

dull

TW †CHAI, a. (from 4, the quality of darkness, and

3, empty), free from the quality of inertness, stupidi

ty or ignorance.

Gigi, s. (from £4, the quality of darkness, and

T4, one who kills), that which opposes or destroys the

quality ofinertness, stupidity, or ignorance.

GTICATII, a. (from , the quality of darkness, and

, destitute), free from the quality of inertness , stu

pidity, or ignorance.

GWISHTIF, a. (from A, the quality of darkness, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from the quality of

inertness, stupidity, or ignorance ; ad from or through

the quality of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance.

tatas, a . (from stats , the quality of darkness, and

af , inherent), stupid, ignorant, inert, dull.

te , a. (from a darkness, and a possessed of a

quality), stupid, ignorant, inert, dull, belonging to the

quality of inertness, stupidity, or ignorance.

, s. (from 4 , darkness, and , destruction),

the destruction or dissipating of darkness, ignorance,

or stupidity.

TIFF, a. (from 3 , darkness, and
, destructive),

destructive to or dissipating darkness, ignorance, or

stupidity,

gat , a. (from з , darkness, and f , destructive),

destructive to or dissipating darkness, ignorance, or

stupidity.

tatt, s. (from 3 , darkness, and t, destruction), the

destruction or dissipation of darkness , ignorance, or

stupidity.

tatta, a. (from 3 , darkness , and at , destructire),

destructive to or dissipating darkness, ignorance, or

stupidity.

তমোনিৰৰ্থক, a. ( from उমস ,্ darkness, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to darkness, ignorance, or stu

pidity.

তমোনিকারক, a. (from স ,্ dirkness, and নিবারক, prevent

ng), preventing darkness, ignorance, or stupidity,

•
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ཅན་

wifizia , s. (from ™ , darkness, and faxtad, a prevent-

ing , the preventing of darkness, ignorance, or stu-

pidity.

statfafe, s . (from 3 , darkness, and faaf , cessation), the

cessation of darkness , ignorance , or stupidity.

safafas , a. (from 3 , darkness, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from darkness, ignorance, or stu-

pidity; ad. from or through darkness, ignorance, or stu-

pidity.

, a. (from , darkness, and , driving away,

driving away or dissipating darkness, ignorance, or

stupidity.

E, s . (from darkness, and te, removing) , re-

moving or dispelling darkness, ignorance, or stupidi-

ty.

at , ad.(from 3 , darkness, and f , without), with-

out darkness, ignorance, or stupidity.

তযোবিনাশ, s. ( from उমস ,্ darkness , and বিনাশ, destruction),

the destruction or dissipation of darkness, ignorance,

or stupidity.

setfeatte, ɑ . (from gan, darkness, and fatte, destruc-

tive), destructive to or dispelling darkness, ignorance,

or stupidity.

aff , a. (from , darkness, and fif , possessed

f), dark, ignorant, stupid, inert.

STIH, a. (from 3 , darkness , and , joined to), dark,

iguorant, stupid, inert.

fes, c. (from , darkness, and , destitute), free

from darkness , ignorance, or stupidity.

ZANTIÆ, ɑ. (from 3ª¤, darkness, and 55, a cause), cau -

ed by darkness, ignorance, or stupidity ; ad. from or

through darkness , stupidity, or ignorance.

vÂ, s. (from xṣi, admonition), admonition, reproof, re-

proach, castigation, punishment.

37, 8. (from IT , cloth), a tent.

JEI, s. (from gì, a gourd), the name of a musical instru-

ment with three strings and the shell of a gourd for

the body.

5 , s . (from 34, a particular drug), the name of a me-

dicinal drug, which is the aromatic pericarp of a plan'.

(Zanthoxylon alatum .)

Tyr), 8. (from z¿ , a troop), a band ofmusicians or danc-

ing women,

PIR, s. (from ætat, the name of a plant), the fruit of a

species of cucurbitaceous plant the fruit of which is

much eaten by the natives of India, (Luffa acutangula),

also the plant which produces it.

37 , s. (from 255, a quiver), a quiver.

ggæſl, a. (from 55, a quiver), bearing a quiver ; s. one

who carries a quiver.

GATA, 8. (from føærzì, satisfying), garden stuff. This

word in Bengal is principally confined to roots or

fruits used as articles in stews.

GJW , a. (from 45 , very rough), very rough, applied to

water when the waves are raised by a strong wind.

33 , 8, (from 3. to pass over), a wave.

afka , s. (from Tдk, a wave), a river.

GTGT1, s. (from așƒ³, a translation), a translation.

ganatæta, s. (from ⇒55, a translation, and ₹, to do), a

translator.

GIGI, s. (from I, to pass over), the responsive songs which

are sung at the time of the churuka Pooja or season

of swinging with hooks passed through the lack. These

songs are chiefly though not exclusively in honour of

Shiva.

Gd, s. (from 3, to cross over) , the crossing of a river, the

getting through a difficulty,

at , a. (from 4, the crossing ofa river, and , fit),

capable of being crossed, passable.

gafa, s. (from 3, to pass over a river), a boat, the sun, a

float or raft, the succotrine aloe, (Aloe perfoliata, var.

succotrina . )

3afd31, s. (from fa, the sun, and 37 , a daughter), a

name of the river Yumoona, fabled to be the daughter

of the sun.

33 , s . (from , to pass over a river), a boat, the sun , a

float or raft, the succotrine aloe, (Aloe perfoliata, var.

succotrina.)

, a. (from 3, to pass a river), passable, capable of be

ing passed over.

3 , s . (from 3, to go and return), exertion, labour,

engagedness in an undertaking.

37 , 8. (from b , a side), a side, a party.

Jawata, s. (from , a side, and , holding), a parti.

zan ; a. partial.

gagħta, s. (fromjlɔk, a partizan), partiality, attach-

ment to a party.

GITE, 8. (from G3, crossing over, and ™ , heron), a species

of crouching heron, (Ardea Torra, Buchanan's Mss )

Ja , s. (from II, a sword), a sword, a hanger.

, s. (from , a water melon) , a water melon, (Cu-

curbita citrullus.)

zganta, s. (from 35, thread, and † , a gift) , the name of

a kind of fine cloth which is thickly woven.

GI , s . (fromj³, a water melon), a water melon, (Cu

curbita citrullus .)

LII
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ofa.

ga , s. (from ff , the name of a species ofhawk), the

name ofa species ofhawk, (Falco fasciatus, Buchanan's

Mss.) On the authority of Dr. Buchanan's unpublished

Mss . this word, spelled in a variety of different ways,

is the name of the Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus , Lath . F.

peregrinus, and F. maculatus, Lath. F. fasciatus, Buch).

Tam, a . (from 3, to pass over), tremulous, wavering, diluted,

thin, fluid, liquid.

31, s. (from 3 , fluid), fluidity, tremulousness , waver-

ingness.

GI , s. (from ,fluid), fluidity, tremulousness, waver-

ingness.

gzagfa, a. (from gaa, wavering, and , the understand-

ing , inconstant, fickle, light, silly.

Gamatsa, a. (from 3 , tremulous, and ¶, the eye), hav-

ing rolling or tremulous eyes.

GLfAI, a. (from GA , wavering), made to waver, inconstant,

made fluid.

zają , a. (from , wavering, and 43, made), liquified,

made fluid, made to waver.

TIÂÌ, s. (from GJ , wavering), the name of a cucurbitace-

ous plant and also of its fruit, (Momordica umbellata .)

, ad. (from fa , three, and , to-morrow), three days

ago, three days hence.

, s. (from , to move), speed, velocity.

G1, a. (from , speed, and at, eating), voraci-

ous, eating in haste.

Tì, a. (from safza, quick), quick, swift, strong ; s. a cou-

rier or express, a runner, the wind.

375. 8. from Tb, a sort), a sort, a kind, a manner.

Gil, v. a. (from 3. to cross over), to save, to get a person

over a difficulty, to convey a person over a river or

other impediment.

sata, s. (from A , to save), the saving of a person, the

getting of a person over a difficulty, the carrying of a

person over a river or any other impediment.

1, s . (from 5, a pair of scales), a pair of scales.

ata, s. (from 3, to pass over a river), the saving of a per-

son, the getting of a person over a difficulty, the carry-

ing of a person over a river or other impediment ; a . sav-

ed, carried through a difficulty.

gata, s. (from ta, to sure), a particular kind of umbrella .

, s . (from 3, to cross a river), a boat.

of , 8. (from

tenance.

5, education), education, support, main-

fa , s. (from 3, to cross a river), the getting over a diffi-

culty, the crossing of a river.

ত .

, s. (from , to cross a river), a boat..

te, s. (from jb, a road), a canon or rule, a rite, a man

ner, a custom.

3 , s. (from 3, to move), a tree.

3 , s. (from cats , the name of a plant), the name of

a cucurbitaceous plant and also of its fruit, (Luffa acu-

tangula.)

ITd, a. (from I, to move), juvenile, young, new, fresh, no◄

ble ; s . a young man, a person ofvirile age.

gæd, a. (from 341, young), young, youthful ; s . a young

woman from sixteen to thirty years of age, the succo-

trine aloe, (Aloe perfoliata.)

3 , s. (from 34, a tree, and , destruction), the de-

struction of a tree.

, a. (from 3 , a tree, and , destructive), de-

structive to trees.

‡ , a. from 3 , a tree, and ff , destructive), de-

structive to trees.

gæat* , s. (from 34, a tree , and , destruction) , the de-

struction of a tree.

, a. (from 3 , a tree, and at , destructive), de-

structive to trees .

3fafas , a. (from 4, a tree, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from a tree ; ad. from or through trees .

ITHUF, a. (from 34, a tree, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from a tree ; ad. from or through trees.

3 , a. (from 3 , a tree, and , increasing), making

trees grow, multiplying trees.

GTTÁI, s. (from IT, a tree, and Ta̸a, an increase), an in.

creasing the number of trees, a promoting the growth

of trees.

Jaffa, a. (from , a tree, and fiftas, possessed of),

abounding with trees .

fa, s. (from 3 , a tree, and f , increase), the growth

of a tree, the increase of trees.

Gs , a. (from IT, a tree, and ff , excepted),

a tree or trees excepted .

GES®, 8. (from , a tree, and Tifsi ™, an exception),

the exception of trees.

JETF, a . (from 34, a tree, and q , joined to), abounding

with trees.

る

33, a. (from 3 , a tree, and f , destitute), destitute

of trees.

331, 8. (from 3 , a tree, and 31 , a climbingplant , the

name of a beautiful climbing plant ( Ipomea Quamoclit.)

JEHA, a. (from 3 , a tree, and , empty), destitute of

trees.
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80%.
Bef.

Sex11, a. (from JT, a tree, and I, destitute), destitute of

trees.

SMITT, a. (from ʊ , a tree, and æg, a cause), caused by

or arising from trees ; ad. from or through trees.

, ad. (from 3 , to cross a river), for, on account of, be-

cause of.

satata , a. (from 3&4, young grass, and t , fresh , ver-

dant.

, s. (from 3 , to investigate), a decision upon any dis-

puted point, the investigation of an opinion, exami-

nation.

***, a. from 3 , to investigate , investigating ; s . an in-

vestigator, one who seeks after truth.

, s. (from 3 , to investigate, and tt , a science), the

science of logic or reasoning, a book treating of logic.

তর্কশাস্ত্ৰৰেৰ্ত্তা , ৪. ( from তর্কশাস্ত্র, the science of logic, and বেত্ত্ব

one who knows), a person acquainted with logic.

afia , a . (from
the science oflogic, and

, study , the study of logic,

xfx³, a . (from 3 , to investigate , investigated, sought

out, examined,

fésπ, a . (from 3 , to examine), capable of being exa-

mined, reserved for investigation .

3 a. (from 3 , to investigte , acquainted with the

science oflogic.

, s . (from , to threaten, and st , to roar), a threat,

a loud reprehension.

1, s. (from3 , to threaten), the threatening of a per-

son.

Faxa, s. (from 33, to threaten , and stú, to roar), a loud

and angry threat, a snarling or raving at any one, a

scolding or brawling.

Ja , s . (from 5, to threaten ), the fore finger, the finger

of scorn or threat.

3371. a. (from 3 , to be in haste), fickle, impatient .

☎ , 8. from 3 to satisfy), the satisfying or gratifying of

a person. This word is usually employed to signify of-

ferings of water made to the ancestors .

Ta ' , s. (from 31, a sɩtisfying, and F, a doer), one

who makes an oblation of water to the ancestors, one

who gratifies or satisfies others .

fat , a. (from 34, a satisfying, and at , making ,

making oblations of water to his ancestors, satisfying,

gratifying.

Jaxt , a . (from fa, a satisfying, and fa , making),

making oblations of water to his ancestors, satisfying,

gratifying.

Jas , a . (from 3 , a satisfying, and sʊ, found), adher.

ing to or found in the oblation of water to the ances-

tors.

, a. (from fd, a'satisfying, and , producible ,

producible by or arising from the oblation of water to

the ancestors.

a , s. (from 3 , a satisfying, and ¤, destruction),

the destruction or making ineffectual the oblation of

water to the ancestors.

3*d**Ħ☎, a. (from 39, a satisfying, and te, destruc-

tive), making the oblation of water to the ancestors in-

effectual.

3 , a. (from34, asatisfying, and f . destructive),

making the oblation of water to the ancestors ineffec-

tual.

#at*, s . (from 31, a satisfying, and , destruction),

the making of the oblation of water to the ancestors in-

effectual.

Gdātiæ, « . (from 3 , a satisfying, and ***, destruction),

the making of the oblation of water to the ancestors in-

effectual.

3fafaga, a. (from 4, a satisfying, and fa , causing

to cease), putting a stop to the oblation ofwater to the

ancestors.

a. from 3 , a satisfying, and faxta , prevent-

ing), preventing the oblation of water to the ances-

tors .

Jaffe, a. (from 34 , a satisfying, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from the offering of water to the

ancestors ; ad. from or through the oblation of waterto

the ancestors .

Jeff , ad. (from 3fd, a satisfying, and fe , without),

without or besides the oblation of water to the ances-

tors.

fs , s. (from 3 , a satisfying, and fa, a viola

tion), a violation of the oblation of water to the ances-

tors.

3z1fbfas, a . (from 4 , a satisfying, and Tfsfa», except-

ed , the oblation of water to the ancestors excepted.

IqUfstā , s. (from 34, a satisfying, and Tfstax, an ex-

ception), the exception of the offering of water to the

ancestors.

Gatatz, s . (from 3 , a satisfying, and Tæt³, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle or hinderance to the offering of water

to the ancestors.

IFALIÐ, a. (from 4, a satisfying, and 5. a cause), caus-

LI12
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ed by or arising from the offering of water to the an-

cestors.

tata , s. (from 344, a satisfying, and tata , desire),

a desire of making the offering of water to the ances-

tors.

t , a. (from fa, a satisfying, and stat , desirous),

desirous of making the offering of water to the ances-

tors.

tet , s . (from 3 , a satisfying, and 1, expectati-

on), an expectation or looking for the oblation of water

to the ancestors .

fat , a. (from A , a satisfying, and , expect-

ing), expecting or looking for the oblation of water to

the ancestors .

tata, s. (from 3 , a satisfying, and fat , desire),

a desire of making the oblation of water to the ances-

tors.

fatfatal, a. (from 4, a satisfying, and fatfan, de-

sirous), desirous of making the oblation ofwater to the

ancestors.

ty, s . (from ʊf , a satisfying, and stay, a beginning),

the commencement of the oblation of water to the an-

cestors.

, a. (from , to satisfy), capable of being satisfied

or gratified.

!, s. (from 3d, a satisfying, and ¹ , desire), a desire

of making the offering of water to the ancestors.

Geld , a. (from gf , a satisfying, and I desirous), de-

sirous of making the offering of water to the ances-

tors.

3 , a. (from 3 , a satisfying, and , desirous),

desirous of making the offering of water to the ances-

tors.

fattst, s. (from 3 , a satisfying, and starts , exertion),

an exertion to make the oblation of water to the ances-

' tors.

ata , s. (from 3 , a satisfying, and 8 , a begin-

ning), the commencement of the offering of water to

the ancestors.

Tại, s. (from Ig, sharp), (in music) shrill, loud .

A1, 8. (from д, distant), a chasm, a void space ; ad. at

a distance.

GM, v. n. (from G , tofix), to sink to the bottom.

, s. (from 3 , to fix), depth, a pit, a hole, a chasm, the

bottom of a vessel, the floor or bottom ofa house or other

place, the under part of any thing, lowness, inferiority

ofposition, the sole of the foot, the under part of the

GMI.

palm, the palm with the fingers extended, the stand or

support of a thing, a base. In composition this word

used as the last member ofthe compound noun means

essential nature, or the thing itself, e. g. am, the

earth its lf.

Jäntätat, s. (from I , placing below, and itt, a bamboo),

a variety or perhaps a distinct species of the bamboo

which is remarkably straight and is therefore much

used by basket makers, (Bambusa Tulda.)

Jat, s. (from lb, a summons), a summons, wages.

JЯt, s. (from , the bottom, and ‹ , the belly), the low-

er part ofthe abdomen.

gmatita, s. (from , the lower part of the belly), a

cobler, a bungler.

ata, s. (from 3 , the palm, and t , a blow), a blow

with the flat hand.

Getz, s. (from , the bottom, and t , to burst), a

fountain.

ts , s. (from , the bottom, and ct , to burst), a

fountain.

, s. (from , a summons), a summons, wages.

ATTI, s. (from IT, a summons, and fiti, a note), a writ-

ten summons.

gmata, s. (from gæfa, a sword), a scymetar.

mataataì, a. (from

1

هو

; a sword, and fag, holding),

wielding a sword; s . a swordsman .

GHI, v. n. (from 3 , tofix), to sink to the bottom ; s. the

bottom, the lower part.

GT, 8. (from 1 , to sink), a sinking to the bottom.

stefs, s. (from 3 , the bottom, and sf , a collection), the

collecting ofthings which lie scattered about a floor or

place.

ats, s. (from 3 ,the bottom, and fs, to collect), the rot-

ting of the bottom part of a stack of corn or its grow

ing by the dampness of the soil on which it is placed.

Gatim, s. (from 3 , the bottom), one of the seven divisions

of the infernal regions.

ta, s. (from

sunk.

, to sink, a sinking to the bottom; a.

Jata, s. (from 3 , the bottom), the bottom of a thing.

gata, s. (from G5, a pit), a poni, a pit.

Jätätâi, s. (from gat, the bottom, and 11, a binding), the

throwing up of earth round the 100ts of a tree, the

earthing up of plants, a pavement.

3ty, ad, (loc. case of 1), at the bottom.

Gata, s. (from NI, search), search.
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Ja , s . (from 5, search), a searcher, one who searches.

, a. (from , the bottom), beneath, under, lying at

the bottom.

Jaſzta, s. (from gl, lying at the bottom, and Jlo, trea-

sure), treasure lying at the bottom of the heap or

board.

a. (from 3 , the bottom), last . This word is only ap-

plied to the person whose turn it is to play last in

games ofchance.

, s. (from , a pot), a large earthen pot.

zacieifs, 8. (from GTI, a large pot, and ₹ifs, a pot), a large

earthen pot.

, ad. (loc. case of ), beneath, under, subject to, under

the power of.

, ad. (a repetition of , beneath), beneath, un-

der.

, 8. (from gaifa, a sword), a hanger, a sword .

3 s. (from ạ , liquid), the quaking motion of a bog

or of any soft and somewhat fluid substance.

fax , a . (from 3 , a quaking motion), shaking, qua-

vering as a bog.

8. (from , a bed , a bundle.

, s. (from 3 , that, and , a murk), that mark or

sign, that distinguishing mark.

ts, a. (from 3 , that mark, and sts, found), be-

longing to or included in that distinguishing mark.

THII , a. (from 4, that mark, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from that distinguishing mark.

fafas , a. (from , that mark, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from that distinguishing mark ; ad.

from or through that distinguishing mark.

fifare , ad. (from 1, that mark, and fairs, a

cause), for or because of that distinguishing mark.

, a. (from 3 , that mark, and F, caused by,

caused by or arising from that distinguishing mark ;

ad. from or through that distinguishing mark.

ff , a. (from 3 , that mark, and fee, possess.

ed of, possessed of or distinguished by that mark or

sign .

, a. (from , that mark, and 1 , joined to),

connected with or having that mark.

f3, a. (from 4, that mark, and 5, destitute),

destitute of that discriminating mark.

, a. (from , that mark , having that distin-

gui-hing mark.

, from , that mark, and t , empty), des-

titute of that discriminating mark.

তল্ল

তল্লক্ষণসূচক,, a. (from 4, that mark, and , indicating),

indicating that distinguishing mark.

, a . (from , that mark, and æg, a cause),

caused by or arising from that distinguishing mark ;

ad. from or through that distinguishing mark.

Catte, a. (from , that mark, and atata, seized),

possessed ofthat distinguishing mark, distinguished by

that mark.

1, s . (from 3 , that, and 1 , lightness), that light-

ness or insignificancy, that levity.

ভল্লঘুতাকা ' , s . ( from उল্লঘত', that lightness, and আঁকা 1, de-

sire), a desire for that lightness or insignificancy.

tata , a. (from 1 , that lightness, and teff ,

desirous), desirous ofthat lightness or insignificancy.

তল্লঘুতাজনক, a. (from তল্লঘুতা , that lightness, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing that lightness or insignificancy.

তল্লঘুতণজন্য, a. (from তল্লঘুত!, that lightness, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that lightness

or insignificancy.

getffice, a. (from 51 , that lightness, and fay, a

cause), caused by or arising from that lightness or in-

significancy ; ad. from or through that lightness or in-

significancy.

1

Gta¶ , a . (from , that lightness, and 9 ,

caused by), caused by or arising from that lightness or

insignificancy ; ad. from or through that lightness or

insignificancy.

Goffas, a. (from ' , that lightness, and ftfs,

excepted , that lightness or insignificancy excepted.

তল্লঘুতাৰ্যতিরেক, ৪. (from তল্লঘুতা, that lightness, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of that lightness or insig-

nificancy.

(from , that lightness, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from that lightness or in-

significancy ; ad. from or through that levity of insig-

nificancy.

gie, a. (from that, and fe, transgressing), trans-

gressing that, overstepping that.

3 , s. (from 3 , that, and , a transgressing the

transgressing or overstepping of that, that transgressi

on.

1, s. (from 3 , that transgression, and ₹ź, a do-

er), he who transgresses or oversteps that.

#t , a. (from 7 , that transgression , and etge,

making , performing that transgression, transgressing

that .

gatâ, a. (from 3 , that transgression, and wifza,
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THI.

doing), performing that trangression, transgressing

that.

Gufis, a. (from 3 , that transgression, and af ,

produced), produced by or arising from that transgres-

sion.

, a. (from 7, that transgression, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that transgres-

sion.

, a. (from , that transgression, and ts, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from that transgression .

তল্লল্গুন নিমিত্তক, a. (from उল্লন, that iransgression, and নিমিত্ত্ব ,

a cause), caused by or arising from that transgression ;

ad. from or through that transgression or excess.

1তল্লà নিমিত্তে, ad . (from তল্লন, that transgression, and নিম্নিত্তে,

a cause), for or because of that transgression or ex-

cess .

, a. (from , that transgression, and

caused by), caused by or arising from that transgres. -

on; ad. from or through that transgression.

তল্লণ্ঠননি' , ad. ( from তল্লধ্বন , that transgression, and রিনা,

without , without that transgression.

fofa , a. (from 3 , that transgression, and

fofa , excepted), that transgression or excess except-

ed .

A s. (from , that transgression, and

, an exception), the exception of that transgres-

sion.

GATIT
, a. (from 7, that transgression

, and (15, a

cause), caused by or arising from that transgression
;

ad. from or through that transgression
,

ta , s. (from , that transgression, and 1,

desire), a desire to transgress or overstep that,

tet , a. ( from তল্লন, that transgression, andজাকানি,

desirous , desirous of transgressing or overstepping

that.

1, s . (from 3 , that transgression , and , desire),

a desire to transgress or overstep that.

a. (from , that transgression, and a desir

ous), desirous of transgressing or overstepping that,

, a. (from 3 , that transgression, and , de-

sirous , desirous of transgressing or overstepping that

ts, s. (from , that, and at , gain), that gain or acqui-

sition, the acquisition of that.

Gglsætge, a . (from , that gain, and eta , doing), mak-

ing that gain or acquisition.

atst , a . (from , that gain, and affa , making),

making that gain or acquisition.

1.

is , a. (from ts, that gain, and , producible

producible by or arising from that gain or acquisition.

তল্লাভনাশক , a . ( from তল্লাভ, that guin, and নাশক, destruce

tive), destructive to that gain or acquisition.

তল্লাভনিমিত্তক, a . (from তল্লাভ, that grin , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from that gain or acquisition ;

ad, from or through that gain or acquisition.

Gmisfifice, ad. (from cats, thatgain, and fafas, a cause),

for or because of that gain or acquisition.

tof , ad. (from Tats, that gain, and f , without),

without that gain or acquisition ,

sgtsfaft , a. (from at , that grin, and fat , possess

ed f), possessed of that gain or acquisition.

তল্লাভডিরিক্ত , a . (fromउল্লভ, that gain, and ব্যতিরেক, et

cepted , that gain or acquisition excepted .

তল্লাভ্যতিরেক, ৪. (from তল্লাত, that gain, and ব্যতিরেক, an

ob-

exception , the exception of that gain or acquisition.

atstats, s. (from 3, that gain, and tts, an ob,

stacle), an obstacle to that gain or acquisition.

তল্লাভ্যাঘাতক, a. (from তল্লাত, that gain, and ব্যাঘাত,

structing), obstructing or hindering that gain or ac-

quisition.

sgtstfsas, a. (from 3, that gain, and que, op-

posing , opposing or obstructing that gain or acquisi-

tion

is , a. (from , that gain, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from that gain or acquisition ;

ad. from or through that gain or acquisition.

3gtsya , a. (from 3 , that gain , and , a root), origi-

nating in that gain or acquisition.

ts , a. (from 315, that gain, and 4 , joined to , con-

nected with that gain or acquisition .

3 , a. (from Jats, that gain, and af , destitute),

destitute of that gain or acquisition .

ist , a. (from 35, that gain, and * , empty), des◄

titute of that gain or acquisition.

t , a (from 3 , that gain, and T , a caus:),

caused by or arising from that gain or acquisition ; ad.

from or through that gain or acquisition.

totas 1 , s . (from 3 , that gain, and atat , desire ,

a desire for that gain or acquisition .

atatata , q . (from as, that gain, and tata, desir-

ous , desirous of that gain or acquisition.

তল্ল ভাভিলাষ, s. ( from তল্লাভ, that gain, and অভিলাষ, desire)2

the desire ofthat gain or acquisition.

statal, a. (from 3 , that gain, and ufsatfia, dez

sirous), desirous of that gain or acquisition,
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তল্লে.

Griter), s. (from Gats, that gain, and Tal, desire), the de-

sire of that gain or acquisition.

sakos, a. (from G † , that gain, and , desirous), desir-

ous ofthat gain or acquisition.

555, a. (from , that gain, and , desirous),

desirous of that gain or acquisition.

বল্লাতেপিক্রম, s. (from স্তব্লাড, that gain , and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning), the beginning of that gain or acquisition.

fafts, a. (from 3 , that, and faſs, written) , written

by him or her; s. that writing.

উল্লেখননিবারক, a. (from স্তল্লেন, that writing, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or prohibiting those writings.

তল্লেখননিবারণ , s . ( from তল্লেখন, that writing, and নিবারণ, ও

,preventing), the preventing or prohibiting ofthose writ-

ings.

তল্লেখননিমিত্তক, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from that writing or from

those writings ; ad. from or through those writings.

তল্লেখননিমিত্তে, ad. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause), for or because of those writings .

ডব্লিং, s. (from उ দ্, that , and লিঙ্গ, a mark), that distinguish- || তল্লেখনপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing , and প্রতিবন্ধক,8 .

ing mark or sign.

off , s. (from 3 , that, and faft, a writing , that writing,

that treatise .

fas, a. (from 35, that, and fas, smeared), smeared or

plastered over with that, affected by that.

fast1, s . (from 34, that, and fast, a desire to obtain), a de-

sire to obtain that.

at, a. (from 3 , that , and fast, desirous), desirous of

obtaining that.

, a. (from , that, and , writing), writing

that ; s. the writer of that, that writer.

4 , s. (from ™ , that, and cm , a writing), the writ-

ing ofthat, that writing.

উল্লেখনজন্য, a. (from 3 , that writing, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from that writing or

by those writings.

, ad. (loc. case of 7571), for or because of

that writing or of those writings.

ga, s. from 3 , that writing, and JĦ, destruc-

tion , the destruction of that writing or of those writ-

ings.

gante, a. from 3 , that writing, and ñ , de-

structive , destructive to that writing or to those writ

ings.

gat , a. (from 3 , that writing, and fat, de-

structive), destructive to that writing or to those writ-

ings.

«gư4714, 8. (from 47, that writing, and at , destruc➡

tion, the destruction of that writing or of those writ-

ings.

arte, a. (from 3 , that writing, and atte, de-

structive), destructive to that writing or to those writ-

ings.

afie, a. (from 3 , that writing, and face,

causing to cease), putting a stop to those writings.

opposing), opposing or hindering those writings.

উল্লেখনপ্রত্যাশা, s. (from তল্লেখন , that writing, and প্রত্যাশা,

hope), a hope of advantage from those writings .

তল্লেখনপুযুক্ত, a . ( from তল্লেখন, that writing, and প্রযুক্ত, cause

ed by , caused by or arising from those writings ; ad.

from or through those writings.

1, ad. (from 3 , that writing, and f , with

out), without that writing or those writings.

তল্লেখনবিনাশ, s . (from उল্লেখন, that writing, and বিনাশ, de-

struction), the destruction of that writing or of those

writings.

sgrafiatdæ, a. (from 7, that writing, and fitte,

destructive), destructive to that writing or to those

writings.

তল্লেখনবিশিষ্ট, a. (from উল্লেখন, that writing, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of, possessed of that writing or of those writ

ings, connected with that writing.

তল্লেখনতিক্রম, ৪. (from তল্লেখন , that writing, and ব্যতিক্রম ,

a transgression), a violation of that writing or of those

writings.

'তল্লেখনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from উল্লেখন, that writing, and জাতিরিক্ত,

excepted , that writing excepted.

≈≈,তল্লেখনমূলক,, a. (from 3 , that writing, and , a root),

originating from that writing.

GIF, a. (from 347, that writing, and 4 , joined to),

connected with or joined to that writing.

Iluz , a. from 3 , that writing, and , keep-

ing, keeping or preserving those writings ; s, the keep-

er of those writings.

উল্লেখনরক্ষণ , ৪. ( from তল্লেখন, that writing, and রক্ষণ , a pre-

servation), the preservation of those writings.

তল্লেখন ক্ষণক্ষম , ৫. ( from তল্লেখ রক্ষণ, the preservation of those

writings, and , able), able to preserve those writ

ings.

তল্লেখন : স্বণাম, a. (from উল্লেখসরক্ষণ, the preservation of those
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তলে.

writings, and , unable), unable to preserve those

writings.

' ,, s. (from 3 , that writing, and 1, preser-

vačion), the preservation of those writings .

তল্লেখনরক্ষার্থে, ad. (from তল্লেখনরক্ষা , the preservation of those

writings, and f, an object), for the preservation of

those writings.

ts, s. (from 3 , that writing, and ats, aquisi

tion), the acquisition of those writings.

, a. (from 3 , that writing, and , coveted),

possessed ofa strong desire for those writings.

Giguamta, s . (from 7, writing, and cats, desire) , a

desire for those writings.

উল্লেখনলোভী, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing , and লোভিন, de-

sirous), desirous of those writings.

quantal, a. (from , that writing), inclined to or

biassed by those writings, connected with those writ

ings.

তল্লেথনশূন্য , a . (from उল্লেখন, that writing, and শুনা , empty),

destitute of those writings.

gual, s. (from , that writing, and y , one who

kills), one who confutes or destroys the authority of

those writings.

ভল্লেখনহানি, s. ( from উল্লেখন, that writing, and হানি, adce

trimen!), á detriment to those writings.
.

, a. (from 3 , that writing, and , desti-

tute), destitute of those writings.

SIMUITIF, a. (from 3 , that writing, and (T3, a cause),

caused by or arising from those writings ; ad. from or

through those writings.

তল্লেখন কাম্পা, s. (from উল্লেখন , that writing, and আকাঙ্ক্ষা , de-

sire), a desire for those writings .

উল্লেখনাকারী, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and আকানি,

desirous), desirous of those writings.

তল্লেখনাদর, s. (from উল্লেখন, that writing , and সদির, respect) ,

a respect or regard for those writings .

গুল্লেথনানুযায়ী, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and অনুযায়িল,

following upon), corresponding with or following upon

those writings.

suatææt, a . (from g , thatwriting, and F , agree-

ing with), corresponding with that writing .

aguataĦata, s. (from 3 , that writing, and ¶ta,

search), a search after those writings.

তল্লেখনানুসন্ধানী , (from , that writing, and

, searching ) , searching after those writings .

উল্লেখনানুসন্ধায়ী, a. ( from তল্লেখ্য, that writing, and

ff , searching), searching after those writings.

ocguatgate , ad. (from

তল্লো.

, that writing, and sta

afollowing , according to those writings.

তল্লেখনান্বেষক , a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and অন্বেষক,

seeking), searching for those writings.

তল্লেখনান্বেষণ , s . (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and অম্বেষণ, ৫

seeking), a seeking after those writings.

তল্লেখনান্বেষী, ৫. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, andঅন্বেষি , seek.

ing), seeking for those writings .

তল্লেখনাপেক্ষা , s. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and অপেক্ষা, espec-

tation), an expectation of or looking for those writings.

তল্লেখন †পেক্ষী, a. (from उল্লেখন, that writing, and অপেক্ষি, ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for those writings.

তল্লেখনাভিলাষ, s . ( from উল্লেখন, that writing, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), a desire for those writings.

তল্লেখনাভিলাষী, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and অভিলাষি ,

desiring), desirous of those writings.

তল্লেখনারম্ভ, s . ( from তল্লেখন, that writing , and সারম্ভ, a begine

ning), the beginning of that writing.

, 8. (from 3 , that writing, and a , desire), a

desire for those writings.

a (from , that writing, and , desirous),

desirous of those writings.

a. (from , that writing, and , desir

ous , desirous of those writings.

তল্লেখনৌদ্যুক্ত , a. ( from উল্লেখন, that writing, and উদ্যুক্ত, engage

ed in), zealously engaged in that writing.

তল্লেখনেণ দাগ, s. (from তল্লেখন, that writing , and উদ্যোগ, ex-

ertion), exertion in that writing.

তল্লেখনোদ্যোগী, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and উদ্যোগি ,

exerting , zealously engaging in that writing.

তল্লেখনোপক্রম, s. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and উপক্রম, a be-

ginning), the beginning of that writing.

তল্লেখনেপিযুক্ত, a. (from তল্লেখন, that writing, and উপযুক্ত, fit) ,

fit or proper for that writing.

, s. (from 34, that, and 9, a plastering) , that plas-

tering or smearing, the plastering or smearing of that.

7, s . (from , that, and c , a plastering), that plas-

tering or smearing, the plastering or smearing of that.

gate, s. (from 3 , that, and cat , a world), that world.

tests, a. (from 3 , that world, and st3, gone), gone

to or found in that world.

13, a. (from , that world, and 51³,fallen), fal,

len from that world.

, a. (from 3 , that world, and , to be situated),

situated in that world.

তল্লেকিস্থায়ী, a. ( from উল্লোক, that world, and স্থায়িল, stay -

ing), staying or continuing in that world ,
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T

ecgi.

wifes, a. (from E, that world, and fes, situated),

Situated in that world.

, s . (from 3 , that, and catt, obliteration , the disuse

or obsoleteness of that, that disuse or obsoleteness, that

disappearance or obliteration, the disappearance or

obliteration of that.

emitētzē, a. (from 3 , that obliteration, and ētṛē, mak-

ing), making that obsolete, bringing that into disuse,

causing the disappearance or obliteration of that, caus-

ing that disappearance or disuse.

, a. (from statt, that obliteration, and af ,

making) , making that obsolete, bringing that into dis-

use, causing the disappearance or obliteration of that,

causing that disappearance or disuse.

, a. (from att, that obliteration, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the disuse or

disappearance of that, producible by or arising from

that disappearance or obiteration.

affe , a. (from statt, that obliteration, and f ,

a cause) , caused by or arising from the disuse or disap-

pearance of that, caused by or arising from that dis-

appearance or obliteration ; ad. from or through that

disappearance or disuse.

BIKATH, a. (from Ilat , that obliteration, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the disse or disap-

pearance of that, caused by or arising from that disap-

pearance or obliteration ; ad. from or through that

disappearance or disuse.

, a. (from 3 , that obliteration, and , a

Cause), caused by or arising from the disuse or disap-

pearance of that, caused by or arising from that disap-

pearance or obliteration ; ad. from or through that dis-

appearance or disuse.

ফলোপাকা ू1, s . ( from তল্লাপ, that obli'aration, and আকাশ,

sire , a desire for the disappearance or disuse of that,

a desire for that disappearance or obliteration .

চন্দ্রাবকারী, a. (from তল্লোস, that obliteration, and আকাঙ্কি,

desirous) , desirous of the disappearance or disuse of

that, desirous ofthat,disappearance or obliteration.

tatfesta, s . (from at , that obliteration, and fata,

desire), a desire for the disuse or disappearance of that,

a desire for that disappearance or obliteration.

fata , a. (from 3 , that obliteration, and

desirous), desirous of the disuse or disappearance of

that, desirous of that disappearance or obliteration.

127451, 8. (from Gatet, that obliteration , and ₹½), desire),

a desire for the obliteration or disuse of that, a desire

for that
disappearance or obliteration.

fun.

তল্লো.

Jimity, a. (from catet, that obliteration, and 5, desirous),

desirous of the obliteration or disuse of that, desirous

of that disappearance or obliteration.

Gtalize, a. (from Glä† , that obliteration, andZF, desir-

vus , desirous of the obliteration or disuse of that , de-

sirous of that obliteration or disuse .

ts, s. (from , that, and 3, desire), that desire or

covetousness, the desire of that, his or her desire or

covetousness.

ts , a. (from is, that desire, and ætiæ, doing),

coveting that, desiring that.

sigtsæt , a. (from 35, that desire, and ifn, doing),

coveting that, desiring that.

Gatsmax, a. (from 33, that desire, and

, produc-

ing), producing the desire of that, producing that co-

vetousness or desire .

3gtsafts, a. (from stats, that desire, and 5f73, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from that covetousness or

desire, produced by or arising from the coveting of

that, produced by or arising from his or her covetous-

ness or desire .

Tat35AI, a. (from stats, that des're, and 55 , producible),

M m m

producible by or arising from that covetousness or de-

sire, producible by or arising from the coveting of that,

producible by or arising from his or her desire or covet-

ousness .

satsats, a. (from 3 , that desire, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from that covetousness or de-

site, produced by or arising from the coveting of that,

produced by or arising from his or her covetousness

or desire.

SAGE, a. (from 5, that desire, and fof , a

cause), caused by or arising from that covetousness or

desire, caused by or arising from the desire of that;

ad. from or through that covetousness or desire, from

or through his or her covetousness.

21 :595, a. (from 35, that desire, aud , giving), caus

ing or exciting the desire of that, causing or exciting

that covetousness or desire, exciting his or her cupid-

ty.

11
is , a. (from 35, that desire, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from that covetousness or de-

sire, caused by or arising from the desire of that ; ad.

from or through that covetousness or desire, through

his or her covetousness.

mise, a. (from 3 , that desire, and æ, increcs-

ing), increasing the desire of that, increasing that co-
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ভল্লো.

vetousness or desire, increasing his orher covetousness

or desire .

3ts , s. (from 3 , that desire, and , an increas

ing), the increasing of that covetousness or desire, the

increasing of his or her covetousness or desire.

Gatsfafat , a. (from 3 , that desire, and faf , possess-

ed of), possessed of that desire or covetousness.

তল্লোভৰিনাশ, s . (from তল্লোভ, that desire, and বিনাশ, destruc

tion), the destruction of that desire or covetousness,

the destruction or cure of his or her covetousness or de-

sire.

জল্লোভৰিনাশক, a . ( from उল্লোভ, that, desire, and ৰিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to that desire or covetousness,

destructive to his or her covetousness.

তল্লোভ্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from তল্লোত, that desire, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), that desire or covetousness excepted, the desire

of that excepted.

তল্লোভবতিরেক, s. (from তল্লোভ, that desire, and ৰাতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception ofthat desire or covetous-

ness, the exception of a desire for that.

GIHtSTF, a. (from 3 , that desire, and 4 , joined to) ,

connected with or possessed of that desire, possessed

of or connected with a desire for that.

misas, a. (from sgts, that desire, and af , desti-

tute), free from that desire or covetousness, free from

the desire of that.

, a . (from as, that desire, and , empty) , free

from that desire or covetousness, free from the desire

of that.

1 , a. (from , that desire , and ta, destitute),

free from that desire or covetousness, free from the de.

sire of that.

হুল্লোভহেতুক, a. ( from উল্লেভি, that desire, and হেতু , a cause),

caused by or arising from that desire or cupidity, caus-

ed by or arising from the desire of that, caused by or

arising from his or her cupidity ; ad. from or through

his, her, or that desire or cupidity.

gia, s. (from 3 , that, and cat , hair), that hair, that

pubescence.

attæti, s. (from , that hair, and tata , desire),

a desire for that bair, a desire for that pubescence.

Gatatzigì, a. (from 3 , that hair, and tf , desir-

ous), desirous of that hair or pubescence.

অল্লোহাভিষ, s . (from তল্লো , that hair, and অভিলাষ, desire),

a desirefor that hair or pubescence.

atatatat, a. (from stata, that hair, and fatfan, de-

sircus) , desirous of that hair or pubescence.

उज्ञ.्

1, s. (from it , that hair, and , de sire), a de-

sire for that hair or pubescence.

Gatag, a. (from Я , that hair, and 5, desirous), desir-

ous ofthat hair or pubescence.

, a. (from , that hair, and , desirous),

desirous of that hair or pubescence.

, s. (from , the bottom, and a, to dry), a foun-

tain.

ta, 8. (from , the bottom, and , to dry), a foun-

tain.

Gattfagi, a. (from ts, a fountain), flowing out, bub-

bling up, flowing.

gata , s . (from 3 , that, and , to spread out) , a vessel of

a particular make, the bolt or bar of a door .

f , s. (from , steadfast), obstinacy, stiffness, positivi-

ty, unyieldingness .

JN, a. (from fx, obstinacy), obstinate, stiff, positive , un-

yielding.

JUFAG, a. (from If¥, obstinacy, and f3, possessed of),

stiff, obstinate, unyielding, positive.

gal, s. (from & ɔ̃, a thong), a thong, a strap of leather.

, s. (from I, a reel , the name of a coarse sort of

silk which is produced by the Phalana Paphia, Roxb.

in act. Linn . Soc. vol vii. P. Attacus. Linn.

fa , s . (from , to throw up), a horizontal bar upon

which a pedal or other machinery works, a pivot, the

fulcrum of a lever.

3 , s . (from Je, that, and ☎, to do) , a thief.

val, s. (f:om 3 , a thief), theft.

, s. (from , affliction), affliction, trouble, difficul-

ty, distress, annoyance.

ملسو

ga, s. (from a necklace), a sort of necklace used

as a rosary to count prayers, a picture.

JAI, (gen. case Sungskrita of 3 ) , his, it's .

fa, s. (from & ü, an ordinance), the ordinances of a

prophet particularly those of Mabomet.

IT, s. (from xï, a layer), a layer, a stratum, a fold.

তহকীক ,্ s . ( froms. (fromp , to delineate, j , certain), certainty.

gam, s. (from J,~, custody), charge, custody, trust, cash,

a transfer.

קח

ggalanta, s. (from J , custody, and ſɔ, holding), one

who has charge of treasure or property, a treasurer.

ITÂMİN, s. (from JJ;, ;, a treasurer ), the office or con.

dition of a person who is put in charge of treasure or

property, the treasurership .

ggae, s. (from p35, an accusation), an accusation, an un-

just censure, an aspersion, a calumny.
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8E43), s. (from

$13.

35, an accusation), an accuser, one who

brings a charge against another.

, s. (from Jas, collection), the collection ofthe re-

venue, gain, acquisition, profit.

ta, s . (from Jes , collection, and , holding),

one who collects the revenue, one who collects bills or

rents, a collector.

, s . (from us , a collector), the office of a

collector ofthe revenue, the office of one who collects

bil's or rents.

1, s. from 3 , to stretch out), a sheet of paper ; also (from

, to be hot), the communication of heat ; also, pron.

(from 3 , that), that. Constructed with 1, to give, this

word means to sit as a fowl on its eggs.

Th, v. a. (from 3 , to be warm), to heat iron or any other

substance, to communicate heat, to bake.

t , pron. from 3 , that, and , emphatic), even that, the

clapping ofthe hands.

tata, s. (from se, to count), enumeration , a summing up.

†3, s. (from ỵ, heat), anger, wrath, a fold of cloth or pa-

per, a sheet of paper. This word constructed with

to do, signifies to fold.

tsa, 8. from 31, to heat), the heating of iron or other

metals , the communicating of heat to a thing.

371, r. a. (from 3 , to heat , to cause a thing to be heat-

ed, to cause warmth to be communicated to a thing, to

provoke a person to anger ; s. a copper or brass pot of

a particular shape, a plate of metal used in the Indian

pipe, or smoking tube, on which the fire is put over the

tobacco ; a pair of bellows.

step , s. (from 371, to heat) , the causing a thing to be

heat d, the causing ofwarmth to be communicated to

a thing, the provoking of a person to anger ; a. heated,

provoked.

зt , a. (from tз , to heat), causing a thing to be

heated, causing heat to be communicated, provoking a

person to anger.

, a contraction used instead of sig , the day of the

month; also instead of 1, an urging forward to ex-

ertion.

, 8. (from ¡y, the eye, As, the eye), an appoint-

ment.

its , s. (from sat, a thread), a cord, a thong.

4, &. (from ¡ , the eye, was, the eye), an urging to

exertion or diligence, the urging of a person to exer-

tion by scolding or threats.

its, s. (from 3 , a thread), a weaver's slay or geer, a wea-

ver's loom, the string of a musical instrument,

atst .

totti, a. ( from St3, a weaver's loom, and ætti, cul , fresh

cut from the loom.

stosti, s. (from S†3, a weaver's loom, and sitși , a hole), a

hole sunk in the ground in which the treddles of a wea

ver's loom play.

Stata , s. (from 3, a weaver's loom, and ti, a house),

a weaver's work shop.

t3 , s. (from 35, a thread), a weaver.

Stat, s. (from 3 , copper), copper ; a. copper-coloured,

red.

sta, ad. (from E , subject), in subjection .

Itæ, s . (from Ilb, a shelf), a stage, a shelf.

IT, v. a. (from 3 , to judge), to view, to look at , to aim,

to behold, to view, to survey, to regard ; s. the looking

at a thing, the aiming at a thing.

giæe, s. (from Cilb, strength), force, strength.

E , s. (from 3 , to look), the looking at a thing, the sur-

veying of a thing.

3 , va (from I , to lock), to look, to view, to aim at.

stætzat, 8. `(from 31, to look), the looking at an object,

the viewing a thing, the aiming at a thing.

tata, s. (from at , to look), the looking at a thing ; a.

viewed, observed.

atætâ, s. (from $59, force), force, strength.

fen, s. (from 1, to hasten), an urging forward, the

hastening of a person, the urging of a person to exerti

on.

, ad. (loc. case of offen) , quickly, with exertion.

stræt , ad. (loc. case cft , a shelf , in rows or stages,

one over another .

333 , an imitative sound used to express that made

by playing on a drum or other pulsatile instrument of

music.

ts, v. a. (from J , to judge), to view, to survey, to look

at, to aim at.

atst, s. (from 3 , to judge), the viewing or surveying of a

thing, the looking at an object, the aiming at an object,

a dexterity or certainty of aim or of hitting the

mark.

sti, v. a. (from 3 , to judge), to view, to survey, to look

af, to aim at ; s . a bandage used to prevent the blood

from circulating, or more especially to prevent the

poison of a serpent, or any other virus, from diffusing

itself over the body ; a bit of thread ; a cord tied round

the arm to a remove disease, a charm.

tatai, s. (from , to look), the looking at or surveying

a thing, an aiming at,

Mmm2
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তাড়া

Statz, s. (from 37, that, and st†51 , a hole), mortar used for

building, the hole or trough in which mortar is made.

stat, s . (from Gistș, mortar), a mason's hod, a wooden

vessel used to carry mortar to a building.

Gistiusfi, s. (from 15, a hastening), the urging of a person

to exertion, the hastening of a person.

tatal, s. (from M, a histening), the urging of a person to

exertion, the hastening of a person.

etstate , s. (from , importunity, and at , mak-

ing, one who hastens any thing, a dunner.

ista , s . (from

money.

3, an advance ofmoney), an advance of

ta, s. (from 4, grass), a species of grass placed by Dr.

F. Buchanan among the Andropogons .

tga , s. (from , that pretence), disregard, contempt,

neglect.

ata, s. (from Tls, a crown), a tiara, a crown, a mitre.

SIGWA, s. (from Tl , a crown, and 3, a piece) , a sort of

sweetmeat made in a form which resembles a crown.

stat, s. (from A, verdure), freshness, juiciness, green-

ness.

tut, a. (from c , verdure), fresh, green, alive, active.

sta , s. (from (GG , energy), the name of a particular breed

of horses.

, v. a. (from , to beat), to beat, to threaten, to repri

mand, to drive away. The adverbial participle of this

verb when constructed with , to give, means to drive

away, to persecute.

ts, s. (from 35, to beat), a beating, a whipping, chastise-

ment ; a . handful of grass or corn, a small sheaf, a sort

of palm (Corypha Taliera), an ornament worn by wo-

men on the small ofthe arm. 1

▼iș , s. (from 35, to shine), an ornament for the ear.

Gt573t5, s. (from 35, to break), needlework ; a . worked into

flowers or other figures by the needle.

Ttza, 8. (from 5, to beat), the beating of any one, the

threatening or repelling of any one, the driving away

of an animal.

ta , s. (from 35, to beat), battery, a threat, a reproof, a

severe reprimand.

say, a. (from 35, to beat), deserving to be beaten, de-

serving to be driven away, worthy of threatening.

, s. (from 35, to beat), the virulence of a tumor, the

pain occasioned by a tumor.

Ez , ɑ. (from 3 , virulence) , virulent, painful.

I†F, v. a. (from 35, to beat), to drive away with blows or

threats , expulsion, the beating of an animal, chastise-

ভাতা,

ment, a threat, a reprimand, a small bundle or sheaf of

palmyra leaves or other things, a balcony, a bar to a

door.

GiştZI1, s. (from 151, a beating), a driving away with blows,

a beating.

atstats, ed. (from 3151, a beating , scufflingly, with mutu-

al opposition, with mutual abuse, hastily, speedily.

sta, 8. (from 1st , to drive awry , the driving away of

an animal or man by blows or threats.

atstata, s. (from 1, to drive, and Tift, turf), a kind of

substance produced from the decayed fibres of aqua-

tic plants after they have compleatly covered a pond

for a number of years. This substance has a peculiar

scent which attracts fishes and is therefore put into

pots of water which are placed on the borders of lakes

or ponds, the fishes attracted by the scent come inte

the pots where they are caught.

atste, s. (from 1st, a species ofpalm), the name of a

large species of palm (Corypha Taliera . )

ata, s. (from ʊx, to beat), the name of a large species of

palm (Corypha Taliera.)

15. s. (from 3 , a spoon), a wooden spoon or ladle used

in making sweetmeats.

tata, a. (from 35, to beat), suffering a beating, undergo-

ing a flogging.

313 , s. (from 33, the name of a sage), a dancing with vio-

lent gesticulation, particularly applied to that of

Shiva and his votaries, a species of grass (Saccharum

procerum .)

te, v. a. (from 3 , to be warm), to heat, to warm ; v. n. to

become warm or hot.

t3, s. (from 3 , to extend) , a father, heat ; a. venerable ,

reverend, respectable, hot, warm.

tott , s. (from 313, heat. The last mamber ofthis word is

merely a rhyme to the first), heat, warmth.

G†GGI, a. (from 33, a father, and I, equal , equal to a

father, applied to a paternal uncle or the most respect-

able of the male relations.

3 , s . (from 33, hot, and 3 , juice), the juice of sugar.

cane or of certain species of palm trees, a saccharine

juice.

tait, s. (from 4 , saccharinejuice), saccharine juice,

a particular sort of treacle.

st3i, v. a. (from ste, to warm), to warm, to heat ; a . hot,

heated.

total, s. (from 3 , to heat), the heating or warming of

a thing.
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하다.

ista, s. (from 31, to warm), the warming or heating of

any thing.

tifa , ɑ. (from 33, to heat), waspish, captious , cross,

peevish, hot-tempered ; applied to some animals this

word means long and rough-haired, shaggy.

kata , a. (from sets, that time), belonging to that

time.

steatala, a. (from eat , that time), pertaining to that

time.

, s. (from 3 , after that , a scope, an object, a

design, an intent .

Jet , s . (from stet , a scope, and , an object), the

object of a person's aim, a scope.

Tisqu̸stutz8139 , 8. from ott , a scope, and we , a

settling),the ascertaining or settling the scope or object.

at which a person aims.

Eta , s. (from
si'unted so), the circumstance of

being in that particular situation.

, s. (from 3 , that object , identity of object, the ac-

quisition of a habit, a habit, the fixing of a thing in

the mind.

tu , s. (from 3 , that object) , identity of object, the ac-

quisition of a habit , the fixing of a thing in the mind.

stata , s. (from ta, identical), identity.

Te, a. (from 3 , that, and , to see), like, such, similar.

, a. (from 3 , that, and , to see), like, such, similar.

, s. (from 3† , such, and 4, conduct), such

conduct, similar e nduct.

37, s. (from 37, to extend) , a tune, the key note in music.

TITI, 8. from GT, to extend), the thread of the warp for a

piece of cloth.

ভানাকাড়ন, s. ( from उt-1, the threads of a warp, and কাড়ন,

spinning , the warping of the yarn for a piece of cloth,

an unnecessary or idle walking backwards and for-

wards like a weaver when warping his yarn.

fe, s . from 3 , a portion of the veda), a scholar, a man

well acquainted with any science, one who follows the

doctrine of the Tuntras, one acquainted with the doc-

trine ofthe Tuntras ; a. mentioned in the Tuntras.

r. n. from 3 , to be hot), to grow hot, to grieve, to

fret.

E , s. (from 3 to heat), burning heat, warmth, distress,

smart, a fever, woe. Constructed with 1 , to give, this

word means to communicate heat, to sit as a fowl on

its eggs ; with , to do, it means to grieve, and with

at , to come in contact, it means to give forth heat,

to burn or scald .

att , a. (from t, to heat), occasioning distress , afflicting.

তাপজনক,
, a. (from ott, heat, and , producing , heat-

producing, causing affliction or distress.

† , a . (from 3 , heat, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from heat or distress.

, s . (from , heat, and , destruction), the remo-

val or allaying of burning or distress.

, a . (from 3 , heat, and , destructive), re-

moving or allaying burning or distress.

, a. (from 31 , heat, and fa , destructive), remov-

ing or allaying burning or distress .

3 , s. (from 3 , to heat), the act of heating any thing,

the being in affliction or distress, the sun.

, s. (from 3 , heat, and , destruction), the re-

moval or allaying of burning or distress.

, a. (from 3 , heat, and at , destructive), remov-

ing or allaying burning or distress.

stafate, a. (from 3† , heat, and fa , causing to cease),

putting a stop to burning or distress.

atafata , a. (from ott, heat, and fat , preventing),

preventing heat or distress.

ta , s . (from tt, heat, and fat , a preventing), the

preventing of heat or distress .

taff , s. (from 3 , heat, and faaf , cessation), the ces-

sation of heat or distress .

fife, a. (from tt , heat, and fafas, d cause), caused

by or arising from heat or distress ; ad. from heat or

distress, because of heat or distress.

তাপনিমিত্তে, ad. (from তাপনিমিত্ত , the cause of distress', for or

because of heat or distress.

Я , a. (from , to be hot), capable of being heated,

inflammable, capable of suffering.

, a . (from stt, heat, and TF, caused by), caused

by or arising from heat or distress ; ad. from heat or

distress, because of heat or distress.

, a. (from 3 , heat, and T , increasing), increas-

ing heat or distress.

staff , a. (from heat, and feftas , possessed of, bot,

burning, inflamed , distressed , pained , wretched .

stafa , s. (from t, heat, and , increase), an increase

ofheat or distress.

, a. (from † , heat, and F,joined to), hot, burning,

inflamed, distressed, pained, wretched.

তাপরহিত,3af3, a. (from ott , heat, and 3f3 , destitute), free from

heat or burning, free from distress or misery.

31 , a. (from 3 , heat, and T, emp'y), free from heat.

or burning, free from distress or misery.
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gala, a. (from

eta.

, heat, and 9 , destitute), free from

heat or burning, free from distress or misery.

142533, a (from 3 *, heat, and (53, a cause), caused by

or arising from heat or distress ; ad. from or through

heat or distress .

et , a. (from , to be heat), performing religious auste-

rities ; s. an ascetic, a devotee. 1

st !, v. a. (from 3 , to heat), to heat, to occasion distress ,

to afflict, to give pain, to cause to heat.

SlAiÈT), 8. (from 3 , to heat) , the heating of a thing, the

occasioning of distress or pain.

14 , s. (from , to occasion pain), the occasioning of

pain or distress to any one.

tit , a. (from 314, heat, and g, worthy , capable of be-

ing heated, capable of suffering.

ts, a. (from 3 , to be heated), heated, distressed, afflict-

ed.

, s. (from 3 , to be heated), a being heated or dis-

tressed.

, a. (from 3 , thy), belonging to thee, thine.

stre, a . (from 3 , that), so many, all ; ad. so long, un-

til.

tai, v. a. (from , heat), to heat, to communicate

warmth, to provoke to anger ; s . a copper or brass pot,

a plate of iron used in the Indian smoking apparatus ; it

is laid on the tobacco and the fire placed on it.

tata, s. (from £, a taking refuge), a charm, an amulet.

otze, a. (from gab, subject), subject to, under controul ;

s. subjection.

,
stezata, a. (from & b, subjection, and 2, holding , sub-

jeet to, under controul.

chantal s. (from le , subject), the condition of one who

is under subjection or controul.

, s. (from stat , brazen, and , a dove), the

name of a beautiful small species of dove (Columba

cuprea.)

ta , s. (from stat, selling betle), the name of a pecu-

liar cast or order of persons among the Hindoos.

, . (from 3 , the quality of darkness , partaking of

or influenced by the principle of inertness, ignorance,

or mental darkness , inert, stupid, ignorant.

tzak , s. (from s†æa, belonging to the quality ofdark-

ness, and , a duly , the actions proper to the quali

ty of inertness or darkness .

Stand¤ zaÂ, «. (from Gtant , the action proper to the

quality of darkness, and wafa , depending on), en-

gaged in or professing the observances of those actions

Jiz

which arising from the principle of inertness, stupidity,

or mental blindness.

stafe, a. (from 3 , the principle of darkness), stupid,

inert, mentally blind.

stat, a . (from 3 , the principle of darkness , belonging

to the principle of inertness, stupidity, or mental blind-

ness ; s. night, dullness, stupidity.

3 s. (from 3 , copper), copper, expectation.

Itztæ, s. (from Tabak), tobacc ›.

tata , s. (from Tabak), tobacco.

Tati, s. (from ¿și îb, a slap), a slap, blow.

stata, a. (from ON, to be perfect, p³, whole), compleat,

perfect.

Giatm), s. (from p³, perfect), completion , perfection .

,stاشامتو s. (from L , a shew), a shew, a person who

sees shews or sights.

stat , s. (from L , a shew), a shew, a sight, an exhi-

bition.

statftæ, a. (from lŵly³, a spectacle), belonging to a spec-

tacle or shew, attending shews or spectacles.

statft, a. from Lül¸³, a shew), attending shews or spec-

tacles, fond of shews or exhibitions.

3 , s. (from , cloth , a tent,

, s . (from 3 , to desire), the betle leaf which is usual

ly eaten by the natives of India with the Areca nut,

(Piper Betle .)

TLANTA, 8. (from , betle lecf, and s̟4, a tek`ng), the

taking or accepting ofbetle.

,, (from 4, betle leaf, and size, taking , tak.

ing or accepting betle ; s. one who takes or accepts betle.

stad , 8. from , betle leaf, and 1, a chewing),

the chewing of betle leaf.

GT=GÀI, a. (from † , betle leaf, an 1 f³, produced),

produced by or arising from betle leaf.

GIGA, a. (from 3, betle leaf, and , producible),

producible by or arising from beile leaf.

stafafase, a. (from , betle leaf, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from bedle leaf; ad. from or

through betle leaf.

GTEXTF, a. (from S†TA, betle leaf, and

caused by or arising from betle leaf;

through betle leaf.

, caused by`,

ad. from or

trafy, a. (from t , betle leaf, and f , beloved), fond

of betle leaf.

, s. (from , betle leaf, and rat, a climbing

plint), the plant or vine cultivated in India for its 1.af

which is called betle, (Piper Betle.)
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St.

safety, a. (from , betle leaf, and fift , possessed

of , possessed of betle leaf.

Gigasse, a. (from , betle leaf, and * , eating), eat-

ing or chewing betle ; s. one who is addicted to chewing

betle.

, s. (from , betle leaf, and 4, an eating , the

eating or chewing ofbetle.

SEIF, a. (from , betle leaf, and 4 , joined to , con-

nected with betle leaf.

Stazze, a. (from , betle leaf, and **, keeping),

keeping or guarding betle ; s. one who guards a field

of betle.

siqaad, 8. (from , betle leaf, and T , a keeping), the

guarding or preserving of betle.

i ), s. (from , betle leaf, and T , preservation),

the preservation or guarding of betle.

ifts, a. (from 3 , betle leaf, and af , destitute ,

destitute of betle leaf.

i , s (from з , betle leaf, and ¬† , acquisition), the

acquisition of betle leaf.

Siasa, a. (from , betle leaf, and , desired), covet-

ing after or fond of betle leaf.

tatas , a. (from , betle leaf, and af , desirous),

desirous of betle leaf.

start , a. (from 3 , betle leaf, and , empty), desti-

tute of betle leaf.

stata, a. (from , betle leaf, and , destitute), des-

titute of betle leaf.

SİLAHIS, a. (from , betle leaf, and I, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from betle leaf; ad. from or through

betle leaf.

stati, a. (from , betle leaf, and 1, desire),

a desire for betle leaf.

atats , a. (from , betle leaf, and tf , desirous),

desirous of betle leaf.

ika, s. (from , betle leaf, and , respect), a

fondness for betle leaf.

GİYENTIT, a. (from si , betle leaf, and , search-

ing), seeking betle leaf.

, s. (from 3 , betle leaf, and , a seeking,

a seeking for betle leaf.

vigatezat, a. (from , betle leaf, and af , seeking),

seeking for betle leaf.

ta , 8. from 3 , betle leef, and 71, an expec-

tation), a waiting or looking for beile leaf.

dat , a. (from 3 , betle leaf, and f , expect-

ing, expecting or waiting for betle leaf.

তার

tata, 8. (from , belle leaf, and fat , desire),

a desire for betle leaf.

tatata , s. (from , betle leaf, and fatfa , desir

ous) , desirous of betle leaf.

ata , s. (from 3 , betle leaf, and at , a tast-

ing), the tasting of betle, the relish of betle.

, s. (from , betle leaf, and Zä¹, desire) , a desire

for betle leaf.

laz, a. (from ta , betle leaf, and desirous), de-

sirous ofbetle leaf.

, ɑ. (from , betle leef, and , desirous),

desirous of betle leaf.

3 , s. (from 3 , to desire), copper.

tta, s. (from st , copper, and , to make), a copper-

smith.

GIFS, 8. (from G , copp.r, and , a cavity), a copper

bason.

t , s. (from , copper, and , a summit), the name

applied by modern lexicographers to tobacco.

sta, v. a. (from 3, to pass over), to convey a person over a

river or other obstacle, to bring a person through diffi-

culty or distress.

Ita, s. (from 3, to pass over), a high note or tone in music,

wire, gold thread, the string of a violin or other string-

ed instrument, a savour or good taste, the name of a

monkey chief ; a . high, as a note in music, good, well-

flavoured, the name of a plant, (Alpinia alhugas.)

G¡IE, a. (from 3, to cross over), effecting salvation or de-

liverance, getting a person over difficulties ; s. a saviour,

a deliverer, a star, the pupil ofthe eye, a pilot, a helms-

man, the name of a giant or demon who was destroyed

by Kartika. The name of a scitamineous plant, (Alpinia

alhugas).

GAG¤, s. (from ata, wire, and ☎ , to draw), a wire draw-

er.

stat, a. (from staa, a wire drawer), wire-drawing.

তারকহিণ্ডোল, s . ( from তারক, preserving, and হিণ্ডোল, a note

in music), the name of a particular note in music.

Gfad, 8. (from 3, to cross over), the crossing over a river,

the act of saving or delivering a person, the getting of

a person over a difficulty, a float, a raft, a boat.

orge, s. (from a☎, the name of a plant), the name of a

scitamineous plant, (Alpinia allagas.)

ta , s. (from 35, the termination of the comparative

degree, and 3 , that of the superlative degree), the de-

pendence of larger numbers on smaller in a series, a

gradually increasing series, the state or condition of

more or less.
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তারা.
sta.

stafafus, a. (from t , wire, and fifs, made), made of

wire.

Gia- 7, s. (from ʊạ , moving), fluidity, unsteadiness, fickle-

ness, tergiversation.

Digi, s. (fiom 3, to cross over), a star, the pupil of the eye,

a planet, an asterism, an octave orthe alto in a musical

scale or gamut. The treble part in music. In Hindoo

Mythology the name of Vrihusputi's wife, also of Door-

ga. It is also the name of the wife of the Monkey chief

Soogreeva.

tata, s. (from TA, a star, and 4, an oozing), the fall-

ing of one of the meteors called falling stars.

statatae, a . (from Ital, a star, and gth , covering),

covering or concealing the stars ; s . a cloud.

egiata, s. (from stai, a star, and i , a covering),

the covering or concealing of the stars.

ts, a. (from 511 , a star, and 3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from the stars .

tat , . (from 3t , a star, and 1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from the stars.

statai, s. (from 3, to cross over), the name of a particular

tune or mode of singing.

☎tatat4, s. (from GiAi, a star, and ††, destruction ), the de-

struction of the pupil of the eye, the destruction ofthe

stars.

staintstæ, a. (from † , a star, and , destructive), de-

structive to the stars, destructive to the pupil ofthe

eve.

Statfafse, a . (from 1, a star, and fats, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from the stars ; ad. from or through

the stars, because of the stars .

etztoface, ad. (from 3 , a star, and fifa , a cause , for

the stars, for the pupil of the eye.

*

Stat437, s. (from stal, a star, and 35, a falling), the

falling of one of the meteors called failing stars .

stat , s. (from Tại, a star, and fs , a Lord , the Moon.

37128F, a, (from Tại, a star, and TF, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from the stars ; ad. from or through

the stars, because ofthe stars.

statfamy, a. (from † , a star, and fat , possessed of),

starry, abounding with stars .

ta , s. (from 1 , a star, and as , an orb) , the pu-

pil of the eye, a stellar orb the starry region.

satzfa, s. (from stși, a star, and af , a gem , the name

of a flowering shrub, (Serissa foetida. )

, 7. (from 3 , a star, and T , joined to , starry,

connected with the stars.

stalas, a. (from G , a star, and 3 , destitule), star-

less, destitute of stars.

ta , a. (from stat, a star, and , emp'y), starless,

destitute of stars.

statata, s. (from stại, an octave in alto, and at , a place),

the place in the gamut for the treble notes or those of

the higher octave.

stata, a. (from 3a), a stur, and , destitute), starless,

destitute of stars.

stat:īzē, a. (from 3†at, a star, and

by or arising from the stars ; ad.

stars, because of the stars.

3. a cause), caused

from or through the

3†fax, s. (from ¿yyɩ5, the day ofthe month), the day ofthe

month.

tfa31, s. (from 3, to get over), the name of a plant menti-

oned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss . with a note of doubt, as a

convolvolus, (probably Lettsom´a nervosa. )

útfèï s. (from je, to inform , praise, applause .

fax , s. (from 3, to cross over), a crossing over, the get-

ting of a person over a difficulty.

stat, a. (from 33, wire), made of gold thread, made of

wire.

† , s. (from 3d, youth), youth .

3f , a . (from 3 , inv stiga ion , studying the civil law;

s. a lawyer, a logician, a sophist, a philosopher.

3 , s. (from 3 to move , a name of Guroora the regent

of birds and carrier of Vishnoo . A name of Urooíía, or

the dawn personified, a snake.

ta, 8. from tofix), the name of a tree, (Borassus fla-

belliformis) , the beating of time in music, musical time

or measure, a clod, proximity, a clue, a ball of thread,

a short span or one measured by the thumb and mid-

dle finger, a slapping of the hand upon the opposite

arm, the clapping of hands, the palm or open hand

with the fingers extended, a musical instrument or cym-

bal of bell metal or brass which is played with a stick,

yellow orpiment or sulphate of arsenic, the fermented

juice ofthe palm called Toddy, a species of hexandrous

plant (Curculigo orchioides, ) a key or pin.

ta , s. (from ta, a key), a lóck, a bolt, a lath, yellow

orpiment.

tatt, s. (from , the fan palm, and ætt, wood), the

name of an annual plant indigenous in the North East

part of Bengal, (Burmannia disticha.)

statai, s. (from t , the fin palm, and ct , sound),

the name of a shrub, (Volkameria farinosa .)

tatta, s. (from t , thefin palm, and sita, a tree), the

fan palia or palmyra tree, (Borassus flabell formis . )

1
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stat.

atas , s. (from ʊta, a ball, and , a bird's bill), the

name of the common swallow of Bengal,

stats, s. (from a swallow), a swallow, the heart or

pith of the fan palm.

Jasta, a . (from eta, a ball) , wound in balls.

staa&, s. (from зt , thefan palm, and 7, to do right), the

name of a species of grass , (Scirpus diphyllus. )

sim , s. (from ot , a palm tree, and Я , a leaf), the leaf

of the fan palm split into oblong pieces and used to

write on.

stants, s. (from , a palm tree, and , a leaf), the leaf

of the fan palm split into oblong pieces and used to

write ca.

atate , s. (from , the palm of the hand, and 2 ,

arubbing , the name of a tree the fruit of which is

edible, Mimosa dulcis.)

1

ta , s. from 3. the palm, and at?d, ♫ smiling), a

striking with the flat palm on the opposite arm .

start. 8. (from ta, thefin palm, and a , a root), the

name of a small plant, (Curculig › orchioides.)

Staași, s. (from зta, thefanpalm, and 75, a small sheof),

the name of a small plant, Curculigo orcho.des.)

tata, s. (from з , thefan palm, and * , grain), the

kernel of the fruit of the fan palm either in its unripe

or ripe state.

sta , s . (fronr 3 , tofix), a lock, a padlock, the story of a

building, the sensation of stunning. This word is some-

times constructed with a , to beat, or as, to come in

contact, when it means to be silent, to be mute, to be

stunned.

state, s . (from le, relationship), a divorce, a relin-

quishing, an abandoning, an oath.

statētai, s. (from JL, a divorce , and xoli, a writing), a

bill of divorcement.

atty, s. (from t , a beating of time, and arts, a lec

ture), a discourse or lecture upon beating time in music,

a treatise upon keeping time in music .

Stats. s. (from 3a, prolixity, and 5, an end), a rest, or

the close of a strain in music.

affas from ls, relationship), a catalogue, an invento-

ry, an invoice, a manifest, suspension, delay, a kind of

writing used by the Persians.

others from R , relationship), an inventory, a cata-

logue, an invoice, a manifest.

affa , s. (from pls, knowledge), instruction, teaching.

fafa1. 8. from ef , thefin palm, aud , to mix ), the

name of a large climbing shrub, ( Combretum costatum .)

, s. (from , tofix), the clapping ofthe hands, a stun-

Nnn

Jtz.

ning, a patch on a garment, the name of a large palm,

(Corypha umbraculifera). Constructed with 1, to give,

this word means to patch to clap the hands ; with

tst, to come into contact, it means to patch or piece ;

also to stun.

taatsa, s. (from stat, a stunning, and atsta, a coming in

contact), the stunning of a person.

tatt, s. (from it , the Corypha palm, and a Lord),

the name of a tree the small twigs of which are sold

as a medicinal drug.

16

, s. (from stat , the talish tree, and , a leaf), the

name of a shrub or tree the young shoots of which are

used in medicine ; also the name of a small fruit tree

(Flacourtia cataphracta. )

. 8. (from , to pass over), the palate, the roof of the

mouth.

Ja , s. (from \s, relationship), a manor, a lordship,

an estate.

tant , s. (from alяi, a manor, and , holding), the

Lord of a manor, the owner of an estate.

tanta, s. (from žя5, the Lord ofa manor), the con-

dition or office of a Lord of the manor, or owner of an

estate.

s. (from , the palate), the palm of the hand, the

sole of the foot, the roof of the mouth, the crown of

the head.

steaوعلاط , a. (from alb, illustrious), rich, respectable, re-

splendent, illustrious.

, v. a. (from , to adorn), to brush the dust from a

thing, to brush cloth when in the loom.

, s. (from , to adorn), a card, gold thread.

3 , s. (from , to brush), the brushing of the dust

from any thing, the brushing of cloth in the loom.

ta , s . (from 3, a sort ofdrum), a drum of a particu

lar description ; v. a . to cause to brush or wipe off,

statzat, s. (from 3 , to cause to brush), a causing to brush

or wipe off.

stattfa, s. (from , to brush), a mutual brushing or wipe

ing off.

tata, s. (from 3 , to cause to brush), the causing a per-

son to brush or wipe the dust from a thing ; a. bruch-

ed, wiped.

statfa, s. (from ota, to brush), a brushing or wiping.

tfat, s. (from , to brush), the brushing or wiping of

dust from a thing.

зtat, pron. (from , it) , it, that,

23, s. (from es, an agreement), an agreement, rent,
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atgauta , s. (from №65, healing, and xils, a house), a

hospital .

fats, a. (from 3 , the third), third, indifferent, e. g. a

third person, an indifferent person .

fats , a. (from 8 , seventy-three), seventy-three.

fate , a. (from fast , seventy-three, and 4, a quali-

ty, seventy-three-fold.

fastsats, a. (fromfat , seventy-three, and a, a time),

seventy-three times repeated.

fouth, s. (from ds, enumeration), an enumeration, a to-

tal, a counting.

foss , s. (from fa , three, and zot, a ball), a furnace, a fire

place with three clods or stones to support the pot or

other vessel which is boiled on it, the name of a plant

(Sinapis patens ?)

fs , pron. (from , that), he. This form is used only in a

honorific sense.

fox, 8, (from fʊ , to be sharp), the name of a plant

(Curcuma angustifolia) , arrow root or the starchy sub-

stance which is produced from the tubers of this and

some other species of Curcuma.

f , s. (from f35, bitter, and o , a skin), the name

of a small plant, (Prenanthes asplenifolia .)

fy, s. (from , sharp), the name of a tree or shrub,

(Vitex Marawa, Buchanan's Mss .)

fo , s. (from fo , to be sharp), bitterness, a bitter taste ;

a. bitter, fragrant.

f3337, a. from f5 , bitterness, and r, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from bitterness.

f1, s. (from 3 , bitter), bitterness .

fe , s. (from 5, bitter, and , a gourd), a bitter

species ofgourd.

f . s. (from 5, bitter), bitterness.

fat , s. (from f55, bitterness, and at , destruction), the

destruction or removal of bitterness.

fat , a. (from fo , bitterness, and atte, destructive),

taking away bitterness.

fosfaase, a. (from fs , bitterness, and

caused by or arising from bitterness ;

through bitterness.

3, a cause),

ad. from or

fos, a. (from f , bitterness, and , caused by),81

caused by or arising from bitterness ; ad. from or

through bitterness.

33 , a. (from 5 , bitterness, and , joined to) , con-

nected with bitterness, bitter.

farafes, a. (from f55, bitterness, and af , destitute), free

from bitterness.

33.

fosata, s. (from fos, bitter, and at , aking), the name

ofa tree, (Andersonia Rohituki, Roxb. )

fonte, s. (from fo , bitter, and * t*, an edible plant), the

name of a tree which produces a beautiful flower, (Cap-

paris trifoliata, ) bitter herbs or greens.

for, a. (from 55, bitterness, and * , empty), free

from bitterness.

fa , a. (from f35, bitterness, and , a cause) , cause

ed by or arising from bitterness ; ad. from or through

bitterness.

foxg, s. (from fou, to sharpen), the name of a plant, (Cur

cuma angustifolia), arrow root or the starchy fæcula

produced from the tubers of this and some other spe-

cres of Curcuma.

fod, s. (from fe , to be sharp), heat, pungency, the heat of

spices ; a. hot, pungent, acrid, sharp.

fox, a. (from 35, to be sharp), sharp, keen , pointed.

fökşì, s. (from fʊ , to hurt), the name of a tree indigenous

in the forests on the North-East border of Bengal, (Sey-

talia rimosa ;) also the name of another shrub, (Stilago

tomentosa .)

fata , & (from , trade), merchandize.

fata , s. (from ls , trade), mercantile.

foffaf , s. (from TI, to be quick), a quick jumping up or

jumping over, a writhing with agony, the motion of a

gallop. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

jump, to gallop, to move with jumps.

foffafs , s. (from 3, to be quick), a quick jumping up

orjumping over, the motion of a gallop. Constructed

with , to do, it means to gallop, to jump, to run in

ajumping manner.

fse, v. a. (from fл , to be wet, to wet, to make damp.

f33, a. (from f35, bitter), bitter.

fsgata, s. (from 53, bitter, and , a tuberous root), a

bitter species of yam.

fs3 , s. (from fʊ3, bitter, and , a sort of cucum-

ber), a cucurbitaceous plant which produces a very bit

ter fruit, (Luffa amaia, perhaps only avariety of Luffa

pentandra.)

ft , & (from f33, bitter, and , a sort of cucumber),

a cucurbitaceous plant which produces a bitter fruit,

(Luffa amara, or a variety of Luffa pentandra.)

f33 , s. (from f53, bitter, and t , Corchorus), the name

ofa bitter variety of an esculent herb, (Corchorus cap.

sularis, var. viridis . )

forest, s. (from F35, bitter, and , a smallfish), the name

of a small fish, (Cyprinus bimaculatus, Buchanan's Mss .)
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ভিত্তি :
fsa.

537, s. (from f³fsfa, a partridge), a partridge, (Perdix

Francolinus and sylvaticus. )

fasais, s. (from fss, bitter, and ants, agourd), aspecies of

bitter gourd.

31, v. a. (from fe, to wet), to cause to wet, to wet, to

moisten; a. moist, wet, damp, bitter.

foga, s. (from fl, to cause to wet), the causing a thing

to be moistened or made wet.

fasta, s. (from fest, to wet), the wetting of any thing ;

a. wetted, moistened.

fsstart, a. (from a forty-three), forty-three.

footfartsd, a. (from foot , forty-three, and 4, a quati-

ty),forty three -fold.

fastfatata, a. (from fosfat, forty-three, and T , a time),

forty-three times repeated.

fas, an imitative sound used to express the note of the

Francoline partridge and that of some other birds.

fafvæl, s . (from f¾§, to forbear), patience, forbearance, re-

signation, sufferance, endurance.

fafsæta , a. (from fofo , patience, and , producible),

arising from or producible by forbearance, patience, or

resignation..

fafstaa , ad. loc. case offsf ), for the sake of or

through patience, forbearance, or resignation .

তিতিক্ষানিমিত্তক, a. (from তিতিক্ষা, patience, and নিমিত্ত, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from patience, resignation, or for-

bearance; ad. from or through patience, resignation,

or forbearance.

fofaetfafare, ad. (from fsfs , patience, and fafis, a cause),

for the sake of or because of patience, resignation, or

forbearance.

fsfstas, a. (from fif , patience, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from patience, resignation, or for-

bearance ; ad. from or through patience, resignation, or

forbearance.

ff , a. (from fas , patience, and ‹ ³, a cause),

caused by or arising from patience, resignation, orfor-

bearance ; ad. from or through patience, resignation, or

forbearance.

fsfsfs, a. (from 55, to forbear), patient, forbearing, re-

.sigued.

fsfo a. fromfo , toforbear), patient, forbearing, resigned .

fs , an imitative sound used to express the chirp ofpars

tridges and some other birds.粤 1

fafafa, s . (from fofs, an imitative sound, and 1, to make),

the Francoline partridge, (Perdix Francolinus. ) The

name of an ancient sage who taught the doctrine of the

Titiri. The Yujoor-veda.

feta, a. (from fatte, fifty-three), fifty-three.

festas , a. (fromfeta, fifty-three, and 84, a quality),

fifty-three-fold.

fettuata, a. (from festa, fifty-three, and at , a time),

fifty-three times repeated.

fofu, s. (from 3, to go on), a lunar day, or the thirtieth

part of an entire lunation.

fafuatatw, s. (from fofy, a lunar day, and ætatus, glory),

the importance or glory of a lunar day.

f3a, a. (from fa , three), three.

, s. (from fs , a sesamun seed), a morsel, a bit.

fat , a. (from f57, three , and af , a piece), three. This

word is used to express three parts belonging to a whole.

fa£d, a. (from fo , three, and 4, a quality , thrice, three-

fold.

fati, a. (from f55, three, and 1, a particle used to ex-

press an entire thing), three. This word is used to ex-

press three compleat articles.

fatt, a. (from fo , three, and tt, a particle of integrity),

three. This word is used to express three compleat ar-

ticles.

f33 , s. (from 3 , three, and † , a leaf), the name of

a species of Hibiscus mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's

Mss. but not described.

fata, a. (from fo , three, and at , a time), three times

repeated.

fofa, pron, (from , he), he, she,

fofant, s. (from afs, prep. and fat, to meditate), the name

ofa tree, (Dalbergia Oojjuyinensis . )

fofest, s. (from fs , to wit), the tamarind tree, (Tamarin-

dus indica), an acid sort of seasoning ; a . tamarind.

faaf , an imitative sound used to express that of some

kind ofmusical instruments.

føægt, s. (from fofs¾ì, a tamarind), a tamarind, a tamarind

tree, (Tamarindus indica.)

fo , s. (from fo , to be wet,, the name of a large timber

tree the fruit of which is much used to pay the bot,

toms of boats, Diospyros glutinosa.)

fonæ, s. (from f³ , to wet), the name of a large timber tree

the fruit of which is much used to pay the bottoms of

boats, (Diospyros glutinosa .)

fstæì, s. (from dig, sharp), the name of a plant mentioned

in Dr. F. Buchanan's unpublished Mss. as a species of

Gossypium.

fofa, s. (from д, to be in distress), the name of a large fish

fabled to be four hundred miles long, probably a whale.

Nnn2
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fsfat.

ffs, a. (from fo , to wet), wetted, moist.

fafag, s. (from 3 , to be in distress), darkness , obscurity, the

gutta serena.

fat , a. (from fofa, darkness, and , destruc ion),

the dissipating of darkness .

fsfora , a. (from fafag, darkness, and , destruc-

tive), removing or dissipating darkness.

f³fa , a. (from fifa , darkness, and f , destruc-

tive), removing or dissipating darkness.

fsfgatt, s. (from fag, darkness, and tt, destruction),

the removing or dissipating of darkness.

ffage , a . (from fifig, darkness, and * , destructive),

removing or dissipating darkness.

তিমিরনিবর্ত্তক , a. ( from তিমির, darkness, and নিৰ্ত্তক, putting

an end to), causing darkness to cease.

তিমিরনিবারক, a . (fron তিমির, darkness, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing darkness.

fafafata, s. (from a darkness, and fit , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of darkness .

তিমিরনিমিত্তক, a. ( from তিমির , darkness , and নিমিত্ত, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from darkness ; ad. from or through

darkness, because of darkness .

তিমিরপুযুক্ত , a. ( from তিনির, darkness, and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

causedby or arising from darkness ; ad. from orthrough

darkness, because of darkness.

fsfagfentat, s. (from fafa, darkness, and fat , destruc-

tion), the removal or dissipation of darkness .

তিমিরবিনাশক, a. (from তিমির, darleness, and বিনাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or dissipating darkness.

foffat , a. (from fofs, darkness, and faft , possessed

of , dark, full of darkness.

fsas, a. from fofu , darkness, and , joined to), dark,

connected with darkness.

foffs, a. (from fafia, darkness, and af , destitute),

free from darkness .

fofa , a. (from far, darkness, and 1, empty), free

from darkness.

fofaag1, s. (from fag, darkness, and T , one who kills),

a thing which dispels darkness .

fofaag1 , a. (from fofag, darkness, and 17, destitute), free

from darkness.

fofas , a. (from fofa, darkness, and a cause),

caused by or arising from darkness ; ad.from or through

darkness, because of darkness.

তিমিরান্বিত, a . (from তিমির , darkness , and অন্বিত, connected

with), dark, gloomy, obscure.

তিমিরাকৃত , a. (from তিমির, darkness, and আবৃত, covered),

overspread with darkness , dark,

feat.

fog, s. (from I, afisherman), the name of a class of

people amongthe Hindoos-who live principally by fish-

ing.

faxtsa, a. (from fans, seventy-three), seventy-three.

fogteaed , a. (from før , seventy-three, and 84, a qualis

ty), seventy-three-fold.

fogtsgate, a. (from fagt , seventy-three, and TX, a time),

seventy - three times repeated.

foutta, s. (from , a number), a number, a calculation..

fogta , s. (from g, sharp), the name of a climbing shrub

indigenous on the mountains North-east of Bengal

(Celastrus monospermus.)

•

fata, s . (from fog , crooked, and , to do), abuse, insult,

reprehension, reproach.

fog , a. (from fata, reproach, and , producible),

producible by or arising from censure or reproach.

তিরস্কারনিমিত্তক, a. (from তিরস্কার, reproach, ani নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from censure or reproach;

ad. from or through censure or reproach.

তিরস্কারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from তিরস্কার , reproach, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause) , for or because of censure or reproach.

första¶fæ, a. (from fata, reproach, and , before),

preceded by reproach or censure ; ad. reproachfully,.

censoriously.

তিরস্কারপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from তিরস্কার, reproach, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from censure or reproach; ad.

from or through censure or reproach.

forzigzõe, a. (from fat?, reproach, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from censure or reproach ; ad. from

or through censure or reproach.

fota , a. (from fa , abusive language, and , wor-

thy), deserving of insult or abuse, reprehensible.

fos, a. (from fa , crooked, and 3, made), reviled,

censured, insulted, reproached.

feaf , s. (from fog , crooked, and f , an action),

abuse, censure, reproach, insult, reprehension.

fozta , a. (from faas, ninety-'hree), ninety-three.

fsata , a. (from faz, ninety-three, and II, a quality),

ninety-three-fold.

fortata, a. (from fa , ninety-three, and T , a time),

ninety-three times repeated.

fsata , a. (from fas, ninety-three), ninety-three.

feated, a. (from fat , ninety-three, and 4, a qua-

lity), ninety-three-fold.

fatarata, a. (from fata , ninety- three, and t , atime),

ninety-three times repeated.

fat , a. (from ar , eighty-three), eighty-three.
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लि. fofo .

94, a. (from foi , eighty-three, and Ed, a quali- || fomfalat , a. (from fa, sesamum, and fat , possessed of),

ty, eighty-three-fold.

faizi , a. (from fart, eighty-three, and ata, a time),

eighty-three times repeated.

fagies, a. (from fea , crooked, and 1 , to have), covered,

hidden, concealed, withdrawn from sight, removed

out of sight.

possessed of or abounding with sesamum seed.

fonæ , v. a. (from ƒ³ã, sesamum), abounding with or made

of sesamum seed.

fars, a. (from fa , sesamum, and TF, joined to), connect-

ed with sesamum, abounding with sesamum.

fas, a. (from f , sesamum, and af53, destitute of),

destitute of sesamum.

ft , a. (from ƒ³ã, sesamum, and * , empty), destitute

of sesamum.

fatâta, s. (from fan, crooked, and , to have), disap-

pearance or concealment, a withdrawing from sight, a

cover or that which conceals , a sheath, a veil , a cloke.

frúa, a (from fa , crooked, and , to go), moving tor-

tuously or awry.

faunstrifa, s. (from four , going crookedly, and caffa, puden- || fm , a. (from f³ , sesamum, and (53, a cause), caused

dum muliebre), a brute animal. by or arising from sesamum ; ad. from or through se-

fs , s. (from fom, to be unctuous), the name of a plant, (Se-

samum orientale), sesamum or oil seed, a mole, a frec-

kle, a very small portion or quantity of a thing, a mo-

ment. In accounts the eightieth part of a cowry.

fe, s. (fromfm, sesamum), a mark on the forehead made

of some particular earth or of sandal-wood powder, in

honour of some idol ; a freckle, a mole, a sort of disease,

the appearance of dark spots on the skin unattended

with inflammation. This word in composition signifies

nobility or pre-eminence ; a . spotted, dotted, freckled ,

having moles, chief, principal, pre-eminent.

তিলককামোদ, s. (from তিলক, excellent, and কামোদ, giving

aperson's wishes), a concord of three particular notes.

specified in Hindoo writings on the science of music.

facta, s. (from fs , a seed of sesamum, and æta, time), a

moment, a short space of time.

festa , s. (from fo , sesamum, and £ , a cluster), the

name of a seed used by the Hindoos as a medicinal drug,

probably that of some species of Croton.

fafsa, a. (from fa, sesamum), minced, cut into shreads.

factam, s. (from fom, sesamum, and ts , oil), oil of sesa-

mum.

foatia , s. (from fɔ̃ , sesamum, and c , a cow), sesamum,

seed made into a mass in the shape of a cow for the

purpose ofbeing presented to brahmuns.

fsafiface, a. (from(sa, ses mum, and fafi , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from sesamum ; ad. from or through

sesamum.

fafafans, ad. (from 3 , sesamum, and fafs, a cause ) , for

the sake ofsesamum.

fque, a. (from fɔ , sesamum, and q , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from sesamum ; ad. from or through

Besamum.

fsta, a. (from fom, sesamum, and 517, destitute), destitute

of sesamum.

samum.

faigta, s. (from f¾ã, sesamum, and c , an offering), an

oblation of sesamum.

fumi, s . (fromfm, sesamum), the name of a species of fish,

(Cyprinus Tila, Buchanan's Mss.) ; a. dotted, speckled

with minute dots resembling sesamum seed, a hill .

fatti, s. (from fa , sesamum, and at , desire), a de-

sire for sesamum.

fatet , a. (from fa , sesumum, and taifa, desirous),

desirous of sesamum.

fatta, s. (fromfʊ , sesamum, and â†¾¹ , candied sugar), a

sort of sweetmeat made with sugar and sesamum seeds.

fata , s . (from fm, sesamum, and , a search-

ing), a seeking for sesamum.

famtatal, a. (from fm, sesamum, and af , seek

ing), seeking for sesamum.

তিলানুসস্খায়ী, a. ( from दिल, sesamum, and অনুসদায়ি , seck

ing), seeking for sesamum.

fat , s. (from f , sesamum, and i, expectation),

an expectation of or waiting for sesamum.

fat , a. (from fs , sesamum, and , expecting),

expecting or looking for sesamum.

fontfsata, s . (from f³ , sesamum, and afsata, a desire), a

desire for sesamum.

তিলাভিলাষী, a. ( from তিল, sesamum, and অভিলাষি , desirous),

desirous of sesamum .

fsatata , s. (from fm , dotted, and tf , a species of

bird), the name of a species of bird , (Sturnus vulgaris ,

Buchanan's Mss. I however consider it as a distinct

species).

fsf , s. (from f , to be unctuous), an oilman.

fofa , s . (from , sesamum), the name of a shrub men-

tioned by Dr. F. Buchanan in his unpublished Mss, as a
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species of Macrocneum or Rondeletia, but not describ-

ed ; a. dotted, speckled with small dots like sesamum

seeds.

fsfaytag, s . (from fof , dotted, and , a dove), the name

of a species of dove common in Bengal, (Columba bi-

punctata, Buchanan's Mss .)

fsapatai, s. (from fafa , dotted, and 1 , a species of

bird) , the name of a species of bird , (Loxia Tilia, Bu-

chanan's Mss.)

fsfagtatza, s. (from fifa , dotted, and at , an eel), the

name of a species of fish, ( Muranophis punctata, Bu-

chanan's Mss.)

lous.

, a. (from , sharp, and , work), active, zea

, s. (from 1 , sharp, and stae, smelling), a root

used instead of horse radish, (Hyperanthera Morunga.)

31, s. (from , sharp), sharpness, pungency,

IFT, s. (from F, sharp,, sharpness, pungency .

it , a. (from F, sharp, and 17, an edge), sharp-edg

ed.

#a, s. (from F, sharp, and f , the understanding),

wit, acuteness ; a. witty, of keen understanding, saga-

cious.

F³), s. (from , sagacious), sagacity, wit.

fonts , s. (from faf , dotted, and 1 , a climbing , s . (from stafa, sagacious), sagacity, wit.

plant), the name of a species of fish, (Pimelodes rubi-

cundus.)

fofagrats, s. (from sofa , dotted, and ats, a gourd), a va-

riety of the bottle gourd, (Cucurbita lagenaria, var. punc-

tata.)

fofantailae, s. (from fofagi , dotted, and if , a thrush),

the name of a bird, (Sturnus vulgaris ?)

fofa , s. (from fo , a species ofdyer's wood, and cat , the

name of a shrub), the name of a shrub or tree.

fog , s. (from fo , sesamum, and , desire), a desire for

sesamum.

fota , a. (from fo , sesamum, and , desirous), desirous

of sesamum .

fot , a. (from 5 , sesimum, and , desirous), desir-

ous of sesamum.

fast , a. (from fm, in a sesamum plant, and , the

fan palm), making a great ado about a little thing;

ad. with a great ado about nothing.

forte , s . (from fs , a male, and 8 , excellent), the

name of one of the courtezans ofthe Hindoo heaven .

fotina, s. (from fa , sesamum, and 34 , boiled rice), a dish

of milk, rice, and sesamum.

fe , imper. mode of , to stand), stop, stay ; v. a. to stay,

to continue.

f1, s . (from 1 , to stand), permanence, stability.

fofsa1 , s. from fs , to stay), a staying or stopping, a con-

tinuing.

31, a. (from fa, three, and , a thread), thrice folded,

doubled into three folds.

fstal, a. (from , three), three-fold, doubled into three

folds.

F, s. (from fa, to sharpen), heat, sharpness, pungency,

passion, haste, hurry ; a . hot, pungent, sharp, keen , self-

devoted, committing suicide, zealous, active, intelligent,

practising austerities.

, s. (from F, sharp, and a fire), a strong power

of digestion, quick digestion.

Ft , a. (from IF, shirp, and ỵ a point), sharp-point-

ed.

ITZ, 8. (from , to pass over), the name of a class of Hin-

doos who live chiefly by hunting or fishing.

a. (from , to be large , sharp, poignant, pungent,

much, great, excessive, forcible, energetic, urgent.

digifs s. (from 3g, sharp, and sfs, motion), rapidity,

swiftness.

di, a. (from siz sharp, and wif , wise), sharp-wit-

ted, of quick understanding,

sizza, a. (from a sharp), very sharp or pungent, very

poignant.

IgG1, s. (from III, sharp), sharpness, keenness, pungency,

g , s. (from , sharp), sharpness, keenness, pungen.

су.

if , s. (from sharp, and i, a sound), a sharp

or shrill sound.

if , s. (from , sharp, and , understanding), wit,

penetration, quickness of intellect ; a . witty, keen.

diana), 8. (from sg, sharp, aud (1471, pain), an agony,

excessive pain.

3 , s. (from sharp), a sharp note in music, a shrill

tone ; a. shrill, loud.

gas , a. (from tyg, shrill), more shrill, more loud.

ga, a, (from a , shrill , most shrill, most loud.

3, s. (from a, to finish) , tin, a shore, the margin of a

pond, thebank of a river, an arrow. The space for one

hundred and fifty cubits beyond the highest overflow-

ing of a river on the fourteenth day of the wane ofthe-

moon in the month of Bhadra.

Saez, a. (from I, an arrow, and to make), making

arrows ; s. an arrow-maker.
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, a. (from 3, an arrow, and sts, gone), rapid, fleet.

ta, s. (from , a shore, and fa , a residence), a

residence on the shore of a river or of the sea.

fit, a. (from 3 , a shore, and fat , residing), re-

siding on a shore.

, s. (from a, an arrow, and js ), a throwing), an

archer.

tf , s. (from it , an archer), archery.

sia, s. (from , a shore, and gata, a temporary re-

sidence), a temporary residence on the sea shore or on

the banks of the river.

agat, a. (from 31 , a shore, and f , residing tem-

porarily), residing temporarily on a shore.

, a. (from , a shore, and af , being), existing or

being on the shore.

, a. (from , a shore, and , residence), a resi-

dence on the sea shore or on the banks of a river.

zat, a. (from , a shore, and at , residing) , resid-

ing on a shore.

, s. (from 3 , a shore, and x , the midst), the land

included within an hundred and fifty cubits beyond

the highest overflowing of a river on the fourteenth day

ofthe wane ofthe moon in the month of Bhadra.

diet, a. (from , the precincts of a shore, and

af , being), being or existing within the precincts of

a shore.

sizzire, a. (from , the precincts of a shore, and 1,

to be situated), situated within the precincts of a shore.

a . a. (from 2 , the precincts of a shore, and

fa , staying), staying or continuing within the pre-

cincts of a shore.

³, a. (from , the precincts of a shore, and

fæ , si'uated), situated within the precincts of a shore.

dia, a. (from dia, a shore, and 1, to be situated), situa-

ted on a shore.

sifs, a. (from 33, tofinish), finished, compleated, ended .

, s. (from 3, to pass over), a place esteemed sacred by

the Hindoos, a landing place at a river side .

att , a. from , a sacred place, and f , doing),

going on pilgrimage ; s. a pilgrim.

festa, a. (from , a sacred place, and sf , going),

going on pilgrimage, going to visit a sacred place.

, s. (from , a sacred place, and , the seeing

ofa thing), the visiting of a sacred place.

tata , s . (from , the visiting ofa sacred place,

and att§1, desire), a desire to visit sacred places.

fat , a. (from , the visiting of a sacredplace,

312.

and tat , desirous), desirous of visiting sacred pla

ces .

তীর্থদর্শনানুসন্ধান , s. (from তীর্থদর্শন, the visiting of a sacred

place, and t¬, search), a making inquiry about the

facilities or difficulties of visiting a sacred place.

32 , a. (from fa, the visiting of a sacred

place, and af , seeking after), making inquiries

about the facilities or difficulties in the way of visiting

a sacred place.

tætsi, a. (from 3 , the visiting of a sacred

place, and affy , seeking after), making inquiries

about the facilities or difficulties in the way ofvisiting

a sacred place.

¤¬¶¶¶, ɑ. (from , the visiting of a sacred

place, and , expecting), expecting or waiting

for an opportunity of visiting a sacred place.

31, s. (from a, the visiting ofa sacredplace,

and 1, an expectation), an expectation of visiting a

sacred place.

3 , a. (from , the visiting ofa sucred place,

and af , expecting), expecting to visit a sacred place.

fatfata, s. (from 3 , the visiting ofa sacred place,

and fata, desire) , a desire to visit sacred places.

392fst&), a. (from , the visiting of a sacred

place, and fifa , desirous), desirous of visiting sa-

cred places.

unatay, s. (from , the visiting of a sacred place,

and tag, a beginning) , a commencement of visiting

sacred places.

**), s . (from , the visiting of a sacred place,

and , desire), a desire to visit sacred places .

a. (from 3 , the visiting of a sacred place,

and desirous , desirous of visiting sacred places .

GjŃ , a. (from , the visiting ofa sacred place,

and , desirous ), desirous of visiting sacred places.

út , a. (from , the visiting ofasacredplace,

and81 , engaged in), zealously engaged in visiting sa-

cred places.

312ffcatcasts , s. (from 3 , the visiting ofa sacred place,

and sits, zeal , zeal or activity in visiting sacred

places.

32fq=fangstst, a. (from 3 , the visiting of a sacred

place, and surfs , exerting), zealously exerting him

selfto visit a sacred place.

তীর্থদর্শনোপক্রম, s . ( from তীর্থদর্শন , the risiting of a sacred

place, and 8 , a beginning), a commencement of vi-

siting sacred places.
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ta, s. (from , a sacred place, and ta, a tra-

velling), the visiting of a holy place, the going from one

sacred place to another.

stat, a. (from , a sacred place, and fag, tra-

velling , visiting sacred places, going on pilgrimage ; s.

a pilgrim.

Giứiașta, 8. (from sú, a sacred place, and caş† , a travel-

lingabout), the travelling about to visit holy places, pil-

grimage.

justfagi, a. (from , a sacred place, and castāṛi, tra-

velling about), travelling about from one sacred place

to another, going on pilgrimage ; s. a pilgrim.

Guza4, s. (from tú, a sacred place, and 4, a travelling

about), the travelling to a holy place, the visiting of

sacred places, pilgrimage.

Huszqzizi, a. (from , a sacred place, xã , a wander-

ing, and fa , a performing), going on pilgrimage ;

s. a pilgrim.

úszdtægi, s. (from susa , a going on pilgrimage, and

, desire), a desire to go on pilgrimage to a sacred

place.

usta , s. (from sd, a going on pilgrimage, and

atata, desirous) , desirous of going on pilgrimage to

sacred places.

Gusta , s . (from 3514, a going on pilgrimage, and

, an expectation) , an expectation of going on pil-

grimage to a sacred place.

iste , a. (from sd, a going on pilgrimage, and

, expecting), expecting to go on pilgrimage to a

sacred place.

t1, s. (from , a sacred place, and 1, a going),

the going to asacred place.

sirata , a. (from 3 , a sacred place, and f , going),

going to a sacred place.

conj. (from but), but, or, against, also, and, moreover,

indeed ; also (from an, thou), thou. This word is prin-

cipally employed to call dogs ; whenever used to men it

implies contempt.

, pron. (from , thou), thou.

, s . (from , the name ofa tree), the name of a timber

tree, (Cedrela Toora,)

Sa, s. (from 3 , chiff), the outer husk or chaff of rice or

barley, chaff.

13, s. (from Ty, to hurt), incantation or other ceremonies

to procure the injury of another, or to be revenged on

an enemy; also (from cat , a little), a bit, a little, a

morsel,

t , a. (from malevolent incantation), incantations

or other ceremonies to procure the injury of another,

or to be revenged on an enemy. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first.

1 , s. (from cat , a little), a bit, a fragment, a morsel,

a small quantity.

I, s. (from catæ, a little), an arrow without a barb used

for exercise to learn archery, a lite in poetry or the

fourth part of a stanza.

3 , a. (from I, indeed, and 4 , sharp), strong, active,

brisk.

Tata, a. (from , indeed, and a , sharp), active, brisk, cle

ver, keen, shrewd.

gatal, s. (from gata, active), activity, shrewdness, briskness,

keenness.

, a, (from , to be strong), high, tall, lofty, chief, prin-

cipal, passionate, hot ; s , the highest point of a planet's

rising, the top or vertex, the altitude of an object, the

name of a tree, (Rottleria tinctoria. )

, s. (from 3 , tall), tallness, height, altitude.

TKT, s. (from TK, tall), tallness, height, altitude,

Th, a . (from 3 , to weight), contemptible, empty, void,

worthless, small, insignificant, hollow. This word con-

structed with to do, means to despise, to undervalue,

to contemn, to disregard ; with słą, to know, it means

to scorn, to disesteem .

7, s . (from worthless, and ≈7, an idea), an idea of

worthlessness or insignificance, a mean opinion of a

thing, contempt.

1, s. (from , hollow), hollowness, emptiness, insignifi-

cance, contemptibleness.

, s . (from , worthless, and , contemp"),

contempt, derision,

, s . (from , hollow), hollowness, emptiness, worth

lessness, insignificance, contemptibleness.

I, s. (from , worthless, and cat , an idea), a mean

opinion of any thing, contempt.

143, a, (from E, insignificant, and 3. made), degraded,

made contemptible or worthless, despised , contemned.

, ad. (loc. case of ) , contemptuously, slightly.

I , s. (from i, trade), a merchant .

, s. (from lï, merchant), the business of a merchant.

, s. (from at, to cut), the name of a fish, Silurus acutus.)

35, v. a. (from 5, to break), to break, to cut, to cut up a

person's character, to criminate, to load with obloquy,

to charge with crimę.

, s. (from 5, to break), a leap, a skip.
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, s . (from , to break), a snap, a leap, a skip. Construct.

ed with 1, to give, it means to snap the fingers.

TEGIE, 8. (from TÊ, ajump, and wir, e jump), a jump, a

leap.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

hopping ofbirds.

5555, an imitative sound used to express the sound a : is-

ing from beating a drum to very quick time.

35, 8. (from 35, to break), the mouth, the face.

3.r..(from , to praise) , to praise, to applaud, to flatter.

3 , s. (from amulberry, and c , an insect), a silk-

worm.

fox, s . (from , to praise), a praising, an applauding, a

flattering.

f1 , s. (from , blue vitriol), blue vitriol or sulphate

ofcopper.

T. 1. (from bb, a parrot), a parrot, also the name oftwo

or three other species of birds, which are distinguished

by their colours, (Loxia rosea, and alba, &c .)

affa, s. (from its note), the name of a bird, said to be a

species of Tringa.

Es (from 35, to give pain), blue vitriol or sulphate of

copper.

, s. (from , blue vitriol , blue vitriol.

17. 8. (from 3, the name ofa tree), the name of a timber

tree much employed in making furniture, (Cedrela Too-

na.)

. (from , to give pain), the belly, the abdomen, the

navel.

, a. (from ,the navel), having a large or prominent

navel.

, a. (from , the belly), corpulent, abdominous.

, a. (from , the belly ), corpulent, abdominous.

8. (from li ,, a hurricane, perhaps from P , to

beat ), the Chinese however claim this word and form it

from To, great, and Phoon, wind, a hurricane, a storm.

wife, a . (from out , tempest), tempestuous, litigious, con-

tentious.

fari , a. (from gut , a storm), blaming, charging with

faults, accusing, traducing, boisterous, contentious .

extil, a. (from gæłą, a storm), boisterous, passionate, blus-

tering.

v. n. (from 3, to injure), to shrivel, to contract, to

wrinkle. The adverbial participle of this verb con-

structed with 5, to fall, means to become flaccid ; with

, to go, it means to shrink, to shrivel.

1997, s. (from 345, to shrivel), the circumstance of a

thing's shrivelling or contracting.

ঘুর.

sta , s. (from 5, to shrivel), a shrivelling or shrink-

ing, a being wrinkled .

gast, s . (from ga, gourd), a kind of fire work, a rocket

, s. (from , to remove), a kind of pulse, (Cytisus Ca-

jan ; ) also another species of plan ' , (Cassia Tora . )

I, s . (from va , the name ofa tree), the name of a tree

which is indigenous in the mountains north-east of

Bengal and somewhat resembling the Cedrela Toona,

(Garuga pinnata. )

, 8. (from , a gourd), a sort of rattle or small drum

made of the shell of a gourd .

gata, s. (from le,b, a book), a heap, a roll, a list , a volume,

an account book.

, pron. honorific, (from T , thou), thou.

, s. (from 3, to injure), mixed conflict, the sound of

conflict in war, uproar, the clangor of arms, a tumultu-

ous sound or noise.

SIGUT 8. (from E , mixed conflict, and , war), close

combat, a sharp conflict.

"3235tæ, s. (from Jl,bòb, magnificence), magnificence, pom .

posity, ostentation.

, a. (from 1b, pomp), pompous, ostentatious,

sumptuous.

, s. (from , to destroy), the bottle gourd, (Cucurbita

lagenaria.)

et, s. (from , a gourd), the name of a species ofdrum.

TI, s. (from I, to destroy), the bottle gourd , (Cucurbita

lagenaria), the hollow shell of a gourd, a buoy,

106 , s. (from 3 , to destroy), the name of one ofthe choi-

risters ofthe Hindoo heaven.

st, s . (from A, swift, and s , to go), a horse, the mind.

1, s. (from ast, a horse, and tt , desire) , a wish

to have a horse.

Eastætst, a. (from gast, a horse, and tætiga, desirous), de-

sirous of a horse.

gastua, 8. (from J , a horse, and , respect), fondness

or esteem for a horse.

gasta, s. (from gast, a horse, and , a seeking),

a seeking for a horse.

ganizzati, a. (froni est, a horse, and atfag, search-

ing), searching for a horse.

gastagaty, a. (from as , a horse, and af , search-

ing) , searching for a horse.

, s. (from as , a horse, and d, a seeking) , the

seeking for a horse.

Fastraxt, a. (from xx, a horse, and a , seeking), seek-

ing a horse.

00
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sita . a . (from st, a horse, and i , mounted on) ,

mounted on a horse, riding on horseback ; s. a horse-

man.

তুরগারোহণ, s . ( from তুরগ, a horse, and আরোহন, a mounting

on , the mounting on a horse.

gastated, a. (from as , a horse, and what , mounting

on), mounting a horse, riding on horseback ; s . horse-

man.

TIK, s. (from I, swift, and sta, to go) , a horse, the mind.

Jaka, s. (from TI, swift, and sa, to go), a horse.

th , a. (from a , a horse, and ¬tf✩ą, moving), riding

on horse-back ; s . cavalry.

at , s. (from , a horse, and attg1 , desire), a de-

sire for a horse.

għtzt , «. (from oak, a horse, and ttfâ , desirous), de-

sirous of a horse.

তুরদীনুসজ্বান, s. (from রঈ, a horse, and অনুসন্ধান , a search-

ing , the searching for a horse.

gatasata , a. (from 3 , a horse, and tf , search-

ing, searching for a horse.

তুরमैানুসন্ধায়ী , a. (from তুরঈ, a horse, and অনুসন্ধায়ি , search-

ing), searching for a horse.

TIKNI , s. from , a horse, and , a seeking), the

seeking for a horse.

, a. (from , ahorse, and af , seeking`, seek.

ing for a horse.

TH, a. (from , a horse, and waş, mounted on),

mounted or riding on horse-back; s . a horseman, cavalry.

তুরঙ্গারোহন , s. ( from তুরঙ্গ, a horse, and আরোহন, a mount-

ing) , the mounting a horse, the riding on a horse.

তুঙ্গোরোহী , a. (from তুরঙ্গ, a horse, and আরোহিন্, morenting),

riding or horse-back ; s. a horesman, cavalry.

TIGT, a. (from , the name of a drug) , manna,

a drug used in medicine, especially a kind said to be

produced from Hedysarum alhagi.

3, s. (from T , to be in haste), the name of a musical

mode.

, s. (from 3, to pass over) , a drill used to make holes,

a fiddle-drill, a gimblet.

, v . a. (from

, s. (from

tt , a drill) , to bore a hole.

1 , to bore), the boring of a hole.

Id, s. (from 3 to pass over), a fiddle-drill, a gimblet.

, a. (from 33, four) , the fourth.

E , s. (from 4, to hurt), a stocks.

TE, s. (from Si, a turk), a turk, Turkey.

Tata, s. (from 5,5, Turkey, aud , riding), a horse-

man, a cavalier.

TFFATİÂÌ, a (from 75, a horseman), horsemanship.

, s. (from 75, Turkey), a particular breed of horses.

, a. (from 533, four,, the fourth.

za, v. a. (from 3 to weigh) , to weigh, to raise up, to ele-

vate, to draw water ; a. deepened, protracted , increas

ed, aggravated.

ge, s . (from 31, cotton), paper dressed with the sulphate-

of arsenic ; this is much used for writing manuscripts

in India.

er.

, s . (from 3 , to weigh, and at , holding), a weigh

, s. (from , to weigh,, similarity, equality, a compa-

rison.

তুলনাতিরিক্ত, a. (from তুলনা, a similarity, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), comparison or similarity excepted .

aizsize, s. (from 1 , a similarity, and afstaæ, an

exception), the exception of resemblanee or compari

son.

atafes, a. (from 1, a similarity, and af³, destitute),

destitute of similarity or comparison.

, s. (from , cotton, and ș , a puffing out), the

name of a small bird, a species of Muscicapa not yet

described by Orthinologists.

, s. (from , a resemblince, and cat, to destroy), the

name of the sacred basil a plant held in religious ve-

neration by the Hindoos, (Ocymum sanctum ; ) also the

name of a species of duck, (Anas Creeca.)

ganiætaa, s. (from ga , sacred basil, and æt**, a forest),

a place overgrown by the sacred basil..

gaĦfætaāf²a, s. (from gaЯixta , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil, and ‡ , destruction), the de-

struction of a bed or thicket of sacred basil.

gajetaaĝ?ae, a . (from gasæta , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and ☎, destructive), de-

structive to a bed or thicket of sacred basil.

ganiætzak ), a. (from gazæta , a piece ofgroundover-

spread with sacred basil, and tf , destructive), des-

tructive to a bed or thicket of sacred basil.

gazîjætaaat»æ, u. (from vista , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and t , destructive), de-

structive to a bed or thicket of sacred basil.

gaĦataafarta, s. (from ☎ta , a piece ofground over.

spread with sacred basil, and fita, a residence), a re-

sidence in a piece of ground overspread with sacred ba◄

sil.

gacìætaafiztaì, a. (from it , apiece ofground overs
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তুল.

spread with sacred basil, and fat , residing), resid-

ing in a piece of ground overspread with sacred basil.

suzietanfafase, a . (from galeta, a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and fafa³, a cause), caused by

or arising from a piece of ground overspread with sa-

ered basil; ad. from or through a piece of ground co-

vered with sacred basil.

gariætanfafire, ad. (from , a piece ofground

overspread with sacred basil, and fifty, a cause), for

or because of a piece of ground overspread with sacred

basil.

Janistangus, a. (from gaila, a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and s , caused by), caused

by or arising from a piece of ground overspread with

sacred basil ; ad. through or from a piece of ground

overspread with sacred basil.

ভুগসীকাননৰৰ্থক , ৫. (from তুলসীকানন , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and , increasing), increas

ing the extent or growth of a thicket of sacred basil.

চুলদীকাননৱíন, 1. (from তুলमীাनन, a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and T , an increasing), an in-

creasing the extent or growth of a thicket of sacred ba-

sil.

ठूलসীক।ননৱ'স, s. ‘from লনীক'नन , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil, and ta, a residence , a resi-

dence in a bed or thicket of sacred basil.

zaletazztai, a (from , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil, and f , residing , residing

in the midst of a thicket of sacred basil.

mætanfeft , a. (from at , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and fafts , possessed of), pos-

sessed of or abounding with patches of ground over-

spread with the sacred basri.

atang, a (from , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred busil), abounding with or covered

with thickets of sacred basi ' .

caletaays, a. (from , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil, and ™ , joined to), connected

with or abounding in thickets of sacred basil.

Muletanaxe, ɑ. (from it , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and aæa, keeping), guarding

or preserving the thickets of sacred basil.

qajetangæi, s. (from gas , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and 1 preservation , the

guarding or preservation of the thickets of sacred ba-

sil.

koiletgnafxs, a. (from gantzina, a piece of ground over-

*UCTI

spread with sacred basil, and af₹3, destitute), destitute

of beds or thickets of sacred basi!..

ganiætaatæt§i, s . (from gazîætaa, a piece ofground coer-

spread with sacred basil, and atta , desire), a desire

to have a piece of ground overspread with sacred basil.

omniletantetat, a. (from , a piece ofground over-,

spread withsacred basil, and wolf , desirous), desir-

ous of having a piece of ground overspread with sacred

basil.

ghujjataatna, 8. (from tæt , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil, and at , respect), fondness

for a piece ofground overspread with sacred basil.

gentætantfsata, s. (from , a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil, and fata, desire), a desire

to have a piece of ground overspread with sacred basil.

তুলসীক'নন'ভিলাষী, a. (from তুলসীকানন, a piece of ground

overspread with sacred basil, and affa , desirous),

desirous of having a piece of ground overspread with

sacred basil.

tatay, s. (from , a place overgrown with

stered basil, and fa , a beginning), the beginning ofa

piece ofground's being covered over with sacred basil.

ata , s. (from ata, a piece of ground over

spread with sacred basil, and ¹ , desire), a desire to

have a piece of ground overspread with sacred başil .

gadotaras, a. (from Ħæt , a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil, and , desireus), desirous of

having a piece of ground overspread with sacred basil.

ganjatalase, a. (from mixta, a piece ofground over-

spreid with sacred basil, and , desirous), desirous

ofhaving apiece of ground overspread with sacred ba-

sil .

tata, s. (from , sacred basil, and to, wood), the

wood or dried stalk of the sacred basil much used by

the Hindoos to make necklaces.

, a. (from , sacred basil, and 7, produci

ble), producible by or arising from sacred basil.

, ad. (loc. case of , for sacred basil, be

cause of sacred basil.

i , s. (from got, sacred basil, and w , the chrysalis

of an insect , the chrysalis of a species of moth with the

silken envelope by which it is often fixed to the leaves

ofthe sacred basil. This is often purchased by the

Hindoos at a considerable expence and hung on the

neck to cure a cough.

, s. (from it, sacred basil, and so, a plon!), the

plant or shrub of the sacred basil.

0002
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पूल.

viata, s . (from , sacred basil, and t , a gift , an

offering of sacred basil to the Shalgram, a present of

sacred basil.

ata , s. (from , sacred basil, and 1, grain , a

gold necklace, the seed of sacred basil.

, s. (from go , bisil, and T , a forest), a piece of

ground overrun with sacred basil.

, a. (from , a thicket of sacred basil, and

, producible), producible by or arising from a piece

ofground overrun with sacred basil.

panjaamai, nd. (loc. case of ), for the sake of

or because of a thicket of sacred basil.

তুলসীনÎ স, Ś. ( from ত लুসী न, a piece ofground overspread

with sacred basil, and , destruction), the ruin or de-

struction of a thicket of sacred basil.

ganjakne, a. (from ™ , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

, destructive), destructive to a thicket of sacred ba-

sil.

ठूलमीनईम, a. (from লमী न, a thicket ofsacred basil , and

f , destructive), destructive to a thicket of sacred

basil.

তুলসীননtশ, s . ( from डूलসীबन, a thicket ofsacred basil, and

att, destruction), the destruction of a thicket of sa-

cred basil.

ganizanteæ, a. (from 4 , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

, destructive), destructive to a thicket of sacred

basil.

menfaata, s. (from , athicket ofsacred basil, and

fa , a residence), a residence in a thicket of sacred

basil.

asicsfacti, a. (from ™ , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

fata , residing), residing in a thicket of sacred basil.

santafafarge, a. (from i , a thicket of sacred basil,

and fas, a caus ), caused by or arising from a thick-

et of sacred basil ; ad. from or through a thicket of

sacred basil.

ganteafafore, ad. (from 5, a thicket of sacred basil,

and fafas, a cause), for or because of a thicket of sa-

cred basil.

zastenyus, a. (from , a thicket ofsucred basil, and4

, caused by), caused by or arising from a thicket

of sacred basil ; ad. from or through a thicket of sa-

cred basil.

ठूलসীন'স, 8. (from তুলসীন, a thicket of sacred busil, and

, a residence), a residence in a thicket of sacred ba-

sil.

sañezatâ , a. (from 4 , a thicket of sacred basil, and

tf , residing , residing in a thicket of sacred basil.

gamienfem , ad, (from, g , a thicket of sacred basil,

and f , without , without a thicket of sacred basil.

gameoftatat, s. (from galaa, a thicket of sacred basil,

and fats , destruction), the destruction of a thicket of

sacred basil,

enfants , a. (from , a thicket of sacred basil,

and fat , destructive , destructive to a thicket of

sacred basil.

laff , a. (from , a thicket of sacred basil,

and fat , possessed of), possessed of or abounding in

thickets of sacred basil.

ganicstıfsfa™,a. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil,

and fs , excepted), the thicket of sacred basil ex-

cepted. •

gastacıfstgæ, s. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil,

and sig , an exception), the exception of a thicket

of sacred basil.

gamieniforme, ad. (loc, case of usage), without

or besides a thicket of sacred basil.

, a. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

TF, joined to), connected with or abounding in thickets

of sacred basil.

geita;fão, a. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

af , destitute) , destitute of a thicket of sacred basil.

as, a. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

AT, empty), destitute of thickets of sacred basil.

piense, a. from , a thicket of sacred basil, and

3. a cause), caused by or arising from a thicket of

sacred basil ; ad. from or through a thicket of sacred

basil.

matt1, s. (from 3 , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

li§1, desire), a desire to have a piece ofground over-

spread with sacred basil.

ganizatægì, a. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

taff , desirous), desirous ofhaving a piece of ground

overspread with sacred basil.

তুলमীনানুসন্ধান , s. ( from उलসীबन, a thicket ofsacred basil,

and Hat , search), a seeking for thickets of sacred

basil.

ganitzatzzati, a. (from , a thicket of sacred basil,

and searching), searching for thickets of

sacred basil.

ganizatanuts , a. (from , a thicket of sacred basil,

and af , searching), searching for thickets of

sacred basil.

anne , a. (from , a thicket of sacred basil,

and , seeking), seeking thickets of sacred basil.
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J.

griestraad, s. (from , a thicket ofsacred basil, and

d, a seeking , the seeking for a piece of ground

overspread with sacred basil.

pizazzd , a. (from ex, a thicket ofsacred basit,

and seeking), seeking for thickets of sacred

basil.

´s. (from , a thicket of sacred basil, and

, a desire), a desire to have a piece of ground over-

spread with sacred basil,

battage, a. (from Я , a thicket of sacred basil, and

, desirous), desirous of a thicket of sacred basil.

Gautai, s. (from , sacred basil, and æft, a necklace),

a necklace made of small pieces of the dried stalk of

sacred basil.

Taciziatâdiçi, a. (from ti, a necklace of sacred ba-

sil, and tf , wearing) , wearing a necklace made of

the stalks of sacred basil.

l, s. (from A, to weigh), the weighing of athing, a pair

ofbalances, the sign libra, a resemblance, cotton.

ভুগাটেপারী , s . (from তুলা, cotton, and টেপারী, the name ofa

plan'), the name of a plant, (Physalis minima .)

ts, s. (from 1, cotton, and , to proceed , paper

dressed by sulphate of arsenic to defend books written

on it from the depredations of insects .

ofu.

1, s. (from J, equal), equality, comparableness, simi-

larity, a resemblance.

FAT, 8. (from E , equal), comparableness, similarity, equa

lity, a resemblance.

তুলবিষী, a. (from ठूला, similar, and বিষয়ি , following an

employment), following the same employment.

tf , followingtetta , s. (from J , similar, and

a business), following the same employment, engaged in

the same profession.

GEIAMI, a. (from F , similar. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), resembling in general.

HATAI, a. (from FJ, similar, and , a price), like-prized ,

of similar or equal value ; s . a price equal to that of

something else.

a. (from , similar, and 51, imitating),

resembling a likeness, exceedingly like.

gartala, s. (fromG , similar, and I , an inference),

a parallel case.

, s. (from 5, a matirass), a mattrass, a bed.

, v. n. (from , to be pleased), to be gratified, to be

pleased, to please.

a, s. (from a,to be pleased), chaff, the integument which

covers the grains of rice or barley.

gata, s. (from ga, to be pleased), frost, hoar frost, rime, ice

or snow, cold, thin rain, mist ; a. cold, frigid, frosty.

, s . (from 1, a balance, and HH, a trial), a

trial or ordeal authorized by the Hindoo Law, perform- ,

ed by weighing the person who passes through it in

a balance, the trying the weight of any substance in a

balance.

fa, s. (from , cotton), a painter's brush, a hair pencil.

3, 8. (from , to weigh), weighed, raised up.

, s. (from , cotton) , a hair pencil, a painter's brush.

Sada, s . (from , tofill), the elastic motion of a soft and

puffy substance, such as a ripe fruit or soft dough.

fal, a. (from , cotton,, elastic, puffy , pliable, soft.

* , a. (from 3 , to weigh), comparable, like, resembling,

equal to, similar.

E, s. (from , equal, and y , a receiving , the esteem-

ing different persons or things alike.

, a . (from S , equal, and , to know), esteeming dif

ferent persons or things alike.

Trata, 8. (from 3 , equal, and , knowledge), the es-

teeming ofdifferent persons or things alike.

rit, a. (from 3, equal, and t , knowing), esteem-

ingdifferent persons or things alike.

1935, s. (from J, equal, and , a contrivance), a set of

chimes.

s. (from a, cheff, and , fire), the burning of

chaff, a fire made of chaff, a capital punishment con-

sisting of coating the body with a mixture of chaff and

cow-dung which being suffered to dry on the criminal

is afterwards set on fire.

fa , s. (from , to be gratified), a being pleased or gra-

tified.

gæſe, a. (from gx , silent), silent, taciturn .

TV, 2. (from , to be pleased), pleased, glad, gratified .

, s . (from , to be pleased), pleasure, gratification,

enjoyment, contentment, happiness .

fa, a. (from of , pleasure, and , to do), pleasing, gra-

tifying, making happy.

vføæ¿æ, a. (from of , pleasure, and tax, doing), pleas-

ing, gratifying, making happy.

If , a. (from of , pleasure, and F , producing), gra-

tifying, pleasing, causing happiness.

ffs, a. (from of , pleasure, and 3, produced), pro

duced by or arising from pleasure or gratification, pro-

duced by or arising from satisfaction or contentment.

f571, a. (from of¥, pleasure, and I , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from pleasure or gratification,
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তুষ্টি,

producible by or arising from satisfaction or content-

ment.

of 5171, ad. (loc. cose off ), for the sake of pleasure

or gratification, for or because of gratification or hap-

piness.

তুরী.

possessed of pleasure or gratification, pleased, grati,

fied, contented.

fifa, s. (from f¥, pleasure, and Tfs, increase), the in-

crease of pleasure or gratification .

fata, a. (from f , pleasure), pleased , gratified , con

tented, happy.t , a.from , pleasure, and † , making known),

indicating pleasure or gratification, indicating content- fys, a . (from of , pleasure, and T , joined to), connect-

ment or satisfaction. ed with pleasure or gratification, pleased, gratified,

contented.

funt , a. (from fx, pleasure, and tụ☎, giving), giving

happiness or satisfaction, conferring gratification,

ing pleasure.

giv- ff£3, a. (from Ifx, pleasure, and af₹3, destitutė), des-

titute of pleasure or gratification, unhappy, dissatisfi

ed, discontented .
f , s. (from fe, pleasure, and , destruction), the

destruction of pleasure or gratification .

autnē, a. (from of , pleasure, and ‡ ☎, destructive),

destructive to pleasure or gratification.

aft, a . (from 3 , pleasure, and fa , destructive),

destructive to pleasure or gratification .

att, s. (from gf , pleasure, and , destruction) , the

destruction of pleasure or gratification.

at , a. (from f¥, pleasure, and , destructive`,

destructive to pleasure or gratification .

fa , a. (from f , pleasure, and I, empty , desti-

tute of pleasure or gratification, unhappy, dissatisfied,

discontented.

feta, a. (from , pleasure, and , destitute), desti-

tute of pleasure or gratification , unhappy, dissatisfied,

discontented .

fi , a. (from , pleasure, and c₹3, a cause), caused

by or arising from pleasure or gratification ; ad. from

or through pleasure or gratification.

fe, a. (from , pleasure, and 5 , indicating), in- .

dicating pleasure or gratification, indicating content-

ment or satisfaction.

f , s. (from , to give pain), frost, hoar frost, rime,

moon-light.

affic , a. (from f , pleasure, and fi *, causing lo

cease), putting an end to pleasure or gratification.

gfifitas, a. (from , pleasure, and fitæ, prevent-

ing), preventing pleasure or satisfaction.

gfufatad, 8. (from , of , pleasure, and fat , a prevent,

ing , the preventing of pleasure or satisfaction.

gfisface, a. (from , pleasure, and fi , a cause),

caused by or arising from pleasure or gratification ; ad.

from or through pleasure, satisfaction, or gratificati- ,

on.

efafafats, ad. (from f , pleasure, and fit , a cause) , for

the sake of pleasure or gratification, because of plez-

sure or gratification. -

fenferue, a. (from fy, pleasure, and fou , oppcs-

ing), obstructing or opposing pleasure or gratifica-

tion.

, a. (from , pleasure, and Я , giving), giving

pleasure, causing gratification, gratifying.

Tigers, ɑ . (from gf , pleasure, and , caused by),

pron. (from , thou), thou, (only used as a call to dogs,

and crows, or if used as an address to men expressive

of the utmost contempt.)

3d, s. (from d, to befilled , a quiver.

s . (from a, to be filled), a quiver.

33, s. (from , a mulberry), a mulberry, a mulberry tree,

(Morus indica and other species .)

JINI , s. (from 3, a mulberry, and sta, a tree), a mulber

ry tree.

ta , s. (from 3, a mulberry tree, and ct , an insect),

a silk-worm .

1, s. (from , vitriol), blue vitriol or sulphate of

copper.

3. pron. repeated, (from , thou), thou, ( only used as

a call to dogs and crows.)

3 , s. (from 3 , a trumpet), a trumpet.

gitatii, a. (from A, a trumpet, and ætatfiṛ, playing
তুরীৰাজানিয়া,

on a musical instrument) , blowing a trumpet ; s. a trum-

peter.

caused by or arising from pleasure or gratification ;

ad, from or through pleasure or gratification.

Efvzás, a. (from zf , pleasure, and , increasing), in-

creasing or enlarging pleasure or gratification.

fara, s. (from af , pleasure, and za, an increasing), TME, a. (from II, a trumpet, and me, playing on aw

the increasing of pleasure or gratification. instrument), blowing a trumpet ; s. a trumpeter.

ffy, a. (from of , pleasure, and fifty, possessed of), " gataina, s. (from 33ì, a trumpet, and 7, the playing on

t

1

*
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an instrument), the playing on a trumpet, the Llowing

ofa trumpet.

gjatar, s. (from gì, a trumpet, and † , a musical instru

na n!), a trumpet, the sound of a trumpet.

ví, a. (from T , to be swift), swift, expeditious ; ad. quick,

swiftly, hastily.

, s. (from da, four), the name of a class of musical in-

struments of the trumpet kind consisting of four dis-

tinet instruments, a trumpet ; a. a fourth.

, s. (from , afourthpart, and , apart , a quar

ter, a fourth part.

Thy s. (from , to dismiss), cotton, a mulberry, a mulber-

ry tree, a pair of balances .

34 , s. (from , a pair of balances, and at , a fish),

the name ofa species of fish which has one very long

ray in the dorsal fin situated about the middle of the

back, making the fish appear like the beam of a pair of

scales when it is erected.

+

, s. (from , cotton), a hair pencil, a painter's brush.

fa , s. (from , cotton), a hair-pencil, a painter's brush ,

TA, 8. (from A, cotton , a hair-pencil, a painter's brush.

va, ad. (from ga, to be please1), silently,

, a. (from , silently, and wf , inclination), ta-

citurn, silent.

fa, a. (from , silently, and , inclination), taci-

turn, silent.

THE, a. (from TV , silently), taciturn, silent.

4, s. (from , to injure), grass, a gramineous vegetable,

a straw.

, s. (from ga, grass, and gif , taking), amber or

any other gem which when rubbed possesses the qua-

lity of attracting straws or light substances .

H3 , a. (from 3d, grass, and I, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from grass.

, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for or because of grass.

, a. (from , grass, and , equal), like grass , like a

straw.

WT, s. (from 3 , grass, and FI, a tree), a palm tree.' ,

at , a. (from 3 , grass, and Яt , giving), giving grass

to cattle.

, s. (from 4, grass, and at ; destruction , the de-

struction ofgrass.

, a. (from ; grass, and at , destructive), de

structive to grass.

Afif* , a. (from 34, grass, and fof , a cause), caused

by or arising from grass ; ad. from or through grass .

fafats, ad. (from , grass, and fats, a cause), for or

because of grass.

, ad. (from , grass ), like grass, like a straw, worth-

less, insignificant.

TATE, a . (from grass, and ; increasing), improv

ing grass, causing grass to grow.

, s. (from , grass, and T , an increasing), the

growing ofgrass, the growth ofgrass, an increasing the

quantity of grass.

faft ; a. (from 4, grass, and fat , possessed of): a-

bounding with grass, grassy.

তৃণময় ,AT, a. (from 4, grass), abounding with grass, grassy.

TTF, a. (from , grass, and T , joined to), abounding

with grass, connected with grass, grassy.

HAIFE, a. (from A, grass, and **, keeping), guarding or

preserving grass ; s. one who guards grass .

TIF , 8. (from H, grass, and 1, preservation), the pre-

servation ofgrass.

afs, d. (from 4, grass, and af , destitute), destitute

of grass.

Hat , s. (from , a vegetable, and at , a king), a palmy-

ra tree, (Borassus flabelliformis).

ts; s. (from 4, grass, and as, acquisition), the acqui

sition of grass.

, s. (from 4, grass, and , essence), an officinal

preparation made with the roots of a species of club-

rush or Cyperus.

Faria, a. (from d, grass, and , destitute of), destitute

of vegetables, barren, waste.

tat1, s. (from d, grass, and atat , desire), a desire

for grass.

gatott, a. (from 4, grass, and af , desirous), desir-

grass.
ous of

Tidta , s. (from ga, grass, andH , rice), grain, especially tæta, s. (from Hd, grass, aud tæts, a form), the form of

rice, growing wild or without cultivation.

, . from 3 , grass, and ♬, destruction), the de-

struction of grass.

, a. (from 4, grass, and , destructive), de-

structive to grass.

pikat, a. (from zd, grass, and f , destructive), de-

structive to grass.

grass ; a. grass-shaped.

ataf , s. (from 4, grass, and atas, a form), the form of

grass ; a. grass-shaped.

Ja , s. (from d, grass, and t , search) , a

searching for grass.

dtatt, a. (from 4, grass, and quaffin, searching),

searching for grass.
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list. a. (from 34 , grass, and at , searching), || Satz,

searching for grass.

At , a. (from 4, grass, and , seeking), seeking

for grass.

, s. (from 34, grass, and , a seeking), a seek-

ing for grass.

GATA, a. (from A, grass, and afa , seeking), a seeking

for grass.

teafs , s. (from 4, grass, and sef , production), the

production of grass.

quatette, a. (from 1, grass, and seЯtu , producing),

producing grass.

gig, a. (from fa, three), the third.

gigafes, a (from , third, and af³, destitute) , desti-

tute of a third .

gzigata, a. (from , the third, and π , a time), the

third time.

gout, a. (from fa, three), the third (lunar day).

ifeft, s. (from 1, the third, and fʊfè, a lunar day),

the third day of the moon's increase or wane, the third

lunar day.

a. (from , to be gratified), pleased, satisfied, gratified .

af , s. (from , to be gratified), gratification, the satisfac-

tion of the appetite.

ofera, a. (from qf , satisfaction, and ☎, to do), satisfying,

gratifying.

ft , a. (from qe, gratification, and E, producing ,

gratifying, yielding satisfaction to the appetite.

eftætaæ, a. (from af , satisfaction, and ☎tiæ, making , sa-

tisfying, gratifying, satisfying the appetite.

fata , a. (from af , satisfaction, and tf , making), sa-

tisfying, gratifying, satisfying the appetite.

sfsfs, a. (from f , satisfaction, and fs, produced),

produced by or arising from satisfaction or satiety.

q , a. (from , satisfaction, and , producible),

producible by or arising from satisfaction or satiety.

fs , ad. loc. case of T), for gratification or sa-

tisfaction, because ofgratification or satisfaction.

en, a. (from T , satisfaction, and , to give), giving sa-

tisfaction to the appetite, satisfying, gratifying.

yfsatge, a. (from I, satisfaction, and ītē, giving), giv-

ing satisfaction to the appetite, satisfying, gratifying.

, a. (from , satisfaction , and , destroying),

destroying satisfaction or gratification .

st , a. (from , satisfaction , and fa , destroying ,

destroying satisfaction or gratification.

att, s. (from 3 , satisfaction, and 1 , destruction), the

destruction of the gratification of the appetite.

gigatæ, a. (from Ti , srtisfaction, and π **, destructive),

destructive to the gratification of the appetite.

sfice, a. (from af , satisfaction, and fax, causing to

crase), putting an end to satisfaction or satiety.

তৃপ্তিনিবারক, a. (from তৃপ্তি, satisfaction, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing , preventing satisfaction or satiety.

ffs, s . (from 3 , satisfaction, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of satisfaction or satiety.

fee, a. (from , satisfaction, and faf3, a cause),

caused by or arising from satisfaction or satiety;

ad. from or through satisfaction or satiety.

তৃষ্টিপ্রতিবন্ধক,oftefore, a . (from , satisfaction, and fe, oppos

∙ing), opposing or preventing satisfaction or satiety.

TIATE, a. (from af , satisfaction, and F, caus´d by),

caused by or arising from satisfaction or satiety ;

ad. from or through satisfaction or satiety.

safe, a. (from Tfs, satisfiction , and T , increasing,

increasing satisfaction or satiety.

求

ofsara, s. (from f , satisfaction, and 7, an increasing),

the increasing of satisfaction or satiety.

f , ad. (from , satisfaction, and f , without),

without satisfaction or satiety.

ff . a. (from , satisfaction, and feft , possessed

of , satisfied , full.

ff , a. (from f , satisfaction, and T , increase), the

increase of gratification or satisfaction.

, s. (from , to thirst), thirst, desire, appetite.

, a. (from , thirst, and , producing , thirst-

producing, creating thirst or inordinate desire.

qate, a. (from g , thirst, and 23, affected with ,̀ thirsty.

, a. (from T, to be thirsty), thirsty, athirst.

que, a. (from , to thirst), thirsting, desirous, eager, sen-

sual.

, s. (from , to thirs! ), thirst, desire, appetite.

, a. (from go , thirst, and , producible), produci

ble by or arising from thirst or inordinate desire.

quiza, a. (from g , thirst, and at , distressed , thirsty,

distressed with thirst.

tu , a. from 1 , thirst, and , producing), thirst-

producing, creating thirst or inordinate desire.

, ad. (loc. case of

or inordinate desire.

t ), for or because of thirst

Jats , a. (from , thirst, and at , distressed) , afflicted

with thirst, distressed with thirst.

ata, s. (from , thirst, and , destruction) , the

removal of thirst.

at , a. (from 3 , thirst, and , destructive , as-

suaging or removing thirst. -

the
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তৃষ্ণা,

, a. (from 1, thirst, and , destructive), as-

suaging or removing thirst.

statte, a. (from 1, thirst, and tt , destructive), al-

laying thirst, allaying or destroying inordinate desire.

office, a. (from qui, thirst,and fa , causingto cease),

slacking thirst, removing thirst or inordinate desire.

fate, a. (from at, thirst, and fata , preventing),

preventing thirst.

utfaatza, s. (from , thirst, and fat , apreventing),

the preventing ofthirst.

ff, s. (from t, thirst, and ffs, cessation), the

cessation of thirst or inordinate desire.

etafe , a. (from 1, thirst, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from thirst or inordinate desire ;

ad. from or through thirst or inordinate desire.

ts, ad. (from 1, thirst, and ffs, a cause), for or

because of thirst or inordinate desire.

fs, a. (from 1, thirst, and fas, afflicted by , thirs

tv.

us, a. (from 1 , thirst, and ts, caused by), caused

byor arising from thirst or inordinate desire ; ad. from

or through thirst or inordinate desire.

, a. (from 1, thirst, and , increasing), in-

creasing thirst or inordinate desire.

at , s. (from 1, thirst, and , an increasing), the

increasing of thirst or inordinate desire.

fa , ad. (from 1, thirst, and fat, without), without

thirst or inordinate desire.

safety, a . ( from gat, thirst, and fats, possessed of),

thirsty, thirsty for gain or gratification.

tafa, s . (from 1, thirst , and f , increase), the in-

crease of thirst, the increase of a thirst for gain or

pleasure.

tofaf , a. (from 1, thirst, and fsfs, excepted),

thirst excepted, inordinate desire excepted.

tus , s. (from 1 , thirst, and afsta , an excepti

on), the exception of thirst or inordinate desire.

তৃষ্ণান্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc . case of তৃষ্ণাৰাতিরেক), without or besides

thirst or inordinate desire.

t , a. (from , thirst, and war, empty), free from

thirst.

ta, a. (from 1, thirst, and 1 , destitute), free from

thirst,

que, a. (from 1, thirst, and c , acause), caused by

or arising from thirst ; ad. from or through thirst.

3, a. (from 1, to thirst), thirsty.

, v. a. (from , to cross over), to cross a river, to getover

a difficulty, to pass over. The final of this root be

comes , when it is conjugated ; e. g. sf , I cross over.

(3 , a. (from riffs, twenty-three), twenty-three.

cod, a. (from c , twenty-three, and 4, a quality),

twenty-three-fold.

c3a , a. (from t, twenty-three, and ta, a time),

twenty-three times repeated.

cs , a. (from c , twenty-three), the twenty-third.

(385, s. (from , young), the suckers or young plants

which shoot up around a plantain tree.

(3831, s. (from fat , the name ofa plant , the name of a

species of plant , (Convolvolus Turpethum.)

(335, v. a. (from fa , awry), to become crooked, to be

warped.

(3351, a. (from (337, to become crooked , crooked, warped,

awry; s. the name of a species of pulse, (Lathyrus sa-

tivus ;) v. a. to make crooked, to warp, to bend a thing.

(33511, s . (from (3351, to bend , the bending of a thing,

the causing a thing to warp or become crooked.

33 , s. (from (335, to bend), a becoming crooked or

warped.

sfs , s. (from fofo , a species ofpulse), the name of a

species of pulse, (Lathyrus sativus.)

cosfsrtante, s. (from caf , cultivated Lathyrus, and

at , pulse), the seed or corn of the cultivated ever,

-lasting pea, (Lathyrus sativus . )

33atta, s. (from 3331 , brisk, and , the beating of

time), a very short note in music equal in length to

nearly the time requisite to pronounce two short syl-

lables, the striking of a very short note.

co , conj. (from 3 , that), therefore.

Tate,
, a. (from 1, thirst, and , a root), originating , s . (from fofest, a tamarind), a tamarind fruit, a tama-

in thirst or inordinate desire.

1,

rind tree, (Tamarindus indicus.)

Ter , a. (from qw , thirst, and , joined to), thirsty, co , a . (from c , a tamarind), belonging to, or hav-4

either in a natural or moral sense.

fes, a . (from , thirst, and af , destitute), free

from thirst.

ets, a. (from gat, thirst, and 3, affected with), thirsty,

eager.

ing the properties of tamarind, resembling tamarind.

sfarifa , s. (from fa , resembling tamarind, and

fa , a centiped), a species of centiped the divisions of

the body of which resemble the seeds of tamarinds,

(Scolopendra morsitans .)

PPP
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ti, a. (from fa, three, and at , a point ofthe compass),

triangular, three-cornered ; s. a small triangular frame

ofwood or bamboo usually suspended for the purpose

of placing articles on to preserve them from vermin.

¿ ættifAI, s. (from ¿sæti, triangular, and fa , Euphor-

bia), the name of a shrub or tree, (Euphorbia antiquo-

rum.)

(зta , s. (from fa, three, and at , death), a fishing rod,

a harpoon, a trident.

ts , a. (from fa, three, and cost, a corner), tucked in

at three corners. This word is applied commonly to

the manner in which learned brahmuns tuck in the

forepart of their garment to distinguish them from ser.

vants and inferior persons who permit it to hang down ;

also an apron.

Cortal, a (from fa, three, and cæti, a corner), triangular.

catei, s. (from , three, and , a s'ripe), a kind of strip-

ed muslin or other cloth in which the stripes are put

in threes.

cozătôl, a. (from fa, three, and cts , a stabbing), three

stabs or thrusts.

COWENI, s. (from f , three days, and , afever), a

tertian ague.

(361, a. (from f , having three-eyes), three-eyed .

(I , s. (from (33 , energy), the most active principle in

any thing, splendor, ardor, vigour, spirit, vividness, ra-

pidity, luxuriance in a vegetable, a glory round the bead

of a saint in a picture, energy, vivacity, dignity, conse-

quence, power, fame, impatience under affronts, pun-

gency, sharpness, freshness. This word compounded

with ™ , to diminish, means to become vapid ; with ™ ,

to lessen, or , to smite, it means to dilute, to weaken ;

with , to be produced, it means to revive, to be ex-

cited ; with , to produce, it means to invigorate, and

with , to die, it means to become vapid, to lose ener-

gy ; also, v. (from , to relinquish), to relinquish, to

abandon, to leave.

(3 : s. (from c , splendor, and a, a heap), a heap of

splendor, an assemblage of splendor or glory.

(35:STS, a. (from (33A energy, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from spirit or energy, caused by or

arising from lustre or freshness ; ad. from or through

spirit or energy, from orthrough splendor or vivacity.

(35: t, a. (from ( energy), energetic, inclined to spi-

rit or energy, vivacious, splendid, brilliant, glorious.

, a. (from (3 , energy, and 1, empty), void of

spirit or energy, tame, dull, stupid.

তেজঃস্বরূপ , a. (from তেজস ,্ energy , and অকপ, identically the

||

same), consisting of energy or ardor, consisting of or

identified with splendor or vivacity.

CEM , 8. (from c , quick, and , a pen), a swift pen,

the of a swift writer.
pen

cogamfist, a. (from (35 , a swift pen), writing swiftly.

Court, s. (from 5 , pungent, and t , a leaf , the leaf of

a species ofCinnamon which is used to season food,

(Laurus Cassia. )

Cots, s. (from , Cassia leaf), the leaf ofa species

of Cinnamon which is much used in India as a season-

ing to food, (Laurus Cassia.)

(GUCI, 8. (from (II, pungent, and ™, aforest), the name

ofa medicinal drug, it appears to be a species of Bole-

tus or Agaric which grows on dry wood.

8. (from fo , to sharpen), the most active principle

or property of any thing, splendor, glory, brightness,

light, lustre, dignity, consequence, strength, energy,

power, fame, inability to put up with an insult, impati-

ence, spirit, pungency, sharpness , freshness, liveliness,

luxuriance in vegetation, brilliance or intenseness of

colour, the sharpness of an edge tool, semen virile,

fresh butter, bile, the bilious humour, vivacity.

(GGTI, a. (from (IFA, energy, and ☎, to do), invigorating,

irradiating, illuminating, exciting.

cow ), a. (from (35f47, ard nt), ardent, energetic, lumin-

ous, active.

coutre, s. (from și, trade), trade, commerce.

(3uty³), a. (from ☺și, trade , belonging to trade or

commerce.

costa, a. (from (5 , energy), energetic, active, bright,

brilliant, hot, pungent.

cofus, a. (from co to sharpen), whetted, polished, bur-

nished.

( atka♬, 8, (from (35 , energy, and ´‡ , destruction),

the destruction of splendor or energy, the destruction

of ardor or vivacity.

co , a. (from 3 , energy, and ‡ , destructive),

destructive to splendor or energy, destruction to ardor

or vivacity.

cit, a. (from , energy, and f , destruction),

destructive to ardor or energy, destructive to splendor

or vivacity.

#

statt, s. (from (334, energy, and *, destruction), the

destruction of ardor or energy, destructive to splendor

or vivacity.

cocutatate, a. (from A, energy, and atta, destructive),

destructive to ardor or energy, destructive to splendor

or vivacity.
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ferant.

Gruifiæde, a. (from co , energy, and firfæ, putting a

stopto), causing energy or ardor to cease, causing splen-

dor or vivacity to cease.

alfate, a. (from

ceturtarit, a. (from

ভেস্তে

, energy, and af , having aform),

resembling or having the appearance of splendor or

energy, and fats , prevention),

energy.

(NAICS), 8. (from , energy, and , one who kills),

one who destroys spirit or energy, one who destroys

splendor or vivacity.

atzifa, s. (from

energy, and fat , prevent-

ing), preventing energy or ardor, preventing splendor

or vivacity.

scanfaat 4, s. (from

the prevention of splendor or vivacity, the prevention

ofardor or energy,

traifiche, s. (from energy, and fifs, cessation), the

cessation of splendor or vivacity, the cessation ofardor

or energy.

catftfase, a, (from co ,

caused by or arising from energy or ardor, caused by

or arising from splendor or vivacity.

energy, and ff , a cause),

ডেজোনিমিত্তে, ad . (from তেজস ,্ energy , and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

for or because of energy or ardor, from or because of

splendor or vivacity.

coats, a. (from 34, energy, and , increasing),

increasing spirit or energy, increasing splendor or vi-

vacity,

petatca, 8, (from A, energy, and tế , an increasing),

the increasing of spirit or energy, the increasing of

splendor or vivacity.

Mafia , ad. (from 3 , energy, and f , without), with-

out spirit or energy, without splendor or vivacity.

cocuificatet, s. (from , energy, and fé , destruction),

the destruction of spirit or energy, the destruction of

splendor or vivacity.

তেজোৰিনাশক, a . (from তেজস্ , energy , and বিনাশক, destruc

tive), destructive to spirit or energy, destructive to

splendor or vivacity.

wafa, 8. (from co , energy, and f , increase), the in-

crease of spirit or energy, the increase of splendor or

vivacity.

tatay, a. (from 3 , energy) , full of energy, full of ar-

dor, splendid, active.

tas, a. (from c , energy, and , joined to), con-

nected with or possessed of spirit or energy, connect-

ed with or possessed of splendor or vivacity , energetic,

spirited,active, splendid, brilliant, glorious, fresh, luxu-

riant.

ভেজোরহিত , a. (from তেজস্ , energy , and রহিড, destitute) , des-

titute ofspirit or energy, destitute of splendor or viva-

city.

tatas, a. (from ca , energy, and ☛ , aform), consist-

ing of spirit or energy, consisting of or identified with

splendor or vivacity.

, energy, and t , a loss), a di-

minution or loss of spirit or energy, a diminution or

loss of splendor or vivacity.

lotatæge, a. (from c , energy, and T , a câuse), caus-

ed by or arising from spirit or energy, caused by or

arising from splendor or vivacity ; ad. from or through

spirit or energy, from or through splendor or viva-

city.

cortgia, s. (from , energy, and gta, diminution), a

diminution ofenergy.

cǝl, s. (fromfiú , crooked), crooked , warped, awry, cock-

eyed.

costast , a. (from cost , crooked, and ast , the brain), do-

ing things inan indirect or crooked manner, pursuing

crooked policy.

caşifa, s. (from tom, oil, and am“ , sufficient), a vessel us-

ed to hold oil and containing from one to two pints.

31, v. a. (from fe, to be wet), to wet, to make damp or

wet ; a. wetted, wet or damp.

(GotPat, 8. (from (35 , to wet), the making ofa thing damp

or wet.

Coutofs, s. (from 5 , bitter), mutual dislike or bitterness

of conduct, a reciprocal wetting.

Costa, a. (from (351, to wet), wetted ; a. the wetting ofa

thing.

Costa , a. (from fa, three, and at , a story orfloor), three-

storied.

fat, a. (from foute, forty-three), forty-three.

stats , a. (from cft,forty-three, and 84, a quali-

ty), forty-three-fold.

coolfatta, a. (from c³tfa*, forty-three, and Hg, a time),

forty-three times repeated.

3 , 8. (from 1335, a tamarind), a tamarind, a tamarind

tree.

gfari, a. (from ( , a tamarind), belonging to or like a

tamarind.

gfmutfan , s. (from cofagt resembling a tamarind, and

fa , a centiped), the large species of centiped, (Scolo-

pendra morsitans .)

coreotestotest, animitative sound used to express that made

by some kind of drums.

}
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cyggtestatest, an imitative sound used to express that made

by some kind of drums.

cafat, a. (from af , thirty-three), thirty-three.

fa , a. (from cft, thirty-three, and E , a quality),

thirty-three-fold.

cafatata, a. (from cofat, thirty-three, and t , a time),

thirty-three times repeated.

cafa , a. from caft, thirty-three), the thirty-third.

32 , s. (from f , three, and , a place), three places,

three ranges.

cut, a. (from caug, three places), belonging to or consist-

ing of three places or ranges.

Cats, s. (from , to stretch), the name of a species of

fish, (Clupea truncata, Buchanan's Mss.)

f , s. (from 3 , afalling prostrate), the name of

a fruit and also ofthe plant which produces it, (Physa-

lis grossularia).

তেপান্তরে, ৪. ( from অতিপ্রান্তর , an exceedingly distant boundary),

a widely extended plain.

fa , s. (from fa , three, and fast , a species oftree), a

beautiful flowering tree which has ternate leaves, (Ery-

thrina indica.)

is, a. (from fa , three, and c , a screw), joined by a

hinge of three teeth.

fts, s. (from cas joined by a hinge, and ts, a

bone), ajoint in which the bones fit into each other like

a hinge.

crișit, a. (from fa , three, and rs , a grasshopper),

branched into three forks, three-forked.

, s. (fromb, medicine), the science of medicine, medi-

cine.

, a. (from , that, and 3, conformed to), resembling

that, like that, such ; ad . in that manner, so.

CONA, a. (from 3 , that, and 7, to regard), resembling that,

like that, such ; ad, in that manner, so.

cafa, ad. (from (327, 89, and Z, emphatic), so, even so,

such, in that manner.

CA, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), in that manner.

C ), s. (from fe , to be wet), the name of a species of Oak,

(Quercus lævis .)

contattu, s. (from ( † , three heads, and fit , a road,

three roads meeting in one place.

coat , a. (from fa , three, and a , a head), three-headed,

looking or pointing three ways.

Car, a. (from fa , three, and at, a mouth), having three

openings, pointing three ways, opening in three direc-

tions.

( FTA), s. (from E, three, and , a face), a place where

three rivers meet.

CIA, 8. (from ca *, thirteen), thirteen.

co , a. (from 33, thirteen , the thirteenth.

CIL , a. (from (33, thirteen, and e , a quality), thirteen-

fold.

cata, a. (from 3, thirteen, and at , a time), thirteen

times repeated.

( d), s. (from fatal, a musical mode), the name ofa

mode ofsong.

A, a. (from at , thirteen), thirteen.

cm, s. (from tem, oil), oil.

Caststa , s. (fromতেলগাগরা, , oil, and stistal, the name ofafish

the name of a species of fish, (Pimelodes Telgagra,

Buchanan's Mss .)

comotti, s. (from tom, oil, and oft, to lick), a cockroach' ,

(Blatta gigantea.)

congoofy , a. (from , oil, and gæfari, glossy), glossy.

appearing as ifoiled, glossy with oil.

CGMTU, 8. (from c , oil, and i, a trickling), the name

of a tree mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but not

described, probably a species of Gelonium.

comata, s. (from tз , oil, and the heart of timber),

ebony, (Diospyros Ebenum, and perhaps D. melanoxy-

lon.)

E, s. (from tom, oil, and , to destroy), the name ofa

tree, (Sterculia urens .)

(Gm), a. (from (™ , oil), oily, greasy.

ontal, s. (from fofeæ , a particular plant), the name

ofa species of cucurbitaceous plant, (Momordica mono-

delpha.)

comtki, s. (fromton, the country ofTrilinga), a soldier, a

native of the Telinga Coast, a species of ant.

tattat, s. (from caf , having three marks, and sta ,

China), the name of a beautiful flowering shrub said to

have been brought to this country from China, (Lager-

stræmia indica.)

তেলাঙ্গাপিপীড়া, s. (from তেলদি।, havinga body polished as if

oiled, and ffii, an ant), the name ofa species ofred ant.

comifext, a. (from ca, oil), smelling of oil, arising from oil,

stained with oil, greasy, oiled.

cgatal, s. (from Gtxɗt, a musical mode), a particular mode

or air of singing.

comia), a. (from tem, oil, and wtft bringing), holding oil,

oiled. The word is generally employed to denominate

a pot in whichgreens and other things are dressed with

oil.

ADE
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tof.

Gattati, a . (from co , oil, and fix, to grind), greasy, oily.

This word is usually applied to parchment or polished

substances from which the ink runs as ifthey had been

oiled .

catate , s. (from to , oil, and ctí, an insect), a cock-

roach, (Blatta gigantea.)

fata, s . (from fag1, oily, and st , the name of a

tree), the name of a tree which produces an useful oil

by incision, (Dipterocarpus costatus.)

cat, s. (froni t3 , oil), an oilman.

cofitri, a. (from fa, three, and fti, a nerve), three-nerved,

having three stripes or ribs.

fast, s. (from caftat , three-nerved, and t, arush),

the name of a species of Cyperus not yet ascertained.

, . (fromf , a trident) , a trident, a three-prong-

ed fork.

rafy, a, (from faaf , sixty-three), sixty-three .

raft , a. (from caf , sixty-three, and Ed, a quality),

sixty-three-fold.

exfiæte, a. (from ef , sixty-three, and a, a time), six-

ty-three times repeated.

3 :1, a. (from T , the third), the third.

( s),s. (from f , three, and , a thread), cloth wove

with tripple thread.

wetk, a. (from q , the third), a third part.

131, a. (from fa, three, and tз, a cubit), three cubits

wide, three cubits long.

regte , s. (from fasfs, seventy-three), seventy-three.

, a. (from I , seventy-three, and so, a qua-

lity), seventy-three-fold

cesteaæti, a. (from cox†IF, seventy-three, and , time),

seventy-three times repeated.

cot , a. (from fa , three, and at , a time), three-fold,

doubled into three folds.

tog, s. (from faz, to move), the name ofa tree which pro-

duces an acid fruit ; also the fruit of the tree, ( Garci-

nia pedunculata.)

ts , a. (from 3 , splendor), metallic.

tom.

philosophical portions ofthe Veda. It is a part ofthe

Yujur Veda.

torta, a. (from Jab,flying), ready, prepared.

texts, s. (from slab, ready), ready, prepared.

tom, s. (from fa, sesamum), oil, fat, unctuous matter.

This word constructed with , to rub, or atë, to be

smear, means to anoint.

t , a. (from to , oil, and at , eating), feeding on

oil or fat, eating oil.

tomsts, a. (from tom, oil, and sts, found), found or exist-

ing in oil.

teased, 8. (from tʊñ, oil, and xã , a taking), a taking or

receiving oil, the anointing one's self with oil.

তৈলগ্ৰহণাকা i , s. ( from ভৈলগ্রহণ, a taking of oil, and অকা ',

desire), a desire to take or receive oil, a desire to

anoint one's self with oil.

তৈলগ্ৰহণাকণ ूী , a . ( from তৈলগ্ৰহণ, a taking oil, and আাকানি,

desirous), desirous of taking or receiving oil, desirous

ofanointing one's selfwith oil.

তৈলগ্ৰহনাভিলাষ , ৪. (from তৈলগ্রহণ , a taking oil, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to take or receive oil, a desire to

anoint one's self with oil.

tomgeattente , a. (fromtЯ , a taking oil, and fenifan

desirous ) , desirous oftaking or receiving oil, desirous

of anointing one's self with oil.

tempeld , a. (from tзs , a taking oil, and 5, desir.

ous), desirous of taking or receiving oil, desirous of

anointing with oil.

tomgeldge, a. (from tám , a taking oil, and T. de-

sirous), desirous of taking or receiving oil, desirous of

anointing one's self with oil.

তৈলগ্রহণোপক্রম , s . ( from তৈলগ্ৰহণ , a taking oil, and উপক্রম,

a beginning), the beginning of taking or receiving oil,

the beginning of anointing one's self with oil.

toms , a. (from tra, oil, and st☛, taking), taking, buy-

ing, or receiving oil , anointing one's self with oil.

tom , s. (from fan , having three Lingas), the country.

which lies on the Coast immediately south of Orissa,

a soldier.

tsanteffft, s. (from Ts , metallic, and fa, turning), ts , a. (from tom, oil, and , to be produced), produc-

a crucible.

tofats, a. (from fa , the Yujur veda), relating to the

Yujur veda, studying or teaching the Yujur Veda.

tafast . (from faff , the Yujur veda), a follower of

the Yujur veda.

tofscattaa 8. (from foffa, the name of a sɩge, and

fan, a part of the Veda), one of the Opunishuds or

ed in oil.

tean , a. (from to , oil, and , producing), produc-

ing oil.

tsafas, a. (from tзa, oil, and fas, produced), produc-

ed by or in oil.

tomats, a. (from tзa, cil, and afs, produced), produced

by or in oil.
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too.

tam , a. (from tзa, oil, and ¤ , to give), giving oil,

total, s. (from ts , oil, and at , a giver), one who be-

stows oil.

2 , s. (from tз , oil, and t , a gift), the giving of oil,

the gift of oil.

, s. (from tanta, the giving ofoil, and , de-

sire), a desire to bestow oil.

tanta , a. (from tanta, the giving ofoil, and , de-

sirous), desirous of bestowing oil.
展

tomatyæ, a. (from tem, oil, and tuæ, giving), giving oil ;

s. one who bestows oil.

tsantai, a. (from tem, oil, and utfs , giving), giving oil.

teak. , s. (from t , oil, and , destruction), the spoil .

ing or destruction of oil.

ta , a. (from to , oil, and f , destructive), de-

structive to oil.

teant,s. (from tea, oil, and at , destruction), the destruc-

tion or spoiling of oil.

ডৈলনাশক, a. (from tom, oil, and , destructive), destruc-

tive to oil.

taafias, a. (from to , oil, andfa, causing to cease),

causing the use of oil to cease.

tom.

caused by), caused by or arising from the drinking of

oil ; ad. from or through the drinking of oil.

তৈলপনিহেতুক, a. (from তৈলপনি, the drinking of oil, and হেত ,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from the drinking of oil ;

ad. from or through the drinking of oil.

tonifiat, s. (from tom, oil, and Яt , drinking , a cock-

roach,

tomfati, s. (from 3 , oil, and fit , a cake), a cake fried

with oil.

tempus, a. (fromto , oil, and , caused by), caused by

or arising from oil ; ad. from or through oil.

tome, a. (from tз , oil), oily, unctuous, greasy.

tema , s. (from to , oil, and f , sale), the sale of oil.

tomfææpma), a. (from tʊmfary, the sale of oil, and F , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the sale of oil.

toafirumu, ad. (loc. case oftonfayaw), for or because

ofthe sale of oil.

তৈলক্ৰিয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from ডৈলক্ৰিয়, the sale of oil, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from the sale of oil ;

ad. from or through the sale of oil.

tomfaægfåfare, ad. (from tf , the sale of oil, and

fafas, a cause), for or because of the sale of oil.
P

tomfiataæ, a. (from tʊm, oil, and fiataæ, prepenting), pro- || tomferryforze, a. (from tumfaxa, the sale of oil, and

hibiting the use of oil.

teafatad, s. (from tʊm, oil, and fixa , a preventing), the

prohibiting the use of oil.

temfifãcæ, a. (from tʊ , oil, and fafas, a cause), caused

byor arising from oil ; ad. from or through oil.

toaffas, ad. (from t , oil, andffs, acause), for or be-

cause ofoil.

tomarty, a. (from t , oil, and art , resembling), resem-

bling oil, unctuous, greasy.

tami, s. (from tom, oil, and I , to drink), a cockroach.

tate, s. (from t , oil, and , concoction), the boiling

or otherwise preparing of oil.

Tomita, s. (from të , oil, and sta̸, a drinking), the drink-

ing of oil.

তৈলপানজন্য , a. (from তৈলপান , the drinking of oil, and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from drinking oil.

tempiamas, ad. (loc. case oft≈N ) , for or because of

drinking oil.

তৈলপাননিমিত্তক, a. (from ভৈলপান , the drinking of oil, and

fa , a cause), caused by or arising from the drinking

of oil; ad. from or through drinking oil.

tomatafafire, ad. (from tomt , the drinking of oil, and

ff , a cause), for or because of drinking oil .

তৈলপাসপুযুক্ত , a. (from তৈলপনি, the drinking ofoil, and প্রযুক্ত,

fo , opposed to), opposing or hindering the sale of

oil.

tofu , a. (from tea , the sale of oil, and t

"

পযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the sale of oil;

ad. from or through the sale of oil.

তৈলৰিক্ৰয়হেতুক, a. (from তৈলৰিক্ৰয়, the sale of oil, andহেত ,ু ৫

cause), caused by or arising from the sale of oil ;

ad. from or through the sale of oil.

tomfaquiæt£1, 8. (from tʊmfawy, the sale ofoil, and wetgi,

desire), a desire to sell oil, a desire to obtain a sale for

oil.

tomfæœgtætgì, o. (from tsafty, the sale of oil, and

tata, desirous), desirous of the sale of oil, desiring

to sell oil.

tomfaquiqnala, s. (from tom , the sale of oil, and

JA , search), a seeking or looking out for a sale or

vent for oil...

tomfæærignalát, a. (from temfawy, the sale of oil, and

Alfa , searching), seeking to obtain a vent or sale

for oil.

Tomfaægtasatui, a. (from tomfagy, the sale of oil, and.

, searching), seeking to obtain a vent or

sale for oil.

তৈলক্ৰিয়াপেক্ষ), s . (from তৈলৰিক্ৰয় , the sale of oil, and অপেক্ষা,
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tom.

expectation), an expectation or looking for the sale of

oil.

তৈলক্ৰিয়াপেক্ষী, a. (from তৈলবিক্রয় , the sale ofoil, and অপেক্ষিস,্

expecting), expecting or looking for a vent or sale for

oil.

tsafcruifente, s. (from taf , the sale of oil, and

afsata, desire), a desire to sell oil, a desire to obtain a

sale for oil.

tenfæexifsaia), a. (from tsafty, the sale of oil, and

fata, desirous), desirous of selling oil.

traftautas, s. (from tsafer, the sale of oil, and atas,

a beginning , a beginning to sell oil, the commence-

ment of a sale ofoil.

ডৈলক্ৰিয়েছা , ও (from তৈলৰিক্ৰয়, the sale of oil , and ইচ্ছা, de-

sire), a desire to sell oil, a desire to obtain a sale for

oil.

tum.

temezdEW, a. (from tems , the eating of oil, and

producible), producible by or arising from the eating of

oil.

তৈলভক্ষণজন্যে, ad. (loc. oase of ত্তৈলভক্ষণজন্য), for or because of

the eating of oil.

তৈলভক্ষণনিমিত্তক, a. (from ডৈলভক্ষণ , the eating of oil, and নিযিশু,

a cause), caused by or arising from the eating of oil ;

ad. from orthrough the eating ofoil.

তৈলভক্ষণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from তৈলভঙ্কণ, the eating of oil, and

fafas, a cause), for or because of the eating of oil.

তৈলভঙ্কণপ্রযুক্ত , a. (from তৈলভক্ষণ , the eating of oil, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the eating ofoil ;

ad. from or through the eating of oil.

TIMSKAPIE, a. (fromts , the eating ofoil, and T.

a cause), caused by or arising from the eating of oil ;:

ad. from or through the eating of oil.

tsaftwtyx, a. (from tower , the sale of oil, and 5, de- tot, a. (from tem, oil, and st , fried), fried in oil.

sirous), desirous of selling oil.

tiafcntysz, a. (from tзafty, the sale of oil, and Ų,

desirous , desirous ofselling oil.

tofa#cute , a. (from tomfay, the sale of oil, and s

eager), eager to sell oil, eager to obtain a vent for oil.

tomfancyings, a. (from tomfang, the sale ofoil, and 85, zeal.

ous), eager or ready to sell oil, eager to obtain a vent

for oil.

Tomfaurentcurist, s . (from tsafa , the sale of oil, and

grist, exertion), an exertion to obtain a vent for oil.

teafcecytrustsit, a . (from tomfe , the sale of oil, and

smutista, zealous), ready or eager to sell oil.

তৈলৰিক্ৰয়োপক্রম, a. (from তৈলক্ৰিয়, the sale ofoil, and গুপক্রম,

abeginning), a beginning to sell oil, the commencement

of a sale of oil.

tamfæ#31, s. (from ts , oil, and farg, a seller), an oil-sel-

ler.

tsafa , ad. 'from tз , oil, and f , without), without oil.

tomfaft , a. (from t , oil, and faft , possessed of , pos-

sessed of or abounding with oil, unctuous.

teaufsfas, a. (from tзm, oil, and

excepted.

fifa , excepted), oil

tofa , s. (from to , oil, and stae, an exception),

the exception of oil.

tsaufstate, ad. (loc. case oftзf ), without or besides

oil.

te , a. (from to , oil, and , ealing), eating oil ;

⚫ one who eats oil.

tagsæd, s. (from te , oil, and SF , an eating), the eating

of oil.

tomana, s. (from te , oil, and a , a rubbing), the rub

bing on of oil.

tomamnætge, a. (from temama, an anointing with oil, and-

ata , doing), anointing with oil.

তৈলমর্দনকারী, a . (from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন , an anointingwithoil, and

if , doing), anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনজনিত, a . ( from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন, an anointing with oil, and

fs, produced), produced by or arising from anoint-

ing with oil.

temamaga , a. (from tearka, an anointing with oil, and

, producible), producible by or arising from anoint-

ing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of তৈলমৰ্দ্দনজনা) , for or because

of anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনজাত , a . ( from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন , an anointing with oil, and

ts, produced), produced by or arising from anointing

with oil.

tomamagy, a. (from temama, an anointing with oil, and

, pleased), gratified by anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দণনিবারক, a. (from তৈলমর্দন, an anointing with oil,

and fa , preventing), preventing or prohibiting the

anointing with oil.

tafartad, 8. (from ta , an anointing with oil, and .

fata , a preventing), a preventing or prohibiting the

anointing with oil.

oil;

Temantafafree, a. (from t , an anointing with oil, and .

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from anointing with

ad. from or through anointing with oil.

Tomanafifag, ad. (from tзman , an anointing with oil, and

fa , a cause), for or because of anointing with oil.
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tom.

tomamafacaa, 8. (from temama, an anointing with oil, and

Fat, a prohibiting), the prohibition of anointing with

oil.

"

তৈলমৰ্দ্দননিষেধক, a. (from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন , an anointing with oil, and

fa , prohibiting), prohibiting the anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দননিষেধকারক, a. (from তৈলমৰ্দ্দননিষেধ , the prohibiting

of anointing with oil, and ☎ , doing), prohibiting

the anointing with oil ; s. one who prohibits the anoint-

ing with oil.

তৈলমর্দননিষেধকারী, a. ( from তৈলমর্ম্মননিষেধ, the prohibition

of anointing with oil, and tf , doing), prohibiting

the anointing with oil .

Temannyferue, a . (from tзmama, the anointing with oil,

and af , hindering), hindering or obstructing the

anointing with oil.

তৈলমর্দনপুযুক্ত, a. (from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন , the anointing with oil, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from anointing

with oil; ad. from or through anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of তৈলমৰ্দ্দন ডিরেক) , without

anointing with all.

Temamagoa, a. (from T ,the anointing with oil, and
#

AI, a cause), caused by or arising from the anointing

with oil ; ad. from or through anointing with oil.

mamatti, s. (from t , the anointing with oil, and

tt , desire), a desire to anoint with oil.

tomamatet , a. (from 3 , the anointing with oil, and

atif , desirous), desirous of anointing with oil.

tt , a. (from ta , the anointing with oil, and

, expecting), expecting or waiting to anoint with

oil.

TEM , 8. (from to , the anointing with oil, and

1, expectation), an expectation or looking for

anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনাপেক্ষী , a . (from তৈলমৰ্দ্ধন , the anointing with oil, and

f , expecting), expecting or waiting to anoint

with oil.

tomatfamta, s . (from t , an anointing with oil) , and

fat , desire), a desire of anointing with oil.

tomaatiomis , a . (from tз , an anointing with oil, and

afsata , desirous), desirous of anointing with oil.

tomas, s. (from tз , an anointing with oil, and

at , a beginning), the beginning of anointing with

oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনেচ্ছা , s . ( from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন , an anointing with oil, and ইজ্জা,

desire), a desire to anoint with oil,

tomanas, a. (from t , an anointing with oil, and

desirous), desirous of anointing with oil.

A

(૪૧.

tomm , a. (from temama, an anointing with oil, and

desirous), desirous of anointing with oil.

তৈলমৰ্দ্দনে দ্যুক্ত , a . (from তৈলমৰ্দ্দন, an anointing with oil, and

sus, engaged in), engaged in anointing with oil.

Tomunícatenits, s . (from temama, an anointing with oil, and

ginītsť, zealous exertion), an exertion to anoint with oil.

tomcatensisft, a. (from toma , an anointing with oil, and

smida, exerting), zealously engaged in anointing with

oil.

তৈলমর্দনোপক্রম, s. (from তৈলমর্দন , an anointing with oil, and

, a beginning), a beginning to anoint with oil.

tomaat , a. (from tз , an anointing with oil, and

SF, proper), proper or fit to anoint or to be anointed

with oil,

3 , s. (from tз , oil, and 4 , a machine), an oil mill.

toys, a. (from tз , oil, and F, joined to), connected

with oil, unctuous, oily.

তৈলরহিত , a . (from তৈল, ০ %, and রহিত, destitute), destitute

of oil.

tsats, s. (from ts , oil, andas, acquisition), the obtain-

ing of oil.

Tima97, 8. (from ts , oil, and , an anointing), the

anointing of a person or thing with oil, the application

of oil to a thing.

তৈললেপনজন্য, ৫. (from তৈললেপন, ananointing with oil, and

, producible), producible by or arising from auoint

ing with oil.

তৈলেপনজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of লৈলেপনজন্যে), for or because

ofanointing with oil.

tommpafafacæ, a . (from Tzala , the anointing with oil,

and fa̸fã³, a cause), caused by or arising from anoint

ing with oil ; ad. from or through anointing with oil.

tarafafars, ad. (from tea , the anointing with oil,

and fifa , a cause), for or because of anointing with

oil.

Temadagys, a. (from teada, the anointing with oil, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from anointing

with oil; ad. from or through anointing with oil.

তৈললেপনহেতুক, a. (from তৈললেপন , the anointingwith oil,

and a cause), caused by or arising from anoint

ing with oil ; ad. from or through anointing with oil.

tomist, a. (from ty , oil , and cafe , desirous), desirous

of oil.

t , a . (from t , oil, and , empty), destitute of oil,

, a. (from to , oil, and , like), resembling oil,

unctuous, greasy.

tofte, s. (from ts , oil, and fta, chrystal), amber,
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totm. cott.

to , a. (from to , oil, and , identically the same),

consisting of or identified with oil.

tentos, a. (from tea, oil, and 13, a cause), caused by or

arising from oil ; ad. from or through oil.

tanta , s. (from tea, oil, and waṛ, a mine), seeds or other

substances which produce oil.

teatati, s. (from t , oil, and at , desire), a desire

for oil.

tentētai, a. (from t™, oil, and taffy, desirous), desir-

ous ofoil.

tatata, a. (from to , oil, and atta, aform), having the

form or consistence of oil.

tsats, a. (from tsa, oil, and as, smeared), oiled, smear-

ed with oil.

timing, s. (from tʊa, oil, and a, respect), a respect or

love for oil.

tsatata, s. (fromto , oil, and a, a receptacle), a recep-

tacle for oil, an oil vessel.

tatanta, s. (from , oil, and , search), a search

for oil.

toatquatīt, a. (from tзa, oil, and af , searching),

searching or seeking for oil.

teatasst, a. (from te , oil, and , searching),

searching for oil,

teatre, a. (from to , oil, and , seeking), seeking

for oil.

tentiæad, s. (fromtsa, oil, and was, a seeking), a seek-

ing for oil.

tata , a. (from t™ , oil, and I , seeking), seeking

for oil.

teats , a. (from to , oil, and , expecting), expect-

ing or looking for oil.

te , s. (from t , oil, and , expectalion), an

expectation of or looking for oil.

tomcat , a. (from ta , oil, and , expecting), ex-

pecting or looking for oil,

tantfenta, s. (from ₹3 , oil, and fonta, desire), a desire

for oil.

tsaifsaid, a. (from t™, oil, and fat , desirous), de-

sirous of oil.

teatark, s. (from tea, oil, and as , an application), the

anointing with oil, the application of oil.

tafaæ, s. (from te , oil), an oil maker, an oilman.

tsaai, s. (from tam, oil, and T51, desire), a desire of oil .

tag, a. (from ts , oil, and 5, desirous), desirous of oil .

toms , a. (from tem, oil, and F. desirous), desirous of

oil.

তৈলোৎপাদক, a. (from ডৈল, oil , and উৎপাদক, producing),

producing oil.

তৈলোৎপাদন , s. ( from তৈল, oil , and sৎপাদন, producing), the

producing of oil.

toratetst, s. (from tom, oil, and starts , exertion), an excr-

tion to make or procure oil.

tomatarist, a. (from te , oil, and surfst , exerting),

exerting himself to make or procure oil.

tata , a. (from to , oil, and s , a beginning), the

commencement of making oil.

(31, s. (from x5, afold), a fold, a layer, the folding up of

cloth. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

fold up.

, s. (fom , to increase), a child, offspring male and

female.

cзta , s . (from , seed), the seed of vegetables.

(ITAAæk5, s. (from ps , seed, and , the druggists

namefor a sort of seed), the seed of a species of plant

employed as a medicinal drug.

stuaæsta, s. (from ps3, seed, and ulïí, flax) , linseed .

cota , s. (from 5, seed, and , cotton), cotton

seed used in medicine. What has been repeatedly

brought to me under this name is, however, the seed of

the common hollyhock.

catatata, s. (from , seed, and , lettuce), the seed

of the common lettuce employed by the Hindoos as a

medicine.

(I†ATALHA, 8, (from 3, seed, and Kil↳ , a medicine),

the name of a seed of a cooling quality. It appears to

be that of Luffa acutangula.

GİMALATİZ, 8. (from , seed, and is , basil), the seed

of a species of basil, (Ocymum pilosum,) much used in

medicine as a mucilage when soaked in water.

cott :, s. (from attal, one of the female personificati

ons ofmusic, and , verse), a particular kind of verse

employed in Hindoo poetry.

CIF, s. (from gy, to break), the violence of a stream.

catzat , s. (from ct , the violence of a stream. The last

member ofthis word is only a rhyme to the first), the

rapidity or violence of a stream.

(3†57, s. (from 33, to break), the breaking of any thing,

dishonour, triumph over a person, abusive language.

cotzil, s. (from 35, to break), a mouldering bank, a breach

in a bank or rook, a mouldering bank or rook, a moul-

dering precipice.

(3†GA, 8. {fṛom 5, to shine), the name of an ornament for

the hand or wrist.

cott, v. a. from , to break), to change money for small-
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cota.

er coin, to break, to excite a person to abuse another

with scurrilous language ; a. broken ; s. the violence of

a stream , a purse, a bag of money, the eaves of a

house, the name of a fish , (Cyprinus Kutla, Buchanan's

Mss.) when grown large.

cotʊtai, s. (from , to break), the breaking of a thing.

catstats , ad. (from catși, a bag), by bags full.

catztrætfș, s. (from (3†și, to break), a reciprocal breaking,

a reciprocal abuse or recrimination.

taifa, s. (from 3, to break), rice gruel, water in which

rice has been boiled or soaked, the changing of money

for other of a smaller denomination.

catstafs, s. (from (3131, to break), reciprocal abuse or hot

recrimination. F

cita , s. (from 51, a purse, and , a binding), a

sealed bag of money, a bag of money tied up.

ttt , s. (from ci, to break, and at , afish) , the name

of a fish which has its name from perforating the earth

or mud and lying concealed there, (Cyprinus Kutla,

Buchanan's Mss.) when grown large.

c †3, s. (from 3, to fill , the name of a kind of sweetmeat.

cz†smi, a. (from (31731, stammering , stammering.

c3t31, s. (from ,b, a parrot), a parrot, the cock of a gun,

the pummel of a saddle.

cat³), s. (from ¿b,b, a parrot), a parrot, a female parrot.

cotto , an imitative word employed to express a stammer-

ing.

et, s. (from 55, a cannon), a cannon, ar i'lery.

ta , s. (from , a cannon, and xil , a house), a

park of artillery, a battery.

cost, s. (from ,3, a cannon), an artillery man, a gunner.

1 , s. (from 3 , to move), a bundle, a portmanteau.

(314¶ṣto†Яși, s. (from (51951, a bundle. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to thefirst), bundles, parcels

and every thing of that nature.

testafs, ad. (from cott , a bundle), by bundles, by

parcels.

cotanist, s. (from 53, a cannon, and ¤†š, a taking aim), the

levelling or directing of a piece of ordinance.

conta, s. (from 3, a cannon, and ' ♪, holding), agunner,

an artillery man.

(G† ), a. (from čini, excellent), rare, good, excellent.

feel, 8. (from , to shine), the name of a small and

beautiful bird of the warbler species, (Sylvia cinga-

lensis, Lath. Motacilla zeylanica, Gmel . )

cateş, v. n. (from , to shrivel), to shrink, to wrinkle ,

to shrivel.

তোয ,়

ta , &. (from ts, to shrivel), the shrinking or shri

velling of any thing.

cotTștIA, 8. (from IF, to shrivel), a wrinkle, a match for

a gun, a torch made of rope, mail, armour.

cotași, v. a. (from 33, to shrivel), to cause a thing to

shrivel or contract.

cotata, s. (from tai, to cause a thing to contract), the

causing ofany thing to shrivel or contract ; a. shrivelled,

contracted.

catæşifi, s. (from cotași, to cause to shrivel), the causing

of a thing to shrivel or contract.

ti, s. (from & ,, repentance), repentance.

cata, s. (from 3, to surround), water,

cotusta, a. (from c † , water, and st³, obtained), found in

water, residing or being in water.

( tg ), a. (from ty, water, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from water.

cotga , ad. (loc. case of ( † ), for or because of water.

cotgats, a. (from coty, water, and I† , produced), produc

ed in water, growing in water.

cot , a. (from cзty, water, and п , to give), giving water;

3. a cloud.

cott , s. (from cst , water, and ta, a giving), the be

stowing ofwater.

cutaży, s. (from coty, water, and 4, to hold), a cloud ; a.con“

taining water, holding water.

cotafa, s. (from 31ª, water, and 21, to hold), the sea.

cotyfat, 8. (from ty, water, andfaft, a receptacle), the sea.

catsfafæcæ, a. (from coty, water, and fifa , a cause), caus™

ed by or arising from water ; ad. from or because of

water.

তোয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from তোঁয়, water, and নিমিত্ত, a cause), for

or because of water.

catata, s. (from cзt , water, and , a drinking), the

drinking of water.

তোয়পানাকা$ী, s . ( from তোয়পান, the drinking of water, and

atat , desire), a wish to drink water, thirst.

cotgЯtatætgì, a. (from cз† , the drinking of water, and

, desirous), desirous of drinking water, thirsty.

cotxetatfsmta, s. (from (зty , the drinking ofwater, and

fata, desire), a desire to drink water, thirst.

cgtggiatfsmis), a. (from c , the drinking ofwater, and

fata , desirous`, desirous of drinking water, thirsty.

cotetta , s. (from c , the drinking ofwater, and

, desire), a desire to drink water, thirst.

a. (from cst , the drinking of water, and

desirous), desirous of drinking water, thirsty.
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coletage, a. from

(stat.

ga, the drinking of water, and

desirous), desirous of drinking water, thirsty.

steatust, s. (from cotetta, the drinking of water, and

Boots, exertion`, an eagerness to drink water.

ভেরিপানোপক্রম, s . (from তোয়পান, the drinking of water, and

s , a beginning), the commencement of drinking

water, an attempt to drink water.

cotuus, a. (from (349, water, and
F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from water ; ad. from or because of

water.

cstykai, ed. (from cзfg, water, and f , without), without

water.

coteft , a. (from csty, water, and fift , possessed of),

watery, splashy, abounding in water, furnished with

water.

colaus, a. from cofa, water, and TF, joined to), connect-

ed with water, watery, furnished with water, splashy.

catgafes, a, (from c³†Ã, water, and f³, destitute), desti-

tute of water.

catum , a. (from cota, water, and , empty), destitute of

water.

tai, prɔn. (from qu , you , you. This form ofthe word

is only used in composition, e. g. statæg´æ, by you.

Statsadæ. a. (from ™ , you, and 1 , an instrument), ac-

complished by your instrumentality.

WANETE, a. (from I , you, and (TI, a cause), caused by

you, arising from you ; ad. from or because of you.

esta , 8. (from A, swiftness, and stä, to move ), the name

ofa musical instrument of a particular description.

¿ata, s . (from , to hasten), the ornamented arch of a

gateway, a portal, an outer door or gateway, the de-

coration of a gate post, a raised place or awning near a

bathing place.

1,s.(from , a posegay), a nosegay, a bunch of flow-

ers, a cluster of gems in a mitre, a macle of chrystals.

( ae, s. (from , to weigh), a Tola or weight of two hun-

dred and ten grains Troy, one who weighs.

stats, s . (from estat, a raising up, and 1, a laying

down) , a stormy dispute, a violent agitation.

foto , s . (from csta, to rise), the raising up of a weight, the

lifting up of a thing, the throwing up of a thing from

the stomach.

play, v. a. (from , to weigh), to raise, to lift up, to cause

to take up, to excite vomiting, to cause to erase or era-

dicate; s. a weight of eighty ruttis or one hundred and

five grains. In common practice the Tola is reckoned

equal to the weight of a rupee, or twelve Mashas jew-

ellers' weight; a suit of clothes intended only tobe worn

তৌল,

on particular occasions, so called because laid up at

other times.

cott , s. (from cst , to vomit), the exciting of vomiting,

a throwing up from the stomach.

coatsata, s . (from cytat, a lifting up, and sata, a chafing

dish), a portable hearth or fire place, a chafing dish.

startats, s. (from cot , a lifting up, and ts, cloth , a

garment of high-priced cloth used by the rich Hin-

doos for occasional wear.

estattet, s. (from cotat, a raisingup, and t , a placing),

the action of the male in coition.

catata, s. (from catat, to vomit), a throwing up from the

stomach ; a. vomited, lifted up, raised up.

cotata), a. (from catal, to raise up), earned by or due for

raising up heavy bodies as timber and the like ; s. a tilt,

a covering.

catatati, s. (from tπt, a raising up, and Hș , a causing

tofall , the introducing of a subject in conversation

and then on a sudden suppressing it, the agitating ofa

subject in the mind, the tossing of a ball or other sub-

stance and then letting it fall ; a. mentioned and imme.

diately suppressed.

cзte, s. (from Nŵ,5, a mattrass), a bed, a mattrass.

cata, s. from , to be pleased), pleasure, happiness, joy,'

satisfaction.

, v. a. (from , to be pleased), to please, to gratify, to

gladden..

te, a, (from I, to be pleased), gratifying, giving plea-

sure.

cofaune, a, (from cla, pleasure, and , producing), give

ing pleasure, gratifying,

cat , a. (from cot , pleasure, and
, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from pleasure or gratification.

cot , ad. (loc. case ofc ), for or because ofplea-

sure or gratification.

( aɖ, 8. (from TI, to be pleased), the pleasing or gratifying

of a person.

cacy, a. (from 3 , to be pleased), capable of being made

happy, fit or proper to be pleased or made happy.

stafas , a. (from ga, to be pleased), capable of being

made happy, fit or proper to be gratified or made hap-

py.

, v. a. (from , to weigh), to weigh ; s . weight. Con-

structed with , to do, this word signifies to weigh.

( eg, a. (from tota, weight, and ☎, to do,, weighing ; s. a

weigher.

calma, s. (from ga, to weigh), the act ofweighing a thing,
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confaxt, a. (from

tst.

, weight), weighing ; s. a weigher.

, v. a. (from

cata , s. (from 31, to cause to weigh), the causing a

, to weigh), to cause any one to weigh.

thing to be weighed .

ta, s. (from c , to cause to weigh), the causing of a

thing to be weighed.

fat, s. (from c , to weigh), a weighing.

1

65, a. (from 7 , to relinquish), relinquished, deserted,

abandoned, left, teazed, importuned .

GS , a. (from 3 , to relinquish), worthy of being relin-

quished, deserving to be left or abandoned.

IM , a. (from 3 , abandoned, and 1 , shume), shame-

less, immodest, impudent.

Gr , v. d. (from 3 , to relinquish), to relinquish, to aban-

don, to leave.

Gap, a. (from , to relinquish), relinquishable, de-

serving to be relinquished or left.

Grist, s. (from , to relinquish , the relinquishing or de-

serting ofa thing, abandonment, desertion. Construct.

ed with , to do, this word means to relinquish, to

abandon, to desert, to leave, to surrender, to evacuate,

to resign, to abstain from, to avoid.

Grsøgqë, a. (from † , relinquishment, and ☎4, an in-

strument), effected by relinquishment ; ad. by relinquish-

ment.

1, s . (from st, relinquishment, and , a doer), one

who relinquishes a person or thing.

ItstæigE, a. (from â†s, relinquishment, and ☎æ, doing),

relinquishing a person or thing ; s. one who relinquish-

es a person or thing.

1.

staff , a. (from itt, relinquishment, and us,

excepted), the relinquishment of a person or thing ex-

cepted.

Gitsfagæ, s. (from 31†st, relinquishment, and ifone,

an exception , the exception of the relin quishment of

a person or thing.

Irtstarfsigte, ad. (loc. case of ts ), with the excep

tion of relinquishment, without or besides relinquish

ment.

IEGE, a. (from ts , relinquishment, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from relinquishment ; ad. from of

because of relinquishment.

tate1, s. (from øst, relinquishment, and total, dea

sire), a desire of relinquishing a person or thing.

visit , a. (from † , relinquishment, and ataifa, de-

sirous), desirous of relinquishing a person or thing.

rtsttet , s. (from st, relinquishment, and I, expecta-

tion), an expectation of or looking for relinquishment.

, a. (from rts, relinquishment, and aafar, ex-

pecting), expecting or looking for relinquishment.

tstifta, s. (from ts , relinquishment, and afonta, de

sire), a desire to relinquish a person or thing.

arttfata , a. (from it , relinquishment, and afeifer,

desirous), desirous of relinquishing a person or thing.

sty, s. (from rist, relinquishment, and tag, a begin-

ning), the beginning of relinquishment.

ts , a. (from † , relinquishing), relinquishing, aban-

doning.

Gisæ¹, 8. (from я, relinquishment, and ¹ , desire), a

desire to relinquish a person or thing.

vytstætat, a. (from wit , relinquishment, and if , doing), s , a. (from Grist, relinquishment, and 5, desirous), de-

relinquishing a person or thing.

is , u. (from it , relinquishment, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from relinquishing a per-

son or thing.

Grist , ad. (loc. case of rst ), for or because of relin-

quishment.

ertstata, s. (from † , relinquishment, and ✯ , a writing), a

bill of divorcement.

Cuts , a. (from øst, relinquishment, and g , caused

by), caused by or arising from relinquishment ;

ad. from or because of relinquishment.

is , ad. (from rist, relinquishment, and f , with-

out) , without the relinquishing of a person or thing.

sff , a. (from tst, relinquishment, and fat , pos-

sessed of , connected with the abandoning or relin-

quishment of a person or thing,

sirous of relinquishing a person or thing.

test , a. (from st, relinquishment, and 5, desirous),

desirous of relinquishing a person or thing.

testte , s. (from itt, relinquishment, and H, a com-

mencement), the beginning of relinquishment.

test , a. (from tst, relinquishment, and so , pro-

per), proper or deserving to be relinquished.

, a. (from , to relinquish), relinquishable, proper

to be relinquished, worthy of being relinquished.

GJIGJGI, 8. (from III, relinquishable), relinquishableness,

the circumstance of deserving to be relinquished.

GNAT, 8. (from G , relinquishable), relinquishableness,

the circumstance of deserving to be relinquished.

, s. (from , 10 be ashamed), shame, ignominy, modesty.

, a. (from 1, shame, and ☎, to make), causing shame,

making a person ashamed.

E
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GEN.

te, a. (from 3 , shame, and , causing), causing

shame, producing modesty.

zatafas, a. (from , shame, and af , produced), produc-

ed by or arising from shame or modesty.

fof , a. (from H, shame, and fofas, excepted), mo

desty or a sense of shame excepted.

ত্ৰপাতিয়েক, s. ( from স্ত্রপা, shame, and ব্যতিরেক, an excepti

on), the exception of modesty or a sense of shame.

Fits , 4. Я ,, . (from , shame, and F , producible), produ- | fat , ad. ( loc. case of forge), with the excepএপাৰ্যতিরেকে, ত্ৰপাতিরেক) ,

tion of modesty or asense of shame, without or besidescible by cr arising from shame or modesty.

অপত্তিনো, ad. (loc. case of ত্রপাজন্য), for or because of shame

ormodesty.

Fig , a. (from , shame, and , giving), causing

shame, conferring modesty.

, s. (from , shame, and , destruction), the loss

ofshame or modesty.

, a. (from P , shame, and , destructive), de-

structive to modesty or to a sense of shame.

, a; (from 1, shame, and , destructive), de-

structive to modesty or to a sense of shame.

অপানিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from এপ) , shame , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), causing modesty or a sense of shame to cease.

ত্রপানিবারক, a. (from অপা, shame, and নিবারক, preventing),

preventing modesty or a sense of shame.

অপানিবারণ, s . (from স্রপা , shame, and নিবারণ, a preventing),

the preventing of modesty or a sense of shame.

tfits, s. (from Я , shame, and fifa, cessation), the

cessation of modesty or a sense of shame.

fafas , a. (from 1, shame, and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from modesty or a sense of shame ;

ad. from or because of modesty or a sense of shame.

fafas, ad. (from Я , shame, and fifts , a cause) , for or

because of modesty or a sense of shame.

fas, a. (from , shame, and f , possessed of), bash-

ful, modest.

24tags, a. (from 3 , shame, and us, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from modesty or a sense of shame ;

ad. from or because of modesty or a sense of shame.

SHTET, a. (fromI , shame, and T , increasing), increas-

ing modesty or a sense of shame.

, 8. (from H, shame, and za, an increasing), the

increasing of modesty or a sense of shame.

ife , ad. (from Ti, shame, and f , without), without

modesty or a sense of shame.

affatt, s. (from , shame, and fat, destruction), the

destruction of modesty or a sense of shame.

autfaatatæ, a. (from 1, shame, and fate, destructive),

destructive to modesty or a sense of shame.

fat , a. (from 1 , shame, and fafts, possessed of , pos--

sessed of modesty or a sense of shame, modest, bashful,

shame-faced.

modesty or a sense of shame.

, a. (from , shame, and , joined to), connected

with modesty or a sense of shame, modest, bashful,

shame-faced.

taf , a. (from , shame, and af , destitute), desti-

tute ofmodesty or shame, impudent, bold-faced, im-

modest.

, a. (from T , shame, and , worthy), worthy of

shame, deserving shame.

tatta , a. (from , shame), shame-faced, modest, bashful.

, a. (from , shame, and , empty), destitute of

shame or modesty, shameless, immodest, impudent.

FATTI, s. (from IN, shame, and Ty, one who kills), one who

stifles or destroys shame or modesty.

, a. (from , shame, and , destitute), destitute of

shame or modesty, shameless, impudent, immodest.

E , s. (from 3 , shame, and , a situation), the

place or subject where modesty or bashfulness reside .

, a. (from , shame, and c , a cause), caused by

or arising from modesty or bashfulness ; ad. from or

because of modesty or a sense of shame.

afts, . (from , to be ashamed), ashamed, bashful, mo-

dest.

a , s. (from fa, three), three. This word is only used as the

Jast member of a compound, e. g. 1 , three men.

, a. (from f , three, and te, fifty), the fifty-

third.

: te, a. (from fa, three, and state, fifty), fifty-

three.

: a. (from te, fifty-three), the fifty-

third.

, a. (from : tte, fifty-three, and £ , a

quality), fifty-three-fold .

ত্রয়ঃপঞ্চাশদ্বার , a. ( from ত্রয়ঃপঞ্চাশ, fifty-three, and বার, ৫

time), fifty-three times repeated.

ত্রয়ঃপঞ্চাশবার , a. (from ত্রয়ঃপঞ্চাশ, the fifty-third, and বার ,

time), the fifty-third time.

: , a. from faaf , sixty-three), the sixty-third.

7:8 , a. (from 7 , the sixty-third, and z , a time),

the sixty-third time.

3. a. (from fa , three, and af , sixty), sixty-three.
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অয়ো-

eafd, a. (from yeaf , sixty-three, and 84, a quality),

sixty-three-fold.

TUESVET, a. (from a :af , sixty-three), the sixty-third.

3 :afat , a. (from 7:af , sixty- 'hree, and a, a time),

sixty-three times repeated.

TY:HS, a. (from : , seventy-three), the seventy-third.

T :ASзAL, a. (from 3: 3, the seventy-third, and at , a

time), the seventy-third time.

ate.

aytaas, a. (from agtraf³, ninety-three), the ninety-third.

Stazzaz, a. (from as, the ninety-third, and at ,

a time), the ninety-third time.

trafs, a. (from , three, and , ninety), ninety-three,

fed, a. (fromas, ninety-three, and 84, a qua,

lity), ninety-three-fold.

atytaæfssa, d. (from agtzzfs, ninety-three), the nine-

ty-third.

3 :48fs, a. (from f , three, and f , seventy), seventy- tafoats, a. (from afs, ninety-three, and at , a

three.

Ty:Ħsfied, a. (from : , seventy-three, and 4, a qua-

lily), seventy-three-fold.

ga:FSFS31, a. (from 7:59 , seventy-three), the seventy-

third.

ansfecta, a. (from us, seventy-three, and atx, a

time), seventy-three times repeated.

time), ninety-three times repeated.

att, a. (from fefs, twenty-three), the twenty,

third.

tfants, a. (from f , three, and ffs, twenty), twen

ty-three.

ariffs&d, a. (from Tiffs, twenty- three, and 84,

a quality), twenty-three-fold.

Sp¶Ã• t, a. (from , forty-three), the forty- t , a. (from Affs, twenty-three), the twen

third.

Jaffante, a. (from fa, three, and te, forty), for-

ty-three.

ত্রয়শ্চত্বারিংশত্তম , a. (from জয়শয়ারিংশৎ, forty-three), the

forty-third.

0.1
Tylid, a. (from fe, forty-three, and &d,

a quality), forty-three-fold.

ত্রয়শ্চত্বারিংশদ্বার, ৫. (fromত্রয়শ্চত্বারিংশ, forty-three, and যার,

a time), forty-three times repeated.

ত্রয়শ্চত্বারিংশবার, a. (from ত্রয়শ্চত্বারিংশ, the forty-third, and

, a time), the forty-third time.

ft, a. (from fe, thirty-three), the thirty-third.

afate, a. (from fa , three, and fte, thirty), thirty- ||

three,

auf , a. (from auf , thirty-three), the thirty-third.

af , a. (from fe, thirty-three, and £4, a qua❤

lity), thirty-three-fold.

qufatata, a. (from fe, thirty-three, and at , a

time), thirty-three times repeated.

It , a. (from gaf , the thirty-third, and is, a

time), the thirty-third time.

aat , a. (from fa, three, and at , ten), thirteen.

, a. (from att, thirteen, and $4, aa quality),

thirteen-fold.

এয়োদশার, ৫. ( from অ:াদশ, thirteen, and ার, a time),

thirteen times repeated,

, s. (from at , thirteen, and t, a part), the

thirteenth part.

at , a. (from tt, thirteen), the thirteenth ; s. the

thirteenth lunarday ofthe moon's increase or decrease.

ty-third.

anfforts, a. (fromaffs, twenty-three, and i
?

a time), twenty-three times repeated.

অয়োৰিংশৰার , a . (from ত্রয়োবিংশ, the twenty-third, and জার,

a time), the twenty-third time.

THI , 8. (from T , moveable, and , dust), an atom,

small particle of dust observable in a sun-beam consi

dered as a weight of the lowest denomination.

38, a. (from 3 , to fear), alarmed, fearing,

aus, a. (from 33 alarmed, and us, caused by), caus

ed by or arising from being alarmed or afraid ; ad. from

or through being alarmed or afraid.

83 , a. (from 3, alarmed, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from being alarmed of afraid ; ad. from

or because of being alarmed or afraid.

, a. (from 3, to fear), fearful, timorous, afraid.

ata, s. (from ta, to save), salvation, safety, preservation, de,

liverance.

T1, s. (from td, salvation, and , a doer), a saviour

a preserver, a guardian.

at , a. (from , salvation, and , doing), accom-

plishing salvation, saving, preserving, guarding ; s. a sa-

viour, a preserver, a guardian.

ataas, a. (from 14, salvation, and af , doing), accom-

plishing salvation, saving, preserving, protecting,

guarding.

iq , a , (from 4, salvation, and 3, producible), pro◄

ducible by or arising from salvation or protection .

FlyFI , ad. (loc. case ofa†471), for or because of salvąlig

on or protection,
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ata.

stafafas , a. (from π , salvation, and fifï³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from salvation or protection ; ad. from

or because of salvation or protection .

Staffs, ad. (from ata, salvation, and fafas, a cause),

for or because of salvation or protection.

শ্ৰীণপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from এনি, salvation, and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppos

ing, opposing or obstructing salvation or protection .

at , a. (from , salvation, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from salvation or protection ;

ad. from or because of salvation or protection.

TialRIF, a. (from a†a, salvation, and ( , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from salvation or protection ; ad. from

or because of salvation or protection.

atatet , s. (from at , salvation, and atta , desire), a de-

sire for salvation or protection.

atfe.

atatt, s. (from , fear, and tt, destruction), the dis-

sipation of fear or alarm

ataat , a. (from t , fear, and at , destructive), dis-

sipating fear or alarm .

afas, a. (from at , fear, and fade, putting a stop

to), putting a stop to fear or alarm.

Safata , a. (from , fear, and fate, preventing),

preventing fear or alarm.

atafatad, s. (fromA ,fear, and fiTz , a preventing), the

preventing offear or alarm .

anfafie , a. (from † , fear, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from fear or alarm ; ad. from or because

of fear or alarm .

atafafare, ad. (from ,fear, and fafas, a cause), for or

because of fear or alarm.

প্রযুক্ত,tatt , a. (from , salvation, and tf , desirous), at , a . (from , fear, and us, caused by), caused by

desirous of salvation or protection.

ataifata, s. (from 4, salvation, and afsata, desire), a de-

sire for salvation or protection.

affectat, a. (from ta, salvation, and fata , desirous),

desirous of salvation or protection.

ata, s. (from a, salvation, and , desire), a desire for

salvation or protection.

a. (fromad, salvation, and desirous , desirous

of salvation or protection.

, a. (from ta, salvation, and 5, desirous), desirous

ofsalvation or protection.

ats, a. (from ta, to save), saved, delivered.

at31 ,s. (from at , saving), a saviour, a deliverer.

ats from ,to be afraid), fear, awe, terror, dread, alarm.

atanie, a. (from HR,fear, and FIT, producing), fear-pro-

ducing, alarming, shocking.

ZA , a. (from at ,fear, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from fear or alarm.

atara , ad. (loc. case of ), for or because of fear or

alarm.

atan, a. (from atã,fear, and ñî, to give), alarming, terri

fic, striking with dread.

Ataktyæ, a. (from ata, fear, and , giring), terrific,

striking with dread, alarming.

Ħa‡̂ , s. (from , fear, and 5, destruction), the dis-

sipation of fear or alarm.

ke, a. (from ata, fear, and f , destructive), dis-

sipating fear or alarm.

TinkĦi, a. (from at , fear, and a, destructive), dissi-

pating fear oralarm,

or arising from fear or alarm ; ad. from or because of

fear or alarm.

atafa , ad. (from at , fear, and f , without), without

fear or alarm.

atafatt, s. (from , fear, and fatt, destruction), the

destruction or dissipation of fear or alarm.

atafatte, a. (from at , fear, and fat*t*, destructive),

destructive to or dissipating fear or alarm.

taff , a. (from at , fear, and fft , possessed of),

timorous, fearful, alarmed.

এসিতিরিক্ত , a. (from ত্রাস, fear, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted),

fear or alarm excepted.

আসতিরেক, s. ( from म, fear , and ব্যতিরেক, an exception),

the exception of fear or alarm .

ataforgie, ad. (loc. case of fo ), with the excep¬

tion of fear or alarm, without orbesides fear or alarm .

, a. (from t ,fear, and , joined to , connected

with fear or alarm, fearful, timorous, alarmed.

szafks, a. (from I , fear, and If , destitute), destitute

offear or alarm.

atata, a. (from at ,fear, and , destitute), destitute of

fear or alarm .

Flagge, a. (from tя, fear, and (T3, a cause), caused by

or arising from fear or alarm ; ad. from or because

of fear or alarm.

stats, a. (from , fear, and fas, connected with),

timorous, fearful, alarmed.

afas, a. (from , to be afraid), put in fear, affrighted,

terrified.

, a. (from in ,fearful), fearful, timid, alarmed.

afe, imper. mode ta, to save), save, deliver.
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fad,

fa , a. (from , to pass), three,

faarte, a. (from fa, three), thirty.

fa, a. (from fe, thirty), the thirtieth.

fastad, a. (from fate, thirly, and 81, a quality), thirty-

fold.

faat , a. (from fate, thirty, and a , a time), thirty-

times repeated.

fa , a. (fromfa, three, and , the tuck ofthe waistband),

tucked in with three corners doubled together. This

word is only applied to the tuck ofthe waistband which

is used by a certain description of Hindoos.

fart, a. (from fa, three, and , pungent), the three pun-

gent drugs, viz. dried ginger, long pepper, and black

pepper.

fatæ, a. (from fa, three, and x, a thorn), three-spined,

having triple spines.

eft, a. (from fa, three, and , the style ofa flow-

er), trigynous.

faétitats , s. (from fatti , three-spined, and toy, a spe-

cies ofplant), the name of a species of plant, (Monetia

barlerioides.)

faatat, a. (from fa, three, and , an edge), having three

angles or edges, trigonal.

fata, s. (from fa, three, and , time), the three times

or tenses of a verb, viz. the present, past, and future ;

present, past, and future time.

fola , a. (from fat , present, past, andfuture time, and

1, to know), acquainted with present, past, and future

times.

Fe , a. (from fat , present, past, and future time,

and uff , seeing), seeing present, past, and future time.

Fatafe, a. (from fa, present, past, andfuture time,

and f , knowing), acquainted with present, past, and

future time.

fam, s . (from fa, three, and , afamily), three families ,

viz. that of a person's father, that of his mother, and

that of his wife's father.

fat, a. (from fa, three, and at, a mountain peak), three

peaked.

facanta, a. (from fa, three, and * , the filament of a

flower), triandrous, having three filaments.

falata, s. (from fa, three, and ct , a corner), a triangle ;

a. triangular, trigonal.

fat , a. (from fa, three , and st , the womb), having three

partitions in the seed vessel.

fd, s. (from fa, three, and S4, a quality , the three pri-

meval qualities ofmatter in the Hindoo philosophy;

frs.

These as it respects mere matter are , the principle

ofsimple existence, , the principle of excitation or

activity, and 3 , the principle of inertness. These

qualities when applied to sentient beings mean moral

goodness, passion, and stupidity ; a. three-fold, thrice.

fasdffd , a. (from fasa, the three qualities ofmatter, and

fafata , possessed of), impregnated by or possessed of

the three primeval qualities of matter.

fasday, a. (from fad, the three .primeval qualities), full

ofor made up of the three primeval qualities of matter.

fg , a. (from fag4, the three qualities of matter, and

us,joined to), connected with or having the three pri-

meval qualities of matter.

fa8133, n. (from 4, the three qualities of matter, and

af , destitute), destitute of the three primeval quali

ties of matter.

fedtes, a. (from 84, thrice, and atas,formed), thrice

plowed.

fat , a. (from 4, the three qualities ofmatter, and

, gone), having surpassed or being independent of

the three qualities ofmatter. This word is chiefly used

as an appellation ofBrahma considered as incorporeal.

fas , a. (from fa, three, and F, a wheel), three-wheeled.

foft, a. (fromfatate,forty-three), the forty-third.

fastte, a. (from f , three, and fee, forty), forty-

three.

fraid, a. (from fastfame, forty-three, and 84, O

quality , forty-three -fold .

faoutfentats, a. (from fats, forty-three, and t ,

a time), forty-three times repeated ,

fa, a. (from fata , the forty-third, and F,

a time), the forty-third time.

farifs , a. (from faft , forty-three) , the forty-

third.

faste, s. (from f , three, and st , a world), the universe

comprizing heaven, earth, and the subterranean regions,

frute1, s . (from fast , the universe, and , a doer),

the creator ofthe universe, the ruler of the universe .

fasy, s. (from faste, the uniperse, and I, victory),

the conquest of the universe.

ত্রিজগত্ময়কর্ড1 , s. ( from জিগায় , the conquest of the universe

and , a maker), the conqueror of the universe.

ত্রিজগঞ্জয়নিমিত্তক, a. ( from জিজগঞ্জয় , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and fifig, a cause), caused by or arising frem

the conquest of the universe ; ad. from or because of

the conquest of the universe,
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fast

feastutats1 , s. (from fast , the conquest ofthe universe,

and tætsi, a desire), a desire to subdue the universe.

fastsetats?, a. (from fast , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and witf , desirous), desirous of conquering

the universe.

faustgetfonta, s . (from faustyy, the conquest of the uni-

Derse, and sta, desire), a desire ofsubduing the uni

verse.

fusgrifentat, a . (from faasiyy, the conquest of the uni-

verse, and af , desirous) , desirous of subduing the

universe .

fastest, a. (from fast , the universe, and , conquer-

ing), subduing the universe.

faungryal, s. (from fast , the conquest of the universe ,

and , desire), a desire of subduing the universe.

ত্রিঅগস্তুয়েজ,ু a. (from ত্রিজগঞ্জয় , the conquest of the universe,

and desirous), desirous of subduing the universe.

faster , a. (from fast , the conquest of the universe,

and desirous), desirous of subduing the universe.

faucet, s. (from fast , the universe, and tag, a con-

ofthe universe.queror), the conqueror

fataál, s. (from fast , the universe, and T , a destroy-

er , the destroyer ofthe universe.

33, s. (from fe, the universe, and fs, a lord),

the sovereign of the universe.

Easteatot, s. (from fast , the universe, and Hg, a pre-

server), the preserver ofthe universe.

ত্রিজগদবিপতি, ও (from ত্রিজগৎ , the universe, and অধিপতি, ৫

sovereign), the sovereign ofthe universe.

ত্রিজগদুস্কক, রক্ষক,a. (fromfast , the universe, and 3 , preserv-

ing, preserving the universe ; s. the preserver of the

universe.

fastad, s . (fromfast , the universe, and 4, a preserv-

ing), the preserving ofthe universe.

fad1, 8. (from fast , the universe, and 1, preserva-

tion), the preservation ofthe universe.

st , a. (from fast , the preservation of the

universe, and , before), preceded by or arising from

the preservation of the universe ; ad. by the preserva-

tion of the universe.

বিজ্ঞাদাবিপতা, ৪. (iron ত্রিস ts, the universe, and জাধিপত্য,

sovereignty), the sovereignty of the universe.

fastart, s. (from faste, the universe, aud t, destruc-

tion), the destruction of the universe.

fatte, a. (from Fauste, the universe, and *t*t*, destruc-

tive), destructive to the universe ; s . the destroyer of

the universe.

Rrr

fami.

fasy, a. (from fa, three), a third.

fat, s. (from fa, three, and , a state), a god ; a. the

thirteenth.

fait , s. (from fat, agod, and af , an enemy), an in-

fernal spirit.

fantata, 8. (from fan , a god, and tt , a house), the

abode ofthe gods.

fanta , s . (from fat, a god, and t , an abode), hea-

ven, the abode of the gods.

faf , s. (from fa , three, and fix, to play), heaven, the sky,

the atmosphere.

face , s. (from fast , heaven, and , a lord), a god.

fanta, s. (from fa , three, and a, a fault), a vitiated

state of the three humors ofthe body, viz. bile, blood

and phlegm.

fata , a. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and , to kill), correcting a vitiated state ofthe humors
इन,्

of the body.

fanta , a. (from fats, a vitiated state ofthe humors,

and to beproduced , produced from a vitiated state

ofthe humors.

fata , a. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and , producing), producing a vitiated state ofthe

bumors.

fata , a. (from Fanta, a vitiated state of the humors,

and , producible , producible by or arising from a

vitiated state of the humors.

faratazar, od. (loc . case offatar), for or because ofa.

vitiated state of the humors.

fantasts, a. (from fanta, a vitiated state of the humors,

and at , produced), produced by or arising from a

vitiated state of the humors.

fat , a. (from fatta, a vitiated state of the humors,

and , destruction), a removal ofa vitiated state of

the humors ofthe body.

fantage, a . (from fan , a vitiated state of the hu

mors, and , destructive), correcting a vitiated

state ofthe humors.

fata , a. (from fanta, a vitiated state ofthe humors,

and f , destructive), correcting a vitiated state of

the humors..

fantastat, s. (from fatta, a viliated state ofthe humors,

and , destruction), the correction ofa vitiated state

of the humors.

fantante, a. (from fants; a vitiated state ofthe humors,

and * , destructive), correcting a vitiated state of

the humors.

faratafiada, a, (from fanta, a vitiated state ofthe hug
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ত্রিদো

mors, and fade, muking to cease), putting a stop to

a vitiated state ofthe humors,

famtafata , a. (from fatta, a vitiated state ofthe humors,

and fat , preventing), preventing a vitiated state of

the humors.

fantafāztad, s. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

• and fat , prevention ), the prevention of a vitiated

state of the humors.

fantsfiqfs, a. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and f¬³, cessation ), the cessation or cure ofa vitia-

ted state ofthe humors.

fantafafase, a. (from fata, a vitiated state of the hu-

mors, and fafa , a cause) , caused by or arising from a

vitiated state of the humors ; ad. from or because of a

vitiated state of the humors.

taff , ad. (from facta, a vitiated state ofthe hu-

mors, and fafie, a cause), for or because of a vitiated

state ofthe humors.

fantas, a. (fromfat , a vitiated state of the humors, and

, drivingaway), correcting a vitiated state of the hu-

mors.

fs , a. (from fatta, a vitioted state of the humors),

and , caused by), caused by or arising from a viti-

ated state of the bumors ; ad. from or because of a vi-

tiated state ofthe bumors.

fantaas, a . (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and T☎, increasing), aggravating or increasing a viti-

ated state of the humors.

fanta , s. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and , an increasing , the increasing ofa vitiated state

of the humors.

fantafant, ad. (from fatta, a vitiated state of the humors,

and f , without), without a vitiated state of the hu-

mors.

famtafaat , s. (from fats, a vitiated state of the humors,

and fat , destruction), the correction of a vitiated

state ofthe humors.

fatafatata, u . (from Fanta, a vitiated state ofthe humors,

and fat , destructive), corrective of a vitiated state.

ofthe humors.

fantafefta, a. (from fata, a vitiated state ofthe humors,

and faft , possessed of , afflicted by a vitiated state of

the bile, blood, and phlegm.

famiazifofas, a. (from fama, a vitiated state ofthe hu-

mors, and F, excepted), a vitiated state of the hu-

mors excepted .

Caintaaiforze, s. (from fanta, a vitiated state ofthe humors,

fast.

and use, an exception), the exception of a vitiated

state of the humors.

fantafe, ad. (loc . case offantafora ), with the ex-

ception of a vitiated state of the humors, without or

besides a vitiated state of the humors.

fata , a. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and TF, joined to), connected with or afflicted by a vi-

tiated state of the humors.

fantages, a . (from fatta, a vitiated state of the humors,

and af , destitute), free from a vitiated state of the hu-

mors.

fa , a (from famta, a vitiated state of the humors),

and I, empty), free from a vitiated state of the hu-

mors.

fat , a. (from fat , a vitiated state of the humors,

and , indicating), indicating a vitiated state of the

humors.

faming ), s. (from famīta, a vitiated state ofthe humors, and

, one who kills), one who corrects a vitiated state of

the humors.

fataifa, s. (from fauta, a vitiated state of the humors,

and f , detriment , a partial recovery or state ofcon-

valescence from a vitiated state of the humors.

fang , a. (from fata, a vitiated state of the humors,

and a cause), caused by or arising from a vitiated

state of the humors ; ad. from or because ofa vitiated

state ofthe humors.

fal, ad. (from fa, three), of three sorts.

fat , a. (from fa, three, and 11, an edge), three-edged,

trialata.

fatti, s. (from fa, three, and t1, a stream), three streams,

three habits or customs.

faas, a. (from fa7fs, ninety-three), the ninety-third.

faszozta, a. (from 3, the ninety-third, and I, a

time), the ninety-third time.

fanfs, a. (from fa , three, and af , ninety), ninety-three.

faagd, a. (from fafs, ninety-three, and 4, a quali-

ty), ninety-three-fold .

fa33 , a. (from fas, ninety-three), the ninety-third.

fanzfsæta, a. (from fa³, ninety-three, and TX, a time),

ninety-three times repeated.

faga, a. (from fa, three, and 7 , an eye), three eyed ; an

appellation of Shiva, who is represented with an addi-

tional eye in his forehead.

fat , a. (from fatt , fifty-three) , the fifty-third.

fatte, a. (from fa , three, and te, fify), fifty-three.

fa , a. (from far , fifty-three) , the fifty-third .
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firt.

ftin&d, a. (fron fate,fifty-three, and gd, a qua-

lity), fifty-three-fold.

Errets, a. (from fatte,fifty-three, and ; a time),

fifty-three times repeated.

Etat , a. (from , the fifty-third, and zt , a

time , the fifty-third time.

farts, a. (from fa, three, and , a leaf, trifoliate, three-

leaved, three-forked. This word in the last sense is usu-

ally applied to the trident which is placed on the top

of Hindoo temples.

frise, a. (from fa, three, and , a leaf), trifoliate, three-

leaved.

fatal, s . (from fa, three, and , a foot), a tripod, a trian-

gular stand with three feet used in religious ceremo-

nies, a three-clawed table, a kind of metre.

ff ; s. (from , three, and t, a world), heaven,

the paradise of the Hindoos.

fets, . from fa, three, and , a seed vessel , having

three chambers or division in the seed vessel.

23. s. (from fa, three, and g, a line), three-curved, hav-

ing horizontal lines made across the forehead with the

ashes of cow dung or other substanees, worn particu-

larly by the followers of Shiva or Shukti.

fzxze, a. (from 13. three, and , a flower), three -flower-

ed, producing flowers in threes.

facal , s. (from fa, three, and , a fruit) , the three medi-

cinal fruits ofthe Hindoo physicians, viz. Terminalia

Chebula, Terminalia Bellerica, and Phyllanthus Em-

blica.

faut s. (from fa, three, and , fruit), the name ofa spe-

cies of Club-rush, (Scirpus nanus, Buchanan's Mss . )

fax , a. (from fi, three, and wa, aflower), three-flower-

ed, producing flowers in threes.

fast, s. (from fa, three, and T , a class), three objects of

human pursuit, viz . love, duty, and wealth ; also the

three conditions of prosperity, equality, and decline.

facet , a . (from fa, three, and zeſt, a wrinkle) , having three

wrinkles or folds ; s. three wrinkles or folds together.

faifax, a. (from fast, three wrinkles, and fafans pos-

sessed of , having three wrinkles or folds in the body.

fazcius, a. (from fat, three wrinkles; and , j in d

to), having three wrinkles or folds in the body.

faifs, a. (from fast, three wrinkles, and 7[53, desti-

tute), free from or destitute of three wrinkles or folds

in the body.

free, a. (from , three wrinkles, and ( 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from three wrinkles or folds in the

অিভ:ু

body; ad. from or because of three wrinkles or folds in

the body.

fata, a. (from fa, three, and at , a time), three times re

peated.

fafa , a. (from f, three, and f , a step), taking three

steps. This is an appellation of Vishroo in the form of

the dwarf striding over heaven , earth, and the inferior

regions to the discomfiture of Buli.

fafet, a. (from fa, three, and f , a sort), of three sorts, of

three kinds..

fa , s. (from fa, three, and to nourish), the name ofa

plant, (Convolvolus Turpethum.)

fa31, s. (from fa, three, and , to nourish), the name of a

plant, Convolvolus Turpethum.)

fact, a. (from fa , three, and coſt, a tail ofhair), having

the hair tied in three tails ; s . a confluence of three

streams, the nameof one of the female personifications

of musical modes.

fa , s. (from a three, and c , a sacred book), the three

Vedas or sacred books ofthe Hindoos, the authority

of the uthurva Veda being disputed by some.

fara , a. (from fat , the three Vedas, and 8 , spoken),

mentioned in the three principal Vedas.

fas , a . (from fa , three, and , a breaking), having the bo

dy beat witir three convolutions, au epithet applied to

images of Krishna made with three bends, one of the

leg, one of the loins, and one of the neck.

544 , s. (from fa, three, and 54 , a world), the three

worios, viz. heaven, earth, and the subterranean regi-

ons, the universe.

fa , 8. (from , the universe, and , a doer),

the maker of the universe, the Lord of the universe.

57, 8. (from fasa, the universe, and a, conquest),

the conquest ofthe universe.

fas243 , s. (from 5 , the conquest of the uni-

verse), and ☎ , a doer), the conquerer of the universe.

faszagtata , s. (from 7, the conquest ofthe uni

verse, and tatt, desire), a desire to subdue the universe.

fasanaetati, a. (from faSTIEI, the conquest ofthe uni-

verse, and steifs , desirous), desirous of subduing the

universe.

fastante, s. ( from fasa , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and afsata, desire), a desire of subduing the

universe:

fascnsutsata, a . (from fisu , the conquest of the

universe, and af , desirous), desirous of subdu

ing the universe.

Rrr2
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foscana), s . (from fas , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and , desire), a desire of subduing the uni-

verse .

faszamy , a. (from , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and desirous , desirous of subduing the uni-

verse.

957 , a. (from STAT, the conquest ofthe uni-

verse, and a desirous , desirous of subduing the uni-

verse.

fagna , s. (from 57, the universe, and cg, a con-

queror), the conqueror ofthe universe .

fatt, s. (from 7, the universe, and *, destruc-

tion), the destruction ofthe universe .

ত্রিভুবননাশক, a. ( from ত্ৰিভুৱন, the universe, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to the universe ; s. the destroyer

ofthe universe.

fasanfaata, s. (from 5 , the universe, and fata, a

dwelling), a residence in the universe.

ত্ৰিভুৱননিবাসী , a. ( from ত্ৰিভুৱন , the universe, and নিৰ্বাসি,faszafaział,

residing), residing in the universe.

fanata, s. (from 4 , the universe, and t , a resi-

dence), a residence in the universe.

fas , a. (fromfa , the universe, and at , resid-

ing), residing in the universe.

fas , a. (from

~

, the universe, and , to stand), si-

tuated in the universe.

ত্ৰিভুৱনস্থায়ী, a. (from ত্রিভুবন, the universe, and স্থায়ি , stay-

ing), staying in the universe.

ffs, a. (from fa , the universe, and f , situated),

situated in the universe.

fasantats , s. (from fa , the universe, and atât, de-

sire), a desire of possessing the whole universe .

faszatot , a. (from fa , the universe, and tf , de-

sirous), desirous of possessing the universe.

fayatftafs, s. (from 517, the universe, and affs, a

sovereign), the sovereign of the universe.

fat, a. (from fa, three, and at, a mouth) , having three

faces or mouths, having three openings.

ff, s . (from fa, three, and aff, a form), the Hindoo Tri-

nity of Bruhma, Vishnoo, and Shiva ; the name of the

Kestrel, (Falco Tinnunculus. )

fast, s . (from 3 , a third), the name of a measure used

in singing.

fud, s. (from fa, three, and , a going), the name ofone

of the Ragas or male personifications of the Hindoo

musical modes, the name of a musical mode arising

from the union of three others.

fatal.

frutal, s. (from fa, three, and is, a watch), the night.

faruifà, s. (from fa, three, and caffa, an origin), the name

given in books of law to a law-suit in which a person

engages from anger, covetousness, or infatuation.

faxta, s. (from faf* , three signs of the zodiac, and ¾ ,

to keep), governing three signs ofthe zodiac.

facts, s. (from fif , three signs of the zodiac, and

fs, a lord , one who presides over three signs of the

zodiac.

faat, a. (from fa , three, and cat, a streak), three-striped,

marked with three striæ, tri-sulcate.

facata, s. (from fa, three, and cat , a world) , the universe

comprizing heaven, earth, and the subterranean regions.

faat , s. (from fat , the universe, and y, conquest),

the conquest ofthe universe.

R

1:10
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famist, s. (from fate , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and y, a doer), the conqueror of the universe.

ত্ৰিলোকজয়নিমিত্তক, a. ( from ত্ৰিলোকজয় , the conquest ofthe

universe, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from

the conquest of the universe ; ad. from or because of

the conquest of the universe.

faratzerfifice, ad. (from fatates , the conquest ofthe a

universe, and faã³, a cause), for or because of the con-

quest ofthe universe.

tত্ৰিলোকজয়প্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from ত্রিলোকজয়, the conquest of the

universe, and foe, opposing), opposing or hinder f

ing the conquest of the universe.

ত্রিলোকজয়পুযুক্ত , a. (from ত্ৰিলোকজয়, the conquest of the uni-

verse, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

the conquest of the universe ; ad. from or because of

the conquest of the universe.

ত্রিলোকজয়াকাঙ্খা, s. (from ত্রিলোকজয়, the conquest of the uni-

verse, and tatt, desire), a desire to conquer the uni-

verse.

ত্ৰিলোকজয়াকাণ্ডী , a. (from ত্ৰিলোকজয়, the conquest of the uni-

verse, and taifa , desirous), desirous of conquering

the universe.

ত্রিলোকজয়াভিলাষ , s. (from ত্রিলোকজয় , the conquest of the

universe, and sata, desire), a desire of conquering the

universe.

ত্ৰিলোকজয়াভিলাষী, a. ( from ত্রিলোকজয়, the conquest of the

universe, and affa , desirous), desirous of conquer-

ing the universe.

ত্রিলোকজয়েছা, s. (from ত্রিলোকজয় , the conquest of the univ

verse, and ¹, desire), a desire of conquering the uni

verse.

fact , a. (from fact , the conquest of the uni

18.

from
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verse, and 5, desirous), desirous of conquering the It , s. (from fa , three, and , a spear), a trident, a three-

universe.

ত্রিলোকজয়েদুক, a. (from ত্রিলোকজয় , the conquest of the uni-

verse, and , desirous), desirous of subduing the

universe.

ত্রিলোকনিবাসী, a. from ত্রিলোক, the universe , and নিয়াসিন,

residing), residing in the universe.

fatatatat, a. (from fatai , the universe, and if , re-

siding , residing in the universe.

ত্রিলোকরফক , a. (from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and রক্ষক, pre-

serving , preserving the universe ; s . the preserver of

the universe.

সিজোকরক্ষণ, s. ( from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and রক্ষণ, a pre-

serving), the preserving of the universe.

fatate , s. (from fact , the universe, and 1, preser-

vation), the preservation of the universe.

fatates, a. (from fat , the universe, and , to be silu-

ated), situated in heaven, earth, and the subterranean

regions.

ত্রিলোকস্থায়ী, a. (from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and স্থায়ি , stay-

ing), continuing in heaven, earth, and the subterrane-

an regions.

ত্রিলোকস্থিত, a. (from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and স্থিত, sila-

ated), situated in heaven, earth, and the subterranean

regions.

facetatatii , s. (from fact , the universe, and atat ,

desire), a desire for the universe.

ত্রিলে কাকাঙ্কী, a. (from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and আকাশি,

desirous), desirous ofthe universe.

ত্রিলোকাভিলাষ, s. (from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for the universe.

ত্রিলোকাভিলাষী, a. (from ত্রিলোক, the universe, and অভিলাষি,

desirous), desirous of the universe.

farate , s . (from fatate, the universe, and 1 , desire),

a desire for the universe.

facatraz, a. (from fate, the universe, and 5, desirous),

desirous ofthe universe.

farattere, a. (from fact , the universe, and , desir-

ous), desirous of the universe.

faat , a. (from fa, three, and cats , an eye), three-eyed,

an appellation of Shiva who is represented as having

three eyes.

fat , a. (from fat , by threes, and , a leaf), com-

pounded by three, supra-decompound by threes.

fafts, a. (from fa, three, aud fta , a nerve), three-nerved .

faft , a. (from fa, three, and fat , a head), three-head-

ed, three-nerved.

pronged fork.

fantazzer, a. (from f , a trident, and ad, an instru-

ment), effected by the trident ; ad. by the trident.

fattaì, a. (from fat , a trident, and f , holding),

holding or bearing a trident.

ত্রিশূলবিশিষ্ট, a. (from ত্রিশূল, a trident, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of, possessed of a trident.

, a. (from fa , a trident, and , joined to), con-

nected with or armed with a trident.

farge, a. (from fat , a trident, and * , guarding),

keeping or guarding the trident.

, s. (from Ft , a trident, and E , a preserving),

the preserving or guarding of the trident.

1 , s. (from fa , a trident, and 1, preservation),

the preservation or guarding of the trident.

ft , a. (from fat , a trident, and * , empty), desti-

tute of a trident.

fatal, s. (from fat , a trident, and x , one who kills),

one who destroys the trident.

fanggæ, ɑ. (from * , a trident, and T , a cause), caus◄

ed by or arising from the trident ; ad. from or because

of the trident.

ত্রিশূলাঙ্কাঞ্জী , a. (from ত্রিশূল, a trident , and আকাশি , desiring),

desiring a trident.

fattats, s. (from fa , a trident, and , a blow), a

blow with a trident or three-pronged fork.

fa , a. (from faaf , sixty-three), the sixty-third.

Tz, a. (from fa , the sixty-third, and I, a time),

the sixty-third time.

faaf , a. (from fa, three, and af , sixty), sixty-three.

afted, a. (from faaf , sixty-three, and 4, a quality),

sixty-three -fold.

faf3 , a. (from faf , sixty-three), the sixty-third.

faafuata, a. (from faaf , sixty-third, and a, a time),

sixty-three times repeated.

g,

fs, s. (from fa, three, and , to shut), a sort of metre

in which the stanza consists of three lines of various

lengths.

fanar, s. (from f , three, and 1, a joining , the three

periods of morning and evening twilight, and mid-day.

fara , s. (from fa, three, and , a joining), the three

periods of morning and evening twilight, and mid-day.

f983, a. (from fans, seventy-three), the seventy-third.

fasta, a. (from , the seventy-third, and ☎y, a

time), the seventy-third time.
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fans, a. (from fa, three, and 8 , seventy), seventy-

three.

fansfosd, a. (from f³, seventy-three, and a, a qua-

lity), seventy-three-fold.

fansfoss, a. (from fan , seventy-three), the seventy-

third.

fanssa , a. (from 8 , seventy-three, and atṛ, a time),

seventy-three times repeated.

faxa, s. (from fa, three, and ¤, a shoulder), an astrono-

mer who is acquainted with the three divisions ofastre-

logical knowledge.

fatt, s . (from fa , three, and t , a year), a heifer of

three years old.

aft, s. (from qt, to break), a fault, a failure, loss , destruc-

tion , the breaking of a command, the breaking of a pro-

mise, the falling short in an engagement, a defect, a

crime.

gize, a. from afe , a fault, and a , doing), caus-

ing a fault, occasioning one to fall short in any duty

or engagement, failing in an engagement, breaking a

command ; s. an offender.

31 , s. (from ta , to save), the second yooga or age in the

Hindoo chronology consisting of 1,296,000 years; the

three sacred fires collectively, or the southern, house-

hold, and sacrificial fires.

tata , a (from ta, three, and , a month) , occurring

periodically once every three months, quarterly.

Taxtfæ, a. (from fast , three signs of the zodiac), belong-

ing to three signs of the zodiac ; s. in arithmetic the

rule ofthree.

taates, s. (from fate, the universe), the universe, con-

sisting of heaven, earth , and the subterranean regions

ত্রৈলোক্যমোহন, s. (from ত্রৈলোক্য, the universe, and মোহন,

fascination), the fascinating of the universe ; a. fascinat-

ing the universe.

Taratenatfeât, a. (from taates, the universe, and eff₹5,

fascinating), fascinating the universe.

catfe, s. (from at, to break), the bill of a bird .

E , s. (from f, three, and 3 , a letter), the mystic

name of the Hindoo Trinity composed of the letter ,

8, and ; a. triliteral , composed of three letters.

gris, a. (from *If³, eighty-three), the eighty-third.

ists, a. (from 3, the eighty-third, and a, a time),

the eighty-third time.

*ifs, a. (from fa, three, and f³, eighty), eighty-three

ifs, eighty-three, and 4 , a quality);3 , a. (from

eighty-three-fold.

TH .

*ifs , a. (from * f , eighty-three), the eighty-third .

arifat , a. (from arff , eighty-three, and T , a time),

eighty-three times.

AŤ, a. (from M , three days, and , contact), a day

in which part of three lunar days meet, the first lunar

day ending just after midnight, and the third begin-

ning a little before the next midnight.

anfee, a. (from , three days), tertian, occurring peri

odically once in three days.

Te, s. (from x , skin), skin, an integument, the rind ofa

fruit.

afa , a. (from T , skin, and , cut), circumcised.

TH , 8. (from T , skin, and c , the cutting ifany thing),

circumcision.

, 8. (from T , skin, and c , the cutting ofany

thing), the act of circumcising a person.

Teanì, ɑ . (from ◄ , skin, and cân , cutting), performing

circumcision, circumcised."

15, s. (from 5, to cover), the skin."

, s. (from the skin, and t , knowledge), the

sense offeeling, an idea communicated by the skin.

THɩSA, a. (from 5, the skin, and (59, perceptible), palpa-

ble, perceptible by the touch.

This, a. (from , thou), thy, thine.

1, s . (from T , to be in a hurry,, haste, speed, quickness,

expedition.

Tateizz, a. (from T1, haste, and ◄◄, dɩing), hastening,

making haste.

, a . (from 1 , haste, and , producing), causing

haste or celerity.

Tatufig, ɑ. (from TX1, haste, and F(75, produced), produc-

ed by or arising from haste or speed .

TAIGI , a. (from T , haste, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from haste or speed.

ts, ad. (loc. case of ), for or because of haste

or speed.

tffage, a. (from 1, haste, and fairs, a cause), caused

by or arising from haste or speed ; ad. from or because

of haste or speed .

Tatfag, a. (from T1, haste, and fas, possessed of), quick,

hasty, speedy, expeditious.

TUE, a. (from T1, haste, and , before), preceded by

or arising from haste or speed ; ad. hastily, speedily, ex-

peditiously.

Tatras, a (from TX . haste, and TF, caused by), caused

by or arising from haste or speed ; ad. from or because

ofhaste or speed .
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tfat, ad. (from , haste, and f , without), without

haste, coolly, deliberately.

Taifft , a. (from 1 , haste, and faf , possessed of,

hasty, active, expeditious, quick, brisk.

, ad. (loc. case of 1), speedily, quickly, expeditiously,

soon.

Tus, a. (from T1, haste, and T , joined to), connected

with haste or expedition, quick, hasty, active, brisk,

expeditious.

Tefz3, a. (from TT, haste, and 3, destitute), destitute

of haste or activity, cool, deliberate, inactive.

ত্বরাশন্য, a. (from , haste, and , empty), destitute of

haste or activity, cool, inactive, deliberate.

Wiky , a. (from TX , haste, and (TF, a cause), caused by or

arising from haste or speed ; ad from or because of

haste or speed.

3, a. (from , to be quick), hurried, hastened, done ex-

peditiously.

KIII, a. (from A, to be quick), hasty, impatient.

21.

The seventeenth consonant of the Hindoo alphabet or

the second of the fourth series ; a. (from 1, to be si'u

ated , stil, quiet, unable to reply.

2, s. from f³, a mason), a mason.

an imitative sound used to express that made bythe

flapping of water against the sides of a river or pond

when agitated by the wind.

Bazi, s. (from uZ, a mason, and , doing), the trade or

business of a mason.

v¾41, s. (from 2 , a mason), the trade of a mason, mason-

ry.

I, s. (from 23, a mason), the trade of a mason, masonry.

2K1, 8. (from TIT, a bunch , a bunch of fruit or flowers.

uxtuæi, ad. (from 1, a bunch), in bunches.

**13, s. (from the letter Y, and , to make), the letter , or

that which produces the sound ofth in hot-house.

atst , a. (from 3, the letter u, and tf , the first),

beginning with the letter 2, having an initial 2.

ts, a. (from us, the letter 4, and , an end), end-

ing with the letter ч, having a final 2.

43, s . (from 4 , an imitative sound) , a blow, a slap. This

word constructed with at , to smite, means to slap, to

smite.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising

from throwing or rather dabbing a soft substance such

as mud orthelike upon another substance, also to ex-

ux.

press the quivering motion of raw flesh or other soft

substances. Constructed with the adverbial participle

of , to do, this word acquires an adverbial power, dab-

bingly, with a dabbing sound, with a quivering motion.

uæuf-71, a. (from væræ, a dabbing), soft, quivering, capa-

ble of being dabbed on another substance.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the boiling ofa pot, or by violently stirring a fluid sub-

stance .

uşư , an imitative sound used to express a snorting noise.

Constructed with , to do, this word means to snort.

uşuşi, v. n. (from чşuş, a snorting), to snort.

431, v. a. (from 4, still), to silence or quiet a person, to non-

plus a person, to place.

u , an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from a person's falling on the ground in a sitting positi-

on, or from the fall of a softish body on the ground.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, has the power of an adverb.

te, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from a heavy body falling on the soft earth. Construct-

ed with the adverbial participle of , to do, this word

has an adverbial meaning.

vЯși, s. (from v , an imitative sound), a blow, a slap.

, an imitative sound used to express the repeated fall-

ing of heavy bodies upon soft mud. Constructed with

the adverbial participle of , to do, this word has the

force of an adverb.

v , s. (from 4 , an imitative sound), a blow, a slap. Con-

structed with , to do, this word means to slap, to

smite.

VITI, v. n. (from II, a pillar), to be startled, to stand like

a post with fear or surprize.

vææti, s. (from v☎, to startle), a being startled, a stand-

ing suddenly still with fear or surprize.

, s. (from væi, to startle) , a being startled, a stand-

ing still with fear or surprize.

д, an imitative sound used to express that which aris-

es from splashing in water.

1 , a. (from д , splashing), subsiding, moving

slowly, tending to rest or equilibrium, slack, (as the

tide,) making a splashing noise.

2 , s. (from fa , steady), the head on which the hair is

suffered to grow, a row, a rank, a layer, a place in a

river or stream to which great numbers offishes resort,

a fishing net when fastened or cast into a river to

catch fish.
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wguta, ad. (from a, a row), in rows, in ranks, in layers .

gua, an imitative sound used to express a palpitating mo-

tion, an agitation of the spirits, a trembling, a shak-

ing, a vibrating, a crumbling, a tottering, old.

agua , v. n. (from , a palpitation), to palpitate, to be

agitated, to tremble, to vibrate .

guata, s. (from vaưa, to palpitate), the palpitating of the

heart, or agitation ofthe spirits upon any sudden dis-

tress or pleasure ; a. vibrating.

avata, a . (from gua, agitation), palpitating, violently

agitated.

agus. (from qua, agitation), palpitation, violent agi-

tation of the mind.

aa , s. (from д, agitation), agitation, vibration, pal.

pitation.

ata, s. (from
, agitation), a being agitated, the vi-

brating ofa string or chord.

uga , s. (from uza , agitation), agitation, palpitation, vi-

bration, a vertigo.

Vai, a. (from T, to be situated, and д , juice), half baked

or roasted so as to be juicy.

2 , s. (from , a place), a place, a station, table land, a

flat surface, a bottom. Constructed with , to obtain,

this word means to sound a depth, to find a bottom.

uì, s. (from a, a place, and £ , a bud) , the name of

a common weed , (Hydrocotyle asiatica .)

, s. (from , a place, and Я , a water-lily), the name

of a beautiful flowering shrub much cultivated in In-

dia, (Hibsicus mutabilis.)

uf , s. (from ì, a place), a bag, a sack, the bag or

pouch which hangs under the neck of the gigantic crane

or of the pelican .

vai, s. (from æ , a cluster), a bunch, a cluster.

an imitative sound used to express a dangling, or the

swinging motion ofan udder when the animal walks .

, a . (from a, swinging , swinging, dangling.

an imitative sound used to express the dangling

motion of any flaccid substance such as that of the ud-

der of a cow when she is walking.

unit, s. (from zait, a place), a valley, a bag, a sack, the pouch

which hangs under the neck of the pelican or of the

gigantic crane.

vate, s. (from 27, a bag), a receiver of stolen goods, one

withwhom stolen goods are deposited.

, an imitative sound used to express the puffiness or

elasticity ofnew bread, cotton, and similar things.

utol.

ufi, a. (from , to throw up), soft, puffy, elastic,

spungy, tough, pliable.

2 , s. (from , to stand), a place, certainty, a settled state,

regularity, a right or proper state.

2 , s. (from t , staying), the bottom of a river or other

receptacle of water, the bottom of any deep place, a

row, a shelf, a sect or party. This word constructed

with , to give, means to fathom a depth.

uts , s. (from ut , the superintendent ofa village), al

This word is used
together, all thrown into a mass .

when a number of articles are sold or boughtin the

lump ; ad. by wholesale, in the lump.

u , v . n. (from T, to be situated), to stay, to stop, to pause,

to desist, to remain, to continue, to subsist, to endure,

to exist, to be. The imperative mode of this verb of-

ten means hush, stop, be quiet. The gerund construct-

ed with , to give, means to permit.

ut , s. (fromT, to be situated), a pause, an interval, a stra

tum, a layer.

tute, ad. (from te, arow), in rows, on separate shelves,

in sects or parties.

utfagt, a. (from , to remain), residing, staying ; s. a

resident.

utat , s. (from u , to remain), the continuing or remain

ing of a person or thing in any situation, the existing

or being of a thing.

utætutfæ, s . (from utæt, a staying), a reciprocal staying in

a place, a reciprocal leaving off work .

vifæri, s. (from 2 , to stay), a staying, a remaining in a

particular position.

riæ, ad. (loc. case ofut ), by layers, in strata.

unæunæ, ad. (loc . case repeated of ), in layers, in strata.

uta, v. n. (from , to stand), to be erect.

uts, a. (from 1 , to stand), erect, in a standing posture,

perpendicular.

2 , s. (from 25, perpendicular, and to , a shore), a

steep bank or shore.

işi, v . a . (from 3, to be erect), to erect, to cause to be

erect.

vi , s. (from tș , to erect), the causing a thing to

stand erect.

utșta, s. (from us , to erect), the causing a thing to stand

erect ; a. erect, erected, made upright..

uts, v. a . (from , to be situated , to appease, to nonplus.

131, v. a. (from , to be situated), to appease, to nonplus,

to induce a person to appease others, to engage a per

sun to nonplus others,
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2

247.

utata , s. (from ut , to appease), the appeasing of a per-

son, the nonplussing of a person,

tata, s. (fromus , to appease), the appeasing of a person,

the nonplussing of a person ; a. calmed, nonplussed ,

atstfa, s. (from 2 , to appease), the appeasing of a per-

son, the nonplussing of a person.

tstfixi, a. (from us , to appease), appeasing, nonplus-

sing; s. one who appeases or nonplusses others.

vista , a. (from f , situated, and zu , the root of a spe-

cies ofgrass), quack, common, trifling, indifferent. This

word is usually applied to such medicines and means

as an ignorant person recurs to,

117, s. (from 4s, a piece), a piece of cloth, a piece of mo-

ney, a morsel, a place, a sheet of copper or other metal.

utaz81, s. (from 47, a piece ofcloth, and 1, a reckon,

ing , the reckoning of the price of pieces of cloth se-

parately,

utal, 8 , (from ✯ta, a place, and , a bud , the name

of a plant, (Hydrocotyle asiatica.)

, ad. (from 3, a piece), in pieces . Constructed with

, to do, this word means to cut to pieces.

21 , s. (from t¬, a place), a military post, a station, a

watch-house, a station occupied by a police officer,

the resort of thieves, a horde.

tatuta , ad. (from Яt , a piece ), by pieces, by fragments.

watata, s. (from uta1, a military station, and , holding),

an officer of police stationed over a particular district

or division, a constable, a bailiff.

utatati , s . (from utata, an officer ofpolice), the office of

a constable or bailiff.

, ad. (from 21, a military station , from station

to station, in the police or military stations.

uta, ad. (from ut , a place), in the same place, in one

place.

2 , phrase. (from , in the place, tf , 1, and 2x,

a hero), I alone, or literally I the hero in that place.

uttṣ, s . (from být, the palm), the flat palm, a slap.

2 , s. (from 5ft, the palm. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), a slap, a repeated

slapping.

21151, v. a. (from дt, the palm), to slap, to pat ; s. the

flat palm.

Wizși, v. a. (from it, the palm), to slap or pat a thing;

s. the flat palm.

utzști, s. (from as , to slap), a slapping,

Utaşta, s. (from TF1, to slap), the slapping or patting of

a thing.

থাসা

utal, s. (from 3 , the palm), the paw of an animal, the ex-

tended palm, a claw, a talon, a fang, a slap .

UtTtyTi, ad. (from 2 , the palm,, with the palm, by band-

fuls, by the paws.

Yt , v. n. (from 85, to stand fixed), to become tranquil,

to settle as liquids, to become calm , to forbear, to de-

sist, to be assuaged, to cool in ardor or zeal, to be-

come moderate, to slacken one's pace, to abate . This

verb when constructed with , to hold, means to up-

hold, to keep from falling, to stop a thing in its course.

2 , s. (from , a pillar), a pillar, a post, a stake, a

block.

"

uta , 8. (from д, to become tranquil) , a becoming trau-

quil, the returning of a thing which is disturbed or agi

tated to a tranquil state, a becoming quiet, the settling

of a liquid, a subsiding, an abating in ardor or zeal, the

slackening of one's pace, a becoming calm, aforbearing,

a being assuaged.

u , v. a. (from 4 , to subside), to make tranquil, to sub-

side, to cause to subside, to cause people to slacken their

pace.

utati, s. (from yta , to cause to subside), the making ofa

thing tranquil, the causing a thing to subside, the caus-

ing a person to slacken his pace.

utat, s. (from 1, to cause to subside), the making of

things tranquil, the causing of things to subside, the

causing a person to slacken his pace ; a tranquillized,

made to subside, made to slacken his pace.

fax , a. (from ta , to cause to subside , causing to sub-

side, tranquillizing, stopping a person or vehicle.

, s. (from ut , to subside), a becoming tranquil, a sub

siding a becoming calm, the desisting from a thing, a

becoming cool or moderate in zeal or ardor, the slack-

ening of a person's pace, an abating.

2 , s. (from , a dish), a dish, a tray.

uta , s. (from , a dish), a dish, a tray.

utat, s. (from tat, a dish), a dish, a pot, a vessel.

u , v. a. (from , to stand, and , to throw), to ram

down, to tread, to press, to compress, to force together,

to knead, to charge a gun.

2 , s. (from ut , to compress), the ramming down the

charge of a gun, the forcing of a thing into a small com-

pass, the compressing of a thing.

utaf , s. (from ut , to knead), a kneading, a compressing.

, v. a. (from , to compress), to cause a person to ram

down, to cause a person to knead or compress a thing;

a. kreaded, compressed.

$$$
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atti, s. (from ч , to cause to compress), the ordering

or causing a person to knead or compress a thing, the

ordering a person to ram a thing.

utatuta, s. (from utai, a kneading), a mutual kneading or

compressing.

ata , s. (from ut , to compress), a kneading, a compres-

sing, a ramming down.

fiş, v. n. (from 1 , to stand), to become quiet or tranquil,

to settle, to subside.

fa, s. (from fie, to subside), the settling or subsiding of

liquor, a becoming quiet or tranquil.

fel, v. a. (from fe, to settle), to cause liquor to settle, to

make a thing quiet or tranquil.

fusta , s. (from fuз1, to subside), the causing of liquor to

settle or subside, the tranquillizing of a thing.

fusta, s. (from fus , to settle , the settling of a sediment.

fufort, s. (from fire, to subside), a subsiding, a becoming

tranquil or quiet.

2, s. (from a , to spit), spittle, any thing abominable ;

interj. fye ! also, v. a. (from , to place), to place, to

lay a thing down.

থুইবা, s . (from 4,to place), the placing of a thing, the lay-

ing of a thing down.

2. v. n. (from a , to spit), to spit ; s. spittle. Constructed

with to give, or , to throw, this word means to

spit.

uf , s. (from re, to spit), a spitting.

2 , s. (from , spittle), saliva, the sputtering of saliva.

vævæta, s. from y , spittle), the sputtering out of saliva

in speaking, or in any other way.

stast, an imitative sound used to express that made bythe

boiling of a pot, or by the violent agitation of liquid

substances.

1 , a. (from cats , the chin), reaching to the chin.

5 , s. (from 4, spittle, and at, a heap), saliva.

2 , s. (from , saliva) , saliva, the sputtering of saliva.

, v. n. (from 3, the face, and 7, to cover), to come in

contact with the earth or any other object. This word

is applied only to the face or mouth when a person

falls flat, to fall on the face.

rast, a. (from , decrepit), blunt, dull, decrepit, un-

married . This word used in scurrilous language is fre-

quently addressed to young men in a ludicrous sense.

afa , s . (from 47 , tofall on the face), a falling on the

face.

vai, 8. (from xx, a cluster), a tuft, a cluster, a bunch of

flowers, a bunch ofgrapes or any other fruit tassel.

(2281.

YTYTI, ad. (from 4 , repeated), in tufts, by clusters, in

bunches.

u , v. a. (from 3 , to pierce or cut), to cut in pieces, to

chop in pieces.

gd, s. (from va, to cut), the cutting or chopping a thing to

pieces.

fat. s. (from y , to cut ), the cutting or chopping of a

thing to pieces.

ya , s. (from fa, decrepit), a tremulous motion, the

motion of shivering or trembling.

ata, s. (from a , a trembling motion), a shaking or

tottering with age or weakness.

af , s . (from ag, a trembling motion), a tottering, a

shivering.

Yayatham, a. (from yuz, a trembling motion), trembling

with age, tottering.

yayfayı, a. (from A , decrepit) , decrepit, crazy, ricketty,

shaking or dropping to pieces with age.

cům, v. n. (from 37, to extend), to be bruised, to be beaten

or hammered out.

, s. (from 3 , to bruise), the being bruised or beat-

en, the being hammered out.

cửgal, v. a. (from 37, to extend), to bruise, to bruise by

violence, to beat black and blue, to hammer out, to

depress by force, to flatten.

cum , s. (from cửa , to bruise), the bruising or beat

ing a person till he is black and blue, the hammering out

or flattening of a piece of metal, the flattening a thing.

isma, s. (from 1, to be bruised), the bruising ofany

person by blows or by violence.

cứggi, a. (from 37, to extend), bruised, hammered out, flaf-

tened, depressed.

(Ÿggtèggi, a. (from cs , bruised. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), battered and bruised,

flattened, hammered out, depressed.

( NAT ), a. (from c , bruised. The last member of:

this word is only a rhyme to the first), battered and

bruised, hammered out, flattened, depressed.

L☎, v. n. (from aя, to stop), to be obstructed, to be hinder-

ed, to be stopped.

(21, v. a. (from Tst, to stop , to obstruct, to check, to curb,

to clog ; s. an obstruction, a check.

cuætzat, s. (from (œ , to obstruct), the obstructing or hin

dering of a thing, the checking or curbing of a thing

which is in motion.

cuta, s. (from cu , to obstruct), the obstructing of a

thing, the checking or curbing of a thing.

a

U
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cutrze.

atfart, a. (from 1 , to obstruct), obstructing, checking,

curbing.

cufari , s. (from cư , to be obstructed) , a being obstructed

or checked, a being curbed.

(usptruggi, ad. (from , to stand, and sï, to move), hig-

gledy piggeldy, in a confinsed manner, confusedly.

USTEST , ad. (from , to stand, and sta, to move. The

last member of this word is only a rhyme to the first),

biggledy piggeldy, confusedly.

CUTTA, s. (from fafs, a place , the placing of things in or-

der.

faufa, an imitative sound used to express that made by

striking a kettle drum.

curși, v. a. (from fa , depressed), to press down, to flat-

ten or press down a soft substance, to knead ; a. depres-

sed, flat, applied to the nose.

st , s. (from cui, to press down), the pressingdown

or flattening of soft earth or similar substances, aknead-

ing.

sta, s . (from cus , depressed), the pressing down or

flattening of soft earth or other similar substances, a

kneading ; a. pressed down, flattened, kneaded.

curştayı, a (from cu45 , to press down , pressing down or

flattening oft earth or similar substances, kneading.

wæştra&mi, a . (from cuși, d pressed, and te, the nose),

flat-nosed .

(UT), s. (from (UTȘ) ,flattened), the name of a cucurbitace-

ous plant, (Trichosauthes Theba, Buchanan's Mss.)

(vsgi, a. (from I , a pot , wide at the top like a saucer,

patent.

tuata, s, (from T, to stand, and
to be collected), the

name of a fruit indigenous in the north of Bengal,

(Garcinia pedunculata.)

tumitum , ad (from tum , a bag), by bagsful.

tumi, s. (from ã, to stand), a bag.

´cursa, s . (from c , to place , the placing of a thing, the

putting of a thing in a particular place.

cuts , s. (from cafe, a bird's beak , the chin, a bird's beak.

cute, s. (from , a heap), a whole , a collection, a heap, a

lump.

cuteu¡æ, ad. (from cute , a heap), by heaps, by lumps.

cutre, ad. (from , a heap , at once, in the whole, in

a bunch.

cutate, ad. (from , a heap), at once, by lots, by

bunches

cut*fag, ad. (from ( , at once, and f , sale), by

wholesale.

cuts, s. (from , to stand), the spathe of a plantain tree

before it shoots from the stem, the ear of corn and grass

before it shoots from the culm .

up

cuts , a. (from cat , little), few, little.

cutștă, a. (from cuts the spathe ofaplantain tree before

it shoots up), plump, swollen with the spathe before it

from
shoots up, swelled with the ear before it shoots

the culm .

cutata, s. (from us, to appease) , the reducing ofa person

or animal to shifts, the nonplussing of a person.

cutet, s. (from xxx, a cluster), a cluster, a tassel, a bunch

of fruit or flowers, a thyrse, a bunch of grapes.

cuttur , ad. (from cutt, a cluster), by bunches, by clusters.

cuts. (from cute, a cluster), a tassel, a cluster, a bunch

of grapes or any other fruit, a bunch or thyrse of flow-

ers .

1

cutt , s (from cut , the face), the face, the mouth.

cute , s. (from cutt, a cluster), a cluster, a tassel, a bunch

ofgrapes or any other fruit , a bunch or thyrse of flow-

ers.

( tute , ad. (from cutt, repeated) , in clusters, in bunches.

cutaşı, vn. (from ч , tofall on theface), to cause a per-

son to fall on his face, to bring the face into contact

with the ground ; a. smeared with earth by a fall, when

applied to the face, depressed, flattened , kneaded . This

word like many others of the same class is frequently

doubled without producing any alteration in the mean-

ing.

cutta , s. (from us , to cause to fall on the face) , the

causing a person to fall on his face, the bringing the

face in contact with the ground.

cutazta, s. (from a , o cause to fall on the face) , the

causing a person to fall on his face, the bringing of the

face into contact with the earth.

cutta), s. (from 39, or, ™ , theface), the face, the mouth.

(U†TI, 8. (from TX, a cluster), a cluster, a tassel, a bunch of

grapes or any other fruit, a bunch of flowers.

cutæi, v. a. (from ч, to place , to cause a personto set or

place, to put an article in any place.

cutatzæi, s. (from cut , to place), the causing a person to

set or place a thing.

cutata , ad. (from cut , a cluster), by clusters, by bunch-

ES.

и.

, The eighteenth consonant in the Hindoo Alphabet, and

the third of the class of Dentals . Affixed to a substan-

$ 9.2
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দऊি.

tive it forms an adjective which means giving the thing

to which it is affixed.

, s.(from , curd , curds.

ta , &. (from , curds, and , flatened rice), the

name of a plant or weed common in Bengal, (Achy-

ranthes lanata. )

nggia, s. (from nata, compassionate), the name of a fine

song bird common in Bengal, (Turdus Saularis, Car.

Gracula Saularis, Linn .)

4º, a contraction of i , within ; and of , again, dit-

to.

• , v. a. (from ■■, to bite), to bite. This verb is most fre-

quently, though not exclusively, used to signify the bite

ofa serpent ; s. a gadfly, a snake, a tooth, the poisonous

fang of a serpent, a fang.

t , a. (from , to bite), biting, stinging; s . a gadfly.

zanja, s. (from ħa, to bite), the act of biting, the bite of a

serpent.

, v. a. (from , to bite), to cause to bite, to cause a

serpent to bite.

, s. (from H, to cause to bite), the causing of an

animal to bite, the causing of a serpent to bite.

, 8. (from , to cause to bite), the causing of an

animal to bite, the causing of a serpent to bite.

fa, s. (from *, to bite), a biting.

, a. (from , to bite), bitten, wounded by the teeth

of a serpent or other hurtful animal.

, s. (from , to bile), a tooth.

, s. (from , to bite), a tusk, a fang, a large tooth.

. a . (from fa, biting), biting, wounding with the

teeth ; s. a hog, a snake.

, s. (from , mud), soft dirt, mud.

, an imitative sound used to express thejolting mo-

tion of a horse in trotting, or a trotting pace .

, s. (from a highwayman), a highwayman, a

housebreaker, a plunderer.

, s. (from

a burglary.

1 , highwayman), a highway robbery,

nata, s. (from the letter , and to do), the letter , or

the character which represents the sound of that let-

ter.

etatín, a. (from , the letter , and if , a begin-

ning), beginning with the letter , having an initial π.

tata, a. (from , the letter , and , an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

afs, s. (from f , two, and af , a smearing), a weaver's

slay.

KEE

¤œnæ, s. (from 5g, to burn), aglowing, the red and angry

appearance ofa wound or sore, an inflammation, a fer-

vid appearance.

fax , a. (from , a glowing), glowing, fervid, red,

inflamed.

, a. (from , to expedite), clever, active, dexterous, ex-

pert, skilful, acute, capable ; s . one of the sons of Bruh-

ma produced from the thumb ofhis right hand for the

purpose ofpeopling the world.

HEI, s. (from the son ofBruhma, and 751, a daugh-

ter), a name of Doorga.

£851, a. (from 4 , the son of Bruhma, and , to be pro-

duced), a name of Doorga.

T$US5K, s. (from T , the sacrifice of Duksha, and 51,

a breaking), the destruction of the sacrifice of Duksha

by his son-in-law Shiva. The word is used in common

languageto express the entire destruction of a work, an

entire miscarriage or disappointment.

fd, s. (from ч , to expedite), the south, the right hand

side. This word constructed with stд, orm, to go,

means to go to the abodes of death, and is generally

used to express a wish for another's death.

fast , s. (from , the south, and sta , a going), a

going to the south, a going to the right hand, a going

to the abodes of death. This word is generally used in

a bad sense in quarrels when a person wishes another

dead.

fds , s. (from fd, south, and S , a musical note),

the name of a note in the Hindoo Gamut.

af , s. (from af , south, and fe, a point of the com-

pass) , the south quarter.

, s. (from ff , the south quarter, and

qa, a temporary residence), a residence for a short

time in the south quarter.

affata. (from , the south quarter, and

ga , residing temporarily), residing in a temporary

manner in the south quarter.

ff , a (from aff , the south quarter, and , to

stand), situated or standing in the south quarter.

aff , a. (from affe, the south quarter, and

fu , staying), staying in the south quarter.

দক্ষিণদিক্স্থিত, a . (from দক্ষিণদিক্, the south quarter, and স্থিত,

situated), situated in the south quarter.

affast, s. (from , the south, and fit, a point ofthe

compass), the south quarter.

fafast, ad. loc. case of affast) , southerly, to the south,

in the south quarter, towards the south.
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দক্ষিণদিtin, s . (from দক্ষিণদিগ , the south quarter, and tস,

residence), a residence in the south quarter.

দক্ষিণদিঘাসী , a. ( from দক্ষিণদিগ্ the southquarter, and বাসি ,

residing), residing in the south quarter.

sata, s. (from affs, the south quarter, and

fata, a residence), a residence in the south quarter.

Takṣical, a. (from , the south quarter, and

fxfaz, residing), residing in the south quarter.

flat, s. (from , the south, and a , a country), re-

siding in the south country.

affata, s. (from , the south country, and

fata, a residence), a residence in the south country.

a. (from , the south country, and

farfar, residing), res ding in the south country.

fa, s. (from , the south country, and

ta, a temporary residence), a temporary residence in

the south country.

fedett, a. (from f¶ , the south country, and

getfa , residing temporarily), residing temporarily in

the south country.

, s . (from fat , the south country, and ,

a residence), a residence in the south country.

fantazi, a. (from f¶¶ * , the south country, and

ta , residing), residing in the south country.

to
দক্ষিণ দর্শস্থ, a . (from দক্ষিণদেশ, the south country, and হা,

sland), standing or being situated in the south coun-

try.

*** , . (from fat , the south country, and

, staying), staying or continuing in the south

country.

দক্ষিণদেশহিত, a . (from দক্ষিণদেশ, the south country , and স্থিত,

situated), situated in the south country.

*ft , a. (írom fd, the south, and atge, a lover), a

man who though he lives with a number of concubines

yet preserves an unabated affection for his lawful wife.

atst, s. (from 4, the south, and tst, a share), the

southern part.

37, s. (from fd, the south, and 3 , a going), a

going southwards, a going to the right hand, a going to

the abodes of death . This word is generally used in the

last sense, when a person wishes death to another.

raft , s. (from fd, the south, and raft , the

temperate zone), the southern temperate zone.

afe, s.(from

hand.

4, the south, and 1 , a hand , the right

41, s. from , to expedite), a fee given to a brahmun

or preceptor.

ST1.

fat ,s. (from f , the south, and af , fire), one ofthe

three kinds of sacred fire which is taken from the con-

secrated tire and placed to the south.

fats , s. (from , a fee, and H , a receiving), the

receiving a fee at a sacrifice.

atstedtæti, s. (from fata, the receiving ofa sacri-

ficial fee, and tætgt, desire), a desire of receiving a

sacrificial fee.

afædtsædtætsi, a. (from πfæ †Яæd, the receiving of a sacri-

ficialfee, and tæt , desirous), desirous of receiving

a sacrificial fee.

af¶dtЯx?d&1, s. (from

cialfee, and ,

cial fee.

fats , the receiving ofa sacrifi-

desire), a desire to receive a sacrifi-

afædtsæd , a. (from fЯd, the receiving of a sacrifi-

cial fee, and a desirous), desirous of receiving a sa-

crificial fee.

fædtЯd , a. (from

ficial fee, and I

sacrificial fee.

fatte, a. (from

fat , the receiving of a sacri-

desirous), desirous of receiving a

1, a fee, and , receiving),

receiving a fee at a sacritice ; s. one who receives a

sacrificial fee.

fatta, s. (from af , a sacrificialfee, and , a gift, or

tata, a receiving), the gift of a sacrificial fee, the re-

ceiving ofa sacrificial fee.

aff , a. (from , the south, and afs ,facing),

facing the south,

fata, s. (from fd, south, and a , a going), the sun's

course from north to south.

afædtats, s. (from f™ , a sacrificial fee, and πts, acqui-

sition), the acquisition of a sacrificial fee.

nam, ´s. (from Jad, entrance), the entrance into a place,

the meddling with an affair.

ata, s. (from Js , entrance, and , to do), the per-

son who introduces a person or thing.

amt, a. (from Jsd, entrance), permitting or command-

ing entrance or introduction .

Tπi, s. (from LÊS, deceit) , deceit, imposture, treachery.

stata, a. (from les, deceit, and , holding), deceitful,

treacherous ; s. a traitor, an impostor.

stata , s. (from J ♪ és, a traitor), the conduct of a traitor

or deceitful person, treachery, deceit.

stata, s. (from lès, deceit, and jų , playing), a cheat, a

traitor, an impostor.

Estatal, s. (from je , a cheat), cheating, deceit,

treachery, fraud.
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Estust, s . (from , to burn), a glowing, the red and angry

appearance of a wound or sore, an inflammation, a fer-

vid appearance.

দগ্দগিয়া,fs , a. (from E , a glowing appearance), glowing,

fervid , red , imflamed.

™ , a. (from 5, to burn), burnt, consumed, scorched, sing-

ed.

if³fu, s. (from î✯†, burnt, and fofu, a lunar day), cer-

tain lunar days in the Hindoo calendar on which all re-

ligious actions are prohibited.

ski , s . (from , burnt), half burnt rice.

TЯ, s. (from aċJės, a tumult), sedition, a mutiny, a distur-

bance, a tumult.

, 8. (from xès, a tumult), sedition, a mutiny, a dis-

turbance, a tumult.

Tkta̸†ā, s. (from xèsès, a tumult, andj↳ , playing) , sediti-

ous, mutinous, tumultous.

ta, a. (from A, wicked), wicked, oppressive, overbear-

ing.

*ness .

, s. (from t , wicked), wickedness, oppressive-

¤3, a. (from ₹5, firm), hard, firm, tough, entire, excessive.

¤ṣa†Ã¶, s. (from the sound of a drum), the name of a par-

ticular kind of drum.

ṣi, s. (from , to increase), a cord, a rope.

■ , an imitative sound employed to express that occasion-

ed by the crash of heavy bodies falling on the ground

or by the discharge of a gun.

stant , an imitative sound employed to express that aris-

ing from the repeated crash of heavy bodies, or from

the repeated discharge of fire arms.

an imitative sound employed to express that arising

from the fall ofwood, stones, or other heavy bodies on

the ground.

¤¾, s. (from ħ , to increase), a rope, a string.

IșT1, v. a. (from 45, hard), to bring on a paroxysm, to in-

flame, to irritate ; s. a paroxysm.

ti, s. (from 1 , to irritate), the irritating of a dis-

ease or calamity, the irritating of a person, the bung-

ing on of a paroxysm .

ṣa, s. (from THÃ, to irritate), the irritating or inflam-

ing of a disease or calamity, the bringing on of a pa

roxysm .

গড ,়
, ad. (from 3, swift), swiftly, bastily, on a sudden.

TF, a. (from 5, firm), strong, hard, firm, stiff, stout, brit-

tle, asserted.

2

4545, ad (from 45, firm), firmly, with assertions, strongly,

constantly.

TS.

ħd, s. (from gid, a measure ofcapacity), a measure ofcapa-

city containing five sers.

53, s . (from 58, to punish), punishment, chastisement, a fine,

a mulet, a staff, the handle of an instrument, the stem

of a plant or flower, an oar, a churning staff, an Indi-

an hour, viz. the sixtieth part ofthe day (Nycthemeron)

or twenty-four minutes of our time, a pole of four cu

bits, but in some places of six cubits, a pilgrim's staff,

a sceptre.

1, s . (from 48, punishment, and , a doer), one who

punishes others .

4зatze, 4. (from 43, punishment, and ◄tē, doing), inflict-

ing fines or punishment.

73xiA, a. (from 73, punishment, and atą, doing), inflict-

ing fines or punishment.

59td, 8. (from 53, a staff, and , the taking ofa thing),

the assuming of the pilgrim's staff.

48577, a. (from 3, punishment, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from punishment.

485 , ad. (loc. case of 351 , for or because of punish-

-ment.

, a . (from ₹❤, punishment, and ta , giving), in-

flicting punishment, conferring the pilgrin's 'staff.

5387, a. (from 53, a pilgrim's staff, and to hold , holding

or bearing the pilgrim's staff, wielding a sceptre ; s. a

king.

7821.1, a. (from 78, a pilgrim's s'aff, and fa , holding), as-

suming or bearing a pilgrim's staff; s . a religious men-

dicant .

Teatдæ, s. (from ₹3, a staff, and ¬†ªæ, holding , a consta-

ble, the commander of a column of troops.

দণ্ডসিৱৰ্ত্তক,, a. (from 3, punishment, and fa , causing to

cease , putting a stop to fines or punishments.

asfaæizæ, a. (from 48 , punishment, and fixa , hinder-

ing), preventing fines or punishment.

fata , s. (from 8, punishment, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of fines or punishment.

nefaqfs, s. from 5º, punishment, and faf , cessation), the

cessation offines or punishment.

, a. (from 3, punishment, and ffs, a cause),

caused by or arising from fines or punishment ; ad. from

or because of fines or punishment.

effare, ad. (from 48, punishment, and fifty, a cause),

for or because offines or punishment.

Teafs, s. (from 48, punishment, and f³, justice), the du-

ties of a king, viz. the punishment of offenders and

doingjustice to all.
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sar, a. (from 43, topunish), punishable, liable to a fine.

, a. (from 8, punishment, and , before), preced-

ed by fines or punishments ; ad. by or through fines or

punishments.

, a. (from
, punishment, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from fines or punishment ; ad. from

or because of fines or punishment.

FOT, S. (from 8, a staff , prostration, obeisance, a bow;

a. like a staff. This word constructed with , to do,

means to bow, to prostrate, to fall like a staff ; with ₹,

to be, it means to stand erect, to stand like a staff.

eft , ad. (from 3, punishment, and f1, without), with-

out fines or punishments.

faft , a. (from 3, punishment, aud faft , possessed

of), connected with fines or punishments, possessed of

slaves.

sfsfs , a. (from 8, punishment, and fofa , except-

ed), fines or punishments excepted.

rowfotge, s. (from 53, punishment, and ifɩṛ™, an ex-

ception), the exception of fines or punishments.

neziforçte, ad. (loc. case of nº1f ), with the excepti-

on offines or punishments, without or besides fines or

punishments.

FF, a. (from 8, punishment, and , joined to), connect-

ed with fines or punishments, connected with staves.

Tas , a. ´from 3, punishment, and catst , worthy), wor-

thy of punishment, punishable.

133f3, a. from 3, punishment, and 3 , destitute), free-

from fines or punishments.

*5*4), a. (írom 4ª punishment, and 3, empty), free from

fines or punishments.

, a. (from 3, punishment, and t, identically the

same) , identified with fines or punishments.

rexia, n. (from 53 , punishment, and 17, destitute), free

from fines or punishments.

137336, a. (from 48, punishment, and 3, a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from punishment ; ad. from or because

ofpunishment.

131, v. n. (from 43, a staff), to stand erect, to stand still.

A013, s. (from 3, a staff, and fats, a blow), a blow

with a staff.

ratai, s . (from 48, punishment , and tut , a command), an

order to punish a person, a judicial sentence of con-

demnation.

reteta, a . (from 3 , a staff), standing erect,

Tat , a. (from 8, punishment, and a , worthy), worthy

ofpunishment, punishable.

দজ্ঞ

3 , s. (from 3, a pilgrim's s , and at , a state),.

the profession or condition of a pilgrim.

a. (from 3, a staff, and , attaching one's

selfto a sect), making a profession of retiring from the

world and assuming the pilgrim's staff.

, a. (from 3, a pilgrim's staff), bearing a pilgrim's staff;

s. a pilgrim, one who has assumed the staff of a devotec,

a religious mendicant.

sta, s. (from 3, punishment, and sur , exertion), an

exertion to punish.

starts, s. (from 58, punishment, and suits, exertion),,

an attempt to punish, zeal in punishing.

starts , a. (from 8 , punishment, and sista, engaged

in), zealously engaged in punishing. »

sta, s. (from 48, punishment, and s , a beginning),

an attempt to punish, a beginning to punish."

mets, a. (from punishment, and 85, proper),

deserving punishment, punishable.

587, a. (from 5º, to punish , punishable, deserving of pu-

·

nishment.

, a. (from , to give , given, bestowed ; s. the name

of one of the subdivisions of the writer class of Hin-

doos.

, 8. (from 3, given, and , a son) , an adopted son.

43 , a. (from 43, a person of the writer caste, and 5 , to

be produced), descended from a person of that subdivi-

sion of the writer caste which is called Dutta ; s. the son

of a personof that subdivision of the writer caste which

is denominated Dutta.

, 8. (from , given , and a, life), having yielded up

life, made a sacrifice of life, yielded to martyrdom.

, a. (from , to give), given in marriage, given.

43 ), 2. (from 43, given, and ata , self), self-given . This

word is generally used to designate that kind of adopt-

ed son, who having presented himselfto a person and

claiming his protection is adopted by him.

■ , 8. (from ■, to tear), a ringworm.

KPI, ɑ. (from ❤, a ringworm, and T , to kill), ringworm-

destroying ; s . the name of a plant much esteeu ed for

its efficacy in destroying herpetical eruptions, (Cassia

alata.) .

"FKAC, a. (from 4, a ringworm, and , producing),

producing ringworms .

, a. (from , a ringworm, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from ringworms.

KAI, ad. (loc. case of n * ), for or because of ring-

worms.

3
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Tap.
aft.

3:, ad. (from , a ringworm) , from or because of || a. (from , a ringworm, and , a caus?), causawiTzF, (TT,

ringworms. ed by or arising from ringworms ; ad. from or because

of ringworms., s. (from , a ringworm, and , destruction),

the cure of a ringworm .

YFJAT, a. (from 4 , a ringworm, and ‡ , destructive),

proper or good for the cure of ringworms.

, a. (from 4, ringworm, and f , destructive),

good for the cure of ringworms.

at, s. (from , a ringworm, and , destruction),

the cure of a ringworm.

, a. (from , a ringworm), and t , destructive),

good for the cure of ringworms.

awfiface, a. (from 4, a ringworm, and fafe, a cause),

caused by or arising from a ringworm ; ad. from or

because ofringworms,

fafts, ad. (from , a ringworm, and ffa , a cause),

for or because of ringworms.

WF, 4. (from 4, a ringworm, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from ringworms, ad. from or be

cause of ringworms,

af , ad. (from , a ringworm, and f , without),

without ringworms.

uwfentat, s. (from 44, a ringworm, and fant , destruction),

the cure of a ringworm.

at , a. (from , a ringworm, and ft , destruc-

tive), good for the cure of ringworms.

faf , a. (from , a ringworm, and ff , possessed

of, afflicted with ringworms.

fs , a . (from , a ringworm, and sofa , except-

ed), a ringworm excepted.

, s. (from , a ringworm, and fg , an ex-

ception), the exception of ringworms.

for , ad. (loc. case off ), with the excepti-

on of ringworms, without or besides ringworms,

KAT, ɑ . (from 44, a ringworm), covered with ringworms.

wa , 8. (from ™™, a ringworm, and ¤¤, a bruising), the

name of a shrub the leaves of which are supposed to

be a specific for ringworms, (Cassia alata . )

, a . (from , a ringworm, and , joined to), cop-

nected with ringworms, afflicted with ringworms.

3, a. (from , a ringworm, and fs, destitute),

free from ringworms.

ta , a. (from , a ringworm), subject to ringworms,

disposed to ringworms.

* , a. (from , aringworm, and , empty), free

from ringworms.

tf , s. (from 4 , a ringworm, and tf, a detriment),

the lessening or cure of a ringworm.

af , s. (from 1, to have or hold), curds.

, a. (from , curds, and at , eating), eating

curds, feeding on curds ; s. a person who eats curds.

afasto, a. (from a , curds, and st³, found), found or being

in curds .

ħa , a. (from aft, curds, and Q , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from curds.

, ad. (loc. case of J) , for or because of curds.

ufan, a. (from îf , curds, and ¹, to give), bestowing curds.

nfant1, s. (from a , curds, and at , a giving), one who

bestows curds.

afąntyæ, a. (from afa, curds, and aty , giving), bestowing

curds ; s. one who bestows curds.

afantil, a. (from fa, curds, and giving), bestow-

ing curds .

fatæ, a. (from aft, curds, and , destructive), de-

structive to or spoiling curds.

fifa , a . (from fa, curds, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from curds ; ad. from or because of curds .

Afififis, ad. (from èft, curds, and fifs, a cause), for or

because of curds.

, a. (from 4, curds, and , caused by), caused

by or arisingfrom curds; ad from or because of curds.

fifay, a. (from af , curds, and fix, beloved), fond of curds.

fan , ad. (from af³, curds, and fæ , without), without

curds.

faff ,a. (from fa, curds, and ff , possessed of), pos

sessed of curds, curdled .

ftufsfas, a. (from , curds, and sofa , excepted),

curds excepted.

aftæïfstaæ, s. (from a , curds, and afsig , an exception),

the exception of curds.

afteıfsıxı®, ad. (loc. case ofaff ), with the excep

tion of curds, without curds.

akse, a. (from , curds, and s , eating), eating curds,

feeding on curds.

দধিযন্ত্রন , s . (from দধি, curds , and মন্থন, the churning of any

thing), the churning ofcurds to make butter.

afts, a. (from aft, curds, and ™ , joined to), connected

with curds, mixed with curds.

, a. (from fa, curds, and , preserving), keeping

or guarding curds .

E , s. (from aft, curds, and JF , a preserving), the

preserving or guarding of curds.

1
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a , s. (from af , curds, and 1, preservation), the pre- atat, s . (from cat , a small plant, and ctd, a corner , the

servation of curds.

ffx , a. (from , curds, and af , destitute), destitute

of curds.

fats, s. (from a , curds, and to, gain), the acquisition

of curds.

fas, a. (from fa, curds, and , gained), possessed of

curds.

fa , a. (from fa, curds, and , empty), destitute of

curds.

afizia, a. (from aft, curds, and 17, destitule), destitute of

curds.

fæææzz, a. (from îft, curds, and ³, a caus:), caused by

or arising from curds ; ad. from or because of curds.

aal, s. (from fª, curds, and 1, desire), a desire for

curds.

, s. (from it, curds, and , desirous), desirous of

curds.

, a. (from , curds, and a desirous), desirous

of curds.

, a . (from fa, curds, and , seeking), seek-

ing curds.

qânaud, s. (from , curds, and , a seeking), a seek-

ing for curds.

ninaal, a. (from aft, curds, and aſka, seeking), seeking

curds.

KINYEI, s. (from fa, curds, and I, expectation), an ex-

pectation of, or looking for curds.

hamisi, a. (from fa, curds, and af , expecting), ex-

pecting or looking for curds.

femta, s. (from f , curds, and afsata, desire) , a desire

for curds.

fsata , a. (from , curds, and fontfag, desirous), de-

sirous of curds.

31, s. (from a , curds, and attg¹, a desire), a desire

for curds.

utati, a. (from aft, curds, and staff , desirous), desir-

ous of curds.

Kina, s. (from fa, curds, and at , respect), a fondness

for curds.

ta , s. (from fa, curds, and at , a receptacle), a

vessel or receptacle for curds.

, s. (from , to cut), the name of one of the daughters

of Duksha who was the mother of the demons.

*4 , 4. (from 43, the daughter of Duksha, and I, to be

produced), born of Dunoo; s . a demon, an infernal be-

ing.

name of a species of plant, (Pladera decussata. )

, s. (from , to subdue), a tooth, the fang of a serpent,

a task .

not , s. (from з, a tooth, and t , wood), a bit of wood

used by the natives of India to cleanse their tooth.

afafsfafs, s . (from 5, a tooth, and feffefs, a grinding),

the grinding or gnashing of the teeth, the grating of

the teeth.

nafalsafs, s. (from , a tooth, and feffafs, the grinding

or gnashing of the teeth) , the grinding or guashing of

the teeth, the grating of the teeth.

, a. (from , a tooth, and st3, found , sticking to or

being in the teeth.

, s. (from 8, a tooth, and 2 , a washing , the

washing ofthe teeth.

, s. (from 3 , a tooth, and , destruction), the de-

struction or loss ofthe teeth.

, a. (from 3 , a tooth, and , destructive), de-

structive to the teeth.

☎‡ºñì, a. (from 3, a tooth, and fa, destructive) , de-

structive to the teeth.

☎att, s. (from 43, a tooth, and *, destruction) , the de-

struction or loss ofthe teeth .

nette, a. (from , a tooth, and , destructive), de-

structive to the teeth.

4394F, a. (from 43, a tooth, and us, caused by), caused

by or arising from the teeth.

ofa , ad. (from , a tooth, and f , without), without

teeth.

fat, s. (from , a tooth, and fat , destruction), the

destruction or loss of the teeth .

nofant*tæ, a. (from 3, a tooth, and fat , destructive),

destructive to the teeth .

rafafe, a. (from , a tooth, and faf , possessed of),

toothed, tusked , possessing teeth .

can , s. (from , a tooth, and T, pain), the tooth-

ache.

দত্তদেন জন্য , a , (from দত্তদেনা, the tooth ache, and জন্য,
pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the tooth-ache.

দত্তৰেদনাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of দত্তদেন জন্য ) , for or because

ofthe tooth-ache.

kora̸hatg"♬, s. (from KG¿Th31 , the tooth-ache, and ‡ , de-

struction), the cure of the tooth-ache.

KOITHAT§“AG, a. (from з , the tooth-ache, and ,

destructive), good to cure the tooth-ache.

a . (from , the tooth-ache, and f

destructive), good for the cure of the tooth-ache.

Ttt
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natata , s. (from

struction), the cure of the tooth-ache.

1 , the tooth-ache, and txt, de- || notats, s . (from 3. a tooth, and is, a blow) , a blow

on the teeth; a biting or striking with the teeth.

¿☎ina, s. (from ñ³, a tooth, and wing, respect), a regard for

the teeth.

ana , a. (from 1 , the tooth-ache, and at ,

destructive), good for the cure of the tooth-ache.

দত্তঃদনানিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from দত্তদেন!, the tooth ache, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), causing the tooth-ache to cease.

দত্তদেন।নিবারক, a. (from দত্তদেন।, the tooth-ache , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing the tooth -ache.

দত্তঃদনানিবৃত্তি, s . (from দত্তবেদনা , the tooth ache, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation or cure of the tooth-ache.

দত্তদেনানিমিশুক, a. ( from দত্তবেদনা, the tooth-ache, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from the tooth-ache ;

ad. from or because of the tooth-ache.

দত্তদেনানিমিত্তে, ad. (from দত্তবেদনা, the tooth-ache, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for the tooth-ache.

দণ্ডদেনান্বিত, a . (from দন্তদেনা, the tooth-ache , and অন্বিত,

connected with), belonging to the tooth-ache, troubled

with the tooth ache.

দত্তবেদনাপ্রযুক্ত, a. ( from দত্তদেনা , the tooth-ache, and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the tooth-ache;

ad. from or because of the tooth-ache.

দত্তদেনাবিশিষ্ট , a. (from দত্তবেদনা, the tooth-ache, and বিশিষ্ট ,

possessed of), afflicted with the tooth-ache.

, a. (from , the tooth-ache, and , join-

ed to , connected with the tooth-ache, afflicted with the

tooth-ache.

দত্তবেদনারহিত, a. ( from দত্তদেনা , the tooth-ache, and রহিত,

desitute), free from the tooth-ache.

patzmatteze, a. (from 8TRA1, the tooth ache, and cg, a

cruse , caused by or arising from the tooth-ache ;

ad, from or because of the tooth-ache..

neza, 8. (from 45, a tooth, and , a root) , the root or

spur of a tooth, the gums.

4345, a. (from 45, a tooth, and ч , connected with), con-

nected with or possessing teeth.

4 : 3, a. (from 5, a tooth, and as, destitute), toothless.

, a. (from , a tooth, and T, empty), toothless.

3 , s. (from ☎, a tooth, and , a spear), the tooth-

ache.

nõuttaaì, s. (from ☎, a tooth, and extafa , cleansing), a

tooth-pick.

, a . (from , a tooth, and , identically the same),

identified with a tooth.

kostfa, 8. (from 53, a tooth, and a†f , injury), an injury to

the teeth, the loss of the teeth.

* ssia, a. (from 5³, a tooth, and 7, destitute), toothless.

kulgte, 9. (from 53, a tooth, and c , a cause), caused by

or arising from teeth ; ad. from or because of teeth,

ħ☎ì, s. (from 43, a tooth), the name of a medicinal plant,

(Croton polyandrum .)

motetta, s. (from 5 , a tooth, and sex, an eradicating),

the extracting of a tooth.

krotny, s. (from n☎, a tooth, and 8 , the appearing ofany

thing), the first appearance of the teeth in children,

the teething of children.

, α. (from 3, a tooth), dental.

GIT , 8. (from 3 , dental, aud T , a class), the class of

dental letters in the Indian alphabet.

nometa, s. (from ☎ , dental, and ? , the letter , the

dental sibilant in the Hindoo alphabet, viz . the letter .

, an imitative sound used to express the suddenness of

any action such as the sudden blazing of wood, gun-

powder, or other inflammable substances ; the sudden

occurring of a thing to the recollection.

, s . (from , pride), pride, self-importance, arrogant

behaviour, assuming conduct, severity.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

pedal while working, also a sensation of pain in the

head supposed to have some relation to the sound of

the pedal.

, an imitative sound used to express the suddenness

of an action, the sudden blazing of inflammable sub-

stances, the sudden occurring of a thing to the recollec-

tion, or the palpitation of the breast on a sudden alarm.

¤œufs, s. (from ¿¿♪, a time, and , a time), delay, the

putting off an opportunity.

, a. (fromp , to knock against, ¿åd, a time), time,

a moment, one time.

hætħœi, ad. (from ¿id, time), repeatedly, again and again,

from time to time.

autata, s. (from ¿id, a time, and ♪, holding), an officer

placed over any business.

qœtatzî, s. (from jlsæis, a superintendant), the office of a

man who is placed at the head of a number of workmen

or soldiers.

zatata, s. (from zid, a time, and 9, holding), the plac-

ing of articles in lots or parcels.

, ad. (loc. case of ), again, also, ditto.

ga, s . (from , a book), a book, a journal, a record, a

parcel of account books or papers.

, s. (from , a book, and ail , a house), a count-
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ing house, an office where journals or books of other

transactions are kept.

* M *, s. (from jäi , a book, and ♬,;, a covering),

a piece of cloth used to bind round or wrap up books

of accounts or other journals.

, s . (from Lid, a book), a librarian,ja person who has

the care of the account books or other journals in an

office.

, s. from দূফ,to distress), a wave.

, v. a. (from fia, to give pain), to tread under foot, to

trample.

576, v. a, (from 3, fear), to startle, to withdraw.

*TE, s. (from TT , to startle), the startling or withdraw-

ing at any thing.

zel, v. a. (from , fear), to startle, to withdraw.

Ken, s. (from 71, to startle), the startling ofany thing.

Fate, s. (from , ink, l`, an ink-stand), an ink- stand.

kaa , 8. (from ✨ɔd, pomp) ; state, pomp, dignity.

581, v. a. (from 57, tʊ tread), to trample, to tread under

foot.

, s. from , to tread underfoot), the treading of a

thing under foot.

zaifa, s. from ga , a treading), a mutual or alternate tram-

pling under foot.

x7 , s. (from ¡Ã , to tread under foot), the treading of a

thing under foot.

afre, a. (from 3, distant), most distant, remote, afar off.

asia, a. (from 47, distant), remote, farther.

47, an imitative sound employed to express the report of

a gun, or the crash of falling trees ; the sound of a drum

when struck on the under side. Als (from , blood,

, breath), breath, life, a breathing space, a moment, a

wheedling or coaxing.

3

, s. (from , to subdue), a penalty ; also (from , a boast),

a boast, the spring of the mind , ambition.

, s. (from , breath), a single effort, a spirt.

, 6. (from , to domineer), the bringing of a thing

into subjection, the subduing of the appetites or passi-

ons, the subduing of an enemy, the taming or subdu-

ing ofan unruly thing.

1, s . (from 7, a subduing, and a , a doer), the

person who subdues or suppresses .

at , a. (from , a subduing, and eta , doing , sub-

duing or suppressing ; s . one who subdues or sup-

presses.

tat, a. (from , a subduing, and if , doing), sub-

duing or suppressing.

দয

, a. (from 4 , a subduing, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from the subduing or suppress-

ing of a thing.

44355 , a . (from 477, a subduing, and 71, producible),

producible by or arising from the subduing of a per-.

son or thing.

দমননিবর্ত্তক, a. (from দমন, a subduing, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), causing the subduing or suppressing of a

thing to cease.

দমননিবারক, a . ( from দমন , a subduing, and নিবারক prevent-

ing), preventing the subduing or suppressing of a thing.

দখননিবারণ , s . ( from দমন, a subduing, and নিবারণ , aprerent-

ing), the preventing of the subduing or suppressing of

a person or thing.

fafa , a. (from 4 , a subduing, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from the subduing or suppressing

of a person or thing ; ad. from or because of subduing

or suppressing.

affar , ad. (from , a subduing, and ff , a cause),

for or because of the subduing or suppressing of a

person or thing.

দমনপূর্বক,4279Éæ, «. (from 27 , subduing, and , before), preced-

ed by suppressing or subduing ; ad. by suppressing or

subduing.

দমনপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from দমন, a subduing , and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppos

ing), opposing or preventingthe subduing or suppress-

ing of a thing.

a. (from , a subduing, and us, caused by`,

caused by or arising from suppressing or subduing a

person or thing; ad. from or because of suppressing

or subduing.

' ,afa , ad. (from 27, a subduing, and fa̸ , without),

without suppressing or subduing.

দলনতিরিক্ত, a. ( from দমন, a subduing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed) , suppressing or subduing excepted .

দমনডিরেক, s. (from দমন, a subduing , and ৰাতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of subduing or suppressing.

দমনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দমনতিয়েক), with the excep-

tion of suppression or subduing, without or besides

subduing or suppressing.

E, a. (from 4ª , a subduing, and , a root), origi-

nating in or springing from subduing or suppression .

aЯ, a. (from 427, a subduing, and ™ , aform), consist-

ing of or identified with suppressing or subduing.

, a. (from , a subduing, and , à cause),

caused by or springing from subduing or suppression ;

ad. from or because of subduing or suppressing.

Tt12
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tatt, s. (from , a subduing, and statt, desire), a

desire to subdue an enemy, a desire to suppress a

thing.

tæt , a. (from 2 , a subduing, and tata, desirous),

desirous of subduing or suppressing a person or thing.

tanta, s. (from 7, a subduing, and I, search),

a seeking to subdue or suppress a person or thing.

antasti, a. (from 7, a subduing, and ,

searching), seeking to subdue or suppress a person or

thing.

halagatai, e. (from 7, a subduing, and all?a,

searching), seeking to subdue or suppress a person or

thing.

, ad. (from ч , a subduing, and a, a fol-

lowing), in consequence of or according to a suppress-

ing or subduing.

1, s . (from д , a subduing, and 1, expectation),

an expectation or waiting for the suppressing of an evil

passion or appetite, the expectation of subduing an

enemy.

, a. (from 7, subduing, and , expecting),

expecting or waiting for the suppressing of an evil pas-

sion, or appetite, expecting to subdue an enemy.

, s. (from 4 , the suppressing of any thing, and

, non-exis'ence), the non-suppressing of any evil

passion or appetite, the not subduing of an enemy or

an evil habit.

দমনাভিলাষ, s. (from দমন, a subduing, and অভিলাষ, desire) , a

desire to subdue or suppress an evil habit or passion, a

desire to subdue an enemy.

qaatfsata , a. (from ™ , a subduing, and afsatfag, desir-

ous), desirous of subduing or suppressing an evil habit

or passion, desirous of subduing an enemy.

atay, s. (from 7, a subduing, and tag, a beginning),

a beginning to suppress or subdue an evil passion or

habit, a beginning to subdue an enemy.

, a. (from , to suppress), capable of being subdued

or suppressed.

KMAL) , s. (from 477, a subduing, and , desire), a desire

to subdue or suppress an evil habit or passion , a desire

to subdue an enemy.

KACAK, a . (from 44 , a subduing, and 5, desirous), desirous

of subduing or suppressing a person or thing.

KALAKE, ɑ. (from 2 , a subduing, and E , desirous), de-

sirous of subduing or suppressing an evil habit or pas-

sion, desirous of subduing an enemy.

RT.

at , a. (from 7, a subduing, and 81 , engaged in),

engaged in subduing or suppressing an evil habit or

passion, engaged in subduing an enemy.

tis, s. (from , a subduing, and starts , exertion),

zealous exertion to suppress or subdue an evil habit or

passion, exertion to subdue an enemy.

acatrautsit, a. (from × , a subduing, and sɩitfstą, zealous-

lyexerting), zealously engaged in suppressing or subdu-

ing an evil passion or habit, zealously engaged in the

subduing of an enemy.

KælĦTIÆ, 8. (from 4×7, a subduing, and sɩ , a beginning),

a beginning to subdue or suppress an evil habit or pas

sion, a beginning to overcome an enemy.

দমনোপক্রম, s . (from দমন, a subduing, and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning), an attempt orbeginning to subdue or suppress an

evil habit or passion , a beginning to reduce an enemy.

, 8. (from д, to subdue, and ™ , a machine), a screw

jack used to raise weights.

чæ , s. (from xã, to subdue, and ™ , a machine) , a squirt,

a syringe.

, a . (from , breath, and , a drawing), drawing

breath.

, s. (from , drawing breath), a drawing breath.

I , v. n. (from д, to subdue ), to sink, to become lower

than before ; a . much, all, the whole, exerting all the

power at once.

, s. (from æ☎, to sink), a sinking or becoming

lower than before, principally applied to buildings,

rocks, or mountains.

Tææta, s. (from a , to sink), a sinking or becoming lower.

, s. (from 1 , to sink), a sinking or becoming lower.

ħafÆTI, s. (from чææ, to sink) , a sinking or becoming lower

than before. This word is chiefly applied to the sinking

of buildings, rocks, or mountains.

æættta, s. (from , a single effort, and tra, the pulling

of any thing), the exerting all one's force in a sudden

effort, the united force of many in pulling at once.

, 8. (from æ , a single effort, and t , a drink-

ing), the drinking of any thing at a gulp.

nææætta, s. (from ™ , a single effort, and tзta, wind),

a sudden gust of wind, a squall, a puff.

at37, s. (from , a coaxing, and arts , an eating), a be-

ing coaxed or deceived.

"
an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by persons walking on the roof of a house or an upper

floor.
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azata, s. (from p>, a wheedling, andjl., playing), a wheed-

ler, a deceiver.

nazist, s. (from jlypd, a wheedler), the act of wheedling

or deceiving.

, s. (from 4 ,to bully), bullying or swaggering conduct,

self-importance, pride, arrogance, deceit, cheating, by-

pocrisy, wickedness.

agāzē, a. (from 4 , arrogance, and ta , doing), acting

arrogantly, blustering, boasting.

ayat , a. (from π , arrogince, and tfa , doing), acting

arrogantly, blustering, boasting.

Hi.

of arrogance or self-important bluster, without or be-

sides arrogance or self-important bluster..

Y¶ , a. (from 43, arrogance, and T joined to), arrogant,

blustering, self-important.

gaf , a. (from arrogance, and af , destitute), free

from arrogance or self-important bluster.

ge, a. from §, arrogance, and , indicating), in-

dicating arrogance or self-important bluster.

t, u . (from 3, arrogance, and , identically the

same), consisting of or identified with arrogance or self-

important bluster.

4937, a. (from kg, arrogance, and , producible), produ- , a.. (from , arrogance, and , a cause), caused

cibleby or arising from bullying or domineering, produ-

cible by or arising from arrogance or self-importance.

ngs , ad. (loc. case of g ), for or because of bullying

or domineering, for or because of arrogance or self-im-

portance.

att, a. (from , arrogance, and , destruction), the

destruction of arrogance or self-important bluster.

agat , a. (from , arrogance, and t , destructive), de-

structive to arrogance or self-important bluster.

yfada, a. (from , arrogance, and fi , causing to

cease), putting a stop to arrogance or self-important

bluster.

nyfactaæ, a. (from ч , arrogance, and fiata , preventing),

obstructing or preventing arrogance or self-important

bluster.

safe, s. (from §, arrogance, and faaf , cessation), the

cessation of arrogance or self-important bluster.

gfafas , a. (from , arrogance, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from arrogance or self-important blus-

ter ; ad. from or because of arrogance or self-important

bluster.

fifa , ad. (from , arrogance, and faf , a cause), for

arrogance or self-important bluster.

yus, a. from , arrogince, and q , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from arrogance or self-important blus-

ter ; ad. from or because of arrogance or self-impor-

tant bluster.

, ad. (from 3, arrogance, and fɩ , without), with-

out arrogance or self-important bluster.

ayufsfas, a. <from 3, arrogance, and fofa , xcepted),

arrogance or self-important bluster excepted .

fa , s . (from 3, arrogance, and fat , an excep-

tion , the exception of arrogance or self-important

bluster.

nycfstate, ad. (loc. case ofny ), with the exception

by or arising from arrogance or self-importance, caused

by or arising from bullying or domineering ; ad. from or

because of arrogance or self-important bluster.

tfas, a. (from 45, arrogance, and af , connected with),

arrogant, blustering, self-important, boasting.

EgtfF, 8. (from 55, a bullying, and sf , a speech), a bul-

lying or domineering speech.

ñ³ , a. (from Ãª, to subdue), capable of being subdued or

restrained.

ħgi, s. (from 5º, to preserve), pity, compassion, mercy,

grace, sympathy.

TI†TI&T, a. (from îª¹, compassion, and ☎a , an instrument),

done by the instrumentality of compassion ; ad. by

compassion or pity.

tata , s. (from 1 , compassion, and tata , desire), a

desire of mercy or compassion, a desire of shewing

mercy.

ta , a. (from 1 , compassion, and staff , desirous),

desirous of mercy or compassion, desirous of shewing

mercy or compassion .

te, a. from , compassion, and , doing), shew-

ing pity or compassion ; s. one who shews pity or com-

passion.

tata. (from T , compassion, and af , doing , shew-

ing pity or compassion, shewing mercy.

ta , s. from , compassion, and at , areceptacle),

a receptacle or ocean of compassion or mercy.

ħutfäft, s. ´from 71 , compassion , and faf , a receptacle),

an ocean of compassion or pity,

nytfäficæ, a. (from 1, compassion, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from pity or compassion ; ad. from

or because of mercy or compassion .

Egtfafa23, 11. from Tại compassion, and fifa , a cause), for

or because of mercy or compassion .

kyleta) s. (from 1, compassion, and t , a vessel, a ves-
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sel ofmercy, a person to whom compassion or mercy , s . (from t compassionate) , compassion, pity.

is shewn.

«****, a. (from , compassion, and , before), preceded

by or arising from mercy or compassion ; ad. by or

through mercy or compassion.

, a. (from , compassion, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from mercy or compassion ;

ad. from or because of mercy or compassion.

nytatą, a. (from ¹, compassion), compassionate, gracious.

, a. (from 1 , compassion, and 3, ceasing), de-

sisting from mercy or compassion.

ta , ad. (from 1, compassion, and fan , without), with-

out mercy or compassion.

atfata , a. (from 1 , compassion, and faft , possessed of),

merciful, compassionate, tender-hearted .

taff , a. (from , compassion, and fsfa , except-

ed) , mercy or compassion excepted.

ataforza, s. (from 1, compassion, and forgæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of mercy or compassion.

gift , ad. (loc. case of tasta ), with the excepti-

on of mercy or compassion, without or besides mercy

or compassion.

, a. (from ET , compassion ), full of pity, compassion-

ate, gracious.

TYISE, a. (from T , compassion, and ™ , a root), originat-

ingin mercy or compassion.

t , a. (from , compassion, and F, joined to), con-

nected with mercy or compassion, merciful, compassion-

ate.

atas, a. (from 1, compassion, and af , destitute), des-

titute of compassion, destitute of mercy or pity.

atate , s. (from 1 , compassion, and if , destituteness),

want of mercy or compassion, hard-heartedness.

it, a. (from 1 , compassion, and ™ , aform), consisting

of or identified with mercy or compassion.

tat, ad. (loc. case of t ), compassionately, merci-

fully.

ta , s. (from a , compassion, and , a sea), an ocean

ofmercy or compassion.

ts, a. (from t , moistened with compassion, and fo ,

the heart), having the heart moistened with compassion,

tender-hearted, merciful, compassionate.

, a. (from a , compassion, and , proper), worthy of

compassion or pity.

ut , a. (from a , compassion), compassionate, gracious,

sympathizing.

t , s. (from a , compassionate), compassion, pity.

att, s. (from 7 , compassion, and ct, a tinge), a tinge

of compassion, the smallest degree of compassion .

ti , a. (from 1, compassion, and * , an inc'ination),

inclined to mercy or compassion.

, a. (from 1 , compassion, and 3, empty), desti-

tute of compassion or pity, merciless.

Я. s. (from 731, compassion, and 5, a sea), an ocean

of mercy or compassion.

tatta, s. (from T , compassion, and ts , a sea), an

ocean of mercy or compassion.

quina, s. (from 1 , compassion, and f , a sea), an ocean

ofmercy or compassion.

, a. (from 1, compassion, and , indicating),

indicating mercy or compassion.

TII , a. (from TT , compassion, and , identically the

same), consisting of or identified with mercy or com-

passion.

, a. (from 1 , compassion, and , destitute), desti-

tute ofcompassion or pity, merciless.

KUŃCIF, a. (from д , compassion, and TT, a cause), caused

by or arising from pity or compassion ; ad. from or be-

cause of mercy or compassion.

, a. (from , to receive), beloved, accepted, favoured.

ч , v. n. (from ч, to tear), to moulder ; s . the price or value

of any thing.

ħaæta, s. (from J♪, in, and S, work), necessity, impor-

tance.

nata, a. (from 15 , necessity), necessary, important

† , s. (from , topetition), a petition, a request.

¿TEGA, s. (from Jd, in, and ¿¿í , passing), the remission of

a fault, forgiveness, the over-looking ofa fault.

TXĦTİT, s. (from , in, and , an answer), a reply.

ngi, s. (from și , a step), a step , an office, a place, a si-

tuation, a rank, a gradation.

TIKA ?KI, s. (from ≈⇒)♪, a step), by degrees, according to

situations, according to conditions, by ranks, in grada-

tion.

31, s. (from jjs, a taylor), a taylor.

, s. (from 7, a price, and tad, the determining

of a thing), the appraising of goods, the valuing of

goods.

nattafayı, a. (from , a price, and stafa , determin-

ing), valuing goods ; s. an appraiser.

Ad, s. (from , to tear), the mouldering away of any thing.

, s. from , pain), pain, anguish.

ngnan, a. (from J♪♪, pain), pained, distressed.
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nanan), s. (from sisdje, pained), pain, anguish.

, a. (from , to tear), flowing, trickling, running free-

ly.

kì, a. (from djd, pain), pained, suffering.

4,8. (from a, a price, and as, the holding of a thing),

the valuing or appraising of goods.

fay , a. (from 4 , a price, and af , seizing), valu-

ing, appraising ; s. an appraiser.

*3194, s. (from M ;̂♪♪, before), before, in the presence.

,, s. (from 8jfgj , a door), a door, a gate, a portal.

kata, s. (from y♪, a door, and why, seeing), a porter, à

door-keeper.

3 , s. (from , a door-keeper), the office ofa door-

keeper.

zata, s. (from lid, a court), a court, a hall of audience.

kzzizosfāzi, a. (from ¿ld, a court, and 83fagi, mounting),

complaining ; s. a plaintiff.

cota , s. (from t , a court, and coal, theft),

privacy.

H:

afa , s. (from afar , poor), poverty, indigence, wretch-

edness.

nfausta , a. (from i¿531, poverty, and F , producible),

producible by or arising from poverty.

nfagots( ), ad. (loc. case ofafaasta ), for or because of

poverty.

afagstafas , a . (from 1, poverty, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from poverty ; ad. from or be-

cause ofpoverty.

nfagotfifaco, a . (from fa , poverty, and faf , a cause),

for poverty.

nfansidrs, a. (from fa , poverty, and gr , caused by),

caused by or arising from poverty ; ad. from or be-

cause of poverty.

nfagstarfi, u. (from a , poverty, and , having a

form), resembling poverty, having the appearance of

poverty.

fagot , a . (from fag1, poverty, and , identical-

ly the same), consisting of or identified with poverty.

azztfixi, s. (from lyd, a court), frequenting the court of fate, a. (from fa , poverty, and 3, a cause),

kings and governors.

metal, a. (fromjd, a court), attending court.

kaataletaşı, s. (from lɔ, a court, and ætatși, obsequi-

ous), the name ofa tune or mode of music invented by

a Moosulman named Miya Tan-Sena.

, s. (from , a devotee), a mahomedan devotee.

*3 , 8. (from *?*1, a sort ofgrass), a species of long grass

much used to make a particular kind of mats, (A rundo

bengalensis), a mat about four or five feet long by three

orfour wide, much used in Bengal to make fences and

walls to the native houses.

Eater , s. (from 1, a mat, and ctti, rubbed), wealed

with a flogging so as to appear as if marked with the

atatat, s. (from , a mat, and ',, having), a mat-

maker, one who sells mats.

reeds of a mat by sleeping on it.

ges.

, s, (from J , in, and slo, a month), monthly wa-

, a. (from sloje, monthly wages), monthly wages.

* fagta, s. (from Old, the midst), the midst, an interval ;

ad. in the midst, before, in view.

ta, ad. (from , in, and35 , a day), daily.

31, a. (from , to tear), mouldering, putrid.

tate, s . (from sje, a tree), a tree.

, a. from jlj ♪, long), long.

ta, s. (from , money), the value or price of any thing.

fag, a. (from afag, to be poor), poor, indigent, needy.

caused by or arising from poverty ; ad. from or through

poverty.

, s. (from la , poor), poverty, indigence, wretched-

ness.

afanya , a. (from fa , the habit of apoor person,

and f , wearing), wearing the dress of a poor per-

son.

fai, s. (from laj , the sea), a river, the sea.

afaptaa, s. (from fag , a river, and 7, moving), the

name of a species of heron not yet described .

afaaty, a. (from „äš↳d, to conceive), conceiving, thinking,

entertaining in the mind.

, a. (from ,to tear), modern, new ; s . a carpet, a glen,

a valley.

, s. (from J , the sea), a sea-faring man.

, ud. (from 9 ♪, in), within, in.

at , a. (from , all), all, the whole.

, s. (from , to boast), a boast, pride, self-importance,

courage, energy.

ЯTI☎, a. (from Н, pride, and 4, an instrument), effect-

ed by pride or arrogance ; ad. by the instrumentai.ty

of pride or self-importance.

fat , a . (from , pride, and atae, doing), exercising

pride or self-importance, arrogant, boasting, proud. :

fat , a. (from , pride, and 15, doing), exercising

pride or self-importance, proud , arrogant, boasting.

, a. from , pride, and f , produced), arising
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49.

from pride or self-importance, arising from arrogance

or boasting.

, a. (from aí, pride, and I, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from pride or arrogance.

, s. (from , to excite), a looking glass, a mirror, the

eye.

, s. (from pride, and я , subduing), the subdu-

ing or humbling of pride or arrogance.

, s. (from , pride, and , destruction), the de-

struction or mortification of pride or arroa ce.

a. (from , pride, and , destructive), de-

structive to pride or arrogance.

, a. (from f. pride, and f , destructive), de-

structive to pride or arrogance.

■*a̸tat, s . (from ч , pride, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of pride or arrogance, the destruction of

boasting or self-importance.

fatt , a. (from f, pride, and at , destructive), destruc-

tive to pride or arrogance, destructive to boasting or

self-importance.

reffaficæ, u. (from , pride, and F , a cause), caused

by or arising from pride or self-importance ; ad. from

or because of pride or self-importance.

**

azifagie, ad. (loc. case of 5×¤i ), with the excepti-

on of pride or boasting, without or besides pride or

boasting.

, a. (from , pride, and awe, trampling down),

subduing or humbling pride or arrogance.

ana, s. (from ч , pride, and I, a trampling down),

the humbling or subduing of pride or arrogance.

¿ÉIF, a. (from 4 , pride, and ч , joined to), connected

with pride or boasting, proud, boasting, arrogant.

fs, a. (from , pride, and af , destitute of), free

from pride or self-importance, free from boasting or

arrogance.

fat, u. (from , pride, and t, aform), consisting of or

identified with pride or arrogance.

î, a. (from Я, pride, and af , having aform), hav-

ing the appearance of pride or arrogance, resembling

pride or arrogance.

, a. (from , pride), proud, arrogant, boasting, self-

important.

Teft , a. (from ñ , pride, and 1, empty), free from pride

or self-importance, free from pride or arrogance.

, a. (from f, pride, and o , indicating), indicat-

ing pride or arrogance.

¿ífifï³, ad. (from ã , pride, and fafas, a cause), for pride , a. (from ™ , pride, and at, identically the same),

or arrogance.

fæ, a. (from ñº, pride, and , before), preceded by or

arising from pride or arrogance ; ad. by or through pride

or arrogance, proudly, arrogantly, boastingly.

*qfsæææ, ɑ. (from , pride , and saæx, «pposing), op-

posing or obstructing pride or arrogance.

fs, a. (from , pride, and Я , caused by), caused

by or arising from pride or arrogance ; ad. from or

because ofpride or arrogance.

ta, a. (from , aboast), boasting, self-important, proud,

courageous.

if , ad. (from , pride, and f , without), without

pride or arrogance.

fatt, s. (from f, pride, and fat , destruction), the

reduction or mortifying of pride or boasting.

fatæ, a. (from , pride, and fat , destructive),

mortifying or destroying pride or boasting.

fff , a. (from f, pride, and fats, possessed of),

proud, boasting, self-important.

aisas, a. (from , pride, and fofa , excepted),

pride or boasting excepted.

* afï¿æ, s. (from 4f, pride, and forge, an exception),

the exception of pride or boasting.

consisting of or identified with pride or arrogance.

Tággi, s. (from , pride, and x , a destroyer), the de

stroyer or humbler of pride or arrogance.

ta, 8. (from F, pride, and ₹tfï, a detriment), the les

sening or humbling of pride or self-importance.

sì , a. (from îf, pride, and TÌ , destitute), free from

pride or self-importance, free from boasting or arro-

gance.

*gga, a. (from , pride, and , a cause), caused by

or arising from pride or arrogance ; ad. from or be-

cause of pride or arrogance.

f³, a. (from º, to boast), boasted.

, a. (from fa, proud), proud, arrogant, self-important,

insulting.

1, s. (from , to tear), a spoon, a ladle.

■ế, s. (from ₹5, to arrange), the name of a species of grass

held in such veneration by the brahmuns that no reli.

gious act can be rightly performed without it, (Poa cy-

nosuroides . )

* , v. n. (from , to see), to appear, to be seen, to come

into view.

, a. (from , to see), seeing, looking, beholding, shew-

ing, surveying; s, one who sees, one who shews a thing.
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দ:

, s. (from , to see), the seeing of a thing, an in-

terview, a prospect, a scene, a view, a survey, a visit,

a dream, vision, the eye, a mirror, the doctrines or par-

ticular views of the vedas taught by the leaders ofthe

six schools of Hindoo philosophy.

1, s . (from f , aseeing, and , a doer), one who

sees or looks, one who views or surveys, one who shews,

a person who visits, the author of either ofthe schools

of Hindoo philosophy called the Durshunas.

ta , a. (from , a seeing, and tae, doing), seeing,

viewing, surveying, shewing, visiting ; s . a person who

sees, a person who views or surveys, a person who

shews.

, a. (from , aseeing, and fa , doing, seeing,

viewing, surveying, looking, shewing, visiting.

দর্শনচোরামি, ৪. ( from দর্শন, the viewing ofa thing, and চোরামি,

theft), a private view of a thing, the obtaining a view of

a thing by stealth, the stealing of a view or sight.

, a. from f , a seeing, and I, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from looking or seeing, produci-

ble by or arising from a view or survey.

1), for seeing or looking,, ad. (loc. case of

for a view or survey.

faface, a. (from , a seeing, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from the sight or view of a thing;

ad. from or because ofthe sight or view of a thing

fa , ad. trom , a seeing, and fafe, a cause), for

the sight or view of a thing.

fat , a. (from , a seeing, and , before), preced-

ed by the sight or view of a thing ; ad. by or through

the sight or view of a thing.

দর্শনপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from দর্শন, a seeing, and প্রতিবন্ধক, opposing),

opposing or obstructing the view or sight.

61is, a (from , a seeing, and , caused by) , caus-

ed by or arising from the view or sight of athing ;

ad. from or because of the view or sight of a thing.

fa , a . (from , a seeing, and fat, without) , with-

out seeing or viewing, without the philosophical treatis-

es on the vedas.

দর্শনব্যতিরিক্ত, a . ( from দর্শন , a seeing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except-

ed , the view or sight excepted, the doctrine taught in

the schools of philosophy excepted.

দর্শ

losophical doctrines of the Hindoos, without or be

sides seeing or viewing, without or besides the philoso-

phical doctrines of the veda.

দর্শনাঘাত, a . ( from দর্শন, a view, and tets, a hinderance),

a hinderance or obstruction to seeing or viewing.

fa , a. (from , a view, and 2 , immersed), immers-

ed in seeing or viewing, immersed in the study of the

philosophical doctrines ofthe veda..

fata, s. (from , a view, and at , mere), the mere

view or sight of a thing.

, a. (from , a view, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from the sight or view of a thing ; ad. from

or because of the sight or view of a thing.

fatta , s. (from , a view, and tt , desire), a de-

sire to see or view a thing, a desire to look at a thing,

a desire to possess the philosophical books, or to know

the philosophical doctrines taught by the Hindoos.

tæt , a. (from fa, a view, and atat , desirous),

desirous ofviewing or seeing, desirous of looking at a

thing, desirous of possessing or knowing the philoso-

phical books ofthe Hindoos.

fat , a. (from a, a view , and , expecting),

expecting or waiting for a sight or view.

দর্শনাপেক্ষা, s. ( from দর্শন, a view, and অপেক্ষা, an expectati

on), an expectation or waiting for a sight or view.

fat , a (from , a view, and f , expecting),

expecting or waiting for a sight or view.

atste, s. (from , a view, and ta, non-existence),

the want of sight, the not having a view of a thing.

atsata, s . (from , a view, and feats, a desire),

the desire of viewing or seeing a thing, a desire to pos-

sess or know the philosophical writings of the Hin-

doos.

দর্শনাভিলাষী, a . (from দর্শন, a view, and অভিলাষি , desirous),

desirous of viewing or seeing a thing, desirous of pos-

sessing or knowing the philosophical writings of the

Hindoos.

fata , 8. (from , aview, andat , a beginning) , the

beginning of a sight or view.

fl, s. (from fa, a seeing), a present.

ty, a. (from t, to see), visible, fit to be seen, beauti-

ful, agreeable to the sight.

fit , s. (from i , visible), visibility, agreeableness

to the sight.

দর্শণব্যডিরেক, ৪. ( from দর্শন, a seeing, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of seeing or viewing, the excepti-

on of the doctrine taught in the schools of philosophy. , s . (from , visible , visibility, agreeableness

দর্শনবাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দর্শণৰ্য্যতিরেক), with the excep-

tion ofseeing orviewing, with the exception of the phi-

to the sight.

1, s. (from , a view, and , a desire), a desire

Uuu
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M.

ofknowing or possessing the philosophical writings of

the Hindoos, a desire to see or view a thing.

aafiaz, a. (from aæfa, a view, and I desirous), desirous

of seeing or viewing a thing, desirous of possessing or

knowing the philosophical writings of the Hindoos .

■* &&, a. (from ™ , a view, and 5, desirous), desirous

of seeing or viewing a thing, desirous of possessing or

knowing the philosophical writings of the Hindoos.

fate , a. (from f , a seeing, and se , eager , onger

to get a view, eager to look or see, zealously engaged

in studying the philosophical writings of the Hindoos.

anfeat , a. (from , a sight, and 8475, engaged), ea-

gerly engaged in seeing or viewing, eager to see, zeal-

ously engaged in the study of Hindoo philosophy.

fattst, s. (from fa, a view, and starts, exertion), an

exertion to see or view a thing, an exertion to obtain

or to study the philosophical writings ofthe Hindoos.

fatentsit, a. (from fa, a view, and start , exerting),

endeavouring to see or view a thing, zealously endea-

vouring to possess or to study the philosophical writ-

ings ofthe Hindoos.

flat , s. (from 5× 3, a view, and sa, a beginning),

a beginning to study the philosophical writings of the

Hindoos, the beginning of looking at or seeing a thing.

দর্শনোপযুক্ত, a. (from দর্শন, viewing , and উপযুক্ত, fit), fit to be

seen, worthy of being seen or viewed.

fl, v. a. (from , to see), to shew, to exhibit, to expose

to view, to display .

tt , s. (from 1 , to shew , the shewing or exhibiting of

a thing, the exposing of a thing to view.

ft , s. (from , to see), the shewing or exhibiting of a

thing to view.

ffs, a. (from t, to see), seen, viewed, beheld, shewed,

exhibited, exposed to view...

affa , s . (from , to appear), an appearing, a seeing, a

coming into view.

, . (fromaf , seeing , seeing, beholding, viewing. This

word in composition, when used as the last member of

a compound, forms an adjective which means seeing

the thing expressed by the first member.

v. a. (from , to divide), to tread down, to trample un-

der feet, to knead ; s. a sheath, a scabbard, a substance

divided or separated violently, a heap or quantity.

8. (from , to divide), a portion, a fragment, a party,

a body of troops , a blade of grass, a leaf, the petal of

a flower, the blade of a knife , the thickness of a board

দল,

or any other flat thing, a sail, the name of a species of

aquatic grass, (Panicum stagninum .)

a. (from , to divide , soaking , unintermitted, inces

sant. This adjective is applied to heavy rain which

washes away and divides the earth.

nanta, a. (from , the thickness of aflat thing, and is,

holding), thick.

~7, s. (from ч , to tread), the treading of a thing under

the feet.

"

, s . (from , a party, and f³, a lord), the leader

of a party, the commander of a body of troops.

, s. (from , aquatic grass, and feft, the note of

a particular bird), the name of a species of bird of the

order of Grallæ, (Parra indica ? Lath.)

Kat, v. a. (from , to tread down), to cause to trample on

or tread dowu ; s. a clod, a ball of any soft substance

squeezed together.

KЯIZTI, s. (from t, to cause to trample on), the causing a

person or animal to trample on, or to tread down a

thing.

natate, a. (from ™ , a party , and wit , drawn to), join-

ed to a party, seized by a party.

nathe, s. (from ¤ , a heap, and c , to go), a cuttle fish

bone.

nata, s. (from ч , a party, and ™ , not a party), parties

formed in opposition to one another, factions.

namfa, s. (from ч , a party), opposite parties, factions.

ata, s. (from , to tread), the treading of a thing under

foot.

Tfm³, a. (from T , to divide), full blown, expanded, bro-

ken, spiit, divided, trodden on, trodden down.

ata, s. (from , a portico), a vestibule, a portico.

nata, s. (from Ws, proof), demonstration, testimony,

proof, argument.

qayi, ɑ . (from ™ã, a heap), a particular sort of sugar, a

ball of rice ; a. boggy, quivering like a bog.

ana, 8. (from , to divide , the quivering motion of a

bog or of any other soft substance.

nanagi, a. (from , to divide ), boggy, quaking like a bog.

, a. (from , to divide), shaking like soft earth, bog-

gy, yielding to the foot.

, s. (from , a party, and , strength), the suite of

a great personage, the whole of a person's adherents,

the strength of a party.

, a. (from , to divide, and o , to move) , dispersed,

divided , driven in every direction , dissipated.

· a. (from , to divide. The last syllable of this word

2
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is only a rhyme to the first), quaking like a bog, yield-

ing to the foot.

qazfagi, a. (from , a yielding to the foot), boggy ,

oozy, yielding to the foot.

aa, s. (from JYS, a broker), a broker.

Kate , s. (from JYJ, a broker), brokerage, the business ofa

broker.

™, a. (from ™ , ten), ten .

Te, 8. (from ™ , ten), in Hindoo arithmetic ten gundas.

picu ,̸ s . (from q* , ten, and watą, actions), the ten acti-

ons necessary to the twice-born or three superior casts

of Hindoos, viz. the sacerdotal, military, and mercan-

tile tribes.

দশকৰ্ম্মপটু, a. (from দর্শকৰ্ম্ম, the ten necessary actions, and

, eminent), eminent in or well acquainted with the

ten necessary duties of the Hindoos.

Tate, a. (from , the ten necessary actions, and

Яt , able) able to perform the ten necessary duties

ofthe Hindoos.

tas, a. (from , the ten necessary actions, and ,

to know), acquainted with the ten necessary duties of

the Hindoos.

Tanitafsu, a. (from , the ten necessary actions, and

fo , unacquainted with), unacquainted with the ten

necessary duties of the Hindoos,

fey , s. (from ж☎, ten gundas), a small book used by

the Hindoos to teach the first principles of numeration.

Tatta, a. (from ™†, ten, and a¶, a piece), ten when appli-

ed to the component parts of a whole.

, a. (from at, ten, and 8 , a quality), ten-fold.

**tèi, a . (from îπ , ten, and bi, a particle indicating whole-

ness), ten when applied to distinct articles.

a. (from , ten, and , a particle indicating diminu-

tive things), ten when applied to things so as to indi-

cate affection or pity.

fetta, s. (from us, the ten points ofthe universe,

and t , a guardian), the ten gods which the Hindoos

consider as the guardian of the ten points including

the zenith and nadir.

fas, s . (from t, ten, and fat, a point of the compass),

ten directions or points, viz. the four cardinal points,

the four intermediate ones, the nadir and the zenith.

, ud. (from ™ , len), of ten sorts, in ten manners.

➡ , 8. (from ■■, to bite), a tooth .

44 , s. (from ч , ten , and fЯs, a bull) , the ten funeral

cakes which are offered by the Hindoos on the ten days

দ!,

following the death of a relative before the shraddha

can be performed .

■*TAÂ¥, a. (from * , ten, and Ñ , belonging to a

year), ten years old, belonging to ten years.

■*TÍT!™, a. (from ™* , ten years, and , age), ten

years old.

tata, a. (from *, ten, and æ , a time), ten times repeat-

ed.

tat , a. (from , ten, and , yearly), decennial.

*faâñ•■ta, s. (from fª, ten sorts, and ?, a Hin-

doo sacrament), the ten sacred actions or sacraments of

the Hindoos.

ta, a. (from , ten) , the tenth..

, s. (from ta, the tenth, and . , apart), the tenth

part, Tythe.

, a. (from t , ten), the tenth lunar day of the moon's

increase or wane.

, s. (from , ten, and , a root) , a medicament com-

posed of ten roots.

' ,t , a. (from , the ten medicinal roots, and tʊ ,

oil), an oil extracted from the ten medicinal roots.

a. (from , the ten medicinal roots, and

57, a concoction), a decoction of the ten medicinal

roots.

, s . (from , ten, and a , a chariot) , the proper name

ofa king of Uyodhya, father of the celebrated Rama.

¤¤ti, s. (from ™ª , to bite) , the end of a piece of cloth, the

end of a garment, a period or time of life, viz. childhood,

manhood, old age ; a condition in life, a circumstance, a

predicament, a situation in life, the wick of a lamp.

■*ttaa, s. (from ■*†, ten, and 7, a face), a proper name

of the giant Ravuna who is fabled as having ten

heads.

ta, a. (from , a condition, and tЯ , possessed of),

conditioned, placed in a state or condition.

ta, s. (from , ten, aud waste, an incarnation) , the

ten descents or incarnations of Vishnoo celebrated in

Hindoo mythology.

**H317, a. (from Ã , condition, and Ñ , destitute), unlucky,

destitute.

8, s. (from , the hand), the hand.
' ,

43☎, 8. (from Nïnd, a passport), a pass for goods, a per-

mit, a passport, a subpoena, a warrant, a writ.

, s. (from C , the hand, and hs, a writing), a sig-

nature.

☎1, s. (from ¶Я , zine), zinc, Lapis calaminaris.

natal, 8. (from ailāmu, a glove), a glove.
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দম্য

4g3, s. (from Jänd, a custom), a custom, a common prac-

tice, a fashion , a mode, a manner, a model, a rule, a re-

gulation .

দষুরী s. (from , a custom), an allowance made in

trade for prompt payment, a perquisite of a small sum

in the Rupee usually claimed by those who trade with

the natives of India.

、, s. (from ª, to throw up), a plunderer, a robber, one

of a gang of robbers.

, a. (from , a plunderer, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to robbers or house-breakers.

, a. (from , a plunderer, and fa , destructive),

destructive to robbers or house-breakers .

at , s. (from , a plunderer, and t , destruction),

the destruction of robbers or house -breakers.

, a. (from T, a plunderer, and atte, destructive),

destructive to robbers or house-breakers.

fata , a. (from , à robber, and fax , preventing),

a preventing the depredations of robbers and house-

breakers.

wfaficæ, a. (from , a robber, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from robbers or house-breakers ;

ad. for or because of robbers or house-breakers.

fafe, ad. (from , a robber, and fifa , a cause),

for robbers or house-breakers.

HOTS, a. (from ™ , a robber, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from robbers or house-breakers ;

ad. from or because of robbers or house-breakers.

fan , s. (from ₹‡ , a robber, and fat , destruction),

the destruction of robbers or house-breakers .

fat , a . (from , a robber, and fatæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to robbers or house-breakers.

fe, s. (from , a robber, and f³, an act), robbery,

house-breaking.

, 8. (from , a robber, and 37, fear), fear of rob-

bers, danger from robbers.

KĦSpæisa, a. (from , the danger ofrobbers, and PGA,

distressed), full of distress or alarm through fear or

danger from robbers.

, a. (from 3 , danger ofrobbers, and I, pre-

ducible), producible by or arising from the fear or dan-

ger of robbers.

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for or through fear

or danger from robbers .

, s. (from 1 , thefear ofrobbers, and , de-

struction , the dissipating of fear from robbers or

plunderers,

म .

¡ĦSp‡…Ħ™, a. (from , the fear ofrobbers, and 4 ,

destructive), dissipating fear from robbers or plunder.

ers.

" a. (from , thefear ofrobbers, and f

destructive), dissipating fear from robbers or plunder-

ers.

sgat , 8. (from 5 , thefear ofrobbers, and πt*, de-

struction), the dissipating of fear from robbers or

house-breakers.

ga , a. (from , the fear ofrobbers, and att

destructive), dissipating the fear of robbers or house-

breakers.

দস্যুভয়নিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (fromদস্যুভয়, thefear ofrobbers, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to danger or fear from

robbers.

isfactæ, a. (from , the fear of robbers, and

fita , preventing), preventing danger or fear from

robbers.

দস্যুভয়নিবারণ , s . ( from দস্যুভয়, thefear ofrobbers, and নিবারণ,

a preventing ) , the preventing the fear or danger aris

ing from robbers.

fa , s. from , thefear of robbers, and farfs,

cessation , the cessation of danger from robbers.

faf38, a. (from 57, the fearof robbers, and faf ,

a cause), caused by or arising from the danger or fear

of robbers ; ad. from or bec use of danger from rob-

bers.

soffice, ad. (from , the fear ofrobbers, andfax ,

a cause , for or because of danger from robbers.

, a. (from , the fear ofrobbers, and 9 ,

caused by), caused by or arising from the fear of rob-

bers ; ad. from or because of danger or fear from rob-

bers.

¿wsyfan , ad. (from 54, the dinger ofrobbers, and fat,

withou'), without fear or danger from robbers.

najspfafty, a. (from S , the danger of robbers, and

fafara , possessed of, dangerous on account of robbers,

afraid of robbers.

uzysṣzıfsfas, a. (from , the danger ofrobbers , and

fofas, excepted), fear or danger from robbers ex-

cepted.

fsig , s . (from , the danger of robbers, and

Tifsiдæ, an exception), the exception of danger from

robbers.

ħarsuurtea, a. (from , the danger of robbers, and

ta , distressed), distressed through fear of robbers .

Vēnus, a, (from 15 , the danger ofrobbers, and 13,
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joinedto), dangerous on account of robbers, afraid of

robbers.

kysygfxg, a. (from , the danger of robbers, and

3, destitute), free from danger of robbers.

, . (from , the danger of robbers, and ,

empty), free from danger of robbers .

, a. (from 3 , the danger ofrobbers, and 7,

destitute), free from danger of robbers.

**0371534, a. (from 1 , the danger ofrobbers , and (T3,

a cause), caused by or arising from the danger or fear

ofrobbers ; ad. for or through the fear or danger of rob-

bers.

syisis, a. (from , the danger of robbers, and

13, seized , seized with the fear of robbers.

wsgifas, a. (from , the fear of robbers, and ufo,

connected with), afraid of robbers or house breakers.

, a. (from 1, the danger of robbers, and

sfia, perplexed , distressed or perplexed through dan

ger or fear of robbers .

a , a. (from , a robber, and af , having a form).

resembling or looking like a robber or house-breaker.

, ad. (from , a robber, aud †, a form), like a

robber, in the manner of a robber.

* , W. (from 5 , a robber, and , identically the

same), identically the same as a robber or plunderer.

**355, 8. (from ♬ , a robber, and ₹5, one who kills), one

who destroys robbers or house -breakers.

kajaifa, 8. (from 1, a robber, and aifa, a detriment), an

injury to robbers or house -breakers .

ny , a. (from , a robber, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from robbers or house-breakers ; ad. from

or because of robbers or house-breakers.

*, 8. (from , unfathomable water), a deep place in a

river, an abyss .

, s. from 45, to burn), the burning of a thing.

, 8. (from 4 , to burn), combustible, intended to be

burnt, forthe purpose of being burnt.

, s. (from Tt , lore), love, friendship.

ZZZZ , 8. (from 3 , love, and , a vital part),

friendship.

, v. a. (from 1, to give), to give, to bestow, to permit, to

grant, to accord, to dispense with, to pay wages, to

offer a sacrifice. is substituted for the final of this

root when it is conjugated, Vide Grammar.

, s.(from ', to cut), a bill-book, a sickle ; r. a. to reap.

*13. 8. (from xaid, a nurse), a midwife, a nurse.

KIŻKI, s. (from K , to cut , a cutting, the reaping of corn,

RISI.

ts , s. (from at , a gallinule), the name of a species

ofwater bird, (Gallinula maderaspatana. )

ts , s. (from , a ringworm), a ringworm. Ofthese the

Hindoos reckon two sorts : ts , the confluent her-

pes, and শীপদাওদ, or মহীষদাউদ,the dry or scaly ringworm.

Asa , s. (from 8 , a ringworm , and , a suppress

ing), the name of a plant the leaves of which are re-

puted to be a cure for ringworms, (Cassia alata.)

sfag , s . (from at , a sickle, and , to cut), a reaper.

tз, s. (from , to move), a proper or convenient place to

strike on, or to do any action, an opportunity.

tзtз, s. (from an opportunity. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), a convenient place

to secure the success of a blow, or of any mechanical

operation, an opportunity.

t3 , s. (from 1 , to reap), the reaping of corn the cutting

ofgrass, a tottering rope.

1371, s. (from gee, a plaint), a claim, a pretension, an

allegation, a charge, a plaint.

ts, s . (from 48, a stoff, afine), an oar, a perch for a bird,

a punishment, a fine.

its , a. (from it , to punish), an inflicting of fines or pu

nishments.

151, v. n. (from , a staff), to stand, to be erect ; s. a

custom, conduct, the behaviour of a person, a common

practice, a fashion, a method, a mode, a clew, a staff, a

bat to play with, a guide, the back-bone, a ridge of earth

drawn up to the roots of plants which are sown or plant-

ed in rows; a. punished, fined, standing. This word

constructed with , to have, means to adhere to a custom

or method ; constructed with t , to relinquish, it

means to leave off a custom or habit.

tal, s. (from ts , to stand), a standing, a being erect.

stafa , s. from 15, a bat, and sf , a ball), the game of

Crickets or Cat.

test , a. (from 131, standing, sata, betle-nut, and

4, betle leaf), a vowmade by a woman whose husband

is absent to make a present of betle-nut, betle leaf, and

other articles to a number of other married women in

a standing posture, the fulfilling of the above vow on the

husband's arrival.

tstats, s. (from 13) , a standing , a mutual standing erect.

15124, 8. (from it , a custom , and 4, the holding of

any thing , the adhering to a custom.

tsta, s. (from 131 , to stand , a standing erect ; a. standing.

stan , s. (from ti , a custom, and J , a change), an

innovation, a change of manners or customs. -
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tṣtt, s. (from ts, a staf, and , to occupy space), the

name of a well known species of harmless snake, Colu-

ber boæformis, var. 3. Shaw.) Snakes of this species

have been often seen in the act of copulation with the

Cobra de capello.

atstaat , s. (from йtşt , a species of snake, and ¬†‡, a

serpent), the name of a large species of harmless suake,

(Coluber boæformis, var. 3. Shaw.)

tì, s. (from iş, an oar), a rower, a waterman, an ignorant

person, the beam of a pair of scales , a ridge of earth, a

narrow causey, the mark ( 1 ) used in writing as a full

stop or for the division of lines in poetry.

itsizætt, a. (from Яtfs, a ridge, and T , a house), a play

somewhat resembling the English play of hop-scotch.

1ta, s. (from ts , the beam of a pair of scales, and

* g , a scale), the scales in a balance.

itṣēt, a. (from ħtē, wood), a pair of stocks, a wooden fet-

ter.

to, s. (from , a tooth) , a tooth, a serrature.

itsøși, s. (from t³, a tooth, and 1, a cowry), a tooth

which arises at the further end of thejaw of adults.

tot , s. (from 13, a tooth, and t, a door), the

locked jaw, a forcibly shutting the teeth.

ataatti, s. (from 3, a tooth, and state , a biting), a

biting ofthe lips.

137, s. (from it , a tooth), the washing or cleaning ofthe

teeth.

tsatt, s. (from , a cleansing of the teeth, and ít,

a stick), a small bit of wood used to cleanse the teeth,

a tooth-pick.

, s. (from tз, a tooth, and , juice), a gum boil.

tata, s. (from to, a tooth, and t , a spear , the tooth-

ache.

tata , s. (from ³, a tooth, and , a spear), the tooth-

ache.

tota, s. (from ts, a tooth), tusked, having large teeth ;

s. a boar.

tfs, s. (from , a tooth), a snaffle, the having large teeth.

itført, s . (from £ 3, a tooth), short bamboos which are put

in a row near the top of a mud wall and project from

it in a horizontal manner like teeth, to support a small

roof which serves instead of a coping.

to , a. (from Яts, a tooth), large-toothed.

, s. (from T¶, clever), skill, address, capacity.

fa , s. (from Js , entrance), the delivering of goods,

the payment of money.

ta .

ntfamnt?, s. (from Isle , a delivering in, and M ♪, hold-

ing , a person who delivers in goods or things.

fail, s. (from J , a delivering in), a receipt.

atș, s. (from ¿lɔ, a mark), a mark, a blot, a stain, a blem.

ish, the cicatrix of a wound, a badge, a scar. This

word when constructed with , to give, or , to do,

means to stain, to mark, to blot ; when constructed with

st, to come in contact, it means to imbibe a stain or

mark ; v. a. to mark, to stain, to brand an animal with

a hot iron, to take aim with a gun.

ts , an imitative sound used to express that made by

the beating of a kettle drum and other similar instru-

ments.

দাগভূবিরাবিরা, an imitative sound used to express that made

by the beating of a kettle drum and other similar in-

struments.

atstatal, a. (from ¿ls, a mark, and πl, having), mark.

ed, stained.

atsfaat, ad. (from έlɔ, a mark, and fe , without),without

marks or stains.

atstarfsfas, a. (from έlɔ, a mark, and ifo*, excepted),

marks or stains excepted.

atstæfaraæ, s. (from Els, a mark, and forge, an excep

tion), the exception of marks or stains.

atstafaiae, ad. loc. case of staf ), with the excep

tion of marks or stains, without or besides a mark or

stain.

utstys, a. (from Ėl♪, a mark, and 5, joined to), spotted,

stained, blotted.

atstafe , a. (from έlɔ, a mark, and af₹³, destitute) , free

from marks or stains, immaculate, spotless.

atstatt , s. (from tst , a mark, and at , a bricklayer), the re-

pairing of cracks and flaws in masonry, particularly in

the terrace roofs of buildings.

tstar, a. (from tst, a mark, and , empty), free from

marks or stains, immaculate, spotless.

äistia, a. (from î†s, a spot, and F , bereft), immaculate,

spotless, free from marks or stains.

atsi, s. (from lås, deceit ), deceit, imposture, treachery.

tttt , s. (from LÈS, deceit, and jɩg, playing), a traitor,

a deceiver, a swindler.

¸ñtsî, a. (from ¿lɔ, a mark), stained , marked, blotted.

81, a. (from , a ringworm), scabrous, callous, rough.

ntszintszi, ad. (from † 1 , scabrous ), with scabrous pro-

tuberances, with roughnesses or callosities.

t , s . (from xsès, a disturbance), an uproar, a hubbub,

sedition, a mutiny.

T

1

1

t
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form), pomegranate-formed.

দাড়িমাকৃতি, a. (from দাড়িম, a pomegranate , and আকৃতি,

Kiş, s. (from , a tooth), a tooth, a fang, the indentations || ntfsatata, a. (from if , a pomegranate, and tæt , aদাড়িমাকার , দাড়িম, আকার,

or serratures on the legs or antennæ of an insect, the

projecting serrated part of the head of a shrimp or

prawn, or of any other insect, the forceps of an insect,

the claws of a crab or lobster, the ward of a key, a ser-

ra'ure, the bill of a bird, the chin.

z, s. (from sæte, a crow), the common black crow

ofBengal, (Corvus Corone?)

ts , a. (fr. nts, a serrature, and TF, joined to), serrated.

Kişi, s. (from ☎, a tooth), a tooth, the indentations or ser-

ratures on the legs, or the projections on the head ofan

insect, the claws of a crab or lobster, the forceps ofan

insect, a serrature, the bill of a bird.

ifs, s . (from 5, the chin), the chin, the beard of the chin,

the beard.

afsa, 8. (from ifs , a pomegranate), a pomegranate, (Pu-

nica granata.)

form), pomegranate-formed.

isang, s. (from ifs , a pomegranate, and , respect),

a fondness for pomegranates.

দাড়িযাভিলাষ , s. ( from দাড়ি , a pomegranate, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for pomegranates.

দাড়িযাভিলাষী , a. ( from দাড়ি , a pomegranate, and অভিলাষি

desirous), desirous of pomegranates.

fs , s . (from д, a pomegranate, and 1, desire), a

desire for pomegranates.

atfṣʊs, a. (from a , a pomegranate, and I , desirous),

desirous of pomegranates.

nilsa , a. (from îșя, a pomegranate, and , desirous),

desirous ofpomegranates.

atl, s. (from □, a stick), a club, a bat, a bar on which to

hang things.

atз , s. (from , a tooth), the name of a species of fish,

(Perca Datnia, Buchanan's Mss. La Cepede however

makes it a species of Holocentra.)

fs , a. (from if , a pomegranate, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from a pomegranate.

Afsana , ad. (loc. case ofútf¾ ), for a pomegranate.

গাড়ি নিষিত্তক, a. ( from দাড়ি , a pomegranate, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from pomegranates ; ad. from ,

or because of a pomegranate.

rifsafaface, od. (from ¬† ¤, a pomegranate, and fifis, a

cause), for a pomegranate.

দাড়িমপুযুক্ত, a . ( from দাড়ি , a pomegranate, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by, caused by or arising from pomegranates; ad. from

or because of pomegranates.

fsafe , ad. (from † ¤, a pomegranate, and f , with-

out), without pomegranates.

ffft , a. (from if , a pomegranate, and faft , pos-

sessed of), having pomegranates.

ifsays, a. (from afṣ¤, a pomegranate, and , joined to),

abounding with or connected with pomegranates.

দাড়িরহিত, a. (from দাড়িय, a pomegranate, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute ofpomegranates.

ifs , a. (from ¿¡ ¾Ã, a pomegranate, and ã, empty),

destitute ofpomegranates.

ifşagia, a. (from ¬† ¾ , a pomegranate, and 7, destitute),

destitute of pomegranates.

tiffaez, a. (from iṣ¤, a pomegranate, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from pomegranates ; au. from or

because ofpomegranates.

rifatti, s. (from , a pomegranate, and taigi, de-

sire), a desire for pomegranates.

fatat , a. (from ifs , a pomegranate, and wtf?,

desirous), desirous of pomegranates.

a. (from 1, to give), proper to be given, fit to be

bestowed.

atat, s . (fromat , a liberal man), a giver, a liberal or boun.

tiful man.

tool, s. (from t¾, liberal), liberality, bountifulness, ge-

nerosity, charitableness.

ta , s. (from at , liberal), liberality, bountifulness, gene-

rosity, charitableness.

fs, s. (from , liberality, and f , power), an abi-

lity to give, a bountiful or liberal disposition.

to , s. (from aff³, a killing, and S , to arrange), a spe-

cies of water-bird of the order of Grallæ, (Gallinula

maderaspatana.)

ta, s. (from at, to cut), a sickle, a bill-hook.

' ,, s. (from IS, equity), equity, law, revenge, the reta-

liation of an evil.

ninata, s. (from olssjis, the name of a Moosulman

merchant), a variety of rice.

ata, s . (from ls, to give , an advance of money for a

contract or work.

tha , s. (from la, to give), money advanced for a

contract or work,

ntuanta, s. (from ☺ils, an advance ofmoney, andM ♪, hold-

ing), one who takes advances of money upon any arti

cle.

kini, s. (from ħtat , an heir), an elder brother, a grandfather.
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ntul, 8. (from«eld; a plaintiff), a plaintiff, a complainant ; fa, s. (from uta, a gift, and fax, an obstruction), a hin-

also a grandmother.
derance to liberality or to gifts .

at . (from , a ringworm`, a ringworm.

atāža, s . (from ātą, a ringworm, and ¤¤, a suppressing),

thename of a plant esteemed a specific for ringwor :ns,

(Cassia alata.)

tata , s. (from ū† , a ringworm, and affa , killing),

the name of a plant esteemed a specific for ringworms

(Cassia alata.) In the Hortus Malabaricus this name is

given as the Brahminic one for Xyris indica. Some

other plants are also called by this name in different

places, all of them esteemed as good to cure ringworms.

ata, s. (from 1, to give , the giving of a thing, a donation,

a gift, a largess , a present.

, a. (from t , a gift, and 4, an instrument),

effected by means of gifts ; ad. by gifts.

ta , s. (from , a gift, and , a doer , a giver, one

who bestows a favour or grants a privilege.

ħtaratai, s. (from ūta, a gift, and cæta , a particle) , the name

of a species of fish, (Cyprinus barbiger.)

, a. (from t , a gift, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from gifts.

HAGII, ad. (loc. case of t ), for or because of gifts.

K†731, s. (from īt , an infernal being), an overbearing per-

son who extorts money or food from others by his

impudent behaviour.

affas , a . (from t , a gift, and fifa , a caus ) , caused

by or arising from gifts ; ad. from or because ofgifts.

taffing, ad. from 7, a gift, and fifa , a cause) , for or

through gifts.

atada, s. (from at , a gift, and Я , a writing) , a deed of

gift, a grant, a will.

দাসপুতিন্ধক, a . (from দান, agift, and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstracting ),

obstructing or preventing gifts or generosity.

, a. (from 17, a gift, and TF, caused by), caused

by or arising from gifts or from liberality ; ad. from or

because of gifts.

, s. (from , one of Dukshya's daughters , in Hindoo

mythology a race of imaginary beings born of Dunoo

daughter of Dukshya and wife of Chundra or the

moon, a titan.

, s. (from , a gift, and azt a house), a house, or

more generally an enclosure covered with an awning

where gifts are made on a funeral or other occasion .

atrat , s. (from î¶¶, an infernal being, and wff, un ene-

my), a god,

}

atat, ad. (from t , a gift, and fat, without), without

gifts, without liberality.

ūtada, 8. (from 7, a gift, and AA, a hero), a man emi-

nent for liberality.

ntazifofas, a. (from † , a gift, and fs , excepted),

gifts, or liberality excepted:

ataaforgæ, s. (from ħtī, a gift, and rifstãæ, un excepti-,

on), the exception of gifts or liberality.

tafore, ad. (loc . case off ), with the excepti-

on of gifts or liberality, without or besides gifts or li

berality.

ataætats, s. (from ata, a gift, and з, an obstruction),

a hinderance or obstruction to gifts or liberality.

atzanatsē, a. (from π , a gift, and ☎ta:5☎, obstructing),

obstructing or preventing gifts or liberality.

ataxaz, a. (from πī, a gift, and , a root), originating

in donations or in liberality .

fs, a. (from † , a gift, and af , destitute), destitute

of gifts, destitute of liberality.

ataxfé, s. (from 47, a gift, and *f , power), a power or

capacity to make gifts, a liberal or generous disposition.

, a . (from 1 , a gift, and * , an inclination , ge-

nerous, charitable, liberal, inclined to generosity, in-

clined to give.

ūta×1a31, 8. (from ■t¬ña, generous) , generosity, liberality,

charitableness, bountifulness .

, s. from , generous), generosity, liberality,

charitableness, bountifulness.

, a. from ta, a gift, ani , empty), destitute of

gifts, destitute of liberality.

1

at√79, s. (from † , a gift, and ( 7 , intoxicated), ex- '

ceedingly liberal, generous, bountiful.

taxa, ɑ. (fiom 17, a gift, and F , destitute), destitute

of gifts, destitute ofliberality.

atas , a. (from 1 , a gift, and 3, a cause), caused™

by or arising from gifts or from liberality ; ad. from or

because of gifts or liberality.

ata , s . (from , one of the daughters ofDukshya), a bo-

dy of troops in the service of the gods, a titan, a ghost,

a spectre, a demon , a kind of ornament for the neck, a

seed or grain, a grain of corn , a small gem or pearl, a

coarse grain of sand or any thing which resembles seed,

a particular kind of necklace.

tatat , a. (from ta, a gift, and state, desirous), de-.

sirous of making gifts or presents.
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tatata , s. (from t , a gift, and statt, a desire) , a de- tears, a. (from at , a gift, and 80s, ready), ready to

sire to make gifts or presents.

natat§}, a. (from 17, a gift, and tatf} , desirous , de-

sirous of making gifts or presents.

*tatsta, s. (from ¤ , the troops of the gods, and stɑ, a ge-

nus), the troops ofthe gods.

atat , a. (from 1 , grain, and , holding) , granu-

lated This word is also applied to a wound when it

begins to heal

miniftetal, s. (from t¬, a gift, and ſet , having a

right , having a right to gifts.

tata , q. (from † , a gift, and as,fond of), fond of

bestowing, engaged with pleasure in bestowing gifts.

tatagist, s. (from Яt , a gift, and as, attachment), a

delight in bestowing gifts.

atatuæi, s. (from ¤†¾, a gift, and MH, a lookingf、r), an

expectation or looking for gifts.

ahat , a. (from 1 , a gift, and , expecting), ex-

pecting or looking for gifts.

atsata, s . (from 41 , a gift, and at , desire), a de-

sire to bestow gifts, a desire to make presents .

atsata , a . (from tя, a gift, and afstaa, desirous),

desirous of bestowing, desirous of making presents.

ats , s. (from a , a gift, and y, a beginning), a be-

ginning to give, a beginning to make presents.

tas, a. (from , a gift, and F, attached to), fond

of making gifts or presents.

tatas , s. (from t , a gift, and staf , attachment), a

fondness for making gifts or presents.

, a. (from , to give , receiving alms, receiving gifts ,

liberal, bountiful ; also, (from S, holding), a vessel, a

receptacle, The Persian word is probably formed from

21, to hold

, a. (from 1, to give), fit to be given, worthy of be-

ing bestowed, bestowable, due.

tagi, a. (from ata, a gift , offered , given as an oblation.

taal, s. (from a , a gift, and 1, desire), a desire to

make gifts or presents.

ata , a. (from ata, a gift, and 5, desirous), desirous of

making gifts or presents.

xkaze, a. (from Ħia, a gift, and I , desirous), desirous of

making gifts or presents.

Kita1, 8. (from 57, one of the daughters of Dukshya), a

titan, a ghost, a demon.

atatși, s. (from īt , a gift, and as, to spread), the name

ofa tree indigenous in the eastern borders of Bengal,

(Scytalia Danura,,

give, in the act of bestowing.

ata , a. (from , a gift, and 81 , engaged in), en-

gaged in giving, engaged in making presents.

atzatearts , s. (from , a gift, and strist, an attempt), a

zealous attempt to bestow, an attempt to make pre-

sents.

traints , a. (from чt , a gift, and em , zealously en-

gaged), zealously engaged in bestowing gifts or mak-

ing presents.

hate , s . (from , a gift, and s , a beginning), a

beginning to bestow gifts or to make presents.

hatt , a. (from ta, a gift, and s , proper), proper

to be bestowed, proper to be given as a present,

☎, s. (from I, to subdue), subdued, tamed, devoted.

tfs, s. (from , to subdue), subjection, submission , hu

miliation, a subdued state of mind, self-denial.

tt, v. a. (from , to be proud), to stamp, to stamp so

as to shake musquitos or other insects from the legs ."

††, s. (from ¤ , pride),pride, arrogance, potency, a stamp.

ing violently.

* , a. (from , to give), fineable, subject to forfeiture,

liable to be obliged to make restitution, liable to be

condemned to pay a fine , amenable.

¿† , v. a. (from a , to be proud), to stamp, to stamp so

as to shake musquitos or other insects from the legs.

, s. (from , to stamp), a stamping so as to shake

off insects from the legs .

tata, s. (from t , to stamp), a stamping so as to shake

insects from the legs.

atata, s. (from 11, to stamp), a stamping so as to shake

insects from the legs.

ta , s . (from H, to stamp), a person who stamps

to shake insects or other things from his legs .

fts, e. (from , to give), condemned, adjudged to make

restitution or to pay a fiue, adjudged to give or pay

a fine, made to pay a sum.

at , ad. (loc. case of tt), with a violent stamping.

, a. (from 1, to give) , fineable, subject to forfeiture,

subject to be made a matter of restitution or gift, lia-

ble to be condemned to pay a fine, responsible for a

debt or charge, amenable.

★ , v. a. from Д, to suppress), to compress, to suppress,

to squeeze down, to press together, to subdue the pas-

sions, to flatten a piece of earth or dough, to smoothen

or flatten the earth by beating it down, to conceal, to

stifle an inquiry, to quash a thing,

Y vv
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Ita

ata , s. (fromata, to compress), the compressing of a thing,

the beating of a clod of earth so as to flatten it, the

flattening of dough or paste by beating or rolling,

the suppressing of an enquiry, the concealing of a fact,

the quashing of an argument.

ata , s. (from ¤¤¤, a rope), a cord or rope, a girdle, a rib-

band, a sash.

ta, s. (from , a request) , a request, a prayer, a petiti-

on ; also a portico or porch.

■† , v. a. (from ™ª, to suppress), to compress, to press down,

to suppress , to conceal, to quash. The adverbial parti-

ciple of this verb constructed with at , to place, means

to conceal, to keep secret ; constructed with , to take,

it means to infringe ; s. the queen (in chess), suppres-

sion, compression, peculation.

Яtatgal, s. (from Ti, to suppress', the compressing a thing,

a pressing down, the suppression of a thing, the caus-

ing a thing to be quashed or concealed.

tata, s. (from a , aforest, and af , fire), the conflagra-

tion of a forest.

ntatszw, s. (from af , the right, and , aside), the

right side, the lee side of a ship.

ata, s. (from 1, to suppress), the suppressing of a fact,

the concealing ofa fact, the compressing of a thing.

. (from , aforest, and , fire), the confla-

gration ofa forest.

fa , a. (from † , to suppress , concealing, suppress-

ing ; s. one who suppresses a thing, one who compresses

a thing.

tatzu, s. (from 4, the right, and board), the right side,

the lee side of a ship.

ata, 8. (from 6,ºº, a request), a prayer, a request, a sup-

plication, a complaint.

utilata, s. (from ✔‚º♪, a request, and♪♪, holding), a plain-

tiff, an accuser, one who has some thing to alledge

against another.

kizindî, s. (from ki , the name of a plant), the name of

a plant which usually grows in rice fields, (Xyrisindica.)

, s. (from , to subdue), the price of a thing ; also, (from

, a rope), a rope, a string, a ribbon, the name of a

species of aquatic grass, pond-weed, a collection of

pond weeds matted together so as to cover the surface

of the water, a collection.

, s. (from , an ox), a castrated bullock, an ox, a

gelding.

atas , s. (from 1, to give, and at, to measure), in retail deal-

ings five gundas of cowries.

ataq, s. (from ai, to cut), a rope, a girdle, a ribband, the

flap or skirt of a garment.

ata , s. (from M, to cut) , a tethering rope, a rope or cord,

a girdle, a ribband .

, s. (from , to subdue), a drum ofa particular kind,the

name of a species of bird, (Turdus citrinus ;, a clown, a

rope, a cord ; a. bold, presuming, overbearing, arrogant.

atawa, s. (from ata, a cluster, and ™ , a fruit), the name

of a beautiful tree which produces a very acid but

not disagreeable fruit, (Xanthochymus pictorius.)

Taglişi, a. (from , a rope, and ₹5, to bind) , tied or

fastened with a rope, tethered.

ata , s. (from Itatz, a son-in-law), a daughter's husband.

ta , s. (from af , the right side , the lee side, the lee

sheet tackle in a ship.

tæ , & (from , the sound ofa drum), a drum.

দাযাসাহী, s . ( from দtমাসt, the proper name ofan insolvent

merchant), the composition of a debt, an assessment, a

cess.

atrata?, 8. (from a cord, and 847, the belly), one of

the names of Krishna who being excessively unruly

and mischievous was bound round the body by a rope

by Yushoda his foster mother.

atata, a. (from a , arrogant), changeable, capricious ; 8. &

brat.

ife , a. (from , to bully), bullying, blustering, imperi

ous, boasting, hypocritical.

tfg3 , s. (from fg , bullying), blusteringness, boastful

ness, imperiousness.

¤tfgø¶, s. (from útfgæ, bullying), blusteringness, boastful-

ness, imperiousness.

ty,s.(from , to give), a donation, a gift, a nuptial present,

alms to a student at his initiation, a portion, an inheri.

tance, peril, danger, a difficulty, jeopardy, loss, trouble,

a breaking, a dividing, a place, a scite, an irony, an al

legation, a charge, a law suit, a pretension, tenure, a

debt, inheritable property. This word constructed with

, to be obstructed, means to give, to incur, to be ex-

posed ; with , to give, it means to pay , to indemnify,

to discharge an obligation, and with gta, to place, it

means to relate to a thing.

, a. (from , to give , giving, bountiful, munificent ;

s. a giver, an accuser. This word, when it is thelast

member of a compound, forms anadjective which signi

fies giving the thing expressed by the first member.

niga , ɑ. (from at , a calamity, and ỗ, involved in , ing

volved in trouble or difficulty, responsible.
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Kiyidai, s. (from

দারী.

, a difficulty, and c , the striking

against a thing , answerableness, the being responsible

for a thing, a being exposed to trouble or danger.

, s. (from , a difficulty, and t , a writing), a

written representation of difficulties, a protest.

fatst, s. (from TT , inheritable property, and frost, di-

vision , the division of inheritable property.

aatst, s . (from , inheritable property, and tst, a divi-

sion), the division of inheritable property. The name

of a book which treats of the law of inheritance.

TINE, s. (from Xta, inheritable property), an heir, a son, a

kinsman who falls within the line of heirship.

fs, a. (from tat , an her, and af , destitute), des-

titute of an heir, unclaimed.

st , a. (from aty, a right, and , worthy), claimable,

cognizable in a court ofjustice.

nixi, a. (from Tifa, giving , giving, munificent, liberal

This word is frequently used as the last member of a

compound to form adjectives which mean giving the

thing expressed by the first member ; s. a debtor, a

defendant, a person in trouble

akstīta, s. (from ħtu ,̟ a calamity, and sta, deliverance ),

deliverance from danger or calamity, the payment of a

debt, the cancelling of a bond or other obligation.

KIIT, a. (from TT, a calamity, and sata , rescuing ,

rescuing from danger or calamity, rescuing a person

from an obligation to pay money or to be answerable to

an award, paying a debt.

tz, s. (from , to tear) , a wife.

ha , s. (from at , a wife, and , an act), marriage.

, s . (from 3, a wife, and f , a work), marriage.

Weg, s. (from ų, to tear), a tearing, a rending, the dividing

ofa thing, a splitting or cracking.

i , s. (from , the name ofa country), a sort of

poison, quicksilver, vermillion, the ocean.

Alfase, s . (from ta, a wife, and fà , a receiving ,

the taking ofa wife, marriage.

★ , s. (from ■tæ, wood, and 5, to free), the name of a

poisonous wood.

11, s. (from , to tear) , a wife,

Asti, s. (from 1 , a tearing, and a , a limb), the name

of a species of fish, (Cyprinus Bunta, Buchanan's Mss.)

*if³, a. (from ₂ to tear), rent, torn, divided , cracked,

Jacerated.

ifay, . (from fa , poor), poverty, indigence .

, s. (from 1, a wife), having many wives, accom-

paniedby a wife or wives, an adulterer.

मांग.

ta, s . (from , to split), wood, timber, spirituous li

quors, wine, gunpowder.

t , s. (from 4, wood), the charioteer of Krishna, a

doll, a puppet.

font, s. (from t , wood, and fot, sugar), cinnamon.

, a. (from at , wood, and , to be produced), wood

en, produced from wood, made of wood.

td, a. (from , to tear) , hard, cruel, unfeeling, difficult,

frightful, horrible, terrific.

ay, a. (from πt , wood), wooden.

ūtēm, 8. (from ħt , wood, and cant, fat), the name of a tree,

(Tomex sebifera, Buchanan's Mss). It is however more

probable that this tree is a species of Tetranthera.

5tfel, s. (from t¶, wood, and xfağı, turmeric), a kind

of yellow wood used asa medicinal drug, probably (Xan-

thoxylon alatum) : some suppose it to be the root of Cur-

cuma zanthorhyza, which is not probable, as that spe

cies is a native of the Molucca Islands, and not therefore

kely to have a Sungskrita name.

tatai, s. (from xέ9le, a peace officer), the name of an offi

cer stationed in different places for the purpose ofkeep-

ing the peace and apprehending offenders,

1, s . (from 5, firm), firmness,' stability, strength, vali-

dity.

ta , a. (from fa, a sight), acquainted with the doc-

trines of the Hindoo schools ofphilosophy, able to take

a compleat view ofthings.

tate, s. (from , a simile) , the thing pointed out or

elucidated by a simile or metaphor, an archetype.

ta, s. (from tf , split peas), split peas, any sort ofpulse

split like peas. Constructed with st , to dissolve, this

word means to be possible, to be accomplishable.

ntata, s. (from ☺YIS, a hall), a hall, a hall of audience.

tata, s. (from JY♪, a broker), a broker.

tatal, s. (from Js, a broker), brokerage,

tfa, s. (from , to divide), split peas, any kind ofpulse

split like peas.

, s. (from , to divide), a pomegranate.

nimì, s. (from nã, to divide), split peas, any kind of pulse

split like peas.

ata, s. (from t , to give) , a servant, a slave, a fisherman,

a soodra or a person of the fourth class in society.

st, s. (fromat , a servant), servitude, slavery, bondage.

, s. (from , a servant), servitude, slavery, bon-

dage.

tt, a. (from Я, a servant, and , identically the

same), identified with or actually a slave,

yvv2
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Ats.

atait, s. (from ata, a servant), a female servant, a boud ||

maid, a female soodra, a species of plant, (Barleria cœ-

⚫rulea.)

ta , a. (from †Я, a servant), servile, slavish ; s. slavery,

servitude.

★ta, s. (from wg, to burn), a burning, a conflagration, a com-

bustion, the burning of the dead, an inflammation, the

heat of a fever, a cautery.

Ai , a. (from , to burn), burning, causing to burn, caus-

ing combustion, causing inflammation or a sense of

burning heat, cauterizing.

LİCEgdE, a. (from atë, a burning, and ☎ , an instrument),

by means of burning, by means of a cautery ; ad. by

burning, by a conflagration.

"

Air , s. (from , a burning, and , a doer) , an in-

cendiary, one who sets fire to a thing, that which

burns a thing.

nixægæ, a. (from ■ , a burning, and ætaæ, doing), burn-

ing, causing a burning heat, cauterizing ; s. one who

burns a thing, that which burns a thing.

A , a. (from Я , à burning, and to do), burning,

causing athing to burn, causing a sensation of burn-

ing heat, cauterizing.

, a. (from t , a burning, and , producing),

producing a conflagration, producing an inflammation,

causing a sensation of burning heat, causing combus-

tion.

akafas, a. (from ɩt , a burning, and fi³, produced ,

produced by or arising from burning or from a burn-

ing heat, produced by or arising from combustion, pro-

duced by or arising from cautery.

-a. (from E, a burning, and , producible),

-producible by or arising from combustion or from

burning heat, producible by or arising from cautery.

at , ad. (los. case ofa ), for combustion or burn-

.ing heat.

tats, a. (from , a burning, and ts, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from combustion or from a burn-

3. ing heat, produced by or arising from cautery.

★tga, s. (from ₹, to burn), the burning of a thing.

ान ক, a . (from it, a burning , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

eease), putting a stop to a conflagration or to combus-

tion, putting a stop to an inflammation or to a burning

heat.

fat , a. (from t , a burning, and fate, prevent-

ing), preventing a conflagration, or combustion, prevent-

ing an inflammation or burning heat.

teftad, s . (from t , a burning, and fat , a prevent ,

ing) , the preventing of a conflagration or combustion,

the preventing of an inflammation or of the sensation

of burning heat.

atafiafy, s. (from † , a burning, and fif , cessation),

the stopping of a conflagration, the cessation of com

bustion, the stoppage of an inflammation or of the sen-

sation of extreme heat.

ntxfifacæ, «. (from a†¤, a burning, and fifas, a cause),

caused by or arising from a conflagration or from com-

bustion, caused by or arising from inflammation or a sen❤

sation of burning heat ; ad. from or because of confla-

gration or combustion, from or because of inflammati

on or a sense of burning.

faf , ad. (from †¤, a burning, and fifis, a cause), for

a conflagration or combustion, for an inflammation or

sensation ofburning heat.

atxgfsz¶¶, a. (from î† , a burning, and efsane, prevent-

ing), preventing conflagration, preventing combustion,

preventing inflammation or a sense of extreme heat.

ators, a. (from ūtę, a burning, and 4 , caused by),

caused by or arising from a conflagration or from com

bustion, caused by or arising from inflammation or a

sense of extreme heat; ad. from or because of combus.

tion or a sense of extreme heat.

nae, a. (from Яt , a burning, and , increasing), in-

creasing a couflagration, increasing combustion, in-

creasing inflammation or a sense of burning heat.

atafat, ad. (from † , a burning, and fa̸ , wi hout), with-

out burning, without combustion, without inflammation

or burning heat.

πtefaf* , a. (from ɩɩ, a burning, and fifty, possessed of),

burning away, suffering a burning heat or inflammation.

atea, s. (from ūt , a burning, and fa, an increase), the

increase of a conflagration, the increase ofcombustion,

the increase of inflammation or a sense of burning

heat.

nigufsfas, a. (from t , a burning, and fofa , except-

ed , a conflagration excepted, combustion excepted, in-

flammation or a sense of burning pain excepted.

fs , a. (from t , à burning, and size, an ex-

ception), the exception of conflagration or combustion,

the exception ofinflammation or a senseof burning heat.

forate, ad. (loc . case of age , with the excep

tion of, or without combustion or conflagration, with

the exception of, or without inflammation or a sense of

burning heat.

, a. (fromt , a burning, and T , joined to), cou
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st.

nected with combustion or conflagration, connected

with inflammation or a sense of extreme heat, burning

away, suffering extreme heat or inflammation .

tas, a. (from t , a burning, and f3,. destitute of),

free from conflagration or combustion, free from in-

flammation or burning pain.

, s. (from , burning, and , a place), a place

where the dead are burnt.

hizzes, a. (from at≤, a burning, and (53, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from conflagration or combustion,

caused by or arising from inflammation or a sense of

extreme heat ; ad. from or because of combustion or a

sensation of extreme heat.

Affet , s . (from it, burning, and f , power), a

power ofburning, the power of reducing a thing to

ashes.

, a. (from , to burn), proper to be burnt, combusti-

ble.

E , s. (from A , combustible), combustibility.

KII, s . (from † , combustible), combustibility..

faª, an abbreviation of , another.

fi , &. (from fi , a point of the compass), a quarter ofthe

earth, a point ofthe compass ; a. also, from 3 , trouble),

fretfulness, vexation, trouble, perplexity. Constructed

with , to do, or atsh , to bring into contact, this word

means to give trouble, to teaze.

fanta, s. (from J , trouble, and , holding), trouble-

some, vexatious.

ta , s. (from , troublesome), troublesomeness ,

vexation.

দিক্পত্তি, s. (from দিশ, a point of the compass, and পতি, ৫

lord), a god who in Hindoo mythology superintends the

quarters of the universe. There are eight of thesegods,

viz. four at the cardinal points, and four at the inter-

mediate ones.

Hatta, s. (from fe, a point of the compass, and Ha, a pro-

tector), a god who superintends the quarters of the

universe. There are eight of them, viz. one at each of

the cardinal points, and one at each of the intermediate

ones.

E , s . (from , a point of the compass), a point of the

compass, a quarter ofthe world.

Taste , s. (from fast, a point ofthe compass, and FCT, ano-

ther), anotherpoint of the compass, another quarter of

the universe.

sts, a. (from fast, apoint ofthe compass, and g, cloth-

ing), naked, one of the names of Shiva

fkg.

fusta, s. (from , another), other, another,

fag , s . (from fast , a point ofthe compass, and st , an ele

phant), an elephant fabled as belonging to the gods

which guard the quarters ofthe universe ; of these there

are eight, attendant upon the eight gods which super-

intend the four cardinal points and the intermediate

ones .

, s. (from fast, a point of the compass, and get, an

elephant), an elephant which is attendant on the gods

which guard the quarters of the universe ; these are fa-

bled in the Hindoo mythology to be eight, each having

his appropriate name, corresponding with the number

ofthese gods.

, s. (from fast, a point of the compass, and 7, seeing),

a look on all sides , a general survey, a general view.

fast , a . (from fast, a point ofthe compass, and af , see-

ing , looking on all sides, taking a general survey,

faste, s. (from fast, a point of the compass, and , a con-

flagration), the universal conflagration or burning up

of all the quarters of the universe.

fas , s. (from fa , to smear), a poisoned arrow ; a. smeared,

anointed.

fats, s . (from fast, a point of the compass, and

cloth), clothed with the quarters of the universe, naked ;

8. one of the names of Shiva who is represented as a

naked devotee, one ofthe names of Kalee.

দিগ্বিজয় , s . (from দিগ, a quarter of the universe, and বিজয়,

conquest), universal conquest.

দিগ্বিজয়ী, a. (from দিগ,"a point of the compass, and বিজয়িন্,

conquering), conquering the universe.

fafa , 8. (from fast, a point ofthe compass, and fax, an

intermediate point), every part of the atmosphere, every

direction. This word constructed with fra, tò turn, os

şi, to walk about, signifies to wander, to stroll.

দিগ্বিদিগ্জ্ঞান , ৪. (from দিগ্বিদিগ্, every direction , and জ্ঞান ,

knowledge), a general knowledge of things, discrimina-

tion.

fifthsfrafari, a. (from fast, a point of the compass, fafūsi,

anintermediate point, and fuaf ™, turning), turning to

every pointof the compass.

fafafarșifa1, as (from fast, a point ofthe compass, fatust,

an intermediatepoint, and ceșt[141, wandering), wani-

dering in every direction ; s. a stroller.

fasta, s. (from fast, apoint ofthe compass, and ™ , amik

take), a mistake of the points of the compass, a being

bewildered, a mistaking the way to a place.

fag , s. (from fast, a point of the compass, and e , a mis-
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fiat.

take), a mistake ofthe points of the compass, a being

bewildered, a mistaking the way to a place.

fd, s. (from fast, a point ofthe compass, and , the

act of wandering about), a wandering about in every

direction.

fat, a. (from fast, a point ofthe compass, and fa,

wandering), wandering in every direction.

fas , a. (fromf , apoint ofthe compass, and F, ignorant),দিচ, দিক ,্

bewildered, unable to distinguish the points of the

compass.

fat, s. (from atata, an heir), an elder sister.

fa, s. (fromfa, to sound, and ca , to relinquish , the se-

cond husband of a woman twice married, a twice mar-

ried woman.

, s. (from , to decay), a day. This word constructed with

æfi, to cu!, or èta, to pass away, means to spend time.

fuaætti, ´s. (from fîñ, a day, and æft, to cut), the spending

of time.

, s. (from f , a day, and c , a throwing), the

spending of time, the passing away of time.

fa , s. (from , a day, and c , a throwing), the

spending of time, the passing away of time.

fa65 , s. (from fĩ , a day, and 53, four), four days.

fatta , s. (from fa , a day, and tim , a passing), support,

a spending of time, the passing away of time.

fast, a. (from f , a day), daily.

fa , s. (from fa , a day, and fa, three), three days.

fata, ad. (from fan, a day), daily.

f³, a lord), the sun .

t , afall), the expend-

fan.

ff , s. (from fa , a day), wages for a day, hire by the

day.

fa , s. (from fu , a day, and fa, two), two days.

faatu, s. (from f , a day, and at , a lord), the sun, the

lord ofday.

faaf , s. (from f̂ 7, a day, and

3, s. (from f , a day, and

ing of time, the lapse of time.

ffa , s. (from f , a day, and af , a gem), the sun.

fata, s. (from fi , a day, and я , a measure), day, that

portion of the twenty-four hours in which the sun is

above the horizon.

fha, s. (from fha, to play), the sky, the atmosphere.

fa , s. (from fa to play), a day.

ata, s. (from f , a day, and at , a causing to pass),

the spending or passing away of time.

-

f , s. (from f™, a day, and 85,four), four days.

fhangtis, a. (from , four days, and wets,

fats, s. (from f , a day, and af , night), day and night,

incessantly.

past), four days gone or past.

faæa , s. (from faxя, a day, and fa, three), three days.

fanartsis, a. (from f , three days, and ³, past),

fuata, s. (from fÃ³, a day, and x , an end), the end of the

day, the evening.

Matata, 8. (from fuª, a day, and t , an end), the

close of the day, evening,

three days gone or past.

AL

³, past), ker

fa , s. (from f , a dry, and f , two), two days.

fanatis, a. (from fan , two days, and

two days gone or past.

fafas, a. (from fan, the day), proper to the day, diurnal,

daily.

famy, a. (from fл, a day), belonging to the day.

fal, s. (from fat, a day), a day ; ad. in the day time.

fiææg, s. (from fixi, a day, and ☎, to make), the sun.

fata, s. (from ' d, a steward), a steward.

faxifa*fì, s. (from fazi, a day, and fat, night), a day and

night ; ad. day and night.

fats. (from , a steward), the office of a steward.

faztatīt, s. (from ',, a steward, and sils, a house),

the office where a steward keeps his account and trans-

acts business , a tribunal, a hall of audience.

, a. (from 1 , the day, and , blind), unable to

see in the day time, troubled with a dimuess of sight

through a vertigo or other disease.

fazight, s. (from fĩ , in the day time, and it, a lamp),

a lamp in the day time. This word is generally used to

denote a person whose abilities are not known, or

whose fame or honour is eclipsed and who is thereby

rendered like a lamp in the day ; a . useless, not ap

pearing to advantage, eclipsed by superior merit,

fatata, s. (from fi, a day, and at , an end), the

close of the day, evening,

fiatatst, s. (from fix , a day, and tst, a part), the daytime.

fatats, s. (from f1, day, and at , night), day and night,

incessantly.

fataifa, s. (from fat, day, and at , night), day and night.

fiætasts, s. (from far, the day, , the eight, and tst,

a part), the eighth part of the day, the close of the day.

fifa, s. (from fa◄, to shine), the sky.

f , a. (from fa , to shine), divine, excellent ; s. an oath.

fautant, 8. (from fa™, divine, and ¤ , a woman), a beaus

tiful woman,

vid tro
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Os. (from fa, divine, and an eye), supernatural

vision.

, s. (from F , divine, and at , knowledge), super-

natural knowledge.

দিছি, s. (from f , an oath), an oath, an appeal to God, en-

couragement.

faatst, s. (from Elos, pride), pride, self-importance, arro-

gance.

faatsfi, a. (from Els, pride), proud, self-important, arro-

gant.

fats , a. (from

fo, s. (from J♪

energy .

id,late), late, delayed.

the heart), the heart, the mind, prowess,

fata , s. (from J♪, the heart, and dul, to pacify), encou-

ragement, contentment, comfort, consolation.

fhasita, a. (from Jɔ, the heart, and , tò hold), dis-

tressed, sorrowful, troubled in mind.

faasist , s . (from , troubled), distress of mind, sor-

row, inward trouble.

faafaxì, 8. (from 8è J↓ , application), application, the giv-

ing the mind to a subject.

ft, s . (from f , to be pure), a point of the compass, a

quarter ofthe heavens.

fattetal, a. (from fat , a point of the compass, and , to

take), bewildered .

fata , s . (from fat, a quarter of the heavens, and ,́

a side), the boundary of sight on the horizon, a bound-

ary, a limit, a border.

fiði, s. (from sä~♪ , a quire), a quire of paper, a thin place

in cloth occasioned by the threads running together and

leaving a vacant space.

fet , a. (from ſ , a thin place in cloth, and 451 , fal-

len), thin, when applied to cloth.

ist , s. (from it, a lamp), a lamp, a torch.

stiri, s (from fastì, a torch), a torch-bearer.

***, s. (from ¿ , a religious ceremony) , a priest.

di, s. (from da, to sacrifice), the performance of a sacri-

fice, the making of an oblation, the engaging in wor-

ship, certain ceremonies preliminary to a sacrifice, the

receiving of instruction, the receiving of the initiatory

incantation.

ati, s. (from , instruction, and , a doer), an in-

structor, one who gives a person the initiatory incan-

tation, one engaged in oblations or in worship.

state, a. (from , worship, and t , doing) , mak-

ing an oblation, performing sacrifice or worship, giving

instruction, adininistering the initiatory incantation.

मोहा.

tas, a. (from 1 , worship, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from making an oblation, pro-

duced by or arising from performing sacrifice or wor-

ship, produced by or arising from giving instruction

or from administering the initiatory incantation .

, a. (from , worship, and , producible),

producible by or arising from making an oblation, pro-

ducible by or arising from performing worship or sa-

crifice, produced by or arising from giving instruction

or from administering the initiatory incantation.

, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for or through making

an oblation, for or through performing worship or sa-

critice, for or through giving instruction or adminis-

tering the initiatory incantation.

dxtfäcæ, a. (from , worship, and firée, causing to

cease), causing an oblation to cease, causing worship

or the performance of sacrifice to cease, causing the

giving of instruction or the administering of the initia-

tory incantation to cease.

দীক্ষানিবারক, a . (from দীক্ষা , worship, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing an oblation or sacrifice, preventing

worship or instruction, preventing the administration

ofthe initiatory incantation.

ìæifiæiad, s. (from 1, worship, and fied, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of an oblation or sacrifice, the

preventing of worship or instruction, the preventing of

the administration of the initiatory incantation.

nixifiqfs, s. (from , worship, and fif , cessation),

the cessation of a sacrifice or oblation, the cessation

of worship or instruction, the prevention of the admi-

nistration of the initiatory incantation,

fifas , a. (from 1, worship, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from making an oblation, caused

by or arising from performing worship or sacrifice,

caused by or arising from the giving of instruction, or

from the administration of the initiatory incantation ;

ad. from or because of a sacrifice or oblation, from or

because of worship or instruction, from or because of

the administration of the initiatory formula.

fafas, ad. (from , worship, and faf , a cause),

for or through making an oblation or performing a

sacrifice, for or through worship or instruction, for or

through the initiatory formula.

nìætfacæð, s. (from 1, worship, and fœ¤ª, a prohibition),

the prohibition of sacrifice or oblations, the prohibiti-

on of worship or instruction, the prohibition of the

initiatory formula,
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stræde, a. (from , worship, and fata , prohibit-

ing), prohibiting sacrifice or oblation, prohibiting wor-

ship or instruction, prohibiting the initiatory incan-

tation.

dixifiæđēģi, s. (from fact, the prohibition ofwor-

ship, and , a deer), one who prohibits sacrifice and

oblation, one who prohibits worship or instruction, one

who prohibits the administration of the initiatory in.

cantation.

দীক্ষা ,

prohibition of worship or instruction, from or because

ofthe prohibition of the initiatory incantation.

দীক্ষানিষেধহেতঙ্ক, a. (from দীক্ষানিসেব , theprohibition of wor

ship, and a cause), caused by or arising from the

prohibition of sacrifices or offerings, caused by or aris

ing from the prohibition of worship or instruction,

caused by or arising from the prohibition of the initia

tory incantation ; ad. from or because of the prohibiti

on of sacrifices or oblations, from or because of the

prohibition of worship or instruction, from or because

of the prohibition of the initiatory incantation .

, a. (from 1, worship, and 3 ,fond of , fond

of making sacrifices or oblations, fond of engagingin

worship or ofgiving instruction, fond of administering

the initiatory incantation.

*Hifiææâætṛæ, a. (from lift , the prohibition ofwor-

ship, and ta , doing), prohibiting sacrifices or obla-

tions, prohibiting worship or instruction, prohibiting the

administration of the initiatory incantation.

দীক্ষানিষেধকারী , a . (from দীক্ষানিষেই , the prohibition of wor-

ship, and tf , doing), prohibiting sacrifices or obla-

tions, probibiting worship or instruction, prohibitings, s. (from

the administration of the initiatory incantation.

ৰীক্ষানিষেধজন্য, a. (from দীক্ষানিষেধ, the prohibition of wor-

ship, and , producible), producible by or arising

from the prohibition of sacrifice or oblation, produced

by or arising from the prohibition of worship or in-

struction, produced by or arising from the prohibition

ofthe initiatory incantation.

দীক্ষানিষেইজন্যে , ad, (loc. case of দীক্ষানিষেরজন্য ) , for the pro-

hibition of sacrifices or offerings, for the prohibition of

worship or instruction , for the prohibition of the initi-

atory formula.

দীক্ষানিষেধনিমিত্তক , a. ( from দীক্ষানিষেধ, the prohibition of

worship, and fif , a cause), caused by or arising from

the prohibition of sacrifices or oblations, caused by or

arising from the prohibition of worship or instruction ,

caused by or arising from the prohibition of the initi-

atory incantation ; ad. from or because of the prohibi-

tion of sacrifices or oblations, from or because of the

prohibition of worship or instruction, from or because

of the prohibition ofthe initiatory incantation.

দীক্ষানিষেধনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from. দীক্ষানিষেধ, the prohibition of wor

ship, and fif , a cause), for the prohibition ofsacrifices

or oblations, for the prohibition ofworship or instruc-

tion, for the prohibition of the initiatory incantation.

hiætſh =&qu³, a. (from aìætf¬¤X, the prohibition ofwor-

ship, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

the prohibition of sacrifices or oblations, caused by or

arising from the prohibition of worship or instruction,

caused by or arising from the prohibition of the initi-

atory incantation ; ad. from or because ofthe prohibiti-

on of sacrifices or oblations, from or because of the

1, worship, and was , attachment

to), a delight in being engaged in sacrifices or oblations,

a taking pleasure in worship or in giving instruction, a

fondness for administering the initiatory incantation.

gfstæT, ɑ. (from A1, worship, and after, oppor

ing , obstructing or preventing sacrifices or oblations ,

obstructing or preventing worship or instruction, ob-

structing or preventing the administration ofthe initi

atory formula.

, a. (from , worship, and , caused by,

caused by or arising from engaging in sacrifices or ob

lations, caused by or arising from performing worship

or giving instruction , caused by or arising from the ad,

ministration of the initiatory incantation; ad, from or

because ofengaging in sacrifices or oblations, from orbe.

cause of performing worship or giving instruction, from

or because ofadministering the initiatory incantation.

if , ad. (from , worship, andf , without), with

out sacrifice or oblation, without worship or instructi

on, without the initiatory formula.

xifIf¥, a. (from 1, worship, and fif**, possessed of),

engaged in sacrifices or oblations, engaged in worship

or giving instruction, instructed, consecrated by the

initiatory formula.

stuffs, a. (from
1 , worship, and fofa , except-

ed), sacrifice or oblation excepted, worship or the giv-

ing of instruction excepted, the administration of the

initiatory formula excepted.

Hatufayæ, s . (from , worship, and

, an excep.

tion), the exception of performing sacrifice or oblati,

ons, the exception of engaging in worship or instructi-

on, the exception of the administration of the initiato

ry formula,
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test, a. (from 1 , worship, and cuts , proper), fit for

or worthy of engaging in sacrifice or oblations, fit for

or worthy of performing worship or giving instruction,

worthy ofadministering the initiatory incantation.

দীক্ষারহিত,tas, a. (from , worship, and af , destitute of

destitute of sacrifices or oblations, destitute of worship

or instruction, destitute of the initiatory formula.

, a. (from , worship, and , aform), consisting

of or identified with the performance of sacrifices or

oblations, consisting of or identified with the engaging

in worship or giving instruction , consisting of or iden

tified with the administration of the initiatory formu-

la.

xist , a. (from W , worship, and , fit), fit for or wor-

thy of engaging in sacrifice or oblations, fit for or wor-

thy ofperforming worship or giving instruction, worthy ||

of administering the initiatory incantation ,

tattat, a. (from , worship), inclined to perform sa-

crifice or oblations, inclined to engage in worship or in-

struction, inclined to receive the initiatory formula.

, a. (from 1 , worship, and T, empty), destitute

ofsacrifices or oblations, destitute ofworship or instruc-

tion, destitute ofthe initiatory formula.

dzia, a. (from ), worship, and 17, destitute of), des-

titute of sacrifices or oblations, destitute of worship or

instruction, destitute ofthe initiatory formula.

✰stæ, a. (from , worship, and c₹g, a cause), caused

by or arising from engaging in sacrifices or oblations,

caused by or arising from engaging in worship or in

giving instruction, caused by or arising from adminis-

tering the initiatory incantation ; ad. from or because

of engaging in sacrifices or oblations, from or because

of performing worship or giving instruction, from or

because of administering the initiatory formula.

fes, a. (from , to sacrifice), engaged in making sacri-

fices or oblations, engaged in worship or giving instruc-

tion, engaged in administering the initiatory formula.

si , s . (from iftat, an oblong pond , an oblong pond or

lake.

a. (from

, a. (from

long), long, extended.

long), long, extended.

att, s. (from if , a long pond), an oblong pond.

ÔÍ, a. (from long), lengthways.

i , s. (from atata, an heir), an elder sister, an elder bro-

ther's wife, a paternal grandmother.

, a. (from , to decay), fallen into decay, poor, needy,

miserable, wretched , indigent,

দীপ

31 , s. (from a , indigent), indigence, wretchedness, po-

verty, want.

, s. (from , indigent), indigence, want, poverty,

wretchedness.

, a. (from , indigent, and tay, full of com-

passion), full of compassion or pity for the indigent.

দীনদয়াল, a. (from मीन, indigent , and দযt় , compassionate),

compassionate to the indigeut.

1, s. (from a , compassionate to the indigent),

compassion or pity towards the indigent.

ata , s. (from 17, indigent, and t , indigence), the in-

digence of the indigent.

দীনদৈন্যদূরকারক, ৫. (from দীনদৈন্য, the indigence of the indi-

gent, and tṛæ, removing), removing or chasing

away the indigence of the indigent.

lathangal, a. (from niatna , the indigence of the indi.

gent, and fa , removing), removing or chasing

away the indigence of the indigent.

ka¬tų, s. (from 7, indigent, and 714, a protector), a pro-

tector of the indigent.

?

asta, s. (from , indigent, and st , a condition), indi-

gence, wretchedness.

দীনভাবাপন্ন, a . (from দীনভাব, indigence, and অপির, possessed

of), afflicted with indigence or wretchedness.

, a. (from , indigent, and , the mind), distress-

ed, low-spirited, sunk in mind.

ñaga, a. (from a , indigent, and a, bereft), poor, wretch-

ed, indigent, miserable .

wazjatax), s. (from ì , wretched, and , a state),

a wretched condition, poverty, wretchedness.

data, s. (from , indigent, and a, to go), a golden orna-

ment, a particular weight of gold, the name of a coin,

a Deenar.

nit, s. (from 1ª, to shine), a light, a lamp, a lighted can-

dle, a torch.

, a. (from , to shine), illuminating, irradiating, elu-

cidating, perspicuous, making beautiful, kindling, in-

flaming, cordial, exciting moral or physical heat or

splendor ; s. an aromatic seed Ligusticum Ajwaen), the

name of a ornamental plant (Celosia cristata ), a lamp,

one of the musical modes of the Hindoos, a rhetorical

elegance or perspicuity of expression.

, a. (from tt, a lamp, and d, an instrument),

effected by means of a lamp ; ad, by a lamp.

দীপকালঙ্কার, s fromদীপক, illuminating, and অলঙ্কার , an or-

nament), a figure of rhetoric which throws light upon

the subject, an elegance of construction.

Www
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sta, s . (from it, a lamp, and sta, a tree`, a chande-

lier, a lustre.

, s. from , a lamp, and 1 , a fence), a shade for

a candle.

4957 , a. (from 44, a lamp, and g1, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from a lamp or candle, or from any

luminous body.

, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for a lamp or candle, for

a light or luminous body.

ts, s. (from it, a lamp, and is, a bush), a chande-

lier, a lustre.

to , s. (from 3 , under a lamp, and , within),

the base of a triangle measured by the shadow of a

lamp placed at given distance from a staff or other ob-

ject.

, s. (from , to shine), a shining, a blazing, a being

luminous , the name of an aromatic seed (Ligusticum

Ajwaen), the name of an ornamental plant (Celosia cris-

tata) ; a. inflaming, exciting heat, cordial.

fafas , a. (from , a lamp, and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a lamp or candle ; ad , from or be-

cause of a lamp or candle.

ff , ad. (from , a lamp, and fas, a cause), for a

lamp or candle, for a light.

Яitfaáta, s. (from ìt, a lamp, and fit , an extinguishing),

the extinguishing of a lamp or candle.

দীপনির্বাণাকা 1ॣ , s. ( from দীপনির্বাণ , the extinguishing ofalamp,

and 1, desire), a desire to extinguish a lamp or

candle.

fatatata , a. (from fats, the extinguishing of a

lamp, and tat , desirous), desirous of extinguishing

a lamp or candle.

, a. (from t, a lamp, and fit , extinguish-

ing), extinguishing a lamp or candle ; s. an extinguish-

er.

, a. (from t, a lamp, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a lamp, candle, or other lumi-

nous body ; ad. from or because of a lamp, candle, or

other luminous body.

4 , s. (from 4, a limp, and , a tree), a branched

stand for lamps, a branched candlestick, a chandelier,

a lustre.

ata , s. (from , a lamp, and at , a necklace), a row

oflamps at a public illumination.

ta , s.(from 7 , a lamp, and ftat , flame), the flame

of a lamp or candle.

দীপৰকপ, a . ( from দীপ , a lamp and কেপ, identically the

nie.

same), consisting of or identified with a lamp, candle,

or other luminous body.

g3 , a. (from , a lump, and (TF a cause), caused by

or arising from a lamp, candle, or other luminous bo-

dy ; ad. from or because of a lamp, candle, or other lu

minous body.

, s. (from t , a lamp, and tatt, desire , a desire

for a lamp or candle.

fat, a. (from t, a lamp, and atat , desireus), de

sirous of a lamp or candle.

tge, a. (from , a lamp, and , covering),

skreening or covering a light ; s . any thing which

skreens or conceals a light, a shade for a candle .

hittäta, 8. (from it, a lamp, and tt , a covering), a

a candle .

at , a receptacle), a

skreeu before a light, a shade for

tata, s. (from t, a light, and

stand for a lamp, a candlestick.

zzata, s. (from , a lamp, and , search),

search for a lamp or candle.

tata , a. (from t, a lamp, and f , seeking),

searching for a lamp.

dizzate , a. (from †, a lamp, and at , seeking),

searching for a lamp.

ittaa, s. (from it, a lamp, and , another), another

lamp or candle, another light.

fa , a. (from it , a light, and tf , possessed of),

luminous, clear, perspicuous, brilliant.

, a . (from , a lamp, and , seeking), seek-

ing a lamp or candle.

, s. (from t, a lamp, and , a seeking , the

seeking of a lamp or candle.

, a . (from tt, a lamp, and fa , seeking), seek-

ing a lamp or candle.

fa , s. (from , a lamp, and fat , desire), a de-

sire for a lamp or candle.

smtal, a. (from ħì , a lamp, and , desirous),

desirous of a lamp or candle.

ifs, a. (from a to shine), made to shine, illuminated,

made clear or conspicuous, elucidated.

, s. (from ì , a lamp, and Fa¹, desire), a desire for

a lamp or candle.

, a. (from it, a lamp, and , desirous), desirous

of a lamp or candle.

, a. (from †, a lamp, and , desirous), desirous

of a lamp or candle.

13, a. (from it, to shine), lighted up, illuminated, made

to shine, made clear or conspicuous.
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a . s. from , to shine) , light, splendor, illumination,

brilliancy, refulgence, effulgence .

, a. (from fe, light, and , to do), irradiating, shin-

ing, giving light.

išaize, a. (from , light, and tax, doing), giving

light , irradiating, illuminating, shining.

festo, a. (from 1 , light, and , doing), giving

light, irradiating, illuminating, shining.

1933, a. (from , light, and st³, found), found or be-

ing in the light.

45 %, e. (from , light, and 7 , producing), pro-

ducing light or splendor.

fs, a. (from if , light, and f4s, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from light or splendor.

AC , 4. (from , light, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from li ht or splendor.

hits , ad. (loc. case ofWir), for or through light or

splendor.

£34, a (from 41 , light, and ' , to give , giving light, ir-

radiating, illuminating, shining.

hijenige, a. (from light, and t , giving , giving

light, irradiating, illuminating, shining.

da, s (from , light. and ‡ , destruction), the de,

struction of light or radiance.

. a. from , light, and , destructive), de-

structive to light or radiance.

a. (from , light, and f , destructive), de-

structive to light or radiance.

34, s. (from , gh , and 7† , destruction), the de-

struction of light or radiance.

fate, a. (from wie, light, and at , destructive), de-

structive to light or radiance.

disfazda, ɑ. (from , light, and fi , causing to

cease , causing light or splendor to cease.

histaatge, a . from , light, and faxa , preventing ,

preventing or obstructing light or radiance.

faiz , s. (from , light, and fat , a preventing),

the preventing or obstructing of light or radiance,

eff , s. (from , light, and faf , cessation), the

cessation oflight-or radiance.

fase, a. (from fe, light, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from light or radiance ; ad. from or be-

cause of light or refulgence.

, ad. (from t , light, and fif , a cause) , for

light or radiance, for splendor.

18.

দীनुিকাশ, 8. (from if , light, and ***, manifesta!ion',

the shining forth of light or refulgence.

nogama, a. (from wife, light , and gætte, displaying),

manifesting or calling forth light or radiance to view.

mez , a. from wife, light, and as , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering light or radiance.

itque, a . from this, light, and 45, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from light or radiance ; ad. for or be-

cause of light or radiance.

661

se, a. (from fe, light, and , increasing , in-

creasing light or splendor, improving brilliance or re-

fulgence.

alica, s. (from 1 , light, and , an increasing ,̀ the

increasing of light or splendor, the improvement of

brilliance or refulgence.

, ad. from light, and f , without), without

light or splendor, without refulgence.

fatt, s. (from if , light, and fat , destruction), the

de truction of brightness or radiance.

hiffeatte, a. (from is, light, and f***, destruc! iv3),

destructive to brightness or radiance.

g . from light, and feft , possessed of

brilliant, effulgent, refulgent, fulgid, clear, bright, shin-

ing, luminous.

uffa , a. (from 1 , light, and iffa , excepted),

light or radiance excepted, brightness or refulgence

excepted.

nifearsigæ, s. ( from , light, and afstæ, an excepti-

on), the exception oflight or radiance.

iftarfstace, ad. (loc . case of safe, with the excep

tion of light or brilliance, without or besides light or

refulgence.

stats, s. (from , light, and tts, an obstruction),

an obstruction or hinderance to light or splendor.

niftatatæ, a. (from if , light, and , obstructing),

obstructing or hindering light or radiance.

ifsatz, a. (from , light), luminous, shining, illustri-

ous, glorious, refulgent, effulgent, fulgid , radiant,

bright.

ife , a. (from if , light, and joined to), luminous,

brilliant, effulgent, refulgent, fulgid, clear, bright, shin-

ing.

Cas, a. (from fs , light, and 3, destitute) , desti-

tute oflight or radiance, opake, dull, gloomy, obscure.

ta , a. (from if , light), luminous, shining, radiant,

refulgent, glorious, bright.

Www2
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ata.

fway, a. (from is, light, and A , empty), destitute of

light or radiance, opake, dull, gloomy, obscure.

, s. (from if , light, and t , destruction),

the destruction of light or radiance, the destruction of

brightness or effulgence.

fee, a. (from fe, light, and t , destructive),

destructive to light or radiance, destructive to bright-

ness or effulgence.

, s. (from fe, light, and x , a destroyer) , one who

destroys light or brightness, one who destroys brilli-

ance or refulgence.

affeta , s. (from fe, light, and if , a detriment), the

diminishing of light or brightness , the detriment of bril-

Hance or refulgence.

, a. (from if , light, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from light or brilliance ; ad. from or be-

cause of light or effulgence.

ata, a. (from , to shine), shining, conspicuous, evi-

dent, clear.

a. (from , to shine), shining, luminous, resplendent,

illustrious, bright, clear, refulgent, effulgent, fulgid,

brilliant.

দীয়মান ,agata, a. (from 1, to give), under bestowment, being be-

stowed.

11, s. (from it, a lamp), a light, a lamp.

tatt, s. from it , a lamp, and t , wood , a match.

aigtumi, s. (from 41, a lamp, and , a skewer), a match.

xú, a. (from ¿t , to be extended), long, tall, prolonged .

long, and , the vowel ), theta, s. (from

long vowel .

sata, s. (from , long, and Sets, the vowel , the

long vowel 3.

ta, s. (from , long, and ts, the vowel ), the

long vowel *.

3 , 8. (from ; long, and 3 , the vowel 3), the

long vowel 3.

tv, a body), tall.

ta, time), a long time.

ty, a. (from it , long, and

ta, s. (from , long, and

দীর্ঘকালজনিত, a. ( from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced or born long ago.

দীর্ঘকালজন্য , a. ( from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and জন্য, produ

cible), producible in a long time, capable of being pro-

duced in a long time.

t ( ), ad. (loc. case of tw) , for a long sea-

son

, a. (from fats, a long time, and at , produc-

ed), produced or born long ago.

sta , a. (from tt , a long time, and fn, liv (1)

ing), long-lived.

tats, a. (from it , a long time, and † , known),

known long ago.

দীর্ঘকালত্যক্ত , a . (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and ত্যক্ত, aban- E

doned), long-forsaken, abandoned or forsaken long

ago, avoided for a long time past,

útafafage, a . (from ta, a long time, and, fairs, a

cause), caused by or arising from length of time ; ad.

from or through length of time.

দীর্ঘকালনিমিত্তে, ad . (from দীর্ঘকাল , a long time, and নিমিত্ত

a cause), for a long time.

7, s. (from at , a long time, and fo , ac.

quaintance), an old friendship or acquaintance.

দীর্ঘকালপরিচিত, a. ( from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and পরিচিত,

known), long acquainted, known to or familiar with for

a long time past.

দীর্ঘকালপালন , ও . (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and পালন, ৫ 2012-

rishing , the nourishing or maintaining of a person or

animal for a long time.

দীর্ঘকালপালনীয় , a. (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and পালনীয়,

requiring to be nourished), requiring to be nourished

or maintained for a long time.

"

দীর্ঘকালপালিত , a . (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time and পালিত, Nou-

rished), nourished or maintained for a long time.

দীর্ঘকালপালা , a. (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time , and পালা, rea

quiring to be nourished), requiring to be nourished or

maintained for a long time.

ft , a. (from atta, a long time, and et , pro-

per to be fed), requiring to be fed or nourished for a

long time.

দীর্ঘকালপুতিপালন , s . ( from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and প্রতিপালন,

a nourishing), the nourishing or maintaining a person

or animal for a long time.

দীর্ঘকালপুতিপালনীয় , a. ( from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time , and

fat , requiring to be nourished), requiring to be

nourished or maintained for a long time.

দীর্ঘকালপুতিপালিত, a. (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time , and

ff , nourished), nourished or maintained for a

long time.

দীর্ঘকালপুতিপালা, a. (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and প্রতিপালা,

requiring to be nourished`, requiring to be nourished or

maintained for a long time.

দীর্ঘকালপুযুক্ত , a. (from দীর্ঘকাল a long time , and প্রযুক্ত, calls-

ed by), caused by or arising from length of time ;

ad from or because of length of time.

!
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fiestach, a. (from wha̸æta, a long time, and af , being),

existing for a long time.

fidotarata, s. (from tæt , a long time, and TA, a serv-

ing), the serving or attending upon a person for a

long time.

দীর্ঘকালসেওি, a. (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and সেৰিত, serv

ed), attended upon or served for a long time.

atta. (from ta, a long time, and 1, to stand),

continuing a long time.

দীর্ঘকালস্থায়ী, a . ( from দীর্ঘকাল , a long time, and স্থায়িন, con-

tinuing), continuing a long time.

দীর্ঘকালন্থিত, a. (from দীর্ঘকাল , a long time, and স্থিত, situal-

ted), situated for a long time past.

Atstarze, a. (from festa, a long time, and æg, a

cause), caused by or arising from length of time ; ad.

from or because of length oftime.

divatatsis, a. (from , a long time, and as, pasi),

long past, long past and gone.

দীর্ঘকালোপসেৰিত, a. ( from দীর্ঘকাল , a long time , and ওপসেডি,

served), attended upon or served for a long time.

দীর্ঘকালোপানিত, a. (from দীর্ঘকাল, a long time, and উপাসিত,

attended upon), assiduously attended upon for a long

time.

দীঘद्वদ, 5. ( from दीर्घ, long , and हाम ,् the measure of a verse),

a long verse, an alexandrine.

Test.

of these ponds are a mile in length and abouta furlong

wide.

, ad. (luc. case of t , lengthwise.

aligtad, s. (from , long, and sad, pronunciation),

a long syllable, emphasis.

ad. (from fa, two), two ; also v. a. (from , to milk , to

milk an animal.

, a. (from H , hated), hated, disliked. This word is

only applied to a wife.

TA, s. (from TA, a door), a doorway, agateway, an opening.

, a. (from-f , two , two.

wal, s. (from fĩ, two, and c , hair), the name of a sci.

tamineous plant indigenous in the mountains North

East of Bengal, (Amomum sericeum.)

ad, a. (from , two, and art , a piece), two (applied

to parts ofa whole.)

Red, a. (from , two, and S4 , a quality), double, twice,

দুইট1, a. (from , two, and 1, a particle indicating inte

grity), two (entire or distinct things .)

TEMI, s. (from I, two, and Y , the space ofthree hours),

twelve o'clock. This word ifconstructed with fia, fix ,

or fa̸ , a day, means noon ; if with a , night, it

means midnight.

, s. (from , to milk), the milking of an animal.

Ida, a. (from I, two, and T , a time), twice.

, a. (from , long, and 1 , a thigh), long-thighed,,a. (from , two, and , the mind), double-minded.

spindle-shanked.

ñésifæði, s. (from

if , s. (from

fa , long-lived), longevity.

it , long-lived), longevity.

:a, s. (from : , affliction), affliction, distress, trouble,

suffering, wretchedness, labour. Constructed with ',

to give, this word means to afflict, to cause distress ;

with , to do, it means to labour.

Tafse™, a. (from 7:4, affliction, and fore, thinking), think-

ing or anxious about affliction.

st , a. (from , long, and if living), long-lived.

st, s. (from dt , long), length, tallness, protractedness.

, s. (from , long), length, tallness, protractedness.

✡ , a. (from té, long, and aft , seeing), fore-sighted,, s. (from it, affliction, and fro , a thinking), a

far-seeing, possessed of foresight, prudent, learned ; s. a

vulture.

deffan), s. (from ad, long, and fag, sleep), death.

défata, s. (from , long, and fa , breath), a sigh.

det , s. (from , long, and *t , a sound), a protracted

sound, a long accent.

itas, a. (from long, and , a thread), dilatory, slow,

tedious, procrastinating.

31, 8. (from procrastinating), procrastination,

the protracting of any business , delay.

î , «. (from , long, and , drawing a thread),

procrastinating, dilatory.

tats, a. (from long, and at , a shape), oblong..

fea , s. (from it , long), an oblong pond . In India some

being anxious about affliction.

T: fs , 8. (from T , affliction, and fʊøl, anxiety), anxiety

or care about affliction.

:4573, a. (from 5:4, affliction , and 575, fallen), released

or freed from affliction or evil.

, a. (from : , affliction, and , producing), oc◄

casioning affliction, producing distress .

: sfas, a. (from : , affliction, and ³, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from affliction or evil.

T:, a. (from : , affliction, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from affliction or evil.

: , ad. (loc. case of r), for affliction, for evil.

5:4313, a. (from 5:4, affliction, and ³, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from affliction or evil.
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Fort.

ete , s. (from est, affliction. The last member of this

wordisonly a rhyme to the first), afflictions and trou-

bles.

, s. from : , an evil, and fa, three), according to

the Hindoo philosophers the three kinds of evil by

which sentient beings are afflicted, viz . such as spring

from the individual himself, as diseases and moral evils ;

such as arise from the material elements or natural caus-

es, as broken limbs , losses, injuries occasioned by cattle,

serpents, &c . and such as come by the judgment of

God, as those occasioned by evil spirits, or by superna-

tural agency.

Fatafe, s. (from 7, the three evils, and fifs, ces-

sation), the cessation or end of the three evils which

afflict sentient beings.

Nagra , a. (from : , the three evils, and tua, self),

consisting of the three evils which afflict sentient beings.

দুঃখम,Fat , a. (from st, affliction , and , to give , afflicting,

distressing, annoying, vexatious,

, s. (from 4 , ffliction, and i, a state), a state of

affliction or trouble.

দুঃখদায়ক,ante, a. (from 4, afliction , and t , giving) , afflic

tive, distressing.

geant , a. from : , affliction, and f , giving), afflic-

tive, distressing.

1, s. (from , afflicted, and 55, to seek), wretch-

edness, misery, affliction, a perpetual series of troubles

or distresses.

7, s. (from : , afflicted, and ‡ , destruction), the

removal of affliction , misery, or evil.

, a. (from : , affliction, and e, destructive),

removing affliction , misery, or evil.

).

I a. (from : , «fl ction, and , des'ructive),

removing affliction, misery, or evil.

- ttt, s. from 4, ffliction, and , destruction), the

removal or cure of affliction, misery, or evil.

tat , . (from , affliction, and , destructive),

removing affliction, misery, or evil.

Tesfaæse, a. (from 4, affliction, and firée, causing to

cease), putting an end to affliction or to evil.

fizze, a. (from , fliction, and fat , preventing),

preventing affliction or distress, preventing evil or mi-

sery.

q& fatad, §, (from , affliction, and fated, a prevent-

ing, the preventing of affliction or distress, the pre-

venting of evil or misery.

arfafs , s. (from 4, affliction, and fa , cessation), the

72,

cessation of affliction or distress , the cessation of evil

or misery.

·ff , a. (from t, affliction, and fafa , a cans ),

caused by or arising from affliction or evil ; cd. from

or because of affliction, misery, or evil.

Teufofit , ad. (from er, efliction, and fifi , a cause);

for affliction or distress, for misery or evil.

: , s . (from 4 , affliction, and , manifestati-

on , the manifestation or appearance of affliction, mi-

sery, or evil.

: * , a. (from , affliction, and gt , shewing),

bringing affliction, misery, or evil to view.

1991 193, a. (from , affliction, and t , causedby , caus-

ed by or arising from affliction or evil ; ad. from or be

cause of affliction, misery, or evil.

as, a. (from , affliction, and a , increasing), in-

creasing affliction, misery, or evil.

, s. (from t , affl ction, and 1, an increasing) ,

the increasing of affliction, misery, or evil.

fe , al. (from t etion, and fx , wi hout , with

out aftenon, misery or evil.

fcat , s. from us, filetion, and feat , destruction),

the removal of case of affi ction, misery, or evil.

gaatta, 7. from , Action, ano fa̸***, destructive),

destructive to , or removing affliction , misery, or evil.

fft , fom , cffliction, and fefta , possessed of),

suffering ffliction , misery, or evil ; afflicted , wretched,

miserable.

n

(

, s . (from 5 , affliction, and , increase), the in-

crease of affliction or misery.

quzfsfa¾, a. (from 5:4, affliction, and fif?, excepted),

affliction, misery, or evil excepted.

fa , s. (from affliction, and for , an exceps

tion), the exception of affliction, misery, or evil.

face, ad. loc. case of fs , with the excep-

tion of affliction , misery, or evil ; without or besides -

affliction, misery, or evil.

5:43 , s. (from est , affliction, and 3 , breaking), re

moving affliction, misery, or evil,

59 , s. (from , fliction, and 337 , a breaking), the

removing of affliction, misery, or evil.

ist, a . (from , cffliction, and Stit , sharing), shar

ing in or partaking of affliction, misery, or evil.

guist, s. (from : , fiction, and ctst, suffering), the

suffering of affliction, misery, or evil.

easts , a . (from at, affliction, and tfst , sufferingh

suffering affliction, misery, or evil,
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Frat.

aly, a. (from qer, affliction ), full of affliction, misery, or

evil.

arata, s. (from , affliction, and at , mere , wholly

affliction, nothing but affliction, misery, or evil.

Fe , a . (from t, affliction, and T , joined to), afflict-

ed, wretched, miserable.

5:43fx³, a. (from : , affliction, and af , destitute of),

free from affliction, misery, or evil.

af , s. (from it, affliction, and at , a heap), an as-

semblage or complication of afflictions or miseries.

ats, s. (from : , affliction, and 1 , acquisition), the

acquisition of affliction, misery, or evil.

ta , a. (from , affliction , afflicted, wretched, mi-

serable, tending to misery.

5:13, a. (from ч , affliction, and t , empty), free from

affliction, misery or evil.

, a. (from 4, affliction, and , indicating) , in-

dicating affliction, or misery.

FATTI, a. (from : , affliction, and , identically the

same), consisting of or identified with affliction, misery,

or evil.

1, s. (from 4, affliction, and , one who kills), a

person orthing which removes affliction, misery, or evil .

E , s. (from , affliction, and tf , a detriment), the

lessening or removing of affliction, misery, or evil.

, a. (from : , affliction, and ₹17, destitute), free

from affliction, misery, or evil.

■:-UITœœ, a. (from , affliction, and T , a cause), caused

by orarising from affliction, misery, or evil ; ad. from or

because ofaffliction, misery, or evil.

tu , a. (from 4, affliction, and at , self), consist-

ing of affliction, misery, or evil.

43, s. (from : , affliction, and 3, an end), an end of

affliction, misery, or evil. 1

to , a. (from : , afliction, and 3 , destroying), put-

ting an end to affliction, misery, or evil.

ta, s. (from , affliction), the end or removal of

affliction, misery, or evil.

maa, s. (from 5:4, affliction , and , a remain-

der), the remainder of affliction , misery, or evil.

ts, a. (from , to be afflicted) , afflicted, distressed,

wretched, miserable.

ft, a. (from eft , afflicted), afflicted, distressed, wretch-

ed, miserable.

gate , a. (from , affliction, and s , deliveredfrom), ||

brought through, or delivered from afiliction or mise-

ry.

ফা.

tata, s . (from , affliction, and sta, rescue), a de-

liverance from affliction or misery:

ta , a. (from 4, affliction , and sta , delivering),

delivering from affliction or misery ; s. one who deli-

vers from affliction or misery.

72 , s. (from : , affliction, and , a beginning),

the beginning of affliction or misery.

: t , s. (from : , affliction, and s , alleviation),

the alleviation of affliction or misery.

' ,: , a. (from 4ª, prep. and *f , the inclination), evil-

inclined, ill-disposed, malicious, ill-natured .

1, s . (from , malicious , malevolence, malice,

ill-naturedness.

, s . (from 3, prep, and , time), a time of dis-

tress, a time of affliction.

দুঃসহ , a. (from দূর, prep. and সহ, to bear) , difficult to be

borne, scarcely tolerable.

, a. (from prip. and , tolerable), difficult to

be borne, scarcely tolerable.

, a. (from 3, prep . and t , accomplishable), diffi-

cultly accomplishable, scarcely accomplishable.

:ata, s. ( from i̟é̟ , prep. and ¬t , boldness), rashness,

temerity, intemperateness, an unnecessary exposing

of one's selfto danger.

a. (from 43, prep . and tf , bold), rash, pre-

sumptuous.

, a . (from , prep. and , to be situated), disagreea-

bly circumstanced, involved in trouble, sunk in dis

tress.

*: 31, s. (from 4 , disagreeably circumstanced), the being

in distress, the being in disagreeable circumstances.

3 , a. (from 31, a being in distress, and

caused by), caused by or arising from being disagreea-

bly situated ; ad. from or because of disagreeable cir-

cumstances.

দুঃখপ্ন,, s. (from , prep. and , a dream), an ominous

dream, the night mare.

st , s. (from 3, prep. and , a disposition), an evil

inclination, a wicked propensity, a grovelling or low

disposition.

fs , s . (from , to swing), the name of a kind of basket

made of bamboo rods and used to.catch fish.

, a. (from á†¤, unruly), stubborn, unruly, turbulent.

1 , s. (from fag , unruly , refractoriness, seditious-

ness, unruliness, turbulence.

17, s. (from 5,, a shop,, a shop.
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™ ,qatanta, s. (from ☺ls,d, a shop, and jis, holding), a shop- || a. (from* , milk, and 4, drinking), drinking

keeper.

tant , s. (from , ashop-keeper), the business or

condition ofa shop-keeper.

ata , a. (from le, a shop), going to shops.

T8 , s. (from 5, two, and , afamily), the family of both

father and mother, also the family of a woman's father

and husband.

aæautzi, a. (from , thefamily ofherfather and husband,

and at, devouring), destroying the family of her fa-

ther and husband.

1, a. (from , the family ofhis father and mo

ther, and ca , devouring), destroying his father's and

mother's family.

, 8. (from 5, two, and , a river's bank), the two

shores of a river.

FI, s. (from * , a hog), a hog. In Bengal this word is

seldom used unless as a term of reproach or abuse.

ft , a, (from 4 , misery, and 1, moving), miser-

able, afflicted, wretched, unhappy.

2 , s. (from , two, and as, a piece), two pieces : con-

structed with , to do, this word means to break in two,

to bissect.

getful, s. (from 5, two, and stful, idle), an imposter, a turn .

coat.

8d, a. (from , two, and , a quality), double, twice as

much.

$$ a. (from , to milk), milked ; s . milk . Constructed

with з , to cause to eat, this word means to suckle,

to give suck.

sta, s. (from , milk, and , a drinking), the drink-

ing ofmilk.

tatt , s. (from a, a drinking milk, and tetgi,

desire), a desire to drink milk.

দুগ্ধপানাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. (from দুগ্ধপান, adrinkingmilk, and আকানি,

desirous), desirous of drinking milk.

stafata, s. (from , a drinking milk, and

ata, desire), a desire to drink milk.

qatafsata , 4, (from 7, a drinking milk, and

affa, desirous), desirous of drinking milk.

1. 8. (from , a drinking milk, and , de-

sire), a desire to drink milk.

**978, a. (from ™ , a drinking milk, and a, de-

sirous), desirous of drinking milk.

ska , a. (from t , a drinking milk, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of drinking milk,

milk.

, a. (from a , milk, and cºº , to be maintained),

nourished by milk, living on the mother's milk.

, a. (from , milk), milch, giving milk.

fs , s . (from , milk), the name of a beautiful climb.

ing plant, (Asclepias rosea.)

¿ , a. (from

other day.

two, and a day), occurring every

gutstal, a. (from I, two, and if , a kind), mongrel, hy.

brid, the name of a species of snake.

, a. (from , two, and ta , brief), laconic.

, a. (from , two, and 1 , a particle denoting integrity),

two.

atì, a. (from 4 , two, and ì, a diminutive particle), two.

quifa, a. (from ì, two, and y, a piece), two, a very

few, a very small quantity,

, an imitative sound used to express that arising

from the fall of clods or stones, the discharge of guns, or

the noise occasioned by walking on a place which is hol-

low underneath.

45 , an imitative sound used to express that made by the

report of a cannon or gun, or by the fall of a heavy boq

dy from a height, a crash.

■ṣaşa, an imitative sound used to express that madeby

the discharge of a yolley, or by the reiterated fall of hea

vy bodies.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the discharge of a volley, or by a loud knocking at the

door.

, an imitative sound used to express that madeby

the discharge of a volley, or by a loud knocking at the

door.

, an imitatitive sound used to express that made by

the fall of a person when running or walking, or by a

blow on the body or on any other softish substance.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

repeated falls of heavy bodies on the earth, or by re-

peated blows on the body.

ts, an imitative sound employed to express that arising

from the fall of a stone or clod , or from the discharge

of a gun ; also the noise occasioned by running upon

an upper floor, or any thing which is hollow.

53, an imitative sound used to denote a violent pal-

pitation arising from fatigue or sickness ; also to ex-

press the sound made by the fall of a stone or clod, or

by the discharge of a gun,

.

L
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ste, s. (from

Th

furo, and at , a gulp), two gulps.

4. a . (from , two), two-fold , twice as much.

Eat, a. (from
two , two-fold , twice as much.

34, s. from two, and a reality), two objects, a

thing or its alternative, a dilemma.

t3, s. (from 5, two, and 415, a slap , two slaps on the

face.

ts , a. (from . two, and ts, a tooth , two-toothed, hav-

ing two teeth ; s. two teeth.

s. from a , milk , milk.

f , a. (from , two, and , a party), belonging to

two parties, unprincipled ; s. a tu coat.

afax, s . (from 5, two, and fa , a point of the compass), two

directions, two ways, two sides or parties. This word

when compounded with ar , to ea' , means-to encroach on

both sides , as a river which washes down both its banks ;

also, to eat with both parties, to keep terms with two

opposite parties .

feuiža , s. (from af two sides, and , to eat) , an en-

croaching or wearing away on both sides, an eating with

two opposite parties.

38. (from fe, wo sides , and ts , an eating),

an encroaching or wearing away on both sides, the eat-

ing with both parties .

theres, a. from the, two sides, and 13, clever), ambi-

dextrous, clever at playing his part with both parties.

fastattfa , s . (from , two ways, and taitta, a mìu,

tual pulling , a pulling or drawing both ways.

foots, s. (from que, two sides, and π, relinquishment ,̀

the abandoning ofboth parties.

førtstæt31 , s. (from
ts, the obindoning of both

parties, and tats , desire), a wish to abandon both

parties.

¿faststæta , a . (from

parties, and af ,

ing both parties.

fast, the abandoning ofboth

desirous) , desirous of abandon-

দুদিজ্ঞ্যাগাভিলাষ , s . ( from দুদি itt, the abandoning of both

parties, and afsata, desire), a desire to abandon both

parties.

fatal, a. (from fast, the abandoning ofboth

parties, and affan, desirous), desirous of abandon-

iug both parties.

kt. , a. (from a two sides, and gift , abindon-

ing), abandoning both parties, abandoning both sides

ofan argument or affair.

festa , s. (from

দুৰ.

ties, and desirous), desirous of abandoning both

parties.

দুদিজ্ঞ্যাগেছুক, a. (from দুদিক্ত্যit, the abandoning of both par-

ties, and desirous), desirous of abandoning both

parties.

fa , a. (from , two ways, and H , ripened ,

qualified in two respects, built with bricks and lime on

two sides. When constructed with , to do, this word

means to take effectual measures for success on both

sides.

able), able to* a. (from , two ways, and

do two works , or to fulfil the duties of two offices.

¿fûezata, s. (from afax, two ways, and ¶, aim), a dou-

ble aim, a double object .

ti, a. (from ahh , two ways , and tfu , ai ming),

aiming both ways, aiming at both parties.

afast, a. (from afast, two ways, and af , seeing), looking

two ways, expecting from two quarters.

afastfa , s . (from afast, two ways, and af , vision), a look-

ing two ways, an expecting from two quarters .

ThЯ , s. (from fast, two ways, and za, a binding), the

stopping up or obstructing an operation on both sides,

loss of appetite combined with costiveness.

afastaz¶, a. (from fast, two ways, and 77, the mind , hav-

ingthe mind both ways, double-minded, fluctuating be-

tween two opinions.

fs , s. (from fast, two ways, and ™ , preservation),

preservation or safety on both sides.

afisatat, s. (from fast, two ways , and atat, perplexity),

difficulty or perplexity on both sides, a dilemma.

ts, s. from я, two ways, and cats, covetousness),

a desire directed both ways, a wish to gain from both

parties.

দুদিগ্লোভী , a. (from দুদিs, two ways, and লোভিন্, covetous),

desirous of gaining from both sides.

ta , a. (from 4 , milk), sucking, living on milk, giving

milk, producing a white juice resembling milk ; s . the

name of a plant, (Asclepias rosea. )

s. (from 5, milk , milk.

, s. (from , milk), milk. This word constructed with

1, to give, or a†зȚi, to cause to eat, means to give suck,

to suckle ; with , to cause to relinquish, it means to

wean.

4 , s. (from , milk, and , rice , the name of a

variety of rice which ripens in the cold season.

æft,s . (from ª, milk, and , a species ofplant ,

the name of a species of climbing plant, (Convulvolus

Turpethum.)

ts , the abandoning ofboth parties,,

and , desire) , a desire of abandoning both parties.

fats , a. (from fast, the abandoning ofboth par-

Xxx
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দুপ-

দুধকুশী,
8. (from a , milk, and cætt, a seed vessel), the name

of a species of cucurbit
aceous plant, (Trichosa

nthes

anguina )

tam, s. (from , milk, and ☎aña, a beautiful shrub),

the name of a plant which Dr. Buchanan supposes to be

a species of Nerium .

, a. (from 4, milk, and c , eating), sucking,

feeding on milk.

11, s. (from , milk, and 8 , the champuka tree) , a

variety ofthe Michelia Champaca with pale or nearly

white flowers .

ata , s. (from 3, milk, and cot , a lifting up), an aci-

dity in the stomach of infants which occasions them to

throw up the milk which they have sucked.

fata , s . (from , milk, and ftat, a cake) , the name

of a variety of kidney bean cultivated in Bengal, (Do-

lichos lignosus, var.)

31 , s. (from , milk, and 31 , a climbing plant), the

name of a beautiful climbing plant, (Asclepias rosea.)

a , a. (from A, milk), sucking, living on milk, giving

milk, producing a white juice resembling milk ; s . the

name ofa climbing plant, (Asclepias rosea. ) This is also

the name of several other plants which have a milky

juice.

fatto, s. (from , connected with milk, and it³, a

tooth), the first set of teeth which a child has, the milk

teeth.

tata , a. (from fag , sucking milk, and at , a child),

a sucking child .

, a. (from , two), two, twice.

471, a. (from , two) , double, twice as much.

fa , s . (from Le, the world), the earth, the world.

fatta, s. (from lis, the world, and e, holding), a

person engaged in worldly things ; a . worldly, engaged

in business.

fagtata , a. (from , worldly), worldly, pertaining to

the business of the world.

4 , s. (from catat, a boat), a boat or a ship of a particu-

lar construction, a windmill.

, a . (from two), twice, double.

5,8. (from an imitative sound, and 1 , to shine), a

long kind ofkettle drum ; the name of a giant or infer-

nal being, celebrated in Hindoo fable,

aff, s. (from , a kettle drum, aud f , a sound),

the sound ofthe large drum.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by run-

ning or stamping on the ground with the naked foot,

or by striking the ground with a stick.

731.

7, s. (from , two, and * , a row), two rows.

5, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

fall of the pedal when working.

•

Я , an imitative sound used to express the continued

noise made by the pedal when working; also, the sensati-

on ofpain in the head occasioned by a continual sound

of beating like that made by the pedal.

, a. (from , two, and , a watch of the day), mid - day,

mid-night.

.23

fatfd, a. (from , mid-day, and afɑ , a gem), the

name of a beautiful flowering plant renowned by Hin-

doo poets for its flowers expanding at mid-day, (Peng

tapetes phoenicea .)

, an imitative sound used to express the continued

noise made by the pedal while working. It is also used

to express the beating or throbbing sensation in the

head arising from long exposure to a continual beating

or hammering.

Tate, a. (from , two, and , cookery), cooking two ves-

sels at once. This word is applied to a hearth so con-

trived as to boil two pots at the same time.

ate , s. (from . two, and , a leaf), the name of a

beautiful flowering plant, (Impatiens balsamina.)

29

E used

wiry,and

which th

, an imitative sound used to express that made by t

the pedal while working.

an imitative sound used to express that made by the

fall of the pedal.

an imitative sound used to express that made by

the pedal while working ; also, the throbbing sensation

in the head occasioned by being long exposed to a

hammering sound.

461, a. (from , two , and cЯst, a screw), requiring two

turns, consisting of two spiral turns.

, a. (from 5, two, and cЯg , spiral), requiring two

turus, consisting of two spiral turns.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

bare feet on the ground in walking or running, or any

other similar sound.

t , s. (from , two, and te, a crack), a double rent or

crack.

am , a. (from , weak), weak, faint.

, s. (from , two, and t , the hand), two sides, two

directions.

Tata, a. (from 5, two, and Tz, a time), twice.

tf , s. (from , two, and S†s, a vessel), the boiling of

clothes twice in the washing ; a. twice boiled and

washed.

sto , s. (from , two, and 51, a husband), married to

red

tro.a
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a second husband, having two husbands. In the latter

sense this word is used as a term of reproach and im-

plies that the person to whom it is addressed has a pa-

ramour besides her husband.

att, a. (from , two, and stat , a language), speaking

two languages.

Estat, a. (from 5, two, and Stat, a language), speaking two

languages ; s. a person who speaks two languages .

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

falling of a single heavy body on the earth, or by a

single report of a gun .

543, v. a. (from , two, and 5, to overlay), to double a

flexible substance, as cloth, paper, or the like.

4 , s . (from 3, double , the doubling of cloth, paper,

or any other thin substance.

zfd, s. (from 5, two, and af , the glans penis), the erect

part of a hook used in hanging a gate with the hook

and thimble.

, a. (from 5, two, and д , aface), having two openings,

facing two ways , having two heads ; s . the name of a

small serpent which the credulous natives of Hindoo-

sthan believe to have two heads, an amphisbæna.

, a. (from , two , and aft, earth , twice-coated

with clay. This word is only applied to images made

ofclay, and expresses the state or progress of the work

when the second coating of earth has been put on.

, a. (from , two, and af , earth) , twice-coated with

clay, having received the second coating ofclay, (see the

préceding word.)

hare , a. (from 5. two , and
, earth), dressed with

the second coating of clay, (see the two preceding

words.)

£13, v. n . (from ™, two, and ¤ , to overlay), to turn like the

edge of a weapon when made of soft iron or of other

bad materials .

kași, v. a. (from i̟, two, and ¤ , to overlay), to turn the

edge of a weapon, to bend or twist an edge so as to

make it double ; a . turned or bent.

, 8. (from , to turn an edge), the turning the

edge of a weapon.

fs , s . (from 5, to turn), the turning or bending of a

weapon's edge when it is made of soft metal.

ata, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the repeated falling of heavy bodies, or the repeated

discharge of guns.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

repeated falling of heavy bodies or the repeated dis-

charge ofguns .

, a . (from , a large-tailed sheep) , large-tailed, thick,

1, s. (from T1 , large-tailed, and (551, a sheep), the

Cape sheep, the large tailed sheep .

, a preposition which is never used except in composi

tion. It usually, when prefixed to a verb, gives the

idea of difficulty or of deterioration and of inferiority,

deterioration or difficulty when prefixed to a noun.

gig, a. (from ч , prep. and Я , shareable), diffi,

cultly shareable, difficultly divisible.

37, s. (from 3, prep. and 7, a marking), a scarcely

legible mark or number, an indistinct or scarcely legi-

ble marking of goods, the incorrectly paging of a book

or writing down of numbers.

•
, a. (from 3, prep. and a , capable of being

marked), scarcely capable of being marked or describ-

ed, difficult to be numbered or marked with a distin

guishing mark.

3, a. (from
prep, and 3, marked), badly mark-

ed or described, marked or numbered in an almost ille

gible manner.

43 , s. (from 4 , two, and , a colour), two colours, a cross

breed ; a. party-coloured .

F

, a. (from , two, and a , coloured), party-coloured,'

made of two sorts, belonging to two kinds.

з , a. (from , prep. and af , excess), the exceed-

ing or surpassing a thing with difficulty, the scarcely

exceeding or surpassing a thing

IfзææЯy, ɑ. (from 3, prep. and I, surpassable),'

scarcely to be surpassed or exceeded.

ts, a. (from 7, prep. and fit , exceeded), scarce-

ly exceeded or surpassed , not fairly surpassed or exceed-

ed.

, s. (from 4 , prep. and , fate), a bad fate, bad

fortune.

, s. (from a bad fate, and , decay), the

decay or gradual removal of bad destiny.

TYGAT, a. (from 55 , evil destiny, and , producing),

producing or causing evil destiny.

4348571, a. (from 8, evil destiny, and 1, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from evil destiny.

, ad. (loc . case of535 , for evil destiny, for

bad fortune.

nangfafaze, ɑ . (from , evil destiny, and fifig, a

cause) , caused by arising from evil destiny or bad for-

tune ; ad. from or because of evil destiny or bad for-

tune.

ff , ad. (from , evil destiny, and fof , a

cause), for evil destiny or bad fortune.

XXX2
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4 , a. (from , evil destiny, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from evil destiny or bad fortune ;

ad, from or because of evil destiny or bad fortune.

, a. (from , evil destiny, and (T3, a cause),

caused by or arising from evil destiny or bad fortune;

ad. from or because of evil destiny or bad fortune.

aft , a. (from 3, prep, and ft , possessed), scarcely

possessed as a right, difficultly claimed as a right.

fst , a. (from 3, prep. and fast , known), difficultly

comprehended, difficultly known .

দুর.

or party, a difficult or improper attaching of one's self

to a person or party.

st , a. (from 7, prep, and st , capable of beingfol-

lowed) , scarcely capaibe of being followed as a leader,

scarcely capable of being loved, unamiable, repelling.

st , a. (from 7, prep. aud af , following , fol-

lowing with difficulty, attaching himself slightly or with

difficulty, forming a bad attachment, following bad

practices.

wasa, s. (from a prep. and wax , favour), favour to

an improper object, favour shewn with difficulty, kind-

ness or favour shewn in an unlovely manner, cold kind-

aafiata, s. (from , prep. and fata, a preliminary ce-

remony), a difficulty or almost impossibility of perform-

ing the preliminary ceremonies to a marriage or sacri-

fice, an unskilful or improper performance of prelimi- at , a. (from a prep, and t , shewingfavour),

nary ceremonies .

fata, s. (from 3, prep. and aftя, a performance), the

practising of a duty with difficulty, the difficult or im-

properperformance of an action.

3, a. (from 7, prep. and faf3, performed), practis-

ed or performed with difficulty, scarcely practised or

performed, improperly or unskilfully performed.

eftdy, a. (from 7, prep. and is , practicable), diffi-

cult to be performed or practised, scarcely to be prac-

tised or performed.

# 13, a. (from 47, prep. and w³, read), scarcely read or

studied, read or studied with difficulty, badly or care-

lessly read or studied. .

, 8. (from , prep. and , study), a studying

or reading with difficulty, a scarcely studying or read-

ing, a careless or unprofitable studying or reading.

ta, s. (from prep. and at, a giving instructi-

on), a scarcely giving instruction, the giving of bad or

false instruction , a negligent giving of instruction, the

giving such instruction as misleads.

33, a. from 7, prep, and warf , instructed), scarce.

ly instructed, negligently instructed , so instructed as to

be misled.

tet , a. (from prep. and t , investigable),

scarcely investigable, difficult to be investigated or ar-

gued on, difficult to be supplied as an ellipsis .

, a . (from , prep. and 1 , capable ofbeing read),

scarcely capable of being read or studied , difficult to be

read or studied.

st , a. (from prep. and 3, attached to) , difficult-

ly or scarcely attached to a person or party, badly or

improperly attached to a person or party.

, 8. (from 47, prep. and s , a following), the

scarcely following or attaching of one's self to a person

ness.

scarcely shewing favour or kindness, shewing favour or

kindness with difficulty or in an unlovely manner ; s. a

person who does a kind action in an unlovely manner;

a person who can scarcely be induced to do an act of

kindness.

9 , a. (from , prep. and , worthy offavour),

scarcely to be treated with kindness, scarcely to be

won over with kind treatment .

1 , 8. (from , prep. and , a permission), a per-

mission or order obtained with difficulty, a severe or

harsh order.

315, a. (from 3, prep. and † , permitted , scarce-

ly permitted or enjoined, permitted or enjoined with

difficulty.

, a. (from , prep. and E, commanding),

giving commands or permission with difficulty, giving

severe or harsh commands.

, s. (from , prep. and , a giving com-

mands), the giving of a command or permission with

difficulty, the giving of harsh or severe commands.

77 , a. (from , prep. and , permissible),

scarcely fit to be commanded or permitted.

वन

a . (from ,prep. and , permissible), scarce=

ly permissible, scarcely fit to be commanded.

ta , s. (from , prep. and at , a running after),

a difficult pursuit, a rash pursuit.

77777 8. (from 43, prep. and waŢ, submission), a diffi-

cult or scarcely yielded submission, unwilling humilia.

tion, forced intreaty or subn.ission.

, a . (from 3, prep, and 3, intreated), intreat

ed or submitted to with unwillingness or difficulty,

difficultly intreated.

3 , a. (from , prep. and A , capable ofbeing in

treated , scarcely capable of being wrought upon by in-

110
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treaty or submission, difficultly brought to submit or

humble himself.

, 8. (from
prep. and at , the recollection of

a lost idea), the recovering of a lost idea on thougi.t

with difficulty.

751, s. (from 7, prep, and A , experience), experi-

mental knowledge obtained with difficulty, information

obtained with difficulty..

sy, knowable by, a. (from , prep. and

experience), difficultly acquirable by experience, diffi-

cultly inferrible.

83, a. (from prep, and 753, known by experience),

difficultly experienced , inferred with difficulty.

zzxf3, s. (from 4 , prep. and fo, permission), a per-

mission or order obtained with difficulty.

Kand, s. (from 7, prep. and , the following of a

husband to the funeral pile), a woman's cruelly or un-

lawfully sacrificing herselfon the funeral pile sometime

after her husband's death.

agata, s. (from 47, prep. and w , inference), an infer-

ence or guess made with difficulty.

, a. (from , prep. and , inferrible), difficult

to be inferred or guessed.

47, s. (from , prep. and I , attachment , an im-

proper or base attachment to an object, an attachment

formed with difficulty.

zagtst, s. (from 53, prep. and waist, attachment), an im-

proper or base attachment to an object, an a tachment

formed with difficulty.

ta, s. (from prep. and at , partiality), an im-

proper partiality to a person , an improper acquies-

cence in measures, a difficult acquiescence in, or parti-

ality for persons or things .

zazijaa, s. (from 7 prep, and i , mental applicati-

on) , the difficult application of the mind to an object,

the application of the mind to an improper object.

31, s. (from prep, and , one who practises),

a person who practises things with difficulty, a person

who engages in evil practises.

1, 8. (from , prep. and , practice), the prac

tising of a thing with difficulty, an evil practice.

་t , a . (from prep. and at , engaging in

action), engaging another with difficulty in the practice

of a thing, arranging or setting things in order with diffi-

culty; s one who puts things in order or engages in

the practice of them with difficulty.

দূরস্থাপন , s from দুর , prep. and অনুষ্ঠাপন, an engaging in

the doing of a thing), an arranging of things or cir-

দুর.

cumstances with difficulty, an engaging with difficul-

ty in the practice ofthings.

143, n. (from prep. and , an end), wicked, unma

nageable, restive, unruly, impudent.

, 8. (from 57, prep. and , a direct consequence), a

false concord in Grammar, a consequence deduced with

difficulty from given premises.

, a. (from 7, prep, and af , following as a con-

sequence), difficultly agreeing with the word which

should govern it in a sentence, following with difficulty

from any given premises .

TUIE, a. (from a, prep. and IIT, seeking), seeking

with difficulty, seel ing what is improper.

, s . (from prep, and , a seeking), a seek-

ing with difficulty, the seeking of evil.

quady, a. (from 13. prep, and

difficult to be sought or found.

as , fit to be sought),

দুরদ্বেষিত, a. (from দূর, prep. and অন্বেষিত, sought) , difficultly

sought or found.

, a. (from , prep. and I, fit to be sought) , diffi

cult to be sought or found.

, a. (from , prep. and ass, known), difficultly

known, difficultly acquired.

, a . (from , prep. and

ficult to be known, difficultly

of knowledge.

staty, knowable), dif-

acquirable as a matter

, a. (from a prep. and us , knowable), difficult

to beknown, difficultly acquirable as a matter ofknow-

ledge.

দুৱগাহন, s. (from দূর prep. and অগাহন , a bathing), a

bathing with difficulty, an improper bathing.

দূরগাহণীয়, a. ( from দূর, prep . and অগাহনীয়, capable of bea

ing bathed), difficult to be bathed, difficult or danger-

ous to be bathed in.

qaæstes, a . (from 3, prep. and asta , capable ofbeing

bathed), difficult to be bathed, difficult or dangerous

to be bathed in.

nated, s. (from 3, prep. and Waztea, a dismounting),

a dismounting or descending with difficulty.

, s. (from , prep. and A, a supporting , the

supporting or propping of a thing badly or with dif

ficulty, a bad or insufficient fulcrum or prop.

zady, a. (from prep, and way, fit to be de

pended on), scarcely fit to be depended on, or to be sup

ported by.

•qazmfas, a. (from a prep. and fas, depended), diffi-

cultly suspended from.

, s. (from prep, and scata, a looking , the
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পুরা,

looking at a thing with difficulty, an imperfect or erro-

neous survey of a thing.

gamteaty, a. (from , prep. and aty, visible),

difficultly brought within the view or survey of a per-

son, scarcely visible.

tas, a. (from , prep. and af , viewed), diffi-

cultly viewed or surveyed, seen or viewed in an imper-

fect or confused manner, scarcely seen, seen with diffi-

culty.

at , a. (from , prep. and at , visible), diffi-

cultly brought within the view or survey of a person ,

scarcely visible.

, s . (from prep. and , a condition), adversity,

distress.

atta , a. (from 47, prep. and t , capable ofbe-

ing settled), difficultly inhabitable, scarcely capable of

being settled or established as a town or colony.

, 8. (from , prep. and , a residence), a diffi-

cultly residing or settling in a place.

gzeztaty, a. (from prep, and why, capable of be-

ing settled , difficultly inhabitable, scarcely capable of

being settled or established as a town or colony.

, a. (from , prep. and , settling ) , settling

a place or colony under difficult circumstances, or in a

bad manner.

দুৱৰস্থাপনীয় , a. ( from দূর, prep. and অবস্থাপনীয়, capable of

beingfixed or settled in a place) , scarcely fit to be fixed

or settled in a place, difficultly fixed or settled as an

inhabitant.

দুরস্থাপয়িতা, a. (from দূর, prep. and অৱস্থাপয়িতা, capable

of beingfixed as an inhabitant), scarcely fit or proper

to be fixed or established as an inhabitant.

দুরৱস্থাপয়িত্ব' , s . (from দূর, prep. and অৱস্থাপয়িত্ব, one who

settles a town or colony), a person who settles a town

or colony under difficult circumstances, a person who

settles a town or colony imperfectly or in a bad man-

ner.

, a. (from , prep. and af , settling in a

place), settling or residing in a place with difficulty or

inconvenience.

দূরস্থেয়, a. ( from দূর, prep. and অৱস্থেয়, capable ofbeing

settled), scarcely capable of being settled or establish-

ed as a town or colony,

ta , s. (from 3, prep. and af , a listening), the

listening to, or hearing of a thing with difficulty, the

hearing of a thing confusedly or imperfectly.

zatang, a. (from a prep. and tasty, aud ble), scarce-

ly audible, difficult to be heard or attended to.

ต.

tafas, a . (from a, prep. and staffs, heard), scarcely

heard, imperfectly heard, listened to in an imperfect

manner.

ata , s. (from 4g, prep. and tus, an attracting), the

attracting or drawing of a thing with difficulty, weak

or imperfect attraction.

aty, a. (from , prep. and y, attractable),

difficult to be drawn or attracted.

11
tas, a. (from , prep. and as, attracted) , diffi-

cultly drawn or attracted, scarcely or imperfectly at-

tracted.

ta , a, (from , prep. and at , drawn , difficultly

drawn or attracted, scarcely or imperfectly attracted .

, s. (from , prep. and d, a seizing , the seiz-

ing upon things with difficulty, the unjust invasion of

or seizing of a person's possessions.

tasty, a. (from , prep, and as, seizuble), diffi-

cult to be invaded or seized .

atria, a. (from 3, prep. and atto, seized), seized with

difficulty, invaded with difficulty, seized or invaded

unjustly.

atsto, a. (from g, prep. and so, come), arrived with

difficulty.

atst , s. (from prep. and tst , a coming), the

coming to a person or place with difficulty.

atstaat , a. (from prep, and wis¤g, approachable),

difficultly approachable, difficult of access, difficultly

arrived at.

tars , s . (from 3, prep, and at , tenaciousness), a te-

nacious persisting in a thing, an evil or injurious tena

ciousness, pertinacity.

16
ata , s. (from , prep. and , conduct), the prac

tice of a difficult duty or custom, evil conduct, a

course of bad actions.
1

zaista, a. (from a prep, and stota, conduct), profligate,

wicked.

দুরাচরিত, a. (from দুর ,্ prep . and আচরিত, practiced ), diffi-

cultly practised, difficultly observed as a custom or

piece of conduct,

at , a. (from prep. and at , spirit), wicked, un-

just, profligate.

দুরারাধন), s. ( from দুর, prep. and আরবিনা, prayer), a diffi

cult course of religious worship, a bad or blameable

course of religious worship .

atata , a. (from prep. and @tattatṛ, capable ofbe-

ing wrought on by prayer), scarcely capable of being

wrought upon by prayer or religious worship, difficult

to be rendered propitious.

2
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tatas, a. (from , prep. and tats, made propiti-

ous), wrought upon with difficulty by prayer or other

religious services.

দুরারাধ্য , a. (from দূর, prep. and আরাধ্য, capable of being

wrought upon by prayer) , scarcely to be wrought upon

by prayer or religious worship, difficult to be rendered

propitious.

azta , a. (from æg, prep. and at , mounted), ascended or

mounted with difficulty, scarcely ascended .

tatta, s. (from , prep. and at , a transferring ,

a bad or unjust attributing to one thing the qualities or

properties which belong to another.

দুরারোপণীয় , a. (from দূর, prep. and আরোপনীয়, transferrible),

difficultly transferrible, scarcely to be imparted to ano-

ther.

, a. (from , prep. and what , transferrible), dif-

ficultly transferrible, scarcely to be imparted to ano-

ther.

দুরারোহণ , ৪. (from দূর, prep. and আরোহন, a mounting ), the

ascending or mounting on an object with difficulty, a dif-

ficult or dangerous ascent.

দুরারোহণীয়, a. (from দূর, prep. and আরোহণীয়, capable of be-

ing ascended), difficult to be ascended or mounted on.

kanata , ɑ. (from ag, prep, and wheat , capable ofbeing as-

cended), difficult to be ascended or mounted on.

Itaa, s. (from , prep. and I, a depending), a

depending or hanging with difficulty.

31 , a. (from , prep. and ta , trust - worthy),

scarcely to be depended on, scarcely worthy of trust or

dependence.

3af43, a. (from a prep, and taſas, hanging on), hang-

ing upon, or depending upon some thing else in a bad

or precarious manner.

, a. (from 4 , prep, and t , trust-worthy), scarce-

ly to be depended on , scarcely worthy of trust or de-

pendence.

ta , s . (from , prep. , prep. and , to obtain), the

name of a thorny plant, (Hedysarum alhagi. )

ate , s. (from , prep. and at , a viewing), the

perceiving or viewing of a thing with difficulty .

agtatate, a . (from , prep. and why, visible),

scarcely visible, difficult to be perceived or viewed .

atates, a. (from prep. and state , perceived),

perceived or seen with difficulty, seen in an imperfect

or confused manner.

trata , a. (from , prep. and tata , risible), scarce-

ly visible, difficult to be perceived or viewed.

atata, s. (from 3, prep, and fats , examination), the

examination or trying the qualities of a thing with diffi-

culty, or in an imperfect or confused manner.

* , «. (from 4 , prep. and tty, a scope), evil intenti-

oned, evil-minded, wicked, malicious.

* , s . (from 4 , prep. and

cient or insecure refuge.

y, a refuge), an insuffi-

ty, a. (from 3, prep. and it , fit to be trust-

ed in) , difficult to flee to for safety.

tf3, a. (from 43, prep. and f³, secured in an asylum),

secured with difficulty or hazard in an asylum .

, a. (from 3 , prep. and , encouragement), in-

sufficient or improper encouragement.

, a. (from 3, prep. and at , deserving encou

ragement), difficult to be encouraged, scarcely deserv

ing encouragement.

, s. (from 3, prep. and , a collecting), the

collecting or bringing of things with difficulty, or in a

wrong manner.

দুরাহরণীয় , a. (from দূর, prep. and আহরণীয় , capable ofbeing

collected), difficult to be collected or brought.

txt , a. (from 3, prep. and tú, capable ofbeing col-

lected , difficult to be collected or brought.

at , a. (from prep. and 3, brought), brought or

collected with difficulty.

atta, s. (from a, prep. and t , a call), a disrespect-

ful or inauspicious call or

call made with difficulty.

invitation, an invitation or

ho, a. (from A, prep, and I , gone), putrid, rotten, mus-

ty, tainted, vitiated.

331 , s. (from 3, tainted), putridity, rottenness, mus-

tiness, vice.

fa , s . (from 3, tainted), putridity, rottenness, mus-

tiness, depravity.

Tåd, s. (from 3, prep. and Ed, a viewing), a seeing with

difficulty, the surveying of a thing with difficulty or in

an improper or superficial manner.

dì , a. (from 3, prep. and Zdt7, visible) , difficult to

be seen or perceived.

দুরীক্ষিত, a. (from ,prep. and 3, seen), imperfectly seen

or viewed, scarcely seen, seen with difficulty.

*, a. (from 3, prep. and 8 , spoken), badly uttered,

badly spoken, difficultly uttered or spoken, improperly

or harshly spoken .

f , s. (from 4 , prep. and sf , an expression), a harsh

or cruel expression , an unfeeling or improper speech.

, a . (from 4g, prep, and sifa3, pronounced), badly

pronounced, difficultly pronounced.
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, s. (from , prep. and sata , pronunciation , abad

or difficult pronunciation .

stad , a . (from 3, prep. and st , utterable), diffi-

cult to be pronounced or uttered, scarcely utterable,

difficultly expressible .

astú, a (from ag, prep. and 881 , utterable), difficult to

be pronounced or uttered , scarcely utterable, difficult-

ly expressible.

Logtúætd, a. (from 53, prep. and sgtúæta , beingpronounc-

ed , difficultly uttered or expressed.

, s. (from A, prep. and 87, a rising), a rising up

with difficulty, a scarcely rising or standing erect.

, a. (from , prep. and sati , capable ofbeing

elevated), scarcely capable of being erected, difficult to

be erected.

, a. (from , prep. and sutte, raising up), rais-

ing or setting a thing up with difficulty.

, s. (from , prep. and sat , a raisingup), the

raising of a thing with difficulty.

, a. (from 4, prep. and sat , capable of be

ing raised up), difficult to be raised up .

tft³, a. (from 3, prep, and saf³, raised up`, diffi-

cultly raised up, scarcely raised up.

, a. (from , prep. and st , capable of being

raised up , scarcely capable of being raised up, diffi-

cult to be raised up.

fers, a. (from 3, prep. and 8f25, risen), badly risen, in .

auspiciously risen, imperfectly risen, scarcely risen.

, a. (from , prep. and sit , capable of being ele

vated), scarcely capable of being erected, difficult to

be erected.

f , s. (from 3, prep. and f , production), a bad

or inauspicious production, a production effected with

difficulty.

, a. (from , prep. and set , produced), difficulty

produced, scarcely produced .

Tet , s. (from 3, prep. and sea, an eradicating) ,

the pulling a thing up by the roots with difficulty , the

eradicating of a thing with difficulty.

taty, a. (from , prep. and seat , eradicable),

difficult to be eradicated .

, a. (from , prep. and sett , eradicable), diffi-

cult to be eradicated.

qesine, a. (frɔm , prep. and sestue, producing), pro-

ducing with difficulty.

7, s . (from , prep, and seЯta , a producing), the

producing of a thing with difficulty, the scarcely pro-

ducing a thing, a bad or improper production.

ta , a. (from prep. and stay, producible),

producible with difficulty, scarcely producible.

3, a. (from prep. and sef ,produced), pro-

duced with difficulty, scarcely produced .

, a. (from 3, prep, and setta , producible) , pro-

ducible with difficulty, scarcely producible.

, a. (from 3, prep and 11ª, capable ofil

lustration), scarcely capable of illustration by similes

or comparisons, difficult to be elucidated.

, s. (from prep. and sex , an illustration),

a bad illustration, an uncouth or improper metaphor

or simile.

3, a. (from , prep. and sef , illustrated`,

difficultly or imperfectly illustrated by metaphors or si◄

miles.

te, s. (from 7, prep , and gente, energy), rashness,

energy in a bad or dangerous undertaking.

ta , s. (from д, prep. and stead, an example for il-

lustration), an ill chosen or bad example to illustrate a

rule.

FatCId)I, a . (from д, prop. and satraño, c¹pable of il-

lustration by examp' s), difficult to be illustrated or

made plain by examples .

3. a. (from 43, prep. and 85.5, illustrated), badly

or insufficiently illustrated by the examples adduced.

4443, a. (from 43, prop. and 8fið, ris:n), scarcely risen ,

risen in a dull or disagreeable manner, risen obscured

by c'ouds or other undesirable objects.

53, a ( om prep, and 83, gone upwards), ascend-

ed with difficulty, ascended in a bad or inauspicious

manner.

, 8. (from , prep. and JR, a going upwards), a

going upwards with difficulty, or with inauspicious cír-

cumstances.

™ , a. (from 3 , prep, and sf , regarded), badly or

improperly regarded or had respect to as the object of

an act.

*, s. (from 3, prep. and s , regard to an object),

a bad or ill-directed regard to a person as the object of

an action.

* , a. (from 7, prep, and s¿ñ☎, directing an acti-

on to an object), scarcely or improperly directing an

action to an object.

, a. (from a prop. and say, fil to be regard

ed as an object) , difficult to be regarded or to have file

mind fixed upon as the object of an action .

দুরুদ্দেশ্য,, a. (from , prep, and s , fit to be regarded as

140
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an object, difficult to be regarded or to have the mind

fixed upon as the object of an action.

T4, & (from prep and sd, an extrica'ing), the

extricatingof a thing with difficulty or in an imperfect

manner, the delivering or rescuing of a person with

difficulty or imperfectly,

, a, (from 3, prep. and 83 , extricable , diffi

cultly extricable or rescuable, scarcely to be delivered

or saved.

Teak , s. (from 3, prop. and sag, extrication), extricati-

on or deliverance effected with difficulty or imperfectly.

Ledge, a. (from . pr p. and sata , extricating), extri-

cating or rescuing with difficulty or in an imperfect

manner ; s. one who rescues or delivers imperfectly or

by improper methods.

E, s. (from , prep. and sate, a marriage), a marri-

age effected with difficulty or under inauspicious cir-

cumstances.

, a. (from , prep. and SATS, zealously engaged),

difficultly engaged, improperly or imperfectly engaged.

Faktst, &. (from , prep, and sɩts, exertion ), rashness,

zealous exertion in a bad or improper cause, or in a

wrong manner.

stat, a . (from prep, and sutta, exerting), exert-

ing himself in the midst of opposing circumstances or

dangers, exerting himself improperly.

ta, s. (from prep. and sata, rescue , a particular

configuration of the planets treated of in books of as-

trology.

***, «. 'from 47, prep, and sЯfa¥, ins'ructed ), badly

or improperly instructed, instructed unscientifically,

instructed in evil.

st.

ference of the whole badly or improperly drawn from

a part.

fs, a. (from , prep. and 3, present), present

with difficulty, present under inauspicious circum-

stances.

, s. (from , prep and getty, an expedient), a bad

expedient , an inadequate or insufficient expedient .

tai, s. (from 3, prep. and 8 , obsequious atten-

dance), difficult or disrespectful attendance on a person,

attendance on a person for sinister purposes .

, a. (from , prep. and stats, fit to be obse-

quiously attended), difficult to be wrought on by obse-

quious attendance, difficult to be served or attended.

13, a . (from 3. prep, and t , attended on), bad-

ly attended on, disrespectfully attended on.

, a. (from , prep. and star, fit to be attended

on), difficult to be wrought onby obsequious attendance,

difficult to be served or attended.

, a. (from . prep. and s , transgressing) , trans-

gressing or exceeding bounds with difficulty or in an

unskilful manner.

78 , 8. ( from 4 , prep. and 887, a transgressing), the

transgressing or overpassing a thing with difficulty.

, a. (from 3 , prep. and say, transgressible),

difficultly transgressible, difficult to be overstepped or

passed over.

fas, a. (from 3, prep. and 8 , transgressed), diffi-

cultly transgressed, transgressed or overstepped with

danger.

a. from

, s. (from

ners .

two, and †, a form , twice, two ways.

two, and ☎ , a form), two forms or man-

, a. (from prep. and ST, to reason) , abstruse, diffi

cult.

, s. from , prep. and 8 , instruction) , evil in-

struction, bad advice, inadequate or ruinous advice.

* a. (from , prep. and s , giving instruc 1, s. (from a , abstruse), abstrusenéss, difficultness .

tion), giving evil instruction, giving bad or improper , s. (from TFT, abstruse), abstruseness , difficultness.

advice ; s. a person who gives bad counsel. sí, 8. (from a prep, and str, to go), difficult of access ;

Lemtis, a. (from 3, prep. and s. a castle, a fastness , a fort, a tower., capable of

being instructed), difficult to be instructed or advised, ³, a. (from 45, prep. and s[3, a state), diştress, a state

scarcely to be persuaded.

, a. (from , prep. and stat , capable ofbeing

instructed), difficult to be instructed or advised, scarce-

ly to be persuaded .

8. (from 3 , prep. and sЯ , fast , a fast ob

served in a bad manner or for evil purposes.

1, s. (from , prep and 8 , a comparison), a bad

or improper comparison.

Ef , s. (from 3, prep, and safe, an inference), an in-

of wretchedness, misery, hardship.

fe , s . (from if , distriss, and Ţ, decay), the less-

ening or removal of distress or hardship.

fate , a. (from usifs, distress , and 3 , removing), re-

moving or dissipating distress or hardship.

59 , s. (from 55íf³, distress, and 435. a remoring),

the removing or dissipating of distress or hardship.

দুর্গতিজনক , . ( from দূর্গতি, distress , and জনক, causing), pro-

ducing distress or hardship.

Yyy
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sifsfãs, a. (from si , distress, and af53, produced),

produced by or arising from distress or hardship.

sifo , a . (from 515, distress, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from distress or hardship.

fs, ad. (loc. case of 7), for the sake of hard-

ship or distress .

fent , a. (from asif , distress, and ɩ†ó̟ē, giving), giv-

ing misery or distress.

sifs , s . (from ¿í³, distress, and ‡ , destruction), the

removal of distress or hardship .

Asif , a. (from asif , distress, and , destructive),

removing or relieving distress or hardship.

ifsgì, a. (from ³, distress, and , destructive),

removing or relieving distress or hardship.

fat , s. (from sifs, distress, and a††, destruction), the

removal or relieving of distress or hardship.

sifat , a. (from sifs, distress, and at , destructive),

removing or relieving distress or hardship .

দুর্গতিনিৰ্ত্তক , a . (from দুর্গতি, distress, and নিৱৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting an end to distress or hardship .

sifsfataz, a. (from sifs , distress, and fata , prevent-

ing, preventing distress or hardship.

asifofazad, s. (from 5f5, distress, and fit , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of distress or hardship.

sfsfsfs , a. (from 5, distress, and ff , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from distress or misery ; ad. from

or because of distress or misery.

ifs , a. (from f³, distress, and af , oppos

ing), opposing or preventing distress or hardship.

ata, s. (from sifs , distress, and stats, a remedy),

a remedy for distress or hardship.

fos , a. (from asifs, distress, and , giving), conferring

distress or hardship.

, a. (from tf , distress, and 4 , caused by),

caused or arising from distress or hardship ; ad. from or

because of distress or hardship.

ft , a. (from f³, distress, and t , obtained), dis-

tressed, suffering hardship, afflicted .

ise, a. (from affs , distress, and , increasing), in-

creasing or aggravating distress or misery.

fá , s . (from sífs, distress, and 7, an increasing),

the increasing or aggravating of misery or distress .

sifs , ad. (from asifs, distress, and fat, without) , with-

out distress or hardship.

fofatt, s . (from sts, distress, and fat , destruction),

the removal or dissipating of distress or hardship.

siffame, a. (from sifs , distress, and fat , destruc-

tive , removing or dissipating distress or hardship.

Tπ .

¿ífsfaf , a. (from ff , distress, and fa , possessed

of, distressed, suffering hardship, afflicted .

fsfsfs, a. (from 3, distress, and wifefas, except-

ed , distress or hardship excepted.

sifswfsæ, a. (from ¿¿íf³, distress, and fitæ, an excep-

tion), the exception of distress or hardship.

gifsaforgiæ, ad. (loc. case of fo ), with the ex-

ception of distress or hardship, without or besides dis-

tress or hardship.

fs , a. (from 3 , distress , and , a root), spring-

ing from or originating in distress or misery.

safe, a. (from ³, distress, and f₹3, des´itute of),

free from distress or hardship.

দুর্গতিশূন্য ,sifat , a . (from 3 , distress, and , empty), free

from distress or hardship.

sffsgæ, a. (from ass , distress, and T , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from distress or hardship; ad . from

or because of distress or hardship .

sta, s . (from 3, prep. and sta, a scent), an ill scent, a

stench, fœtor ; a. fœtid , ill-scented .

, a. (from 3, prep. and stfaz, smelling), fœtid , stink-

ing.

a , s. (from si, fort, and A, a surrounding), the

surrounding or investing of a fort.

1

st , a. (from prep and sta, to go), difficult, impassa-

ble, inaccessible.

sfar, a. (from , prep. and star, passable), difficultly pass-

able, impassable.

īsfaxæ, a. (from af, a fort, and ☎, preserving), guard.

ing or preserving a fort ; s . the governor of a fort, one

who guards a fort.

, s. (from si, a fort, and , a preserving), the pre-

serving or guarding of a fort.

a , s. (from , a fort, and , preservation), the

guarding or preservation of a fort.´

1, s. (from a prep. and tst, to speak), the goddess Door-

ga the consort of Shiva.

farad, s . (from 5, a fort, and at , a seizing), the

taking of a fort.

bird.

, s. (from 51, the name ofa goddess, and to

species of bird), the name of a beautiful species of small

These birds suck the honey from flowers like

the humming bird, and may be easily kept in a cage by

feeding them with a mixture of honey, or sugar, aud

water, (Certhia zeylanica. )

, s . (from ¹, a fort, and U , a chief), the gover-

nor of a fort.

art1, s . (from asf , the name ofa goddess, and , wer-
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ship), the season appropriated to the worship of the

goddess Doorga.

Tázzata, s. (from îí, afort, and watą, a blocking up),

the blocking up or beseiging of a fort.

5259, a . (from 53, prep. and ‹sty, proper to be sung), diffi-

cult to be sung.

ʊenī, s. (from , the name ofa goddess, and 87T, a

festival), the festival appropriated to the worship ofthe

goddess Doorga.

55, s. (from , prep. and E, a taking), the taking or

holding of a thing with difficulty, the being seized by

some evil or calamity, a spasm, the cramp.

ale, a . (from 3, prep. and ses , acceptable), difficult

to be seized, scarcely acceptable.

, a. (from , prep. and s , acceptable), difficult to

be seized, scarcely acceptable,

, s. (from ħa, prep. and π , an occurrence), a disagree-

able occurrence, a calamity, bad luck ; a. difficult, diffi-

cultly brought to bear.

7, s. (from 3, prep. and 7, an occurring), the oc

curring of a disagreeable circumstance, a calamity, bad

fortune.

bay, 8. (from 3, prep. and 71 , an occurrence), a dis-

agreeable occurrence, a calamity , ill-fortune.

of
FábЯy, a. (from ¿g, prep. and státy, liable to occur`,

difficult or scarce occurrence, improbable, unlikely to

occur.

afes, a. (from a, prep. and aft³, occurred), happened or

occurred with difficulty, calamitous, unlucky.

ทรา ,

a. (from , prep, and 57, a man), wicked , ill natur-

ed, surly, malevolent, tyrannical, unmanageable, un-

ruly, cruel.

1 , 8. (from , wicked), wickedness, ill -naturedness,

surliness, malevolence.

fface, a. (from 331, wickedness, and fifa , a

cause , caused by or arising from ill-nature or malevo-

lence ; ad. from or because of wickedness or ill-nature.

দুর্জনতানিমিত্তে, ad. (from দুর্জনতা, wickedness, and নিয়িত্ত, a

cause), for the sake of wickedness or malevolence,

33, a. (from 445 , wickedness, and , caused by ,

caused by or arising from wickedness or ill- nature ;

ad. from or because of wickedness or ill-nature.

FÍnst33, a. (from 33 , wickedness, and 155, a cause),

caused by or arising from wickedness or ill -nature ; ad.

from or because ofwickedness or ill-nature.

T

3 , a. (from , prep. and 7, victory), scarcely vinci

ble, difficult to be subdued ; s . a hard-earned victory.

, a. (from 4, prep. and c , vincible), scarcely vinci-

ble, difficult to be subdued.

ta, s. (from . prep. and t , knowledge), an evil or

false idea, imperfect knowledge, false science.

t , a . (from prep, and , giving information),

giving information with difficulty, giving information

of evil or disagreeable things.

17, s. (from 3, prep. and 7, a giving information),

the giving of disagreeable or evil information, the giv

ing information with difficulty.

দুর্জাপনীয় , a. (from দূর, prep. and জ্ঞাপনীয়, proper to bemade

known), difficult to be made known, difficult to be com-

municated as a piece of information.

fts, a. (from , prep. and f , made known), made

known with difficulty, communicated imperfectly, mis-

represented as a piece of information.

tti, a. (from , prep. and † , proper to be made

known), difficult to be made known, difficult to be com-

municated as a piece of information.

দুদশ,

, a. (from , prep. and 1 , to know), difficultly know-

able, difficultly recognizable.

, . from 57, prep, and ¿æ , tameable), difficult

to be suppressed or brought under subjection, difficult

to be tamed. 1

, a. (from 3, prep, and , tameable), difficult to be

suppressed or brought under subjection , difficult to be

tamed.

a. (from prep. and , to see), scarcely visible.

te, a. (from , prep. and to, subdued), difficultly sub

dued, difficultly suppressed.

, s. (from a prep. and f , a day), bad weather, a

wet day.

* , 8. (from , prep. and 1 , a state), au evil condi-

tion, a state of calamity or misery, a state of adversity.

, a. (from , adversity, and , involved in),

involved in adversity or calamity.

, a. (from , adversity, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from adversity or calamity.

, ad. (loc. case of 7), for the purpose of

adversity or calamity.

tat , s. (from 5 , adversity, and at , destruction),

the removal of adversity or calamity.

tatt , a . (from , adversity, and , destruc-

tive), obviating or removing adversity or calamity.

দুৰ্দ্দশানিৱৰ্ত্তক,* , 8. (from , wicked), wickedness, tyranny, cruelty, fa , a. (from , adversity, and fæ,putting
s.

unruliness.
a stop to), causing adversity or calamity to cease,

Vyya
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།

, a . (from , adversity, and fratre, preven’-

ing), preventing adversity or calamity.

fa , s. (from , adversity, and fazza, apre-

renting), the preventing of adversity or calamity.

fafas , a. (from , adversity, andfas, a cause),

caused by or arising from adversity or calamity; ad.

from or because of adversity or calamity.

afa

ta, a. (from 3, prèp. and ¬ta, a name), a bad name, ob-

loquy, a bad reputation, discredit, a bad character, a

slander.

æstæ, a. (from 414, an obloquy, and stuw, a singer),

a slanderer, one who propagates an evil report.

a. from ta, an obloquy), infamous, of bad repu
Tatal,

tation.

fafats, ad. (from , adversity, and fats, a cause), ata, a. (from 3, prep, and frats, resistence), difficult-

for the purpose of adversity or calamity. ly resistible, scarcely to be prevented.

fa , a. (from , adversity, and af , connected || affd, s. (from wg, prep, and fiætad, a preventing), the

with), involved in calamity or adversity.

, a. (from , adversity, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from calamify or adversity ; ad.

from or because of calamity or adversity.

, ad. (from , adversity, and f , without),

without calamity or adversity.

, s. (from , adversity, and feat , destructi-

on), the removal or cure of adversity or calamity.

fat , a. (from 4 , adversity, and fatæ, de-

structive), removing or curing adversity or calamity.

দুৰ্দ্দশাবিশিষ্ট,fafate , a. (from , adversity, and feft , possessed

of involved in calamity or adversity.

Tufsfas, a. (from , adversity, and Ufsfis, er-

cepted), calamity or adversity excepted.

fs , 8. (from , adversity, and forge, an ex-

ception), the exception of calamity or adversity.

f , ad. (loc. case off ), with the ex-

ception of calamity or adversity, without or besides

calamity or adversity.

, a. (from , adversity, and 1 , joined to), in-

volved in calamity or adversity.

fs, a. (from , adversity, and 3 , destitute of),

exempt or free from calamity or adversity.

tet, ɑ. (from ™ , adversity, and at, aform), consist-

ing of or identified with calamity or adversity.

, a. (from , adversity, and w , empty), ex-

empt or free from calamity or adversity.

resisting or preventing of a thing with difficulty or in

an improper manner.

fat , a. (from , prep. and fatty, resistible);

scarcely resistible, to be ' resisted or warded of with

difficulty, scarcely to be prevented."

fatlas, a. (from 53, prop. and faætfãs, prevented), pre-

vented or resisted with difficulty, Scarcely resisted,

scarcely prevented, unskilfully or improperly resisted.

affatú, a. (from A, prep. and faætús, resistible), scarcely

resistible, difficult to be resisted or warded off, scarce

ly preventible.

afdfex, a. (from 43, prep. and fifty, eng ged , difficultly

engaged in with the mind, difficultly applied to with

the mind.

aftet, s . (from 3, prep. and face , the intering into a

subject with the mind), the fixing of the mind upon an

object with difficulty, the engaging with difficulty in

the study or pursuit of an object. 1

দুৰ্নিৱেশনীয়, a. ( from দূর, prep. and নিশেনীয়, capable of be

ing engaged in with the mind), difficult to engage the

mind in the study or pursuit of, abstruse.

দুৰ্নিশ্যে , a. ( from দূর, prep. and নিশ্যে, capable of being

engaged in with the mind), difficult to engage the mind

in the study or pursuit of, abstruse.

fias, a. (from 3, prep. and fax , overpowered), scarce-

ly overcome, scarcely silenced in argument, subdued

with difficulty, overcome by unfair means, scarcely

confuted.

tela, a. (from ", "adversity, "and ", destitute), "ex- || a. (from 3, prep. and fix , vincible), scarcely to

empt or free from calamity or adversity.

, a. (from , adversity, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from calamity or adversity ; ad.

from or because ofcalamity or adversity.

v. a, (from 2, to shake), to tremble, to shake, to

palpitate.

, a. (from 3, prep. and , to abash), difficultly
a-

be overcome or subdued, scarcely to be silenced or

overcome in argument, scarcely to be confuted.

¶d, s. (from , prep. and fixa, a viewing), the

viewing of a thing in an unskilful or improper manner,

the surveying of a thing with difficulty.

aaway, a. (from 43, prep, and 1 , visible), scarce-

ly visible, difficult to be observed or surveyed.

bashed, difficultly confounded or put to shame, confi- , a. (from , prep. and fi , visible), scarcely

dent, bold, impudent.
visible, difficult to be observed or surveyed.d
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पूर्ति.
দুর্ন

L

giau, a. from , prep, and fa™ , restrained), restrained affas, a. (from 3, prep. and fifa , settled upon ,দুনির্ধারিত, দূর, নির্ধারিত

with difficulty, scarcely restrained.

, s. (from , prep, and f , an ascertaining), the

determining or ascertaining of a thing with difficulty,

or in a bad or unskilful manner,

zíteчdy, a. (from prep. and find , ascertainable),

difficult to be ascertained or determined, scarcely as-

certainable.

afíafts, a . 4g, fifty,n. (from prep, and faſts, ascertained , im.

properly or unskilfully determined or ascertained , as-

certained or determined with difficulty.

affat, a . (from prep. and fit, ascertainable), diffi-

enit to be ascertained or determined, scarcely ascer

tainable.

fata , s. (from 3, prep, and fata, restraint), severe or

unlawful restraint, harsh constraint, restraint accom-

plished with difficulty.

, a. (from prep, and fitztal , restrainable),

scarcely to be restrained, difficultly restrainable.

sis, a . (from 3, prop. and fasts, gone forth , difficult-

ly gone forth, gone forth with inconvenience or diffi.

culty.

fa , s. (from . prop. and fast , a goingforth), the go-

ing out from a place with difficulty .

qanty, a. (from 47, prep. and fisianty, capable of being

gone from), scarcely admitting of a person's going out,

difficult to be gone forth from.

xistas, a. (from ga, prep. and fisías, capable ofbeinggone

from , scarcely admitting of a person's going out, diffi-

cult to be gone forth from .

fés, s. (from 3, prep, and fĩďa, a decision), a difficult

decision, an unjust or improper decision.

Key's, a. (from 3, prep. andfis, decided , decided with

difficulty, unjustly or improperly decided , decided in a

harsh or unfeeling manner.

*afés, a. (from prep, and fif , settled), difficultly

ascertained or settled , difficultly appointed or determin-

ed on, difficultly employed or made use of.

8. (from , prep, andfru , a settlement), a diffi-

cult settling or appointing of things, a bad appoint-

ment or settlement, the difficultly making use of a thing.

*f * , a. (from 43, prep. and fivets, ascertainable), dif-

ficult to be appointed or settled, scarcely tobe employ-

ed or made use of.

ad, s. (from A, prep. and FF14, a barguin); an

agreement or bargain concluded with difficulty, a diffi .

cult appointment of circumstances, an improper or un-

lawful agreement or appointment of circumstances,

difficultly covenanted or agreed on, bargained with

difficulty, improperly agreed to or covenanted for.

4 ,
afiú, a. (from . prep, and fatúr, capable of being

covenanted for , difficult to be covenanted or bargain-

ed for, difficult to be brought to à settlement.

fid, s . (from prep, and fit , extinction), a difficult

extinction, an imperfect or bad extinction.

afte, s . (from 3, prep. and fax, the compleating of a

work , the compleating of a work or accomplishing

of an undertaking with difficulty.

fit , a. (from prep. and fax , compleating a

work), compleating a work with difficulty or danger.

thes, a . (from prep, and fagifs, compleated), dif

ficultly compleated, scarcely compleated.

¿fxt , a. (from xg, prep, and fau̸ic³, accomplishable), dif-

ficultly accomplishable, difficult to be compleated .

fas, s. (from 3, prep. and fa̸fs, the accomplishing ofa

thing), the accomplishing or compleating of a thing with

difficulty or danger.

Th3, a. (from I, prep. and fi³, cessation), the cessa.

tion from a thing with difficulty.

affs, s. (from a prep. and fafs, the accomplishing ofa

thing), the accomplishing of a thing with difficulty or

danger.

fata, s . (from ™, prep. and fixí , a fabricating), the

making or fabricating of a thing with difficulty .

is, a. (from , prep. and fats, made), fabricated

with difficulty, made with difficulty.

affig, a. (from prep. and farsíy, capable ofbeing

made), to be made or fabricated with difficulty, diffi-

cultly made.

fy, a. (from 3, prep. and fit , certainty ), a decision

made with difficulty, the difficultly ascertaining ofa

thing, a hard or severe decision .

, a. (from , prep. and fatal , ascertainable),

difficultly ascertainable, difficult to be decided.

ha , s. (from , prep. and fa , a prohibition), an un-

just or severe prohibition.

ffx , a. (from prep. and fax , deserving to be pro-

hibited , difficult to be prohibited, scarcely to be pro-

hibited.

fafs, s. (from prep. and fans, the accomplishing of
4 ,

a thing), the difficult accomplishment or completion of

a work.

afaga, a. (from za, prep. faxa, accomplished), accomplish-

ed with difficulty, accomplished in a bad - manger.
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571.
aft.

«fraine, a. (from , prep. and fat , accomplishing), || zat , a. (from prep. and 3 , resistible , difficult
qg,

accomplishing or compleating things with difficulty. ly resistible, scarcely resistible.

ta , 8. (from 3, prep and fat , an accomplishing , a. (from , prep and if , resisted , badly or un

the accomplishing or compleating of a work with diffi-

culty.

staty, a . (from 3 , prep. and fat , accomplishable ,

difficultly accomplishable, to be compleated with diffi-

culty.

figtas, a (from 3, prep. and fats, accomplished),

accomplished or perfected with difficulty.

fat , a. (from A, prep, and fit , accomplishable), ac-

complishable with difficulty, difficult to be compleated

or brought to perfection.

দুর্নীত, a. (from , prep. and 3, btained , obtained with

difficulty.

ifs, s . (from 4g, prep. and fs, right), evil policy, a

subversion of right or justice, mal administration, in-

justice.

fat , a. (from is , evil policy, and catą , making

known), indicating evil policy or a subversion of justice .

57, s. (from 3, prep. and 157 , a word) , abusive or scur-

rillous language, low or harsh language.

, s. (from 3 , prep, and a road), a bad road , an

evil course of conduct ; a, profligate.

, 8. (from a prep. and a̸ , a growing), an increas-

ing or growing in an ill-formed or disagreeable man-

ner, a scarcely growing or increasing.

, a. from , prep. and at , in proveable), scarce,

ly capable of growth or improvement, difficultly made

to grow or increase.

fs, a. (from 3, prep. and f , grown), grown out of

shape, increased in an improper or disagreeable man-

per,

, a. (from , prep. and , strength), impotent, feeble,

weak, infirm .

ata , s. (from prep. and , a word , abusive lan-

guage, scurrility, prophane language, obscene language.

, a. (from 7, prep, and 61, ulterable), scarcely ut-

terable, difficult to be spoken, scurrilous, unfit to be

spoken,

ata , a. (from va, prep. and Zi , obstructible), scarcely

capable of being obstructed or confined.

, a. (from , prep. and 7, to skreen), difficultly res-

trained or hindered.

ata , s . (from a prep, and 4, prevention), the prevent-

ing or bindering a thing with difficulty, or in an imper-

fect or wrong manner,

-P

skilfully resisted , difficultly resisted.

tú, a (from prep, and at , resistible), scarcely re-

sistible, difficultly resistible.

t , a. (from , prep. and Hæd, suffering resist-

ance , resisted with difficulty.

1, s. (from īṛ, prop. and a , a desire), an evil de

sire, an evil propensity, a chimæra.

ata , s. (from prep. and , cloth), the name of a

sage famed in the fabulous histories ofthe Hindoos.

, s. (from , prep. and f , sale), a bad sale, a

difficult sale, an unskilful or improper sale of goods.

13, a. (from a prop. and fato, sold), badiy sold, un-

fairly or improperly sold.

, a. (from , prep. and fa , saleable), scarcely

saleable, difficultly saleable.

zasta, s. (from a prep, and fasta, examinetion), a bad or

imperfect examination, a wrong judgment.

ahotany, a. (from a pr p. and fastada, investigable), diffi.

cul ly investigable, scarcely investigable.

afzstfag, a. (from E , pr.p and fe¹f3. investigated), par◄

tially or unfairly investigated, wrongly judged,

astú, a. (from 3 , prop. and fatás, investigable), diffi-

cultly investigable, scarcely investigable.

দূৰিজ্ঞাপক, a. (from দূর prep . and বিজ্ঞাপক, giving informaa

tion), giving information of distressing or calamitous

events , giving incorrect or untrue information.

fata, s. (from , prep, and fa , a giving of infor

mation , a giving information of distressing or calamit,

ous events, a giving incorrect or false information.

দুর্বিজ্ঞাপনীয় , a. ( from দূর, prep. and বিজ্ঞাপনীয়, capable of bea

ing made known), difficult to be related as a piece of

information.

fastf43, a. (from , prep and frafts, made known',

made known with difficulty, made known with circum

stances of distress.

দুৰিজ্ঞাপ্য, a. (from দূর, prep. and বিজ্ঞাপ, capable of being

made known), difficult to be related or made known as

a piece of information ,

tad, s. (from a, prep, and fantad, a tearing), the tear-

ing of a thing with difficulty.

antza , a. (from 3, prep. and fantasy, capable ofbeing

torn), difficult to be torn or rent, scarcely capable of

being cracked or torn.

fats, a. (from , prep. and fantas, torn), torn with

!
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1

aff.

difficulty, torn in such a manner as to occasion dis-

tress.

, a . (from a, prep. and fani , torn), torn with diffi-

culty, torn in a mangling or distressing manner.

f , a. (from prep. and fat, a sort), wicked, of an evil

kind, of a bad sort.

, 8. from 4g, prep. and fata, a law), a severe or

harsh statute, an evil or injurious law.

fs, a. (from 4 , prep. and fatay, capable of being en-

joined), difficult to be established as a law or rule, diffi-

cult to be enforced or enjoined.

ts, a. (from 3, prep. and fats, humbled), humbled

with difficulty, scarcely humbled .

afata, s. (from 4g, prep. and fa̸at , a dispute), a severe

dispute, a low or scurrilous dispute.

fatz, s. (from , prep and fææte, a marriagº), a mar-

riage performed with difficulty or under inauspicious

circumstances.

affes, a. (from 3, prep. and feetf₹3, married), impro-

perly married , married with inauspicious circumstances.

fat , a . (from , prep. and fat , marriageable , diffi-

cult to accomplish the marriage of, scarcely fit to be

married.

faze, s. (from 5 , prep. andfe, discrimination), a bad

or unskilful discrimination, a difficult discrimination.

দুৰিচেক, a. (from দুর ,্ prep. and ৰিচেক, discriminating,

discriminating with difficulty, discriminating badly,

making unjust or improper distinctions.

fazsaty, a. (from 3 , prep. and faraat , distinguishable),

difficult to be discriminated, scarcely distinguishable.

দুৰ্বিৰেচনা , s . (from দূর, prep. and ৰিচেনা, discrimination),

an improper or difficult discrimination, a difficult in-

vestigation, an unskilful investigation.

4, s. (from 3, prep. and F , a surveying), the view-

ing or surveying of an object in an unskilful or impro-

per manner.

sala, a. (from 3, prep. and ſ , visible), scarcely

visible, difficult to be surveyed.

úfx , a . from , prep. and 5, seen), imperfectly

seen, badly observed, imperfectly surveyed .

Tifa,, s. (from 53, prep, and af , the understanding) , stu-

pidity, obstinacy in evil ; a. wicked, obstinate, stupid,

crafty.

, a. from , prep. and 3, a disposition), unmanagea-

ble, unruly, ungovernable, restiff.

a. (from 47, prep. aud zfs, rain), an untimely rain,

a destructive rain, a portentous shower,

, a. (from , prep. and to , a physician), a mean

or quack physician.

་ta, a. (from 5, prep. and cata, an idea), wicked, ob

stinate in evil, stupid, crafty.

qazdy, a. (from ag, prep, and uæady, observable as

a custom), difficult to be practised as a custom or habit,

scarcely practicable.

zálægta, s . (from ga, prep, and æsægt , a common practice),

an evil custom, a bad or difficult practice.

¿ágú, a. (from 3, prep, and wagľú , observable as a

custom), difficult to be practised as a custom or habit,

scarcely practicable.

TII, a . (from g, prep, and was, practised), practis-

ed as a custom with difficulty, badly observed.

tta, s. (from , prep. and ta, conduct), evil con-

duct or practice, hard or severe conduct, self-denying

practice, the practice of mortification..

, s . (from 3. prep. and T3, a religious observance),

a difficult religious observance, a bad religious obser-

vance.

4, s. (from 3, prep. and Sd, an eating), an eating

with difficulty, the eating of things unpalatable or un-

wholesome, a bad meal.

, a. (from , prep. and 5 , ea!able), scarcely

eatable, to be eaten with difficulty or danger.

3, a. (from 3, prep. and Sf¥3, eaten), eaten with

difficulty, eaten with pain or injury.

, a . (from 3, prep. and 1, eatable), scarcely eata-

ble, to be eaten with difficulty or danger.

, a. (from 53, prep. and sst, pudendum muliebre),

hated. This word is only applied to a married woman.

TNT, a. (from 3, prep. and 5Âº, frangible), difficult-

ly frangible, scarcely to be broken.

ts , s. (from I, prep. and Sts , fortune) , a misfortune.

1, s. (from , prep. and stat , a thought), an evil

thought, an evil or malevolent intention, malevolence.

দুর্ভাবনাকারী, a. (from দুর্ভাবনা , an evil thought, and কারিন,

doing) , thinking evil or malevolent thoughts, intending

evil.

দুর্ভাবনাজনক, a. (from দুর্ভাবনা, an evil thought, and জনক,

producing), producing evil thoughts or malevolent in-

tentions.

statsfas, a (from 5 , an evil thought, and 13,

produced , produced by or arising from evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

staatsa , a. (from , an evil thought, and 17,

producible), producible by or arising from evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

1
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astentatur, ad. (loc. case of teatrar), for the purpose

of evil thoughts, for the sake of malevolent intentions.

gitatgЯ, s. (from TÉTT71, an evil thought, and A, de-

struction), the destruction or suppression of evil

thoughts or malevolent intentions.

tata. (from T , an evil thought, and ,

destructive), destructive to or rooting out evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

statat, a. (from st , an evil thought, and f

destructive), destructive to or rooting up evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

statatat, s . (from 1, an evil thought, and at , de-

struction), the destruction orrooting out ofevil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

ratatu , a. (from 1, an evil thought , and at ,

destructive), destructive to or rooting up evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

rstaififæez, a. (from , an evil thought, and face,

causingto cease) , putting a stop to evil thoughts or ma-

levolent intentions.

দুর্ভাবনানিবারক, a. ( from দুৰ্ভাৱনা, an evil thought, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing evil though's or malevolent in-

tentions.

stata , s. (from 1, an evil thought, and fratra,

a preventing), the preventing of evil thoughts or ma-

levolent intentions.

tata , s. (from 1 , an evil thought, and af ,

cessation), the cessation of evil thoughts or malevolent

intentions.

gétantfafacæ, a. (from ₹51a71, an evil thought, and fafa,

、

a cause) , caused by or arising from evil thoughts or ma-

levolent intentions ; ad. from or because of evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

tntfoface, ad, from , an evil thought, and fafas,

a cause), for the sake of evil thoughts or malevolent in-

tentions.

দুর্ভাবনান্বিত, a. (fromদূৰ্ভাৱনা, an evil thought, and অম্বিত, con-

nected with , malevolent, malicious, thinking evil.

Staats , ad. (from 1, an evil thought, and F.

caused by), caused by or arising from evil thoughts or

malevolent intentions.

Rotaqlass, «. (from Tota71, an evi' thought, and zés, in-

creasing), increasing evil thoughts or malevolent inten-

tions.

zata, 8. (from 1, an evil thought, and úr, an

increasing , the increasing of evil thoughts or malevo-

lent intentions.

मूर्यौ,

sentent, ad. (from t , an evil thought, and f ,

without , without evil thoughts or malevolent intentions.

Fratatet, s. (from 1, an evil thought, and feats,

destruction), the destruction or rooting up of evil

thoughts or malevolent intentions.

Estalfatda, a. (from , an eril thought, and

fat , destructive), destructive to, or rooting up evil

thoughts or malevolent intentions.

rafafat , a. (from 11, an evil thought, and fefta,

possessed), full of evil thoughts, thinking evil, malevo-

lent, malicious .

Totems, a. (from Estæ , an evil thought, and us, join-

ed to , connected with evil thoughts or malevolent in-

tentions, malevolent, malicious.

atafes, a. (from
1, an evil thought, and aft

destitute of , free from evil thoughts or malevolent in-

tentions.

, a . (from 1, an evil thought, and

empty), free from evil thoughts or malevolent intenti-

ons.

tata, a. (from

titute), free from

ons .

stai, an evil thought, and 43, des

evil thoughts or malevolent intenti

¿sicaties®, c. (from Tốt , an coil thought, and c , a

cause , caused by or arising from evil thoughts or ma

levolent intentions ; ad. f.om or because of evil thoughts

or malevolent intentions.

5 , s. (from prop. and fex, alms), a famine, a dearth.

ffs, s. (from-afés, a fumine, and 89fafs, a ding

present , the arrival of a famine.

751 , s. (from æg, prep, and estua, an eating), the ea‘.

ing with difficulty or danger, a bad meal.

, a. (from 53, prop. and xf3, an opinion), evil-minded,

designing, ill -natured, caballing .

, a. (from prep. and z , pride), infatuated, bliad

ed with pride, intoxicated with praise or success, rɛ-

joicing in evil.

1, a . (from prep. and , the mind , heavy-hearted,

sorrowful, dejected .

di, s . (from 3. prep, and 2541 , counsel), evil counsel.

att , a. (from 1, evil counsel, and ifia , making),

giving evil counsel, caballing ; s . an evil counsellor, a

caballer.

, s. (from , prep. and af , a counsellor), an evil

counsellor; a . giving evil counsel.

1 , s. (from , prep. and 1, to measure), a half ripe co-

co-nut.
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मूल. मूह.

, a. (from a prep. and , the mouth), scurrilous, | , a . (from , prep, and m , obtainable), scarcely ob-

abusive.

, s. (from , prep. and ™ , a bludgeon), a rammer to

ram or beat down earth or rubbish.

, s . (from prep. and , a price), dearness, an

high or exorbitant price ; a. dear, high-priced, of an ex-

orbitant price.

Epps , a. (from , an exorbitant price, and TF,

caused by), caused by or arising from the dearness of an

article; ad. from or because ofthe high price of an article.

, a. (from 7, prep. and ‹ Ã¤, an ability to acquire

science), dull, deficient in abilities.

its , s. (from 3, prep. and catst, a junction) , a bad join-

ing, an evil connection ; a. badly joined, badly connect-

ed, cloudy, inclement.

Ja, s. (from 4g, prep. and cut , a making war) , the

name of one of the heroes of the Muhabharut, son of

Dhritturashtra, and the mortal foe of Yoodhisthira and

the other sons of Pandoo.

4, s . (from 3, prep. and , a mark), an evil mark,

an unlucky sign, an evil omen.

ty, a. (from 3, prep, and , describable , diffi-

cult to be described or known by particular marks, so

indistinctly marked as not to be recognized thereby

without difficulty, difficult to be distinguished.

3, a. (from , prep. and af , described), badly de-

scribed, inauspiciously marked, badly marked, not

clearly perceived , hard or difficult to be aimed at.

tainable, difficultly obtainable.

ata , s. (from 3, prep. and at , strong desire), an evil

covetousness , an unlawful desire.

a , a. (from , to swing, and , to look well), dear,

beloved, proper to be dandled.

ts, s. (from д, prep. and cats, desire), an evil desire,

an evil inclination.

, s. (from g, prep. and , the heart), an enemy, a per-

son who is inimical to one's plans or interests,

দুল'ল,, s . (from , to swing, and , to look well), a dand-

ling, fondness, the proper name of a man.

taste , s . (from 1 , a dandling, and , the name of†† ,

aflower), the name of a very beautiful flowering plant,

(Hedychium coronarium .)

1 , s . (from all , a carpet), a carpet.

দুলিয়া, s. (from , to swing), the name ofa particular class

of Hindoos whose proper business it is to carry the pal

kees of rich persons, and other burdens .

, 8. (fromüd, an enemy), an enemy.

ì, s. (from ɣd, an enemy), enmity.

fa , a. (from 3, prep. and of , a disposition), an evil

disposition, ill-disposed , of a bad mind, ill-natured.

1, 8. (from 3, prep. and o , a skin), bad leather, a

bad skin ; a. having a rough or disagreeable skin.

1 , a. (from , prep. and fo51, care), anxious to do

evil, malevolent.

., a. (from prep and to do), difficult, difficult to

be performed .

, a. (from 43, prep. and , describable) , difficult to

be described, difficult to be distinguished by particular ,

marks, scarcely perceptible.

, s . (from 3, prep. and 7, a transgressing), the

transgressing of a law or rule with difficulty, the over-

stepping of a boundary with difficulty.

made, a. (from ag, prep. and aga , transgressible), diffi-

cult to be transgressed or overstepped , difficult to be

surpassed.

fas , a. (from , prep. and af , transgressed), trans-

gressed or overstepped with difficulty, difficultly sur-

passed.

Fást, a. (from Ta, prep. and §1, transgressible), difficult

to transgress, difficultly surpassed,

3, a. (from prep. and , to obtain), difficultly ob-

tainable, scarce, rare.

ess , s. (from 3, scarce), scarceness, rarity, the 'cir-

cumstance of a thing's being difficultly obtainable.

8. from , scarce), scarceness, rarity, the cir

cumstance of a thing's being difficultly obtainable .

s . (from 3, prep. and ™ , `work), an evil act, a

crime, fornication.

ged, 8, (from , an evil action, and 4, a doing),

the committing of a crime.

8. (from 4 , the committing of a crime,

and tag , desire), a desire to commit crimes .

Tædtæt;), a. (from , the committing of a crime,

and at , desirous , desirous ofcommitting crimes.-

tata, s . (from , the committing ofa crime,

and at , desire), a desire to commit crimes .

¡ææægfsati, a. (from x , the committing ofcrimes,

and fata , desircus) , desirous of committing crimes.

, s. (from , the committing of crimes,

and , desire , a desire to commit crimes.

* a. (from , the committing of crimes,

and , desirous) , desirous of committing crimes.

TIÚ☎Udhë, e. (from , the committing ofcrimes,

and 5, desirous), desirous of committing crimes.

Zzz
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"

4

tz , a. (from , an evil action, and t , doing),, s. (from , an coil action, and fage, en

wicked, causing or doing evil actions.

at , a. (from , an evil action, and , doing),

wicked, doing wicked actions .

5 , a. (from , an evil action, and 1, producible ,

producible by or arising from evil actions.

, ed. (loc . case of , for the purpose of evil

actions. "

Katte,, a. (from an evil action, and t , giving

information), giving information of evil actions ; s. a

person who gives information of evil actions.

ta, s . (from , an evil action, and tt , a giving

information , the giving information of evil actions.

outs, s. (from , en evil action, and arts, relin-

quishment), a leaving off criminal actions.

otsit, a. (from , an evil action, and 3 , relin-

quishing) , relinquishing or avoiding evil actions.

, a. (from , an evil action, and , destruc-

tive , atoning for evil actions, removingthe guilt ofevil

actions.

, a. (from

tive), atoning for

evil actions.

4, an evil action, and f , destruc-

evil actions, removing the guilt of

, a . (from , an evil action, and tt , destruc-.

tive), atoning for evil action, destroying the guilt

evil actions .

exception), the exception of evil actions.

forte, ad. (loc. case of fox ), with the ex-.

ception of evil or wicked actions, without or besides

evil or wicked actions.

otsit, a. (from , an evil action, and tfst , sharing ,

sharing in criminal actions ; s. a sharer in wicked ac-

tions .

tst, s. (from , an evil action, and (stst, suffering ,

a suffering in consequence of evil actions.

5, a. (from4 , an evil action, and , joined to),

criminal, wicked, guilty, connected with crimes.

, a. (from , an evil action, and 5, delighted),

delighted with evil actions.

fs, a. (from , an e il action, and 3f3, destitute),

free from crime, innocent.

tal, a . (from , an evil action) , wicked, criminal ,

vile.

, a. (from , an evil action, and , empty), in-

nocent, free from crime, not guilty.

, a. (from , a bad action, and , indicating),

indicating or giving information of bad actions.

ta, s . (from , an evil action, and T , a loss), the

lessening or removing ofguilt or crime.

3,of , a . (from 3 , an evil action, and ( , a cause),

caused by or arising from evil actions ; ad. from or

because of evil actions.

, a. (from , an evil action, and f , put-

ting an end to) , putting a stop to evil actions.

fate, a. (from , an evil action, and fat , pre-

venting), opposing orpreventing evil actions, resisting

evil actions.

fa , s. (from , an evil action, and fata , pre-

venting), the opposing or preventing of evil actions,

the resisting of evil actions.

fifis , a. (from , an evil action, and fafare, a

cause), caused by or arising from evil actions ; ad. from

or because of evil actions.

ffa , ad. (from , an evil action, and fifa , a

cause), for the purpose of evil actions.

, a. (from , an evil action, and F, causedby,

caused by or arising from evil actions ; ad. from orbe-

cause of evil actions.

fa , ad. (from , an evil action, and f , without),

without evil actions.

ff , a . (from , an evil action, and fat , pos-

sessed of , wicked, guilty, criminal.

grafofas, a. (from , an evil action, and fsfs,

excepted), wicked actions excepted.

, a . (from 3, prep, and , work), wicked, profi

gate.

tatt, s . (from , on coil action, and state , a de-

sire), a desire to do evil actions.

ta , a . from , an evil action, and fa , desira

ous), desirous of doing evil actions.

, 8. (from , an evil action, and to , practice),

the practice of evil actions, an evil practice.

toaatat1, s. (from 4, the practice ofcrimes,

and at , desire), a desire to live in the practice of

criminal actions.

a. (from ad, the practice of crimes,

and stat , desirous), desirous of living in the prac-

tice of criminal actions.

fata, s. (from to , the practice ofcrimes,

and afsata, desire,, a desire to live in the commission

of crimes.

fanta , a. (from 4 , the practice of crimes,

and fat , desirous), desirous of living in the prac

tice of criminal actions.

11, s . (from to , the practice of crimes, and
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actions.

দकুি.

, desire), a desire to live in the practice of criminal tents , a . (from , an evilaction, and startsta, zealous

ly endeavouring), endeavouring to commit evil actions.

54 , 8. (from , an evil action, and 84 , a be-

ginning , the beginning of evil actions, an attempt to

commit crimes.

ogla , a. (from , the practice ofcrimes, aud

, desirous , desirous of living in the practice of cri-

minal actions.

qzatoz &T, a. (from id, the practice ofcrimes, and

desirous), desirous of living in the practice of cri-

minal actions.

Títols , a. (from 5 , an evil action, and fa , praċ-

tising , practising crimes, living in the practice of sin.

az , a. (from , an evil action, and ,fond o ),

fond of evil actions.

zxgyts, 8. (from 5 , an evil action, and waist, fondness),

a fonduess for evil actions, a love for sin.

qzutygtxt, a. (from an evil action, and fond

of), taking pleasure in evil actions.

ata, s . (from , an evil action, and

search), a search after crimes.

kawinatal, a. (from ™ , an evil action, and utfag,

seeking), seeking out evil actions, searching for crimes.

দङু्कुমীনুসদায়ী, a. ( from দুৰ্ম্ম, an evil action, and জসaায়ি,

seeking , seeking out evil actions, searching for crimes .

13, a. (from , an evil action, and 3, connect-`

ed with , wicked , sinful.

qzútezae, a. (from , an evil action, and , seek-

ing , seeking for crimes, seeking for evil actions.

te , s. (from an evil action, and , a seek-

ing , a seeking for crimes, a seeking for evil actions.

aganza), a. (from 34, an evil action, and af , seek-

ing , seeking for crimes, seeking for evil actions.

fata, s . (from 5 , an evil action, and asta, di-

sire , a desire to do evil actions .

yfsata), a. (from , an evil action , and fata ,

desirous), desirous of doing evil actions.

434139, s . from 53 , an evil action, and stay, a begin.

ning , the commencement of evil actions.

a. (from , an evil action, and , fond of),

fond of committing crimes.

**al, a. (from ax , an evil action, and Fat, desire), a

desire to do evil actions.

" afr
om , an evil action, and 5 , desirous , de-

sirous of committing crimes .

13 , a . (from an evil action, and , desirous),

desirous of committing erimes

I a. (from , an evil action, and 8415, engaged

in , preparedto commit crimes, engaged in evil actions.

tourist, s. (from , an evil action, and startst, an en-

deator , a zealous endeavour to commit crimes.

TH³, a (from 3, prep. and 73, done), evil, wicked ; s . sin,

wickedness.

xxt , a. (from 33, wickedness, and fx , doing), do-

ing wickedness, sinful.

T¾, a. (from 47, prep. and 35, acting , wicked, sinful,

profligate.

1, s . (from , prep. and f1, an action), an evil thing,

a wicked action, a crime, fornication .

fata , s. (from , an evil action, and et , de-

sire), a desire to commit evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াকাশী, a. ( from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action , and অকানি , de-

sirous), desirous ofcommitting crimes.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াকারক, a. ( fromদুষ্ক্রিয়া, anevil action, and করিক, doing),

doing wickedness, committing crimes.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াকারী, a. ( from দুষ্ক্রিয়া , an evil action , and কারিন, doing),

doing wickedness, committing crimes.

afts³, a. (from 1, an evil action, and s³, found),

belonging to or found in crimes or evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াচরণ , s . (fromদুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil a tion, and আচরণ, con -

duct), the practice of evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াচরনাকাঙ্কী,s. ( from দুষ্ক্রিয়াচরণ , evil practice, and অকি$ি1,

desire), a desire to follow evil practices.

দুস্ক্রিলচরণাকারী , a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়াচরণ , the practice of evil, and

atat , desirous), desirous offollowing evil practices.

A s. (from afar , the practice of evil, and

afsata, desire), a desire to live in the practice of evil.

afstadtfsaid , a. (from af 1874 , the practice of evil, and

afata , desirous , desirous of living in the practice

of crimes .

18. from , the practice ofevil, and Ta!,

a desire , a desire to live in the practice of crimes.

5637d5, a . (from 9 , the prac ice ofevil, and 25,ই

desirous), desirous of living in the practice of evil.

afmatafa³, «. (from 511, an evil astion, and fãs, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from evil actions.

fat , as (from 1 , an evil action, and 351, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from evil actions.

ft , ad. (loc. case of5 , for the purpose of

evil actions.

F

দুষ্ক্রিয়াজাত , a. ( from দ কু্রিয়া , an evil action, and জাত, produc

ed , produced by or arising from evil actions .

দুষ্ক্রিয়াজ্ঞাপক, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয)় , an evil action , and জাপঙ্ক, giye

ing information), giving information of crimes,

Zzz2
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state, a. (from

fam

1 , an evil action, and at , de-

stroying), atoning for evil actions, correcting or putting

a stop to evil actions.

দুষ্ক্ৰিয়ানিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evi laction, and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ানিবারক, a . (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and নিবারক,

preventing), opposing or preventing evil actions, resist-

ing evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ানিবারণ , s. ( from দুষ্ক্রিয়া , an evil action, and নিবারণ, ৫

preventing), theopposing or preventing of evil actions,

the resisting of evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ানিবৃত্তি, s . (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া , an evil action, and নিবৃত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation of evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ানিমিত্তক, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action , and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from evil actions ; ad. from

or because of evil actions.

মুষ্ক্রিয়ানিমিত্তে, ad . (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for the purpose of evil actions.

মুষ্ক্রিয়ানুরক্ত, a. (fromদুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and অনুরক্ত , fond

of), fond of evil actions, delighted with crimes.

মুষ্ক্রিয়ানুরাগ , s. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and অনুরাগ, fond-

ness), a fondness for criminal actions.

পুষ্ক্রিয়ান্বিত, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and অন্বিত , con-

nected with), guilty, criminal.

পুষ্ক্রিয়াপুতিবন্ধক , a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or preventing evil actions .

দুষ্ক্রিয়াপযুক্ত, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from evil actions ; ad. from

or because of evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ানি ' , ad. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil uction, and ৰিনা, with-

out), without evil actions.

भ .ू

aft , a. (from , an evil action, and I, emply),

innocent, free from evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ণহেতুক, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and হেতু,acause),

caused by or arising from evil actions ; ad. from or be-

cause of evil actions.

, s. (from it, affliction), affliction , distress, suffering.

This word wheu compounded with 1, to give, means to

punish, to afflict ; when with , to obtain, it means to

suffer.

, a. (from , affliction, and , producing) , caus.

ing affliction, occasioning distress.

, a. (from T, affliction, and 3 , producible), produ

cible by or arising from affliction or misery.

, ad. (loc. case of ), for orthrough affliction or

distress.

, a. (from , affliction, and , to give), afflictive, dis-

tressing, vexatious.

, a. (from , affliction, and at , giving) , afflic

tive, distressing.

hi, a . (from , affliction, and tf , giving), afflictive,

distressing, occasioning trouble.

3 , 8. (from . affliction, and 37, agiving), the giv

ing of pain or causing of affliction.

, s. (from , affliction, and , destruction), the

removal or cure of affliction or misery.

, a. (from , affliction, and , destructive),

removing or curing affliction or distress.

, a. (from , affliction, and f , destructive),

removing or curing affliction or distress.

at , s. (from , affliction, and tt, destruction), the

removal or cure of affliction or distress .

দুষ্ক্রিয়াবিশিষ্ট, দুষ্ক্রিয়া,fufat , a. (from 1 , an evil action, and fat,, a. (from , affliction, and at , destructive),

possessed of), guilty of evil actions, wicked.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াতিরিক্ত, a. (from দুষ্ক্রিয়া , an evil action, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , evil actions excepted.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াতিরেক, বাতিরেক,fore, s. (from 1, an evil action, and feta ,

an exception) , the exception of evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়াতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofদুষ্ক্রিয়াতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of evil actions, without or besides evil acti-

ons.

tus, a. (from af ,an evil action, and , joined to),

connected with evil actions, guilty of evil actions.

fata , a. (from 1, an evil action, and a , delighted),

delighted with evil actions.

দুষ্ক্রিয়ারহিত , a . ( from দুষ্ক্রিয়া, an evil action, and রহিত, desti-

tule), innocent, free from evil actions.

fitattat, a . (from , an evil action), wicked, engaged

in evil actions, inclined to evil conduct.

removing or curing affliction or distress.

, a. (from , affliction, and f , putting an

end to), putting an end to affliction or distress.

fatze, a. (from , affliction, and fat , preventing),

preventing affliction or distress..

tad, s. (from , affliction, and fata , a preventing ,

the preventing of affliction or misery.

ff , s. (from , affliction, and faaf , cessation), the

cessation of affliction or misery.

13 , s. (from , affliction, and ts , an obtaining),

the suffering of affliction .

ta, s. (from , affliction, and at , a remedy ,

a remedy for affliction or distress.

a. (from T, affliction, and , giving), conferring

misery or affliction.

, a. (from , affliction, and , caused by), caus

།
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T

ed by or arising from affliction or distress ; ad. from

or because of affliction or distress.

, a. (from , affliction, and T☎, increasing), in-

creasing or aggravating affliction or distress.

8. from , affliction, and T , increasing), the

aggravating or increasing of misery or distress .

fe , ad. (from , affliction, and f , without , with-

out affliction or misery.

fatt, s. (from T, affliction, and fat , destruction),

the removal or cure of affliction or distress.

fatte, a. (from . affliction, and fatt , destruc-

tive), removing or curing affliction or distress.

rufsfas, a. (from , affliction, and fofa , excepted),

affliction or distress excepted .

mufore, s. (from , affliction, and for , an excepti-

on), the exception of affliction or distress.

TW.

tu , a. (from T , affliction , and at , self), consisting

of or identified with affliction or misery.

ta , s. (from , affliction, and at , a beginning), the

beginning of affliction or distress.

f³, a. (from 7, affliction), afflicted, troubled , distressed .

, a. (from fx , affliction), afflicted, distressed, suffer-

ing.

ts , a. (from , affliction, and s , got over), got

over or delivered from affliction or distress.

, s. (from T, affliction, and s , rescue), deliver-

ance from affliction or distress.

a. (from T, affliction, and sta , delivering),

delivering from affliction or distress ; s. one who deli-

vers from affliction or distress.

, s. (from , affliction, and 84 , a beginning),

the beginning of affliction or distress.

rufstate, ad. (loc. case of for ), with the excepti- , s. (from , affliction, and g★ , alleviation),

on of affliction or distress, without or besides affliction

or distress.

, s. (from 51, affliction, and af , increase), the in-

crease or aggravation of affliction or distress.

Fysae, a. (from , affliction, and 57, breaking), dis-

solving or removing affliction or distress .

57, s. (from , affliction; and 5 , a breaking), the

dissolving or removing of affliction or misery.

ts , a. (from , affliction, and tft , partaking), par-

taking in affliction ; s. a sharer in affliction or distress.

Tests , s. (from I, affliction, and tst, suffering), the suf-

fering of affliction or misery.

sts , a. (from affliction, and tfsta, suffering),

suffering affliction or misery.

TUIF, a. (from TT, affliction , and 4 , joined to), connected

with affliction, afflicted, suffering, miserable, wretch-

ed ..

³, a. (from , affliction, and af , destitute), free

from affliction or distress .

, a. (from , affliction , and t, a form), consisting

of or identified with affliction or distress.

ats, s. (from affliction, and at , acquisition), the ac-

quisition of affliction or misery.

tat, a. (from , affliction), afflicted, distressed, tend .

ing to affliction or distress.

, a. (from I, offliction, and * , empty), free from

affliction or distress.

a. (from , affliction, and , indicating), indi

cating or making known affliction or distress.

, s. (from , affliction, and , identified with),

consisting of or identified with affliction or misery.

alleviation of affliction or suffering.

the

, a. (from , to deprare), wicked, depraved, vile, guilty.

TV , s. (from TV, wicked), wickedness, depravity.

TYGGA , a. (from 7 , wickedness, and 51, producible),

producible by or arising from wickedness or depravity.

st , ad. (loc . case of ), for the purpose of

wickedness or depravity.

tfafas , a. (from 31, wickedness, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from wickedness or depravity ;

ad. from or because of wickedness or depravity.

, a . (from 51 , wickedness, and 5, causedby),

caused by or arising from wickedness or depravity;

ad. from or because of wickedness or depravity.

t , a . (from 31, wickedness, and a , aroot), ori-

gina ting from wickedness or depravity.

, a. (from 3 , wickedness, and , indicating),

indicating wickedness or depravity.

, a: (from , wickedness, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from wickedness or depravity;

ad. from or because of wickedness or depravity.

8 , s . (from , wicked), wickedness, depravity..

2 , 8. (from , wicked, and , a suppressing), the

punishing or suppressing of the wicked.

, s. (from 7 , wicked, and ‡ , destruction), the de-

struction or ruin ofthe wicked.

TAT, α. (from , wicked, and ‡ , destructive), de-

structive to the wicked.

, a. (from , wicked, and , destructive), de

structive to the wicked.

att, s. (from , wicked, and , destruction), the de

struction or ruin ofthe wicked,
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Tatt , a. (from T , wicked, and at , destructive), de-

structive to the wicked.

fa , s. (from , wicked, and fis , punishment) , the

punishment of the wicked.

, a. (from , wicked, and a, desirous), desirous of

wicked or depraved actions.

trusts , a. (from 8, wicked, and sta, exerting),

zealously engaging in wicked or depraved actions .

fame, a . (from 58, wicked, and f , reproaching),, a. (from 4g, prep. and 5, to concoct), difficult of di-

reproaching or censuring the wicked ; s. one who re-

proaches or censures the wicked.

fama, s. (from , wicked, and f×47, a reproaching), the

reproaching or censuring ofthe wicked .

Tufiæta , a. (from , wicked, and fitæ, preventing),

opposing orhindering the wicked.

, a. (from , wicked, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from the wicked ; ad. from or because of

the wicked.

ſat , s. (from , wicked, and fat , destruction), the

destruction or ruin ofthe wicked.

at , a. (from , wicked, and fat , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to the wicke

TUTI, s. (from 43, depraved, and cæ††, understanding),

an evil sentiment, an injurious sentiment.

ta, s. (from , uicked, and i †?, conduct), evil

conduct, a course of wicked practice.

8 , 8. (from 8, depraved, and ta, a circumstance),

an evil attachment, a depraved condition.

st , a. (from , wicked, and stun , a wife), having a

bad wife, having an unfaithful wife.

afs, a (from , wicked, and afs, the mind), wicked-

minded, bad-hearted ; s . a wicked mind.

afts, a. (from , wicked, and afs, destitute), free

from wicked or depraved persous.

afs, s. (from 8, wicked, and ifs, a manner), a wicked

course, a bad method.

, a. (from , wicked, and 51 , a disposition),

wickedly inclined, bad-hearted, wicked, malicious.

zuree, -a. (from 8, wicked, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from the wicked ; al. from or because of

the wicked.

*

tata , s. (from , wicked, and tot , a desire), the

desire of evil or criminal things.

tata. (from 3, wicked, and , desirous), de-

sirous ofwicked or depraved actions.

, s . (from 3 , wicked, and 4 , the heart), a

wicked heart, an evil mind ; a. bad-hearted, depraved

in heart, evil-minded .

sat , a. (from , wicked, and affa , desirous),

desirous of wicked or depraved actions.

ta, s. (from , wicked), wickedness, villany,

tude.

gestion, indigestible.

ata, a. (from 3, prep. and , thefurther bank ofarie

ver), difficult to get through, difficult to pass over, al-

most impassable.

36 , a . (from 3, prep. and 3, to fill) , difficult to please,

nice.

afs, s. (from 4g, prep, and gas, nature), an evil na-

ture or disposition.

Tätta, s. (from a, prep. and 4, an obtain`ng), the ob

taining ofa thing with difficulty, or by improper means.

t , a. (from 3, prop. and ts, obtained , scarcely ob

tained, obtained with difficulty.

tf , s. (from g, prep. and gif , acquisition), a difficult

acquisition .

, a. (from prep. and te , obtainable), difficultly

obtainable , scarce.

31, a. (from , two, and a thread), made of double

threads ; s. the name of a sort of coarse cloth made of

double threads.

Teg, a. (from 3, prep. and 3, to get over) , difficult, diffi-

cult to get through, difficult to pass over, almost im

passable.

di , a. (from 3, prep. and saɑty, passable), difficult to

pass over.

ta , a . (from prep, and cot , placable), difficult to

be pleased.

a . (from prep. and 1, to stand), poor, afflicted, mi

serable, disagreeably circumstanced, difficultly situated,

301, 8. (from 5 , offlicted), affliction, misery, poverty,

wretchedness,

I, s. (from , afflicted), affliction, misery, poverty,

wretchedness .

ts , a. (from 7. two, and 13, a hand), two cubits wide.

tis , a. (from , two, and tз, a hand), ambidex

trous, a person who has two different objects in view

at the same time.

f !, s. from af , a daughter), a daughter.

agata, a. (from 5, to milk), under the operation of milk-

ing.

3, s . (from , to move), a messenger, an ambassador, an

angel; also a spy, a procurator.

turpi- 341817, s . (from 53, an ambassador, and 187, the send-

ing ofany one), the sending of an ambassador,

St.
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ronate, ad. (from 43, a messenger, and , from the

mouth), from the mouth of an ambassador or messen-

ger or spy, &c.

13934, s. (from 53, an ambissador, and 4, the sending

ofa person , the sending of an ambassador or spy.

, s. from a messenger, and St , a condition), the

condition or office of an ambassador or messenger.

qo , a. (from 43, an ambassador, and Я, identically

the same), identically the same as an ambassador or

messenger.

31, s. (from 43, a messenger), a female messenger, a pro-

curess .

, a. (from
prep.) distant, remote ; s. a distance ; ad

far; afar. This word constructed with , to be, or ,

to go, means to withdraw, to shun ; with to do, it

means to remove, to drive away, to discharge a servant.

*737, a. (comparative degree of 3, distant), more distant,

very distant.

¿3 ×æ, a. (from 43, for, and * , seeing , provident, at-

tentive to circumstances, sagacious.

**ía, 8. (from 3, fur, and f , a seeing), foresight, pe-

netration, sagacity, attention.

, a. (from 3 , distant, and ff , seeing), provident,

forecasting, sagacious, prudent ; s. a learned man, a

vulture.

, a. (from 3, distant, and f , being), distant, re-

mote.

ya, s. (from 3, far, and A , seeing), a spying glass , a

telescope.

VI, a. (from T3, distant, and 11, to stand), situated at a

distance, remotely situated .

zats , a. (from 53, distant, and , staying), staying

or continuing at a distance.

pfs, a. (from 3 , distant, and f , situated), situated at

a distance, remotely situated.

দূরদির,
, ad (from 3, distan ', and , near), every where,

distant and near, respected at a distance.

pizad, s. (from ₹3, distant, and ☎ , a making), the re-

moval of a person or thing, the making of a thing re-

mote.

qias, a. (from 43, distant, and 3, made), made distant,

removed far away.

1, s. (from , to injure), a species of grass which is

highly useful as a food for cattle, (Panicum Dactylon .)

1, s. (from , bent grass, and tæt§¹, desire), a de-

sire for bent grass.

ftat , a. (from , bent grass, and telf , desirous),

desirous ofbent grass.

খৃঃ

ta , a. (from 1 , bent grass, and , producible),

producible by or arising from bent grass.

FYI, ad. (loc. case of 1591), for the sake ofbent grass.

13, s. (from 1 , bent grass, and h , respect), a love

for bent grass.

fa , a. ( rom , bent grass, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from bent grass ; ad . from or be-

cause of bent grass .

fifars, ad. (from 1, bent grass, and faf , a cause ,

for the sake of bent grass.

Ínæ, a. (from , bent grass, and , seeking),

seeking for bent grass.

, s. (from 1 , bent grass, and ad, a seeking), a

seeking for bent grass.

a . a. (from 1, b.nt grass, and af , seeking),

seeking for bent grass.

ifsatal, a. (from 41, bent grass, and fata , desir

ous), seeking for bent grass.

te , s. (from 1 , bent grass, and 8 , the root-

ing up of a thing) , the rooting up of bent grass.

দূৰ্ব্বোৎপাটনকারক, a. (from দূৰ্ব্বোৎপাটন, the eradicating ofbent.

griss, and ta , doing), eradicating bent grass; s. one

who eradicates bent grass.

qlátsatbaætał, o. (from ¿ teta; the eradicating of bent

grass, and tf , doing), eradicating bent grass.

a, v. a. (from ¿ , to deprave), to condemn, to discover or

point out faults, to confute, to convict ofan error or fault,

ad, s. (from a, to deprave), a fault, guilt.

, a. (from , guilt, and , the bringing ofa

thing), occasioning guilt.

fazi, s. (from a, to deprave), the condemning of a person

or thing, the discovering or pointing out of a fault, the

confuting ofan argument, the convicting a person of

an error, the shewing of an error in reasoning or sen-

timent.

, a. from , to deprave), susceptible of guilt, liable to

condemnation, condemnable ; s . a tent.

8. (from , to see , an eye, sight . This word em-.

ployed in composition as the last member of a com-

pound, forms an adjective which means seeing thething

expressed by the first member.

™ , a. (from g, to increase), firm , hard, strong, tight, sta-

ble, sure, irrevocable, inviolable, fast, tough . This word

constructed with , to do, means to confirm, to corro-

borate, to strengthen, to fasten. In algebra, reduced by

a common divisor or subtractor to the lowest term .

5 , s. (from 5, firm, and te, dividing , in algebra,

a steady or constant multiplier.
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ta, s. (from , strong, and t , knowledge), confi-

dence, assurance, conviction.

, a. (superl, deg. of 5) , very or most firm, hardest,

tightest, most sure or stable.

54, a. (comp. deg. of ) , more or very firm, harder, tight-

er, stronger, more sure or stable.

দেই.

मघ , s. (from q , seen, and c , ugliness), perceiv

ed ugliness, evident ugliness or deformity.

, ad. (from , seen), seemingly, ostensibly.

qYrmæ, ɑ. (from ™ , seen, and ra, fruit), producing visi

ble fruit or consequences, producing evident advantages

in this world.

qtë, s. (from q , seen, and 3, an end), a simile, a para-

ble, a metaphor, a similitude.

31, s. (from 5, firm) , firmness, hardness, strength, tight-

ness, stability, sureness , toughness, inviolability.

™ , s. (from 45, firm ), firmness, hardness , strength, tight- ,

ness, stability, sureness, toughness , inviolability.

ya , a. (from 5, firm, and faxfia, observing a rule),

punctual, strictly keeping to a rule.

fo , a. (from 5. firm, and f1, a promise), punctu-

al, firm to a promise.

45 , s. (from 45, firm, and 3 , faith), confidence .

em, a. (from , firm, and fg , believing), confi-

dent.

ff , s . (from 45, firm, and fs, love), constancy.

45 , s. (from 45 , firm, and , a binding , a firm bond,

the firmly binding of a thing, a strong obligation.

[¿T†æ , s. (from 45, firm, and ☎tæ , a word), an affirmation ,

a confirmation, an asseveration, a word on which one

may depend.

ì, a. (from 5,firm, and tf , speaking), affirming,

asserting, tenacious of his word , faithful to a promise.

, s . (from 5, firm, and cata, an idea), a firm persua-

sion, conviction, assurance, certainty.

ta , s . (from 5,firm, and at , flesh), hard or tough

meat, gristle.

æfð, a. (from 45, firm, and f , the fist , close-fisted,

niggardly, parsimonious.

pacats, 8. (from 5, firm, and s, connection), a

close connection, a firm union or junction.

ad, s. (from 45,firm, and așa, a making), the making

of a thingfirm or sure,

, a. (from 45, firm, and ₹3, made), made strong or

firm, made sure or stedfast, fortified , strengthened,

sta, s . (from 5, firm, and sta, a circumstance), becom-

ing firm or hard.

53, a. (from 5, firm, and 53, become), become strong

or firm, become steadfast or sure.

, a. (from t, to see), visible, perceptible, fit to be view

ed.

tra, s. (from at , visible), visibility.

ata, a. (from ч*t, to see) , under the view, under survey.

* t * , a. (from * , visible, and a *, invisible), visible

and invisible.

, a. (from , to see), seen, viewed, observed.

s. (from t, to see), vision, the view of a thing, a vi-

sion, a scene, a prospect.

fishida, s. (from ч , sight, and est , an object), an ob-

ject of sight. The word is often used adverbially to sig-

nify in sight, in view.

71, 8. (from чf , vision, and , a house), the pupil of

the eye.

fanta, s. (from ч , sight, and cut , a fault), a fault or

error in vision, indigestion or flatulence supposed by

the superstitious Hindoos to arise from some person's

looking on them with a malignant eye while eating.

fu, s. (from af , sight, and tu, a road,, the way or track

of vision, the road of the eye.

afts, s. from af , sight, and 3, a fulling), the drop-

ping or casting a look upon a person or thing.

fufaxta, a. (from f , vision, and faxta, destitute), des-

titute of vision or sight.

ftd , s. (from fx, vision, and tra , difference),

difference or dissimilarity of vision or sight.

qfvænata, s. (from f , vision, and ætats, an obstacle),

the obstruction of vision, the hindering of sight.

fas, a. (from , vision, and af , destitute), desti

tute of vision or sight.

, a. (from , vision, and war, empty), destitute of

sight or vision.

qfvxz, a. (from as , vision, and 7, destitute, destitute of

sight or vision.

, a. (from af , vision, and at , obstructing),

opake, obstructing vision.

(ñ, s . (from ‹ ☎, a god), a god, a dœmon or heathen deity.

mate, s. (from ¿ , religion), integrity, conscience, hones -

ty, justice, piety.

tanta, s. (from lid, integrity, and , holding),

faithful, honest, conscientious, just.

tata , s. (from , faithful), faithfulness, justice,

honesty.

( tag), s. (from ‹ , a god, and at , a red powder), a

red powder used as a pigment among the Hindoos .

Mì, s. (from kig , a relation), a name by which colla
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teral fen ale relations reciprocally denominate each

other.

(983ì, s. (from Wi , a door), the entrance of a door, a vesti-

bule.

(48șiatą, 8. (from As¾, a vestibule), a porter, a door-

keeper, a turnkey.

38, 8. (from M , a god, and sat , joy), a temple, a person

who establishes or superintends the churuka pooja or

festival of swinging in a particular place.

asfan, s. (from as , a bankrupt), a bankrupt.

8 , s. (from , a lamp, and at , a row), a religious

illumination observed by the Hindoos on the day ofthe

new moon and the following day in the month of Kar-

tika, a bankrupt.

asaifa, s. (from ‹ 8 ), a bankrupt), bankruptcy.

asafa, 8. (from ‹ ¤, a god, and ☎ , to know) , the name of

a musical mode.

afsta, s. (from c , a god, and fst , a word , the name of

a musical mode.

M33, 8. (from Ms, to run), a volley.

13 , s. (from , to give), the giving of a thing, the grant-

ing ofa thing.

Яta, s. (from 37, a giving, and 3 , an obtaining),

a giving and receiving.

Marifa, s. (from Ma, a god, and af, an enemy), the name

ofa compound mode in Hindoo music formed by the

union of three ofthe simple ones.

(34), 8. (from Ti, to give), the giving of a thing, the grant-

ing ofany thing.

Assim), 8. (from M , a god, and w , an ornament), the name

ofa musical mode.

Aзtæ, s. (from Mã, a god, and we, to be able), the name

of a compound mode in Hindoo music which arises.

from the union of three ofthe original ones.

G. (from , to see), to see, to look, to view, to ob.

serve, to visit.

mua, 8. (from (54, to see) , the seeing or observing of a thing.

(KA ), v. a. (from M , to see), to shew, to display, to point

out; s. the seeing or observing of a thing, a sight, a

view, a visit.

FNĪTI, 8. (from (ka , to see), the shewing of a thing, a caus-

ing to see.

mained, ad. (from M¹, a view, and ч , seen), evidently,

clearly.

anal , ad. (from as, to see , face to face ; s. the imita

tion of another person.

MAA, 8. (from M , to shew), the shewing of a thing ; a.

shewn, exhibited.

artf , s . (from cat, to shew), the shewing or exhibiting of

a thing.

mutfagi, s. (from , to shew), a person who shews or ex-

hibits a thing.

mati, a. from ' , to shew), earned by or due for shew.

ing or exhibiting things.

matæ, a. (form ч , to see, and ½, fit), perceivable ; s . one

who shews or exhibits things.

ts , s. (from a , seeing, and 1, hearing , the evi

dence of both sight and hearing, seeing and hearing.

3, a. (from fa, two, and , half), one and a half, viz.

half an unit less than two.

13),.a. (from fâ, two, and a ,̸ half , one and a half.

azt, a. (from caş, one and a half), halfprepared. This

word is only applied to rice when half cleansed from its

husk by the pedal or mortar, it being customary to

make even the most ordinary kinds pass through the

operation three times.

† , 8. (from 3ts, a species ofgrass), the name of a

species of grass, (Andropogon serratus.)

( alta, a. (from , to shine), refulgent, conspicuous,

resplendent.

mata, 8. (from a god, and t , rice), the name ofa.

species of grain much cultivated in many parts of In-

dia, (Andropogon saccharatus.)

cata, s. (from (x ) , a giving, and , holding), a debtor ;

a. having debts.

( tÂ, s. (from 5 , a debtor), the condition of a

debtor.

, s. (from 1, to give) , a debt, what ought to be given.

Ay , a. (from 41 , to give), offered as an oblation , offered

or given to the brahmuns at a funeral or other cere-

mony.

MI, s. (from fɩæ, toplay), a god , a dæmon or heathen god,

a king, a person of high rank. When used in the vo

cative case, Sir.

, s. (from , a god, and , to know), the name

of a musical mode.

MIEŻA, 8. (from , a god, and 7, the name of a

species of tree), the name of a species of ornamental

tree, (Bauhinia purpurea.)

maan, s. (from MI, a god, and , a flower), a clove.

ti, s. (from (57, a god, and at , to dig), the name of a

species of fish, an undescribed species of Syngnathus.

sta, s. (from , a god, and sta, a genus), the class of.

the gods, or that class of beings which includes all the

gods.

caæstÍA, 8. (from I, a god, and st , a threat), thunder.

Aa aa
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afsifa, s. (from ™, a god, and fg, a word), the name

of a musical mode.

MIII, s. (from M , a god), deity, the deity, a god, the ma-

terial heavens, the clouds.

Maзtai, s. (from , a god, and to , a star) , the name of

a small ornamental plant, (Globba marantina.)

mastof¥, s. (from 1 , a god, and f , pleasure), the

pleasure of a god, the gratification of a god.

, a . (from stof , the pleasure ofagod, and

to do), giving pleasure to the gods, gratifying the

gods.

দেৱতাতুষ্টিকারক, a . (from দেৱতাতুষ্টি, the pleasure ofa god, and

TIT, making), giving pleasure to the gods ; s. a per-

son who causes pleasure to the gods.

mastofdatai, a. (from ( 73 , the pleasure of a god,

and af , making), giving pleasure to the gods, gra-

tifying the gods.

mrstgfycze, a. (from stof , the pleasure of a god,

and , producing), causing pleasure or gratification

to the gods.

( retzf¥afag, a. (from stafy, the pleasure of a god,

and afs, produced), produced by or arising from the

pleasure or complacency ofthe gods .

দেৰতাতুষ্ঠিজন্য , a. (from দেতাভূষি, the pleasure of a god,

and , producible,, producible by or arising from the

pleasure or complacency of the gods.

দেৱতাতুষ্ঠিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of দেখতাষ্টিজগত), for the sake

of giving pleasure to the gods,

দেবতাতুষ্টিজাত, a. (from দোষ্ঠি, the pleasure of a god,

and ts, produced), produced by or arising from the

pleasure or complacency of the gods.

gloffafice, a. (from stof , the pleasure of a god,

and fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from the

pleasure or complacency of the gods; ad. from or be-

cause ofthe pleasure or complacency of the gods .

দেয়ভাতুষ্টিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from দেৱতাভূষি, the pleasure of a god,

and fafs, a cause), for the purpose of giving pleasure

to the gods.

, an increasing), the increasing of the pleasure or

complacency of the gods.

caæstofsfazi, ad. (from cars , the pleasure of a god,

aud fra , without), without or besides the pleasure or

complacency of … e gods.

caæstefaqja, s. from mastofa, the pleasure ofa god, and

, increase), the increase of pleasure in a god.

MASKEVATES, 2 (hom aæstafe, the pleasure ofa god,

and fepted , the pleasure or complacency

ofa god

mastofdespoise, a. f.om stofis , the pleasure ofa god,

and I ,Stj¾, an exxption , the exception of the plea-

sure or complacency of a god.

( 7513184nfstate, id. loc. case if nastoffocate), with

the exception of the pleasure or complacency of a god,

without or besides the pleasure or complacency of a

god.

(nastofda
mæ

, a. (fiom ( sts , the pleasure of a god,

and , a root), originating in the pleasure or com-

placency of a god.

Mrozfvalzo, o . (from stof , the pleasure of a god,

aud af , destitute), destitute of the pleasure or com

placency of the gods.

(nastarymas, a. (from motofy, the pleasure of a god,

and , empty , destitute of the pleasure or compla

cency ofthe gods.

cazotzfusta, a. (from stof , the pleasure ofa god, and

FIA, destitute), destitute of the pleasure or complacen-

cy of the gods.

দেৱতাতুষিহেতুক, a. (from দেবতাতুষ্টি, the pleasure of a god,

and a cause), caused by or arising from the plea

sure or complacency ofthe gods ad. from or because

of the pleasure or complacency of the gods.

sila , s. (from

and I , desire), a

to the gods.

(aæsidia, a. (from

stof , the pleasure of the gods,

desire of that which gives pleasure

to , the pleasure of the gods, and

, desirous), desirous of giving pleasure to the gods.

stle, a. (from stof , the pleasure of the gods,

and desirous,, desirous of giving pleasure to the

gods.

mastofugus, a. (from castof , the pleasure of a god,

and g , caused by), caused by or arising from the

pleasure of thegods ; ad. from or because of the plea- astofanta, s. (from 313 , the pleasure of the gods,

sure of the gods.
and afsata, desire), a desire of giving pleasure to the

gods.
MæstofBIEB, a. (from stof , the pleasure ofa god, and

দেৱতা

Te,, increasing), increasing the pleasure or compla- stat ), a. (from aæstyf , the pleasure ofthe gods,

cency ofthe gods. and afsafa , desirous), desirous of giving pleasure to

the gods.M313 , s. (from 3 , the pleasure of a god, and

2

*
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acotgutætzi, s. (from

CFLIC

stof , the pleasure of the gods,

and atta , desire), a desire of giving pleasure to the

geds.

astrati, a. (from stof , the pleasure ofthe gods,

and atafia, desirous), desirous of giving pleasure to

the gods.

castane, a. (from 1, a god, and f , reproaching),

reproaching or blaspheming the gods ; s. one who re-

proaches the gods, a blasphemer of the gods.

aæstfan, s. (from a , a god, and fa , reproach) , a cen-

sure or reproach of the gods, blasphemy against the

gods.

(hæstfantætg1, s. (from mæstfam, blasphemy, and utætgi,

desire), a desire to reproach or blaspheme the gods.

দেৱতানিদাকারী, a. ( from দেৱতানি , blasphemy, and আকারিন,

desirous), desirous of reproaching or blaspheming the

gods.

দেবতাবিদাকারক, a. ( from দেৱতানি , blasphemy, and কারক,

doing), reproaching or blaspheming the gods ; s. one

who blasphemes the gods.

mestfantētsi, a. (from Mæstfam , blasphemy, and #tfax, do-

ing), reproaching or blaspheming the gods.

arsifantafas, a. (from fa , blasphemy, and afts,

produced), produced by or arising from reproaching or

blaspheming the gods.

asiakas, a. (from sti , blasphemy, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from reproaching or

blaspheming the gods .

দেনতাদিন্দাসিষিতক, a. (from দেৱতানিদা, blasphemy, and নির্মিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from blasphemy against

the gods ; ad. from or because of blasphemy against the

gods.

দেৱতানিদানিনিতে, ad. (from দেৱতানিদা, blasphemy, and নিমিত্ত,

a.cause), forthe purpose of blasphemy against the gods.

matfantaas, a. (from me , blasphemy, and JF,

attached to,, fond of censuring or blaspheming the gods.

দেৱতানিদানুরাগ , s . ( from দেৱতানিদা , blasphemy, and অনুরাগ,

attachment), a delight in or fondness for censuring or

blaspheming the gods.

দেৱতানিন্দানুরাগী, a . (from দেৱতাসিন্দা, blasphemy , and অনুরাগি ,

fond of , fond of censuring or blaspheming the gods .

দেৱবাসিন্দাপুযুক্ত , a . ( from দে তালিঙ্গা, blasphemy , and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from reproaching or

blaspheming the gods ; ad. from or because of reproach-

ing or blaspheming the gods.

azzifamifanı, ad. (from magifi , blasphemy, and fat,

without , without censuring or blaspheming the gods.

জানিন্দা ডিৰিক্ত, a. ( from 'দোনি , blasphemy, and

দেৱ.

, excepted), censure or blasphemy of the gods

excepted.

দেৱতানিন্দাডিয়েক, s. ( from দেৱতানিশা, blasphemy , and

fx , an exception), the exception of censure or blas-

phemy ofthe gods.

«æstfantaf3 :1 , ad. (loc. case of cazzifamizufory ), with

the exception of censure or blasphemy of the gods,

without or besides censure or blasphemy of the gods.

দেৱতানিম্মাভিলাষ, a. ( from দেৱতানি , blasphemy, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to censure or blaspheme the gods.

দেবতানিন্দাভিলাষী, a. (from দেৱতানিন্দা, blasphemy, and

afsatfan, desirous), desirous of censuring or blasphem-

ing the gods.

chasifantata, s. (from œstfami, blasphemy, and xtx, mere),

mere or simple censure or blasphemy ofthe gods.

দেৱতানিদ্দালক, a. (from দেডানিন্দা , blasphemy, and य লू, 4

root , springing from or originating in censure or blas-

phemy ofthe gods.

Mesfinxs, a. (from asta , blasphemy, and x , de-

lighted), delighted with or fond of censuring or blas-

pheming the gods..

দেৱতানিষ্পারম্ভ, s . ( from দোনি , blasphemy, and আরম্ভ, a be-

ginning), the beginning of censuring or blaspheming

the gods .

দেৱতামিদহেতুস্থ, ৫. (from দোসিদা, blasphemy , and হেতুক,

a cause), caused by or arising from censure or blasphe

my of the gods ; al. from or because of censuring or

blaspheming the gods.

দেৱতাপযান, ৪. (from দেৱতা, a god, and অপমান , disgrace), an

affront to the gods, an obloquy cast on the gods.

দেৱতাপযানকারক, a. ( from দেৱডপিয়ান, an affront of the gods,

and at , doing) , affronting the gods, casting obloquy

on the gods ; s. one who casts obloquy upon the gods.

দেবতাপমানকারী , a. (from দেৱতাপমান, an affront ofthe gods,

and af , doing), affronting the gods, casting obloquy

upon the gods.

দেৰতাপমানজনিত, a . ( from দেৱতাপমান , an affront ofthe gods,

and 3, produced), produced by or arising from

casting an obloquy upon the gods.

দেৱতাপযা জন্য , a. (from দেবতাপযান, an affront of the gods,

and , producible), producible by or arising from

dishonouring or affronting the gods.

দেৱতাপযানজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of দেৱতাপমাসজন্য ) , for the pur-

pose of dishonouring or affronting the gods..

দেৱতাপযানজ্ঞাত, a. (from দেৱতাপযান, an affront to the gods

and ts, produced), produced by or arising from dis-

honouring or affronting the gods.

দেৱতাপমাণনিমিষক, a. (from দেৱতাপযান, an afront to the

Aaaa2
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gods, and fafts, a cause), caused by or arising from dis-

honouring or affrouting the gods ; ad. from or because

of dishonouring or affronting the gods .

দেৱডাপযাননিঘিঁস্তে, ad. (from দেবতাপমান , the dishonour of a

god, and fifs, a cause), for the purpose of affronting

or dishonouring the gods.

দেৱতাপযানপুযুক্ত, ৫. (from দেৱত পথনি, the dishonour of a god,

and F, caused by , caused by or arising from an af-

front or dishonour done to the gods ; ad. from or because

of an affront or dishonour done to the gods.

দেৰতাপমানৱৰ্দ্ধক, a. (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the gods,

and , increasing), increasing or aggravating the dis-

grace or dishonour of the gods.

দেৱতাপমাণৰিনা , ad. (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour ofthe

gods, and fat, without), without or besides the disho-

nour of the gods.

দেৰতাপমানাতিরিক্ত, a. (from দেৱতাপমta, the dishonour ofthe

gods, and iff , excepted), the dishonour or obloquy

of the gods excepted.

দেৱতাপযানান্তিকে, s. ( from দেৱতাপযান, the dishonour of the

gods, and IT, an exception) , the exception of disho

nour or affront offered to the gods.

mzstatazıfsızz , ad. (loc. case of caæstatazifsz? ), with

the exception ofdishonour or affront offered to the gods,

without affrouting or dishonouring the gods.

দেৰতাপযানমূলক , a . (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the gods,

and , a root), originating in an affront offered to the

gods.

দেৱতাপযদিসূচক, a. ( from দেয়তাপমান, the dishonour ofthe

gods, and , indicating), indicating dishonour or an

affront offered to the gods.

দেৱতাপযনিহেতক, a. (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the

gods, and , a cause) , caused by or arising from an af-

front or dishonour done to the gods ; ad. from or be-

cause of a dishonour or affront done to the gods.

দেৰতাপযানকি‡ি1, s. ( from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the

gods, and taigi, a desire), a desire to dishonour or af

front the gods.

দেৰতাপযানাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. ( from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour ofthe

gods, and staff , desirous), desirous ofdishonouring or

affronting the gods.

দেৰতাপযানানুরক্ত , a. (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the

gods, and , enamoured), fond of dishonouring or

affrontingthe gods.

দেৱতাপমানানুরাগ, s. (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the

gods, and tst, love , a fondness for dishonouring or

affronting the gods.

দেবতাপযানানুরাগী, a. from দে তাপমান, the dishonour of the

দেখ,

gods, and waist , loving , loving to dishonour or af>

front the gods.

দেৱতাপযান ভিলাষ, s. (from দেৰতাপমান, the dishonour of the

gods, and feta, desire), a desire to dishonour or

affront the gods.

দেৱতাপমানাভিলাষী, a. (from দেবতাপমান, the dishonour of the

gods, and fatfax, desirous), desirous of dishonouring

or affronting the gods .

দেৱতাপমানেছ , s. (from দেবতাপমান, the dishonour ofthe gods,

and , desire), a desire to dishonour or affront the

gods.

a . a. (from з , the dishonour ofthe gods,

desirous) , desirous ofdishonouring or affrontingand

the gods.

দেৱতাপমা:নমুক, ৫. (from দেৱতাপমান, the dishonour of the gods,

and , desirous), desirous of dishonouring or affront-

ing the gods.

দেৱতাপযানোপক্রম, s. ( from দেৱতাপমান , the dishonour of the

gods, and sЯ , a beginning , a beginning or attempt

to dishonour or affront the gods .

( A3f458, 1. (from 1731, a god, and ч , worshipping),

worshipping heathen gods; s. a person who worships

the heathen deities.

35 , s. (from 3 , a god, and 7, a worshipping),

the worshipping of a god.

দেৱতীপূজাজনিত , a. (from দেহত পূজা , the worship of the gode,

and produced), produced by the worship ofhea-

then deities.

1. (from 3 , the worship ofthe gods,

and 1, producible , producible by or arising from the

worship of heathen gods.

দেৱতাপূজাজন্যে, ad. (loe case of দেৰতাপূজাজন্য , for the pure

pose of worshipping the gods.

দেৱতীপুজাক্টস, s. ( from দেৰতাপুজা, the worship of the gods, and

, destruction) , the destruction ofthe worship ofthe

gods.

দেবতাপুজাৰ্ব, সক, a. (from দেৱতাপুজা, the worship of the gods,

and , destructive), destructive to the worship of

the gods.

3. a. (from 1, the worship of the gods,

and , destructive), destructive to the worship of

dæmons .

দেৱতাজানিন্দক, a. (from দেবতাপুজা, the worship of the gods,

and fa , reproaching), reproaching or censuring the

worship of dæmons.

দেৱতাপূজানিৰ্ম্মা, s . ( from দেখ াপূজা , the worship of the gods, and

fa , reproach , reproach or censure of the worship of

the gods.
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দেবতাপূজানিমিত্তক, a . (from দেতাপূজা, the worship of the gods,

and faf , a cause), caused by or arising from the wor-

ship ofheathen deities ; ad. from or because of the wor-

ship of heathen deities.

দেৰতাপূজানিমিত্তে, ad. (from দেৰতাপুজা, the worship of demons,

and fifty, a cause), for the purpose of worshipping the

gods.

দেৱতাপুজাপুডিবন্ধক, a. (from দেৰতীপূজা, the worship of the

gods, and gf , opposed to), opposing the worship

ofthe heathen gods.

দেৱতাপুজাপযুক্ত, a. ( from দেৱৰ্ত্তীপূজা, the worship of thegods,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the

worship of the heathen gods ; ad. from or because of

the worship of the heathen gods.

face , a. (from 1, the worship of thegods,

and fata , prohibition), a prohibition of the worship of

heathen deities.

দেৱতাপুজানিষেধক, a. (from দেৱতাপূজা, the worshipofthe gods,

and fate, prohibiting), prohibiting the worship of

the heathen deities.

দেৰগপূজানুরক্ত, a. (from দেৱতাপুজা, the worship of the gods,

and F, enamoured), foud of the worship ofheathen

gods.

zestęsiasia, s. (from 1, the worship of the gods,

and atst, love), a love to the worship of heathen gods.

দেবতাপুজানুরাগী, a . (from দেৱতীপূজা, the worship of the gods,

and afsta, loving), loving to worship theheathen gods.

দেখতাপূজান্বিত, a. (from দেতাপূজা, the worship of the gods,

and f , connected with), connected with the wor-

ship of heathen gods.

দেবতাপূজাপেক্ষা , s. ( from দেবতাপূজা, the worship of the gods,

and 1, expectation), a looking for or expectation

ofthe worship of heathen gods.

দেৱতাপূজাপেক্ষী, ৫. ( from দেবতাপুজা , the ivorship of the gods,

and f , expecting , looking for or expecting the

worship of the gods.

দেৰতাপূজাবৰ্দ্ধক, a. (from দেৰতাপূজা , the worship of the gods,

and zá , increasing), increasing the worship of hea-

then gods.

দেৱতাপূজাবৰ্দ্ধন , s. ( from দেৱতাপূজা, the worship of the gods,

and a , an increasing), the increasing or promoting

of the worship of heathen gods.

mæstąsifæi, ad. (from 5 , the worship of the gods,

and , without), without the worship ofthe heathen

gods.

√3312fs, s. (from , the worship of the gods,

and , increase), an increase of the worship of hea-

then gods.

দেব:

দেৰতাপূজাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from দেৱতাপুজা, the worship of the

gods, and fofa , excepted), the worship of heathen

gods excepted.

দেৰতাপূজা ডিরেক, ৪. ( from দেৰঙাপূজা, the worship of the

gods, and fat , an exception) , the exception of the

worship of heathen gods.

দেৱতাপুজাৰৱ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দেবতাপুজতিয়েক), with

the exception of the worship of heathen deities, with-

out or besides the worship of heathen deities.

দেবতাপূজাভিলাষ, s. ( from দেবতাপুজা, the worship ofthe gods,

and af , desire), a desire to worship the gods of

the heathen .

দেৱত পূজাভিলাষী, ৫. (from দেৱতাপুজা, the worship of the

gods, and fat , desirous ), desirous of worshipping

heathen gods.

a. (from ht , the worship of the gods.

and , a root), springing from or originating in the

worship ofheathen deities.

দেৰতাপূজাযুক্ত, a. (from দেৱতাপূজা, the worship of the gods,

and , joined to), connected with the worship of hea-

then deities.

(hosts, a. (from

and 3 , delighted

of heathen deities.

3 , the worship ofthe gods,

with), delighted with the worship

39 , a . (from 3 , the worship ofthe gods, and

* , empty), free from the worship of heathen deities.

( 27, a. (front , the worship of the gods,

and , destitute), free from the worship of heatheu

deities.

দেৱতাপুত্ৰ হেতুক, a. (from দেবতাপূজা, the worship of the

gods, and , a cause), caused by or arising from the

worship of heathen gods ; ad. from or because of the

worship of heathen gods.

asias, a. (from 3 , the worship ofthe gods,

and 841 , engaged in), zealously engaged in the wor-

ship of heathen gods.

( atquamist, s. (from (51 , the worship of the gods,

and 817t , endeavour), zeal for the worship of heathen .

gods.

mastaturisit, a. (from 3 , the worship ofthegods,

and sifs , endeavouring) , zealously engaging in the

worship of heathen gods.

দেৰতাপুজোপক্রম, s. ( from দেৱতাপুজা, the worship of thegods

andy , a beginning , the commencement of a hea-

then ceremony of worship, the beginning of idolatry.

( TSİNİÍT, a. (from asi, a god, and at , worship..

ping) , worshipping heathen deities ; s. a worshipper of

heathen deities.
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( 4311871, s. (from ast, a god, and staat, worship),

the worship of heathen deities .

দেবতারাধনাকা‡", s. ( from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the

gods, and stat , desire), a desire to worship heathen

deities.

দেৱতারাবিনাকাঙ্গী, a. (from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the

gods, and fa, desirous), desirous of worshipping

heathen deities.

দেৰতারাথনাকারক, a. ( from দেৰডাৱাবনা, the worship of the

gods, and atxe, doing), performing the worship of hea-

then deities ; s. a person who worships heathen gods.

catatatata , a . (from 11 , the worship ofthe gods,

and affia , doing), performing the worship of heathen

deities.

দেৱতারাধনাঅনিত্ব, a. (from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and 3, produced), produced by or arising from the

worship of heathen deities.

দেবতারবিনাজন্য, a. (from দেবতারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and , producible), producible by or arising fromthe

worship ofheathen deities.

দেবতারাধন জন্যে , ad. (loc. case of দেরতারাধন জন্য), for the

purpose ofthe worship of heathen gods.

দেবতারবিনাধ্বংস, ৪. (from দেবতারধিনা, the worshipof the gods,

and , destruction , the destruction of idolatry or

the worship of heathen deities.

দেখডারবিন!ফুসক, a. ( from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the

gods , and e, destructive), destructive to the wor

ship of heathen deities .

statal, a . (from azatat , the worship ofthe gods,

and fa, destructive), destructive to the worship of

heathen deities .

দেবতারাধনাদাশ, ৪. (from দেৱতারধিনা, the worship of the gods,

and at , destruction) , the destruction of the worship

ofheathen gods .

দেৱতারাধনানাশক, a. ( from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and tt , destructive), destructive to the wor-

ship of heathen gods.

মেবতারাধনানিবর্ত্তক, a. (from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and faz , causing to cease), putting an end to

the worship of beathen gods.

দেবতারাধনানিবারক, a. ( from দেৱতীরাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and fitæ, preventing), preventing or opposing

the worship of heathen deities.

দেখতারবিনানিবারণ, a. (from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and frata , a preventing), a preventing or op.

posing the worship of heathen deities.

দেৰতায়বিনানিবৃত্তি, s. (fion দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the

দেব.

gods, and fif, cessation), the cessation of the wor--

ship ofheathen deities.

দেৰতারাবসানিমিত্তক, a. (from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and fifs, a cause), caused by or arising from the

worship of heathen deities ; ad. from or because ofthe

worship of heathen deities.

দেবতারাধনানিমিত্তে, ad. ( from দেখতারাধনা, the worship ofthe

gods, and fife, a cause for the purpose of the wor-

ship of heathen deities .

caæstatantfarga, s. (from cata18a1, the worship of the

gods, and fat, prohibition ), a prohibition of the wor-

ship ofheathen deities.

chaStat8atfaca&æ, s . (from aratat , the worship of the

gods, and fata , prohibiting), prohibiting the worship

of heathen gods ; s. a person who prohibits the worship

of heathen gods.

দেবতারবিমানুরক্ত , a. (from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship ofthe gods,

and enamoured with), fond of the worship of

heathen deities.

দেৰ ডারবিনানুরাগ, s. (from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and ist, love), a fondness for the worship of

heathen gods.

দেৱডারবিনানুরাগী, a. (from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and watfag, loving), loving the worship of hea-

then deities.

mæstatĝatfzs, a. (from mæstatkat, the worship ofthegods,

and fs, connected with), connected with the worship

ofheathen deities.

দেয়তারাধন।প্রতিবন্ধক , a. ( from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and fa , opposing , opposing or obstructing

the worship of heathen deities.

দেবতারবিনাপুযুক্ত , a. ( from দেৱতারবিশ্ব, the worship ofthe gods ,

and caused by), caused by or arising from the

worship ofheathen deities ; ad. from or because of the

worship ofheathen deities.

দেৰডারবিনাৰ্দ্ধক, a. (from দেৱতারধিনা, the worship of the gods,

and T , increasing), increasing or promoting the wor-

ship of heathen deities.

দেবতারাবনাৱৰ্দ্ধন , a. (from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship ofthe gods,

and , an increasing), an increasing or promoting

of the worship of heathen deities .

দেৱডারাধনাফিনা , ad. (from দেৱতাৰাধা, the worship of the

gods, and f1, without,, without the worship of hea-

then deities.

দেৱতারাধন বিশিষ্ট, a. (from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and fifty, possessed of), abounding with the wor

ship of heathen deities , full of idolatry.
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দেবতারাধনাডিরিক্ত, a. ( from দেৱতারবিনা , the worship of the

gods, and fofas, excepted), the worship of heathen

deities excepted.

দেবতারাধনাডিয়েক, s . (from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and for , an exception), the exception ofthe

worship ofheathen deities.

AASİDİLMEIĴOgi , ad. (loc. case ofcuæstattatærforge), with

the exception ofthe worship of heathen gods, without

or besides the worship of heathen deities.

দেৱতাৰুবিনাভিলাষ, ৪. (from দেবতারবিনা, the worship of the

gods, and fata, desire), a desire of worshipping the

heathen deities.

দেৰভাৱানাভিলাষক, a. (from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and asta , desirous), desirous of worshipping

the heathen gods.

দেবতারাধনাভিলাষী, a. ( from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods,and feat , desirous), desirous of worshipping

the beathen deities.

দেৰতাৰাবনামূলক, a. ( from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the

gods, and , a root), springing from or originating in

the worship of the gods.

দেবতারবিনাযুক্ত, a . (from দেৱতারাধনা, the worship of the gods,

and , joined to), connected with the worship of hea-

then deities.

নবতারাধনাযোগ্য, a. (from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the

gods, and ctsts, capable), worthy of being employed

in the worship of heathen deities .

দেবতারাধনারত, a. (from দেবভারবিনা, the worship of the gods ,

and 33, delighted), delighted with the worship of hea-

then deities .

দেব তার বিনারম্ভ, s. (from দেৱতারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and , a beginning), the beginning of idolatry, the

commencement of an act of worship to heathen deities.

দেবতারবিনারহিত, a. (from দোতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and af , destitute), destitute or free from the

worship ofheathen deities.

estatatas, o. (from stai, the worship ofthe gods,

and , empty), free from the worship of heathen dei-

ties.

দেবতায়াবনাহীন , a. (from দেতারবিল , the worship ofthegols,

and , destitute), free from the worship of heathen

deities.

দেহতারবিনীহেতুক, a. (from দেবতারাধন1, the worship of thegods,

and TX, a'cruse), caused by or arising from the wor-

ship of heathen deities ; ad. from or because of the wor-

ship ofheathen deities.

acstatic . 8. (from stat , the worship of the gods,

and , desire), a desire to worship heathen deities.

দেৰ,

Mastatas , a. (from mзtat , the worship of the gods,

an , desirous), desirous of worshipping heathen

deities.

(HAZIFISCHEF, A. (from muзty , the worship ofthe gods,

and , desirous), desirous of worshipping the heathen

go's.

দেৱতা বিনোদযুক্ত , a. (from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

gods, and 8515, engaged in), zealously engaged in the

worship of heathen deities.

দেবতারবিনোদ্যোগ, s. (from দেবতারবিনা , the worship of the

gods, and sist, zeal), zeal in the worship of heathen

deities.

দেৱতারাধনে।দ্যোগী, a. (from দেতারাধনা , the worship of the

gods, and staffst , zealous), zealously engaging in the

worship ofheathen gods.

দেৱতারাধনোপক্রম, s. (from দেবতারাধনা, the worship of the

guds, and 8 , a beginning), the beginning of idola

try, the commencement ofan act of worship to heathen

deities.

( Astgæ, o. (from 71, a god, and age, worshipping),

worshipping heathen deities ; s. one who worships

heathen deities, an idolator.

mastñ¹, s. (from 31, a god, and , worship), the

worship of heathen gods, idolatry.

statat1, s. (from 31 , the worship of the gods,

and tata , desire), a desire to worship heathen dei-

ties.

দেৱতাৰ্থনাকাড়ী , a. (from দেবতানা, the worship of the gods,

and , desirous), desirous of worshipping hea

then gods.

দেৰতানীকারক,tgatta , o. (from masta , the worship ofthe gods,

aud Itx , dʊing), performing the worship of the gods ;

s. one who worships heathen deities.

masiyataka), a. (from , the worship of the gods,

and tf , making), performing the worship of the

gods.

দেব উনাাত্ত, a. ( from দেবতানা, the worship of the gods, and

st3, found), found in or belonging to the worship of the

gods.

দেৱতাৰ্ত্তনাজনিত, ৫. (from দেৱতাৰ্থনা , the worship of the gods,

and 3, produced), produced by or arising from the

worship of the gods.

mæstgatsa , a. (from castia), the worship of the gods, and

, producible ), producible by or arising from the

worship of the gods.

camotfatulas, ad. (loc . case of instrata ), for the sake

of the worship of heathen deities.

দেবতানাজাত, a. (from দেৱতাৰ্চ্চনা, the worship of the gods.
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and at , produced), produced by or arising from the

worship of heathen deities.

tt , a. (from , the worship of the gods, and

, to know), acquainted with the worship of heathen

gods.

stat , 8. (from , the worship ofthe gods, and

, destruction , the destruction of the worship , of

heathen deities .

ta , a (from 311, the worship ofthe gods,

and I , destructive), destructive to the worship of

heathen deities .

catat , a. from mata , the worship of the gods,

and f , destructive), destructive to the worship of

heathen deities .

mastýatafos, a. (from eat, the worship of the gods,

and 3, unacquainted with), ignorant of the wor-

ship of heathen deities.

দেৱতানানাশ, s . ( from দেৱতাৰ্ত্তনা, the worship ofthegods, and

att, destruction), the destruction of the worship of

heathen gods.

cacзtfatatuæ, a. (from ( 31 ), the worship ofthe gods,

and at , destructive), destructive to the worship of

heathen gods.

দেৱতানোনিন্দক , a . (from দেৱতাৰ্ত্তনা , the worship of the gods,

and f , censuring), censuring or reproaching the

worship of heathen gods ; s . one, who censures or re-

proaches the worship ofheathen gods.

দেৱতাৰ্থনানিত্ৰৰ্ত্তক , a. (from দেৱতানা, the worship of the gods,

and fis , causing to cease), putting a stop to the wor

ship of heathen deities.

aæstýatfiætzæ, 0. (from asta , the worship of the gods,

and fat , preventing), preventing or opposing the

worship of heathen deities.

দেবতাíনানিবারণ, s. (from দেবতানা, the worship ofthe gods,

and fat , a preventing , the preventing or opposing

the worship of heathen deities .

statfafs, s . (from ' , the worship of the gods,

and ffs, cessation), the cessation of the worship of

heathen deities .

caastgatfafage, a. (from arstiri , the worship of the gods,

and af , a cause), caused by or arising from the wor

ship of heathen deities ; ad. from or because of the

worship of heathen deities.

castratfafas, ad. (from 1 , the worship ofthe gods,

and fofa , a cause , for the worship ofthe gods.

meytystlaraq, s. (fçom caæaffat, the worship ofthe gode,

and fat, prohibition), the probibition of the worship

of heathen deities..

দেখ

caæstratfacıgæ, a. (from stai, the worship ofthe gods,

and fits, prohibiting), prohibiting the worship of

heathen deities ; s. one who prohibits the worship of

heathen deities .

castratags, a (from stat the worship ofthe gods, and

, enamoured), fond of or attached to the wor

ship of beathen deities.

mcstrataatst, s. (from , the worship ofthe gods,

and waist, love), an attachment to or fondness forthe

worship of heathen deities.

and

atts , a. (from 3 , the worship ofthe gods,

ifs , loving), loving or disposed to the wor-

ship of heathen deities.

states, a. (from 1, the worship ofthegods, and.

afs, connected with), connected with the worship of

heathen deities, idolatrous.

দেৰতাৰ্টুন৷প্ৰতিবন্ধক, a. (from দেৱতাৰ্থনা , the worship of the gods,

and f , opposing), opposing or obstructing the.

worship of the gods.

ææstjatqys, a. (from (573†ia , the worship of the gods,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the wor

ship of heathen gods ; ad from or because of the wor

ship of heathen deities.

carolfatfeat, ad. (from mastgah, the worship of the gods,

and f , without), without or besides the worship of

heathen deities.

দেবতানাজতিরিক্ত, a. (from দেৱতানি , the worship ofthe gods ,

and ifsfs, excepted), the worship of heathen gods ex-

cepted.

দেৰডাৰ্চনাৰতিরেক, s. / from দেৱতা , theworship of the gods,

and afsiga, an exception), the exception of the wor

ship of heathen gods.

দেখভাইসাৰাতিয়েছে, ad. (loc . ease of: দেবতারা তিরেক) , with

the exception of the worship of heathen gods, without

or besides the worship of heathen gods.

carstatfants, s. (from mata , the worship ofthe gods,

and afsata, desire), a desire to worship heathen dei-

ties.

statfeatu , a. (from MTFF , the worship ofthe gods,

and fat , desirous), desirous of worshipping hea-

then deities.

statisat , a . (from esta , the worship ofthe gods,

and fifa , desirous), desirous of worshipping

heathen deities.

mastatas, a. (from 3 , the worship ofthe gods,

and , joined to, connected with the worship, of

heathen deities, idolatrous,

1.
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masigatcutsts, a. (from matgal, the worship of the gods,

and I , worthy) , proper for the worship of the gods,

worthy ofbeing employed in the worship of the gods .

astatas, a. (from Mast , the worship ofthe gods, and

43, delighted;, delighted with the worship of the gods .

arstgatag, s. (from ( g , the worship ofthe gods, and

, a beginning), the commencement of idolatry, the

beginning ofthe worship of a heathen deity.

mastiatafes, a. (from ao , the worship of the gods,

and33, destitute), free from idolatry, destitute of the

worship ofthe gods.

দেৰগৰ্বনাশূন্য, a . ( from দেৱতাৰ্থনা, the worship ofthe gods, and

, empty), free from idolatry, destitute of the wor-

ship of the gods.

দেৱতাৰ্থনাসূচক, a . ( from দেৱতাৰ্চ্চনা , the worship of the gods,

and , indicating) , indicating the worship of hea-

then deities .

masténtzia, a. (from 1 , the worship of the gods,

and , destitute), free from idolatry, destitute of the

worship of the gods.

æstates , a. (from it, the worship ofthe gods,

and 3, a cause), caused by or arising from the wor-

ship ofthe gods ; ad . from or because of the worship

of heathen gods .

masta , s. (from 1 , the worship ofthe gods, and

1 , desire), a desire for the worship of heathen dei-

ties.

a. (from a , the worship of the gods, and

desirous), desirous of engaging in the worship of

the gods.

st , a. (from 3 , the worship of the gods, and

desirous), desirous of engaging in the worship of

heathen gods.

Mestálatais, a. (from atgal, the worship of the gods,

and 81 , engaged), zealously engaged in the worship

ofheathen deities.

Arstgcatcastst, s . (from næstgal, the worship of the gods,

and starts , zealous endeavour), zeal for the worship of

heathen deities.

azstecatcnstsil, a , (from motga), the worship ofthe gods,

and suifa , exerting), zealously engaging in the wor❤

ship of heathen deities.

দ্রবাৰ্ত্তনোপক্রম, ও . (from দেৱতাৰ্থনা, the worship of the gods,

and sЯ , a beginning), the commencement of idolatry,

the beginning ofan act of worship ofthe heathen gods.

Arstag, s. (from ( si, a god, and a , a house), a tem-

ple of the gods,

দেখ.

aastane , s. (from asta , a temple, and adver),

the builder of a temple for the gods.

দেৰতালয়কারক, a. (from দেৱতালয়, a temple, and কারক, do-

ing), erecting temples ; s . one who erects a temple for

heathen deities.

দেৱতালয়কারী, a . (from দেৱতালয় , a temple, and কারিন, do.

ing), erecting temples for heathen deities.

(HAG/MIIBWE, a. (from casty, a temple, and co , exert-

ing) , seeking a temple of the gods.

Mali, s. (from зta , a temple, and co ' , endea-

vour), exertion or seeking for a temple of the gods .

tapi , a. (from , a temple, and 3, pro-

duced) , produced by or arising from a temple of hea

then deities .

(HTG)MYGAI, a. (from ct , a temple, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from a temple of the

gods.

দেবতালয়জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of দেৱতালয়জন্য), for the
purpose

of a temple of the gods.

st , a. (from cast , a temple, and , to give), be

stowing a temple or temples on the gods.

tt , s. (from ty, a temple, and at , a giver),

who one makes the oblation of a temple.

(nastagntyæ, ɑ. (from ( stay, a temple, and ītu̟æ, giv-

ing , giving a temple, offering a temple.

tay , s. (from cut , a temple, and , destruc-

tion), the destruction of the temples of heathen deities.

( TItm?‡.n☎, ɑ. (from magtag, a temple, and ****, de-

structive), destructive to the temples of heathen dei-

ties.

зt , a. (from з , a temple, and fa , de-

structive), destructive to the temples of heathen dei-

ties.

দেতলিয়নাশ, s . ( from দেৱচলিয় , a temple, and নংশ, destruce

tion), the destruction of the temples of heathen gods.

দেৱতালয়নাশক, a. (from দেৱতালয়, a temple, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to the temples of heathen gods.

দেৱতালয়নিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from দেৱতালয় , a temple, and নিবর্ত্তক, cause

ing to cease), putting an end to the temples of heathen

deities.

দেৰতালয়নিবারক, a. ( from দেৱতালয ,় a temple , and নিবারক,

preventing), opposing or preventing the existence of

temples for heathen deities,

দেৱতালয়নিবারণ , s. (from দেৱতালয়, a temple , and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the opposing or preventing of temples for

heathen deities.

দেৱতালয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from দেৱতলৈয়, a temple, and নিমিত্ত,

Bbbb
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cause), caused by or arising from the temples of hea-

then deities ; ad. from or because ofthe temples ofhea-

then deities .

দেৰতালয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from দেৰতলৈয়, a temple, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause , for the sake of the temples of heathen deities.

দেৱতাল পুতিবন্ধক, a. (from দেৰতালয ,় a temple, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or obstructing the temples of hea-

then gods.

Mesta , a. (from зty, a temple, and F, crused

by , caused by or arising from the temples of heathen

deities ; ad. from or because of the temples of heathen

deities.

Mastagtá☎, a. (from enæst≈y, a temple, and te, increas-

ing), enlarging a temple of the gods.

st , a. (from Ty, a temple, and , an in-

creasing), the enlarging of a temple for heathen dei-

ties .

mastagfat, ad. (from t , a temple, and f , with-

out), without or besides the temples of heathen deities .

দেৰতালয়বিনাশ, s . ( from দেৰ ডালয়, a tempe, and বিনাশ, le-

struction), the destruction of the temples of heathen

deities.

দেৱালয়ৰিনাশক, a. ( from দেৱতালয়, a temple , and ৰিনাশক,

destructive,, destructive to the temples of heathen dei-

ties.

castapfafted, a. (from
tu, a temple, and faf pcs-

sessed), abounding with temples of heathen deities.

দেৰতালয়ৰাতিরিক্ত , a. (from দেবতালয ,় a temple , and বাতিরিক্ত

excepted), the temples of heathen deities excepted .

tag , s. (from 7, a temple, and

an exception), the exception of the temples of heathen

deities.

দেউলিয়াতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দেৰতালয় ডিরেক), with the

exception of the temples of heathen deities, without or

besides the temples of heathen gods.

зt , a. (from 3 , a temple, and joined

to), connected with or joined to a temple of heathen

deities .

mæstagcatsis, a . (from ‹ æstay, a temple, and cuts , ca-

pible , worthy of being employed in a temple of the

gods.

Mustangsæ, a. (from 3ty, a temple, and **, keep-

ing), keeping or guarding the temple of a god ; s. one

who guards or keeps a temple.

Ch☎staza, s. (from staI, a temple, and z , a keep-

ing) , the guarding or keeping of a temple of heathen

guds.

Motaggæi, s. (from mæ³ty, a temple, and 3 , preser-

vation), the preservation or guarding of a temple of

heathen gods.

দেৱতালয়রক্ষাকৰ্ত্তা , s. (from দেৱভাল রক্ষা , the guardingofatime

ple, and , a doer), one who guards or has the cus-

tody of a temple of the gods.

দেৱতালয়রক্ষাকারক, a. (from দেৰতাল রক্ষা , the custody ofa tem

ple, and ata , deing , having the custody of a temple.

of the gods ; s . one who has the custody of a temple.

দেৱতালয়ৱস্কাচেষ্টক, a. ( from দেৰতাল রক্ষা, the custody of a

temple, and co , exerting), exerting himself to obtain

the custody of a temple ofthe gods.

(KTItaYg#twV), s . (from asta , the custody of a tem-

p'e, and 1, exertion) , exertion to obtain the custo

dy of a temple.

দেৱতালয়রক্ষানিমিত্তক, a. (from দেবতালয়রক্ষা, the custodyofa tem

ple, and fafa , a cause , caused by or arising from the

custody of a temple ; ad. from or because of the cus-

tody of a temple.

দেৱতালয়ৰক্ষানিমিত্তে ad. (from দেবতাল রক্ষা, the custody of a

temple, and fif , a cau e,, for the sake of the custody

of a temple.

দেৰ তালয়রক্ষাপযুক্ত , a. (from দেৰতালয:়ক্ষণ, the custody ofa tem-

ple, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

the custody of a temple ; ad. from or because of the

custody of a temple.

দেৱতালয়রফাহেতুক , a. (from দেৱতালয়রক্ষণ, the custody ofa tem-

ple and c , a cause), caused by or arising from the

custody ofa temple ; ad. from or because of the custody

of a temple.

¿ħ☎stmṣāfÏ³, a. (from câæstay, a temple, and f³, desti

tute), destitute of temples for the gods.

chagtagutaj, a. (from Tstay, a temple, and war, empty);

destitute of temples of the gods.

( зtag , a. (from T3tay, a temple, and , to stand),

situated in a temple of the gods.

( tagata , a. (from I, a temple, and tfia, con-

tinuing , continuing in a temple of the gods.

দেৱতালয়হিত, a . (from দেৰতালয়, a temple, and হিত, silaa-

ted), situated in a temple of the gods.

magtayggi, s. (from ( st , a temple, and , one whe

kills , one who destroys a temple ofthe gods.

hastata, s. (from , a temple, and ta, detri,

ment , an injury to a temple of heathen deities.

MT3tapzfs, a. (from ‹ æstay, a temple, and 17, destilu'e),

destitute of a temple of the gods.

chastustee, a. (from cat , a temple, andc acause),

素
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caused by or arising from a temple of the gods ; ad.

from or because of a tempie of the gods.

Mimpigy, s. (from ‹ æзtmy, a temple, and II, a begin.

ning , the commencement of erecting a temple to a

heathen deity.

দেৱতালয়াশয়, ৪. ( from দেৱতালয়, a temple, and অশিয়, an asy-

lum), an asylum or residence in a temple of the gods.

art . a. (from 3t , a temple, and at lak-

ing refuge), taking refuge or residing in a temple of

the gods.

mcotalitnis, a. (from aestay, a temple, and 85F, en-

gaged; zealously engaged for a temple of the gods.

-mcgrangimist, s . (from (4T3tag, a temple, and
t , exer-

tion), zealous exertion for a temple of the gods.

দেৰতালরোদ্যোগী, ৫ ( from দেৱতালয়, a temple, and ওদ্যোগিন,

exerting , using zealous exertions for a temple of the

gods.

MEGIMENTSFA, 8. ´from staṛ, a temple, and 8ºÃ¤, a be-

ginning , the commencement of e.ecting a temple to a

heathen deity.

দেৱতালয়োপযুক্ত, a. (from দে তালয়, a temple, and উপযুক্ত, fit ) ,

proper for or worthy of a temple of the gods.

', a ( om A, a god, and , equal) , equal to the

gods, like the gods .

দেৱতুষ্টি,café, s. (from , a god, and af , pleasure), the plea-

sure of a god, that which pleases a god, the gratifica-

tion ofa god.

mesfdce,

4

ez, a. from 3 , the gratification of a ged, and

to do), gratifying the gods, pleasing the gods.

Magías?», «. (from , the gutfication of a god, and

at , doing , performing what is pleasing to the gods .

Masføætal, a. (from 1358, the gratification of a god, and

zifa , dong,, performing what is pleasing to the Lods.

MARYIZE, a. (from af the gratification of a g d, and

, producing , producing or causing pleasure or gra

tification to a god,

3f43, a.(from 75 , the gratfication ofa god and

3fa3, produced , produced by that which is pleasing to

a god .

a. (from a , the gratification ofa god, and

5 , producible , producible by or arising from what is

pleasing to a god.

2133151, ad. (loc. case of ), for the sake of

pleasing a god.

fats, a. (from 7 , the gratification ofa god, and

13, produced), produced by or arising from what is

pleasing to the gods.

9

দেব.

masfufaface, a. (from af , the gratification of a ged,

and faf , a cause caused by or arising from what is

pleasing to the gods ; ad. from or because of what is

pleasing to the gods.

দেৱতুষ্ঠিনিমিত্তে, ad . (from দেৱতষ্টি, the grat fication of a god,

and fa , a cause , for the purpose of pleasing the

gods.

mazfyxrs, a. (from f , the gratification ofa god,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from what

is pleasing to the gods ; ad. from or because of what is

pleasing to the gods.

(n43fdæús, a. (from af , the gra'ification of a god, and

, in reasing), increasing the pleasure or gratifica

tion of a god .

, s. (from 3 , the gratification ofa ged, and

TI, an increasing , an increasing of the pleasure or

gratification of a god.

maffant, ed. (from f , the gratification ofagod, and

fat, without), without the pleasure or gratification of

the gods.

, a. (from f , the gratification of a god, and

fa increase , an increase of the pleasure of gratifica-

tion of a god.
3

দেষিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from দেতুমি the gral fication of agod,

and fsfs , except: d , the pleasure or gratification of

a god excepted .

maafdafsıza, s. (from 3 , the gratification of agod,

and zifsta , an exception , the exception of the plea-

sure or gratification of a god.

দেৰতুষ্ঠিতিরেকে, ad. (loc. a e of দেতষ্ঠিতিরেক) , with the

exception of the pleasure or gratification of a god, be-

sides or without the pleasure or gratification of a

god,

"

( fæ , a. (from , the ga'ification of a god,

and , a reot ), springing from or originating in the

pleasure or gratification of a god.

দেবতুষ্টিরহিত, a. from 38, the gat fication of a god,

and af , destitute), destitute of the pleasure or gra-

tification of a god.

( TIA), a. from

*

38, the gratification of a g d, and

as , empty), destitute of the pleasure or gratification

of a god.

( A3 VEIF4, s. (from Tof , the gra'ification ofa god, and

, less) , a loss or detriment to the pleasure or grati

fication of a god.

(næof8277, a (from ( f , the gra'ification of a gcd, and

destitute , destitute of the pleasure or gratification

of a god.

Bbbb2
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দেখিহেতুক, a. (from দেৱতুষ্টি, the gratification of a god,

and c , a cause), caused by or arising from the pleasure

or gratification of a god ; ad. from or because of the

pleasure or gratification of a god.

(ħag¥Ì&1, s. (from з , the gratification of a ged, and

, desire), a desire to give pleasure to the gods .

, a. (from зf , the gratification of a god, and

35, desirous ', desirous of giving pleasure to the gods.

MTgYzE, a. (from af , the gratification of a god, and

desirous), desirous of giving pleasure to the gods.

fanta, s. (from cars , the gratification of a god,

and afsata, desire), a desire of giving pleasure to the

gods.

magifsata , a. (from caf , the gratification of a god,

and fatfa , desirous , desirous of giving pleasure to

the gods.

tata , s. (from 3 , the gratification of a god,

and atat , desire), a desire of giving pleasure to the

gods.

দেবভূষ্ঠ্যাকাঞ্জী, a. (from দেৱতুষ্টি, the gratification of a god,

and f , desirous), desirous of giving pleasure to

the gods.

chacotataæ, a. (from ( T ), a god, and 3 , attending

upon), attending upon a heathen deity.

macotataal, s. (from ¿ T31, a god, and 8 ) , attendance),

attendance upon a god, the service of a heathen god.

দেবতোপাসনাকরণ , s . ( from দেৱতাপাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and , a doing), the giving attendance upon a

god, a performing the service of a heathen deity.

দেৱতোপাসনাকা$', s. (from দেৱতোপাসনা, attendice upon a

god, and t , desire) , a desire to give assiduous at-

tendance upon a god .

দেৱতোপাসনাকা , a. (from দেৰতোপাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and af , desirous), desirous of giving assidu-

ous attendance upon a god.

দেৰতোপাসনাকারক, a. (from দেতোপসিনা, attendance upon a

god, and ta , ding), giving attendance upon or per-

forming the service of a heathen deity ; s . a person who

gives attendance upon a heathen deity.

দেবতোপাসনাকারী, a. (from দেবতোপাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and af , doing) , giving attendance upon or per-

forming the service of a god.

দেৱতোপাসনাজনিত, a. (from দেখতোপাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and 3, produced , produced by or arising from

assiduous attendance upon a god.

দেৱ.তাপাসন†জন্য, a. ( from দেৱতোপাসন!, attendance upon a

ged, and 3 , producible , producible by or arising from

assiduous attendance upon a god,

দেৱ,

দেৱতোপাসনাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of দেত্তোপাসনা न), for the

purpose of assiduous attendance upon a god.

দেৱতোসাসন তৎপর, a. ( from দেৱতোপাসনা, attendance apon a

3, eminent) , well versed in the service ofgod, and

the gods.

দেৱতোপাসনানিবর্ত্তক, a. (from দেখতে পাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and faze, causing to cease), putting a stop to the

service ofheathen deities.

দেৱতে+পাসনানিবারক, a. (from দেৱতোপাসনা, attendance upon

agod, and fat , preventing , preventing or opposing

the service of heathen deities.

দেবতোপাসনানিবারণ , ৪. (from দেবতোপাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and fat , a preventing), the preventing or oppos

ing of the service of heathen deities.

দেবতোপাসনপুিঁতিবন্ধক, a. (from দেৰডোপাসনা, attendance upon

a god, and foe, opposing), opposing or obstructing

the service of the gods.

দেৰতোপসিসাপযুক্ত , a. (from দেৱতোপাসনা , attendance upon a

god, and , caused by), caused by or arising from at-

tendance upon a god.

দেৱতোপাসনাৰিনা, ad. (from দেবতোপাসনা , attendance upon a

god, and f , without), without the service ofthe gods.

দেৱতোপাসনাতিরিক্ত, s. (from দেৱতৌপাসনা, attendance upon

a god, and fofas, excepted), attendance upon or ser

vice of a god excepted.

দেবতোপাসনাৰ্য্যতিরেক, s . (from দেৱতোপাসনা, attendance upon

a god, and fat , an exception , the exception of at-

tendance upon a god.

দেৱতোপাসনাব্যতিরেকে, ad . (lec.case of দেবতোপাসনা তিরেক),

with the exception of attendance upon a god, without

or besides the service of a god.

দেৱতোপাসনাভিলাষ, s . (from দেবতোপাসনা , attendance upon a

god, and fat , desire), a desire to give attendance

upon a god , a desire to serve a god.

দেৱতোপাসন।ভিলাষী, a. (from (দৰডোপাসন), attendance upon a

god, and fat , desirous), desirous of giving obse-

quious attendance upon a god.

দেৱতোপাসনারম্ভ, s. (from দেৰতোপাসনা, attendance upon a god,

and a , beginning), the beginning of serving or at-

tending upon a god.

দেৱতোপাসনাহেতুক, a. (from দেখতোপাসনা, attendance upon a

god, and 3, a cause), caused by or arising from serv-

ing or attending upon a god ; ad. from or because of

serving or attending upon a god.

দেৱতোপাসনেচ্ছা, ৪. ( from দেৱতোপাসনা, a tendance upon a god,

and I , desire), a desire of serving or attending upon

a god.

L
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ছেৰতৌপনিসেছ ,ু a. (from দেৱতোপাসন) , attendance upon a god, |

and , desirous) , desirous of serving or attending up-

? on a god.

দেৱতোপাসনেক, a. (from দেৱতোপাসনা, altendance upon a

god, and T , desirous ), desirous of serving or attend-

ing upon a god.

দেৰতোষক,autotax, a. (from , a god, and cota , gatifying), gra-

tifying the gods.

Æts, s. (from a , a god, and arts , relinquishment), re-

linquishment of the gods, apostacy.

st, a (from ‹ , a god, and fit , relinquishing),

relinquishing the gods, apostatising.

Ma , s. (from M , a god, and ta, to save), the endowment

of a temple with land or other property, an estate given

for the support ofthe worship of a god.

malats, s. (from , the endowment of a temple, and

cts, enjoyment) , the enjoyment of an estate consecra-

ted to the support of a temple or to the worship of a

god.

Meatsist, a. (from ‹ , the endowment ofa temple, and

(stfsta, enjoying), enjoying an estate consecrated to the

support of a temple or to the worship of a god.

Gatait, a. (from ( , an endowment ofa temple, and

STI, living upon), living upon land given to support

a temple or the worship of a god.

aastastÌ, a, (from M³, the endowment of a temple, and

845ffs , enjoying ), enjoying the rents of land given

to support the worship of a god.

MTI, s. (from a , a god), deity, divinity, godhead.

, a. (from a , a god, and 8, given), given by a god ;

s. an appellation used to designate a person with whose

name one is unacquainted.

æciæ, s. (from a , a god, and , wood), the name of a

tree, (Pinus longifolius.)

1443, 8. (from t☎, a god, and 3, a messenger), an angel.

Matra, s. from ‹ , a god, and ‹ , malice), hatred to the

gods.

mas , a. (from A, a god, and , malicious), hating

the gods ; s. a person who hates or oppresses the gods.

anı, s. (from ‹ , a god, and , one who hates), a

person who hates the gods, one who acts maliciously

towards the gods.

azɛta, s. (from ma, a god, and at , rice), the name of a

species ofgrain, (Andropogon saccharatus.)

azēta , 8. (from M , a god, and † , rice), the name of a

species ofgrain much cultivated in some parts of India

(Andropogon saccharatus.)

ma.

দেৱনিন্দক,mafanæ, ɑ . (from ‹ , a god, and fi , reproaching), re-

proaching or speaking evil of the gods, blas; heming the

gods ; s. a blasphemer ofthe gods.

mafama, s. (from ‹ , a god, and fa , a reproaching), a

reproaching or blaspheming of the gods.

fam), s. (from m™, a god, and fa¹, reproach), reproach

or censure ofthe gods, blasphemy.

দেৰনিন্দাকরণ , s . (from দেৱনিন্দা , blaspheming , and করণ, a do-

ing), a blaspheming or speaking reproachfully of the

gods.

দেৱনিন্দাকরণক, a . (from দেৱনিন্দা, blaspheming, and করণ, an

instrument), effected by means of blaspheming or re-

proaching the gods.

দেৱনিন্দাকরণাকা$1 , s. (from দেৱনিন্দাকরণ , Blaspheming, and

att , desire), a desire to blaspheme or speak re

proachfully of the gods.

দেনিন্দাকরণ'কাঙ্গী, a. (from দেৱনিন্দাকরণ, blaspheming, and

atata, desirous) , desirous of blaspheming or speaking

reproachfully of the gods.

দেবনিন্দাকরনাভিলাষ, s . ( from দেবনিন্দাকরণ , blasphemy, and

afsata, desire), a desire to blaspheme or speak re-

proachfully of the gods.

«qafq=t@gq1f3mt , a. (from find, blasphemy, and

affa , desirous), desirous of blaspheming or speak-

ing reproachfully of the gods.

দেরনিন্দাকরণারম্ভ, s . (from দেৱনিন্দাকরণ , blasphemy , and আরম্ভ ,

a beginning), a beginning to blaspheme or speak re-

proachfully of the gods.

দেবনিন্দাকরণেছা , s. (from দেৰনিন্দাকরণ , blasphemy , and ইচ্ছা,

a desire), a desire to blaspheme or speak reproachful-

ly of the gods.

দেনিন্দাঙ্করণেছু , a . (from দেবনিন্দাকরণ , blasphemy , and ইচ্ছ ,ু

desirous , desirous of blaspheming or speaking evil of

the gods.

দেবনিন্দাকরণেছুক, a. (from দেবনিন্দাকরন, blasphemy , and ই-

desirous), desirous of blaspheming or speaking re-

proachfully of the gods.

craft , a. (from fat , blasphemy, andদেৱনিন্দাকরণোদ্যুক্ত, দেৱনিন্দাকরন,

Sa , zealously engaged), zealously engaged in blas-

pheming or speaking reproachfally ofthe gods.

দেবনিন্দাকরনোদেitt, s. (from দেবনিন্দাকরণ , blasphemy, and

sts, exertion), zealous exertion to blaspheme orspeak

reproachfully of the gods.

caftcatcatsit , a. (from fama , blasphemy, and

8 , exerting) , zealously using exertions to blas

pheme or speak reproachfully of the gods.

দেৱনিন্দাকরণোপক্রম, s. (from দেৱনিন্দাকরণ , blasphemy, and
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8 , a beginning), a beginning to blaspheme or speak

reproachfully of the gods.

দেৰনিন্দাকা‡ক, a. (from দেনিন্দ। , blasphemy , and জাকাক, de.

sirous), desirous of blaspheming or speaking reproach-

fully of the gods.

দেৱনিন্দাকা$1 , s. (from দেবনিন্দা, blasphemy, and আকা$1 , de-

sire), a desire to blaspheme or speak reproachfully of the

gods.

দেৱনিন্দাকা$ী a. ( from দেখনিন্দা, blasphemy, and আকাশি ,

desirous , desirous of blaspheming or speaking re-

proachfully ofthe gods.

দেৱনিন্দাজনিত, a . from দেনিন্দা, blasphemy, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from blasphemy or

reproachful language to the gods.

fat , a. (from c , blasphemy, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from blasphemy or re-

proachful language to the gods.

fat , ad. loc. case of cft , from or through

blasphemy or reproachful language to the gods.

mafamtges, u. (from ‹ æfimi, blasphemy, and F, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from blasphemy or speak-

ing reproachfully of the gods .

mafimifcat, ad. (from
, blasphemy, and f ), with-

cu ), without blasphemy or speaking reproachfully of

the gods.

mafamte 38.5, a. (from ki, blasphemy , and 3 ,

excepted), blasphemy or speaking reproachfully of the

gods excepted.

দেৰনিন্দাতি রক, s. (from দেৱনিন্দা, blasphemy, and তিরেক,

an exception) , the exeption of blasphemy or speaking

reproachfully of the gods.

afmisma, s. (from ', blasphemy, and afsta

blaspheme or speak reproachfullydesire), a desire to

ofthe gods.

chaftsas , a. (from fa , blasphemy, and ofsat ,

sr.us , desirous of blaspheming or speaking 1-

proachfully of the gods

mchanese, a. (from af , blasphemy, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from blasphemy or speak-

ing reproachfully of the gods; ad. from or because of

biasphemy or speaking reproachfully of the gods.

MA{AMK), 8. (from af* , blasphemy, and 1, desire), a

desire to blaspheme or speak reproachfully of the

gods.

¿ æfing, ɑ. (from curfani, blasphemy, and 35 , desirous),

desirous of blaspheming or speaking rep.oachfully of

the gods.

fat , a (from fam, blasphemy, and 5, d. sircu ›),

দেখ

desirous of blaspheming or speaking reproachfully of

the gods .

caafacata , s . (from af , blasphemy, and 8 , a

beginning), a beginning to blaspheme or speak re

proachfully of the gods.

Tff237, a. (from ‹ , a god, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from the gods ; cd. from or because of the

gods.

fifty, ad. (from 4, a god, and fs, a cause), for the

gods .

« Tjað, s . (from ( T, a god, and fîð, establishment), certainty

respectingthe beingof a god, extablishment in the doc-

trine of theism .

( AЯ5*, ɑ. (from ‹ , a god, and 45 , worshipping), wor-

shipping heathen gods ; s . an idolator, a worshipper of

dæmons.

, 8. (from

worship of heathen gods.

TqGizade, n. fom si, the worship of the gods, and

TIA, an instrument,, done by means of idolatry or the

worship ofheathen gods,

a god, and 1 , worship , idolatry, the

* s. from , the worship of the gods, and

at , desire , a desire to worship the gods, an inclina◄,

tion to idolany.

agata. Com , the worship ofthe gods, and

statii , desirons) , desnous of worshipping the gods,

inclined to idola ry.

estafas, a . from 1st, the worship ofthe gods, and

35, produc d , produced by or arising from idolatry

or the worship of the gods.

Tests , a . (from MT451, the worship ofthe gods, and ,

producible , producible by or arising from idolatry or

the worship of the gods.

দেৱপূজাজন্যে ed. (lve case of দেৱপূজাজন্য , for the purpose of

idolatry or the worship of the gods .

(4THĦ†¾°♬, s . (from AT51, the worship ofthegods, and †¤,

destruction), the destruction of idolatry or the worship

of dæmons.

ch , a . (from 1 , the worship ofthe gods, and

, destructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor

ship of demons.

mânî, a . (from 1 , the worship ofthe gods, and

f , destructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor

ship of dæmons.

, s. (from , the worship of the gods, and,

Ar*, destructive), the destruction ofidolatry orthe wor-

ship ofdæmons.

>

19

1
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testate, a. (from

<育て。

the worship ofdæmons, and

atē, dis'ructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor-

ship of dæmons.

maquifaætze, a. (from , the worship of the gods, and

fiæķē, preventing , opposing or preventing the wor-

ship of the gods.

menfazed, s. (from 1 , the worship of the gods, and

faced, a preventing), a preventing or opposing the

worship of the gods.

ata , s. (from , the worship of the gods, and

fafe, cessation), the cessation of idolatry or the wor-

ship of dæmons.

Arquifàficæ, a. (from at , the worship ofthe gods, and

fa , a cause), caused by or arising from the worship

of the gods ; ad. from or because of idolatry or the wor

ship ofthe gods.

mæstfiface, ad. (from 1, the worship ofthe gods, and

fafas, a cause , for the purpose of idolatry orthe wor-

ship ofthe gods .

fara, 8.(from , the worship ofthe gods, and

fatat, proh.b.lion), the prohibition of i olatry or the

worship of dæmons .

Mcqstfac888, 0. (from , the worship ofthe gods, and

faat , prohibiting , prohibiting idolatry orthe worship

of dæmons .

MT4stąIS, a. (from T , the worship of the gods, and

,fond of, fond of theworship of the gods, devot-

ed to idolatry.

maats, s. (from T , the worship of the gods, and

AI , a tachment , a foudness for idolatry or the wor

ship of dæmons.

arystfa³, a. (from
1, the worship of the gods, and

af , connected with , connected with or belonging to

the worship of the gods.

দেৱপূজাপুতিবন্ধক, a. from দেৱপূজা , the worship of the gods,

and fare, opposing), opposing or preventing icola-

try or the worship of dæmons.

ts, a. (from (45 , the worship of the gods, and

, caused by, caused by or arising from idolatry or

the worship of dæmons ; ad. from or because of ido-

Jatry or the worship of the gods .

fet, ad. (from 1, the worship of the gods, and

1 , without), without the worship of the gods.

mast att, s. (from ", the worship ofthe gods, and

fæa , d struc im ) , the destruction of idolatry or the

worship of dæmons.

দেৰপূজাৰি শিক,a. (from দেগ্ধপূজা, the worship ofthe gods, and

দেৱ -

fat , destructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor

ship of idols.

দেৱপূজাৰ তিরিক্ত, a. ( from দেৱপূজা , the worship of the gods,

and of F, excep'ed , the worship of the gods except-

ed.

দেৰপূজাৰা িয়েক, s. ( from দেৱপূজা , the worship of the gods,

and visstgæ, an exception,, the exception of the wos-

ship of the gods.

¿ Esta☎, a. (from 51, the worship of the gods, and

, a root , originating in idolatry or the worship of

dæmons.

( T†St¶F, a. (from 1, the worship of the gods, and

, joined to), connected with the worship of the gods.

73, a. (from T , the worship of the gods, and

73, devoted to), devoted to the worship of the gods.

( sta , s. (from , the worship of the gods, and

ty, a beginning), a commencement of worshipping

the gods, the commencement of idolatry.

( taf , n. from 1, the worship ofthe gods, and

3f53, desti ute), destitute of religion, destitute of the

worship of the gods, free from idolatry.

(aæægtetja, s. (from ), the worship of the gods, and

, diminution), a detriment to or diminution of ido-

latry.

, a. (from 5 , the worship of the gods, and

17, destitute), destitute of the worship of the gods, free

from idolatry.

(ħaq54535, a. (from ( 751, the worship ofthe gods, and

(T3 a cause), caused by or arising from idolatry or the

worship of dæmons ; ad. from or because of idolatry or

the worship of heathen gods.

( TMKI, 8. (from
1 , the worship of thegods, and ',

desire), an inclination to idolatry or the worship of hea

then gods.

( 775&, a. (from ( 1, the worship of thegods, and 5,

desirous), desirous ofworshipping heathen gods.

MIHF&F, a. (from MT , the worship ofthe gods, and Za,

desirous), desirous of worshipping heathen gods.

(KANG†qIS, a. (from 5); the worship of the gods, and

zealously engaged in worshipping81 , engaged in),

the gods.

cs, s. (from ', the worship of the gods, and

gats, exertion), zealous exertion to worship the gods.

Chatsit, a. from

#

1, the worship ofthe gods, and

gifs , exerting) , engaged zealously in the worship of

the gods.

দেপুজোপক্ৰম, ৪. (from দেৰপুজা, the worship of the gods, and
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Mt.

SЯa, a beginning), the beginning of idolatry, an at-

tempt to worship the gods.

TF, a. (from ‹ , a god, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from the gods ; ad. from or because of

the gods.

ata, s. (from ca , a god, and at , a word), an oracle, a

divine word or sentence.

mafaaf , s. (from , a god, and ffs, supplication),

supplication to the gods.

mafa̸ay, s. (from M , a god, and fæ , humility), humility

before the gods.

nafaen, a. (from , a god, and f , contrary), contra-

ry to the gods.

MIAI, s. (from , a god, and fat , opposition), an

opposition to the gods.

MTTB, 8. (from M , a god, and , a sacrifice) , a sacrifice

to the gods.

( TAS), s. (from ‹ , a god, and as , endeavour) , the name

of one of the feminine personifications of music.

ATİA', 8. (from ca̸, a god, and ¶tal, a procession), a pro-

cession in honour of the gods.

MATA, 8. (from ‹ , a god, and † , a vehicle), a vehicle

of any kind used by the gods.

Matfa, s. (from ‹ , a god, and ‹utfi, pudendum), a demi-

god, an infernal, any super-human being supposed to

have a divine original ; a. descended from the gods,

Ma, s. (from fx, to play), a husband's brother, a hus-

band's younger brother.

Maaf , s. (from A, a god, and 7 , destitute), destitute

ofgods.

st , s. (from , agod, and at , a king), the king of

the gods, Indra,

mafï, 8. (from Mª, a god, and rfi, a sage), a divine sage.

MTA, 8. (from (4 , a god, and , to give), a temple.

MAtæ, s. (from ‹ 7, a god, and ( ie, a world), the abode

of the gods, heaven.

, a. (from , a god, and , empty), destitute of

geds.

, s. (from , a god, and 1, an cssembly), the

court ofthe gods , an assembly of the gods.

( aasta¶ , s. (from 1, the court ofthe gods, and 2 ,

a middle), the midst of the assembly or court of the

gods.

দেৱনতা ৷বৰ্ত্তী , a. (from দেবসভামধ্য, the midst of the ccurt of

the gods, and fit, being), being or existing in the

court of the gods.

দেৱনাত্মবাদ, a. (from দেৱসতাম , the midst of the court

দেৱ.

of the gods, and 1 , to stand), standing or being in the

assembly or court of the gods.

দেৰসভামধ্যস্থায়ী, a. ( from দে সতামধ্য, the midst of the court

of the gods, and f , staying), staying in the assem

bly or court of the gods.

দেসভামধ্যস্থিত, a. (from দেৱসভামা, the midst of the court

ofthe gods, and f3, situated , situated in the assembly

or court of the gods .

maxstat , ad. (loc. case of masta ) , in the court or as-

sembly of the gods ..

( aĦsta, a. (from ( 1 , the court of the gods, and ¹, to

stand), standing or being in the assembly or court of the

gods.

cas , a. (from ( 1, the court of the gods, and

f , staying), occupying a place in the assembly or

court of the gods.

দেসভাস্থিত, a . (from দেৱনভা, the court ofthe gods, and স্থিত,

situated), situated in the assembly or court of the gods.

TĦTI, 8. (from , a god, and 1, service ), idolatry,

attendance on the gods.

MAAT†FIA, s. (from ( TT), the servie of the gods, and

, a doing), a performing the service of the gods.

দেবসেবাকরণক, a. ( from দেঙ্গে ' , the s rvice of the gods, and

FI , an instrument , effected by means of idolatry or the

service ofdæmons.

(næcĦætætzi, s. (from mЯ , the servi e of the gods, and

tat , desire , an inclination to idolatry or the service.

of dæmons.

chanatætsì, a. (from , the service ofthegods, and

fa, d sirous), inclined to idolatry or the service

of dæmons.

(qTENTİFİJB, a. (from ¿ ¿ ) , the service of the g ›ds, and

, performing), serving the gods ; s . an idolator.

( T.STITIA , a. (from M , the service of the gods, and

at performing) , serving heathen gods.

(næætsfig, a. (from c ™™™, the service ofthe gods, and

fis, produced), produced by or arising from idolatry

or the service of dæmons.

(KTCAT†GAI, a. (from ™™™™) , the service of the gods, and

, producible), producible by or arising from the ser

vice ofthe gods.

( cĦætsɩ3), ad. (loc. case of 7 ), for the purpose

of serving the gods.

(namatats, a. (from MTHT!, the service of the gods, and

ts, produced), produced by or arising from idolatry

or the service of the gods.

MTATI, s. (from 5 , the service of the gods, and
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az. দেব:

atus, respect), a fondness for idolatry, a veneration for [] cacatan , ad. (from man , the service of the gods, and

the service of heathen gods.

Malnatdan, s. (from π , the service of the gods, and

†♬ destruction), the destruction of idolatry or the ser-

vice of dæmons.

aunakaat, a. (from MATI, the service ofthe gods, and

, destructive), destructive to idolatry or the ser-

vice of dæmons .

menaikal, a. (from ma ', the service of the gods, and

fa , destructive), destructive to idolatry, or the ser-

vice of dæmons.

দেবসোনাশ ও from দেবসেবা, the worship of the gods, and

att, destruction , the destruction of idolatry or the

worship ofheathen gods.

gematatata, a. (from MAI, the worship of the gods,

and at , destructive), destructive to idolatry or the

service of heathen gods.

masafarizē, a. (from MTST , the worship of the gods,

and fate, preventing , preventing or obstructing the

worship of the gods.

guacifazigd, s. (from TET , the worship of the gods,

and fata , a preventing), a preventing or obstructing

the worship of the gods.

auaufagio, 8. (from
', the service of the gods, aud

fa , cessation , the cessation of the service of the

gods.

acrififace, a . (from chats , the service ofthe gods, and

ff , a caus ), caused by or arising from idolatry or

the se.vice of dæmons ; ad. from or because of idola-

try or the service of dæ nons.

Attariffac3, ad. (from M& A , the service of the gods,

and fafas, a cause , for the purpose of idolatry or the

service of dæmons.

FCITIES, 0. (from Manal, the service of the gods, and

, fond of, fond of the service of heathen gods,

attached to idolatry.

ac:aataatst, s. (from c , the service of the gods, and

atst, love , a fondness for idolatry or the worship of

heathen gods.

ac.azlastsi, a. (from MĦ ), the worship of the gods, and

, fond of), fond of idolatry or the worship of

heathen gods.

cafes, a. (from T , the worship ofthe gods, and

3, connected with), connected with idolatry or the

service of dæmons.

দেৱদৰাপু,তবন্ধক, a. from দেৰসেৱা, the service of the gods,

and af , obstructing , obstructing or preventing

ido.atry or the service of heathen gods,

( 1, without), without the service of the gods.

aifa , a. (from can , the service of the gods, and

faf , possessed of, idolatrous, abounding with the

service of dæmons.

দেবসেবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from দেৱসে ।, the service of the gods,

and fsf , excepted), idolatry or the service of hea

then gods excepted .

Machatafore, s . (from MAĦT, the service ofthe gods, and

Tiſ³¿¿æ, an exception), the exception of the service of

heathen gods.

দেবসেবাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দেবসেবাব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of idolatry or the service of the gods, with-

out idolatry or the service of dæmons ,

martys, a. (from , the service of the gods, and

joined to), connected with idolatry or the service of

dæmons.

(HTTĦTPG, a. (from MTT), the service of the gods, and

, delighted), delighted with the service of heathen

gods.

nachat:fxs, a. (from æ , the service ofthe gods, and

afs, destitute), free from idolatry, destitute of the wor

ship ofthe gods.

(KAĦTAJ, a. (from ɩa', the service of the gods, and

, empty), destitute of the service of the gods, free

from idolatry.

charĦatzzx, a. (from ) , the service ofthe gods, and

( a cause), caused by or arising from idolatry or the

service of dæmons ; ad. from or because of idolatry or

the worship of dæmons.

(T&T, s. (from (47, a god, and IT, praise), the praise of

the gods.

zzfs, s. (from ca , a god, and ³, praise), the praise of

the gods.

দেবন্তডিকারক, a. (from দেৱস্তুতি, the praises of the gods, and

, doing), praising the gods ; s . one who praises the

gods.

maafsetit, a. (from as, the praise of the gods, and

7, a place), a templę.

al, a place), a temple.

¡7, a place), a temple.

ata , doing), praising the gods.

( TTA, s. (from cu¤, a god, and

(naga), s. (from MT, a god, and

caæxtī, s. (from CT, a god, and

MII, s. (from (Ku̸, a god, and ◄, property), sacred propers

ty, a sacred thing, property consecrated to the gods.

cd, s . (from a sacred property, and 4, a re e v

ing) , the receiving or holding of property corsecrated

to the service of the gods.

দেবস্বগ্রহণকারক, a. (from দেৱৰাহণ, the receiving ofsacredpro

Cece
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- দেৱ,

perty, and at , doing), receiving or holding property

consecrated to the service ofthe gods ; s. a person who

receives property consecrated to the gods.

Maagggætal, a. from , the receiving ofsacred pro-

perty, and if , doing), receiving or holding property

sacred to the gods .

দেৰগ্ৰহণঅন্য, a. ( fromদেৱৰগ্ৰহণ, the receivingof sacred proper-

ty, and 1, producible,, producible by or arising from

receiving or holding of property consecrated to the

gods.

দেৰগুণজন্যে, ad. loc. case of দেৰগ্ৰহণ জন্য , for the purpose

of receiving or holding property consecrated to the

gods .

দেৱস্বগ্রহণনিমিত্তক, a. (from দেৱৰগ্ৰহণ , the receiving of sacred

property, and fafi , a cause`, caused by or arising from

receiving or holding property consecrated to the gods ;

ad. from or because of holding or receiving property

consecrated to the gods.

দেবস্বগ্রহণনিমিত্তে, ed. ( from দেৰগ্ৰহণ , the receiving of sacred

property, and fa , a cause), for the purpose of receiv.

ing or holding property consecrated to the gods.

MENTINE, s. (from as , the receiving of sacred pro-

Ferty, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

holding or receiving property consecrated to the gods ;

ad. from or because of receiving or holding property

consecrated to the gods.

MUSKATTE, ɑ. (from , the receiving of sacredpro-

perty, and 3, a cause) , caused by or arising from re-

ceiving or holding property consecrated to the gods ;

ad, from or because of receiving or holding property

consecrated to the gods.

দেবস্বগ্রহণণকা ' , 8. (from দেৱগ্ৰহণ, the receiving of sacred pro-

perty, and at , desire ), a desire to receive or hold

property consecrated to the gods.

দেবস্বগ্রহণাকারী, a. (from দেৰগ্ৰহণ , the receiving ofsacred pro-

perty, and art , desirous), desirous of receiving or

holding property consecrated to the gods.

দেৰস্বগুহণাভিলাষ, ৪. (from দেৱত্ৰগ্ৰহণ, the receiving ofsacred pro-

perty, and fata, desire), a desire to receive or hold

property consecrated to the gods.

দেৱস্বগৃহাভিলাষী, a. (from দেবস্বগ্রহণ, the receiving ofsacred pro-

herty, and affé , desirous), desirous of receiving or

holding property consecrated to the gods.

MAASHdal, s. (from , the receiving of sacred pro-

perty, and ¹, desire), a desire to receive or hold prc-

perty consecrated to the gods.

দেবস্বগ্রহণেতুঃ ৪. ( from দেরস্বগ্রহণ, the receiving of sacred proper.

ty, and , desirous), desirous of receiving or holding

property consecrated to the gods.

a. (from , the receiving of sacred pro

perty, and , desirous , desirous of receiving or hold-

ing property sacred to the gods.

MAHATHIS, A. (from Ts , the receiving ofsacred pro-

perty, and 87 , engaged i ), engaged in receiving or

holding property consecrated to the gods.

দেৰগ্ৰহণোদ্যোগ, ৪. (from দেৰস্বগ্ৰহণ , the receiving of sacred

property, and guts, exertion), an exertion to receive or

hold property conseerated to the gods .

দেৱস্বগ্রহণোদ্যোগী, a. (from দেৱৰগ্ৰহণ, the receiving of sacred

property, and sʊtfs , exerting), using exertions to re-

ceive or hold property consecrated to the gods.

দেৱৰগ্ৰহণোপক্রম, ৪. (from দেৱ গ্ৰহণ , the receiving ofsacred pre-

perty, and , a beginning), an attempt or beginning

to receive or hold property consecrated to the gods.

দেৰগ্ৰাহক, a. (from দে , sacred property, and গ্রাহক, accept-

ing), accepting or holding property consecrated to the

gods ; s. a person who receives or holds property con-

secrated to the gods.

MAƒ¡Ñ, a. (from ‹ , sacred property , and fea, receiv.

ing), receiving or holding property consecrated to the

gods.

MALI , s. (from , sacred property, and gad, a seiz-

ing), the seizing of property consecrated to the gods.

(UTILITİ?æ, a. (from , the seizing of sacred pro-

perty, and at , doing , seizing upon property devot-

ed to the gods ; s . a person who seizes property devot-

ed to the gods.

দেবস্বহরণকারী, a. ( from দেবষহরণ , the seizing of sacred pro

perty, and fa , doing), seizing upon property devot-

ed to the gods.

দেৱস্বহরণজন্য,MAALLɖIAI, a. (from 4 , the seizing ofsacredproper-

ty, and , producible), producible by or arising from

seizing property consecrated to the gods.

(NTACJAMII, ad. (loc. case of TLR ), for the pur

pose of seizing property consecrated to the gods.

দেবস্বহরণনিমিত্তক, a. (from দেবস্বহরণ, the seizing ofsacred pro-

perty, andfifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the

seizing of property consecrated to the gods ; ad. from

or because of the seizing of property consecrated to the

gods.

দেবস্বহরণনিষিতে, ad. ( from দেবস্বহরণ , the seizing of sacred

property, and fifi , a cause), for the sake of seizing

property consecrated to the gods.

(42453«YTG, a. (from MTIA, the seizing of sa red pro-

perty, and caused by), caused by or arising from
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the seizing of property consecrated to the gods ; ad.

from orbecause of the seizing of property consecrated

to the gods.

দেৱৰহরণহেতুক, a. (from দেবস্বহরণ , the seizing of stered pro-

perty, and c , a cause), caused by or arising from the

seizing ofproperty consecrated to the gods ; ad, from

or because ofthe seizing ofproperty consecrated to the

gods.

atate, a. (from A , the seizing ofsacredpro-

perty, and tats , desirous`, desirous of seizing pro-

perty consecrated to the gods.

দেৱষণাকাß) , ৪. (from দেৰস্বরণ, the seizing of sacred pro-

perty, and tg , desire) , a desire to seize property con

secrated to the gods.

cetta , a. (from Md, the seizing of sacred pro-

perly, and atfs , desirous), desirous of seizing pro-

perty consecrated to the gods.

দেৰগ্ৰহরণাভিলাষ, s. (from দেবস্বহরণ, the seizing ofsacred pro-

perty, and ofta, desire), a desire to seize on proper-

ty consecrated to the gods.

Czzzzatsata), 1. (from MTALA, the seizing ofsacred pro-

per'y, and fatfan dsrus), desirous of seizing pro-

perty consecrated to the gods.

Mezzalagi, s. (from max , the seizing ofscred proper

ty, and ¹, ´´es re , a desire to seize property consecra-

ted to the gods.

MEH?ldg, a. (from 44 , the seizing of sacr. d property,

and desirous , desirous of seizing property conse-

crated to the gods.

MUZIU«zē, a.(from a the seizing of sacred proper-

ty, and a, desirous), desirous of seizing property con-

secrated to the gods.

pro-দেবষ দূরণৌদ্যুক্ত, a. (from দেৱস্বহরণ , the seizing of sacred

perty, and 81 , engaged in), engaged in seizing proper-

ty consecrated to the gods .

mugatzats, a. (from ( TALII , the seizing ofsacred pro-

1erly, and sist, exertion ) , an exertion to seize pro-

perty consecrated to the gods .

azzzzzatearisit , a . (from MTICI , the seizing of sacred pro-

perty, and stiffs , using exertion), using zealous exer-

tions to seize on property consecrated to the gods.

দেনোপক্রম, s. (from দেবস্বহরণ, the seizing of sured pro-

perty, and 8 , a beginning , an attempt or beginning

to seize sacred property.

1afe, a. (from , a god, and f , injurious) , inju-

rious or hurtful to the gods ; s. a person who injures the

gods, an infernal being.

, s . (from a, a god, and f , an injuring , the

doing an injury to the gods.

(KTfxĦ¹, s. (from ‹ ¤, a god, and f1, injury), an injury

or affront done to the gods.

maff•Ħtætgi, s. (from (¿TF-Ħ), an injury to the gods, and

atat , desire), a desire to injure the gods, a desire to

commit an outrage upon the gods.

caafg•ntætgì, a. (from @a̸fx²♬1, an injury to the gods, and

ata , desirous), desirous of injuring the gods, desir-

ous of committing an outrage on the gods.

দেৱহিংসাকারক,chafkantatze, a. (from afg , an injury to the gods, and

ta , doing), doing injury or despite to the gods.

cafetet , a. (from 1, an injury to a god, and

ætfça, doing), doing injury or despite to the gods.

(nafs°atsfas, a. (from ‹ ãƒ§¹, an injury to a god, and

{ , produced) , produced by or arising from an out-

rage against a god.

(nTfg" Atgai, 1. (from , an injury to the gods, and

1, producible), producible by or arising from injuring

the gods.

দেৰহিৎসাজন্যে , ad. (loe. case of দেহি' সাজন্য) , for the purpose

of injuring the gods.

chaftfaficæ, a. (from af , an injury to the gods, and

fis , a cause), caused by or arising from injuring the

gods ; ad. from or because of injury done to the gods.

maffic , ad. from ‹ , an injury tothe gods, and

fifa³, a cause), for the purpose of injuring the gods .

gfora , a. (from MT1, an injury to the gods,

and foe, opposing), opposing or preventing an out-

rage or injury to the gods.

MAARUF, ɑ. (from 1, an injury to the gods, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from outraging

the gods ; ad. from or because of an injury done to the

gods .

chaffa , ed. (from c , an injury to the gods, and

f1, without) , without injury to the gods.

( (3•atzfaf.», a. (from « f , an injury to the gods,

and fofa , excepted), an outrage or injury to the gods

excepted .

(HAFERĦ\AIFOTIZ, 8. (from 5 , an injury to thegods,

aud forge, an exception), the exception of outrage

or injury done to the gods.

দেহিসাভিরেছে, ad. (loc. case of দেহি সাতিরেক , with

the exception of outrage or injury done to the gods,

without or besides injury or outrage done to the gods.

fete, a. (from a , an injury to the gods, and

, indicating), indicating outrage or injury dope to

the gods.

ССССА
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( 71.

WeĦIE, a. (from cafea), an injury to the gods, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from injury or out-

rage done to the gods ; ad. from or because of outrage

or injury done to the gods.

mafg°«x=&', s. (from mafg^ñ), an injury done to the gods,

and F , desire), a desire to outrage or injure the

gods.

mafgzag, d. (from ‹ æ☎∙ 1, an injury done to the gods,

aud₹5, desirous), desirous of outraging or injuring the

gods.

mzfɑmx@, a. (from ‹ ªÃºñ¹, an injury done to the gods,

andI , desirous), desirous of outraging or injuring the

gods.

cata, a. (from , a god, and 1 , destitute), destitute of

gods.

MALIE, a. (from M , a god, and I, a cause), caused by

or arising from the gods ; ad. from or because of the

gods.

atas, s. (from a , a god, and at , respect), a respect or

honour for the gods.

caætat¾æ, a. (from ‹ , a god, and atate, worshipping),

worshipping the gods, worshipping dæmons ; s. an ido-

later.

1, s. (from 4, a god, and at , worship), the

worship ofthe gods, idolatry.

দেবারধিনাকা‡ক, a. ( from দেবারাধন', the worship ofthe gods,

and att , desirous), desirous of worshipping the

gods, inclined to idolatry.

Migatætt, s. (from it, the worship of the gods,

and , desire), a desire to worship the gods, an in-

clination to idolatry.

দেবারবিনাকাঙ্গী, a. (from দেয়ারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and at , desirous), desirous of worshipping the

gods, inclined to idolatry.

দেবারধিনাকারক, a. (from দেবারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and at , doing , performing the worship of dæmons ;

s. an idolater.

་

দেবারধিনাকারী, a. (from দেবারাধন1, the worship of the gods,

and tf , doing , performing the worship of dæmons.

দেবারবিনাজনিত , a. (from দেবারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and 3, produced), produced by or arising from ido-

latry or the worship of heathen gods.

'দেবারবিনাজন্য , a. ( from দেবারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and , producible), producible by or arising from

idolatry or the worship of heathen gods.

chatatatas, ad. (loc. case ofthat ), for the pur-

pose of idolatry or the worship of dæmons.

দেবারবিনাজাত, a. (from দেনারাধনা , the worship of the gods,

দেৱী,

and t , produced ), produced by or arising from idola

try or the worship of heathen gods.

দেবারবিনাতৎপর, a. (from দোরাধনা, the worshipof the gods,

anda, eminent), eminent in the worship of heathen

gods.

দেৰাৱাবনানিযত্তক, a. ( from দোরবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from idolatry

or the worship of heathen gods ; ad. from or because of

idolatry or the worship of heathen gods.

(natatântfaface, ad. (from magia , the worshipofthe gods

and fas, a cause), for the purpose of idolatry or the

worship of heathen gods.

দোরাধনানুরক্ত , a. ( from দেবারাধন) , the worship of the gods,

and , fond of), fond of idolatry, attached to the

worship of heathen gods.

দেৱারাধনানুরাগ, s . ( from দোরবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and rats, love), a fondness for idolatry, a love to the

worship ofheathen gods .

matataataatsil, a, (from mætaisai, the worship ofthe gods,

and tfs , loving), fond of idolatry, fond of the wor-

ship of heathen gods.

দোয়াবনান্বিত, a. ( from দেবারবিনা , the worship of the gods,

and f³, connected with), connected with idolatry or

the worship of the gods.

tatata , a. (from tat , the worship of the gods,

and , eminent), eminent in the worship of heathen

gods.

দেৰাৱাধনাপুতিবন্ধক , a. ( from দেবার ধন। , the worship of the

gods, and af , obstructing) , obstructing or prevent-

ing idolatry or the worship of heathen gods.

দেবারাধনাপযুক্ত , a. (from দোরাধনা, the worship of the gods,

and Я , caused by , caused by or arising from idola-

try or the worship of dæmons ; ad. from or because of

idolatry or the worship of heathen gods .

দেৱারাধনাবিনা, ad. (from দেবারবিনা, the worship ofthe gods,

and f , without), without or besides idolatry or the

worship ofdæmons.

matatgata,fofas, a. (from atat , the worship of the

gods, and ff , excepted), idolatry excepted, the

worship ofheathen gods excepted.

দেব রাধনাৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from দেবারবিনা, the worship of the

gods, and fat , an exception) , the exception of ido-

latry or the worship of dæmons.

দেবারবিনাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দেরিবিনাতিরেক) , with

the exception of idolatry or the worship of dæmons,

without or besides idolatry or the worship of dæmons.

দেবারাধনাভিলাষ, s. (from দেৱারাধনা, the worship of the gods,
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দেবা. দৈবণ.

and ¤ſ3×18, desire); a desire for idolatry, an inclination

to worship heathen gods.

azitätfat , a. (from 81, the worship of the gods,

and afsafa , desirous), desirous of worshipping hea-

then gods.

matizatgy, s. (from catiâ , the worship of the gods,

and 4 , a beginning , the beginning of idolatry, the

commencement of worshipping the gods.

দেবারবিনারহিত , a. ( from দেৱারবিন।, the worship ofthe gods,

and af , destitute), free from idolatry, destitute ofthe

worship of the gods.

দেবারবিনাশূন্য , a. (from দেবারবিনা, the worship of the geds,

and 5, empty), free from idolatry, destitute of the

worship of the gods.

cizia, a. (from 1, the worship of the gods,

and F , destitute), free from idolatry, destitute ofthe

worship ofthe gods.

দেবারাধনাহেতুক, a. (from দেবার বিনা, the worship ofthe gods,

and (FT, a cause), caused by or arising from idolatry

or the worship of the gods.

দেবারাধনোদ্যুক্ত, ৫. (from দেবারাধনা, the worship of the gods,

and T , engaged in), zealously engaged in idolatry

or the worship of the gods.

matsiącatcnsist, s. (from matataa1 , the worship ofthe gods,

and SMITЯ, exerti:n), a zealous exertion to worship hea-

then gods.

দেবারবিনোদ্যোগী, a. (from দোরাধনা, the worship of the gods,

and swiss , exerting), zealously engaging in the wor-

ship of heathen gods.

দেবারবিনোপক্রম, s . ( from দেবারবিনা, the worship of the gods,

and , a commencement), the commencement of

idolatry, an effort to worship heathen gods.

ate, a. (from c , a god, and , worshipping), wor-

shipping dæmons ; s. an idolater.

Mt81, s. (from (4 , a god, and 1, worship), the worship

of heathen gods, idolatry.

catateta1, s. (from mata , the worship ofthe gods, and

att , desire), a desire to worship heathen gods, an

inclination to idolatry.

aatett, a. (from 1, the worship ofthe gods, and

at , desirous), desirous of worshipping heathen

gods, inclined to idolatry.

catestatze, a . (from 1, the worship ofthe gods, and

ça, performing), performing the worship of the gods ;

s. an idolater.

atatatal, a . (from , the worship of the gods, and

th , doing), performing the worship ofthe gods.

aztratя³, a. (from 41, the worship ofthe gods, and

st3, found), found or included in the worship of hea

then gods.

tgatufas, a. (from ga , the worship ofthe gods, and

3, produced), produced by or arising from idolatry

or the worship of the gods.

tata , a. (from 1 , the worship of the gods, and

31, producible), producible by or arising from idola

try or the worship of the gods.

দেৰাষ্ট্ৰনা জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of দেৱাৰ্ত্তন জন্য), for the purpose of

idolatry or the worship of heathen gods.

matgātāts, a. (from 1, the worship of the gods, and

3, produced), produced by or arising from idolatry

or the worship ofthe gods.

( ☎t8¬†¾°♬, s. (from 7 , the worship of the gods, and

, destruction), the destruction of idolatry or the

worship of the gods.

দেৰাষ্ট্ৰনাৰ্বংসক, a . (from দেৱান1, the worship ofthe gods, and

, destructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor

ship ofthe gods.

tgat , a. (from at, the worship ofthe gods, and

, destructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor-

ship of the gods.

catatatat, s. (from 1, the worship ofthe gods, and

at , destruction), the destruction of idolatry or the

worship ofthe gods.

chatgatatæ, a. (from Mig , the worship of the gods, and

, destructive), destructive to idolatry or the wor-

ship ofthe gods.

matatame, a. (from 1, the worship ofthegods, and

fa , reproaching), blaspheming or reproaching the

worship ofthe gods.

matgatfami, s. (from cat , the worship of the gods, and

fa , reproach), blasphemy or reproach of the worship

of the gods.

দেৰ ৰ্ত্তনানিবর্ত্তক, a. (from দেৱানা, the worship of thegods, and

fa , a causing to cease), putting a stop to idolatry or

the worship of heathen gods.

দেবাৰ্ত্তনানিবারক, ৫. (from দেবান্তনা , the worship of the gods,

and faætaæ, preventing), preventing or opposing the

worship ofthe gods, opposing idolatry.

matratifs, s. (from 1841, the worship ofthegods, and

fa , cessation), the cessation of idolatry or the wor-

ship of heathen gods.

chatgatjafase, a. (from mat , the worship of the gods,

and fix , a cause), caused by or arising from idolatry

or the worship of the gods ; ad. from or because of

idolatry or the worship ofdæmous.
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aightfufae, ad. (from

chat.

ants , a. (fromga , the worship ofthe gods, and

fafar , a cause), for the purpose of idolatry or the wor-

ship of dæmons.

দেবাঃনানুরক্ত , a. (from দেৱীৰ্ত্তনা , the worship ofthe gods, and

,fond of), fond of idolatry or the worship of hea-

then deities.

matataatst, a. (from 1, the worship of the gods, and

agtst, love), a love for idolatry or the worship of hea-

then deities.

matatagist, a. (from cats , the worship ofthe gods, and

tf , loving), loving idolatry or the worship of hea-

then deities.

mætgatgfszaæ, a. (from chatgai, the worship of the gods,

and fзæ¤¤, obstructing), obstructing or opposing ido-

latry or the worship of heathen gods.

দোÝনাপযুক্ত , a . (from দেৱানো , the urorship of the gols, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from idolatry or

the worship of heathen gods ; ad. from or because of

idolatry or the worship of heathen gods.

chatrata , ad. (from cut , the worship ofthe gods, and

f , without), without the worship of the gols.

ta , s. (from ʊ, a god, and atay, a house), a temple.

, 8. (from ‹ , a temple, and a doer), the

builder of a temple, the superintendent or owner of a

temple.

দেনলিয়কারক, a. (from দেবালয়, a temple, and কারক, doing ,

building a temple ; s . the builder or superintendent of

a temple.

দেৱালয়কারী, a. (from দেৱালয়, a temple, and কারিন, maliing),

building or establishing a temple.

matamo&e, a. (from ‹ æt≈y, a temple, and cʊ , using ex-

ertions), using exertions to attend at a temple.

Matmg761, s. (from æg, a temple, and co¥1, exertion),

exertions to attend at a temple.

matagsfãs, a. (from Mat ™, a temple, and 3, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from a temple..

Tag , a. (from y, a temple, and 3, producible),

producible by or arising from a temple.

(ATAYMAI, «d. loc. case of a ), for the purpose of

a temple, for the sake of a temple.

matan, a. (from T≈y, a temple, and , to give), bestow-

ing or presenting a temple,

maiazīto , s. (from «ætag, a temple, and t³, a giver),

a person who bestows or makes an oblation of a tem-

ple.

atants , a. (from cut , a temple, and tṛē, giving ,

bestowing or making au oblation of a temple.

দে .

tag, a temple, and at , giving

bestowing or making an oblation of a temple.

Matap‡on, s. (from catay, a temple, and , destructio

on) , the destruction of a temple.

chatappsē, a. (from catay, atemple, and , destruc-

tive), destructive to a temple.

matag‡u¬ì, a. (from ca☎lag, a temple, and f , destruc

tive), destructive to a temple.

halaga , s. (from Tag, a temple, and tt, destruction),

the destruction of a temple.

দেৱালয়নাশক, a. ( from দেৱালয় , a temple, and নাশক , destruc

tire), destructive to a temple.

দেৰালয়ণিৰ ৰ্ত্তক, a . (fron দেবালয়, a temple, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক, cause

ing to cetse), causing temples to cease, abolishing tem

ples.

দেবালয়নিবারক, a. (from দেব লয়, a temple, and নিবারক, pre-

tenting), preventing the use of temples, prohibiting tem

ples.

cata fatad. s. (from atap, a temple, and fixiad, a pre-

venting , a preventing the use of a temple, the prohibits

ing of temples.

Chiff , a (from chata , a temple, and of , a cause),

caused by or arising from temples ; ad from or because

of temples.

chatzfafas, ad. (from Tag, a temple, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose of a temple, for the sake of a temple.

tag , 1. 'from ‹ , a temple, and F, causedby),

caused by or arising from a temple ; ad. from or becausę

of a temple.

ty, a temple, and , increas

ing), increasing the number of temples, enlarging tem

ples.

, a. (from

ata , s. (from Tag, a temple, and , an increas

ing), the increasing of the number of temples, the en-

largement of temples.

mamaو , al. (from at , a temple, and f , without),

without or besides temples.

cat faith , s. (from malay, a temple, and fast , destruc

tion), the destruction ofa temple.

দেৱালয়ৰিনাশক, a. (from দেবালয় , a temple, and বিনাশক, desa

tractive), destructive to temples.

ex4

দেৰ লয়ৰিশিষ্ট , ৫. (from দেবালয়, a temple, and বিশিষ্ট, poss

sessed of), furnished or abounding with temples.

দেৰ লয় ডিরিক্ত, a. ( from দেৱালয়, a temple, and বাতিরিক্ত,

cipled , a temple or temples excepted.

দোল? ৰাতিয়েক, ৪. (from দেৱালয়, a temp'e, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of temples,
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C2C).

দেৱালয়ৰাতিয়েকে, al. (loc. case of দোল ডিরেক), with the

tion of temples, without or besides temples .

at , a. (from cat , a temple, and , joined to ,

excel

connected with temples, furnished with temples.

makanrūtst , a. (from a☎tag, a temple, and cist , worthy),

worthy of a temple, fit or proper for a temple.

MTÍMYISE, ɑ. (from cætπy, a temple, and ***, guarding),

guarding a temple ; s . the keeper or guardian of a tem

ple.

দেৱালয় ক্ষণ , ৪. (from দেৱালয়, a temple, and রক্ষণ, a guarding),

the guarding of a temple.

, s. (from
, a temple, and , preservati

on), the preservation or guarding of a temple.

দেৱালয়রক্ষাকৰ্ত্ত!, s. (from দেৱালয়রক্ষা, the preservation of a

temple, and , a doer), a person who preserves or guards

a temple.

দেবালয়রক্ষাকারক, a. (from দেৱালয়রক্ষা, the preservation of a

temple, and te, doing), guarding or preserving a tem-

ple ; s. the guardian or preserver of a temple.

দৈবালারক্ষাকারী, a. ( from দেবালয়রক্ষা, the preservation of a

temple, and tf , doing), guarding or preserving a

temple.

দেৱালয়ৰহ্মাচেষ্টক, a. (from দেলিয়রক্ষা, the preservation of a

temple, and c , using exertions), using exertions to

preserve a temple.

দেৱালয়ৰস্কাচেষ্টা, s. (from দেৱালয়রক্ষা, the pre ervation of a

temple, and co , exertion), an exertion to preserve a

tempie.

actaçgætxa), a. (from
1, the preservation of a

temple, and I, producible , producible by or arising

from the preservation of a temple.

দেৱালয়রক্ষাজন্যে , ad (lo . case of দেৱালয়রক্ষাজন্য) , for the pur-

pose ofpreserving a temple.

দেৱালয়রক্ষানিমিত্তক, a. (from দেবালয র়ক্ষা , the preservation of

a temple,and ff3, a cause), caused by or arising from

the preservation of a temple ; ad. from orbecause of the

preservation of a temple.

দোলয়রক্ষানিমিত্তে, ad. (from দেৱালয়রক্ষা, the preservation ofa

temple, and fifaz, a cause), for the purpose of preserv-

ing or guarding a temple.

দেৱালয়ৰক্ষাপযুক্ত, a. ( from দেৱালয়রক্ষা, the preservation of a

temple, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

the preservation' of a temple ; ad. from or because of

the preservation of a temple.

দেবালয়রক্ষাহেতুক, a. (from দেৱালয়রক্ষ!, the preservation of a

temple, and 3. a cause), caused by or arising from the

preservation of a temple; ad. from or because of the

preservation of a temple,"

দেবে!,

দোলয়রহিত, a . (from দেবালয়, a temple , and রহিত, destitute

of), destitute of temples.

(nataya), a. (from is , a temple, and I, emply),

destitute of temples.

ta , a . (from tay, a temple, and , to stand), situ.

ated in a temple.

magati, a. (from May, a temple, and if , staying),

continuing in a temple.

inatapfx3, n . (from tag, a temple, and f3, situated),

situated in a temple.

caætagg☎i, s. (from ‹ , a temple, and , one who kills),

one who destroys temples.

tagtfi, s. (from t , a temple, and tf , detriment),

a detriment or loss to a temple.

cha, a. (from cut , a temple, and F , destitute),

destitute of temples .

chæiaplæg , a. (from , a temple, and a cause),

caused by or arising from a temple ; ad. from or be-

cause of temples.

tata , s. (from tg, a temple, and at , respect),

respect or esteem for a temple.

দেৱালয়াৱলম্বন , s . (from দেৱালয়, a temple, and অবলম্বন, a de-

pending), the depending on a temple.

দেৰলিয়াৰলম্বী, s . (from দেবালয় , a temple, and অলম্বিন, de

pending , depending on or suspended in a temple.

দেবালয়ারম্ভ, s . ( from দেবালয় , a temple, and আরম্ভ, a begins

ning), the beginning of building a temple.

alat , s. (from ( , a temple, and , a refuge),

the asylum of a temple.

দোলয়শিয়ী, a. ( from দেৱালয়, a temple, and আশিয়িন, taking

refuge), taking refuge in a temple.

mætaratas, a. (from tay, a temple, and 8 , engag

ed , zealously employed about a temple.

catacgtraitst, s. (from matag, a temple, and suitx, exerti.

on), zealous exertion for a temple.

cnætmeytenatsft, a. (from tд, a temple, and strifata, ex-

erting), zealously exerting himselffor a temple.

দেৱালয়েপিক্ৰম, ৪. (from দেৱালয়, a temple, and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning), the beginning of erecting a temple.

দেৰলিয়োপযুক্ত , a. (from দেৱালয়, a temple, and উপযুক্ত, fit ) , fit

orproper for a temple.

mataaæ, a. (from ‹ , a god, and set , worshipping ,

worshipping or serving the gods of the heathen ; s . an

idolater.

ta , s. (from , a god, and , service), the

service or worship of dæmons, idolatry.

দেবোপাসনাকরণক, a. (from দেবোপাসন), the service of the gods,
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marad. MS.

and ad, an instrument), effected by serving or worship-

ping the gods.

দেবোপাসনাকাড়ুক, a. (from দেবোপাসনা, the service ofthe gods,

and tt , desirous), desirous of serving the heathen

gods, inclined to idolatry.

দেৰে৷পাসনাকাঙ্গী, a. (from দেবোপাসনা , the service ofthe gods,

and ttf , desirous), desirous of serving the heathen

gods, inclined to idolatry.

দেবোপাসনাকারক, a . (from দেবোপাসনা, the service of thegods,

and ta☎, making), serving or worshipping the gods ;

s. an idolater.

দেবোপাসনাকারী, a. (from দেবোপাসনা, the service of the gods,

and æfa , ɖɔing) , worshipping or serving the heathen

gods.

দেবোপাসনাজনিত, a. (from দেবোপাসনা , the service of the gods,

and 3, produ ed , produced by or arising from wor-

shipping or serving the heathen gods.

matataatgas, e. (from at, the service of the gods,

and , producible), producible by or arising from the

service or worship of the heathen gods.

দেবো।সিন।জন্যে, ed. (loe. caseof দেবোপাসন জন্য ) , for the ser-

vice or worship ofthe gods, for the purpose of idolatry.

দেবোপাসনাতৎপর, a. (fron দেবোপাসনা, the service of the gods,

and T, eminent), eminent in the service of the hea-

then gods.

দেবোপাসনানিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from দেবোপাসনা, the service of the

gods, and fa , ceasing to cause), causing idolatry or

the service of heathen gods to cease.

দেবোপাসনানিৰায়ক, a. (from দেবোপাসনা , the service of the

gods, and fat , pre- enting), preventing or opposing

the worship of the gods.

দেবোপাসনানিবারণ , s . (from দেবোপাসনা, the service ofthegods,

and fated, a preventing), a preventing or opposing

idolatry or the worship of the gods.

দেৱোপাসন।পুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from দেবোপাসনা, the service of the

gods, and fs , obstructing), obstructing or oppos-

ing the worship of heathen gods .

ChattЯF, a. from , the service ofthe gods,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the

worship ofthe gods ; ad. from or because of idolatry

or the service of heathen gods.

দেৱোপাসনাবিনা, ad. ( from দেৱোপাসনা, the service ofthe gods,

and f , without), without or besides theservice of hea-

then gods.

দেবোপাসনার/তিরিক্ত , a. (from দেবোপাসনা, the service of the

gods, and sofa , excepted), the service or attendance

ppon the gods excepied, idolatry excepted.

দেবোপাসনাতিরেক, s. (from দেবোপাসনা , the service of the

gods, and ifta , an exception), the exception of the

service or worship ofthe gods.

দেবোপাসনাৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of দেবে।পাসনাব্যতিরেক), with

the exception ofidolatry orthe service ofdæmons, with-

out idolatry or the service of heathen gods.

দেবোপাসনাভিলাষ, s . (from দেবোপাস1, the service of the gods.

and fata, desire), a desire to serve the heathen gods.

দেবোপাসনাভিলাষক, a. ( from দেবোপাসনা, the service of the

gods, and fataæ, desirous), desirous of serving or

worshipping the gods of the heathen.

দেবোপাসনাভিলাষী, a. (from দেয়েপাসনা, the serrice of the

gods, and afsafe , desirous , desirous of serving or

worshipping the gods.

দেবোপাসনারম্ভ , ৪. ( from দেবোপাসনা, the service of the gods,

and tag, a beginning), the commencement of idolatry,

the beginning of serving or worshipping the gods.

দেবোপাসনাহেতুই, a. (from দেবোপাসনা, the worship of the

gods, and 3, a cause,, caused by or arising from ido

latry or the service of heathen gods ; al. from or be

cause of idolatry or the service of dæmons.

(hlatatazaki, s . (f.oma , the service of the gods,

and , a desire,, an inclination to idolatry or the ser

vice of the gods.

MTATITACAK, ɑ. (from catatatal, the service of the gods,

and , desirous), inclined to idolatry or the service of

heathen gods.

দেৱোপসিনছুর, (from malttari , the service of the gods,

and desirous), inclined to idolatry or the service of

heathen gods.

দেবোপাসনোদযুক্ত, a. (from দেবোপা नt, the service ofthe gods,

and 85, zealously engage 1) , zealously engaged in ido

latry or the service of heathen goris.

cazatettazatrastst, s. (from cæcat&t=71; the service ofthe gods,

and wrist, exertion), an exertion in the service of the

gods.

cacatatacatcastsit, a. (from arte , the service ofthe gods,

and suffsta, zealous), zealously engaging in idolatry of

the worship ofthe gods.

MITATACATAFA, s. (from mats , the service of the

gods, and 8 , a beginning), the beginning of idola

try, an attempt to serve the gods.

, a. (from ki, to give), due, fit to be given, payable,

auta, s. (fromjis¿9, a wall), a wall,

cata , a. (from cat , a wall), building a wall ; s . the build-

er of a wall.

, a. (from , late), late,

1
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6

দেশ-

axi, s. (from cșła, a rope), a tent of a particular descripti-

on, a tent rope.

, s. (from 2 , late), lateness , delay.

a , & from T† , wood), a chandelier.

at, s. (from togrieve), a country, a province, a place.

This word constructed with 5 , to act disgracefully,

means to act so as to be a disgrace to a country.

&*&1, 8. (from cat, a country, and te, to sound), the name

of a particular musical mode or note.

73, 4. (from , a country, and 513, fa'len frem) ba-

nished from a country.

statfayı, ɑ. (from , a country, and , to burn) , in-

flammatory, seditious, tending to set the country in a

flare.

ata, s. (from , a country, and bata, an ating dis

gracefully), the being a disgrace to a country.

fax , s. (from *, a country, and ifși, disgrac-

ing , disgracing a country.

tortst, s. (from , a country, and tst, a relinquishing ,

the relinquishing of a country.

31st. a. (from , a ecuntry, and 311f , relinquish-

ing , relinquishing a country.

café, 8. (from ‹■*), a country, and f , vision), the view

or survey of a country.

caxtra*133, s. from *, a country, and to , a foreign

country), various countries.

, s. (from , a country, and at , a custom ), the

custom of a country.

at:Яtif , a. (from , a country, and cts , to burn ),

inflammatory, seditious, tending to set a country in a

flame.

, s. (from 4, a country, and za , a describing) , a

describing or relating the particulars of a country.

atráði, s. (from , a country, and T , a description`,

the description of a country.

azaì, a. (from , a country, and t , residing), re-

siding in a country.

, s. (from ‹ , a country, and fat, a foreign

country), one's native country and foreign countries.

65* 5* æsta, s from cat, a country, fa , a ƒreign

country, and 5 , a walkingabout), a travelling through

different countries.

দেশবিদেশমন , ৪. from দেশ a country, বিদেশ, a foreign coun-

try, and d, a wandering about , a travelling through

different countries.

mifa 14, 8. (from t †, a country, and fata, a p rticular),

a particular country.

F1 , s. (from 5 , a country, and așa, a walking

দেশ,

about), the travelling through or in a country, a travel

ling about.

(TUTTI, s. (from ‹ , a country, and vita', a law), the

laws of a country, the institutions of a country.

( * aizg†?, s. (from , a country, and waxta, a custom),

the custom of a country .

(5**æ, 7. (from ‹ *†, a country, and i , overspread-

ing), diffused or spreading over a country.

* ¯†¤ , s . (from cat, a country, and 11, a language), a

vernacular language.

, s. (from cπ, a country, and c , a division), a dis-

tinct country, the division of a country, the sowing of

dissension in a country.

*=æd, s. (from ‹ , a country, and 4 , wandering), the

wandering or strolling through a country.

*Sætze, a. from , the travelling through a coun-

try, and æt?, doing), travelling or strolling through a

country.

cat , a. (from , the travelling through a coun-

try, and æfa , doing , travelling or strolling through a

country.

, a. (from , a travelling ' hrough a cun-

try, and 3, produced), produced by or arising from

travelling or strolling through a country.

( * , a. (from , a travelling through a coun-

try, and 1, producible), producible by or arising from

travelling or strolling through a country.

দেশভুণিজন্যে, ad. loc. case of দেশভূযণজন্য , for the purpose of

travelling or strolling through a country.

, a (from 4, the travelling through a country,

and , clever) , clever at travelling or strolling about a

country.

*sdag , a (from 5 , the travelling through a

country, and f , eminent), eminent in traveling or

strolling about a country.

( *zzafia38, a. (from * d, a travelling through a coun

try, and faze, causing to cease , putting a stop to tra-

velling or wandering through a country.

Dddd

a. (from 4, the travelling through a

country, and fata , preventing , preventing a person's

wandering or strolling through a country.

8. (from cd, the travelling through a

country, and fanta, preventing), the preventing of a

person's travelling or strolling through a country.

aff , 8. (from 54, the traveling through a

country, and fia , cessation , the cessation of a per-

son's travelling or strolling through a country.

file, a. from 5 , the travelling through a
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দেশ,

country, and fro, a cause), caused by or arising from

travelling or strolling through a country ; ad. from or

because of a person's travelling or strolling through a

country.

দেশভুমণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from দেশভূমণ , the travelling through a

country, and ſafe, a cause , for the purpose of travel-.

ling or strolling about a country.

a. (fron , the travelling through a coun-

try, and , eminent), eminent in travelling or strol

ling about a country.

দেশভ্রমণপারক, a. (from দেশভূষণ , the travelling through a

country, and , able , able to travel or stroll about

a country .

দেশভ্রমণপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from দেশভূষণ , the travelling through a

country, and fax, opposing), opposing or prevent-

ing a person's travelling or strolling about a country.

SIF, ɑ. (from , the travelling through a coun-

try, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

travelling or strolling about a country ; ad. from or be-

cause of travelling or strolling about a country.

দেশভুমণযোগ্য, a. (from দেশভূষন , the travelling through a

country, and str, capable), capable of or fit for travel-

ling or strolling about a country.

, s. (from 4, the travelling through a coun-

try, and , delighted , delighted with travelling or

strolling about a country.

* a. (from , the travelling through a

country, and 133, a cause), caused by or arising from

travelling or strolling about a country ; ad. from or be-

cause of travelling or strolling about a country.

( * ati , s. (from 4, the travelling through a coun-

try, and atat , desire , a desire to travel or stroll over

a country.

·

t , a. (from , the travelling through a coun-

try, and to , desirous), desirous of travelling or

strolling over a country.

*SINIJE, 4. from 4, thetravelling over a country,

and F, fond, fond of travelling or strolling over a

country.

, s. (from , the travelling over a country,

and ants ,fonduess), a fondness for travelling or strol

ling over a country.

caigutagiat, a. (from I, the travelling over a coun .

try, and gift , loving), loving to travel or stroll over

a country.

দেশভূষণাপেক্ষা , s. ( from দেশত্ৰমণ , the travellingovera country,

and I, an expectation), an expectation of travelling

or strolling about a country.

দেশ

, a. (from sd, the travelling orer a coun

try, and , expecting), expecting to travel or

stroll over a country.

, s. ( from 5 , the travelling over a coun-

try, and fata, d sire), a desire of travelling or strol-

ling over a country.

( *sti , a. (from 4, the travelling over a coun-

try, and afsafe , desirous), desirous of travelling or

strolling over a country.

, s. (from 44, the travelling over a country,

and y, a beginning , the beginning of travelling or

strolling over a country.

1, s. (from ad, the travelling over a country,

and at, desire , a desire to travel or stroll over a coun-

try.

( ald , 7. (from , the travelling over a country,

and desirous), desirous of travelling or strolling

over a country.

, a. (from 4, the travelling over a country,

and 5, desirous), desirous of travelling or strolling over

a country.

cat , a. (from 4, the travelling over a country,

and 8 , engaged in), zealously engaged in travelling

or strolling over a country .

দেশভুমণোদ্যোগ , s . (from দেশভূমণ, the travelling over acounte

try, and is, exertion), an exertion to travel or stroll

over a country.

catsaldtinitsil, a. (from ( , the travelling over a coun-

try, and starfst , exerting), engaging zealous exertions

to travel over a country.

দেশভরনোপক্রম , s . (from দেশভ্রমণ , the travelling over a coun

try, and ¤, a beginning), an attempt or beginning

to travel over a country.

দেশভ্রমণোপযুক্ত, a. ( from দেশভ্রমণ , the travelling over a coun

try, and 8 , fit ), proper to travel or stroll over a

country.

cursad , a. (from *, a country, and , wundering),

strolling, wandering.

*tay, a . (from : , a country), full , abundant.

tatt , s . (from tat , a country, and 4o, a proclamati

on), published all over a country, commonly asserted.

, a. (from , a country, and , preserving',

preserving or guarding a country ; s . the preserver or

saviour of a country.

দেশরক্ষণ , s. (from দেশ, a country , and রক্ষণ , the preserving of

a thing) , the preserving of a country, the guarding of

a country.
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, s. (from

দেশ.

, a country, and t, preservation), the

preservation or salvation of a country.

magifs, s . (from ‹ †, a country, and ifs, a custom), the

custom of a country.

, s. (from t, alamp, and date , a skewer), a match.

( ***<, «. (from cat, a country, and * , governing),

governing a country ; s . one who exercises the govern-

ment over a country.

** a , s . (from mt, a coun!ry, and Hi¬ , a governing),

the governing of or exercising due discipline over a

country.

( *45), s. (from ‹Ã, a country, and , an assembly), a

parliament, a popular assembly.

M** )̄, a. (from ‹ †, a country, and 1, eligible to an as-

sembly), eligible to parliament, eligible to a national as-

sembly.

atæ, s. (from ‹ , a country, and , to go), the name

of a note or musical mode composed of three others.

tot , s . (from , a country, and io , a custom), a

custom prevalent in a country.

mifża, s. (from *, a country, and , a king , a so-

vereign, a king, a ruler, the governor of a country.

cats, s . (from *, a country, and 3, a governor,,

a sovereign, a king, a ruler, the governor of a country.

*†¾, s . (from †, a county, and , on end, a frontier,

the boundary of a country.

*tag, s. (from , a country, and 567, without) , a ſo-

reign country.

axtēzis, a. (from cazz, another country, and sʊ, gone),

gone to another country.

দেশান্তরগমন , ৪. from দেশান্তর, another country, and গমন , “

going), the going to another country.

দেশান্তরগমনাকাঙ্গা , s. (from দেশান্তরগমন , the going to another

country, and atta , desire), a desire to go to another

country.

দেশান্তরগমন কান্ধী, a. ( from দেশান্তরগমন, the going to another

tat , desirous), desirous of going tocountry, and

another country.

writersaalfsats, s (from *ttзasaa, the going to another

country, and fat , desire), a desire to go to another

country.

attestatfestat, a. (from a , the going to an.

other country, and asta , desirous), desirous of go

ing to another country.

mito?staaa) , s. (from ts , the going to another

country, and 1 , desire), a desire to go to another

country.

দেশী.

দেশাত্তরগমনেচ্ছু, a. (from দেশাত্তরগমন, the going to another

country, and , desirous), desirous of going to ano-

ther country.

দেশাত্তরগমনেচ্ছুক, a. ( from দেশাত্তরগমন , the going to another

country, and a desirous), desirous to go to another

country .

দেশান্তরগমনোদ্যুক্ত, a. (from দেশান্তরগমন, the going to another

country, and 8 , engaged), engaged to go to another

country.

দেশান্তরগমনোদ্যোগ, s. (from দেশান্তরগমন, the going to another

country, and starts , exertion) , exertion to go to another

country.

দেশান্তরগমনোদ্যোগী, a. (from দেশান্তরগমন, the going toanother

country, and ifsa, using exertion), endeavouring to

go to another country.

দেশান্তরগমনোপক্রম, a. (from দেশান্তরগমন, the going to another

country, and I, a beginning), the commencement of

a journey to a foreign country.

Ct , a. (from , a foreign country, and 1, to

know), acquainted with foreign countries.

ta , a. (from cats , another country, and

caused by), caused by or arising from another country ;

ad. from or because of another country.

*tats, a. (from ‹ * † , another country, and xt*, ob-

tained , arrived in a foreign country.

দেশান্তরপ্রেরিত , a. (from দেশান্তর, another country, and পুেরিত,

sen ), sent to another country.

(4× 3323), a. (from « *te?, another country, and , be-

ing), existing in another country.

M*t *, a. (from 3, another country, and 1, to stand),

situated in another country.

দেশান্তরস্থায়ী, a. ( from দেশান্তর, another country, and স্থায়ি ,

staying , staying or continuing in another country.

দেশান্তরস্থিত, a . (from দেশান্তর, another country, and স্থিত, si-

tualed), situated in another country.

tatas, a. (from 3 , another country, and tsto,

come , come or arrived from another country.

7, a. (from , a country), country, belonging to a

country, produced or made in the country, home-made,

natural to a country.

fitast, s. (from * , b.longing to a country, and at , a

rod , a particular method of musical performance.

ts, a from ( , a country), country, belonging to a

country, natural to a country, produced or made in the

conatry, home-made.

( *Jathitat, 5. (from < *}, belonging to a country, and afstat,

the femalepersonification ofa musical note), a particular

note or mode in Hindoo music.

Dddd2
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দেহ-
দৈত্য,

( 5, s. (from fug, to smear), the body, matter.

MIST, 8. (from M , the body, and £5, a receiving), the as-

suming of a body.

(4TÚRA, s. (from (45, the body, and 4, a receiving) , the as-

suming of a body.

MTI, a. (from MT, the body, and 5 , to be produced), pro-

duced from the body, born of the body.

MEGIN, 8. (from (45, the body, and G †st, a relinquishing),

the relinquishing of the body, death.

ata , s. (from E, the body, and 14, a holding) , the as-

suming of a body.

, 8. (from , the body, and , destruction), the

destruction of the body.

, a. (from c , the body, and , destructive),

destructive to the body.

Ì, a . (from , the body, and f , destructive),

destructive to the body.

at , s. (from c , the body, and , destruction), the

destruction of the body.

, a. (from E, the body, and at , destructive),

destructive to the body.

MT437, 8. (from (45, the body, and 437, a falling ), the fal-

ling of the body, death.

, s. (from , the body, and ³, a fall) , the falling

of the body, death.

, s. (from 5, the body, and f , a nourishing), a

pampering of the body, a nourishing the body.

gifvæg, a. (from (45Яf¥, a pampering of the body, and

to do) , pampering, nourishing the body, fattening.

æsæt?, a. (from gf , a pampering of the body, and

ata , doing), pampering the body, nourishing or fatten-

ing the body.

fats, s. (from , a body, and fats, destruction), the

destruction of the body.

দেহৰিঘাতক, a (from দেহ, a body , and বিঘাতক, destructive),

destructive to the body.

, ad. (from 5, the body, and f , without), with-

out or besides the body.

tt, s. (from , the body, and fett, destruction), the

destruction of the body.

দেহৰিনাশক, a. (from দেহ, the body, and ৰিনাশক , destruc-

tive , destructive to the body.

, a . (from E, the body, and faft , possessed of),

embodied, possessed of a body, material,

Ms, a. from 5, the body, and joined to), connect-

ed with the body, embodied, connected with or joined

to matter.

MTISE, a. (from , the body, and , guarding) , pre-

serving or guarding the body.

4, s. (from C , the body, and 3d, a guarding) , a

preserving or guarding ofthe body.

A , s . (from 5, the body, and 1 , preservation), the

preservation or guarding of the body.

fs, a. (from 5, a body, and af , without), unem

bodied, immaterial.

( * , a. (from c , a body, and I, empty), unembodi

ed, immaterial.

cata, s. (from E, a body, and tf , detriment), a de

triment to the body.

¿ TTÎ¬, ɑ. (from cɔ, a body, and 7, destitute), unembo-

died, immaterial.

tutat, a. (from , matter,, spirit, and f

saying), attributing spirituality to matter; s. a materi

alist.

tag, 8. (from c , the body, and , another), another

embodied state , a body after the death of the present

one, another body,

, a. (from cat , another body, and st³, found),

gone to another body, found in or belonging to another

body.

tt , a. (from tз , another body, and , obtain.

ed), having obtained another body.

¿ TÌ, a. (from c^ , a body , corporeal, material, connected

with or possessed of a body ; s. the embodied soul.

MII, 8. (from a , a door), a vestibule.

13, a. (from c , a body, and 85, produced), inborn,

natural.

13 , s. (from fafs, one of the wives of Kushyupa), a titan,

an evil genii.

ta, s. (from 31, an evil spirit, and g , a family),

the family of titans or evil gemi.

TagaFy, s . (from t , the family of evil genii, and

, decay), the decay of the race of titans or evil ge-

nii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়কারক, a. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay of the race

oftitans, and ạ , causing), causing the decay of the

ace of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়কারী, a. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয় , the decay ofthe race of

titans, and at , doing , causing the decay ofthe race

of titans or evil genii.

Ta3) !, A. (from Tags , the decay ofthe race of ti-

tans, and 1, producible), producible byor arising from

the decay of the race of titans or evil genii.

tap , ad. (loc. case oft³ ), for the pur
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দৈত্য,

pose of gradually destroying the race of titans or evil , s . (from

genii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়নিমিত্তক, a. ( from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয ,় the decay oftherace

of titans, and fife, a cause), caused by or arising from

the decay of the race of titans or evil genii ; ad . from

or because of the decay of the race of titans or evil

genii.

দৈত্যবুলক্ষয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (fromদৈত্যকুলক্ষয় , the decay ofthe race

of titans, and fifa , a cause), for the purpose of de-

stroying the race of titans.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়পুতিবন্ধক , a. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay of the

race of titans, and afsa , opposing), obstructing the

decay of the race of titans or evit genii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়পযুক্ত, a. (from দৈত্যকু+ ক্ষয ,় the decay of the race of
41

T

titūns, and ³, caused by), caused by or arising from

the decay ofthe race of titans or evil genii ; ad. from or

because of the decay of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয হ়েতুক, a. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay ofthe race of

titans, and 3. a cause), caused by or arising from the

decay of the race of titans ; ad. from or because of the

decay ofthe race of titans.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়াকা ' , s. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay ofthe race of

titans, and tg¹, desire), a desire for the decay ofthe

race oftitans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়াকাড়ী, a.(from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয ,় the decay ofthe race of

titans, and æfa, desirous), desirous ofthe decay of

the race of titans.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়াভিলাষ , s. ( from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay of the race

oftitans, and fanta, desire,, a desire for the decay of

the race of titans.

tgaard, a . (from 3 , the decry of the race

of titans, and afsatfag, desirous), desirous of the decay

of the race of titans.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়েজা , s. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয ,় the decay of the race of

titans, and , desire) , a desire for the decay of the

race oftitans .

দৈড কুলক্ষয়েজ্জু, a. ( from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay of the race of

titans, and a desirous), desirous of the decay of the

race of titans or evil genii.

tno)Zamike, a. (from tg , the decay of the race of

titans, and , desirous) , desirous of the decay of the

race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলঙ্গয়োদ্যেtst , s. (from দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়, the decay of therace

oftitans, and warts, exertion , an exertion to effect the

decay of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলক্ষয়োদ্যোগী, a. (from দৈত্যকু ক্ষয়, the decay ofthe race

of titans, and startsta, exerting), using exertions to

effect the decay of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত.

43 , the decay of the raceদৈত্যকুলক্ষয়,

of titans, and 4 , a beginning), the commencement

of the decay of the race of titans or evil genii.

T3;TIA, 8. (from tha, the rare of titans , and 7,

destruction , the destruction of the race of titans or evil

genii.

Ta³ « º , ɑ . (from t , the race of titans, and

destructive,, destructive to the race of titans or evil ge-

nii.

a. from 3 , the race of titans, and f

destructive), destructive to the race of titans or evil ge-

nii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশ, s . ( from দৈত্যকূল, the race of titans, and নাশ,

destruction , the destruction of the race of titaus or evil

genii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশক, a . ( from দৈতাকুর, the race of titans, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to the race of titans or evil ge-

nii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশাকা‡ , s. ( from দৈত্যকুলনাশ, the destruction of the

race of titans, and tat , desire), a desire for the de-

struction of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশাকাশী, a. (from দৈতাকুলনাশ, the destruction ofthe

race of titans, and fg , desirous), desirous of the

destruction of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশাভিলাষ, s. ( from দৈত্যকুলনাশ, the destruction ofthe

race of titans, and fats, desire), a desire for the de-

struction ofthe race of titans or evil genii.

Thogatifsata , a. (from that ,the destruction ofthe

race of titans, and fontfa , desirous), desirous of the

destruction of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশেজ্জা , s. (from দৈতাকুলনাশ, the destruction of the

race of titans, and , desire) , a desire for the destruc-

tion of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলনাশেছু , ৫. (from দৈত্যকুলনাশ, the destruction of the

race of titans, and a desirous ), desirous of the de-

struction of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকূলনংশেছুক , a . (from দৈত্যকুলনাশ, the destruction of the

race of titans, and a desirous , desirous of the de-

struction of the race of titans or evil genii.

দৈত্যকুলবিনাশ, s. (from দৈত্যকূল, the race of ti'ans, and বিনাশ,

destruction), the destruction of the race of titans or evil

genii.

দৈতাকুলবিনাশক, a. (from দৈত্যকূল, the race of titans, and

fear , destructive), destructive to the race of titans or

evil genii.

tista , s. (from 1st , the genus of titans, and

destruction), the destruction of the genus of titans.
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thus.

thosdfanæ, a. (from this , the genus of titans, and

, destructive), destructive to the genus of titans.

tista , a. (from taste, the genus of titans, and f

destructive), destructive to the genus of titans.

দৈত্যগগনাশ, s . ( from দৈত্যগণ, the genus of titans, and নাশ,

destruction), the destruction of the genus of titans.

দৈত্যগণনাশক, a. (from দৈড্যগণ, the genus of titans, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to the genus of titans.

দৈত্যগননাশকারী, s. (from দ্বৈত গননাশ, the destruction of the

genus of tilans, and tæt , desire), a desire for the

destruction of the genus of titans.

2a31stdatstats , 2. (from Tagstaat , the destruction ofthe

genus of titan , and tatfag, desirous), desirous of the

destruction of the genus of titans.

দৈত্যগণনাশাভলাষ, s. ( from দৈত্যগণনাশ, the destruction ofthe

genus of titans , and fanta, desire), a desire for the

destruction of the genus of titans.

দৈত্যগণন।শাভিলাষী, a. ( from দৈত্যগণনাশ, the destruction ofthe

genus of titans, and afsatfar, desirous) , desirous of the

destruction of the genus of titans.

দৈত্যগণনাশেহ্লা, ৪. (from দৈত্যগণনাশ, the destruction of the ge-

nus oftilans, and , desire), a desire for the destruc-

tion of the genus of titans.

Thorstaatɩwig, a. (from T531st , the destruction of the ge-

nus oftilans, and desirous), desirous of the destruc-

tion of the genus oftitans.

21st , a. (from stat , the destruction of the

genus of tians, and T , desirous) , desirous of the de-

struction of the genus of titans .

দৈত্যগণনাশৌপক্রম, s . ( from দৈত্যগণনাশ, the des!ruction ofthe

genus of titans, and 3 , a beginning), a beginning of

the destruction of the genus of titans.

3 , s. (from 31, a titan, and , destruction), the

destruction of the titans or evil genii.

, a. (from ta31, a titan, and E, destructive),

destructive to the titans or evil genii.

2
, a. (from 51, a titan, and f , destructive),

destructive to the titans or evil genii.

taat , s. (from 53 , a titan, and att, destruction), the

destruction of the titans or evil genii.

thзate, a. (from t31, a titan, and atte, destructive),

destructive to the titans or evil genii.

taofaze, a. (from 2551, a titun, and foe, reproaching),

reproaching or blaspheming the titans or evil genii.

ta , s. (from th31, a tilan, and f , reproach), re-

proach of or blasphemy against the titans.

Murata , a (from tant, the blasphemy of the t-

tra .

tans, and at , doing), blaspheming the titans ; s. one

who blasphemes the titans.

দৈত্যনিন্দাকারী, ৫. (from দৈত্যনিন্দা, the blasphemy of the ti-

tans, and af , doing), blaspheming the titans.

দৈত্যনিন্দাজন্য, a. (from দৈত্যনিন্দা, the blasphemy of the titans,

and , producible), producible by or arising from

blaspheming the titans.

দৈত্যবিন্দাজন্যে, ad. loc. case ofদৈত। নিন্দাজন্য) , for the purpose

of blaspheming the titans.

Tua , s. (from 3, destitute), indigence, poverty, want,

wretchedness, need.

ta , s. (from ta , poverty, and ¤ , a condition), a state

of poverty or wretchedness .

tatas, a. (from 1 , a condition of wretchedness,

and , produced), produced by or arising from a

state of wretchedness or poverty.

ta , a. (from that , a condition of wretchedness,

and 5, producible), producible by or arising from a

state of wretchedness or poverty.

দৈন্যদশানিবারক, a. (from দৈন্যদশ্য, a condition of wretched-

ness, and fixtre, preventing), preventing a state of

wretchedness or poverty.

দৈন্যদশানিৱারণ, s. ( from দৈন্যদশা , a condition of wretchedness,

and fax , preventing), the preventing of a state of

wretchedness or poverty.

দৈন্যদশানিমিত্তক, a. (from দৈন্যদশা, a state of uretchedness, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from a state of po-

verty or wretchedness ; ad. from or because of a state

ofpoverty or wretchedness.

দৈন্যদশানিমিত্তে, ad. (from দৈন্যদশা, a state of wretchedness,

and fifa , a cause , for the purpose of a state of pover-

ty or wretchedness.

* , a . (from t , a condition of wretchedness,

and at , affected by) , sunk into a state of wretched-

ness or poverty.

tuantes, a. (from t¬¬ ™ , a state ofwretchedness, and

qF, caused by), caused by or arising from a state of

wretchedness or poverty ; ad. from or bceause of a state

of wretchedness or poverty.

taxes, a. (from that , a condition ofwretchedness,

and *, obtained), fallen into a state of wretchedness

or poverty.

ta , a. (fromtuam , a s'ate ofwretchedness, and

fa , possessed of), sunk into a state of wretchedness

or poverty.

দৈন্যদশাযুক্ত, a. ( from দৈন্যদশা, a state of wretchedness, and

TF, joined to), connected with or sunk into a state of

wretchedness or poverty.

LA
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tax.

tum , a. (from t ™ , a condition of wretchedness,

and I, a cause), caused by or arising from a condition

of poverty or wretchedness ; ad. from or because of a

state of wretchedness or poverty.

tarii, s. (from A , poverty, and , a condition), a

state of poverty or wretchedness .

ta , a . (from that , a condition ofwretchedness,

and a, possessed of), sunk into a state of wretched-

ness or poverty.

tastazifalar , a. (from tuartz , a condition of wretched-

ness, and fax, possessed of), sunk into a state of

wretchedness or poverty.

taaît, a. (from t473, indigence), indigent, needy, wretched ,

poor.

TT, s. (from (4 , a god), providence, fate, the consequence

ofactions either good or evil performed in a prior life,

an incident, a misfortune ; a. divine, religious.

tąēš, s. (from tɩɩ, religious , and z , an action), a reli-

gious action .

tazeweza, s. (from tħa̸æœ, a religious action, and ☎d, a

doing), the performing of religious actions or ceremo-

nies.

দৈৰকৰ্ম্মকরণাকালী , s. (from দৈৰকৰ্ম্মকরণ , the performance ofre-

ligious ceremonies, and tatt, desire), a desire to per-

form religious ceremonies.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মকরণাকানী, a. (from দৈৱকৰ্ম্মকরণ , the performing of re-

ligious ceremonies, and staff , desirous), desirous of

performing religious ceremonies.

দৈৰকৰ্ম্মকরনাভিলাষ, s. (from দৈ কর্মকরণ , the performing of

religious ceremonies, and fata, desire), a desire to

perform religious ceremonies.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মহৱণাভিলাষী, a. (from দৈ কর্ম্মকরণ , the performance of

religious ceremonies, and safe desirous), desirous

of performing religious ceremonies.

দৈবকর্মকরণারম্ভ, s. ( from দৈৰকৰ্ম্মকরণ, the performing of re-

ligious ceremonies, and at , a beginning), the com-

mencement of performing religious ceremonies .

tazzdegidā), s. (from Tītēďēd, the performance of re-

ligious ceremonies, and ¹ , desire), a desire to perform

religious ceremonies.

tarziazzak, a. (from taenia , the performance of reli

gious ceremonies, and 5, desirous), desirous of per-

forming religious ceremonies.

tarzzzzazz, a. (from taxes , the performing ofreli-

gious ceremonies, and , desirous), desirous of per-

forming religious ceremonies.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মকরণোদযুক্ত, a. (from দৈৱকর্মকরণ , the performance of

দৈৰ

religious ceremonies, and 841 , engaged in), zealously

engaged in the performance of religious ceremonies.

দৈবকৰ্ম্মকরণোদ্যোst , s. (from দৈৱকৰ্ম্মকরণ , the performance of

religious ceremonies, and sourist, exertion), zealous ex-

ertions in the performance of religious ceremonies.

দৈৰকৰ্ম্মকরনোযোগী, a. (from দৈবকর্মকরণ , the performance of

religious ceremonies, and startfata, exerting), using zea-

lous exertions to perform religious ceremonies .

দৈবকর্মকরণেপিক্রন, s. (from দৈবকর্মকরণ , the performance of'

religious ceremonies, and s★FI, a beginning), the be-

ginning of performing religious ceremonies.

দৈৰকৰ্ম্মকারক, a. (from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and কারক ,

doing), performing religious actions .

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মকারী, a. ( from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, “ religious action, and কারিন,

doing), performing religious actions.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মজনিত, a . (from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and জনিত ,

produced), produced by religious actions.

দৈকৰ্ম্মজন্য, a. (from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and জন্য,

producible), producible by or arising from religious ac-

tions.

thefaze, a. (from tu , a religious action, and

fax , causing to cease), putting astop to religious ac-

tions.

tate, a. (from te , a religious action, and

fata , preventing), preventing or obstructing religious

ceremonies.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মনিবারণ , s . (from দৈৱকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or obstructing of religi-

ous ceremonies.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a. (from দৈৱকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from a religious action ,

ad. from or because of religious actions.

thafafars, ad. (from a , a religious action, and

faf , a cause), for the purpose of religions actions.

Taifa , s. (from taz , religious ceremonies, and fats , es-

tablishment), an establishment in religious practices, a

settled state of mind to perform religious ceremonies..

দৈকৰ্ম্মৰ্পণয়ন , a. (from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, religious ceremonies, and

agd, eminent), eminent in or devoted to religious ce-

remonies.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মপুতবন্ধক, a . (from দৈকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and

fs , opposing), obstructing religious actions .

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মপ্ৰযুক্ত, a. (from দৈৱকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or ar sing from religious actions ;

ad. from or because of religious actions.

traæxúgge, a. (from tax , a religious aption, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from religious actions ; ad.

from or because of religious actions.
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tazy. দেকি,

দৈৰকৰ্ম্মণকা ' , আঁকা ,taatti, s . (from , a religious action , and test, || tatag, s. (from tate, providentially, and 5, death),

desire) , a desire to perform religious actions .

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মাকা‡ী, a . ( from দৈৱকৰ্ম্ম, a rel gious action, and আকাশি,

des rous), desirous of performing religious actions.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মাদর, s. ( from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and আদির,

respect , a respect or regard for religious actions.

Thelag , a. (from thaí, a religious action, and IE,

fond of), fond of religious ceremonies.

tqaztægts, s. (from Ta☎ , a religious action , and waist,

love), a love for religious ceremonies .

thatst, a. (from t , a religious action, and

, loving) , loving religious ceremonies .

ত্ৰৈকৰ্ম্মান্বিত, a. ( from দৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, religious actions, and অন্বিত,

following upon), following upon or connected with re-

ligious actions.

দৈৱকৰ্ম্মাভিলাষ ,s. ( fromদৈৰকৰ্ম্ম, religious actions, and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire to perform religious actions.

thaeuifsatal, a. (from tax , religious actions, andকৰ্ম্মাভিলাষী, দৈকৰ্ম্ম,

affa , desirous), desirous of performing religious ac-

tions.

, a. (from t , a religious action, and F,

attached to), attached to or fond of religious ceremo-

nies.

, s. (from ta , religious actions, and , de-

sire), a desire to perform religious actions.

Taradz, a. (from Tīīīú, religious actions, and 3. desir-

ous), desirous of performing religious actions.

thææúga, a . from t ™ , religious actions, and a de-

sirous), desirous of performing religious actions.

দৈ

, s. (from ‹ , a god), the name of Krishna's mother.

, s. from tatat, a prop.r name, and A, a son),

one of the names of Krishna, viz. the son of Divukee .

Taza15, s. (from tützì, a proper name, and ♬³, a sn),

one of the names of Krishna, viz. the son of Divukee.

tata , s. (from ta , fate, and 671, an occurrence), an oc-

currence of providence, an occurrence of fate.

E , s. from ta fite, and 1, to know), an astrologer.

tatat. s . (from tɩ , divine, and ist, word , a revelation,

a divine communication.

st, s. (from tax , divine, and tst, contact , an im-

pulse, a divine interposition, a communication with the

deity.

tast, ad. (loc. case oftharatst) , accidentally, casually,

providentially, unexpectedly.

tate, s. (from ta , divine), providentially, accidentally,

by divine communication, by divine interposition.

tata, a. (from ta , providence, and 17, subject to) , un-

der the dominion of providence, subject to fate,

sudden death.

tatys, a. (from ta , providence, and t , subject), sub-

ject to fate, subject to providence.

tatata , s. (from ta , providence, and atat , prayer),

supplication to heaven.

taat, s. (from taa, providence), a providential dispensation,

a thing which comes by the immediate hand of God.

tarate , s. (fromTT, providence, and get , ruin), a pro-

vidential calamity, a judgment from heaven.

th , s. (from a

ta , s. (from a

(51, a. (from

long), length.

long) , length.

1, hated , hated. In this sense the word is

only used as the adjective of a wife.

( † ), v. a. (from 45, to milk), to cause cattle to be milked,

to milk cattle,

tt, s. from , prayer , prayer, supplication, blessing.

cat13, s. (from 77, ink,, an inkstand), an inkstand.

tata , a. (from two, and to move), situated in ano-

ther place. The word is generally used as the adjective

of a temporary or country residence which a person

keeps in addition to his family house.

catatæ , s. (from ( 1 , 1 ) cause to milk), the causing or or-

dering a person 10 milk cattle.

catatal, s. (from a two, and , the sixteenth part of a

Rupee , two sixteenth, or an eighth, the junction of two

things ; s . from ₹₹, to burn , an iron instrument used in

fire-branding oxen ; also, from , to milk), the hire of

milking cattle ; a. gained by hire for milking.

cutata, a. (from 45, to milk, and , to be able), acquaint-

ed with milking cattle.

catata , a. (from f , two, and , to adorn), situated in an-

other place. This word is usually employed as the ad-

jective ofa temporary or country residence which a per-

son occupies in addition to his family house.

ataifa , a. from 5, to milk, and , to be able), ac•

quainted with milking cattle.

catata , a. from fa , two, and be , an origin), mongrel,

hybrid ; also, s. the name of a species of serpent.

catto , a. (from fa, iw , and , a border), two fring.

ed.

cttt, a . (from fa , two, and , a per ), consisting of

two ingredients or constituent parts.

ct51, s. (from fa , two), the name of a kind of verse.

ng, a. (from fa , two , two, both.

cītæ31, s. (from fa, two , and 3 , to cut , tobacco died with-

out the addition of other ingredients, a settle in a wall,

ata, a. from 3, two, and 4, to do , repeated.
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enter.

mizgar, s. (from tag, repeated, and ut, a word), a

tautology.

afa , s. (from at , repeated, and fat , a writing),

a transcript.

æti, s. (from 99, two, and xy , a pen), the pen held

with two fingers, as is done by Europeans.

text, a. (from t , the pen held with twofingers ,

holding the pen with two fingers after the European

manner.

ta , s. (from fa, two, and , to dig), a rope used to

yoke oxen to the plough, or to load beasts of burden.

tett, a. (fromfa, two, and te, to cut), produced by two

cuttings or incisions. The word is chiefly used to deno-

minate the Palm-juice or Tadee which is produced by

the second days incision .

atatiti , a. (from fa , two, and to, wood), consisting of

or produced by two sticks or by two pieces of timber.

tata , s. from f , two, and at , what is entirely con-

nected with a thing , taking both sides, making two

prices.

catata, s. (from ☺S,, a shop), a shop, a retail shop.

দোকানদার,atatanta, s . (from 5,, a shop, and , holding , a

shop-keeper.

ناكود

atatanta , s. (from , a sh p-keeper), the business

of a retail shop-keeper.

atata , s. from ‚è , a shop , a retail shop-keeper.

tarst, s. from e, two , and , a line,, the name of a

particular sort of cloth .

, s. from 17, two , and s , to dig) , a rope used to

yoke oxen to a plough, or to load beasts of burden .

atas, s. from fa̸, two, and 2º , a corner), two corners or

protuberances.

atst , s. (from fa , two, and st , a yard), a piece of cloth

two yards long, generally worn by children and poor

persons.

, a . (from , two, and , a house), confined in

friendship orintercourse to two houses, viz . the person's

own and another person's.

, a. (from fa , two, and , a day), tertian , occur-

ing once in three days.

t1, a. (from fa, two, and o , an eye), acting with both

eyes, acting at first sight or inconsiderately.

aight, a. (from fĩ, two, and gât, a tub?), double barrelled.

( 15bat, s. (from fa, two, and staì, a pinch , two pinches

of any substance, as much as can be taken up by the

thumb and two fingers at twice,

cftsg), ɑ. (from fĩ, two, and cʊ31 , a rent), split into two

butnot entirely separated.

entet.

ta , s. (from ¿j,d, hell , hell.

tsafag), a. (from fa, two, and ṛ, a bridegroom), twice-

married, the word is frequently used as a term of re-

proach.

ætate , a. (from 4 , two, and if , a kind), mongrel, hy-

brid.

atta , s.(from fa, two, and that , a pulling), a dilemma, a

pulling two ways, the soliciting of a person by two par-

ties.

id , a. (from fa , two, and tst, a deceitful person), cheat-

ing both sides, imposing on both parties ; s . a double

dealing person, a mischief-maker.

mitata, s . (from fa, two, and tætfª, knavery), knavery

practised on both parties.

ato , s . (from , two, and y, a reality), the alternative

of hearing or doing this or that as suits the person.

catзta, a. (from fa, two, and 3 , a thread), twisted double ;

chiefly applied to thread.

tata , a. (from e, two, and 15, the string of an instru

ment), two-stringed.

total, a. (from fa, two, and 3 , a bottom), two -storied,'

locking double.

mtol, a. (from sê, two, and ↳ , a fold), doubled, folded

twice.

tug, a. (from fa, two, and , a place), occupying two

places.

, a. (from f , two, and , a place), occupying two

places, done in two places.

tutt , s . (from fa , two, and utt , a slap), two slaps.

ttfat, a. (from fa, two, and , a tooth), having acquir.

ed the second set of tooth.

catata , s . (from fi, two , and , a price), needle-worked

cloth, thus called because the materials are bought at

two separate times.

chintata, a. (from ‹ , to swing), swinging, oscillating.

cats, s. (from , tuo, and as, a push), two pushes or

shoves.

183135, a. (from fa, two, 25 , a small piece ofcloth, 13,

three, and 5, fallen), torn into tatters.

†† , s. (from , two, and at , the shock oftwo bodies

striking each other , two shocks, two blows, two gripes

on the throat.

catatat, s. (from f . two, and at , holding , striped with

two stripes. This is the denomination of a sort of cloth.

, ad. (from fa, two, and ; a row), in two rows or

ranks.

Eeee

1 , a. (from fa, two, and 5 , fallen), a twice-married

woman.
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cata.

tat , a. (from fa , twe, and t , a foot), biped, having

two feet.

tate, s. (from fa , two, and tt , cookery , a double cook-

ing, ordure ; a . twice cooked.

ti , a. (from fa , two, and , cookery), boiling two

pots with the same fire.

tatti, a. (from fi, two, and , a sheet) , made with two

breadths ofcloth or any other material

atate , s. (from fa, two, and e , a peal), the name of a

beautiful flowering plant, ( Impatiens Balsamina. )

mtetejagi, s. (from ( †††, having double leaves, and !,

a climbingplant,, the name of a beautiful trailing plant,

(Convolvolus pescapræ.)

tist, a. (from , two, and 51, a screw , turning twice

as a key or a lock, having two turns as the worm of a

screw .

mirṣe , a. (from , two, and I , a small branch), bifur-

cated, shooting out in two branches.

miwat, a. (from fa, two, and , fruit , producing fruit

twice a year.

, a. (from , two, and rt , a crack), cracked into

two parts.

, a. (from fa, two, and rtti, a crack), having two fis-

sures.

ts , a. (from fa , twe, and 1 , a small branch),

bifurcated, shooting out in two branches.

, a. (from fi, two, and st , a yard), two yards long.

The word is usually applied to short pieces of cloth

principally worn by children and poor persons.

tsit, a. (from fa , two, and s , a brother), having two

brothers.

sts, a. (from fa, two, and sta, a mixture , consisting of

two ingredients or substances mixed together doubled,

twice folded.

mtstfam, a. (from fa, two, and stxi, a language), speaking

two languages.

aș, v. n. (from ' , two, and ¤ , to overlay), to be folded,

to be doubled into two folds.

( aşı, v. a. (from cat , to be doubled), to double into two

folds, to double ; a. folded, double, doubled.

দোমড়াইat , s. (from cat , to double), the doubling of a

thing into two folds, the folding down of a leaf in a

book.

etașta, s. (from cataşı, to fold), the doubling of a thing in-

to two folds, the folding a leaf in a book ; a. doubled .

দোমড়ানি, s . (from দোমড়া , to fold), the folding of a thing

double, the folding down a leaf in a book.

দোল.

catzști, 8. (from tas, to fold , a person who folds

things double.

catafṣai, s. (from ‹ †яș, to be folded), a being folded in two

folds , a being doubled.

, a. (from f , two, and 5, the mind , double-minded.

tatai, ɑ. (from fa, two, and at , the shell of a coco-nut),

in such stage of ripeness as to have two shells , viz . the

outer green one, and the inner one which contains the

kernel. This word is only applied to coco-nuts and si-

milar fruits.

, a. (from fĩ, two, and , a fuce), two-faced, facing

both ways, turning with circumstances, deceitful, emit-

ting pus by two openings, having two orifices or out-

lets.

cata, s. (from īta, a door-way), a door-way, an opening.

mizki, a. (from ¿ , two, and aЯ, a sort), of a cross breed,

hybrid, mongrel.

ata , a. (from fa, two, and , taste), altered in taste,

having acquired a new relish or taste.

catantata, s. (from ‹ ³ , altered in taste, and æta, fish),

fish when beginning to putrify.

catantata, s. (from cut , altered in taste, and æĦflesh),

flesh when become fœtid by keeping.

mtatai, a. (from , two, and x , a colour), party-colour-

ed, piebald.

cata, s. (from , to throw upwards,, a swinging, an oscil-

latory motion, oscillation.

catatat, s. (from fĩ, two, and me, a difficulty), a dilem-

ma.

ta , s. (from fi, two, and ☎ş, to move , acting a double

part, going from one party to the other for the
purpose

of detraction or malicious insinuation.

mtaa, s. (from æ , to swing), the act of swinging, the 03.

cillating ofa pèndulum.

cħtmat, s. (from mta, to swing), oscillation, a swinging.

ta , s. (from , to throw upwards), a swing.

tata, a. (from , to throw upwards), capable of being

made to oscillate or swing.

tæta, s. (from ‹ , to swing. The last member ofthisword

is only a rhyme to the first), a swinging at random.

tata , s. (from cat , swinging, and t1, a procession),

a festival observed by the Hindoos at the full moon and

two or three other days ofthe Month Phalgoona in com-

memoration of the sports of Krishna with his favorite

mistress Radha. A similar festival is observed on the

ninth day of the moon's increase in the month ofChitra

in honour of Rama.

35

134

42

a
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antart. mta.

atai, a. a. (from a , to throw upwards), to cause a person

to swing, to impel a swing ; s. a swing, a small litter

which is suspended at the upper part to a Bamboo and

carried by men.

ata , s. (from f, two, and as, to come in contact), a

double garment or mantle worn by the Hindoos.

te , s. (from , to impel a swing), the causing of a

person to swing, the impelling of a swing.

tatt . a. (from t¹ , a swing, and ttfgë, desire), de-

sirous of a swing, desirous of a small litter.

atatzig, a. (from cat , a swing, and 513,fallenfrom), fal-

len from a swing, fallen from a small litter.

tata, s. (from ct , a swing), a mutual swinging, a

swinging in company, the mutual impelling of swings.

atata, s. (from , to impel a swing , the causing of

any thing to swing, the putting of a thing into an os-

cillating state.

ataifa , s. (from , to inpel a swing), the act of swing-

ing, the impelling of a swing.

ataififice, a. (from ta , a swing, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from a swing or litter; ad. from

or because of a swing or litter.

catatfafics, ad. (from at , a swing, and fa , a cause),

for the purpose of a swing or litter.

1, s. (from

impels a swing.

catatata, s. (from at , a swing, and at , a seek-

ing), a seeking for a swing, the seeking for a small lit-

1, to impel a swing), a person who

ter.

atatata), a. (from cat, a swing, and fi , seek-

ing), seeking for a swing, seeking for a small litter.

দোলানুসস্থায়ী, a. ( from দৌলা, a swing, and অনুসন্ধান্,ি seek-

ing , seeking for a swing, seeking for a small litter.

atas, a. (from , a swing, and af , connected with),

connected with a swing, connected with a small litter.

atata , a. (from at , a swing, and , seeking),

seeking for a swing, seeking for a small litter.

matataæa, 8. (from t , a swing, and mad, a seeking),

the seeking for a swing, the seeking for a small litter.

tatzat, a. (from cat , a swing, and af , seeking),

seeking for a swing, seeking for small litter.

aatat , s. (from 1, a swing, and , caused by ,

caused by or arising from a swing or litter ; ad . from

or because of a swing or litter.

mtatzize, a. (from at , a litter, and , bearing),

carrying a litter or palkee ; s. a person whose business

it is to carry a litter or palkee.

ataifafata, a. (from cat , a swing, and ff , possessed

of), possessed of a swing, possessed of a small litter.

tatata, a. (from , to throw upwards), swinging, oscil

lating.

atatu , a, (from catăl, a swing, and ☛, joined to), con-

nected with a swing, connected with a small litter.

tata , a. (from cat , a swing, and af , destitute), des-

titute of a swing, destitute of a small litter.

‹tatæ, a. (from ‹ t , a swing, and , to stand), seated or

situated in a swing or litter.

catatætó, a. (from cut , a swing, and f , staying),

staying in a swing or litter.

catat , a. (from cat , a swing, and f43, situated), situ-

ated or seated in a swing or litter.

tatge, a. (from t , a swing, and , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from a swing, caused by or arising

from a small litter ; ad, from or because of a swing or

small litter.

alfagi, s. (from catπ , a swing`, a particular class of Hin-

doos whose employment is that of carrying palkees or

litters .

ta , s. (from fa, two, and † , a branch), a forked

stick, a bone or other thing branching into two process-

es.

‹ ta, v. (from ™ª, to change), to refute, to invalidate.

ta, s. (from , to befaulty), a fault, a crime, guilt, a sin,

a vice, a defect, an imperfection, a blemish, a flaw, a

vitiated state of any part of the body, such a defect in

an argument that it either leads to no conclusion or to

a false one, a refutation, a calumny. Constructed with

, to give, or ats, to bring in contact, this word means

to accuse, to calumniate, to defame, to overturn an ar-

gument ; with , to do, it means to offend, to do evil, and

with , to speak, it means to blame ; with ‹ , to see,

it means to see a person's fault ; with , to expunge,

it signifies to obliterate a fault, and with 2 , to remove,

it means to confute an accusation, to remove or expiate

a fault.

A, ɑ. (from ¤, a fault, and , to do , hurtful to

health, injuring the constitution.

ta , a. (from cat , afault, and at , doing , commit-

ting crimes, charging with faults, condemning ; s. a sin-

ner, one who charges others with faults.

cātaætaì, a. (from câtя , a fault, and fa , doing), com

mitting crimes, charging with faults, condemning.

, 8. (from a, a fault, and , forgiveness , the

forgiveness ofa crime.

Eeee 2
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ta , s. (from ‹ †я, afault, and ( , a field), the scene

of crime, a criminal, a diseased body.

ta , s. (from cat , a fault, and 8 , the removal of a

thing), the obviating of an objection, the removal of

guilt or crime.

দেষিখণ্ডনকৰ্ত্তা , s . ( from দোষখণ্ডন, the removal ofa crime, and

one who does a thing), a person who obviates faults

or objections, one who removes guilt or crimes .

ætastaë, a. (from ‹ †я, a fault, and ts , to sing), calumnia-

ting ; s. a calumniator.

ta , ɑ. (from ‹ãƒª, a fault, and g , involved), involved

in guilt or crime, guilty.

tasad, s. (from cat , a fault, and , a receiving), the

imputation of crime.

Mi¤sgatæki, s. (from atas , the imputation of crime, and

, a desire), a desire to impute crimes to others .

tastatas, a. (from tad, the imputation of crime, and

at , desirous), desirous of reckoning or imputing

crimes.

taste , a. (from ta, a fault, and , receiving), im-

puting crimes, reckoning or accounting a person guilty;

s. one who charges another with crime.

tas , a. (from ‹ †я, a fault, and if , receiving), im-

puting crimes, accounting a person guilty.

tata, s. (from cat , a fault, and 17, the expunging of

any thing), the wiping off of a crime, the forgiving of

a fault.

ta , a. (from a, a fault, and , to kill), expiating

crimes or sins, removing the evil symptom of a dis-

ease.

taōō , s. (from ætя, afault, and fõõt , anxiety), a seeking

to criminate others, a thinking upon crimes.

afs , s. (from t , a fault, and fo , a sign), a sign or

mark of guilt.

ta , s. (from ta, a fault, and c , exertion), a seek-

ing to criminate others.

‹ †ª³, a. (from câtă, afault, and ³,fallenfrom) , freed

from crimes or guilt.

, a. (from ta, afault, and , to be produced), aris-

ing from crimes, produced by crimes.

mtagaæ, a. (from tя, a fault, and , producing), pro-

ducing crimes.

ts, a. (from cuta, a fault, and 3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from crimes.

t , a. (from câtă, a fault, and 5 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from crimes.

mtasia , ad. (loc. case of ), for the purpose of

crimes or faults.

( ta.

ta , a. (from я, a fault, and 1 , to know , acquainted

with faults or crimes, acquainted with evil symptoms.

Я , ɑ. (from tя, a fault, and , making known`,

proclaiming crimes, giving information of faults or

crimes.

, s. (from at , afault, and tt , a makingknown),

the proclaiming or making known of faults or crimes.

দোষজ্ঞাপয়িতা , s. ( from দোষ, a fault, and জাপয়িত্ব, one who

makes known), a person who proclaims or makes known

faults or crimes.

tatt , s. (from ‹ †я, a fault. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first , crimes and faults.

, s. (from cat , to be faulty), an imputation of crimes,

the invalidating of a testimony, a shewing the fallacy of

an argument.

cata , s. (from cat , a fault, and , reality), the seek-

ing for or ascertaining of crimes.

atan, a. (from cat , a fault, and , to give), criminating,

charging with faults.

tant , a. (from at , a fault, and at , giving), crimi

nating, charging with faults.

‹ntantzì, a, (from ‹ ¤, a fault, and f¶¶, giving), crimi

nating, charging with faults.

ta , s. (from c , afault, and , destruction), the

destruction or expiation of crimes.

‹ ¤J^ĦT, a. (from câ†¤, a fault, and 5 , destructive),

destructive to faults , expiating crimes.

Ì, a. (from a, a fail', and , destructive),

destructive to faults, expiating crimes.

tatt, s. (from ‹â†¤, a fault, and *, destruction), the

expiation or destruction of crimes.

taat , a. from tª, a fiult, and at , destructive), ex-

piating crimes, destroying guilt.

‹ntafareæ, a. (from tя, a fault, and fire, putting a

stop to), causing crimes to cease, putting a stop to

faults.

catafiæ¡gæ, a. (from câ†¤, a fɑult, and fiīzē, preventing),

preventing faults or crimes.

mtafaætad, s. (from tя, a fault, and fad, a preventing), ·

the prevention of faults or crimes.

catafa³, s. (from at , a fault, and f , cessation), the

cessation of faults or crimes.

catafafaga, a. (from cuta, a fault, and fafe, a cause),

caused by or arising from faults or crimes ; ad. from or

because of faults or crimes.

taff , ad. (from †ª, a fault, and fif , a cause , for the

purpose of crimes or faults.

, a. (from ta, a fault, and , caused by), caused
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by or arising from faults or crimes ; ad. from or be-

cause offaults or crimes.

( azếc, ɑ. (from ‹ta, a fault, and , increasing), in-

creasing crimes, aggravating faults.

ataza, s. (from ‹ ¤, a fault, and 7, an increasing), the

increasing of crimes, the aggravating of faults.

tafa , ad. (from tя, a fault, and f , without), without

faults or crimes.

ata , s. (from ca, a fault, and fat , destruction),

the destruction or expiation of crimes.

cataĺzatiæ, ɑ . (from cât , a fault, and f * , destructive),

destructive to crime, expiating crimes.

taff , a. (from cut , a fault, and fat , possessed of),

guilty, faulty, criminal.

, s. (from tя, a fault, and f , increase), the in-

crease of crimes, the aggravation of faults.

fas, a. (from tя, afault, and sofas, excepted ,

faults or crimes excepted, errors excepted.

tazifaga, s. (from cat , afault, and ifsiz , an excepti

on), the exception of faults or crimes.

mazifagie, ad. (loc. case ofint ), with the excep-

tion of crimes or faults, without faults or errors.

entasist, s. (from tª, afault, and ( st, suffering), a suffer-

ing the consequence of faults or crimes .

azy, a . (from c , afault), full of crimes or faults, full

of errors or mistakes.

cataata, s. (from ‹ ¤ , afault, and at , mere), nothing but

crime, a mere or simple crime.

a. (from cat , a fault, and , a root), originating

in crimes or errors.

catacatse, a. (from c †¤, a fault, and cætʊæ, liberating), free-

ing from crimes or faults .

catarata, s. (from at , a fault, and c≈157, a liberating),

the freeing a person from guilt, the pardoning of faults

or crimes.

as, a. (from ‹ ta, a fault, and , joined , criminal,

guilty, faulty, connected with crimes.

wazfz3, a. (fiom , a fault, and af , desti'ute), free

from faults or crimes, free from errors or mistakes,

faultless, blameless.

cata , a. (from ‹Âª , a fault, and 1, empty), free from

faults or crimes, free from errors or mistakes, faultless ,

blameless.

, a. (from t , a fault, and , joined with ,

connected with faults or crimes.

tae, a. (from cuta, afault, and , indicating), indi-

cating guilt or crime.

(Яtat.

where crimes are committed, a criminal, a guilty per

son.

cata , s. (from cata, a fault, and , an acknowledge

ment), an acknowledgement of faults or crimes, the con-

fession of sins.

tag , s. (from câtª, afault, and 5 , one who kills), a per-

son or thing which expiates crimes.

catata, s. (from a, a fault, and T , a detriment), the

palliating or lessening of crimes or faults,

t , a. (from ‹Â†¤, afault, and 17, destitute), faultless,

innocent.

catur , a. (from cat , a fault, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from faults or crimes ; ad. from or because

of faults or crimes.

ta , v. a. (from ta, to befaulty), to criminate, to make

a person criminal, to condemn, to confute an argu

ment.

, s. (from ta , to charge with crimes), a criminat-

ing, the charging of a person with crimes.

tata , s. (from cata, afault, and at , a mine), a source

of faults or crimes .

catatēti, s. (from ‹ ¤, a fault, and t¹, desire) , an in-

clination to faults or crimes.

ttt , a (from 8, afault, and fat , desirous), de-

sirous of committing faults or crimes.

tatta, a. (from ‹ ¤ , a fault, and it , seized), seized

with crimes, loaded with crimes.

tit , a. (from † , a fault, and at , smelled to), guil-

ty, criminal, faulty.

catata , a. (from ‹ ¤, afault, and , covered), cover-

ed with faults, covered with guilt or crimes.

‹ ¤iginæ, ɑ. (from ‹ ¤ , a fault, and , covering),

covering faults or crimes.

catatan , s. (from ‹ †¤ , a fault, and , a covering),

the covering or concealing of faults or crimes.

tata, s. (from t , afault, and ts, the absence of

faults), faults and virtues, merits and defects, good and

evil.

catatifa, s. (from cta, afault) , mutual recrimination.

tatata, s. (from ‹ †я, a fault, and ¡ ¡ , a receptacle), a

receptacle of faults or crimes .

tatta, s. (from cata, a fault, and tata, a receptacle), a

receptacle of faults or crimes.

catatata, s. (from cat , afault, and t , search), a

seeking for faults.

aiatzaætat, a. (from ¿ ¡¤, a fault, and

seeking for faults, watching for crimes, malevolent.

af , seeking),

Ateata, s. (from mi , a fault, and , a place) , a place 11 , «. (from atª, a fault, and
af , seek-
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ing , seeking for faults, watching for crimes, malevo-

lent.

intatas, a. (from ‹ ¤, afault, and af , connected with),

faulty, guilty, criminal.

ntatiæææ, a. (from , a fault, and æ, seeking),

searching for faults or crimes ,

tata , s. (from ca, afault, and d, a seeking), a

seeking for faults or crimes,

mtatas, a. (from mta, a fault, and af , seeking),

searching for faults or crimes.

catata , s. (from , a fault, and tag , a covering) , the

covering or concealing of faults or crimes.

tat , a. (from ca, afault, and
, bringing), bring.

ing faults or crimes, bringing guilt.

mtatfæ , a. (from 8 , a fault, and af , engaged) , en-

gaged in faults or crimes.

tates , a. (from ‹ ¤, a fault, and f , subdued),

overcome by faults or crimes.

tat , a. (from ¤, afiult, and ¤ , worthy), suitable to

or befitting the fault or crime.

cat , a. (from catfa , culpable), culpable, guilty, faulty,

criminal, sinful, unsound, incorrect, inaccurate. Con-

structed with , to suppose, or with at , to regard,

this word means to regard as guilty, to convict.

catatea¶ga, s. (from tɛ, a fault, and 8 , the publish-

ing of a thing , the publishing of a person's faults, the

villifying of a person.

tatta, s. (from ta, a fault, and satta, the stirring

a thing up , the stirring up of old faults, the upbraiding

ofa person.

cataftät, s. (from fa, two, and , a co-wife), two wives

ofthe same husband.

ta , s. (from , two , a second.

ta , s. (from fast , second), second, another.

ta, s. (from wgd, a friend), a friend, a companion. '

cntaħta, a. (from &~95, afriend, and¸§♪, holding), friend-

ly ; s . a friend, a friendly person.

cntantai, s. (from Isï~9d, a friend), friendship.

catata , s. (from , a friend), friendship, kindness.

chì, s. (from me, a friend , friendship, kindness.

tuta, a. (from , afriend, and , holding), friend-

ly ; s. a friend, a friendly person .

catentat, s. (from Jäs , afriend), friendship, kindness.

cata, v. a. (from 3, to milk , to milk, to draw away other

people's substance by oppression, or by pretences.

t , a. (from , to milk), milking ; s . one who milks a-

Dimals .

¿ tgā, s. (from mt , satisfaction, and 1, to give), the long-

ing of a pregnant woman, a longing for any thing, the

fœtus, the embryo, a stain or mark, a recipe for making

trees fruitful in a year of scarcity. Constructed with ,

to desire, this word means to long.

MICA, s. (from ™ , to milk), the milking of cows or other

animals.

migñìy, ɑ. (from ¿ , to milk), capable of being milked,

milch.

, s. (from fa, two), a couplet, a particular kind of verse.

mteta, s. (from 1, two, and , alas !), an exclamation or

call for justice, an oath, an appeal.

tatt, a. (from fĩ, two, and xi , a hand), two cubits long

or wide.

¹, a. (from , two, and ts, a hand), ambidextrous.

catta, s. (from , two), a second, a prompter.

(atstal, a. (from , tw ), double, two-fold.

দোহার পীড়িত, a. (from দোহারা, double, and পীড়িত , sick) , re-

lapsed.

catatatfastą, s. (from catatại, double, and frota, investigați-

on), the revision of a jud ment, a being of two opinions.

catatatima , s. (from mixta), double, and c≈41, a writing),

a transcript.

13, v. a. (from F, to run , to run. The adverbial partici-

ple of this verb constructed with 1, to go, means to

make haste, to run swiftly, and with a, to seize, it

means to run down an animal, to overtake .

‹ì3, s. (from ìṣ to run,, a race, a career, a tunning.

MìṣÏ† , s. (from 475, a runn ng, aud E¡T, to run , endea

vour, exertion in running.

1737, 8. (from 75, t run , the act of running.

ìṣfi, s. (from 175 , 10 run a running.
>

11, v. a. (from 15, to run), to make any one run, to

drive, to impel.

MixtÏæ), s. (from
și, to cause to run), the causing a per-

son or animal to run.

sts, s. (from 15, to run), a promiscuous running,

the promiscuous running ofa number of persons toge-

ther, exertion in running.

Miş17, s. (from M15, to run), the driving of animals so as to

make them run.

stat1, a. (from ș, to run), running ; s. a person or ani

mal which is running.

ìṣæ , s. (from ( ș, to run), a running.

( III, 8. (from ₹3, a messenger), the condition or office of a

messenger or ambassador, an embassy.

31 , s. (from 3 , ambassadorship, and , work),

the office or duties of an ambassador or messenger, the

business of an embassy.
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muzzica, a. (from 3 , the office ofan ambassador,

and ạ , doing , performing the duties of an ambassa-

dor or messenger ; s . a person who performs the duties

of an ambassador or messenger.

muerat , a. (from
3 , the office of an ambassador,

and f , doing , performing the duties of an ambassa-

dor or messenger.

3. a. from 3 , the office ofan ambassador,

and , eminent) , eminent in discharging the duties

of an ambassador or messenger.

an am-

1932sa, a. (from 1 , the office of an ambassador,

and ™ , capable), able to perform the duties of

bassador or messenger.

{ ì3144613, a. (from 13 , the office of an ambassador,

and 513, fallen from), fallen or deposed from the office

of an ambassador or messenger.

, a. (from 3 , the office of an ambassador,

producible), producible by or arising from the

duties of an ambassador or messenger.

and

star, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for the office of

an ambassador.

, a. (from 3 , the office of an ambassador,

and , to know ), acquainted with the duties of an am-

bassador or messenger.

দৌত্যকর্ম্মজ্ঞাতা , s . ( from দৌত্যক , the office of an ambassador,

and , one who knows), a person who knows the du-

ties of an ambassador or messenger.

দৌত্য কৰ্ম্মজ্ঞাপক, a. (from দৌড )় কৰ্ম্ম, the office of an ambassa

dor, and tt , making known), making known the du-

ties of an ambassador or messenger; s.
a person who

makes known the duties of an ambassador or messenger.

3147, 8. (from 3 , the office ofan ambassador,

and , a making known), a waking known the du-

ties of an ambassador or messenger.

a1, s. (from 3 , the office of an ambas-

sador, and tf , a person who makes known), a per-

son who makes known or proclaims the duties of an

ambassador or messenger.

alue , a. (from 3 , the office ofan ambassador,

and , eminent), well skilled in the duties of an ambas-

sador or messenger.

aleface, a. (from

dor, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the

office of an ambassador or messenger ; ad. from or be-

cause of the office of an ambassador or messenger.

alsexífsf±13, ad. (from ‹ , the office of an ambas-

sador, and fast , a cause), for the purpose of the office

of an ambassador or messenger.

31 , the office of an ambassa-

দৌত্য,

aureníafsaæa, a. (from entera , the office of an ambas-

sador, and fax , opposing , opposed to or obstruct

ing the duties of an ambassador or messenger.

(4)31ÆUSTÍ☎, a. (from 3 , the office of an ambassa,

dor, and , promoting), stimulating to the duties of

an ambassador or messenger.

দৌত্যকৰ্ম্মপযুক্ত , a. (from দৌত্যকৰ্ম্ম, the office ofan ambassa-

dor, and q , caused by), caused by or arising from

the duties or office of an ambassador or messenger ; ad.

from or because of the office of an ambassador or mes.

senger.

দৌত্যকৰ্ম্মৰিন!, ad. (from দৌত্যকৰ্ম্ম, the office ofan ambassa

dor, and f , without), without or besides the duties

of an ambassador or messenger.

দৌতাকৰ্ম্মমূলক, a. (from দৌত্যকর্ম্ম, the office ofanambassador,

and ™ , a root), originating in the office or duties of an

ambassador or messenger.

, a. (from 3 , the office of an ambassador,

and 3, delighted), delighted with the office of an am-

bassador or messenger.

দৌত্যকর্ম্মরহিত, ৫. (from দৌতাকৰ্ম্ম, the effice of an ambassa

dor, and af³, destitute), destitute of the office of an

ambassador or messenger.

দৌত্য কৰ্ম্মহতুক, a . (from দৌত্যকর্ম্ম, the office of an ambassa

dor, and , a cause), caused by or arising from the

office or duties of an ambassador or messenger ; ad.

from or because of the office or duties of an ambassa-

dor or messenger.

দৌত্যকৰ্ম্মাকা$1 , s. (from দৌড়্যকৰ্ম্ম, the office of an ambassa

dor, and at , desire), a desire for the office of an

ambassador or messenger.

crített, a. (from
3 , the office ofan ambassador,

and f , desirous), desirous of the office of an am-

bassador or messenger.

( d51ænafsu, a. (from 3 , the office ofan ambassador,

and af , ignorant), unacquainted with the duties of

an ambassador or messenger.

(9)31æætqzata, s . (from 31 , the office ofan ambassa-

dor, and t , search), a seeking after or convassing

for the office of an ambassador or messenger.

dgæúzzat?, a. (from

dor, and

31 , the office ofan ambassa-

tf , searching), seeking after or convass-

ing for the office of an ambassador or messenger.

দৌত্যকৰ্ম্মান্বেষক, a. (from দৌত্যকৰ্ম্ম, the office of an ambassa

dor, and me, seeking), seeking for the office of an

ambassador or messenger.

( unad, s. (from 131 , the office ofan ambassador,
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and , search), a seeking for the office of an ambas-

sador or messenger.

দৌত্যকর্ম্মাম্বেসী , a . (from দৌত্যকর্ম্ম, the office of an ambassador,

and f , seeking), seeking for the office of an ambas-

sador or messenger.

দৌত্যকর্ম্মাভিলাষ, s. (from দৌত্যকর্ম্ম, the office of an ambassa-

dor, and fat , desire), a desire for the office ofan am-

bassador or messenger.

দৌত্যকৰ্ম্ম।ভিলাষী, a. (from দৌত্যকর্ম্ম, the office of an ambassa-

dor, and , desirous), desirous of the office of

ambassador or messenger.

1 , s . (from 13 , the office ofan ambassador, and

, desire), a desire for the office of ambassador or

messenger.

দৌত্যকৰ্ম্মেছ ,ু a. (from দৌত্যকৰ্ম্ম, the office ofanambassador, and

, desirous), desirous of the office of ambassador or

messenger.

( ) , a. (from , the office of an ambassador,

and desirous), desirous of the office of ambassador

or messenger.

æ , a. (from 3 , the duties of an ambassa-

dor, and 8 , engaged in) , engaged in the duties of an

ambassador or messenger.

(a)31ætrajtsi, s. (from 31 , the duties of an ambassa-

dər, and sʊʊts, exertion), exertion in the duties of au

ambassador or messenger.

দৌত্যকর্মোদ্যোগী, a. ( from দৌত্যকর্ম্ম, theduties ofan ambassa

dor, and surfst , exerting), using zealous exertions to

perform the duties of an ambassador or messenger.

দৌড়াকৰ্ম্মোপক্রম, s. ( from দৌড়কৰ্ম্ম, the duties of an ambassa

dor, and , a beginning), a commencement of the

duties or labours of an ambassador or messenger.

দৌডাকৰ্ম্মোপযুক্ত, a . (from দৌড়াকৰ্ম্ম, the duties of an ambassa-

dor, and , fit) , fit or proper for the duties of an

ambassador or messenger.

, s. (from ta, a door), a porter, a door-keeper.

, s. (from at , violent), violence, outrage , oppres-

sion.

1,8. (from 3 , wicked), wickedness, violence, unprin

cipledness.

cìást, s. (from ga , weak), weakness, infirmity, fatigue,

weariness.

, s . (from , to separa'e), a fashion, a form, a shape,

a manner, an appearance, a kind, a method, the struc-

ture of a thing, an attitude, the mein or gait of a per-

son.

, s . (from , wealth), wealth, treasure,

21.

, a. (from ,d , riches), rich, wealthy.

5 , riches, and Vɔ, having), rich,memi, a. (from

wealthy.

, a. (from , riches), wealthy.

ct , a. (from , riches, and , holding), rich,

wealthy ; s . a rich person.

ifa, s. (from af½³, a daughter), a daughter's son.

, s. (from fx , a daughter), a daughter's daughter.

f³, 8. (from e, to shine), splendor, lustre, light.

,gifemiو s. (from wifs, beauty, and mì, to possess), the name

of a species of fern found in Bengal, (Hemionites cor

difolia.)

15, s. (from fa, to play), dice.

PIXIE, a. (from 3, dice, and ☎tē, doing) , playing at

dice ; s. a gambler.

35 , s. (from 15, dice, and 151, play), play at dice,

gambling.

It , s. (from 13, to shine), not well expressing a senti

ment or idea, merely appearing to express a sentiment

or idea, unnecessarily affixed or prefixed to a word but

adding nothing to the sense.

, s. (from , to move), a state of fusion or solution . This

word constructed with , to do, means to fuse, to melt ;

with , to be, it means to be dissolved or melted.

sta, 8. (from , fluid, and ste, a condition), fluidity,

a liquid state.

দূরস, 8. from , fluid, and 3 , juice), a fluid or liquid

substance.

, a. (from 4, solution, and , capable of , malleable,

fusible, soluble.

TÌ , a. (from 74, fluid, and ₹3, made , liquified, made

fluid.

¿ ì53, a. (from 4, fluid, and 55, become), become fluid ,

or liquid.

, s. from , to more), a thing, an article, matter, stuff

goods.

I, s. (from a , a thing, and ч , a price), the price

of an article.

tot , s. (from , a thing, and test, desire), a de-

sire for things or goods.

tats , a. (from , athing, and tat , desirous), de-

sirous of things or goods.

ata , s. (from , a thing, and , respect), a fond-

ness or regard for a thing.

itsa, 8. (from , a thing, and 3 , another), another

thing.

tata, s. (from I, a thing, and at , desire) , a de

sire for things or goods,
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autfentes, a. (from 17, a thing, and feats , desirous),

desirous of things or goods .

fstal, a. (from , a thing, and fatfa , desirous),

desirous of things or goods.

austytaa, 8. (from T , a thing, and wfratax, a collecting),

the collecting or preparing of things.

ড্ৰায়োজনকৰ্ত্তা, ৪. (from ব্রায়োজন, the collecting ofthings ,

and , a doer), a person who collects articles for any

purpose.

প্রায়োজনকারক, a. ( from স্ৰায়েজিন, the collecting ofthings,

and , doing), collecting articles ; s. a person who

collects articles for any purpose.

প্রায়োজনকারী, a. (from স্ৰয়োজন, the collecting ofthings,

and f , doing), collecting articles for any purpose.

অায়োজননিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from প্রয়োজন, the collecting of

things, and faÍ☎, causing to cease), putting a stop to

the collection of articles.

দুায়োজন নিবারক, a. ( from দুয়োজন, the collecting of

things, and faI™, a preventing) , preventing the col-

lecting of articles.

দুবায়োজননিবারণ, s . ( from দুৰ্গয়েজিন, thecollecting ofthings,

and fats , a preventing), a preventing the collecting

of articles.

মুায়োজননিমিত্তক, a. (from দ্রায়োজন , the collecting ofthings,

and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from collect-

ing articles for any purpose ; ad. from or because of

the collecting of articles for any purpose.

অায়োজননিমিত্তে, ad. (from অায়োজন , the collecting of

things, and fafi , a cause , for the purpose of collecting

articles on any occasion.

দুয়ো অনপুতিবন্ধক , a. (from দূৰয়োজন, the collecting of

things, and ofsa æ, obstructing), hindering the collec-

tion of articles on any occasion.

41UNITEЯLF, a. (from ZUNDIS , the collecting of things,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the

collecting of articles ; ad, from or through the collect-

ing of articles.

দুৰ্ব্বায়োজনহেতুক, a. (from দুায়োজন, the collecting ofthings,

and fata, desire), a desire to collect articles for any

purpose.

getcuigatfsate), a . (from gaityta , the collecting ofthings,

and affa , desirous , desirous of collecting arti-

cles.

দুয়োজনারম্ভ, s . (from দুায়োজন, the collecting of things,

and tag, a beginning , the commencement of collect-

ing articles for any purpose.

gatal, s. (from gang , the collecting of things,

and 1 , desire), a desire to collect articles on any oc-

casion.

tz, a. (from it , the collecting ofarticles,

and 35, desirous , desirous of collecting articles ou any

occasion.

অনেক, a. (from দূায়োজন, the collecting of arti

cles, and desirous), desirous of collecting articles

on any occasion.

Mtata, s. (from tent , the collecting of ar

ticles, and 8 , a beginning), the commencement of

collecting articles on any occasion.

tartst, s. (from , a thing, and surts , endeavour), an

endeavour to obtain a thing.

gætte, a. (from , goods, and safe, acquiring), ac-

quiring goods or property ; s. one who acquires goods.

gara , s. from , goods, and set , an acquiring ,

the acquiring of goods or property.

¿æntata☎51, s. (from , the acquiring ofgoods,

and , a dver), a person who acquires goods or pro-

perty.

guatgaæta, a. (from Я , the acquiring ofgoods,

and if , doing , acquiring goods or property.

græstatas , a. (from tt , the acquiring ofgoods,

and , producible , producible by or arising from the

acquisition of goods.

grantaifascar, ad. (loc. cise ofgaga ), for the pur-

pose of acquiring goods.

দুৱোপাৰ্জ্জুননিমিত্তে, ad. (from দূােপানি, the acquiring of

goods, and fa , a cause), for the purpose of acquir

ing goods.and I, acause), caused by or arising from the collect

ing of articles ; ad. from or because of the collecting ,

of articles.

gastrotsatat&1, s. (from gutest , the collecting of things,

and tatt, desire), a desire to collect articles for any

purpose.

gustextantatgì, a. (from it , thecollecting ofthings,

and atat , desirous , desirous of collecting articles.

দুব্যায়োজনাভিলাষ, ৪.(from দূৰয়োজন, the collecting ofthings,

দুৰ্যোপাৰ্জনপযুক্ত , a. (from দুৰ্যোfাৰ্ত্তন , the acquiring ofgoods,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the ac-

quiring ofgoods ; ad. from or because of the acquiring

of goods.

grantgarage, a. (from art , the acquiring ofgoods,

and (53, à cause) , caused by or arising from the acquir.

ing of goods ; ad. from or because of the acquiring of

goods.

Ffff
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HiFi, 8. (from ™*, :wift, and f¾, t › decy), a grape.

tt , s. (from , a rine, and 3 , a climbing plant ,

a vine, (Vitis vinifera.)

ytätañ, s. (from ät , a grape, and a , juice), wine, the

juice of the grape.

, a. (from drops), the name is by the natives of India

now usually applied to the elixir of vitriol, or diluted

sulphuric acid.

, a. (from , to more), solven ' , a flux used to assist

the fusion of different substances.

gtat, a. (from , to move), soluble, malleable, fusible.

1, s . (from deaxμn, a drachm), a drachm.

, s. (from , to move), a tree.

4, s. (from 4, to injure), a scorpion.

43, a. (from P, to move), speedy, hasty, accelerated, quick,

liquid, faid.

Fostat, a. (from 3, speedy, and я , moving), swift,

fleet.

, s. (from , to move , a tree.

Fatk, s. (from ™ , a tree, and я, a limb) , a branch.

, s. (from 4, to move , a measure of capacity contain-

ing the sixteenth part of a Kharee.

tat , 8. (from † , a measure of capacity, and ☎†☎, a

crow , a carrion crow, (Corvus corone. )

tal, s. (from 4, to move , a canoe, a raft, a small vessel

made with the sheath of a plantain tree.

cate, s. (from 4 , to injure), injury, spite, malice, malevo-

lence, envy, murder.

¿qtefazfo, u. (from cats, malice, and frafo, cessation), the

cessation ofspite or malice.

« txfafazæ, a. (from cat , malice , and fif , a cause),

caused by or arising from spite or malice ; ad. from or

because of spite or malice.

catafaface, ad (from cat , malice, and f , a cause), for

the purpose of spite or malice.

categy , a. (from , malice, and us, caused by), caus.

ed by or arising from spite or malice ; ad. from or be-

cause of spite or malice.

, a. (from te, malice, and , increasing), in-

creasing spite or malice.

( txa , s. (from cat , malice, and 7, an increasing), the

increasing of spite or malice.

CIF, a. (from te, mali.e, and ( 5, a cause), caused

by or arising from spite or malice ; ad. from or because -

of spite or malice.

atsì, a. (from catfa, injurious), injurious, spiteful .

, s. (from f, two), a pair, a pair of opposites which are-

naturally connected, as man and wife, good and evil,

pleasure and pain, &c. a dispute.

TTI, ɑ. (from TI, quarrel, and I , to be produced), pro

duced by or arising from a quarrel or dispute.

qin, s. (from TT, a pair, and я, a compounding),

a compound word including a pair of opposites natu-

rally connected.

Ti, a. (from ™ , a dispute), quarrelsome, disputatious,

litigious.

, s. (from fa, tw ), a pair, a brace, a couple. This word

is only used as the last member of a compound.

Tt , a. (from t , a gate, and 1, to stand), standing or

being at the door or gate.

(gira,, a. (from , to injure , envious, injurious, malevo-

lent, spiteful, malicious , murderous, sanguinary.

tata , a. (from , injury, and ata , doing), injuri-

ous, spiteful, malicious, malevolent, envious, sanguinary.

cataætal, ɑ. (from πt , injury, and ☎ta , doing , injurious, t:f ,

spiteful, malicious, malevolent, envious, sanguinary.

catufas, a. (from catɔ, injury, and f33, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from malice or spite.

†gĦaï, a. (from cat , malice, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from spite or malice.

tests, a. from cats, malice, and ts, produced , produc-

ed by or arising from spite or malice.

, a. from E, malice, and art , destructive),

putting an end to spite or malice.

calefacés, a. from 5, malice, and for, causing 10

cease , causing spite or malice to cease.

দোহনিবারক,catarias, a. (from 1 , melice, and fata , preventing),

preventing or obstructing spite or malice.

catefacta , s. (from 515, makce, and fiata , a prev.nting),

the preventing of spite or malice.

a. (from tд, a gate, and f³, situated), situated

or being at a door or gate,

o , a. (from

cond.

fe, forty-two), the forty-se-

fe, a . (from fa, two, and that , forty), forty-

two.

tott , a. (from ofte, forty-two), the forty-

second.

Tift, a. (from fate, thirty-two), the thirty-second.

Tate, a. (from fĩ, two, and fats, thirty), thirty-two.

ift , a. (from fate, thirty-two), the thirty-se-

cond.

দ্বাদশ ৫. (from fa, two, and * , ten), twelve.

Taifa, s. (from at , twice, and , a corner), a dode-

cahedron, a paralellopipedon.

txt , a. (from at, welee), the twelfth (lunar day.)
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Tia.

Tacs a. (from atas, nine!y-' wo), the ninety-second.

ataæf³, a. (from fa, two, and azfs, ninety), ninety-two.

afas , a. (from Tafs, ninety-two), the ninety-second.

Et, a. (from ,fifty-two) , the fifty - second.

te, a. (from f , two, and te, fifty), fifty-two..

, a. (from T ,fifty-two), the fifty-second.

, s. (from , two, and , another), the third chrono

logical period or age ofthe Hindoos. It comprizes a

period of eight hundred and sixty thousand years ; doubt,

uncertainty .

ft, a. (from Tiffs, twenty two), the twenty-second.

atffs, a. (from , two, and fats, twenty), twenty-

two.

Tiffos , a. (from t³, twenty-two), the twenty.

second.

, s. (from , to cover), a door-way, the opening ofa

window, a gate-way, a passage up a mountain, a chan-

nel or medium of communication or action.

, s. (from C , a door), the name of a city renowned

in Hindoo writings as the residence of Krishna.

■tast³, a. (from , a door, and 83, found), found or be-

ing at a gate or door.

দ্বারপার্শ্ববর্ত্তী , a. from দ্বার, a door, and পার্শ্বৱৰ্ত্তিন্, being at a

side), existing or being at the side of a gate or door.

Tizim, s . (from Ta, a deor, and Яt , to keep), a door-keep-

er, a porter.

TİSTEE, s. (from at , a door, and a , keeper), a door-keep-

er, a porter.

, a.from , a door, and to stand), standing or

being at a gate or door.

tt, a. from , a door, and if , staying), staying

or continuing at a door or gate.

fs , a. from ta, a door, and 3, situated), situated

or being at a door or gate.

31 ad. (inst. case of , by, through, by means of.

tata , ad. (from at , a door, and , under), beneath

the door, beneath the gate.

atatasì, a. (from , a dor), abounding with doors or

gates ; s. a name ofDwaruka the city of Krishna.

. s. from , a door), a door-keeper, a porter.

tax, a. (from af , sixty-two), the sixty-second .

Etefa. (from f , two, and af , sixty), sixty-two.

xt , a. (from taf , sixty-tw ), the sixty-second.

83, a. (from . seventy-two), the seventy-second .

sfs, a. (from f , two, and [s, sev.nty), seventy-

two.

33 , a. (from , seventy-two), the seventy-se-

cond.

fast.

TE, a. (from ata, a door, and , to stand), standing or

situated at the door or gate.

ffs , a (from farfs, a hearing twice, and 2 , to hold),

retaining what has been twice heard, retaining a thing

on the second hearing.

, s . (from fa, two, and , a hand), two bands ; a. hav-

ing two hands.

fald, s. (from fa, two, and cats , corner) , a figure with two

angles ; a. having two angles.

ff , a. (from fa , two, and af , afruit stalk), having

two pedicels or fruit stalks.

ft , a. (from fa , two, and c , afilament), diandrous.

fata, a. (from fa, two, and cata, a seed vessel) , having

two seed vessels, having two receptacles or seed ves-

sels.

fats, a (from fa, two , and as, a piece`, two pieces ; a.

bissected.

fas , a. (from fa, two, and 3 , breaking), bissecting,

breaking a thing into two pieces.

Fat37, 8. (from fa , two, and as , a breaking) , the bissect-

ing, or cutting of a thing into two parts.

fasts, a. (from fa, two, and ste, the womb), bilocular, hav-

ing two divisions to the seed vessel.

fad , a. (from fa, two , double, two-fold .

gata, s. (from fasa, twice, and , an end), the dou-

bling ofthe left hand figure in working a sum in multi-

plication according to the Hindoo method.

fafat, a. (from fate, forty-two), the forty-se-

cond.

fotfonte, a. (from fa, two, and tte, forty), forty-

two.

faðalfawtya, a. (from falfate, forty-two), the forty-se-

cond.

fafa , a from fa, two, and fa , cut ), bissected , cut into two.

f , . (from fa, two, and ca , cutting), bissecting,

dividing into two.

fa , s. (from fa, two, and c , a cutting), the bissect-

ing of a thing.

, a. (from fa, two, and , to produce), twice-born, re-

generated ; s. a brahmun, a bird , an oviparous animal.

f313, a. (from fa, two, and at , born), twice-born, re-

generated ; s. a brahmun.

fats, a. (from fa , two, and tfs, birth , twice-born ; s. a

brahmun.

fatfesta, s . (from ffs, a brahmun, and sto, a class), a

class or assemblage of brahmuns.

fautsty, a. (from fx313, a brakmun , belonging to a brah-

mun, hybrid.

Ffff2
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fat. face.

fatay, s. (from fa , a brahmun, and tag, a house), the fet , a. (fromfe, fifty-two), the fifty-second.

habitation of brahmuns.

fa35ì, a. (from fa, two, and 3 , a thread), two-stringed,

having or consisting of two fibres.

fa34, a. (from fa, two), two-fold, two sorts, two.

fasty, a. (from fa , two), the second.

fast :, ad. (from fast , the second) , secondly.

1
1

pana, s. (from fast , the second, and a , a scale of

notes , a scale of music which contains twenty permu-

tations ofsound arising from four notes differently ar

ranged.

fastpatata , a. (from fast , the second, and statue, be-

longing to six months), belonging to the second six

months ; s. the name of an offering to the manes made

at the end of the second six months after the person's

death, or more properly, at the end of the eleventh

month.

tut, a. (from fa, two), the second (lunar-day.)

fare, ad. (from f , two, fa, three, and , a day), intwo

or three days, the other day.

fix, s. (from fa, two), a reduplication, a repetition.

fat , a. (from fx, a repetition, and tt , making

known), indicating a reduplication ; s . a rule or indica-

tive letter joined to a termination in Hindoo grammar

which requires a reduplication of one of the syllables .

fata, s. (from fa , a repetition, and , a making

known), an indication that the reduplication of a sylla-

ble is required.

fataæ, a. (from fa , a repetition, aud catæ, making

known), indicating a reduplication ; s. a rule or indica-

tive letter joined to a termination in Hiudoo grammar

which requires a reduplication of one of the syllables .

fana, a. (from fa, two, and , leaf), two-leafed, bilobated ;

s. two parties, two bodies of men,

fana , a. (from fa , two parties, and atte, drawn),

drawn by both parties, connected with both parties.

f1, ad. (from fa, two), of two sorts ; s. a dilemma, a word

admitting of two meaning, a doubtful circumstance, a

doubt, hesitancy.

fate , a. (from f1, oftwo kinds) , doubtful, precarious.

fata, s. (from fat , oftwo kinds, and , to contrive),

the thinking in an unsettled manner, the act of hesitat

ing or doubting, the pondering on a thing so as to view

it on both sides.

fas, a. (from feafs, ninety-two), the ninety-second.

fans, c. (from fa, two, and æfʊ, ninety) , ninety-two.

faf33 , a . (from fa , ninety-two), the ninety-second.
দ্বিনবতিতম,

fat, s. (from fa, two, and H , to drink), an elephant.

fatate, a. (from ſ , two, and te, fifty), fifty-two.

fit , a. (fromfe, fifty-two), the fifty-second.

faith, a. (from fa, two, and , a foot), biped.

fat , a. (from fa, two, and t, a petal) , having a double

row of petals, double.

fi , a. (from ſ , two, and , a bend), having two curves

or bendings, bending two ways ; s . in anatomy the sis-

moid cavity.

fax , s. (from f , two, and , a speaking), the dual

number in grammar.

fants, a. (from f , theplural number, and , an end),

ending with a plural termination.

faza, a. (from fĩ, two, and Tốm, a globe), biglobose.

fifat, 8. (from fa, two, and fat, a sort), two sorts.

fist, s. (from fa, two, and tst, a share), two parts, two

shares. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

dissect, to divide.

fusa, a. (fromfa, two, and , an arm), two-armed; s. a

plain figure with two sides.

fan , s. (from fi, two, and
, dividing), the diploe

or soft part which occupies the middle between thetwo

plates ofthe bones of the skull, a penetrating between

or separating between two parts.

face, a. (from fa, two, and xxx, the head) , two-headed.

fa , a. (from fa, two, and at, a mouth), having two

mouths, having two entrances or outlets, two-faced;

s. a serpent, an amphisbæna, a deceitful person.

faat , s. (from f , having two mouths, and aft, a ser-

pent), an amphisbæna. The word is commonly applied

to a small serpent the tail of which is as large as the

head and which is therefore vulgarly supposed to have

two heads.

fas, a. (from fa, two , and as, a head), biceps, two-head-

ed. The word is applied to the biceps muscle in anatomy.

faxi, a. (from fa, two, and , the head), two-headed .

fuæ , a. (from fi, two, and™ , a root), springing from two

origins.

facut , a. (from f , too, and cuff , pudendum muliebre),

digynous.

faan, s. (from fa, two , and a̸ , a tooth), an elephant.

fatta , s. (from f , twice, and st , a coming), a second

coming, the second coming of a newly married woman

to her husband's house.

Fatafe, s. (from fa , twice, and taf³, a returning), a se-

cond return, a second revolution.

fs, a. (from f , twice, and 8 , spoken), twice spoken,

repeated.

1

1
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ffs, s. (from fu , twice, and sf , a speech), a repetition,

a tautology.

f , a. masc. (from f , twice, and 85, married), twice-

married ; s . a twice-married man.

for, a. (fromf , twice, and 35, married), twice- married ;

s. a twice-married woman.

fit, a. (from , two, and t, aform), two-fold, of two

sorts, ofa double form.

fiì, a. (from fa, two, and ,formed), having two forms

or appearances.

fa , a. (from fa, two,
and T, the letter ), a bee, so cal-

led because there are two a in its name, viz. S.

fet , s. (from f , twice, and ct , an eating), eating

twice.

ft , a. (from fa , two, and war, a javelin), bicuspidate ;

s. the molares or grinding teeth.

fiftat:, a. (from fĩ, two, and f , the head), two-headed.

fe , a. (from faaf , sixty-two), the sixty-second.

frafe, a. (from fi, two, and af , sixty), sixty-two.

feafs , a. (from fraf , sixty-two), the sixty-second.

fas, a. (from 3, seventy-two), the seventy-second..

f83, a. (from fa, two, and 3, seventy), seventy-two.

ff , a. (from f³, seventy-two), the seventy-se-

cond.

fa , s. (from fan , two equal, and 5 , a quadran-

gle , a quadrangle having two equal`sides .

faufas, 8. (from , two equal, aud fï³, a triangle),

an isooecles triangle.

fire, a. (from fa, two, and T , the hand), two-handed.

t, s.(fromf, two, and at water , an island, a continent,

viz. land with water on both sides.

fazta, s. (from Я , an island, and fit , a residence),

a residence on an island or continent.

fact , a. (from , an island, and fifa , residing) ,

residing on an island or continent,

test, a. (from , an island, and af , being), being or

existing on an island or continent.

, a. (from , an island, and , to stand), standing

or situated on an island or continent.

t , a. (from , an island, and tf , staying), con-

tinuing on an island or continent.

f , a. (from , an island, and f , situated), situated

on an island or continent.

te , s. (from , an island, and 6 , another), another

island or continent.

texts, a. (from 3, another island, and sts, gone),

gone to another island , found on another island.

দ্বেষা,

দ্বীপান্তরনিকট, a . ( from স্বীপান্তর, another island , and নিকট,

near , near another island ; s. the vicinity of another

island.

fat , a (from tea, another island, and

fatafia, near), near another island.

দ্বীপান্তরনিকটস্থ, a. (from দ্বীপান্তর , another island, and নিকটস্থ,

near), near another island.

eft , a . (from 1 , another island, and

fatif , slaying), continuing near another island.

দ্বীপান্তরনিকটস্থিত, a. ( from দ্বীপান্তর, another island, and

fat , situated), situated near another island.

দ্বীপান্তরনিবাস, s . (from স্বপত্তির , another island, and নিবাস,

aresidence), a residence on another island .

দ্বীপান্তরত্রিাসী, a. (from দ্বীপান্তর, another island, and নিৰাসিন,

residing , residing on another island.

দ্বীপান্তরৱৰ্ত্তী , a . ( from স্বীপান্তর , another island, and বৰ্ত্তিন, bee

ing, existing), being or existing on another island.

দ্বীপান্তরবাসী, ৫. ( from স্ত্রীপান্তর, another island, and বাসি , re-

siding , residing on another island,

te , a. (from ☎ another island, and , to stand),

situated on another island.

দ্বীপান্তরস্থায়ী, a . (from দ্বীপান্তর , another island, and

staying), staying or continuing on another island.

af , a. (from tea, another island, and f , si-

tuated), situated in another island.

a, s . (from fa, to injure), malice, hatred, injuriousness.

, a. (from fa, to injure), injurious, malicious, male-

volent.

TE, s. (from ‹ , malice, and T , a word), a malici-

ous speech.

caasta, s. (from ‹ãª, malice, and s†Ã, a circumstance), ma-

liciousness.

, a. (from , malice, and , indicating), indicat-

ing malice or hatred.

(TANTA, S. (from ‹ ¤, malice, and , the absence of ma-

lice), the hatred or good will which one person bears to

another, prejudice for or against a thing.

at, a. (from fa, to injure), injurious, malicious, malevo-

lent.

aca , s. (from c , malice, and 1, the will), malevolence,

ill will, malignancy.

cataЯ), a. (from a, malice, and af , desirous), malevo-

lent, malignant.

, a. (from , malevolent), malicious, malevolent ; s. a

malevolent person.

(583, a. (from fa , to injure), deserving to be hated, fit to

be the object ofmalice.
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43, s. from fa, two), a second of the same nature or kind .

13 , . (from 3, a second of the same kind, and , to

know), believing in a plurality ofgods.

Ix3513, s. (from 3, a second of the same kind, and 7,

knowledge), an idea of there being two gods.

দ্বৈতজ্ঞানযাত্র, s. ( from দ্বৈতজ্ঞান , an idea of there being to

gods, and at , mere , the mere idea or, simple acknow-

ledgement ofa plurality of gods.

251.

a. (from , w , and a, a finger), two - fingers

wide or long.

, a. (from-fa, (wo, and us , an atom), a particle, an atom

which is just visible.

TI , a. (from fa, two, and aứ, an object), having two ob-

jects, admitting of two meanings.

nu , s. (from ant, admitting oftwo meanings, and u ,

a word), a quibble, a pun , a bon mot.

tazwifia, s. (from tauta , believing in a plurality of || ft ),a. (from f , two bones, and f¶, occu-

gods), faith in a plurality ofgods.

tat, a. (from.t , a second of the same kind, and

faa, knowing), believing in aplurality of gods.

2a3914317, s. (from t³, a second of the same nature, ¶nt ,

a thing, and , knowledge), an idea that there is a se-

c nd divine substance.

দ্বৈতপুতিপাদক, a. ( from দ্বৈত, a second of the same nature, and

fa , preserving), maintaining a plurality of gods ;

s. a person who maintains the doctrine of a plurality of

guds.

ata, s. (from 3, a second of the same kind, and T , a

speech), a declaration or profession of a plurality of

gods, the asserting of a plurality ofgods.

“দ্বতবাদী, s . ( from দ্বৈত, a second ofthe samenature, and ৱাদিন,

sp aking), a polytheist.

tatta , s. (from 3 , a second of the same nature, and

ats, no second of the same nature), a second of the

same nature or not.

tat, s. (from f1, two sorts), a dilemma, a double speech,

a doubt, a double resource, a stratagem, a second ar-

rangement or array of troops to deceive the enemy, a

reserve, a two-fold form or state, a contest or personal

conflict, a duel .

taat , s. (from ta , a dilemma, and tar, a word), a

speech which has two meanings , a dilemma.

ta , s. (from ta , a dilemma, and as, a doing), the

making of dilemmas, the bringing of a person into a

dilemma, the acting of a double part .

taal , a. (from tra, a dilemma, and 3, made , brought

into a dilemma.

tanta, s. (from , a dilemma, and sta, a being , the

circumstance of being a dilemma, the circumstance of

being a double resource.

tatas, a. (from , two, and at , a mother), having two

mothers, an epithet of Gunesha and of Jurusundhą.

a. from fa, two , and , the fore part), ending in two

points, bifid, biceps.

gispr¬¿ſt, 8. (from st, bifid, and i , a muscle ,

the biceps muscle.

pying the middle), interosseous, applied to the interos-

sepus ligament.

wife, a. (from f , two, and , a day), occurring every

other day.

™ , ɑ. (from fa̸, two, and sĩ , the belly), digastric, the ad.

jective of the digastric muscle.

q

, the nineteenth consonant in the Hindoo alphabet ; it is

the aspirated dental d, and has nearly the sound of d

and h in the words send-him.

*, au imitative sound used to express that arising from

-striking a single stroke. on a metallic vessel such as.a

chinese ghung, or the like.

, s. (from , smoke), smoke.

2 , s. (fromJ , subjection), entrance, possession, dis-

turbance.

ata, s. (from the letter , and a, to make), the letter ,

or the character which represents the sound of dh.

taifi, a. (from ta, the letter , and if , the first),

having an initial , beginning with the letter .

zætate, a. (from at , the letter , and , the end), hav-

-ing a final , ending with the letter..

**', s. (from a , to destroy), a push, a shove.

1 , s. (from 1 , white , a glittering, a blazing up, a

palpitation.

, v. n . (from 2 , a glittering), to glitter, to blaze,

to glow, to palpitate.

Tâæ , a. (from tæt , to blaze), the blazing up, a glow-

ing, the palpitating of the heart.

, s. (from , to hold), the body .

251, s. (from 2 , old cloth), an old garment, a rag, a small

piece of cloth worn to cover the parts which nature di-

rects to be concealed.

đặt , s. (from29, old cloth), an old garment, a rag, a small

piece of cloth worn to cover the parts which nature

directs to be concealed.

25 , s. (from , to sound), a word used to express the
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चैन.

sound occasioned by a violent struggle or flouncing, or

that occasioned by the dashing of waves on the shore,

știște, s. from tște, a dashing sound), the sound of re-

peated flouncing or dashing.

*şta, s. (from 8 , to sound), the sound arising from the

violent dashing of a wave, or from a violent struggle or

crash.

Eșì, s. (from TÍ, crafty , crafty, deceitful, waggish.

txt , a. (from 1, crafty, and j , play), waggish, craf.

ty, roguish.

stats. (from att , waggish , waggishness, roguish-

ness, craftiness.

2șiș, s. (from Xa, to sound), the sound arising from violent

ly squirting a liquid against any substance.

21, a. (from 51, a ragged cloth), ragged, hanging in

tatters, making a sound like the tearing of old cloth,

squirting, making a sound like the squirting of liquids.

In the last sense this word is usually applied to a cow's

evacuating its ordure.

25 , s. (fromad, to sound), a struggling, a flouncing, a fluts

tering.

Iş¤şı, r. a. (from Tyrș, aflouncing , to struggle, to flounce,

to flutter, to writhe.

Fşuşta, s. (from âœ¹, to struggle), the act of struggling,

the flouncing ofa fish, the fluttering of a bird.

azuştfa, s. (from ¤¹, to struggle , a violent struggling

or flouncing.

2 ,-8. (from2 , to produce acrop , wealth, property, riches,

goods, a treasure, property consisting of cattle.

fs, s. from 17, weilth, and 3, loss), the loss of pro-

perty, the sinking of property.

বদক্ষতিকারক, a. (from সক্ষতি, loss of wealth, and কারক, caus-

ing), causing a loss of property ; s. a person who oc-

casions a loss ofproperty.

বনক্ষতিকারী, a. ( from স্বর্ণক্ষতি, a loss of wealth; and কারিন,

causing), causing a loss of property.

বনক্ষতিজনিত; a. ( from বনক্ষতি, a loss of wealth, and জনিত,

produced , caused by a loss of property.

fs , d. (from taxfs, a loss ofwealth, and 533, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a loss of pro-

perty.

fats, a. (from Tafs, a loss ofwealth, and at , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from the loss of proper-

ty.

বনক্ষতিনিমিশুক, a . (from স্বনক্ষতি, a loss of wealth, and নিমিত্ত;

ধন.

ধনক্ষতিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from বনক্ষতি, aloss of wealth, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , for the purpose of effecting a loss of property.

বনক্ষতিপুযুক্ত ,, a. (from 23, a loss ofwealth, and s, caus-
পযুক্ত,

ed by , caused by or arising from the loss of property ;

ad. from or because of the loss of property.

ধনক্ষতিহেতক, a.(from বনক্ষতি, a loss of wealth, and হেতু,

cause), caused by or arising from the loss of property ;

d. from or because of the loss of property.

7, s. (from 2 , wealth, and 4, decay), the loss or de-

cay of property, the decay of riches, a waste of proper-

ty . .

বনক্ষয়কারক, a . (from বনক্ষয় , the decay ofriches, and কাক,

causing , causing the decay of riches, causing the loss

of property,

Faxyxt , a. (from , the decay of riches, and ☎ife ,

making), causing the decay of riches, causing the loss

ofproperty..

fs, a. (from 7, the decay of riches, and af ,

produced , produced by or arising from the decay of

riches, caused by or arising from the loss of property.

ধনস্কয়জন্য , a. (from বনক্ষয় , the decay of riches, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the decay of

riches, producible by or arising from the loss of pro-

perty..

, a. (from 4, the decay of riches, and at ,

produced), produced by or arising from the decay of

riches, produced by or arising from the loss of proper-

ty.

বনস্কয়নিমিত্তক, a. (from বর্ণক্ষয় , the decay ofriches, aud নিমিত্ত ,

u cause), caused by or arising from the decay ofriches

or the loss ofproperty ; ad. from or because of the de-

cay of riches or the loss of property.

ধনক্ষয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (from ধনঞ্চয়, the decay ofriches, and নিত্তি,

a ( ause), for the purpose of effecting the decay or loss

ofproperty.

বনক্ষরপুযুক্ত , a. (from স্বনক্ষয় , the decay of riches, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the decay or loss

of property; ad. from or because of the decay or loss

of property.

JANCI , a. (from , the decay of riches, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from the decay or loss of

property.

asts, a. (from 2 , wealth, and sfs, proud , purse-

proud.

sted, s. (from 2 , riches, and sd, a taking), the receiv

ing of riches.

sd, the receiving of wealth, and

tt , desire), a desire to receive wealth.

a cause), caused by or arising from the loss ofproperty, s. (from

ty ; ad, from or because of the loss of property.
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astatel, a. (from ad, the receiving ofwealth, and

atat , desirous), desirous of receiving wealth.

TäſgatЯF1, s. (from 75 , the receiving of wealth, and

, expectation , an expectation of receiving pro-

perty.

gasestidel, a. (from as , the receiving of wealth, and

f , lookingfor), looking forward to the receiving

of property.

anggatsata, s. (from , the receiving ofwealth, and

afata, desire), a desire of receiving property.

2tfs , a. (from ad, the receiving ofwealth, and

afontfa, desirous), desirous of receiving property.

sud ), s. (from A , the receiving ofwealth, and ' ,

desire), a desire to receive property.

da. (from 4, the receiving ofwealth, and 5,

desirous), desirous of obtaining property.

sold , a. (from ¶¶¶, the receiving of wealth, and

desirous), desirous of receiving property.

adridtg1F, a. (from Я , the receiving of wealth, and

31 , engaged in), engaged in receiving property.

aspartusisi , s. (from II , the receiving of wealth, and

ss, exertion), an exertion to acquire property.

23gratastal, a. (from ¶ , the rece.ving ofwealth, and

Starfst , using exertion), using exertion to acquire

wealth.

ধনগ্রহণোপক্রম, ৪. (from বনগ্রহণ , the receiving of wealth, and

, a beginning), the beginning of receiving wealth.

at , a. (from 2 , property, and st , receiving), re-

ceiving property ; s. a person who receives property.

st31, s. (from at , a receiver of properly), the

being a receiver of property.

tæ , 8. (from RīЯxæ, a receiver ofproperty , the be-

ing a receiver of property..

, a. (from 2 , wealth, and c , striving) , striving

or seeking for wealth.

T¥1, s. (from 27, wealth, and w¥1, endeavour), an exer-

tion to obtain wealth.

at , s. (from 7, wealth, and , destruction) , the de-

struction of property, the loss of property.

, a. (from 7, wealth, and tt , destructive), de-

structive to property.

£zat*æta☎, a . (from , the destruction ofproperty, and

, making), causing the destruction or loss of pro-

perty.

attat, a. (from att, the destruction of property, and

ata , making , causing the destruction or loss of pro-

perty.

2771*5fa3, 1. (from * , the destruction ofproperly, and

as, produced), produced by or arising from the de-

struction ofproperty.

, a. (from a , the destruction ofproperty, and

, producible , producible by or arising from the de-

truction ofproperty.

ধননাশজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of ধনন। অন্য) , for the destruction

or loss ofproperty.

gant*fafagæ, a. (from t , the destruction of property,

and faf , a cause), caused by or arising from the de-

struction of property ; ad. from or because of the de-

struction of property.

tantafafus, ad. (from at , the destruction of property,

and fifa , a cause), for the destruction or loss of pro-

perty.

gaataque, a. (from 2 *, the destruction ofproperty, and

Я , caused by), caused by or arising from the destruc-

tion or loss ofproperty ; ad. from or because of the de-

struction or loss of property.

ধননাশ তিরিক্ত, a. (from eat , the destruction ofproperty ,

and fsfs, excepted , the destruction or loss of pro-

perty excepted.

and fs

, s. (from at, the destruction ofproperty,

an exception , the exception of a destructi-

on or loss of property.

বননাশৰ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ধননাশাতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of the destruction of property, without or be-

sides the destruction of property.

ধননাশমত্র, s . ( from ধননাশ, the destruction of property, and

ata, mere), the mere destruction of property, the sim-

ple destruction or loss of property.

gazt*æsæ, a. (from 277 , the destruction ofproperty, and

, a root), originating in or springing from the destruc-

tion ofproperty.

Agæ, a. (from
*, the destruction of property, and

*, indicating), indicating the destruction or loss of

property.

zat» TIF, a. (from at , the destruction ofproperty, and

(T , a cause), caused by or arising from the destruction

of property ; ad. from or because of the destruction of

property.

aaat»itæt§1, s. (from ¬ ††, the destruction ofproperty, and

, desire), a desire for the destruction of property.

attæt , a. (from att, thedestruction ofproperty, and

att , desirous), desirous of the destruction of pro-

perty.

gaatuitfsata, s. (from , the destruction of property;

and fata, desire), a desire for the destruction ofpro-

perty.
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zastwitfentat, a. (from at , the desiruction of property,

and fat , desirous), desirous of the destruction of

property.

atty, s. (from * , the destruction of property, and

ta , a beginning), a beginning of the destruction of

property.

1, s. (from , the destruction of property, and

, desire), a desire for the destruction of property.

te , a. (from , the destruction of property, and

desirous), desirous of the destruction of proper-

ty.

*** , a. (from , the destruction ofproperty, and

25, desirous), desirous of the destruction of property.

ধনসাশোপক্রয়, s. (from ধননাশ, the destruction of property,

and s , a beginning), a beginning of the destruction

ofproperty.

tacés, a. (from 27, wealth, and , increasing), increas-

ing property, causing wealth to increase ; s. a person

who improves or increases his property.

21 , s.(from 3 , wealth, and , an increase), the in-

creasing or improving of property.

Titlą, a. (from A, wealth), wealthy, rich, opulent , affly-

ent.

azt , a. (from 2 , wealth, and , abundance), abun-

dance of wealth.

gafatst, s. (from 7, wealth, and firstst, a dividing), the

division of property, the sharing out of property.

ধনবিভাগকারী, a . (from ধনবিভাগ, the division ofproperty, and

◄fa , doing), making a division of property, sharing

out wealth.

afestsit, a. (from27, wealth, and fastft , dividing), divid-

ing property, sharing out wealth.

* , s. (from T, wealth, and af , increase), the increase

of riches or property.

fs, a. (from 4 , the increase of wealth, and , to

do , making an increase of wealth, improving property.

ধনবৃদ্ধিকারক, a. (from ধনবৃদ্ধি, an increase of wealth, and

*te , causing), causing an increase of wealth.

fat , a . (from 4f , an increase of wealth, and tf ,

making , causing an increase ofwealth.

tazfasas, a. (from taza, an increase of wealth, and HIT,

producing), producing an increase of wealth.

ধনবৃদ্ধিজনিত , a ( from ধনবৃদ্ধি, an increase of wealth, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from an increase of

wealth.

7, a. (from 24 , an increase of wealth, and ,

producible), producible by or arising from an increase

ofwealth.

ধন.

fan , ad. (loc. case of 5 ), for the purpose of

an increase of wealth.

ITTI¤, 8. (from an increase of wealth, and ‡ ¤,

destruction), the destruction or ruin of an increase of

property.

***, a (from af , an increase of wealth, and

, destructive), destructive to an increase of wealth.

qafit” ), a. (from , an increase of wealth, and

f , destructive), destructive to an increase of wealth.

azfsfatóæ, a. (from daaf , an increase of wealth, and

fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to an increase

of wealth.

fata , a. (from 2 , an increase of wealth, and

fita , preventing), preventing or obstructing an in-

crease of wealth.

gafafaatza, s. (from 17 , an increase of wealth, and

fata, a preventing), the preventing or obstructing of

an increase of wealth.

zacjafaf , s. (from az , an increase of wealth, and

, cessation) , a cessation of the increase of wealth.

aayafaficæ, a. (from If , an increase of wealth, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from an increase

of wealth ; ad. from or because of an increase of wealth.

afafafar , ad. (from fe, an increase of wealth, and

fafa , a cause), for the purpose of an increase of wealth,

ধনবৃদ্ধিপুযুক্ত , a. ( from ধনবৃদ্ধি, an increase ofwealth, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from an increase of

wealth ; ad. from or because of an increase of wealth.

af afgs, a. (from Razfs, an increase of wealth, and afF,

destitute), destitute of an increase of wealth.

afarge, ɑ (from da , an increase of wealth, and
হে,

a cause), caused by or arising from an increase of pro..

perty ; ad. from or because of an increase of property,

, s. (from 2 , wealth, and , expenditure), the ex-

penditure of wealth .

tæ, a. (from 2 , the expenditure of property,

and ta , doing), expending wealth ; s. a spendthrift.

zawgæti, a. (from 1 , the expenditure of property,

and tf , doing) , expending wealth.

gas, a.(from 1 , the expenditure ofproperty, and

fs, produced), produced by or arising from the ex-

pending of wealth .

ĦATILGAI, ɑ. (from I , the expenditure ofproperty, and

1, producible), producible by or arising from the ex-

penditure of property.

FITIyKte, a. (from 1 , the expenditure ofwealth, and

3,produced), produced by or arising from the expen-

diture of wealth.

Gggg
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tagfafas , a. (from

21.

T, the expenditure of wealth, and

fafs, a cause , caused by or arising from the expendi-

ture of wealth ; ad. from or because of the expenditure

ofwealth.

ff , ad. (from 21 , the expenditure ofwealth, and

ff , a cause), for the purpose of expending money or

property.

ay , ɑ. (from 7, the expenditure of wealth, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the expen-

diture of wealth ; ad. from or because of the expendi-

ture of wealth.

, a. (from 7, the expenditure of wealth, and

, accomplishable), accomplishable by the expendi-

ture of wealth.

নয়হেতুক, a . (from স্বনায়, the expenditure ofwealth, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from the expendi

ture of wealth ; ad. from or because ofthe expenditure

of wealth.

ytæti, s. (from 4, the expenditure of wealth, and

tata , desire), a desire to expend wealth, an inclina-

tion to prodigality.

tætsi, a. (from 27 , the expenditure ofwealth, and

atat , desirous), desirous of expending wealth, in-

clined to prodigality.

qazıntfsmta, s. (from I , the expenditure of wealth, and

afata, desire), a desire to expend wealth, an inclina-

tion to prodigality.

tsat , a (from 7, the expenditure of wealth,

and off , desirous ) , desirous of expending wealth,

inclined to prodigality .

ধনব্যয়ারম্ভ,, s . (from 27 , the expenditure of wealth, and

tag, a beginning) , a beginning of expending property.

ধন্যয়েছ!, s. ( from ধনবায়, the expenditure of walth, and ইচ্ছা,

desire), a desire to expend wealth, an inclination to pro-

digality.

TÁNYK, ɑ. (from I , the expenditure ofwealth, and 35.

desirous , desirous of expending wealth, inclined to pro-

digality.

TITII , a. (from 1 , the expenditure of w´alth, and

, desirous), desirous of expending wealth, inclined

to prodigality.

anotas, a. (from 2771 , the expenditure of wealth, and

SF, engaged in) , engaged in the expenditure of wealth.

anatrasts , a. (from 19, the expenditure ofwealth, and

Stats , using endeavours), using endeavours to ex-

pend wealth.

atst, s. (from 7, wealth, and sist, a share), a share of

property, the sharing out of property.

ধন.

sts , a. (from 2 , wealth, and t , sharing), sharing in

wealth or property, sharing property.

zastata, s. (from 2 , wealth, and tot , astorehouse), a store-

house, a treasury.

Ja , a. (from 7, wealth, and 3, intoxicated), intoxicat-

ed with wealth, proud of wealth.

17 , s. (from , wealth, and , wine) , the wine of wealth,

the intoxication of wealth, the pride of wealth.

ansf³, a. (from 2 , the pride of wealth , and stfæ³,

elated), elated with the pride of wealth, purse-proud .

23,a. (from , the wine ofwealth, and affs, elat-

ed), elated with the pride of wealth, purse-proud.

ata, s. (from 25, wealth, and at , mere), mere wealth,

simple wealth.

Iātē, «. (from 27, wealth, and , a root), originating

from wealth, arising from property.

1748 , a. (from 7, wealth, and a☎, preserving), preserv-

ing property, guarding property, keeping property.

1734, s. (from 7, wealth, and a , apreserving) , the pre-

serving or guarding of property, the keeping of pro-

perty.

TIA ), s. (from T , wealth, and 71 , preservation), the pre-

servation or keeping of property, the guarding of pro-

perty.

MIFIFII , a. (from 1, the preservation ofproperty,

and ☎ta☎, doing , preserving or guarding property, keep-

ing property ; s. a person who preserves or guards pro-

perty.

gaz¶tæt , a. (from

aud fa , doing ,

keeping property.

1, the preservation of property,

preserving or guarding property,

Jat , a. (from 1 , the preservation ofproperty, and

, producible), producible by or arisingfrom the pre-

servation or guarding of property.

25gĦts, ad. (loc. case of MT ), for the purpose of

preserving or guarding property.

ধনরক্ষানিমিত্তক, ৫. (from ধনরক্ষা , the preservation ofproperty,

and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the pre-

serving or guarding of property ; ad. for or because of

the preservation or guarding of property.

, a. (from ,thepreservation ofproperty, and

F, caused by), caused by or arising from the preser-

vation or guarding of property ; ad. from or because of

the preservation or guarding of property.

বনরক্ষাহেতুক, a . ( from ধনরক্ষা , the preservation of property.

and (T , a cause), caused by or arising from the pre-

servation or guarding ofproperty ; ad. from or because

of the preservation or guarding of property.
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2 . সি.

&xf, s. (from 4 , wealth, and atf*, a heap), a heap or

stock of treasure.

2 , s. (from 27, wealth, and , respect), a love for

wealth or property.

213, s. (from 17, wealth, and is, acquisition , the acqui- tata, s (from 27, wealth, and tata, a receiving), the

sition of wealth or property.

1afa 1, s. (from 7, wealth, and fa , desire to obtain), a

desire to acquire property, covetousness .

afaa. (from , wealth, and f , desirous ofacquiring),

desirous of acquiring property, covetous.

2 , a. (from 2 , wealth, and , desired , covetous,

greedy of wealth.

acats, s. (from 27, walth, and cats, desire), a desire for

wealth or property.

tantsì, a (from 47, wealth, and of , desirous), desir-

ous of wealth or property, covetous.

, s. (from 5, wealth, and , a collection), a col-

lection of property or wealth.

2787, s. (from 7, wealth, and , a hoarding), the

accumulation of wealth.

21, s. (from 27, wealth, and 51 , desire), a desire for

wealth or property , covetousness.

2z334, s. (from 27, wealth, and ₹ 4, a taking), the seizing

or taking away of wealth .

zazatætğı , s. (from 25 , the seizing of wealth, and

1, desire), a desire to seize on property.

25zatatat. a. (from 3 , the seizing of wealth, and

stat , desirous), desirous of seizing property..

ata , s. (from 5 , the seizing of property, and

sata, desire), a desire of seizing upon property."

żaczxt{Sataæ, a. (from $ 79 , the seizing ofproperty, and

fata , desirous), desirous of seizing property.

gazzatísatā), a. (from 275 , the seizing of property, and

afsatfa , desirous), desirous of seizing upon property .

ধনহরণেছা , s . ( from ধনহরণ, the seizing of property, and ইচ্ছা,

desire), a desire to seize upon property.

żarzda, a. (from A , the seizing of property, and 5,

desirous), desirous of seizing upon property.

25 , a. from , the seizing ofproperty, and 8 ,

desirous), desirous of seizing upon property.

21st¿æ, a. (from 7, weilth, and tæge, desirous), de-

sirous ofwealth, covetous.

tatt , s . (from 2 , wealth, and tt , desire), a desire

for wealth, covetousness.

txt , a. (from 17, wealth, and tøff , desirous), de-

sirous of wealth, covetous .

ta , s. from 5 , wealth, and t , a seizing), the

seizing upon property.

15 , a. (from 2 , wealth, and , connected with),

wealthy, affluent, rich.

receiving of property.

11 , s. (from 27, wealth, and at , a receptacle), a re-

ceptacle oftreasure, a storehouse, a treasury.

fata, s. (from 2 , wealth, and f , a right), a right

to property, the possession of property.

বদাধিকারিতা, s . (from ধনাধিকারি , having a right to proper-

ty), the proprietorship of wealth, the having a right to

property.

އ

ধনাধিকারিত্ব , s. (from বনাধিকারি , having a right to proper

ty, the proprietorship of wealth, the having a right to

property.

ধনাধিকারী, ৫ ( from বন, wealth, and অধিকারিন, having a right

to), having a right to property.

tfaf , s. (from 3, wealth, and affs, a sovereign),

a name of Koovera the Hindoo god of riches, a trea-

surer.

115, s. (from 87, wealth, and 81F, an overseer), a trea-

surer.

azhɩæææ, a. (from 17, walth, and w¤ , seeking), seek-

ing for wealth or property.

, s. (from 27, wealth, and , a seeking), a seek-

ing for wealth or property.

Taival, ɑ. (from 25 , wealth, and MII , seeking), seeking

wealth or property.

•

, s . (from 2 , wealth, and , a tuking away),

the taking away of wealth.

gatЯetzæ, s. (from 27, wealth, and fæ, taking away),

stealing or taking away property.

gatta , a. (from 2 , wealth, and af , taking away),

stealing or taking away property.

zatfsats , a. (from , wealth, and afsæt , proud) , proud

on account of property, purse-proud.

fatfsata, s. (from 3 , wealth, and fta, desire), a desire

for wealth, covetousness .

atant , a. (from 7, wealth, and fat , desirous), de-

sirous of wealth, covetous .

tata, s. (from 27, wealth, and , a procuring), the

acquiring of wealth .

gatur, a . (from 27, wealth, and fix, desirous), desirous of

wealth, covetous .

gatati , s . (from 27, wealth, and at , hope), hope of ob-

taining wealth, a thirst for wealth.

বনাশারহিত, a. ( from ধনাশা, a hepe ofriches, and রহিত, des-

titute), free from the hope or desire of riches.

afão), s. (from27, to produce a crop), the name of a plant,

Gggg2
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17:

cultivated in Bengal for the fibre of the bark, which is a

substitute for hemp, (Eschynomene cannabina.)

afas , s. (from afa, rich , affluence, opulence.

afa , s. (from a , rich) , affluence, opulence.

281, s. (from 17, wealth ', the twenty-third stellar man-

sion in the Hindoo astronomy.

zal, a. (from fa , rich), rich, affluent, opulent, fortunate,

happy.

15, s. (from 1 , a bow), a bow, an instrument in the form

ofa bow used in cleaning cotton, the name of a mea.

sure of length containing four cubits.

4, s. (from Tag, a bow), a bow, an instrument used in

cleaning cotton, the bow of a violin.

IIUTI, S. (from 2 , a bow, and y, a sharp whirring

sound), an instrument like a bow used in cleaning cot-

ton.

âge, a. (from 8 , a bow), arcuated, bent, curved.

ধনুরাকর্ষণ, s . (from স্, a bow , and আকর্ষণ, a drawing), the

drawing ofa bow.

zzztæta, a. (from , a bow, and atta, aform), arcu-

ated, bent, curved ; s. the segment of a circle.

tagiefs, a. (from 7 , a bow, and tafs, a form), arcuat-

ed, bent, curved; s. the segment of a circle.

´d, s. (from A, a bow, and 21, a string), a bow- string,

the chord of an arc.

, s. (from 27 , a bow, and 2, to hold), an archer.

, s. (from a bow, and far , science , archery,

the science of archery.

fata , a. (from afar , archery, and F, eminent), vers-

ed in the science of archery.

ff , a. (from fan, archery, and f , eminent) ,

eminent in the science of archery.

fawet, a (from 211, archery, and 6, eminent), emi-

nent in the science of archery.

ধনুর্বিদ্যাপারগ , a . ( from ধনুর্বিদ্যা, archery , and পারগ, eminent) ,

eminent in the science of archery.

, s. (from , a bow, and s , a breaking), the break-

ing of a bow. The breaking of a bow is celebrated in the

Hindoo writings as a trial of strength.

, s. (from 1 , the breaking ofa bow , and 4, a

wager), a wager laid ou a trial of strength by breaking

a bow, a firm promise or threat, a firm agreement or

wager.

, s. (from , the sign sagittarius, and aЯ, the ascen-

sion of a sign of the zodiac), the time ofthe ascension.

of the sign sagittarius above the horizon.

a , s. (from , a bow, and t , the sound ofabow.

aai.

string), the twang of a bow, the name ofadiseasein

which the whole body is so affected with spasm as to

become rigid.

, s. (from 24, to cast), a bow, a curve, a segment

circle, an arc.

122bea

of2 201bearyby

k, to

brightne

1tum বপ

IJEE, a. (from TH, a bow, and Ty, a pillar), the name of a

violent spasmodic affection of the body.

Katla, 8. (from277, a bow, and gift, a sign ofthe zodiac), dise

the sign sagittarius.

, s . (from 7, wealth, aud , desire), a desire of

wealth, covetousness.

a . a. (from 7, wealth, and , desirous), desirous of

wealth, covetous.

, a. (from , w:alth, and , desirous), desirous of

wealth, covetous.

aat, s. (from 27, wealth, and , a lord), the name ofa

bird, (Buceros malabaricus .) An appellation of Koo-

vera the god of riches.

tatas, a. (from 2 , wealth, and 83, foolish), intoxicated

with wealth.

aatata, s. (from 27, wealth, and 844, an expedient), an

expedient to acquire wealth.

1, s. (from a, smoke, and , to give), mistiness or dim-

ness of sight, blindness, a stratagem. Constructed with

mist, to be in contact, this word means to overlook, to be

blind to a circumstance or thing, to mistake ; with as ,

to bring in contact, it means to confound things, to blind

the judgment by introducing confusion.

tatta, s. (from , dimness of sight, and atsta, a bring-

ing into contact), the causing of mistakes by introduc .

ing confusion, or by the concealing of things.

1, a. (from 2a, wealth), praise-worthy, worthy of great-

ness or glory, happy, blessed, estimable.

garata, s. (from 271, praise-worthy, and , a word), an as-

cription of praise or glory, a thanksgiving, thanks. This

at, tremble

Gri

at ,to dea

t ,whi

species of

Tesofthe

a meciesof le

27, white

tou

dateor

atenkin

body,a

2073,

,to

word constructed
with , to do, or ata, to regard,

att

means to thank.

datinì, a. (from , worthy ofpraise, and tf , saying),

ascribing praise or glory, thankful.

, s. (from , to produce grain), coriander seed ; also

the plant which produces it, (Coriandrum sativum.)

tæ, s. (from 7 , to produce grain), coriander seed ; al-

so the plant which produces it, (Coriandrum sativum .)

2 , s. (from 2 , a bow, and x, within), the phy-

sician of the gods who was produced at the churning of

the ocean.

an, s. (from 2 , a bow), an archer ; a. armed with a bow,

having a bow.

10
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ধর.

zette, au imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the fall of a heavy body upon the ground.

ata, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

the fall of a heavy body on the ground.

, s. (from 1 , to wash), the sensation produced by

clearness or brightness.

, v. n. (from , clearness), to appear clear or

bright, to shine.

ta, s. (from Я , to shine), an appearing white or

pure, a shining.

1, a. (from , clearness) , clear, bright, open, white .

, s. (from , to tremble), linen, clothes, linen cloth ; the

name ofa shrub, (Grislea tomentosa.)

ta, a. (from at , to cleanse), white.

ITAEG, S. (from IT , white, and T , the leprosy), a disease

reckoned a species of leprosy, in which the skin is cover-

ed with patches of the whiteness of paper.

te ), a . (from , the leprosy), leprous, afflicted

with that species of leprosy which turns the skin white.

, a. (from , white), white.

ta, s. (from a , white , a white cow.

ĦTIT, s. (from , to wash), the sensation occasioned by

looking at a white or dazzling object.

2 , s. (from , ta enkindle), the kindling up offire.

taal, s. (from T , to sound), a vein or artery, any tubular

vessel of the body, a nerve.

I , s. (from Ti, to sound), a threat, a censure, a reproof,

a reprimand, a chiding. •

ŻENIE, s. (from ¤ , a threat. The lust member ofthis word

is intended as a rhyme to the first), threats and reproofs.

ża ), v. a. (from 1, to sound), to threaten, to reprove, to

reprimand, to chide, to scold, to censure ; s. a pair of

bellows, a gust of wind.

2at1, s. (from 1, to threaten), the threatening of a

person, the scolding a person.

atafe, s. (from , a reproof), a mutual threatening or

scolding, a squabble, a brawling.

aata, s . (from , to threaten), the threatening or re-

proving of a person, the scolding of a person.

fat, a. (from 1, to threaten), scolding, threatening.

tato, s. (from æ , a bluster, and T³, wind) , a squall

of wind.

zaal, s. (from W¹, to sound, and ↑ 1, a push), a shoving, a

justling.

afu , s. (from ', to sound, and f , to mee!), braided hair,

the hair tied in a bunch behind the head .

4, s. (from , to seize), the having or holding of a thing,

the seizing ofan animal, theapprehending ofan offender,

ধৰ্ম্ম-

the adhering to a thing, the keeping of a thing in the

mind, the assuming of a position, the noting down of a

number, the assuming of a number as a mean.

1, s. (from , to hold) , a scaffold, the sitting at a person's

door with a threat of starving in order to recover a debt.

This word constructed with ' , to give, means to dunn,

or rather to sit at a person's door for the purpose of re-

covering a debt.

đạ¶tata☎, a. (from 41, dunning, and tṛ , giving), dun-

ning; s. a dunner.

fagi, a. (from 4, to hold), taking, holding, seizing.

aat, s. (from 4, to hold), the earth.

2 , s. (from 1, the earth, and , a bottom), the

lower part or bottom of the earth, the earth.

13, s. (from ạ , the earth, and ³, a master), the lord

of the earth, a sovereign, a king.

qgdata, s. (from , the earth, and Atm, to nourish), a

king, a sovereign.

îìy, a. (from †, to hold ), worthy of regard, worthy ofbe-

ing controverted, assumable, apprehensible.

1 , s. (from , to hold), the earth, seizure, the capture of

a thing, the apprehension of a criminal, the retention of

a thing. This word when constructed with , tofall,

means to be apprehended ; r. a. to cause to seize or hold,

to plaster.

Tazzi, s. (from 4, to hold), the causing of a person or ani.

mal to catch or hold a thing.

đạtè, s. (from đi, to cause to hold), a loan, a ransom.

szta, s . (from , to hold), the causing of a person to seize

a thing, the occasioning of the apprehension of an of-

fender, the plastering of a wall.

ta, s. (from 1, the earth, and 4, to hold) , a mountain.

1 , s. (from , to hold), a mutual or alternate holding

or seizing.

ধরায়,i , a. (from 21, apprehension), apprehensible.

aft, s. (from 4, to hold), the earth.

afa , s (from , to hold , the seizing or holding of a thing.

1, s. (from , to seize), a person's sitting at the door of a

debtor with a threat of starving himself if not paid. The

dunning used by a creditor.

, a. (from 4, to seize), apprehensible, deserving to be

selected for animadversion or criticism, deserving no-

tice .

, s. (from2,to hold), religious merit, duty, righteousness,

virtue ; that line of conduct which is proper for a man

to pursue in whatever situation he may be placed, the

proper use or application of a thing, justice, religion,

the name of a god.
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2zí.

, s. (from 2 , duty, and , work), duty, piety, god.

liness, a religious action.

ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মকারক, a. (from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and কারক,

making , performing religious actions, acting rightly.

aat , a. (from tant, a religious action, and af ,

doing), performing religious actions, acting rightly.

, a. (from a , a religious action, and 3, found),

included in religious actions .

, a. (from auf, a religious action, and

using exertions), using exertions to perform religious ac-

tions.

afe , s. (from 2 , a religious action, and ¹, ex-

ertion), an exertion to perform religious actions.

বৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মচেষ্টাকারী, a. ( from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্মচেষ্টা , an exertion to perform

religious actions, and fa , making), using exertions to

perform religious actions.

, a (from a , a religious action, and 13 , fal

le from), apostatized from the practice of religion, fal.

len from the practice of religion,

tusfas a. (from , a religious action, and 343,

produced , produced by or arising from religious actions .

Tú , a (fromtú , a religious action, and Far,
pro-

ducible), produeible by or arising from religious actions .

tú , ad. loc. case of tú , for the purpose of

religious orright actions.

de-tuz , s. 'from ✰ízí, a religious action, and 7,

struction , the prophaning or rendering useless a religi

Qus action.

tuzzjone, a. (from Vící, a religious action, and † ¤ë,

destructive), destructive to religious actions, making re-

ligious actions ineffectual.

tut , a. (from is, a religious action, and fa ,

deuctive,, destructive to religious actions, making re-

ligious actions ineffectual.

alatt, s (from 34 , a religious action, and at , de-

struction), the profanation ofa religious action, the mak

ing of a religious action ineffectual.

Katta, a. (from a , a religious action, and ,

des'ructive), destructive to religious actions, making re-

ligious actions ineffectual.

, a. (from , a religious action, and fat ,

eminent , eminent in the practice of religion.

ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মণিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to religious actions.

ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মনিবারক, a. ( from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or hindering religious actions.

কৰ্ম্মণি , s . ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and নিবারণ ,

1πí.

a preventing), the preventing or hindering of religious

actions.

ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মনিবৃত্তি, ও (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious actin, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of religious actions.

ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from religious actions ;

ad. from or because of religious actions.

ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for the purpose of religious actions.

fa , a. (from a , a religious action, and f

appointed), engaged in religious actions, appointed to

the performance of religious actions .

zuzugfsane, a. (from Tú, a religious action , and

fa , obstructing), obstructing religious actions.

ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মপুযুক্ত , a . ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from religious actions ;

ad. from or because of religious actions.

tex , ad. (from a , a religious action, and fat,

without), without or besides religious actions.

uff , a. (from , a religious action , and faft ,

possessed of, possessed of religious actions.

*****, a. (from , a religious action, and

fs , excepted), religious actions excepted.

2 , s. (from it, a religious action, and

fata , an exception), the exception of religious actions.

ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মতিরেকে, ad. doc case of ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্মব্যক্তিয়েক), with the

exception ofreligious actions , without or besides reli-

gious actions .

a
ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মযুক্ত , a. ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and যুক্ত, join-

ed to), connected with religious actions .

fantas, a. (from a , a religious action, and 3, de-

lighted with , delighted with religious actions.

ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্মরহিত , a. ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious cction, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of religious actions.

tata , s. (from us , a religious action, and is ,

desire), a desire to perfrom religious actions.

বৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম।কাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and আকাশি ,

desirous), desirous of performing religious actions.

ধর্ম্মকম্মাদর , s . (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and stদর, res-

pect), a regard for religious actions.

ata, s. (from , a religious action, and

, search), a search after religious actions.

ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and

, secking) , seeking for religious actions.

ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মা স্বন্ত্ৰক, a. (from ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking for religious actions.

ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্মান্বেষণ , ৪. (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action , and অন্বেষণ,

a seeking), the seeking for religious actions.
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ধৰ্ম্ম:

testi , a. (from tú, areligious action, and aft

seeking), seeking for religious actions.

ধর্মকর্ম্মাপেক্ষক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting or looking for religious actions.

ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্মাপেক্ষ) , s. (from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), an expectation or looking for religious ac-

tions.

ৰৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মাপেক্ষী, a ( from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and অপেক্ষিন,

expecting , expecting or looking for religious actions.

ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্মাভিলাষ , s . (from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire to perform religious actions .

txeuifsmix), a. (from 2 , a religious action, and

fata , desirous) , desirous ofperforming religious ac-

tions.

ধর্ম্মকর্ম্মারম্ভ, s. (from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and আরম্ভ, ৫

beginning), the commencement of religious actions .

ধৰ্ম্মকদ্ধে' , s. ( from ধর্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and ইচ্ছা, de-

sire), a desire to perform religious actions.

túas, a. (from ducu, a religious action, and a, de-

sirous , desirous of performing religious actions.

*****, a. (from Túc , a religious action, and 5, de-

sirous , desirous of performing religious actions .

ধৰ্ম্মকর্ম্মোদ্যুক্ত, a. ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম, a religious action, and দ্যুক্ত,

engaged in , engaged in religious actions .

zuæcútwist, s. (from , a religious action , and surtst,

endeavour , an exertion to perform religious actions.

cats , a. (from aí, a religious action, and

sutfit , using endeavours , using endeavours to per-

form religious actions.

F,

ধর্ম্মক: ৰ্ম্মাপক্রম, s . ( from ধৰ্ম্মকৰ্ম্ম , a religious action, and উপক্রম,

a beginning , a commencement of religious actions.

says, a. (from , a religious action, and

fit , proper to be employed in religious actions, fit to

be employed in a sacred office.

tree, a. (from T , religin and æta☎, doing) , perform-

ing the duties of his station, performing religious ac-

tions.

, a. from t , religion, and tf , doing , perform-

ing duties, doing virtuous actions, performing religious

actions.

ts, a from , religion, and , to do , performingtúas,

duties, doingvirtuous actions, performing religious ac

tions.

sts, a. (from , religion, and st3, found), included in

religion or duty.

a. (from , re'igion, and , producing , pro-

ducing virtuous actions, causing a religious or right

course of conduct, producing religious merits.

tní.

axísfag, a. (from Tí, religion , and 33, produced), pre-

duced by or arising from religious or right actions.

5 , a. (from , religion, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from religious or right actions.

zú ,, ad. (loc. case of 1), for the purpose of religi

on or duty, for the purpose of what is right.

sts, a . (from , religion, and 3, produced), produ

ced by or arising from religion or duty.

45:, "d. (from , religion), religiously, piously, rightly,

justly.

31, s . (from , religion), religion, virtue, rectitude.

stats, s. (from 3 , religiously, and t , a load), an

obligation or duty which requires to be religiously ful-

filled .

23 , s. (from t , religion, and tst, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of religion or virtue, the relinquish-

ment ofjustice or duty, apostacy.

зtsil, a. (from 2 , religion, and tf , relinquishing),

relinquishing religion or virtue, relinquishing justice or

duty, apostate.

TI, s. (from T , religion ), religion, virtue, rectitude.

IÚ , a. (from I , religion, and 1 , to give), conferring

what is right, giving a just reward or punishment.

æ, s. (from , religion, and f , shewing) , a preach-

er, one who shews men the way of religion.

auntyæ, a. (from religion, and t , giving), confer-

ring what is just orright, giving a just reward or punish-

'meat.

, s . (from 4 , religion, and , destruction) , the

destruction of what is just and right, the ruin of reli-

gion.

, a (from Tu, religion, and 57, destructive), de.

structive to justice or right, destructive to religion .

, s. (from , religion, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of justice or right, the ruin of religion.

* , a (from , religion , and at , destructive), de-

structive to justice or right, destructive to religion.

fa , a. (from 2 , relig on, and fax , reproaching), re-

proaching religion, taunting at or speaking evil of reli-

gion, mocking at religion.

af , s . from , religion, and f , reproach), a mock-

ing at or speaking evil of religion .

ৰৰ্ম্মনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from ধর্ম, religion , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), causing justice or right to cease, causing religi-

on or virtue to cease.

fata , a. from , religion , and fata , preventing),

preventing justice or right, preventing or obstructing

religion or virtue.
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Lout tat

Tutaziga , 8. (from Tú, religion, and faætad, preventing), || túfan , ad. (from 2*, religion, and fant, without), without

the preventing ofjustice or right, the preventing or ob-

structing of religion or virtue.

faf , s. (from T , religion, and fafs, cessation) , the

cessation ofjustice or right, the cessation of religion or

virtue.

ffice, a . (from , religion, and fats, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from religion or virtue, caused by or

arising from duty or justice ; ad. from or because of

religion or virtue , from or because of duty or justice.

fifme, ad. (from t , religion, and fifas, a cause), for

the purpose of religion or virtue, for the purpose of

duty or justice.

fa , s. (from 4, virtue, and fa , establishment), esta-

blishment in virtue, firmness in religion,

fade, s. (from Tufad, firmness in religion), firm in reli-

gion, faithful to what is right, adhering to duty.

137, s. (from 4, virtue, and

ধৰ্ম্মপথ,, s. (from , religion, and

religion or virtue.

3 , a city), black pepper.

f , a road), the road of

Tid, 2. (from T , virtue, and Я , devoted to), devot-

ed to religion, devoted to virtue.

Tutatu, a. (from , virtue, and er, averse), averse

to religion or virtue .

ধৰ্ম্মপরীৱৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from ধর্ম, religion, and পরীবর্ত্তক, changing,

changing a profession of religion ; s. a proselyte, a con-

vert from one religious profession to another.

ধৰ্ম্মপরীৱৰ্ত্তন, s . (from ধৰ্ম্ম, religion , and পরীৱৰ্ত্তন, an exchange),

a conversion from one religious profession to another.

quíaz, a. (from a , religion, and Яt☎, keeping) , regard-

ing or observing the duties of religion or virtue.

, s from , religion, and 7, a keeping), an ob-

serving or practising the duties of religion.

কৰ্ম্মপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from ধৰ্ম্ম, religion , and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstract-

ing), obstructing or preventing religion or justice , ob-

structing or opposing duty or virtue.

aunatæ, s. (fr. âní, religion , and gf , shewing), a preach-

er of religion, a teacher ofrighteousness.

ique, a. (from , religion, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from religion or virtue, caused by or

arising from duty or justice ; ad. from or because of

religion or virtue, from or because of duty or justice.

e, a. (from Tí, virtue, and T , increasing), enhanc

ing virtue or religion, increasing good and right things.

Jazán, s. (from π, virtue, and 7 , an increasing), the

increasing or enhancing of virtue or religion.

fs, a. (from , religion, and fes, without), out of

the pale of religion.

religion or virtue, without or besides duty or justice.

aft , s. (from virtue, and fat , destruction), the

destruction of religiou or virtue, the destruction ofjus-

tice or duty.

fat , a. (from 4, virtue, and fat , destructive),

destructive to religion or virtue, destructive to duty or

justice.

aufafv, a. (from at, virtue, and fafa , possessed of), pos-

sessed ofreligion or virtue, religious, virtuous, just, true,

dutiful.

ufa, s . (from taí, religion, and af , increase), the in-

crease of religion or virtue.

ff , a. (from T , religion, and soft , excepted),

religion or virtue excepted, duty or justice excepted.

ধৰ্ম্মতিয়েক, s . ( from ধৰ্ম্ম, religion, and ব্যতিরেক, an excepti-

on), the exception of religion or virtue, the exception

of duty or justice.

fore, ad. (loc. case of f ), with the exception

of religion or virtue, with the exception of duty or jus-

tice, without or besides religion or virtue, without or

besides duty or justice.

***, a. (from 4 , religion, and F, joinedto), connected

with religion or virtue, connected with duty or justice.

ধৰ্ম্মরক্ষক
THJXE, s. (from 4, religion, and 3 , guarding), guard-

ing or defending religion or virtue, guarding duty or

justice, defending the faith.

, s. (from 4, religion, and 4, a guarding), the

guarding or defending of religion or virtue, the main-

taining of duty or justice,

I , s. (from , religion , and a , preservation), the

preservation or defence of religion or virtue, the de-

fence of duty or justice.

af , a. (from , religion, and afes, destitute of), un-

godly, irreligious, impious, destitute of religion, desti-

tute of virtue.

tatt, s. (from 2 , religion, and cat, extinction), the

extinction or disuse of a religious act or of any thing

counted sacred.

ta , s. (from T , religion , and Html, a house), a religi-

ous edifice, an alms-house, a hospital.

ttt , s. (from , duty, and tt , a rule), the great bo-

dy of Hindoo law including the reciprocal duties of

kings and subjects, teachers and their disciples, supe-

riors and inferiors, husbands and wives, the laws of in-

heritance and possession, fines and punishments, and of

religious duties.

ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্রকারক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and কারক, do-

ヌ

*
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ধৰ্ম্ম-

ing), legislating, forming a code of laws ; s . a legislator,

one who forms a code of laws.

ব্রহ্মশাস্ত্রকারী, a . (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র , jurisprudence, and কারিন, do-

ing), legislating, forming a code of laws.

gustage, a. (from Tu jurisprudence, and , to do),

legislating, framing a code of laws.

, a body oflaws, and st , found,, a. (from

included in the body of laws.

5 , a. (from a, jurisprudence , and * , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from the body of laws,

producible by or arising from a treatise upon law.

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্রজন্য ) , for the sake of a

treatise upon law, for the body of laws.

tra , a. (fromT , jurisprudence, and I, to know),

acquainted with law, acquainted with jurisprudence.

31, s. (from t , jurisprudence, and , one

who knows), a person who is skilled in the body of Hin-

doo law.

, s . (from tt , jurispru lence, and ta, know-

ledge), a knowledge of the written laws, a knowledge

of the science ofjurisprudence.

বিস্মর্ণ অজ্ঞাপক, a . ( from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰ, jurisprudence, and অাপক,

causingtoknow), making knownor explaining the laws,

declaring or promulgating the laws.

বিৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রজ্ঞাপন , s. ( from ধৰ্ম্মণাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and জাপন,

amaking known), a promulgating or explaining ofthe

laws.

বৰ্ম্মশাভ্রজ্ঞাপয়িতা , s. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and জাপয়িত্ব,

one who makes known), a person who promulgates or

declares the laws.

, s. (from , jurisprudence, and ¤, de-

struction), the destruction of law, the destruction of

books upon law.

*** @k¬¬☎, a. (from Tuts, jurisprudence, and **,

destructive), destructive to law, subversive of law, de-

structive to writings upon jurisprudence.

Jászk• ì, a. (from útä,jurisprudence, and faz, de-

structive), destructive to law, subversive of law, de-

structive to writings upon jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰনাশ, s . (from বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and দাশ, destruc

tion), the destruction or subversiou of law, the destruc-

tion of writings upon jurisprudence.

ধর্মশাস্ত্রনাশক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to law, subversive of the laws,

destructive to writings upon jurisprudence.

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রনিমিত্তক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from the body of law or

from treatises upon jurisprudence ; ad. from or because

of a code of laws.

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রনিমিত্তে , ad. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and নির্মিত,

a cause), for the purpose of law, for the purpose ofbooks

upon law.

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র যুক্ত, a . (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the body of laws,

caused by or arising from the science ofjurisprudence ;

ad. from or because ofthe body of laws .

te, a. (from , jurisprudence, and fan, to know),

acquainted with the body of law, acquainted with the

science ofjurisprudence.

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রবিনা, ad. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র , jurisprudence, and রিনা,

without), without a code of laws, without books upon

law.

ধৰ্ম্মশ! অবিকল্প , a. (from ধর্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and বিৰুদ্ধ,

opposedto , contrary to the laws, contrary to the books

upon jurisprudence.

ধৰ্ম্মর্শ অবিশিষ্ট , ৫. { from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র , jurisprudence, and বিশিষ্ট

possessed of), possessed of a code of laws .

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰৰ্ত্তো , ও ( from ধর্মশাস্ত্র, law, and বেত্ত্ব, one who knowns'.

one acquainted with the body oflaws, a Doctor of laws.

ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্ররহিত, a. (from বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and রহিত, dig-

titute , destitute of a code of laws, destitute of books

upon jurisprudence.

, a (from * ,jurisprudence, and , empty),

destitute of a code of laws, destitute of books upon juris-

prudence.

, a. (from , jurisprudence, and , desti-

tute), destitute of a code of laws, destitute of books up-

on jurisprudence .

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰহেতুক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and হেত ,ু ৫

cause), caused by or arising from a code of laws or from

treatises upon jurisprudence; ad. from or because of a

code of laws or of books upon jurisprudence.

ধৰ্ম্মশ জাকাঙ্ক্ষা, ৪. ( from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র , jurisprudence, and আকাশ,

desire , a desire for a code of laws, a desire to obtain

writings upon jurisprudence.

ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্রাকাহ্লী , . (from ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্র , jurisprudence, and আকানি,

desirous) , desirous of a code of laws, desirous of writ

ings upon jurisprudence,

2 , s. (from ft , a book oflaw, and tg ,

a reading), the reading or studying of books upon ju

risprudence.
•

ধৰ্ম্মশা্যাধ্যয়নাকাণ্ড ' , s. (from ধর্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , the study of law

and gt, desire), a desire to read or study books up-

on jurisprudence,
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2nd.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰ বায়নাকাঠী, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, the study oflaw,

and af , desi : ous), desirous of reading or study-

ing the writings upon jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাদ্রাধ্যয়নাভিলাষ , s . (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , the study oflaw,

and f¤¤ta, desire), a desire to read or study the books

upon jurisprudence.

ৰৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়নাভিলাষী , a. ( from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , the study of law,

and affe , desirous), desirous of reading or study-

ing the books upon jurisprudence.

ধৰ্ম্মশত্রাধ্যয়নেছা , s. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, the study oflaw, and

, desire), a desire to study the books upon jurispru-

dence.

বৰ্ম্মশ অধ্যয়নেড, ৫. ( from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , the study oflaw, and

, desirous , desirous of studying the books upon ju-

risprudence.

, a . (from , the study of law,

and , desirous), desirous of studying the books upon

jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়নেদ্যিক্ত, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, the study oflite,

and 81 , engaged), engaged in the study of writings

upon jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশ:প্রাধ্যয়নে।দোগ, s. (from ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , the study oflaw,

and sits, endeavour) , an endeavour to study the writ-

ings upon jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়নোদ্যোগী, a. (from ধর্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, the study oflaw,

and su , using exertions , using exertions to stu-

dy the writings upon jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়নোপক্রম , s . (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, the study of law.

and 8 , a beginning), an attempt or beginning to

study the writings upon jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়নোপযুক্ত , a. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র বায়ন, the study oflaw,

and s , fit) , proper for the study of the writings up-

on jurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মানুশীলন , s. ( from ধর্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and অনুশীলন,

study), the study of jurisprudence, the study of the

laws.

ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রানুসন্ধান , s . (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a search for or investigation of the books of

law.

HISTA, a . (from , jurisprudence, and

, making search), investigating the books of

law or the principles of jurisprudence.

a , a. (from , jurisprudence, and

If , searching), investigating the books of law

or the principles ofjurisprudence.

বৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্রানুসারে, ad . (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and অনুসার,

a corresponding with), according to the books of law,

corresponding with the writings upon law.

ধর্মশাস্ত্র!ন্বেষক, a . (from ধর্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence, and

serking), seeking for books upon jurisprudence .

ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্রান্বেষণ , ৪. (from ধৰ্ম্মশাস্ত্র, jurisprudence , and অন্বেষণ,

seeking , a seeking for books upon jurisprudence.

ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্ৰান্বেষী, a. (from ধর্ম্মশাস্ত্র , jurisprudence, and অশ্বধিন,

seeking), seeking for books upon jurisprudence.

fa, a. (from 4, virtue, and wit , a disposition) , virtu

ous, religious, disposed to do what is right.

21, s. (from , religion, and f , a compilation ,

a digest of laws, a collection of duties, a ritual.

5 , s . (from 2 , religion, and y, accumulation), the

accumulation ofjust or religious actions, the accumu

lation of religious merits.

ধর্ম্মনঞ্চয়কারক, a . (from ধৰ্ম্মসঞ্চয় , the accumulation of religious

actions, and t , doing , making an accumulationof

just or religions actions.

ধর্ম্মসঞ্চয়কারী, a. ( from ধৰ্ম্মসঞ্চয়, the accumulation of religious

actions, and atfaz, doing) , accumulatingjust or religi

ous actions.

ffs , a . (from 7, the accumulation ofrei

gious actions, and faf , a cause), caused by or arising

from the accumulating of just or religious actions ; ad.

from orbecause of the accumulating of just or religious

actions.

ff , ad. (from y, the accumulation of reli

gious actions, and fix , a cause), for the purpose of

accumulating just or religious actions .

ধৰ্ম্মসঞ্চয়ছেতুক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মদঞ্চয় , the accumulation of religi

ous actions, and 3, a cause), caused by or arising from

the accumulation ofjust or religious actions ; ad from

or because of the accumulation ofjust or religious ac

tions.

atta , s. (from ty, the accumulation of religi

ous actions, and tæt , desire), a desire to accumulate

just or religious actions.

tæ , a. (from , the accumulation ofreligi

ous actions, and tætf§a, desirous), desirous of accumu

lating just or religious actions.

', s. (from 2 , the accumulation of religious

actions, and F , desire), a desire to accumulate just of

religious actions.

, a. (from , the accumulation of religious

actions, and § , desirous), desirous of accumulatingjust

or religious actions.

ধৰ্ম্মসঞ্চয়েছুক, a . ( from ধৰ্ম্মসঞ্চয় , the accumulation of religious

actions, and , desirous), desirous of accumulating jus

or religious actions.

TK1, s. (from T , religion, and 15, one who kills), a per
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Arst. ধর্ম্মো,

sonwhodestroys religion or virtue, one who annuls du-

ty of justice.

religion or virtue, desirous of fulfilling duty or of doing

justice.

avgift; s. (from✯ , religion, and , loss), a loss or de- , a. (fromA , religion, and 35, desirous), desirous of

triment to religion or virtue.

, a. (from , religion, and , destitute), destitute

of religion of virtue, destitute ofjustice.

g , a, (from , virtue, and 3. a cause', caused by

or arising from religion or virtue, caused by or arising

from duty or justice ; ad. from or because of religion

or virtue, from or because of duty orjustice,

21, s. (from , virtue, and atta , desire), a desire

after religion or virtue, a desire to fulfil duty or to do

justice.

txt , a. (from , virtue, and tet , desirous), desir-

ous of religion or virtue, desirous of fulfilling duty or

ofdoing justice.

, s. (from aú, virtue, and at , a spirit), the Holy

Spirit ; a. holy, pious, religious.

túú, s. (from T , religion , and at , irreligion), religi-

on and the want of it, the state of a person or country

as it respects religion,

tæ, s. (from , the religious state of a person,

and f , shewing), a preacher, one who points out the

nature of virtue and vice.

ধর্মাধিকরণ , ও . ( from ধৰ্ম্ম, justice, and অবিকরণ , the having a

right to), a court of law.

ta, s. (from , justice, and e , a right , the

right to administer justice, the duties of a sheriff.

ব্রহ্মাধিকারী, a. ( from ধর্ম্ম, justice, and অধিকারি , having a

right to), sustaining the office of administering jus-

tice ; s. a sheriff.

*

ধৰ্ম্মাবতার, s. ( from ধৰ্ম্ম, virtue, and অবতার, an incarnation),

au incarnation ofjustice or virtue. This word is fre-

quently used as a term of flattery by the Hindoos.

sta, s. (from , religion, and fats, desire), a de-

sire after religion or virtue, a desire of fulfilling duty or

of doing justice.

tuifsata), a. (from , religion, and fat , desirous),

desirous of religion or virtue, desirous of fulfilling duty

or of doing justice.

Ifús, a. (from T , virtue), virtuous, religious, pious, just,

righteous, honest.

.at,aو (from , virtuous), virtuous, religious, pious, just,

righteous, honest.

1

religion or virtue, desirous of fulfilling duty or of doing

justice.

I , a. (from Así, religion, and 8515, engaged in), en-

gaged in religion or virtue, engaged in fulfilling duty or

in doing justice.

test, s. (from , religion, and 8tst, endeavour),

a zeal for religion or virtue, a zeal to fulfil duty or to

do justice.

ts , a. (from , religion, and sit , using exer

tions), using zealous exertions for religion or virtue,

zealously engaging in duty or justice.

, s. (from 4, religion, and s , a beginning

an attempt or beginning to practise religion or virtue,

a beginning of performing duty or of doingjustice.

, s. (from , religion, and t, instruction),

religious instruction , instruction in duty.

ধর্মোপদেশক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্ম, religion, and ওপদেশক, giving ins

struction) , giving instruction on subjects of religion or

justice ; s. a preacher of religion.

, a. (from , religion, and 8 ,fil), fit for or

agreeing with religion or virtue, proper for the purpose

ofduty or justice.

ata , s. (from , religion, and 8 , un accumulat¬

ing), the accumulating of religious actions.

ধর্ম্মোপার্জনকারক, a . (from ধর্ম্মোপার্জন, the accumulation ofrea

ligious acts, and t , doing), accumulating religious

actions, acquiring religious merits,

ধর্ম্মোপার্জনকারী, a. (from ধর্ম্মোপার্জন , the accumulation ofreli

gious acts, and fag, doing), accumulating religious

actions, acquiring religious merits.

ধর্ম্মোপার্জ্জননিমিত্তক, a . (from ধৰ্ম্মোপার্জ্জন , the accumulation ofre-

ligious actions, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising

from the accumulation of religious or just actions ; ad.

from orbecause ofthe accumulation of religious or just

actions.

ধর্ম্মোপার্জ্জন নিমিত্তে, ad. (from ধর্ম্মোর্জ্জন, the accumulation of

religious acts, and fifa , a cause), for the purpose , of

accumulating religious or just actions .

ধর্ম্মোপানিহেতুক, a. (fromধর্ম্মোপার্জ্জন , the accumulation ofreli-

gious actions, and 3, a cause), caused by or arising

from the accumulation ofjust or religious actions ; ad,

from or because of the accumulation of just or religi

ous actions.

tra', s. (from tú, religion, and I , desire), a desire after

religion or virtue , a desire to fulfil duty or to do justice.

; a. (from , religion, and 5, desirous), desirous of

I և և և 2

natti, s. (from it , the accumulation ofre
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28.

ligious acts, and tætt, desire), a desire to accumulate

religious or just actions.

st, a. (from ta, the accumulation ofre-

ligious acts, and tif , desircus), desirous of accu-

mulating religious or just actions.

1, s. (from tt , the accumulation of reli-

gious actions, and , desire , a desire to accumulate

just or religious actions.

quángtags, a. (from tit , the accumulation ofreli-

gious actions, and , desirous), desirous of accumulat-

ing just or religious actions.

ut , a. (from ; religion , and 8 , the transgress-

ing, transgressing the rules of religion or justice.

ta , s . (from , religion, and s , a transgressing),

a transgressing of the rules of religion or justice.

tt , a. (from 7, the transgressing ofreli

gion, and tax, doing), transgressing the rules of reli-

gion or justice.

aúggaæta, a. (from
7, the transgressing of reli-

gion, and if , doing), transgressing the rules of reli-

gion or justice.

2031, a. (from it , the transgressing of reli-

gion, and , producible), producible by or arising

from the transgressing of the rules of religion or jus-

tice.

, ad. (loc. case of far), for the purpose

of transgressing the rules of religion or justice.

ধর্ম্মোল্লধননিমিত্তক, a. (from ধৰ্ম্মোল্ল न, the transgressing of re-

ligion, and ff , a cause) , caused by or arising from

transgressingthe rules of religion ; ad. from or because

of transgressing the rules of religion or justice.

$151.

bat, the over-awing or brow-beating of a person, bold,

ness.

21, s. (from 4, brow-beating, and a , a doing), the

brow-beating of a person, the daring of any one.

, a. (from 4 , white), white.

taŭtaşı, s. ´from , white, and tș , a cirrhus), the

name of a large shrub, (Allangium hexapetalum . )

afat , s. (from 1 , white, and , a bamboo), a parti

cular variety of the bamboo.

, s. (from , a nurse), a nurse, a midwife.

, s . (from a , a midwife, and 31, oil), excessive-

ly anointed with oil. The word is used in allusion to

the custom of midwives anointing themselves to an

excessive degree after performing the duties of their of-

fice.

H ™ , s. (from ', the name of a shrub), the name

of a beautiful flowering shrub, (Grislea tomentosa.)

ts , a. (from , to run), running, going express ; s.

an express , a messenger.

AsŢI, s. (from đ , to run), expedition, speed, haste,

sfag , s. (from i , to run), the name of a species of bird,

(Corvus Dhawlee, Buchanan's Mss.)

1871, s . (from ts , speed, and frist, an ant), a

long-legged species of ant.

txa, s. (from TT, to run), a paper kite.

tata, a. (from Tч, dim), dim-sighted , short-sighted.

tal, s. (from Я , dim) , a throwing of things in o confusion,

a stratagem, a trick a sleight. This word constructed

with , to come into contact, means to overlook, to

wink at ; with atst , to bring into contact, it means to

trick, to over-reach.

aratas fafare, ad. (from , the transgressing ofre- tatt, a. (from 4 , dim), dim-sighted, short-sighted.

ligion, and fafa , a cause), for the purpose of transgres-

sing the rules of religion or justice.

* umgayus, a. (from 7, the transgressing ofreli-

gion, and F, caused by), caused by or arising from

transgressing the rules of religion or justice ; ad. from

or because of transgressing the rules of religion or jus-

tice.

ধর্ম্মোল্ল ăনহেতুক, a . (from ৰৰ্ম্মেল্লন, the transgressing ofreli-

gion, and T , acause), caused by or arising from trans-

gressing the rules of religion or justice ; ad. from or

because of transgressing the rules of religion or justice.

a , a. (from aí, justice), lawful, proper, just, right.

, n. (from , to be bold) , daring, bold, imposing, over-

awing.

4, s. (from 8, to be bold), the daring of a person to com-

1 , s. (from 1 , to utter sound ), the sound arising from

brisk motion, the sound arising from quick and mea-

sured motion as the marching of troops, the notes of

instruments in a concert, or the like.

tal, s. (from , to be confident), a sum deposited by

gamesters as an earnest of the whole stake.

, s. (from , to destroy), a push, a thrust, a shock.

This word constructed with , to give, or ata, to smite,

means to shove, to thrust.

1, s. (from , a balance) , a balance, a row of long stitch-

es, to tack clothes together.

stem , s. (from 1, a lacking of clothes, and c , a

plastering), the patching or botching ofa thing, a botch-

er, a patcher.

ati , ad . (from ste , a botching), botchingly.
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isi, s. (from 4, to hold), an otter.

st , a. (from , firm), strong, robust, full grown. This

word is only applied to females.

ata , s. (from t, to hold), the denomination of a particu.

lar weight equal to fourteen Vullas or twenty-eight seeds

of Abrus precatorius.

asa , s. (from U, to have), the name of a beautiful flower-

ing shrub, (Grislea tomentosa . )

H31, s. (from Atz, one who holds), one who regulates or or-

dains, one who nourishes, providence.

, s. (from 21, to have), a principle or humor of the body

as phlegm, wind, and bile ; a constituent part of the bo-

dy as blood, flesh, & c. a primary or elementary sub-

stance, viz. earth, water, fire, air, and ætherial fluid ; a

property of matter, viz . odour, flavor, colour, touch,

and sound ; an organ of sense, metal, metallic ore, the

element or root of a word, semen virile,, the matter

which oozes in a gleet, the pulse. Constructed with 4,

to seize, this word means to feel the pulse ; with at , to

relinquish, it means to cease pulsation, with , to ooze,

it means to discharge semen or rather the morbid mat-

ter of a gleet.

tft , s. (from at a mineral, and tft, the green

sulphate ofiron), the red sulphate of iron.

155 , s. (from 3, a constituent part of the body, and

, decay , the decay of one or more of the constitu-

ent principles or parts of the body, a mortal disease ,

a decay ofthe vital functions.

tatas, a. (from t , a moral disease, and at ,

causing), causing a decay of the vitals , producing mor-

tal disease.

$13.

ধাতুক্ষয়নিবারক, a. (from ধাতুক্ষয় , a mortal disease, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing a decay of the vital functions.

ধাতুক্ষয ন়িবারণ , s . (from স্বাতুক্ষয ,় a mortal disease, and নিবারণ,

apreventing), the preventing a decay of the vital func

tions.

ানিতি, s . (from ধt , a mortal disease, and নিতি,

cessation), the cessation or cure of a decay of the vital

functions.

বাতুক্ষয়নিমিশুক, a. (from স্বাক্ষয়, a mortal disease , and fat ,

a cause), caused by or arising from a decay of the vital

functions; ed, from or because of a decay of the vital

functions.

ধাতুক্ষয় নিমিত্তে, ad. (from স্বাক্ষর, a mortal disease, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause) , for the purpose of effecting a decay of the vi

tal functions.

3 , a. (from t , a mortal disease, and t

caused by), caused by or arising from a decay of the vi-

tal functions ; ad. from or because of a decay of the vi-

tal functions.

, a. (from 3 , a mortal disease, and ³, a

cause), caused by or arising from a decay of the vital

functions ; ad. from or because of a decay of the vital

functions.

4, s. (from t , semen virile, and 4, an oozing), the

oozing of matter in a gleet.

fa , s. (from 3, s‹men virile, and , to ooze), the

discharging of semen involuntarily, the discharge which

attends a gleet.

afts, a (from 5, a mineral, and fts, occurred), oc-

curring in metallic ores, occurring in or occasioned by

the constituent parts ofthe body.

f ,, s. (from 3, semen virile, and d , a moving), a

gleet, a gonorrhea.

tal, a. (from 1 , a mortal disease, and

ding), causing a decay ofthe vitals, producing mortal

disease.

113 , a. (from ts , amortal disease, and I ,pro-

during), causing a decay of the vitals, producing mor-

tal diseases .

at , s. (from t , a constitueil part ofthe body, and

soft , a cold, a catarih.

1 , s. (from ts, an essential part ofthe body, and

to cherish , the alimentary juice or chyme.

f ,,s. (from 213, metal, and t , a vessel), a metal dish
জনিত,

afas, a. (from 13 , a mortal disease, and

produced), produced by or arising from a decay of the

vital functions.

, a. (from , a mortal disease, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a decay of the

vital functions,

19 , ad. (loc. case of 3 , for the purpose of

effecting a decay ofthe vital functions.

ৰাতুক্ষয়নিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from স্বাক্ষর, a moral disease, and নিবর্ত্তক,

putting a stop to), putting a stop to a decay of the vi-

tal functions.

or other vessel.

13 , s. (from at , a constituentpart of the body, and f

nourishment), nutrition, nourishment, the fattening or

strengthening of the body by aliment.

, a. (from , nourishment, and , to do), nu.

tritive, nourishing, alimentary, fattening, strengthen-

ing.

ধাতুপুষ্ঠিকারক, a. (from বাপৃষ্ঠি , nourishment, and কারক, do

ing), nutritive, nourishing, alimentary, fattening,

strengthening.
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রাতৃপুষ্টিকারী, a. (from স্বাতুপুষ্টি, nourishment , and কারিন, do-

ing), nutritive, nourishing, alimentary, fattening,

strengthening.

বাতুপুষ্টিজনক, a. ( from স্বাতুপুষ্টি, nourishment, and জনক, pro-

ata.

atomini, s. (from Hg, a metal, and fia, speaking), an as

sayer, a mineralogist, a miner.

zata, s. (from 3, semen pirile, and fats, change), a

gleet, a gonorrhea.

ducing), producing a thriving state of the body, produc- arta , s. (from 25, semen virile, and tammar, a differs.

ing obesity, strengthening.

রাতুপুষ্টিজনিত, a. ( from বাতুপুষ্টি, nourishment, and জনিত, pro-

duced), produced from nourishing or fattening the body,

produced from nutrition.

, a. (from af , nourishment, and 1, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from nutrition, produ-

cible by or arising from nourishing or fattening the bo-

dy,

ধাতুপুষ্ঠিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of ধাতুপুষ্ঠিজন ) , for the purpose

ofnourishing or strengthening the body,

বাডপুষ্ঠিনিমিত্তক, a. (from বাতুপুষ্টি, nourishment , and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from nutrition, caused by

or arising from nourishing or strengthening the body ;

ad. from or because of nutrition or of strengthening the

body.

1

বাতুপুষ্ঠিনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from রাড়পুষ্ঠি, nourishment , and নিয়িত্ত, ৫

cause), for the purpose of nourishing or strengthening the

body.

রীতুপুষ্টিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from ধাতুপুষ্টি, nourishment , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposed to or preventing nutrition or the

strengthening of the body,

fa , a. (from at , nourishmen', and us, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from nutrition or the

strengthening of the body ; ad. from or because of

nourishing or strengthening the body.

atafe, a. (from , nourishment, and T , in-

creasing , increasing nutritiop, increasing the nourish-

ment or strengthening ofthe body.

fuana, s. (from , nourishment , and 77, an in-

creasing), the increasing of nutrition, an increasing of

the nourishment or strengthening of the body.

, ad (fromIf¥, nourishment, and f1, with-

out), without nutrition, without the nourishment or

strengthening of the body.

' ,off , a. (from H , nourishment. and faf , pos-

sessed of), nutritive, nourished, strengthened, corrobo-

rated, strong, healthy, vigorous.

a, a. (from ty, nourishment, and

caus , caused by or arising from nutrition or from the

strengthening of the body ; ad. from or because of nu-

trition or of the strengthening of the body.

gta , s. (from 23, a constituent part of the body, and

fata , nourishing), nutritive,

ence), a gleet, a gonorrhea.

, s. (from , a constituent part ofthe body, aqd (5 ,

separation), a change in the habit of the body,

atza , a. (from 8t3, metal), metallic.

taf , s. (from at , a metal, and at , an ore), a mi

neral substance supposed to be an ore of lead.

tätfadì, s. (from a metal, and fa , destroying),

Borax. The borate of soda usually employed in India

as a flux .

tata , s. (from , a constituent part of the body, and

At , an equalibrium), a state of perfect health, attribu-

ted by Hindoo physicians to the equilibrium of the

three constituent parts of the body.

, s. (from at a metal, and , identified with),

metallic, composed of metal, identified with a metallic

substance.

1, s. (from 3, one who sustains, and , a flower),

the name of a beautiful flowering shrub, (Grislea to

mentosa.)

, s. (from 21, to sustain), a nurse, a midwife.

2 , s. (from , a midwife, and ™ , business), mid-

wifery, the office of a midwife.

atìfaņ¼1, s. ( from t , a midwife, and f , a science), the

obstetrical science, midwifery.

ata, s. (from t77, grain), grain, rice.

, s. (from , to be rich), the name of a copper coin

about the value of two pence.

sea-

Itazfaɛ, s. (from * , corn, and æfaʊ, pepper), the name of

a plant with an excessively pungent fruit used as a se

soning to food, (Capsicum minimum.)

taxui, s (from Ita, corn, and ¤ , the root ofa sort ofgrass),

the name of a species of grass, (Cyperus autumnalis ?

tant, s. (from a bow), the name of a particular note

or musical mode.

atata, s. (from ata, wealth, and 4, a loan), in algebra this

word is used to signify affirmative and negative quanti◄

ties.

217, a. (from2 , unhusked rice), so imperfectly cleansed

as to have many unhusked grains remaining in it. This

word is used as the adjective ofrice.

at , a. (from , a bow), an archer.' ,

3179, a. (from 3145, an archer) , an archer,
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atas.

. s. (from 2 , to be rich), unhusked rice, corn or grain.

7 , s. (from 7 , grain, and 7, purchase), the pur-

chase of unhusked rice, the purchase ofgrain.

Ħansi, s. (from t5 , grain, and c , a purchaser), one

who purchases unhusked rice, a purchaser of grain.

ĦANKA, s. (from 17 , grain, and c , a field), a rice field,

a corn field.

, s. (from &t , grain, and H , a receiving), the tak-

ing or receiving of rice or other grain.

tastati, s. (from ; the receiving ofgrain, and

att , desire), a desire to receive rice or other grain.

Standtæt§ , a. (from atas , the receiving ofgrain, and

at , desirous), desirous of receiving or taking rice

or other grain.

ধান্যগ্ৰহণাপেক্ষক, a. ( from ধান্যগ্ৰহণ, the receiving of rice, and

MIFF, expecting), looking for or expecting to receive

rice or other grain.

st , s. (from aged, the receiving of rice, and

, expectation), on expectation of receiving rice or

other grain.

te , a. (from 54 , the receiving ofgrain, and

, expecting , looking for or expecting to receive

rice or other grain.

ataszatfanta, s. (from A, the receiving ofgrain, and

and afonta, desire), a desire to receive rice or other

grain.

statfsatzl, a. (from ad, the receiving ofgrain, and

, desirous), desirous of obtaining rice or other

grain.

ধান্যগ্রহণেচ্ছ!, s. (from বা্যগ্রহণ, the receiving ofgrain, and ইচ্ছা,

desire), a desire to receive rice or other grain.

a. (from a , the receiving of rice, and 35,

desirous), desirous of receiving rice or other grain.

Hasslag , a. (from 4, the receiving ofrice, and 5,

desirous), desirous of receiving rice or other grain.

ধান্যগ্রহণোদযুক্ত , a. (from বীন্যগ্রহণ , the receiving of rice, and

SI , engaged), engaged in receiving rice or other

grain.

giazgecatants, s. (from ¶d, the receiving of rice, and

ts, exertion), an exertion to receive rice or other

grain

atasgaittal, a. (from Harɗx , the receiving of rice, and

sortida, using exertion), using exertions to receive rice

or other grain.

Hazteza, 8. (from aid, the receiving of rice, and

, a beginning), the beginning of receiving rice or

other grain.

atay.

Itanove, s. (from , grain, and con , using exertion),

using exertion to procure rice or other grain.

tang¥1, s. (from Яta , grain, and c81, exertion), an exer

tion to procure rice or other grain.

âtään, 8. (from 217 , grain, and ‹ă , a cutting), the reap

ing of rice or other grain.

atar , a. (from ta , corn, and 1, to give), bestowing rice,'

bestowing corn.

31, s. (from 2t , corn, and at , one who gives), a per-

son who bestows rice or other grain.

Jamtaē, ɑ. (from Ita̸ , grain, and ata , giving), bestowing

rice, bestowing grain.

, s . (from 1, grain, and , destruction), the

destruction of rice , the destruction of grain.

IFĦ☎, a. (from 217 , grain, and **, destructive),

destructive to rice, destructive to grain.

, a. (from atar, grain, and f , destructive , de-

structive to rice, destructive to grain.

tatt, s. (from at , grain, and 7 , destruction), the

destruction of rice , the destruction ofgrain.

att , a. (from 17 , grain, and , destructive), de

structive to rice, destructive to grain.

ধান্যদিমিত্তক, a. (from ধান্য, grain, and নিমিত্ত, a cause), caused

by or arising from grain or rice ; ad. from or because

ofgrain or rice.

affare, ad. (from at , grain, and fifs, a cause), for the

purpose ofrice or grain.

ধান্যপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from ান্য, grain, and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstructing)2

obstructing or hindering the production ofgrain or rice.

ataram , a. (from † , grain, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from grain or rice ; ad. from or be

cause ofgrain or rice.

, s. (from ta , rice, and 77, a sowing), the sow-

ing of rice or grain.

âtsızdaætzæ, a. (from td , the sowing of rice, and

TYT, doing), sowing rice or other grain ; s. one who

sows rice or grain.

ধান্যপনকারী, a. (from বান্যর্পন , the sowing of rice, and

fa , doing), sowing rice or other grain.

বানানজন্য, a. (from বানপন, the sowing of rice, and जन্য,

producible), producible by or arising from the sowing

of rice or other grain.

বানাৰ্পনজন্যে , ad. (loc. case ofবানপনজন্য ), for the sowing of

rice or other grain.

Staızdafatýæ, a. (from Staird , the sowing of rice, and

far , causing to cease), putting a stop to the sowing

of rice or other grain.

রানাপননিবারক, a. (from বানান, the sowing ofrice and
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star.

Cataæ, preventing), preventing the sowing of rice or

other grain.

Staragafatad, s. (from ta , the sowing of rice, and

faig , a preventiug), a preventing the sowing of rice

or other grain.

ধান্যপননিবৃত্তি, s. (from ধান্যপন, the sowing of rice, and

ffs, a cessation), a cessation of the sowing of rice or

other grain.

ff , a. (from tu , the sowing of rice, and

fars, a cause), caused by or arising from the sowing of

rice or other grain ; ad. from or because of the sowing

of rice or other grain.

affic , ad. (from 1 , the sowing ofrice, and

ff , a cause), for the sowing of rice or other grain.

#tagfstae, u. (from A , the swing ofrice, and

#FIT, opposing), opposing or hindering the sowing

ofrice or other grain.

IzЯs, a. (from 77, the sowing ofrice, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from the sowing of rice

or othergrain ; ad, from or because of the sowing of rice

or other grain.

রান্যবপন বিন!, ad. (from ধানবপন, the soping ofrice, and বিনা,

without , without or besides the sowing of rice or other

grain.

ff , a . (from ta , the sowing of rice, and

afs , excepted), the sowing of rice or other grain ex-

cepted.

রানাপন্যতিরেক, s . ( from রীনারুপন, the sewing of rice, and

fora , an exception ), the exception of sowing rice or

other grain.

রান]বপনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ধান্যবপনব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of sowing rice or other grain, without or be-

sides the sowing of rice or other grain.

ধান্যৰপনহেতুক, a. (from বানাযপন, the sowing of rice , and হেত ,ু

a cause), caused by or arising from the sowing ofrice

or other grain ; al. from or because of the sowing of

rice or other grain.

ধান্যবপনাকা ) , s . (from রান্যবপন , the sowing of rice, and

atata , desire), a desire to sow rice or other grain.

Ataizdatæts), a . (from 1 , the sowing of rice, and

tat , desirous , desirous of sowing rice or other

grain.

Stazadatfsata, s. (from ta , the sowing of rice, and

fanta, desire), a desire to sow rice or other grain.

Stratfatal, a . (from tata, the sowing of rice, and

ufumfa , desirous), desirous of sowing rice or other

grain,

star.

241(IFX, 8. (from 17 , grain, and f , sale), the sale of

rice or other grain.

fate, a. (from tar , the sale of grain, and

ata , doing), selling rice or other grain ; s. a person

who sells rice or other grain.

ধান্যবিক্রয়কারী, a. (from ধান্যবিক্রয ,় the sale of grain , and

if , doing), selling rice or other grain .

ataras, a. (from Stafe , the sale of grain, and

3, produced), produced by or arising from the sale

of rice or other grain.

NufCFIGU, a. (from Star , the sale of graie, and 7 ,

producible , producible by or arising from the sale of

rice or other grain.

ধান্যৰিক্ৰয়জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of ধান্যৰিক্ৰয়জন্য) , for the purpose

of selling rice or other grain,

ধান্যৰিক্ৰয়নিৰৰ্ত্তক, ৫. ( from ধান্যবিক্রয়, the sale ofgrain , and

fe , cau ing to cease), putting a stop to the sale of

nice or other grain.

Staufam faztçæ, a. (from taifa , the sale ofgrain a d

faat , hindering), preventing the sale of rice or other

grain .

ধান্যবিক্রয়নিবারণ , s. (from রানাবিক্রয়, the sale of grain, and

faatad, a preventing), a preventing the sale of rice or

other grain.

fafafa , a . (from

fafas, a cause), caused

are , the sale ofgrain, and

by or arising from the sale of

rice or other grain ; ad. from or because ofthe sale of

rice or other grain .

ধান্যবিক্রয ন়িমিত্তে, ad. (from ধান্যবিক্রয ,় the sale of grain, and

fifa , a cause), for the purpose of selling rice or other

grain.

ধান্যৰিক্ৰয প়ুতিবন্ধক, a. (from ধান্যবিক্রয ,় the sale ofgrrin, and

af , obstructing), obstructing the sale of rice or

other grain.

ধান্যবিক্রয়পযুক্ত , a . ( from ধান্যৰিক্ৰয়, the sale ofgrain , and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from the sale of grain ;

ad. from or because of the sale of grain .

starfafat, ad. (from Starf , the sale of grain, and

fz71, without), without the sale of rain.

ধান্যৰিক্ৰয়াতিরিক্ত, a. (from বাদ্যবিক্রয়, the sale ofgrain, and

ffa , excepted), the sale of rice orother grain excep.

ted .

ধান্যবিক্রয়ব্যতিরেক, s. (from বাল্যবিক্রয়, the sale ofgrain, and

ifs , an exception), the exception of the sale of rice.

or other grain.

ধান্যবিক্রয়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofধান বিক্রয়ব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of the sale of rice or other grain, without

or besides the sale of rice or other grain,
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atar.

Starferguez, a. (from Taifaæx, the sale ofrice, and ra, a

roof), originating in the sale of rice.

taifa , ad. (from at , grain, and f1, without), without

grain or rice.

#tafett, s. (from ta , grain, aud fat , destruction), the

destruction of rice, the destruction of grain.

ধান্যবিনাশক, a . (from 4tন্য, grain , and বিনাশক, destructive),

destructive to rice, destructive to grain,

ধান্যরোপননিমিশুক , a. ( from বানারোপণ , the planting of rices and

Fafas, a cause , caused by or arising from the planting

of rice or other grain; ad. from or because of the plant-

ing of rice or other grain.

ধান্যরোপণপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from ধান্যরোপণ , the planting ofrice , and

HTF, caused by), caused by or arising from the planting

of rice or other grain ; ad. from or because of the plant-

ing of rice or other grain.

ধান্য্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. ( from it, grain, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , excepted), ধান্যরোপণহেতুক, ৫ (from ধান্যরোপন, the planting of rice, and

rice excepted, grain excepted.

$

af¾æ, s. (from 1 , grain, and fat , an excepti

on , the exception of rice, the exception of grain,

Marzifotato, ad. (loc. case of tararfsgæ), with the excep

tion of rice or grain, without or besides rice or grain.

Stajzītēts, s. (from 2†7), grain, and ætate, ruin), the de-

struction of rice or other grain.

Ħusse, a. (from At71, grain, and S , eating), feeding

upon grain.

154, s. (from Яt , grain, and 554, an eating), a feed-

ing upon grain.

!, s. (from 1, grain, and for, abegging), a beg-

ging of corn.

i , a. (from , grain), abounding with rice or other

grain.

tata, s. (from 217 , grain, and ata, mere), merely rice or

other grain.

, a. from 2† , grain, and , a root), arising from

or originating in rice or other grain.

Tax☎, a. (from ata , grain, and æ, preserving), pre-

serving or guarding rice or other grain.

taja , s. (from t , grain, and a , a preserving , the

preserving or guarding of rice or other grain.

11 , s. (from grain, and 3 , preservation), the

preservation of rice or other grain.

f , v. (from a grain, and af , destitute), desti-

tate ofrice, destitute of grain,

tanta , s. (from , rice, and cat , a planting), the

planting oftice or othergrain.

tamatta. (from 4 the planting ofrice, and

ta , doing , planting rice or other grain ; s. one who

plants rice or other grain.co

ধান্যরোপণকারী, ৫. (from ধান্যরোপন , the plantingof rice, and

far, doing , planting rice or other grain,

HARDASTII, a. (from text , the planting ofrice, and

, a cause), caused by or arising from the planting of

rice or other grain ; ad. from or because of the planting

of rice or other grain.

ata , s. (from tant , the planting of rice, and

1 , a desire , a desire to plant iee or other grain.

Itacatada, a. (from Я¬na¬d, the planting of rice, and ₹5,

desirous), desirous ofplanting rice or other grain.

ধান্যরোপণেßক, a. (from ধান্যরোপণ , the planting of rice, and

desirous), desirous of planting rice or other grain.

aats, s. (from , grain, and 15, acquisition), the ac-

quisition of rice or other grain.

Hama, a. (from at , grain, and , desired), greedy of

rice or other grain.

tants, s. (from tar, grain, and cats, desire) , a desire or

coveting of rice or other grain.

anas , a. (from 1, grain, and tf , desirous), desire

ous of rice or other grain.

tatta , a. (from 1, grain) , favourable to rice or other

grain, furnished or abounding with rice or other grain,

, a. (from t , grain, and , empty), destitute of

rice or other grain .

, s. (from , rice, and , a collection), a col-

lection of rice or other grain, a stock of corn.

ধান্যস'-গ্রহকারক, a. (from tनা , a stock of grain, and

, making), collecting rice or other grain, laying in

a stock of rice or other grain ; s. a person who collects

rice or other grain.

gaasigætaì, a. (from start , a stock of grain, and

zt , making), collecting rice or other grain, laying in

a stock ofrice or other grain.

Haj= -5537), « . (from Sta¶g, a stock ofgrain, and 537,

producible , producible by or arising from collecting or

laying in a stock of rice or other grain.

Staraɖesmi, ad. (loc. case of
SE ), for the pur

pose oflaying in a stock ofrice or other grain. A

,producible), producible by or arising from the plant- fazæ, a. (from 8ta , a stock of grain, and

ing of rice or other grain.

Startida), ad. (loc, case ofInt ), for the plant-

ing ofrice or other grain...

4

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from collecting or

laying in a stock of rice or other grain.

atan gafsfärs, ad. (from , a stock of grain,a
คน

Tiii
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ata. 1.J.

fafas, a cause , for the purpose of laying in a stock of state , a . (from a SE, a s'ock of grain, and

rice or other grain.

atzingerſtate, a. (from Itaş , a stock ofgrain, and

fs , obstructing), obstructing or hiudering the col-

lecting or laying in of a stock of rice or other grain.

DarSeggs, a . (from Ttvæ¿x, a s'ock of grain, and

que, causedby), caused by or arising from collecting or

Jaying in a stock of rice or other grain ; ad. from or be-

cause of laying in a stock of rice or other grain.

ধান্যসংগ্ৰহৰিনা , a . (from tন্য গ্রহ , a stock of grain, and বিনা,

without , without or besides the collection of rice or

other grain.

বানাস গ্রহ তিরিক্ত , a. (from ধান্যসংগ্রহ, a stuck of grain, and

›ff , excepted), a stock of rice or other grain except

ed.

বীনা সংগ্ৰহৰতিরেক, a. (from বানাস'গ্রন্থ, a stock ofgrain, and

IIT, an exception), the exception of a stock of rice

or other grain .

ataja.spuſsiatæ, ad. (loc. case of transpasfolge), with

the exception of a stock of rice or other grain, without

or besides a stock of rice or other grain.

† Seaf³, a. (from a st , a stock of grain, and

af , destitule), destitute of a stock of rice or other

grain.

~selge, a. (from Hase, a stock ofgrain, and cহেতু

a cause), caused by or arising from a stock of rice or

other grain.

aftat , s. (from ta , a stock of grain, and

atat , desire), a desire to collect or lay in a stock

ofrice or other grain.

atwargetælgì, a. (from

-

1

wasz, a stock of grain, and

atafia, desirous), desirous of collecting or laying in

a stock of rice or other grain.

tatta, s. (from test , a stock ofgrain, and

, search), anxious care to collect or lay up a

stock of rice or other grain.

staqiqata), a. (from tag , astock ofgrain, and

, searching), seeking to collect or lay in a

stock of rice or other grain.

ataergetamatti, a. (from , a stock ofgrain, and

wtf , searching), seeking to collect or lay in a

stock of rice or other grain.

Stara , getegaæ, a. (from tag , a stock of grain, and

and I , seeking , seeking to collect or lay in a stock

of rice or other grain.

বানস গ্রহণন্বেষণ, ও. ( from  ান্য ' গ্রহ, a stock of grain, and

MTI , a seeking , a seeking for means to collect or lay

in a stock ofrice or other grain,

fa , seeking), seeking to collect or lay in a stock of

rice or other grain.

laget , a. (from E, a stock of grain, and

FF, expecting), expecting to collect or lay in a stock

of rice or other grain.

, . (from At , a stock of grain, and

, expectation), an expectation of laying in a stock

of rice or other grain, a looking forward to the laying in

of a stock ofgrain.

বানাস গ্রহাপেক্ষী, ৫. ( from ধান্যসংগ্রহ , the collecting of grain,

and , expecting), looking for or expecting to

"collect or lay in a stock ofrice or other grain.

ataja'qetfsata, 8. (from aɗ , a stock of grain, and

afsata, desire , a desire to collect to lay in a stock of

grain.

ataja-getfomtal, a. (from Hamas , a stock ofgrain, and

aft , desirous), desirous of collecting or laying in

a stock of rice or other grain,

Â¡Ãª¿¿ ' , s. (from Я , a stock ofgrain, and IL',
বাদ্যসংগ্রহেছ' ,

desire), a desire to collect or lay in a stock of rice or

other grain.

↑a •{(x , at (from Atary, a stock ofgrain, and

#

desrious), desirous of collecting or laying in a stock of

rice or other grain.

MA’MTIF, a. (from XIĦĦ , a stock ofgrain, and I½ ,

desirous), desirous of collecting or laying in a stock of

rice or other grain..

বানাস গ্রহোপক্রম , s . ( from বর্ণনাস , a stock of grain, and

SÃ¤, a beginning), the beginning to collect or lay in

a stock of rice or other grain.

tata, s. (from âta , corn, and ¶¶, a stock), a hoard

of corn, a store or stock ofcorn, the laying ina store or

stock of corn.

stataætaæ, a. (from Tiwa , a stock of grain, and

æta , making), laying in a stock of grain ; s. a person

who lays in a stock ofgrain.

ধান্যসংস্থানকারী, a. (from at
a stock of grain, and

fa , making , laying in a stock ofgrain.

বানাস স্থানজনিত , a. ( from বানাস न a stock ofgrain, and

fas, produced), produced by or arising from a stock

ofgrain.

Itara• tacodæ, a. (from a , a stock of grain, and

( *, usingexertions), using exertions to get a stock of

corn.

1, s. (from att , a stock of grain, and

1, exertion), exertion to acquire a stock of corn.

Starta , a. (from ✯taja…æta, a stock ofgrain, and577,

#

1
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Par.

producible), producible by or arising from a stock of

corn.

£taranştascar, àd. (loc. case of an 117), for the pur-

pose ofobtaining a stock of grain.

ta , s. (from Ita, a stock ofgrain, and

‡ a, destruction), the destruction of a stock of grain.

বানাস' স্থানধ্ব’সক, a. (from ধন্যিসংস্থান, a stock of grain, and

, destructive), destructive to a stock ofgrain.

£taja^ataĝ• ñì, a . (from , a stock of grain, and

fa , destructive), destructive to a stock of grain.

tatt, s. (from tart , a stock of grain, and

at , destruction ), the destruction of a stock ofgrain.

Staja® staatdē, a. (from & at , a stock ofgrain, and

at , destructive), destructive to a stock ofgrain.

ধান্যস স্থাননিবৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from বীন্য স্থান, a stock ofcorn, and

faade, causing to cease), causing the storing ofgrain to

cease.

ধান্যসংস্থাননিবারক, a. ( from বীন্য স্থান , a stock of corn , and

fata , preventing), preventing the laying in of a stock

ofgrain.

বাদান’স্থাননিমিত্তক, a. (from ধান্যসংস্থান, a stock of corn, and

fafus, a cause), caused by or arising from laying . in a

stock ofgrain ; ad , from or because of a stock of grain.

Stararatafiface, ad. (from Itaja, a stock of corn, and

3, a cause), for the purpose of laying up a stock of

grain.

2
relax, ~ . from at , a stock of corn, and

3 , opposing , opposing obstacles to the laying in

of a stock of grain,

Ítzinatagus, a . (from Star17, a stock of corn , and

63 , caused by), caused by or arising from laying in a

stock ofgrain ; ad. from or because of a stock of grain.

ataratadas, a . (from twat , a stock of grain, and

, increasing), increasing a stock of grain.

gwatazá¶, s. (from Staæsæt , a stock of grain, and

, an increasing), the increasing of a stock of grain.

atajasætafzai, ad. (from Ita , a stock of grain, and

fal, without), without a stock of grain.-

gtasan atafafuta , a. (from 717, a stock ofgrain, and

fa , possessed of), possessed of a stock ofgrain.

#tasa- atacıfsf45, a . (from Itarasta, a stock ofgrain, and

fofa , excepted) , a stock of corn excepted, the laying

up of a stock of rain excepted.

বাসস্থানব্যতিরেক, s. ( from বান্য স্থান, a stock ofgrain, and

, an exc´ption) , the exception ofa stock ofgrain,

the exception of laying in a stock of grain.

DwarfigufSwiæ, ad. (loc.case ofatam ataufaaT), with

Яtas.

the exception of a stock of grain, without or besider a

stock of grain.

বানাস স্থানমূলক, a . (from tनাসস্থান, a stock of grain, and

, a roct), originating from a stock of grain,5

বানাস স্থানযুক্ত , a. (from বীন্যস স্থান , a stockofgrain, and যুক্ত,

joined to), connected with a stock ofgrain.

ধান্যসংস্থানরহিত, a. (from বানাসস্থান, a stock of grain, and

fs, destitute of, destitute of a stock ofgrain..

£ã •Haxtat, a. (fromHat , a stock ofgrain), inclin-

ed to store up grain, having a stock ofgrain.

বানাল জ্ঞানশূন্য , a. (from বানাস স্থান , ৫ stock ofgrain, and

empty), destitute of a stock of grain.

qajagtagta, a . (fromEtat , a stock ofgrain, and 7,

destitute , destitute of a stock of grain.

ধান্যল স্থানহেতুক, a. ( from বানাসস্থান, a stock of grain, and

(F3, a cause), caused by or arising from a stock of grain,

caused by or arising from laying in a stock of grain ;

ad. from or because of a stock of grain.

ধান্যস স্থানাকা$ী , s . ( from বানাসস্থান, a stock ofgrain, and

tata , desire), a desire to lay in a stock of grain.

ttttt, a. (from tat , a stock ofgrain , and

atat , desirous), desirous of layingin a stock of grain.

ধান্যস’স্থানাপেক্ষক, a. ( from ধান্যসংস্থান, a stock of grain, and

DA , expecting) , looking for or expecting a stock of

grain, requiring a stock of grain.

বানাস স্থানাপেক্ষা , s. (from ান্যসংস্থान, a stock of grain, and

41, expectation), an expectation of a stock of grain,

the requisiteness of a stock of grain.

tttt, a. (from 1 , a stock of grain, and

, expecting), looking for or expecting a stock of

grain, requiring a stock of grain.

tatta, s . (from ata , a stock ofgrain, and

ata, desire), the desire of laying in a stock ofgrain.

tatatat, a. (from start , a stock ofgrain, and

afata , desiring ) , desirous oflaying in a stock of grain.

tajatatgyY, s. (from , a stock of grain, and

atay, a beginning), a beginning to lay in a stock of

grain.

stargataxi, s. (fromXtaja, Fa, a stock ofgrain, and Fäl,

desire), a desire to lay in a stock of grain.

Itara^INAL, &, (from Itt , a stock ofgrain, and 5

desirous , desirous of aying in a stock of grain.

ধান্যসজ্জ্বানেচ্ছুক, ৫. (from বানান স্থান, a stock of grain, and

, desirous), desirous of laying in a stock of grain.

Dazzicators, a. (from 51 , a stock of grain, and

ETF, engagedin , engaged in laying in a stock of grain.

$1 ]=®¶rtst, s. (from Atara, a stock ofgrain, and

sts, exertion , an exertion to lay in a stock ofgrain,

Iiii2
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atay.

teatearts , a. (from atta, a stock of grain,

and statista, using exertions), using exertions to lay in

a stock ofgrain.

বানাস স্থাসোপক্রম, s. (from বানাস , a stock of grain, and

8 ,a beginning), an attempt or beginning to lay in a

stock ofgrain, …….

tæt , a. (from ta , corn, and
te, placing

together), collecting or laying in a stock of grain.

Я , s. (from , corn, and , a placing to-

gether), the laying in of a stock of corn.

. , s. (from ta , corn, and is, a stock), a

stock of corn.

বানাস স্থিতিকারক, a. (from বানসস্থিতি, a stock of corn, and

ata , do`ng`, laying in a stock of corn ; s. a person who

lays in a stock of corn.

afasiat, a. (from tus, a stock of corn, and

, doing), laying in a stock of corn,

Staffs , a. (from Staffs, a stock of corn, and

, producible), producible by or arising from a stock

ofgrain.

বানাস স্থিভিজন্যে , ad. (loc case of ান্য স্থিতিজন্য ), for the pur-

pose ofa stock of grain.

ata fafofa , a. (from staffs, a stock of grain,

and fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to the lay-

ing in a stock of grain.

Narfafafastaæ, ɑ. (from atafas, a stock ofgrain,

and fata , preventing , preventing the laying in of at

stock of grain.

atajafafafaziza, s. (from ataj¬ffs, a stock ofgrain, and

fata , apreventing , the preventing of the laying in a

stock of grain.

3 , a. (from atafas, a stock of grain,

and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from laying in a

stock ofgrain ; ad. from or because of a stock ofgrain."

বানাস স্থিতিনিমিত্তে, al. (from সংস্থিতি, a stock of grain,

and fas, a cause), for the purpose of a stock of grain .

fabis, ɑ. (from Ita¤•ffs, a stock of grain,

and af , opposing), obstructing the laying in of a

stock ofgrain.

198

' বানান' স্থিতিপুযুক্ত , a. (from ধান্যস’স্থিতি, as'ock ofgrain, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from a stock of

grain ; ad. from or because of a stock of grain.

the fafose, a. (from Atam fafs, a stock fgrain, aud

, a cause), caused by or arising from a stock ofgrain;

ad. from or because of a stock of grain.

tag, s. (from t , rice, and , accumulation), the

accumulation of rice or other grain, a stock of tice or

other grain.

atas.

ধান্যসঞ্চয়কারক, a. (from ধান্যসঞ্চয ,় a stock of graing and

, making , accumulating or laying in a stock of rice

or other grain ; 8. one who accumulates rice or other

grain.

ধান্যসঞ্চয়কারী, a. (from starসঞ্চয ,় a stock of grain, and ফারিং,

doing), accumulating grain, laying in a stock of rice or

other grain.

ধান্যসঞ্চয়জন্য , a. (from বর্ণনাসঞ্চয় , a stock of grain, and জন্য ,

producible), producible by or arising from the accuma-

lation of rice or other grain, producible by or arising

from a stock of rice or other grain.

, ad. (loc . case of t ), forthe purpose

of a stock of grain.

RofafIJE, a. (from tay, a stock of grain, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from a stock of

rice or other grain ; ad. from or because of the accu

mulation of rice or other grain.

ff , ad. (from tay, a stock of grain, and

fifa , a cause), for the purpose of accumulating rice or

other grain.

Italabpqforme, a, (from Itwab , a stock of grain, and

fs , opposing), opposing or hindering the accumu

lation of rice or other grain.

বাদ্যসঞ্চয়পুযুক্ত, a. (from বানাসঞ্চয়, a stock ofgrain, and পুরু,

caused by), caused by or arising from the accumulation

of rice or othergrain ; ad. from orthrough the accumu

lation of rice or other grain.

tre ,ad. (from

without), without the

stock of grain. "

Itarabyfzfd , a. (from

faf , possessed of),

other grain.

ধান্যসঞ্চয়জাতিরিক্ত, a. (from

™, a stock ofgrain, and fem,

accumulation of grain, without a

a , a stock of grain, and

possessed of a stock of rice or

tनায়, a stock of grain, and

, excepted), a stock of rice or other grain excep

ted.

বানাসঞ্চয়ব্যতিরেক, s. (from বানায ,় a stock ofgrain, and

, an exception), the exception of a stock of rice

or other grain.

বীনাসঞ্চয়তিরেকে, ad. (loe . case of ধান্যসঞ্চয়তিরেক), with

the exception of a stock of rice or other grain, withopt

or besides a stock of rice or other grain.

TAJAṢUF, ɑ (from , a stock of grain, and

joined to , connected with a stock of rice or other corp.

ts , a. from at , a stack ofgrain, and catstr,

worthy , worthy of having a stock of corn accumula-

ted.
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2477.
বীর,

ধান্যলক্ষয়রহিত , a. (from ধান্যলক্ষয়, a stock of grain ; and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of a stock of corn.

startfit , using exertion), using exertions to accumulate

rice or other grain.

Haja★știai, a. (from Я , a stock of grain), storing || tracytawa, s. (from Taraby, the accumulation ofgrain,

up rice or other grain, accumulating grain.

রাণাসঞ্চয়শূন্য , a. (from ীন সঞ্চয় , a stock of grain, and न ,

empty), destitute of a stock of grain.

tata, a. (from
7, a stock of grain, and 7,

destitute), destitute of a stock of rice or other grain.

বাস্যসঞ্চয হ়েতুক, a. (from ধান্যসঞ্চয় , a stock of grain, and হেতু ,

a cause), caused by or arising from the accumulation of

grain ; ad. from or because ofthe accumulation of grain.

mata , s. (from tag, a stock of grain, and

stat , a desire), a desire for a stock of rice or other

grain.

রানাসঞ্চয়াকারী,tæt , a.. (from t , a stock of grain, and

tet , desirous), desirous of laying in a stock ofrice

or other grain.

UNABANİEE, a. (from a , a stock of grain, and

, expec'ing), looking for or expecting an accu-

mulation of grain.

!, s. (from ta , a stock of grain, and

, expectation), the expectation of an accumulati-

on ofgrain.

Huetricia, a. (from tua , a stock of grain, and

, expecting), looking for or expecting an accumu-

lation of rice or other grain.

#tajakuifanta, s. (from Stan , a stock of grain, and

afsata, desire), a desire to accumulate rice or other

grain.

stambusatal, a (from atay, a stock of grain, and

afsata , desirous), desirous of accumulating rice or

other grain.

, s . ( from tay, a stock of grain, and ),

desire , a desire to accumulate rice or other grain.

a. (from y, a stock ofgrain, and 5, de-

sirous , desirous of accumulating rice or other grain.

Haradiyae, a. (from a , a stock ofgrain, and 5, de-

sirous), desirous of accumulating rice or other graiu.

Chapteg, s. (from Ituny, a stock ofgrain, and g,

a beginning), a beginning to accumulate rice or other

grain.

ĴAADIDITE, ɑ, (from ât *3, @sto,kofgrain, and CTIE,

engaged , engaged in storing up or accumulating grain.

st, s. (from
a stock of grain, and

etartst, an effort , a zealous effort to store up or accu-

mulate rice or other grain..

tal, a. (from y, a stock of grain, and

and 894¤, a beginning), a beginning to accumulate rice

or other grain.

tarta, s. (from ta , grain, and f , loss), the detriment

or loss of rice or other grain.

ata , a. (from at , grain, and , destitute), destitute

of rice or other grain .

MINFIF, a. (from 1, grain, and T , a cause), caused

by or arising from rice or other grain ; ad, from or be-

cause of rice or other grain.

art1, s. (from ta , grain, and t , desire), a desire

for rice or other grain.

attæt , a. (from 17 , grain, and et , desirous), de-

sirous of rice or other grain.

tata, s. (from ta , rice, and if , first), grain .

1 , s. (from † , to run), the steps of a stair case or other

ascent, a leap, ajump.

বাবক, s. (from at , to run) , a runner, a messenger, one who

goes express.

atas , a. (from 4, to run), quick, swift, running or

spreading with great velocity.

ata , s. (from , to run), a running.

ta, s. (from đa, to run), a running.

atææta, a. (from Яt , to run), running.

1, s. (from t , to run), a running.

atatata, s. (from ta, to run) , a mutual or promiscuous

running

}

, s. (from 1, to hold , the body, a house or dwelling, a

place, a spot, a country, dignity, consequence, light, a

ray oflight.

1, s . (from , to sound), a kettle-drum.

11, s. (from 1, to hold), a scuttle or basket of ratan so

closely wrought as to hold water,

att , s. (from 1, to sound, and 3t , a beating of time),

a particular mode of beating time in music.

ta, s. (from at , a vessel), a small vessel made of ratan

wrought so closely as to hold water.

, v. a. (from , to hold), to borrow, to owe, to hold as a

loan or debt ; s. a sort of stone , a loan, a debt, an end,

a boundary, a line, a limit, a garden fence or wall, a

hedge, the edge of a precipice, the brow of a hill, the van

of an army, a deep place, depth, the edge of a weapon,

a slight sprinkling rain, dis illation , dripping or oozing

by drops, a leak or flaw in a vessel, frost, a horse's paces,

offspring, excellence, a quantity, a multitude.
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ata.

ata , s. (from 4, to hold ), a person who holds a thing, a per-

son who examines the correctness of the text while an-

other is reading the shastras, an umpire ; a. having,

holding. This word in this sense is usally employed as

the last member of a compound word.

1, s. (from Tz , an umpire), the office of examining

thecorrectness orincorrectness ofthe text when the shas-

tra , are read.

, s. (from tz , an umpire), the office of an umpire

or one who judges of the correctness or incorrectness of

another's reading of the shastras,

, s. (from a, a loan, and 4, a doing), the con-

tracting of a debt, the borrowing of money or goods, the

sharpening ofa weapon.

tzaz , a. (from ta, a loan, and 4, an instrument, ef-

fected by a debt or loan, accomplished by an edge.

ata , a. (from 1 , a loan, and 3 , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from a loan or debt, produced by or

arising from an edge.

, ad. (loc. case of a ), for the purpose of a loan

or debt, for an edge.

I

thing ; ad from or because of having or holding, from gicle

orbecause of assuming a form or wearing a habit, from

orbecause of sustaining or upholding a thing.

qtadfafary, ad. (from Taa, a holding, and fifa , a cause), tyckad

for having or holding, for the purpose of assuming a ne

form or wearing a babit, for the purpose of sustaining , prim

er upholding a thing. striped

bold,

ating er

aring a bel

Itaqqus, a. (from Ħas, a holding, and q , caused hy), hotel, pe =

caused by or arising from having or holding, caused by wing, frm ,

or arising from assuming a form or wearing a habit,

caused by or arising from sustaining or upholding a

thing ; ad. from or because of having or holding, from a desire t

or because of assuming a form or wearing a habit, from , a

or because of sustaining or upholding a thing.

Itzfzai, ad, (from đtas, a holding, andf¹, without), with

out or besides having or holding, without or besides

assuming a form or upholding a thing.

tarfsfas, a. (from 4, a holding, and off , excepte

ed), holding or having excepted, the assuming of a form

or wearing ofa habit excepted, the sustaining of uphold-

ing of a thing excepted.

d, s. (from , to hold), the holding of a thing, the having

a thing,the keeping or maintaining of a thing, the assum-

ing of a particular habit or shape, the supporting or sus-

taining of a thing, the upholding of a thing, the sustain-

ing of aweight or burden, the name of a weight equal to

sixteen seeds of abrus precatorius. Constracted with

to do, this word means to support or sustain.

NITIIK, a. (from 17 , holding, and ætaỡ , doing), hold-

ing, having, upholding, wearing, assuming; s. a person

who holds or upholds, one who wears a particular habit

or assumes a particular form.

1

ta , a. (from 4, a holding, and tf , doing), hold-

ing, having, upholding, wearing, assuming.

, a. (from 4, a holding, and , producible),

producible by or arising from having or holding, pro-

ducible by or arising from assuming a form or wearing

a habit, producible by or arising from sustaining or

upholding a thing.

atzian, ud. (loc. case of a 557), for the purpose of hay-

ta,pr

e

»ytta,
perce

re inath

power

ধীরণব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from ধারন, a holding , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of having or holding, the except , an

tion of assuming a form or of wearing a habit, the ex-

ception of sustaining or upholding a thing.

ing or holding, for the purpose of assuming a form or

wearing a habit, for the purpose ofsustaining or uphold-

ing a thing.

ataafafaza, «. from 4, a holding, and fif¤¾, a cause),

caused by or arising from having or holding, caused by

or arising from assuming a form or wearing a habit,

caused by or arising from sustaining or upholding a

2

holdi

feireto

phold c

holdin

desir

TOUS

holl

, ad. (loc. case of f , with the ex-

ception of having or holding, with the exception ofas-

suming a form or of wearing a habit, with the excepti-

on of upholding a thing, without or besides having or

holding, without or besides assuming a form or wearing

a habit, without or besides sustaining or upholding a

thing.

Å†LATIE, a. (from Atad, a holding, and (T3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from having or holding, caused by or

arising from assuming a form or wearing a babit, caus-

ed by or arising from sustaining or upholding a thing ;

ad. from or because of having or holding, from or he bare

cause of assuming a form or wearing a habit, from or

because of sustaining or upholding a thing.

$ t,des

tadi, s. (from Z, to hold) , continuance in a right way, per,

severance, fortitude, firmness, resolution, steady im

moveable abstraction with the mind collected, the

breath suspended, and all natural wants restrained, men-

tal retention, memory, a debt, a sustentaculum.

Itadtætgi, s. (from Itad, a holding, and tæti, desiro), a

desire to have or hold, a desire to assume a form or to

wear a habit, a desire to uphold or sustain.

Aatathi, «. (from AtI4, a holding, and tæt£7, desirous),

4,110

10
wear

ཝི ཡྻཏྭཱཀིཾ ནཱ།
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ata.

desirous of having or holding, desirous of assuming a

form or of wearing a habit, desirous of upholding or

sustaining.

, a. (from 4, a holding, and a, unable), unable

to bave or hold, unable to sustain or upheld.

tatta, a. (from ) , perseverance), persevering, firm ,

resolute, restrained.

Statfaft , a. (from Hadi, perseverance, and fifty, possess-

ed f), persevering, firm, resolute, restrained.

alfanta, s. (from id, a holding, and asta, d sire),

a desire to have or hold, a desire to assume a form or

to wear a habit, a desire to uphold or sustain.

tizatisata), a. (from 2taa , a holding, and foffa , d´sir-

eus), desirous of having or holding, desirous of assuming

a form or of wearing a habit, desirous of upholding or

supporting.

tas, a. (from 41, per everence, and 33 , destitute),

destitute ofperseverence or firmness, irresolute, desti-

tute offortitude.

tzats, s. (from 1, perseverance, and f , power), an

ability to persevere in a thing or to be firm to a pur-

pose, resolution, a power of restraint.

, s. (from 2, to hold , any tubular vessel of the body,

a straight line.

!, s. (from 34, a holding, and , desire), a desire

to have or hold, a desire to assume a form or to wear a

habit, a desire to uphold or sustain.

, a. (from 4, a holding, and 5 , desirous), desirous

of having or holding, desirous of assuming a form or of

wearing a habit, desirous of upholding or sustaining.

ag , a. (from 34, a holding, and , desirous), de-

sirous ofhaving or holding, desirous of assuming a form

orof wearing a habit, desirous of upholding or sustain-

ing.

2 , a. (from ta , a ho'ding, and 8413, preparedfor),

ready or about to have or to hold, ready or about to

assume a form or to wear a habit, ready or about to up-

hold or sustain.

amatais, a. (from ta , a holding, and 8515, engaged

in , engaged in having or holding, engaged in assuming

a form or wearing a habit, engaged in upholding or sus-

taining.

Tastearts, s. (from 4+, a holding, and sist, exertion),

exertion to have or hold, exertion to assume a form or

to wear a habit, exertion to uphold or sustain,

atcarts , a. (from tad, a holding, and sutista, using

exertions), using exertions to have or to hold, using ex-

সারা

ertions to assume a form or to wear a habit, using ex-

ertions to uphold or sustain .

taff , a. (from &ta, a l an , and fafi , a couse`, caused

by or arising from a loan or debt, caused by or arising

from an edge ; al. from or because of a loan or deb ' ,

from or because of an edge.

taff , ad. (from ta, a lean, and fifa , a cause) , for the

purpose of a loan or debt, for an edge.

tt , a. (from ta, a loan , and , caused by), caused

by or arising from a loan or debt, caused by or arising

from an edge; ad. from or because of a loan or debt,

from or because of an edge.

ata , ad. (from 3, a loan, and f , without), without

or besides a loan or debt , without an edge.

atafatt, s. (from at , an edge, and fratt, destruction), the

spoiling of a weapon's edge.

বারবিনাশক, a. (from বীর, an edge, and বিনাশক, destructive),

destructive to a weapon's edge.

taff , a. (from 7, an edge, and faft , possessed of),

edged, sharp.

বীরব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from ধীর , an edge, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted),

an edge excepted, a debt or loan excepted.

face, s. (from Hy, an edge, and fuæ, an excepti-

on), the exception of an edge, the exception of a debt

or loan.

af , ad. (loc. case of

on of an edge, without an edge,

), with the excepti-

with the exception of

a loan or debt, without a debt.

IIT, a. (from 3, an edge, and , a root), originating

from an edge or border, originating in a debt or loan.

ta , a. (from , an edge, and 5, joined to), edged,

sharp.

Haaf , a. (from Ty, an edge, and af , destitute), blunt,

dull, destitute of an edge or border.

, a. (fiom ata, an edge, and 1, empty), blunt, dull,

destitute of an edge or border.

taga, a. (from Ha, an edge, and F , destitute), blunt, dull,

destitute of an edge or border.

IITIT, a. (from Яta, an edge, and , a cause), caused

*

by an edge or border, caused by a debt or loan ; ad.

from or because of an edge or border, from or because

of a debt or loan.

ata , s. (from , to hold , a method, a custom, a habit, a

usage, a fashion, a course, a ceremony, a water course,

drops or streams of rain in a heavy shower, a general

practice, a section, conduct, carriage.

21 , ad. (from at , a custom, and д , a step), accord.

ing to custom or habit,
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2i3idz. 8. ¿from Ž¡N, streams of rain, and 2, to hold), a

cloud.

atatanta, s. (from atși, a method, and wants, following),

customary.

atelaga, s. (from 21 , a custom, and , the running of

stream), a going in the way of custom, a going down

with the stream of custom.

ale, a. (from ta , a custom, and at , causing toflow

in a stream), leading in the stream of custom, going in

the stream of custom.

atatata, a. (from TiX), a custom , and if ,flowing), flow-

ing down the stream of custom.

Aziziz , a. (from Da ,a custom, and zfx ,flowing), float-

ing down the stream ofcustom.

atate, a. from , to hold , apprehensible.

stata, a. (from 2†3, an edge), sharp.

fazi, s. (from aty, to borrow), the contracting of a debt,

the borrowing ofmoney.

tzt, s..(from 2, to hold , an edge or margin ; 2. having,

holding. This word is much used in composition as the

Jast men.berof a compound and signifies having or hold-

ing the thing expressed by the first member.

ang, ad. (loc. case of †g), ashore, on credit.

ধীর1,

as ifabout to be extinguished . The word is chiefly ap

plied to the flame of a lamp.

, s. (from fa , a lion), a high conceit of a person's own

importance.

1 , an imitative sound employed to indicate that of

some kinds of pulsatile musical instruments.

at , an imitative sound employed to express certain

musical sounds particularly those of a drum.

at, an imitative sound employed to express the sound

of some particular instruments of music.

, au imitative sound used to express that caused bya

single stroke on a drum.

, an imitative sound used to express the monotonous

repeating of two notes on a drum or tabor.

Fo1, an imitative sound used to express that produced

by some musical instruments.

31 , an imitative sound used to express that caused by

some instruments of music.

at , an imitative sound employed to express certain

sounds produced by musical instruments.

,a. (from , to be tranquil) , slow, deliberate, cautious,

Constructed with , tofall, this word means to lull, or

blow softly.

fú , a. (from đá, religion), religious, virtuous, just, right- ty, ad. (loc. case of 41), faintly, softly , deliberately.

1 , a. (from fart , slow), slow, deliberate.
ous.

1 , s. (from 1f , righteous), righteousness, justice, ad1 , s . (from 2 , to be impudent), a name of Vrihushputi.

propriety of conduct.
1, s. (fromta ,to meditate), understanding, knowledge, an

idea ; a. wise.Tifusa, s. (from A†fúæ, righteous), righteousness, justice,

propriety of conduct,

hú , a. (from , to hell), apprehensible, deserving of re-

straint, proper to be retained. This word constructed

with , to do, means to nominate, to determine, to ar-

range, to assign, to impose a tax.

, s. (from 5,to bully), a tumult, confusion, anarchy, se-

dition.

, s. from , a tumult), confusion, sedition, anarchy,

a tumult.

f ', s. (from fa" , sedition), a tumult, an outrage, a mob,

sedition.

, interj. (from , to annihilate), fye on it, curse on it.

Kazta, s. (from fà , fie ! and , to do), contempt, dis es-

pect, reproach, censure,

443, a. (from fe, fie, and 3, done), cursed, reproached,

contemned, reviled, censured , condemned.

fake, s. (from . fie), a quivering or burning slowly as

if about to go out. The word is usually applied to the

flame ofa lamp.

Kiss, a. (from fe, fie , quivering or burning slowly

Na, s. (from Fat, an imitative sound, and * , a sound),

a report, a common report.

far, s. (from 1 , knowledge, and fag, an organ), an or-

gan of perception.

Nax, s. (from N, to catch), a fisherman .

Hata, a. (fromA, wisdom), wise, learned , intelligent, sagaci-

ous ; s. an appellation of Vrihushputi.

, a. (from ì, understanding, and 31, to possess), wise,

learned, sagacious, grave, deliberate, tranquil, serene,

temperate, docile, slow, lazy , steady, firm, determined,

consistent, headstrong, self-willed, uncontroulable,

strong, powerful.

31, s. (from ?, deliberate), deliberateness, temperateness,

sedateness, gravity, steadiness!

, s. (from , deliberate), deliberateness, temperate-

ness, sedateness, gravity, steadiness, the restraint of

resentment arising from jealousy.

1, a. fem . (from a, temperate), jealous of a husband or

lover and yet suppressing all expression of resentment.

ধীরাধীরা, ৪. ( from ধীরা , suppressing resentment, and অধীরা ,
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$3.

woman who expresses her resentment), a jealous woman

who occasionally expresses no resentment and occasi-

onally expresses it.

tz, ad. (loc. cuse of 3), deliberately, coolly, slowly, se-

dately.

asta, ad. loc. case of a), deliberately, slowly, coolly,

sedately.

, s. from 1, an imi'ative -sound, and t , a sound , a

report, a common report.

af , s. (from , understanding, and af , a counsellor ,

one who belongs to the legislative department of a go-

verment.

v. a. (from Tia, to wash), to wash.

a, 8. (from a, to swing), the name of a cucurbitaceous

fruit used as an article of food, (Luffa pentandra. )

, v. n. (from 1 , to sound), to pantwith running, to breath

with difficulty.

TIF, 8. (from Åst, a bag), a coarse bag.

, an imitative sound used to express a feeble breath-

ing or palpitation when in a dying state ; also a palpi-

tation with hard running or excessive fear.

1, v. (from , to pant), to pant or palpitate with hard

running or excessive fear.

* tofi, s. (from , to be distressed), a perpetual anxie-

ty about any circumstance or affair.

*ēta, s. (from **** , to pant), a panting or palpitating

with hard running or excessive fear.

**T*, s. (from , to be distressed), anxiety, remorse, a

particular sort of a necklace.

fa, s. (from 4 , to pant), a panting,

IT, s. (from T , to pant), a panting,

25 , s. (from , to wash), the name of a kind of basket

used forthe purpose of washing rice.

5 , an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the fall of clods, fruits, or the like.

4313, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the firing of guns, or the beating with a stick upon

wood or the like.

44 , s. (from 345, a beating sound), the sound arising

from firing artillery or from beating a hollow wooden

vessel.

an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the falling of a log or other heavy body upon the

earth. Constructed with 1, this word acquires an

adverbial power,

23 , a. (from , to reject), agitated, relinquished.

4348, a. (from 3, relinquished, and ™ , sin), freed from

sin or crimes,

TT.

344, a. (from 45, relinquished, and Яt , sin), freed from

sin or crimes.

ast, s. (from ta, to wash), a piece of cloth about three cu-

bits long worn by the natives of India about the loins

instead of breeches, washed cloth .

31, s. (from 4 , the thorn apple), the thorn apple, (Da-

tura Metel. )

4 , s. from to kindle , the blazing up of fire. Construct-

ed with , to do, this word means to be sultry, to be

excessively hot ; constructed with the adverbial partici

ple of to do, it has an adverbial power, parchingly,

sultrily.

T7, v. a. (from X , to throw , to clean cotton with an instru-

ment like a bow.

71, 8. (from 7, to throw, and at , short), a small bow

used in cleaning cotton.'

18, s. (from 1 to clean cotton with the bow), a person

who follows the business of cotton-cleaning.

777, 8. (from II, to clean cotion), the cleaning of cotton

with the bow.

4 , s. (from , to clean cotton), the cleaning of cotton

with the bow.

, . (from 1, to clean cotton) , earned by or due for

cleaning cotton with the bow.

fax , s. (from , to clean cotton), the cleaning of cotton

with the bow.

, s. (from 7, ardor, and 1, to have), ardor, zeal , dili-

gence ; a. great, prodigious , ardent.

atat, s. (from , great, and af , smiting), rebellion,

sedition, a tumult, an uproar.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from a

heavy substance falling on a loose or yielding substance

as dust or straw,

24, s. (from , to burn), incense, resin or Indian pitch, a

sabre, the sun's rays, the sun.

2 , s. (from ta, to wash), a washerman.

22

, an imitative sound used to express the noise made

by the pedal while working.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

the pedal while working.

11, s. (from F1, certain, and ¹ , desire), a strong de-

sire, a determined will.

, s. (from 10 u itate , ardor, zeal, fervour. This word

when constructed with is , to come in contact, means to

be ardent or zealous ; also , an imitative sound used to ex-

press that arisingfrom striking a single stroke on adrum ;

also, a , (from 2s, wight), heavy, thick, gress.

ملززز
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14.

1, s. (from a, thick), a concubine, a fat vagaboad wo-

man, a female vishnuva.

sat , a. (from 51, a vagabond woman, and at , a

smiting), vagabond, vagrant, letcherous .

Fata, s. (from 42, ordor. The last member ofthis word is

only a rhime to the first), a tumult, a mob.

, a. (from 3. thick), bulky, heavy, thick, gross . Con-

structed with fagt , doing, this word acquires an adver-

bial meaning; also an imitative word used to express a

drumming sound .

17 , s. (from Ja, a stroke on a drum , the monotonous beat-

ing of a drum to call persons to a festivity or to give no-

tice of something.

1, s . (from , an introductory stanza), the introductory

stanza to a poem or song, afterwards repeated at the

end of each verse as the burden of the song.

4 , s. (from , to hurt), the axle of a cart or carriage, the

pole of a carriage, reflection, recollection, thought, a

load, a burden.

Ja , s. (from 4 , a burden, aud , to hold), bearing a

burden ; s . a beast ofburden.

বুৱন্ধ করীন, a. (from ধুরন্ধর , bearing a burden, and ধুরীন

beast of bu den), chief of those who sustain the burden

of office, viz. a king.

, a. (from , a burden), bearing a burden ; s. a beast

of burden.

, s. (from , to agitate, a word used by the Bengalee

school-masters as a measure of land, it is properly the

same as the Kata or the twentieth part of a Biga.

, an imitative sound used to express the circumstance of

blazing up.

, s. (from , smoke) , smoke, vapour. This word con-

structed with , to give, means to fumigate, and with

, to eat, it means to smoke tobacco, to inhale smoke.

ts , s. (from 51 , smoke, and 37, an eating) , the

smoking of tobacco .

fata , s. (from 1, smoke, and ч , a house), a chimney,

a tunnel for smoke.

atti, a. (from 1 , smoke) , smoky.

9 , s. (from , smoke, and 97, a giving), the fu-

migating of a thing or place.

, s. (from , smoke, and tf , a road), a chimney.

atratz, s. (from , smoke, and t , a hollow), a chim-

ney.

Taft, s. (from 7 , Indian pitch, and fo, to collect), a censer,

an incense pot.

an imitative sound used to express the sudden blaz-

ing of fire accompanied with noise.

ধর্ম,

2 , s. (from to quake), resin, properly that ofthe Shala

tree.

471 , s. (from Ta , resin), the resin of the Shala tree, Sho

rea robusta. ) It is used through India for a great varie-

ty of purposes instead of pitch. Inferior kinds of resin.

are produced from other species of Shorea and perhaps

from many other trees.

FA, s. (from I, to quake), a kind of chaffing dish, a censer

or incense pot.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the fall

of a single heavy body on the ground .

, s. (from , to shine), incense, resin , the solar rays, the

solar heat, a particular sort of weapon.

, an imitative sound used to express that which aris-

es from the repeated falling of heavy bodies on the

ground.

43, a. (from 4 , to shine), perfumed with incense, fumi-

gated.

a, s. (from , to trouble), smoke.

JAFG, s. (from 4 , smoke, and ca , the descending node),

a comet, a falling star, fire, the personified descend-

ing node.

5 , a. (from 4 , smoke, and , producing) , produc-

ing smoke, causing smoke.

ĦTII , a. (from F1, smoke, and 391, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from smoke.

, ad (loc. case of 1 , for the purpose of smoke.

grata, s. (from a, smoke, and of , the fin palm) , a pil-

lar of smoke.

æfazóæ, a. (from , smoke, and farge, causing to cease) ,

putting a stop to smoke.

zafaætṣæ, a. (from , smoke, and frate, preventing), pre-

venting smoke.

ufata , s . (from 8 , smoke, and faza , a preventing), the

preventing of smoke.

af , s. (from a, smoke, and fa , cessation , the ces-

sation of smoke.

Tyəfæcæ, a. (from 4 , smoke, and fis, a cause), caused

by or arising from smoke ; ad. from or because of

smoke.

affe, ad. (from д, smoke, and fifa , a cause), for the

purpose of smoke.

47, s. (from 4 , smoke, and Яt , a drinking), the smok-

ing of tobacco or any other herb.

, s. (from 2 , smoke, and a, a heap), a crowded ro-

lume of smoke.

, a. (from a, smoke, and fox , opposed to),

obstructing or preventing smoke.
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21915, c. (from ta, smoke, and Я , caused by), caused by

or arising from smoke ; ad. from or because of smoke.

afa , ad. (from , smoke, and f1, without), without or

beside smoke.

*f * , a. (from , smoke, and fat , possessed of),

smoky.

fafas, a. (from , smoke, and ff , excepted),

smoke excepted.

, s. (from , smoke, and f , an exception),

the exception of smoke.

Havfsiuæ, ad. (loc . case ofxxxiſ¾ ) , with the excepti-

on of smoke, without or beside smoke.

23 , a. (from 4 , smoke), full of smoke, covered with

smoke.

zas, a. (from 4ª, smoke, and 1 , joined to , smoky.

ata, s. (from 2 , smoke, and ct , pudendum muliebre),

a cloud.

41fx3, a. (from Tª, smoke, and af , destitute), free from

smoke, smokeless.

, a. (from a, smoke), smoky.

140, a. (from 4, smoke, and , empty), free from

smoke, smokeless .

taxìa, a . (from 4 , smoke, and , destitute), free from

smoke, smokeless.

, a. (from , smoke, and , a cause), caused by

or arising from smoke ; ad . from or because of smoke.

44, a. (from 4, smoke), purple, smoke-coloured.

বুৰ্ত্ত, ৫.
(from† , to injure), cunning, subtle, crafty, sly,

mischievous, injurious , waggish ; s. a gamester, a rogue,

a cheat, the thorn apple, (Datura Metel.)

51, s. (from 2 , crafty), craftiness, knavishness, waggish-

ness.

4 , s. (from 1 , crafty), craftiness, knavery, waggishness .

ts, a. (from , theflower ofthe thorn apple, and

ateta, a form), funnel-shaped, infundibuliform, arytæ-

noid.

Thiefs, a. (from , the flower of the thorn apple, and

stafs, aform), funnel-shaped, infundibuliform, arytæ-

noid.

thaft , 8. (from Tata, arytenoid,পডিষ্ক যুক্তযাসপেশী , উত্তপল্লাকার ,

8f31, the epiglottis, , joined to, andaf,amus-

cle), the arytæno-epiglottici muscles .

বুৰ্ত্ত ব্লাকারোপান্থিযুক্তানুপ্রাংসপেশী, s. (from বর্তপুরাকারোপাচ্ছি,

the arytenoid cartilage, 1 ,joined to, I , transverse,

and til, amuscle) , the arytenoid-transversal muscle.

21, s. (from a , dust ) , dust. This word constructed with

, to smear, means to smear with dust.

43.

tata , s. (from at, dust, and atat , a smearing) , the

smearing of a thing with dust.

, a. (from , dust, aud at , smeared) , smeared

with dust.

fa , s. (from . to shake), dust.

4 , s. (from , dust, and is , play , play with

dust.

47, a. (from af , dust, and , producible , produci-

ble by or arising from dust.

fa , ad. (loc. case of fa ), for the purpose of dust.

fat , a. (from fa, dus' , and 7, grey), dust-coloured,

ash-coloured, cinerens.

fafafas , a . (from af , dust, and fas, a cause), caused

by or arising from dust ; ad. from or because of dust.

fafafa , ad. (from fa, dust, and fifa , a cause , for the

of dust.
purpose

, s. (from , dust, and , a throwing), the

throwing of dust.

, a. (from
, dust, and , throwing), throw-

ing dust ; s. a person who throws dust.

d, a. (from a , dust, and , a throwing), the

throwing of dust.

fa , ad. (from
5, caused by), caused

by or arising from dust ; ad. from or because of dust.

яy, a. (from 4f , dust) , dusty.

, dust, and 1

faaf , s. (from fa, dust, and af , the closed fist , a

handful of dust.

ff , s. (from fefs, a handful of dust, and Et,

a throwing), the throwing of handfuls of dust.

fmf¾æ , a. (from ff , a handful of dust , and

, a throwing) , the throwing of handfuls of dust.

ITDA, S. (from fa, dust, and 1987, a veil), a veil to

keep off the dust,

tartsfdg, a. (from
, dust , and ar£fd3, veiled) , veiled

or skreened from the dust.

4 , s . (from4,to agitate), a grey colour, an ass, an oilman ;

a. grey.

st , a, (from , a grey colour), grey.

1, s. (from , to embellish) , flannel.

28 , s. (from 2 , to be elegant) , the name of the plant

which produces the thorn apple, (Datura Metel. )

v. a. (from , to hold , to hold, to seize, to apprehend a

criminal , to have, to continue, to remain, to note down

in an estimate or account.

3, a. (from , to hold), seized, apprehended, held .

45T3, a . (from 43, held, and 73, a religi us vou , held by

a vow to engage in a particular religious ceremony.

Jjjja
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tam.

Zzatų, s. (from 43, held, and zty, a country) , one of the

Hindoo princes celebrated in the Muha-bharut1. The

name of a species of wild goose, perhaps the swan.

afs, s. (from 4, to hold , sacrifice, a religious rite or cere-

mony, restraint, firmness, steadiness , constancy, a hold-

ing, a having, pleasure, satisfaction, happiness, an as-

tronomical yoga, a particular kind of verse or metre con-

sisting of four lines of eighteen syllables each .

sta, a. (from f³, firmness), firm, steady, constant, re-

strained, satisfied , happy.

TV, a. (from Ta, to dare) , bold, insulting, impudent.

a. (from 8, to dare), impudent, shameless, bold, inso-

lent.

cЯș , s. (from c†, to drink), the name of a plant the seed-

pod of which is boiled as an esculent vegetable, (Hibis-

cus esculentus .)

fs, s . (from , to have), an earring.

* 1, s. (from 4, to hold), a creditor, a debtor.

(ža, s. (from 4, to have), the name of plant the seed-pod

of which is boiled as an article of food , (Hibiscus escu-

lentus. )

25, v. n. (from 5, to separate or fallfrom), to purge or

have a looseness . The word is usually applied to cattle.

571, 8. (from , to hold), an otter.

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from

beating a drum.

* c271, s. (from cỡ, to drink), the name of a climbing plant,

(Cissus elongata. )

c , s. (from c4, to drink), a milch-cow, a cow which has

lately calved.

, an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from the beating of a drum.

av, a. (from 1, to hold), fit or proper to be held.

cami, v. a. (from ta , to meditate), to think upon, to medi-

tate.

AytIA, 8. (from ‹ÂȚI , to meditate), a meditating, the think-

ing upon a subject.

canta, s. (from cam, to meditate), a meditating, the thinking

upon a subject.

4 , s. (from , intellect), the sixth note in the Hindoo

gamut or that expressed by the neighing of a horse.

ta , s. (from at , deliberate), deliberation, temperance,

forbearance, steadiness, patience, coolness.

taúrad, s. (from , deliberation, and a , a doing), the

deliberating upon a subject, the exercising of forbear-

ance orpatience , the acting with steadiness or coolness .

kúædæ, a. (from tú, deliberation, and ☎ , an instru-

ধৈর্য্য,

ment), effected by means of deliberation or temperate

methods, effected by means of forbearance or patience,

effected by steadiness or coolness.

ধৈর্য্যকরণপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from ধৈর্যকরণ, the exerciving offorbear-

ance, and af , opposed to), opposed to the excer-

cise of forbearance or patience.

ttúx13, a. (from tú, deliberation, and 51³, fallen frɔm),

fallen from temperate or deliberate measures, fallen from

forbearance or patience, fallen from steadiness or cool-

ness.

tas , a. (from ti , patience, and 571, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from patience or forbearance, pro-

ducible by or arising from temperateness or coolness,

producible by or arising from steadiness or deliberate-

ness.

ta , ad. (loc. case oft ), for the purpose of pati

ence or forbearance, for the purpose of coolness or tem-

perateness, for the purpose of steadiness or deliberate-

ness.

tamaxı, s. (from ta , patience, and 1, the having), a

maintaining patience.

, destruction),tiúk , s. (from tú, forbearance, and

the loss ofpatience or forbearance, the loss of coolness

or temperateness, the loss of steadiness or deliberate-

ness.

tú , a. (from ta ,forbearance, and , destruc

tive), destructive to patience or forbearance, destructive

to coolness or temperateness, destructive to steadiness

or deliberateness .

tú , a. (from tâ , forbearance, and , destruc-

tire), destructive to patience or forbearance , destructive

to coolness or temperateness, destructive to steadiness

or deliberateness.

taat , s. (from tú, forbearance, and ¬† , destruction),

the loss of patience or forbearance, the loss of cool-

ness or temperateness, the loss of steadiness or deli-

berateness.

túatæ, a. (from tú, forbearance, and atiæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to patience or forbearance, destruc

tive to coolness or temperateness, destructive to steadi-

ness or deliberateness.

ধৈৰ্যনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from ধৈর্য, forbearance, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting an end to forbearance or patience,

putting on end to coolness or temperateness, putting an

end to steadiness or deliberateness.

ধৈর্য্যনিবারক, a . (from ধৈর্য, forbearance, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing patience or forbearance, preventing
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tid.

coolness or temperateness, preventing steadiness or de-

liberateness.

taifazta , s. (from ta , forbearance, and fixta , preven

tion), the preventing of patience or forbearance, the

preventing of coolness or temperateness, the preventing

of steadiness or deliberateness .

taff , s. (from taú, forbearance, and fa , cessation) ,

the cessation of patience or forbearance, the cessation

ofcoolness or temperateness, the cessation of steadiness

or deliberateness.

tafafree, a (from t , forbearance, and fif , a cause),

caused by or arising from patience or forbearance, caus-

ed by or arising from coolness or restraint , caused by

or arising from temperateness or deliberateness ; ad.

from or because of patience or forbearance, from or be-

cause of coolness or restraint, from or because of tem-

perateness or deliberateness .

túfafme, ad. (from tú,forbearance, and fafa , a cause),

for patience or forbearance, for coolness or restraint,

for temperateness or deliberateness .

túque, a. (from t , forbearance, and ч , caused by),

caused by or arising from patience or forbearance,

caused by or arising from coolness or restraint, caused

by or arising from temperateness or deliberateness ; ad.

from orbecause of patience or forbearance, from or be-

cause of coolness or restraint, from or because of tem-

perateness or deliberateness.

, a. (from ta , forbearence), patient, forbearing,

temperate, deliberate, cool, steady.

tafa , ad. (from tú, forbearance, and f , without) ,

without forbearance or patience, without coolness or

steadiness.

ধৈৰ্যাবিশিষ্ট, a. (from ধৈর্য, forbearance, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of, patient, forbearing, temperate, cool, deliberate,

steady.

ধৈৰ্যাতিরিক্ত, a. (from ধৈর্য্য , forbearance , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted), patience or forbearance excepted, temperate-

ness or coolness excepted, deliberateness or steadiness

excepted.

tujufsuæ, s. (from tau ,forbearance, and zifua™, an ex-

ception), the exception of patience or forbearance, the

exception of temperateness or coolness, the exception

of deliberateness or steadiness.

ধৈৰ্যাতিরেকে, ad . (loc. ease of বৈর্য্যাতিরেক), with the excep-

tion of, or without patience or forbearance ; with the ex-

ception of, or without temperateness or coolness ; with

the exception of, orwithout deliberateness or steadiness.

Wu , a. (fromTs, forbearance, and , joined to), con-

14151.

nected with forbearance or patience, deliberate, cool,

steady.

túas, a. (from , forbearance, and af , destitute),

destitute of patience or forbearance, destitute of cool

ness or restraint, destitute of temperateness or deliber-

ateness.

tattat, a. (from tt , forbearance), forbearing, patient,

cool, restrained, temperate, deliberate. }

tata , a. (from tau , forbearance, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of patience or forbearance, destitute of coolness or

restraint, destitute of temperateness or deliberateness,

tata, s. (from t , forbearance, and tf , detriment),

the loss of patience or forbearance, the loss of coolness

or restraint, the loss of temperateness or deliberateness,

túa, a. (from ta , forbearance, and 1 , destitute) , des-

titute of patience or forbearance, destitute of coolness

or restraint, destitute of temperateness or deliberate-

ness.

Tang , a. (from ts, forbearance, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from patience or forbearance, caus-

ed by or arising from coolness or restraint, caused by

or arising from temperateness or deliberateness ; ad.

from or because of patience or forbearance, from or be-

cause of coolness or restraint.

ধৈৰ্য্যান্বিত, a. ( from ধৈর্য , forbearance, and অন্বিত, connected

with), patient, forbearing, temperate, cool, deliberate,

steady.

tata , s. (from t , restraint, and , a depend

ing on), restraint, abstinence.

tata , a. (from t , restraint, and af , depending

on), patient, restrained, abstinent.

, v. a. (from A , to wash), to wash.

1, an imitative sound used to express a single note play-

ed on the trumpet or french horn.

cæa, s. (from I , to pant), the being out of breath with

hard running, a panting.

¿Ítæi, v. a. (from T , to pant), to cause to pant ; s. a pant.

ing.

catætæ), s. (from cat , to cause to pant), the causing a man

or animal to pant by over driving or hard running.

cHtætfª, s . (from cft , to cause to pant), a panting with

hard running.

tafat , a. (from cftatfa, a panting, and 1, the bel

ly), having the breast or belly in a heaving or palpitat- ·

ing state with hard running.

câtși, s. (from cats, the name of a serpent), the name of a

species of water serpent the bite of which is not dan

gerous,
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cats.

an imitative sound used to express the sound of a

trumpet or french-horn, and of some other wind instru-

ments.

, an imitative sound used to express the note of the

trumpet or french-horn , and of some other wind instru-

ments.

t1, s. (from , smoke), smoke.

tatt, s. (from At , to wash, and at, to more), alluvial soil,

any thing which is washed into a pit or valley by the

rain.

t3 , s . (from , to wash , the washing of a thing.

ca☎5, s. (from Hizæt, a coarse bag), a coarse bag, a sack,

the testicles .

câtăzi, s. (from cÙìsæt , a coarse bag), a coarse bag, a sack

catașì, s. (from cafsæt, a coarse bag), a coarse bag, a sack.

11, 8. (from fat , twofold, and te, to sound), an illusion,

a deception, suspicion, a doubt.

2161, s. (from a , a sort of basket), a sort of vessel or

basket made of bamboos finely split, used to catch fish.

11, s. (from , to cleanse cotton), to procure or order

the cleaning of cotton by the bow ; a . cleansed with the

bow.

( a ) , s . (from cat , to clean cotton), the procuring of

cotton to be cleansed by the bow, the employing of

people to clean cotton.

«atātfa, s. (from cata¹ , to clean cotton), the cleaning of cot-

ton ; a . earned by or due for cleaning cotton.

cat , s. from at , to wash), the washing of linen ; a . wash-

ed, clean.

, a. (from ct, washed, and w , the hand), wash-

ed, clean .

, s . (from ta, to wash), a washerman.

, s. from cat , wished, and , a sort offish), the

name of a species of fish, (Perca Calcois , Buchanan's

Mss . )

catata , s. (from

catta, a. (from

, to wash), a washerwoman.

, to wash), clean, washed.

, to wash , a washerman.

7, to wash), a washerwoman.

ci, s. (from

catata, s. (from

catfant , s. (from t , to wash), the name of a shrub, (Mus-

sænda glabra ? of Dr. F. Buchanan's Mss . )

cafata, s. (from 2 , white, and fat , a kidney bean), a

kind of kidney bean or Dolichus.

cata , v . a. (from 4, to tremble, and t, to take), to seek af-

ter a person's health, to enquire into a person's health

or condition, to ask how a person does.

cata , s . (from cat , to ask after a person's health), the

enquiring after a person's health or welfare,

uta.

, s. (from , the introductory stanza to a song, and

, a poetical foot), a verse which is the introductory

one to a song, and being repeated at the end of every

stanza, serves as a chorus to the whole.

t1, s. (from , to cleanse), cleansing, washing ; a. wash-

ed, clean.

catyta, s. (from , to wash), washings or dregs.

"

tal, s. (from 3, gray), the name of a plant used as a

pot-herb, (Pharmaceum pentagynum. )

, s. (from fa, two ), a kind of cloth made of a mixture

of silk and cotton.

13, a. (from T, to wash), washed, clean. Constructed with

, to do, this word means to wash.

HGæmeg, a. (from 173 , washed, and way, the body),

washed, bathed, having the body washed.

ty, a. (from 13, washed, and , the body), washed,

bathed, having the body washed.

calusta, a. (from $15, washed, and sta, the body), washed

bathed, having the body washed.

, a. (from 13, washed, and at , the hand), having

the hands washed.

st , a. (from cs, washed, and in , the foot), havingthe

feet washed.

73 , a. (from 15, washed, and , clothes), wearing

clean or newly washed clothes ; s . washed or clean

clothes.

3 , a. (from , washed, and , a hand), having the

hands washed.

tea , a. (from ta, to meditate), fit or proper to be medi

tated on or contemplated.

at ', s. (from † , one who meditates), a person who me-

ditates or contemplates.

ata, s. (from ta, to meditate), meditation, thought, con-

templation, cogitation, reflection.

ta , s. (from 2117, meditation, and , a doer), a per,

son who meditates or contemplates.

aлtz@iṛæ, a. (from † , meditation , and wae, doing), me-

ditating, excercising thought ; . a person who medi-

tates or contemplates,

artaæta , «. (from Я , meditation, and fa , doing), mes

ditating, contemplating, exercising thought or reflec-

tion.

sta , a. (from , meditation, and st , accessible) , ac-

cessible to meditation or reflection.

at , a. (from ta , meditation, and 5 , fallenfrom),

fallen or desisted from meditation or contemplation.

arta , a. (from T , meditation, and 77, producible),

producible by or arising from thought or meditation.
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Sta.

ta , ad. (loc . case of 7), for the purpose of me-

ditation or contemplation.

, s. (from 117, meditation, and a conquest), the

name of one ofthe mixed modes in Windoo music .

tata , s. (from , meditation, and agd , a holding),

the engaging or continuing in meditation or reflection .

, s. (from art , meditation, and , destruction),

the destruction or interruption of meditation or reflec-

tion, the destruction or dissipation of thought.

a. (from , meditation, and , destruc-

tire), destructive to or interrupting meditation orreflec

tion, destructive to thought.

at, a. (from 1 , meditation, and , destructive),

destructive to or interrupting meditation or reflection,

destructive to thought.

ta , s. (from art , meditation, and tf, destruction),

the diverting of the thoughts from meditation.

taatta, a . (from art , meditation, and at , destructive),

dissipating or diverting the thoughts from an object of

meditation.

ধ্যানণিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from it , meditation , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

care , putting a stop to meditation or reflection .

stafaatge, a. from it , meditation, and fataæ, prevent-

ing), preventing or obstructing meditation.

tafata , s. (from ta, meditation, and fata , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of meditation or thought.

artafafa, s. (from ta, meditation, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of meditation or thought.

ধ্যাননিমিত্তক, a. (from ধ্যান, meditation, and নিমিত্ত , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from thought or meditation ; ad.

from or because of meditation.

tafafus, ad. (from arta, meditation, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of meditation.

tagus, a. (from , meditation, and g , caused by),

caused by or arising from meditation, from or because

of meditation.

ayface, a. (from я, meditation, and gfs , oppos-

ed to), opposed to or hindering meditation.

ts, a. (from art , meditation, and et obtained), ob-

tained or known by meditation.

atafa , ad. (from t , meditation, and fa , without),

without meditation or reflection.

antafearate, a. (from a , meditation, and fantatæ, destroy-

ing), destroying or interrupting meditation or reflection.

afa , a. (from art , meditation, and fat , possessed

of, meditative, thoughtful, reflecting.

artafofas, a. (from ata, meditation, and fift , except-

ed, meditation or reflection excepted.

atca.

ধ্যানৰ ডিরেক, ৪. (from বাইন, meditation, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of meditation or reflection .

ব্যানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ব্যানব্যতিরেক), with the excep

tion of meditation or reflection, without meditation or

reflection.

tas , s. (from at , meditation , and , a breach), an in-

terruption of meditation or reflection.

53 , a. (from 1 , meditation, and 33 , breaking),

interrupting meditation or reflection .

tas , s. (from , meditation, and 57, a breaking),

the interrupting or breaking in upon meditation or re-

flection .

tata, s. (from Arta, meditation , and ata, mere), simple

meditation or reflection .

stataæ, a. (from rt , meditation, and a , a root), origi-

nating from meditation or reflection.

ta , a . (from art , meditation, and F, connected with),

contemplative, sedate, reflecting, meditative.

ataas, a. (from ta, meditation, and af , destitute),

inattentive, not contemplative, destitute of meditation

or reflection, thoughtless.

arta , a. (from 11 , meditation, and 1, empty) , desti-

tute of meditation or reflection , thoughtless .

taga, a. (from 7, meditation, and , destitute), des-

titute of meditation or reflection, thoughtless .

LitATII, a. (from Art , meditation, and (₹3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from meditation or reflection ; ad. from

or because of meditation or reflection .

tatat1, s. (from art , meditation, and stats , desire), a

desire for meditation or reflection.

tatætsì, a. (from T † , meditation, and , desirous),

desirous of meditation or reflection.

autat sata, s. (from art , meditation, and fata, desire),

a desire for meditation or reflection .

tatfent , a. (from art , meditation, and feta , desire),

desirous of meditation or reflection .

ব্যানাভিলাষী, a. (from it , meditation , and অভিলাষ , dee

sirous), desirous of meditation or reflection.

tata , 8. (from art , meditation, and , a beginning),

a beginning to meditate or reflect.

artat, a. (from art , contemplative), contemplative, thought-

ful.

ata , s. (from art , meditation , and 1 , desire), a desire

for meditation or reflection .

atu , a. (from It , meditation , and desirous), desir-

ous of meditation or reflection .
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ME, a. (from † , meditation, and , desirous), de-

sirous of meditation or reflection.

anatda, s. (from Asta, meditation, and sЯ , a begin-

ning), a beginning to meditate or reflect.

E , s. (from &, certainly, and Я , a foot) , a denominati-

on used in Hindoo music.

, ad. (from&, to be permanent), permanently, certainly ;

a. permanent, eternal, continual, fixed, stable, firm ,

certain, ascertained ; s. the polar star or the north

pole. In mythology the son of Oottanupada and

grandson of the first Munoo ; the pole star personifi-

ed ; also the name of one of the Vusoos or guardians

of the earth, the name of one of the astronomical yogas,

ascertainment, certainty, permanence, logic, reason-

ing, discussion, the introductory stanza or chorus of a

song.

FT , 8. (from F , the polar star) , the longitude of a star.

Fate, s. (from & , permanent, and cat , a world), hea-

ven.

..from tofall from), destruction, a fall from a

virtuous or elevated state , ruin.

, u . (from , tofall from), destructive, ruinous ; s.

a person who ruins, a destroyer.

Feta , a. (from , destruction, and , making),

causing ruin or destruction ; s. a destroyer, one who

causes ruin.

tal, a. (from , destruction, and fa , making),

causing ruin or destruction .

, a. from , destruction, and , producing),

producing ruin or destruction .

57 , a. (from , destruction, and , producible),

producible by or arising from ruin or destruction.

511, ud. (loc. case of 571), for the purpose of ruin

or destruction.

7, 8. (from to full from , the falling from a virtu-

ous or exalted state, destruction, ruin.

fa , u. (fiom , destruction, and fare, causing

to cease , causing ruin or destruction to cease.

fata , a. (from 5, destruction, and fixtaæ, prevent-

ing , preventing ruin or destruction.

afa☎tad, s. (from destruction, and fata , a prevent-

ing , the preventing of ruin or destruction .

ff , s. (from , destruction, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of ruin or destruction .

এ সনিমিত্তক, a . (from , destruction, and fif³, a cause),

caused by or arising from ruin or destruction; ad. from

or because of ruin or destruction.

সে.

afaficy, ad. (from ‡ , destruction , and fafis, a cause),

for the purpose of ruin or destruction.

, a. (from , to fillfrom ) , destructible, capable

ofbeing ruined, capable of degradation.

, a. (from , destruction, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad. from

or because of ruin or destruction.

fæ , ad. (from , destruction, and fr , without),

without or beside ruin or destruction .

aff , a. (from , destruction, and f , possessed

of), sunk in ruin, involved in destruction.

ff , a. from , destruction, and ff , except-

ed), ruin or destruction excepted.

Afstæ, s . (from , destruction, and sig , an ex-

ception), the exception of ruin or destruction,

Afstæ, ad. c. cise off ), without excep-

tion of ruin or destruction, without ruin or destructi

on.

, a . (from , destruction , and , joined to), con-

nected with ruin or destruction.

§º♬ ¶tstī, a. (from ‡ , destruction, and cists, worthy), ca-

pable of being ruined or destroyed, fit or deserving to

be ruined or destroyed.

f³, a. (from , destruction , and 353, destitute ),

free from ruin or destruction.

, a. (from , destruction, and 3, destitute , free

from ruin or destruction,

FATIF, ɑ. (from ‡ , destruction, and (TI, a cause , caus¬

ed by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad. from or

because of ruin or destruction.

tet , s. (from , destruction, and tt , desire), a

desire for the ruin or destruction of others, malevo◄

lence, malice.

tatt, a. (from , destruction, and tf , desirous),

desirous ofthe ruin or destruction of others, malevolent,

malicious.

atata, s. (from , destruction, and afsats, desire), a

desire for the ruin or destruction of others, malevolence,

malice,

nfstat; a. (from ‡ , destruction, and satfaz, desir,

ous), desirous of the ruin or destruction of others, ma-

levolent, malicious.

5t , a (from ‡ , destruction, and F,fit), fit or deserv❤

ing to be ruined or destroyed .

, a. (from 5 to fallfrom), destructive, ruinous.

¹, s. (from A, destruction , and F&', desire), a desire

for the ruiu or destruction of others, malevolence, ma

lice.
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azi.

a. (from
¤, déstruction, and 5 desirous), desir-

ous ofthe ruin or destruction of others, malevolent,

malicious.

*75 , a. (from Я, destruction, and F , desirous), desir-

ous of the ruin or destruction of others, malevolent,

malicious.

at³, a. (from , destruction, aud 3553, prepared),

prepared or ready to work ruin or destruction.

§ ratais, a. (from , destruction, and 841 , engaged

in), engaged in effecting ruin or destruction.

catiuits, s. (from ¤, destruction, and snits, exertion),

an exertion to effect ruin or destruction .

catastal. a. (from , d s'raction , and starfsa, using

exertion), using exertions to effect ruin or destruction

at , s. from ‡ , des'ruction, and F , a begin-

ning , the beginning of ruin or destruction, an attempt

to ruin or destroy.

cata , s. (from , destruction , and sπt, instruc-

tion), advice or direction to ruin or destroy.

atæ, « . (from › , destruction, and sandæ, giv-

ing instruction , giving instruction or advice to ruin or

destroy.

atata, s. (from , destruction, and set , an exped-

ent , an expedient or stratagem to ruin or destroy.

at , a. from , destruction, and sa uing ex-

pedients , using expedients to ruin or destroy.

*** F, a. (from ‡ , destructim , and 894F, suited to ,

fitted for ruin or destruction.

25, s. (from 5, to mov ), an ensign, a flagstaff, a monu-

ment, a mark, a sign or symbol, the penis, the upper

part of a skull carried ou a staff as a pensance for the

murder of a brahmun

35 , s. (from , the penis. and , a breaking) , a dis-

ease which consists in an inability to erect the penis.

251, s. (from 5, to move), a flagstaff, au ensign, a monu-

ment, a sign, symbol .

ta , s . (from 5, aflag stoff, a tree or other high and

conspicuous land mark, an army.

, s. (from 1 , to move,, an ensign, a flag, a monument, a

sign or symbol.

, s. (from , to sound , a noise, a sound.

fas, a. (from , to sound), sounded .

tu , a. (from , a sound, and at , self , composed

of or consisting in sound, expressing sound.

23, a. (from 1 tofall from), fallen, ruined, degraded ,

destroyed .

€15, s. (from , to sound , darkness.

a.

, The twentieth consonant in the Bengalee alphabet. It

is the nasal of the fourth series, and has the sound of

the English n ; a negative or prohibitive particle, no,

not, a particle indicating privation ; a. nine ; s. the

fourth son or daughter in a large family.

at , s. (from 4, new, ta, a scale, and ato, a fish),

a young fish.

a , a. (from a , n w ), new, produced in the present year ;

also, (from 73, ninety), ninety.

, a. (from 7 , new , and affia, a scale) , young, having

the scales tender. This word is only applied to fish ; also,

s. from 1, a tube, the tube of a tobacco pipe.

astata, s. (from 51 , young, and at , a fish , a young fish.

78 , (from 7 , nine), the ninth.

79 , s. (from , a puttingforth, 55, a great drum), a

drum which is struck at certain intervals at the gate of

a rich man.

737eæ†Ã1, 8. {from 3 , a drum, and xils, a house), a mu-

sic room, an orchestra.

' ,zxã, 8. (from jõi, imitation), a copy, an imitation ; a. shew,

mimickry.

aæaaĤa, s. (from Jë¹, imitation, and 195, a writer), a

copyist.

a , s. (from , a copyist) , the profession of a

copyist.

ta, s. (from J , imitation, and lay, particulars),

the reading of a copy.

, s. (from 3 , imitation, and , bear`ng), a

copyist.

aan , s. (from , a copyist), the business or

profession of a copyist.

agi, a. (from Jë , an imitation , mimicking, imitating,

copying.

ata, s. from the letter , and , to do , the letter 7, the

denying of a thing. Constructed with , to do, this

word means to neglect, to leave undone, to deny.

atatu, a. (from at , the letter 7 , and tf , a beginning)

having an initial 7 , beginning at the letter .

aætats, a. (from at , the letter 7, and 13, an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter 7 .

al, s . (from , to more) , a brass pot or pan.

, 8. (from , a chief, precursor), a person em-

ployed to run before persons of consequence in the cast

and to proclaim their approach.

Kkkk
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st.

E , s. (from 7, not, and g , afamily , the name of a quad-

ruped, (Viverra Ichneumou . )

, s. (from A , delineation), one who delineates, a

map-maker, a painter, a limner.

75, s . (from 7 , to be ashamed), the night ; ad. by night.

AFLI, s. (from AF, by night, and ³, a vow), a vow to eat

only in the night.

, a. (from 75, by night, and , blind), unable to

discern things by night.

, s. (from 7, not, and Д, to go), a crocodile.

, s. (from …ï³, delineation), the delineation of a

thing, a map, a picture.

attata, s. (from x* , a map, and cot , a making

known), the publishing of a map or picture.

নক্শাৰাহিরকরণ , s. (from samis, a map, and ৰাহিরকরণ, ও

bringing out , the publishing ofa map or print.

744, s. (from d , to go), a star, a portion of the zodiac

including a twenty-seventh part, usually called a lunar

mansion ; a constellation.

**³, 8. (from 784, a star, and

Axarta1, 8, (from 7 , a star, and

3, a lord), the moon.

† , a necklace,, a row

of stars, a necklace of a particular description.

, s. (from , a star, and cat , a world), the

starry region.

HILTA, s. (from 7 , a star, and

aqwal, s. (from 74, a star, and

stars.

, a king) , the moon.

, a row), a row of

ata, s. (from laži, loss), injury, loss, detriment.

Fat, s. (from 7, not, and at, sensation), a nail ofthe finger or

toe, the claw of a beast or bird, a talon..

Arætti, a. (from 4, a nail, and iti, a cutting), the cut-

ting ofthe nails.

7, s. (from at , the nails, and is , a scraping), the

scraping ofthe nails.

afo , s. (from at, the nails, and fox, a mark), a scratch,

a mark of the nails.

gastro, s. (from z , the cutting ofthe nails, andTত, ৫

vow), a vow or religious ceremony performed by wo-

men, at which the persons invited to an entertainment

have their nails pared bythe female barber, after which

they anoint themselves with various substances, and

then bathe before partaking of the repast.

atan, s. (from 7º, a nail, and can, a cutting), the paring

of the nails.

za17, s. (from 7 , a nail, and (57, a cutting), the par-

ing ofthe nails.

Ha , s . (from at, a nail), the spur of a cock.

1

ast.

, a. (from F , a nail), so hot as to occasion pain onthe

nails. This word is principally used to designate water

which is too hot to allow the finger to be held in it.

zaz, s. (from 7 , a nail, and 71 , to obtain), a finger or toe

nail, the claw of an animal, the talon of a bird.

, s . (from ši, a trick), a trick, an artifice, a joke,

waggery, coquetry, a sham, a pretence, deceit.

, s. (from 7 , a nail , and , ajavelin ), a whitlow.

ts, s. (from , a nail, and я, a point), the point of a

nail or talon.

att , s. (from 74, a nail, and stats, a blow), a stroke

with the nails or talons of an animal,

ty , a. (from , a nail, and t , a weapon), furnished

with nails or talons as weapons.

tf , s. (from 7 , a nail, and af , a bone), in anatomy

the os unguis.

749, s. (from 7a, a nail), the name of a bivalve shell used

as a medicine,or perfume. These are two kinds, the great

and the small ; also, a. (from fa¬, having nails), furnish-

ed with nails or talons.

st, s. (from , negative, and sta, to move), a mountain, a

rock, a tree.

Asti, a. (from 7, a negative particle, and star, calculable), of

no estimation, mean, contemptible.

astu, s. (from ki, ready money), prompt, ready, (applied

to money concerns.)

staffan, s. (from , prompt, and things), articles

produced.

astafari, s. (from Së, prompt, and fat, sale) , a sale for

prompt payment.

astatastat, s. (from , prompt), ready money, prompt pay-

ment.

astat, s . (from Jii, prompt), ready money.

sta, s. (from Я, a mountain), a city, a town.

stafa , s. (from st , a city, and fat, vicinity), the vici

nity of a city ; a. near a city.

astafaætast, a. (from stafet, near a city, and af , be-

ing) , being near a city.

stafat , a. (from stafa , near a city, and 1, to stand),

standing or being near a city.

নগরনিকটস্থায়ী, a. ( from নগরনিকট, near a city , and স্থারিন,

staying), staying or continuing near a city.

নগরনিকটস্থিত, a . ( from নগরনিকট, near a city, and স্থিত, silly

ated), situated near a city.

astata, s. (from asta, a city, and fat , a residence), a re-

sidence in a city or town.

stafatt, a. (from asta, a city, and fatfa , residing), re

siding in a city or town.
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ast.

astia, s. (from sa, a city, and , a temporary re-

sidence), a temporary residence in a town or city.

astata , a. (from asta, a city, and at , residing tem-

porarily), residing for a time in a town or city.

astete, s. (from 7sa, a city, and g†ë, a margin), the margin

or outskirts ofa city.

astaata, s . (from asta, a city, and at , a residence), a resi-

dence in a town or city.

astata , a. (from asta, a city, and , residing), residing

in a city.

asty , s. (from asta, a city, and Ãª , a middle) , the middle

of a city or town.

নগরমধ্যনিবাস, ও. ( from নগরমধ্য , the midst of a city , and

fata, a residence), a residence in a city or town.

stat , a. (from asta , the midst of a city, and

faat , residing), residing in a city.

নগর ব্যপুরাস, s. (from নগরম , the midst of a city, and পুৰাস,

atemporary residence), a temporary residence in a town

or city.

astgææqatil, a. (from asta , the midst of a city, and

, residing temporarily), residing temporarily in

a town or city.

নগরমধ্যবর্তী, a. ( from নগরাধী, the midst of a city , and বর্ত্তিন,

being), being or existing in a city or town.

zsgaůzta, 8. (from я , the midst of a city, and π¤, a

residence , a residence in a city.

astazit, a. (from asta , the midst of a city, and

residing), residing in a city.

নগরস্থ , a . ( from নগরমধ্য , the midst of a city , and স্থা, to

stand), standing or situated in a city.

নগরমধ্যস্থায়ী, a . ( from নগরমধা, themidst of a city , and স্থায়ি ,

staying), continuing in a city or town.

নগমৰ স্থিত , a . (from নগরমধা , the midst of a city , and স্থিত,

situated , situated in a town or city.

sta , s. (from sa, a city, and Ã¶, vicinity) , the vici-

nity of a city.

নগরসমীপবর্ত্তী, a . ( from নগরসমীপ, the vicinity ofa city , and

, being), being in the vicinity of a city.

নগরসমীপস্থ, a . ( from নগরসমীপ , the vicinity ofa city, and স্থা,

to stand), standing or being near a city.

asigaajaæid, a. (from astazit, the vicinity of a city, and

f , staying), staying or continuing in the vicinity of

a city.

সগরসমীপস্থিত, a . (from নগরসথীপ, the vicinity of a city , and

fs, situated , situated near a town or city.

ast , a. (from st , a city, and 1 , to stand), standing or

situated in a town or city.

ast.

astatyt, a. (from asta, a city, and T , staying), staying

or continuing in a town or city.

Astafæ , a. (from TSI, a city, and 4 , situated), situated

in a town or city.

stat , a. (from st , à city, and td, a seizing), the

seizing or taking of a city.

astatate, a. (from asta, a city, and at , seized), held or

contined in a city.

নগরোৎপাত, s . ( from নগর, a city , and sৎপাত, a commotion), the

destruction or overthrow of a city, a mob or distur-

bance in a city.

astrateЯtgætaæ, a . (from strateЯt , a commotion in a city,

and , doing), causing a tumult or commotion in a

city ; s. a person who raises a disturbance in a city.

নগরোৎপাতকারী, a. (from নগরোৎপাত, a commotion in a city,

and tf , making), causing a tumult or commotion in

a city .

নগরোৎপাতজনক, a. ( from নগরেtৎপত্তি , a commotion in acity,

and I , producing , causing the ruin or overthrow of

a town or city, exciting or causing commotion in a city.

নগরোৎপাতজন্য, a. (from নগরোৎপাত , a commotion in a city,

and , producible), producible by or arising from a

tumult or commotion in a city.

নগরোৎপাতজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of নগরোৎপাতজন্য) , for the pur-

pose of raising a commotion in a city.

astrateateatat, s . (from astiate , a commotion in a city,

and tt, destruction), the suppression of a commotion

or insurrection in a city.

.

নগরোৎপতিনাশক, a. ( from নগরোৎপাত, a commotionin acity,

and at , destroying), putting a stop to a riot or in-

surrection in a city.

নগরোৎপাতনিৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from নগরোৎপাড়, commotion in a city,

and fi , causing to cease), putting a stop to a riot or

insurrection in a city, putting a stop to ravage or ruin in

a city.

নগরোৎপাতনিবারক, a. (from নগরোৎপাত, a commotion in a ci-

ty, and fata , preventing), preventing riot or commo-

tion in a city, preventing the ravage or confusion of a

city.

নগরোৎপাতনিকারণ , s. (from নগরোৎপতি, a commotion in a city,

and fata , apreventing) , the prevention of a riot or

commotion in a city.

নগরোৎপাতনিবৃত্তি, s. (from নগরেteপীত, a commotion in a city,

and fa , cessation , the cessation of a riot or commo-

tion in a city, the cessation of devastation in a city.

নগরোৎপাতনিমিত্তক, a. ( from নগরোৎপাত, a commotion in a cic

ty, and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from a riot

or commotion in a city, caused by or arising from the

Kkkk 2
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devastation of a city ; ad. from or because of riot or

commotion in a city.

নগরোৎপাতনিমিত্তে, ad. (from নগরোৎপত্তি, a commotion in a ci-

ty, and fafas, a cause), for the purpose of a riot or com-

motion in a city, for the purpose of devastation in a ci-

ty.

নগরোৎপতিপুযুক্ত , a. (from নগরোৎপত্তি, a commotion in a city,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from a riot

or commotion in a city ; ad. from or because of riot or

commotion in a city, from or because of the devastation

of a city.

নগরোৎপাতৰৰ্দ্ধক, a. ( from নগরোৎপত্তি, a commotion in a city ,

and , increasing), increasing riot or commotion in

a city, increasing the devastation of a city.

, s . (from aste tests, a commotion in a city,

and , an increasing) , the increasing of a riot or

commotion in a city, the promoting of the devastation

of a city.

astrateatafa̸al, ad. (from asttate , a commotion in a city,

andf1, without), without a riot or commotion in a city.

askateataqfā, s. (from astratexto, a commotion in a city,

and af , increase) , the increase of a riot or commotion

in a city.

ব্লগরোৎপাত তিরিক্ত , a. (from নগরোৎপত্তি , a commotion in a

city, and fifa , excepted), a riot or commotion in a

city excepted.

নগরো পাততিয়েক, s. (from নগরোৎপত্তি, a commotion in a

city, and T, an exception), the exception of a riot

or commotion in a city.

লগরোৎপাত তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofনগরোৎপাততিয়েক), with

the exception of a riot or commotion in a city , without

a riot or commotion in a city.

নগরোৎপাতসূচক, a. (from নগরোৎপত্তি, a commotion in a city,

and , indicating) , indicating a riot or commotion in

a city, indicating the devastation of a city.

সগরেণৎপাতহেতুক, a. (from নগরোৎপাত,a commotion in a city,

and , a cause), caused by or arising from a riot or-

commotion in a city, caused by or arising from the de-

vastation of a city ; ad, from or because of a riot or

commotion in a city, from or because of the devastati-

on of a city .

sta, s. (from fastia, a bridle , a bridle.

st, s. (from , incessant, and sta, to move , urine.

afste , s. (from , urine, ordure, and , a binding),

a constipation of the bowels.

sil , s . (from 7, neg. and sta, to go), a standing erect as

children when they first begin to walk, a pole or bam-

boo used to shove forward a boat.

aft.

as, a. (from T , to be a hamed), naked.

T&T, s. (from Li³ , an anchor), an anchor. This word con-

structed with , to do, or (T , to throw, means to cast

anchor ; with t≈, to lift up, it means to weigh anchor.

AKIWId,, s. (from Lil, an anchor, and æ , a doing), a cast-

ing anchor.

akgotma, s. (from , an anchor, and cot , a taking up),

the taking up an anchor.

akauma, s. (from , an anchor, and c , a throwing),

a casting anchor.

akaætși, s. (from Lis, an anchor, and at , a house), an-

chorage, a harbour.

#ta, s. (from 7 , new, and tta , betle leaf), the young

and tender leaves of Piper Betel.

77 , ad. (from 7, neg. and ‹ , if), perhaps not, if not.

ashiæ. a. {from Xƒsy, neɛr,, near.

77 , a . (from 7 , plushy), poachy, soft, plashy.

754, s. (from "Y), to guard, ɲki, a view), a view, a sight,

a present.

a. (from , sight, and i, a binding), fascina-

tion, guarded , watched , imprisoned.

737 , s. (from ki , a binding), imprisonment.

TH, s. (from , a view, and j , to play , one who

sees or views, one who ogles, a juggler.

? , s. (from li, an ogler), ogling, juggling, im-

posing upon the sight.

7371, s. from 8³, a view ), a view, a sight, a present.

astat, 8. (from , a view), a present, a thing presented

to the view, presents given and received when persons

of rank meet.

asiæ, a. (from Age53, near), near.

, a particle of negation or prohibition, no, not.

, a. (from 5 , not, and , before), preceded by a

negative particle.

8, s. (from a , to dance) , a dance ; a. curdled .

atat, s. (from 31 , a climbing plant, and a , distress), an in-

tricate affair, perplexity.

atat , a. (from att, an intricate affair), intricate, per-

plexing, vexatious.

ata, s. (from at, to dance), a ball, dancing.

att, s. (from at, to dance, and , to move), a struggling,

a beating about the hands and fect in a violent manner.

at , a. (from t, dancer, and , l'ent), dressing and

acting so as to recommend himselfto females of loose

character ; s. a man who dresses and acts so as to re-

commend himself to loose women.

aftu , s. (from at, to shine), the name of several species of
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73.

an edible plant improperly called spinage by Euro-

peans, (Amaranthus prostratus, lanceolatus, oleraceus,

fasciatus and spinosus . )

, s. from at, to dance , a female dancer, a prostitute.

at , s. (from at, to shine), the general term for several spe-

cies of amaranthus which are used as greens for the ta-

ble.

atay, s. (from at , a prostitute, and , a house), a bro-

thel.

ate,s. (from , amaranthus, and , an edible plant ,

amaranthus of several species.

73, v.n. (from æg, to move) , to stir, to move. This word and

all its derivative ought to be written with an initial ☎ .

, s. (from 5 , to be thick), a reed , (Arundo Karka.)

āṣ63, s. (from ☎ș, to mov´, and 3, to move), a refutation ,

a confutation, the giving up of a thing asserted , a yield-

ing to argument, motion, a removal.

azta, s. (from 73, a reed, and 5 , a sert ofgrass ,the name

of a species of grass, Panicum interruptum.)

853, s. (from & , to m.ve), a moving, a stirring.

8. (from 3, to move), the dangling motion of a thing

which only hangs by a fibre or bit of skin, a loose or

shaking motion.

afs , a . (from 5, to move), dangling, hanging loose ,

moving irregularly, shaking.

zzzz, s. (from aș, to move. The last syllable of this word

is only a rhymeto the first), a loose dangling motion, a

loose or shaking motion.

f1, a. from 53, a dangling motion), loosely moving,

dangling, shaking.

aşi, v. a. (from 3, to move), to cause to stir or move ; s. a

stirring or moving; a. stirred , moved.

, s. (from 3, to move), the causing of a thing to move

or stir.

1, s. (from 31, a moving, and 551 , moving), a moving

or shaking to and fro.

afs , s. (from a , to move), a stirring or moving.

afsista , s. (from 3, to move, and , to forget), decre-

pit, moving with difficulty.

*¾ì, s . (from aş, to może , a cane, a mace, a stick , a parti-

cular cast or division of the Hindoos who are chiefly

engaged in making ornaments of lac for Musulman

Women.

, a. from 5, a reed , reedy, abounding with reeds.

ayta, u . (from 75, a reed) , reedy, abounding with reeds.

73, a. (from , to bow), bowed, bent, prostrate, descend-

ed, reclined, crooked ; s . a ling suspended from the end

नमी.

of the nose which is worn as an ornament by Hindoo

women.

43TAI, a. (from 73, bowed, and , the neck , bowed,

holding down the head.

737tfaæ, a. (from 3, bowed, and af , the nose), having

the nose hooked or bowed down at the point, having a

depressed nose.

731, s . (from 31 , a climbing plant), an excuse, a pretence.

af , s. (from 3 , to bow), humility, a bow, prostration.

astu , s. (from 3, a nose ring, and stu , a platting), the

sewing or fastening of a number of loose papers or

other things together by passing a string through one

corner and tying them together.

331, 8. (from 3, re'ribution), the result or conse-

quence of an action, a retribution, a reward.

afsat, s. (from 73, a nose ring), a small ring worn suspend-

ed to the end of the nose by Hindoo women.

3 , s. (from , a climbing plant, and , edible

green), the leaves of a plant of the cucurbitaceous kind

when used as greens for the pot, (Trichosanthes dioe-

ca.)

73, conj. (from 7, neg. and 3, but), otherwise, or, but.

, conj. (from 7, neg. 3, cut, and Tt, or) , otherwise, or

731, s. (from AT, nine), the ninth day after a woman's de-

livery, on which it is supposed that generally speaking

she may go out without danger.

74, s. (from 75, bowed down), a ring used as an ornament

for the nose.

, s. (from , to sound), a river. Among the Hindoos all

rivers have some kind of divinity attributed to them

and are therefore supposed to differ in sex. This is the

name of all male rivers.

5 , s. (from 7 , to sound), a softness like that of soft

mud or a quagmire, hanging down as folds of flesh.

aaf , s . from , softness), ' plashy, poachy, soft, dirty."

att , a. (from ™ , a river, and , aform), formed

like a river, resembling a river, meandering.

antas, a. (from 5, a river, and atas, a form) , formed

like a river, resembling a river, meandering.

an , s. (from a , a river), a female river.

akiæ , 8. (from 1, a river, and z , a shore), the shore or

bank of a river.

st , a. (from , the bank of a river, and st³,found);

found or being on the bank of a river.

, a. (from , the bank of a river, and I, to be

produced), produced on the bank of a river.

zaÌEA13, a. (from , the bank of a river, and 3,

produced), produced or born on the bank of a river.

3
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Ent.
THY-

alt,, a. (from , the bank of a river, and afda, || alfaetfe , a. (from

being), existing on the bank of a river.

es , a. (from , the bank of a river, and T, to

stand), standing on the bank of a river, situated on the

bank of a river.

ant , a. (from , the bank of a river, and TifII,

staying), continuing or staying on the bank of a river.

ants, a. (from , the bank of a river, and 3, si-

tuated), situated on the bank of a river.

ants , s. (from t , a river, and 3 , a shore), the shore or

bank of a river.

an138s3, a. (from it,the bank of a river, and s³,found),

found or being on the bank of a river.

asta, a. (from 3 , the bank of a river, and , to be

produced), produced or born on the bank of a river.

stats, a. (from 3 , the bank of a river, and ts,

produced), produced or born on the bank of a river.

নদীতটৰ্ত্তী, a. (from নদীতট, the bank of a river, and ৱৰ্ত্তিন্, be-

ing), existing on the bank of a river.

•

ant , a. (from 3 , the bank ofa river, and I, to stand),

situated or being on the bank of a river.

anti, a. (from 3 , the bank of river, and tf ,

staying), continuing on the bank of a river.

antot , a. (from 3 , the bank of a river, and f³, si-

tuated), situated on the bank of a river.

31 , s. (from at, a river, and , a shore), a river's bank.

as , a. (from 1 , a river's bank, and 1 , to stand),

situated or being on a river's bank.

anÎ³]? ¡¥ì, a. (from 3, a river's bank, and f , a

staying, continuing on a river's bank .

anilaf , a. (from a, a river's bank, and f , situat-

ed), situated on a river's bank.

ziga , a. (from a , a river, and , equal), like a river,

equal to a river.

ifat, s. (from 7, a river, andfit, vicinity) , the vici-

nity of a river ; a. near a river.

নদীনিকটনিয়াস, s. (from নদীনিকট, near a river, and নিস, a

´residence), a residence near a river.

নদীনিকটনিবাসী , a. (from নদীনিকট, near a river , and না ,

residing , residing near a river..

zulfaædata, s. (from anfaæt, near a river, and Ã¤, a re-

sidence), a residence near a river.

anifaætatal, a. (from fit, near a river, and at , re-

siding), residing near a river.

fat , a. (from it, near a river, and ' , to stand),

situated near a river.

প্রদীনিকটস্থায়ী, a . (from নদীনিকট, near ariver, and স্থায়িন, slay-

ing staying or continuing near a river.

fit, near a river, and f , situat-

ed), situated near a river.

antasty, a. (from and, a river, and aty, resembling), resem-

bling a river.

ani , a. (from ant, a river) , like a river ; ad. as a river.

f , ad. (from , a river, and f , without), without

a river.

an , a. (from 7 , a river, and faf , possessed of),

furnished with rivers, abounding in rivers.

tuff , a. from t, a river, and if , excepted ,

rivers excepted .

anta , s. (from a , a river, and f , an excepti-

on), the exception of a river.

afge, ud. (loc. case of fog ), with the excepti

on of a river, without a river.

, 8. (from 7 , a river, and , a middle), the midst

of a river.

anadists, a. (from , the midst of a river, and st³,

found), found or being in the midst of a river.

n ), a. (from , the midst of a river, and f

being), existing or being in a river.

a. (from 1, the midst ofa river, and , to

stand), situated or being in a river.

añaUztÂ, «. /from , the midst ofa river, and if??,

staying), staying or continuing in a river.

3, a. (from , the midst of a river, and f ,

situated), situated in a river.

anjærgæ, a. (from 5 , a river, and at , a river), nourish-

ed or watered by rivers.

, from at, a river, and TF, joined to), connected

with a river, abounding with rivers.

aaf , s. (from 1, a river, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of rivers.

, a. (from ì, a river, and , like), resembling a

river, like a river.

añas , s. (from 77, a river, and ♬ †, vicinity), the vici-

nity of a river.

, s. (from , the vicinity of a river, and

, a residence) , a residence near a river.

, a. (from at, the vicinity of a river, and

, residing), residing near a river.

, a. (from a , the vicinity of ariver, and 1,

to stand), near a river, situated near a river.

tì, a. (fromat, the vicinity of a river, and

, staying), continuing near a river.

, . (from atat, the vicinity of a river, and

f , situated), situated near a river.
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བྷ ། ;

mifaæs, a. (from t, a river, and … , broken), brok-

en, worn away by a river.

, a negative particle, no, not.

za , 8. (from 774, a husband's sister), a husband's sister.

aafaat, s. (from 747, a husband's sister), a husband's sis-

ter.

aani, s. (from a , a husband's sister), a husband's sister .

7141, & (from 774, a husband's sister), a husband's sister.

, s. (from , butter , butter, fresh butter.

47, an article used in disputes to draw attention to an ob-

jection.

s. (from , to rejoice), joy, happiness , festivity, plea-

sure felicity, prosperity, increase, one ofthe nine ines-

timable of Koovera the god of riches.gems

paradise or garden . The foster father of Krishna.

Indra's

, s. (from a , to rejoice), happiness, pleasure, joy, fes-

tivity, felicity.

457, s . (from 5 , to rejoice), a son.

34747, 8. (from , the cow-herd Nunda, and MA, a son),

a name of Krishna, the reputed son of his foster father

Nunda.

1, s. (from ™ , to rejoice), prosperity, increase, an ear-

then water jar, the sixth or eleventh day of the waxing

or waning of the moon, a husband's sister, the name of

a Hindoo goddess.

afa, s. (from an, to rejoice), gaming, gambling, happiness,

joy, one ofShiva's attendants, the person who delivers

the prologue to a drama, one who pronounces a bene-

diction.

afat, s. (from a , to rejoice), a daughter.

za, a. (from afa̸a, rejoicing), rejoicing ; s . the name of one

of Shiva's attendants, the speaker of a prelude to a

drama, the name of an ornamantal tree, (Hibiscus po-

pulneous.)

¿ , a. (from af , rejoicing), the name of a timber tree,

the wood of which resembles mahogony, (Cedrela Too-

na), the garden or paradise of Indra.

$41, s. (from 5, to move , moving with the slightest

wind or touch, waving as grass or corn, staggering with

extreme weakness, moving in a seesaw manner.

, s. (from , tojump), haste, speed. This word when

constructed with the adverbial participle of , to do,

acquires the power of an adverb, quickly, hastily, spee-

dily.

astal, s. (from , a servant), servitude, service.

quæa, a. (from 7, priv. and I, a male), in grammar,

neuter; s. a hermophrodite, a eunuch.

RT.

, s. (from 4, an ornament for the foot), an ornament

for the foot worn by Hindoo women.

71, s. (from 78, a grand-son) , a grand-son.

77, s. (from 78, a grand-son), a grand-daughter.

arta, s. (from 77, new, and t, to burst), the name of a

climbing plant called by Europeans the Heart pea,

(Halicacabum cardiospermum .)

awa,, s. (from , a servant) , a servant.

aratat, s. (fromii , a servant ), servitude.

1, s. (from¿Â³, gain), gain.

, a. (from to praise), new, nine ; s . panegyric, praise..

, a. (from 74, new), new, nine.

agata, s. (from 7 , new, and Fata, a son), an infant son.

, s. (from 7, nine, and , aplanet), the nine planets.

The Hindoos reckon the ascending and descending node.

asplanets, to which they add the Sun , the Moon, Saturn,

Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and Mercury.

1, s. (from 7 , the nine planet, and 1, worship),

the worship of the nine planets .

নবগ্ৰহহোম, s . (from নবগ্রহ , the nine planets , and হোম, a sac-

rifice), a burnt offering madeto the nine planets.

, a. (from af , ninety) , the ninetieth.

31, s. (from 7 , new), newness, recentness.

afs, a. (from 77 , nine), ninety.

নবতিতম,3 , a. (from afs, nine'y), the ninetieth.

7 , s. (from 7 , new), newness, recentness .

ata, 8. (from 7 , nine, and t?, a door), the body.

TIP1, 8. (from 7 , nine) , the ninth day after child-birth,

onwhich day the motheris supposed to be able to leave

her house without danger.

aaat, s. (from as, butter), butter, fresh butter.

Atâ3, s. (from 7T, new, and 3, obtained), fresh butter,

butter.

za , s. (from 7 , new, and 7 , a wife) , a bride.

নববধঁাগমন, s . ( from নববধূ, a bride, and আগমন, ৫ coming), a

bride's coming to her husband's house.

FTT, a. (from 7 , nine), the ninth ; s. the ninth house in a

scheme of the heavens used in astrology.

aaf , s. (from , nine, and af , jasmine), a species

ofjasmine the flower of which has its border or limb

parted into nine divisions, (Jasminum arborescens.)

ITT, ɑ. (from I , the ninth house , and , to stand), si-

tuated in the ninth house in an astrological scheme of

the heavens.

,xxxو a. (from AT , the ninth), the ninth (lunar day.)

ATTA, a. (from Я , new, and c , youth), young, open.

ing into youth.
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az.

Atakaa, s. (from 77, new, JA, a colour, and ga, a family),

noble, having the privilege of marrying into nine dis-

tinct families.

ATTY, 8. (from 71, nine, and 77 , a gem), the nine gems

which the Hindoos reekon , the diamond , emerald , ruby ,

garnet, sapphire, topaz, lapis lazuli, pearl, or more pro-

bably the cat's eye, and chrystal .

ttt, s. (from , nine, and atft, a term), the rule of

proportion with nine terms.

ITATI, s. (from 7 , new, and (TF , a water-lily), ayoung

or newly blown lotus or water-lily.

zeifar, a. (from li , not, and ÿ ,, wise), unwise, fool-

ish.

ATHI, s. (froma , new, and H , a sprout), a young sprout,

the sprout from a seed.

atzi, s. (from zute, a kind offruit), a tree which pro-

duces an edible fruit, (Phyllanthus longifolius. )

azte, s. (from a , new, and , to eat , a kind of sweet-

meat.

ITŻA, s. (from 77, new, and 7, corn), new rice, new corn,

a festival observed by the Hindoos on cutting their

first ripe corn in October or November.

tata, s. (from A, new cor , and an off ring to

the manes), a funeral ceremony or offering made of new

corn to the ancestors on its first coming to maturity.

azta, s. (from 3, a vicegerent), a vicegerant, a Nawab, a

viceroy.

aatЯ, a. (from ¿li, a vic gerent), belonging to a Nawab,

belonging to a vicegerent or viceroy.

bat, s. (from¿l³, a prophet), a prophet.

za, a. from 7, to rejoice), new.

AA31, s. (from az , new), newness, recentness .

ANT, s. (from 37, new , rewness, recentness.

Alibi, s. (from 77, new, and 35¹, married , à newly married

person, a bride.

ata , s. (from īɩætâ™, recently fallen rain water, and

ta, an offering to the manes), an offering of recently

fallen rain water to the souls of deceased relations.

A , a. (from 7, to praise), new.

FI , s. (from A , new), newness, recentness, novelty.

stat , s. (from 77151, novelty, and get , a display), a

display of novelty.

zustetta, u. from 77131, novelly, and get* , manijest-

ing), manifesting or displaying novelty.

AT, 8. (from 7 , new), newness, recentness , novelty .

sta , s. (from , new, 4 , office, and at , uctive),

a schemer.

aa. (from afs, ninety), ninety,

75%, s. (from 75 , the air), the atmosphere, the sky.

FS:3, a. (from 75 , the atmosphere, and , to stand), stand-

ing or beingin the atmosphere.

: a. (from , the atmosphere, and , a place),

the atmosphere.

3:,a. (from 75 , the atmosphere, and staying),

continuing or residing in the atmosphere.

75:23, a. (from 755, the atmosphere, and fs, situated),

situated in the atmosphere .

sts, 7. (from 75 , the atmospher , and st , found , gone

into the atmosphere, situated in the atmosphere.

Feststæ , s. (from 75 , the atmosphere, and sta , a going),

a going or moving in the atmosphere.

alststat, a. (from 755, the atmosphere, and sita, going ,

traversingthe atmosphere, aerial.

S3 , 8. (from 75 , atmosphere, and a , a circle), the

armosphere.

astaga. (from 3 , the atmosphere, and , to

stand) , standing on being in the atmosphere.

st3 I a (from ~733 , the a mosph xe, and if ,

staying , coa inuia ; or residing in the atmosphere.

astagafas u. (from act 31, the tmosphere, and f£3, si-

tuted), situated or being in the atmos here.

8, 8. (from a , to des end , a bow, a salutation.

, s. (from , to descend), the descending from height, a

stooping, a becoming humble.

, a. (from , t descend , flexible, depressible, capa

ble of being bent downwards.

aaa, 8. (from 7 , obeisance, and , to do), a bow, à sa-

lutation, obeisance, a prostration.

stacats , a . (from ?, a bow, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of respectful salutation.

ali , a. (from I, a bow and 5 , worthy), worthy

of obeisence or reverence.

, a. (from , a bow ng, and 3 , done), bowed to,

saluted, honoured by prostration.

, a. (from 7 , obeisance , honourable, worthy ofres

pect or salutation, reverend,

ĦĦIĦ , a. (from ¤ , worthy ofsalutation, and Q ,

unworthy ofsalutation), wo thy or not of salutation or

respect.

নমস্যনৈমস্যজ্ঞান , s. (from নমস্য নমস্য, worthy or not ofsalt-

tation, and ta, knowledge), a knowledge whether a

person is worthy of salutation or not,

aaaitaanifest , 8. (from sa♬ taxĦr , wo. thy or not of salu-

tation, and faʊz, investigation , an investigation whe

ther a person be worthy of salutation or not,

"
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নর-

ŵmentacıfacbat, s. (from azastazi, worthy ofsalutation

ornot, and f571, investigation ), an investigation whe

ther a person be worthy of salutation or not.

, s. fromj , prayer), prayer, the Moosulman repe-

tition of prayers.

415, s. (from ♪‚ ³, an index), an index, a guide, an appear-

ance ;a. apparent, shewn, famous, celebrated, promi-

nent.

1 , s . (from xi, an example), a pattern, a muster, an

example.

, a. (from a, to descend), flexible, depressible, capable

ofbeing bent downwards.

af , s. (from , depressible, and , a joint), in

anatomy an Amphiarthrosis.

a. (from , to descend), humble, lowly, condescending,

soft, gentle.

31, s. (from , gentle), humility, lowliness, condescen-

sion, gentleness.

1, 8. (from 7 , gentle , humility, lowliness, condescen-

sion, gentleness .

³, a. from 7 , humble, and ³ , nature), natural-

ly humble or meek, gentle, humble, condescending.

agasta, a. (from 3 , humble, and , a disposition), na-

turally humble, gentle, meek, condescending.

3: 4 , a. (from 7 , humble, and , the heart),

humble-minded, gentle, lowly , condescending.

77, ad. (from 7, neg.), no; a . (from T, nine), nine ; s . (from

at, to take), justice, righteousness, right,

aga, s. (from ì, to take), an eye.

mysistite, a . (from 777, an eye, and csttʊ?, an object), ob-

vious, visible, evident to the sight.

ata, s. (from

with the eye.

7 , an eye, and tra a sign), a sign or wink

afy, a. (from 787, an eye, and y, lovely) , agreeable to

the sight.

apalaſa, s. (from 77 , an eye, and a deception), a de-

ception of sight, an error or mistake of vision, an impo-

sition on the sight.

a , a . (from 7 , new), new, novel.

aytaza, s. (from 777, an eye, and Art, pleasure), a sort of

fine cloth.

, 8. (from 7, to do right), a man , a male,

, s. (from , to do right), hell, torment, misery, punish-

ment, any disagreeable circumstance or thing, ordure.

FITX3, ɑ. ´from 3 , hell, and st3, found), found or being

in hell.

Mts -1, a.(fromage, hell,and is going to hell.

ส ส .

, a . (from , hell, and , producing), causing

the torment of hell, producing punishment or misery.

ALEIA), a. (from 7 , hell, and , producible), produci-

ble by orarising from hell, producible by or arising from

punishment or misery.

FIF , ad. (loc. case of 577), for the sake of hell, for

the purpose of punishment or suffering.

aza, s. (from 7 , hell, and

of hell, the shewing ofhell.

, s. (from

, a sering) , the seeing

, hell, and , vision), a vision of

hell, a view of hell.

, 8. (from ag , hell, and , destruction), the de-

struction or annihilation of hell or misery.

a??♬☎, ɑ . (from 73 , hell, and , destructive), de

structive of or annihilating hell or misery.

, a. (from 3 , kell, and f , destructive), de

structive to or annihilating hell or misery.

at , s. (from , hell, and at , destruction), the de-

struction or annihilating of hell or of misery.

agat , a (from , hell, and at , destructive), de

structive to or annihilating hell or misery.

ad , a. (from 53 , hell, and fa , causing to cease),

causing the pains of hell to cease, causing punishment

or misery to cease.

নরকনিবারক, a. ( from নরক, hell, and নিবারক, preventing), pre-

venting the pains ofhell, preventing punishment or mi

sery.

7

নরকনিবারণ , a. (from নরক, hell , and নির্ধারণ , a preventing),

the preventing of the pains of hell, the preventing of

punishment or misery.

afa , s. (from , hell, and fas, cessation), the ces-

sation of the torments of hell, the cessation of punish.

ment or misery.

**ffice, a. (from , hell, and faf , a cause), caused

by or arising from hell, caused by or arising from pu-

nishment or misery ; ad. from or because of hell, from

or because ofpunishment or misery.

agafa r3, ad. (from 7 , hell, and fafa , a cause), for the

purpose ofhell, for the sake of punishment or misery.

a7f33, a. (from , hell, and 435, fallen), fallen into

hell.

IICHTE, a. (from 7 , hell, and , caused by), caused by

or arising from hell, caused by or arising from punish-

ment or misery ; ad. from or because of hell, from or

because of punishment or misery.

3.1, ad from 53%, hell, an ' fazi, anillout , without hell,

without torment or punishes ,

LI
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3f , a. (from 3 , hell, and possessed of , suf-

fering the torments ofhell.

zzzrifof?s, a. (from ₹1☎, hell, and ifs , excep'ed), the

pains of hell excepted .

, s . (from , hell, and ifs , an exception),

the exception of the pains ofhell.

gazzi , ad. (loc . case ofage), with the excep-

tion of hell, without or beside hell.

stat a. (from 3 , hell, and 5 , sharing), having a

share or portion in hell.

az873ts, s. (from 73 , hell, and cost, punishment , the suf-

fering of hell, a suffering the torments ofhell.

agerstst, a . (from 537, hell, and (5¡fst , suffering), suffer-

ing the torments of hell.

ayas, a. (from z , hell, and a , sunk), sunk into hell.

JETI, ɑ. (from 3 , hell), full of misery or torment.

SZTRİT, 8. (from 7 , hell, and at , mere), hell itself, pure

sufferings or torment, nothing but hell or torment.

ĦZTIST, a. (from 57 , hell, and , a root , originating

from hell, springing from torment or agony.

AIBUTI) , s. (from 73*, hell, and £51, torment) the torments

of hell.

HIZT}381, s. (from 3 , hell, and tзa , torment , the tor-

ments ofhell.

SZTIF, a. (from 73 , hell, and 1 , joined (0), suffering the

torments of hell.

Sæcuts , a. (from , hell, and cuts , worthy), deserving

hell, worthy ofthe torments of hell.

7773, a. (from 777, hell, and fx³, destitute), free from

the torments of hell.

FIMIIF, a. (from 7 , hell, and ( , a cause), caused by

or arising from hell, or from misery ; ad. from or be-

cause of hell or misery.

a. (from 7 , hell) , hellish , infernal, full of torment,

tormenting.

নরকৌৎপাদক, a . (from নরক, hell , and উৎপাদক, producing),

producing or causing the pains of hell, causing or pro-

ducing punishment or misery.

নরকোৎপাদন, ৪. ( from নরক, hell, and sৎপাদন , a producing),

the producing or causing of the pains ofhell, the caus-

ing of punishment or misery.

3, s. (from 3, a man, and f³, a lord) , a king, a sove-

reign, a governor.

grafa, 8. (from 57, a man, and af , a sacrifice), a human

sacrifice.

zas☎, s. (from az, a min, and 55, to ent), a cannibal.

, . (fom , soft,, gentle, soft, mild, tender, humble,

supple, pliant,

ক.

, a. (from , gentle, and gas, nature), gentle,

disposed to gentleness .

syafasts, a. (fiom , tender, and To, temperament),

meek, gentle.

azt , a. (from 3 , gentle, and , a disposition), gen

tle, meek, yielding, naturally mild .

7 , v . a. (from

, s . (from

of a thing.

a , sof) , to mollify, to soften.

at, to sofen , the mollifying or softening

, s (from a , soft , softuess , mildness, tenderness.

77778, s. (from 73I, a min, and cæª, a sacrifice), a human sa-

crifice.

agate, s. (from 73, a man, and cute, a world), the earth, the

world inhabited by man.

así, c. (from II, a man, and π, society), human so-

ciety.

agfang, s. (from 77, a man, and f(5ºº, a lion), the fourth in-

carnation of Vishnoo in the form of a lion-headed man,

an eminent man, a nobleman.

zazmus, s. (from 73, a man, and ♬73, hettiful), a barber.

satēta, 8. (from *T, a man, and tæt , aform), the human

form ; a. having the human form, human-formed.

aatæfs, s. (from 73, a man, and stas, a form , the human

form; a. having the human form, human-formed.

aat , a. (from 77, a man, and fs, marked), ascer

tained or considered as certain, mentioned as certain..

ata, a, (from atf561?, a weaver's beam) , the beam of a wea

ver's loom on which the warp is wound.

aatЯa, s. (from aạ, a man, and uâ¤, vile), a vile or wicked

man ; a. vilest among men.

#att, s. (from ?, a man , and f†, a governor), a king,

a governor.

a1f3, s. (from 3, a man, and fs, a sovereign), a

king, a sovereign, a governor.

31137, 8. (from 3, a man, and , sovereign'y), the

sovereignty or dominion over men.

axtata, s. (from 57 , a man , and off , a residence), a

human residence.

att , s. (from 37 , a man, and fats, a governor , a

king, a sovereign, an emperor.

, s. (from , a man, and fit, a sovereign , a king,

a sovereign, a governor.

aatuæ, s. (from 77, a man, and w¶, a superintendɛnt), a

king, a governor.

aatst , s. (from 77, a man , and attЯ, a semblance), an ap-

pearance or mere semblance of a man.

z , s . (from zaçõÌ, an instrument to pare the nails , a

small knife or other instrument used to pare the nails,

1

15
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* 37, 8. ´from 77, a man, and , the sovereign ofheaven),

the sovereign of men, a sovereign, a king.

, s. (from 77, a man, and t , god , a sovereign, a

king.

x73135, s. (from az, a man, and 837, excellent), an excel-

lent man ; a. most excellent among man.

ITE, 8. (from T , to dance), a male dancer.

ata), s. (from Tí☎, a dan : er , and † , a house) , an as-

sembly room, a theatre.

, s . (from 73, to dance), a dancing girl.

, s . from 3 to dance), the act of dancing.

zjazķē, a. (from 754, dancing, and tae, doing), danc-

ing ; s. a dancer.

zásætaì, a . (from 757, dancing, and ☎1fa7, doing) , dancing.

fas , a. (from a , a dancing, and f , teaching ,

teaching or learning to dance ; s . a dancing master,

aśafxz , 8. (from 77, a dancing, and f ), a teaching),

a teaching to dance.

, 8. (from 7 , a dancing, and at , an end , the con-

clusion of a ball.

entary, s . (from 7, a dancing, and 'sta, a house), a

house where there is dancing, an assembly room.

agatay, s. (from 797, a dancing, and

the commencement of dancing.

y, a beginning),

1, 8. (from I, a man, and ↑æfa, tulular vessel ofthe bo

dy), a gutter, a drain , a trench, a channel,

7 , s. (from 7, to do right , sport, amusement, pleasure, a

joke, laughter, a gibe.

, a. (from 7 , pleasure), eminent in or devoted to

sport or pleasure ; s. a nipple, a rake, a lecher, a liber-

tine, sport, amusement, the intercourse of the sexes .

xt, a. from Á , ple isure, and ₹1, to give), giving plea-

sure ; s . the name of a river which rises in the moun-

tains west of Bahar and runs westward to Seorat.

8. from 5, to full or break), a tube, a pipe, an earth-

enspout or pipe to convey water from the roofs of build-

ings, the trachea or windpipe , a reed, (Arundo tibialis),

the tube of the hooka or Indian apparatus for smoking

tobaco, a measuring rod, a measure of length contain-

ing four hundred cubits. The uame of a king celebrated

in Hindco poems, the name of one of the monkey chiefs

who attended Rama in his war against Ravuna, a water-

lily (Nelumbium speciosum .)

a=3, s. (from ga, a reel), a small appendage to the ring

which is worn in the nose by Hindoo women , a bone of

either of the extremities, the tibia , the radius, a cylin-

drical bone.

ant, s. (from , the tibia), the knee pan of patella .

azia, s. (from 77, a tubular bone, and t , a wedge), the

patella or knee pan.

ta , s . (from , a reed, an attest, a sort ofreed,

a particular speices of reed, (Arunda Karka. )

amets ?, 8, (from 7 , a reed, and tst , a kind offish), a

species of fish mentioned in Dr. Buchanan's Mss. but

not described.

Ja , s. from 7 , a reed, and ott, a causing to move ,̀

the name of a mode of incantation resorted to for the

discovery ofstolen goods, in consequence of which a reed

held by two persons is said to loase itself and go to the

thief when this formula is repeated.

1, s. from 75, a reed, and , a leg) , the name of a

species of bird, perhaps a species of Para.

, s. (from , a reed, and ' , to give), the nectary ofa

flower, the root of a species of grass , (Andropogon mu

ricatus , Indian spikenard, (Valeriana Jatamansi . )

E, s. (from 7 , a reed, and 2, a small heron , the name

of a particular species of heron, (Ardea flavicollis.)

asia, s. (from , a reel, and 15, a fish), the name of a

species of fish, Clupea cultrata.)

, s. (from ~, the trachea, and ', to stand) , situated

on the windpipe, bronchial .

নলহরক্তপ্রবাহকনা ,s. (from a bronchial, and রক্তপুরছিকনাড়ী।

an artery), the bronchial artery.

, 8. (from 3, a tube , the arms.

aatz, s. (from I , a reed), the name of a plant,

af , s. (from a , a tube) , the reed on which weavers wind

their thread for the shuttle .

afastts, s. (from af , weaver's quill, and stts, a hole) , a hole

or pit into which the legs of a weaver hang to tread on

the treadles while at work .

afas , s, from , a tube), the upright tube which supports

the receptacle of the tobacco in the hooka or Indian

smoking appara‘us.

af , s . (from , a water-lly), the Nelumbium or beauti

ful water-lily, (Nelumbium speciosum . )

af7395, a . (from 77, water- lily , and 77, an eye), lotus-

eyed, having beautiful eyes .

fa , s . (from , a water-lily), an assemblage of Nelum-

bia or water-lilies, a pond filled with plants ofthe Ne-

Jumbium.

afagi, s. (from 7 , the barrel of a gun , a fowler, a hun

ter, one who catches birds with limed rods.

afata, s. (from 7 , a tube, and 275, a bow), a cross -bow.

a , s. (from a , a tube), a tube, the barrel of a gun, the

trachea or windpipe, realgar, red arsenic, the reed on

which weavers wind their qui'ls for the shuttle ; a tube

L1112
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or faucet attached to a palm tree to draw off the juice , a . (from a spoiled, and f , the understanding),

or Tadi.

, s. (from 7 , the trachea, and t , a door way), the

opening to the throat, the faux or pharynx.

¶tta, s . (from ſ , a tube, and fit, a snare) , the cali-

ber of a gun.

aatst, s. (from a , situated on the bronchia,

and , an artery), in anatomy the arteria.

bronchialis.

AF, v. a. (from 7, not, and a , to speak), to flash, to emit

flashes.

Jā, s. (from 77, toflash , the flashing oflightning.

, v. a. (from , not, and at, to speak), to flash lightning,

to flash.

i, s . (from , toflash), the flashing oflightning.

ata, s. (from 1 , to flash , the flashing of lightning ; a.

made to flash.

gift , s. (from ' , toflash), the flashing of lightning.

af , s. (from , toflash), the flashing of lightning.

, s. (from

glottis.

it , the trachea, and as, aforepart), the

s. (from 7 , a reed), a measure of four hundred cubits.

, a. (from at to perish), perishable, transitory.

7, perishable), perishableness.*731, s. (from

, s. (from 77, perishable) , perishableness .

, a. (from at, to perish), perished , spoiled , ruined , lost,

dead, debauched. This word constructed with , to do,

signifies to spoil , to ruin, to destroy, to debauch, to

deflower, to taint, to undo, to squander.

atze, a. (from , ruined, and ta , doing), ruinous,

destructive ; s. a destroyer, a seducer.

Fæt , a. (from 7 , spoiled, and tf , doing), ruinous,

destructive.

sts, a. (from 7 , spoiled, and 3 , the intellect), fool-

ish, bereft of understanding, destitute of heart or ener-

gy .

, a. (from 7 , spoiled, and c , exertion), inert, de-

prived of spirit or exertion, dull, inactive .

531, s. (from 78 , inactive), a being sunk into inac-

tivity or inattention .

31 , s. (from , debauched), roguishness, knavery, debau-

chery profligacy, pollution, turpitude.

AT, s. (from 7 , debauched), roguishness, knavery, debau-

chery, profligacy, pollution, turpitude.

, a. (from 7 , spoiled, and 4 , wealth), become poor,

ruined in circumstances.

a. (from , spoiled, and , an eye), bereftof eyes,

become blind, blinded.

bereit of understanding.

as, a. (from a , spoiled, and fs, a custom), depraved,

unprincipled.

tfa, a. (from a , lost, and tf , a lord), bereft of a lord

or owner, bereft of a husband..

, s. (from a , debauched , roguishness, knavery, de

bauchery, profligacy, pollution, turpitude.

att, a. (from 7 , lost, and , a horse), bereft of a horse.

tata, s. (from 8, ruiud, and sata, deliverance), the

retrieving of an affair, the recovery of what was ruin-

ed or lost.

ats, a (from , lost, and 8 , extricated , found or

recovered after being lost.

, s. (from 3, to be erect,,fate), fate, destiny,

fortune, a lot, a share.

anie, s. (from MY), to preside, Sai, to advise), exhor

tation, instruction.

নাসাকোরায়কমাংসপেশী, s. (from নাসিকা, the nose, ওষ্ঠ, the lips,

satge, elevating, and
I, a muscle), in anatomy

the name of a pair of muscles which serve to elevate the

nose and lips, (levatores superioris. )

নসোচ্চাবনাময়া সপেশী, s. (from নাসিকা, the nose, as, the lips,

, depressing, and tЯl, a muscle), in anato

my the name of a muscle which serves to depress the

nose and lips, (depressor labii superioris.)

I, s. (from , the nose), suuff.

Amata, 8. (from AA, snuff, and Old, a receptacle), a snuff-

box.

tat, s. (from , snuff, and le,areceptacle), a snuff-

box.

, s. (from , snuff, and at , a receptacle), a

snuff-box.

, the secondperson present tense of the verb 5, to be, com-

pounded with the negative particle, thou art not.

afe, neg. par. (from 7, not, and ſé, indeed , no, not. The

neuter verb , to be, when compounded with the nega.

tive particle and inflected as a verb takes this form in

the first person present tense, I am not.

, the second person inferior of the verb , to be, com-

pounded with the negative particle, thou art not.

715, ad. (from 7, neg.) , no , not. The thirdperson of the verb

, to be, compounded with the negative particle, he is

not.

, the third person honorific ofthe verb , to be, com-

Founded with the negative particle, he is not.

71, ad. (from 7 , nºg. , no, not ; s. (from ad, a boxt), a boat ;

v. a. (from a', to bathe , to bathe,

1
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at , ad. (from a, neg.), no, not ; s. (from tfs, a barber), a

barber, or (from ts , the navel , the navel.

3 , s. (from ts, the navel, and 3 , an earring), the

navel.

ata, s. (from 1, to bathe, and , to give), a bathing tub, a

jar.

#Z , 8. (from 71 , to bathe), a bathing.

E , s. (from 1, à boat), a waterman .

ata, s. (from fat , a lotus), the name of a species of wa-

ter plant, (Nymphea Lotus .)

ts, s. (from ats, a gourd , the bottle gourd, (Cucurbita

lagenaria. )

ĦisTA¤, ɑ. (from xɔ̃ , not, and so hope), hopeless, for-

Jorn.

gt , a. (from ats , acalabash, and ct, the belly), hav

ing a belly resembling a calabash or gourd, pot-bellied .

ata, s. (from 1 , to germinate,, a deputy), a depu-

ty, a vicegerent.

atså), a. (from Teli, a deputy), belonging to a deputy.

atae , s. (from , belonging to a deputy, and ú¶,

work), the duties belonging to a deputy, the office of a

deputy.

ataztextætgy, s. (from Я , the office ofa deputy, and

tata , desire), a desire for the office ofdeputy.

7137, s. (from 1, to bathe), the act of bathing, ablution .

7 , s. (from 7, not, and , the body), a gallant, a para-

mour.

aras, a. (from at , a paramour, and artist, derouring), de-

vouring a paramour. This is an abusive term used by

women intheir quarrels.

57, s. (from at, a paramour, and , to steal , a lewd

woman, a strumpet.

artota, s. (from A† , aparamour, and t , a thief), a lewd

woman, a strumpet.

atal, a. (from at , a paramour), having a gallant or pa-

ramour.

atstot, a. (from t° , a paramour, and 1, a husband), hav-

ing a gallant for a husband. This is an abusive term

used in Hindoo quarrels.

ta, s. (from , to rejoice), a large earthen pan used for

many purposes.

te, s. (from atfa , the nose), the nose. This word con-

structed with Şaşı, to snort, JP, to call, or 5535¹, to

make aroaring noise, signifies to snore, to snort ; with

cata, to lift up, or c☎), to distort, it means to sneer,

to toss up the nose with contempt.

ataatti, s. (from at , the nose, and , cut), having the

nose cut off,

att

at , s. (from it, the nose, and e, a piece , snub-

nosed , having the nose cut of by discase, having a de-

cayed nose.

atzitai, s. (from tf , the nose, and cut , a lentil , a

small appendage to the ring which is worn in the nose

by Hindoo women:"

at1, s. (from , the nose), a polypus of the rose.

atta , s. (from t , the nose, and t , a call), the act of

snoring, the noise made in snoring.

নাকতোেলন, s. (from ais, the nose , and ভোলन , the raising of

any thing up), a tossing up of the nose with contempt,

a sneering at any one.

atalatai, s. (from at , the nose, and , the lifting of

a thing up), a tossing up of the nose in a contemptu.

ous manner.

atautas , s. (from at , the nose, and utaz , compressed),

snub-nosed.

atas , a. (from ate, the nose, and cia , perforated), hav

ing the septum of the nose perforated.

atti , a . (from at , the nose, and c , crooked), crook-

ed-nosed, wry-nosed.

at 8555ta, s. (from 1 , the nose, and so , to rattle,

the act of snoring, the making of a rattling in the nose.

atta, s. (from at , the nose, and t, to distort),

the turning up of the nose with disgust at a thing, the

tossing up of the nose in taken of contempt.

নাক সঁটকানিয়া , s. (from নাক, the nose, and সেঁটকা, to distort)

sneering, supercitious .

atatata, ad. (from at , the nose), nose to nose .

atata , a. (from- 13, not, and s , work), useless, fit for no

thing.

ateta, s. (from A , the nose, and , to take), an instru

ment used by barbers to extract the hairs from the in-

side of the nose.

alfe, ud. (from 71, no, and fe, what) , a particle expressing

an option or alternative, or not, or no, or what.

at , a. (from I , the nose), nasal.

নাকীকথা,tata , s. (from ata , nasal, and zu , a word), a speaking

throughthe nose, words pronounced through the nose.

atoza, 8. (from a , nasal, and , a sound), a nasal

sound.

و

ata, s. (from at , nasal, and , a sound), a nasal

sound.

ata , s. (from at , the nose), the name of a species of

swallow, (Hirunda Nacuiti, Buchanan's Mss.)

at , a. (from at , the nose), having a prominent nose,

having a fine nose.

ate , s. (from at , in the nose, and 3, a wound), the
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punishment of rubbing a person's nose hard on the

ground.

, a. (from ti , in the nose, and , breath), hav-

ing all the breath or life in the nose as though ready to

depart. This is an expression used to indicate an exces-

sive degree offatigue .

atrægata, s. (from 71 , the nose, TI, a lord, and 77, ɑ

tiger , a species of tiger, a leopard.

#hate, s . (from 13 , no , and ", power) , weak, infim .

J &KIA, s. (from II, a stellar mansion, and at¬, a month),

a stellar month during which the moon passes over the

twenty- seven mansions of the zodiac.

at , a. (from 4, a stellar mansion), belonging to the

stellar mansions which form the Hindoo zodiac .

atra , s. (from Ii, a trick), a trick, an artifice, deceit,

waggery, a sham, a pretence ; v . a. to sham , to pretend.

atata), s. (from l³, not, and sails, a reading), unable to

read.

st , a. (from 13, not, and ŵs, pleased), not pleased, not

joyful.

atati, s. (from 13, not, and ‚ , pleasure), the want of

pleasure or joy,

aizata¹, s . (from 51, a boat, and I , a lord), the captain

of a ship.

atst, s. (from Ist, a mountain), in Hindeo Mythology a race

of fabulous beings produced from Kidia the wife of

Kusyupa. They are represented as possessing intel-

lect, and being of serpent form with expansible hoods.

The spectacle snake, (Coluber Naga ; ) a hydra, a ser-

pent, an elephant, a species of grass, (Cyperus perte-

nuis.)

atstæ , s. (from ast, a mountain, and , a well), a well or

fountain which burns spontaneously from a mixture of

inflammable gas, a valcano.

atstrants, s. (from 1st, a serpent, and cats, the filaments

ofa flower), the name of a flowering tree much cele-

brated among the Hindoos, (Mesua ferrea. )

atstata , s. (from atst, a serpent, andsta1, a sort ofpulse), the

name of a plant mentioned in Dr. F. Buchanan's Mss.

by the name Ruellia Nagehana ; it has not yet been as-

certained by other Botanists .

atst , s . (from atst, a serpent, and . to be produced), ver-

million .

atstatai, s. (from att, a serpent, and at , grain), the name

of a plant, ( Artimisia vulgaris.)

atste , s (from atst, a serpent, and 8, a tooth), a pin stuck

in a wail to hang articles on , the battlements of a house

or wall.

atstĴa, s . (from atst, a serpent, and 27, wealth), the name

of one ofthe mixed modes in the Hindoo system of mu

sic.

atstata , s . (from Fist, a serpent, and , a rope), in Hin

doo fable the name of a particular rope used as a wea

pon, which when thrown at an enemy had the proper

ty of transforming itself into a serpent and retaining

him in its folds.

atsåg, s. (from atst, a serpent and 43, a son), the name of a

climbing plant or tree, (Bauhinia anguiną. )

Attal, s. (from Fist, a serpent, and T4 , the expanded hoo !

of 'he cobra capello), the name of a shrub or plant, Cac,

tus indicus .)

atstaat , s. (from atst, an elephant, and , aflower), the

name of a small plant common in Bengal, (Heliotro

pium coromandelianum, )

atst¿œdi, s . (from atst, a serpent, and ( a , the expandel

hood of the cobra capello), the name of a shrub, (Cac-,

' tus indica. )

atstaata , s . (from atst, a serpent, and at , a musical note),

the name of a musical note or mode in the Hindoo sys

tem .

atst , s . (from tst, a serpent, and , strength), the name

of a common plant or shrub, (Sida alba.)

atstatṣītai, s. (from atst, a serpent, and πtşıtmi, a particular

genus of plants), the name of a plant or shrub, (Sida

alba. )

atstea , s. (from atst, a serpent, and c , a particular tree),

the nameof a strong climbing plaat (Bauhinia anguina),

which the natives of mountainous districts sometimes

conduct over a river and let it fasten itself to the trees

on the opposite side to form bridges ; the wood of this

shrub used as a walking stick is supposed to be a charm

against serpents.

atspf , 8, (from Hist, a serpent, and af , a staff , a staff

post erected in a place dug for water.

atsta, a. (from asta, a city) , belonging to a city, town- born,

or

town-bred, clever, sharp, knowing, nameless, bad, vile ;

s. a species of grass, (Cyperus pertenuis), a denial of

knowledge.

atstañ, s . (from atst, a serpent, and xã, a colour), an orange,

so called from the surface of the peel bearing some re-

semblance to the skin of a serpent.

atsam, s. (from atst, a serpen', and anì, coloured) , an ore

ange.

atstgentai, s. (from atsts, belonging to a city, and t

swing), a swing.

“
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atstgai , s. (from vista, a species ofgrass, and zu , a sort of , s . (from , a plough and 5 , the act ofplow.

grass), the name of a species of grass, (Cyperus perte-

nuis.)
*

atstato , s. (from atsta, belonging to a city, and $ 51, a

sort ofgrass) , a species of grass, (Cyperus pertenuis.)

asta1, s. (from , lo scoop out, is , a drum), a scrt of

drum .

alstata, s . (from a†st, a serpent, and ṛtā , a king , in Hin-

doo Mythology, Vasookee the king of serpents.

atstatâta, s. (from atste, belonging to a city, and ta, rice).

the name of a variety of rice .

atstatar, s. (from tsta , belonging to a city, and as, ric ),

the name of a variety of rice.

fa , s. (from atsta, town-born), citizenship, the having

that sharpness and knowledge of the world which be-

longs to person well acquainted with the tricks of cities.

ststat a. (from 5s , a city), pertaining to a city, the name

of the character commonly used in writing through

Hindoosthan. There are several kinds of it in use, as

Deva-naguree which is theproper character used in writ-

ing Sungskrit, Gooroo-mookhee-naguree thatused bythe

Shikhs in their writings ; Nundli-naguree, a variety prin-

cipally used by the Jainas in the south of India, and

Kootee-naguree, which is a running hand used in com-

merce in the north-west provinces of Hindoosthan ; an

intriguing or clever woman, a species of Euphorbia,

(Euphorbia antiquorum. ) .

নাগরীনিকর , ৫. (from নাগরী, an intriguing woman, and নিকর,

a multitude), a multitude, a clever or intriguing woman.

atstate, s. (from Fist, a serpent, and catæ, a world) , Pata-

la, the inferual regions, or the abode of serpents and

Hydras.

atst , s. (from atst, a serpent, and , euphorbia), the

name of a species of Euphorbia, ( Euphorbia ligularia.)

atst, a. (from #ist, a serpent), near, armed, mendicant.

ststøæ, s. (from atst, a serpent, and as , destroying) , an

appellation of Gurooda the regent of birds ; in Hindoo

Mythology, whose privilege it was to feed on serpents.

atstia), 8. (from py, to scoop out, . , a drum), a sort of

drum,

aista, s. (from as, to be in contact), a vestige, a situation.

atfstat, 8. (from atst, a serpent) , a female serpent or by-

dra.

atsi, s. (from atst, a serpent ) , a female serpent or hydra.

atstaty, 8. (from atest , the name of a tree) , the name of an

ornamental tree, (Mesua ferrea.)

i , s. (from a, a plough), a plough.

ing , the plowing of land, the holding of the plough.

atkabat, s (from at , a plough, and 5 , a plowing), the

holding of the plough, the plowing of fand.

atkat, a (from a , a plough , used in the plough, a plow-

ing bullock.)

att, s . (home, to dance), to dance, to jump irregularly,

to vibrate, to shake as a leaf.

ato, s . (fron , to dince), a dance, the act of dancing, a

jumping irregular motion.

ato , s . (from at , a dance, and , a house , a dancing

room an assembly room.

157, s. (from 78, to dance), the act of dancing.

atdata', s . (from 75, a dancing, and tai, a house), a danc

ing room, an assembly room.

atol, v. & (from 75, to dance), to cause to dance, to agitate

or put into a jumping motion ; s. the act of dancing.

atstgat, s (from atõi, to cause to dance), the causing a per-

son to dance or sk p , the making things to bounce or

jump.

ato to , s. (from 7951, a dancing. The last member of this

worl is only a rhym: to thefirst), dancing and jump-

ing.

atst , s. (from at , to dance) , the nameof a particular mea-

sure of verse.

atata, s. (from 51, to cause to dance , the causing a per-

son to skip or dance, the putting inanimate things into

a jumping motion ; a. caused to skip or dance.

atstatfs, s. (from t , to dance), a mutual or promiscuous

dancing.

atotfa, s. (from at to dance), a dancing or skipping.

atstal , s. (from at , a dance), a dancing girl.

atott , a . (from 51, to cause to dance), dancing ; s. a

dancer.

atta, a. (from Li , not, and , help , helpless, hopeless,

without resource,

atstat, s. (from a helpless), the being without resource,

helplessness, hopelessness.

ato , s. (from 7 , to dance), a dancing or skipping, a

jumping or tossing.

attista, s.(from fog , dancing, and cast , a walking

about), a walking about in a frisking or jumping man-

ner.

ata , a. (from ato, to dance , walking or frisking about

with a staff or walking stick.

ata, s. (from , not, and a, to be clear), a back door, a

private door used chiefly by the females of the family.

-
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atanata, s. (from ata, private, and ata, a door-way), a back , 8. (from wifetes, top-shaped, and.

door, a private door for the use of the females of the at , a muscle), in anatomy, the pyriform muscle.

family.
atftatas , a . (from fey , a dancing girl, and więſs, a

form), resembling a dancer.
ats , s. (from , a jailor), a jailor.

37 ,, a. (from 3 , to guard, bli, seeing) , seeing, in-

specting; s. an inspector, a superintendent, a guard , an

officer in a court of justice superior to the bailiffs and

peons.

at , a. from , thin , thin, light, subtile, delicate, ten-

der, elegant, facetious, genteel, gracious. The sensitive

plant, (Mimosa pudica. )
•

, s. (from 1 , not, c , what, and Jl , a condition), a

state ofunparalleled wretchedness or misery.

att, v. a. (from at, to dance) , to dance.

att, s . (from at, to dance), a dance.

ait , s. (from at, to dance), a dramatic writing, a dancer ;

a. dancing.

attal, s . (from a to dance), a dancing girl, a kind of dra-

matic writing.

Abafa, s. (from 7 , dancing, and af , a house , a thea-

tre, a ball room.

avtātīteņi, a. (from re, to dance, and , to happen), top-

sy turvey

*18*itai, s. (from 7 , a dance, and † , a house), a danc-

ing house, an assembly room.

1, 8. (from a , to dance), a reel for silk ; v. a. to reel

sil or thread ; s . the name of a climbing shrub, (Cæsal-

pinia bonduceila.)

attt , s. (from ate, to dance), a reel.

1, s . (from 11, to reel) , the reeling of silk or thread.

ta , s. (from 1, a thorny shrub, and Za a parti-

cular plant), the name of a thorny shrub, (Cæsalpinia

bonducella.)

tta , s. (from tra , Casalpinia, and 5, a seed),

the seeds of Casalpinia bouducella, employed as a feb-

rifuge.

sitratti, a. (from a† , to reel. The last member of this

word is merely a rhyme to thefirst) , towzeled, entang

led.

altta, s. (from ati , to reel), the reeling of silk.

att fagt, a. (from 1, to ret ), reeling silk or thread; s.

a person who reels silk or thread.

ift , s. (from atti, a bonduc seed), a child's rattle, a top .

affatifta, s . (from atta, a child's rattle), rattles and baub-

bles.

at batata, a. (from at , a top, and tea, a form), top-

shaped, pyriform.

atteдtatfeṣrå151, a. (from at, to dance, , to occur, and

151 , a surviving), weather-beaten, escaped with difli

culty.

at 1, a. (from , to dance), dancing ; s. a dancer.

atti, s. (from at, to dance), a dance, the act of dancing.

aterfan , s . (from at , dancing, and f , science) , the

science of dancing.

attan, s. (from att , dancing, and ca , knowledge) , the

science of dancing.

ata , a. (from 31 , not, and 81 , ascertainment), unascer

tained.

13, v. n. (from 5, to move), to move or stir.

7154, s . (from 3, to move), a stirring or moving.

atṣ1, s. (from at , the culm of a plant ), stubble, a moving or

stirring ; v. a. from , to move, to put a thing in motion,

to move or stir a thing ; a. stirred or moved , shaken.

111, s. (from 3, to move), a stirring or moving, the

stirring or moving of a thing.

at 151, s. (from tși, a moving. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), motion backwards

and forwards, a stirring and moving about.

atts1, s. (from att , stubble.
The 1st member ofthis

woordis only arhyme to the firs ! ) , stubble and rubbish.

atta, s. (from as, to move), the stirring or moving of a

thing ; a. moved.

atstafs, s. (from arşi , a moving) , a reciprocal moving.or

stirring.

atti , s. (from ast , a species of Euphorbia, and 1 ,

Euphorbia , the name of aspecies of shrub or tree, (Eu

phorbia antiquorum,)

1, s. (from 35, to fall), a tubular stalk, the culm of grass

or corn, a blow pipe, the intestines, a gut, a blood ves-

sel, the navel string, the pulse, a fistulous sore ; three sup

posed chords in the body, one situated on the navel, the

second in the breast, and the third in the thigh, which

vibrate to music notes ; an hour. Constructed with st

to put out, this word means to extract the entrails of an

animal ; with , to enkindle, it means to cause pain in

the bowels by abstinence, and with a , to see, it means

to feel the pulse.

attætti, s. (from as, a bowel, and tot, a cutting), the

cutting ofthe navel-string of new born infants .

ats)Ey, 8. (from atst, the pulse, and , d-cay), faintness of

pulsation, the decay or loss of pulsation.

21
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দড়ি স্কয়কারক, a. ( from atডীয়, the loss ofpulsation , and কারক,

causing , causing the pulse to sink, stopping pulsation.

, a. (from atstar, the decay of pulsation, and

M6, causing , causing a decay of pulsation ,

গাড়ীক্ষয়জনিত , a . (from নাড়ীয়, the loss ofpulsation, and জনিত,

produced), produced by or arising from the decay or

loss ofpulsation.

, a. (from att , the loss of pulsation, and r,

producible), producible by or arisingfrom the loss ofpul-

sation.

ty , ad. (lor. case ofats ), for the purpose of

lowering or stopping the pulse.

atzistíš, s. (from arst, the pulse, and s³, motion) , pulsati-

on, the motion of the pulse.

asistata, s. (from att , a bowel, and sttor , a putting out),

the extracting of the bowels of an animal .

tsats , s. (from att, he pulse, and ts , a relinquish-

ing), the cessation of pulsation.

ħtṣiau, s. (from 7 , the navel-string, and.‹ ¤, a cutting),

the cutting of the navel -string of a new born infant.

atsia, s . (from 71 , a bowel, and , the feeling of

pain), a pain in the bowels, hunger.

nişıqai , s. (from azt, a bowel, and , pain), a pain in

the bowels, a cholic, hunger,

stata, s . (from att , a bowel, and tat , the giving of

pain), the occasioning of pain to the bowels by absti-

nence or any other cause.

Яiz , s. (from as , the pulse, and , to know), acquaint-

ed with the doctrine of the pulse, skilful in discerning

diseases by the state of the pulse.

atzīta, s. (from at , the pulse, and win, knowledge), a

knowledge of the pulse.

altete, a. (from A , the pulse, and , making

known), giving information of the state of the pulse,

indicating the state of the pulse.

atti, s. (from it , the pluse, and ct , a pressing), a

physician, a person who feels the pulse of others.

işimi, s. (from att , apulse, and c ,, a seeing), a feel-

ing ofthe pulse.

atsgi, s. (from ats , the pulse, and 471, a holding), a phy-

sician, one who feels the pulse.

atștea, s. (from atst, a bowel, and ', to sound), a gold-

smith, one who uses the blow pipe.

Atsifası, s. (from Att, a vein or artery, and fans , science),

in anatomy the science of the veins and arteries, (An-

giology.)

Fättaæa), s. (from it, the pulse, and t , a differ-

สน.

ence), a difference in the state of the pulse, an alterati

on in the state of the pulse.

afitta, s. (from att , the pulse, and tt , a sitting), the

cessation of pulsation , imperceptible pulsation .

atzi , s. (from 17, a tube, and ga, an ulcer), a fistulous

ulcer or sore.

atste st, s. (from it , a bowel, and , a bowel), the intes

tines.

ata , s . (from 1, a tube), abounding with veins or other

tubular vessels.

stage, s. (from AHA™, full ofvessels, and T , a skin),

in anatomy the Choroides.

atslag , s. (from 1st, a bowel, and ag1, a dying), inappeten

cy.

atzi , s. (from ì, the pulse, and ☎ , fixation), the ces-

sation of pulsation , the stoppage of pulsation. The

Hindoo writers treat of the stoppage of pulsation as one

ofthe methods of abstraction practised by their asce-

tics.

atsatst, s. (from 1 , situated in a blood vessel, and

atst, a blood vessel), in anatomy a particular kind of

blood vessel, (Vasa vasarum. )

aty, s. (from xxx , a kind ofsweetmeat), a sort of sweetmeat

made with flour fiied with ghee or oil and sweetened

with sugar and spices.

1 , s. (from , to dance, and csttette, a name of

Krishna), a small image of Krishna kept as a houshold

god.

atga, s. (from l;, not, and J,b, long), the name of a bird.

atasig s. (from li , not, and ¿ª¿5, an alteration , unalte-

rably, unchangeable.

atsafag, s. (from li , not, and 54,55, deliberation), unthink-

ing; a . destitute of deliberation, unreflecting.

atata, a. (from , not, and ply , all), imperfect, partial.

atafaas, s. (from 13, not, and 5, education),-uneducat-

ed.

atotāja, s. (from l³, not, and plʊ, doctrine), the want of

instruction or doctrine.

affefs, s. (from 8, a grandson, and , a son), sons and

grandsons, children and grand-children.

atfel, s. (from 3 , a grandson), a grand-daughter.

13 , s. (from 8, a grandson), a grandson.

atstata, a. (from 6 , not, and 3, perfect), imperfect,

partial.

aty, s. (from ty, to ask), a lord, a protector, a governor,

the rope passed through the septum of a draught bul-

lock's nose.

atutą, a. (from Tiu, a lord), dependent upon a master or

lord.
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tuta , s. (from atu, a kick, and at , a striking), the act

of kicking.

atuatu, s. (from atu, a kick), a reciprocal kicking.

fu,. (from , to knock down), a kick.

, v. a. from 5, to sound), to expel the fæces. This word

is only applied to animals especially sheep and goats.

at , s. (from , to utter sound), a sound, a call, a noise, a

roar, the dung of sheep or goats, a pellet or little ball

of dung.

ati , s. (from 11, the intestines) , the intestines.

1 , s. (from at , to expel the faces), the expelling ofthe

fæces by cattle.

athaatfs, s. (from , an uttering sound, and f¾, a staff),

a rammer used to ram down earth.

ata , s. (from 75, to sound), a rammer used to ram down

earth, a jar.

At , a. (from ™ , a large earthen vessel, and 51, rot-

ten), rotten or tainted while standing in the vessel.

This word is used as the adjective of rice which, being

put into a pot of water to assist in depriving it of its

husk, has been neglected till it has become musty.

ata , s. (from A , a sound, , pleasure, and ☎, to do),

the name of a musical note in the Hiudos gamut.

ttt , s. (from , the dung of sheep, and ata, afruit),

the name of a tree which produces a fruit resembling in

appearance the pellets of dung voided by sheep, ( An-

tidesma pubescens.)

atata , a . (from ati, a jar, and ct, the bell ), tun -bel-

lied, pot-bellied , abdominous .

3, a. (from , to sound), made to sound.

att, s. (from at , to expel the fæces), a pellet or little ball

of dung, particularly of horses, sheep, or goats .

ataal, s. (from (5), a boat, and cats , a measure of capacity),

a boat of a particular description.

ata , a. (froma , a river), river-born, growing near water;

s . a species of cane (Calamus fasciatus), the name of a

flowering shrub, (Sesban ægyptiaca. )/

gitataatā, s. (from 71, no!, cât , à fault, and ætá, a fish),

a sound and good fish, the name of a species of fish,

(Perca nebulosa, Buch. Mss . Holocentra. La Cepede.)

ata , ɑ . (from , the name ofthe founder of the re-

ligion ofthe Shikhs, and fu , a road), professing the

principles taught by Nanuka.

stat, a. (from 7, not) , various, diverse, a mother's father.

atatætautai, a. (from ītīt, various, and zils,l , a manu-

factory), engaged in various employments or pursuits ;

s. a manufactory of various articles.

tatats , a. (from at , various, and tot , per taining to

a kind), of various sorts,

atal

atatas1, s. (from ata , a distinction ofspirits), the circum

stance of every person's having a distinct spirit.

atataætā, s. (from 3t7t7, a distinction of spirits, and ata, a

word), the doctrine of every person's possessing a dis-

tinct spirit.

atatœota☎atda, - s. (from atatuata, the doctrine ofdistinct

spirits, and , an establishing) , the establishing of the

doctrine of a distinct spirit animating each individual.

atata , a. (from atat , a distinction ofspirits, and af ,

speaking), maintaining the doctrine of a distinct spirit

animating each individual.

atata , s. (from 7171, various, and tu , a spirit), a distinc-

tion of spirits or the appropriation of a distinct soul to

every person. This is atenet of the Sankhya philoso-

phers in opposition to that of the Vedantists who only

acknowledge one spirit which animates all, but is not

appropriated by any.

atatfuæ, s. (from 71 , various, and fe, a point of the com◄

pass), various points ofthe compass, various bearings or

directions.

নানাদিকস্থ, a. ( from নানাদিক ,্ various quarters, and হা, to

stand), situated in various quarters.

atathat , a. (from atta , various quarters, and f

staying), staying or continuing in various quarters of

the world.

atatfuæfo, a. (from atata , various quarters, and f³, si-

tualed), situated in various quarters or directions.

atatas , s . (from 11 , various, fast, a point ofthe com-

pass, and , a country), various quarters and coun-

tries.

atataefly, a. (from atatfaiy *, varicus quarters and coun-

tries , belonging to various quarters and countries.

নান্যদিগ্বিদিক্ , s. (from নানা , various , দিক্, a point of the com

pass, aud fæfiæ, an intermediate point), various cardi-

nal and intermediate points, various directions.

atatzat, s. (from atat, various, and cat, a country) , various

countries.

atateqafazta, s. (from atatat, various countries, and

fata, a residence), a residence in various countries.

atateanfaatat, a . (from various countries, and

ff , residing), residing in various countries.

attata, 8. (from att *†, various countries, and at♬, a

residence), a residence in various countries.

atatatatat, a. (from atatiat, various countries, and if ",

residing), residing in various countries.

, s. (from atatu , various countries, and Id,

atravelling), a travelling through various countries,

#10
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সংবাদে শম্ভুযণ করিক, a. ( from নানাদেশ , a travelling in vari

ous countries, and ige, doing , travelling in various

countries ; s. a person who travels in various coun-

tries.

নানাদেশভ্রমণকারী, a. (from নানাদেশ , atravelling through

various countries, and tf , doing) , travelling through

various countries.

ataka , a. (from atatēt, various countries , and 1 , to

stand , situated in various countries.

stakadatot, a. (from atatut, various countries, and f

staying , staying or continuing in various countries.

tatas, a. (from atat , various countries, and f43,

situated), situated in various countries .

Hatay, a. (from atatiat, various countries) , belonging

to various countries.

atata, a. (from 7171, various), various , diverse, divers.

atatu, s. (from 11 , various, and f¸, a road), various

roads or ways.

atatut , a. (from atatu, various roads, and stta , going),

going in various or divers ways.

att , s. (from ta , rarious, Я , a way, and a, service ,

an idolater, one who accommodates himself to every

form of religion.

giateuttaaz, s. (from atatu, various ways, and WTFF, a

depending on , the making profession of the tenets of

various sects.

atateutzea), a. (from atatu, various w¹ys, an ass ,

depending on), making profession of the tenets of vari-

ous sects.

atatgjata, a. (from ata, various, and , a sort), of vari-

ous kinds.

atata , a (from atat, various, and ad, a colour), of various

colours, parti-coloured, checkered, of various sorts.

ataifa, o.
(from 131, various, and fa̸ , a sort) , of various

kinds.

att , s . (from atat , various, and , a dress), various

habits or dresses.

নানাৱেশবারক, a. (from নানাৱেশ, various dresses, and ধারক,

assuming) , assuming various habits or dresses, assum-

ing various shapes or appearances .

নানাবেশধারণ, ও (from নানাশে, various dresses , and ধারণ ,

an assuming ,the assuming ofvarious habits or dresses,

the assuming of various appearances.

নানাবেশধারী, a. ( from নাকাশে, rarious dresses, and বাটন,

assuming), assuming various habits or dresses, assum-

ing various appearances.

atatata, s. (from tat, various, and t , a circumstance),

various circumstance, various tendencies .

atat.

atatas, c. (from ata!, various, and 3, a manner) , various ,

various sects of religion or philosophy.

atatз , s . (from tatas, various sects, and , a

collection), a collection of the opinion of various sects .

atatagansgætzē, ɑ . (from atatæ 5, a collection of the

opinions of various sects, and te, doing), making a col-

lection of the opinions of various sects ; s. a person

who collects the tenets of various sects.

নানামত সংগ্রহকারী, a. (from নানামতসংগ্রহ, a collection of the

opinions ofvarious sects, and if , making), making a

collection of the tenets ofvarious sects.

ননিমিতসংস্থাপক , a. (from নানামত , rarious sects, and সংস্থাপক,

establishing), establishing various opinions ; s. a person

who establishes the principles of various sects, a latitu

dinarian.

নানামতসংস্থাপন, s. (from নানামত, various sects, and সংস্থাপন,

afixing , the maintaining or establishing of the tenets

of various sects.

নানামতয় স্থাপনকারক, a. (from নানমিডস' স্থাপন, the establish-

ing ofthe principles of various sects, and tæ, making),

maintaining or establishing the tenets of various sects ;

s. a person who maintains the tenets of various sects, a

latitudinarian.

নানামত স’স্থাপনকারী, a. (from নানামতস' স্থাপন, the establishing

of the principles of various sects, and fa , doing),

maintaining the tenets of various sects .

নানামতাবলম্বন , s. (from নানামত, various sects, and অবলম্বন, dea

pending), a making profession of the tenets of various

sects.

atatasta , a. (from atatas, various, sects, and af ,

depending), making profession of the tenets of various

sects.

atatas, ad. (loc . case of atat³), variously.

atata, a. (from atat , various, and , a colour), of various

colours, parti-coloured, checkered, of various sorts.

atata , a. (from 17 , various, and , coloured), vari-

ously coloured , checkered.

atata, s. (from atat, various, and , sentiment), a variety

of sentiment.

atstgays, a (from atatṛā, various sentiments, and ™ ,join-

ed to), full of various sentiments.

atata , s. (from ¬† , various, and at, a form), various

forms ; a, polymorphous.

atata , a . (from att , various forms, and , to have),

assuming various shapes or forms, polymorphous,

atataastaæ, u . (from atstās, various forms, and 217æ, as-

suming), assuming various shapes or forms, polymor

phous,
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সানকিপধারণ , s. (from attal, various forms , and ধারণ , an

assuming), the having or assuming of various shapes or

forms.

লালকিপধারী, a : (from নানকি , various forms, and বারিন, as-

suming), assuming various shapes or forms, polymor-

phous.

atat , a. (from atat, various, and f, a meaning), various

meanings, various purposes or objects.

tat , a. (from atatu, various meanings, and , to know ,

acquainted with various meanings or interpretations .

31, s . (from atat , acquainted with various mean-

ings), the circumstance of being acquainted with vari-

ous meanings or interpretations.

atat , s. (from atat , a quainted with various mean-

ings , the circumstance of being acquainted with vari-

ous meanings or interpretations.

tatta, s. (from tat , various meanings, and ta, know-

ledge), a knowledge of various meanings or interpretati-

ons.

atatuats , a. (from atat , various mearings, and 6 , ex-

pressing), expressing various meanings or objects .

atatuatst, a. (from atat , various meanings, and if ex-ৰাচিন

pressing), expressing various meanings or objects.

atate, a. (from atatu, varius metnings, and f , to

know), acquainted with various meanings or interpreta-

tions.

atatú , s . (from atat , various meanings , and cy, one

who knows), a person acquainted with various mean-

ings or interpretations.

atata , s. (from atat , various words, and IF, ɑ

collection), a collection of various words, a dictionary.

Fini*q=' ggad', s . (from atat , a coll.ction of

words, and ☎ý, a doer), a person who makes a collecti-

on of various or different words.

atat* q=*ge@iaæ, a. (from atat , a collection ofwords,

and at , doing), making a collection of various words ;

8. a person who makes a collection of various words.

নানাশদসংগ্রহকারী, a. ( from নানাশসংগ্রহ , a collection of

words, and at , making), making a collection of va-

rious or different words.

atata, s. (from ata¹ , various, and , a weapon), various

weapons.

atatam tigæ, ɑ. (from atatata, various weapons , and Ha ,

holding), armed with various sorts of weapons ; s . one

who bears arms of various sorts.

atated, s. (from atatata, various weapons, and 4,

a heling), the bearing arms ofvarious kinds.

atai.

atatta , a. (from atat , various weapons, and at ,

holding), armed with various sorts of weapons.

, s. (from ata , various, and tt , a sciences) , vari-

ous writings, various sciences.

atati , a . (from atat , various science, and , to

know ), acquainted with various writings, acquainted

with various sciences .

att31, s. (from tatt , acquainted with various

-sciences), the circumstance of being acquainted with va

rious writings, an acquaintance with various sciences.

atati , s . (from tatt , a quainted with various sci-

ences), the circumstance of being acquainted with vari-

ous writings, an acquaintance with various sciences.

atatatœxta, s . (from atatia, various sciences, and ,

knowledge), a knowledge of various writings, a know-

ledge of various sciences.

atatati , a. (from atatatt , various writings, and 3, con-

tained , contained in various writings.

atatatsfatiga, a. (from alatti vrious sciences, and

fa , eminent), eminent in the knowledge of various

books, well versed in various sciences.

ata , s. (from atat , vari uz sciences, and

197, study) , the reading or study of various books or

sciences.

নানাশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়নকারক, a. (from নদি শাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন, the study of va-

rious sciences, and tae, making , studying various

books or sciences ; s. a person who studies various

books or sciences.

atatt@rågaætt, a. (from atatitarga, the study of ca-

rious sciences, and tf , doing), studying various books

or sciences.

ata , a. (from tattle , various sciences, and

aarte, giving instruction) , giving instruction in vari-

ous sciences ; s. a person who superintends the study

of various sciences.

atatatata , s. (from atatia, various sciences, and

1, a giving instruction), a superintending or

directing the study of various sciences.

atata, s. (from atat, various, and , a weapon), various

weapons.

atatzâtgæ, « . (from alītā, various weapons, and Atxæ, hold—

ing), armed with various kinds of weapons ; s. a person

who bears arms of various sorts.

alalatçı, s. (from ata , various weapons, and aid, a

holding), the bearing arms of various kinds.

atatet , a. (from rata, various weapons, and Tiga, hold.

ing), armed with various sorts of weapons.
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Afz1.

atatasta , s. (from tatt , various places, and sta , a

going), a going to various places.

ataratasit³), a./from atatata, various places, and stifär, go-

ing), going to various places.

atatatatas, a. (from atatta, various places, and 13,

past), past over various places.

atatatat, a. (from at , various, and t , aplace), strolling,

unsettled.

ata , s. (from atat, a maternal grandfather), a maternal

grandmother.

akatata, s. (from at , various, and sto, an expedient), va-

rious expedients.

atzateligt21, s. (from tatty, various expedients, and

, accomplishable , accomplishable by various me-

thods or expedients .

atatdefa , a. (from atcatЯts, various expedients, and fa≈,

accomplished), accomplished by various expedients or

means.

নানোপায়ী,atcats , a. (from atat , various, and stif , using expedi

ents , using various means or expedients .

akatataai, s. (from ¬†71 , various, and 84171, obsequious at-

tention), various sorts of sedulous attention.

at , s . (from 3 , to rejoice), praise, a benediction .

ata , s. (from atat, praise, and at , chief) , an ancestor,

viz. those who are eminently worthy of praise. Among

the Hindoos a species of religious worship is paid to the

ancestors.

¤¤¤, s. (from 7 , an ancestor, and an offer-

ingto themanes), an oblation to the manes of ancestors.

a. (from U, not, and simș, choice), not chosen,

not approved.

* te, a. (from l³, not, and l , pure), impure, unclean.

tits, s. (from 7, not, and , to obtain), a barber.

v. n. (from 7 , to descend), to descend, to purge off by

stool. This though common is a wrong spelling arising

from a vicious pronunciation of the word. It ought to

be written and pronounced at .

ata , s. (from ), a boat, and af , a bone), in anatomythe

name ofa particular bone in the wrist, ( Os naviculare .)

ta , v. a. (from , to bathe), to bathe another person, toim-

merse a thing.

ĦAŽA, 8. (from 1, to bathe), the immersing or bathing of

a person.

atatēta, s. (from Gì, a boat, and tata, a form) , boat-shap-

ed, cymbiform.

atzifa , a. (from 3 , no , and , acquainted with), un-

acquainted with, ignorant,

wifs.

atatafs, a. (from ca¶, a boat, and stafs, aform), boat-shapè

ed , cymbiform.

atatafofa , s. (from tatas , boat- shaped, and fan , a hole),

In anatomy one ofthe cavities of the ear, (Scapha. )

atata , s. (from atatas, bo rt-shaped, and af , a bon ?),

In anatomy the name of a particular bone of the wrist

(Scaphoides.)

সাবাকৃতঃস্থিজিদু , s. (from সাবকৃতস্থি, a part of the ear, and

fa , a hole), In anatomy one of the cavities of the ear,

(Scapha.)

ataifaxi, a. (from l;, not, and ,, right), not right or

just, improper.

att , s. (from , to bathe), the immersing or bathing ofa

person or thing.

atata, a. (from 1 , to descend , low.

tat , a. (from 3, not, and ¿ ly, arrived ofyears ofmatu

rily), under lawful age to manage his own concerns.

at , a. (from 77, praise), late in the season, later than the

proper season.

affe , s . (from.ca , a beal), a navigator, a pilot, a helmsman,

a waterman.

atfat, s. (from 7 , to descend), a descending, a purging

by stool.

ata , a . (from , not, and , understanding', dull of un

derstanding, having weak intellects, stupid.

ta , a. (from ca , a boat), navigable.

ats, s. (from a , to bind), the navel, the centre of a circle,

the nave of a wheel.

atfsæða, s. (from tf , the navel, and , an earring),

the navel.

af , s . (from at , the navel, and , a well), the de-

pression in the middle of the navel.

atfetto, s. (from tfs, the navel, and cst , a prominent

navel), a prominent navel, a lump of flesh on the navel.

atfect, s . (from if , the navel, and c , a country), the

region ofthe navel.

atsatsa , s. (from affs, the navel, and an intes-

tine-like cord , the umbilical cord.

নাভিনাড়ীঘরক্তপুৰাহাড়ী, s. (from न ভিনাড়ীs, situatedon the

unibilical cord, and test, an artery), an artery

situated on the umbilical cord.

atsatsitateaatst, s. (from tsats , situated on the

navel string, and states , a vein), a vein on the

umbilical cord.

atta, s. (from at , the navel, and Яt , a ripening), a

tumor on the navel.

ata , s. (from atfs , navel, and a , the midst), the cen

tre of the navel.
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ty, s. (from tf , the navel, and exttu, a swelling), a

swelling or prominence of the navel.

atata , s. (from as, the navel, and 3, a pond),

a depressed navel.

te , a. (from af , the narel, and 1, to stand), situated,

on the navel.

নাভিবৃদ্ধনাড়ী, s. (from নাতি , situated on the navel, and

atst, a large intestine), the umbilical cord or navel

string.

" 1

atisza, s. (from af , the navel, and , a place) , the re-

gion of the navel.

ata, s. (from atfs, the navel, and , a lake), the cavity

of the navel, a depressed navel.

15163, a . (from , the navel, and , within) , within

the navel.

75 , a. (from * , the navel, and , to stand on),

situated upon the navel.

atan , a. (from at , on the navel, and af ,
নাত্যুপরিস্থায়ী, নাড্যুপরি , স্থায়ি

staying), staying or continuing on the navel.

faf , a. (from 151 , on the navel, and f3, silua-

ted , situated on the navel.

, v. n. (from , to bow), to descend, to condescend, to

purge by stool.

ata, s. (from ata , a name), a name, reputation, an appel-

Jation . Constructed with , to do, this word signifies to

repeat aname, to extol ; with at , to keep, or 1, to give,

it means to give a name, to name a child ; with a† ' , to

cause to increase, it means to promote a person's fame

or respect.

ata , a. (from ta, to descend), bending downwards, caus-

ing to bend downwards. In anatomy the flexor muscle.

ataæad, s. (from at , a name, and zạ4, a doing), the giv-

ing of a name to a child , the naming of any thing, the

repeating of a person's name.

2

ata , s. from t , a name, and , a proclaiming , the

proclaiming ofa name. In Hindoo law this term is used

to signify the inserting or recording of a name in a le-

gal writing or deed.

ast , s. (from at , a name, and t , a particular fish),

the name of a particular kind of fish, Centropomus

Chanda, and Zeus oblonga, Buchanan's Mss . )

atas , a. (from at , a name, and fof , marked), mark-

ed with a name.

atatta, s. (from ata, a name, and tstta, to awaken), the

signalizing of a person or thing.

tt , a. (from ata, a name, and j, possessed of, named,

denominated,

नथि

atata , s. (from t , a name, and flowing), the ce-

lebration of a name.

atastet, a. (from ata, a name, and ɔtēt, a calling), the call-

ing of a person by his name.

atasata, a. (from t , a name, and t , immersed), oflost

or ruined reputation.

atai, s. (from at , to descend) , the multiplication table.

atanta, a. (from ta, a name, and , holding), renowned.

tâ a. (from Ft , a name, and , to have), named, called,

denominated.

atat , s. (from at , a name, and 3, a verbal root), a ver-

bal root formed from a noun.

att, a . (from t , a name, and 3 , having), named,

called, denominated ,

atay, a. (from a, a name , named, called, denominated,

AI, s. (from 7 , to descend), a descending, a bowing, a

condescending.

ataas , a . (from 3, not, and j, kie , consent), unwilling.

ata , s. (from 7 , to descend), the roots which descend

from the branches of the Ficus indica, and take root in

the ground so as ultimately to become distinct trunks.

atatē, « . (from 7ta, a name, and ō , announcing), ex,

pressing a name ; s . ( in grammar) a proper name.

ataat , a. (from at , a name, and , expressing), ex-

pressing a name,

ataatșta, s. (from ¬†¤, a name, and ṛṣṭī, the increasing of

a thing , the gaining of additional fame or reputation.

ataata, s. (from Itą, a name, and af , mere), a mere name.

ata *:, s. (from ¬†¤, a name, and ¤ , fame), renown, fame.

ata , a. (from 3, not, and do, a male), effeminate, unmaṇ-

ly.

ata , 2. (from , a name, and , obtained), famous,

illustrious.

talat , s . (from 77, a name, and tt, obliteration), the loss

or destruction of a name, the decay of reputation, the

extinction of a person's name.

atacatuatge, n . (from atacate , the extinction ofa name, and

t , doing), effecting the extinction of a person's name

or reputation ; s. a person who effects the extinction of

another's name or reputation,

stacataætz , a. (from atacat , the extinction ofa name, and

, doing), effecting the extinction ofa person's name

or reputation .

ata , s. from at , a name, and , aproclaiming),

the proclaiming or publishing of a name.

stzælószize, a . (from at , the proclaiming of a

name, and tax, doing), proclaiming or publishing a
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নায়, atai.

name ; s . a person who proclaims or celebrates the name

ofanother.

tì, a. (from ata , the proclaiming of a

name, and if doing), proclaiming or publishing a

name.

, v . a. (from , to descend , to cause to descend, to

-lower.

aat, s . (from , to descend), the causing a person or

thing to descend, the lowering of a thing.

ata , s. (from ta, a descending, and sti , an ascending),

a descending and ascending, a purging and vomiting.

atriam, a. (from l³, not, and J,ïx , reflected on), improper.

atas , a. (from ata, a name, and as, marked), mark-

ed with a name.

ata, s. (from , to descend), the causing a person to de-

scend, the lowering of a thing.

1 , s . (from 1, neg. aud ata , the regarding of any

thing), the not admitting of a thing, the objecting to a

thing, the over-ruling of a thing.

atta , s . (from , neg. and 11, the allowing of a thing),

the dissallowing or objecting to a thing.

atatīja, s. (from ata, a name, and ¤tafa, a row), the name

of a sort of cloth worn by the Hindoos which is printed

like chintz, with the names of their gods.

atata , s . (from at , a name, and 6, nectar), the nectar

ofa name.

, . (fromat , a name, and at , a refuge), the tak-

ing refuge under any particular name.

ataifas, a. (from ata, a name and tf , protected , secur-

ed or protected by a name.

Rifazi, 8. (from xã, to descend) , a descending, a bowing, a

condescending
.

aizaifaa, a . (from lɔ , not, and li , proper) , improper,

inexpedient
.

atzi , s. (from ata, to descend) , the bottom , the lower part.

Ruatro, ad. (loc. case of att¹), beneath, below, under.

19, s. (from , to take), a guiding or directing either mo-

ral or physical.

hige, s. (from ✈, to take) , a leader, a guide, a conductor,

one who seizes, a constable, an inferior officer, a chief,

a head, a general, a cominander, the central gem of a

In the amatory poetry of the Hindoos the

necklace.

husbandorlover; a. leading
, guiding

, conducting

, chief
,

principal.

tafa, s. (from at , an accomplished

singer
, and

strength , an

accomplished singer or one acquainted
with all the nodes

of music
.

atgift, s . (from atge, a leader , and afft, a governor), a

king a sovereignu.

algas, a. (from ty , leader), belonging to a leader or guide,

Belonging to a lover.

af , s. (from 1 , to leop), in amatory poems ofthe Hin

doos, the wife or mistress, a name of Doorga .

atfifa , s . (from 11, Doorga, and ff , accomplish-

ment), a state represented in the books of Yoga or ab-

straction as so compleatly uniting the mind to Doorga

that the person who has acquired it obtains thereby the

accomplishment of his wishes.

atfratarta, s. (from atfiat, a musical mode, and td,

a particular tune) , a particular tune or musical mode.

atfaiætaşı, s. (from fx , the name ofa celebrated singer,

and tat, aparticular musical mode), a particular musi-

cal mode or key.

aiga, s. (from li , not, and li̟, to obtain), a deputy.

at , a. (from 7 , hell), infernal, hellish ; s. hell.

ata , a. (from 3 , hell), impious, hellish.

ata , s. (from at , water, and 1, to give), the name of aHin

deo sage who by carrying tales occasioned frequent quar

rels among the gods.

atants, a. (from at , the name of a sage), belonging to or

connected with the sage Naruda.

ataætà, s. (from li , not, and i), the settling ofa thing),

the not settling of things.

atat , s. (from atstat, an orange), an orange.

atatata , a. (from atat , an orange,, and a , a colour),

orange-coloured.

atara , s. (from tait, an orange, and c , a citron), an

orange.

atátʊ, s. (from ata, mîn, and 5º, to eat), an iron arrow.

atata, a. (from lj, not, and , pleased), not pleased or

satisfied.

tetit, s. (from ls, not pleased) displeasure, dissatisfac.

tion.

atata , s. (from 7ta, water, and d , a moving), the name

ofVishnoo considered as the being who existed before all

worlds and moved on the waters of creation.

atat læÐ, 8.atata , s. (from tata , Narayuna, and c , a field), the

space of four cubits on each side of the water of the

Ganges.

atatgasa , s. (from tat , a name of Vishnoo, and est ,

white), the name of a tune or arrangement of notes in

Hindoo music.

atait, s. (from atataa, Vishnoo), a name of Lukshmee or

fortune, considered as the wife of Vishnoo.
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tatai, s. (from tatgal, belonging to Vishnoo, and 1,

an army), the troops of Narayana or Vishnoo.

mifatæ , s. (from fax, watery), the coco-nut, (Cocos nuci

fera).

atfaces, s. (from
fata , a coco-nut, and af , a

gourd), a dish made by cooking coco-nuts with gourds .

নারিকেলকোরা , s . ( from নারিকেল, a coconut, and কোরা, puip ),

the pulp of a coco-nut made by dividing or breaking it

into thin slices.

' ,
atfacæmstiași, s. (from alfate , a coco-nut, and stași, the

stalk ofa coco-leaf), the petiole including the mid-rib of

a coco-nut leaf.

নারিকেলছোবড়া , s. (from নারিকেল, a coconut , and ছৌড়', a

husk), the external green covering or riad of the coco-

nut.

ata , s. (from aifa , a coco-nut, and s, root), a

sort of cloth.

aifangfa, s. (from fat , a coco-nut, and of , a pivce),

a piece or fragment of the kernel of a coco-nut when it

is ripe

atacantem, s . (from fate , a coco-nut, and t3 , oil), coco-

nut oil.

atacanfs, s. (from that , a coco-nu' , and afs, a rope), a

rope made of the fibres of the outside green husk of

the coco-nut.

tara , s . (from that , a coco-nut, and at , aflower),

the name of a sort of cloth.

atforaasta , s. (from ata , a coco-nut, and sta , baked).

a dish made of the kernel ofthe coco-nut baked or fried.

atfacæmatmi, s. (from atface , a coco-nut, and æt , the shell

ofa coco-nut , the internal hard shell of the coco-nut

which contains the kernel, a cup made of a coco-nut

shell,

atfiæamì3, s. (from fat™ , a coco-nut, and ‹ , a softun-

ripe kernel), the soft kernel of the coco-nut when it first

begins to be formed.

alfament, s . (from that , a coco-nut, and , a sort

ofsweetmeat), a kind of sweetmeat, one of the chief in-

gredients of which is the kernel of the coco-nut,

ata, s. (from a , a man), a woman.

atista, s. (from atat, a woman, and st4, a genus), woman

kind.

tista , s. (from taste, woman-kind, and a , the midst),

among women, the midst of woman-kind.

Istq , a. (from asta , among women, and , to

stand), situated among women.

নারীগণমধ্যস্থিত , a. (from নারীগণমধা , among women, and স্থিত,

situated), situated among women,

ata.

ta , s. (from tal, a woman, and 2 , duty), the duties

or proper work of a woman, the menstrual flux .

atta, a. (from ta , a woman, and t , devoted to ,

devoted to women, fond of the society of women, at

tentive to women.

নারীপরায়ণতা, s . ( from নারীপরায়ণ, devoted to women), a fond-

ness for the society of women, devotedness or assiduous

attention to women.

নারীপরায়নতাবিরহ, s. ( from নারীপরায়ণতা, devotedness to 109-

men, and faxx, freedomfrom), a freedom from devoted.

ness to women.

atta , s. (from att , devoted to women), a fond

ness for the society of women, devotedness or assiduous

attention to women.

ata , a. (from atì, a woman, and f , beloved), fond of

women.

taš, s. (from at , a woman, and as, a class), woman.

kind, the class of woman.

atuïta, s. (from txt, a woman, and at , a multitude

ofsimilar things), a multitude of women, an assembly

of women.

atza , s. (from ta , a woman, and , a multitude), a

multitude of women.

ata, s. (from da, to fasten), a tube, the stalk of a water-lily,

a tubular stalk, the culm ofgrass , a tubular vessel ofthe

body, slaver ; also from , a sandal, x , a horse-shee, in

a horse-shoe . Constructed with 3, to fall, it means to

drivel, with it , tofasten, it means to shoe a horse.

zaæÌ, s. (from z , a tub ), the name of a plant (Hibiscus

cannabinus) , a sort of chair palaukeen.

atastşı, a. (from at , slaver, and tșt, a falling), drivelling.

atsæ¤, ș. (from Jaj, a horse-shoe, and S , tofast:n), aনালন্দ,

shoeing smith, one who shoes horses.

atmaat, s. (from SR , a shoer ofhorses), shoeing horses,

a subsidy,

ataátta, s. (from Jez, a horse shoe, and 12 , thefastening

of a thing) , the shoeing of a horse.

ataalfdatṣi, s. (from at , covered with slaver, and ftat ,

an ant), the name of a species of ant which is covered

with a viscid fluid.

ata , s. (from gatal, a tube), a rivulet, a creek, an outlet,

atatay, a . (from 1 , slaver), drivelling.

atЯtegæ, a. (from L3, no' , and ÿ¿Y, worthy), unworthy, unfit,

atfaæt*træ, s. (from that, aparticular plant, and , an

edible plant), the name of a plant the leaves of which

are often used as a pot herb, (Hibiscus cannabinus .)

Atfag , s. (from at , to bind), the common name ofthe edi

ble species of amaranthus.

20

2
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fats, s. (from fa, a lube, and cuts, a boil), a name giv-

en to a defect in the weaving of cloth by which a

thread of the woof is carried for some distance on the

outside instead ofbeing properly woven with the warp .

atfat, s. (from Lüli, a complaint), a complaint, a plaint.

afa , s. (from , a complaint, and S4, a binding),

engaged as plaintiff in a law suit.

siami, s. (from , a complaint), a plaintiff.

atal, s. (from ã , a tube), a tube, a fistula, a drain, a sluice.

ata , s. (from at , slaver), a driveller ; a . thin, worn.

ata181, 8. (from 7 , a reed, and a, a sort offish), a

species offish, (Centrapomus ambasse, La Cepede .)

, s. (from qt, to perish), destruction, ruin, perdition.

aitē, a. (from 4*, to perish), destroying, ruinous ; s. a de-

stroyer.

artatge, a. (from t , destruction, and ta , doing), de-

stroying, causing ruin or destruction ; s . a destroyer.

attì, a. (from at , destruction, and tf , doing), de-

stroying, causing ruin or destruction .

, a. (from att, destruction, and , producing),

producing ruin or destruction.

AISIA , a . (from at , destruction, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from destruction or perdition.

at , ad. (loc. case of t ), for the purpose of de

struction or ruin.

ata, s. (from , to perish), the destroying or ruining of

a thing.

tae, a. (from a , destruction, and faze, causing to

cease), causing destruction or ruin to cease.

fat , a. (from att, des'ruction, and farta , prevent

ing), preventing ruin or destruction.

afata , s. (from *, destruct on, and faætad, prevent-

ing), the preventing of ruin or destruction.

Aff , s. (from , destruction, and fafs, cessation), the

cessation of ruin or destruction.

attfafaga, a. (from att, destruction, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad, from

or because ofruin or destruction.

affa , ad. (from , destruction, and fafa , a cause),

for the sake of ruin or destruction.

at**¥, a. (from d , to perish), perishable, destructible.

, ud. (from , destruction, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad. from

or because of ruin or destruction .

afzai, ad. (from , destruction, and F ), without), with-

out or beside ruin or destruction.

ff , a. (from t , destruction, and ff , possessed

of), involved in ruin or destruction,

atcxit.

attarfe , a. (from att, destruction, and ff , except-

ed) , ruin or destruction excepted .

নাশাতিরেক, s . (from নাশ , destruction, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of ruin or destruction.

নাশ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofনাশৰ্যতিরেক), with the excepti-

on of ruin or destruction, without or beside ruin or de-

struction.

ata , a . (from 7 , destruction, and F, joined to), con-

nected with or involved in ruin or destruction .

atts , a. (from at , destruction, and cist , worthy),

worthy of or deserving destruction or perdition.

af³, a. (from , destruction , and af₹3, destitute of),

free from ruin or destruction.

a , a. (from att, destruction , and T , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad . from or

because of ruin or destruction.

attttt , s . (from t , destruction, and tatt , desire), a

desire for ruin or destruction .

attæt , a. (from , destruction, and atta , desirous),

desirous of ruin , or destruction.

tata, s. (from tt, destruction, and afsata, desire), a

desire for ruin or destruction.

attfatal, a. (from at , destruction, and atfaa, desira

ous) , desirous of ruin or destruction.

attt , a. (from att, destruction, and , fit), fit or proper

to be destroyed.

fs, a. (from du , to perish), destroyed, ruined, spoiled.

ata , s. (from at , destruction, and , desire), a desire

for ruin or destruction.

atta, a. (from at*, destruction, and 3 , desirous), desirous

of ruin or destruction.

*s , a. (from at , destruction, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of ruin or destruction ,

atts, a. (from att, destruction , and 8413, engaged in),

about to cause ruin or destruction.

atcattāï³, s. (from , destruction, and 8415, engaged in),

engaged in the work of ruin or destruction.

Attartst, s. (from , destruction, and stst, endeavour),

an effort or endeavour to ruin or destroy.

text¿tsfì, a. (from , destruction, and sɩrist , endea-

Touring), engaging with zeal in the work of ruin or de-

struction.

te , s. (from att , destruction, and 8 , a beginning),

the commencement of ruin or destruction.

*****, s. (from *, destruction, and set , instruc◄

tion), instruction or advice which has ruin or destruc

tion for its object,

Nnnn
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att , a. (from att, destruction , and 8 , giving

instruction), teaching or advising ruin or destruction.

attat , s. (from tt, destruction, and sty, an expedi-

ent), a method or expedient to ruin or destroy.

at?*tet?], a. (from 7 , destrucion, and sata , forming ex-

pedients), forming expedients to ruin or destroy.

, a. (from t, to perish) , perishable destructible.

at , a. (from 7 , destroyed), having his owner destroyed,

having his possessions destroyed , bereft of an owner, be-

reft of properly.

ata, s. (from ata , the nose), snuff.

atanta, s. (from at , snuff, and

atata, s. (from at , snuff, and

box.

fd , holding), a snuff-box .

, holding), a snuff-

ata , s. (from at , to sound), the nose, a tumor in the nos-

trils, the upper horizontal piece of a door frame, a liutel .

ataifa , s. (from at , the nose, and fa , a hole), a nos-

tril.

নাসজ্বির , s. ( from at , a tumor in the nostrils, and জ্বর , a

fever), a fever occasiond by a tumor in the nostrils .

intfs, s. (from A , the nose), the name of a plant which is

said to produce sneezing, (Artimisia madraspatana. )

atatqfacuta, s . (from † , a tumor in the nostrils, and

મિઙ.

the nose, and gatal, a tube), in anatomy the name ofa

channel or duct ( Ductus ad nasum. )

atfaæta®atææ, s. (from atfax , the nose, and Fata®, com-

pressing), in anatomy, the name of a muscle the use of

which is to compress the nose (Compressor naris. )

atfa@taatge, s . (from atfa , the nose, and
tg , caus

ing to converge), in anatomy the name of a muscle per-

taining to the nose (Compressor naris.)

নাসিকাস' মৰ্দ্দক , s. ( from নাসিকা, the nose, and म' মর্দ্দক, cont-

pressing , in anatomy the name of a muscle pertaining

to the nose Compressor naris.)

atatata , s. (from , it is not, and li̟, it was not),

ruined, compleatly destroyed .

at , (Sungskrit phrase, composed of 7, not, and afs, it is),

it is not.

aifa , s. (from af , it is not), an atheist, an infidel.

atf31, s. (from fe, an atheist), atheism, iufidelity.

atf , s . (from atf , an atheist), atheism, infidelity.

নাস্তিকপথ, s . (from নাস্তিক, an atheist, and পথি , a road) , the

road or profession of atheism.

afuta , s. (from atfa , profession ofatheism, and

DI, a depending on) , the making a profession of

atheism, a joining with the sect of atheists.

fara, compleat dryness), a disease consisting in a pain- feta , a. (from tf , the profession of a'heism,

ful dryness ofthe nostrils .

atatatæ, s. (from ¬†¤¹, a tumor in the nostril, and Яt , a

ripening), the suppuration of a tumor in the nostrils.

atatets , s. (from at , a tumor in the nostrils, and tst, a

share), the name of a plant, (Justicia bicalyculata. )

tata , s. (from atai, the nose, and am, filth), the mucus of

the nose.

atata , s. (from at , the nose, and , a hole), the nos-

trils.

tata , s. (from ,the nostrils, and ‹ , a per-

foration), a perforation of the septum of the nose.

নাসারন্ধ্রভেদক, a. (from নাসারন্ধ্র, the nostrils, and ভেদক, per-

forating), perforating the septum of the nose ; s. an in-

strument used to perforate the septum ofthe nose.

ataatst, s. (from , a tumor in the nostril, and cats, a

disease), a tumor in the nostrils to which the natives of

Hindoost'han are very liable.

atacats , a. (from atat, a tumor in the nostrils, and cast ,

diseased), afflicted with a tumor in the nostrils.

af , s. (from at , to sound), the nose.

affats, s. (from , the nose, and я, a point), the point

or end of the nose.

নাসিকাপুতিগাপুিনালী,s. (from নাসিক প্রতিমামিন, approaching

and , depending on), making a profession of

atheism, joining the sect of atheists.

atísæa3, s. (from † , an atheist, and 13, a principle or

tener), the tenets of atheism.

নাস্তিকমতালম্বন, s . (from নাস্তিকমত, the tenets of atheism, and

, a depending on), the embracing or making pro-

fession of atheistical tenets.

নাস্তিকমতালম্বী , a. ( from নাস্তিকয়ত, the tenets of atheism, and

, depending on), holding or professing atheisti

cal tenets.

' ,at , s. (from afa , an atheist) , atheism, infidelity.

atxæ, a. (from l¡ , not , and jɔ, proper), unrighteous, im-

proper, unjust.

atatag, s. (from 7, not, and ₹ , to laugh), the name of a tree

(Erythrina alba, Buchanan's Mss.)

Aixi, ad. (from 3, not, and fx, certainly) , no, certainly not,

not.

fa, a preposition only used in composition, it generally adds

the idea of compleatness or excellence to the word to

which it is prefixed .

fats, a. (from fa , prep. and at , a diagonal), straight, at

right angles, not diagonal.

fasta, s. (from fa , a pin or stake), a wooden trowel used

by plasterers for fine work,
15
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fant.

say, s. (from 13 , water, and cat , to cut), the name of an

aquatic plant, (Sagittaria sagittifolia . )

farș, v. n. (from fax, prep. and -15, to give pain), to drip .

fa57, s. (from 3, to drip), the dripping of water from

wet clothes .

fi, v. a. (from fa, prep. and 15, to give pain), to wring

out, to strain or squeeze out, to force the juice out ofa

fruit, to press grapes or other fruit in order to express

the juice, to wring or force the water out of clothes.

faşize , s. (from fa31 , to wring out) , the wringing of wa

ter out of clothes, the pressing of fruits to express their

juices.

fașta, s. (from 31 , to wring out , the wringing of water

out of clothes, the pressing of fruits to express their

juices.

fas , a. (from f ' , to wring out), grinding, rapacious.

fifṣæi, s. (from 3, to drip), the dripping of water from

wet clothes or other things.

fifty, a. (from fag, prep. and y, a man ofthe milita,

ry tribe), destitute ofmen of the military class .

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and f , to throw), deposited,

pledged, abandoned, rejected , given up , cast away.

fi:, a. (from fix, prep. and 1, hunger), not hungry,

destitute of appetite.

fræði, s. (from fag, prep. and 1, hunger), the absence of

hunger, want of appetite.

fauza, a. (from fag, prep. and , agitated , unagitated,

undisturbed, tranquil, placid, quiet.

fa: 59, s. (from fag, prep. and fit, to throw), a deposit or

pledge which is described and known.

fit , a. (from fi , prep. and fat, to throw), depositing

with another, pledging ; s . a person who deposits arti-

cles with another.

নিঃক্ষেপকারক, a . ( from নিঃক্ষেপ , a deposit, and কারক, doing),

making a deposit, pledging ; s . a person who deposits ar-

tieles with another.

নিঃক্ষেপকারী, a. ( from নিঃক্ষেপ, a deposit, and কারিন, doing),

making a deposit, pledging.

নিক্ষেপাপহরণ , s. (from নিঃক্ষেপ, a deposit, and অপহরণ , a with-

drawing), the withdrawing of a deposit or pledge.

নিক্ষেপাপছারী, a. (from নিঃক্ষেপ, a deposit, and অপছারি , with-

drawing), withdrawing a deposit or pledge.

fints, s. (from fa, prep. and ( ts, agitation), quietness,

undisturbedness, repose, tranquillity.

fautsì, a. (from fa , prep. and cf , agitating) , not stir-

ring up or agitating, not disturbing or troubling.

fat , a. (fromfa prep. and , fear), safe, fearless.

fa:77.

fa: 1 , a. (from fag, prep. and *t , fear), the absence of

fear or danger, safety.

fi a . (from fa, prep. and , an enemy) , free from

enemies.

fet , a (from fa prep. and , a sound), silent, still.

fa:, a. (from fa, prep. and , a weapon), not armed,

unarmed.

fista , a. (from fa , prep. and ca, a remnant) , entire,

without remainder, compleat, uttermost.

fat , ad. (from fata, entire) , entirely, wholly, com-

pleatly, without leaving any remainder.

fa , ad. from : , entire, and , a form), en-

tirely, wholly, compleatly.

fa: fas, a. (from fag, prep. and t , an end), spent, com-

pleated famished.

fat , a. (from fa, prep. and ‹ , to purify) , capa-

ble of being cleansed or depurated.

fa , s . (from fax, prep. and cf , a row), a ladder or

s'air-case, a flight of steps.

fa: a, s. (from fia, prep. and ct , best), final beatitude.

This according to the Hindoo system of philosophy is

the liberation of the soul from all which is not spirit,

and its consequent union with the universal spirit ; hap-

piness, welfare.

fat , s. (from faz, prep. and ¤, to breathe), breathe, res-

piration, (properly the inspiration of the breath), con-

nected with is, to abandon , it means to breathe, to res-

pire.

fatata, s. (from fit , a drawing in the breath, and

, a breathing out ), respiration.

fat , a. (from fg, prep. and , a suspicion), un-

questionable, undoubted.

fa , a . (from fag, prep. and , society , solitary, alone.

fit , a. (from fa, prep. and asta, posterity), destitute

of posterity,

fans ,fa:nfus , a. (from fag, prep. and f✯, suspected), unsus-

pected, undoubted.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and ¤ , a doubt), indubita-

ble, unquestionable, clear, certain .

নিঃসন্ধি,
fifa, a. (from fig prep, and af , ajunction), whole, of

one piece, entire, seamless, inseparable, close.

, a. (from fa , prep. and , able), unable, incapa

ble, powerless.

fa , a. (from , prep. and Я , connection), destitute

of relatives or connections ; s. the want of relatives or

connections.

fana, a. (from faa, prep. and F , connection) , uncon-

nected, destitute of connections or relations.

Nnnn2
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fax.

fd, s. (from fa prep. and , to move), a going forth, a

going out, death, a dying .

fa : 31, s. (from fand, a going out, and * , a doer),

one who goes out, one who goes forth.

fa:sgdotzæ, a . (from fa¬d, a going out, and tṛæ, doing),

going forth, going out ; s. a person who goes forth.

fi:uggì, a. (from fa¬d, a going out, and if , doing),

going out, going forth.

fats, a. (from fa , prep. and at , an ally), destitute

ofhelpers or allies.

fat , a. (from fa, prep. and t , fear), fearless, fa-

miliar, tame, bold.

fata, s. (from fa , prep. and c , to whet), the tingling of

any part.

fanta, a. (from fia, prep. and Яt , quintessence), pithless,

unsubstantial, destitute of heart, destitute of substance

or solidity.

fa: tae, a. (from fa , prep. and , to move), going forth,

going out, a person who goes forth.

fantad, s. (from fag, prep. and at , the causing ofa thing

to move), the expelling of a thing, the expressing the

juice of fruits.

fazifas, a. (from fag, prep. and , to move), expelled, driven

out, cast out.

fanta, a. (from fag, prep. and Яtga, boldness), cowardly,

timid, pusillanimous, irresolute.

fanta , a. (from fax, prep. and aifa , bold), coward-

ly, timid, pusillanimous, irresolute.

fit , a. (from fag, prep. and of , bold), cowardly,

pusillanimous, timid, irresolute.

fa:, a, (from fa , prep. and , to move), gone out, gone

forth.

fat , a. (from fag, prep. and c , love), destitute of affec

tion or tenderness , dry , void of unction, unfeeling.

fa:, a. (from fag, prep. and , a trembling), not tremu-

lous.

frigh,

·

a. (from fa, prep, and , desire), free from covet-

ousness, free from desire.

17:31 , a. (from (73, prep. and , to move) , flowing out,

oozing out.

fa , a. (from fag, prep. and ◄, wealth), poor, indigent , des-

titute, bereft.

f , s. (from fa:, poor), poverty, indigence.

fa , s. (from fa , poor), poverty, indigence ; also (from

f , prep. and , property), the forfeit of property,

the alienation ofproperty, the loss ofproperty, depriva-

tion, the confiscation of property,

faz.

fa , a. (from fa , alienation of property), rapacious,

confiscating.

fa , s. (from fa , alienation, and , an account: ,

ofrents), rack-rent.

fa , v. a. (from fa , to smear), to plaster, to smear with

cow-dung.

fafie, an imitative sound used to express the continual

shewingofa pleasing object in order to entice a person.

Constructed with the adverbial participle of to do,

this word has the power of an adverb, enticingly, coax

ingly.

fiat, s. (from fa, prep. with the increment , vicinity ;

a. near, adjacent.

fata , s. (from fat, near, and 7, a going), the going

to or near a person or thing, approach.

নিকটগামী, a. (from নিকট, near, and গামিন, going ), approacha

ing, going to a person.

fastada, s . (from fit, near, and , a being), a being

near, vicinity.

fiatafiaæ, s. (from fitafé , near, and 5, skin), the

name of onę of the coats which form the scrotum, (Dar

tos.)

faætaýt, a. (from faæt, near, and af , being), near, neigh-

bouring.

fiæta, a. (from fiet, vicinity, and 1, to be situate ), near,

neighbouring.

নিকটস্থায়ী, a. (from নিকট, near, and স্থায়ি , staying ), staying

near, continuing near.

fiætfãs, a . (from fixt, near, and fx3, situated), situated

near.

ftists, a. (from fat, near, and atsts, come), cometo, ap-

proached.

নিকটাগমন, ও . ( from নিকট, near, and আগমন, a coming) , the

comingto a person or thing, approach.

fabistit, a. (from fit, near, and asta , coming), come

ing to a person or thing, approaching.

fatifaæft, ad. (from fat, vicinity), at hand, approaching

to a crisis, nearly.

fart, ad. (loc. case offat), in the vicinity, at hand, near.

নিকটোপস্থিত, a. (from নিকট, near, and ওপস্থিত, present), Pro

sent, near.

নিকটোপস্থিতি, s. ( from নিকট, near, and উপস্থিতি, a situation

near), a being present, a being near.

faæfști, a. (from fã, prep. and *fş, a cowry), poor, penni.

less.

fa , s. (from fa , to plaster), a house whichis smeared or

plasteredwith cow-dung, the plastering of a house with

cow-dung ; a. plastered or smeared,

cal
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fit. face.

fa , s. (from fa , a plastering. The last member of || fata, s. (from faxa, a bower, and i , a residence), a

this word is merely a rhyme to the first), the plastering

and smearing of a house or wall with cow-dung,

fafat, s. (from fa , or rather fax, prep. and , a shoul-

der), destitute of shoulders , a headless trunk, a sort of

malignant beings in Hindoo fable who are destitute of

head and shoulders.

f , a. (from fa , prep. and , a tax), clear, free from

taxes and duties.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to injure), the mother of

the giants or goblins ; a. near, proximate.

নিকষাত্মজ, s . ( from নিকষা, the mother ofgiants, and আত্মজ,

a son), an imp, a young giant or goblin.

fel, v. a. (from fat, to plaster), to smear, to plaster ; also

s.(from , marriage), a marriage.

faætzat, s. (from fa , to plaster), the plastering or smear-

ing of a wall or house with cow-dung.

fizi , s. (from ¿ , marriage, and ☎ , a making), a

being married, the contracting of marriage. The term

amongthe Hindoos is chiefly confined to the marriage of

a man with a widow or to an agreement to live in a state

of concubinage.

faata, s. (from fat, to smear), the smearing or plastering

anything with cow-dung.

' ,faætu , s. (from fa, prep. and fĩ, to collect), a house.

fiæta, s. (from fa, prep, and , to do), injury, offence, the

obstruction of a work, wickedness, malice, reproach,

abusive language.

fatal , a. (from fa, prep. and , to do) , hindering, injuring,

obstructing another's undertakings .

fatt, s. (from fs, prep. and at, to appear) , the payment

of a debt, the removing of an obstruction, the clearing

awayofany difficulty, the discharge of an obligation, an

issue or outlet for water.

fafafar, an imitative sound used to express the conti-

nual following of a person for the purpose of coaxing

him. Constructed with the adverbial participle of , to

do, this word has the force of an adverb, coaxingly, en-

ticingly.

fifast, s. (from fa , prep. and to throw), the name of a

class of Moosulmans who live by selling fish.

fat, s. (from faxi, a nit), a nit, a louse.

faza, a. (from fa, prep. and a, a key), penurious, stingy,

niggardly; also (from f , prep. and 5, to utter sound),

a place overspread with bushes and climbing plants, a

bower, a thicket, viz . a place where birds sing.

faxa , s. (from faga, a bower, and ₹7, aforest), a forest of

climbing plants.

residence in a bower or thicket.

faggatal, a. (from figa, a bower, and t , residing), re-

siding in a bower or thicket.

নিকুঞ্জবিহার, s. ( from নিকুঞ্জ, abower , and বিহার, a walking for

pleasure , the walking in a forest or grove for pleasure.

নিকুঞ্জৰিহারক, a. (from নিকুঞ্জ, a bower, and বিহারক, walking

about), walking for pleasure among thickets or bowers.

fazafata , a. (from fag , a bower, and feta , walking a

bout), walking for pleasure among thickets or bowers.

faæa , a. (from faga, a bower, and ', to stand), situated

in a bower or thicket.

FIT&T , a. (from fix , a bower, and f , staying),

staying or continuing in a bower or thicket.

fafas, a. (from faga, a bower, and f³, situated), situat-

ed in a bower or thicket.

fas, a. (from fa, prep . and , to do), insincere, tortuous,'

devious, dishonest, wicked, perverse, low, base, vile,

removed, set aside, dismissed , tricked, cheated, deceiv-

ed.

faafs, s . (from fa , prep. and , to do), wickedness, disho

nesty, abuse, reproach, poverty, indigence, rejection,

removal.

fafa , a. (from fa, prep. and af , artificial), not counter-

feit, unadulterated, inartificial, genuine .

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , drawn), niggardly, bad,

evil, vile, despised, outcast.

fa31, s . (from fr , evil) , badness, vileness.

fa , s . (from fa , evil), badness, vileness .

fat , a. (from fa , bad, and , an object), bad, con-

taining all that is bad, vile.

fat 3 , s. (from fa , prep. and f , to dwell), a house, an

abode.

fato , s. (from fa, prep. and 5, to contract), the name of

a small tree or bush (Allangium hexapetalum.)

fat, s. (from f45, to maintain), a pair of small scales.

fad, s. (from fa, prep. and , to sound), a musical sound,

the note of a lute or other stringed instrument.

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and 4, to sound), a musical sound,

the note or sound of a lute or other stringed instru

ment.

fa , s . (from fant, to meditate), a nit.

faf**, a. (from fa, prep. and fæ , to throw), thrown about,

scattered, dispersed.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and f , to throw), the throwing of

any thing about, dispersion, a deposit the particulars of

which are declared, an injection.

fa ***, a. (fiom fa, prep, and f , to throw throwing
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fast.

about, dispersing, depositing ; s . a person who throws

about or disperses, a person who deposits things which

are declared or described .

, s. (from fa , prep. and f , to throw), the act of

throwing any thing about, the scattering or dispersing

of things.

fat , a. (from , prep. and f , to throw), fit to be

thrown about or dispersed, proper to be deposited.

fs , a. (from fa, prep. and f , to throw , requiring to

be thrown about or dispersed , proper to be deposited .

fa , s . (from fa , prep. and , to throw), one who

throws things about, a person who deposits thingswith

another having first given a description of them.

Fr , a. (from fa , prep. and f , to throw), requiring to

be thrown about or dispersed, proper to be deposited .

Fasta s. (from F , prep. and 2 , a digging), the burial of

a corpse.

fat, a. (from fa, prep. and , dwarf), shortish, dwarfish,

a billion ; s. a dwarf.

fatste, a. (from fa , prep. and atste, eating), having no

appetite, not eating.

fats , a. (from fa , prep. and artsit, eating), having no ap-

petite, not eating.

fatt, a. (from fa, prep. and att, work), without work.

fats, s. (from fa, prep. and , to dig , a pit or ditch con.

sidered as a land mark.

Fata, s. (from fa, prep. and , to move), the voice or roar-

ing of an elephant.

fafam, d. (from fa, prep. and fa , pacant), all, entire, com-

plete.

Fafat , a. (from fifa , all, and 4, an object , express-

ing the whole object in a few words.

faut, s. (from fat, a nit), a nit, a louse.

fax , a. (from fa, prep, and 3, a blemish), free from

blemish.

fasts, s. (from fa, prep. and sty, to fall), an iron chain for

the foot, a fetter, a pair of stocks, a chain to confiue the

foot of an elephant.

Fistf53, a. (from fast , afetter), fettered, bound with a chain

or fetters,

fasta, s. (from fa, prep, and sta, to speak), speech, discourse,

the audible recitation of prayers or incantations.

fastfo, a. (from fii, prep. and st , to speak) , spoken, ut-

tered, declared.

fastä, s. (from fa, prep. and sta, to go), a town, a city, a

market or fair, a high road, trade, traffic, the Veda,

certainty, assurance,

fast.

fasta , 4. (from fista, the veda, and i , to know), acquaint

ed with the veda.

নিগজ্ঞতা, s. ( from নিগযজ্ঞ, acquainted with the veda), a

knowledge ofthe veda.

fast , s. (from fast , acquainted with the veda), a know.

ledge ofthe veda,

fastata , s . (from fast , the veda, and , one who knows),

a person acquainted with the veda.

fastata, s. (from fast , the veda, and , knowledge), a

knowledge ofthe veda.

fastatt, s. (from fast , the veda, and ttt, a reading , the

reading ofthe ved7, the text ofthe vedr.

fasta , a. (from fast , the veda, and t , reading), read

ing the veda ; s. a person who reads the veda.

fastafas, a. (from fasta, the veda, and f , to know), ac-

quainted with the veda.

fastafe , a. (from fast , the veda, and f , opposed), op.

posed to the veda.

fastafarata, s. (from fast , the veda, and fita, opposition),

opposition or contrariety to the veda.

fastatai, s. (from fast , the veda, and , one who knows),

a person acquainted with the veda.

fastataga, s. (from fast , the veda, and g , study), the

study or reading of the veda.

fastgate, a. (from fast , the study ofthe veda,

and at , a doer), studying the veda ; s. a person who

reads or studies the veda.

নিগমাধ্যয়নাভিলাষ, s. (from নিগাধায়ন, the studyof the veda,

and fat , desire), a desire to read or study the vedr.

নিগম।ধ্যয়নাভিলাষী, a. (from সিগমাধ্যয়ন , the study of the tea

da, and fat , desirous), desirous of reading or stu-

dying the veda.

fastaqsima, s. (from fast , the veda, and , study),

the study of the veda.

fastata , s. (from fasta, the veda, and gata, inves-

tigation), an investigation of the veda.

fastatatat, a. (from fast , the red , and tfar, in-

vestigating), investigating the vedą.

fastattet, a . (from fast , the vela, and fq, in-

vestigating), investigating the veda.

fastatta, s . (from fista, the veda, and t , accord-

ance,, an accordance or agreement with the veda.

fastatt , ad. (loc . case offastatata), according to the

veda.

fastad, s ( from fa , prep. and st , to swallow , the swallowing

of food or any other thing, the throat, the gullet.

fastenta, s. (from 8X , watch, and , holding), a watch;

man,

ལྷག་

foryo

६
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fast.

fastutat
, s. (from

se , a watchman
), the office

of´a

watchman

.

stata, s. (from 8 , watch), a watchman.

fastgata, s. (from , a watchman), the office or du-

ties of a watchman.

fastta, s. (from fa, prep. and st , to swallow), a horse's

neck.

fasttazta, a. (from fastta, a horse's neck), having a horse's

neck ; s. a horse.

fass a. (from fa, prep. and s , concealed) , fast, tight,

strict, close, profound, hidden, mysterious.

, s . (from fas , hidden, and i , a word), a myste-

rious sentence, a profound or obscure sentence.

Easystur, a. (from fast , profound, and af, an object ), mys-

terious, profound, abstruse ; s. a mysterious or profound

object or undertaking.

fasts, a. (from fa, prep. and , to take), punished, treat-

ed with severity, persecuted.

fast , s. (from fa, prep. and to take), punishment, se-

vere treatment, persecution , aversion , disfavour, discour

agement, confinement, a binding, a tie, a deviation

from rectitude, an impropriety.

fasgaias, a. (from fag , persecution, and t , doing),

persecuting, procuring punishment, mal -treating, pu-

nishing; s. a persecutor, one who maltreats or punish-

es others.

fastgøtat, a. (from fase, presecution , and fa , doing),

persecuting, mal-treating, punishing.

fa , from fas , persecution, and , produc-

ing), exciting or stirring up persecution, causing pu-

nishment orill treatment ; s . one who procures the per-

secution or ill treatment of others.

fasas, a. from fast , persecuting, and fas, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from punishment or ill

treatment.

fas , a. (from fast , persecution, and , producible),

producible by or arising from persecution or punish-

ment.

fggar, ad. (loc. case offa ) , for the sake of per-

secution or punishment.

fasadly, a. (from fĩ, prep. and s , to take), punishable,

exposed to or deserving of persecution or ill treatment.

farato , s. (from fax , persecution , and † , one who

gives), a persecutor, one who inflicts punishment, one

who maltreats a person , an executioner.

Fastatuæ, s. (from fa , persecution, and ɩtu̟ē, giving),

persecuting, treating ill , inflicting punishment ; s. a per-

secutor, one who mal-treats another, an executioner,

fact.

fatt, a. (from fas , persecution, and af , giving),

persecuting, treating ill, inflicting punishment.

নিগ্রহনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from নিগ্রহ, persecution , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to persecution or ill treatment,

putting a stop to punishment.

নিগ্ৰহনিবারক, a. ( from নিগ্রহ, persecution, and নিবারক, pre-

venting) , preventing or restraining persecution or pu-

nishment ; s. a person who prevents or restrains perse-

cution or punishment.

fagafaætaɑ , s. (from fast , persecution , and fatad, a pre-

venting), the preventing or restraining of persecution

or punishment.

fagfaz , s. (from fa , persecution, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of persecution or ill treatment, the ces-

sation of persecution.

নিগ্রহনিমিত্তক, a. (from নিগ্রহ, persecution , and নির্মিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from persecution or punishment ;

ad. from or because of persecution or ill treatment.

fastofafire, ad. (from fa , persecution , and fa̸fï³, a cause),

for the purpose of persecution or ill treatment, for pu

nishment.

fastque, a. (from fast , persecution , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from persecution or punishment,

caused by or arising from ill treatment ; ad. from or

because of persecution or punishment.

fastofan , ad. (from fa , ill treatment, and I , without),

without punishment, without persecution or ill treat-

ment.

fasfaf , a. (from fag, persecution , and fif**, possess-

ed of), suffering persecution or ill treatment, suffering

punishment.

নিগুহ্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from নিগ্রহ , persecution , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), persecution or ill treatment excepted, punish-

ment excepted .

নিগ্রহব্যতিরেক, s. (from নিগ্রহ, persecution, and ব্যতিরেক, art

exception), the exception of persecution or ill treat-

ment, the exception of punishment.

নিগুহ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of নিগ্রহাতিয়েক) , with the ex-

ception of persecution or punishment, without or be-

side persecution or ill treatment, without punishment.

fa , a. (from fas , persecution, and a , a root), ori-

ginating in persecution or ill treatment, originating in

punishment.

fas , a. (from fi , persecution, and T , joined to),'

connected with persecution or iil treatment, connected .

with punishment.

Fixisti, a. (from fis , ill treatment, and cast , worthy),
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fast

worthy of punishment or ill treatment, worthy of per-

secution.

fasgas, a. (from F , persecution, and 353, destitute) , ||

free from persecution or ill treatment, free from pu-

nishment.

faga, a. (from fas , persecution, and 7, destitule),

free from persecution or ill treatment, free from pu-

nishment.

Figgs , a. (from E, persecution, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from persecution or ill treatment,

caused by or arising from punishment ; ad. from or be.

cause of persecution or ill treatment, from or because

of punishment,

fascias, a. from fi , persecution , and af , connected

with), persecuted, mal-treated .

নিগ্রহণভিলাষ , ৪. ( fromনিগ্রহ, persecution, and অভিলাষ, desire),

a desire to persecute or treat ill , a desire to punish.

নিগ্রহাভিলাষী, a. ( from নিগ্রহ, persecution , and অভিলাষি , de-

sirous , desirous of persecuting or treating ill, desirous

of punishing.

fastete, a. (from fast , severe treatment, and , worthy,

deserving punishment, deserving severity.

fagtas, a. (from fix , persecution, and 8715, ready ,

ready or prepared to persecute or treat ill, about to pu

nish.

fata , a. (from fa , persecution, and 8415, engaged ,

engaged in persecution or mal-treatment, engaged in

punishing.

fagetits, s. (from E , persecution , and grustst, exerti,

on), an exertion to punish or treat ill, an exertion to

persecute.

fgturtat, a. (from fas , persecution, and sɩstfstä, us-

ing exertions), using exertions to persecute or treat ill,

using exertions to punish.

Fast , s . (from f , persecution , and sЯ , a begin-

ning), a beginning of persecution or ill treatment, a

beginning ofpunishment.

tu , s. (from fig , persecution, and sЯ * , instruc-

tion), advice to persecute or treat ill, advice to punish.

নিগ্রহে+পদেশক, a. (from নিগ্রহ , persecution , and উপদেশক, giv-

ing instructions), advising to persecute or treat ill, ad-

vising to punish,

fagutata, s. (from fists, persecution, and t , an expe-

dient), an expedient or stratagem to persecute or treat

ill, an expedient to punish.

নিগ্রহোপায়ী, a. (from নিগ্রহ, persecution, and ওপারিন, using

expedients), using expedients or means to persecute or

treat ill, using expedients or means to punish.

নিজ.

fasteæ, a. (from fa, prep. and ș , to take), persecuting,

treating ill, punishing.

fästeì, a. (from fi, prep. and , to take), persecuting,

mal-treating, punishing.

fastte , a. (from fa, prep. and , to take), worthy of or

exposed to persecution or ill treatment, punishable,

worthy of punishment.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to shine), a list, a table of

contents, a collection of words, a vocabulary.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to utter sound), sound,

noise,

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to smite), docile, domestie,

subservient, dependent.

faks, v. n. (from fa prep. and fts, to give pain), to drip

as water out of clothes, to express juice.

fa3 , s. (from fas, to wring out) , the act of wringing

clothes, &c. to force out the water.

fЯ51, v. a . (from fas, to drip), to wring out, to wring

clothes to express the water, to exact, to squeeze the

poor, to squeeze either physically or morally .

f₁kz Z¤ , 8. (from fɔ̃Я51, to wring), a wringing or pressing

the moisture out of clothes or other things.

fast , s . (from fast , to wring out), the wringing ofclothes,

&c. to express the water from them.

fabд, s. (from fa, prep. and fs, to collect), a multitude, cer,

tainty.

fag, a. (from fa, prep. and six, to shine) , only, alone.

figa, s. (from fa, prep. and fʊ, to collect) , the name of a

tree which produces beautiful flowers, (Baringtonią

acutangula.)

facota, s. (from fa, prep, and 6 , to cease), a mantle, a

wrapper, a surtout,

facts, a . (from f , prep. and g. to be contemptible), illibe-

ral, niggardly, mean, contemptible.

fal81531, s. (from fatsts, niggardly), meanness, parsimony.

Fatsfa, s. (from fists, niggardly), meanness, parsimony.

fïïʊ, a. (from fa ,̸ prep . and K , a doubt) , undoubtedly.

fafi, a . (from 5), against the will , not willingly, con-

trary to the will.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and dia, to shine), alone, only.

fäfṣui, a. (from fa, prep. and , to collect , friendless,

forlorn.

fa , s . (from fa , prep. and fa , to cut), having no divi-

sor, reduced to its lowest terms, indivisible.

fa , a. (from a prep. and , to be produced), own.

নিজমতাবলম্বী, a. (from নিজ, own , মত, amethod, and অলম্বিন্

depending on , self-opinionated, self-willed.
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নিজ,

fa , a. (from , prep, and at , disorder); free from

disorder or confusion, free from trouble or care.

fasal, a. (from fa , own, and eat, controul), indepen-

dent, subject to his own will .

fat, from f , own), a woman who is a helpmate to

her husband in worldly affairs and by burning with his

corpse whenhe dies secures heaven for him hereafter.

fifa, a. (from fis, own, and , emphatic particle), own-

self.

ale , a. (from fi , own, and T , proper to be done),

proper to be made one's own.

fases, a. (from A , own, and 3, made), made one's own.

fit , a. (from fis, own, and , an empha ic particle), own-

self.

fazș, a. (from fa, prep. and 5, a storm), not stormy.

factis, a. (from fa, prep. and ṣ, to shake out) , clean,

compleatly emptied so that nothing more can be got

out by shaking.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , a sound), still, close, silent,

without sound.

f . a. (from fa , certainty), certain, sure, true.

fatft, an imitative sound used to express the dilatory or

excessively slow and negligent engaging in an action.

fatan, a. (from fatt, dilatory), dilatory, negligent, slow,

slothful.

di.fagfifty, an imitative sound used to express the very

latory and lifeless engaging in an action .

fat , a. (from fa , cruel), cruel, barsh, unfeeling,

fas, v. a. (from fag, prep. and E, to take), to weed,

fa5 , s. (from 45, to weed), the we eding of a garden or

field .

fs, an imitative sound used to express the performing

of a work so slowly that one hour's work shall require

several.

faster , a. (from fasas, an imitaire sound), dillydallying,

acting in a slow and indolent manner.

Ast, v. a. (fromfig, prep. and ☎, to take) , to cause to weed .

fa , s. from fas , to cause to weed), the ordering or

causing ofa field to be weeded.

fișta, s. (from fast , to weed), the causing of a garden or

field to be weeded.

fastat, s. (from fasta, the weeding of a field) , a weeding

instrument.

fs , s. (from fa , prep, and , to move), a particular mode

of flying, a soaring.

fi , s. (from f³, prep. and , to move), the posteriors of

a woman, the rump ofan animal, the prominent parts

ofa mountain, a gibbosity.

31.

fast, s. (from 3 , the posteriors of a woman, and ct,

aplace), the posteriors, the prominent parts of a moun-

tain.

31 , ad. (from f , prep.) always, continually, eternally,

perpetually..

fam, s. (from fa, prep. and 3 , a bottom), one of the seven

divisions of the infernal regions.

fasta, a. (from fa, prep. and 3 , to desire), much, compleat;

unreserved ; ad. entirely, infallibly, certainly, exces

sively.

নিতান্তকৰ্ত্তব্য , a. (from নিতান্ত, certainly, and কৰ্ত্তব্য, fit to be

done , indispensable.

fastle , a. (from fast , entirely, and , desirous) , soli

citous.

fafsfifs, ad. (from 51, constantly), constantly, perpetu-

ally, eternally.

fasi, u. (from fa, prep.) constant, perpetual, incessant, eter-

nal, continual, daily, regular, fixed, invariable ; ad. al-

ways, eternally, continually ; s . a name applied to Par-

vutee, Munusa, and Shukti.

3 , s. (from 35, perpetual, and a, a work), the con-

stant or daily ceremonies of religion , the religious du-

ties which are of constant recurrence.

নিত্যকর্ম্মকারক, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and করিঙ্ক, do-

ing), performing the daily ceremonies ; s. a person who

performs the daily ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মকারী, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and কারিন, do-

ing), performing the daily ceremonies of religion .

fas, a. (from fa51 , daily duties, and st³, found),

included or found in the daily ceremonies of religion .

fas, a. (from fa , daily duties, and 513, fallen

off), apostatized from the daily ceremonies of religion .

নিত্য কৰ্ম্মজন], a . ( from নিত্যকৰ্ম্ম, daily duties, and জন্য, produc

cible), producible by or arising from the daily occuring

ceremonies of religion.

fagjengras, ad. (loc. case offag , for the daily oc-

curing ceremonies of religion.

fa , s . (from 3 , daily duties, and , de-

struction), the destroying or making ineffectualthe dai-

ly ceremonies of religion.

fagette, a. (from fa , daily duties, and , de-

structive) , rendering the daily ceremonies of religion in-

effectual .

নিত্যকর্ম্মসী, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and म , de

structive), rendering the daily ceremonies of religion in-

effectual.

3 , s. (from fa , daily duties, and att, de
' ,

0009
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নিতা,

struction), a frustrating or rendering useless the daily

ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মনাশক, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and নাশক, de-

structive , interrupting or making ineffectual the daily

ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকর্মনিপুন, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily ceremonies , and নিপুণ,

eminent), eminent in performing the daily ceremonies.

ofreligion.

নিত্যকৰ্ম্মণিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক,

causingto cease) , putting a stop to the practice ofthe

daily ceremonies of religion .

নিডাকৰ্ম্মনিবারক, a. ( from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing the performance of the daily

duties of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মনিবারণ , s . ( from নিতাকৰ্ম্ম, daily duties , and নির্ধারণ , ৫

preventing), a preventing the performance of the daily

duties of religion.

নিত্যকৰ্ম্মনিবৃত্তি, ১. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties , and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation ofthe daily duties of religion .

নিত্যকর্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from the daily duties of re-

ligion ; ad. from or because of the daily duties of reli-

gion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from নিত্তাকৰ্ম্ম, daily duties, and নির্মিত্ত, a

cause), for the daily ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), opposing or obstructing the daily ceremo-

nies of religion.

圈

f3 , a . (from fasi , daily duties, and F, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from the daily ceremonies

of religion ; ad. from or because of the daily duties of

religion.

নিত্যকৰ্ম্মৰিন), ad . (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and ৰিনা, with-

out), without or beside the daily ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকৰ্ম্মাৰশিষ্ট, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and বিশিষ্ট,

possessed of), engaged in or possessed of the virtue of

performing the daily ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মাতিরিক্ত, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the daily ceremonies of religion excepted.

নিত্যকৰ্ম্মৰ তিরেক, s. ( from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and ডিরেক,

an exception), the exception of the daily duties of reli-

gion.

নিত্যকর্মাতিয়েকে, ad. (The case of পিতাকৰ্ম্মৰাতিয়েক), with the

exception of the daily ceremonies of religion, without

the daily ceremonies of religion.

3 a. (from 31 , the daily duties, and TF, join-

ed to , connected with the daily ceremonies of religion.

fasy.

নিত্যকর্মরত, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, dily ceremonies , and রত, de-

lighted with), delighted with the daily ceremonies of re

ligion.

faæafes, a. (from fix, duily duties, and afa, desti-

tute), living without performing the daily ceremonies of

religion.

fi , a. (from fa , daily duties, and , emp-

ty), destitute of the daily duties of religion.

নিত্যকর্মহীন, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and হীন, desti

tute), living without performing the daily ceremonies

of religion.

fas , a. (from fa , daily duties, and ca

cause), caused by or arising from the daily ceremonies

ofreligion ; ad. from or because ofthe daily ceremonies

of religion .

tag , s. (fromfar , daily duties, and stat , de-

sire), a desire to perform the daily ceremonies of reli-

gion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and আকাঙ্কিন,

desirous), desirous ofperforming the daily duties of re-

ligion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মাদর, s. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and আদর, rese

pect , a respect or esteem for the daily ceremonies of

religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মানুষ্ঠান , ৪. (from নিভাকৰ্ম্ম, daily duties, and অনুষ্ঠান,

practice), the performance of the daily duties of reli

gion.

fag.stut, a. (from 31 , daily duties, and fka,

practising), practising the daily duties of religion.

নিত্যকর্মানুসন্ধান , s. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a seeking to perform the daily ceremonies of

religion.

fcq . a. (from , daily duties, and

fu , seekin ), seeking an opportunity to perform

the daily ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মীপেক্ষক, a . ( from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and অপেক্ষক,

expecting), expecting or waiting to perform the daily

ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যকর্ম্মাপেক্ষা , s. (from নিত্যকৰ্ম্ম, daily duties, and অপেক্ষা, er-

pectation , an expectation or waiting to perform the dai

ly duties of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মাপেক্ষী, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and অপেক্ষিস্,

expe ting), expecting or waiting to perform the daily

duties of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মাভিলাষ , ৪. (from নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire to perform the daily ceremonies ofre-

ligion,

.

3
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নিত্যকর্ম্মাভিলাষী, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and অভিলান্ি

desirous), desirous of performing the daily ceremonies

of religion.

fa31, s. (from 131 , daly duties, and F¹, desire) ,

a desire to perform the daily ceremonies of religion.

fa3æúa, a. (from f³ , daily duties , and 25, desirhus) ,

desirous of performing the daily duties of religion.

fis , a. (from fa , daily duties, and , desir-

ous) , desirous of performing the daily ceremonies of re-

ligion.

faras, a. (from frost, daily duties, and 313, pre-

pretfor), prepared to engage in the daily ceremonies

of religion.

ত্যিকর্মোদ্যুক্ত, a . (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and s , e-

gaged in , engaged in the constant duties of religion .

Faints, s. (from fa , daily duties, and starts ,

exertion,, zealous exertion to perform the daily cere.

monies of religion.

দিতাকর্মোদ্যোগী, a. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties, and গিন্

using exertions , using exertions to perform the daily

duties of religion.

নিত্যকর্ম্মোপক্রম, ৪. (from নিত্যকর্ম, daily duties , and উপক্রম, ৫

beginning), the beginning of the daily ceremonies of re-

ligion.

1%দিয়কর্মোপযুক্ত, ৫. ( froin নিত্যকর্ম্ম, daily duties, and উপযুক্ত, fit-

tedfor), fit or suitable for the daily ceremonies of reli-

gion.

5 , s. (from far, constant, and at , duty), daily du

ties, the duties of daily recurrence.

1, s. (from 3 , perpetual, and f1, a work), the

constant or daily ceremonies of religion, the religious

duties which are of constant recurrence.

faufstata , s. (from fag1, the constant duties ofre-

ligion, and weig1 , desire) , a desire to perform the con-

s'ant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াকাণ্ডী, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and tætíga, desirous), desirous of performing

the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়াকারক, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and ta , doing), performing the constant ce-

remonies of religion ; s . a person who performs the con-

stant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াকারী, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and tf , doing), performing the constant ce-

remonies of religion.

fasistas, a. (from fag1, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and sts, found), found or included among the

constant ceremonies of religion,

FAST.

নিত্যক্রিয়াচেষ্টক, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the cons' int ceremonies of

religion, and co , exerting , using exertions to per-

form the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াচেষ্টা , s. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

J

religion, and co , exertion), an exertion to perform the

constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ণচেষ্টাকারী, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়াচেষ্টা , an exertion to per-

form the constant ceremonies ofreligion , and fa, do-

ing , making an exertion to perform the constant ce-

remonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়াচ্যুত, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant duties of reli-

gion, and 3, fallen from), fallen from the practice of

the constant duties of religion.

fauftafas, a. (from fax , the constant duties ofre-

ligion, and3f3 , produced), produced by or arising from

the constant duties of religion.

f3 , (from fay, the constant duties ofreli-

gio , and a producible , producible by or arising

from the constant duties of religion .

fifats , ad. loc . case of it ) , for the con-

stant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াক্কস, s . (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , destruction), the rendering of the

constant ceremonies of religion ineffectual, an interrupt-

ing the constant ceremonies of religion.

fasıfœnae, a. (from fa31fa1, the enstant ceremonies of

religion, and ¤ , destructive), rendering the constant

ceremonies of religion ineffectual, interrupting the con..

stant ceremonies of religion.

fag;ftoit:=), a. (from fif , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , destrutive , rendering the con-

staut ceremonies of religion ineffectual, interrupting

the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ানাশ, s. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and at , destruction), the rendering of the

constant ceremonies of religion ineffectual, the inter-

rupting ofthe constant ceremonies of religion.

fiftate, a. (from faf , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and **, destroying), rendering the con-

stant ceremonies of religion ineffectual, interrupting the

constant ceremonies of religion,

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া theconstant ceremonies

of religion, and fa , causing to cease), putting a stop

to the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিবারক, a. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonics

ofreligion, and fata , preventing), preventing or ob-

structing the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াসিকারণ, s. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonics

00002
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ofreligion, and fada , a preventing), a preventing the

constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিবৃত্তি, s. ( from নিত্যক্রিয় 1, the constant ceremonics

ofreligion, and fa , cessation), the cessation of the

constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিমিত্তক, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

of religion, and faã , a cause), caused by or arising

from the constant ceremonies of religion ; ad. from or

because of the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিমিত্তে, ad. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and fifa , a cause), for the constant exer-

cises of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিযুক্ত , a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and fa , appointed ) , appointed to perform

the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়ানিকপণ , s. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and fa , an ascertaining), the ascertaining

or determining what are the constant duties of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়ানুসন্ধান , s. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and , search), a search or contri-

vance how to perform the constant ceremonies of reli-

gion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and tf , making search), seeking how

to perform the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াপেক্ষক, a. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , expecting), expecting or waiting

to perform the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াপেক্ষা , s. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and 1, expectation), an expectation or

waiting to perform the constant duties of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াপেক্ষী, a. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , expecting) , expecting or waiting

to perform the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremo-

nies ofreligion, and fa , opposing), opposing or

preventing the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াপুযুক্ত , a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and , caused by), caused by or arising

from the constant ceremonies of religion ; ad. from or

because ofthe constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াবিলা , ad . (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and fa , withou! ) , without or beside the con-

stant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্ৰিয়াৰিশিষ্ট, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and faft , possessed of) , engaged or being

in the practice of the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়া/তিরিক্ত, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়' , the constant ceremo-

নিত্য,

nies ofreligion, and fofas, excepted), the constant

ceremonies of religion excepted.

নিত্যক্রিয়াতিরেক, s. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonics

ofreligion, and if , an exception), the exception

of the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of নিত্যক্রিয়াতিয়েক), with

the exception of the constant ceremonies of religion,

without or beside the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াভিলাষ, s . (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and fat , desire), a desire for the con-

stant ceremonies of religion.

fasfrutfatal, a . (from frufat, the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and fatfa , desirous), desirous ofperform-

ing the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়ণযুক্ত, a . ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , joined with), connected with the con-

stant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়ারভ, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয )় , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and 3 , delighted with) , delighted with the

constant ceremonies of religion.

facifistafés, a . (from fifg , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and af , destitute), destitute of the constant

ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াশূন্য, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and J, empty), destitute ofthe constant cere-

monies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়াহীন , a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , destitute), destitute of the constant

ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়েছ) , s . ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and T& , desire), a desire to perform the con-

stant ceremonies of religion.

f43f , a . (from faf , the constant ceremonies ofনিত্যক্রিয়েফ্ল,ু নিত্যক্রিয়া,

religion, and 5 , desirous), desirous of performing the

constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়েছুক, a. ( from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and , desirous), desirous of performing the

constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়োদ্যুক্ত, a . (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies of

religion, and su , engaged in) , engaged in performing

the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়েtদ্যোগ, s. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonics

ofreligion, and starts , exertion) , a zealous exertion to

perform the constant ceremonies of religion.

নিত্যক্রিয়োদ্যোগী, a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া, the constant ceremonies of

religion, and stuffst , using exertions), using zealous

exertions to perform the constant ceremonies of religi

on.
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fast.

faida, s. (from far , the constant ceremonies ofনিত্যক্রিয়েপিক্রম , নিত্যক্রিয়া,

religion, and F , a beginning) , a beginning to per-

form the constant ceremonies of religion .

নিত্যক্রিয়োপযুক্ত , a. (from নিত্যক্রিয়া , the constant ceremonies

ofreligion, and 8 , fit), fit or proper for the con-

stant ceremonies of religion .

3131, s. (fromfa , perpetual), perpetuity, constancy, eter-

nity.

31 , s. (from 31, perpetual), perpetuity, constancy, eter-

nity.

নিত্যত্বাবধারণ , s . ( from নিত্যত্ব , eternity , and অবধারণ, the de-

termining of a thing), the settling or ascertaining ofthe

eternity or perpetuity of a thing.

fasıfã3ı, ad. (from 31, constant), constantly, perpetually,

eternally.

fasıtafafse, o. (from 3 , constant, and tafife , done to

accomplish an object), constantly performed to procure

some advantage or to accomplish some object.

fasstafafe&ta&tags, a. (from fasıtafofe&tata, uctions to

be continually performed for the purpose of obtaining

an object, and 33, delighted with) , delighted with duties

which are to be continually practiced to obtain a pro-

posed object.

fas , a. (from
3 , constant, and , known), always

known, constantly perceived or known.

37 , s . (from far , always known), the circumstance

of being always known or perceived.

FF, a. (from 43 , constant, and F, liberated), constant-

ly free, constantly unencumbered, eternally free.

f3 , s. (from 3 , always free), the circumstances

ofbeing always free or liberated from every thing which

is not spirit, eternal freedom, perpetual freedom.

з , s. (from fa , perpetual, and c , youth), per-

petual youth.

:, ed. (from 31, perpetual), perpetually, constantly,

eternally.

f , s. (from fa , constant, and 1, fear), constant

suspicion, constant fear.

fas, a. (from fi , constant, and f , afraid), al-

ways timid, always full of suspicion, always in fear.

fada, a. from 3 , constant, and , pure), constantly

pure, eternally pure.

Ausst, a. (from 31 olways pure), eternal purity, con-

stant or perpetual purity.

fata, s. (from fa , fixed, and Я , ablution), the con-

stant or regular duty of ablution.

fat , a. (from 431, perpe ual, and affs , bathing), con-

stantly practising ablutions,

fat.

fanta, s. (from fa , perpetual, and ætя, a burnt sacrifice),

a daily or constant burnt offering.

fit, a. (from fa37, perpetual, and , offering sa

crifices), constantly or daily offering sacrifices.

fata , s. (from 131, continual, and 7 , joy), continual

happiness or pleasure, eternal happiness ; a. continual

ly happy or joyful,

fart , a. (from 51, eternal, and f , temporary),

eternal and temporary.

faua, a. (from fa, prep. and vg, palpilation) , still, quiet,

free from agitation or palpitation .

fâñª, a. (from fã, prep, and ‚‹, breath) , breathless , lifeless .

fany, a. (from fa, prep. and 1 , compassion), pitiless, mer-

ciless.

fanía, s. (from fa, prep. and a̸, a view), a simile, a type

a pattern, an elucidation, an example, a description.

fan , s . (from fan , a type, and , a writing), a writ-

ing which may be adduced by way ofexample.

fan fat , a. (from fa, prep. and aff , seeing), shewing, elus

cidating, proving.

fants, a. (from fa, prep. and ts, a tooth), toothless.

fantst, a. (from fa, prep. and έt:, a mark), spotless , imma

culate.

fanta, s. (from fa , prep. and , to burn), heat, warmth,

the hot season, viz . May and June, perspiration.

fantaæg, ɑ. (from fint , heat, and , to do), producing heat,

causing perspiration.

fanta, s. (from fa, prep. and , to give), a first cause, a

primary or remote cause, the disappearance or cessa-

tion of a first cause, purification, purity, correctness,

accuracy, an end, a request or desire for the recompence

of severe austerities, an ascertaining the cause of dis-

ease, the study of symptoms with a view to trace their

causes, a treatise upon the science of medicine ; ad. at

least, at the lowest.

fantasstida, a. (from fanta, a cause of disease, and tЯ ,'

alarmed), alarmed about the symptoms or cause of a dis-

ease.

fantais , a. (from fant , a cause of disease, and 3, become),

become a primary or remote cause of disease.

fainted, a. (from fa̸, prep, and , difficult) , fearless, bold,

hard, severe.

fanta , s. (from fag , sleep), the name of a form of words or

muntras used by housebreakers for the purpose of laying

all the inhabitants to sleep when they are about to break

into a house.

fatiæ , s. ( from fa, prep. and fag, to smear), a species of

nightshade with very prickly leaves, (Solonum Jacquini.)
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নিদ--

fatta, s. (from f , prep. and t , to meditate), a desire

to fix the mind intensely on an object, a desire to me-

diate inteusely on God.

fafkânfasti, a . (from fa, prep. and I, to meditîte), pro-

per to be desired or sought after as the object of in-

tense meditation.

a. from fa, prep. and fat to show ), commanded,

spoken.

fa ”, s. (from Ft, prep. and fit. to shew), a direction, a

command, an injunction, an order, speech, utterance,

the saying or relating of a thing, the word of command,

vicinity, proximity.

fam *æál, s . (from fï * a command, and , one who does),

one who issues orders or injunctions, one who gives the

word of command.

far a. from fit, a command, and ☎tạe, doing),

issuing orders or injunctions, giving the word of com-

mand.

tett, a. from fat, a command, and ta , doing is-

suing orders or injunctions, giving the word of com.

mand.

fastly, a. (from fa, prep, and fat, to shew , fit to be e-

manded or spoken.

fat, a. (from fa, prep. and fat, to shew) , fit to be com-

manded or spoken.

fat , s. (from fa , prep. and , to sleep , sleep. This word

constructed with , to go, means to go to sleep, with

, to do, it means to sleep, with 5 to full, it means

to fall asleep, and with st , to break, it means to

awake.

fates, a. (from fat , sleep, and , to do), narcotic, somni-

ferous.

fastard, s. (from fat , sleep , and at , a drawing), the

being seized with sleep, sleepiness.

fantata , a. (from fat, skep, and ☎t , doing), sleeping,

promoting sleep, sopiferous.

fantatal, s . (from fan , sleep, and if , making) , sleeping,

promoting sleep, sopiferous.

fa , a . (from fat, sleep, and at , distressed) , distress-

ed with sleep .

font , a. (from fa , sleep, and seized , seized by

sleep, overpowered with sleep, sleepy, drowsy.

fegists, a . (from fat , s'eep, and st3, gone), asleep , gone to

sleep.

fagtstta, s . (from fat , sleep, and atsta, a house , a sleeping

room.

fats , a. (from F1, sleep, and 513, fallen from,, awaked

from sleep.

fail.

fants , a . (from fagt, sleep, and 3 , producing), sopi-

ferous, narcotic.

fitsar, a. (from fat, sleep, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from sleep.

fantsras, ad. (loc. case offagrar), for the purpose of sleep .

fantats, a . (from fe , sleep, and 13 , produced), produced

by or arising from sleep.

fagiftși, n. (from fa , sleep, and at, to go), composing,

narcotic, sleepy, drowsy.

fanta, a. (from fa, prep. and gi̟, to sleep), asleep .

fants , a . from figi, sleep, and tog, afflicted , distressed

with sleepiness.

fantat , a. (from fagi, sleep, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of sleep.

fagtata, a. (from fat , sleep, and at , destructive , de-

structive to sleep.

façifárów, ɑ. (from fat , sleep, and favo, causing to case),

putting a stop to sleep.

fagtfaætaæ, ɑ. (from fou , sleep, and fsætṛæ, preventing),

preventing or hindering sleep .

f . 8. from f1 , sleep, and fata , a preventing),

preventing or hindering of sleep .

3. s . (from fat, sleep, and faaf , cessation), the ces-

sation of sleep .

fagtfaficæ, ɑ. (from fag , sleep, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from sleep ; ad. from or because of sleep.

fagtfaficy, ad. (from fg , sleep, and fa , a cause), for the

sake of sleep.

faifas, a. (from fa , sleep, and f , connected with),

drowsy, sleepy, asleep.

fantas , a. (from fan , sleep, and af , obstructing),

opposing or preventing sleep.

fantas, a. (from fag , sleep, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from sleep ; ad. from or because of sleep.

fastete, a. (from fag, sleep, and Я , obtained), gone to

sleep, asleep .

fanta , a . (from fat, sleep, and z , increasing), increas

ing sleep, promoting sleep.

fagtanta, s. (from fai, sleep, and t , the end), the end

or conclusion of sleep.

fata , s. (from fat , sleep, and 1 , a state), a state ofস্থা,

sleep.

fata , a. (from f , sleep, and af , situated) , asleep,

fallen into a state of sleep.

fantata , a. (from fat , sleep, and , preventing), pre-

venting sleep.

' ,fagiati, s. (from fan , sleep, and H , a kinderance), a hin、

derence to sleep.
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fast.

falfa , ad. (from fat , sleep, and fat, without), without

or beside sleep.

Fatafe, a. (from fl, sleep, and fa , possessed of),

drowsy, asleep .

faat , a. (from f , sleep, and af , entered), dozing,

asleep.

fagrafa, s . (from fiat, sleep, and af , increase ), the increase

of sleep.

fagtext, s. (from fa , sleep, and *, the engaging in

any thing), the falling asleep.

fastarfafas, a. (from fag , sleep, and ff , excepted),

sleep excepted.

নিদাতিরেক, s. (from নিদ্রা, sleep, and ব্যতিরেক, an exception),

the exception of sleep .

fagerfore, ad. (loc. case offantasy ), with the excepti

on of sleep, without or besides sleep.

fantaste , a. (from fag , sleep, and , distressed) , dis-

tressed or overcome with sleep.

fattats, s. (from fat , sleep, and art , an interruption),

the breaking or hindering of sleep .

fagtatats , a. ( from fa , sleep, and ts , interrup'-

ing), interrupting or dispelling sleep.

নিपुভ, s. (from fat, sleep, and , a breach), the interrup-

tion of sleep.

fogtokatze, a. (from fats , the interruption of sleep , and

ata , making), breaking in on a person's sleep, interrupt-

ing sleep ; s. a person who breaks or interrupts another's

sleep.

fastestate , a (from fats , the interruption ofsleep, and

at doing), interrupting or breaking sleep.

faq†skmas, a. (from fats , the interruption ofsleep, and

producing , causing the interruption of sleep.

fagts8571, ɑ. (from fat , the interruption of sleep, and

, producible), producible by or arising from the in-

terruption or breaking of sleep .

fantska , ad. loc. case offate ), for the purpose of

interrupting sleep.

fagtenfificæ, «. from fats , the interruption ofsleep, and

fafaz, a cause), caused by or arising from the interrup-

tion of sleep ; d. from or because ofthe interruption of

sleep.

fantskfofore, ad. (from fanfs , the interruption ofsleep, and

fafa , a cau e , for the purpose of interrupting sleep.

fagtesque, a. (from far , the interruption ofsleep, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the inter-

ruption of sleep ; ad. from or because of the breaking

or interruption of sleep.

fasteЯ21, ad. (from fats , the interruption ofsleep, and

Faca

, without), without awakening a person, without in

terrupting sleep.

fagtstufofas, a. (fromfat , the interruption ofsleep, and

Tiffa , excepted), the interruption or breaking of sleep

excepted.

fagtohaiforgæ, s . (from fat , the interruption of sleep,

and for , an exception), the exception of breaking or

interrupting sleep.

•

fhaiskaulsigræ, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), with the ex-

ception ofbreaking or interrupting sleep , without or

side the breaking or interrupting of sleep.

fantsklæ, a. (from fag , the interruption ofsleep, and

( 3, a cause), caused by or arising from the breaking or

interruption of sleep ; ad . from or because ofthe break-

ing or interruption ofsleep.

fantfss, a. (from fag , sleep, and af , overcome), over

come with sleep.

fagtfsata, s. (from fa , sleep, and funt , desire), a desire

for sleep.

fatfatal, a. (from fat, sleep, and falfa, desirous), de

sirous ofsleep .

fantast , a . (from fa , sleep, and a , immersed), immersed

in sleep.

fatus, a. (from fat, sleep, and 1 , joined), connected

with sleep, sleepy, drowsy.

fatag. s . (from fa , sleep, and 35, a beginning), the

commencement of sleep.

fatafas, a. (from font , sleep, and af , destitute), sleepless,

destitute ofsleep .

fata , s . (from fa , sleep, and t , a house), a sleeping

room .

fanta, a. (from fan , sleep), sleepy, lethargic, drowsy.

fatta , s. (from fag , sleep, and *tti, a house), a sleeping

room.

fanta , a. (from f , sleep, and 1, empty), sleepless,

free from sleep.

fatas, a. (from f , sleep, and at , fond of), sleepy-

headed, prone to sleep.

fantela, a. (from fat , sleep, and 1 , destitute), destitute

of sleep, sleepless.

fait , a. (from fa51 , sleep, and 3, a cause), caused by

or arising from sleep ; ad. from or because of sleep.

fafas , a. from fan slep), asleep.

facta, s. (from fan , sleep, and 8t7, a raising up), a

getting up from sleep.

fatas, a. (from fat , sleep, and sfs, risen), risen from

sleep,
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faal.

fatgifs, a. (from fat, sleep, and 8413, engaged), about to

fall asleep.

Fargteartst, s. (from fa , sleep, and starts , an exertion), an

exertion to go to sleep.

fateant , a. (from fan , sleep, and sata , exerting), us-

ing efforts to go to sleep.

fact , s. (from fat , sleep, and s* , a beginning), the

commencement of sleep.

fit7, s. (from fi, prep. and 27, wealth), death, destruction ,

annihilation, disappearance, loss, a race or family, the

head of a family, the seventh stellar mansion reckoning

from that under which a person is born.

fate, a. (from fa , death, and ta , causing), mortal,

deadly, destructive.

fanata , a. (from fa , death, and if , causing), mor-

tal, deadly, destructive.

, a. (from fat , death, and , producing), caus-

ing death, mortal, deleterious.

fata , a. (from fat , death, and 5 , producible) , produ

cible by or arising from death or annihilation.

fatal , ad. (loc. case offar), for the purpose of death

or destruction.

নিধননিমিত্তক, a. (from নিন, death , and নির্মিত, a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from death or destruction ; ad, from or

because of death or destruction.

fafaface, ad. (from fa, death, and fif , a cause), for

the purpose of death or destruction.

fa , a. (from fa , death, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from death or destruction ; ad. from or

because ofdeath or destruction.

fafa1, a. from f , death, and fat, without), without

death or annihilation .

নিবনবতিরেক, s. (from নিধন, death, and বাড়িয়েক, an excep-

tion), the exception of death or destruction.

fa , a. (from fa , death, and F, joined to), connect-

ed with death or destruction, deadly, mortal.

, a. (from 7, death, and af , destitute of), free

from death.

a , a. (from fat , death), deadly, mortal, destruc-

tive.

Hâs , a. (from fat , death, and 1 , destitute), free from

death .

Mango , a. (from 25, death, and ( 5, a cause), caused

by or arising from death or destruction ; ad. from or

because of death or destruction.

G&ta, s. (fromfa, prep. and 1 , to hold), a gem or other va-

luable thing, a receptacle,

faat.

fatta, a. (from fa, prep. and ata, an edge), blunt, dull.

fat , s . (from fa, prep. and 1 , to hold), any thing valuable,

a gem, property, a thing found, a gem or species of

treasure, nine of which are fabled as pertaining to

Koovera the god of riches ; an asylum , a treasury, a gra-

nary, a nest, a receptacle, the ocean.

fia, a. (from fª, prep. and †, to shake), pernicious, destruc-

tive, ruinous.

f31, s . (from fa , destructive) , perdition, destruction, ruin.

fa , s. (from fat, destructive), perdition, destruction , ruin.

fata, 8. (from fa, prep. and †, to shake), coition, pleasure,

pastime, sport, enjoyment, agitation, a trembling.

fata, a. (from fa, prep. and a, smoke) , smokeless, clear.

faa, s. from fa , a stake), a chissel,

faata, s. (from fa, prep. and d , to utter sound), a sound or

noise.

faatat, a. (from fa, prep. and 4 , to utter sound), uttering

sound, making a noise, noisy.

fam , a. (from fan, to reproach), reviling, reproaching.

fa , s . (fromfan , to reproach) , the reproaching or reviling

of a person, censure .

fa , a. (from fan, to revile), deserving of reproach, re

proachable.

fa , s. (from fan, to revile), reproach, contempt, censure

reviling language, a rebuke.

fantes, a. (from fat, a reproach, and , to do), reviling,

reproaching, occasioning reproach.

fantata , s. (from fa , reproach, and tett, desire), a de

sire to use reproachful or reviling language.

fantata , a. (from fal, reproach, and , desirous),

desirous of using reproachful or reviling language.

fanta , a. (from fat, reproach, and ta , causing),

occasioning reproach, disgraceful, reviling ; s. a reviler.

fantazi, a. (from f , a reproach, and if , doing), rẹ,

proachful, reviling.

fantas, a . (from fat , reproach, and , to do) , reproaching,

reviling, censuring.

fantaas, a. (from fan , reproach, and , producing),

causing reproach or censure.

fantas, a. (from 1 , reproach, and af , produced),

produced by or arising from reproach or censure.

fat , a. (fromfl, reproach, and 1, producible), pro

ducible by or arising from reproach or censure.

fantara , ad. (loc. case of 1), for the purpose of re

proach or censure .

fiatats, a. (from fa , reproach and 3, produced), pros

duced by reproach or censure,

T
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faf

নিন্দানিয়ৰ্ত্তক , a. (from নि , reproach , and নিবর্ত্তক , causing to

cease), causing reproach or censure to cease.

নিদানিকারক, a. ( from न , reproach , and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing censure or reproach.

Gatta, s. (from fa , reproach, and fixtyd, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of censure or reproach.

fantfagfs, s. (from fam , reproach, and fi , cessation), the

cessation of censure or reproach.

fantsfase, a. (from fa , reproach, andfifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from censure or reproach ; ad. from or

because of censure or reproach.

fafafas, ad (from , reproach, and faf , a cause),

for the purpose of censure or reproach.

fantas, a. (from fa , reproach, and f , connected with),

reproached, censured, reviled.

fatque, a. (from fa , reproach, and F, caused by), ||

caused by or arising from censure or reproach ; ad.

from or because of censure or reproach.

fatti, s. (from fa , a reproach, and t , praise), slan-

der and commendation, censure and praise.

fatfa , ad. (from fa , reproach, and fat, without), with-

out censure or reproach.

fastt.

fafafatit, a. (from fafasf , a base action, and

845 , living by), gaining a livelihood by base or in-

famous actions.

faf s. (from fafas, reviled), the circumstance of being

reviled or reproached.

fa , a. (from fa , to censure), blameable, censurable,

reproachful, deserving reproach.

fam , s. (from fan, to reproach), reproaching, reviling, cen

suring; s. one who reviles or censures.

farm , s. (from 1, reproach, and ¹ , desire), a desire to

use reproachful or reviling language.

fara . (from fa , reproach, and , desirous), desirous

of using reproachful or reviling language.

fue, a. (from fit, reproach, and F , desirous), desirous

of using reproachful or reviling language.

fa , a. (from fan, to reproach), deserving reproach, deserv

ing to be reviled , contemptible.

fat, a. (from fa, prep. and , to move), indeed, truly, real

ly, compleatly.

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and te, to fall), death , destruction,

ruin, an overthrow.

3 , s. (from f, prep. and , tofall), a falling.

fantfafa , a . (from fa , a reproach , and faft , possessed || faty, a. (from fa, prep. and ✯e, tofall), liable to falling,

of), reproached, reviled, censured.

নিন্দাাতিরিক্ত , a . (from নিন্দা, reproach , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed ) , censure or reproach excepted .

famatoforça, s. (from fa , a reproach, and flax, an ex-

ception), the exception of reproach or censure.

Fafora , ad. (loc . case offantasy , with the excep-

tion of reproach or censure, without or beside reproach

or censure.

atsata, s. (from fat, reproach, and asta, desire), › a

desire to use reproachful or reviling language,

fatfental , a. (from f , reproach, and affa , desirous),

desirous of using reproachful or reviling language.

fantas, a. (from fa , a reproach, and TF, joined to), con-

nected with censure or reproach, censuring, reviling.

fatutsti, a. (from f , reproach, and catsts, capable) , wor-

thy of censure or reproach.

fats, a. (from fa , reproach, and 3, delighted) , de-

lighted with or fond of reviling or reproachful language.

fatas, a. (from fa , reproach, and af , destitute), free

from reproach or censure.

fanik, a. (from fa , reproach, and , fit) , worthy of re-

proach or censure.

fafas, a. from fa to reproich , reproached, reviled .

f-ন্দিতক্রিয়া, ৫. (liom সিদ্দিক reproached, and ক্রিয়া, an action ),

practising base or censured actions.

fallible.

faf33, a. (from fa, prep. and te, tofall , fallen.

fixf33æ , a. (from fa , prep. and te, to fall), liable to fal

ling, fallible.

fats, s . (from fa, prep. and , to fall), death, destructi-

on, ruin, an overthrow, in grammar an anomaly or irre-

gularity.

fastsatze, a . (from fats, death, and at , making), mor

tal, deadly , causing death or destruction, causing to fall

or descend.

færa , a. (from f , death, and æfa¶, making), mor-

tal, deadly, causing death or destruction, causing to fall

or descend.

ft , u . (from 3, death, and , producing), caus-

ing death, causing destruction , causing a thing to fall or

descend.

fats , a. (from fats, death, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from death or destruction, pro-

ducible by or arising from causing a thing to fall or

descend .

fats , ad. (loc . case of fat ), for the purpose of

casting down or causing to descend, for death or de-

struction.

faxta, s. (from fa, prep. and e, to fall) , the causing a

thing to fall, the destroying or ruining a thing, the over-

PPPP
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throwing a thing, the causing of death or destruction.

In grammar an irregularity or anomaly.

teant , a. (from fats , an anomaly, and at , accom-

plishable), formable or formed in an anomalous manner.

fa , a. (from fiЯt37, an anomaly, and f , complet-

ed), formed anomalously.

নিপাতনিমিত্তক, a. (from নিপাত, death, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from casting down or causing to

descend, caused by or arising from death or destructi-

on; ad. from or because of casting down or causing

to descend, from or because of death or destruction.

নিপাতনিমিত্তে, ad . (from নিপাত, death, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for death or destruction, for casting down or causing

to descend,

tals, a. (from fa, prep. and e, to fall), capable of be-

ing cast down or made to fall, capable of being killed

or,destroyed,

নিপাতপুযুক্ত, a. ( from নিপাত, death, and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused by or arising from casting down or causing to

fall, caused by or arising from death or destruction ;

ad. from or because of casting down or causing to fall,

from or because of death or destruction .

fatзf , a. (from fa, prep. and , to fall), capable of

being cast down, capable of being made to fall or de-

scend, capable of being killed or destroyed.

fatage, a. (from fat , death, and 13, a cause) caused

by or arising from death or destruction, caused by or

arising from casting down or causing to fall ; ad. from

or because of death or destruction, from or because of

castingdown or causing to fall.

ffs , a. (from fa, prep. and te, to fall), cast down, made

to fall or descend, killed , destroyed.

fat , a. from fa, prep. and , tofl), capable of being

cast down or made to fall, capable of being killed or

destroyed.

fata, s. (from fa, prop. and 1, to drink), a trough near a

well, a watering trough, a milk pail.

fait, a. (from fa, prep. and fit, an elevated place) , desti-

tute of elevated banks. intended for seats or for religi-

ous worship.

fata. (from fa , prep. and , to do right), eminent, able,

expert, clever, skilful.

fad31, s. (from fat , eminent) , eminence in knowledge,

skilfulness, address, expertness , ability.

fa , s. (from fast , eminent), eminence in knowledge,

skilfulness, address, expertness, ability.

as, a. (from fa , emirent, and af , the mind), possess-

ing clear intellects, having a ready mind,

Maz.

fax, v. n. (from fig, prep. and T , to injure), to be extin

guished, to expire, to go out. The adverbial participle

of this verb constructed with , to give, means to ex-

tinguish.

fs. v. n. (from fa, prep. and , to obtain), to be finish

ed or concluded, to come to a close.

fazșa, s. (from fazș, to befinished), to be finished, to come

to a close.

fasi, ya. (from fax , to be finished), to bring a work of

undertakingto a close, to accomplish or finish a work.

A5 , s. from faas , to bring to a close) , the bringing of

a work or undertaking to a close, the compleating or fi

nishing of a work.

fasta, s. (from F1, to bring to a close), the bringing an

undertaking to a close, the compleating or effecting of

a thing; a. brought to a close, compleated, effected.

fafi, s . (from fas, to be finished), a being finished or

compleated, the being come to a close.

fax , a. (from fa, prep. and a to bind,, composed, treated

of, discussed.

faza, s. (from fa, prep. and a to bin ), an obligation

voluntary obligation or vow, a subject or part of com-

position in a writing, a treatise.

fa , s. (from fa, prop. and to bind,, a cause, a mo-

tive, the origin of a thing, a binding or confining, the

compiling of a work from other writings.

fil, s (from fa , a compiler , an author, a lexicographer,

a compiler.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to be ), cessation, restraint,

the putting ofa stop to any thing.

fiú , a. (from fa, prep. and , to be), causing to cease

putting a stop to.

fiaga, s. (from fa, prep, and as, to be), the putting a stop to

a thing, the making a thing to cease, the rescinding of a

law, a measure of land answering to the Bigha or about

the third part of an English acre, a field each side of

which is twenty poles of ten cubits each.

Fats , a (from faz , the causing a thing to cease, and

str, capable), capable of being made to cease or stop,

worthy of being made to cease,

fat , a. (from fa , a causing to cease, and sf, an ob

ject), disappointed, made to desist from an object.

fa , a. (from fa , the causing a thing to stop, and

,fit , capable of being made to cease or stop, worthy

ofbeing made to cease.

fargâie, a. (from fa, prep, and дe, to be), capable of being

made to cease or stop, requiring to be put a stop to,
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fåæda)po', 8. (from faz , capable ofbeing made to cease),

a capability of being made to cease, the necessity or

propriety of being stopped or made to cease.

fanta , s. 'fromfagaty, capable ofbeing made to cease) ,

a capability of being made to cease, the propriety or

necessity of being stopped or made to cease.

Fife , a. (from fa , prep. and , to be), proper to be

stopped, requiring to be stopped or made to cease.

fiæfés, a. (from fa, prep. and ze, to be), madeto cease, stop-

ped.

fiætózzi, a. (from fa , prep. and ze, to be) , capable ofbe-

ing made to cease or stop, requiring to be put a stop to.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and , to be) , capable of being

made to cease or stop, requiring to be put a stop to.

fiæass, s. (from fi, prep. and ™ , to dwell), a dwelling, a

residence.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to dwell), a residing or

dwelling.

faxa, a. (from fa, prep. and , clothes) , naked.

fa , a. from fa, prep. and af , wearing clothes), naked.

faiz , s. (from fa, prep. and ag, to obtain), a multitude.

Azt , s. (from fa , to extinguish), the extinguishing of a

fire or light.

fait, a. (from fi, prep. and tè, a shire), not shared out,

undivided, joint, destitute of dugs or teats.

fas,s. (from fag, prep. and E, to obtain), completion, a

finish, a conclusion , the accomplishment of an undertak-

ing.

নিৰাড়ন,
fazişa, 8. (fromfag, prep. and 5, to obtain), the compleat-

ing of a thing, the accomplishing of an undertaking.

fats, a. (from (7, prép. and ³, wind), sheltered, calm ;

s. a calm, a sheltered place, a place of refuge.

faatst , a. (from fa , prep. and stЯ, wind), calm, shelter-

ed.

fata, s. (from far , to extinguish), the extinguishing of a

lamp or candle, the quenching of fire.

fazifax , a. (from fazi, to extinguish), profuse, expensive,

squandering ; s . a person who extinguishes fire or can-

dles.

fat , s. (from fa , prep. and , to sow), a funeral cake,

the offering of the funeral cake.

fiatze, a. (from A, prep. and , to skreen), preventing, pro-

hibiting, hindering.

factad, s. (from fi , prep. and , to skreen), an opposing , a

resisting, the hindering or preventing of a thing, the

restricting of an operation, the restraining of a thing,

prevention, restraint.

নির্মাণকারক, a. (from নিবারণ , prevention, and কারক, doing).

fazi .

preventing, causing opposition or resistance, opposing,

resisting.

নিবারণকারী, a. (from নিবারণ , prevention, and কারিন, doing),

preventing, opposing, resisting, causing opposition or

resistance.

fat , a. (from fata , prevention, and a , produci

ble), producible by or arising from prevention or resist-

ance.

নিবারণজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of নিবারণজন্য ) , for the purpose of

prevention or resistance,

নিবারণনিমিত্তক, a. ( from নিবারণ , prevention, and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from prevention or resist-

ance ; ad. from or because of prevention or resistance.

নিৰায়ণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from নিবারণ, prevention , and নিত্ত,

cause), for the purpose of prevention or resistance.

নিবারণ পুযুক্ত , a . ( from নিবারণ , prevention , and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from prevention or resistance ;

ad. from or because ofprevention or resistance.

fatacatst , a. (from fatad, prevention, and cast , worthy),

requiring to be resisted or opposed, requiring to be pre-

vented.

fat , a. (from faza, prevention, and , indicat-

ing) , indicating, opposition or restraint, indicating re-

sistance or prevention.

নিবারণহেতুক , a. ( from নিবারণ , prevention , andহেতু, a eruse),

caused by or arising from prevention or resistance ; ad.

from or because of prevention or resistance.

faziadtætsi, s. (from faiæta , prevention, and tætat, de-

sire), a desire to prevent or obstruct, a desire to resist.

বিজারণাকাঞ্জী , a. ( from নিবারণ , prevention , and আকাশি,, de-

sirous), desirous of preventing or obstructing, desirous

of resisting.

faataatsmta, s. (from faætad , prevention, and fumta, de-

sire), a desire to prevent or obstruct, a desire to resist.

fiatatfsata , a. (from fitad, prevention , and afsatsa ,

desirous), desirous of preventing or obstructing, desir

ous of resisting.

fataat , a. (from faætad , prevention, and , fil), deserv-

ing ofprevention or restraint, requiring to be resisted

or opposed.

fata , a. from fa . prep. and , to skreen , resistible, res-

trainable, preventable.

fata , s. from fa prevention , and , desire), a

desire to prevent or obstruct, a desire to resist.

fatta, a . (from fa , prevention, and 5, d.sirous),

desirous ofpreventing or obstructing, desirous of resist

ing.

Pppp2
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fazi.

fixtalde, a. (from fatad, prevention, and , desirous),

desirous ofpreventing or obstructing, desirous of re-

sisting.

fatacats, a. (from fatad, prevention, and 8473, engag,

ed), engaged in opposing, about to prevent or oppose,

about to resist.

নিবারণোপযুক্ত , a. (from নিবারণ , prevention , and উপযুক্ত, fit),

fit or proper to be prevented or opposed, fit or proper

to be resisted,

fiatafası, a. (from fa, prep. and 7, to skreen), resistible,

preventible, capable of being opposed or obstructed .

fata , s . (from fa , prep. and , to skreen) , prevention .

faxtfs3, a. (from fa, prep. and , to skreen), resisted, pre-

vented, opposed, obstructed.

fat , a. (from fa , prep. and , to skreen), resistible, pre-

ventible, capable of being opposed or obstructed.

fato , s. (from fat , resistible), resistibility, preventi

bility.

faztúa, s. (from faztú, resistible), resistibility , preventi-

bility.

fatmata, a. (fromfa , prep. and to skreen), suffering re-

sistance or restraint, suffering opposition or obstructi

on.

fata, s . (from fa , prep. and , to dwell , a dwelling, a

habitation, a residence.

fætaætaæ, a. (from fa̸æt≈, a residence, and Fixæ, making),

making a residence, residing.

fatts , a. (from fata, a residence, and tf , making),

making a residence, residing.

fata , a. (from fata, a residence, and H , producible),

producible by or arising from a residence.

fartamas, ad. (loc. case of faxta ,, for the purpose ofa

residence.

fiztafifaze, ɑ. (from fat , a residence, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from a residence ; ad. from

or because of a residence.

fatafaface, ad. (from fat , a residence, and far , a

cause), for the sake of a residence .

faxtax™ , a. (fromfiætя, a residence, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from a residence ; ad, from or be-

cause ofa residence.

farz

faztat, a. (from fa, prep. and , to dwell), residing, dwell

ing ; s. a dweller, a resident.

নিৰ সোপযুক্ত , a. ( from নিস, a residence, and গুপযুক্ত , fit) , fit

or proper for a residence.

fafas, a. (from fa, prep. and f , space), thick, as grass or

corn on the land or as trees in a forest, umbragious,

dense, impervious.

fafti, s. (fromfa , to extinguish) , the extinguishing of a fire

or lamp, the extinguishing of a candle.

fifa , a. (from fi, prep. and fat, to enter), engaged in a

thing, devoted to.

fafa1, s. (from fafe , engaged), engagedness in an under,

taking, devotedness to a pursuit.

fifT&T, s. (from fif , engaged), engagedness in an unders

taking, devotedness to a pursuit.

fits, a. (from fa , prep. and c , to cover), suspended from

the neck. This word is exclusively used to express the

brahminical thread suspended from the neck.

fy, a. (from fa, prep. and e, to be), stopped, hindered,

prevented, made to cease.

fare , a. (from fa , ceased, and , work) , desisted

from work or labour.

fiæ , a. (from fa , ceased, and cott, anger , desisted

from anger, appeased.

faze , u. (from fa , cease !, and distress), freed

from distress, having his distress removed.

faqfør, a. ( from 3, ceased, and fg , an action), ceas-

ed from action or works, desisted from the practice of

religious ceremonies.

নিবৃত্তক্রোধ , a. (from নিৰ্ত্ত , ceased, and ক্রোধ , anger), desisted

from anger, appeased.

faq3xd, ɑ . (from fa , ceased, and , hunger), ceased

from hunger, having the hunger appeased.

fiest, a. (from fa , ceased, and s , pride), having pride

or haughtiness suppressed.

fas , a. (from fi , ceased, and , sweat), having a

perspiration checked,

নিত্তত্তপস্য, a. (from নিত্ত, ceased , and তপস্যা, religious auste-

rities), having desisted from religious austerities .

fi , a. (from fa , ceased, and 1 , thirst), freed from

thirst, having the thirst appeased.

fatacatsı, ạ. (from fit , a residence, and cats , worthy), ff, a. (from fa , ceased, and , pride), having desist,

worthy of a residence.

fata , a. (from fata, a residence, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a residence ; ad. from or be-

cause of a residence.

faztat , a . (fromfat , aresidence, and , fit), fit for or

worthy of a residence,

ed from pride or boasting.

fazu:, 7. (from fa , ceased, and , affliction), freed

from affliction, having his afflictions brought to an end.

, a . (from , ceased, and , evil actions),

ceased from evil actions.

fa , a. (from fa , ceased, and 1 , a desire of
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wealth), having ceased or desisted from the hope or de-

sire of wealth.

fi , a. (from (443, ceased, and T , duty), desisted from

duty or religion.

fat , a. (from 4 , ceased, aud tet, sin), ceased from

sin, desisted from crimes.

fizeræ, à. (from
, ceased, and , fame), having bis

fame or renown ceased.

faca.

নিবৃত্তিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from নিত্তি, cessation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except•

ed), cessation excepted.

নিবৃত্তিজতিয়েক, a. (from নিবৃত্তি, cessation, and বাতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of cessation.

farferface, ad. (loc. case of fiffs ) , with the ex-

ception of cessation, without or beside cessation.

fafias , a. (from fa , cessation, and , a root , origi-

nating from cessation.

1, ɑ. (from fa , ceased, and , the menstrual || faf , a. (from fis, cessation, and , joined to), con-

flur), having ceased to menstruate.

atst, a. (from fa , ceased, and atst, passion), ceased

or desisted from passion.

feast, a. (from fa , ceased, and cats, a disease), recover-

ed from a disease .

fas , a. (from fa , ceased, and ctt , grief), relieved

from grief or distress.

faza , a. (from 43, ceased, and , happiness), cometo

the end of happiness or pleasure.

fazeys, a . (from fa , ceased, and x , desire), ceased from

desire or covetousness.

faetats, a . (from fa , ceased, and atts , des re), ceas-

ed from desire.

fazzfesta, a. "from far , ceased, and fats, desire)

ceased from desire.

fact*, a. (from fix , ceased, and it , hope), ceased from

hope or desire.

faf, s. (from fa, prep. and , to be), cessation, stoppage.

নিবৃত্তিকারক, a. ( from নিবৃত্তি, cessation, and কারক, doing),

ceasing, causing to cease.

নিবৃত্তিকারী, a. ( from নিবৃত্তি, cessation , and কারিন, doing),

ceasing, causing to ease.

fame, a. (from fafs, cessation, and , producing),

producing cessation, causing cessation.

fafsacas, ad. (loc . case of fafa1) , for the purpose of

cessati.on.

নিবৃত্তিনিমিষক, ৫, (from নিবৃত্তি , cessation, and শিষিত্ত, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from cessation ; ad, from or be-

cause of cessation.

fazfeffus, ad. (from fife, cessation, and fafax, a cause),

for the purpose of cessation.

toys, a. (from fats, cessation, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from cessation ; ad. from or be-

cause of cessation,

Faff , ad. (from fafs, cessation, and f , without),

without cessation.

fafelaf , a. from faf , cessation, and fifty, possess-

ed of possessed of cessation, ceased.

nected with cessation, ceased.

fafaætstı, u . (from faf , cessation, and cœts , worthy),

worthy of cessation, fit or proper to be brought to a

close.

নিবৃত্তিরহিত, a . (from নিবৃত্তি, cessation , and রহিত, destitute),

incessant, free from cessation, continual.

fizførtì, a. (from fif , cessation), ceasing, stopping,

coming to a close.

fag , a. (from faaf , cessation, and c , a cause), ·

caused by or arising from cessation ; ad. from or be

cause of cessation.

fa , s . (from fa , prep. and fa , to know), the informing

of any one, information, the speaking to a superior, a

representation, a request, au offering, a present.

নিবেদনকারক, a. (from নিদেন, a representation, and করিক,

doing) , making a representation, representing, speak-

ing to a superior, praying, making an oblation, present-

ing.

নিবেদনকারী , a. ( from নিৱেদন , a representation , and কারিন,

doing), making a representation , representing, speaking

to a superior , praying, making an oblation, presenting.

সিৱেদনজনিত , a . (from নিবেদন , a representation , and জনিত ,

produced , produced by or arising from a representation

or declaration, produced by or arising from the present-

ing of an offering.

নিবেদনজন্য , a. (from নিদেন , a representation , and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a representati-

on or declaration, producible by or arising from the pre-

senting ofan offering.

fa , ad. (loc. case offa ), for a representati

নিৱেদনজন্যে,

on or declaration, for the presenting of an offering.

নিৰ্দেননিমিত্তক, a. ( from নিবেদন, a representatio
n, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause , caused by or arising from a representatio
n or

declaration, caused by or arising from the presenting

ofan offering ; ad. from or because of a representatio
n

or declaration, from or because of the presenting of an

offering.

নিবেদননিমিত্তে, ad. ( from নিবেদন, a representatio
n , and নিমিত্ত,
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Fira.

a cause), for a representation or declaration, for the

presenting of an offering.

fa , s. (from fat , a request, and , a writing), a

written representation of any case, a written request.

নিদেনপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from নিবেদন , a representation, and

fs , obstructing), obstructing a petition or repre-

sentation.

নিবেদনপুযুক্ত, a. (from নিৱেদন, arepresentation, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

edby, caused by or arising from a representation or

declaration , caused by or arising from the presenting ||

of an offering ; ad. from or because of a representation

or declaration, from or because ofthe presenting ofan

offering.

সিদেননি!, ad. (from নিবেদন, a representation, and বিনা ,

without), without a representation or declaration, with-

out presenting an offering.

নিবেদনাতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from নিবেদন , a representation , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , a representation or declaration excepted, the

presenting ofan offering excepted.

farenazıforgæ, s. (from fatana, a representation , and

fs , an exception , the exception of a representati-

on or declaration, the exception ofpresenting an offer-

ing.

নিবেদনতিয়েছে, ad. (loc. case of নিবেদনতিয়েক) , with the ex-

ception of a declaration or representation, with the ex-

ception of presenting an offering, without a representa-

tion or declaration, without presenting an offering.

falThaætate, s. (from facT4ª, a representation , and atīts,

an obstacle), an obstacle to a petition or representation.

নিদেনৰ্য্যাঘাতক, a. (from নিৰ্দেন, a representation, and

tæ, opposing , opposing or obstructing a petiti-

on or representation.

facanauisti, a. (from fat , a representation, and ctsts, wor-

thy), capable or worthy of being the matter of a repre-

sentation or declaration, worthy or fit to be presented

as an offering.

faznatge, a. (from fata , a representation, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from a representation or

declaration, caused by or arising from the presenting of

an offering ; ad. from or because of a representation or

declaration, for or because of the presenting of an offer-

ing.

fanatatal, s. (from fa , a representation, and tætsi,

desire), a desire of making a representation or declara-

tion, a desire to present an offering.

নিৰ্দেমাকাজী, a. (from নিৰ্দেশ, a representation, and আকাশি ,

desirous , desirous of making a representation or decla

ration, desirous ofpresenting an offering,

fara

facaatlanta, s. (from fata , a representation, and fata,

desire , a desire to make a declaration or representati-

on, a desire to present an offering.

faranatamtat, a. (from fat , a representation, and

afsatfa , desirous), desirous of making a representa-

tion or declaration, desirous of presenting an offering.

faranat , a. (from fɩ , a representation, and ¤ , fit),

fit to be the matter of a representation or declaration,

fit to be presented as an offering.

fataway, a. (from fa, prep. and fa , tò know , fit or proper

to be represented, declarable, requiring to be mentioned,

fit or requiring to be presented as an offering.

fatal , s . (from fat , a representation, and , de-

sire , the desire of making a representation or decla

ration, a desire to present an offering.

faianta , a. (from filæa, a representation, and I , desir

ous), desirous of making a representation or declarati-

on, desirous of presenting an offering.

faianta , a. (from fat , a representation, and ₹5, de-

sirous), desirous of making a representation or declara-

tion, desirous of presenting an offering."

facantatas, a. (from fat , a representation, and 83, en-

gaged , engaged in making a representation or decla-

ration, engaged in presenting an offering.

facancatenïtst, s. (from faɩxã, a representation , and guts,

an endeavour), an endeavour to make a representation

or declaration , an endeavour to present an offering.

faraacatrastsit, a. (from fa , a representation, and

&infsta, endeavouring), using endeavours to make a

representation or declaration, endeavouring to present

an offering.

নিদেনোপক্রম, s . (from নিৰ্দেন , a representation, and উপক্রম,

a beginning), an attempt to make a representation or

declaration, an attempt to present an offering.

নিবেদনোপযুক্ত , a. (from নিৰ্দেন, a representation , and ওপযুক্ত

fit), proper to be the matter of a representation or de-

claration, proper to be presented as an offering.

farzafpsz , a. (from fa, prep. and faą, to know), fit or pro-

per to be represented, declarable, requiring to be men-

tioned, fit or requiring to be presented as an offering.

fatzfus, a. (from fa, prep. and fan, to know), offered, men-

tioned, made known, communicated , represented, re-

quested.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , to know , fit or proper

to be represented, declarable, requiring to bementioned,

fit or requiring to be presented as an offering.

facciata, a. (from fi, prep. and fan, to know), under res

presentation, in the act of being offered,

1

7
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fax.

s . (from , prep. and fat, to enter), engagedness ,

devotedness, earnestness, the entering into any subject

or study with interest, a being interesed in any thing.

fate, a. (from fa , prep. and f , to enter) , engaging with

the mind in an undertaking, entering things into a writ

ing.

faca, s. (from fa, prep. and fat, to enter), a house, an en-

trance, an entry in an account or writing.

fatal , a. (from fa, prep, and fat, to enter), fit to be en-

gaged in with all the heart, fit to be entered in a writ-

ing.

fafts, a. (from f , prep, and f , to enter), engaged in

with the heart, devoted to , entered in a writing,

fat , a. (from fa , prep. and fat, to eater), fit to be engag

ed in with all the heart, fit to be entered in a writing.

f75, s. (from fa, prep. and 51, to appear), like, resembling.

This word is only used as the last member of a com-

pound, and forms a word which means like or resem-

bling what is expressed by the first member.

fasta, a. (from fa, prep. and St , mixture , unadulterated,

pure, genuine, unalloyed, smooth, free from folds or

wrinkles,

f53, 4. (from fa, prep. and 5, to maintain), secret, private.

fa , s. (from fa , the name of a tree) , the name of a tree

(Melia Azad-dirachta . )

fas. (from , salt , salt.

fiææTİXa, a. (fromAi, sal ', and p¹‚>, a hram), acting

an unfaithful or treacherous part, untaithful, ungrate

ful, disloyal.

faaætstal, s. (from p , traiterons , the acting an

unfaithful or treacherous part, unfaithfulness, ingrati-

tude.

Gazztata, a. (from i, sult , and J , legal), faithful,

grateful, loyal, submissive,

fiatatat, s. (fromJ ,faithful), faithfulness, gra-

titude.

faaætsil, 4. (from pa³, and ", ajudge), a petty officer

or understrapper in office.

fazata , 2. (from pa , half, and xl , good), middling,

rather good.

Eza, a. (from fi, prep. and , to immerge), immersed,

sunk, drowned.

fandi, s . (from * , a sword), a small sword or scymeter.

Hastea, a. (from i, a sword, and Sig, a binding),

girding on a sword,

fazstæmi, s. (from dişiyi, girding on a sword,, the gird-

ing on of a sword ,

fax.

faantal, s. (from pṛi, half, and ati, a running), the ele

phant in the game of chess .

faxa, s. (from fa, prep. and aq, to speak in private) , an in-

vitation, a call. Constructed with , to do, this word

means to invite.

fase, a. (from fa, prep, and a , to speak in private), invit-

ing ; s. one who invites apother.

fd, s. (from fa, prep. and a, to speak in private), the

inviting of a person to a feast or for any other purpose.

নিমন্ত্রণ কারক, a . (fromনিমন্ত্রণ an invitation, and কারক, making),

giving invitations, inviting ; s. a person who makes an

invitation.

fat , a. (from fan , an invitation, and tfag, mak-

ing), making invitations, inviting.

fas 377, a. (from f≈31, an invitation, and F , produci-

ble , producible by or arising from an invitation.

Fazal , ad. (loc. case offa ), for the purpose ofan

invitation.

নিমন্ত্রণনিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from নিমন্ত্রণ, an invitation , and নিৰৰ্ত্তক, caus

ing to cease), putting a stop to an invitation.

নিমন্ত্রণনিবারক, a. (from নিয়ন্ত্রণ , an invitation, and নিবারক, pre-

ven ing , preventing or obstructing an invitation.

নিয়ন্ত্র নিবারণ , s. (from নিমন্ত্রণ , an invitation, and নিবারণ ,

preventing , the preventing or obstructing of an invita-

tion.

fiz afif , s. (from fæ , an invitation, and fato, a ces-

sation , the cessation of invitations .

নিয়ন্ত্রণনিমিত্তক, a. (from নিয়ন্ত্রণ , an invitation , and নির্মিত, a

cause), caused by or arising from aninvitation ; al. from

or because of an invitation.

fasdffare, ad. from fa , an invitation , and fast , a

cause), for the purpose of an invitation .

fa , s. (from fa , the inviting of a person, and 47,

a better), a letter or card of invitation.

, a. (from Fașa, an invitation, and Я , caused

by), caused by or arising from an invitation ; ad. from

or because of an invitation.

fifa1, ud (from fa , an invitation, and f1, without),

without or beside an invitation.

2fff , a. (from fa , an invitation, and fifte,

excepted), an invitation excepted.

নিমন্ত্রণজাতিরেক, ৪. (from নিমন্ত্রণ , an invitation, and बাতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of an invitation,

নিমন্ত্রণব্যতিরেকে, al. (loc. case of নিমন্ত্রণবাতিরেক , with the ex-

ception of an invitation, without or beside an invitati-

on.

fazzalez , a. (from fa , an invitation, and a cause),
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caused by or arising from an invitation ; ad. from or

because of an invitation.

নিমন্ত্রণাকা3) , s . ( from নিমন্ত্রণ, an invitation, and অাকা ' , de-

sire), a desire to give or receive an invitation.

নিমন্ত্রণণকাহ্লী , a. (from নিমন্ত্রণ , an invitation, and আকানি, de-

sirous), desirous of giving or receiving an invitation.

fastsata, s. (from fad, an invitation, and fanta, de-

sire), a desire to give or receive an invitation.

নিয়ন্ত্রণাভিলাষী , a. (from নিয়ন্ত্রণ , an invitation, and অভিলাধিন,

desirous), desirous of giving or receiving an invitation.

faazity, a. (from fa, prep. and a , to speak in private), fit

or proper to be invited .

fa , s. (from fad, an invitation, and F ' , desire), a

desire to give or receive an invitation.

a. (from 51, an invitation, and 5, desire),

desirous of giving or receiving an invitation.

fald , a. (from 4, an invitation, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of giving or receiving an invitation.

নিমন্ত্রণোপযুক্ত , a. (from নিয়ন্ত্রণ , an invitation, and উপযুক্ত, pro-

per), proper or fit to be invited.

fafas, a. (from fa, prep. and a , to speak in private ,̀ in-

vited, called .

fax , a. (from fa, prep. and , to speak in private), pro-

per to be invited .

Fay, s (from fa, prep. and fa, to throw), a change, a suc-

cession, an alteration, barter, exchange.

fazatsiì, a. (from pa³, half, and , satisfied), somewhat

satisfied, half pleased.

, s. (from 3, a sort ofgarment), a sort ofjacket.

fafay, s. (from fa, prep. and 1, to measure), a cause, a rea-

son, a motive, the spring of any thing, a source, an in-

strumental cause, a mark, a sign, a token, a spot.

331, s. (from fif , a cause), causality .

faf , s. (from ff , a cause), causality.

fafat , ad. (loc. case of ), for the sake of, for the pur-

pose of, on account of.

fifa, s. (from fa, prep. and fax, to throw water , the

twinkling or shutting ofthe eye, the twinkling of an eye,

a moment.

fazine, a. (from fa, prep. and , to shut), shutting the eye ;

s. in anatomy a sphincter.

fa, s. (from fa , prep. and a , to come into contact), the

closing or shutting of the eyes.

Fasts, a. (from fa, prep. and , to shut), closed, shut.

fa , s. (from , prep, and , the face), the name of a

climbing plant, ( Cissampelos hexandra.)

faşı , a. (from fà, prep. and 1 , the head), friendless, or-

phan, forlorn.

নিম্ন:

fata , s. (from fa, prep, and f , to throw water), a wink,

a twinkling of the eye.

f , a. (from fa, prep. and , to mind), low, depressed,

deep, sunk.

first, a. (from fa , a law , and sta, to go), descending, go-

ing down into a valley.

fa3 , s. (from f , low , lowness, a depression, a cavity.

fagottafa, s. (from fa31, a depression, and , situat-

ed at the side), parietal. In anatomy this word is used

to express the parietes, i. e. the membrane or muscle in-

closing any cavity.

fagats, a. (from fa , depressed, and af , the navel), hav

ing a depressed navel .

fa, s. (from faz, to sprinkle), the name of a tree common

ly called the bead tree (Melia Azad-dirachta , Roxb. )

fa , s. (from fa , the bead tree, and , a leaf), a leaf

ofthe Nimba or bead tree.

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and ga, to cease), regulated, order-

ed, uniform , perpetual.

ffs , s . (from fa , prep. and , to cease), a regulation, a

law, destiny, luck, good or bad fortune.

fagði, s. (from fa̸, prep. and º, to cease), that which regu-

lates or directs a thing, a regulation , a religious obli-

gation .

faycol, s. (from fagą, a regulator), directorship, the office

or condition of a person or thing which obliges or regu-

lates.

fas , s. (from fay , a regulator), directorship, the office

or condition of a person orthing which obliges or regu

lates.

fagf , a. (fromfa , prep. and , to contract), not obstruct.

ed, not prevented, without hinderance, free.

faf , s. (from fafas, not obstructed), a freedom from

obstruction or hinderance, a freedom from restraint.

ff , s. (from fagfs, not obstructed , a freedom from

obstruction or hinderance, a freedom from restraint.

faya, s. (from F , prep. and , to cease) , a regulation, a

rule, a law of nature, an agreement, a covenant, a sti-

pulation, a contract, assent, a promise, any religious

observance which is voluntarily practised.

fapaæl, s. (from fe , a regulation, and x , a doer), a

person who makes rules or laws, one who stipulates or

covenants.

fata , a. (from fay , a regulation, and at , doing),

making rules orlaws, stipulating, making an agreement=

s. a person who makes laws or stipulations.

fagææti , a . (from faya, a regulation, and t(x , doing), mak–

ing rules or laws, making a regulation or stipulation.
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frgast3, a. (from fi34, a regulation, and st , found , in-

cluded in an agreement or regulation, included in a

covenant.

513, a. (from faux, a regulation , and 513, fallenfrom),

fallen from or come short in an agreement or regulati

on, fallen short in a stipulated religious performance.

fatasız, «. (from fæ, a régulation, and EAF, producing),

producing an agreement or stipulation, producing a rule

or regulation, producing a private stipulation or vow to

perform a particular religious ceremony.

fagasfas, a. (from 3 , a regulation , and sfs, produced),

produced by or arising from a stipulation or vow to

perform a particular ceremony, produced by or arising

from a covenant or treaty.

faza , a. (from fig , a regulation, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from a regulation or agreement,

producible by or arising from a stipulation or vow to

perform a particular ceremony,

, ad. (loc, caseoffax ), for a regulation or agree-

ment, for a stipulated religious observance .

fara , a. (from faga, a regulation , and 1, to know), ac-

quainted with a rule or agreement, acquainted with a

covenant or stipulation.

fata, a. (from faga, a regulation, and ta, knowledge),

the knowledge of a rule or agreement, the knowledge

ofa covenant or stipulation.

নিম্নজ্ঞাপক, a. ( from নিয়ম, a regulation, and জাপক, making

known , making known or proclaiming a regulation or

agreement ; s. a person who promulgates a law or regu

lation.

fiat , 8. (from faga, a regulation, and t , making

known , the promulgating or making known of a rule or

law, the declaring of a covenant or stipulation.

faga , s. (fromfaga, a regulation, and 3 , destruction),

the destruction or repeal of a regulation or stipulation ,

the rendering a voluntary religious observance ineffec-

tual.

fa , a. (from fa, a regulation, and , destruc-

tive), rendering a regulation or stipulation nugatory, ren-

dering a voluntary religious observance ineffectual.

ga , a. (from faga, a regulation, and д, destruc-

tive), rendering a regulation or stipulation nugatory,

rendering a voluntary religious observance ineffectu-

al.

fatt, s. (from fan , a regulation, and tt, destruction ,

the rescinding or making a rule or law ineffectual, the

revoking ofan agreement, the breaking of a covenant.

far.

fagxatxtæ, a. (from fax , a regulation, and t≈≈, destroye

ing), rescinding or revoking rules or stipulations, break

ing a covenant.

নিয়মনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. (from নিয়ম, a regulation, and নিৰ্ত্তক, caus

ing to case , causing an agreement or regulation to

cease, putting a stop to a voluntary engagement to pers

form any particular ceremony.

নিয়মনিবারক, a. (from নিয়ম, a regulation , and নিবারক, pres

renting , preventing or opposing an agreement or regn,

lation, opposing a voluntary engagement to perform any

particular ceremony,

নিয়মণিরারণ , s . ( from নিয়ম, a regulation , and নিবারণ , a pres

venting), the preventing of an agreement or regulation,

the preventing of a voluntary engagement to perform

any particular ceremony,

fagafiche, s. (from fa , a regulation, and fif , cessati-

on), the cessation of an agreement or regulation, the

cessation of a voluntary engagement to perform a reli-

gious observance.

নিয়মনিমিত্তক, a. ( from নিয়ম, aregulation, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from a rule or law, caused by or

arising from a covenant or treaty ; ad. from or because

of a rule or law, from or because of a covenant or trea-

ty.

gafafas, ad. (from faça, a regulation, and fats, a cause),

for a rule or law, for a covenant or treaty.

fagna, s . (from faga, a rule, and a writing), a writ

ten regulation, a written agreement , a treaty.

নিয়মপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from নিয়ম, a regulation , and প্রতিবন্ধক, op-

posing , obstructing or hindering a rule or law, oppos-

ing or obstructing a covenant or treaty.

fa , a. (from figa, a regulation, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a rule or law, caused by or

arising from a covenant or treaty ; ad. from or because

of a rule or law, from or because of a covenant or trea

ty.

figrafs , a. (from fag , a covenant, and af , without),

out of the pale of a covenant or treaty, excluded from a

rule or agreement.

fayzafy, a. (from fau , a rule, and f , excluded),

excluded from a rule or law, excluded from an agree

ment or treaty.

fagafa , ad. (from fag , a regulation, and f , without),

without rule or law, without a covenant or treaty, ir

regularly, uncertainly, loosely.

নিয়মবিকল্প, a. ( from নিয়ম, a regulation , and বিরুদ্ধ, opposed

to), opposed or contrary to a rule or law, contiary of

བའ 14
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opposed to a covenant or agreement, contrary or oppos-

ed to a treaty or stipulation ,

নিয়মৰিরোধ, s. ( from নিয়ম, a regulation, and বিরোধ , opposi-

tion), opposition to a rule or law, opposition to a co-

venant or agreement, opposition to a stipulation or trea-

ty.

নিয়মবিশিষ্ট , a. (fromনিয়ম; an agreement , and বিশিষ্ট , possess-

edof), regulated, subject to rule, subject to a covenant

or stipulation.

নিয়মাতিরিক্ত, a. (from নিয়ম, a regulation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , a rule or law excepted, a regulation or stipu-

lation excepted, a covenant or treaty excepted,

নিয়মৰ তিরেক, s. (from নিয়ম, a regulation, and জাতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of a rule or law, the excep-

tion of a regulation or stipulation, the exception of a

covenant or treaty.

faya , ad. (loc. case offag ), with the ex-

fiz.

dissolving of a stipulation or agreement, producible by

or arising from breaking a covenant or treaty, produc-

ed by or arising from not fulfilling an engagement.

figaskan, ad. (loc. case offags ), for the breaking

of a stipulation or agreement, for the breaking of a co-

venant or treaty.

fayaskfifice, a. (from fays , the breaking of a stipula

tion, and fifa , a cause) , caused by or arising from the

dissolving of a stipulation or agreement, caused by or

arising from the breaking of a covenant or treaty ; ad.

from or because of the dissolving of a stipulation or

agreement, from or because of the breaking of a cove-

nant or treaty.

figashfifare, ad. (from fagæ , the breaking of a stipula-

tion, and fa , a cause), for the dissolving of a stipu-

lation or agreement, for the breaking of a covenant or

treaty.

ception of a rule or law, with the exception of a regula- skqrF, a . (from fax , the breaking of a stipulati-

tion or agreement, with the exception of a covenant or

treaty, without or beside a rule or law, without or be-

side a regulation or agreement, without or beside a co-

venant or treaty.

নিয়মাঘাত, s. ( from নিয়ম, a regulation , and ব্যাঘাত, an ob-

struction), an obstruction to a rule or law, an obstacle

to a covenant or agreement, an obstacle to a stipulati-

on or treaty.

নিয়মাঘাতক, a. (from নিয়ম , a regulation, and 'ঘাতক, ob-

structing), obstructing the operation of a rule or law,

obstructing thefulfilment of a stipulation or treaty, ob-

structing a covenant or agreement.

fas , s. (from fag , a rule, and , the breaking of a

thing , the making of a rule void, the breaking of a

regulation, theinfraction of a treaty, the dissolution of

a religious stipulation or vow when the obligations are

fulfilled.

নিয়মভঙ্গকারক, a. (from নিয়মভঙ্গ, the breaking ofa stipulation ,

and I , doing), dissolving a stipulation or agreement,

breaking a covenant or treaty, falling short of fulfilling

an engagement, releasing from religious vows when the

stipulated ceremonies have been performed.

, a. (from fag , the breaking of a stipulation,

and æfa , doing), dissolving a stipulation or agreement,

breaking a covenant or treaty, falling short offulfilling

an engagement, releasing from religious vows when the

stipulated ceremonies have been performed.

apas , a. (from fay , the breaking of a stipulation,

and 1, producible), producible by or arising from the

on, and , caused by), caused by or arising from the

dissolving of a stipulation or agreement, caused by or

arising from the infraction of a covenant or treaty ; ad

from or because of the dissolving of a stipulation or

agreement, for or because ofthe infraction of a covenant

or treaty.

নিয়মভঙ্গনি' , ad . (from নিয়মভঙ্গ, the breaking of astipulation,

and f , without) , without dissolving a covenant or

stipulation , without breaking an agreement or treaty,

without failing in the condition of a covenant.

নিয়মভরাতিরিক্ত, a. (from নিয়ম , the breaking ofa stipula-

tion, and ff , excepted), the dissolving of a stipula-

tion or treaty excepted, the breaking of a covenant or

agreement excepted, a failure in the performance of

the conditions of an agreement excepted.

নিয়মভঙ্গতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of নিয়মভঃ তিরেক), with the

exception of dissolving a stipulation or treaty, with the

exception of the breaking of a covenant or agreement,

with the exception of a failure in performing the con-

ditions of an agreement, without dissolving a stipulati-

on or treaty, without breaking an agreement or cove-

nant, without failing in performing conditions.

নিয়মভঃহেতুক, a. (from নিয়মভঙ্গ, the breaking of a stipulati-

on, and c₹3, a cause), caused by or arising from the dis-

solving of a sti ulation or agreement, caused by or aris-

ing from the breaking of a covenant or treaty ; ad. from

or because of dissolving or breaking a covenant or

treaty.

f39 , s. (from faga, a rule, and 3, the breaking of a
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thing), the making of a rule or obligation void, the

breaking of a regulation, the infraction of a treaty.

fia , ɑ. (from fi¤, a regulation, and , a rool), ori-

ginating in an agreement or regulation, originating in a

stipulated religious observance..

fizas, a. (from figa, a rule, and , joined to), connect-

ed with a regulation or covenant, connected, with a sti-

pulation or treaty.

নিয়মরহিত, a. (from নিয়ম, a regulation , and রহিত, destitute),

destitute of rules or regulations, destitute of a covenant

or treaty, destitute of a stipulation or agreement.

fammga, s. (from faga, a rule, and § , a transgressing),

the transgressing of a rule or precept, the transgressing

ofthe terms of a treaty or agreement.

নিয়মলড্রনকারক, a. (from নিয়মলন , the transgressing ofarule),

and ata , doing , transgressing a rule or law, trans-

gressing the terms of a covenant or treaty.

fagæægaætzì, a. (from fazama, the transgressing of a rule),

and f , doing), transgressing a rule or law, trans-

gressing the terms of a covenant or treaty.

faxamĝ7371, a. (from tag , the transgressing ofa rule,

and I, producible ), producible by or arising from

transgressing a rule or law, producible by or arising

from transgressing the terms of a covenant or treaty.

5 , ad. (loc. case of (a ), for the pur-

pose of transgressing a rule or law, for the purpose of

transgressing the terms of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মলননিষিয়ক, a. (from নিয়ম , the transgressing of a

rule, and fifïï, a cause) , caused by or arising from

transgressing a rule or law, caused by or arising from

transgressing the terms of a covenant or treaty ; ad.

from or because of transgressing a law or rule, from or

because of transgressing the terms of a stipulation or

treaty.

নিয়ন্ত্রননিমিত্তে, ad. (from নিমেসন, the transgressing of a

rule, and fifï³, a cause), for the purpose of transgress-

ing a rule or law, for the purpose of transgressing the

terms of a covenant or treaty

fayazgzdus, a. (from faga , the transgressing of a

rule, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

transgressing a rule or law, caused by or arising from

transgressingthe terms of a covenant or treaty ; ad. from

or because of transgressing a rule or law, from or be-

cause oftransgressing the terms of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মলগ্ননহেতুক, a. (from নিয়মলন, the transgressing of a

rule, and æg, a cause), caused by or arising from trans-

gressing a rule or law, caused by or arising from trans-

gressing the conditions of a covenant or treaty ; ad. from

নয .়

or because of transgressing a rule or law, from or be

cause of transgressing the conditions of a covenant or

treaty.

fagatal, a. (from fayz , a regulation), regular, subject to

rules, making an agreement, stipulating.

figand , a. (from faz , a regulation, and 557, indicating),

indicating rules or regulations, indicating a covenant or

treaty, indicating an agreement or stipulation.

faga , a. (from fag , a regulation, and , to stand , in-

cluded in a rule or regulation, included or contained

in a covenant or agreement, contained in a stipulation

or treaty.

fat , a. (from fa , a regulation, and , staying),

included in or forming a part of a treaty or stipulation,

included in a rule or law, included in a covenant or

agreement.

fagafas, a. (from fau , a regulation, and f , situtated',

included or comprized in a rule or regulation, included

or comprized in a covenant or agreement, included or

comprized in a stipulation or treaty.

fagasiz, a. (from fag , a regulation, and 7, destitute),

destitute of rules or regulation, destitute of a covenant

or stipulation, destitute of an agreement or treaty.

figNzI, a. (from fa , a rule, and a cause), caused

by or arising from a rule or law, caused by or arising

from an agreement or stipulation ; ad . from or because

of a rule or law, for or because of an agreement or sti

pulation.

fagata , s. (from fa, a regulation, and tæt§¹, desire), a

desire for a rule or regulation , a desire for an agreement

or stipulation, a desire for a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মাকাঙ্ক্ষী , a. ( from নিয়ম, a regulation, and অাকানি, desir-

ous), desirous of a rule or law, desirous of an agreement

or stipulation desirous of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মাতিক্রম, s. (from নিয়ম, a regulation , and অতিক্রম, an ex-

cess), transgressing a rule or law, breaking a covenant

or treaty, transgressing an agreement or stipulation .

নিয়মাতিক্রমকারহ, a. (from নিয়মাতিক্রম , the transgression ofa

rule, and ☎ta , doing), transgressing a rule or law,

breaking through a covenant or treaty, transgressing

an agreement or stipulation.

নিয়মাতিক্রমকারী, a. ( from নিম্নমাতিক্রম, the transgression of a

rule, and faq, doing), transgressing a rule or law,

breaking through a covenant or treaty, transgressing an

agreement or stipulation.

নিয়মাতিক্রমজন্য , a. ( from নিয়মাতিক্রম, the transgression of a

1ule, and 551, produc.ble), producible by or arising from

the trausgression of a rule or law, producible by or aris-

Q9992
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ing from the breaking through a covenant or treaty,

producible by or arising from transgressing an agree-

ment or stipulation .

fat , ad. (loc. case offat , for the pur-

pose of transgressing a rule or law, for the purpose of

breaking through a covenant or treaty, for the purpose

oftransgressing an agreement or stipulation.

নিয়মাতিক্রমনিমিশুক, a. ( from নিয়মাতিক্রম , the transgression of

a rule, and fifa , a cruse), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a rule or law, caused by or aris-

ing from the transgression of an agreement or stipula-

tion, caused by or arising from breaking a covenant or

treaty ; ad. from or because of breaking a rule or law,

from or because of transgressing an agreement or stipu

lation, from or because of breaking a covenant or trea.

ty.

fagatforafofa:, ad. (from fagawa, the transgression of

a rule, and fifa , a cruse), for the purpose of trans-

gressing a rule or law, for the purpose of breaking an

agreement or stipulation, for the purpose of breaking

a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মাতিক্রমপুযুক্ত, a. ( from নিয়যাতিক্রম, the transgressing of u

rule, and que, caused by), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a rule or law, caused by or arising

from the breaking an agreement or stipulation, caused

by or arising from the transgression of a covenant or

treaty ; ad. from or because of the transgression of a

rule or law, from or because of the transgression of an

agreement or stipulation, from or because of the break-

ing of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মাতিক্ৰমহেতুক, a. (from নিয়মাতিক্রম, the transgressing ofa

rule, and a cause), caused by or arising from the

transgression of a rule or law, caused by or arising from

the transgression of an agreement or stipulation, caused

byor arising from the breaking of a covenant or treaty;

ad. from or because of the transgression of a rule or

law, from or because of the breaking of an agreement

or stipulation, from or because of the breaking of a co-

venant or treaty.

নিয়মাতিক্রমার্জন, a. (from নিয়মাতিক্রম , the transgression of a

rule, and , a procuring), the procuring a living by

a way not authorise in the shastras, the procuring a

subsistence by breaking the laws.

নিয়মাতিক্রম।র্জিত , a. (from নিয়মাতিক্রম, the transgression of a

rule, and as, procured), procured by breaking the

laws, procured by transgressing the rules prescribed by

the shastras.

Payatas, a (from faga, a regulation , and as, connected

fas.

with , regulated, subject to rule, orderly , stipulated , cos

venanted.

fapatma, s. (from fa , a regulation, and , de

sire), a desire for a rule or regulation, a desire for an

agreement or stipulation, a desire for a covenant or

treaty.

fagatsata, u. (from fag , a regulation , and fat , de-

sirous), desirous of a rule or law, desirous of an agree-

ment or stipulation , desirous of a covenant or treaty.

fayat , s. (from fa , a regulation, and wú, an objet , hav-

ing a rule or law for its object, having an agreement

or stipulation for its object, having a covenant or trea,

ty for its object.

fafas, a . (from fa , prep, and to cease , stipulated,

agreed on, regulated, guided, covenanted.

fa, s. (from 47 , a regula ion, and 1, desire), a de-

sire for an agreement or regulation.

fantas, a. (from fa , a regulation, and , desirous), desir

ous of an agreement or regulation.

flage, a (from fa , a regulation, and T , desirous), de-

sirous of an agreement or regulation.

faxɩæt413, a. (from fÃ¤, a regulation, aud 8415, engaged),

engaged in an agreement or regulation.

fagatartst, s. (from faga, a regulation, and sist, exerti-

on) , an exertion to make or keep an agreement or regu-

lation, an exertion to perform a stipulated religious ob

servance.

faimanuisti, a. (from fa , a regulation, and scarifda, us,

ing exert ons), using exertions to make or keep an agree-

ment or regulation, using exertions to perform a stipu-

lated religious observance.

নিয়মোপক্রম , s. (from নিয়ম, a regulation, and উপক্রম , abrgin-

ning), the commencement of a regulation or agreement,

a beginning ofthe performance of a stipulated religious

observance.

fagzatem*t, s. (from faª¤, a regula'ion , and sπî×, instru:-

tion), instruction or advice about a regulation or agree-

ment, instruction or advice about the performance of a

stipulated religious observance.

নিয়মোপদেশক, a. (from নিয়ম, a regulation , and গুপদেশক, gio-

ing instruction), giving instruction or advice about a re-

gulation or agreement, giving instruction about the per-

formance of a stipulated religious observance.

fati, s. (from faga, a regulation, and stay, an in-

struction), a person who gives instruction or advice

about making a regulation or agreement, a person who

gives instruction about the performance of a stipulated

religious ceremony.
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{ayratas, a. (from fa , a regulation, and st ,fit , fit or

proper to be made the matter of an agreement or regu-

lation, fit or proper for a stipulated religious observ

ance.

fagatty, s. (from fa¤, a regulation, and stṣ, un expedient) ›

an expedient for making an agreement or regulation,

an expedient to perform a stipulated religious ceremo-

ny.

agata , s . (from faga, a regulation , and 887 , a trans-

gressing), the transgressing of a regulation or rule, the

breaking of an agreement or covenant.

Fastgate, a. (from fay , the transgression ofa

rule, and at , doing), transgressing a rule or regula-

tion, breaking an agreement or stipulation ; s. a person

who transgresses a rale or agreement.

fagaimaætat, a. (from fast , the transgression of a

rule, and t , doing), transgressing a rule or regula-

tion, breaking an agreement or stipulation .

নিয়মোল্লăনজনক, a. (from নিয়মোল্ল न, the transgression ofa

rule, and , producing), causing the transgression of

a rule or law, causing the transgression of a covenant or

agreement, causing the transgression of the terms of a

stipulation or treaty.

নিয়মোল্লড্রনজন্য , a. (from নিয়মৌল্লন, the transgression of a

rule, and , producible), producible by or arising

from the transgression of a rule or law, producible by

or arising from the transgression of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মোল্লল্গুনজনো , ad. (loc. case of নিয়মোল্লা নজনা ) , for the pur-

pose oftransgressing a rule or law, for the purpose of

transgressing the terms of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মোল্লঊসনিমিত্তক, a. ( from নিয়মেরন, the transgressing of

a rule, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a rule or law, caused by or arising

from transgressing the terms of a covenant or treaty ;

ad. from or because of the transgression of a rule or

law, from or because of the transgression of the terms

of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মোল্লßসনিমিত্তে, ad . (from নিয়মোল্লা, the transgression of

a rule, and fifiI, a cause), for the purpose of trans-

gressing a rule or law, for the purpose of violating the

terms of a covenant or treaty.

নিয়মোল্লà সপুযুক্ত, a. (from নিয়মে লণ্ঠন, the transgression of a

rule, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

the transgression of a rule or law, caused by or arising

from violating the terms ofa covenant or treaty ; ad. from

or because of the transgression of a rule or law, from

or becauseofviolating the terms ofa covenant or treaty .

সি:যেক্লিনিহেতুক, a. (from নিয়মোল্লম্বন , the transgression of a

faci.

rule, and a cause), caused by or arising from the

transgression of a rule or law, caused by or arising from

violating the terms of a covenant or treaty ; ad. from or

because of transgressing a rule or law, from or because

of violating the terms of a covenant or treaty.

ч ,fata, s. (from fa, prep. and , to cease), a rule, a regula

tion, a law, a law of nature, a stipulation, an agreement,

a covenant, a treaty.

fyta , a. (from fi, prep. and я, to cease), regulating, act-

ing as a prime mover, regulating the motions of machi

nary, directing the operations of an army, superintend-

ing the legislature of a country ; s. a regulator, a regu-

lating cause.

fa31, s. (from fata , regulating), the condition or of

fice of a regulator, the condition or office of a regulat

ing cause.

fata , s. (from fanta , regulating), the condition or of-

fice of a regulator, the condition or office of regulating

cause.

নিয়ামকত্বরূপে, ad. (from নিয়ামকত্ব, the condition ofa regulit-

ing cause, and **, in the manner), as being the regu-

lator or directing cause.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and 15, to join), appointed to an

office, constituted, commanded.

fa , s. (from fa , appointed), the circumstance of be

ing appointed, a being appointed to office, a being

constituted.

fa , s. (from far , appointed), the circumstance of be-

ing appointed to an office, a being appointed or consti-

tuted.

fagata, a. (from fa, prep. and 5, to join), appointing to

office, constituting, commanding.

fans, a. (from fa, prep. and , mixed), a million .1 ,

faga, s. (from fa, prep. and , war), a fight with the hands

without weapons, pugillism .

fact , a. (from fa, prep. and , tojoin), fit to be ap-

pointed to office, eligible to office, worthy of being ap-

pointed to office.

fatti, s. (from F, prep. and 4 , to join), a person who

appoints to office, a commander, one who enjoys .

facts , s. (from fat , one who appoints), the office of

appointing or commanding.

নিয়োগৃহ, s . (from নিয়োজ, one who appoints), the office of

appointing or commanding.

factst, s. (from fa , prep. and tojoin), an appointment

to office, an order, a command, a precept , a constituti-

on. Iu grammar, the imperative mode .

facatsta , s . (from fazytst, an appointment , and zader),
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てます。

one who appoints to office, one who issues precepts or

commands.

নিয়োগকারক, a. (from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and কারক,

making), appointing to office, giving orders, command-

ing ; s. a person who appoints to office, the maker of a

constitution or law.

নিয়োগকারী, a . (from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and কারিন, make-

ing), appointing to office, constituting, commanding,

giving orders.

নিয়োগ জন্য, a . (from দিয়োগ, an appointment, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from an appointment

to office, produced by or arising from a command.

নিয়োগঅন্যে , ad. (loc. case of নিয়োগজন্য), for the sake of an

appointment, for a precept or command.

Fatst , s. (from facetst, an appaintment, and , duty),

in the Hindeo jurisprudence, the appointing of a wo-

man whose husband is dead to his brother for the pur-

pose of raising up offspring for him.

figisfiataæ, a. (from fargtst, an appointment, and fattzē,

preventing) , preventing or opposing an appointment,

preventing or opposing a precept or law.

farytsifaætad , s. (from farxist, an oppointment, and faæt?d,

apreventing), the preventing or opposing ofan appoint-

ment, the preventing or opposing of a precept or com-

mand.

নিয়োগনিবৃত্তি, ও (from নিয়োগ , an appointment, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of an appointment, the cessati-

on of a precept or command,

faratsfafaze, a. (from facist, an appointment, and fasa ,

a cause), caused by or arising from an appointment or

command ; ad. from or because of an appointment or

command,

নিয়োগনিমিত্তে, ad (from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for appointment, for a precept or command .

factste , a. (from facetst, an appointment, and TF, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from an appointment or

command; ad. from or because of an appointment or

command.

facts , ad (from fast, an appointment, and f1, with-

out), without an appointment or command.

factsfat , a. (from facetst, an appointment, and fat ,

possessed of), possessed of an appointment, subject to

an order or command.

নিয়োগব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

expted), an appointment excepted, a precept or com-

mend excepted.

নিয়োগৰতিরেক, a. (fromনিয়োগ, an appointment , and ব্যতিরেক,

ficat.

an exception), the exception of a precept or command,

the exception of an appointment.

নিয়োগ ডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of নিয়োগ ডিরেক), with the ex-

ception of an appointment or command, without ao

appointment or command.

facatst , u. (from fagtst, an appointment, and , a root),

originating from an appointment or command, originat-

ing from a precept.

facts , a. (from fagtst, an appointment; and , joined

to), connected with an appointment or command, con-

nected with a precept.

নিয়োগরহিত, a. ( from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and রহিত, dess

titute , destitute of an appointment or command, desti-

tute of a precept.

facistas , a. (from fartst, an appointment, and , in-

dicating), indicating a command or appointment, in-

dicating a precept.

fata, a. (from faratst, an appointment, and ₹5, desti-

tute), destitute of an appointment or command, desti-

tute of a precept.

factsttata , s . from facetst, an appointment, and stats ,

desire), the desire of an appointment or injunction, the

desire of a precept.

facistit a (from fagtst, an appointment , and atet ,

de irous), desiring an appointment or command, desir-

ous of an injunction or precept.

facatifsata, s . (from ficatst, an appointment, and afenta,

desire), a desire for an appointment or command, the de-

sire of a precept.

farytsit(sata), a . (from fagtst, an oppointment, and fsatay,

desirous , desirous of an appointment or command, de-

sirous of an injunction or precept.

facatst , a. (from fagtst, an appointment, and af, an ob-

ject), having an appointment or command as its object.

factsttest, s . (from factstt , having an appointment as an

object), the having an appointment or command for its

object.

faststu , s. (from facetstta , haring an appointment as an

object), the having an appointment or command as an

object.

Fists, a. (from fast, an appointment, and , fit), fit

for or worthy of an appointment, fit for a precept ar

command.

firstst, a. (from fa , prep. and , to join), appointed, or-

dered, commanded .

fastest , s. (from fatgist, an appoin'ment, and a , desire,

a desire for an appointment or command, a desire for

a precept.
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faz

testa . (from fast, an oppointment, and a desirous),

desirous of an appointment or command, desirous of an

injunction or precept.

faxtisas, a . (from facatst, an appointment, and 3a, desir-

ous), desirous of an appointment or command, desirous

of an injunction or precept.

নিয়োগোদ্যত , a. ( from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and উদাত্ত, e-

gaged in), about to appoint or command a person, about

to give a precept.

Facutestteartst, s. (from Fastst, an appointment, and sist,

endeavour), an endeavour to appoint or command, an

endeavour to give an injunction or precept.

Facștestteærtsfi, a. (from fargtst, an appointment, and sɩnitista,

using endeavours), using endeavours to appoint or com

mand, endeavouring to give an injunction or precept.

নিয়োগোপক্রম, s . (from নিয়োগ, an appointment, and উপক্রম, ৫

beginning), the beginning of appointing or command-

ing, the beginning of an injunction or precept.

fastesttacht, s. (from fatatst, command, and s , instruc-

tion), the delivering of a command or injunction.

নিয়োগোপদেশক, a. (from নিয়োগ, a command, and ওপদেশক,

instructing), giving commands or injunctions.

facgtestieni, s. (from faratst, a command, and E , an

instructor), one who enforces commands or precepts.

fitæ, a. (from fa, prep. and , to join) , appointing to

office , commanding, enjoining ; s. a person who com-

mands or enjoins, a person who appoints to office.

fatyta, s. (from 1 , prep . and , tojoin) , the appointingযু ,

of a person to an office, the laying an injunction upon

any one, the designating of a person to an employment

or profession.

fiestants, a. (from fitats , an appointing, and g, wor-

thy), worthy of being designated or appointed to an

office, worthy of being enjoined or commanded.

fitats, a. (from fa , prep. and , to join), fit to be de-

signated or appointed to an office, requiring a command

or precept .

fitfas, a. (from fa, prep. and 5, to join), appointed to

office, constituted, ordered, commanded.

ficate , a. (from fi, prep. and T , to join), fit to be de-

signated or appointed to an office, requiring a precept

or command.

f , a preposition only used in composition ; prefixed to

verbs and nouns, it usually gives the idea of privation ,

absence, or negation.

ft, a. from fag, prep. and , a share), destitute of

a share or lot.

নির.

fixi, a. (from faig, prep. and ft , sharing), not shar

ing, destitute of a partner, single.

faat, a. (from fog, prep. and , an iron goad for an

elephant), free from restraint, unrestrained, free.

fiz31, a . (from fat, unrestrained), unrestrainedness,

freedom, liberty.

~fiata, s. (from faz , unrestrained), unrestrainedness,

freedom, liberty.

f1783, a. (from fag, prep. and 7, stibium), pure, free

from stain, holy, free from antimony or collyrium ; s . the

casting of an idol into the water after the season of its

worship is expired.

fa33, a. (from fa̸, prep. and 73, delighted), excessively de-

lighted with, very fond of.

faazztfax, a. (from fa, prep. and arifae, nasal), not

nasal.

faza , a. (from fa, prep. and , distance), having no

space between, incessant, unintermitted, solid, impervi

ous.

নিরন্তরাল, a. (from নির্. prep . and অন্তরাল, between , having

no space between, close, solid.

faza, a. (from fag, prep. and a food), destitute of food.

, a. (from F , prep. and F, a direct consequence

not following by direct consequence, not agreeing with

another word in a sentence , destitute of posterity.

fax , a. (from fag, prep. and 57, loss), free from loss,

free from detriment.

fa , a . (from fa , prep. and

fagdat, a . (from fa , prep. and

shame or modesty.

431, a child , childless.

, shame), destitute of

faga , a. (from fag, prop. and , a divisor), having ne

further divisor, reduced to its lowest term.

, a. (from fa , prep, and

from accusations, not charged

ned, free from exceptions.

я, an accusation), free

with blame, not impug-

figЯata, a. (from faz, prep. and data, guilt), innocent,

free from guilt or crime.

নিরপরাধী, a. (from নির ,্ prep. and অপরাবিন, guilty ), innocent,

guiltless.

নিরপহারী, a. (from নির্, prep. and অপহারিন, plundering) , hea

nest, not purloining or plundering.

fagety, s. (from fa, prep. and

gatst, a. (from fa prep. and

permanent.

Яt , injury), security.

t , injuring), secure,

faz , a. (from fax, prep. and 1 , expectation), inde-

pendent, having no expectation from a given object.

fagus', s . (from fa , independent), independence, the

having no expectation from a person.

"
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Freix, s. (from a , independent), independence, the

having nothing to expect from a person.

fat ,s. (fromE , prep. and

of expectation, independence.

fax , a. (from fa, prep. and z , a

faz , a. (from fag, prep, and

1 , xpectation), the want
(

voice), silent, quiet.

at , leisure), destitute

of leisure, destitute of opportunity ; s . a want ofleisure

or opportunity.

fail, a. (from fax, prep. and af , having leisure),

not at leisure.

fagasy, a. (from faz, prep, and was , controul), not under

controul, not subject to, not punishable by, indepen-

dent.

faza , a. (from fa , prep. and af , rossessed of) , not

affected by, not possessed f.

fazzar, a, from fig, prep. and U, compleat), compleat

or established , not low or mean.

fazanılanı, a . (from faga , compleat, and fal, science),

possessing compleat knowledge, well versed.

fagafa, a. (from fax, prep. and xx(†, a limit), unlimited,

boundless .

fax , a. (from a prep. and TrṛT, a component part ,̀

destitute ofmembers or component parts, simple, unor-

ganic.

fap1, s. (from fazaga, simple ) , simplicity of structure,

a want oforganic structure.

fazzyza, s. (from fazxxx, simple), simplicity of structure,

a want of organic structure.

faazma, s. (from fa prep. and , a depending), a.

want ofdependence ; a. not hanging from, not depend-

ing on.

faza , a. (from fa prep. and af , depending , not

depending on, not suspended from.

fs , a. (from fia, prep. and a , leisure), destitute of

leisure; s. a want of leisure or opportunity.

fa , a. (from fag, prep. and , water), destitute ofwa-

ter, free from water.

fa , a. (from a, prep. and , an object), vain, without

an object, useless, answering no purpose.

fixus, a. (from fix, prep. and xứ, an object), vain, useless,

not directed to an object, not answering any purpose.

fa , s . (from faa , vain), vanity, inutility, unfruitful-

ness, uselessness.

figúæa, s. (from fazu , vain) , vanity, inutility, unfruitful-

ness, uselessness.

faa, s . (from fa, prep, and ¤ , to go), hell.

Fixt

fizaz, a. (from fig, prep. and wha, idle), not idle, not ins

dolent, diligent.

fazata, s. (from fog, prep, and a, an eating), a not eat,

ing; a. fasting, not eating.

faztal, a. (from fa, prep. and fan, eating , not eating,

fasting,

faga, a. from fa, prep. and , juice), juiceless, dry.

fagna, s. (from fig, prep. and , to throw), defeat, a de

sisting, a restraining, an appeasing, an assuaging.

fa , a. (from faz, prep, and a, to throw), defeated , made

to desist, restrained, appeased, assuaged, calmed, al

layed.

faye, a. (from 173 , subdued), subduing, calming, al'ay,

ing.

faz a. (from fax, prep. and , a weapon), weaponless,

unaimed.

fata, a. (from fa , prep. and ta, pride) , humility ;

a. not proud, humble.

নিরহঙ্কারী , a. (from নির ,্ prip and অহঙ্কারি , proud), not

proud, humble.

fazxHI, a. (from fa prep, and 3, become proud), not

grown proud.

fiatza , s. (from fag. prep. 1, prep. and ☎, a doing ofany

thing), the driving away or expelling of a person, exter-

mination.

নিরাকরণ পরক, ৫. (from নিরাকরণ , expulsion, and কারকdoing),

expelling, driving away ; s . one who expels or drives

away.

নিরাকরণকারী, a. (from নিরাকরণ , expulsion, and কারিন, do

ing), expelling, driving away.

faat , a. (from fiatæ , expulsion, and , produ.

cible), producible by or arising from expelling or driv

ing away.

নিরাকরণ জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of নিরাকরণজন্য ), for the purpose

of expelling or driving away.

নিরাকরণনিমিত্তক, a. (from নিরাকরণ , expulsion , and দিতি, ও

cause), caused by or arising from expelling or driving

away; ad. from or because of expelling or driving a

way.

নিরাকরণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from নিরাকরণ , expulsion , and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause) , for the purpose of expelling or driving away.

নিরাকরণপ্রযুক্ত, a. (from নিরাকরণ , expulsion, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arisng from expelling or driving away;

ad. from or because of expelling or driving away.

fat , a. (from fiat , expulsion, and f, able);

capable of expelling or driving away.

fædĦ31, 8. (from fat , able to expel), an abi

lity to expel or drive away.
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fazi.

AztagaĦaug, 8. (from faxtægqzzuf, able to expel), an abi-

lity to expel or drive away.

FitENTIF, a. (from fiatæ , expulsion, and 15, a cause),

caused by or arising from expelling or driving away;

ad. from or because of expelling or driving away.

fatatu, a. (from axtar , expulsion , and , an object ,

having expulsion or extermination for its object.

নিয়াকরণার্থতা,৪. (from নিরাকরণte, having expulsion for its

object), the having expulsion or driving away for an

object.

নিরাকরণার্থত্ব , s. (from নিরাকরণার্থ, having expulsion for its

object), the having expulsion or driving away for an

object,

fastegia, a. (from fag, prep. , prep. and , to do), ex-

terminable, capable of being expelled, requiring to be

expelled or exterminated, deserving to be expelled or

exterminated.

fatet , a. (from fia, prep. and tatt, desire), contented,

satisfied, having no eager desires.

fastatas, a. from fa, prep. and stats , desired), not de-

sired, not coveted ,

fiatæthì, a. (from faig, prep. and tat , desirous), free

from desire, contented.

fiatata, a. (from f , prep. and stata, aform), incorpo-

real, without form, shapeless.

Patatae, a. from fx, prep. a, prep. and , to do), ex-

pelling, exterminating, driving away ; s. one who expels

or drives away.

་fatætsì, a. (from fax, prep. l, prep. and ☎, to do), expel-

ling, exterminating, driving away.

fatetú, a. (from fag, prep. I, prep. and ☎, to do), exter-

minable, capable of being expelled or exterminated ,

requiring to be expelled or exterminated, deserving to

be expelled or exterminated.

But , a. (from fag, prep. 1, prep. and to do), expelled,

driven away, exterminated.

Fatafs, a (fromfaz, prep. and atas, aform), incorporeal,

without form, shapeless ; s . a want of form or shape,

expulsion , extermination.

fistory, a. from fix, prep, and wiwy, reproved), not re-

proved, not reproached.

fatet , s. (from fa , prep, and , displeasure), the

absence ofdispleasure or reproof ; a. not displeased, free

from reproach.

নিয়াজোশী, a. (from নির. prep . and আফেtশিন, reproving), not

reproving, not reproaching.

faxista, a. (from faz, prep, and wist , a coming), destitute of

fast.

approach, not coming to a person ; s. a not approach

ing or coming.

faxta, a. (from fax, prep. and af , covered , not cover

ed or concealed .

নিরাদ্ধাদন,faztatua, a. (from fa, prep. and atât , a covering), des-

titute of a covering.

faziatas, a. (from fa, prep, and ts, covered), not

covered , not concealed.

fiatt, a. (from fa, prep. and 315, appear , close, concealed,

solid, not hollow.

faatos, a. (from fig, prep. and at³½, fear), safe, secure.

Fiatas, a. (from fog, prep. and tata, receptacle), destitute

of a receptacle , destitute of a fulcrum or support.

নিরাধারা , a. (from নির্ prep . and অাধার, areceptacle), inces

sant.

fata , a. (from fagta , ninety-nine), ninety-nine.

fata , s. (from fag, prep. and ta , joy), gloom, sadness,

displeasure ; a. sad, joyless .

fagtamætzæ, u. (from fasta , cheerless, and æg , doing),

making gloomy or cheerless.

faxtamætsì, a. (from fiata , cheerless, and if , doing),

making gloomy or cheerless.

xt , a. (from fata , displeasure, and , produ

cing , occasioning gloom or sadness, making uncomfor-

table.

faxtamani, a. (from fata , cheerless, and , producible).

producible by or arising from gloom or heaviness of

mind.

নিরানন্দজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of নিরান नT), for the purpose

of gloom or sadness.

নিরানন্দনিমিশুক, a. (from নিরানন্দ, gloom , and নিমিত্ত, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from gloom or sadness ; ad. from

or because of gloom or sadness.

fagtaafafats, ad. (from fast , gloom, and f , a cause),

for the purpose of gloom or sadness.

fastas, a. (from fata , gloom, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from gloom or sadness ; ad. from

or because of gloom or sadness.

faxtangge, a. (from fasta , gloom, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from gloom or sadness ; ad. from

or because of gloom or sadness,

নিরানন্দিত , a. (from নির ,্ prep. and আনন্দিত, glaldened), not

gladdened, gloomy, sad.

fata , a. (from af , ninety-nine), ninety-nine.

fats, s. (from fax, prep. and ¡ , misfortune), freedom

from misfortune, security, safety.

fast , s. (from fag, prep. and t , misfortune), freedom

from misfortune, security, safety.

Bert
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fat , ad. (from fa , prep. and at , in misfortune), in

safety, in security.

নিরাপ্যায়িত, a. (from নির ,্ prep. and আপ্যায়িত, refreshed),

not refreshed.

fastard, a. (from faz , prep. and t , a covering), des-

titute of a covering or skreen, defenceless, exposed ; s.

the absence of a covering.

fa , a . (from fag , prep. and tatt , an obstruction),

without hesitation or obstruction.

fiatas, a. (from fa , prep, and tas, covered), uncovered,

bare, exposed, defenceless.

Hatay, a. (from fag, prep. and aty, discase), free from

disease, healthy.

fastast, a. (from fa, prep. and staf , diseased,, not diss-

eased, healthy.

fastfaa, c. (from fag, prep. and fax, flesh), destitute of

flesh, excluding flesh.

নিরামিষাশী, a. (from fনরামিষ, not flesh, and আশিন, eating),

not eating flesh.

fagtrata, q. (from fag, prep. and atatɛ, enjoyment), joy-

less.

fatcatat, a . (from fa , prep and staffan joyful , gloomy,

joyless.

faatṣta, s . (from fag, prep, and at fangues, the absence

oflabour or fatigue ; a . free from la i

নিরায়ুধ, a. (from নির ,্ prep. and আয়ুধ, a Keaport , destitute

of weapons.

fata , a. (from fa, prep. and at , that on which a thing

hangs), destitute of a support or receptacle, destitute of

refuge.

fagtay, a. (from fag, prep, and tag, a residence), deşert,

destitute of habitations.

fata , s. (from fa, prep. and at , idleness), freedom

from indolence ; a . diligent.

faatat, ad. (from fag, prep, and af , of the same age),

privately, in secret.

fart, a. from fig, prep. and tt, hope), hopeless, des-

pairing.

fat , a. (from fia, prep, and tt , a scope), destitute

of a scope or object ; s. the want of a scope or ob-

jeet.

fat , s. (from fa, prep. and at , hope), despair , des-

pondency.

ata, s. (from fia, prep. and , encouragement , a

want of encouragement, discouragement ; a. destitute

of encouragement or hope,

fattat, a. (from fa , prep. and if receiving en-

fast.

couragement), not receiving encouragement, not hoping,

discouraging.

faata, s. (from fia, prep. and , to throw), a repelling,

a driving away.

faat , a. (from fag, prep. and , to throw), repelling,

driving away, repulsive.

fiatas , s. (from fata , repelling), repulsion , a driving

away, repulsiveness .

fitæ , s. (from fast , repelling), repulsion , a driving,

away, repulsiveness.

•fata , ad. (fromfit , repulsion, and aform),

repulsively.

faxtatú, a. (from fiata, repulsion, and ¤ , an object), hav-

ing repulsion as its object, intending to repel or drive

away ; s. the object of repulsion.

fagtat51, s. (from fatatu, intended to repel), an intention

to repel or drive away.

away.

fatt , s. (from fattf, intended to repel , an intention

to repel or drive

fazteta, a, (from fa, prep. and tt , food), fasting, ab-

staining from food ; s . an abstaining from food.

fatti, a . (fromfag, prep, and at ,feeding), not feed-

ing, abstaining from food, fasting.

fatta, s. (from fag, prep. and t , joy), the absence

of joy orpleasure, sadness, gloom ; a . joyless, sad, gloo-

my.

fats, a. (from fa , prep. and 3, made to rejoice),

not made to rejoice, not chearful, not joyful, sad , gloo-

my.

fiatzint, a. (from fia, prep. and tztha, givingjoy), not

causing pleasure, not giving joy, causing gloom, gloo-

my.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and , to see), looking at, gaz-

ing at, viewing, observing , seeing ; s. one who looks or

gazes.

fata, s. (from fg, prep. and , to see), the looking at

a thing, the viewing of a thing steadily.

নিরীক্ষণকারক, a. (from নিরীক্ষা, a viewing, and কারক, doingT

viewing, surveying, looking at, seeing ; s . a person who

views or surveys an object.

নিরীক্ষণকারী, a. ( from নিরীক্ষণ, a viewing, and কারিন, doing)

viewing, surveying, looking at, seeing.

fa , a. (from fi , a viewing, and 5 , produci

ble), producible by or arising from viewing or survey-

ing.

, ad. (loc. case offa ), forthepurpose of

viewing or surveying.

নিরীক্ষণনিমিত্তক ,্ a. (from নিরীক্ষণ, a surveying, and নিমিত্ত,
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caure), caused by or arising from viewing or surveying ;

ad. from or because of viewing or surveying.

নিরীক্ষণসিহিত্তে ad. (from নিরীক্ষণ , a surveying , and নির্মিত , ৫

cause), for the purpose of viewing or surveying.

নিরীক্ষণপুযুক্ত, a. ( from নিরীক্ষণ , a surveying, and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from viewing or surveying ; ad.

from or because of viewing or surveying.

fail , a. (from fiated, a surveying, and (T3, a cause),

caused by or arising from viewing or surveying ; ad.

from or because of viewing or surveying.

fazìæd , a. from fa, prep. and , to see), visible, capa-

ble ofbeing surveyed or gazed at.

ffs , a. (from fa, prep. and , to see), viewed, observ-

ed with care.

fa , s. from i, a price), the market price of any com-

modity, a fixed price, a statement of current prices .

fat , a. (from faa, prep, and , god), the not being of

a god, the denial of a god, destitute of a god,

নিরীশ্বরপুতিপাদক, a. ( from নিরীশ্বর , the non-existence ofagod,

and at , establishing), establishing or proving the

non-existence of a god.

নিরীশ্বরপুতিপাদন , s . ( from নিরীশ্বর, the non-eristence of agod,

and f , an establishing), the establishing or prov-

ing of the non-existence of a god.

Fiat , s. (from f , the non-existence of a god, and

, a word), the asserting of the non-existence of a

god, an asserting the sentiments of atheism.

farazil, a. (from fat , the non- existence of a god,

and 7, saying), asserting the non-existence of a god ,

professing atheism .

faxx, a. (from fox, prep. and xi, exertion), destitute of

motion or exertion, quiet, still , fine, clear.

FF, a. (from fag, prep. and 3 , spoken ) , not announced,

not spoken, not mentioned ; s . one of the six sciences

pertaining to the Veda which teaches the explanation of

abstruse or uncommon terms.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and 837, an answer), without any

thing to reply, having the mouth stopped.

fy, a. (fromfa, prep. and 8 , answerable , un-

answerable, indefensible, unjustifiable.

fasst, c. (from fia, prep. and 877, an answer), not an-

swering, not replying.

facesy, «. (frem fa, prep, and 837, an answer), not an-

swering, making no reply .

fa , a. (from fag , prep. and 31 , heat), free from heat,

free from mental heat or anger, free from jealousy, cool ;

s. freedom from heat.

facets, s. from fa, prep . and 843, a calamity), safe

ty, security, freedom from calamity or adversity.

fat , a. (from fa, prep. and set , ruining), not

producing calamity or misfortune, producing safety or

security.

, a. (from fa, prep. and gents, effort) , destitute

of effort or perseverence, destitute of a continued and

persevering effort ; s. a want of effort or perseverence.

fatal, a. (from fa, prep. and sef , using efforts),

not using efforts, not persevering.

fa, a. (from fa, prep. and , to obstruct), blocked up,

obstructed.

faxt, a. (from fat, prep . and sf , perplexed), not per-

plexed, easy in mind.

faziast, a. (from fag, prep. and stast, perplexity), not per

plexed ; s. freedom from perplexity.

facast, a. (from fa , prep. and stafit , anxious), unanxious,

not entertaining anxious thoughts.

fast, ad. loc . case of fast), without perplexity or

trouble, safely.

fi&513, 1. (from fia, prep. and 841³, engaged), not ready

for, not engaged in an act.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and 841 , exerted), not engag-

ed in exertions.

facts, s. (from fa, prep. and suits , exertion) , a want

of zeal or exertion .

fats , a. (from fa , prep. and swift , using exertions),

not using exertions, not endeavouring.

fa&tæta, a. (from fa, prep. and sЯīta, assistance), help-

less, destitute of assistance ; s. the want of help or as-

sistance.

নিরুপকারক, a. (from নির ,্ prep. and উপকরিক, assisting), not

giving assistance, not helping, hindering.

fa&tæt;I, ɑ. (from fag, prep. and 847tf₹7, assisting), not

giving assistance, not helping, hindering.

fi3, a. (from fix, prep . and 83, assisted), not assisted,

not helped, hindered.

fa , s. (from fia, prep. and 8 , the ravage of a coun-

try , tranquillity, peace ; a. free from oppression, free

from hostile ravages.

, z. (from a prep. and seafa , ravaging), not

committing ravages, not oppressing.

fa3, a. (from fa, prep. and 85, ravaged), not ra-

vaged, not oppressed.

fa , a. (from fig, prep, and sf , fear), bold, fear-

less , safe, secure ; s. freedom from fear, boldness , secu

rity.

Rrrr2
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, a. (from fag, prep. and sta1, a similitude), peerless,

incomparable.

, a. (from fa , prep. and sa, an attribute) , desti-..

tute of attributes, or adjunct properties; s. the want of

attributes.

fæЯty, a. (from fa̸g, prep, and sЯty, an expedient), reme-

diless, helpless.

নিরুপায়ী, a. ( from নির ,্ prep. and sপায়ি, contriving) , not

contriving, not scheming, not forming expedients.

fa , a . (from fig, prep, and 8 , disregard), attention,

regard.

fiæÌ, a. (from fix, prep. and s17, disregarding),

not looking with contemptuous disregard on others,

fat, a. (from fa , prep. and aform), without form ,

shapeless.

fate, a. (from fa, prep. and , to torm , directing, or-

deling, regulating ; s . a director, a regulator.

31, s . (from fa , a director), directorship, the of

fice of one who regulates or ascertains.

fa&TTI, 8. (from {*** , a director ), directorship, the office

ofone who regulates or ascertains.

fald, s. (from fa, prep. and toform , the establishing

of a rule, the appomting of any circumstance, the pre-

scribing of a course of life or study.

নিকপণকারক, a. (!rom নিক d an establishing, and কারক, do-

ing , fixing or establishing a thing, determining or ascel-

taining.

fiætætil, a. (from fa , an establishing, and ifs , do-

ing fixing or establishing a thing, determinig or ascer

taining.

fa , a. (from fit , an establishing, aud 4, 0-

ducing), causing the establishment or ascertaining of a

thing.

, a. (from faЯ , an establishing, and 71 , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from the establishing or

ascertaining of a thing.

, ad. ( c. case of fo ), for the purpose of as-

certaining or establishing a thing, for the purpose of de-

ciding.

নিকশননিমিত্তক, a. (from নিরূপণ , an establishing, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause , caused by or arising from ascertaining or esta-

blishing a thing ; a . from or because of the ascertain-

ing or establishing a thing.

নিকপননিমিত্তে ad. (from নিকপন, an establishing, and নির্মিত

cause,, for the purpose of establishing or ascertaining a

thing.

faxnanfeza, a, (from fat , an establishing, and afge,

M

opposing), opposing or preventing the ascertaining or e

tablishing of a thing.

নিরূপণপুযুক্ত , a. (from নিৰূপণ , an establishing, and প্রযুক্ত , cans-

edby , caused by or arisingfrom the ascertaining or es-

tablishment of a thing ; ad. from or because of the as-

certaining or establishment of a thing.

fad1, ad. (from fad, an establishing, and fat, with-

out , without or beside the ascertaining or establishing

of a thing.

নিকপণব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from নিকপণ, an establishing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , the ascertaining or establishing a thing except-

ed.

নিরূপণব্যতিরেক, ও. (from নিকপণ , an estallishing, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), tue exception of ascertaining or establish-

ing a thing.

farzɑwfocate, ad. (loc. case offanfor ), with the excep

tion of ascertaining or establishing a thing, without or

beside ascertaining or establishing a thing.

farakats!, a. (from fæ , an estab'ishing, and cœtsis, wor-

thy,, deserving to be ascertained or established.

fazalco , u. (from fata, an establishing, and 3, a

cans , caused by or arising from the ascertaining or

establishing of a thing ; ad. trom of because of the as-

certaining or establishing of a thing,

নিকনাকাঙ্ক্ষী,famatori, s. (from f. , an establishing, and atat ,

deiro , a desire to ascertain or establish a thing.

fattiga. from fad, an estuvisking, and statf}T

des rous , desirous of ascertaining or establishing a

thing.

নিকপগাভিলাষ, s . (from নিৰূপণ , an establishing, and অভিলাষ,

desire , a desire to ascertain or establish a thing.

নিক নোভিলাষী, a. (from নিকপণ,an est blishing, and ভিরানি,

desirous), desnous of ascertaining or establishing a

thing.

fadats, a. (from fat , an establishing, and , worthy),

worthy of being ascertained or established .

fi , a. from fa , prep. and , to havefo:m), assigna-

ble, nominable, requiring to be regulated or appointed,

ascertainable, determinable.

fa , s. (from fa , an establishing, and ¹, desire),

a desire to ascertain or establish a thing.

fârnă, a. (from fo☎ , an establishing, and a desirous),

desirous of ascertaining or establishing a thing.

faxЯla☎*, a. (from fad, an establishing, and Fa, desir-

cus),desirous of ascertaining or establishing a thing.

fiaft , a. (from fa, prep. and , to haveform , appoint

ed, fixed, assigned, prescribed, nominated, regulated.
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he , a. kom fa, prep. and t, to have form), assignable,

nominable, ascertainable, determinable, requiring to be

regulated or appointed.

M1, s. (from fa , ascertainable), ascertainableness,

nominability.

fa , s. (from fa , ascertainable), ascertainableness,

nominability.

fat , a. (from , prep. and , to have form), under

the process of being settled or ascertained.

fax,s. (from fax prep. and S , reasoning), a compleat

sentence or one in which there is no ellipsis, logic, dis-

putation , certainty, the ascertaining of a thing.

faxa, s. (from fª, prep. and T4, to obstruct), a blocking

up, an obstruction, a hinderance, the besieging of a

town.

fatte, s. (from fa, prep. and to obstruct), blocking

up, obstructing, hindering, besieging.

fiat , a. (from fa , prep. and T to obstruct), not capa-

ble of being obstructed or blocked up.

finata , «. (from fi, prep, and ☎â, to obstruct), not admit-

ting of being obstructed or blocked up.

fat , a . from fag, prep, and a , a medicine) , destitute

of medicine.

fata , a. from
prep. and 9a , a herbaceous plant),

destitute of herbaceous plants.

fas , a. from -? prep, and so, gɔne), gone forth, extract-

ed, proceded, past.

fasa a, from fax, prep and st , a scent), scentless.

fa, a from fag, prep and sta, to move), au outlet, an is-

sue, a going forth, the departing from a place.

fasiaa, s. (from fag, prep, and st , to go), the going forth,

the departing from a place.

fasian, s. (from fag, prep, and staя, the melting of a metal),

the melting or dissolving of any thing which is malleable

or soluble.

fa , s. (from fa , prep. and 4, a quality), worthless, use-

less.

fag 31, s . (from fag , worthless), worthlessness, useless-

ness.

fagda, s. (from fagd, worthless), worthlessness, useless-

ness.

fag , ad. from fasa , unprofitableness, and , a

form , as unprofitable, in an useless or unprofitable

manner.

fa , a. (from fag, prep, and ef47, hav`ng qualities), des-

titute ofgood qualities, useless, worthless .

faga, s. from fag, prep, aud HTI, an arıanging), a beat-

ug, a striking.

fid

fa ,s. (from fax, prep. and , to occur), a table of con

tents, a catalogue.

fata, s. (from fa , prep. and , to occur), a table of con-

tents, a catalogue.

fants, s . (from fag, prep. and ₹7, to smite), a thunder

stroke, a severe blow ; a. knock-down .

fad, a. (from fag, prep, and 1, a loathing), destitute of

loathing or disgust, desti ute of hatred or aversion.

fiz´s, a. (from faz, prep. and ³, clarified butter) , destitute

of clarified butter.

facata, s. (from fag, prep. and , to sound), a sound or

noise, the sound of a trumpet.

fa , a. (from fag, prep, and 57, a man), uninhabited, de-

sert, private.

, ad. (loc. case offa , privately, aside.

faig, s. (fromfag, prep. and fʊ, to conquer), compleat con-

quest.

fiú , s. (from fia, prep. and a , decrepitude), free from

the infirmities of old age, free from decrepitude.

fim, a. (from fig, prep. and , water) , destitute of wa-

' ,

ter.

faffs , a. (from fag, prep. and fa, to conquer), compleatly

overcome, subdued.

fit , a. (from fag, prep. and s , life), lifeless, inani-

mate, weak, languid.

fa , a (from fag, prep. and , a bow-string), unstring.

fax.s. from faz prep, and ☎,নির্ঝর,

the

མ to grow old , a fountain or

spring, a cascade or water fall.

fa , s. (from fia, prep. and ☎, the hedding of corn ,

shedding out of con, the oozing of a liquid.

fa , s. (from fafa , spring , a mountain, a place abound-

ing in springs or water falls .

fata, a. (from fa prep. and ta, knowledge), ignorant,

destitute of knowledge.

fada, ad. from fag, prep. and at, to take), certainty, the

clearing up of any circumstance, the ascertaining of a

thing, an agreement, an engagement.

fa , s. from fa , certainty, and , a doer), a per-

son who decides or settles a matter, a person who as-

certains a thing.

fate, a . (from fy, certainty , and tee, making), as-

certaining, giving certainty, deciding, clearing up ; s,

a person who decides or ascertains .

fiásæiat, a. (from fads, certainty, and , doing), as-

certaining, giving certainty, deciding.

fa , a (from fag, a thing agreed on, and 13,fallen

from), fallen from an agreement of league.
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, a. (from fa , certainty, and 4 , producing),

producing certainty, causing a decision.

fa , a. (from fa , certainty, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from certainty or from a decision.

fa, ad. (loc. case offd ), for the purpose of cer-

tainty or a decision .

fapfade, a. (from fady, certainty, and fare, causing to

cease), putting an end to certainty or decision.

Fósfantaæ, a. (from fa̸dy, certainty, and faătaæ, prevent-

ing), preventing decision or certainty.

fdgfaziza , s. (from fad , cert‹ inty, and fat , a prevent-

ing , the preventing of a decision or certainty.

fayfa , s. ( from fag, certainty, and fafe, cessation),

the cessation of certainty or decision.

fadpfifaze, a. (from fa , certainty, and faf3, a cause),

caused by or arising from certainty or decision ; ad .

from or because of a decision or certainty.

fapfafir , ad. (from fag, certainty, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of a decision or certainty.

fats, a. (from fag, prep. and at , to take), ascertainable,

requiring to be decided or ascertained .

fagfee, a. (from fa , certainty, and fsxxx, oppos-

ing), opposing or obstructing a decision or certainty .

fa , a. (from fa , certainty, and T , caused by),

caused by or arising from a decision or certainty ; ad.

from or because of a decision or certainty.

Fidofani, al. (from fag, certainty, and 1, without) ,

without a decision or certainty.

নির্ণয়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from নির্ণয ,় certainly, and বাতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), a decision or certainty excepted.

নির্ণয়ডিয়েক, s . (from নির্ণয়, certainty, and বাতিরেক, an ex-

cept on , the exception of a decision or certainty.

fan , ad. (loc. case offa ), withthe excep-

tion of a decision or of certainty, without or beside the

deciding or ascertaining a thing.

fats, a. (from fa , a decision, and tats, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to the deciding or ascertaining of a

thing.

fitate, a. (from fa , a decision, and tats , oppos.

ing), opposing or preventing the deciding or ascertain-

ing of a thing.

Fyrats , a. (from fa , certainty, and cats , capable), ca-

pable ofbeing decided or ascertained, requiring to be

decided or ascertained.

face , a. (from far, certainty, and ‹ , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a decision or certainty ; ad. from

or because of a decision or certainty.

નિર્

fatti, s. (from fa , a decision, and atta , a desire ,

a desire to decide or ascertain .

fatata , a. (from fa, a decision, and atat , desirous),

desirous of deciding or ascertaining.

fadatfumta, s. (from fa , a decision, and sata, desire , a

desire to decide or ascertain.

fadgtfsmtet, a . (from fag, a decision, and fatfag, desir.

ous), desirous of deciding or ascertaining.

fat , a. (from fa , certainty, and sf, an object), hav

ing a decision or certainty for its object.

fdate, a. (from fa , certainty, and , fit), fit for or re-

quiring to be decided or ascertained.

fala , s. (from fag, a decision, and Za¹, a desire), a de-

sire of ascertaining or deciding.

•fidéµã, a. (from fix´s , a decision, and a desirous), de-

sirous of ascertaining or deciding.

fly , s. (from fa´s, a decision, and , desirous), de-

sirous of deciding or ascertaining.

faty , a. (from fa , prep. and at , to take), deciding, as-

certaining, leading to a decision .

fad13 , s. (from fat , one who decides), the office or con-

dition of one who decides or ascertains.

fat , a. (from it , one who decides), the office or

-condition of one who decides or ascertaius.

falas, a. (from fag, prep. and fa , to purify), corrected,

cleared, purified.

fito, a. (from fag, prep. and , to get), settled, determin-

ed on, fixed upon, established, confirmed .

fadigata, a. (from fig, prep. and , to take), under delibe-

ration for the purpose of being decided or ascertained .

fala´s , a. (from fa, prep . and dì, to take), ascertainable,

capable of being decided, requiring to be decided or

ascertained.

fatdi, s. (fromfg, prep. and a, to take), a person who de-

cides or ascertains .

fara31, s. (from far , one who decides), the office or con-

dition of a person who decides or ascertains .

fata , s. (from fats, one who decides), the office or condi-

tion of a person who decides or ascertains.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and 1, compassion), void ofpity,

merciless, hard-hearted, unfeeling, inhumane, cruel, re-

lentless.

fa31, s. (fromfa, unmerciful), unmercifulness, hard-

heartedness, unfeelingness , cruelty, relentlessness.

fan , s. (from fg, unmerciful), unmercifulness, hard-

heartedness, unfeelingness, cruelty, relentlessness.

fangi, s. (from fag, prep, and īgi, pity), brutality, hard

heartedness, uufeelingness,
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JK.

ty, a. (from faz, prep. and ñty, distress); free from trou-

ble, free from confinement.

fata, s. (from fats, release from confinement, and

a writing), an acquittance, a release, a discharge.

Ay, a. (from fag, prep. and fat, to know), fixed upon,

appropriated, nominated, appointed .

faf31, s . (from faf , appointed) , a being fixed on or ap-

pointed, a being nominated or commanded.

fix , s. (from fif , appointed), a being fixed on or ap-

pointed, a being nominated or commanded.

fact, s. (from fig, prep, and fax to know), an appointment,

an appropriation, a designation, a testimony.

fate, a. (from fa , prep, and fat, to know), appointing ,

appropriating, designating, bearing a testimony ; s . one

who appoints or designates, one who appropriates , a

witness,

fata, s. (from fag, prep. and fax, to know), the ascertain-

ing of a circumstance, the appointing of a person to a

charge, the designating of a person to an office , the ap-

propriation of property to any particular purpose.

fat , a. (from fag, prep. and fa , to know) , appropri-

able, ascertainable, capable of proof, requiring to be

proved by testimony, fit to be appointed to a charge.

fat, a, (from fog , prep. and fast , to know), appropriable,

ascertainable, capable of proof, requiring to be proved

by testimony, fit to be appointed to a charge.

fa31, 8. (from far, ascertainable , ascertainableness,

appropriability, a capability of being proved or esta

blished by testimony , a fitness to be appointed to a

charge.

, s. (from far, ascertainable , ascertainableness,

appropriability, a capability of being proved or estab-

lished by testimony, a fitness to be appointed to a

charge.

facta, a . from fag, prep, and cat , a fault), free from fault,

blameless , sinless, accurate.

faltat, a . (from fag, prep, and ctf¶¶, faulty), blameless ,

innocent, unpolluted, accurate, faultless,

3, a. (from fatta, blameless, and 3, made), justi-

fied, cleared of a charge, cleared from guilt,

ta , a . (from fig, prep. and 7, wealth) , poor, needy.

faa31, s. (from fa , poor), poverty, penury, want.

, s. (from fa , poor), poverty, penury, want.

fa , s. (from fag, prep. and , religion), irreligion, un-

godliness, injustice ; a. irreligious, ungodly, destitute

ofvirtue, unjust,

fax , a. from fag, prep, and T , virtuous) , irreligious ,

ungodly, destitute of virtue, unjust,

frá.

fat , a. (from fi , prep. and tag, a debt), free from debt,

accuracy.

faatiæ, u. (from fag, prep. and 2, to hold), ascertaining,

settling or fixing with accuracy ; s . a person who as-

certains or settles an affair with accuracy.

fata , s. (from fa, prep. and , to holl), the confirming

of a thing, the settling or ascertaining of a thing, au

agreement, a covenant, the giving of earnest money to

bind a bargain.

fatty, a. (from fax, prep. and 4, to hold), ascertainable,

capable of being settled or fixed upon with accuracy.

farafes , a. (from faz, prep. and , to hold), capable of

being fixed upon or settled with accuracy, ascertaina-

ble.

faits, a. (from fag, prep. and , to hold), confirmed, ra-

tified determined, ascertained, settled, decided, bargain-

ed.

fatú , a. (from fa prep. and to hol!), inviolable, not

to be relinquished, capable of being settled or fixed

with accuracy, capable of being decided.

fa , s. (from fat , ascertain ble), ascertainability,

a capability of being settled or fixed upon with accura➡

cy.

fan , s. (from fat , ascertainable), ascertainability, a

capability ofbeing settled or fixed on with accuracy.

fas , a. (from fag prep. and , to quake), shaken out, des-

titute of friends, cast out, rejected.

fa , a. (from fia, prep. and a, smoke), smokeless, clear.

fata, a . (fromfa, prep, andat , a name), nameless, strip-

ped of name or honour.

fatest , s . (from fata, nameless, and a gland) , in

anatomy the name of a gland (Glandula innominata .)

fifa , a . (from fag, prep. and 1, establishment) , uncer

tain, not established , destitute of proof or stability.

faz , ɑ (from fag, prep, and ***, a family), destitute of

race or family.

fiftat, a . (from fia, prep. and ft , family), destitute

of race or family.

fa , s. (from faz, prep. and , to speak , a speaking, a

describing, a relating, a narrating.

fabits, a (from fx prep. and as, to speak), capable of be

ing spoken or uttered, capable ofbeing narrated or des-

cribed.

fo1, s. (from fag prep. and 5, to speak , speaking, a des

cription, a relation of a fact a na:ration.

fara, s. (from fag, prep. and a , confivement), slavery,

bondage, obligation , the pertinacious pursuit of au ob-

ject, an intention , seizure ,
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, s . (from

fazi.

prep. and , a binding), bondage,

slavery, a decree, an obligation.

Fat, a. from fag prep. and zf , binding), loosing from

the bonds of obligation, relinquishing the world and

observant of the instructions of a spiritual guide with

a strong desire to obtain the true knowlegee of God.

Gan, a. (from fa, prep. and a, strength), destitute of

strength, weak, helpless.

fiásì, a. (from fg, prep, and zf , strong), weak, power-

less.

frat.

fatante, a. (from frata, extinction, and niya, giving),

extinguishing ; s. one who extinguishes.

faataītṣl, a. (from fifa, extinction, and ntfs7, giving), ex.

tinguishing.

fiatafafas , a. (from fats, extinction, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from extinction ; ad. from or be

cause of extinction.

নির্বাণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from নির্বাণ , extinction, and নির্মিত, a cause),

for the purpose of extinction.

নির্বাণপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from নির্বাণ , extinction, and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppose

ing) , opposing or preventing extinction.

fatty , a. (from fad, extinction, and F, caused by ,

caused by or arising from extinction ; ad. from or be

cause of extinction.

fa , a. (from fag, prep. and 4 , the flux ofwa'er or time),

not flowing away, not passing away, stagnant.

fato , s . (from fag, prep. and 7 , to sperk), a causing to

utter or disclose , a causing to describe or narrate.

faxtsaly, a. (from fog, prep. and ™ , to speak), utterable, faétafanı, ad. (from faéd, extinction, and flat, without),

describable, dec'arable.

fast , c. (from fa, prep. and Tota, talkative), not talk-

ative, inanimate, dull.

fitfas, a. (from fia, prep. and affo³, made to speak), ex-

torted from, made to speak.

to , a. (from fx, prep. and 7 , to speak), capable of

being spoken or related, capable of being narrated or

described.

4, s. (fromFx, prep. and at, to more), the extinction of

any thing, the extinguishing of a lamp or candle, fi-

nal emancipation from matter and evil, the setting of a

luminary, a disappearance , a departure, a refraining

or desisting, cessation, union, an association or con

fluence, the blending of things by mixture, repose, va-

cuity, space, a vacuum, instruction or science, the bath-

ing of an elephant ; a. extinguished, extinct, gone out,

departed, defunct.

fatta , a. (from fata, extinction, and ta , doing), ex-

tinguishing ; s. one who extinquishes a lamp or can-

dle.

নির্বানকারী, a. (from নির্বাণ, extinction, and কারিস ,্ doing), ex-

tinguishing.

fata , a. (from fata, extinction, and , praducing) ,

causing extinction.

factas , a. (from fata, extinction, and , producible);

producible by or arising from extinction .

fata , ad. (loc. case offat ), forthe purpose of ex-

tinction.

fa , s. (from fata, extinguished), extinction.

ta , s. (from fifa, extinguished), extinction .

factante , s. (fromfat , extinction , and at , one who gives),

one who extinguishes, an extinguisher.

without or beside extinction.

নির্বাণব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from নির্মাণ , extinction, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), extinction excepted.

নির্বাণব্যতিরেক, s . (from নির্বাণ , extinction, and ৰাতিয়েক, an ex-

ception , the exception of extinction.

foforte, ad. (loc. ease offatqfs ), with the excep

tion of extinction, beside or without extinction.

faatɑatato, s. (from fata, extinction, and fats, an obe

stacle), an obstacle or hinderance to extinction.

fattats , a. (from fata, extinct on, and at , oppos

ing), opposing or hindering extinction.

fata , a. (from fata, extinction, and
, a cause,

caused by or arising from extinction ; ad from or be-

cause of extinction.

Fatatatat, s. (from fat , extinction, and statt, desire , a

desire of extinction, a desire to extinguish.

faxtatærsì, a. (from fata, extinction, and støtfją, dėsir—

ing), desiring to extinguish, desiring extinction.

fiatatfanta, s. (from fata, extinction, and afeta, desire),

a desire to extinguish , a desire of extinction.

fatatfsmtal, a. (from fata, extinction, and affua, desir.

ous), desirous of extinguishing, desirous of extinction.

fata , s. (from fata, extinction, and , desire), a de.

sire for extinction, a desire to extinguish.

fatida, a. (from fiata, extinction, and ₹5, desirous), de-

sirous of extinguishing.

fata , a. (from fata, extinction, and 5, desirous), des

sirous of extinguishing.

fats, a. (from fig, prep, and at , the wind), calm, close.

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and ™, to speak), censure, blame,

reproach, a rumor, a report, an asseveration, an affirma

tion, the decision of a controversy, the absence ofdiss

pute or railing.
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faat.

fatid, s. 'from fix, prop, and ai, to move), a causing to ex

tinguish.

fats, a. (from fa prep. and ' , to move), extinguished,

put out.

faétú , a (from fag, prep, and ą, to skreen), acting fearless-

ly, taking no precaution against danger.

fiúta, 8, (from fig, prep. and ata, a dwelling), expulsion,

expatriation.

fatta , s. (from fi prep. and , to dwell), the expulsion

ofa person from his house, the exiling of a person ; a,

indifferent, destitute of will or inclination.

fartfas, a. (from fa, prep, and , to dwell), expelled from

home, exiled.

fax, s. (from fag, prep. and , to obtain), a sufficiency,

abundance, a livelihood, a competency, a provision , a

sufficient provision or supply for the performing of a

work. When constructed with , to do, this word means

to supply or suffice a person.

faatæ, s. (from fag, prep, and zę, to ob'ain), a manager,

one who provides for others, a providing for ; a . sup-

plying.

fat(1831, 8. (from fiates, a manager), the office or cone

dition of a manager or caterer.

fts , s . (from fate, a manager , the office or condi-

tion of a manager or caterer .

háteægi, s. (from fafte, a sufficiency, and , the doing

of a thing , the providing for a family, the providing for

an undertaking.

figata , a. (from fats, a sufficiency, and tax, doing),

providing a sufficiency, supplying a demind ; s. a per-

son who makes provision for an emergency or for a con-

stant demand.

fitxatzì, a. (from fat , a sufficiency, and f , making),

providing a sufficiency, supplying a demand.

fadiga , s. (from faiga sufficiency , and t¹, a moving),

a difficulty in procuring a competency or in doing a bu

siness.

fite , a . (from fate, a sufficiency, and 571 producible),

producible by or arising from a sufficiency.

fa , ad. (loc. case offat ), for the purpose ofhav

ing a sufficiency, for the purpose of accomplishing a

thing.

নির্বাহনিমিত্তক, ও (from fनর্বাহ, a sufficiency, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from a sufficiency for any

demand ; ad. from or because of a sufficiency.

faátsfafico, ad. (¡rom faźts, a sufficiency, and fafts, o

cause,, for the purpose of having a sufficiency, for the

purpose ofaccomplishing a thing,

faff.

fiátegisaax, a. (from fixte, a suficiency, and

opposing), opposing or preventing a sufficiency for the

compleating ofa work or undertaking.

fiætexas, a. (fromfate, a sufficiency, and TF, caused by),

caused by or arising from a sufficiency ; ad. from or be-

cause of a sufficiency.

fatefan , ad. (from fix, a sufficiency, and f ' , without),

without or beside a sufficient provision.

fifteriffas, a. (from fate, a suficiency, an 1 fsfas, ex.

cepted), a sufficient provision excepted .

faatgasstræ, s, (from fate, a suficiency, and 3 , an

exception) , the exception of a sufficiency.

নির্বাহব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of নির্বাহব্যতিরেক , with the exa

ception of a sufficiency, without or beside a sufficiency.

fattats, s. (from fag, a sufficiency, and artats, an ob

stacle), an obstacle or hinderance to a sufficiency forany

particular work.

নির্বাহব্যাঘাতক, a. (from নির্বাহ , a sufficiency , and
ঘিতিক ,

obstructing), obstructing or preventing a sufficiency for

accomplishing a work.

fates , a. (from fats, a sufficiency, and 3, a canse),

caused by or arising from a sufficiency ; ad, from or be.

cause of a sufficiency.

fattet , a. (from fat , suficiency, and f, an object),

having a sufficiency for its object.

falley, a. (from fig. prep, and fax , an option) , not op-

tional, not admitting of an alternative.

fafa̸æta, « . (from fig. prep. and fexta, a change), unalter

ed, uniform, unchanged.

fifa, a. (from faz, prep. and f , an obstruction) , free from

obstacles, without obstruction, safe.

fiftca, al. (loc. case of faf ), without obstacle, safely.

fifa, a. (from fag, prep, and f , to know , senseless, over-

come with fear or distress, distressed.

fifaæx, a. (from fag, prep. and fæ , discrimination ,̀ des,

titute of discrimination, not discriminating.

faf31, s. (from fafica, not discriminating), a want of

discrimination.

fiff™* , s. (from fift , not discriminating), a want of

discrimination.

fats , a. (from fx, prep. and fes , discriminating),

inadvertent, incautious, not discriminating,

fifeTd71, s. (from fiṛ prep, and fatæ87 , judgment), a want

ofjudgment or discrimination.

falat , a. (from f . prep. and fatata, a quarrel) , peacea

ble, free from strife.

fifa: 31, s. (from fit , peacable) , peaceableness, a

freedom from quarrelsomeness,
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Fax .

fifa , s. (from afar , peaceable), peaceableness, a

freedom from quarrelsomeness.

টিবিরোধী, a. (from নির ,ু prep. and বিরোধিন, quarrrelsome) ,

not quarrelsome, quiet, peaceable.

faffan , ad. (loc. case offafata), peaceably, quietly.

kfa̸ta, ɑ. (from fag, prep, and fa *a, a distinction), des-

titute of distinction, destitute of that which particular-

izes or distinguishes.

ff , u. (from fax, prep. and fra, poison) , free from ve-

nom or poison.

fafdal , s. (from fag, prep, and fa , poisonous), the name

ofa species ofgrass, (Kyllingia monocephala. )

faféð, u. (from fag, prep, andfat, to enter), gained or earn-

ed as wages.

fis, a. (from (3?, prep. and ¤, seed), destitute of seed,

destitute of an origin .

fata, a. (from fag, prep. and , a hero), destitute of emi-

nent persons, destitute of heroes, unheroic, cowardly.

ha , a. (from fa , prep. and af , understanding) , desti-

tute of intellect, silly, foolish, dul unintelligent ; s.

want of intellect, folly.

faa51, 8. (from faz , unintelligent), want of intellect , sil-

liness, foolishness, dullness .

ff , s. (from ff , unintelligent), want of intellect,

silliness, foolishness , dullness.

faafs, s. (from fa prep. and , to skreen), ease, safety,

easy or good circumstances in life, security, final eman-

cipation from evil, happiness, repose, rest, tranquility,

cessation, completion , the accomplishment of a thing.

fi , a. (from fa, prep. and ze, to be), finished, compleat-

ed, accomplished, done.

farfe, s. (from faz prep. and ze, to be), the accomplish-

ing or compleating of a work or undertaking, satisfac-

tion, final emancipation from evil, an approach.

fa , s. (from fa , prep. and , rain), a want of rain.

fatzka, a. (from fag, prep. and ca71 , sensation ), insensible,

destitute of sensibility or sensation, free from pain.

fart, s. (from fag, prep. and fet, to enter), wages, hire,

enjoyment, marriage , fainting, swooning, syncope.

fa, a. (from fit to marry, and ta, desire) , de-

sirous of marrying, engaged in preparations for marri-

age.

fa , a . (from fag, prep. and , intellect), void of in-

tellect, ignorant, uninformed, simple, silly, dull.

factaztata, s. (from faátt, unintelligent, and , talk-

ative), an ignorant babbler ; a. babbling ignorantly.
2

faxu, a. (from fix prep. and vui, pain), free from pain,

insensible, destitute of sensation,

Fax.

fadiri, s. (from fag, prep. and zw, pain), freedom from

pain, ease.

far , a. (from fag, prep. and at a disease , healthy,

sound, free from disease .

15, a. (from fig, prep. and ₹15, arranged), deserted, left ;

s. an approved occupation.

, s. (from fag, prep. and ´ , abuse), blame, re-

proach, abusive language.

freefas, a. (from fag, prep and ss, abused), blamed,

reproached, treated with scurrilous or abusive language.

fas , a. (from fg, prep, and 3 , fear , secure, boid , fear-

less, undaunted.

faga , s. (from fry, secure, and 157, a word), a promise

of security.

fast, a. from fiṛ, prep, and 3 , to nourish) , permanent, con-

fident, much, excessive, fearless ; s. a fulcrum or prop,

dependance ; ad. excessively.

fa , s. (from fis , afulcrum, and , land), a point

ofsupport.

fas , a. (from fa, prep. and 1, hope), desponding ;

despair, despon dency.

fs , s. (from fasa, afulcrum, and , a place), the

point of support.

fasses, a . (from fig, afulcrum, and 43, done , made to

be a fulcrum or support.

fistaa, s. (from fa, prep. and St , a vessel), the being

bereft of an inheritance, the being discarded from an

office.

fastea, a. (from fag, prep. and staat, thought), unauxious,

free from thought, careless .

fastal, s. (from fia, prep. and ☎ , thought), thoughtless-

ness, inattentiveness, carelessness, a freedom from au-

xiety.

fasta, a. (from fia, prep. and , a mistake), free from

mistake, free from error.

fisa, a. (from fag, prep. and ga, an error), free from er-

ror, free from mistake.

fie , a. (from faz, prep, and rĦд, envious), unenvious.

fa , a. (from fa prep. and a , to be glad), sober, quiet,

not intoxicated , out of rut.

frúcatgæ , a. (from fè̟, prep. and Mata¤ , heart-engaging),

not engaging the heart, tawdry.

faxa, a. (from fag, prep. aud ¤¤, mine) , not appropriated,

not considered as one's own.

faa31, s. (from fa, prep. and 31, attachment) , a want

of attachment.

fau̸aa, s. (from fag, prep, and xxx, attachment), a want of

attachment.
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fair .

fata, a. (from fa, prep. and at , respect), disrespect-

ful, not venerating, not giving honour, unlimited .

fazuta , s. (from fa, prep. and zúštui, respect), a want of

respect or honor , dishonon , disesteem.

fa, a. (from fag, prep. and 2 , filth), pure, clear, clean,

transparent, limpid, pellucid, honest, fair (applied to

the weather.)

fa , s. (from fa , clean), cleanness, clearness, purity,

transparency, limpidness, honesty.

fiáða, s. (from fa , clean), cleanness, clearness, purity,

transparency, limpidness, honesty.

fal , s. (from fa, prep. and am, fil'h), the name ofa seed

which when put into water has the property of depu-

rating it, (Strychnos potatorum. )

$

faid, s. (from fia, pure, and TT4, a doing) , a puri-

fying.

faraiz , a. (from faxa, pure, and , mode), purified ,

cleaned, depurated,

faid, s. (from fag, prep. and at, to measure), the forming

or making of a thing, the fabricating of a piece of work-

manship, the building ofa house. Constructed with

to do, this word means to build, to make, to form , to

frame.

fata , s . (from fad, afabricating, and , a doer),

a maker, a fabricator, one who builds or constructs.

নির্মাণকারক, a . ( fromনিৰ্ম্মাণ , a fabricating, and কারক uving ,

making, fabricating, constructing, building ; s. a persou

whoconstructs, a maker, a builder, a fabricator.

faxtatai, a. (fromfa , afabricating, and tf , doing ,

making, fabricating, building, constructing.

faxias , a. (from faza, a fabricating, and 31, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from the fabricating or

constructing of a thing.

31, ad. (loc. case of fa ), for the purpose of

fabricating or constructing, for the purpose of making

or building.

fazifa , a. (fromfat , a fabricating, and fÍ , caus-

ing to cease), causing the fabricating or constructing of

a thing to cease.

নির্মাণনিকারক, a. (from নির্মাণ , a fabricating, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing the fabricating or constructing

of a thing.

fatafated, 8. from fata, a fabricating, and fazted, pre-

venting), the preventing ofthe fabricating or construct-

ing of a thing.

নির্মাণনিমিত্তক, a . ( from নির্মাণ , a fabricating, and নিষি , a

cause), caused by orarising from the fabricating or con-

ສ.

structing of a thing ; ad. from or because of the fabri

cating or constructing of a thing.

নির্মাণনিমিত্তে, ad. (from নिর্মাণ , a fabricating, and নির্মিত, ৫

cause), for the purpose of fabricating or constructing,

for the purpose of making or building.

ff , a. (from fata , afabricating, and fi

obstructing , obstructing or opposing the fabricating or

constructing of a thing.

fat , u . (from fata , a fabricating, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from the fabricating or con-

structing of a thing ; ad. from or because of the fabri-

cating or constructing of a thing.

fatafat, ad. (from fiút , a fabricating, and fat, with-

out), without or beside a fabricating or constructing,

without or beside making or building.

নির্মাণব্যতিরিক্ত , ৫ (irom নির্মাণ , a fabricoting, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), the fabricating or constructing excepted.

নির্মাণবাডিয়েক, ৪. ( from নির্মাণ , a fabricating, and ৰাতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of fabricating or construct-

ing.

fats , ad (loc. case of fat ), with the ex-

ception of fabricating or constructing, without or be-

side a fabricating or constructing.

fatats , a. (from fa , afabricating, and ctst , wor-

thy , worthy of being fabricated or constructed.

fzátorsze, a. from fats, afabricating, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from a fabricating or constructing ;

ad. from or because of the fabrication or construction

of a thing.

fatatá a. (from fats, afabricating, and ag, fit , fit or

worthy of being fabricated or constructed.

faxt31, 6. (from faz perp. and ¤ , to measure), a builder, a

maker, a fabricator, an architect, one who constructs.

faútax, a, (from fag, prep. and 1, to measure), causing to

make or fabricate.

fatta, s . (from fag, prep. and 11, to measure), a causing to

make or fabricate.

fata , a . (from fa prep. and 1 , to measure) , making, fa-

bricating ; s . a person who makes or fabricates.

faut , a. (from fag, prep. and atm , a necklace), destitute

of a necklace ; s. a flower or flowers thrown on an im-

age.

fafas, a. (from fa , prep. and a , to measure), made, fram-

ed, fabricated, built, wrought, constructed.

fa , a. (from fag, prep. and F, released), liberated, set

free, released, freed from the old skin ( the word is ap-

plied in the last sense to serpents or other animals which

have lately cast their skin.)

Ssss 2
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fazon .

, a. (fromfx, prep, and a , a root), destitute of a root

or origin. This word constructed with , to do, means

to extirpate, to eradicate.

, a. (from fa , prep. and a, a root), destitute of a

root or origin.

farin, a. (from fax, prep. and caña, fat), destitute of fat.

fuá , a. (from fig, prep. and cæâi, a capacity to learn) , dull.

fatæ, s. (from fag, prep. and 15, to liberate), the slough of

a suake or other animal.

fata, s. (from faz, prep. and ■ , to go), the outer corner of

anelephant's eye, a departure, a going forth, final eman-

cipation from matter.

fato , s . (from fa, prep. and ■ , to endeavour), revenge,

a gift, a donation, the delivery of a deposit, the payment

of a debt, slaughter.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and ¤, to endeavour), extract, a

decoction, an infusion, gum, resin, mucus ; a. firm,

close, positive.

fantasya, s. (from fata, positive, and 833, an answer), a

positive or categorical answer.

fatata, s. (from fata, mucus, and cat , a receptacle),

in anatomy the name of a sac or receptacle, (Bursamu-

cosa.)

faufee, a. (from fax, prep, and af , reason), destitute of

reason, destitute of justice or propriety.

fa , a. (fromfa , prep. and , shame), shameless, impu-

dent, immodest, indecent, obscene.

fat, a. (from fag, prep, and a !, shame), a want of shame,

immodesty, impudence, indecency.

fat , a. (from fag, prep. and at , modesty), immodest,

shameless, indecent.

fa , a. (from fag, prep. and ats, gain), unprofitable.

fafa , a. (from fag, prep. and fat, to smear), not smeared

with, not anointed , not affected by any circumstance, not

influenced by any particular consideration .

fafast , a. (from fag, prep. and fast , a desire to obtain), free

from covetousness, free from a desire to obtain a thing,

contented.

fafast, a. (from fa , prep. and f , desirous of ob'aining

a thing), not desirous of obtaining a particular thing, in-

different, contented .

f , a. (from fag, prep. and , desired , not desirous of

obtaining, not covetous.

fatti, a. (from fag, prep. and cati , a difficulty), free from

difficulty, free from obstruction or restraint,

facts, a. (from fa , prep, and cats, desire), contented, free

from covetousness or desire ; s. freedom from covetous .

mess or desire, contentment.

নিশা.

fatet, a. (from fa, prep. and cafe , desirous), not co-

vetous , not desirous of a particular thing, contented,

indifferent.

ty, s. (from a prep. and , to take), an extracting or

drawing out, the rooting up of grass or trees, the expul

sion of the faces or natural evacuations, burning or

combustion.

fatal, a. (from fg, prep. and , to take), diffusively fra

grant.

fg , s. (from f , prep. and , to sound , a sound , a

noise.

fu , a. (from fa, prep. and , a cause), capricious,

whimsical.

fagta, a. (from fig, prep. and g , diminution), undiwi.

nishable , inexhaustible.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and at, to embrace), a house, a ha-

bitation.

fats, a. (from fa, prep. and ts, shame , shameless, im-

pudent, immodest.

fata, s. (from lielam, Port.) an auction sale.

fantaftata, s. (from fiatx, an auction sale. The latter mem-

ber ofthis wordis only a rhyme to the first), auction and

other sales.

fala, u. (from fa, prep. and aì, to embrace), absorpt, en-

camped, concealed, wrapped up, embraced with or by.

fati, s. (from fa, prep. and ct , to destroy), the night ; al-

so, (from , to bear), restitution, the making good

an injury or damage.

fatta , s. (from fa , night, and , to make), the moon.

fatto , s. (from fatt, night, and t , to move), a kind of

imaginary beings called Rakshuses or giants who are de

scribed in the Hindoo writings as descended from Poo-

loustha son of Bruhma. They are represented as gigan-

tic cannibals, prowling about in the night, and able to

assume any shape at their will ; an owl, a nocturnal bird

or other animal, a watchman.

fatto , a. (from fat , a night prowler), a female Rak-

shus, a giantess, a lewd woman, a night strolling wo

man.

faxta, s. (from D】, a banner, Olŵi, aflag), a sign or

badge, a flag.

fi*ta&t?, «. (from olas, an ensign, and & fa7, holding),

carrying or holding the colours in an army.

fantazania, s. (from , a banner, and , bearing),

the person who holds the colours, the bearing or sup-

porting of a flag or other distinguishing mark.

fantazantaì, 8. (from , the person who holds the

col.urs), the office of holder of the flag or colours.
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faft.

taxta , s. (from , a mark, and at , a smiting),

the striking a mark or but.

fatatu, s. (from fat , the night, and at , a lord), the

moon.

fatta , s. (from DJ , a banner, li, aflag) , a flag, a sign

or badge, a mark, a good marksman.

fata, s. (from fa , night, and , an end), the close of

the night, the end of the night,

fatts, s. (fromfat, the night, and tfs, a lord , the moon.

fatiata, s. (from fa , night, and Яt , a keeper), a watch-

man.

faianta, s. (from f , thenight, and f , the decline),

the end of the night.

fist, s. (from fr , the night, and tst, a part), the

night, that part of the natural day in which the sun is

below the horizon.

fatæ , s. (from f , the night, and aª , the middle), mid-

night.

fafat, al. (loc. case offi, night), at night, in the night.

fafts, a. (from fa, prep. and 1, to sharpen), sharpened,

whetted, ground,

Fatu, s. (from fa , prep. and , to repose), midnight.

fa , s. (from faftu, midnight), the night.

fasfs, a. (from fa, prep. and ì, to repose), fast asleep.

faxa, a. (from fig, prep, and , moving), steady, im-

moveable.

4, s. (from fax, prep. and ft, to collect), certainty, a

clear knowledge of a thing.
This word constructed

with , to do, means to ascertain ; with , to speak, it

means to affirm , and with it , to know, it means to

know certainly, to be certain.

Fu, s. (from fat , certainty, and , a word), an af-

firmation, an asseveration.

ta, s. (from fat , certainty, and † , knowledge),

certainty, confidence respecting a thing.

fata, a. (from fag, prep, and s , to move), immoveable,

fixed, firm, stedfast, stationary, still.

ft , a. (from fa, prep. and 5 , current), not current,

obsolete.

f*tuæ, a. (from fig, prep. and fs, to collect), ascertain-

ing, deciding, causing to ascertain or decide ; s. a per-

son who ascertains or decides.

ffs, a. (from faz, prep. and fs, to collect), ascertained,

sure, certain.

নিশ্চিতকৰ্ম্ম' , a . (from নিশ্চিত, ascertained , and কৰ্ম্মন, a workc),

acting on sure grounds, acting in a settled or decided

way.

Fafsæt , a. (from

རི་ལྦ .

3, ascertained, and t , a work,

acting on sure grounds, acting in a settled or decided

way.

ffs, a. (from fag, prep. and fs , care), careless, uncon-

cerued, thoughtless.

faft , ad. (from 3, void ofcare, and 1, a form

carelessly, without anxiety or care.

faf**, a. (from fix, prep. and fɔx, a mark), not shewing

any trace, destitute of any mark or sign, destitute of

any trace. Constructed with , to do, this word means

to annihilate, to blot out, to wipe out.

fat , a. (from fg, prep, and c , action), destitute of

motion, destitute of exertion.

fal™¥1, s. (from fag, prep. and co , action), inaction, want

of exertion.

fafañ, a. (from fag, prep. and fag, a hole), free from holes,

faultless, not porous.

fat , a. (from fa, prep. and , to breath), breath, res-

piration. This word compounded with ats, to unloose,

or ( , to throw, means to breath.

fata , s. (from fatta, breath, and 14, a holding), a

holding or retaining the breath.

নিশ্বাসপ্রশ্বাস , s. ( from নিশ্বাস, inspiration, and প্রশ্বাস, expira

tion), respiration, the inhaling and expiring of breath.

fa , s. (from fat , breath , and ◄◄, bound), a stoppage

ofthe breath, a not breathing freely ; a. not breathing

freely, having a difficulty of breathing.

faat, a. (from fax , a quiver), carrying a quiver, armed

with a bow and arrows.

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and su̟, to move), sad, dejected .

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and an, to move), dejection , sad-

ness ; a particular tribe of hunters of a degraded class .

fafa , a. (from fa, prep. and fat, to accomplish), prohibit-

ed, forbidden, interdicted .

fafa ), s. (from fafa , prohibited), prohibitedness,

fafaza, s . (from faſa , prohibited), prohibitedness.

fafa , s. (from fafa , prohibited, and c , service), pro-

hibited service or worship.

fafa , a. (from fafas, prohibited, and ca , serving),

attending on things prohibited.

fafa toga, s. (from fafa , prohibited, and 4 , conduct),

prohibited conduct.

fafaastat, a. (from fafa , prohibited, and tot , acting),

practising what is prohibited.

fareæ, s. (from fa, prep. and fat, to water), the injection

ofthe sperm, the impregnation ofthe uterus.

fataā' , s. (from fa, prep. and fat, to accomplish), one who

prohibits, a preventer, a preventative,

4
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fra
fr1.

Fate , s . (from fa, prep. and fat, to accomplish , a prohi- || fat , a. (from fax , a prohibition , and af, an object),

bition, an interdict, a restriction .

fatanæ, a. (from fa, prep. and fat, to accomplish), prevent-

ing, prohibitive ; s. one who prohibits.

faca , s. (fromfata , aprohibition, and , a deer), one

who prohibits.

fstatae, a. (from fata , aprohibi'ion, and atë, moking),

prohibiting ; s. one who prohibits.

নিম্নেইকারী, a. (from নিষেধ, a prohibition, and কারিন, doing),

prohibiting,

F82351, a. (from fara , a prohibition, and , producible),

producible by or arising from a prohibition.

fragmas, ad. (loc. case offaraÎ5 ), for the purpose of a

prohibition .

aste, a . (from faxa, a prohibition, and stræ, mak-

ing known), publishing or makingknown a prohibition .

fa , s . (from fa , a prohibition, and , a mak-

ing known), the publishing or making known of a pro-

hibition.

নিষেধনিমিশুক, a. ( from নিষেধ, a prohibition, and নির্মিত, a

cuse), caused by or arising from a prohibition ; ad.

from or because of a prohibition.

নিষেধনিমিত্তে, ad. (from নিষেধ, a prohibition, and নির্মিত, a

cause), forthepurpose of a prohibition.

taly, a. (from fi, prep, and fat, to accomplish), prohi-

bitable, requiring to be prohibited.

fas , a.. (from fata , a prohibition, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from a prohibition ; ad. from

or because of a prohibition.

farafat, ad (from fata , aprohibition, and f , without),

without or beside a prohibition.

নিষেধ ) তিরিক্ত, a. (from নিষেধ, a prohibition, and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted , a prohibition excepted.

faraâzıfsızæ, a. (from fåɩxã, a prohibition, and ʊfuge,

an exception), the exception of a prohibition.

ff , ad. (loc. case offaraazifera ), with the ex-

ception of a prohibition, without or beside a prohibi-

tion.

fa , a. (from fata , a prohibition, and , a root),

originating in a prohibition.

facts , a. (from fat , a prohibition, and catstr, capa-

ble), deserving to be prohibited.

falaszt , a. (from fats , a prohibition, and 55 , indicat-

ing) , indicating or making known a prohibition.

farutiaza, a. (from faæð, a prohib.tion, and c₹g. a cause),

caused by or arising from a prohibition ; ad. from or

because ofa prohibition.

having a prohibited object in view ; s. a prohibition.

færæðtúíæ, a. (from f¬æð, a prohibition, and wứ, an object,,

prohibitive.

faceЯfæi, s. (from fat , prohibitive), prohibitive-

ness .

faraðtúæa, s. (from faceðtúa, prohibitive), prohibitiveness.

fat , a. (from fast, a prohibition, and a , fit), deserv-

ing to be prohibited.

fair , u. (from fa, prep. and fax, to accomplish), prohibita-

ble, requiring to be prohibited.

faraza, s. (from F, prep. anda , to serve), service, attend-

ance.

faſã³, a. (from fa, prep. and ( 7, to serve) , served, attend-

ed on.

fax, s. (from fax, to weigh , a particular weight of gold ge-

nerally stated to be qual to an hundred and eight rut-

tis of gold, an ornament for the neck, a sum equal to

sixteen puns of cowries.

fəşæ, a. (from fag, prep, and ztz, a thorn), free from

thorns, free from any thing which gives pain or occasi

ons trouble.

fary, a . from fag, prep. and 3, tribute), free from tribute

or taxes.

fari, a. (from fa, prep. and , work), unemployed, not

occupied.

fix*tfæ³, a. (from fa, prep. and fas, engaged), not

engaged in business, unemployed.

fax , a. (from fag, prep. and af , diligent), not diligent,

useless.

, s. (from faig, prep. and a, to draw lines), proof, evi-

dence, certainty, decision, an appointment to any of-

fice.

fax , s. (from fag, prep. and a, to draw lines), the com-

ing to a point respecting any thing, the coming to a de-

cision.

fax , a. (from fag, prep. and a, semen), waned, diminish-

ed , impotent.

faxaã, a. (from fag, prep. and an♣, a stain), spotless, un-

stained, immaculate.

fagat, a. (from fa, prep. and $7, staining), not stain-

ed, not blameable, immaculate.

fax , a. (from fag, prep. and , semen), past menstruati-

on, past child bearing.

faxta, a . (from (ōg, prep, and æt , lust), free from lust of

irregular desire.

fat , a . (from fa prep. and tf , desirous), free from

lust or irregular desire.

T
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face .

fastta, s. (from fag, prep. and at, to appear), an expel-

ling, a casting out, a going forth, an expending.

fastfits, a. (from fa, prep, and at, to appear), expelled ,

cashiered, cast out, gone forth, expended, placed, revil-

ed.

faza, a. (from fag, prep. and , afamily) , expelled from

all family connections, voluntarily retired from family

connections.

ffs, s. (from fa , prep. and , to do), aequittal,,a clear-

ance, the clearing of a thing.

fara, a. (from a prep. and , artificial) , inartifici

al.

fax , a (from fag, prep. and , to draw lines), ascer-

tained, plain, clear,

farah , s. (from fag ascertained, and a , an object), an

ascertained and decided meaning,

fiz , s. (from fig, prep. and , to step), an expelling or

bringing out from a place.

fat , a. (from fx, prep. and , to step), expelled,

brought out.

fat , a. from fa, prep. and , to step), expelling,

bringing forth from a place.

faf , a . (from fa, prep. and fat, a work), useless, in-

effectual.

fact , a. (from fa prep, and cat , anger), free from an-

ger or wrath.

faz , a. (from fa, prep. and at , mischievous), not mis-

chievous, not deceitful or crafty.

farta, a. (from fag, prep. and at , the dross ofmetals),

free from dross, pure.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and ', to be situated) , fixed , estab-

lished.

fa , s. (from f , prep. and , to be situated), firmness , or

establishment in religion, coufidence, afhance, certain-

This word constructed with , to know, means

to be confident, to be sure.

fa , s. (fromf, prep. and

ty.

to spit), spittle, saliva.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and , to stand), cruel, unfeeling,

hard-hearted, barbarous, inhuman, morose, harsh, severe,

ruthless.

f31, s. (from fag, cruel), cruelty, unfeelinguess, hard-

heartedness , barbarity, inhumanity, moroseness, harsh-

ness, severity.

fa , s. (from fig, cruel), cruelty, unfeelingness, hard-

heartedness, barbarity, inhumanity, moroseness, harsh-

ness, severity.

FtGTI, a, (from fi , prep, and fax, to spit), a spitting.

FIT.

fats, a. (from fa, prep. and at, to purify), learned, of fi-

nished education.

fa , a. (from a prep. and , ripened , unripe, raw, un

concocted.

fayfa, s . (from fa prep. and to move), the completion

of a work, the fulfillment ofa promise, the finishing of

an undertaking, a decision, a determination, a settle-

ment, an award.

fage , s . from fig , a decision, and , to do), ajudge,

an umpire, one who decides or determines an affair,

a. deciding, determining.

নিষ্পত্তিকারক, a . (from নিষ্পত্তি , a decision, and কারক, doing),

judging, deciding, concluding or completing an affair;

s. one who decides or determines an affair.

নিষ্পত্তিকারী, a. (from নিষ্পত্তি, completion, and কারিন, making).

deciding, concluding, forming a decision or conclusion,

giving judgment.

fala , a. (from fans, completion, and 3 , producing),

producing or causing a completion or decision.

ffs , a. (from fa , completion, aud 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from the completion or con-

clusion of an affair.

, ad. (loc. case of 7), for the purpose of

a conclusion or completion.

নিম্নতিনিমিশুক, a. (from নিষ্পত্তি, completion, and নিমিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from the conclusion or completi--

on of an affair ; ad. from or because of the conclusion

or completion of an affair.

নিম্নত্তিনিমিত্তে, ad . (from নিষ্পত্তি, completion , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose of compleating, or concluding an affair.

নিম্নত্তিপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from নিষ্পত্তি, completion, and প্রতিবন্ধক, op-

posing , opposing or hindering the completion or con-

clusion of an affair.

fas, a. (from fi , completion, and Я , caused by),

caused by or arising from the conclusion or completion

ofan affair ; ad. from or because ofthe completion or

conclusion of an affair.

faufsfa , ad. (from afs , completion, and f , without),

without or beside the completion or conclusion of an

affair.

finfeufsfas, a. (from fay , completion, and wifefa™, ex-

cepted), the completion or conclusion of an affair ex

cepted.

নিম্নতি )ডিরেক, s. (from নিষ্পত্তি, completion , and জাতিকে,

exception), the exception of the completion or conclu

sion of an affair.

নিষ্পত্তিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (ioc. case of নিষ্পত্তিৰাতিয়েক), with the ex-

ception of the completion or conclusion of an affair,
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MER.

without or beside the completion or conclusion of an

affair.

faafsartats, s. (from 3 , completion, and artats, an ob

stacle), an obstacle to the completion or conclusion of

an affair.

fixfutatze, a. (from fagf³ , comple'ion, and artatsx, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering the completion or

conclusion of an affair.

Figfarge, a. (from fy , completion, and c53 , a cause),

caused by or arising from the completion or conclusion

of an affair.

fixa, a. (from fia, prep. and 4 , a leaf), leafless.

fa , a. (from fag, prep. and , to move), decided, order-

ed, finished, concluded, determined, awarded .

fa ,. (from fig, prep. and a , twinkling of an eye),

incessant, without intermission .

Gigte, a. from fag, prep, and t , to go , deciding, ac-

complishing, determining ; s . one who decides, one who

accomplishes a thing.

farma, s. (from fag, prep. and , to move , the accom-

plishing of an undertaking, the deciding of a cause, the

regulating ofa work, the awarding ofjudgment.

faxtady, a. (from faz, prep. and , to move), capable of

being brought to a completion or conclusion.

fiths, a. (from fag, prep. and i ,̟ to move), brought to a

completion or conclusion .

fat , a.from fa , prop. and ta , to move), capable ofbe-

ing brought to a completion or conclusion.

fata , s . from fat , capable of being e ncluded), a ca-

pability of being brought to a conclusion or completi-

on.

fata , s. (from fat , capable ofbeing concluded), a ca-

pability of being brought to a conclusion or completi

on .

fatuata, a. (from fag, prep, and , to move), under the

operation of measures to bring it to a conclusion or

completion.

fat , a. (from fag prep. and tt , sin), sinless, free from

crime, innocent.

fatal , a. from fa , prep. and t , sinful), sinless , inno-

cent.

f , . (from fax,prep. and f , to suffer pain), a wring-

ing, the wringing of clothes when washed, a squeezing,

the squeeging out of pus from a tumor, the squeezing

the juice from a lemon or other fruit.

fats , a. (from fa ,prep. and is, to suffer pair , wrung,

wrungout,squeezed out, expressed by pressure or wring-

ing.

sala, 7, (from

frat.

prep. ani , to suffer pain), under

the operation of being wrung or pressed out.

fa, n. (from fog, prep. and , plump), flaccid, not

plump.

fad, 8, (from fag , prep. and fita , to grind), the grinding

or rubbing a thing to powder, the treading on or smash-

ing an insect or other thing under the feet.

faxda, 2. (from fi , prep. and , a lamp), not lighted ,

void oflight.

fixs, a. (from fax, prep. and 51, splendor), opake, dull,

not bright or shining.

fiyata, a. (from fax, prep. and gata, endeavour), destitute

ofendeavour.

fiyatat, a, (from fag, prop. and ratfa , diligent), negligent,

inattentive, lukewarm .

fact , a. from fa , prep, and get , necessity), need❤

less, unnecessary.

fi , a. (from fix, prep. and ™ , a fruit), fruitless, abor◄

tive, ineffectual, unprofitable.

fa , s. (from f , useless), uselessness, fruitlessness,

unprofitableness.

, a. (from fi¶ã, useless), uselessness, fruitlessness,

unprofita bleness.

fan , s. (from fa, prep. and to make) , the not being at

liberty to remove a pledge or obligation, nature, rejec

tion, abandonment.

fats, a. (from fa, prep. and 1 , sensation), destitute of

feeling, numbed, torpid.

fafa , s. (from 1 , the name of a tree), the name of a

small tree or shrub, Vitex Negunda .)

fata, s. (from fa prep, and 3, to cross a river), salvati-

on, deliverance, preservation , rescue .

fita , a. (from a prep. and , to cross a river), saving,

preserving; s. a saviour, a preserver.

frata , s . (from fast , salv tion, and a doer), a savi◄

our, a preserver, a deliverer.

faatate, a. (from fats, deliverance, and ix , doing),

delivering, saving, working deliverance ; s. a deliverer,

a saviour.

fastatt, a. (from fast , deliverance, and tf , doing),

working deliverance or salvation, saving, delivering.

fata , a. (from fata, deliverance, and , producible ;

producible by or arising from deliverance or salvation.

fa , ad. (loc. case of fasta ), for the purpose of

deliverance or salvation.

faati1, s. (from fag, prep, and , to cross a river), the save

ing of a person from ruin, the preserving of a person

from harm,
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fazy.

fastfafice, a . (from fast , deliverance, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from deliverance or salvation ; ad.

from or because of deliverance or salvation,

নিস্তারনিমিত্তে, al. ( from নিস্তার , deliverance, and নিয়িত , ৫

cause), for the purpose of deliverance or salvation.

fastque, a (from fata, deliverance, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from deliverance or salvation ; ad.

from or because of deliverance or salvation .

Hotness, a. (from fasta, deliverance, and (FT, a cause),

caused by or arising from deliverance or salvation ; ad.

from or because of deliverance or salvation.

fiatú, a. (from fag, prep, and 3, to cross a river), capable

of being delivered or saved, salvable .

fisìá, a. (from fia, prep. and I to cross a river), deliver-

ed , saved, rescued .

faga, a. from fax, prep. and a, a balance), unequal, un-

like, uneven, uurivalled, peerless.

fad, a. from fa, prep, and grass), desert, barren.

fats , a. (from faa, prep, and c , splendor), dull , ob-

scure, blunt, flaccid, weak, destitute of energy or vir

tue.

fa , 8. (from fires dull), obscurity, dullness, blunt-

ness, flaccidity, weakness.

fat, a. (from faz, prep. and , to be ashamed , shame-

less, immodest.

fa , s. (from fag, prep. and zi, shame), a want of modes-

ty, shamelessness , impudence.

faze, a. (from faz, prep. and 4 , skin), void of skin, des-

titute of bark.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , to move), still, motion-

less.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , desire), disinterestedness,

the absence of covetousness.

faust, a . (from fa, prep. and af , desirous), contented,

disinterested.

fi , a. (from fa, prep. and , wealth), destitute .

fa◄a, s. (from fa, prep . and 7, a sound), a bellow, a loud

noise.

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and , to smite, killed, smitten.

faxaa, s. (from fa, prep. and T , to smite), a smiting, a kil-

ling.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , killing), a murderer, a san.

guinary person.

fate, s. (from
43, aboundary), a boundary, an extre-

mity, excess; ad. very, much, excessive, remarkable ;

ad. at the utmost.

faxta, s. (from fa , prep. and , to take), frost, cold.

8.

faxtad, s . (from fa, prep, and , to take), the viewing of

surveying of a thing.

fata , s. (from fa, prep. and 7, to smite), an anvil.

fafes, a. (from fi , prep. and 1, to hold), placed, deposited,

committed to the care of.

fAFT, s. (from fa, prep. and , to steal), a denial, the con-

cealment of a fact, a want of trust or confidence, mis-

trust.

fax™ , s. (from f , a denial, and 8, punishment), a pu

nishment for denying or concealing a fact. -

fax , 8. (from f , a denial, and zt , a word , a speech

or declaration which denies a charge or conceals a fact.

faxaatat, a. (from f , a denial, and af , speaking), de-

nying a charge, concealing a fact, declaring distrust.

fazatsta, s. from fa , a denial, and ta, non-existence),

the non-existence of a denial, the not concealing a fact,

the absence of mistrust.

fate , a. (from fa , a denial, and sg, a reply), a re.

ply in which the charges made in a plaint are denied

or the facts concealed , an answer of denial.

fs, a. (from fa, prep. aud to steal), denied, concealed,

mistrusted.

fas, s . (from fa , prep. and , to steal), a denial, a con

cealment of facts, mistrust.

fats , a. (from fa , prep. and , to steal) , proper to be

denied or concealed, concealable, deniable, deserving

mistrust

E , s. (from f , prep. and to steal , à person who

denies a charge, a person who conceals a fact, a person

who mistrusts.

15, a. (from fa, prep. and , to move), low, base, plebean,

vile, inferior.

Fast, a. (from 5, low, and sta, to go), descending, going

downwards, running down hill.

atostat, a. (from t8, low, and stif , going) , descending,

going downwards .

83, s. (from 5, low, and tfs, a tribe), a low tribe ;

a. belonging to a low rank in society.

531 , s. (from it, low , lowness, meanness, baseness, infe-

riority.

1 , s. (from 15 , low), lowness, inferiority, meanness, base

ness.

alotu, s. (from , low, and fua, a road), the road ofthe

mean or base, the line of conduct pursued by low or

base persons.

6 , s. (from 5, low, and , a station) , a low office of

station.

Titt
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nfs.

sy, a. (from 16, low, and fy, loving) , fond of mean or

low persons.

stat, s. (from s, low, and stat, language), low lan-

guage.

ata, s. (from 15, low, and ata, aperson), a low per-

sou, a mean person.

, a. (from Hs, low, and 1, to stand), situated beneath,

low, placed low.

xis¤ttì, «. (from 5, 1 w, and tf , s'aying), staying or

continuing in a low or base station, occupying a mean

or low station.

fs, a. (from as, low, and f , situated), situated low,

placed in a mean station .

lol, s. (from fa, prep. and , to more) , the lower part of

any thing, the base of a building, the bottom, a skirt.

otsa, ad. (from , the bottom, and 8 , above), bottom

uppermost, topsey turvey.

atstota, s. (from 1s, low, and atat , conduct), low or mean

conduct.

stats , . (from is, low, and waist, fondness), an attach-

ment to or fondness for mean or low persons or things.

aldiggist, a. (from ato, low, and gifs , fond of), fond of

mean or low persons.

iotta, a. (from 1 , low, and aty, scope), servile, low-

minded.

5. a. (from at, prep. and , to move), below.

o, ad. (loc. case of 5), below, beneath.

tos, ad. (from 5, low), slowly, softly, with a low voice.

notf , a. (from it , low, and sf , a speech), a low or mean

expression.

ats, s. (from fa, prep. and 5, to praise), a bird's nest.

15 , a. (from as, a nest, and , to be produced), produc-

ed in a bird's nest ; s. a bird.

, a. (from 15, a bird's nest, and , to stand), situated

or being in the nest.

*işiyì, a. (from ș, a bird's nest, and , staying),

staying or continuing in the nest.

, a. (from , a bird's nest, and f , situated), situ-

ated or being in the nest.

3, a. (from d , to take), taken, received, obtained .

fs, s. (from it, to take), justice, right, morality, ethics.

aifsau”, s. (from Ifs, right, and ☎u , a speaking), the speak-

ing of what is right and just.

fe , s . (from is, morality, and ut, a word), a moral

discourse, a moral sentence .

affel, s. (from f³, right, and , a doer), one who does

what is right and just.

»ifsætzæ, a. (from ³, right, and πa, doing), doing

what is right and just ; s. a man who does that which

is just and right.

ta, a. (from tfs, right, and tf , doing), doing what

is right and just.

¿Issa, a. (from =Ifs, right, and 17 to kill), destroying or in-

juring right orjustice.

, a. (from 3, right, and ,producing), produc

ing what is just and right.

affis, a. (from as, right, and as, produced), produ-

ced by or arising from what is just and right.

afsu , a. (from as, right, and , producible), produ

cible by or arising from what is just and right.

als , ad. (loe. case ofatfs ), for the purpose ofwhat

is just and right.

fs , ɑ. (from ifs, morality, and , to know), acquaint-

ed with the rules of morality, civilized.

1 , s. (from as , acquainted with morals), an ac-

quaintance with what is right, an acquaintance with mo-

rals, moral philosophy.

3 , s. (from if , acquainted with morals), an ac

quaintance with what is right, an acquaintance with

morals, moral philosophy.

alfsæti, s. (from f³, right, and atą, one who knows),

person acquainted with ethics or moral science, a moral

philosopher.

alfata, s. (from , right, and at , knowledge , a know

ledge of what is just and right, a knowledge of ethics or

moral science, a moral philosopher.

ifsat , a. (from 3, right, and t , making known),

making known or giving information upon ethics or

upon what is right.

fata, s. (from fs, right, and , a makingknown),

a making known what is right, a giving information up.

on ethics.

alfa , s. (from fs, right, and , reality), morality,

ethics.

ife , a. (from is, right, and , to gire), giving what is

right or proper, giving what is justly due, dealing out

justice.

alfant31, s. (from affs, right, and t3, a giver), a giver of

what is right or proper, one who gives their just dues

to others, one who deals out justice.

*ifentyæ, a. (from f³, right, and at¶”, 'giving), giving

what is right or proper, giving what is justly due, deal-

ing out justice.

1

ifsatṣ), ɑ. (from is, right, and atfaq , giving), giving

what is right or proper, giving what is justly due, deal

ing out justice.
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, s. (from t , right, and , destruction), the de-

struction or loss ofwhat is right and just,the destructi-

on of morality.

ifs , a. (from fs, right, and , destructive), de-

structive to what is right and just, destructive to mora-

lity.

alt, a. (from , right, and f , destructive), de-

structive to what is right and just, destructive to mora-

lity.

31 , s.(from 3, right, and tt, destruction) , the de-

struction or loss ofwhat is right or just, the destruction

ofmorality.

sifsatte, a. (from it , right, and at , destructive) , de-

structive to what is right and just, destructive to mora-

lity.

isfifise, a. (from ifs, right, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from what is right and proper; ad. from

or because of what is right and proper.

affeffa , ad. (from fs , right, and fofas, a cause), forthe

purpose ofwhat is right and proper.

,a. (from fs, justice, and , before), preceded by

-or arisingfrom right or justice; ad. by or through right

Forjustice.

গীতিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a . (from নীতি, righ , and প্রতিবন্ধক, opposing),

opposing orobstructing what is right and proper.

, . from as, right, and , giving) , giving what is

right and proper, giving what is justly due,dealing out

justice.

ta, s. (from fs, right, and i , a giving), the giv-

ing of what is right and proper, the giving of what is

justly due, the dealing out ofjustice.

তিপুযুক্ত, a. (from নীতি right , and প্রযুক্ত, caused by), caused

by or arising from what is just and right,; ad. from or

because ofwhat is just and right.

, s. from 13, right, ani a speaker), one who

declares what is right or just.

diet , a (from fs, right, and z , increasing), promot-

ing that which is just and right.

afsz , s. (from ifs , right, and a , an enlarging), the

promotion ofjustice or right, the increase ofjustice.or

right.

sat , a. (from fs, right, and atf , speaking) , speak-

ing what is right or just.

ife, a. (from affs , right, and f , to know), acquainted

ifeft, ad. (from

713.

3, right, and fi, without , without

or beside morality or justice.

নীতিেিচক, a. (from নীতি, right, and fৰচেক, investigating).

investigating or discriminatingjustice or right, discrimi

nating good morals.

নীতিবিবেচনা, s . ( from নীতি, right , and বিবেচনা, discriminatis

on), the investigation or discrimination ofjustice or right,

the discrimination ofgood morals .

affa,a. (from affs, right , and fa , opposed to), oppos-

ed tojustice or right, contrary to good morals.

aifafafara, a. (from , right, and feft , possessed of, just,

right, moral.

alfafaria, a. (from fs, right, and fia, destitute), desti-

tute ofjustice or morality, wrong, unjust.

fata , s. (from f , right, and one whoknows), a per-

son skilled in justice or the science of morals, one who

knows the rights or duties ofmen.

fs , a. (from fs, justice, and af , kno.cing), knowing

what is right orjust.

ferata , s. (from f , right, and , one who knows), à

person who knows the rules ofjustice or morals, a per-

son acquainted with ethics.

aifa , s. (from tfs, right, and cat , knowledge) , a know-

ledge of human rights or duties, a knowledge of ethics.

নীতিৰোধানুরোধক, a. (from নীতিৰোধ, a knowledge ofmorals,

and at , faxouring), favourable to the science of

morals.

নীতিরাতিরিক্ত, a . (from নীতি, right, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , excepted),

justice or morals excepted.

aff , s. (from affs, right, and if , an exception),

the exception of right or justice, the exception of mo-

rals.

নীতিহ্যতিরেকে, ard . (loe. case of নীতির ভিয়েক), with the excepti

on of right or justice, without or beside right or justice.

fstate, s. (from fs, right, and tats, an obstacle), au

obstacle to right or justice, an obstacle to duty or mo

als.

afsuits , a. (from ifs, right, and arts , opposing),

copposing or obstructing right or justice, obstructing

duty or morals.

afsæta, a. (from tfs, right), just, righteous, moral.

fs , a. (from ifs, right, and s , joined to), connected

with right or justice, connected with duty or morals.

with the rules of justice or morality, skilled in ethics, faf3, a. (from ifs, right, and 3f3, destitute) , destitute

knowing what is just or right.

faf , s. from af , right, and f , science), the science

of morals, ethics, politics,

of right or justice, destitute ofmorals, unjust, immorai,

wrong.

lfstal, a. (from 1 , right), just, right, moral,

Titt2
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airs.

faite, s . (from afs, right, and , science), the science

of ethics, a book treating ofmorals or politics.

নীতিশাস্ত্রকারক, a . (from নীতিশাস্ত্র, a book on ethics, and কারক,

making), writing or composing works upon moral sci-

ence ; s. a writer upon moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রকারী, a . (from নীতিশাস্ত্র , a book onmorals, and কারিন,

making), composing books an moral science.

, a. (from attte, the science of morals, and

, eminent), well skilled in the science of morals,

well acquainted with books on moral science.

গীতিশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ, a. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofmorals, and ),

to know), acquainted with the science of morals, ac-

quainted with books on moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রজ্ঞতা , s. (from নীতিশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ, acquainted with morals ,

an acquaintance withthe science ofmorals, ao acquaint-

ance with books on moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রজ্ঞত্ব , s. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ , acquainted withmorals , an

acquaintance with the science of morals, an acquaint-

ance with books on moral science.

fatto , s. (from it , the science of morals, and

, one who knows), a person acquainted with the sci-

ence of morals, a person acquainted with writings on

moral science.

fattata, s. (from tft , the science of morals, and

ta, knowledge), a knowledge of the science of morals,

a knowledge of books on the science of morals .

alfate, a. (from fata, the science of morals, and

, making known), making known the science of

morals, publishing books upon the science of morals.

af , s. (from faft , the science of morals, and

ta, amakingknown), a giving information upon the

science of morals, the publishing of books upon moral

science.

statt, s. (from it , the science of morals, and tt,

destruction), the destruction or loss of moral science,

the destruction or loss of books upon the science of

morals.

নীতিশাস্ত্ৰনাশক, a. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science of morals, and

att , destructive), destructive to the science of morals,

destructive to books on moral science.

affetted, a. (from st , the science of morals, and

fa , eminent , eminently skilled in the science of mo-

rais, eminently acquainted with books upon moral sci-

ence.

' ,fotrafe, a. (from if the science of morals, and

fa to know), acquainted with moral science, acquaint-

ed with the books which treat of moral science.

ff , a. (from it , the science of morals, and

aifa.

fas, opposed to), opposed to the science ofmorals,

contrary to the books of moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রবিশারদ , a . (from নীতিশা , the science ofmorals, and

fatta , eminent , eminently skilled in the science of

morals, eminently skilled in books upon moral science.

alfate , s . (from afst ,the science ofmorals, and

one who knows) , a person acquainted with the science

of morals, a person acquainted with books on moral,

science.

afts, a. (from fr , the science ofmorals, and 3,

approved), approved by the books on moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রসম্মত , a. (from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofmorals, and

, approved), approved by the writings on moral sci-

ence.

afstas, a. (from st , the science of morals, and

fa , proved), proved by the books on moral science.

নীতিশাপ্রাধ্যয়ন , ৪. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science of morals, and

, a reading), a studying the science of morals,

the reading of books on moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রাব/য়নকারক, a. (from নীতিপাড়াবায়ন, a studying the

science ofmorals, and ata , dong , studying the sci-

ence of morals, reading books on moral science ; s. a

person who studies the science of morals, one who reads

books on moral science.

নীতিগাত্ৰাব্যাপক, a. (from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofmorals, and

art , teaching , teaching the science of morals ; s . a

person who teaches the science of morals,

নীতিশাস্ত্রাব্যাপন , ৪. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র , the science ofmorals , and

, a giving instruction), the giving instruction in

the science ofmorals.

affeetas , a. from afst , the science ofmorals,and

fs , ignorant), unacquainted with the science ofmó-

rals, unacquainted with books upon moral science.

, a. (from alt , the science ofmorals, and

following upon), following upon or agreeing

with the writings on moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্রানুশীলন , s. (from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofmorals, and

, study), the study of the science of morals, the

study of books on moral science.

alfa, s. (from alfontes, the science of morals,

t , search), a search into the science of mo-

wtf

and

6

rals.

aistas , a. (from it , the science of morals,

and , searching), searching into the science

of morals.

afsustata, s . (from aft , the science of morals, and

, afollowing on), an according with the science of

morals, an according with the books on moral science.
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ल.

3. (from , water, and ¹, to give), a cloud ;3 , a. giving

alg.

difomitatgatea, ud. (loc . case of fat ), according ||গীতিশাস্ত্রানুসারে, নীতিশাস্ত্রানুসার) ,

to the science of morals, according to the books on mo-

ral science.

fetafe , a. (from alfate, the science of morals, and

af53, knowing), acquainted with the science of mo-

rals, acquainted with the writings on moral science.

নীতিশাস্ত্ৰোপদেশ, s. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science of morals, and

, instruction), instruction in the science of morals.

নীতিশাস্ত্ৰোপদেশক , a. ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science of morals,

and sЯ , giving instructions), giving instruction in

the science of morals ; s. a person who gives instructi-

on in the science of morals .

নীতিশাস্ত্ৰোপদেষ্টা , s . ( from নীতিশাস্ত্র, the science of morals, and

89 , an instructor , an instructor in the science of

morals.

নীতিশা:অাপযুক্ত , a . (from নীতিশাস্ত্র , the science of morals, and

8 ,fit , worthy of or agreeing with the books on mo-

ral science.

fefuse, a. (from fs, right, and ft , learning), learn-

ingjustice or morals, teaching justice or morals ; s . one

who learns or teaches justice or morals.

1, s. (from , right, and f , instruction) , instruc-

tion in morals or justice.

ifʊmaz, u. (from tfs, right, and 3, empty), destitute of

right or justice, destitute of morals, wrong, unjust , im-

moral.

fs , s. (from afs, right, and TT, one who smites), a per-

son who infringes upon what is right or just, a person

who injures morals.

*f³xı, a. (from tfs, right, and , to kill), destroying

what is right and just, destroying morals..

fata, s. (from fs, right, and if , an injury), an inju-

ry to right or justice, an injury to morals.

, a. (from fs, right, and 1 , destitute), destitute

ofwhat is right orjust, destitute of morals, wrong, un-

just, immoral.

1 , 8. (from at, to obtain), the name of a common tree,

(Nauclea orientalis . )

yata, a. (from , to take), under the operation of being

taken or led.

a1, s. (from at, to take , the taking of a thing.

ata, s. (from fa, prep, and T, to go), water.

, a. (from fa prep. and as, blood), destitute ofblood,

bloodless .

ai , ạ. (from fa , prep. and a , dust), free from dust,

destiture offame, free from passion or activity.

dak, s. (from a, water, and K, a wave), a wave on

the water,

water, toothless .

aaf , s. (from 3, water, and f , a receptacle), the sea..

Jagate, s. (from 13, water, and E, aflowing), the flow-

ing of water, a stream.

, a. (from fag, prep. and , a voice), silent.-

aizīta, s. (from six, water, and π , a residence), a resi-

dence in the water.

algatat, a. (from 3, water, and atf¬ã, residing), residing

in the water, aquatic.

atas, a. (from at , water) , abounding with water, watery.

ñ, a. (from fig, prep. aud a̸ã, juice), juiceless, void of

moisture, sapless, tasteless.

নীরসকারক, s. (from নীরস , juiceless, and কারক, causing), ra

pacious, impoverishing, draining, extracting the juices

or virtues.

FIT, a. (from sì , water, and , to stand), situated in the

water.

att, a. (from , water, and , staying), continu-

ing in the water, aquatic.

atsf , a. (from as, water, and fs, situated), situated in

the water.

aatst, a. (from fag, prep. and atst, passion), free from pas-

sion ; s. freedom from passion.

Hex, a. (from fag, prep. and ☎ , a disease), healthy, con-

valescent.

alcats, s. (from faz, prep. and catsť, a disease), health, free-

dom from disease ; a. free from disease.

atst, a. (from fag, prep. and catfs , diseased), not diseas

ed, healthy.

ata, a. (from at , to be blue), blue ; s. indigo, the indigo

plant, Indigofera tinctoria. )

, s. (from , blue), in Algebra the third unknown

quantity, its square or other powers, and the product

of it with factors ; a. blue.

নীলকণ্ঠ,aad, a. (from at , blue, and as, the throat), blue-throat-

ed ; s. an appellation of Shiva. The name of a bird, Co-

racias Indica), a peacock.

ziæ , s. (from , indigo, and to make), an indigo

maker, one who dies things blue.

aaats, s . (from at , blue, and at splendor), a sapphire.

atmætuzfa, s. (from aæt☎, a sapphire, aud af , a gem), a

sapphire.

ajac , s. (from at , indigo, and ( , a field), an indigo

field.

7, s. (from , indigo, and 37, a sounding), the

beating or agitating of indigo in the vat.
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afel, s. (from a , lue, and fel, a flowering plant), the

name of a flowering plant, (Barleria cristata .)

1 , s . (from , blue, and !, a species ofgrass , the

name of a species ofgrass, (Scirpus autua.nalis, Buch.

Mss .)

, s. from ata, blue, and , a water-lily), the blue

water-lily, Nymphæa cyanea )

Inafs, a. (from , blue, and fs, a ball), a ball or square

ofindigo.

, a. (from 1 , blue, and a, a colour), blue-coloured ,

blue.

ta , s. (from , blue, and tax, a monkey) , the name

of a species of monkey, (Simia ferox . )

zafz , a. (from , blue, and faf**, possessed of), blue.

jazan, s. (from , indigo, and 737, a sowing,, the sow-

ing ofindigo.

alaega, s. (from at , blue, and 87,-a species of night-

shude), the name of a species of nightshade, (Solanum

melongena, var.)

fa, s. from ì , blue, and af , a gem), a sapphire.

staratzat, s. (from at , indigo, and ‹¤† , a churning), the
জীলমোহনী,

churning or agitating of indigo in the vat to cause the

fecula to separate from the liquor.

, a (from , blue, and . , joined to , blue, con-

nected with indigo.

fs, a. (from at , blue, and af , destitute), void of

blueness, destitute of indio.

31, s. from , blue, and 31, a climber), the name of

a climbing plant from which a blue colour resembling.

Indigo may be extracted, (Asclepias tingens .)

cates, a. (from: ,. blue, and cafe , red), purple.

ata , s (from at , blue, and 1, beautiful) , the name of

a particular sound or combination of sound in Hindoe

music.

31, s. from , blue), the indigo plant, (Indigofera finc-

toria.)

1 s. (from 17, blue) , the indigo plant , indigo.

tata, s . from ta, blue, and a lous), the blue

lotus or water-lily, (Nymphæa cyanea .)

sta, s. (from prep, and to take), frost, boar frost,

v. n. (froma , to descend), to bend,to incline, to be de-

flected, to be humble.

1, s. from , to bend , a bending, a bending downward.

qanta, s . (from laž , loss) , loss , injury, a defect, a defi-

ciency, detriment, prejudice, mischief.

, s, (from 5. to kill), a ball of any thing wrapped toge-

ther. This word constructed with to do, means to

wrap together,

সপ:ু

tiat , s. (from a to kill. The last member ofthis word is

only a rhyme to the first), balls. This word constructed

with , to do, means to wrap together in balls or bune

dies.

75, s. (from 3, to kill , a wisp of straw or grass, a wager.

Constructed with , to throw, this word means to lay

a wager.

175, s. (from I, to swing), a hanging pendent, a swing-

iag or ocillating, the following a person or hanging on

him for some favour.

affs, s . (from 3 to kill. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first,, stones and pebbles, balls

and clods.

așì, s. (from 73, to kill) , a pebble, a small piece of brick or

stone, a muller, a stake. Constructed with ( mi; to throw,

this word means to stake money or property.

, s. (from ad, salt), salt.

afag1, s. from fa , purslain), purslain ; a . salt, selling saft.

Id', s. (from afa, purslain), purslain .

3.

afs, s. (from ,praise), praise, solicitation , flattery.

from , to send), sent, ordered, commanded.

af , s . from 8 , corpulent), corpulent, abdominous. This

word.constructed with atst, to come in contact, means

to get fat.

fatta, s. (from , fatness, and afst , the coming in con-

tact), a becoming corpulent.

sti , s . (from af ,fatness, and atst , a coming in con-

tac , a becoming corpulent,

4539, s. (from atsi, a tube , the trachea.or wind pipe, the

clapper of a bali.

1. ..a. from to bend,, to bend down, to bend, to hum

ble.

13, 8. (from , to bend), a bending, a bending down, the

humbling of a person ;.a. bent, inelined, deflected, hum

bled.

s (from 3, light , splendor, light, the beard which

grows on a Musulman's chin.

, 8. (from193, splendor), a particular species ofparrot,

(Psittacus Lory.)

#

, . (from , crooked), lame ofthe hand, maimed.

737, a. (from 7 to praise), new, recent, novel.

q3azol, s. (from 758, young, and gf57, engaged in a vow),

a person newly engaged in a vow.

, ad. (from , a particle, and na, to descend , certainly,

assuredly, probably, a particle of doubt or recollection.

, s. (from ™ , deficient, and , tofil , a ring or orna

ment for the ancles and feet,
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TSY.

. s. (from fa, to lead or take , a man.

Tata, 8. (from 7, a man, audt , a skull , a human

skull.

, s. (from 7, a man, and x , to kill), a manslayer, a mur

derer.

*13 , s. (from 73, to dance), a dance, dancing, a ball, a jump-

ing or skipping, the dancing or jumping of any inani-

mate substance when agitated or shaken.

* ata , a. (from 731, dancing, and at , doing), dancing;

s. a dancer.

TUCIN, a….(from T51, dancing, and æfi , ding), dancing.

*31341, a. (from ₹31, dîncing, and , producible), produ

cible by or arising from dancing..

Tasia, ad. (loc. case of 1541), for the purpose of danc

ing.

qux, a. (from 75; a dance, and *☎, seeing), looking at

dancing,

নৃত্যদর্শন, s. (from 37, a dance, and , a seeing), the see-

ing of dancing.

mate , a. (from 3 , the seeing ofdancing, and

se , eager), fond of seeing dancing, eager to see

dancing.

Tom , a. (from 781, a dance, and af , seeing), looking at

dancing.

qu , s. (from 51, dancing, and , destruction), the

'spoiling of a dance.

*31***, a. (from 75 , a dance, and ↑Я , destructive), de-

structive to dancing, putting a stop to dancing.

q , a. (from 731, adance, and f , destructive), de-

structive to dancing, putting a stop to dancing.

নৃত্যনিৰ্ত্তক , a . ( from नृা , a dance, and নিৰ্ত্তক, cuusing to

cease), causing dancing to cease, putting a stop to danc

ing.

que, a. (from 37, a dance, and fat , preventing),

preventing or prohibiting dancing.

3 ,qeïfaatad, 8. (from 71, a dance, andfit , apreventing),

the preventing or prohibiting of dancing,

qufazta, s. (from 75, a dance, and faafa, cessation), the

cessation of dancing.

qufifree, a. (from 1, a dance, and fifax, a cause),

caused by or arising from dancing ; ad. from or because

of dancing.

quifae, ad. (from 1, a dance, and f , a cause), for

the purpose ofdancing.

নৃত্যপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from নৃত্য, a dance, and প্রতিবন্ধক , obstructe

ing , obstrucing or hindering a dance.

, a. (from 731, a dance, and T , caused by), caus-

7 .

ed by or arising from dancing ; ad. from or because of

a dauce.

quifqy, a. (from 31, a dance, and fg, beloved , fond of

dancing.

asifani, a. (from 737, a dance, and T11, science), skilled

in dancing.

з , s. (from 31, a dance, and fart, a science , the

science of dancing.

3f , al (from 51, a dance, aud f , without), without

dancing, without a dance.

pufswa, s. (from 31, a dance, and xifta, a transgres- -

sion , a transgression of the rules for dancing.

gifsfas, a. (from 731, a dance, and

dancing excepted.

iffa , except ed),

APTIFITT, 8. (from 731, a dance, and ifta , an excepti- ·

on , the exception of dancing.

নৃত্যূব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of নৃত্যৰাতিয়েক), with the excep

tion of dancing, without dancing.

itats, s. (from 73 , a dance, aud is, an obstacle),

an obstacle to dancing.

tate, a. (from 51, a dance, and at , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering dancing.

73; 1, 8. (from 731, a dance, and H¹, a house), an as-

sembly room, a ball room.

73 *tat, a. (from 31, a dance), inclined to dance, fond of

dancing.

Tu, a. (from T , a dance, and T, empty), destitute

ofdancing.

1 , a. (from 75 , a dance, and , indicating), indi-

cating or making known a dance.

TE , s. (from 51, a dance, and x , on: who kills), a

person who interrupts or spoils dancing.

TUTII, s. (from 73 , a dance, and ifª , detriment), a detri… ·

ment or interruption to a ball.

TITIA, a. (from 731, a dance, and 117, destilute), desti-

tute of dancing.

4, s. (from 7, a man, and H, to preserve), a king, a sove

reign.

E , s. (from T , a king, and , afamily , a race of

kings, a royal race, a royal family.

Tasta, s. (from II, a king, and s4, a genus), a class or or

der of kings, a multitude of kings.

713), s. (from ast, a king), kingship, sovereignty.

, s. from a man, and ifs, ruler), a king, a gover

uor.

7 s. (from , a king), kingship, sovereignty.

TI, s. (from , a king, aud , excellent), an excellent

king, a highly honored king,
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C.

quæsí, s . (from TA, a king, and af, a class) , a class or order

ofkings.

, s. (from aking, and , a multitude), a mul-

titude of kings.

atsita, 8. (from T, a king, and wistta, a house), a king's

palace.

Я , 8. (from †, a king, and t , born ofone's self) ,

a king's son.

ta, a. (from 7, a man, and Яta, a keeper), a king, a so-

vereign.

*** ♬, a. (from 7, a man, and , to injure), injurious, ma-

levolent, malignant, murde ous.

Ta• , s. (from 7, á man, and fÃ•I, a lion) , the fourth incar-

nation of Vishnoo in the form of a lion with a human

head, a noble or highly honourable man, a lion of a

man, an excellent man.

afa•xtasta, s. (from 7f55, Vishnoo in the form ofa lion

with a human head, and at , an incarnation ), the in-

carnation of Vishnoo in a form half man and halflion.

cast, v. n. (from ª, prep. and at, to go , to turn back, to

return, to go and return, to go backwards and for-

wards.

st, s. (from cast, to go and come), a tame animal .

(ASTA, s. (from (787, to turn ba kỵ, the turning so as to have

that behind which was before, a returning, a going and

coming.

castats1, s. (from cas , a going and coming, and 1, afal-

ling), intimacy, intercourse, a going and coming.

(asti, v. a. (from cast, to turn) , to turn an instrument or

weapon so that the point shall be in an opposite direc-

tion to what it was, to alter the direction of a thing.

, s. (from a , an ichneumon), an ichneumon, (Viverra

Mungo.)

3, s. (from a , to descend), a foundation, a law ; a. depres-

sed.

cata, s. (from fa, prep. l , prep. and , to take) , a broad

sort of tape used to make the bottoms of beds or to

make reins or girths for horses.

(731, s. (from §¹‚³ , a morsel), a morsel, a mouthful, the

wadding of a gun.

( ,, s. (from F, prep. and as, to go), the leg. This word

constructed with as, to strike, means to strike or push

a thing with the leg.

(7.5, V. n. (from 7, not, and , to go), to halt, to be lame.

(Ãº67, s. (from (75, to´limp), a limping.

• , a. (from a , naked , naked.

ft , a. (from , naked), naked ; s. a mouse, (Mus

Musculus.)

CEL.

caª feplena, 8, (from (5ªf841, naked, and fax, a rai), ă

mouse, Mus Musculus.)

cas , a. (from fa, prep. and , a limb , left-handed.

(7☎, ɑ. (from S³, pure) , pure, holy, good.

( F1, s. (from ☎se, a rag), a rag.

(aæștætſa, s . (from Gşi, a rag, and 4º, a piece), a small

rag, a rag.

7f541, s. (from º, a nail, and txt, a weapon), a Hye-

na

(A1, s. (from **, a nail, and why , a weapon), a Hyena.'

( 57, a. (from , good, and , sight), sharp or clear

sight.

cagata, s. (from Xai, good, and pli , a name), ´a good

name.

ta , s. (from 3 , good, and eli, a name , goud re-

putation, fame, renown .

ca , a. from f , prep. and , to go), acting foolishly,

playing the buffoon.

cata , s. (from 1 , playing the buffoon), buffoonery, an

acting foolishly.

(aærs, s. (from at , disgust), a vomiting, a nausea.

carat, s. (from Iši, a trick', a trick , a sham, a pretence,

an artifice, a joke, waggery, coquetry.

caª, s. (from fa, prep. and s, the leg), a step.

( 1, 4. (from 7, not, and

1, s. (from c , the leg, and

ding, a sausage.

s, to go), limping, lame.

, a bundle), a hog's pud-

, s. (from at , a tail) , a tail.

( ), s. (from ƒ³ , a spear), a spear, à lance, a pike.

cats, 8. (from A , a tail), a crupper.

(authu, s. (from pki, to arrange), arrangement, govern.

ment, the administration of criminal justice.

carafa , a. (from 3 , plashy), plashy, wet, ropy,

slimy.

cat , a. (from fa , prep. and at , to move), left-handed.

castrati, s. (from fa, prep, and at, to move. The last mem-

ber of this word is only a rhyme to the first , the mov-

ing or drawing cloth or any other thing backwards and

forwards so as to soil it, a being tarnished, a tarnish .

1, s. (from , to dance), a dancing boy.

( *, a. (from 3, not, and , to praise), destitute of leaves
নেড '়,

or twigs, pollard, lopped, shorn, bald, having the hair

all cut off ; s. the name of a sect of religious mendi-

The word is frequently used in the last sense

as a term of reproach.

caşteași, a. (from 51 , shorn), shorn, bald, destitute of ac

customed clothes or ornaments,

cants.
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caft.

statal, s. (from 5 , destilate of a beard, and xts , a species

offish), the name of a species of fish.

aatta, 8. (from (451 , destitute ofleaves, and f , euphor-

bi1), a species of shrub the milky juice of which is used

as a vesicatory, (Euphorbia antiquorum .)

tas .

alata, a. (from afsæ, near), nearer, nearest.

, s. (from t , dung), softness, pulpiness, yielding to

the touch as ripe fruits do. Constructed with the ad-

verbial participle of to do, this word has an adver

bial power.

yielding to the touch.

cat , s. (from f , to smear), a membrane.

cat , a. (from , a membrane, and H, afoot), web-

footed.

MA,

est. s. (from (931, a religious mendicant , a female religi- agi, a. (from cana , softness), soft, pappy, pulpy,

ous mendicant of a particular sect, a female ballad sin.

ger, a woman who sings at Hindoo festivals,

7511, s. (from 7, mot, and as, to praise), a term of reproach

or contempt applied by the Hindoos to Musulmans, a

Musulman. This word used as the participle ofaș, to

move, constructed with cts, to insert, means to trans-

plant.

, s. (from , to take), the name ofa particular kind of

cloth

Mâși, 8. (from (73, a kind of cloth, and tși, a garment

for the loins , a garment worn round the loins made of

the kind of cloth called Neta

ASU, a. (from I, to take), proper to be received or taken.

6731, s. (from dì, to take), one who takes, a receiver, a lea-

der, a rag used to plaster or smear a house with cow-

dụng, an inlet, the branch of a river, a rogue,

Autēsi, s. (from (731, a dirty rag. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), rubbish.

3tfs, s. (from 31 , a leader, and , to overspread) , half

a stanza , a hemistich ; a. half. This word constructed

with , to die, means to exhaust the half of a thing,

and is used generally in the negative as in the English

phrase, he has not halfdone

35, d. (from 7, not, aud , to break), slow, inactive.

cas, s. (from it, to receive) , the eye.

GELTBA, ɑ . (from , the eye, and csiga, an object), an

object of sight.

3 ,
te, s . (from ca , an eye, and te, a twist), a distorting

or twisting of the eyes.

1 , s. (from G , an eye, and 1 , pain), pain in the

eyes, a disease of the eyes.

GETA, 8. (from 13, an eye, and a , filth), the excrémen-

titious matter or gum which forms in the corner ofthe

eyes.

aurats , s. (from (AA, an eye, and cats , a disease), a disease

of the eyes.

cazcisit, a. (from ( 4, an eye , and cats , deseased) , dis-

eased in the eyes.

catą , a. (from
, the eye, and I, water), a tear.

cafa, s . (from at , dung), a clod or cake of cow dung dried

for fuel.

aft , a. (from , near), nearest, nearer.

ty, s. (from , an ancle ring), an ancle or foot ring

worn by women.

cati, s. (from dì, to take), the jaundice.

(3 , s. (from fa , a lime), a lime or lemon,

(AA, s. (from dì, to take), a kind of food made of curds

and sugar with other ingredients.

af , s. (from dì, to take), the circumference of a wheel, the

circumference of a circle.

cauta, s. (from fa, prep. , prep. and , to take), a kind of

broad tape used to make the bottoms of beds in India.

Guta, s. (from ( g , tape), a kind of broad coarse tape used

to make the bottoms of beds in India.

(AIT, 8. (from ca , a boat), a boat,man , a water-man.

(AM, v. a. (from af, to take), to excite, to stimulate, to set on

or incourage a dog to seize au animal.

, s. (from W , topuff up, i, intoxication), intoxica-

tion, au intoxicating drug.

*† ), s. (from øl , a drunkard), drunkenness , ine-

briety.

cutirata, 8, (from l , an intoxicating drug, and s

to cut) , a drunkard, one who uses intoxicating drugs.

tata, s. (from L , an intoxicating drug, and j ,play),

a person who uses intoxicating drugs , a drunkard ,

( stat ), 8. from jɩĮši , a drunkard , drunkenness , intoxi-

cation.

t , v. a. from fa, prep. and E, to take), to look, to view,

to behold.

cata , s. (from fa , prep. and , to take), the looking at

an object, the surveying of a thing.

ta, s . (from az, new , a lump of earth or dough ; a. new,

young. This word is chiefly applied to a young calf.

taatı, s . (from fat, near), vicinity, nearness.

tista, s. (fromfasta, a shop-keep.r), a shop-keeper or trades,

man, a portion of the Veda.

tata, s. (from ta, new, ia, the scales of a fish, and

ata, a fish), a young fish.

ta31, s. (from fa31, constant), eternity, continuance.
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tafa.

taktai, a. (from faЯta, imperishable, composed of impe-

rishable substances, such as charcoal , and used to mark

boundaries. This word is used as the adjective of a land-

mark made of charcoal or any similar substance buried

in the ground.

3, s. (fromfad, eminent), eminence in any art, clever-

ness, superiority.

taza , s. (from fan, a present ), an offering, a present.

tafaze, a. (from fifa , a cause) , causal, producing, procur-

ing, causing.

taxtfuæ, a. (from arta, one of the six schools of Hindoo phi-

Icsophy), professing the doctrine of the Nyaya school.

নৈয়ায়িকতা , ৪. ( from নৈয়ায়িক, professing the doctrine of the

Nyaya), the profession of the doctrine of the Nyayika

philosophy.

taxifaaa, s. (from tagtfuæ, professing the doctrine of the

Nyaya), the profession of the doctrine of the Nyayika

philosophy.

ta , s. (from fa , appointed to office), an appoint-

ment.

taza , s. (from fax, incessent), incessantness, imper-

viousness.

taatata, s. (from fatata, incorporeil , incorporeity.

taat , s. (from fat , hopeless), despair, despondency.

taxtı, s. (from fagt , hopeless), despair, despondency.

tax´s, a. (from fa , misery , the South West quarter, a

giant or goblin.

taga , s. (from fag , useless ), inutility, a being destitute of

good qualities.

ta , s. (from fa, poor), poverty, wretchedness.

ta , s. (from fa, pure), purity, transparency, clear-

ness.

ta , s. (from fax , useless), uselessness, inutility.

ta , s. (from fax , settled), a decision, clearness, vera-

city.

tafs , s. (from fix, a coin), the master of the mint.

tafa , a. (from fa , confirmation), a student or devotee

who resides with his spiritual tutor.

taf31, s. (from tafe, a devotee), the condition of a stu-

dent or devotee who resides with his preceptor.

tafa , s. (from tafe, a devotee), the condition of a stu-

dent or devotee who resides with his preceptor.

ta , s. (from fa , establishment), establishment in any

sentiment.

taf , a. (from , a disposition) , natural.

taff , s. (from fifa , a sword), a warrior armed with a

sword, a swords-man,

Gilt.

ta , v. a. (from 7 , to descend), to bend, to bend down, to

humble.

catata, s. (from ( † , to bend), the bending a thingdown.

wards, the bending of a stick or other thing, the hum-

bling of a person.

catata, s. (from ( 1 , to bend), the bending a thing down-

wards, the bending of a stick or other thing, the hum

bling of a person.

catatfapt, a. (from t , to bend), bending downwards,

bending, humbling a person.

Cat1, s. (from i, a bird's beak), a bird's bill, a spur.

catata, s. (from , want), a defect, deficiency, loss, dc.

triment, prejudice, mischief.

tanta , a. frour ' aži, loss), attended with loss, injured,

hurt, spoiled.

cata, s. (from is, an anchor), an anchor,

catña', a. (from a low, and s, to swallow), feeding or eat.

ing in a beastly or filthy manner, filthy, beastly.

Aikaistai, s. (from Gt , actingfilthily), beastly or filthy

actions, a feeding in a beastly or filthy manner.

Atz, s. (from 7 , to send), allay, a base mixture , a debas

ed coin. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

debase coin, to adulterate.

Atzi, s. (from J5, a piece ofstone) , a muller.

catat, a. (from a , salt), salt, brackish.

catatetaal, s. (from catat, salt, and 1, a spieces offish),

the name of a species of fish found in salt water creeks,

(Silurus porosus , Buch . Mǝs .)

catatsiei, s. (from catal, sal ' , and stil, the name ofaplant),

the name of a plant, (Solanum pubescens .)

cataì, s. (fromM, to sendforth), a swelling out like the bel

ly of a pot.

cathlete , a. (from cataì, a swelling out, and cat, the belly ,

pot-bellied.

catai, s. (from azt, butter), the name of a species of cus-

tard apple, also of the tree which produces it, (Anonna

squamosa).

, s. (from , to send, a boat, a ship.

cali, s. (from cal, a boat), a boat.

‹ ætsæ , a. (from ( 1, a boat), and stæ , passable), naviga、

ble.

t , s. (from , a boat, and , a superinten

dent), the commander of a vessel, the captain of a

ship.

4, s. (from , a boat, and fua, a road), a boat

considered as a vehicle to different places.

calettcy, ad. {loc. case of claЯu), by boat, by ship.
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nity.

enzitz), a. (from it, a boat, and H , travelling), go-

ing by water, making a voyage.

sta , a. (from c , a boat, and star, passable), navigable.

st , a. (from ca , a boat, and at , passable , navigable.

ta, s. (from ar , an expression ofdisgust, and , to do),

a loathing, disgust, a nausea.

tas, a. (from , an expression ofdisgust, and , to do),

abhorred, excited to disgust, loathed, nauseated.

tú,a. (from are, an expression of disgust, and to do),

abominable, disgustful.

WE5, 4. (from 413, an expression ofdisgust, and , to do),

loathed, abhorred, become an object of disgust.

, s.(from , low, and , to shut up), the name of

a large tree found in India, ( Ficus indica) ; also a species

of mimosa, (Mimosa albida).

as, a. (from fa, prep. and , to move) , dwarf, short, base,

mean, evil.

1851, a. (from fa , prep. and , to more), lame, clubfooted.

▼¡3, a. (from fa, prep, and ¤ , to be), deposited , pledged.

aiuæ, e. (from fa, prep. and a, to be , saving, hoarding.

ait , a. (from fa, prep. and , to move), ignorant, stupid,

uninformed, not knowing how to conduct himself.

arteta , (from art , ignorant), ignorance, stupidity, ideot-

cy.

astxt?, s. (from fi, prep, 1 , prep. and , to throw), a vo-

miting.

Arti , s. (from fa , prep, and t, to move), left-handed,

*itz, s. (from fa, prep. and 5, to occupy space) , hard ex-

crement, the excrement of a person who is costive.

Ħutși, a. (from fà, prep. and 15. 10 occupy space), destitute

ofhair, detracting . censorious ; s . the name of a sect of

religious mendicants .

ta, s. (from 1 , ordure), plashiness, sloppiness, soft-

ness, puffiness.

arta , a. (from that , plashiness), pla hy, sloppy,

soft, boggy,

ta, s. (from fa, prep and y, to move), one of the six

schools in which the philosophy of the vedas is profes

sed; right, justice, truth, equity, law, righteousness , lo-

gic; a. resembling.

ata , s. (fromfa , prep. and , to move) a judge, a logici-

an, a just reasoner .

artgæzí, s . (from FIXI, justice, and ☎ , a doer), a person who

acts rightly , a person who does justice, one who acts

with equity.

artgate, a. (from at , justice, and t , doing), doing

justice, acting aright , acting with equity; s, a person

who acts justly.

arta.

artaæta , a. (from art , justice, and if , doingjustice),

acting aright, acting with equity, just.

apfos , a. (from t , justice, and fos , thinking), medi-

tating or thinking on justice or equity, anxious to do

justly.

tafa , s. (from art , justice, and fo , a thinking), a me-

ditating or thinking on justice or equity, an anxiety to

do right.

aitasi, s. (from auta, justice, and fool , thought), anxious

thought or reflection on justice or equity, an anxiety to

do right.

Gryw&æ, a . (from art , justice, and æ , endeavouring),

endeavouring to promote justice or equity.

, s, (from t , justice, and (5 , endeavour), an en-

deavour to promote justice or equity.

Яty , a. (from art , justice, and F , producing), pro-

ducing justice or equity.

AITIEU , a. (from Art ,justice, and , producible), produ

cible from justice or equity.

Art , ad. (loc. case of 11 ), forthe purpose of equi

ty or justice,

AtpĦts, a. (from tg,justice, and , produced), produs

ced by or arising from justice or equity.

arty , a . (from art , justice, and 1 , to know), acquainted

with justice or equity, acquainted with ethics, acquaint,

ed with the Nyaya system of philosophy.

art , s. (from art , justice, and t , one who knows),

a person acquainted with justice or equity, a person

skilled in moral philosophy, a person acquainted with

the Nyaya system of philosophy .

tot , s . (from art , justice, and t , knowledge), a know-

ledge ofjustice or equity, an acquaintance with ethics,

a knowledge of the Nyaya system of philosophy.

artgwtxe , a . (from 7, justice, and * , making known),

making known justice or equity , making known what is

right or moral, publishing the Nyaya system of philoso-

phy.

artytta , s. (from arty, justice, and Я , a makingknown),

a making justice or equity known, a publishing of ethics

or morality, a making known the system of the Nyaya

philosophy.

auty3:, ad. (from 71t , justice) , according to right or justice.

at , s. (from 19, justice, and , destruction), the

destruction ofjustice or equity, the destruction of mo-♦ .

rality.

auto☎, a. (from 7117, justice, and , destructive),

destructive to justice or equity, destructive to morality.

Uhuu2
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mity.

ut , a. (from arts, justice, aud , destructive), de

structive to justice or equity, destructive to morality.

artgart, s. (from it , justice, and at , destruction), the

destruction ofjustice or equity, the destruction of mo-

rality.

autgaræ, a. (from aty, justice, and **, destructive), de-

structive to justice or equity, destructive to morality.

afas, a. (from 19. justice, and fixe, causing to

ceuse), putting a stop to justice, putting a stop to what

is right.

autyfactas, a. (from arts, justice, and fix , preventing),

preventing or hindering what is just or right.

tutata , s. (from 1 , justice, andfats , a preventing),

the preventing or hindering of what is right or just.

3, s . (from arts, justice, and ffs , cessation), the

cessation ofjustice, the cessation of what is right or

just.

t:fafas , a. from 11g, justice, and fas, a cause , caus-

ed by or arising from what is right or just ; ad. from

or because ofjustice or right.

artyfaf± ³, ad. (from art , justice, and fax, o cause), for

the purpose ofjustice or right.

2
at , s. (from art , ight, and f , a read), the way of

justice, the way of a law suit.

antiæ, a. (from asta, justice, and t , nourishing ,

keeping or maintaining justice or equity, maintaining

what is right.

auttaa, s. (from arts, right, and 7, a nourishing),

maintaining justice or equity, maintaining what is

night.

altuqe, a. (liom 3 , right, and H. before), preceded by

justice, preceded by a trial at law ; ad. by or through

a law suit, by or through right orjustice.

at , a. (from 719, right, and 3, versed in , skilled in

just judging or accurate reasouing.

apgfex, a. (from ty justice, and , opposing),

opposing what is lawful or right.

artyga, u. (from art , justice, and , giving), giving what

18 light or just.

autogħta, s. (from 757, justice, and 9517, a giving), the

giving ofwhat is right or just.

ts , a. (from 17, justice, and 2 , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from what is just or right ; ad. from or

because of what is just or right.

art , a. from 13, justice, and is, obtained), obtain-

ed or acquired by justice, acquired by a just division.

tat, s. from it , right, and ◄ , a speaker), a person

who declares what is just or right,

arty.

astgæit, a. (from art ,justice, and t , speaking , declar

ing what is just or right, speaking justly or accurately.

antafe, a. (from art , justice, and fżą, to know ,̀ acquaint-

ed with justice or equity, acquainted with what is right,

acquainted with the Nyaya philosophy.

* t , ad. from t justice, and f1, without), with

out or beside justice or equity.

atafat , s. (from it , jus ice, and fat , destruction);

the destruction ofjustice or equity, the destruction of

morality or of what is righ .

autofcatæ, a. (from T¥, justice, and fat , destructive ,

destructive to justice or equity, destructive to morali-

ty or what is right.

astyfes, a. (from * , justice, and f , opposed to), op-

posed to justice or equity, contrary to what is right,

wrong, unjust, improper, immoral.

artsfaxta, s. (from at , justice, and fact , opposition ,

an opposition to justice or equity, an opposition to

what is right.

artofesta, a. (from art , justice, and fest , destitute , des-

titute of justice or equity, destitute of what is right,

unjust , wrong, improper.

artgratai, 8. (from art justice, and at , one who knows),

a person acquainted with justice or equity, a person ac-

quainted with ethics, a person acquainted with the Nya-

ya philosophy.

artet , s. (from art , justic, and t , knowledge), a

knowledge of justice or equity, a knowledge of what

is right, a knowledge of the Nyaya philosophy.

at , a. (from it , justice, and c , knowing),

knowing justice or equity, knowing what is right, know-

ing the Naya philosophy.

atas, a. from art , jus ice, and if , except:d),

justice or equity excepted, morality or right excepted.

tassa , s. (from asta, justic', and 1 , an excup-

tion , the exception of justice or equity, the exception

of morality, the exception of what is right.

artifice, ad. (lo:. case of pass , with the excep

tion ofjustice or equity, with the exception of morali-

ty or of what is right, without or besides what is just or

right.

arty , a. (from 4, justice, and a , a root), originating

in justice or equity, originating in what is right, having

the doctrine ofthe Nyaya philosophy for its foundati-

on.

ata , a. (from art , justice, and 33, delighted), delighted

with justice or equity, delighted with what is right, de-

lighted with the Nyaya philosophy.
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aty.

taafes, a. (from T, justice, and , destitute , des-

titute ofjustice or equity, destitute of what is right and

proper.

aiga , s. (fromwt , justice, and , obtained), obtained by

justice or equity.

tata), a. (from ty, justice), just, right,moral, inclined

to justice or equity.

tate, s. from t , justice, and tt , a science), the

science of philosphy usual'y called the Nyaya, an au-

thentic writing on the Nyay philosophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্রকারক, ৫. (irom ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philosophy, and

>tas, a doer), writing works on the N ay philosophy ;

3. the author of writings on that branch of philosophy

called the Nyaya.

ন্যায়শ অকুণল , a. ( from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya ph losophy, and

ta, eminent), eminent in the Nyaya philosophy.

artat , a. from tata, the Nyaya philosophy, and

, to know), acquainted with the writings on the Nya-

ya philosophy.

ন্যায় শাস্ত্রজ্ঞতা, ৪. from ন্যায়শ ভ্রজ্ঞ, acquainted with the Nyaya

philosophy), an acquaintance with the Nyaya philoso-

phy.

arigi , s. (from art , acquainted with the Nya-

ya ph.lɔsophy`, an acquaintance with the Nyaya philo-

sophy.

ajtg*tigat3!, s. (from argia, the Nyaya philosophy, and

ts, one who knows), a person acquainted with the

Naya philosoply.

atta, s. (from ty , the Nyaya philos phy, and

3 , knowledge), a knowledge of the Nyaya philoso-

phy.

দ্যায়শাস্ত্র স্থাপক, a . (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyayaphilosophy and

, a making known), publishing the Nyaya philo-

sophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্রজ্ঞাপন; s . (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philosophy, and

, a making known), a making known or publish-

ing the Nyaya philosophy.

ন্যায়শাঅনিপু', a. (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philosophy, and

fad, eminent), well versed in the Nyaya philosophy.

wtgwtenke, «. (from at , the Nyaya philosophy, and

fa, to know), acquainted with the Nyaya philosophy.

ge , a . (from t , the Nyaya philosophy, and

fre , opposed to), opposed to the writings on the Nya-

ya philosophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্ৰৰিরোধ , s . ( from স্যায়শাস্ত্ৰ, the Nyaya philosophy,

and fact , opposition) , opposition to the Nyaya phi-

losophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্রবিশারদ, a. (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philosophy ,

*1ty.

and fr , eminent , eminently acquainted with the

Nyaya philosophy.

# tg*†æægi, s. (from art , the Nyaya philosophy, and

, one who knows), a person acquainted with the

Nyaya philosophy.

attas, a. from atg , the Nyuya philosophy, and

23, approved), approved by the writings on the Nyaya

philosophy.

zig*tĦĦ#³, a. (from tyff , the Nyrya philosophy, ari

, approved), approved by the writings on the Nya-

ya philosophy,

astgættäfaz, a. (from tg , the Nyaya philosophy, and

f , proved), proved by the writings on the Nyaya

philosophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , s . (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র , the Nyaya philosophy, and

, study , the study of the writings on the Nyay

philosophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্রাবয়নকারক, a. (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , the study of the

Nyaya philosophy, and at , doing), studying the

writings on the Nyaya philosophy ; s. a student of the

Nyaya philosophy.

tttttæ, a. (from atta, the Nyaya philosophy,

and patte, giving instruction ), giving instructions in

the Nyaya philosophy ; s. a person who teaches the

Nyaya philosophy.

ajtgætata;ttā1, s . (from artgatta, the Nyaya philosophy,

and 1471, a giving instruction), a giving instruction

in the Nyaya philosophy.

atgttafs , u. (from aty , the Nyaya philosophy,

and 5 un equain'ed), unacquainted with the Nya-

ya philosophy.

attatatu ,. (from at , the Nyaya philosophy,

and ut following upon , following upon or accord.

ing with the Nyaya philosophy.

antgatta:79 , 8. (from autai , the Nyaya philosophy,

and m , study), the study of the Nyaya philose-

phy.

astçætta qaata, s. (from art , the Nyaya philosophy,

and , search) , search after the Nyaya philosophy.

autgataiqaata?, a. (from atya, the Nyaya philosophy,

and tf , searching), searching out the Nyaya

philosophy.

atgaiatzaatst, a. (from artgata, the Nyayaphilosophy,

and f , searching), searching out the Nyaya

philosophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্রানুনায় , ৪. (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philoscphy;

and I, a following), a following upon or accord-

ance with the Nyaya philosophy,
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nsten.

অ্যায়শাস্ত্রানুসারে
, ad. (loe. case ofন্যায়শাস্ত্রানুসার

), in accord-

auce with the Nyaya philosophy.

# tg==†fs®, α. (from art , the Nyaya philosophy, and

afs , acquainted with) , acquainted with the Nyaya

philosophy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্ৰোপদেশ, s. (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philosophy , and

, instruction), instruction in the Nyaya philoso-

phy.

ন্যায়শাস্ত্ৰোপদেশক, a. (from ন্যায়শাস্ত্র, the Nyaya philosophy,

and ste, giving instruction), giving instruction in

the Nyaya philosophy.

দ্যায়শাস্ত্ৰোপদেটা , s . ( from art , the Nyaya philosophy ,

and one who gives instruction) , a person who

gives instruction in the Nyaya philosophy.

ta , a. (from tgtt , the Nyaya philosophy,

and 8×15, fitted to) , suited to the Nyaya philosophy.

itat , a. (from 571g, justice, and 7 , empty), destitute

of justice or equity, destitute of what is right.

art , a. (from at , justice, and , indicating , indi-

cating justice or equity, indicating what is right,

ty , a. (from at , justice, and 7 , destitute) , desti-

tute ofjustice or equity, destitute ofwhat is right.

t , a. (from art , righ', and (53, a cause), caused

by or arising from right orjustice ; ad. from or because

of right or justice.

artott , s (from ta, justice, and att , desire), a de-

sire for justice or equity, a desire for what is right.

tstats , a. (from It , justice, and tat , desirous ), de-

sirous ofjustice or equity, desirous of what is right.

tata, s. (from it , justice, and sta, acquisition ) , the

acquisition or assumption of a thing as a matter ofright

or justice.

artgtamaz, s. (from 117,justice, and 777, a depending),

å depending on justice or equity, a depending on what

is right.

artytet, a. (from art , justice, and , depending),

depending on justice or equity, depending on what is

right.

artatfsata, s. (from art , justice, and fats, desire), a

desire for justice or equity, a desire for what is right.

tgifsats), a. (from art , justice, and sata , desirous ,

desirous ofjustice or equity, desirous of what is right.

wiata , 8. (from art , right, and tag, a beginning) , the

beginning ofjustice or equity, a beginning to do right.

artit, a. (from fa, prep. and . to move , rational, right,

proper, doing right, doing justice.

tzug , s . (from tg, right, and 1, desire), a desire to

do right, a desire forjustice or equity.

7171.

artega. a. (from arts, right, and 3 , desirous), desirous of

justice or equity, desirous of doing right.

art , s., (from arts, right, and 5 , desirous), desirous

ofjustice or equity, desirous of doing right.

atcata , s. (from arts, justice, and sʊ , a beginning), the

beginning of justice or equity, a beginning to do right.

text , a. (from 9, justice, and 8 , a beginning),

an attempt to do right, the beginning ofjustice or equi-

ty.

artcat , a. (from at , justice, and set , fit), suited to

justice or equity, suited to what is right ; just, right, ft.

artcatats, a. (from !, right , and 8Яt , adnitted), admit-

ted as being an owner, claiming proprietorship, admit-

ted as a matter of right or equity.

at , a. (from it , right), litigable, recoverable at law ;

proper to be the matter of a suit.

arta, s. (from a, priv. and , enough), satisfied, sufficient,

successful.

I , s. (from fa, prep. and , to throw), a deposit, a

pledge,

f
, s. (from ata, a deposit, and E , a denial), the

denial of a deposit.

tatatæ, a . (from E , the denial ofa deposit,

and ta , doing , denying to have received a deposit ;

s. a person who denies the having received a deposit.

tata . (from tatt , the denial ofa deposit, and

tfa , doing), denying the having received a deposit.

a. (from fa , prep,and 8 , to be straight), crooked, curv

:
ed, crook-backed, stooping, looking downwards ; s. a

ladle, a sort of ladle made of Koosha grass, the fruit of

a tree, (Averrhoa Carimbola .)

WE , s. (from crooked, and a , a making), the mak-

ing a thing crooked , the bending of a thing.

3, a. (from

ed, bent.

crooked, and 5, made), made crook-

, a. from fa , prep. and $ 7 , to be deficient), defective ,

wanting.

F1AG1, s. (from Wa, defective), defectiveness, a deficit , defi-

ciency.

1A, 8. (from A , defective), defectiveness, deficiency, a

deficit.

fe , a. (from 13, wanting, and af , a surplus),

less or more.

tão, a. (from 717, wanting, and f§*, exceeding), less

or more.

ajatæ , s. (from 77, defective, and affs, excess), a de-

ficiency or excess.
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叶原

, the twenty-first consonant in the Bengalee alphabet, and

first of the labials, or fifth class of consonants. It has

the sound ofthe English p.

1, s. (from † , stairs), stairs, steps, a staircase.

31, s. (from 8 , the sacerdotal thread), the sacred

thread worn by the three superior classes of Hindoos .

, s. (from 5, to extend), a row, a range, a line, a sort

of metre, a stanza of four lines of ten syllables each ;

in composition, ten,

* , s. (from , ten, and ☎д, metre), a verse of

four lines each of ten syllables.

al, s. (from. *•f*, a row, and ¹ , desire) , an ornament

of metallic beads strung together and worn by women

on the wrist.

, a. (from te, thirty-five), thirty-five.

й6134, a. (from 3, seventy -five), seventy-five .

sta , a. (from af , ninety-five) , ninety-five.

45 , a. (from Я , ninety-five), ninety-five.

* , a. (from ** , eighty-five), eighty-five.

Aft, a. (from , twenty-five), twenty-five.

* , a . (from , twenty-five) , the twenty-fifth.

✰atfat, a. (from fe, forty-five), forty- five.

af , sixty-five) , sixty-five., a. (from

sza, v. n. (from , prep. , prep. and , to move , to ar-

rive, to come.

Я , s. (from Я , to arrive), the arriving at a place.

ate,an imitative word used to express the sudden slipping

ofthe footinto ahole, also the sudden ejection ofmud or

water occasioned by the slipping of the foot into a hole.

at , s. (from the letter , and , to do), the letter or

that character which is used to express the sound of p.

atat , a. (from tt , the letter , and if , a begin

ning), having an initial , beginning with the letter Я.

atate, s. (from ta, the letter , and 3, an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter *.

*73, s. (from faì, a pond), a pond.

31 , s. (from , to cook, and , a place), a place

where salt is made.

933157, a. (from tata, a salt manufactory), belonging to

a salt manufactory.

, an imitative sound used to express a repeated sud-

den slipping of the foot into holes in walking ; also the

sound arising from slipping.

7, a. (from 5, to concoct), concocted, ripe, cooked, ma-

ture, suppurated, digested .

st. 45.

31, s. (from E, mature), maturity, ripeness.

ts , s. (from * , cooked, and T3 , oil) , a chymical prepa

ration of oil boiled with milk or other ingredients as a

medicine, boiled oil.

*FT, s. (from 4 , mature ) , maturity, ripeness .

ta, s. (from 3, ripe, and a, food), baked meats, a par-

ticular sort of sweetmeats.

4 , s. (from 4 , to take), an army, a feather, a wing, the fea-

ther of an arrow , a side, a flock , a party, a friend, a fort-

night, viz . the fortnight of the moon's increase or de-

crease, a proposition or side of an argument in logic, a

plaint in law, a position advanced, a doctrine to be

maintained , the subject of an inference, an alternative ,

contradiction, opposition , a rejoinder, a reply, in arith

metic or algebra a primary division .

51, a. (from , a side, and a , producible ), produci-

ble by or arising from a side or party, producible by or

arising from a proposition or a plaint.

517, ad. (loc. case of

proposition, for a plaint.

1 ) , for a side or party, for a

31, 8. from , a proposition) , the circumstance of be

ing a proposition or thesis.

fs, s . (from , a fortnight of the moon's age), the first

day ofthe waxing or waning of the moon, the pinion of

a bird or the root ofthe wing.

FI, s. (from 4 , a proposition,, the circumstance of be-

ing a proposition or thesis.

f , α. (from , side, and fas, a cause), caused

by or arising from a side or wing, caused by or arising

from a proposition or plaint ; ad.from or because of a

side or wing, from or because of a proposition or plaint.

13, s. (from * , a side, and ³, afalling) , collusion,

partiality.

, . (from ts, partiality, and t , doing),

shewing partiality,for a person, shewing respect to per

sons .

Яitat, a . (from 3, partiality, and faz, doing),

shewing partiality for aperson, shewing respect to per-

sons.

13 , a. (from , a side, and f , falling), partial,

attached to .

, s. (from , a proposition), like a theme or proposition,

like a plaint, like a wing or feather, like a side or party.

, s. (from , resembling a wing, ani ,

a process), in anatomy a winged or webbed process.
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পক্ষবৎপ্রবন্ধনযুক্তবহিঃস্থ ,< AFafci , a. (from Я , connected with

a pterogoidprocess, and af :, external) , in anatomy the

name of a particular muscle, (Pterogoideus externus.)

পক্ষবৎ পুবৰ্দ্ধন যুক্তান্তঃস্থ , a. (from পক্ষবৎপুবৰ্দ্ধনযুক্ত , connected with a

pterogoid process, and , internal), in anatomy the

name of a particular muscle, (Pterogoideus internus.)

at , a. (from , a wing) , winged, feathered.

Я3 , s. (from tft , embracing the whole thesis),

the circumstance of embracing all the parts of a theme

or thesis .

পথব্যাপিত্ব , s . (from পক্ষাশিন, embracing the whole thesis),

the circumstance of embracing all the parts of a theme

or thesis.

, a. (from , a proposition , and arifa, covering),

embracing or extending to all the parts of a theme or

thesis.

HF155, s . (from T , a side of an argument, and c³ñ, a divi-

sion), a distinction between propositions, a different or

particular proposition , the difference or distinction be

tween the fortnight of the moon's increase and that of

it's decrease.

afs, a. (from , awing, and af , destitute) , destitute

of wings, destitute of feathers, unfledged ,

Hd, s. (from F, a plaint, and ad, a sign), the sign or

mark of a valid plaint, a true bill.

* d?f€³, a. (from , the signs ofa true plaint, and

³, destitute), destitute of the marks of a true plaint,

destitute of the distinguishing character of a true bill .

*** , a. (from , a wing, and 1, empty) , wingless , des-

titute of feathers, unfledged.

17, a. (from4 , a wing, and 7, bereft) , wingless, unfled-

ged.

tat , a. (from , a wing, and state, aform), wing-

formed, feather-shaped.

, a. (from , a wing, and atas, aform), wing-

formed, feather-shaped.

Fit , s. (from Я , a side, and atats, a blow), the palsy.

413, a. (from Я , a proposition , and ¤ , an end) , the end

of a proposition or plaint, the last day of the waxing or

wane of the moon.

4, s. (from Я , a side ofan argument, and ITI, an-

other), another side, another view of a subject.

, ad. (loc. case of ) , otherwise, on the other

side, if the other side of the argument be admitted.

5 , s. (from , a plaint, and tЯ, a semblance), the

semblance of a plaint , the semblance of a true bill.

331, s. (from 1st , the semblance of a plaint), the

circumstance of being the semblance of a plaint.

st , s . (from tata, the semblance ofa plaint , the

circumstance of being the semblance of a plaint.

Esta, s. (from , a bird, and sta, a genus), the order of

birds, a class of birds.

, a. (from fast , the neck ofa bird, and T , join-

ed to), joined to or connected with a bird's neck .

*fædì, s. (from * , a side), a night reckoned with its pre-

ceding and succeeding day, a female bird.

, a. (from , a bird, and T, equal), like a bird.

aut , s. (from fæ , a bird's claw, and af , a bone),

in anatomy the name of one of the bones of the wrist,

Os unciforme.)

fath, s. (from , a bird, and fat , a sound), the

singing or cry of birds.

fata , s. (from tf , a bird, and at1, the killing of any

thing), a bird-catcher, a fowler.

*ft , s. (from F , a bird, and 7157, a king), in mytho

logy Guroora the regent of birds, a swift horse.

fta , s. (from fa, a bird, and ta , a young one), a

young bird.

Ì, s. (from F, a wing), a bird, a fowl.

, s. (from , to receive), the eye lash, the harl or fibre

of a thread, a fibre, the filament of a flower,

sta, s. (from git?, a wall), a mound, a bank.

, s. (from 5, to spend), mud , mire, sin, guilt.

985, s. (from 45, mud, and 3 , to produce), a water-lily,

(Nelumbium speciosum .) The term is also applied in a

loose manner to all the species of lotus or Nymphæa.

57x3), a.fem. (from $5, a water-lily, and 737, an eye),

lotus- eyed.

, a. (from , a water-lily) , resembling the lotus.

, s. (from 4 , a water-lily), an assemblage of wa-

ter-lilies, (Nelumbium speciosum .)

, a. (from , mud, and 3, fallen), fallen into the

mud .

, a. (from , mud), resembling mud , pulpy.

, s. (from , resemblingmud, and д , chyle),

chyle.

faft , a. (from %, mud, and fefta, possessed of), miry,

abounding with mud.

, a. (from 1 , mud, and as, immersed), immersed or

sunk in mud, stuck fast in mud.

, a . (from , mud), miry, full ofmud, abounding with

mud or mire ,

, a . (from , mud, and 1 , joined to), miry, abound-

ing with mud or mire.

f , a. (from , mud, and 7f53, destitute) , free from

mud, clean, free from mire.
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as, a. (from , mud, and , stuck), stuck in mud,

mired.

, a. (from
, mud, and I, emp'y) , free from mud,

clean, free from mire.

* a. (from , mud, and , to stand), situated in mud.

, a. (from , mud, and t , continuing) , continu

ing in mud.

3, a. (from , mud, and fs, situated), situated in

mud or mire.

17 , a . (from 5, mud, and 1 , destitute), free from mud,

clean, free from mire.

, a . ( from * , mud , muddy, miry.

E, s. (from , in mud, and , to beproduced), a

water-lily, (Nelumbium speciosum.)

13, s. (from 1 , mud, and sta, extrication) , the

cleansing a pond or other receptacle of water from its

mud.

, s. (from , to extend), a row, a . rank, a line..

ta, s. (from 23 , a grasshopper, and it , a flock), a lo-

cust, (Grylius migratorius.)

a. (from . to do business), lame, crippled, halt.

t. n. (from 15, to concoct) , to putrefy, to mortify, to rot.

57, s . (from , to concoct), a putrefying.

1, v. a. (from 5, to concoct), to promote putrefaction , to

macerate ; a. rotten, corrupted, mortified, putrefied ,

digested..

t , s. (from 51 , to macerate), the causing of a thing

to putrefy, the macerating of a substance.

4 , s. (from 51 , putrefied, and ta, time), wet wea-

ther.

st . s. (from 51, putrefied, and st , a scent), a putrid

scent.
0%

517, s. (from 51 , to macerate), the causing of a thing to

putrefy, the macerating ofa substance.

ta , s. (from t , to concoct), put idity, rottenness.

otto , a. (from 51, rotton) , worn out.

ts . s. (from 181 , putrefied, and 8 , display), foppery,

glare , outside show..

ta, a . (from 5 to ripen), scurrillous, obscene. This word

when constructed with it , to drop, means to treat

with scurrility, to talk obscenely.

tata, s. (from , obscene, and 3 , a dropping), a

talking obscenely or scurrilously .

atfag , a. (from ist , obscene), talking in an obscene

manner.

6, an imitative sound used to express the sloppiness of

wet weather or the flying up of soft dirt when trodden

on, sloppiness.

পঞ্চ

fort, a . (from , sloppiness), sloppy, poachy dirty.

PIST, a. (from 5, to concoct), digestible.

, a. (from 15, to concoct), under,digestion, under the

operation of cooking, ripening.

, a. (from , to extend), five ; s. an arbitrator...

, s. (from , five), a tax of a fifth, relating to five,.

made of five, bought with five.

, s. (from

five per cent:

relating to five, and ts, an hundred),.

t , s. (from , fire, and t , a corner), a penta..

gon ; a. pentagonal.

, s. (from ,five, and cat , pepper , the five pun-

gent plants, viz. long pepper (Piper longum) , its root,

Piper chuvya, Plumbago zeylanica, and dry ginger.

sta , s. (from , five, and stas , produced by acow),

the five productions of the cow, viz, cow-dung, cow's

urine, eurds, milk, and clarified butter.

, a. (from a five, and 8 , a quality), five times mul

tiplied, five-fold.

a. (from me, forty-five), the forty-

fifth.

পঞ্চচাত্বারিংশৎ , a. (from পঞ্চন, fire , and চত্বারিংশৎ, forty), for

ty-five.

, a. (from state, forty-five), the forty-.

fifth.

391 , s. (from ,five, and 3 , religious austerities),

a kind of religious austerity consisting of sitting in a

place surrounded by four fires and the burning sun over

the person's head.

31, s. (from . fire), death, viz. a resolutionin to the

five primary elements.

31, 8. (from fire, and 83 , beyond), an inland du-

ty on merchandize .

ft, a. (from fe, thirty-five), the thirty- fifth .

fe,a. (from ,five, andfe,thirty), thirty-five.

, a. (from f ,thirty-five), the thirty-fifth.

, s. (from , five), death, viz. a resolution, into the

five primary elements.

, a. (from five, and , ten), fifteen.

, a. (from , fifteen, and 84, a quality), fifteen

times multiplied.

, ad. (from , fifteen), offifteen sorts,

, a (from ,fifteen, and gats, a sort), of

fifteen kinds..

* t , a. (from , fifteen, and , a time), fifteen

times repeated.

, a. (from , fifteen, and fat, asort), of fifteen

kinds.

Vvvv
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» , ad. (from , five) , of five sorts.

a. (from 5, to spread , five.

fifty-five), the fifty-fifth ., a. (from

, «. (from 7, five, and te,fifty) , fifty-five.

, a . (from te, fifty-five), the fifty-fifth.

, s. (from ,five, and a, a leaf , pinnated with two

pairs of leaves and an add one.

, s. (from , five, and , a twig), the twigs

of five trees used as a medicinal preparation , viz. the

twigs of Spondias mangifera, Eugenia Jambos, Egle

Marmelos, Citron, and Feronia Elephantum.

পঞ্চপ ণ্ডৱ, s . ( from পঞ্চন fire, and পাণ্ডৱ, a descendant of Pun-

doo , in Hindoo fabulous history the five descendants of

Pundoo who are the heroes of the Muhabharuta.

t , a. (from ,five, and gate, a sert), of five sorts.

74, s. (from 7, fiv , and 1 , a lamp), five lamps

placed on a stand as an offering to the gods.

, s. (from five, and a, fe), the five winds

which constitute life . The Hindoos suppose there to be

five kinds of air in the body each of which is necessa-

ry to life, viz. the air which occupies the breast or regi-

on of the heart, the wind expelled backwards, air sup-

posed to occupy the region of the navel, air occupying

the throat, and that which is diffused through the whole

body.

fe , s . (from , fire colours, and sex , meal),

rice meal or flour coloured with five colours.

, a. (from 7,fie, and ta, a time), five times re-

peated .

, a. (from ** , twenty-five) , the twenty-fifth.

**fæ› ×¡f³, ɑ. (from , five, and ffs, twenty), twen-

ty-five.

fs , a. (from ffs, twenty-five), the twenty-

fifth .

, a . (from

55, a. (from

s. a pentagon.

, five, and faª, a sórt), of five sorts.

* , five, and 3, an arm), pentagonal ;

3, s. (from 4 , five, and 3, an elment), the five

elements, viz. earth, water, air, ether, and light or ener-

gy.

5311, s. (from 3, five elements, and atą, spirit),

the individual as consisting of the five primary elements

of matter.

* , s. (from 7, five , the fifth. In music a fifth above

the key note, the note of the Indian Cuckow.

«bat , 7. (from five, and tf , criminal), guilty

ofthe five mortal sins.

, s. (from , thefifth, and y, a sound , in music

fit.

the fifth above the key, the note of the Indian black

cuckow.

** tatæ, s. (from , five , and agittuæ, a great crime),

the five great crimes or mortal sins, viz. the murder of

a brahmun, the drinking of spirituous liquors, the

stealing more than eighty grains of gold, a defiling the

bed of a spiritual guide, and the society of a person

guilty of mortal sin.

পঞ্চমহাপাতকী, a. (from পঞ্চন, five , and মহাপাতকিন্, guilty of

agreat crime), a person guilty ofthe five great or mortal

sins.

, a. (from

at, a. (from

riegated.

five), the fifth (lunarday.)

fire, and af , coloured), motley, va-

, s. (from ,five, and , a gem), the five preci-

ous things , viz. gold, silver, pearls, chrystal, and cop-

per.

f , s . (from , fire, and atft, a term), the rule

of proportion with five terms.

*** , s. (from 7, fice, and *g, an arrow), a name of

Kam-deva, the Indian Cupid.

tat, s. (from 5,five, and art, a branch) , the hand ;

a. branching out in five directions.

, s. (from 7, fire, and * , a part), a name of the

Veda, as consisting of five parts.

, a. (from 7, five, and Я , afinger), measuring

five fingers breadth, digitated ; s . the name of a shrub,

(Ricinus communis .)

, s. (from ,five), an assembly.

tet, s . (from

are united.

five), a custom in which five persons .

পঞ্চানন , a. (from পঞ্চন five, and অনন, ihe face), having five

faces ; s. Shiva, a lion, the sign Leo.

ta, a. (from , fifty-five), fifty-five.

, a. (from tate, fifty), fifty, the fiftieth.

te, a. (from 47, five), fifty.

*** , a. from * , fifty), the fiftieth.

* , a. (from , five, and 3, eighty), eighty-five.

**49753ª, a. (from f³, eighty-five), the eighty-fifth.

** ♬, s. (from 4 , five, and , a corner) , a pentagon ;

a. pentagonal.

47, s. (from 4 , to obstruct), a rib, a side of the body.

fa 1, s. (from 3, to obstruct), an almanack.

fatta, s. (from 1 , an almanack, and , to make), an

almanack maker, an astronomer.

v. a. (from , to move), to be in the way of succeeding,

to be likely to be accomplished.

, s. (from , to surround), the canvas of a picture, the
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feld of a picture, a picture, fine cloth, the name of a

tree, thick cloth or canvas, the external fence of a tent,

a roof, thatch.

1, s. (from 4 , an imitative sound), a squib, the bladder,

a cow which gives little milk ; v. a. to throw in wrest-

ling, to gain the victory in trials of strength.

*Bat?, s. (from Я , a picture, and ☎, to make), a draughts-

man, a limber.

ateate, an imitative sound used to express the noise made

by the hopping of birds or the leaping of grasshoppers.

, a. (from , cloth , made of cloth ; s. atent, a petti-

coat.

, s. (from t, to move), a mark on the forehead with

sandal wood, a basket, the name of a chapter or divisi-

on of the subject in some writings, a film on the eyes ,

the roof or thatch of a house, a collection or multitude,

a train or retinue.

tet, s. (from te, a jumping noise), a particular medicine,

a pop gun, a snapping or crackling sound, the name of a

species of club rush, Scirpus articulatus,; also a small

fruit.

E, s. (from 8, a pulsation, and i , to more), a species of

drum.

41, v. a. (from , to be likely to succeed), to make an un-

dertaking successful, to give facilities for the accom-

plishment of a work.

te, an imitative sound used to express the sound of a

sudden stroke particularly that of the cracking of a

whip.

ta, s. (from , to give facilities), the affording of facili-

ties for the doing a work.

tt, au imitative sound used to express the sound ofre-

peated blows or strokes.

traft, s. (from t , cloth), patch work, inlaying.

natṣi, s. (from , cloth, and 151, a jo`ning), patch

work.

, an initative sound used to express that occasioned

by the discharge of a gun.

tì, s. (from at, to surround), a cloth, a bandage, a roller,

a slip or list taken from the edge of cloth, a small slip

of land, a quarter or part of a market appropriated to

one sort of tradesmen.

1 , s. (from , a bindage, and 1, a binding) , the

fastening of a bandage, the tying of a plaster on a sore.

*ìcutxa, s. (from Яt , a bandage, and cu†ș , ajoining), the

sewing of strips of cloth together.

11, s. (from , a bandage, and catst, ajoining), the

sewing ofstrips of cloth together.

, s. (from 8 , to ge), sandal wood, a field, hypochondri

ac.

, a. (from it , to surround) , eminent, clever, able, expert,

skilful, dexterous , diligent, smart, sharp, healthy, ex-

panded, open, fraudulent, crafty, loquacious ; s. woollen

cloth.

1 , s. (from , a picture), a painter, a limner, an image.

maker.

ta , s. (from t , to surround) , a girdle, a belt, a sash.

31, s. (from 6, expert), expertness, eminence, clever-

ness.

, s . (from t , erport , expertness, eminence, clever-

ness.

, s . (from , to go), the name of a small cucurbita-

ceous fruit much used as an article of diet, (Trichosan-

thes dioica )

aètacotaa, s . ( from , the fruit of Trichosan hes , and

taa, lifting up , the gathering of the fruits ofTricho

santhes from the plants.

Arbtazstāt, s . (from , the fruit of Trichosan'hes, and

catat , a lifting up), the gathering of the fruits of Tri-

chosanthes dioica.

staЯ , s. (from ta, a cucurbitaceous plant, aud 45, a

leaf) , a leaf of the small Trichosanthes,

3, v. n . (from , an imitative sound , a slipping or fal

ling in wrestling, a being overcome.

8 , s . (from , to slip , a stumble, a slip ofthe foot.

Constructed with at , to strike, or with , to give,

this word means to knock down, with ai, to eat, it

means to get a fall .

atata, s. (from , to throw in wrestling) , the throwing

of a person in wrestling, the displacing of a thing.

g, s . from 8, to surround), the fibre of Corchorus used

as half wove silk, a mark on the forehead.

, s . (from tg, silk) , silk cloth.

gaf , s. (from g, a mark on the foreh ad, and af , a

crowned the chief queen of a kingwho has morequeen ,

wives than one.

tal, s . (from E, a mark on the forehead, and at , a

queen), the chief queen of a king who has more wives

than one.

f , s. (from , to go), a sort of weapon.

, s . (from 8, to surround), a slip of cloth, a bandage, a

garter, a narrow slip of land, a quarter of a market ap-

propriated to one kind of tradesmen.

88 an imitative sound used to express a cracking or

snapping noise, the pounce of a small charge of pow-

Vvvv2

der.
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ex , a . (from 4 , a snapping noise), making a crack-

ing or snapping noise, snapping, crackling.

. s. (from , to read), the reading of any thing.

at , a. (from 7, a reading, and ta , doing) , read-

ing, repeating ; s . a person who reads or repeats a pas-

sage from a book.

rat, a. (from 1 , a reading, and tf , doing) , read-

ing, repeating a passage of a book.

t , a. (from 8 , a reading, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from reading or repeating a pas

sage of a book.

★f75171 , ad. loc. case of 1571), for the purpose of read-

ing or repeating.

dafafage, a. (from 7, a reading, and faf3, a cause),

caused by or arising from reading or repeating a pas-

sage of a book ; ad. from or because of reading or re-

peating a passage of a book.

*tafafa ; ad. (from 7, a reading, and fast , a cause),

for the purpose of reading or repeating a passage of a

book.

stagfræe, «. (from stá, a reading, and
e, oppos-

ing , opposing or obstructing the reading or repeating

of a passage from a book.

, a. (from 7, a reading, and F, caused by) ,

caused by or arising from the reading or repeating a

passage from a book ; ad. from or because of reading

or repeating a passage from a book.

tafa , ad. (from 8 , a reading, and f , without), with-

out or beside the reading or repeating a passage from

a book.

পঠন্যডিরিক্ত, a. (from পঠন, a reading, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), the reading or repeating of a passage from a book

excepted.

পঠনতিরেক, s. (from পঠন, a reading , and ৰাতিয়েক, an ex-

ception), the exception of reading or repeating.

*teamforgie, ad. (loc. case of fag ), with the excep

tion of reading or repeating, without or beside reading

or repeating.

* A , a (from 7, a reading, and ( , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from the reading or repeating of a pas-

sage ; ad, from or because of reading or repeating.

tatas , s. (from , a reading, and tatt , desire), a de-

sire to read or repeat.

tat , a. (from , a reading, and atat , desirous),

desirous of reading or repeating.

atsata, s. (from 7, a reading, and sata, desire), a

desire of reading or repeating a passage from a book.

tal, a. (from , a reading, and fat , desir

ous , desirous of reading or repeating a passage from a

book.

tat , a. (from it, to read), legible, fit to be read.

ta ), s. (from 7, a reading, and a , desire), a desire to

read or repeat.

atlas, a. (from a67 , a reading, and 5, desirous), desirous

of reading or repeating a passage.

17 , a . (from 487, a reading, and a, desirous), desir-

ous of reading or repeating a passage .

ft3, a . (from , to read), read, repeated, recited.

ft , a. (from Яt, to read), legible, proper to be read or

repeated.

at ' , a. (from , to read), legible, proper to be read or re-

peated.

ta , a. (from t , to read), in the condition of being read

or repeated .

, . n. (from , to fall), to fall, to drop, to fall into

disuse or decay, to occur, to happen ; also, v. a. (from

, to read), to read, to repeat. The adverbial participle

of this verb constructed with ■ , to go, means to fail,

with , to plunder, it means to invade, to plunder.

4543, s . (from Я , to move), a violent or hasty running.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, acquires the power of an adverb, hastily, rush-

ingly.

45Яì, s. (from batfaz, residing near), a neighbour.

151, v. a. (from ², to fall), to cause a thing to fall, to

cause any thing to happen, to teach reading, to cause

to read ; a uncultivated, untilled ; s. a lesson, the read-

ing of a thing, a throw at dice.

dtæt, s. (from 471, to cause to fall), the causing of a thing

to fall, the causing or teaching a person to read.

4317, s. (from 51 , to cause to fall), the causing of a thing

to fall, the teaching or causing a person to read.

stat, a. (from 5 , to cause to fall, causing to fall,

throwing down, teaching or causing a person to read.

!, s. (from 4 , tofall , a falling, the reading of a pas

sage, a falling.

fsata, s. (from , a stretching out), the woof of a

piece of cloth.

, a. (from it, to read), reading, studying, a school boy,

a pupil.

পন্ডুমাৱিশ্বাস, s. ( from পড়ুয়া, a pupil, and বিশ্বাস, confidence),

a school-master, one who teaches reading and writing.

* 5*, a. (from43, tofall), uncultivated, suffered to lie waste

or in grass.

Hd, s. (from Ha, to trade) , a wager, an engagement, a bar-

gain, a stipulation, a condition, a compact, a clause or-
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g?

article in an engagement. Constructed with

this word means to bet; to stake..

25
to do,

ty, a. (from E , 10 t ade), subject to a wager, negociable,

proper to be laid as a wager.

পণপুরনন্যায় ,, s. (from , the compleating of a puna of

cowries, and aty, resembling), the reckoning of a sum

or counting of articles backwards and forwards.

fe, a . ´from 4, a wager, and , before , preceded by

or attended with a wager.

* 3 , s. (from 4, to trade, and Я , a promise), the

laying a wager.

stat , a. (from
fl, the laying a wager, and

, speaking), laying a wager.

* Tal, a. (from 4 , a wager, and 71, without), without a

wager, without a puna of cowries .

Я , a . (from Я , a wager, and fa , possessed of),

connected with a wager, possessed of a puna of cowries .

, a. (from 4, a wager, and fs , exepted),

a wager excepted , a puna of cowries excepted .

* Tifozē, s. (from 4, a wager, and if , an excepti-

on), the exception of a wager, the exception of a puna

of cowries.

dfsizie, ad. (loc . case of fat ), with the exception

of a wager, with the exception of a puna of cowries.

, a. (from 4, a stake, and 33, destitute), free from

or unconnected with a wager or stake, destitute of a

puna of cowries, penniless.

4443, s. (from 4, a puna of cowries, and wts , an hundred),

an hundred punas of cowries or sixteen shillings and

eight pence sterling.

of cow-

*4*77, a. (from * , a wager, and 1, empty), free from or

unconnected with a wager, destitute of a puna

ries, penniless.

* Ñ³, a. (from * , a wager , and ₹7, destitute), free from

or unconnected with a wager, destitute of a puna of

cowries, penniless.

HatЯd, 8. (from 4, a wager, and 4 , not a wager), an in-

different thing or that about which the person has not

laid a wager or concerned himself in any way.

*[43, a. (from Я , to do business), made a matter of trade,

laid as a wager.

fas , a. (from 4, to trade), merchantable, saleable.

, s. (from , to move), an eunuch, a blank (in a lottery),

a miscarriage in an affair.

, s. (from 3, an eunuch, and , fatigue), the misap-

plication of labour, a fruitless plodding.

45 , a. (from 3, an eunuch, and , labourious), la-

bourious to no purpose, plodding unsuccessfully.

43 , s. (from 43 , to collect) , learning, philosophy.'-

35, a. (from 31 , learning), learned ; . a learned man,"

a philosopher..

f3d, s. (from 3, a learned man, and stª, û genus), a

company or society of learned men .

4f833), s . (from 483, learned , learning, philosophy.

33 , a . (from 3, learned, and , equal), like a

learned man, like a philosopher.

4f83 , s . (from *(93, learned), learning, philosophy.

33 , s. (from 33,learned, and así, a class), a class or

society of philosophers or learned men.

Afsætat, a . (from 33 , learning, and af , regarding',

esteeming himself a learned man.

*f335q*, a . (from 33, learned, and 5 , resembling ,̀

resembling a philosopher or learned man.

*saata, s . (from 33, learnel, and Яts, an assembly),

a society of learned men or philosophers.

45, 8. (from 133, learned , and д , a multitude), a

multitude or company of philosophers or learned men.

f31ft7, s. (from 3, learned, and sata , pride ,

a conceit of learning, the esteeming one's self to be a

philosopher.

dfootfsætāl, a. (from 433, learned, and afsatfaa, esteem-

ing), esteeming or accounting one's self to be a man of

learning.

dar, a. (from 4, to trade) , marketable ; s . merchandise, the

quantity of an article procurable in the market for a

given sum.

tu , s. (from 47, merchandize, and fuel, a stall in

a market) , a stall or shop in a market where wares are

exposed for sale.

ts , a. (from Я , marketable, and I , a way oflife),

living by trade.

43k, s. (from 43, afeather, and sta, to go), a grasshopper, a

bird.

3 , a. (from 3 , a grasshopper, and , equal ), like a

grasshopper.

43kte, a. (from 43Я, a grasshopper), like a grasshopper.

***, a. (from 3 , a grasshopper, and , like), like

a grasshopper.

A , a. (from 3 , a grasshopper, and , equal, like a

grasshopper.

HIKAITA, a. (from 3 , a grasshopper, andat , equal) , like

a grasshopper.

*ente, 7. (from de, falling, and stz, a receptacle), a spit-

ting pot.

157, a. (from ge, tofall), falling,
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237, s. (from de to fall , a falling, the dripping of rein or

any other substance, substraction.

43aæteæ, a. (from 437, afalling, and ☎ts , dong), falling,

causing to fall ; s. one who falls or causes to fall.

sat , a. (from 437, afall ng, and a deing), falling,

causing to fall.

437547, a. (from 453, afailing, and 578, producing),

causing a fall.

BIASA , a . (from 437 , a fall, and 7 , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from falling.

9375231, ad. loc. case of 375a ,, for the purpose of fall-

ing.

93afafage, 1. (from 437, a falling, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from falling.

safafara, ed. (from 37, a falling, and fifty, a cause),

for the purpose of falling, for a fall.

935887, a . ( from 37, a jall ng, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from laling; ad. from or because

of falling.

1351, ed. (from 3 , afalling, and fan , without) , with-

out or beside falling.

fas, a. (from 37, a falling, and fofas, except-

ed), falling excepted.

পতনাতিরেক, s . ( from পতন, a falling, and বাতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of failing.

পন্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পতনৰতিয়েক), with the excep-

tion of falling, without or beside falling.

santats, a. (from 457, a falling, and Tiπts, an obstruc-

tion) , the obstruction or prevention of a fall.

SGHTNEIGæ, a. (from 437, afalling, and
3 *, obstruct-

ing , obstructing or preventing a fall.

AIATZE, a. (from 57, a falling, and (TI, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from failing ; ad. from or because of

falling.

Яatatg1, s. (from 437, à falling, and tætgi, desire), a de-

sire of falling, a tendency to fall.

att , a. from 35, afalling, and tata , desirous

desirous of falling, inclined to fall.

gathate, s. (from 437, a falling, and fats, desire), a

desire of falling, a tendency to fall.

351tat, a. from 935, afalling, and sfsfag, desir

ous) , desirous of falling, inclined to fall.

*saty, a. (from te, to fall), fallible, liable to fall.

Я311, 8. /from 437, a falling, and ¾ã¹ , desire , a desire to

fall, a tendency to fall.

43175, a . (from 437, a falling, and a desirous), desirous

of falling, inclined to fall,

4

૪.

43:55 . a . (from , a falling , and 25, desirous), desir

ous offailing, inclined to tall.

43418, 7, (from

dency to fall.

. tofall), inclined to fall, having a ten-

934, s. (from 6, to move), a plate of metal , an iron hoop.

qatai, s. (from de to move), a flag, an ensign, a pendant, a

standard, a weathercock, a signal.

*31*1. a. (from 4311, aflag , a standard bearer, one who

holds the colours, a person who makes a signal.

f³, s. (from 41, to preserve), a lord, a master, a husband, a

possessor, an owner.

Afsætst, a (from fs, a lord, and 3 , murdering), mur-

dering a master or lord.

fat, a. from , a husband, and f , murdering),

murdering a husband.

4f57, u. (from ti³ , a lord, and ₹7, to kill), killing a master

or husband.

afe1, s. (from 3, a mister, and sta, to go), small wind-

mill made of leaves of palm trees or thin slips of wood

as a play thing for children.

33, a . (from , to fall), fallen, laid down with grass,

neglected, uncultivated , fallow.

33 , a. ( from 33, fall: n, and gizz, a purifying),

purifying the fallen, or sinful.

#f313157, 8. (from 33,fallen, and st?, deliverance), a rais-

ing the fallen, the salvation or deliverance of the fallen.

fostat , a. (from 33, fallen, and stagæ, rescuing ,

raising the fallen, extricating or delivering the fallen.

afastītāì, a, (from Яf33, fallen, and saifa , delivering),

saving or rescuing the fallen.

afexta , a. from Яfs, a husband, and ga, life , consider-

ing or loving her husband as her own life, burning with

her husband, unable to survive her husband.

sfszyi, a. (from Af³, a husband), having a husband, marii-

ed.

3 , .from 3, a husband, and fafa, possessed of,

having a lord or husband, married .

afia, a. (from 53, a lord, and f , destitute), desti-

tute ofan owner or lord, destitute of a husband , widow-

ed .

Rf3731, C. from , a husband, and 3, a row), making

her husband the object of all her vows, chaste.

fs , a. (from fs, a husland, and , to skreen), choos-

ing her own husband.

fus, a. (from fs, a lord, and TF, joined to), having a

lord, united to a husband.

*f333, ɑ. (from 43, a lord, and 13, delighted), delighted

with a master or husband.
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পত্রা,

as, a. (from 3 , a lord, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of a lord or husband.

af3a1, s . (from 3, a lord, and a , attention , atten-

dance on a husband or lord.

Яs , s. (from 3, a lord, and 1 , service), the service

or attendance on a husband or lord .

*f3xt , a. (from f³, a lord, and , destitule), destitute

of a lord or husband.

3 , 8. (from e, to go) , a city, the settling of a colony, the

first settling of a town, the settling of inhabitants any

where.

, s. (from , to move), a company of soldiers consisting

of one elephant, one chariot, three horses, and five

footmen.

* , s. (from f³, a husband), a wife, the female owner of

any thing.

, s. (from , to move), a leaf, a blade ofgrass, the leafof

a book, a letter, a writing, a written conveyance of

property, the petal of a flower, the leaf of a folding door

or of a table, the wing of a bird or insect, a vehicle of

any sort, the feather of an arrow.

*47, 8. (from 4 , a leaf , a leaf, a letter, a writing..

ala, s. (from 5, a leaf, and gig, a house,, a hut of

leaves.

statstia , s. (from , a letter, and stattfa, intercourse)

correspondence by letters..

, ad. (from , a letter, and at , a door) , by means

of a letter, through a letter or writing.

1 , s. (from , a leaf, and atfs , a vein), the veins.

or ribs of a leaf.

8. (from , a letter, and t , a reading) , the read-

ing of a letter or writing.

**774, 8, (from 3, a writing, and , a theme) , the

theme or subject matter of a letter or writing.

Яa , s. (from 4, the leaf of a book, and %, afigure), the

figure or number of the page in a book .

at , a. (from , a writing, and at , not mounted

on), not entered in a writing or record.

*At67, 8. (from 47, a writing, and ? , another), another

letter or writing, another legal deed or writing.

* , 8. ´from , a note, and at , a row or range),

a list of tickets in a lottery.

*ates, a. (from * , a writing, and , mounted on), en-.

tered in a writing or record.

*Itf, 8. (from 4 , a writing, and ar, an object), the ob-

ject of a writing or record.

tatútæst³, a. (from at , the object of a writing, and

21.

sts, known), acquainted with the object of a writing

or letter.

পত্রার্থা tয, s . ( from পত্রার্থ, the object of a writing, and অগম,

knowledge), an acquaintance with the object of a writ-

ing or letter.

s. (from , a letter), a letter, a writing.

tata, s. (from 3, a leaf, and sata joy), a bud.

2 , s. (from Яfu , a road), a road, a path, a way, the line of

conduct which any person pursues . This word construct-

ed with ta , to lose, means to lose a person's way.

u , s. (from , to go), in Hindoo music, a composition

in which there are ten pairs of notes , each pair on the

same line or space, and rising or falling by thirds or

fifths.

quat , s. (from 7 , a road, and , a thorn), danger

on a road, any disagreeable circumstance on a journey.

Hư×36, 8. (from Afua, a way, and Es, expences), road

expences, provision for a journey.

Hustaa, s. (from Яfua, a road, and ga , a going), the jour-

neying or going on a road.

Austia?, a. (from fua, a road, and stif , going), going a

journey, travelling on a road.

42773, a. (from 2f27, a road, and aft3, occurred), travel-

ling or being on the road, being on a journey.

u , a. (from 2 , a road, and , to know), acquainted

with a road.

quätt:ayı, s. (from Afv7, a roud, and cat, to sweep), a sca-

venger.

* , s. (from fu , a road, and **, shewing), a guide.

quita, s. (from fu , a road, and 1, to shew), the shew-

ing a person the road, the directing a person in any kind

of knowledge.

u , s. (from fu , a road, and f , an attentive

looking at any thing), a sollicitous looking for or ex-

pectation of a person.

45 , s. (from 4ft , a road, and , a mistake), the losing

the way to a place, a being bewildered .

quza, s. (from fù , a road, and º, an error), mistaking

the road to a place.

guna, s. (from afv , a roud, and , fatigue), the fatigue of

a journey.

qui, a. (from Afia aroad, and , labouring) , labour-

ing to get forward on a journey.

utzi , a. (from t , to lose the road), losing his

road.

Яuta, s. (from fia, a road, and 87, without), a different

road, another way, another profession of religion, an-

other line of conduct.
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4271:

qui catama), s . (from quiza, another way, and stack, a

depending), the embracing other religious sentiments,

the engaging in another line of conduct.

quieștzaal, a. (from Я4t57, another way, and wafaa, dé-

pending on), embracing other religious sentiments, fol--

lowing another line of conduct.

ts , s. (from to , another way, and at , an asy-

lum), the embracing a new sentiment, the embracing a

different profession from a former one.

fuæ, s. (from Яfu , a road), a traveller.

, s. (from fa, a traveller, and atta, a resi

dence), a house of entertainment for travellers, au inn,

a place of entertainment for travellers .

fat , s. (from fuæ, a traveller, and , a hermitage),

an inn, a place of entertainment and lodging for travel-

lers.

ty, s. (from Яu , a traveller, and g, an asylum),

an inn, a baiting place on the road.

fun, s. (from Яu, to go , a road, a way.

fu , ad. (loc. case of fu ) , on the road, by the way.

a. (from , a road), travelling, following the prin-

ciples of any particular sect.

tus, u. (from fun, a road , salutary, wholesome ; s. diet,

regimen..

1, s. (from 1 , wholesome , and t , a giver), a per-

son who gives wholesome food .

, a. (from 4 , wholesome, and t , giving), giv

ing wholesome food ; s. a person who gives wholesome

food.

ty , a. (from ur, wholesome, and if , giving), giving

wholesome food.

, a . (from tur, wholes me, and 5 , eating), feeding

on wholesome food.

qust , s. (from 4 , wholesome, and cst , an eater), one

who lives on wholesome food.

Яuns137, s. (from , wholesome, and (5t57, an eating),

the feeding on wholesome food,

ista . a . (from , wholesome, and cofa , eating),

feeding on wholesome food.

ut , a. (from , wholesome, and w , unwholesome),

wholesome or unwholesome.

quiquifanatæ, u. (from Яurtu , salutary or unwholsome,

পদ.

Hurtt, a: (from tar, wholesome, and at , eating , feed--

ing on wholesome food..

, s. (from , to move), a food, the leg or foot of a

piece of furniture, an employment, a station or office, a

step the print of a foot, a thing, the rank of a person, a

word, an inflected word, a connected sentiment, a place

a scite, a mark, a spot, a foot in poetry, the fourth

part of a thing, in arithmetic any one of a set of num-

bers the sum of which is required, the last of the terms

to be summed up, a place , the least or first root in the

affected square, a stage in the progress of a suit in a

court of law, of which four are enumerated, viz. the

delivering in of the plaint, the reply, the proceedings,

and the decision .

test, a (from 45, a foot, and st , to go), going on foot.

, s. (from , afoot, and fo , a mark), a foot step,

the mark of the foot imprinted on any thing.

3, d. (from , an office, and 513, fallenfrom), fallen

from a station, discharged from office.

, .from , a word, and 1, to know), acquainted

with inflected words.

† , s. (from , a word, and ta, knowledge), the know-

ledge of inflected words.

953 , s. (from 4 , afoot, and , the bottom), the sole of

the foot.

Я , s. (from 5, an office), a title, a patronymic name, a

road, a way.

45, ad. (loc. case of 5, a going on foot), on foot.

55** , s . (from 9 , an office, and 5 , afallingfrom), de-

position from an office, a discharge from an office.

95%, a. from 45, an office, and 5 , fallen from), falleu

from a station, discharged from an office.

ata, s from Я , an inflected word, and äta, mere), mere-

ly an inflected word.

atrattad, s. (from Я , merely an inflected word, and

8 , pronunciation ), the pronunciation of mere words.

2 , s. (from , a foot , and zy, a chariot) , a stocking.

945° 24 , s. (from , the matter of a plaint, and FFZ4,

a goingfrom one station to another), the departing from

the subject matter of a plaint and complaining of some-

thing else in a court of law.

andf , discriminating), examining whether a thing . (from , the matter of a plaint, and i ,asiá,

is wholesome or unwholesome, discriminating between compounded), mixed or compounded. The term is usu-

what is wholesome and what is unwholesome. ally applied to mixed plaints in a court of law.

qurtaúfarzosi, s. (from 95, a. (from 94, an office, and 1, to be situated , in pos-

session of an oflice, fixed in a station, invested with a

dignity.

1 , wholesome or unwhole-

some, and ferrsat, discrimination), a discrimination be-

tween what is wholesome and what is unwholesome.
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Anta

enata, s. (from , an office, and T , a placing), the

fixing of a person in an office or situation .

ts, a. (from , an office, and tts, placed), fixed

in an office or situation.

Haatṣl, a. (from 45, an office, and if , staying), continu-

ing in an office or station.

afas, a. (from , an office, and fs, situated, situated

in an office or station.

, s. (from , a word, and , to steal) , a plagiary, pla-

giaris m.

, v. a. (from , a poetical foot), to applaud, to praise,

to celebrate .

1, s. (from , to applaud) , an applauding, the prais-

ing of a person, the celebrating of a person's actions.

Patti , s. (from , an office, and art , desire), a de-

sire for an office or station.

Hatta , a. (from , an office, and tat , desirous), de-

sirous of an office or station.

2
Hatats, s. (from , afoot, and fats, a blow), a kick.

, s. (from , a foot, and , a mark, a footstep, the

print ofthe foot.

ts, a. (from , a foot, and f , marked) , marked

with the foot of a man or animal.

atafa, s . (from , afoot, and fa, afinger), a toe.

, s. (from , afoot, and , a thumb), the great

toe.

fs , s . (from t , a foot), a footman , infantry.

guise, s. (from Я , a foot) , a foot soldier, a running foot-

man, a foot messenger, a footman .

ata, s. (from \ , to applaud), the applauding or praising

of a person, the celebrating of a person's actions, the

marking of the cases of nouns with figures that the

reader may recognize them, the putting a space be-

tween words in writing, the pointing of a writing.

Hatas, a. (from , a foot, and tas, boxed , bowed or pro-

strate at the foot.

* ta , a . (from 1, to applaud) , applauding, praising,

celebrating.

te , s . (from 4 , a stage of a law suit, and e , another),

another stage or part of a law proceeding.

পদন্তিরামস , s. ( from পদার , another stage ofa law procecd-

ing, and stï³, a going), a subterfuge or resort to what

belongs to another stage in the conducting of a law

suit.

Hatextstaa, a. (from Яt , another stage of a law proceed-

ing, and st , a not going , the not using of a subter-

fuge, a not resorting to what belongs to another stage

in a law proceeding.

পদু

at , a. (from ta, a foot, and 3 , howed down), pro

strate at the foot, bowed down at a person's feet.

Mizal, s . (from , an office, and utral, à row ), a list of

titles, a list of offices, metre, verse.

tatfata, s. (from Я , an office, and fat , desire), a de,

sire for an office or station .

afstal, a. (from , an office, and afsafa , desirous),

desirous of an office or station.

, a . (from 5, an office, and af , an anointed),

anointed or installed into an office.

t , s . (from , a word, and , an object , a thing, the

thing expressed by a word, a substantial or material

form of being. In logic a category or predicament of

which seven are maintained, viz . substance, quality, ac-

tion, identity, variety, relation , and non-existence.

to , u. (from eat , the thing expressed by a word,

and 8 , thinking , thinking what things are expressed

by particular words.

statffoa , s. (from at , the thing expressed by a word,

and fat, thought), thought or reflection upon the things

expressed by particular words.

at , a. (from it , the thing expressed by a word, and

, to know), knowing the things expressed by particus

lar words, knowing things.

tata, s. (from 1 , the thing expressed by a word, and

ata, knowledge), the knowledge ofthe things express

ed by particular words , a knowledge of things...

tusta, s. (from tf, the thing expressed by a word , and

festa, investigation), the investigation of the things ex

pressed by particular words.

trata, s. (from t , the thing expressed by a word,

and , search), a search or enquiry what are the

things expressed by particular words .

atant, a. (from , the thing expressed by a word,

and
, searching , searching or enquiring what

things are expressed by particular words.

tz , a . (from at , the thing expressed by a word, and

aafar, seeking,, seeking the things expressed by parti-

cular words.

Hata, s . (from 7, an office, and 4, a plucing), the plac

ing of a person in an office, the induction of a person

into an office , the installation of a person,

, s. (from 4 , a foot, and 3, a sea , a footstool,

tâ, s . (from șĩ, a foot), the tonnage or measurement of

ships, boats , or other vessels.

Ha¤, s . (from sit, a lamp) , a lamp .

Wwww

, . (from 7, a word), acquainted with words, be

longing to an office, official.
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PET.

f , s. (from , official, and fg, sale), whole-

sale.

, ad. (from , a step), at every step, step by step.

ni, a. (from ¾ , a word), acquainted with words.

a. (from , afoot, and sta, to go) , going on foot.

f , s. (from Яft, a title), a title.

afs, s. (from , afoot, and x , to smite), a road, a line,

a row or range, a ritual, a manual.

Hi, s. (from Я , on office) , a title, a surname.

, s. (from , to move), the name of a celebrated - water

plant, (Nelumbium speciosum), a thousand millions, a

form ofbattle array, coloured marks on the face and

trunk of an elephant.

ata, s. (from ; a water-lily, and , a thorn), the

thorn on the petioles and flower stalks of the Nelum-

bium, the tinged appearance on the skin at the roots

of the hairs on the hands and other parts of the body

called in some parts of England a hen's skin.

, s. (from ta, a water-lily, and , a tuberous root),

the tuberous root of the Nelumbium.

guzzia, s. (from , a water-lily, and
t , Nerium),

the largest and most double variety of the sweet olean-

der, (Nerium odorum . )

fa , s. (from , the water-lily, and fat, a cup),

an unexpanded water-lily.

, a thorn), the
atti, s. (from , a water-lily, and

thorns on the petioles and flower stalks of the Nelum-

bium, the turgid prominences at the roots of the hair

on the bodies of some persons.

state, s. (from , a water-lily, and t , wood), a fra-

grant kind of wood used by the Hindoos as a medici-

nal drug.

us , s. (from , a Nelumbum, and sta, a scent), the

scent of the Nelumbium or large water-lily ; a. having

the scent of the water-lily.

, . (from , a water-lily, and , equal) , resemb-

ling the water-lily.

, s. (from , a water-lily, and c , an eye) , having

eyes like the petals of the water-lily.

tasty, a . (from , a water-lily, and 71 , resembling ,

resembling the water-lily.

que, a. (from , a water-lily) , resembling a water- lily.

HA, s. (from 1 , a water-lily, and a̸ , afriend), the sun,

abee.

, a. (from t , a water-lily, and ff , possessed

of , abounding with water-lilies.

, s. (from tu, a water-lily, and at , seed), the seed

ofthe water-lily,

Miny.

stuaj, s. (from »tu, a water-lily, andxa, honey), the honey

of water-lilies.

tti, s. (from , the water-lily, and at , agarland,

a garland or wreath of water-lilies.

, a. (from , a water-lily, and at, aface), having a

face resembling the water-lily.

tas, a. (from t , a water-lily, and ,joined to), abound-

ing with water-lilies.

stacuta, s. (from , a water-lily, and cut , vulva), an ap-

pellation of Bruhma.

quafce, a. (from Tu, a water-lily, and af , destitute) , des-

titute of water-lilies.

atst, s. (from , the Nelumbium, and st, a colour),

ruby.

saf , s. (from tst, the colour of the water-lily, and

afa, a gem), a ruby.

cat , a. (from , a water-lily, and cats , an eye), hav-

ing eyes resembling the water-lily.

tar, a. (from , a water-lily, and T, empty , desti-

tute of water-lilies.

*, a . (from 1, a water-l , and Я , like), resemb

ling a water- ily.

, s. (from t , a water- iy, and , a multitude),

an assemblage of water-lilies.

xt , a. (from , a water-lily, and a, destitute), des-

titute of water-lilies.

, s . from 1, a water-lily, and at ?, a mine), a

place where water-lilies grow.

, a. (from , a water-lily, and stats, aform),form-

ed like the water-lily.

qutan, s. (from , a water-lily, and tЯ , a seat), Bruhna,

viz. he who sits on the Nelumbium, the water-lily seat .

53 , a, (from Яata , awater- lily seat, and i, to st nd),

situated on the water- lily as a seat.

, s. (from , the water-lily), an assemblage of water-

lilies, a description of women in the amatory writings

of the Hindoos, viz. those who have eyes resembling

the water-lily, curled hair, plump and firm breasts, who

speak truth , and have the scent of a Nelumbium.

E , s. (from , a foot in poetry), verse (in contradistincti-

on to prose) the idiom of a language, customary beba-

viour ; a . customary, habitual . This word constructed

with , to cause to fall, means to behave, to conduct

one's self, with fugi, to turn, it means to innovate.

, a. (from , customary, and , a step), customa

ry practice.

taciz, a. (fromtw, customary practice, and 7, des'itute},

unprecedented, unusual,
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47.

***, &. (from 47, to praise), the name of a fruit commonly

called the Jak, (Artocarpus integrifolius .)

cheese), cheese., s. (from

El, s. (from afuz, a road), a road, a way.

*31, a. (from ×[47, a road), travelling, following the tenets

of any sect.

st, s. (from , afool, , net, and sta, to go), a serpent, a

reptile.

* al, s. (from 4 , afoot, and ag, lo bind , a shoe, a boot.

, s. (from , to purify), the wind.

geaama, s. (from
A, the wind, and 77, a son), in Hindoo

fable the monkey Hunooman fabled to be the son of

Puvuna or the wind ; also, Bheema one of the Panduvas.

in Hindoo
gzagm, s. (from 7, the wind, and a son,,

fable the monkey Hunooman ; also, Bheema one of the

Pauduvas.

, s. (from , the wind, and at , a son), in Hindoo

fable the monkey Hunooman ; also, Bheema one of the

Pauduvas.

CATUG, s. (from 7 , the wind, and t , a son), in Hin-

doo fable the monkey Hunooman ; also, Bheema one of

the Panduvas celebrated as the heroes of the Muhabha-

ruta.

fas, a. from , to purify), pure, clean, holy,

Aft331, s. (from fa, pure), purny, holiness.

, s. (from fx , pure), purity, holiness.

*fazlæg, a. (from Яfca, pure, and 3, made), sanctified,

purified.

, s. (from Hata, evidence), a clue, a guide.

, s. (from , milk) , milk, water, prosperity.

tysta, s. (from pliaj , a message), a message, a letter.

*testtát, s. (from ¡ l ' , a message), the circumstance of be-

ing a message.

sta , s. (from pliaz,a message, and to carry), a mes-

senger, a prophet.

#gatz, s. (from )'jst, a slipper), a skipper, a shoe.

*551, a. (from Isa, produced), produced, born, created, ex-

hibited, manifested.

agata, a. (from pliş, dependant), dependant, attached to,

subject to.

Huatai, s. (from g , the foot , and , a name), depend-

ance, attachment, subjection.

gatal, ♣ (from H , a tube) , a drain or gutter, a small wa-

ter-course, a tube .

, a. (from 7, prosperity , prosperous.

tparts , s. (from ṣly, thefoot, and I to crush), trampled on ,

ruined, overrun,

পর.

s. (from , to drink) , milk, water.

, s. (from , a puna ofCowries), a copper coin of the

value of an halfpenny English.

ĦĦI, a. (from A , milk), made of milk, produced by milk.

, a. (from , milk , milch.

ata, s. (from , prep. and i, to go), a marching or travel-

ling from one place to another.

HIT, s. (from 4 , a foot), metre, a particular measure of

verse .

Hatta, s. (from d , milk, and 4, to hold), the udder of

an animal, a woman's breast, a cloud.

ta, s. (from t , water, and fa, a receptacle), the sea.

gtata , s. (from , water, and at , a water course) , a

gutter, a sewer.

* atfaf, s. (from * , water, and fat, a receptacie), the

ocean.

*A, v. a. (from If † , the putting on of clothes), to dress,

to put on clothes.

, a. (from , tofill), other, another, different, remote,

distant, removed, least, subsequent, following after, ini-

mical, hostile, adverse, estranged , more, pre-eminent, ex-

ceeding; s. an enemy, a gnomon ; also, (from

ther), a feather.

Jt, afea-رپ

IFA, s. (from 7, another, and , a shoulder), at au-

other's expence, literally mounted on another's shoul

ders, availing one's self of another's help.

, a. (from A, another, and , to move), transparent.

, s. (from 3, another, and at , time), another world,

a future state.

, a. (from A, another), belonging to another, connect-

ed with another.

1, a . fem. (from 7, another) , belonging to another.

The word is used in the amatory writings of the Hin-

doos as the epithet of a married woman who entertains

a paramour.

za, s . (from at , ordeal , an ordeal, an experiment, a

trial, a probation .

tarata, a. (from 4, ordeal, and ſ , holding), bringing

to the test ; s. person who makes experiments, one who

tries persons or things.

qantal, s. (from dat?, bringing to the test), the bring-

ing of things to the test, the making of experiments.

gate, s. (from !, ordeal), an experiment, a trial,

a test:

testet, s. (from xi , a district), a district an inferior divi-

sion of a country nearly agreeing with a Barony.

, s. (from , another person's house, and a†¾; a

residence), a residence at another person's house.

Wwww2
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পর,

, a. (from st , another person's house, and ifa ,

residing), residing at another person's house.

, a . (from 43s5, another person's house , and 1, to

stand), residing or being at another person's house.

Яasts , a. (from 4 , another person's house, and

, staying , staying at another person's house.

, a. (from 5 , another person's house, and f3,

situated), situated at another person's house.

3,8 (from , another, and 5 , hair), false hair.

Hits¥3, a. (from Я , another, and cfs, acted , done or

sought by another.

1, s . (from 3, another, and at , a shadow ), the sha-

dow or apparition of another person.

fa , s. (from , another, and f , a hole), another's faults.

, s. (from 3, another, and , a roof), the eaves of a

house.

, a. (from , another, and , to be produced), born of

another, produced by another.

4, s. (from , a dress), the putting on of clothes,

3 , s. (from 3, another), by or from another.

-735, a . (from , another, and 35, subject), dependent on

others.

31, s. (from 3 , subject to others), dependence, sub-

jection.

IIT, s. (from 4735, subject to others), dependence, sub-

jection.

3 , s. (from , another, and under ), a patch.

, ad. (from , another), in another, among others, among

enemies, about another world.

PRISE, ad. (from about another world, and s , ti-

mid), fearful about the next world .

13, 8. , (from 7, another, and at a wife), another man's

wife , adultery.

পরদার গমন , s. ( from পরদার another man's wife, and star, car-

nal knowledge), adultery.

tantasta), a. (from Я , another man's wife, and stifa ,

cohabiting , committing adultery ; s. an adulterer.

#tafa , s. (from at , another man's wife, and

festa, a cohabiting) , adultery.

tatfesta , a . (from , another man's wife, and

festa , approaching), approaching another man's wife,

committing adultery.

tantatísa , s . (from tant , another man's wife, and

afsafe, a touching), adultery..

at , a. (from tant , adultery), adulterous.

, s. (from 7, another, and c , a country), a foreign

country.

..

* a. (from , another, and afta, pertaining to a

country), foreign, belonging to another country.

, a. (from * , another , and aty, pertaining to a

country), foreign, belonging to another country.

ts, s. (from , another, and t , injury), the hurt or

injury of others.

পরদোহকারক, a . (from পরদেহি , the injury of others, and

ata , doing), doing injury to others; s. a malicious

person, one who does mischief to others.

, a. (from , the injury of others, and tf ,

doing , doing mischief or injury to others.

, s. (from 3 , another, and f , injuring), mur-

dering others, injuring others .

Hat , ad. (from Я , another, and at , by a door) , by means

of another, indirectly.

, s. (from , another; and c , malice), malevolence,

ill will, malice.

ous,

, a . (from 1, another, and cafe , malicious), malici

malevolent.

1, s. (from , another, and one who injures), a

malevolent person, a malicious person.

2 , s. (from , another, and 4 , riches), another man's

wealth.

at , s. (from 7, another's wealth, and at til,

a desire), a desire for other people's wealth.

tatēta , a. (from 37, another's wealth, and fetfix,

desirous), desirous of other people's wealth.

, s. (from 4 , another's wealth, and , a

tking away), the stealing or seizing of other's proper-

ty.

পরধনাপহারক, a. (from পরধন, another's wealth, and অপহারক,

taking away), stealing or taking away another's wealth ;

s. a person who steals or takes away another's wealth.

পরধনাপহারী, a. (from পরধন, another's wealth, and অপহারিন,

taking away), stealing or taking away another's wealth.

tfemta, s . (from 7 , another's wealth, and feta,

desire), a desire for the wealth of other's, covetousness.

পরবনাভিলাষী , a . ( from পরবন, another's wealth, and অভিলাষিন,

desirous), desirous of another's wealth, covetousness .

1, s. (from 3 , another's wealth, and a , desire),

a desire for another's wealth, covetousness .

a. (from 7 , another's wealth, and a, desirous),

desirous of another's wealth, covetous.

NIKE, a. (from 7, another's wealth, and 5 desir-ই

ous), desirous of another's wealth , covetous .

, s. (from , another religion, and tt , a re-

fuge, the embracing of another religion, trust in ano-

ther person's righteousness..
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eztsingut, a. (from *1, another, 2 , religion, and stafiq,

taking refuge in), changing a profession of religion ,

trusting in the righteousness of another.

fa , a. from 3, anther, and fa , censuring), cen-

suring or reproaching others ; s . a person who censures

or reproaches others.

31, s. (from 7, another, and fat, reproach), the re-

proach or censure of others.

, a. (from 3, another, and fa , censuring , censur-

ing others, reproaching others.

, conj. (from , another, and , and, but , but.

***, a. (from I, another, 44, a wing, and sta, to go`, us-

ing a catch word, literally, going with another's wings.

* , ad. (from ** , after), more and more, further and fur-

ther.

Azets, a . (from 34, a fether, and la, a foot), feathered to

the foot. The word is used as the adjective of a kind

of pigeon which is feathered to the toes.

, a. (from 4, another, and 15 , giving pain), giving

pain or distress to others.

, s. (from , another, and 1, pain), the pain or dis-

tress of others.

পরপুর পুবেশ, s . ( from পর, another , পুর , a house, and প্ৰৱেশ , an

entrance , the clandestinely entering another's house.

পরপুরপুৰেশক, a. ( from পর, another , পুর, a house, and পুৱেশক,

entering), entering another's house ; s . a wizard.

* fazi, s. (from taxegete, a wizard), a witch.

পরপুরুষগাষিনী, s. (from পর, another , পুরুষ, a male, and গাযি

going), an unfaithful wife, a jilt.

*?* 1, a. fem. (from *?, another, and , before), twice mar-

ried, viz. formerly another's.

* tal, s. (from , formerly another's, and i, a wo-

man), a woman who is remarried . Among the Hindoos

second marriages are not admitted, yet their legislators

recognize a second marriage in the following seven in-

stances : 1 , in case of the first marriage not being consum-

mated before the husband's death. 2, of a widow being

given in marriage to a second person by her superiors. 3,

of one whose husband having no elder brother, she is

given to oneof the same family or tribe by her relations.

4, one who leaves her husband and lives as a concubine

with another man. 5, a woman who having left her hus-

band and become the concubine of another returns to her

husband and is accepted by him . 6, she whose husband

being dead unites with another man ofher own choice,

and 7, she who being reduced to distress unites herself

with a mau for a maintenance. The four last marriages

are accounted infamous, the three first honourable.

পর

st , a. (from , another, and fa , deceiving , des

ceiving others, swindling.

পরপুতিপালক, a. ( from পর, another , and প্রতিপালক, mitintaine

ing), maintaining or supporting others .

****, ɑ. (from Я , another, and , deceiving), de◄

ceiving others, swindling.

***, a. (from 7, ano her, and , applauding),

applauding others .

, s . (from 3, another, and , applause) the

applause of others .

او
#treateat, a . (from 45, another, and *** , applauding ,

applauding others.

, s . (from , afestival) , a festival.

431**, a . (from 3, another, and 47, deceiving , deceiv-

ing others, swindling.

***, u. (from , another, and controul), subject to

another, dependent.

HaTi, s . (from 1,5g , care), fear, terror, care, anxiety,concern.

HIZİRİHIE, a . (from , another, TW, a wish, and " ,

accomplishing), fulfilling the desires of others, benef

cent.

3, a. (from , another, and 3, desired , desir

ed by another.

tasi , s. (from l

der, permission.

an order), a command, an or

1, s. (from xils , an order) , an order, a command, a

warrant, a licence, a pass for goods, a passport.

ata , a. (from Яata, another's residence, and if ,

sleeping), lodging at another's house.

3 , s. (from , another, and , alivelihood), another's

means of maintenence, another person's livelihood .

4735i , a. (from , another's livelihood, and

4f ,, living on , living upon another's means,

, s. (from 3, excellent, aud . Bruhma), the su

preme God.

, s. (from 7 , the supreme God), supreme deity.

SÅ, a. (from Я , thefortune ofanother, and

845TH, living on), living upon the fortune of another.

, a. (from I, eminent, and 1, to measure), excellent,

chief, sublime, great.

পরমকারুণিক, a . (from পরম, excellent, and কাকনিক, compase

sionate), highly compassionate.

asf , s. (from A , excellent, and s , a condition , hea

venly bliss.

* , s. (from 7, another, and 3, a religious sect), the

religious profession of another person, another's senti-

ments.

SİTE , s. (from ts, another's religious profession,
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and , a depending on), the adopting of another

person's religious sentiments.

#gastama), v. (from ṣas, another's religious profession,

aud af , depending on), adopting another's religi

ous sentiments.

, 8. from t , excellent, and , spirit), God, the

most excellent spirit.

graats, s. ¿from 48ª, excellent, and æt¾, gain), happiness,

consolation.

, s. (from 4 , excellent, and a, a devotee), a self-

denying devotee, an ascetic.

, s. (from Я , excellent, aud , an atom), an atom,

a particle of matter.

tu , s. , (from , excellent, and , spirit, the

chief spirit, the Holy Spirit, God.

, s. (from , excellent, and at ,joy , an excess

ofjoy, sublime pleasure.

s. (from , excellent, and a food), a sort of rice

milk orfrumenty.

ĦJaty, 8. (from Я , excellent, and

, s. (from

, the period oflife),

the period of a person's life, the age of a person.

ty, the period of life, and I, decay),

the decay or lessening of the period of life.

পরমায়ুক্ষয়কারক, a. (from পরমায় ,ু the period oflife, and ক্ষয়কারক,

diminishing , diminishing or wearing away the period

oflife.

HJATYFIE, 4. (from the period of life, and ax, pro-

ducing), producing long life .

11, s. (from the period of life, and t³, a

giver), one who gives long life.

tap , a. (from it , the period of life, and at , gir-

ing , couferring long life.

atgal, a. (from

ing), giving life,

ta , s. (from aty, the period of life, and , de-

struction), the destruction of life, the putting a period to

life.

¤ , the period of life, and tfpa, giv-

conferring long life.

, a. (from , the period of life, and

destructive , destructive to life.

fatta, s. (from at the period of life, and atât, de-

struction), the destruction of life, the putting a period

to life.

পরমায়ুনাশক, a. (from পরমায়,ু the period of life, and নাশক,

destructive), destructive to life .

te, a. (from aty, the period of life, and zás, in-

creasing) , increasing the period of life, contributing to

longevity.

Santyaf , s. (from at the period of life, and f , in-

미래.

crcase), the increase of the term oflife, the lengthening

out oflife .

ta , s. (from 3 , excellent, and af, an object), an excel

lent object, the Supreme Being.

*zatú(83æ, a. (from 1 , the chiefobject, and face, think-

ing, thinking or meditating on the chief good.

¤?atúfõõ), s. (fromЯt , the chiefobject, and fʊ , thought),

meditation upon the chiefgood.

পরমার্থবাদী, a. ( from পরমার্থ, the chief good, and বাদিন, speak-

ing), speaking about or declaring the existence of the

chief good, speaking of excellent objects.

Agatgta, s. (from 3 , excellent, aud azt , joy), great joy,

exalted pleasure or happiness .

gatifns, a. (from Я , excellent, and 3, joyful),

highly rejoiced.

HAII, s. (from Я , excellent, and x, God), the chief

God, the supreme God.

, a. (from A, another), communicated from one to

another in sucession, successive.

ts , a. (from 41, communicatedfrom one to another,

and xists, come), descended by tradition, communicat-

ed from one to another.

daugtato, «. (from IFI\, communica'elfrom one to another,

and fats, come), descended by tradition, communicat-

ed from one to another.

atna , s. (from 1, communicated from one to ano-

ther, and , connection) , connection by theinterven-

tion of another, mediate connection.

IATE, s. (from Я , another, and ‹ tē, a world, another

world, a future state.

famiæst3, a. (from late, the next world, and st³, gone),

gone to the other world, dead.

পরলোকগমন, s. ( from পরলোক, the next worll, and গষ , ago-

ing), the going to a future state, death.

HAHtEH†S, a. (from Яt , the next world, and g†s, obtain,

ed), gone to the other world, dead.

পরলোকপ্রাপ্তি, s . ( from পরলোক, the next world, and প্রাপ্তি, ac-

quisition , the acquisition of a future state, death.

, v. a. (from , to touch , to touch.
.

tu , s. (from Яta , a touch, and tug, a stone), a touch-

stone, a stone supposed to have the property of turning

whatever it touches into gold.

, s. (from ta , a touch, and fr , the sacredfig

tree), the name of an ornamental tree, (Hibiscus popul-

neoides .)

*a*izi , s. (from * , another, and y, a refuge), a para-

sitical plant, a parasite.
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Gafs, s. (from 7, another, and t, to weigh), a strain in

Hindco music consisting of six triplets of notes.

ta , s. (from ta , to touch), a touching.

E , s. (from 3, another, and , to injure), a weapon of

particular description, a battle ax ; ad. the day after to-

morrow, the day before yesterday.

* tai, s. (from 3, another, and cta , cucumber), a parti-

cular plant or its fruit used as an article of materia me-

dica.

পরশ্রীকাতর, a. (from পর, another, স্ত্রী, glory, and কাত্তর, dis-

tressed), envious, distressed at another's glory or pros-

perity.

, ad. (from , another, and , to-morrow), the day af-

ter to-morrow, the day before yesterday.

* , s. (from "F, another, and , to be) , the name of a

sort of metre used in Hindo, poetry.

* ajstaa, s. (from 3 , another man's wife, and sta , a go-

ing , adultery.

Hecista), a. (from azt, another man's wife, and stif¤n, go-

ing), going to another man's wife, adulterous ; s. an

adulterer.

Is. (from 41, another man's wife, and ₹ 4, a tak-

ing away), the taking away of another man's wife, se-

duction, adultery.

ait, a. (from , another man's wife, and xt ,

taking away), taking away another man's wife, seducing

another man's wife ; s. an adulterer, a seducer,

, a. (from 3, another), mutual ; ad. mutually.

13, a. (from 7, mutual, and 25, minded), mutually

regarded, admitted as evidence on both sides, mutually

agreed on.

পরস্পরমতবিনা , ad. (from পল্পেরমত, mu'ually agreed on , and বিনা,

without), without being agreed on or admitted on both

sides.

in* , s. (from , for another, and , a word) ,

grammar the active voice of a verb.

tani, a. (from , the active voice), active, conju

gable in the active voice.

1

facesz, a. (from Я7, anotke", C3, a hand, and s3, gone),

in the possession of another, in the hand or under the

power ofanother.

* • , a. (from 47, another, and fonæ, injuring), inju-

rious to others.

' ,

f , s. (from , another, and f , injury), an inju

ry to others.

31, an inseparable proposition frequently prefixed to

nouns and verbs, and usually conveying the idea of an

action or passion inversely directed or augmented ;

9x1.

v. a. (from 3, to dress), to dress another person, to har

ness an animal ; to put a thing into a socket, to put a

staff into the cords of a pack or parcel to carry it be-

Aween two or more persons ; a. put on, dressed.

★ATITI, s. (from 1 , to dress), the dressing of a person, the

harnessing of an animal.

*atæ, s. (from Я , anther, and , distress), a religious

vow or engagement, a scimetar.

*atwa, s. (from 1, prep, and a, to stop), power, energy,

force, strength, the going out from a place.

SIIFOBIJE, u. (from tata, power, and tax, doing), exert-

ing power or strength, giving power or strength.

Fat , a. (from ai , power, and ta , doing), ex-

erting power, using force, giving strength or power.

পরাক্রমজনক, a. (from পরাক্রম, power, and জনক, producing),

producing strength or energy.

gạtrassas, u. (from Яata, power, and fa , produced),

produced by or arising from force or power.

dat , a. (from , power, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from power or force.

পরাক্রমজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of পরাক্রমঅন্য), for the purpose of

power or force.

, a. (from tat , power, and fa, shewing),

shewing or exhibiting power or force.

পরাক্রমনিমিত্তক, a. (from পরাক্রম , power, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from power or force ; ad. from or

because of power or force.

পরাক্রমনিষিতে, ad. (from পরণক্রম , power, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for the purpose of obtaining power or force.

পরণক্রমপুযুক্ত, a . (from পরাক্রম, power, and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused by or arising from power or force ; ad. from or

because of power or force.

পরাক্রমবিন', ad . (from পরাক্রম, power, and fबনা, without),

without power or force .

2Hatrafax, a. (from Яta, power, and fifty, possessed

of, powerful, strong, energetic , forcible.

starfsfas, a. (from ex-Tower, and wifefas,

cepted , power or force excepted.

পরাক্রমাতিরেক, s. (from পরাক্রম , power, and ডিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of force or power.

পৰাক্ৰমৰাতিরেকে, ad . (loc. case of পরাক্রতিরক) , with the

exception offorce or power, without or beside force or

power.

AtFALF, a. (from яt , power, and TF, joined to , con-

nected with power or force, powerful, forcible, energe-

tic.

atrage, a. (from , power, and 3, destitute),

destitute of force or power, destitute of energy,
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atre , a from stat , power, ard , empty), desti-

tute of force or power, destitute of energy.

tasia, a. (from a power, and a, destitute), des-

titute offorce or power, destitute of energy.

1537, a. (from 3 , power, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising form power or energy ; ad. from

or because of power or energy.

att, a . (from 7 , power), powerful, active, strong,

forcible, energetic.

Яatīte, a. (from , prep. and I, to step) , possessed of

power or influence ; also (from 7, another, and atatë,

drawn), drawn or led by another.

Hatst, s. from 1, prep. and sta , to go , the pollen of a'

flower, dust, articles for bathing, an eclipse.

if , s. (from 3, another, and , a body), a particular

variety of rice which ripens in August.

, a . (from at , backward, and , theface), hav-

ing the face turned away, averse.

i , s. (from 1 , prep. and fs , to conquer), defeat, dis-

comfiture, a repulse, the loss of a law suit, a being cast

on a trial.

, s. (from at , defeat, and , a doer), a con-

queror, one who defeats others.

atata , a. (from 1 , defeat, and at , doing), de-

feating enemies, conquering ; s. a conqueror.

পরাজয়কারী, a. (from পরাজয়, defeat , and কারিন, doing), de-

feating an enemy, conquering.

GA15857, a. (from 317, defeat, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from defeat or discomfiture .

পরাজয জ়ন্যে, ad. (loc. case of পরাজয়জন্য), for the purpose of

discomfiture or defeat.

পরাজয়নির্মিত, s . ( from পরাজয় , defeat, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

a cause of defeat, the cause of a person's being cast in

a law suit.

fafas , a. from at , defeat, and fafrs, a cause),

caused by or arising from discomfiture or defeat, caused

by or arising from being cast in a suit at law ; ad from

or because of defeat, from the being cast in a law suit.

পরাজয়নিমিত্তে, ad. (boc. case ofপরাজয়নিমিত্ত ) , for the purpose

of defeat or discomfiture.

715 , s. from ty, the loss of a suit, and 3, a writ-

ing), a decree of a legal decision against a person.

, a. (from 157, defeat, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from defeat or discomfiture, caus-

ed by orarising from being cast in a law suit ; ad. from

or because of defeat or discomfiture, caused by or aris-

ing from being cast in a law suit.

sal.

atafat , ad. (from at , defeat, and fat, without);

without defeat.

tarfsfas, a . (from tay, defeat, and ifsf , except-

ed), defeat excepted.

পরাজয়ব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from পরাজয় , defeat, and ৰাতিরেক, an exa

ception) , the exception of repulse or defeat.

পরাজয়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lor case of পরাজয় ।ডিরেক) , with the

exception of repulse or defeat, without or beside re-

pulse or defeat.

It , a . (from tat , defeat, and , & cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from defeat or discomfiture, caused

by or arising from being cast in a law suit ; ad. from or

because of defeat, from or because of being cast in a

law suit.

পরাজয়াকা ' , s. ( from পরাজয়, defear , and আকা31, desire , a

desire for defeat.

tattet , a. (from ty, defeat, and af , desirous),

desirous of defeat.

atautfaat , s. (from ty, defeat, and fat , desire),

a desire for defeat.

* taatsmt ), a. (from Яt , defeat, and after, de

sirous), desirous of defeat.

Hatut, a. (from 1 , defeat), defeated, conquered, sub

dued.

, s. (from Яt , defeat, and , desire), a desire

for defeat.

a. (from at , defeat, and , desirous), desir

ous of defeat.

* , a. (from ty, defeat, and , desirous), de◄

sirous of defeat.

* tfs , a. (from 1, prep. and f , to conquer), overcome,

defeated, repulsed, discomfited .

, a. (from 1 , prep. and f , to conquer), vincible.

anggæta , a. (from 7 , to defeat, and , desire),

desirous of defeating or vanquishing.

it , a . (from 1 , prep. and fs , to conquer), vincible.

чatatæ , a. (from , another,, a command, and TL,

carrying), under the orders of another.

td, s . (from 71 , to dress any person), the dressing of a

person, the harnessing of an animal, the putting of a

staff to a pack to carry it between two persons, also, a

corruption of a, life.

Яztes , s. (from at , than other, and 7, beyond), God,

the most high .

Hatay , « . (from 4 , another, and 117, subject to), subject

to another.

Ati, s. (from 3 , subject to others) , dependence,

subjection to others.
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8. (from atta, subject to others), dependence,

subjection to others.

পরানাস্ত্রীভাষা , s . (from পরা, prep. at , a name, and stat , a

language), the lisping of children before they are able

to speak plain.

, s. (from , another, and , food), the food of an-

other person, the living at another's table, a feeding at

another's expence.

atacats , a. (from at , another'sfood, and tfs , enjoy-

ing , living at another's table, eating the food of ano-

ther.

পরান্নোপজীবী, a. (from পরান্ন , thefood ofanother, and ওপজীৱিন,

living on), living at another's table, living on the food

of another.

, s. (from 3, another, and at , hinderance), the

hinderance or injury ofanother.

পরাপকারক, a. (from পর, another, and অপকারক, hindering),

hindering or injuring another.

tett, a. (from 3, another, and at , hindering),

hindering or injuring another.

, a. (from 7, another, and , an accusation),

the accusing of another person, the laying of crimes to

a person's charge.

* tazik , ɑ. (from 4, another, and at , accusing),

accusing others, charging others with crimes .

, a. (from 3, another, and , contempt), con-

temptuous.

ЯIZÍA, 8 (from 1, prep. and , to be) , a returning, a re-

turning to the original owners, a reverting back.

ta , a. (from sta1 , prep. and , to be), returnable, re-

vertible.

পৰাৱৰ্ত্তনীয়তা, পরাবর্তনীয় ,31 , s . (from ata , revertible , revertibleness .

Zizētu , 8, (from tatadal?, revertible), revertibleness.

aatzú, a. from , prep, and , to be), revertible, re-

turnable.

Haize, a. (from 1, prep. and , to be) , reverted, return-

ed.

tf , s. (from 1 , prep. and T , to be), a reversion, a

reverting to its former owner, a returning to a place, a

turning.

HET, s. (from 1, prep. and 3, to be), defeat.

137, a.from , prep. and , to be), vincible.

4x153, a. (from 1, prep.and 5, to be) , defeated, vanquish-

ed , conquered, overcome.

* taz , 8. (from 1, prep. and a , to think), conversion ,

repentance.

atan, s. (from ✯ , prep. and a , to counsel), advice, coun-

sel, consultation, a consulting in one's own breast.

ta , s. (from tat, prep. and , to counsel) , an adviser,

a counsellor.

Яataniæta , a. (from advice, and at , making),

consulting, advising, giving advice ; s. an adviser.

পরামর্শকারী, a. (from পরামর্শ, alrice, and কারিন, making),

consulting, advising, giving advice.

* tzwísa , a . (from at , advice, and 57 , producible),

producible by or arising from advice or counsel.

পরামর্শগুলো, ad. (loc. case of পরামর্শঅন্য), for the purpose of

advice or counsel.

*sta*íts, a. (from at , advice, and t³, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from advice or counsel.

, a. (from at , advice, and , to know), acquaint-

ed with advice or counsel.

পরামর্শজ্ঞাত , s. (from পরামর্শ, advice , and ज , one who

knows), a person acquainted with counsel or advice.

, s. (from t , advice, and t , knowledge), a

knowledge of advice or counsel.

atts1, s . (from at , advice, and t , a giver), a per-

son who gives advice or counsel, an adviser.

statt , a. (from tf, advice, and aty , giving), giv

ing advice; s. an adviser.

state , a. (from tat , advice, and af , giving), giv-

ing counsel or advice.

পরামর্শনিমিত্তক, a. (from পরামর্শ, advice , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from advice or counsel ; ad. from

or because of advice or counsel.

পরামর্শনিমিত্তে, ad . ( from পরামর্শ, advice, and নির্মিত, a cause),

for the sake of counsel or advice.

ta , s. (from ata , advice, and , before), preceded

bycounselor advice ; ad. by or through counsel or advice.

পরামর্শপুযুক্ত, a. ( from পরামর্শ, advice, and প্রযুক্ত , caused by),

caused by or arising from counsel or advice ; ad. from

or because of counsel or advice.

* ta , ad. (from tai, advice, and f , without),

without counsel or advice.

পরামর্শব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from পরামর্শ, advice, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed , counsel or advice excepted.

পরামর্শতিরেক, s. (from পরামর্শ, advice , and বাতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of counsel or advice.

পরামর্শৰাতিয়েকে, ad. loc. case of পরামর্শৰ্যতিরেক), with the

exception ofcounsel or advice, without or beside coun-

sel or advice.

"

পরামর্শাঘাত, s. ( from পরামর্শ, advice, and হ্যাজাত, an obsta

cle an obstacle to counsel or advice.

পরার্শাঘাতক, a. (from পরামর্শ, advice , and ব্যাঘাতক, ০৮-

structing), obstructing or hindering counsel or advice

XYXX
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★tetaufaas, a. (from

পরি.

i , advice, and , a root) , origi-

nating in advice or counsel.

★xtæ*.€3F, a. (from Яata*, advice, and 15, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from counsel or advice ; ad. from or

because of advice or counsel .

ata , a. (from

counselling.

1 , prep. and 4 , to advise), advising,

atata , s . (from taifa , valid), the chief man of a tribe,

the chairman of an assembly.

ĦAtI8, a. (from 4 , another, and д , touched), defiled ,

deflowered, counselled, advised.

at , s. (from 3, another, and 3 , to go), devotedness

to a thing.

at , a. (from 3, another, and , an object), having others

for its object ; ad. for the sake of others .

* t* , s. (from Я , another, and , a refuge) , a re-

পরিচ

*ſaxe, s. (from ✩a, prep. and st, to decay), compleat de

cay.

fa , a. (from , prep. and , to decay, compleatly

decayed.

ta , s . (from ta, prep. and №7, to dig), a ditch or moat

encircling a piece of ground.

*fastda , s. (from fa, prep. and sta, to count), an enumera-

tion, a calculation .

fenfis, a. (from ta, prep. and sta, to count) , enumerated,

counted.

s3, a. (from a, prep. and st , to go), obtained, acquir

ed, gained, known, understood, sought, enquired after,

surrounded, encircled .

tas, a. (from fa, prep. and 5, to take), received, ae-

knowledged.

*atzæthì, a. (from tat , for others, and atfu , speaking), fex , s. (from tf , prep. and яg, to take), the reserve of

speaking for others. an a:my,
a corps posted with the commander or gene-

ral four hundred yards in the rear of the line, the sun

near the moon's node, a wife, dependents, servants, a

retinue, assent to a thing, acceptance, a taking, a root

or origin, an original stock or fund.

fuge in others, dependence on others.

GatĦI, s. (from 3, another, and ¤ , custody , custody

or confinement by another person.

At , a. (from 1 , prep. and a, to be), defeated , over-

come, conquered, subdued, vanquished .

*f , an inseparable preposition which when placed before

a noun or a veib usually gives the idea of the action's

having an influence which embraces or surrounds its

object in every way, and often it gives the idea of an

increased or accumulated degree of the action or pas-

sion. It nearly agree with the Greek Epi .

fati , s. (from ti , prep, and aim, thefor. head), in ana-

tomy the pericran.um .

পরিকর্ম, s. (from পরি, prep. and কৰ্ম্মন, work), the decoration

of the body, dressing, painting or perfuming the body,

an operation or mode ofprocess in arithmetic.

*kazezeta, s. (from ti , an opeartion in arithmetic,

and gta, conduct), the method of working a sum,

an arithmetical operation.

fæmi , s. (from æ , an operation in arithmeti ”, and

eight), eight operations or modes of process in

Hindoo arithmetic, logistics or algorisms.

, s. from a prep. and , to contrive), a contri-

vance, an invention, a machination .

figs, a. (from fa, prep. and 4, to contrive), contriv

ed, invented.

fa , 8. (from 3, prep. and , to make a pleasant

sound , the mention ofa thing, a recomanending.

fs, a . (from fa , prep. and , to make a pleasant

sound,, mentioned, spoken, commanded, recommended.

fa , s. (from ta, prep. and TT, to smite), a bludgeon ; a.

stick mounted with iron, an iron club, a glass vessel .

ta , s. (from ta , prop. and fs, to collect), an acquaint-

ance formed with any person, the communicating of

one's name and circumstances to a person, the intro-

duction of one's selfto another, a knowledge of a per-

son or circumstance, acquaintance.

+ ' , s. (from † , prep. and 53, to move), service, attend-

ance.

ta , a. (from , prep. and fs, to collect) , making a

person acquainted with a thing, causing to know.

asta , a. (from t , prep. and 8 , to move), attending on ;

s. an attendant.

sta , s. from tata , an attendant), a female servant,'

a waiting woman.

3, a . (from t , prep. and f , to collect), acquainted

with, intimate.

, s . (from , prep. and , to cover), clothing.

, . (from prep. and , to cover), covered, in-

volved, surrounded with,

ff , s. (from fa, prep. and fan, to cut), a partition,

a space, a separation, a boundary.

fa, a. (from fa, prep. and fun, to cut , bounded, limit-

ed, separated with a boundary, defined.

, s. (from 3, rp. and fan , to cut), a space between

words in writing, a break at the end of a paragraph, a

limit.
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47, s. (from 4 , prep. and , a man), a member of , a . (from , prep. and , to be pleased,, satisfied ,

any one's family, an attendant.

fata, s. (from 7, prep. and , to know), the compre-

hension of a thing, a compleat idea, knowledge, such

knowledge as will convict an offender, detection, con-

viction. ૬ .

*

ts, a. (from f , prep. and 1 , to know), comprehend-

ed, conceived in the mind, apprehended, known.

***, a. (from , prep. and , to know), causing to

comprehend, giving a compleat idea of a thing, giving

information, convicting.

**†¾ , s. (from * , prep. and , to know), the giving

a compleat idea of a thing, information , conviction.

afts, a. (from f , prep. and , to know), informed

of, made acquainted with, convicted.

* 43, a. (from fa, prep. and a , to descend), curved down ,

deflected, ripe, changed.

faf3, s. (from f , prep. and 4 , to descend , a change of

substance, an altered state, transmutation.

»fady, s. (from "fa, prep. and at, to take), marriage.

faga, s. (from fe, prep. and at, to take), a performing

the ceremony of marriage.

fata, &. (from fa, prep. and 4 , to cow), the transmuta-

tion of a substance, any change in the form or qualities

of matter, the result of a change in matter or the new

substance arising from such a change, a chymical pro-

duction

fata , a. (from fata, a change, and e, sering),

provident, prudent, observing alterations or changes.

★fgatañía, 8. (from fata, a change, and a̸ , a seeing),

a view of changes likely to take place ; a. looking into

the changes of human affairs.

* atza [ 51, s. (from , prudent), providence,

prudence, forecast, foresight.

tuff , s . (from taff , prudent) , providence, pru.

dence , forecast, foresight.

,́ a. (from fat , a change, and aff , seeing), pro-

vident, prudent.

dentafe , a . (from fat , any changed state of matter,

and fr , opposed to), unnatural, coatrary to the na-

tural changes of things.

fate, s. (from fa, prep. and 4 , to bind) , the circumfer-

ence of a circle or other figure.

131, a. (from f , prep. and at, to take), married.

, a. (from tf , prep. and , to be hot), heated,

thoroughly heated , inflamed .

att, s. (from f , prep. and 3 , to be hot), heat, agony,

torment, distress, fear, trembling.

contented, pleased .

fata, s. (from , prey. and 3 , to be pleased), content-

ment, satisfaction, gratification , pleasure.

*fastsæ, a. (from , prep. and , to be pleased), grati-

fying, giving contentment or satisfaction.

পরিতোষকারক, a. ( from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and কারক, No-

ing) , gratifying, giving pleasure or contentment.

পরিতোষকারী, a . (from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and কারিন, do-

ing), gratifying, giving pleasure or satisfaction .

*fa13t8giæ, a. (from facta, satisfaction, and car, pro-

ducing) , producing pleasure or satisfaction, producing

contentment or gratification .

পরিতোষজন্য, a . ( from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and জন্য, produ

cible , producible by or arising from pleasure or satis-

faction, producible by or arising from contentment.

fasta , ad. (loc . case of fast ), for the sake of plea

sure or satisfaction, for the sake ofcontentment or gra-

tification.

, a . (from , prep. and , to be pleased), ca.

pable of being pleased or satisfied , gratifiable.

পরিতোষনিবর্তক, a. ( from পরিতোষ, satisfaction , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to satisfaction or plea-

sure.

পরিতোষনিবারক, a. (from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing pleasure or satisfaction, pre-

venting contentment or gratification.

পরিতোষনিবারণ , ৪. (from পরিতো , sitisfaction, and নিবারণ , a

preventing), the preventing of pleasure or satisfaction,

the preventing of contentnent or gratification.

*facotafacio, s. (from fatota, satisfaction, and fazfa, ces-

sation), the cessation of pleasure or satisfaction, the

cessation of contentment or gratification .

fcffice, a. (from fatata, pleasure, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from contentment or gratification ;

ad. from or because of contentment or gratification .

পরিতোষণিমিত্তে, ad. ( from পরিতোষ, pleasure, and নির্মিত,

for the sake of pleasure or satisfaction, for the

purpose of contentment or gratification .

পরিতোষপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposed to), opposing or hindering pleasure or satisfac

tion, opposed to or hindering contentment or gratifica.

tion.

cause ,

পরিতোষযুক্ত, a. ( from পরিতোষ, pleasure, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from contentment or gratifica.

tion , ad. from or because of contentment or gratifica-

tion.

tastaze, a. (from fast , satisfaction , and úr, in-

Xxxx2
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ereasing), promoting pleasure, increasing satisfaction or

gratification, promoting contentment.

fota , s. (from it , satisfaction , and za̸a, an in-

creasing), the increasing of pleasure or satisfaction, the

increasing of contentment or gratification .

পরিতোষবিনা , ad. (from পরিতোষ, satisfaction , and বিনা, with-

out , without or beside pleasure or gratification, with-

out or beside contentment or gratification.

fastaza, s . (from fata, satisfaction , and af , increase).

the increase of pleasure or satisfaction, the increase of

contentment or gratification.

পরিতোষব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , pleasure or satisfaction excepted, content-

ment or gratification excepted.

পরিতোষব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from পরিতোষ, satisfaction , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of pleasure or satisfaction ,

the exception ofcontentment or gratification.

পরিতোষব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পরিতোষব্যতিরেক), with the

ception of pleasure or satisfaction, with the exception

of contentment or gratification , without or beside plea-

sure or satisfaction, without or beside contentment or

gratification.

gfacotaaïtats, s . (from faluta, satisfaction, and stats, an

obstruction), an obstacle to pleasure or satisfaction , an

obstacle to contentment or gratification.

Harstaæntats@, a . (from "fazīta, satisfaction, and æstatsæ,

obstructing), obstructing pleasure or satisfaction, ob-

structing contentment or gratification.

Afrotalase, ɑ . (from fast , pleasure, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from contentment or gratification ;

ad. from or because of contentment or gratification.

পরিতোষোৎপাদক, a. (from পরিতোষ, satisfaction, and sৎপাদক,

producing), producing pleasure or satisfaction, produc-

ing contentment or gratification.

f , a. (from fa, prep. and 15, to relinquish), relin-

quished, deserted , left.

31st, s. (from f , prep. and 313, to relinquish), the re-

linquishment of a thing, abandonment.

পরিত্যাগকারক, a. (from পরিত্যাগ , relinquishment, and কারক,

doing), relinquishing, abandoning; s. a person who

abandons or relinquishes.

পরিত্যাগকারী, a. (from পরিত্যাগ, relinquishment, and কারিন,

doing), relinquishing, abandoning.

aft , a. (from 51tst, relinquishment, and 1, prɔ-

ducible), producible by or arising from relinquishment.

পরিতা stঅন্যে, ad. (loc. case of পরিত্যাগজন্য ) , for the purpose of

abandoning or relinquishing a thing.

fastshafs , a. (from fast, relinquishment, and fofas,

পরি

a cause), caused by or arising from relinquishment

ad. from or because of relinquishment.

পরিভ্যাগনিমিত্তে, ad. (from পরিত্যাগ, relinquishment , and নির্মিত,

a cause), for the purpose of relinquishment.

*fagits**, a. (from Яfa31†s , relinquishment, and 44, be-

fore), preceded by or arising from abandoning or relin-

quishing; ad through or by abandoning or relinquish-

ing.

পরিত্যাগলি!, ad . (from পরিভাtt, relinquishment , and f

without), without or beside abandoning or relinquish-

ing.

forts , a. (from fast , relinquishment, and

fofas, excepted), the relinquishing or abandoning of

a thing excepted.

ff , s. (from fast, relinquishment, and

, an exception), the exception of abandoning or

relinquishing.

পরিত্যাগ তিরেকে, ad. (loe case of পরিত্যাগ তিরেক) , with the

exception of abandoning or relinquishing, without or

beside abandoning or relinquishing.

fatti, a. (from 31st, relinquishment, and cutstr,

worthy), worthy of being relinquished, deserving to be

abandoned, not worth preserving.

, a. (from fast, relinquishment, and

a cause), caused by or arising from abandoning or re-

linquishing.

»fgertstag, a. (from fast, relinquishment , and we,

unfit) , not deserving to be relinquished or abandoned.

atstats , a. (from fets , relinquishment, and mats ,

unworthy), not deserving to be relinquished or deserted.

fts , a. (from 31st, relinquishment, and , wor-

thy , worthy of being relinquished, deserving to be

abandoned, not worth preserving.

faitsì, u. (from Я , prep. and 15, to relinquish), relin-

quishing, abandoning.

ft , a. (from , prep. and , to relinquish), re-

linquishable, deserving to be relinquished.

fata, s. from , prep. and ta, to save), compleat deli-

verance, compleat salvation , salvation.

fat , 8. (from it , salvation, and , a doer), a

saviour, a protector.

পরিত্রাণকারক, a. (from পরিত্রান , salvation, and করিক, doing),

effecting salvation, working out salvation ; s. a savi

our.

fatt , a. (from fate, salvation , and fan, doing),

effecting salvation, working out salvation.

ats , s . (from if , prep. and ta, to save , a saviour or

protector.
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f ' , a. (from ta, prep. and ta, to save , saving, pro-

tecting.

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and ¤ , to give), the returning of

a pledge or loan, barter, exchange.

, s. (from , prep. and fa , to play) , an expressi-

on of regret or repentance , repentance, regret.

Pikata, 8. (from * , prep. and ↑ , to hold) , the wearing of

clothes, the putting ou of clothes. This word con-

structed with , to do, means to dress, to wear clothes.

, a. (from fa, prep. and 1, to hold), wearable, fit

to be worn.

*** , s. (from , prep. and 1 , to hold), the clothing

of a person.

Hitaa, s. { from Яfi, prep. and đa, to run), considerati-

on, thought, reflection , a running after pursuit.

, s. (from , prep. and 1, to hold), the circumfer-

ence of a circle or ellipsis , a periphery.

fata , a. (from , prep. and 21, to hold), wearable.

f , a. (from , prep. and 5, to ripen), compleatly ripe,

mature, complete , digested .

1, s. (from , ripe), ripeness, maturity, com-

pleatness.

, s. (from , ripe), ripeness, maturity, compleat-

ness.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and Я , to do business), the origi-

nal stock with which a person trades , a stock in trade.

*fast, c. (from fa, prep. and ч, to move) , circumvent-

ing; s . a circumventor, a foe.

t , s. (from fa, prep. and , to concoct), maturity,

ripeness, the digestion offood , the ripening of a scheme

or plot.

, s . (from fx, prep. and , to appear), order, regu-

larity, method, arithmetic.

ta , a. (from , prep. and t , to preserve ), preserv

ing, keeping, maintaining, nourishing ; s, a preserver,

a nourisher.

Яta , s. (from f , prep. and topreserve), a preserv-

ing, the keeping a promise or engagement, a maiutain.

ing, a nourishing.

fantasy, a. (from fa, prep. and t , to preserve), requir-

ing to be maintained or nourished, requiring to be

kept or preserved .

*fastfag, a. (from fa , prep. and tt , to preserve), preserv.

ed, kept, regarded , maintained, nourished .

dfaattau , ɑ. (from fa, prep. and t , to preserve ) , worthy

ofbeing maintained ornourished, worthy ofbeing kept

or preseived.

পরি

Ha , a. (from df , prep. and g, to fill) , filled, replete,

compleat, full.

fa , s. (from

fa , s. (from

, full) , fullness, compleatness .

fa , full), fullness, compleatness.

, s. (from fa , prep. and , to relinquish), the re-t

linquishing of a thing.

, a . (from f , prep; and 7 , to relinquish) , relin

quishable, requiring to be abandoned.

পরিবর্জিত,fs, a. (from , prep. and 75, to relinquish) , relin--
পরি,

quished, abandoned .

Hatý, s. (from fa, prep. and , to be) , a requital, a re-

compense, a return of kindness , an exchange, a vicissi

tude, permutation, the going to a new subject in a

writing , the barter of goods, the reciprocal doing of

things, reciprocity.

farúa, s. (from af , prep. and , to be), the requiting of

an action, the recompensing of an action.

পরিবর্তনকারক, a. (from পরিবর্তন, a requital, and কারক, doing),

making a recompense, requiting or exchanging ; s . one

whorecompenses or requites.

পরিবর্তনকারী, a. (from পরিবর্ত্তন, a requital and কারিন, doing),

making a recompense, requiring, exchanging, bartering.

fing, a. (from fa, prep, and T , to be), requitable, ca-

pable ofbeing recompensed, capable of being exchang

ed or bartered.

Яftúñìÿ31, s . (from Afang, requitable), a capacity ofbe

ing recompensed or requited, a capability of being bar-

tered or exchanged .

afelpa, s. (from fag, requitable), a capacity of

being recompensed or requited, a capability of being

bartered or exchanged.

, ad. (from , an exchange, and , a form),

in the manner of a recompence or requital, in the man-

ner of an exchange.

faat, 7. (from fa, prep. and e, to be), changing, requit

ing, recompensing.

fa , ad. ( c. case of f ) , instead of, in lieu of.

, s . (from f , prep. and Ta, to speak), an accusati-

on, a charge, an evil report, a slander.

«fa̸ætæ, ɑ. (from fa , prep. and , to speak), accusing,

charging, slandering ; s an accuser, a slanderer.

পরিবাদকারক, a. (from পরিবাদ, an accusation, and কারক, do.

ing), slandering, accusing ; s. a slanderer, an accuser.

পরিবাদকারী, a. ( from পরিবাদ, an accusation, and কারিন, doe

ing), slandering, accusing.

পরিবাদজনক, a . ( from পরিবাদ, an accusation, and জনক, proo

ducing) , producing an accusation or slander ; s. the au-

thor of an evil report, a slanderer, an accuser,
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gazita , a. (from feæ , an accusation , and 57, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from an accusation,

Afsztaglas, ad. ( loc. case of
), for the purpose of

an accusation.

any

, s. (from tf , prep. and , to speak), the accus-

ing of a person, the charging ofa person with fact.

ff , a. (from fat , an accusation, and fade,

causing to cease,, putting a stop to an accusation or slan-

der.

পরিবাদনিবারক, a. (from পরিবাদ, an accusation, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing an accusation, preventing a

slander.

পরিবাদনিবারণ , s . (from পরিবাদ , an accusation , and নিবারণ ,

apreventing , the preventing ofan accusation or slander.

পরিবাদনিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from পরিবাদ, an accusation , and নিয়ত্তি, ces-

sation , the cessation of an accusation or slander.

পরিবাদনিমিত্তক, a . ( from পরিবাদ, an accusation, and নির্মিত,

a

cause), caused by or arising from an accusation or slan-

ders ad. from or because of an accusation or slander.

পরিবাদনিমিত্তে, ad. (from পরিবাদ, an accusation, and নিমিত্ত ,

cause), for an accusation or slander.

fet , a. (from fat , an accusation, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from an accusation or slan-

der; al. from or because of an accusation or slander .

datintõe , a. (from æta, an accusation, and T , in-

creasing , aggravationg or increasing an accusation or

slander.

Яfaritaár, s. (from that , an accusation, and Tế , an in-

creasing), the aggravating or increasing of an accusa-

tion or slander.

*fatuit , ad. (from "fazin, an accusation, and fa≈1 , with-

out), without or beside an accusation or lander.

পরিবাদতিরিক্ত, a. (from পরিবাদ , an accusation, and রাতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), an accusation or slander excepted.

, s. (from at , an accusation, and 3 ,

an exception), the exception of accusation or slander.

পরিবাদ্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পরিবাদ ডিরেক) , with the

exception of an accusation or slander, without or be-

side an accusation or slauder.

is , a. (from fat , an accusation, and , a

cause), caused by or arising from an accusation or slan-

der ; ad. from or because of an accusation or slander.

Яatal, a. (from fa, prep. and , to speak), accusing,

slandering.

afaætuntestha, a . (from Яfaath , an accus tion, and sexta☎,

producing , producing an accusation or slander ; s. the

author of an evil report, an accuser, a slanderer.

fetur, a. (from , prep. and to speak), chargeable

with an action, liable to an accusation.

ta, s. (from a, prep. and I, to skreen), a person be

longing to any one's family, an attendant.

ffaf , s. (from , prep. and fa , to know), an elder

brother who remains unmarried after the marriage of a

younger one.

, a. (from , prep. and , to be), surrounded, at-

tended by.

' , s. (from tf , prep. and fa , to know), a younger

brother who marries before his elder brother.

★JzI1,8 (from Afg, prep. and fan, to know), wit, prudence.

পরিবেদনারহিত , a. (from পরিবেদনা, prudence, and রহিত, destin

tu'e , incautious, imprudent, inadvertent.

>

9fa4, s. (from fg, prep, and fax to enter), the sun's disk.

afgeæ, a. (from fa, prop. and fat to enter), serving out

or carving at table, one who serves at table.

, s. (from fa, prep. and to enter, the serving

out or carving at table.

পরিবেশনকর্তা , s. (from পরিবেশন , a serving at table, and কর্তৃ

a doer) , a person who carves or serves at table.

পরিবেশনকারক, a. (from পরিবেশন, a serving at table, and

ta , doing), serving or carving at table ; s. a person

who serves out or carves at table.

tata), « . (from , a serving at table, and

17, doing), serving out or carving at table.

fauztaty, a. (from Afg, prep. and fat, to enter), proper to

be attended on, proper to be waited on at table .

aftezve, a. (from fa, prep. and , to surrɔund), sure

rounding, wrapping round, interlacing, fencing round.

afarda, 8. (from a, prep. and cay to surround , a sur-

rounding, a wrapping round, the surrounding with a

fence.

fly, a. (from 4, prep. and ca , to surround), capa→

ble of being surrounded or wrapped round, capable of

being fenced round.

af , s. (from , prep. and f , to enter , one who

serves at table.

faf3, a. (from 4 , prep. and , to surround , sur-

rounded, wrapped rouni, fenced round, interlaced with.

ff , a. from , prep, and c , t) surround), ca-

pable of being surrounded or wrapped round, capable

ofbeing fenced round.

পরিব্রাজক,farts , a . (from , prep. and , to move , wandering

about; s. a religious mendicant, a person who spends

his life in going from one sacred place to another, a pil

grim .
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, s. (from5 , s. (from fa, prep and s, to be), disrespect, disre-

gard.

stat, s. (from , prep. and st , to speak) , a glossary of

technical terms, conversation, discourse , a speech, an

agreement.

staз, a. (from , prep. and sta, to speck), conversed

with, spoken , agreed on.

55, a. (from fa, prep. and , to eat), enjoyed, pos-

sessed.

·* 53, a. (from fa, prep. and to be), disrespected, af

frouted, disregarded .

fist, &. (from , prep. and , to eat), the enjoyment

ofproperty.

*f , 8. (from fa, prep. and , to wander), a wander-

ing, an error, a mistake.

* , a. (from f , prep. and , tofall), fallen, cor-

rupted, degraded.

sta , a. (from f , prep. and , to wander), wander-

ing about, erring, mistaking ; s. a wanderer, a religious

pilgrim who goes from one sacred place to another.

, s. (from , prep. and 1 , a circle) , a surround-

ing circle, the orbit of planet, a circle, a globe.

fa , s. (from ef?, prep, and am, to increase), an agreea-

ble scent, a perfume.

fata, s. (from tf , prep. and a , to measure), the mea-

sure of a thing, the capacity of a vessel .

Afgatacats , a. (from fat , a measure, and cuts , capa-

ble), capable of measure, measurable.

faætaté, a. (from fats, a measure, and fil ; capable

of measure, fit to be measured.

fatal, s. (from 3, prep. and 4 , to measure), a person

who weighs or measures, one who ascertains quantities.

***, a. (from fa, prep. and 1 , to measure , causing

to be measured, measuring, limiting, weighing.

*fatad, s. (from fa, prop. and ≈' , to measure), the causing

of a thing's being measured or weighed.

*featuæ, a. (from H , prep. and 1, to me:sure), measuring,

weighing.

fafas, a. (from Afa , prep. and 1 , to measure), measured,

defined, restricted within bounds.

331, s. (from 3, measured), measuredness , a mea-

sured or limited proportion, limitedness, restricted-

ness.

ff , s. (from 3, mersured , measuredness , limited-

ness, a measured or limited proportion, restrictedness.

*faſzzatai, s. (from fifï³, measured, aud t³, a giver), a

person who gives to a certain extent, one whose gif: s

are measured by circumstances.

পরি,

3, measured, and ata, a gift), a giv

ing with discretion or to a certain extent.

Featre, a. from 3, measured, and tra, giving),

giving to a certain extent, limiting his generosity, re-

stricting his generosity within limits.

fstal, a. (from 3, measured, and at , giving),

giving to a certain extent , limiting his generosity, re-

stricting generosity within certain limits.

fa347, s . (from 3, measured, and T57, a word),

a measured or properly limited speech.

, s. (from as , measured, and tai, a word),

a measured or properly limited speech.

afaga , s . (from , confined within bounds, and

, spenning) , frugality, economy.

fat, a. (from 3, restricted, and f , expend-

ing), œconomical, frugal.

faf3a. (from fa , measured, and , to eat), tem-

perate, eating moderately.

qf?f375151,8 (from 9af13, measured, and 15†5, an eater),

a moderate eater, a person who restrains his appetite

within due bounds.

af , a. (from 3, restricted, and 5 , indicat

ing), temperate, cool, well reflected on.

fasteta, s. (from 43, measure , and teta, foody

temperate or limited diet.

পরিমিতাহারী, a. (from পরিমিড, measiered, and জাহারিন, feel-

ing , feeding in a restricted manner, temperate.

fata , a . (from fa , prep, and 1 , to measure), measura

ble, finite, calculable. .

fag1, s. (from , measurable , measurableness , cal

culableness.

fax , s. (from Ty, measurable` , measurableness, cal

calableness.

* s. from fa, prep. and 3 , to keep), the well guard™-

ing of a thing, the preserving of a thing.

3, a. (from fa , prep. and , to keep), well guarded,

kept, preserved

4835, 7. (from * , prop. and , to be pure), cleansed,

purified, cleared off, paid.

fa a. from 3, prep. and , to dry , compleatly dry.

ge, a . (from a, prep, and , to dry), drying, un-

der the process of drying.

daca, s. (from a, prep, and fta, to end , a compleat

end, an end , a limit, a border.

*A* ; s. (from 7, prep. and * , to be pure), the clear--

ing off a debt, the paying of an obligation, payment,

recompense, retaliation.
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*f** k*, « . (from fe, prep. and 4 , to be pure), clearing

off, paying off a debt ; s. a person who pays a debt.

7fa74187, s. (from 4, prep. and 8, to be pure), the clear.

ing off a debt, the discharging of an obligation.

kitty, a. (from , prep. aud , to be pure), requir

ing to be cleared off or paid, payable.

, a. (from ti, prep and to be pure), cleared

off, paid, made pure , cleansed .

, a. (from 7, prep. and , to be pure), payable,

due, requiring to be cleared off or paid.

fatta, 8. from fs, prep and a, to dry), dryness, com-

pleat dryness.

, ɑ . (from fa , prep. and , to be weary), toil, la-

bour, endeavour, fatigue.

পরিশ্রমকারক, a. ( from পরিশ্রম, labour, and কারক, doing), toil-

ing, labouring, using exertion ; s . a person who toils or

labours.

fats , a. (from , labour, and tf , doing), toil-

ing, labouring, using exertion.

পরিশ্চর্যজনক, a . ( from পরিশ্রম, fatigue, and জনক, producing),

producing fatigue, causing labour or exertion.

, «. (from fat , fatigue, and f33, produced).

produced by or arising from toil ar labour, produced

by or arising from fatigue.

**AGI , a. (from , fatigue, and 5 , producible ,

producible by or arising from toil or labour, produci-

ble by or arising from fatigue .

, ad. (loc. case off , for the purpose of

toil or labour, for the purpose of fatigue .

পরিশমনিৱর্ত্তক , a. ( from পরিশ্রম, fatigue , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease , putting an end to fatigue, putting an end to

toil or labour.

পরিমনিবারক, a. (from পরিশ্রম , fatigue, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing fatigue, preventing toil or labour.

পরিশ্রমনিবারণ , s. ( from পরিশয ,় fatigue, and নিবারণ, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of fatigue, the preventing of toil

or labour.

faxafiche, s. (from fan , fatigue, and fa1fs, cessation),

the cessation of fatigue, the cessation of labour or

toil.

Manufafage , a . (from , fatigue, and fafas, a cause`,

caused by or arising from fatigue, caused by or arising

from toil or labour ; ad. from or because of fatigue,

from or because of toil or labour.

পরিশ্রমনিমিত্তে, ad. (from পরিশ্রম, fatigue , and নিমিত্ত , a cause ),

for the purpose of fatigue, for the purpose of toil or la-

bour.

পরিশুনপুতির স্বক, a. (from পরিশষ, fatigue, and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppos

.

পরি

ing , hindering fatigue, opposing or preventing toil or

labour.

f , a . (from , fatigue, and a , caused by),

caused by or arising from fatigue, caused by or arising

from to or labour ; al. from or because of fatigue,

from or because of toil or labour.

afanzzés, a. (from a , fatigue, and z☎, increasing),

increasing weariness or fatigue, increasing toil or la-

bour.

za , s. (from , fatigue, and , an increasing),

the iner asing of weariness orfatigue, the encreasing of

toil or labour.

aff , ad (from fa , fatigue, and fat, without),

without fatigue, without or beside toil or labour.

পরিমৱিশিষ্ট, a. ( from পরিশষ, labour, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of , fatiguing, toilsome, laborious .

fa , ɑ. (from ** ,fatigue, and T , increase), the

increase of weariness or fatigue, the increase of toil or

labour.

পরিশুব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from পরিশ্রম, labour, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), fatigue or toil excepted .

পরিশুন ডিরেক, s . (from পরিশ্রম, labour, and ব্যতিরেক, an exe

ception) , the exception of fatigue or toil.

পরিশ্চমতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পরিশিষ্যতিরেক), with the

exception of toil or fatigue, without or beside toil or

fatigue.

পরিশাঘাত, s. ( from পরিশ্রম, fatigue, and ব্যাঘাত , an obe

stacle), an hinderance to toil or fatigue.

পরিশু ব্যাঘাতক, a . (from পরিশ্রম , fatigue, and बসঘাতক, ০৮-

structing), obstructing or preventing toil or fatigue,

*** , a. (from * , fatigue, and F, joined to), con-

nected with toil or fatigue, toilsome, laborious, fatigu

ing.

ffs, a. (from , fatigue, and af , destitute),

free from toil or fatigue.

, a. (from a ,fatigue, and t , empty), free

from toil or fatigue.

, a . (from fa, labour, and ₹15, destitule), free

from toil orlabour, free from fatigue or weariness .

, a. (from fa , fatigue, and , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from fatigue or weariness, caused by.

or arising from toil or labour ; ad. from or because of

fatigue or weariness , from or because of toil or labour.

fat, a. (from fa , labour), laborious, toilsome, fatigu➡

ing, wearisome.

পরিশ্রমোৎপাদক, a. (from পরিশ্রম, fatigue, and উৎপাদক, produ

cing) , producing weariness or fatigue, causing toil or

labour.
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* a. (from

ครู

4's, a. (from 4 , prep, and , to be weary), wearied,

fatigued.

, prep. and г , to laugh), laughed

at, ridiculed, mocked.

effe, s. (from , prep. and , to be weary), toil , fa- , s . (from fa, prep. and ■, to seize), a confutation,

tigue, weariness, labour

fase, s. (from "fs, prep, and s , to move), a court, an as-

sembly

*ffedis, a. (from 4f , prep and ą, to do), requiring to be

cleaned or purified, requiring to be repaired.

f??, 8. (from * , prop. and ☎, to do , cleanness, clear-

ness, transparency, accuracy, the repairing of a building.

Constructed with , to do, this word means to clear, to

acquit, to polish, to scour, to cleanse, to refine, to il-

lustrate.

*f? t?*, a. (from fa, prep. and , to do), cleansing, purify-

ing, acquitting, clearing up, polishing, repairing.

* FIA, «. (from fa, prep. and ☎, to do), cleansing, puri-

fying, acquitting, clearing up a matter, polishing, re-

pairing.

fat , a. (from if , prep. and , to do) , capable of re-

ceiving a polish, capable of retinement, capable of be-

ing cleared up, requiring to be repaired.

4753, a. (from Afs, prep. and , to do), cleansed , cleared,

purified, depurated, cleared up, acquitted.

, s. (from 3, prep and to move), the width of a

thing, breadth, space, room ; a. horizontal

difenapeta, a. (from tfs, prep. 5 , prep, and tq, te ob-

tain), finishable, requiring to be finished :

*f?¬¤†s, a. (from fa, prep. **, prep. and , to ob'ain),

finished, ended, concluded .

fants, s. (from ta, prep. * , prep. and at , to obtain.),

the finishing of a thing, a finish, a conclusion, an

end.

fit , 8. (from fa, prep. and , a boundary), a limit,

the extreme boundary of a thing, a border, the upshot

of a business.

54 , 8. (from , prep. and , to vibrate), a flutter-

ing, a vibrating, agitation.

fas, a. (from tf , prep. and , to vibrate), fluttering,

vibrating, agitated.

4, s. (from , prep. and , to seize), the confuting

of an argument, the repelling of a charge, the treating

a thing with disrespect.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , to seize) , confutable,

capable of being repelled, deserving disrespect.

, a. (from , prep. and , to seiz ), confutable,

capable of being repelled, deserving disrespect.

feasts, a. (from fa, prep. and ₹5, to laugh), laughable,

ridiculous, deserving mockery.

a repulse, disregard, disesteem ,

*fariæ, a. (from , prep. and , to seize), confuting, re-

peling, treating with disrespect ; s. a person who con-

futes or repels an assertion or argument, one who treats

another with disrespect.

ata, a. (from , prep, and , to seize), confuting, re-

pelling, shewing disrespect.

fat , a. (from , prep. and , to seize), confutable,

capable of being repelled, deserving disrespect ; s. a

bracelet.

afata , s. (from that , confutable), a capability ofbe

ing confuted or repelled, disrespectability.

*faxta , 8. from art , confutable), a capability ofbe-

ing confuted or repelled, disrespectability.

*fxx , s. (from , prep. and x , to laugh), laughter,

ridicule, raillery, mockery.

fatæ, a. (from fa , prep. and tolaugh), jesting ri

diculing, mocking, laughing at a thing ; s. a jester, a

buffoon.

* 1 , 8. (from that , mockery, and H, a doer), a

person who mecks or ridicules another, a mocker, a

mimic, a buffon.

afstætæ, a . (from facta, mockery, and æt , doing),

mocking, ridiculing, laughing at another ; s . a mocker,

a buffoon, a mimic.

mats , «. (from taxta, mockery, and atką, doing),

mocking, ridiculing, laughing at a person.

পরিহাসজনক, a. (from পরিহাস, mockery, and জনক, produc-

ing , producing raillery or mockery, causing a thing to

be ridiculed.

*fag¡Ħ5M, a. (from a, mockery, and 1 , producible),

producible by or arising from ridicule or mockery,

পরিহাসজন্যে, ad. (loc case of পরিহাসজন্য , for the purpose

of ridicule or mockery, for the sake of laughing at a

persou.

পরিহাসনিষিত্তক, a. (from পরিহাস, laughter, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), caused by or arising from laughter or mockery,'

from or because of laughter or mockery.

পরিহাসনিমিত্তে, ad. (from পরিহাস , laughter, and নিষিত,

cause), for the purpose of laughter or mockery.

পরিহাপুযুক্ত ,fat , a. (from "fat , laugh er, and , caused

by, caused by or arising from laughter or mockery ;

ad. from or because of laughter or mockery.

Afectafts1, ad. (from AfIx¬, laughter, and FT1, without),

without or beside laughter or mockery,

Xyyy
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tariffs, a. (from afst , laughter, and fof ,

excepted), laughter or mockery excepted.

পরিহাস ডিরেক, s. (from পরিহাস, laughter, and তিরেক, an

exception), the exception of laughter or mockery.

পরিহাসব্যতিরেকে, al. (loc. case of পরিহাস।তিরেক) , with the

exception of laughter or mockery, without or beside

laughter or mockery.

*kate, n. (from t , mockery, and a , a root),

originatinginmockery or ridicule, originating in laugh-

ter or pleasantry.

Etats , a. (from fat , mockery, and cats , capable),

worthy ofbeing mocked or ridiculed, deserving to be

laughed it.

ta , a. (from fata, mockery, and , indicat-

ing , indicating mockery or ridicule, indicating laugh-

ter or pleasantry.

Hartacze, a, (from facta, laughter, and (55, a cause),

caused by or arising from laughter or mockery ; ad.

from or because of laughter or mockery.

afatate, a. (from Aføxta, mockery, and F, worthy), wor-

thy of being laughed at or ridiculed, worthy of moc-

kery,

fat , a. (from , prep. and to laugh), jesting,

mocking, ridicu ling, laughing at a thing.

fata , a. (from fa, prep. and , to laugh), laughable,

ridiculous, deserving of mockery.

Hafe³, a. (from fa, prep. and 1, to hold), clothed, clad,

put on as a garment.

fis, a. (from f, prep. and , to seize), confuted, repel-

led, disrespected .

,Hatي s. (from Sµ, afairy), a fairy.

* FT, a. (from a, prep, and , to see), trying, bringing

to the ordeal, tempting.

HAIFd, 8. (from fa, prep, and , to see), the trying of a

thing, the putting of a thing to the proof.

, a. (from fa, prep. and , to see), capable of or

requiring to be brought to a trial or put to the proof.

**1, s. (from * , prep, and to see), ordeal, a trial,

an experiment, temptation.

•?ìæ¡ætçæ, s. (from Я , a trial, and Fa☎, doing), try-

ing, putting to the proof, bringing to the ordeal ; s. one

who tries or puts to the proof, a tempter.

tata , a. (from 1, trial, and af , doing), trying,

putting to the proof, bringing to the ordeal.

, a. (from 3 , trial, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a trial or experiment.

MAI, ad. (loc. case of it ), for the purpose of

trial or
experiment,

M37.

late , s. (from 1 , trial, and as, a giver), one who

administers an ordeal; one who tries or puts to the

proof, a person who makes experiments.

*aistety , a. (from †¾¶), trial, and utṣē, giving), admi

nistering an ordeal, putting to the proof, bringing to

the test ; s. a person who puts to the proof or brings

to the test, a tempter.

state , a. (from 71, trial, and tf , giving), admi

nistering an ordeal, putting to the proof, bringing to

the test.

পরীক্ষানিমিত্তক, a. (from পরীক্ষা, trial, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

• caused by or arising from a trial or proof; ud. from or

because of a trial or experiment.

raitfafas, a . (from
1, trial, and fofas, a cause), for

the purpose of trial or experiment, for the sake of an

ordeal.

* ¶¶¶F, a . (from î¶t, triol, and , a cluse), caused

by or arising from trial or experiment ; ad. for or be

cause of a trial or experiment.

* t*ifæi , ad. (from ¶, trial, and (T1, without), with

out or beside a trial or experiment.

,? a. (from it, trial, and fofas, except-

ed), trial or ordeal excepted, temptation or experiment

excepted.

পরীক্ষাতিরেক, s. (from পরীক্ষা , trial , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of trial or experiment.

পরীক্ষাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পরীক্ষা তিরেক , with the ex-

ception of trial or experiment, with the exception of

temptation, without or beside trial or experiment, with-

out or beside temptation.

* a. (from 1, trial, and af, an object) , for the

sake of trial or experiment.

*INxg☎, 4, (from Я , trial, and (₹3, a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from trial or experiment, caused by or

arising from temptation ; ad. from or because of trial

or experiment, from or because of temptation.

*ife, a. (from Яf , prep. and , to see), tried, put to

the proof, brought to the test, tempted.

* , a. (from , trial, and s , got over), got

over a trial, got through an ordeal.

* tta, s. (from ч , trial, and gata, rescue), deliver.

ance from a trial or temptation.

ì , a. (from * , prep. and , to see), subject to a trial

or ordeal, requiring to be brought to the test.

8. (from fa, prep. and e, to be), an exchange, a

recompense, a retribution, a reward, an equivalent

substitution.

, s. (from , prep, and to be),the changing
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of one thing for another, the making of a recompense,

the requiting of a kindness or injury.

a. (from , prep. and , to be), changing one

thing for another, requiting, recompensing, rewarding.

, s. (from fa, prep. and , to speak), an accusati-

on, censure, blame, reproof, abuse ; the bow or quill of

a lute.

qgizhang, s. (from à¤, an accusation, and Яfsī, o

sra), an ocean of accusation, an ocean of censure or

blame.

AT , s. (from fa, prep and a, to skreen) , a relation, an

attendant, a retinue, the sheath of a sword.

. . (from , prep. and , to be), exchanged, re-

quited, recompensed, rewarded .

xjxta, 8. (from , prep. and , to laugh), ridicule,

mockery, laughter, pleasantry, jesting.

dela , s. (from titta, mockery, and ', a doer), a

mocker, a jester, one who deals in mockery or ridi-

cule.

gctaetze, a. (from alta, mockery, and tae, doing`,

mocking, jesting, ridiculing ; s. a person who deals in

mockery or ridicule.

taatat, a. (from Яta, mockery, and at , doing) ,

mocking, jesting, ridiculing.

, s. (from porro, Port. ) a leek.

71, s. (from , a packet), a bladder, a packet.

Я , a. (from , tofill), unkind , harsh, insulting, severe,

scurrilous, rough, rugged ; s. the name of two species

of plants, (Barleria prionitis, and Xylocarpus grana-

tum.)

A , ad. (loc. case of 3) , afterwards, after.

3, a. (from 17, another, and 3, gone), dead, gone to

another state.

, ad. (from , another), on the next day, on the

morrow.

, ad. (from T, another ), on the next day, on the

morrow.

gift 3, a. (from r, another, and 3, desired), desirous

of saving another.

at , a. (from , another, and F, an eye , under the

inspection of another, absent, not under one's own eye.

atst, s. (from E, absent, and catst, enjoyment), the

enjoyment ofproperty in the absence ofthe right owner.

tu, a. (from it , absent, and f, an object), an ob-

ject not under the cognizance of the senses, an invisi-

ble object.

tfa , a. (from 3, another, and sfa , left), left by ano-

aher after eating.

atlastel, s . (from at , left by others, and cot

an eater), one who feeds on other's leavings, a mean per-

son who takes what others reject.

atstat, a. (from Hatay, left by others, and c

enjoying), feeding an other's leavings, enjoying things

rejected by others, sneaking.

, a. (from atfata, food left by others,

and s , living on) , living on others leavings, mean

spirited, sneaking.

att , s. (from A, another, and stats, assistance), be-

neficence, the helping of others .

dateatze, a. (from 3 , another, and * , giving as-

sistance), beneficent, assisting others ; s . a beneficent

person, one who gives assistance to others .

tЯætt, a. (from 4 , another, and sЯaif , helping), be-

neficent, hospitable, assisting others.

at , a. (from 3, another, and 83, assisted), assist-

ed by others.

ats, s. (from , another, and gas , assistance), be

neficence, the assistance of others.

ext , a. (from 3, another, and gta , obsequiously

attending on , obsequiously attending upon others.

attaat, s. (from , another, and six , obsequious al-

tendance) , an obsequious attendance upon others.

Яatatal, s. (from ›il972 , a warrant , a warrant, a passport,'

a pass, a pass for goods.

Yyyy

, a. (from 3, another, and , to move), transparent.

1, s. (from to satisfy, and , to beproduced , the

name of a species of scitamineous plant, (Curcuma

xanthorhiza.)

, s. (from , to satisfy , a leaf, the betle leaf (Piper Be

tel) the name of an ornamental tree ( Butea frondosa.)

, s. (from te, a leaf, and t , a house), a hut or

hermitage made of leaves, an arbor.

7, s . (from Я , a leaf, and 7, a man) , the figure of a

man made with leaves. When a person perishes by any

accident and bis hody cannot be found, the Hindoos

make the figure of a man with leaves or straw, which

they burn and honour with funeral obsequies as the re-

presentative of the real person.

gig, s. (from 17, a man ofleaves, and tɔ, a burn,

ing), the funeral burning of a man of leaves when the

body of the dead person cannot be found.

ta , s. (from , a leaf, and tay, a house), a hut or her

mitage made of leaves, an arbor.

, a . (from 3, another, and 3 , a bottom) , a false bottom,'

a patch. Constructed with atst , to bring into contact,

this word means to patch.
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1, s. (from 8 , a curtain), a curtain, a skreen, a par-

tition.

ts. (from 1954, patronizing), a patronizing.་

te , s. (from 8 , a curtain, and , a covering),

a covering for faults, a veil over faults, protection.

ft, s. (from ~,;3054, a veil thrown over faults , the

throwing a veil over a person's faults, the protecting of

a person.

4 , s. (from , to move , the name of a small plant used

by the Hind os in medicine, (Oldenlaudia bilo a and

other species.)

Hat), s. (from t , to move) , a kind of red aluminous earth

brought from So orat.

, s . (from , the joint of a bamboo), the joint of a

bamboo or of any gramineous plant, a knuckle, a gibbo-

sity or elevation in any thing, a section or other div-

sion of a book, a festival, the full and change of the moon.

913, s. (from HÍ , a protuberance , a mountain, a rock.

557, a. (from 13, a mountain, and ṛ, to move), resid-

ing or feeding on mountains, mountainous.

H1551, s. (from × ³, a mountain, and 5 , a crest), the

crest or peak of a mountain, a crag.

35, a. (from 3, a mountain , and , to be produced ,

produced on a mountain , mountain-born.

ts, a. (from 3, a mountain , and 3, produced),

produced on a mountain, mountain-born.

* 33 , n. (from 143, a mountain, and T , equal) , moun-

tain-sized, mountain-like, bulky.

fata, s. (from 3, a mountain, and fata, a residence),

a mountain residence.

পৰ্ব নিৰ্বাসী, a. ( from পর্যড , a mountain , and নि সি , resid-

ing , residing on a mountain.

31ifs, s. (from 43, a mountain, and f¾, a side),

a valley, the side of a hill.

, . (from 43, a mountain, and t , a measure),

mountain-sized.

3atfa, s. (from , a mountain, and tf , sand), the

name of a variety of rice the grains of which are very

small.

, s. (from 3, a mountain, and t , a residence),

a residence on a mountain.

Яferial, a. (from 43, a mountain, and fĦa, residing),

residing on a mountain.

37, a. from 3, a mountain), mountainous, abound-

ing with mountains.

***, s. (from 3, a mountain, and , a horn), the

ciest of a mountain, a crag ofa rock.

pifi,

**H, 8, (from 43, a mountain, and cit, a row, a

range of mountains.

35, a. (from 43, a mountain, and 1, tostand), situat-

ed on a mountain.

3. a. (from 3, a mountain, and fa, continu-

ing , continuing on a mountain.

33, a. (from 3, a mountain, and f3, situa'ed), si-

tuated on a mountain.

stata, a. from 3, a mountain, and stig, a form),

mountain-formed, prominent, gibbous.

*fatæfs, a. (from 43, a mountain, and stafs, a form),

mountain-formed, prominent, gibbous,

পৰ্বতারোহক, a. (from পৰ্বত, a mountain, and অবরোহক, dee

scending , descending from a mountain.

পৰ্বতারোহণ , s . (from পৰ্বত, a mountain, and অবরোহন, a dee

scending), the descending from a mountain,

stastet, a. (from 3, a mountain, and waifa, des

scending), descending from a mountain.

পর্ব্বতারোহক, a . (from পৰ্বত, a mountain, and আরোহক, ascend-

ing), ascending a mountain,

পর্বতারোহণ , ৪. ' from পৰ্বত, a mountain, and আরোহণ, an as-

cending) , the ascending of a mountain,

পর্বতারোহী, a. ( from পর্যন্ত, a mountain, and আরোছিল, mount-

ing , ascending a mountain.

, a. (from 3, a mountain), mountain, alpine, be-

longing to a mountain.

31 , a. (from 3, a mountain, and get , produced),

produced on a mountain, mountain- born.

7, s. (from , to fill , a joint, a joint of a bamboo or

stalk of grass or corn, a name given to certain days of

the lunar month, viz . those of the new and full moon,

also the sixth, eighth, and tenth days of each half

month ; the equinox, the solstice, the moment of the

sun's entering a new sign, a festival, a holding, an op-

portunity, an occasion, a chapter or division of a book.

ze, s. from , the joint of a bamboo), geniculated, re-

sembling the joint of a bamboo.

7, s. (from , geniculated, and qua, a pro-

Cess , in anatomy the name of the thick ends of some

particular bones, (Condyloidæ.)

ta, s. (from 1 , certain days of the lunar month, and

ata, night), the night of the sixth, eighth, and tenth

days of each half month, also the night of the new or

full moon.

, s. (from , a knuckle, and , a juncture), a

joint, the moment of the full and change of the moou.

E, s. (from , a festical, and , a day), the day of a

festival.
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* ♣, 8. (from * , prep. and as, to mark), a bedstead.

*ús¿ª† , s. (from , a bedstead, and 5 , a covering),

a counterpane for a bed.

Яútæ, a. (from fa, prep, and sit, to move), moving, tra-

velling ; s.a traveller.

, a. (from fs, prep. and , to abide), corrupted,

stale, not fresh.

´sta, s . from 41′fás, stale, and a , food), stale food,

food spoiled with keeping.

, s . (from , tofilly, a rib.

tercostal.

1, a rib, and weg, within), in- -

19015;317{T:T, a. (from “fæt5133, intercostal, and Fi

, s. (from ?, prep, and at , to more), a peregrinati- 151 , . (from

on, a perambulation, a tour, progress.

qobaætzæ, 6. (from Hújta, a going about, and stræ, do-

ing going about, perambulating ; s. a person who tra-

vels from place to place.

পর্যটনকারী, a. (from পর্যাটন, a going about, and কারিন, do-

ing), going about, perambulating, travelling from place

to place.

Яút , a. (from * , prep. and at, to move), wandering,

travelling, roaming.

3, s. (from , prep. and , an end), a limit, a bound-

ary ; ad, until, unto,

Яūzāta, 8. (from ×í , prep. ³, prep. and ‹ , to destroy),

the finishing of a thing, the conclusion of a thing.

, a. (from fx, prep. a , prep. and cal, to destroy),

declined, brought to a close, ended, finished.

Яúts, a. (from "fa, prep. and arя, to obtain), finished , cou-

cluded, voluntary, enough, suficient.

út , s. from Afs, prep. and tя, to obtain), the ward-

ing off of a blow.

Húta, 8. (from fa, prep. and ag, to go), rotation, succes-

sion, a person's turn in succession.

út , ad. (from Яt , rotation, and , a step), ia ro-

tation, in regular turn or succession .

13, a. (from tart , succession, and I , fallen from),

superceded, supplanted.

tests , a. (from út , succession, and 11 , rejected),

superceded, supplanted.

Яita, s. (from Ú¹, rotation, and Я , a conse-

quence , a turn in rotation.

Яt , ad. (loc. case of fittata), in rotation, in

turn.

únata, s. (from , prep. , prep. and cato, lo see), a

surveying, a looking, an examining or attentive look-

ing.

Húsatsa , s. (from fx, prep. i, prep. and cats, to see), a

survey, a view, a discriminating view.

Husteatonte, a. (from fa, pr p. 1 , prep. and catɔ, to see),

fit to be surveyed , requiring to be attentively surveyed.

পর্যালোচিত, a. (from পরি, prep. অ , prep . and লোহ ,্ to see ,

surveyed, examined attentively.

8, a. (from fa , prep. & , prep. and , to be), pro-

hibited as improper for certain works.

external), external intercostal.

পর্তুকীভ্যন্তরতিরস্থ, a. (from পশ কুাভ্যন্তর, intercostal , and অন্তরস্থ

internal, internal intercostal . --

Húztatae, a. (from ´1, a rib, and sat , elevating),

in anatomy the name of certain muscles which assist

in elevating the ribs, (Levatores costarum).

s. (from , logo), a minute, a measure containing

four Kurshas or sixty-four Mashas, flesh, straw, a slop--

ing or bevelled edge. -

, s. (from ™ , to go), the twinkling of an eye, a wink.

Constructed with aty, to strike, this word means to →

wink .

Halotai, s . (from Я , a bevelled edge, and c³tmi, a raising

up), the rim or higher part of a bevelled edge.

, s. (from , to go), flesh.

41, v. n. from 931, prep. and g; to go), to flee, to escape,

to run from danger, to run away ; s. a ladle, a coral, a

sort of red beads made of amber and sometimes of

sealing wax.

HETI, s . (from 1 , to flee), a fleeing, an escaping, a run- >-

ing away.

Hatași, s . (from , to flee) , flight.

to preserve), an onion , (Allium Cepa.)dates. rm

ats , a. (from , to run away), a fugitive, a run away.

ats. from 1 , to flee , a running away.

atfagt, a. from , to run away), run away, fugitive. ".

s. (from 1 , prep, and 3º to move , a running

away from a place, the escaping from danger, flight, au

elopement, an absconding.

পলায়ন,

পলা,নকারক, a. ( from পলায়ন, flight, and কারক, doing), runa

ning away ; s. a person who flies or runs away.

atraatst, a. (from

ning away.

tax , flight , and f , doing), run

ata , a. (from tata, flight, and a , producible ,

producible by or arising from flight.

tata , ad. (loc. case of tata ) for the purpose of

flight.

tsafe, a. (from at , flight, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from flight ; ad, from or because

offlight.
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Halsafa , ad. (from tata , flight and fifas, a cause),

for the purpose of absconding, for the purpose of

flight.

atgasts, a. (from
t , flight, and 7, eminent), " ready

for flight, about to run away.

ata , a. (from at , flight, and , before), pre-

ceded by flight ; a . by flight, through flight

পলায়নপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from পলায়ন, flight , and প্রতিবন্ধক, oppcs-

ing), opposed to or hindering flight.

tata , a. (from at , flight , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from flight ; ad. from or because

offlight.

atgafas, ad. (from at , flight, and fan, without),

without flight.

পলায়নব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from পদায়ন , flight and অতিরিক্ত, except-

e ), flight excepted .

ata , s. (from it , flight, and sta , an ex-

ception), the exception of flight.

পলায়নরাভিরেকে, ad. (luc. ce of পলায়নব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of fight.

Gatgatitūts, s. (from Hatya, flight, and tats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to flight.

statṣaætītsē, o . (from data , fight, and af3F, oppos-

ing), obstructing or hindering flight.

Hatata, ɑ. (from 1, prep. and , to go), running away,

in the act of flight.

catpazas, a. (from tg ,flight, ani , a root), origi-

nating in fight.

tatgas , a. (from ata , flight, and , indicating),

indicating flight, giving information of flight.

atgas , a. (from tata,flight, and c3 , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from flight; from or because of flight .

atentate , s. (from atya, flight , and tg , desire), a

wish to abscond, a desire to flee.

Gatgatæist, a. (from tata, flight , and toga, desirous),

desirous to abscond, desiring to run away.

Patpatfsata, s. (from at , flight, and afta, desire), a

desire to abscond, a desire of flight.

gmtgatfomtal, a. (from Яt , flight, and featfag, desir-

ous), desirous of flight, wishing to abscond.

, s. (from tata, flight, and 1 , desire), a wish

to abscond, a desire offlight.

sata , «. (from at , flight, and , desirous), desir-

ous of flight, wishing to abscond.

gaiglage, u. (from † ,flight, and , desirous), desir-

ous offlight, wishing to abscond.

Stratas, a. (from tata,flight, and 2575, ready), teady

for flight, about to flee.

atgal , a . (from tata ,fight, and 8 , engaged in),

eager for flight, engaged in flight.

পলায়নোদ্যোগ, s . (from পলায়ন, flight, and starts engageda

ness , an endeavour to run away.

tratats , a. (from ata, flight, and stats , using

exertion), using exertions to flee, preparing for flight,

at , a . (from 1, prep. and , to go), fled, run away,

absconded.

gāta, s. (frem H , to move) , straw.

gatx, s . (from H , motion, and , to occupy spice) , a leaf,

the name of a highly ornamental tree, (Buteafrondosa ;)

a. green, pitiless , cruel.

Яati, s. (from Яatt, a species of tree) the name of an or

namental tree, (Butea frondosa.)

fs, a. (from , to move) , hoary, gray-haired , old.

fan , 8. (from ta, to preserve), the wick of a candie.

, s . (from , preserved, and citat , an insect), a

chrysalis.

1, v. n. (from A to move), to be impaired, to suffer

loss , to decay.

7,8 (from , to suffer loss , a being impaired, a suffer,

ing loss or detriment, a decaying.

tag , a . (from , to suffer loss), impaired , decayed,

rotten, injured,

Я , s. (Deriv . uncertain , a corps or body of troops,

1 , a. (from , a body of troops), belonging to a

corps or body of troops.

¹ , s. (from ta, a kind ofplant), the leaves ofthe Puto-

la or Trichosanthes dioica, used as a pot herb, the name

of a fish, (Perca bifurca.)

1, s . (from , a leaf, and , a little) , a twig, a young

shoot.

TH'F31, s. (from , tw`g- atching) , the catching

at a twig, a catching hold ofevery trifling support to an

opinion, a carping at trifles.

I, 8. (from , twig-catching) , a catching

at twigs, a catching hold of every trifling support to an

opinion, a carping at trifles.

337, s . (from , twig-catching, and

331 , learning) , twig-catching learning, a smattering

of learning.

xt , a. (from , a twig, and i , catching), twig-

catching, catching at straws, catching at every trifle to

support an opinion, catching at trifling objections, carp

ing.

tas, a. (from , a twig , covered with twigs or young

shoots.

da, s. (from a to move), a district, a canton, a hamlet.
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ta, s. (from Яf , a district, and ș ”, a village), a coun-

try, village.

fast, a. (from fat , a village), rustic, country.

Я , s. (from a, to move), a district, a cauten, a hamlet.

Яa , s. (from da, to move), an artificial pond, a canal or

pond dug by men.

* . v. a. (from Я , an entering , to enter.

, s. (from pŵ , wool), wool, fur.

a til, a. (from pŵi, fur), woollen.

3. (from , to see), a be ast , an animal, a goat, a vic-

tim for a sacrifice, an order of subordinate gods who

are the followers ofShiva.

atā , ɑ. (from 4 , a beast, and ☎, eating), feeding

on animal food , carnivorous.

td, s . (from , a beast, and sta, a genus), the
genus or

order of beasts, a multitude of beasts, the mammalia.

3 , a. (from , a beast, and at , killing), killing

beasts ; s. one who kills beasts.

·

* ¤¡3), ɑ. (from Я , a beast, and af , killing), killing

beasts.

sig , s. (from , a beast, and ta , causing to feed ,

tending cattle.

43.

ta , a. (from 4 , a beast, and tt , nourishing), nou

rishing or superintending cattle ; s. a person whokeeps

or feeds cattle.

ta , s. (from , a beast, and H , a nourishing), the

nourishing or keeping of cattle.

, a. (from , a beast), beast-like, irrational , beastly.

antota, s. (from 4 , beastly, and asta, conduct), con-

duct like that of a beast, beastly conduct.

antot, a . (from * , beusly, and off , commonly

acting), acting like a beast.

43 , s. (from , beastly, and at , food) , beast-

ly food, indiscriminate food.

পশুবাহারী, a. (from পশুবৎ, beastly , and আহারি , feeding),

feeding like a beast.

, a. (from , beastly, and t , knowledge),

knowledge like that of the beast, ignorance, stupidity,

mere instinct.

tal, a. (from ze, beastly, and fa , knowing),

ignorant as a beast, having knowledge like that of

beasts, led by instinct .

J

sf, s. (from 3, a beast, and sí, a class), the genus or

order of beasts, a multitude of beasts , the mammalia.

*¶ct34, s. (from t , a beast, and ☎ , a feeding), the tend- fm, s. (from **, a beast, and af , a sacrifice), the sac-

ing ofcattle.

is, s. (from , a beast, and is, a tribe), the genus.

or order ofbeasts, mammalia.

*gstsì!, a. (from , a beast, and toy, belonging to a

kind , pertaining to or connected with beasts.

H31, s. (from , a beast), the nature or condition of a

beast.

, a. (from , a beast, and , equal), like a beast,

equal to a beast.

4 , s. (from , a beast), the nature or condition of a

beast.

, s. (from , à beast, and , destruction), the

destruction of beasts.

rifice of a beast.

fasi, s. (from , cattle, and fa , science), the know

ledge of cattle or of beasts.

4544, a. (frôm , a beast, and F , cating), feeding on

beasts, carnivorous.

, s. (from , a beast, and E , an eating), the ear-

ing ofbeasts.

***,' a . (from , a beast, and a* , keeping), keeping

cattle ; s. person who keeps cattle.

, s. (from ; a beast, and 3 , akeeping), the keep

ing of cattle.

* 1, s. (from , a beast, and I, preservation), the

keeping or guarding of cattle.

**‡ , a. (from 4 , a beast, and I , destructive), de- || gata, s. (from × , a beast, and atą, a king), the king of

structive to beasts:

, a, ( from † , a beast, and , destructive), de-

structive to beasts.

satt, s. (from ✯ , a beast, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of beasts.

satte, a. (from , a beast, and at , destructive), de-

structive to beasts.

fs, s. (from , a beast, and fs, a lord), the lion, the

lord of beasts, an appellation of Shiva.

ta, s. (from , a beast, and tt , a herd), a herd or

flock ofanimals, a person who tends cattle,

beasts, the lion.

***, a. (from * , a beast, and ¬ , like), like a beast,

resembling a beast.

‡Ã¤, a. (from 4 , a beast, and ¤, like), like a beast, equal

to a beast.

HATI, a. (from 3, a beast, and ¤† , equal), equal to of

level with the beasts.

, s. (from , a beast, and 7, adug), the dugs of an

animal, a teat.

4381, 8. (from 2 , a beast, and x , one who kilk), a per

son who kills beasts.
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**[x-ĦT, a. (from , a beast, and fran☎, injuring), do-

ing injury to beasts.

1, 8. (from 3, abeast, and ft, injury), an injury

done to a beast.

te, ad. (from , substitutedfor , another), behind,

after, afterwards, subsequently.

text , s. (from , behind, and , theforehead ,

in anatomy the occiput.

teata , s. (from , the occiput, and ,

ajoining), in anatomy the lambdoidal suture .

te , a . (from , the occiput, and 1, to

stand), occipital .

statt, s. (from state, after, and stet, distress), regret,

repentance, remorse.

, a. (from re, after, and tf , grieving , re-

pentant, penitent, regretting.

statal, a. (from te, behind, and t , a canal), in

anatomy a sinus situated backward, an anterior sinus.

¡tūtsty, a. (from , after, and is 3, came , came af

ter, came afterwards, followed

stats , s. (from te, after, and atstaa, a coming),

the following of, the coming to a place after another.

g-statstæadí, ạ . (from it , a following after, and

er.

, a doer), a person who comes afterwards, a follow-

#taistant , a. (from st , a following after, and

ata , deing), coming afterwards, following.

** Aidaaæizi, a. (from gutta , a following after, and

, doing , coming afterwards, following.

#igs, ɑ, (from 1 , efter, and st³, gone), gone after,

goue afterwards.

*II, s . (from te, after, and stu , a going), the fol-

lowing of a person.

who goes

* tgaaæði, s . (from * , afollowing, and , a doer),

afterwards.

a follower, a person

Migas@izæ, u. (from a , ufollowing, and ætaæ, do-

ing , following, going afterwards ; s. a follower, one who

goes afterwards.

**igaaætaì, u. (from * t , a following, and fan, do-

ing), going afterwards, following.

#stɛtal, a. (from Яt , after , and stif , going), follow-

ting, succeeding.

† fæ, a. from Яt , after, and , seeing) , seeing or

viewing afterwards, reflecting.

• , . (from te, after, and , the seeing of a

tuing), an after view, after attention to a thing, reflec-

tion,

-পাই-

stof , a. (from ste, after, and af , seeing , réflee

tive, paying attention to a thing afterwards.

, s . (from te, after, and f , vision), aftersight,

reflection .

* ´, a. (from
te, after, and F , being), following,

remaining behind, situated behind.

sutgtaa1, s. (from te, after, and staat, thought), after-

thought, reflection .

, s. (from , after), the west ; a western, after, be-

hind.

af , s. (from fa, the west, and far, a quarter), the

west quarter.

41 , a. (from Яfta, west) , western, hinder ; s . the disease

of tetanus or locked jaw.

ft , a. (from , west, and at , aface), facing the

west.

, a . (from T , cle ) clear, plain, evident.

45 ,-8. (from Såm², chvice ), choice, approbation,

* 1, s. (from prep. and , to go), a basket or other ves-

sel in which articles are laid in order.

Anai, s. (from H. prep. and ≈, to move), a shower.

1513, v. a. (from prep, and to move) , to spread out,

to extend , to expand ; s . publicity , extension.

tas (from Я , to extend), the spreading out or ex-

tending of the hands, the en'arging of a thing .

qatI, s. (from q to`extend, and 5, to move), a measure of

five - seras, a druggist , a corn-chandler, a grocer.

qal, a. (from 47, fire, and ca , a weight of nearly two

pounds), a weight or measure of grain containing five

seras.

1 , v. n. (from , repentance), to repent, to regret.

ta, s. (from 1, to repent), repentance, regret.

51, to repent), penitent.
te , a. (from

*ET, 8. (from SET, a witch of time) , a fourth part ofthe day

or night, the space ofthree English hours.

A s. (from " , a watchman , a watchman.

fa , a. (from qua, first), first, the first, before.

, v. a. (from *, prep , and at , to obtain), to obtain, te

gain, to find, to get, to receive, to suffer, to undergo,

to possess, to acquire.

t , a. (from , a quarter), a quarter, a fourth part ; in

accounts twelve paee are reckoned one ana.

te, s. (from 3 , a messenger), afootman, a watch-

man, a messenger.

Яtgæð¹, a. (from xÃûl ^!, let to non-resident ‹ tenants),

(land) let to non-resident tenants.

HIRæIA, s. (from JWA , apedlar), a pedlar.
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45, s.from , to preserve), a shave lem, edge, a breast-

summer orbeam laid on pillars to support other beams,

a bamboo or beam to support the rafters of a pitched

roof, the side piece of a roof.

, s. (from 1. to keep) , solder.

9 , v. a. (from 1, to obtain), to bring into contact, to

bring a person to any place or state, to cause to obtain

or suffer, to conduce to a thing, to induce, to procure,

to obtain ; s. acquisition, gain, the obtaining ofa thing.

37, s. (from , to obtain , the getting or obtaining of

a thing, the finding of a thing, the suffering of a thing.

* 371, a. (írom , to obtain), due, requiring to be obtained

or received.

faxı, s. (from H, to obtain), a person who has a right to

receive, a successor.

, s. (from to injure), dust.

1 , s . (from fa, a distaff , a distaff.

Я3, s. (from [F, a row , a row, a range, a continuous

line.

Ats , s. (from prō, Portug. bread, and 81, bread) , lea-

vened bread, a leaf.

sts , ad. (from 1 the foot, and ætti a touching), good

morrow, or more properly I touch the dust of your foot,

which is a servile mode o address use I among the Hin-

doos.

te, s . (from 4 , mud), mud, mire.

it , a. (from , mud), occasioned by mud. The word is

used as the adjective of a sore in the foot occasioned

by walking in mire.

&tata, s. (from fз , the name ofa fish), the name of a

species offish, Ophidium punctatum, Buch. Mss . )

tattet, a. (from , mud), living in mud, proper to mud

or mire.

1 v. a. (from to obstruct , to introduce a medicine

into an incision made in the body.

Яts, a. (from , fire , five.

й1894, a. (from Å¡6, five, and 24, a quality), fivefold , five-

times (multiplied.)

Яst, s. (from 15 five , the fifth day after a woman's deli-

very on which certain ceremonies are performed , such

as the cutting of the mother's nails, & c .

ts , 8. (from 6 , the preparing things by a chymical

process , a medicine composed of many ingredients, an

incision made for the purpose of introducing a foreign

substance into thesystem, as the virus of the small pox ,

&c.

šitonatsì, s. (from 1 , a rod, and Tși, a rod), a rod, a

staff.

tut.

, s. (from ten, a staff , a twig, a rod, a wand, a cane.

8f31, a. (from Яts, five , and if , a row), having five

lines to the page.

satz, a. (from 15, five, and t , a time), five times (re-

peated.)

nial.

rial.

, a. (from 5,fire, and fa, a year), quinquen

, a. (from Яt , five, and coifs , elemental), mate-

fait, s. (from 16,five, and fxwa?, mixture), a proj

miscuous mixture.

8,8 (from to , fire , and , a year) , five years.

ta , a. (from 1857 , five years), quinquennial.

181, s. (from 1 , to introduce a medicine), to cause a fos

reign substance to be introduced into the system by an

incision, the brine used in making salt.

of , s. (from five, and tf , a row), a particular

sort of metre used in Bengalee poems, a particular

mode of singing.

tom, s . (from tota, a fence wall , a fence wall

tfr, a. (from Яto, fire) , the fifth.

4 , s. (from , to obstruct), a pedigree.

its, s. (from 87, a rib), a rib.

Zzzz

sas, a. (from it , a pedigree, and af , destitute),

without family.

, s. (from

it ', s. (from

tat, s. (from

7 , a rib , a rib.

, to bind), a wisp, a bundle.

fat, an almanack), an almanack.

st , 8. (from it , an almanack, and , to do), an al-

manack maker.

t1 , s. (from Я , to move), a he goat.

, s. (from , to move) , a she goat.

, a. (from 1 , a she goat, and cast, a selling) , dis-

posing of his daughter in marriage for a stipulated sum

of money.

5, a. (from 13, whitish , blanched, reserved for the pro-

duction of seed.

41, 8. (from Я13, reservedfor seed, and ), a gourd).

a gourd reserved for seed.

37, s. (from 1 , whitish, and , a dove), the name

of a species of dove of a mouse brown with a black ring

round the neck , (Columba torquata, Carey.)

tata, s. (from , the width of a river), the width of a

river or its course between the hither and opposite

banks.

fs, s. (from «fs, a row) , a row, a range.

uta, s. (from , the width of a river), the width of a
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ate.
পাক:

river, or its course between the hither and opposite

banks.

Яt , s . (from atte, behind, and afş, athwart), the back-

side of a house.

Яtħtṣṇi, a. (from Яtats, the backside ofa house), connect-

ed with or belonging to the backside of a house.

te , s . (from , a thin cake), a thin cake made of pulse.

ș, ad. (from , the foot, and 15, to cause tofall),

wholly, altogether, without reserve.

tt, s. (from t , ashes), the ashes of cow dung, ashes.

, v. n. (from 5, to concoct) , to ripen, to concoct, to

suppurate, to ferment,

, s. (from , to concoct), the ripeness of fruits, the cook-

ing offood, the perfecting of any thing, the twisting

of a rope, the act of twisting, the digestion of food, a

circular motion, the course of an eddy. Constructed

with , to give, this word means to twist a rope, to

turn round, to writhe, to twist, to perplex or entangle

a person ; with , to do, it means to cook food ; with a ,

to eat, it means to be twisted or screwed round ; with

51, to unloose, it means to facilitate, to remove a diffi-

culty; with , to obtain, it means to digest; with t , to

fall, or mist, to touch, it means to writhe, to be wound,

and with 31, or it, to cause to fall, or with atsti, to

bring into contact, it means to turn a screw, to twist,

to turn round, to whirl, to obstruct.

*' ), s. (from *t , cooking, aud ý, a dver), a cook, one

who cooks food.

*iæætaæ, a. (from Яt , cooking, and ☎tæ, doing), cook-

ing, dressing food ; s . a person who dresses food.

at , a. (from H , cooking, and atfa , doing), cooking,

dressing food.

Яtat37, 8. (from ☎, a twist, and 37, an eating); a be-

ing twisted, the being swung round with hooks fixed in

the back as at the Churuka-pooja.

, s. (from , a twist, and cart , the loosening of

a thing), a turnscrew.

Høst , s. (from Я , cooking, and s̟ , a house), a kitchen .

ta, s. (from **, a twist, and 71 , to unloose), the re-

moving of a difficulty, the unraveling of a perplexed

affair, the facilitating of a work.

, s. (from , a twist, and F, a wheel) , an eddy in

water, a circular motion, a wheel.

Hata, s . (from , a twist. The last member of this word

is merely a rhyme to thefirst), twists and snarls, cook-

ery and other kitchen business.

Яæ , v. n . (from a, to seize), to have recourse to a thing,

to seize, to hold.

ta , s. (from Ts, to have recourse to a thing), the hav

ing recourse to a thing, a seizing or holding.

**și, v. a. (from tt , to have recourse to a thing), to

take or seize a person or thing, to have recourse to or

use a thing ; s. the capsule of the silk cotton, (Bombax

Ceiba.)

Haşi, s. (from **, a twist, and t , to fly), the corolla of

1
a flower, viz. that round which the bees fly.

ta, s. (from Я , a cooking, and tз , oil), boiled or

prepared oil.

, s. (from tt , a twist), a whirlpool, an eddy in wa

ter.

* , a. (from , a twist, and , fallen), intricate,

contorted.

, a. (from tt , a twist, and t1 , to cause to fall),

insidious, artful, crafty, designing.

পাকপাড়ান, s . (from পাক, a twist, and পাড়ান, a causing to

fall), insidiousness, artfulness, craft, finesse, designing

conduct.

পাকপাড়ানিয়া , a. (from পাক, a twist, and পাড়ানিয়া, causing to

fall), acting insidiously, acting artfully or craftily, de-

signing.

¤ist™, a. (from Я , digestion, and cœtstr , capable), di-

gestible.

t , a. (from 5, to concoct), concocted, ripe, mature,

digested.

taatst , a. (from tt , a twist, and atstift, bringing

into contact), deceitful, designing, crafty, cheating,

tempting.

tam , v. a. (from , a washing), to clean, to wash ;

a. washed, clean.

tatai, s. (from 1, to clean), the washing or clean-

ing of a thing.

at , s. (from , to clean), the washing or cleaning

of a thing.

, s. (from , a cooking. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), cookery and other

kitchen service.

izitai, s. (from , cookery, and Яti, a house), a cook-

room, a kitchen.

st ?, s. (from , a twist, and tst , a pair of

pincers or tongs), a turnscrew.

, s. (from Яt , cookery, and as , a place), a kitch-

en, a cook-room, a place where food is cooked.

tata, s. (from tt , cookery, and , a place , a kitch-

en, a place where food is cooked.

i , s. (from , cookery, and tt , a pot), a seeth-

ing pot,

>
2
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Fits .

t , v. a. (from 5, to concoct), to cook, to twist, to screw ;

a. cooked , ripened, twisted, screwed round ; s. a fan.

Яtata, s. (from tæt, ripe, and5 , hair), gray bair, hoary

hair.

Hattal, a. (from ttt, cooked. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first) , cooked or prepared,

ripened, twisted or screwed.

Hætti, s. (from tæt, ripened, and , to move), the stalks

of hemp or any other plant when the fibres have been

stripped off.

tt , s. (from 1, to cook), the cooking of food, the

causing offruit or corn to ripen, the twisting or screw-

ing of a thing.

etteffigi, a. (from t , to cook), cooking, causing to rip-

en, twisting or screwing.

Hættf , a. (from ta , perfect) , mutually agreed on, ad-

mitted on all sides as true, settled.

txt , a. (from t , digestion , and , fit), digestible.

fe, s. (from , a bird), a bird.

Haș, s. (from tá , a species of fig tree), the name of a

large species of fig tree, (Ficus infectoria . )

* și, a. (from t , a screw, and st, tofly) , pertinaci-

ous.

ta, s. (from Я , a wing), a wing, a feather. Constructed

with , to cut, this word means to moult, and with

,to strike, it means to flap, to strike withthe wing.

, s. (from Я , a small drum), a small drum or ta-

bor.

tal, o. a. (from Яt , a washing), to rinse, to wash, to

clean.

tat , s. (from that , to wash), the washing or rinsing

of a thing.

পখিলান , s . (from পলি1, to wash, the washing or rinsing

of a thing.

1 , s. (from Я , a wing, and Яtt̃, a blow), a blow or

stroke with the wings of a bird.

ta , s. (from 4 , a wing), a wing, a fan, the fin of a fish,

a feather. This word constructed with 1, to whirl,

and 51, to vibrate, meaus to fan.

Haft, s. (from Ì, a bird), a bird.

atafatai, s. (from that, a bird, and я , the killing of an

animal , a fowler, a bird catcher.

ta , s. (from , a wing), a chisel, a fin, the arm from

the shoulder to the elbow.

1 , s. (from at, afeather), a feather.

tst, s. (from it , a turband , a turband.

itstși, s. (from *, prep. and 8 , to surround), a turband.

sta.

tsta, a. (from ta,foolish), insane, mad, maniacal, foot

ish ; s. a mad man.

Atstata , s. (from Яt , a madman, and xils, a house ,

an hospital for insane persons.

tstat, s. (from

ish person.

, foolish), a madman, an idiot, a fool-

statft , a. (from tst , mad , weak, silly, mad, insane,

foolish.

atstatal, s. (from Яtsta, foolish), foolishness, insanity, mad-

ness.

atstat, s. (from Atя , a mad man) , a mad woman, a female

idiut.

1, v. a. (from , prep. and , to move), to extricate or

bring forth by some stratagem or contrivance.

atst , s. (from fat , the name of a fish), the name of a

species of fish, (Silurus sagittatus, Buch. Mss. ) ; a. mud-

coloured, earth brown

t , v. a. (from , prep. and , to move), to perceive, to

form an idea.

t, s. (from t , dust), a kind of salt.

*t*t*t, s . (from fiЯtt, a species offish), the name of a spe-

cies of fish , (Silurus sagittatus, Buch. Mss .)

1, a. (from fя , tawny), tawny.

ts , a. (from 5, to concoct), concocting, digestive ; s. a

cook.

5 , s. (from Hts , digestive), a digestive quality.

to , s. (from to , digestive ) , a digestive quality.

1, s. (from 5, to ripen), the itcb.

157, s. (from 4 , to concoct) , the cooking of food, the di

gesting or concocting of food.

ta, s. (from atte, behind), the hinder part of athing,the

back side of a place.

H1, s. (from Я , the back side, and 81, a side or

quarter), the back side of a house.

Hatata, s. (from , the back side, and at , the back

side), the back side of a house.

tatato , s. (from a, the back side, and ☎tato), the back

side), the back side of a house.

Haş, v. a. (from , prep. l, prep. and , to separate),

to winnow grain.

așa, s. (from

* ä¹, v. a. (from

to winnow.

a‡, to winnow), the winnowing of grain .

ta‡, to winnow , to throw in wrestling,

aști, s. (from taș¹, to winnow), the winnowing of

corn, the throwing an antagonist in wrestling or scuff-

ing.

Яtaşta, 8. (from fuș¹, to winnow), the winnowing of corn,

the throwing an antagonist in wrestling or scuffling.

Zzzz2
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18. পাটে

astfest, a. (from it, to winnow), winnowing corn,

throwing an antagonist,

Hasitas, s. (from that, to throwe), the grappling of two

wrestlers.

, s. (from , to winnow) , the name of a kind of

prepared or clean rice .

ta , s. (from , behind, and t , a door), a back

door.

ta , s. (from ste, behind), the hinder part of a thing,

the rump af an animal, the stern of a ship.

fats, v. a. (from ta , to throw an antagonist), to throw

an antagonist in wrestling ; s a fail in wrestling. Con-

structed with fa, to strike, this word means to throw

an antagonist in wrestling, with as, to come into con-

tact, it means to wrestle.

Hatta, s. (from , the rump of an animal , rump to

rump.

ts. (from te, behind , the rear of an army, the hin-

der part.

Hisì, s. (from want , a wrapper), a wrapper or outside

garment.

¶tia, ad. (from te, behind), behind, after, afterwards,

subsequently.

, s. (from 4 , to block up) , a brick kiln.

ta , s. (from , a foot, and ¿ l , a coat), a pair of

breeches.

Hal, s. (from T , bornfrom thefee'), a shoodra, low, base,

mean, slavish.

sta , s. from ts , mear), meanness, baseness.1

* siqua1, a. (from 4151, mern. Thelast member is inten’ed

as arhyme to the first , very mean, base, low.

or brace used in India to make walls for wells and

sunk as the well is dug.

it , s. (from , to move), a city, a mart.

itat , a . (from 1 , the name ofa city in Bahar), pro-

duced at or coming from Patna.

ta , s. (from 4 , to move), a ferry man.

, s. (from , eminent), eminence, cleverness.

*itsthi, s. (from H , a terrace, and sikt, a breaking), the

ceremony of falling on knives and other dangerous

things in the month ofChitra.

Яtiatal, s. (from Я , a throne, and atſ, a queen), the chief

wife of a king who is crowned with him.

, a. (from it, extension, and at, to obtain) , pale red,

rose colour, carnative or flesh colour, pale pink.

tal, s. (from Яit, extens on, and at, to obtain), the name

of a flowering shrub or small tree much celebrated in

Hindoo writings , Bignonia suave olens. )

**tæ, s. (from it, Corchorus, and i , a pot herb), the

different kinds of Corchorus or jew's mallow used as a

pot herb.

T1, s. (from it, a board , a board, two ofwhich are used

to enclose Hindo Manuscripts ; also from * , a lease,

an agreement or lease for land.

ta, s. (from te, to surround , a belly band, a girth, `usu

ally a rope passed under the belly of an ox to fasten ou

the pack saddle.

ta, s. (from i, alease, and fa, an enemy), an agent

or factor employed by a landlord to collect his rents

and manage his estate, a bailiff.

tta , s. (from 1 , hemp, and cat , a pond weed),

the name of an aquatic plant, (Valisneria octandra).

* 3}fasts, a. (from tsi, mean, aud , to mix, Elje, afft , s. (from 8, a terrae, and (am, to move), a brick.`

temperament , mean, low, obstinate.

, s. (from sì, mean), meanness, baseness.

, . (from , the name of an infernal being),

Krishna's conch fabled to have been made ofthe bones

of the Dæmon Puncbajunya.

, a. (from 3, the fire elements), composed of

the five original elements of matter.

Ha , s. (from as , the hand), the hand.

, . (from , to go), a folding or laying of clothes in

order, an altar, a washerman's board on which he beats

his clothes, a board, a stool, a throne, a terrace, breadth,

extension, a sack of corn considered as a load. The

name of a plant cultivated for its fibre instead ofhemp,

(Corchorus olitorius and capsularis ; ) silk, a cocoon of

silk. In mathematics, the intersection of a prolonged

side of a triangle by the perpendicular, an earthen hoop

i , s. (from , to more), a flat thing as a plate ofiron

or other metal , a raſter, a valve, a sort of fine mat, the

plant of which mats are made, (Cyperus inundatus),

one of a pair, e.g. জুডারপাটী, a single shoe, দত্তেরপাটী, ৫

single row ofteeth, arithmetic.

ista3, s. (from 77, arithmetic, and sfãs, calculation),

arithmetic.

Hits. (from H , a fine mat. The last mamber ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), mats and such like

things , thin plates and other flat things, rafters and simi-

lar things.

fa, s. (from t, to move), the name of a larger kind of

boat much used for conveying merchandize from the

upper provinces to Calcutta.

ht, ad. (from tte, a sack of corn), in every sack, saek

by sack.
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tata, s. (from , silk , one who strings peads or other

things for necklaces or the like purpose,

Breast, a. (from titrat , one who strings beads), the

work done by or belonging to a man whose business it

is to string beads ; s. an officer employed in collecting

rents.

gi , s. (from , a lease), a lease for land, a patent, a

rake, a wrestler.

, s. (from , to read), the text ofa book, a particular

reading, a lesson, the reading ofa book, perusal.

, a. (from , to read), reading, perusing, repeating.

Hegde, a. (from H , a reading, and ₹ 4, an instrument',

accomplished by reading or repeating ; ad. by means

ofreading or repeating.

etti, s. (from $, a reading, and ,́ a doer,, a person

who reads or repeats, a lecturer.

* ta , 8 , (from it, a reading, and , work), the busi-

ness or employment of reading or repeating, the deli-

vering of a lecture.

tez , a. (from 8, a reading, and at , doing), read-

ing, repeating, lecturing ; s. a person who reads or re-

peats, a lecturer.

tel, a. (from t , a reading, and af , doing), read-

ing, repeating, delivering a lecture

ita , 8. (from it, a reading, and ™ , a step), an order

observed in reading, style.

tg , s. (from , a reading, and , a master), a school

master, a reading master.

1, s (from , to read), the causing of a person to read

a lesson.

fas , a. (from t, a reading, and fax , causing to

cease), putting a stop to reading, putting a stop to lec-

tures.

»ttfaæta™, a. (from ; a reading, and fartaæ, preventing),

preventing reading, preventing the authority of a text.

★tfadiga , s. (from tit, a reading, and fata , a prevent-

ing), the preventing ofreading, a hindering of the au-

thority ofa text.

af , s. (from 1 , a reading, and ffs, cessation), the

cessation of reading, the cessation of lectures.

tata , s. (from † , a reading, and Estat, a gutter), the

style of an author.

, s. (from it, a reading, and , a binding) , the

stoppage of reading,the suspension of lectures, a vaca-

tion.

HitcĦist , a. (from •́ 8, a reading, and (4141, worthy ), wor-

thy of being read.

味 です。

fa , a. (from it, a reading, and (w , desirous), desir-

ous of reading or repeating.

tai, s. (from , a reading, and wt , a house), a

school, a seminary of learning.

far, s. (from H , a reading, and ftar, a disciple, a

disciple or pupil who reads particular works .

* ôi, v. a. (from it, to read), to send. The adverbial par-

ticiple of this verb is frequently constructed with * ,

togive, without any alteration of its meaning.

Hoteæi, s. (from Яii, to send), the sending of a person or

thing.

tata , s. (from , a reading, and tatt , desire), a de-

sire to read or repeat.

titat , a. (from , a reading, and taifa, desirous),

desirous of reading or repeating.

Atta, s . (from tôi , to send), the sending of a person, t

name of a particular class of Musulmans.

the

18tfag , a. (from ', to send) , sending a messenger, send-

ing.

attata, s . (from ; a reading, and t , search),

a search after particular readings.

tinata , a. (from ; a reading, and wan¶tfaz, search…

ing ,searching out particular readings of a text.

Hitzats , a. (from it, a reading, and fun, search-

ing), searching out particular readings of a text.

Hæ,n. (from it, a reading, and , seeking),

seeking to read, seeking the text or true reading.

Hittaa , s. (from að, a reading, and ad, a seeking)

a seeking to read, a seeking for the text or true reading,

a seeking for a particular reading.

Hittɩæst, a. (from it, a reading, and a , seeking)»»

seeking to read, seeking for the text or true reading,

seeking a particular reading.

HôtЯ8, s. (from * †, a reading, and wЯit; not a reading),

the right or wrong reading of a given text.

পাঠাপাঠৰি ৰচক, a. (from পাঠাপাঠ, a readingor not a reading

and frizõe, discriminating), discriminating betweeu

the right and wrong reading of a text.

151, s. (from it , a reading ornot a reading,

and fat7571, discrimination) , a discrimination between

the right and wrong reading of a text.

at , s. (from Яt , a reading, and assets, desire), a

desire to read or repeat.

idifsata), a. (from it, a reading, and fat , desirous),

desirous of reading or repeating.

18 , a. (from 18, a reading, and , desirous), desir

ous of reading or repeating.

titt , ad. (loc. case of f), for the purpose of reading,
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Hist , a. (from H , a reading, and , worthy), deserving ttt , s. (from d, betle leaf, and , a lef), the leafof

to be read.

fts, a. (from , to read), caused to be read.

, a. (from it, areading, and , desire), a desire

to read.

✈it , a. (from ő, a reading, and 3 , desirous), desirous

of reading, eager to read, studious.

t , a. (from Я , a reading, and , desirous), desir-

ous of reading, eager to-read, studious.

tt , a. (from , to read), legible, worthy of being read.

t , v. a. (from 5, to fall), to lay a thing down, to spread

a carpet on a floor, to spread out a mat, to cast down,

to throw down, to gather fruits or flowers.

ts, s. (from 3, to fall), a breast-summer or beam laid on

pillars to support other beams, a coast.

* 37, s. (from * , to spread out), the laying down of a car-

pet or mat on a floor, the causing of a thing to fall

down, the collecting of fruits or flowers.

, v. a. (from e , tofall , to cast down, to lay down a

carpet or floor mat, to collect fruit or flowers ; s. a can-

ton or quarter ofa town.

Aști, s. (from 1, to cause to full) , the casting of a

thing down, the laying down of a carpet or mat on a

floor, the collecting of fruit or flowers.

Яtști, s. (from , a village ) , a hamlet, a village.

At , a. (from 1stsit, a hamlet), belonging to a vil-

lage or hamlet.

Atzia, s. (from 131, to cause to fall), a casting down, the

laying down of a carpet or mat on a floor, the collect-

ing of fruits or flowers.

taifa, a. (from 51, to cause to fall), casting down, lay-

ing down a carpet or mat on a floor, collecting fruits

or flowers.

atzifagi, a. (from' , !, to cause tofall), laying down, cast-

ing down, laying a carpet or mat on a floor, collecting

fruits or flowers.

# şi×3×1, s. (from Я151, a quarter of a town, and ma

neighbour,, a neighbour inhabiting the same quarter of

the town.

Hi , s. (from *t , the opposite bank of a river), a passing

to the opposite side or shore. This word constructed

with , to give, means to pass over a river, to turn a

boat's head in order to cross over,

Hi , s. (from 3, to cause to fall , the laying a thing

down, the spreading of a carpet or mat on a floor, the

causing of a thing to fall, the collecting offruits, flow

ers or the like .

etts, s. (from tá, a af), the leaf ofPiper betel.

Piper betel given as a pledge at the conclusion of a

marriage or other ceremony.

tti, s. (from ta, betel, and ætti, a vessel), a betel

boz.

Яati, a. (from ta , the belle leaf, and ti, afeotstalk),

figured like the footstalks of the betle leaf, The word

is applied as the adjective of a particular ornament for

the wrist, and for a particular kind of cloth.

taf , s. (from , water, and af15, pepper), the nameof

a species of plant, (Polygonum accidum .)

ttat, s. (from-ztát, an aquatic plant), the name of apar

ticular plant which floats on water, (Salvinia cucullata.)

Ha, s. (from ta, to bear a price), the hand.

atfaggist, a. (from , the hand, and яs, taken), taken

by the hand ; s. a bride, a woman wedded according to

the ritual.

faste, s. (from fa, a hand, and H , a reception), marri-

age.

tfa¶d, s. (from fa, a hand, and ¶¶, the taking ofa

thing , marriage.

5 , s . (from tf , the hand, and 5 , the pressing of

any thing), marriage, the pressing of the hand.

fat , s . (from , the hand, and , a shell) , the name

of a particular shell used by the Hindoos in their reli

gious ceremonies.

Hi , s. (from 3, the name ofan ancient king), the race

or descendants of Pandoo an ancient king of Hustina-

poora.

te , a. (from , to go), pale or yellowish white ; s. ayel-

lowish white colour, red chalk, a species of jasmine

(Jasminum elongatum.)

tei, s. (from Я , to go), a kind of priest or proprietor ofan

idol, a stationary priest at a particular place, a person

taken with and supported by another person on a jour-

ney.

tf331, s. (from 3, learned), learning.

*¡f38 , s. (from tf , learning, and get , manifes-

tation , a display or parade of learning.

fette, a. (from 331, learning, and Яt , display-

ing), making a display of learning.

Pita , a . (from 3, to go , white, whitish, yellowish white ;

s . the name of a plant, (Glycine debilis ; ) the jaundice.

In Hindoo fable an ancient king of Hustina-poora the

nominal father ofYoodishthira and his brethren.

ta , a. (from 13, white, and , a colour) , white-co-

loured, whitish, yellowish white.

te , a. (from , whitish), pale, whitish, wan.
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tals , s. (from 3, whitish, and cats , a disease), the

´´ name of a particular disease.

Hoff , s. (from te, whitish, and faft, a writing), a

waste book, a sketch.

1

te , a. (from 3 , whitish; and car, to be written),

to be written in rough, to be sketched .

, v. a. (from , to fall), to lay down, to spread as a

carpet or mat.

ts, s. (from te, to fall), a fall ; also, (from 4, a leaf , a

leaf, a note, a writing, a bank note ; a. thin.

3 , s. (from e, to fall), sin, guilt.

, a. (from 3 , sin, and , to be produced), produc-

ed by or arising from sin or guilt.

পাঙ্কজনক, a. ( from পণতক, sin , and জনক, producing), pro-

ducing sin or guilt.

*†3373, a. (from tз , sin, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from sin or guilt.

পাতকজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of পাতঞ্চজন্য) , for the purpose of

sin or guilt.

sts, a. (from ts , sin, and ts, produced), produc-

ed from or occasioned by sin or guilt.

Яtзnti, s. (from 3 , sin, and at , one who gives), a

person who communicates sin or guilt, a person who

accuses of crimes.

H3Mt!☎, a. (from 3 , sin , and ħtu̟☎, giving), commu-

nicating sin or guilt ; s. a person who communicates sin

or guilt.

total, a. (from Яt , sin , and tf17, giving), communi-

cating sin or guilt.

* 3 * , s. (from 437, sin, and : , destruction), the de-

struction or removal of sin or guilt.

পতিকণ্ঠ- সক, a. ( from পাতক, sin , and ধ্ব̂ সক, destructive), de-

stroying or removing sin or guilt.

او
Haak;♬ì, a. (from He , sin, and 7, destructive), de-

stroying or removing sin or guilt .

, s. (from tt , sin, and at , destruction) , the de-

struction or removal of sin or guilt.

tet , a. (from it , s'n, and at , destructive , de-

structive to or removing sin or guilt.

পাতকণিৰ্ত্তক, a. (from পতিক, sin , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to sin or guilt.

* æftate , a. (from 3 , sin, and fat , preventing),

preventing sin or guilt.

পাতকনিবারণ, ৪. ( from পাতক, sin , and নিবারণ, a preventing),

the preventing of sin or guilt.

teafaafs, s. (from 3 , sin, and cessation), the

cessation of sin or guilt.

পাতকনিমিশুক , a . (from পতিক, sin , and নির্মিত , a cause), caus

ed by or arising from sin or guilt ; ad. from or because

of sin or guilt.

traffics, ad. (from Ho , sin, and fafs, a cause) , forthe

of sin or guilts
purpose

পত্তিকপুযুক্ত , a. ( fromপাতক, sin , and প্রযুক্ত , cause l by), caused

by or arising from sin or guilt ; ad. from or because of

sin or guilt.

HITE☎, a. (from tæ, sin, and ☎, increasing), increas

ing sins, increasing guilt, aggravating crimes.

fat, ad. (from tra, sin, and f , without), without

sin, without guilt.

ta , s. (from 3 , sin, and , increase), an increase

of sin, an aggravation of guilt.

পাতকৰাতিরিক্ত, a. (from পাতক, sin , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , excepted), sin

excepted, guilt excepted .

পাতক্যতিরেক, ৪. (from পাতঙ্ক, sin , and ব্যতিরেক, an excepti-

on), the exception of siu or guilt.

পতিকব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পাতকৰতিয়েক), with the ex

ception of sin or guilt, withont or beside sin or guilt.

ts , a. (from t , sin, and T , joined to), sinful,

guilty, criminal, faulty.

, av (from t , sin, and af , destitute), free

from sin, sinless, innocent.

**** ; a. (from , sin, and , empty), free from

sin, sinless, guiltless , innocent.

*teæsla, a. (from *† æ, sin, and , destitute), free from

sin, sinless, guiltless, innocent.

Atgalege, a. (from 3 , sin, and CT, a cause), caused

by or arising from sin or guilt ; ad. from or because of

sin or guilt.

tsatfectst, s. (from 3 , à crime, and afstatst, an àccu-

sation), an accusation or charging with crime.

ta , a. (from toæ, sin), sinful, guilty, criminal;

পতিকেৎিপন্ন, a . ( from পাতক, sin, and উৎপন্ন, produced, produc

ed by or arising from sin or guilt.

পাতকোৎপাদক, a. (from পাতক, sin, and sৎপাদক, producing),

producing sin or guilt.

qgatzat, s. (from 13, thin, and wiæi, a potsherd); a thin

potsherd .

*gatm), s. (from 3, thin, and catal, a potsherd), a thin

potsherd.

, s. (from *† , a leaf, and 5, to smear), a mattress

or sheet laid over a mat upon which a person sleeps .

*3 , s. (from 3 , the name of an ancient sage), one

of the six schools of philosophy among the Hindoos,

usually called the Yoga, it was founded by Patunjula,
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পতিসরেও!, a. ( from পাতঞ্জল, the science so called, and বেত্ত্ব,

knowing), acquainted with the philosophy of Patunju-

la or the Yoga.

**sga*ä, s. (from N3 , the science ofYoga or abstracti-

on, and H , science), the doctrines of one of the six

dur-hunas or schools of Philosophy frequently also cal

led Yoga; the books containing the writings of this

sect which are accounted of authority.

31, s. (from 3, a vessel), the quantity of rice and other

articles which are dealt out to travellers or occasional

guests at every meal, a ration of food, a waste book.

aştatı, s. (from Tzzi, a ration offood, and atai, a smit-

ing), the eating a ration of food.

Яtant, s. (from * , grandeur), a muster, a specimen.

Яts , a. (from 3 , thin), thin, light, lean, slender, diluted.

, . (from 3 , this, and , extended), the

name of an particular muscle, (Platysma myoides.)

tal, a. (from 3 , thin , thin, light, lean, slender, dilut-

ed.

3 , s. (from 4 , a leaf), the leaf of a plant, a blade of

grass. This word constructed with , to do, means to

reel silk, to take exercise, to pray.

Яtti, s. (from 4 , a leaf, and , afoot), web-footed.

Hista, s. (from g , to fall , in Hindoo mythology the sub-

terraneous regions inhabited by hydras and serpents,

in the natural division of the earth it includes the wa-

tery parts and all chasms or subterraneous parts , heil,

a hole, a chasm, an apparatus for calcining and sublim-

ing metals which consists of two earthen pots the up-

per one inverted over the lower one and joined bytheir

necks with cement, and placed in a furnace or rather a

hole containing fire.

tatastrof , a. (from tst , the nether regions, and sta ,

going), going to the infernal regions.

tæ , s . (from , the infernal region, and , a ci-

ty), the fabled subterraneous city said to be the habi

tation of serpents and hydras-

Hinata, s. (from , the infernal regions, and , a

residence), a residence in the infernal or subterranean

regions.

Hotmataو , « . (from 3 , the infernal regions, and tfæ ,

residing , residing in the infernal or subterranean re-

gions.

পাতালভেদী, s. (from পাতা , the inferior regions, and ভেদিন,

penetrating), a fountain.

tata , a. (from that the infernal regions, and 1 , to

stand , situate in the infernal or subterranean regions.

etta.

tatat , «. (from ttata, the infernal regions, and tf ,

staying , staying or continuing in the infernal or sabe

terranean regions.

পাতালস্থিত , a . (from পাতাল, the infernal regions, and হিত,

situated , situated in the infernal or subterranean regi-

ons.

Hotfagtetka, s. (from Яtstfag, thin, and diX', a sor' of

fish), the name of a particular kind of fish ofthe genus

Pimelodes.

Aff³, a. (from * , to preserve , little, diminutive, petty.

ifscots, s. from †fs, diminut ve, and cot , a th'ef, a pil

ferer, a petty thief.

31, s. (from 33, fullen), a fallen or depraved condi-

tion.

fala , 8. (from *ifs, small, and c☎, a citron), the name

of a small variety of the lime or lemon,

*ife&tifs, s . (from 3, a leaf, a searching in the most mi-

nute manner or under every leaf.

, s. (from

ness to a husband.

353 , devoted to a husband), devoted

At³ ]5, s. (from [³, a letter, and c15, a sort ofcrown),

a sort of crown with a wreath used for the ornament

of the bride on the day of marriage.

atfsatyia, s. (from f³, little, and ctată, a shakal), a fox.

পাতিহঁ স, (from NF³, small, and 108, a duck , the common

duck.

37, s. (from 4 , a letter), a letter, a writing, a note.

13 , a. (from te, to fall) , d sposed to fall, tending to fall,

repeatedly falling, habitually falling ; s. a precipice,

the declivity of a mountain, a fabulous aquatic animal.

31 , s. (from , exchange), exchange, discount,

an exchange.

* gtata, s. (from , to move), the rudder of a ship or

boat, the drawer of a bill of exchange.

ar₤sì, s. (from ate, a leaf, and ✯it, a bud), the bud of

a plaut, a leaf bud.

, . (from tata , the lower regions , and i, a well),

a well, a deep well.

t ', s. (from te, to be grand , a jar, a rough sketch, a spe-

cimen, a muster.

4 , s. (from 91 , to preserve), a vessel, a recipient," a

bridegroom, a plate, a cup, a jar, a sacrificial vessel of

any kind as cups, plates, spoons, ladles, &c. of vari-

ous forms, the body, a king's minister or counsellor,

the bed of a river or its course between the hither and

opposite banks, a person entrusted with an office or

commission, propriety, fitness, an order, a command, a

leap, a dance performed by a man and a woman. ›
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#test, 8. (from a† , a recipient) , a capacity or fitness for

office, confidence, patronage.

, s. from , a recipient), a capacity or fitness for

office, confidence, patronage.

a. (from

a vessel

a vessel, and 1, to stand), situated in

Ataatit, a . (from a, a tessel, and †fp7, staying), con-

tinuing in a vessel

* 35 , a, (from 3, a vessel, and f , situated , situated

in a vessel.

Яtug, é . from 237, stone), a stone.

uzz, s. (from Яtuд, a stone, and 57, powder), the nainé

of an aromatic plant, (Plectranthus aromaticus. )

atuși, s. (from Яtư?, a stone), a calculus of the bladder or

kidneys, the indurated matter which forms round the

teeth.

tuti, s. (from tu , a stone), a stone-cutter.

(from , to drink , water.

, a. (from fu , a road), belonging to a 1oad ; s, tra-

velling expences.

4tuï☎, s. (from Яtư♬, water, and fat, a receptacle), the sea .

* utf- , s. (from at water, and fa , a receptacle , the

sea.

, v. a. (from , to move), to expel wind backwards.

1 , s. (from 5, to move), a foot, a leg, a step, a quarter

or fourth part, a foot in poetry, wind expelled back-

wards.

4153f81a2aæfa , a. (from fat , the little toe,

fa , depressing, and , short), the name of a

muscle which is necessary to bending the little toe,

(flexor brevis minimi digiti pèdis . )

পদিকনিষ্ঠাপকর্ষক, a. (from পাদকনিষ্ঠা , the little the , and অপকর্ষক,

withdrawing), the name of one of the muscles which

moves the little toe, (abductor minimi digiti pedis.)

ta , s. (from , the foot, and , a washing), the

washing of the feet.

#agga , s (from at , the fo', and s̟x , a tuking`, a reve:-

ential salutation of a superior by taking hold of his

foot:

* gg¶¶fæ, a. (from Яūsted, á taking hold ofthe foot, and

, before), preceded by or arrising from taking hold

of the foot ; ad. by or through taking hold of the foot.

, a. (from , the foot, and sf , holding , sei-

vile, cringing, taking hold of the foot of superiors.

3 , s. (from 15, afoot, and 3 , the bottom,, the sole of

the foot.

ette, a. (from 3 , the scle of the foet, and
1

1 .

tata , covering , the name of a muscle which forms

the sole of the foot, (musculus plantaris.)

5 , s. (from 47, a foot, and H , dust , the dust which

adheres to person's foot.

, (from tt , to break wind backward), the- breaking

of wind backwards.

1, s. (from 1 , a fco , and fact, a throwing), a

step.

The (from , the foct, and , to drink), a tree, viz.

that which drinks or imbibes moisture by its foot or

root.

, s. (from it , afoot, and , a water-lily), the lo-

tus foot, the foot compared to a lotus. This is a term

of flattery in very common use among the Ilindoos .

, s. (from , thefoot, and †, a litle stool), a foots

stool.

*tag¶tax, s . (from fit, a foot, and 17; a washing), the

washing of the feet.

Hħfaga!:, s. (from Я , a fɩớt, and fa̸ , freefrom düst), a

boot, a stocking.

*taíTe , s. (from Я , a foot, and fa̸x34 , moring about), a

'stepping.

1-

, a. (from Я , a foot, and f , destitute), desti-

offoot, apoda!.

etnzatabazaæifani , s . (from it , the great toe,

zaif , depressing, and at , long , the name of ore

of the muscles which assists in moving the great toe,

(flexor longus pollicis pedis. )

914-1863a81fa5 , a . (from 4 , the great toe,

, depre. sing, and , short) , the name of one

of the muscles which assists in moving the great toe,

(flexor brevis pollicis pedis )

* azetag:fezde , a. (from , the great toe, and

ofseta, drawing), the name of one ofthe muscles

which moves the great toe , (abductor pollicis pedis. )

fa , . (from , afoot, and , du:), the dust which

adheres to a person's foot.

, s. (from , a foot, and a , a chariot , a boot.

33, a. (from it , a foot, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of foot, apodal.

, s. (from , the foct, and , service), the at-

tending upon a person's foot. This is a term of cring-

ing flattery used to signify obsequious attendance up-

on a person.

Яtacaa¹, s. (from , the foot, and (A1, sérvice), obsequi-

oùs attendance upon a person, literally the service of

a person's foot,

Aaaaa

1
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tute, s. (from , the foot, and ( ie, a boil), a kibe, a

chilblain, an ulcer on the foot.

Hasta, a. (from Я , aƒvol, and 77, destitute), dêstitute

of feet, apodal.

Hats, s. (from t , a foot, and st, a point , the point of

the foot.

*tatat , a. (from Яt , a foot, and tts, a blow), a kick .

tats, s. (from t , a foot), and , a mark), a footstep,

the print of the foot.

13, a. (from Яi , a foot, and f3, marked), marked

by the foot of a man or animal .

পাদারলিনমনকারিদীর্ঘ, a. (from পাদাঙ্গুলি, a toe , নমনকারি , de-

pressing, and , long), the name of a muscle the use

of which is to assist in moving the toes, (flexor longus

digitorum pedis.)

পাদাঙ্গুলিনমনকারিন, a. (from পাছাঙ্গুলি, a toe, নমনকারিন , de-

pressing, and , short , the name of a muscle the use

of which is to assist in moving the toes, (flexor brevis

digitorum pedis .)

পদাঙ্গুলিবিস্তারকদীর্ঘ, ৫. ( from পাদাঙ্গুলিবিস্তারক, extending the

tees, and , long), the name of a muscle which assists

in extending the toes, (extensor longus digitorum pedis. )

পাদাঙ্গুলিৰিস্তাৱকৰ , a. (from পাদাঙ্গুলিরিভারক, extending the

tces, and , short), the name of a muscle which assists

in extending the toes, (extensor brevis digitorum pedis .)

পাদাঙ্গুষ্ঠাপকর্ষক, a. (from পাদাঙ্গুর, the great toe, and অপকর্ষক,

drawing from), the name of a muscle which assists in

moving the great toe, (abductor pollicis pedis . )

‚Яtaifs €, s. (from Яt , a foot, and , to move), a footman,

a foot soldier.

tatas, a. (from Я , afoot, and atas, bowed), prostrate at

the foot of a person.

পাদানুপুস্থগামী, a. ( from পাদ, the foot , and অনুপ্রস্থগামি , run-

ning across , the name of certain muscles of the foot,

(transversales pedis.)

Aħtæ , s. (from 1, a foot, and ataa, a moving), a stamping

with the foot.

sitatza , a. (from t , afoot, and , bowed down), bow-

ed down or prostrate at the foot of a person.

ЯtalĤa , s . (from Я , a foot, and 4, a plicing), a placing

the foot, a stepping.

পাদাহিমধাৰ প্ৰবহিঃস্থ , a. (from পাদাস্থিধ্যৰৰ্ত্তিন্, within the

bones of the foot , and af , external) , the name of a

muscle belonging to the foot, (interossei pedis externus. )

পাদাহিমধ্যৱৰ্ত্তান্তঃস্থ, a. (from পাদাস্থিমধ্যবর্ত্তিন, within thebones

ofthe fost, and : , internal), the name of a muscle

belonging to the foot, (interossei pedis internus .)

atstattet, s. (from t , wind expelled backwards, and

atta

t , an insect), the name of a large species of cimex

or bug.

1 , s. (from , a shoe), a shoe, a slipper.

ta, s. (from 4 , to move), a shoe, a slipper.

ta , a. (from it , ashoe, aud to make), making shoes ;

s. a shoe-maker.

tet , s. (from a, thefoot, and s , water), the water

in which a brahmun has dipped his foot. This is es-

teemed a most sacred thing by the lower classes of

Hindous and is drank as a purification from moral evil.

Яta , s. (from Яta, thefoot), water offered to a guest or su

perior to wash his feet.

tt , s . (from H, to drink), the act of drinking. This word

constructed with , to do, means to drink ; with »ỡi , to

cause, it means to give a person something to drink, to

force a person to drink.

*171, 8. (from *† , a drinking, and af, a doer), one who

drinks, a drinker.

Яtaštæcata, s . (from t , a leaf, and text , a cucurbi-

taceous plant), the name of a species of fern, (Polypo-

dium unitum . )

*taæt¿æ, a. (from Я† , a drinking and tax, doing), drink-

ing; s . a drinker.

tatt, a. (from 1 , a drinking and tf , doing), drink-

ing.

asfas, a. (from tt , a drinking, and as, produced);

produced by or arising from drinking.

Ha , a. (from 17, a drinking, and 71, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from drinking.

ta , ad. (loc. case of ), for the purpose of drink-

ing.

tat , a . (from t , a drinking, and 3, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from drinking.

ataatal, s. (from ★ta, a drinking, and at , frightening),

the name of an annual plant of the unbelliferous kind,

(Phellandrum stoloniferum .)

Hafafaze, « . (from ta, a drinking, and I, a cause),

caused by or arising from drinking ; ad. from or be-

cause ofdrinking.

stafaface, ad. (from 17, a drinking, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from drinking.

, s. (from ta, a drinking, and a, a ressel), a drink-

ing vessel.

ta , a . (from 17, a drinking, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from drinking ; ad. from or because

of drinking.

tafa , ad. (from Яt , a drinking, and fea1 , without), with

out or beside drinking.
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fofa , a. (from ta , a drinking, and fofas, ex-

cepted , drinking excepted.

পানজাতিরেক, ৪. ( from পান, a drinking, and জাতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of drinking.

, ad. (loc. case of tafora ), with the excep-

tion of drinking, without or beside drinking.

, a. (from it , the drinking of any thing, and at,

immersed), drunken, sottish, immersed in drinking.

HAE3), 8. (from Hd, a leaf, and 31, a climbing plant), the

name of a small plant ( Hedysarum gramineum.)

as, a. (from a, adrinkingand 7 , drunken), drunken .

, s. (from fa , a particular kind of boat), a par-

ticular and very common sort of small boat.

qfagge, a. (from Я , a drinking, and (53 , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from drinking ; ad. from or because of

drinking.

tat, s. (from 7, the act ofdrinking), the foundation of a

wall, a solution ; v. d. to cause a calf to suck in order

to induce the cow to give her milk freely.

tatti, s. (from ta, a drinking, and taigi, desire), a

desire of drinking, thirst.

*tatætgì, a. (from ta, a drinking, and tif , desir-

ous), desirous of drinking, thirsty.

Chatfamia, s. (from 417, a drinking, and sata, desire), a

desire to drink, thirst.

tatatat, a. (from t , a drinking, and fata , desir-

ous), desirous of drinking, thirsty.

tatut, a. (from t , a drinking, and fifa, desirous), de-

sirous of drinking, thirsty.

tatt , ad. (from 1 , a drinking, and af, an object , for

the purpose of drinking.

tata , s. (from tat , the object of drinking, and sɩ☎,

water), water for drinking.

tat , a. (from the act ofdrinking, aud atas, de-

veted to), devoted to drinking, soitish.

*ta , s. (from 1, to drink , water, any liquid which is pro-

for drink.
per

ja , s. (from statytamæ, the name of a fruit) , the

name of a fruit and also of the tree which produces it,

(Flacourtia cataphracta .)

ta , s. (from at , the name of a fruit , the name

of a fruit, and also of the tree which produces it , (Fla.

courtia cataphracta. )

Яtizmi, s. (from Яtal, water, and i , a plantain , the

name of an aquatic plant, (Damasonium iudicum .)

tal1851, s. (from , water, and .551, a species of

plant , the name of a species of plant which grows in

wet places, Commelina salicifolia .)

stat.

tas, s. (from that , water, and 5, to cat), the name of

a species of water bird with webbed foot, (Pelecanus

fusicollis, Buchanan's Mss . )

asa , s. (from stat , water, and a , a capstern), a wa-

termill.

. s. (from tt , water, and , to cut , the

keel of a ship or boat.

tata , s. (from that , water, and stat, a heating), the

name of a kind of sweetmeat or confectionary.

1, s. (from Я , water, and 1, a species of grass),

the name of a species ofgrass, (Agrostis tenacissima. )

atalatai, s. (from Яtat, water, and atat , a water course),

an aqueduet, a gutter, a trench, a rivulet,

, a. (from Я , water, and af , way-faring), tra-

vellingby water, voyaging.

Яtara, s. (from at, water, and ™ , a fruit) , the name of

an aquatic plant, and also of its nut or seed which is

used as an article of food, (Trapa bicornis.)

Hatano, s. (from Я , water, and , the smallpor) , the

chicken pox.

sadly, a . (from Hat, water, and , to nourish), living

by water ; s. a waterman.

tata1 , s. (from t , water, and , to nourish), a water-

man.

Яtasat, s. (from tal, water, and 1, a raft), the name

of a large species of aquatic bird , (Pelecanus philip-

pensis.)

Aaaaa2

tatafa , s. (from , water, and as, pepper), the name

of a plant which grows in wet places, (Polygonum flac-

cidum.)

1, s. (from that , water, and at, a sort of rush), the

name of a species of rush-' ike grass , (Cyperus distans .)

ìg, a. (from * , to drink), fit for drink, potable ; s. wa◄

ter.

131, s. (from at , water, and at, a climbing plant).

the name of a climbing plant, ( Galedupa uliginosa . )

tata , s. (from Яtat , water, and ats , the sensitive

plant,,the name of an aquatic species ofsensitive plant,

(Desmanthus natans. )

ts ,s. (from , water, andffm, Arabiзnjasmime),

name of a shrub which grows in swamps, (Phyllanthus

multiflorus .)

t1, s. (from tt , water, and fti , a nerve), the name

of a species of grass, ( Rottboellia compressa. )

ta, a. (from it , the act of drinking), diluted, insipid,

serous.

alat , s. (from , water, and ts , the name ofa

shrub), the name of a shrub, Grewia sepiaria.)
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Palatars, s. (from 7, wi'er, and £13 , a 'ooth), a tooth

which bleeds, a bleeding tooth or gum.

ta , s. (from * , the foot), a slipper.

ta, ad. (from , to do customarily) , towards.

s (from t , a drinking, and , desire) , a desire

to drink, thirst.

Pittas , a. from 917, a drinking, and , desirous), desir-

ous of drinking, thirsty.

Skaga, « . (from 497, a drinking, and , desirous) , de-

sirons ofdrinking, thirsty.

katers , a. (from , a drinking, and 83, engaged in',

engaged in drinking.

Piratas, a . (fiem Ata, a drinking, and 33, intoxicated), in-

toxicated with drinking.

31, a. (from * , to drink) , laid up for a future occasion.

The word is only applied to boiled rice which is put

in fresh water and reserved for a future meal.

Al , s. (from fun, a road,, a traveller, a passenger.

ta , s (from Я , the eating after a fast), the eating of

the first meal after a religious fast.

Pl , s. (from , to preserve), sin , a crime, guilt, wickedness .

Constructed with , to do, this word means to commit

sin, and with fati, to dissolve, to atone for sin.

ty, a. (from it , sin, and , to do), committing sin, per-

petrating crimes .

1. s. (from t , sin, and a , a doer), a person who

commits a crime, a sinner.

Hi , s. (from *t*, się , and z , an action), a sinful ac

tion, a crime.

setze, a. (from it , a sinful action , and tṛa, do-

ing , commiting sinful actions ; s. a sinner, a wicked

person.

tal , a . (from a sinful action, and tf ,

doing), committing sinful actions , acting a wicked part.

, . from 4 , sin, and i , an action), guilty of

sinful actions, a criminal.

gigatale , a. (from 4 sin, and , doing), committing

sias, perpetrating crines ; s. a sinner.

37. a . from , rin, and af , doing) , committing

sins, perpetrating crimes.

Arts, a. (from 25 sin, and 4, to do), committing crimes,

perpetrating crimes.

453, s. (from 4, sin, and 3, desay) , the gradual des-

truction of sin, the mortification of sin.

Atzat , a. (from 4 , the mortification of sin, anl

, doing), mortifying sins, causing the mortification

of sin.

(from 7, the mortificion of gin, and

Bit.

, doing , mortifying sin, causing the mortificati

on of sin .

, s. (from , the sin, and six, a planet), an evil pla

net. The Hindoes account the Sun , Mars, Saturn, and

Venus when in the same house with either of the three

planets afore-mentioned, and the ascending and descend-

ing node, which are by them accounted planets, the

causes of calamity or misfortune ; calamity, ill-luck.

a. (from , sin, and E , to kill), sin-destroying, ex-

pizting for sin .

#$45, a. (from Яt, sin, and 7, to be producel), produced

by or arising from sin.

3, a. (from 4, sin , and [13, produced , produced

by or arising from sin.

1577, a. (from 1 , sin, and 71, producible), producible

by or arising from sin.

, ad. (loc. case of 15 ) , for the purpose of sin or

crime.

ts, a. (from tt, sin , and at , produced), produced by

or arising from sin or crimes.

E , s. (from tafs, removingfaults, and stay, cate

chu , an inferior crumbling kind of Catechu or Japan

earth.

#1913), s. (from *†*, sin, and ħtó ,̟ a girer), one who con

demns or punishes for crimes, one who imputes sin to

a person or holds him guilty.

, a. (from t, sin, and at , giving), condemning

or punishing for sin, imputing sin, reckoning a person

guilty, charging with a crime.

aatst, «. (from t, sin, and atf , giving), condemning,

punishing for sin, imputing sin, reckoning a person guil-

ty, charging with crimes.

ta , s. (from *t*, sin, and ¤, destructive), the expia-

tion or destruction of crime.

, a. (from 1 , sin , and destruction) , expia

ting or taking away sin.

statal, a (from et, sin, and TF , destructive), expia-

ting or taking away sin.

att, s. from it, sin, and art, d· s'ruction) , the destruc

tion of crime, the expiation of sin .

Hatte , a (from 23. sin , and a***, doc'ructive), destrucę

tive to crimes, expiating sins.

, (from 2ttet , sin, andGs, causing to cease),

putting a stop to sin or crimes.

a . (from t , sin, and fate , preventing), pre-

venting sia or crimes.

**faatça, s. (from it , sin, and Gates, a preventing), the

preventing ofsie or crimes,

2
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a , s. (from it, sin, and fa , cessation), the cessa-

t on of sin or guilt.

Alfafes, a.(from 44, sia, and fasa , a cause), caused

by or arising from sin or crime ; ad. from or because of

crimes or sin.

, ad. from sin, and 3, a cause), for the

purpose of crimes or sin.

gita, a . (from 4 , sin , and 25, giving), charging with

. guilt, condemning or punishing.

, a. (from t, sin, and TF, caused by), caused by

or arising from sin or guilt ; ad. from or because of sin

or guilt.

at , ad. (from t, sin, and , without , without

sin or crime.

tatt, s. (from t , sin, and fat , destruction , the

destruction of sin or crime, the expiation of sin.

fat , c. (from t , sin , and fate, destructive), de-

structive to sin, expiating sin,

atsa, s. (from tt, sin, and fats , a releasing),

the pardon of sin, a propitiation for sin.

debate, g. (from grafts , the pardon of sin,

and at , doing ), forgiving sin; purging from sin.

পাপবিমোচনকারী, a. ( from পাপৰিমোচন, the pardon of sin, and

fa , doing) , forgiving sin , purging from sin.

f , a . (from tt, sin, and fat , pess:ssed of), sinful,

criminal, wicked .

At , a . (from , sia, and fa, destitute) , destitute

of sin, innocent.

afsi , a. (from tt, sin, and f , excepted) , sin

or guilt excepted.

ataufsgæ, s. (from Я , sin, and tifsize, an exception),

the exception of sin or guilt.

faza, d. loc . case of?

Asta, a . (from

fag , with the excepti

on of sin or crimes, without or beside sin or crimes.

sin, and to share , sharing in a

crime ; s. a sharer or partner in crime or guilt.

atstat, a. (from , sin, and 17, sharing) , sharing in

sin or guilt ; s. a sharer or partner in crime or guilt.

Attests , s. (from 4, sin, and cẽ tat, suFering), a suffering

the consequences or punishment of sin

ast , a. (from 4, siz and catst , suffering) , suffering

consequences or the punishment of sin.
the

, a . from t , sin , and af , the mind , sinfully mind-

ed, inclined to crimes.

, a. (from

A113, « . (from

sin , made up ofsin , wholly sin .

, sin, and 7 , joined to), connected

with sig or crime, sinful , guilty, crimingl.

, a. (from tt, sin, and 33, destitute), free from

crime or sin, innocent.

Haathy, s . (from 4, sin , and tf , destituteness), a

freedom from sin, innocence.

(from it , sin), sinful, guilty, criminal, inclin

ed to sin.

, a. (from , sin, and , an inclination) , inclin

ed to sin or guilt.

, a . Tom it , sin, and t , empty), free from sin or

guilt, innocent.

, s. (from Я†4, sin , and ₹5, a destroyer), that which

destroys sin or guilt , he or that which expiates guilt.

, a. (from Я , sin, and , to take away), expiating-

sin, taking away guilt or crime.

4, s. (from it, sin, and a, taking away , the tak-

ing away of sin or guilt, the expiating of crimes .

, a. (from , sin, and E , to kill), destroying or ex-

piating sin or guilt.

sgtze, a. (from it, sin, and

away sin or guilt, expiating

stat, a. (from t , sin, and

tax, taking away), taking

crimes.

fan, taking away), taking

crimes.away sin or guilt, expiating

, a. (from it, sin, and 77, destitute), free from sin

or guilt, innocent.

HNTIF, a. (from , sin, and egg, a cause), caused by or

arising from sin or guilt ; ad. from or because of sin

or guilt.

ttt. s. (from ttt, sin, and tatt , desire), a wicked

desire, a criminal inclination.

ta (from tt, sin, and att , desirous), inclin-

ed to wickedness .

(from t , sin , and 154, conduct) , a wicked

practice, wicked conduct.

ttta, s. ( from , sin, and tota, conduct), a wicked

practice, wicked conduct

1981-7. c. (from t, sin, and acting customarily),

practising sin, living in wickedness .

state , a fiom , sin, and , a spirit), sinful, wicke

ed .

ataifata, s . (from **, sin, and afeta, desire), a delight

in or desire to commit sin, a sinful inclination.

san , «. (frem ; s , and fat , disicus , de

sirous of committing sin, taking pleasure in sin.

sttatt*ta , a . (from 4, sin , and i47, a scope) , wicked, ing

tending evil or crime.

theta , a . (from Ett, sin ) , wicked, guilty, criminal , highly

wicked, most wicked.

Hei, a (hom Fia, sinful), sinful, wicked, guilty,
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iftet, a.fem . (from 4, sin), wicked, guilty, criminal.

+917, a . (from t, sin , wicked, guilty, criminal.

El,, s. from it, sin, and 1 , desire), a sinful desire ,

a criminal inclination.

tet , a. (from it , sin, and 2 , desirous) , desirous of

committing sin.

a . (from , sin, and 5, desirous), inclined to sin,

desirous of committing wickedness.

Ħi-¡Ã, s. (from * , to preserve), a sin, a crime , wickedness .

, s. from 1 , thefoot, and tti , a crack , a chap or

crack in the foot.

ta, s. (from E, a joint) , the joint ofa reed or bamboo, the

joint of any gramineous plant, a knuckle, a joint, a pro-

tuberance.

ta , a. (from , to purify) , cleansing, purifying.

Hi, s. (from †13, a particular sort of fish), the name of

a particular species of fish , ( Silurus asotus, Lin .)

HæЯtatā; s. (from , a particular fish, and æ , a fish),

the name of a particular species of fish, (Silurus asotus.)

Яtza, a. (from , to purify , purifying, cleansing.

atzat, s. (from A, purifying), purification, cleanness.

Яta , s. from Я , purifying) , purification, cleanness .

1 , v. n. (from , a foot, and Я , to set down), to stamp ,

to place the foot in a particular situation.

Яta, s. (from Я , a scab , the itch, a ringworm or herpes ,

, a. (from , the itch, and 1 , to go), base, vile, des-

picable, low, abominable, stupid, silly .

, s. (from 7, base), baseness, viieness, despicable-

ness, meanness, abominableness , stupidity, idiotcy, sil-

liness.

8. (from tag, bas , baseness, vileness, despicable-

ness, meanness, abominableness, stupidity, idiotcy, sil-

liness.

ta , s. (from tax, bas?), à mean woman.

total, a. (from , thefoot, and 5 , to move), going ou

foot.

tata , s. (from 1, thefoot, andxolș, ajacket), a pair of

trowsers or long drawers.

Яtçka, al. (from 1, afoot, and , t t ead), on foot.

st, a . (from , the foot, and 51, fallen), sycophant,

servile.

Яtty, ad. (from ' , a foot , step by step, at every step.

Hbại, s. (from Fates, a pigeon), a pigeon.

test11, s. (from Pits , a pigeon, and 1, a species of

fish), the name of a species of fish, (Chaetodon argus ,

La Cepede.)

Hirgitud), s. (from Hitrat, a pigeon, and fɔa, ses mum), the

witz.

name of a particular species of fish, (Chaetodon a rgus,

La Cepede.)

ta , s. (from tax , a pigeon), a female pigeon.

Яt , s. (from , milk), frumety, a sort of food made of

milk, rice and sugar.

ta , s. (fromЯ , a foot , the leg or foot of a table or any

other piece of furniture, a situation , rank.

Яty , 8. (from Я1 , to preserve), the anus.

ta, v. a. (from † , to cross over), to be able.

Я , s. (from Яta, to cross over), the opposite shore of a ri

ver, the working of the pedal by the foot. This word

constructed with , to be, means to pass over a river

or other obstacle, with , to do , it means to take a per-

son over a river or any obstacle, to get a person through

a difficulty ; with 1, to give, it means to work the pe-

dal by the foot.

পারক, ৫. from ta, to be able), able, expert, capable, ac-

x

tive.

31 , s. (from

8. from

ta , able), ability, capability, activity.

a , able) , ability, capability, activity.

tast, a. (from ta, the opposite bank of a river, and sta, to

go), well versed in any art, skilful, studious, going to

the other side.

tast , s. (from trast, skilful) , skilfulness, a compleat ac-

quaintance with an art or science , studiousness .

ast , s. (from test, skilful), skilfulness, a compleat ae-

quaintance with an art or science, studiousness.

1 , s. (from t , the opposite bank ofa river, and

atti , a landing place), a wharf or landing place from

which people usually cross a river.

ta , s. (from , to be able) , the being able to do a

thing, the first meal after a religious fast.

3 , s. (from t , the opposite shore, and * , a side),

the object within a person's power.

HISHI, 8. (from 3 , subject to another), subjection to

others, dependence.

ta , a. (from , thenext world), belonging or relating

to the next world.

ta , s . (from ta, fulness, and t , to give), quicksilver.

я35**, a. (from , the opposite bank of a river, and

, seeing , seeing the other side, viewing the utmost

limit of an art or science, seeing the opposite shore.

f51, s. (from Aff , seeing the opposite shore), such

eminence in an art or science as to see its furthest li-

mit, a view of the opposite shore.

tan , s. (from an , steing the opposite shore), such

eminence in an art or science as to see its furthest li-

mit, a view of the opposite shore.
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**), a. (from , the opposite bank ofa river, and affa,

seeing), seeing the other side, seeing the utmost limit of

an art or science, seeing the opposite shore.

tanta , a. (from , adultery), adulterous ; s. an adul-

terer.

test, s . (from tatfa , adulterous), adulte ry.

Hanif , s. (from staatfae, adulterous ), adultery.

ta, adultery), adultery.tt , s. (from

tfit , a. (from taat , the chief object), spiritual, excel-

lent, highly esteemed .

★zuú, a. (from 331, communicated from one to another) ,

traditional ; s. traditional doctrine or instruction , con-

tinuous order or succession.

পারলৌকিক, a. ( from পরলোক, the next world), belonging or

relating to the next world .

qt7×7, s. (from * , another, and , a corpse), the son of a

shoodra woman by a brahmun, a son by another man's

wife, a living corpse.

tz , s. (from , carrying a battle axe), a halbert-

man, a soldier armed with a battle axe.

Hatsu, a. (from another man's wife), an adulterine,

the son ofanother man's wife.

1, s. (from Han, quicksilver), quicksilver.

Яtatal, a. (from 7, the opposite shore , paid for crossing

to the opposite shore, used to convey to the opposite

shore.

ettatatīā]*1, s. (from Ha, the opposite bank of a river, and

1, a bout), a ferry boat.

tata , s. (from , another, and , to go , a pigeon, a

dove.

ta, s. (from ta, the opposite bank of a river, and

atata, the hither side of a river), the ocean, the hither

and opposite shores of a river ; ad. through and through.

Яtatud, s. (from , the opposite shore, and wad, a going),

totality, entireness, compleatness ; a crossing to the op-

posite shore.

পারিছিতা,, s. (from falaf , adjustment), the adjustment of

any affair.

#fast , s. (from tf , the rea, and 13, produced , the co-

ral tree (Erythrina fulgens), fabled to have been pio-

duced at the churning of the sea, and being the fabled

tree of the Hindoo paradise.

fat , a. (from † , a marriage), marriage, obtained

on the occasion of marriage.

Bacatae, a. (from fatta, gratification), gratifying, sa-

tisfying.

Hifasiaa, a. (from Histad, a glossory of technical terms),

technical.

fatt, s. (fion , tofill , the name ofa fish, (Mugil latus,

Buch. Mss .)

fata, s . (from fat , a kind offish, and xta, afish),

the name of a species of fish , ( Mugil latus , Buch. Mss.)

, a . (from , an appendix), contained in or

relating to an appendix.

, s. (from fan, an assembly ), a person present at

or belonging to an assembly, a spectator ; a. belonging

or relating to an assembly.

ta, s. (from , the name of a tree , the name of an

ornamental tree, ( Bignonia suave olens.)

1, s. (from T8, abusive), abuse, reproach, scurrilous

language, scurrility, opprobrious language, harshness,

severity, violence, defamation, a misdemeanor, an as-

sault.

tu , s. (from , separate), a seperation, a division.

fift, a. (from ful, the earth), earthy, terrestrial.

, a. (from , particular days ofthe moon's age), be

longing or relating to certain days of the moon's age

particularly the new and full moon.

, s. (from 4 , reialing to certain lunar days, and

, an offering to the manes), an offering to deceased

ancestors usually made on the day of the new moon.

*ifai, a. (from fa, certain days of the moon), given or due

on account of certain festivals.

Я , s. (from 5 , a mountain) , in Hindoo Mythology the

daughter of the mountain Himalaya and wife of Shiva,

tu, a. (from tta , to be able , possible.

t , s. (from , a rib), a side, the side ofthe body, a

side of a mathematical figure.

sts, a. (from a side, and st , gone), attending at

the side, situated on the side, collateral.

Яrtf³, s. (from , a side, and sfs, motion), a goingto

one side, a sliding motion.

at , s. (from , a side, and 8, a tooth , an eye tooth."

, s . (from , the side, and fa , a turning),

a turning in bed from one side to the other.

, s . (from , a side, and t , an intersection), the

intersection of a prolonged side of a triangle by a per-

pendicular raised at the end of the base.

** ), a. (from T´, a side, and zf , being), situated or

being at the side ; s . a companion, an associate .

, a . from , a side, and a , preserving), guard-

ing the sides ; s . the wing of an army

, a. (from , a s.de, and , to stand), situated

at the side ; s. an associate, a companion, a sort of cho-

rus in the Ind au drama, an actor in the prelude and

interpreter ofthe plot.
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arasta, s. (from the side, and æta, u place), a place

by the side of a thing.

fat, a. from 1 , a sile, and f , staying), conti-

nuing at the side.

3, a. (from , a side, and 3, cituated), situated

at the side.

tf , s. (from a side, and f , a bone) , a rib.

f , ad. loc. case of ´ , aside, privately.

, a. (from E , an assembly), belonging to or connect-

ed with an assembly.

f , s . (from , to throw water), the heel, the re: r of an

army, the back, a violent woman, a woman intoxicated

with rage or liquor.

aanasta, A. (from , the rear ofan army, and site,

taking), an enemy in the rear, a commander in the rear

or reserve of an army,

, s. (from 1 , the heel, and at, a ligament), a

ténden which is situated near the heel, (Tendo Achil-

les:)

it , v . a . (from site , to preserve , topreserve, to nourish, to

support, to maintain, to educate, to keep, a promise.

, s . (from to preserve), a nourisher, a protector, a

flock, a herd, a drove, the copulation ofbeasts, a sail, a

sail cloth. This word constructed with att1, to hoist,

means to set a sail with the wind ; with 83 , to cause

tofly, it means to set a sail ; with 113, or 3 , to

hoist, it means to hoist a sa 1 ; with ata , to strike; to

lower or take in sai!; with at, to cause to understand,

to back a sail, and with , to jell; to fill a sail.

Atag, s. (from at , to preserve), a stock of rick ofcorn, a

store house, a magazine.

, a. (from t , to pr. serre), preserving, nourishing,

cherishing, supporting ; s , a preserver, a keeper, a pro-

tector, a groom, a cowherd.

, s. (from , nourishing, and , a son) ; an

adopted son:

1, s . (from it , nourishing, and 1, a son), an

adopted son.

Hi , s . (from , a bed), a sort of sedan chair, a palan-

kin.

Hart, s. (from 4, a twig, and șì, a bul), a switch, a

twig.

ta, s. (from 45, afeather), a plume, a feather, the eye-

lashes. Constructed with 1 , to change, this word

means to moult..

ta , s . from it , beet , beet, (Beta bengalensis), a bed-

stead.

તા.

HiaЯcata, s. (from Я , a bedstead), and a cover, a

counterpane.

, s. (from ta , beet, and t , a pol herb , the

name of a plant much cultivated as a pot herb, ( Beta

bengalensis. )

ta , v. n. from t , prep. and , to move , to turn,

tale, a. (from Я , to turn) , reciprocal, mutual.

, s. (from , to nourish), the nourishing or maintain

ing of a person, the supporting or educating of a per-

son, the keeping of a promise.

ta , s . (from 4, a nourishing, and a , a doer), a

person who nourishes or maintains another, a person

who keeps or guards a thing.

#tazetae, a. (from 457, d nourishing, and tax, doing),

nourishing or maintaining, keeping or guarding.

Házæt , a. (from 87, a nourishing, and ættą, doing),

nourishing or maintaining, keeping or guarding.

tat , a. (from , to nourish), proper to be nourished or

maintained, requiring to be nourished or maintained.

tai, s . (from it , to nourish), the maintenance of a person,

a twig, hoar frost, a time or torn in rotation, a rick of

eorn, the secundines of a beast, a spell ; a. supported,

domestic ; v, a, to nourish, to maintain, to keep or guard,

to fee of run away.

taratai, s. (from it , a twig. The last word is a rhime to

the firs ), twigs and branches.

ta , s . (from t , a protecting, and 54, a pdrt or limb);

a small thatched roof on the top of a mud wall to pre-

serve it instead of a coping.

Hale , «. (from that, torun aw ty), running away, fleeing;

s. à runaway:

tatt, s. (from , a picksaddle), a packsaddle, the ud-

der of an aniínal.

tata, s . (from 11, toflee), flight, escape:

tatfagi, a. (from t , to nourish), nourishing or main-

taining others.

tfa, x: (from ta, to preserve), the point of a sword or

other weapon, a sharp edge, a corner, the tip of the ear,

a line, a row or range, amark, a spot, a stain , a causey,

a woman with a beard, the hollow upon the thigh, a

measure of five seras . This word constructed with cota,

to lift up, means to take off the sharp edge of a piece of

furniture or the like by plaining it, a bevel edge.

ta , a. (from Яta, to pres.rve), nourished, protected,

educated, preserved.

tea, a. (from t , to preserve), requiring to be nourish

ed or maintained, worthy ofmaintenance or preserva-

tion.
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পাঘ,

tifastätta, s. (from , guarded, and , the name

ofatree) the name of a tree which produces a beautiful

flower, (Erythrina fulgens.)

1, s. (from Ha, to preserve), an infusion.

akatata, a. (from Olleg, a stout man), a strong man, a

champion, a hero, a wrestler.

tu, a. (from , to preserve) . proper to be preserved or

nourished, requiring to be nourished or educated.

Mtaifa, s. (from if , a corner, and ¬fs, a bone), in anato-

my the uame of one ofthe bones ofthe head, (Os sphe-

noides).

, s. (from x , one of a pair), the scale of a pair ofba-

lances.

, s . (from , to bind), a rope, a snare, dice ; also (from

Í, a side), a side ; àd. near,

*t* , s . (from , to bind), dice.

1

Faize:

tatan , s. (from tata; a stone; and ( f , penetrating),

an aromatic plant which grows chiefly among stones and

rocks in its natural state, (Plectranthus aromaticus.)

tata , a. (from tata, a stone), full of stones, composed

of stones, stony.

★tatɗāā!, a. (from stat , a stone, and , the heart), hard-

hearted, unfeeling.

tatas. (from Яtat , a stone), a pick axe, a mason's hammer,

a stone-cutter's chisel.

Hat , a. (from Яtat , a stone), stony.

if¥, s. (from Яt

ts, s. (from

with the foot.

a dice), dice for playing.

tf , the heel, and ts, a blow), a stamp

ta?, v. n. (from at,prep. and 4, to recollect), to forget, to

err.

, s. (from Яt , toforget), the forgetting of a thing.

*** ș , «. (from txt, dice, and 1. playing), playing 1, v . n. (from , thefoot, and , to move), to walk.

at dice ; s. a gambler.

11, s. (from *, dice, and işt, play), play at dice,

gambling.

Яtatafa, s. (from , a side, and af , a metallic orna

ment), the name of the beads or metallic balls placed

on each side of a large central one in an ornament of

the breast which is worn suspended from the neck.

tși, s. (from a side, and tș , a turning), the

turning from one side to the other while lying in bed.

H†×æt, 8. (from **, a rope , a ring or ornament for the toes.

tal, s. (from at , a rope), a rope tied to the foot to assist

a person in climbing a tree, dice for play, a small orna-

ment for the ear worn by Hindoo women.

1, s . (from H, dice, and cat , play), play at dice,

gambling.

, a. (from ttt, a side), commanding the wing of an

army, occupying the side, belonging to the wing of an

army,

, ad. (from t , aside), side by side, near.

7, s. (from , a side), a frame, one who extracts.

13 , s . (from it , a rope , a ring for the toes.

*** , a. (from , behind , western, hinder ; s. the hin-

der part.

Яtas, a. (from Яt , sin, and ad, to give), impious, blasphem-

ous, hyperitical, heretical.

331 , s. (from tз, hypocritical), hypocrisy, impiety,

heresy, blasphemy.

asa, s. (from Яtae, hypocritical), hypocrisy, impiety, he-

resy, blasphemy.

tata, s. (from fag, to grind), a stone, a stone used as a

weight.

tets, s. (from 1 , a mountain), a mountain.

tet , s. (from ttts, a hill, and , the bottom), the

bottom of a hill, a valley.

Hitza , a. from Я†† , a hill, and , the bottom), situ-

ated at or pertaining to the bottom of a mountain.

Яtett, s. (from Я , a hill), the brink of a precipice.

Яişi , a. (from Яtats, a hill), belonging to a mountain ;

s. a mountaineer.

sfag , s. (from ts , mountain, and fa , long

pepper), the name of a species of mountain or wild

pepper, (Piper sylvaticum .)

ft, v. a. from , to drink), to drink, to smoke tobacco.

fsfs , s. (from fЯ, yellow), a yellowish tawny colour, yel-

low ochre.

13 , s. (from , to drink), the act of drinking.

fi , s. (from fax , a bird-cage), a bird-cage.

f1, s. (from fis , a raised entrance to a house) , the rais

ed floor ofa house, or rather that part of it which pro-

jects and is covered by the eaves.

fft , v. (from fifæi, an ant), an ant.

fet , s. (from fest, long-pepper), long-pepper, (Piper lon-

gum . )

f , s. (from fi, prep. and to, to utter sound), the black

cuckow, (Cuculus indicus), the spittle coloured red by

chewing bette.

Franta, s. (from P , spittle, and Iɔ, a receptacle) , a spit-

ting pot.

fæntal, s. (from te, spittle, and D, a receptacle), a spit-

ting pot.

fa , a. (fromfe, the cuckow. and a excellent), chief of

cuckows, an appellation applied to an excellent singer.

Bbbbb
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Tap.

ft , a. (from Ft , to colour), brown, yellowish taway.

fЯşi, a. (from fĩ , yellowish brown), brownish yellow.

fa , a (from f , to colour), a brownish yellow colour ;

a. tawny.

fa , s. (from Ft to colour) , the name of a particular ves-

sel of the body according to the yoga. In anatomy it is

the left of three canals which run from the os coccygis

to the head and are supposed to be the passages of

breath or air.

ftst. s. (fromfat ophthalmia), the concrete rheum ofthe

eyes.

fifss, s. (from af , prep, and 8 , to eat), the belly or ab-

domen.

fratat, s. (from pescary), a syringe.

Fa, s. (from fta, to divide), a peacock's tail, a crest, a tail .

ff , a. (from 1, the scum ofboiled rice), sauce, sauce

mixed with rice gruel.

fa, v. n. (from , behind), to recede, to fall back, to

go behind.

1, s . (from fet , to go behin , and 1 , the foot), a desist

ing, a receding, a falling back.

fta , v. n. (from fifa , sauce ), to slip, to slide.

fa , s. (from fifa , sauce), slipping, wet.

17 , s. (fromfm, to slide , the slipping or slidingof the

feet.

fal, v. a. (from fets, to recede), to repel, to cause to go

back, to cause to desist.

Fat , s. (from , behind , the rear of an army, the

stern of a ship, a rope with which the hinder feet of a

horse are tied when he stands in the stable.

fata, s. (from , behind), the stern of a ship, the hin-

der part of a thing, a desisting, a causing to desist.

Flatfifa, ad. (from 1, behind) , behind, following behind.

, ad (from , behind) , behind, after, afterwards.

f , ad. (from te, behind), behind, after, afterwards.

ft , v. a. (from F , to slip), to cause to slip or slide.

fta, v. a. (from ft . colton), to card cotton or wool.

Fax . (from f to colour), a bird cage, a cage, the ribs

or rather the cavity formed by them, the thorax.

Tat, v. a. (from fat , to hurt), to strike, to beat, to kammer,

to pursue, to punish.

ta, s . (from fat , to strike) , the beating of a thing, the

striking of a thing, the hammering out of metal, the

pursuing of an animal .

Fiat, s. (from fat, to beat), a rammer or rather beater used

to beat down the earthen floors of houses and make

them compact.

Freel, s. (fromfrets, the name ofa tree), the name ofa large

Fts.

tree, (Trewia nudiflora) , a pulp of rice prepared by grind-

ing it with water.

fa81, s. (from faª×☎, baked meats), a sort of thin cake or

bread ; v. ato cause to beat, to cause to hammer, to

beat, to hammer out.

fatti, s. (from feti, to beat, a beating, the hammering

of a thing.

fatta, s. (from fri, to be it) , the beating of a floor to make

it compact, the hammering ofa thing, a beating ;.a. bea-

tea, hammered out .

fattfa, s. (from fiti , to beat), the beating or hammering of

a thing; a. earned by or connected with beating or

hammering.

fifa1, a. (from fatti , to beat), beating or hammering.

fatti , s. (from fit , to beat,, a reciprocal beating or

hammering.

fattal, s. (from fals, the nume a tree,, the name of a large

tree, (Trewia nudiflora.)

faftat ,s. (from fat, to beat), a beating or hammering

fat, s . (from , behind), the prying into any thing

with an officious or idle curiosity, an itching or ting

ling; ad. afterwards, in imitation of.

fatfat , v. a. (from fatft an itching , to itch, to tingle.

fat, s. (from , the back , the back of a man or animal,

the back, a stool, the pedestal of an idol, a terrace.

Fiestas , s . (from 1 , the back, and xși, a bundle), a

knapsack.

هچقب

fattista, s. from f , the back, and sta, wind),

fair wind, a wind which blows from behind the back.

fatif1f8, al. from fett , the back), back to back.

f51 , s. (from fife, a raisedfloor), the raised floor of a

house, that part ofthe floor of a house which is on the

outside ofthe mat or mud walls, a portico.

fasts, s. (from 1, pain), trouble and distress.পিড়াপিড়ি,

fafsk, s. (from Li, a species ofplant), the name of a spe-

cies of edible plant, (Trigonella corniculata. )

ffsЯt , 8. (from fèfz , a species of plant, and "tē, an

edible plant), the name of an edible plant, (Trigonella

corniculata.)

fiș1, s . (from it, a stool), a stool, a terrace, the pedestal

of an idol.

fetate, s. (from aft, prep. and , to bind), the name of

Shiva's bow.

fs, s. (fromfg, to collect), a mass, a lump, a funeral cake.

fea , s. (from ft , a mass, and , a date), a cake

or lump ofdried dates.

Flo , s . (from fa , a mass, and ñ , to give), offering the fu-

neral cake to the ancestors,
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fas.

Fents
, s. (fromfie, a mass, and at , a giver), the person

who offers the funeral cake to the ancestors.

fanta, s. (from fats, afuneral cake, and at , a giving) ,

the offering ofthe funeral cake to the ancestors.

Henta ☎, a. (from fats, afuneral cake, and ☎, giving),

offering the funeral cake ; s . the person who offers the

funeral cake.

fenisi, a. (from fats, afuneral cake, and affa̸ , giring)

offering the funeral cake.

flex , a. (from fxx, afuneral coke, and , giving), offer-

ing the funeral cake to ancestors.

Esqātā, s. (from 3, a funeral cake, and qīta, a giving),

the offering of the funeral cake to ancestors.

1851 , a. (from fete, a mass, and , to divile), partak-

ing ofthe funeral cake ; s . a person who has a right to

partake of the funeral cake.

199.

fe , s. (from fta, afather, and , afamily , the pas

ternal race or family.

51, s. (from ft , afather, and 31, duty), the cere

monies due to deceased ancestors , funeral obsequies .

ff , s . (from 3, afather, and f , a work), the ce-

remonies due to deceased ancestors, funeral obsequies.

fa , s. (from 93, afather, and я , a house), the pater-

nal house, a father's house.

fasta, s. (from ft , a father, and est , a family), the

paternal race or family.

fat , a. (from Ft , afather, and at , killing), parri-

cide ; s. a parricide.

figet , a. (from fat , afather, and afsa, killing), parri-

cide .

ft37, a. (from fis, a father, and xã, to kill), father-destroy-

ing, parricide.

Frostsit, a . (from fie, a mass, and sta, sharing), partak- ft , s . (from fet , a father, and t , injury), parricide,

ing of the funeral cake ; s . a person who has a right to

partake of the funeral cake.

stet, s. (from 3, thefuneral cake, and tt, an oblite

rating), a neglect of offering the funeral cake at the

appointed time.

fist, s . (from fiş, to collect) , the name of a beautiful flow .

ering shrub, (Tabernæmontana coronaria flor, plen .) a

species of palin, (Phoenix dactylifera) ; a species of

cucurbitaceous plant and its fruit , (Cucurbita lagena-

ria.)

F343, «. (from fato, a mass, and 73, made), made up in-

to a mass or ball.

Fiets, a . (from fats, a mass, and 33, become), become a

mass or ball.

freitas. (from fret, a mass, and 7, an eminent person),

eminent for sitting like a mass of matter and doing no-

thing except censuring others.

পিতল, s. (from পিত্তল, brass , brass.

31, s. (from 3, afather), a father.

ftstag, s. (from , afather), a paternal grandfather, one

of the names of Bruhma.

the murder or ill-treatment of a father.

fat , a. (from fats, afather, and catæ, injuring), in-

juring a father, parricide.

sts , a. (from fix, a father, and exifką, injuring), in.

juring a father, parricide.

faefat, u. (from 3, a father, and f , to hate), hating or

maliciously injuring a father.

fa , s . (from 3, afather, and c , malice), malice or

spite towards a father.

3st, a. (from fЯ3, afather, and c , malicious), mali.

cious or spiteful to a father.

3 , s. (from 3, afather, and c , one who injures),

a person who treats his father with spite or malice.

43 , 8. (from fats, afather, and 2 , wealth), paternal

wealth, hereditary property.

fate , a. (from fa, a father's wealth, and st ,

taking), taking or inheriting a father's property ; s.

person who receives his father's property.

faza's , a. (from 7, a father's wealth, and i

taking), receiving or inheriting a father's property.

fa , a. (from 3 , afather's wealth, and , to take),

receiving or taking a father's property..

fstæði, s. (from fat , grandfather), a paternal grand- fat , a. (from 134, a father's wealth, and fig

mother.

fastata , s . (from 31 , a father, and at , a mother), pa-

rents, a father and mother.

fs, s. (from , to preserve), a father.

freza, s. (from f13, a father, and i work), the cere-

monies due to deceased ancestors, funeral obsequies,

Featur, s. (from 3, afather, and at , a work), the ce-

remonies due to deceased ancestors, funeral obsequies.

taking), inheriting or taking a father's property.

fatti, s. (from 38 , a father's wealth, and tætgi,

desire), a desire for a father's property.

fatætsì, a . (from 44, a father's wealth, and tata?,

desirous) , desirous of his father's property.

পিতৃধনাপহারক, a. (fromপিতৃধন, a fathers wealth, and অপহারক,

taking away), plundering his father, taking away his fa

ther's property.

Bbbbb2
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113. fors

statt , à. (from fet , a father's wealth, and tag. I first , s . (from Fis, afather, and cutæ, a person), an an-

taking away), plundering a father, taking away a father's

property.

Fasgatents, s . (from ft , a father's wealth, and wfs-

ta, desire), a desire for a father's property.

Fetismtal, a. (from 1327, a father's wealth, andপিতৃধনাভিলাষী,

afsatfa , desirous) , desirous of a father's property.

fazilazi, s. (from fat , afather's wealth, and ₹&1, desire),

a desire for a father's property.

fâ , a. (from fЯ387, a father's wealth, and 75, desir-

ous), desirous of a father's property.

PINE, a. (from 1957, a father's wealth, and ₹5, desir-

ous), desirous ofa father's property.

f , a. (from fats, afather, aud , a side), paternal ; s.

the fortnight of the moon's wane in the mouth of Bha-

dra, the relations on the father's side, paternal relati-

onship.

33, s. (from ft , afather, and 5 , a lard , Yuma the

regent of death.

3,8. (from f , a father, and , an office), the office

or station held by a father.

fagtataglia, s . (from ft , a father, fistag, a grandfather,

and tf , the first), paternal ancestry, progenitors.

fa, s. (from fix, afather, and * , a mate), the line

of paternal ancestors, a paternal ancestor.

পিড়স, s. (from ft , afather, and , a mother), the even-

ing.

fasz…xt , s. (from f13, afather, and T➡, a family), the pa .

ternal race or family.

fazza, s. (from f¾ , a father, and 7, forest), a cemetery

or place of burial.

f3 , s . (from fat afather, and t , a relation), the

son of a paternal grandfather's sister, the son of the

sister of a father's mother, the son of a father's pater-

nal uncle.

fa , s. (from ft3, a father), a paternal uncle.

f ), s. (from fÃ½Ã , a paternal uncle, and ì, a wife),

the wife of a paternal uncle.

45, s. (from fЯ , an uncle, and 7, a son), a father's

brother's son.

ful, s . (from fi , an uncle, and , a daughter),

a father's brother's daughter.

14355, a. (from Hts, afather, and 55, devoted to), devoted

to a father.

পিতৃভক্তি, s. (from fts, afather, and f , devotedness), de-

votedness to a father.

পিতৃমাতৃহীন, a. (from পিত,ৃ a father, মাত ,ৃ a mother, and হীন,

bereft), bereft of parents, orphan,

cestor, ancestors. The progenitors of any person sup-

posed to be in a state of enjoyment or suffering in an

other world.

fasttaa, s. (from fig, a father, and † , discipline), pa-

ternal discipline or authority.

3. (from fig, afather, and t , obsequies), the of

fering to deceased paternal ancestors.

fi , a. (from ft , afather, and cЯt , serving , serv

ing or attending on a father.

figazi, s. (from fag, afather, and c ', service), service

or attendance on a father.

fizaal, 8, (from (45, a father, and 7. a sister), a pater-

nal aunt.

f3 , s. (from fiz, a father, and 3 , murder), the mur-

der of a father.

fx , s . (from fet afather, and a murderer), a par

ricide, viz. the murderer of a father.

txt, a . (from fit , a father, and 7, to kill), father-kill-

ing, parricide.

ft , s. (from aft, prep. and c , to cut) , bile, gall

fas , a. (from f , bile, and , to make), making or pro-

dueing bile.

fata , a. (from f , bile, and ◄◄, making), produc

ing bile, making bilious.

faзæis, a. (from fig, bile, and æfa , doing), producing

bile, making bilious.

fts , a. (from fets, bile, and , to make), causing bile,

producing bile.

fatata, s. (from fte, bile, and cat , a receptacle), the gail

bladder.

fax, a. (from f , bile, and , to kill), antibilious, de-

stroying bile.

stefan, s. (from fit , bile, and for, a hole), the name of

certain pores or ducts belonging to the biliary system,

(Pori biliarii.)

fte , a. (from fet , bile, and , to be produced), produc-

ed by or arising from bile.

ft , a. (from f , bile, and , producing), produc-

ing bile.

fissfis, a. (from f , bile, and f³, produced), produc-

ed by or arising from bile.

fa , a. (from fets, bile, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from bile.

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for the purpose ofbile.

fa , s. (from f , bile, and , a fever), a bilious fever.

f3 , a. (from fa , bile, and 1 , to give), producing bile,

making bilious.
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পিত্ত. পিপা

Fenici, s. (from (43, bile, and atą, agiver), a thing which [] freqfa, s . (from fta, bile, and fa, increase), the increase

produces bile.

FIЯtyæ, a. (from f , bile, and aty , giving), producing

bile making bilious.

fent , a. (from f , bile, and fa , giving) , producing

bile, making bilious.

পিতবারিসামান্যপুনালী, s. (from পিত্তধারিন, containing bile, and

ataragatat, a common duct), the name of a duct in the

biliary system, (Ductus communis choledochus.) ·

fasata , s. (from fat , bile, and at , holding), the name

ofa duct belonging to the biliary system, (Ductus com-

munis choledochus.)

2
, s. (from f , bile, and , destruction), the de-

struction or remedy for a redundance of bile.

f , a. (from f , bile, and , destroying), antibi-

lious, destroying bile, counteracting or curing disorders

arisingfrom bile.

fet =ì, a. (from 113, bile, and f , destroying), anti-

bilious, destroying bile, curing disorders arising from

bile.

f4371*, a. (from f98, bile; and a††, destruction), the de-tt,

struction or cure of bilious diseases.

fate, a. (from Ft , bile, and at , destructive), anti-

bilious, destroying bile, good for curing bilious dis-

eases.

পিত্তনিৰৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from পিশু, bile, and নিৱৰ্ত্তক, causing to cease),

puting a stop to the secretion of bile, curing bilious

diseases.

fasfataz, a. (from Ft , bile, and fata , preventing), pre-

venting bilious diseases .

feated, s. (from f , bile, and faatad, a preventing),

the preventing of bile, the preventing of bilious dis-

eases.

fafafa, s. (from f , bile, and faf³, cessation), the ces-

sation of bile, the cessation of bilious diseases.

পিত্তনিমিত্তক, a. (from পিত্ত, bile , and নিমিত্ত, a cause , caused

by or arising from bile ; ad. from or because of bile.

Fefafie, ad. (from ft3, bile, and fifa , a cause), for the

purpose of bile.

fen, a. (from f , bile, and , giving), producing bile,

making bilious.

Fez , a. (from f , bile, and T , increasing), increas

ing bile.

3757, s . (from f , bile, and a, an increasing) , the in-

creasing of bile.

fsfent, ad. (from f , bile, and fat, without), without or

beside bile,

of bile.

পিত্তনাতিরিক্ত, a. (from পিত্ত, bile , and বাতিরিক্ত, excepted) , bile

or gali excepted.

fifsize, s. (from frs, bile, and iftae, an exception ,

the exception of gail or bile.

fasciforire, ad. (loc. case offf ), with the excep

tion of gall or bile, without gall or bile.

fy, a. (from f , bile), consisting ofgall or bile, abound-

ing with bile.

f , s. (from f , bile, and at, preservation), the pre-

servation of bile.

1ften, s . (from f , bile, and 1 , to give), brass.

fз , a. (from frem, brass ), brazen.

ftenby, s. (from ft³, bile, and ¤ , an accumulation), the

accumulation of bile.

figol, s. (from fr³, bile, and 15, that which destroys),

that which destroys or removes bile.

fas , a . (from fats, bile, and , to kill), antibilious, de-

stroying bile.

flege, a. (from 1 , bile, and tg, a cause), caused by

or arising from bile ; ad. from or because of bile.

fatata, s. (from fts, bile, and state, a receptacle), the

name of a part ofthe body, (Receptaculum chyli.)

f3 , s. (from fte, bile, and sad, an excess), an excess

of bile.

fiata , s. (from fiş, afather, and atay, à house), a pater-

nal residence, a father's house.

31, a. (from A , a father), paternal.

fatta, s. (from eft, prep. and i, to hold), a cover, a com

vering dress.

fafan, s. (from pinnace), pinnace.

f , v. a. (from aft, prep, and 1 , to hold), to put on

clothes, to dress.

faa, s. (from fia, to dress), the putting on of clothes.

fat, s . (from pipe), a barrel, a pipe, a cask.

fatal, s. (from H, to drink), thirst, desire.

fat , a . (from fata , thirst, and , to do), causing

or exciting thirst.

fatatata, a. (from fat , thirst, and at , doing),

causing a desire to drink, causing thirst.

পিপাসাকারী, a. (fromfetal, thirst , and কারিন, doing), caus

ing a desire to drink, causing thirst.

fatata , a. (from fit , thirst, and , producing),

producing thirst.

পিপাসাজনিত, à ( from পিপাসা, thirst , and জনিত, produced)g

produced by or arising from thirst.
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firit:

fattatsar, s. (from fata , thirst , and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from thirst .

fatata , ad. (loc. case of ftata ), for the purpose

of thirst.

ftatface, a . (from fittat, thirst, and fa , causing

to cease), slaking thirst .

fadatfazte, a . (from fata , thirst, and fiīta , prevent-

ing), preventing thirst.

fafazi , s. (from fatt, thirst, andFat , aprevent-

ing), the preventing of thirst.

fastatfazfa, s. (from fЯ , thirst, and fifs, cessation),

the cessation of thirst.

fffage, a. (from fata , thirst, and fifis, a cause ,̀

caused by or arising from thirst ; ad. from or because

of thirst

fafafar , ad. (from fatta , thirst, andfift , a cause),

for the purpose of thirst.

ftat , a. (from f , thirst, and 3, connected

with), thirsty.

পিপাসাপুযুক্ত, a . ( from পিপাসা, thirst, and প্রযুক্ত, causedby),

caused by or arising fromthirst ; ad. from or because

of thirst.

fetateás, a. (from fit , thirst, and t , increasing),

increasing thirst.

fala , s. (from fatal, thirst, and , an increasing ,

the increasing ofthirst.

Fiffid, a. (from fitta , thirst, and faf , posses-

sed of), thirsty, possessed of a desire to drink.

fafa, 8. (from fЯЯ , thirst, and fª, increase), the

increase of thirst.

ale, a. (fromfitat, thirst, and ,joined to), thirsty,

connected with thirst.

atafes, a. (from fet , thirst, and af , destitute),

free from thirst.

fata, a. (from fit , thirst, and 1, empty), free

from thirst.

fantata, a. (from it , thirst, and 7, destitute), free

from thirst.

+
fatat , a. (from fatal, thirst, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from thirst ; ad. from or because

of thirst.

fas, a. (from 1 ,,to drink), athirst.

Fatal a. (from fat, thirst), thirsty, desirous of drink-

ing.

ft , a. (from 1 , to drink), thirsty, desirous of drink-

ing.

Fast, s . (fromfa , an ant), an ant.

Fifa, s. (from farifæi, en ant), an ant.

পিশ.

farhfaz , s. (from aft, prep. and it , to obstruct), an ant.

fa, s. (from fat, long pepper) , long pepper, (Piper

longum .)

1 , s . (from fi , long pepper, and 1, a leaf, the

leaf of long pepper, an ornament for the ear worn by

women.

fet, s. (from pipe), a barrel, a pipe.

Fat , s. (from. , to nourish), the holy fig tree, (Ficus reli-

giosa.)

faisal, s. (from , to nourish), long pepper, (Piper longum.)

ft , s. (from fagt , longperper, and a , a root) , the

root oflong pepper.

পিয় s. (from the name ofa shrub), the name of

shrub or tree used by the Hindoos as an article of ma-

teria medica but not yet ascertained by botanists.

fig , v . a. (from , to drink), to give a person something

to drink, to cause a person to drink.

fata, s. (from ja , an onion) , an onion.

fata , s. (from Hits, afoolman), a footman, a messenger.

fata , s. (from fa , beloved ) , a guava .

fiata, s . (from , to drink), the name of a fruit tree, (Bu-

chanania latifolia. )

frutal, s. (from 1 , to drink) , a drinking glass, a tea cup.

fatata , s. (from f1 , a cup, and j , play), a drunk-

ard , a tippler.

fatatatatat, s. (from ftatais, a drunkard), drunkenness.

নিয়াশাল, s. ( from পীতশাল, the name of a tree) , the ame of

a tree, (Pentaplera tomentosa .)

fatata, s. (from fiata , thirst , thirst.

ff5, s . (from Pires, Portug.) a saucer.

faffs, s . (from ifs , love), love, affection, kin Iness.

fam, s. (from a, to be obstrueled), an uirfledged bird, a

young animal.

fa , s. (from 1, the spleen), the spleen, a disease or en-

largemen
t
of the spleen .

fata , s . (from fx, the spleen), the spleen, an enlargement

of the spleen ,

ff , s. (from fifa , an ant), a crowd, a multitude.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, acquires the power of an adverb, by swarms,

by multitudes.

fans, s. (from faga, brass, and ♫ , to make), a candle-

stick, a lamp.

fatto, s. (from ff , flesh, and , to eat), in Mytho-

logy a genus offabled demigods of the malignant.kind,

they are represented with horses heads.

ff , s. (from form, to be reduced to constituent paris),

flesh.
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fts.

fas, s. (from fra, wicked), a flea .

fata, s. (fromfar , to be reducedto constitue it parts), saffron ,

a crow ; the sage Naruda, cotton, a spy ; a. cruel,

wicked, low, contemptible , stupid, foolish.

f3731, s. (from fis , cruel), cruelty, wickedness, mean-

ness, contemptibleness, stupidity, folly.

fas , s . (from f , cruel), cruelty, wickedness, mean-

ness, contemptibleness, stupidity, folly.

a, v. a. (from fra, to grind) , to grind, to bruise.

E, s. (from fita, to grind , baked meats, bread.

Flat, s . (from F , an auni's husband), a father's sis-

ter's husband...

Matesfñal, s. (from fañì, a paternal cunt, and ssta), a sis-

ter , the daughter of a paternal aunt.

fantasty, s. (from fit, a patern il aunt, and 5 :3, a brother),

the son of a paternal aunt.

Fata, s. (fromfi, an aunt) , a name by which a man

calls his wife's paternal aunt, and also that by which

a woman calls her husband's pa'ernal aunt.

fal, s. (fromfЯ , an aun!), a paternal aunt.

ft53afx7, s. (from fil, an aunt, and af , a sister), a pater-

nal aunt's daughter.

f351 , s. (from 51, an aunt, and t , a brother), apater-

nal aunt's son.

sfs, an imitative sound used to express the note of some

birds and particularly that ofthe pied cuckoo.

s. s. (from t, a stock) , a stool, a bench, a terrace.

it, v. a. (from fett, to kill , to strike, to beat.

ta, s. (from it, to strike), the striking or beating ofany

thing, the hammering of metals, the striking of a clock.

git, s. (from 4 , the back), the back, a page or side of a

leaf. In fabulous history the place where the parts of

Shiva's wife's body fell when, on account of the affront

her husband had received from her father Duksha, he

threw them to the earth by his trident after her death ;

also (from it, a stool), a stool, a pedestal, a terrace.

, s. (from , a stool, and a , a bruising), in the ama-

tory writings of the Hindoos a lover who labours to ap-

pease an offended or angry mistress.

, s. (from it, a stool, and t , a place), the places

where worship is paid to Doorga the wife of Shiva sup-

posed to have been made sacred by the falling of her

limbs on them when thrown to the earth by her hus-

band.

*Î³, v. a. (from î¾¸, to give pain`, to cause pain, to bruise

mustard or any other seeds in a mill so as to express

the oil, to express the juice of the sugar cane, grapes,

or any other vegetable production,

2

*131.

*95*, a. (from 15, to give pain) , hurtful, occasioning pain

or distress , sore, vexatious ; s. a persecutor or oppressor.

131,8. (from $Îş, to give pain), the giving pain to a person,

the smarting of a wound, the aching of an afflicted

part, the harrassing, persecuting, or tormenting of a

person, the bruising of seeds or fruits in a mill to ex-

press the oil or juice from them.

sts, a. (from 3 , to give pain), sensible, susceptible of

pin, deserving to be pained .

131, s. (from 975 to offlict , pain, affliction, torture, dis-

tress.

, a. (from 51 , pain, and to make), occasioning

pain or distress.

* ştzúí, s. (from fişi, pain, and ag, a doer , a person or

thing which gives pain or afflicts.

•îştæt , ɑ. (from 151, pain, and ☎tạæ, doing), giving

pain, afflicting.

statat. a. (from its' , pria, and af , doing), giving pain,'

afflicting.

431518, «. (from 1951, pain, and ¤ , producing), pro-

ducing pain or distress.

Яştafas, a. (from 5' , pain, and 3, produced), caused

by or arising from pain or distress.´

st , a. (from 51 , pair, and 1, producible), produ

cible by or arising from pain or distress .

Tişt , ad. (luc. case of $1 , for pain or distress .

stats a. (from 1 , pain, and ats, produced) , produc-

ed by or arising from pain or distress.

Яztató;, a. (from 151, pain, and ūtą, a giver) ; a person

or thing which gives pain or distress.

stats , a. (from 51, pain, and t , giving), occasi

oning pain or distress .

Яiștatół, u . (from 751, pain, and tf , giring), giving

pain or distress.

ita , a. (from fș1, pain, and fade, causing to cease),

causing pain or distress to cease, allaying pain or dis-

tress, anodyne.

পীড়ানিবারক, a. (from পীড়া , pain , and নিবারক, prerenting),

preventing pain or distress.

পীড়ানিবারণ, ৪. ( from পীড়া , pain , and নিবারণ , a preventing),

the preventing of pain or distress.

পীড়ানিবৃত্তি , s. ( from পীড়া, pain , and নিবৃত্তি , cessation), the ce3-

sation of pain or distress.

istfafas , a. (from 1 , pain, and fa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from pain or distress ; ad. from or be-

cause ofpain or distress.

stafa , ad. (from 31, pain, and fa , a cause) , for

pain or distress,
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PTS.
210.37.

Hi , a. (from 151, pain, .and , giring), giving pain or

distress.

stata, s. (from 751, prin, and gata, a giving), the giv

ing ofpain or distress.

*fstage, a . (from 2751, pain, and 2 , caused by), caused

by or arising from pain or distress ; ad. from or because

of pain or distress.

tex, a. (from 4751, pain, and Táo, increasing), increas-

ing or aggravating pain or distress.

Hiṣta , s. (from 3 , pain, and 77, an increasing), the

increasing or aggravating of pain or distress .

siz , s. (from 1951, pain, and af , increase), the increase

or aggravation ofpain or distress.

NINCIF, a. (from ſtși, pain, and c , a cause), caused by

or arising from pain or distress ; ad. from or because

of pain or distress .

Afs3, a. (from A , to give pain), pained , afflicted, ill, sick .

fs , a. (from 5, to give pain) , sensible, susceptible of

pain, deserving to be put in pain.

ste , a. (from it , pain, and s , producing),

producing pain or distress .

fişıæta, a. (from 3, to give pain), suffering pain or dis-

tress.

পাঁত, a. (from , to drink), yellow, drunk ; s. safflower, a

topaz, yellow orpiment, turmeric.

, s. (from 3, yellow, and an , a plantain), a

particular variety of the plaintain with yellow pulp.

, s. (from 3, yellow, and , a root), a carrot,

sæt , s. (from , yellow, and ts, wood), yellow sanders .

36 , s. (from , yellow, and 57, sandal wood), a yel-

low fragrant wood supposed to be a variety of sandal

wood.

33 , a. (from , yellow , and , a bird's bill), the name

of a small bird noted for sewing the opposite edges of

a leaf together with its bill in order to form its nest,

(Sylvia sutaria.)

t™, 8. (from з, yellow, and † , wood) , a sort of pine,

(Pinus longifolius.)

3 , s. (from , yellow, and , a tree), the name of a

species of plant, (Curcuma zanthorhiza) ; also a timber

tree peculiar to the northern mountains, (Pinus longi-

folius.)

, s. (from 3, yellow, and , flower), a yellow flow-

er, a particuler species of flowering plant, (Barleria pri-

onitis.)

nu, s. (from , yellow, and af , jasmine), yellow jas-

mine, (Jasminum chrysanthemum.) .

HEXA, s. (from 15, yellow, and ™ , a taste), turmeric.

পীতলোহ,fate, s. (from 5, yellow, and cate, iron), yellow brass,

queen's metal, a mixed metal resembling gold.

*I3×tā, s. (from 5, yellow , and *t , the shala tree), the

name of a timber tree, (Pentaptera tomentosa. )

}зata, s. (from 75, yellow, and îtṛ, essence), a yellow

variety of sandal wood, a topaz.

, a. (from , yellow, and , clothes), clothed in

yellow ; s. one of the names of Krishna.

31 , s. (from , yell w, and , a stone), the name

ofa yellow gem, a topaz.

977, a. (fiom ₹9 , to be large), plump, large, full, smooth.

975, s. (from aft, prep. and 7 , the nose), a disease of®

the nose.

tai , a. (from it , plump, and sa♬, an udder), having a

large udder, having large breasts.

tą, a. (from t , to increase , plump, large, full, smooth.

Dx, a. (from XV, to increase) , plump, large, lusty.

31 , s. (from fa , plump), plumpness, largeness, full-

ness .

s. (from , large), largeness, plumpness, full-

ness.

, s. (from to drink), the water of in mortality, nec-

tar, the milk of a cow the first seven days after calv-

ing.

7 , s. (from , to obstruct), a young bird.و

a , s. (from , to obtruct , the large black apf, (For-

mica compressa ?)

1 , s. (from fet , the spleen ), the spleen ; a. yellow.

1. a. (from , to obstruct), the name of an ornamental

tree, (Careya arborea.)

a, v. a. (from fia, to grind), to grind, to rub or bruise.

951, s. (from ta, a fourth part), a quarter.

ta, s. (from data, straw , straw used as fodder for cat-

tle, hay.

statfs, s. (from ta , strato, and tfs, an umbrella), a

mushroom, a fungus which grows on heaps of rotten

straw.

No , ad. (from , a male), as the masculine (a gram

matical term) ; manlike.

ze , s. (from , manlike, and , a woman), a virago,

a woman of masculine make and manners.

fo , s. (from , male, and fa , gender,, (in grammar)

the masculine gender.

** t, a. (from go , a male, and , to go), going to mẹn,

loose, whorish.

, s. (from , a male, and a, to bear), the first of the

necessary ceremonies of Hindoo initiation, a religious
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Ceremony observed on the mother's perceiving the first

signs of conception.

**f*, s. (from **, 'a ma'e, and *[s, power), virility.

fata, s. (from **, a sort of snake, and 5††, a snake),

the name of a species of serpent, (Amphisbæna. )

15, v. a. (from I, prep, and st , to glean), to wipe, to rub

off. to wipe away.

54, s. (from £5, to wipe), a wiping, a wiping off, a rub-

bing off.

51, v. a. (from Is, to wipe ), to cause to wipe, to cause to

wipe or rub off.

Lotza , 8. (from 5 , to cause to w'pe), the causing a per-

son to wipe or rub off.

Lota, s. (from £51, to cause to wipe), the causing a person

to wipe or rub off.

Istfast, a. (from Ist, to cause to wipe), causing a person

to wipe or rub off.

1, s. (from 5, to wipe), a wiping or rubbing off.

, s. (from , pus), purulent matter.

37, a. (from Is, pus), full of purulent matter.

st, s. (from a, a heap) , a heap, a hoard, wealth, a capi-

tal in trade.

fetz , a. (from fal, a heap, and tạ , making , hoarding,

heaping up.

Haiti, s. (from 1, a heap, and 1, a placing), wealth,

substance, goods.

stat, a. ( from it, a heap, and ',, having), possessing

wealth, rich.

Hal, s . (from . to surround), a bundle, a packet .

fast, s. (from ta, a bundle) , round hand (in writing.)

Hat, s. (from , to be despicable), the anus.

, a. (from , to be despicable,, low, mean, despicable ;

s. a button.

1, s. (from I , a button, and ¤ , a house), a button-

hole, a loop.

tess , s. (from tri , mean, aud cofa, an oilman), greedy,

niggardly, avaricious .

tata, s. (from itsfa, avaricious) , niggard liness,

avarice, greediness.

Hi, s. (from cita , the name of species offish), the name of

a species of fish. (Cyprinus chrysoparus, Buch. Mss .)

Hatā. s. (from II, a species offish, and æté, a fish , the

name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus chrysoparus . )

51 , 8. (from 5, to press), a storehouse, a vessel made with

bands of straw coiled like a large bee-hive for the pur-

pose of preserving grain, a seller of vegetables .

* v. n. (from 1, an insect), to breed insects, to be in-

fected with maggots. This word is usually applied to a

wound or ulcer in which the flies have deposited their

eggs and maggots are formed.

PEI, s. (from #fast, a pond), a pond.

* , a. (from I, a pond), belonging to a pond.

LENOMÈkŢI, s. (from , belonging to a pond, and

cat, a species offish), the name of a species of fish,

(Silurus quadri-vittatus, Buchanan's Mss. )

পুঙ্গুরীয়াপটুক 1, s. ( from পুকুরীয়া , belonging to apond, and পটকা,

the name of a species offish) , the name of a species of

fish, ( Tetrodon fornicatus. )

পুকুরীয়াবালিয়া, s. (from পুকুরীয়া , belonging to a pond, and

ata , a species offish), the name of a species of fish,

(Gobius electris, L.)

, s . (from , a male, and at , to dig), the feather ofan

arrow .

ta , a. (from , the feather ofan arrow, and অনুপু

following thefeather ofan arrow), always eager to ob

tain or engage in work or affairs of any kind, eager.

, s. (from , male, and est , a cow ) , a bull . This word

is used as the last member of a compound to convey

the idea of excellency, superiority, or the like.

(from , to be long) , the tail of an animal.পু , s.

, a. (from , a tail, and TF, joined to) , tailed , con

nected with a tail.

, a. (from a tail, and 3, destitute), tailless,

destitute of a tail.

, a. (from 5, a tail, and 1, empty), tailless , des

titute ofa tail.

, a. (from , a tail, and 17, destitute), destitute of

a tail, tailless.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

motion of astick or pole moving about in soft mud or si

milar matter; s. a poachy or sloppy state of the ground.

* , v. d. (from Я , to usk), to ask, to interrogate.

1 , v. a. (from , to ask), to cause to ask or interrogate ;

s. a question, an enquiry.

, s. (from 5, to rot) , a rotten rag, a rag, a fragment .

a. s. (from , a male, aud , to be produced), a heap of

grain or the like.

Hata, a. (from H , a heap), increasing to a heap.

gateta, a. (from ga, a heap, and xtxt?, a form), formed

like a heap.

Ссес с

atas, 7. (from , a heap, and is, a form), formed

like a heap.

, s. (fiom , to press) the contracting or lessening of a

thing, the joining of the hands as a token of humility

or supplication, a plate or dish made of leaves.
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qq, v. ñ. (from xg, to burn), to burn, to burn away.

3 , s. (from 5 to burn), a burning.

*ffri, s. (from 43, to burn), a burning, a burning away.

, a. (from 13, to burn), scorched up by the sun, burnt

up by the sun through a deficiency of rain ; s . the teeth

of a saw or of a sickle ; also (from , a sugar cane ), the

straw coloured variety of the sugar cane.

, s. (from t, a variety of sugar cane, and at ,

a sugar cane), the pale straw coloured variety of sugar

cane.

* , s. (from 45, to adorn), the white variety of the wa-

ter-lily, (Nelumbium speciosum.) In mythology, the

Elephant of the south- east quarter.

, s . (from , to purify), purity, holiness , virtue, religious

merit, a good action ; ad. pure, holy, righteous, virtuous,

beautiful, pleasing.

, a. (from 7, holiness, and , to do), doing holy or

religious actions, performing holy actions.

TE, ■. (from , holiness, and ☎ad, an instrumental

cruse), effected by the instrumentality of purity or ho-

liness, effected by means of religious merits ; ad. by or

through purity or holiness, by or through religious me-

rits.

rast , s. (from 7, holiness, and , a doer), a person

who performs pure or holy actions.

, s. (from 4 , holiness, and , a work ), a holy

action, a meritorious action.

, n. (from 7, holiness, and , a work), practis-

ing holy or pure actions, performing meritorious acti-

ons.

* ta , a. (from 4 , holiness, and ☎ta☎, doing), perform-

ing holy or virtuous actions ; s. a person who performs

holy or religious actions.

* ætat, a. (from 1, holiness, and ætla , doing), perform-

ing holy or virtuous actions, performing religious acti-

ons.

as, a. (from far, holiness, and , to do) , performing

holy or virtuous actions, performing religious actions .

1 , s. (from 1, holiness, and fagl, a work), a holy or

religious action, a religious ceremony.

* 7 , s. (from 7, holiness , and 7, decay), the decay of

purity or holiness, the decay of religious merits.

tre, a. (from 9, the dec , ofpuri y , and atza,

producing), producing a decay of purity or holiness,

producing a decay of religious me ils .

ususret, a. (from 1 , the decay of purity, and ata,

doing), producing a decay of purity or holiness, pro-

ducing adecay ofreligious merits.

, a. (from 1, holiness, and an, to be produced), pro-

duced by or arising from purity or holiness, produced

by or arising from religious actions.

, a. (from 7, holiness, and , producing), sanc-

tifying, producing purity or holiness , producing reli-

gious merits .

quafi a . (from 4 , holiness, and f , produced), pro-

duced by or arising from purity or holiness, produced .

by or arising from religious merits.

, a. (from 4 , holiness, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from purity or holiness, produci-

ble by or arising from religious merits.

PISU, ad. ( loc. case of 1), for the purpose of holi-

ness or purity, for the sake of religious merits.

113 , a. (from 1, holiness, and ts, produced) , produ-

ced by or arising from purity or holiness, produced by

or arising from religious merits.

Яa , a. (from 1, purity, and ■i, to give), conferring pu-

rity or holiness, sanctifying, confeiring religious me

rits.

41 , s. (from I , purity, and 3, a giver), a person

who confers purity or holiness, a sanctifier, a person

who bestows religious merits.

, a. from 41, purity, and 7 , giving), confer-

ring purity or holiness, bestowing religious merits.

ante , a. (from I, purity, and if , giving), conferring

purity or holiness, bestowing religious merits .

, 8. from purity, and , destruction ), the de-

struction of purity or holiness, the destruction of reli-

gious merits.

, a. (from 7, purity, and , destructive , de-

structive to purity or holiness , destructive to religious

merits.

, a. (from J, purity, and fa , destructive), de-

structive to purity or holiness, destructive to religious

merits.

, s. (from Tal, purity, and at , destruction , the de-

struction of purity or holiness, the destruction of reli-

gious merits.

, a. (from , purity, and , destructive), de-

structive to purity or holiness, destructive to religious

merits.

, a. (from , holiness, and fare, causing to

ceose ) , causing purity or holiness to cease, putting a

stop to religions merits.

fartz , a. (from 4 , holiness, and fata preventing

preventing purity or holiness, opposing or preventing

religious merits.
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fate , s. (from Tai , holiness, and fats, a preventing),

the preventing of purity or holiness, the preventing of

religious merits.

rafa, s. (from 1, holiness, and faf , cessation), the

cessation of purity or holiness, the cessation of religi-

ous merits.

* falæse, a, (from 4 , holiness, and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from purity or holiness , caused by or

arising from religious merits ; ad. from or because of

holiness or purity, from or because of religious merits.

starfaface, ad. (from 1, holiness, and fa , a cause ), for

the sake of purity or holiness, for the sake of religious

merits.

74314, 8. (from 7 , holiness, and 4514, dignity), the dig-

nity of purity or holiness, zeal for purity or holiness,

zeal for religious merits.

ta , a. (from J, holiness, and , giving), conferring

purity or holiness, conferring religious merits.

Hus, a. (from , holiness, and 4F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from purity or holiness, caused by or

arising from religious merits ; ad. from or because of

purity or holiness , from or because of religious merits.

Ta, a. (from 1 , holiness, and T , fruit), the fruits of

purity or holiness, the fruits of religious merits .

Hamisi, a. (from , the fruits of holiness, and

Stfs , partaking), partaking of the fruits ofholiness or

purity, partaking of the fruits of religious merits.

, a. (from L, holiness), pure, holy, performing reli-

gious actions.

*uda, a. (from † , holiness, and T , increasing), pro-

moting holiness or purity, promoting or increasing re-

ligious merits.

, . (from 7, holiness, and 7, an increasing), the

promoting of holiness or purity, the promoting or in-

creasing of religious merits.

at , a. (from 1 , holiness, and at , desirous), desir-

ous of religious merits or holy actions.

, s. (from 1 holiness, andT1, desire), a desire for

religious or holy actions .

* TE, a. (from 7, holiness, and ☎I☎, obstructing), ob-

structing holy actions.

Ha , s . (from Tar, holiness, and T†H , an obstruction), an

obstruction to holiness.

ut , a. (from as, holiness), holy, pure, virtuous, religi-

ous.

fa , ad. (from J, holiness, and f , without), without

or beside holiness or purity, without or beside religious

merits.

Ссссса

* fa , a. (from

T

1, holiness, and fatal, possessed of

holy, pure, possessed of religious merits.

fa , a. (from 1, holiness, and fart , destitute), des-

titute of purity or holiness, destitute of religious me-

rits.

8. (from ar, holiness, and afa, increase) , an in-

crease of purity or holiness, an increase of religious

merits.

ff , a. (from 1, holiness, and fsfas, excepted),

purity or holiness excepted, religious merits excepted.

Ħafзta , s. (from T , holiness, and vfsiz☎, an excepti-

on), the exception of purity or holiness, the exception

of religious merits.

far , ad. (loc. case of fo ), with the excep

tion of purity or holiness, with the exception of reli

gious merit, without or beside purity or holiness, with-

out or beside religious merits.

, s. (from TT, holiness, and tt , an obstructi-

on), an obstacle to purity or holiness, an obstacle to

religious merits.

ats , a. (from 1, holiness, and artats , obstruct-

ing), obstructing purity or holiness , obstructing or hin-

dering religious merits.

st , a. (from 4 , holiness, and 5 , to share), partaking

of orsharing in purity or holiness, partaking ofor shar

ing in religious merits.

stat, a. (from , holiness, and tfs , sharing), par◄

taking of or sharing in purity or holiness, partaking of

or sharing in religious merits.

alf™, s. (from " , holy, and fa, land), a holy place, the

country between the Vindhya mountains and the Hi-

maluya.

, a. (from 7, holiness, and , a root), springing

from or originating in purity or holiness , originating in

religious merits.

, a. (from Tu, holiness, and F, joined to), connect-

ed with purity or holiness, connected with religious

merits, pure, holy.

fs, a. (from 7, holiness, and af , destitute), desti

tute of holiness or purity, destitute of religious merits,

unholy, impure.

tal, a. (from ar, holiness), holy, pure, religious.

art , a. (from far, holiness, and t , disposition), holy.

pure, religious.

, a . (from 7, holiness, and , empty) , destitute

of purity or holiness, destitute of religious merit, un

holy, impure.
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17.

Ha , s. (from 1, holiness, and , an accumulation),

the accumulation of religious merits.

পুণ্যসঞ্চয়কারক, a. (from পুনাসঞ্চয় , the accumulationof religi-

ous merits, and t , doing), accumulating religious

merits ; s. a person who accumulates religious merits .

t , a. (from , the accumulation of religi-

ous merits, and af , doing), accumulating religious

merits.

at,, a. (from 491, holiness, and 7, accumulating),

accumulating religious merits.

at , accomplish-at , a. (from ar , holiness , and

ing), accomplishing or perfecting purity or holiness.

5 , a. (from ta , holiness, and , indicating) , indi-

cating holiness or purity, indicating religious merit.

, a. (from ar, holiness, and t, identified with ,

identified with purity or holiness, identified with reli-

gious merits.

1, s. (from 41, holiness, and o ,̟ one who kills), a per-

son or thing which destroys purity or holiness, a per-

son or thing which destroys religious merits .

sta , a . (from , holiness, and . to smite), destruc-

tive to purity or holiness, destructive to religious me-

rits.

tuta, s. (from , holiness, and fa, detriment), a de-

triment to or diminution of purity or holiness, a detri-

ment to religious merits.

Sixta, a. (from fal, holiness , and F , destitute), destitute

ofpurity or holiness, destitute of religious merits.

* g , a. (from star, holiness, and ex , a cause), caused

by or arising from purity or holiness, caused by or aris-

ing from religious merits ; ad. from or because of puri-

ty or holiness, from or because of religious merits.

tata , s . (from ar, holiness, and statt desire , a desire

for holiness or purity, a desire for religious merits.

ta , a. (from ta , holiness, and attig , desirouss,
de-

sirous of purity or holiness, desirous of religious me-

rits.

HS , s. (from 1, holiness, and 55, a sprout) , the bud-

ding or first appearence of purity or holiness, the

sprouting or commencement ofthe effects of religious

merits.

4. s. (from 4 , holiness , and 54, conduct , pure

or holy conduct, a holy life, the practice of religion.

Hartara), a. (from , holness, and water, acting custo-

marily), practising religious actions, leading a pure or

holy life.

Hata , a (from 17, holiness, and atwa, self), consisting

of or identified with purity or holiness, consisting ofor

identified with religious merit.

tu , a. (from r, holiness, and at a spirit), holy,

pure, religious, virtuous.

ta , 8. (from 1 , holiness, and at , practice), the

practice of holiness or virtue, the practice of religion.

startata, s. (from 1, holiness, and t , search), a

seeking after holiness or purity, a seeking to perform

religious actions.

tt , a. (from 4 , holiness, and fa , seeking),

seeking after holiness or purity, seeking to perform re-

ligious actions.

Hartì, a. (from , holiness, and tfu , seek-

ing), seeking after holiness or purity, seeking to per-

form religious actions.

atta , s. (from 4 , holiness, and , the want of holi-

ness), holiness and the want of it, purity and its abe

sence, holiness and sin.

fata, s. (from ar, holiness, and afsata, desire), a

desire for purity or holiness, a desire to perform reli-

gious actions.

taatst . a . (from r , holiness, and fatfa , desirous ;

desirous ofpurity or holiness, desirous of performing

religious actions.

HÚT, a. (from T, holiness, and fifa, desirous), desir-

ous ofpurity or holiness, desirous of religious merits .

Art , ad. (from r, holiness , and af, an object), for the

sake of purity or holiness, for the sake ofreligious me

rits.

art . s. (from T, holiness, and 57, a day`, the day on

which the tenants pay the first payment of their rents to

the landlord.

4

, a. (from T, holiness , holy.

, s. (from r, holiness, and 1, desire), a desire for

holiness or purity, a desire to perform religious acti-

OBS .

a. (from T, holiness, and desirous , desirous

of holiness or purity, desirous of performing religious

actions

a. (from Ar, holiness, and 7 , desirous , desirous

ofholiness or purity, desirous of performing religious

actions.

arta , s . (from Tr, holiness, and SAT, a rising into view),

the first appearance of purity or holiness, the first ap-

pearance of religion .

trategia, a . (from 4 , holiness, and thes, produc-

ing), producing purity or holiness, producing religious

actions,
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spdtús, a. (from 10 , holiness, and surs, engaged in), ` | tata, s. (from , a son, and ☎ta , posterity), male

engaged in the practice of purity or holiness, engaged

in religious actions.

tartst, s. (from T, holiness, and starts , endeavour),

an endeavour after purity or holiness, an exertion to

perform religious actions.

artcarts , a. (from ar, holiness, and statista , endeavour-

ing), using exertions to practice holiness or purity, en-

deavouring to perform religious actions.

de, v. a. (from cat , to be strong), to plant, to set a stake

or post in the ground, to bury.

3, a. (from , a son), a son.

atst, u. (from 23, a son , and atst, eating) ; son-devour-

ing; s. a woman who devours her son. This is a term

ofabuse employed by women in their quarrels.

37, s. (from , to plant), the planting of a tree, the set-

ting of a post or stake in the ground, the burying of

any thing.

437, s. (from tзfat, an image), an image, a doll, a puppet .

fa , s. from 1 , a doll), a small image, a doll.

* maty , a. (from text, a small image, and joined

to), fitted with images .

3 , s. (from , a doll), an idol, an image, a puppet,

a doll, the imag e on the eye .

aitse, s. (from

an idolater.

t, an image, and 5 , worshipping),

3 , s. (from t, an image , and 1, worship) , ido-

latry, image worship.

, s. (from , hell, and ta, to save), a son.

4, s. (front , a son, and sta, a genus), a number of

sons.

31, s. (from t , a son), sonship.

933, a. (from , ason, and I, equal), like a son, equal

to a son.

, s. (from , a son), sonship.

ata, s. (from , a son,, a grandson, and tf ,

first), posterity.

4973, 4. (from 9, a son ), like a son , resembling a son.

, a. (from , a son and ,fond), fond of a son.

zact, s. (from ga, a sou, and **, a wife), a son's wife.

artemi, s. (fiom , a son, and ateau .findness , fond-

ness for a son, tenderness towards a son .

117, a. (from , a son), having male children.

17, a. (from 9, a son, and fzgia , destitute), destitute

of sons, sonless , childless .

st , s. from , a son, and str, a condition ) , sonship.

fs, s. (from 9, a son, and 73f³, posterity), male pos-

terity, a male child,

J

posterity, a male child.

, a. (from , a son, and , like ), like a son, equal

to a son.

, a. (from , a son , and at , equal , equal to a

son, like a son.

, a. (from , a son, and , des'itute), destitute of

sons, sonless, childless .

att , s . (from , a son, and tatt , desire), a desire

for a son.

tata , a. (from , a son, and atat , desirous ) , desir

ous of a son."

famia, s. (from , a son, and afsat , desire), a desire

for a son.

tfel, a. (from , a son, and fat , desirous), de

sirous of a son.

tu , a. (from , a son, and af , desirous), desirous of a

son.

traf, ad. (fróm A, a son , and 5 ,an object), for the pur-

pose of a son.

1, s . (from 1, a daughter), a daughter, a doll, a pup-

pet.

fat , s. (from it, a daughter, and T , u 3018), a

daughter's son.

a , s. (from fat, a daughter, and 53, a son), a

daughter's son. *

s. (from , a son), a daughter; also (from A, hav-

ing a son), having a son.

, s . (from , a son, and F ), desire), a desire for a

son . ".

son.

a. (from , a son , and , desirous ), desirous of a

, a. (from ; a son, and , desirous) , desirous of a

son.

, s . (from , a son, and Y. a sacrifice , a sacrifice

made for the purpose of obtaining a son.

qui, s. (from * , a book a book."

31 , s . (from , to purify , mint, (Mentha sativa.)

, conj. (from tax, again), but,

3: ad (from 5 , again), again, but.

447 , od. (from 233, ogvin), repeatedly, again and again .

again, audca , a sending) , the send-9, s. from

ing a person again .

5:18 , s. (from , again, and t , a shrinking) , a

collapsing.

, s. (from 434, again, and , the placing of e

thing), the replacing of a thing, the setting a thing up a

second time.
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, conj. (from 4 , again, and ft, also), again, and

again, also.

ts , s . (from 5 , again, and ts , the coming to a

place), a return, a recurrence.

, s. (from , again, and ataf³, a return), a re-

turn, a turning back again.

ty, ad. (from Tag, again, and, ata, to come), again.

5, s. (from 3, again, and 135, a beginning), a re-

commencement.

gt , s . (from , again, and th, hope), revived hope.

HAFF, a. (from TaŢ, again, and SF, spoken), repeated, spok-

en again.

HT , s. (from Tag, again, and sf , a speech), a repetition,

a tautology.

পুনরুক্তিপুসধ, a. (from পুনরুক্তি, a repetition , and প্রসঙ্গ , a topic),

the introduction of a repetition.

dazata, s. (from , again, and 847, arising), the re-

surrection.

fs, a. (from 5 , again, and sifts, raised up),

raised again.

3, a. (from , again, and 3, risen), risen again .

, a. (from , again, and a birth, regeneration,

a recovery from a dangerous illness.

ty, al. (from , a second birth, and arts, like,

recovered from a dangerous illness.

13, a. (from 3 , again, and 13, born), regenerated,

born again.

1, 8. (from 5 , again, and 1 , compassion), a relenting.

fy, s. (from , again, and af , vision), a revisal, a

revision, a review of any thing.

, s. (from 77, again, and 77, new , the name of a

species ofplant, (Boerhaavia diffusa. )

ff , a. (from 17, again, and fus, appointed), reap-

pointed.

factst, 8. (from 4, again, and facts , an appointmont

a reappointment to office.

affate, s. (from 4 , again, and fexte, a marriage),

second marriage, the ceremonies performed amo ngthe

Hendo's on the first appearance of the menstrual flux in

a married woman.

S4, S. from , again, and , to be), a nail of the finger

or to e, regeneration.

4 s. (from , again, and to be), a twice-married

woman.

, ad. (from , again, and 5, again , again, yet a

gain.

, s. (from , to fill), an edible plant cultivated on old

dunghills, (Amaranthus polygamus, var.)

, s. (from , a pun of Cowries, and , an ene-

my), a bailiff or peon in a court ofjustice.

ist, s. (from , a male, and atst, a serpent), -the name of

a species of tree, (Rottlera tinctoria. )

Hatsite , s. (from rats, a species ofplant, and diett, an or-

namental tree , the name of a species of ornamental

plant, (Alpinia nutans.)

ta, s. (from , to purify), a male.

, (from

place.

to nourish , a city, a town, a habitation, a

, a. (from , b -fore, and to more , preceding,

going before, going forward .

ts, s. (from , a city, and ta, a door), a city gate.

fata, s . (from , a city, and fat , a residence), a

residence in a city, a residence in a house or habitation.

art , a. (from 3, a city, and fat , residing), re-

siding in a city, residing in a house or habitation.

HII, s. (from a city, and , to tear), the name of Indra

the sovereign of the gods.

8. (from 4 , a city, and 4, to have), a matron, a house

wife.

ta, s. (from 3, a city, and tЯ, a residence), a resi-

dence in a city, a residence ina house or habitation .

falta, s. (from 5 again, and fact , an appoint- att, a. (from , a city, and fax, residing), residing

ing to office , a reappointment.

JACH, &. (from II, again, and T , wealth), the seventh

mansion in the Hindoo zodiac .

t , ad. (from , again, and ata, a time , again, ano-

ther time.

mafesta, s. (from 47, again, and frot?, judgment , a se-

cond judgment, a reinvestigation, the revival of a sen-

tence passed in a court of law.

Haffotzetual, s. (from 13, a reinvestigation, and gifal,

a request), an appeal to another tribunal, the requesting

that a matter may be re- examined,

in a city, residing in a house or habitation.

rice.

, . (from 4 , the east, and 6 , rice), east-country

ta, s. (from , the east, and tt , pot herbs), east-

country pot herbs, (Amaranthus purpureus. )

qafafa, s. (from , the east, and fœª, a kidney bean), the

name of a species of kidney bean originally brought

from the eastern parts, (Dolichos Kursa, Buchanan's

Mss.)

zal, s. from *, to fill) , the name of a note in Hindoo

music.
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পূরণ:

* i, s. (from ❤g , before, and , a doer) , a person who

honours or promotes another.

❤❤ady, a. (from , before, and , to do), proper to be

advanced or rewarded.

, s. (from , before, and, to make), a royal gift,

a donation, a remuneration, promotion, advancement,

honour.

HITĖXTU, S. (from , a royal gift, and ™ , cloth), an

honorary dress.

Mial, a. (from 1 , before, and t , doing), honour-

ing, promoting.

*stú, a. (from q , before, and tú, proper to be done),

proper to be advanced or rewarded.

* 3, a. (from 4 , before, and , done), honoured, ad-

vauced, promoted, remunerated , rewarded.

tal, s. (from 1, a house, and , a women), a housewife,

a domestic woman.

a. (from , before, and t, to stand), situated or

standing before, staying at home.

atzianfag, s. from a preceding, at , common, and

fa , a hole), in anatomy the vulva, (iter ad infundi-

bulum.)

geantatajate; s. (from preceding, at , common; and

▼ , a doɔr, in anatomy the vulva, ( iter ad infundi-

bulum .

*gantota192; s. (from
preceding, ĦI, common, and

fu , a road), in anatomy the vulva; (iter ad infuudi-

bulum.)

qats, a. (from , before, and f , staying , staying

or continuing before, staying at home.

, a. (from , before, and f ; situated), situated

before, situated in the city or habitation.

, ad. (from

dose.

before , before ; a. compleat, full ; s . a

td, a. (from * , before), old , ancient ; s. the ancient

poems of theHindoos which contain their mythology and

fabulous history , there are eighteen of those poems and

eighteen others of inferior reputation called oopa-poes

ran's.

qitæ , s. (from gate , ancient history, and ₹4, a doer),

the writer or author of the pooranas or fabulous history

of the Hindoos.

qatqætzē, a. (from *††%, ancient history, and `ætạ☎, mak-

ing , composing ancient history; s. the author or com-

piler of the pooranas or fabulous history of the Hindo s.

tata , a . (from 4 , ancient history, and at , mak-

ing), making or composing aucient history ; s . the com-

piler of the pooranas orfabulous history of the Hindoos.

stat.

Pratt , a. (from rate, ancient history, and at , eminent),

eminent in the knowledge ofthe fabulous history ofthe

Hindoos.

* f , a. (from 3 , ancient history, and , to know),

acquainted with the fabulous history of the Hindoos.

atqt31, s. (from e , ancient history, and 15, on who

knows), a person whoknows the fabulous history ofthe

Hindoos.

, s. (from at , ancient history, and a know-

ledge), a knowledge ofthe fabulous history ofthe Hin

doos..

* t , a. (from 4, ancient history, and t★ , mak… ·

ing known), explaining or making known the fabulous -

history of the Hindoos.

*Atdut , s. (from Tata, ancient history, and ≈ra, a mak—-

ing known), a making known the fabulous history of

the Hindoos...

***, a. (from , ancient history, and a, viewing ,

looking into the books which contain the aucient› his↔

tory of the Hindoos,

*t * , a. (from 4, ancient history, and affq; view

ing , looking into the books which contain the fabulous -

history of the Hindoos,

* tafaqay a. (from gła, ancient history, and fast , eminent),

eminent in the knowledge of the pooranas or ancient ↑

history ofthe Hindoos. *-

*

tata , s. (from , ancient history, and to, a read

ing) , the reading of the pooranas or fabulous history

of the Hindoos, the text of the pooranias.

tit , a. (from at , ancient history, and td , reads

ing , reading the books which contain the ancient his-

tory ofthe Hindoos:

a . (from at , ancient history, and there,

a render), reading the pooranas ; s . a person who reads

the fabulous history of the Hindoos.

ta1, s. (from ad, ancient history, and T , a speaker),

a person who reads or recites the pooranas.

te, a (from e , ancient history, and fan, to know}, -

acquainted with the pooranas or ancient fabulous his-

tory of the Hindoos.

tafa , ɑ. (from at , ancient history, and fæ oppos

ed to , contrary or opposed to the fabulous history of

the Hindoos:

atacata, s. (from ta, ancient history, and far18, op.

position), opposition or contrariety to the fabulous

history of the Hindoos .

tata , s. (from at , encient history, and c , one who

?
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knows , a person acquainted with the fabulous history

of the Hindoos.

stante, s. (from ata, ancient history, and waste,

profession), the business orprofession of reading the an-

cient history ofthe Hindoos.

xatfsa.te, a. (from , ancient history, and

practising), following the business or profession of

reading the ancient history of the Hindoos.

13, a. (from td, ancient history, and as, approved),

approved by the pooranas, agreeing with the fabulous

history ofthe Hindoos ; s. the doctrine of the pooranas ,

an ancient method.

qatgastamaa, s. (from 3, the doctrine of the pooranas,

and I , aresting on), an attachment to or profession

of the doctrine of the pooranas.

, a. (from ts , the way of thepooranis, and

, resting on) , a tached to or making profession

of the doctrine of the pooranas .

8. (from 4, ancient history, and a writ-

ing) , the writings called pooranas, which contain the

fabulous history of the Hindoos .

ds. from , ancient history, and 4, a hear-

ing) , a hearing of the books of fabulous history.

151, 8. (from , ancient history, and cat , a hear-

er , a hearer of the books of fabulous history.

3, a. (from te , ancient history, and ³, approv-

ed , approved by the pooranas or fabulous history of

the Hindoos.

ta , a. from , ancient history, and f , prov

ed) , proved or supported by the fabulous history of

the Hindoos.

tag , s. (from Я , ancient history, and arga, s'u-

dy) , the reading orstudy ofthe fabulous history of the

Hindoos.

atatan , a. from Я , ancient history, and witte,

causing to read , teaching the pooranas or fabulous

history of the Hindoes ; s . a person who gives lectures

on or teaches the pooranys.

getatâta', s. (from , ancient history, and staat,

a causing to read) , the giving lectures on or teaching

the fabulous history of the Hindoos.

পুরাণাব্যেতা, s. ( from পুরান, ancienthistory, and অধ্যেত্ব, a sta

dent), a person who reads or studies the ancient histo-

ry of the Hindoos.

atatas , a . (from 4 , ancient history, and ass, un-

acquainted), unacquainted with the pooranas or fabu-

lous history ofthe Hindoos.

ta , a . (from t , ancient history, and waifen,

agreeing with), agreeing with or following upon the fa-

bulous history of the Hindoos.

statata , s . (from 4, ancient history, and exjaz,

study), the study of the pooranas or ancient history of

the Hindoos.

atata, s. (from ad, ancient history, and 75ate,

search), a search into the facts recorded in the poora-

nas or fabulous writings of the Hindoos.

**tt , a. (from Tata, ancient history, andwait ,

searching , searching into the facts recorded in the poo-

ranas or fabulous history ofthe Hindoos.

etatzatot, a . (from a , ancient history, and ifsa,

searching), searching into the facts recorded in the poo

ranes or fabulous history of the Hindoos.

totta , a. (from ata, ancient history, and water,

agreeing with), agreeing with or following upon the fa-

bulous history of the Hindoos.

tatat , ad. (loc . case of atatata), according to the

pooranes or fabulous history of the Hindoos.

atati , a. (from 4, ancient history, and IT, seek

ing), seeking the pooranas , seeking facts in ancient his-

tory.

পুরানান্বেষণ , s. ( from পুরান, ancient history, and অন্বেষণ , ৫

seeking) , the seeking for facts in ancient history, a

seeking for the pooranas.

total, a. (from 4, ancient history, and
faz, seek-

ing), seeking the pooranas , seeking facts of ancient his-

tory.

tifs , a . (from , ancient history, and af , know-

ing), acquainted with the pooranas or fabulous history

ofthe Hindoos.

tatītā, s. (from td , ancient history, and aita, stu-

dy), the study of the pooranas or fabulous history ofthe

Hindoos.

tit , a. (from , ancient history, and asnfaz,

studying , studying the pooranas or fabulous history

of the Hindoos.

akats, a. (from td, ancient history, and 8F, spoken),

mentioned or enjoined in the pooranas.

statedt , s. (from Я , ancient history, and ¤, a be-

ginning , a commencement of reading the books of fa

bulous history.

tata , a. (from at , an ient history, and fae, in-

structed), instructed in the fabulous history of the Hin-

doos, taught in the pooran is.

, s. (from td, ancient history, and 8 , in
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পুক

struction), instruction in the fabulous history ofthe Hin-

doos.

পুরানোপদেশক, a. (from to, ancient history, and গুপদেশক,

giving instruction), giving instruction in the fabulous

history of the Hindoos ; s . an instructor in the fabu-

lous history ofthe Hindoos.

পুরাণোপদেষ্টা, ও (from পুরান , ancient history , and উপদেষ্ট, an

instructor , a person who gives instruction in the fabu-

lous history of the Hindoos.

45 , a. from , before) , old, ancient ; s. a measure of

capacity continuing four Arhukas.

qatza@UI, 8. (from ††37, old, and ™ , a story), an anci-

ent story , a traduion .

UE, s. (from 7, a city, and ¶, a superintendent),

the governor or superintendent of a city or house.

পুরিয়া, s. (from tofill), the name of a particular slur of

three notes in Hindoo music.

Lizatatatea), s. (from fag1, a slur of three notes , and

afatçat, a note), the name of a particular grace or com-

bination of notes in Hindóo music.

*fiștætași, s. !from fast, a slur ofthree note , and ₹1331 ,

a note , a particular grace of Hudoo music composed

ofseveral notes.

*kì, s. (from * to nourish), a city, a palace, a habitation.

, s. (from to fil , ordure, dung.

, a. (from A, full, thick, coarse .

q&3, s. (from qafe , a priest), a priest, a family priest.

, a. from , the body, ani z , to dwell), male ; s. a

male, a man, a technical term used in Hindo Philoso-

phy for spirit as one of the original elements of Being,

a generation, the soul, God, the Supreme Being, one

who follows the Sankhya philosophy, the sensitive soul,

life.

Eta, s. (from , a man, and to do) , human exer-

tion, human action or con duct.

পুরুষক্রমে, ad. (from , a generation, and , a step), in

successive generations.

*Ea31, s. (from jea, a´man), manliness, manhood, virility.

qa , s. (from , aman , manliness, manhood, virility.

পুকষকশি,
at , 8. (from JFIT, manliness, and Яt , display),

a display of manliness.

geaggette, a. (from T. manliness, and gett☎, display-

ing), displaying manliness ; s. a person who manifests

manliness.

*erqafas, a. (from * manliness , and f³ destitule

of), destitute ofmanliness, unmanly.

fat , a. (from , manhood, and fat , posses-

sed of, manly, possessed of virility,

*** ft", a. (front , manliness, and fat , destitute of),

destitute of manliness , unmanly.

taque, a. (from manliness, and , joined to),

manly, connected with manhood .

* , a. (from manliness, and f , destitute of),

destitute of manliness , unmanly.

"

, a. (from manliness, and , empty), des-

titute of manliness, unmanly.

, a. (from , manliness, and , destitute of),

destitute of manliness, unmanly.

পুরুষপরম্পরা ,
FIFA1, s. (from , a man, and , thecommunica-

tion ofa thingfrom one to another), a succession of ge-

nerations.

Faat , s. (from T³, a man, and ata, mere), merely a man.

, s . (from , a man, and c , excellent), an emi-

nent man, an excellent man.

af , s . (from † , a man, and f¤¹5, a lion), an emi-

nent man, a lion of a man, an excellent man.

tet , a. (from

formed.

a man, and wit , aform , human-

teta , a. (from stats, human formed, and xta,

mere), merely possessing the human form.

FT , ɑ. from Я , a man, and atæfs, e form), human-

formed.

at , s. (from T , 1 man, and ïñ, a limb), the male or-

gan of generation .

Radazað , s. (from , the penis,, suspend-

ing, and zal, a ligament), in anatomy the name of a

particular ligament, (Ligamentum suspensorium pe-

nis.)

*FIK##{^=${¶, s. (from , situated in the penis,

´and at¬şf☎, a muscle), in anatomy a part of the penis,

(glans penis.)

পুরুষাঙ্গোত্তোলক, ৪. (from পুরুষাঙ্গ, the penis , and উত্তোলক, erect-

ing), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle, (erec-

tor penis. )

ata, s. (from ¤, à man, and a, vile), a vile or base

man.

*TAIFA, 8. (from Я , a man, and , succession),

succession of generations.

at , ad. (loc. case of ), successively, from ge

neration to generation.

*Fatta, s. (from ga, a man, and Я, a semblance),

semblance of a man.

* atú, s. (from 48, a man, and xứ, an object), an object

of human life ; of those the Hindoo writers reckon four,'

viz. religion, wealth, love, and freedom frommatter or

beatitude,

Ddddd
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2 , s . (from , manliness, and tt, a dis-

play), a display of manliness.

** tgæt**, ɑ. (from Fatú, manliness, and art , dis-

playing), manifesting or displaying manliness .

* t , a . (from tú, an object of human pursuit , and

TF, connected with), connected with an object of hu-

man pursuit.

পুরুষ

and

পুরুষার্থ,

Difes

fa , s . (from , to be great) , a shoal, an island, a strand.

, s . (from t , to collect), a bundle, a bale of shawls,

a package.

fafti, s . (from fa, a cake, and ft , bread), a sort of thin

cake.

dazfa, s. (from J., a bridge), and Siş, a binding), an em◄

116

bankment.

v. a. (from , to nourish) , to nourish, to feed.

1, s. (from t , an object of human pursuit,, a. (from 8 , hidden), hidden, concealed.

1, expectation), an expectation or waiting for

some object of human pursuit ; ad, than an object of

humanpursuit.

, s . (from , aman, and 834, excellent), Vishnoo,

an excellent or eminent man.

Hatst, a. (from before, and sta, to go), going before,

preceding.

atsta, a. (from 5, before, and s , to go) , goingbefore,

going in front, preceding.

ts , s. (from before, and я , a going), a going

before, a going in front.

strat, a . (from , before, and sta , going) , going be-

fore, preceding, going in front.

, s. (from ч , before, and 1 , to have), a family

priest.

Hatzel, a. (from , before, and af , existing), preced-

ing.

, a. (from , before, and , to have), a priest, a

family priest.

st , a. (from a , sharp), shrewd, acute, old.

, s. (from J , a bridge) , a bank , a dam , a dike, a bridge.

, s . (from , to be great) , the erection of the hair of

the body through delight or pleasure, an insect which

infests animals , a sort of stone, a flaw in a gem, orpi-

ment, a wine glass or goblet.

Hafas, a . (from a , erection of the hair), overjoyed, glad,

delighted, airy, gay, having the hair of the body stand-

ing erect with pleasure or delight.

fia, a. (from 4f , overjoyed, and w , the body),

having the body sensibly affected with delight orjoy.

stafasta, a. (from f , gladdened, aud ¤ , the bɔdy),

having the body

orjoy.

, a. (from a, to nourish), nourished , fattened.

1 , s. (from , to nourish), the nourishing or feeding of

an animal.

, s . (from , to nourish), water, the sky or atmosphere,

a water-lily, (Nelumbium speciosum) ; the tip of an

elephant's trunk, a celebrated place of pilgrimage near

Ajimere, a medical drug, (Costus speciosus) ; the sheath

of a sword, the blade of a sword, an arrow, the art of

dancing, war, intoxiation, union, a cage, a port, a pond

or lake.

* 1, s. (from 57, a water-lily, and 11, an island), the

name of one of the seven continents in the Hindoo geo-

graphy.

E , s. (from , a water-lily), a pond.

શ્રૂષ,

, a. (from , to grow), much, many, the feather of an

arrow.

, a. (from , to nourish), nourished, maintained,

fed.

1, s. (from , fed), a thriving or good condition of bo-

dy.

fa , s. (from a to now ish , nourishment, maintenance,

support, increase prosperity, a good condition ofbody,

a prop or shoar, a bank or abuttment to preserve any

place from tuin or decay.

* TI, a. from ef¥, nourishment, and ☎, to do), maintain-

ing, feeding, causing to thrive,

*fdøde, a. (from fy, nourishment, and ₹ 4 , an instru-

ment , affected by means of nourishment, affected by

means of a healthy or thriving state of body ; ad. by

means of a healthy or thriving state of body.

affected with a sensation of pleasure , a. (from nourishment, and ætaæ, making),

ta , s . (from , to collect) , a sheaf.

at , s. (from , greatness, and c , to go` , shrivelled

grain, a lump of boiled rice, brevity, a compendium , an

abbreviation, dispatch, celerity.

f , s. (from fel , a sort of sweetmeat), a sort of cake or

sweetmeat,

nourishing, maintaining, contributing to nourishment.

falata , a . (from , nourishment, and if , making),

nourishing, maintaining contributing to nourishment.

fa , a . from f nourishment, and 3 , producing ,

producing a good condition of body, maintaining, nou-

rishing.

fuss, a. (from † , nourishment, and af³, produced),

afro
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BiFol cat.

produced by or arising from a good or thriving state

, nourishment, and

ofbody.

fs , a. (from , producible),

producible by or arising from a good or thriving state

ofbody.

, ad. (loc. case off ), for the purpose of nou-

rishment, for the purpose of a good or thriving state

of the body.

, a. (from fy, maintenance, and , to give), nutritious ,

nourishing, supporting, giving maintenance to a per-

son.

t31, s. (from , nourishment, and t , a giver), a

person who bestows nourishment on another.

*funtyæ, a. (from , nourishment, and ¤ , giving), giv-

ing nouri-hment, nourishing.

fuata. (from , nourishment, and f , giving), giv-

ing nourishment or maintenance, nourishing.

„f&ītși, ad. (from Af , nourishment, and ¤† , a door) , by or

through nourishment, by or through a healthy or thriv-

ing state of body.

fat , s. (from
, nourishment, and t , destruction) ,

the destruction of a good and thriving condition of

body, a falling off in flesh.

*fvat*t*, «. (from TV n urishment, and a * , destroying),

destroying a good and thriving condition of body.

afas , a . (from f nourishment, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a good and thriving conditi-

on of body; ad. rom or because of a good and thriv-

ing condition of body.

fafafas, ad. (from , nourishment, and faf , a cause),

forthe purpose of a thriving condition.

faza, a . (from fy, nourishment, and , compleating),

promoting the interests of a person.

fysgæst, s. (from *, promoting any one's interests`,

the promotion of a person's interests.

, s . (from , promoting any one's interests),

the promotion of any one's interests .

ff , a. (from , maintenance, and feat, without),

without or beside maintenance or prosperity.

, s. (from , maintenance, and , increase), the

improvement of a person's condition of body, the in-

crease ofprosperity.

ufsfas, a. (from , maintenance, and F, et-

cepted), nourishment excepted, a thriving condition ex-

cepted.

HYUfUIT, 8. (from
¥, maintenance, and wifstas, în ex-

ception), the exception of nourishment, the exception

of a thriving condition.

qfuifornie, ad. (loc. case ofAf¥TifGlx ), with the excep-

tion of nourishment, with the exception of a thriving

condition, without or beside nourishment, without or

beside a thriving condition.

Haces , a. (from Af , nourishment, and (53, a cause`,'

caused by or arising from nourishment or a thriving con-

dition of the body ; ad. from or because of nourishment

or a thriving condition ofthe body.

, s. (from , to expand), a flower, the menstrual flux, ex-

pansion.

, s. (from , to flower) , a flower, the calx of brass,

green vitriol or copperas, a disease of the eyes,the cha

riot of Koovera.

, s. (from † , aflower, and ☎tai*, copperas), the

green sulphate of iron in a state of partial decompositi❤

on, the inflorescence of salts.

, s . (from , a flower, and qua, a bowʊ`, a name of

Kama-deva the Indian cupid, who is fabled to carry a

bow offlowers.

, s . (from , aflower, and tel, a house), a flower

garden.

s. (from , a flower, and f , a shower), a show-

er of flowers.

HEAT, a. from

, a. (from

a flower), full of flowers, flowery.

aflower, and ,juice), honey.

flower, and ( a, dust), the pollen ofa

, s. (from , a flower, and w¤11, a bed), a bed of

flowers.

*, a. (from * , nourishment, and , giving , giving , s. from * ,

flower.
nourishment, promoting a thriving state of body.

fe , a . (from † , nourishment, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from a good and thriving condi-

tion of body ; ad. from or because of a good and thriv-

ing condition of body.

zizée, a. (from Ts, maintenance, and T , increasing),

promoting a prosperous state of body, promoting a per-

son's interests.

fa , s. (from , maintenance, and Tất, an increts-

ing),
the increase of a person's support or maintenance.

Ddddd

, s. (from , a flower, and g, time), the time of

flowers , spring.

tats, a. (from aflower, and it , aform,) flower

formed.

te , a. (from , aflower, and atafs, a form), flower-

formed.

ifs , a. (from fs, flower-formed, and i , am
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পূজা:

animal), the name of a particular kind of animals of the

order of Vermes which expand themselves in various

beautiful forms resembling flowers or other productions ,

(Vermes zoophites. )

qatafa, a. (from g , a flower, and af , the two flat palm

joined), presenting the two flat palms joined full of

flowers.

fa , s. (from , a flower), a chapter or division of a

book.

, a. (from , flower), in flower, covered with flowe's.

, a. (from , the menstrualflux, and sex , a fes-

tival), a religious ceremony observed by the Hindoos

at the first appearance of the menstrual discharge in a

female.

ta, s. (from aflower, and sta̸, a garden), a flow-

er garden.

ta , s. (from ta , to nourish), the name of the eighth man-

sion in the Hindoo zodiac.

đ 8 , 8. from Я , the eighth mansion , and 71T, an as-

ter sm), the asterism or stars occupying the eighth man-

sion in the Hindoo zodiac, they are three in number

one of which is Cancer.

E , s. (from to bind), a book.

1 , s. (from , to bind), an embankment, a shoar or prop.

, s . (from far , the name of a plant) , the name of a plant

used as a pot herb, (Basella alba and rubra .)

*t*, s. (from 3, the name ofa plant, and t , an edi-

ble plant), the name of an edible plant, (Basella alba

and rubra.)

5, s. (from , pus', pus, matter, the purulent matter dis-

charged from a wound or ulcer.

, s. (from , to stink), the name ofa particular spe-

cies of fish.

st, s. (from , to be pure), a multitude, a number of per-

sons of different tribes and professions, a heap, a quan-

tity, nature, a disposition, a property. The betel nut

tree (Areca Catechu), the fruit ofthe betel tree, the jak

tree (Artocarpus integrifolius.)

*50, a. (from 45, to honour), honouring, worshipping; s.

a worshipper.

*3 , 8. (from 45, to honour), the shewing respect to or ho

nouring of a superior, the worshipping of an idol, the

worshipping of God.

, a . (from 5 tohonour), worthy of worship or ho-

mage, honourable, worshipful, venerable.

45f31, s. (from 5 , a worshipper), a worshipper.

1, 8. (from t , to honour), worship, honour, respect, ho-

mage.

*stalgi, &. (from , worship, and utætgt, desire) , a de-

sire to engage in worship, a desire to give or receive

honour or respect.

tigt, a. (from 1, worship, and tt , desirous), de-

sirous of worshipping, desirous of giving or receiving

honour or respect.

tate, a. (from t , worship, and t , doing) , worship-

ping, shewing respect, paying honours to a person ; 3.

a worshipper, a person who treats another with respect

or honour.

qstate}, a. (from 51, worship, and ☎tſan, doing), wor-

shipping, shewing respect, paying honours to a per

son.

TtKI), a. (from 51. worship, and G , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from worship or honour.

st , ad.(loc. case of ) , for the purpose of wor

ship, for the purpose of honour or respect.

* tag, a. (from 4 , worship and , unfit , unfit for wor-

ship or respect, unfit to be employed in an act of wor-

ship.

afe, a. (from , worship, and foxx, causing to

case), causing worship to cease, causing honour or res-

pect to cease.

eatfaætaæ, a. (from 5 , worship, and fææææ, preventing),

obstructing or preventing worship, obstructing or pre-

venting honour or respect,

*atfata , s. (from 31 , worship, and faxtad, a prevent.

ing , the preventing or obstructing of worship, the pre-

venting or obstructing of honour or respect.

*stfazi , s. (from 51, worship, and fiaf³, cessation), the

cessation of worship, the cessation of honour or res

pect.

fa , a . (from worship, and fa , a cause), eaus-

ed by or arising from worship, caused by or arising

from honour or respect ; ad. from or because of wor

ship or honour.

4tfäfile, ud. (from , worship, and fafa3, a cause), for

the purpose of worship, for the purpose of honour of

respect.'

, a. (from 51, worship, and af , oppos

ing), opposing or obstructing worship, opposing or obe

structing honour or respect.

tu , a. (from 31 , worship, and F, caused by), cans.

ed by or arising from worship, caused by or arising

from honour or respect ; ad. from or because of worship

or honour.

3, s. (from , worship, and ætats, an obstacle),
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ett's.

an obstacle to worship, an obstacle to honour or res-

pect.

stats , a. (from it, worship, and tats , hinder-

ing, obstructing or hindering worship, obstructing or

>hindering honour or respect.

stanta, s. (from 1 , worship, and font desire), a de-

sire to engage in worship, a desire to give or receive

honour or respect.

qatfsataì, a. (from 51, worship, and fat , desirous),

desirous of worshipping, desirous of giving or receiv

ing honour or respect.

textst, s. (from , worship, and catst, ajuncture), the

juncture or time proper for worship.

ish , a. (from , worship, and catsts, worthy), wor-

thy of worship, worthy of honour or respect.

, s. (from 5, to honour), a worshipper, a priest.

, a. from 51, worship, and

PRTL

fs , s. (from 3 , grey bundue, and 35 , to colour).

the grey bunduc, (Caesalpinia Bunduccella .)

31, s. (from fs, a stench) , a species of pot herb, ( Ba-

sella alba and rubra), a civet cat, (Viverra Zibethi-

na.)

tata , s. (from 51, a pot herb, and ≈ , theface), a

bivalve shell.

ts , s. (from , putridity, and st , a scent), a putrid

scent, fœtor.

>319, s. (from 25 , a stench, and 3, the testicles), the

musk deer, a stinking species of beetle usually called

the flying bug.

4, s. (from , to bepure), bread, cake. ,

***ta, s. (from , bread, and , to make) , a baker.

ty, a (from T , east), eastern.

fit), worthy of wor- DIRT,

ship, worthy of honour or respect.

RxflxIT, a. (from 51, worship, and , a cause) , caused

by or arising from worship, caused by or arising from

honour or respect ; ad. from or because of worship or

honour.

33, a. (from , to honour), worshipped, honoured , vene-

rated.

, s . (from tt, worship, and ¹ , desire), a desire to

worship, a desire to give or receive honour or respect.

* SE, a. (from 451, worship, and 8, desirous ), desirous of

worshipping, desirous of giving or receiving honour or

respect.

}

a. from , worship, and a , desirous), desirous

of worshipping, desirous of giving or receiving honour

or respect.

1, 4. (from , to honour), worthy of worship, deserving

honour or respect, worshipful, honourable, repectable.

31 , s. (from , worshipful), the being worthy of wor-

ship, worshipfulness, venerableness, honourableness.

, 8. (from , worshipful , the being worthy of wor

ship, worshipfulness , venerableness , honourableness,

st , s. (from , to burst , a flux for metals , a menstrum.

3, a. (from ,to purify), pure, holy, sincere, honest, speak-

ing the truth, threshed , winnowed, cleansed,

331, s. (from 3, pure), purity, holiness, sanctity.

*5 , s. (from 5, pure), purity, holiness, sanctity.

434!, 2. (from 43, pure, and at , spirit), pure-hearted ,

pure, holy; s. the Holy Spirit.

fs, a. (from , to purify), purity, sanctity, purification, ho-

liness, truth; also (from to stink), putrid, musty,

corrupted.

1

, ad. (from , east), easterly, eastward.

, s. (from , to be putrid), putridity.

ta , s. (from , putridity, and citfas, blood), puru-

lent matter.

on. (fron , tofill), to fill or become full, to heal

or become clean as a wound.

, a. (from , tofill , high or full applied to the flood

tide, thick ; s. a city, a town a habitation, a piece of

water, a lake, the healing or cleansing ofan ulcer, a sort

of unleavened cake fried with oil or clarified butter.

, s. (from , tofill), the inspiration of breath so as to

fill the chest, a religious ceremony consisting of draw-

ing in the breath by the left nostril while the right one

is closed with the finger, a citron, (Citrus medica) ; a.

filling, fullfiling, compleating.

, a. (from , tofill , filled up.

, 8. from , tofill), the filling of a vessel, the charg

ing of a gun, the multiplying ofnumbers, the compleat-

ing of a work, the compleating of a thing which is de-

fective, the recruiting of an army.

ty, a. (from , to fill) , capable of being filled, capable

of being filled up or compleated.

, s. (from , tofill) , the filling of a vessel, the fillingup

or compleating of a thing ; a. full, compleat, perfect,

plenary, copious ; v. a . to fill, to compleat, to accom-

plish.

tt, s. (from 1 , to fill), a filling, a compleating, a mak-

ing full or compleat.

qaba, s. (from It, full, and t , a sort of fruit), the

name of a species of fruit, and also of the tree which

produces it, Eugenia lanceæfolia .)

, s. (from , to fill), the filling up of a cavity, the

making a thing full or compleat ; a, filled, compleated."
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2.

ta, s. (from , to fill) , the filling up of a cavity, the

making of a thing full or compleat.

3, s . (from
fullness, and at , smitten) , the name

of one of the uotes in Hindoo music. -

, a. (from Ta, to fill), full, filled, compleated, accom-

plished .

, s. (from A to be full), a being full, a becoming full

or compleat.

s.from , tofill), a sort of unleavened cake fried with

oil or clarified butter.

ATI, s. (from 4 , to fill), a man, a male, mankind.

, a (from 3, to befull), thick, full.

stí , a. (from Jug, shirp), active.

a from , to fill) , full, filled, compleated, perfected,

perfect.

, s. (from , full, and *, a water pot), a full wa-

ter pot or jar, a water pot filled with holy water used

at the coronation of a king.

, a. (from the east quarter, and 61, to stand),

situated in the east quarter.

3, s. from foregoing, and f , a day), ' yesterday,

the preceding day.

q , s . (from
preceding, and f , vision), foresight,

a former view of an object.

*, s. (from , the east, and ca″f, a country), "the-east

country.

পূর্ব্বাদশনিবাসী, a. (from পূর্বদেশ, the east country , and fat ,

dwelling , residing in the east country.

**tata , a . (from , the east country, and ztfüg

dwelling , residing in the east country.

, a. (from , the east country, and to stand),

situated in the east country.

, a. (from , the east country, and if

continuing, continuing or staying in the east country.

* 75* 3, «. (from , the east country, and f43, situ-

ated), situated in the east country.

ta, 8. (from Hd, full, and ta, time), full time, compleat , a. (from , the east country), oriental; belong-

time.

475, a. (from 4 ,full, and ₹7, a water jar), a full water

pot or jar, a water pot filled with holy water used at

the consecration of a king.

at , s. (from , full, and 6 , the moon) , the full moon,

a vessel filled with clothes or ornaments which are

scrambled for by the guests at a festival, a vessel full

of rice presented to the superintending and officiating

priests at a sacrifice.

3, s. (from 4, full, and HT, a vessel , a full vessel .

, s . (from ,full) , the day of the full moon.

t . s. (from

full moon.

full, and at , a month), the day ofthe

ata , s . (from t , full, and at , mere), compleat, full, en-

tire.

ifs , a. (from , filled, and afsata, desire), content-

ed, satisfied, having the wishes supplied .

, a . (a corruption of t ,full) , full, compleat.

fat, s . (from full , the full moon.

3, s. (from , to cherish), an act of pious liberality such

as the digging of a well, the planting of a grove, &c.

, s. (from t, to fill), fullness, repletion, completion.

, a. (from , tofill , first, preceding, foregoing, former,

ancient, prior, preliminary, eastern, east, fronting, be-

fore; ancestors , forefathe s.

পূৰ্ব্বজ,

ing to the east country.

, a. (from , the east country), oriental, belong-

ing to the east country.

the
3 , s. (from , preceding, and f †13, destruction` ,

rejection or elision of the first member or letter of a

compound word.

fag , s . (from T , preceding, and faga, a regulation),

preliminary.

* a, s. (from preceding, and far , an obligation),

a prior obligation , a preliminary agreement, fate.

ty, s. (from , prior, and art , jus'ice), a cause which

has been already tried and decided in a court of law,

a previous trial and decision of a cause.

angla , s. (from arts, a cause offormerly tried, and

fafa, a rule or law , the plea of a cause having been

formerly decided in a court of law.

15, s . (from 4 , first , and **, a side) , a thesis, a propo

sition, the major proposition in a syllogism .

the eas-
13, s. (from , eastern, and *₤3, a mountain),

tern mountains from behind which the sun is supposed

to rise.

, s. (from foregoing, and , a male), a forefa-

ther, a progenitor.

a. (from , before), preceding each other in order

as expressed.

a. (from * , b ·fore, and , to be produced), previ- , s. (from , prior, and I, the name ofan as'e-

ously born or produced.

ter.

, s. from , east, and fat, a quarter), the east quar-

rism), the name of the eleventh mansion in the Hindvo

zodiac.

fa , ad. (from , prior), as before.
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Feffet, s. (from

ભૂમ .

a , preceding) , the circumstance of

preceding or being before, precedence.

, a. (from , before, and , existing), preceding,

existing previously.

ta, s. (from † , before, and 115, a word,, a former asser-

tion, a former plea.

Tata , a. (from , before, and atf , speaking), speaking

in the first instance ; s . in law proceedings the plaintiff ||

or the party whose part it is to speak first on the trial.

sta , 8. from , preceding, and s , the name of

one ofthezodiacal mansions , the twenty-fifth mansion

in the Hindoo zodiac.

57, s. (from before, and sa, a state), the first or

prior state or condition of a thing.

3, a. (from prior, and 3, a manner) , resembling

the former, Like the foregoing.

Enta, s. (from 4 , foregoing, and a†fa, a night) , the past

night, yesternight, the former part of the night.

fs, a. (from foregoin , and 3, written), fore-

cited, forementioned, (in a writing), previously expressed

in writing.

Tac¤¡s, s. (from , before, and is junction , a pri-

or union or connection, a pr.or state of union or juac-

tion.

iftate , s. (from , prior, and fat owning), a pri-

or owner.

1faf3, s. (from former, and offs, a sovereign), a

former sovereign.

**?, a. (from * , before, and , following), preceding

or following,

aft, ad. (from , before, and at, à limit) , from for-

mer times, from antiquity.

, s. (from , before, and 1 , a state), a former

state or condition .

ta , s . (from , prior, and 5 , a zodiacal mansi-

on), the twentieth mansion in the Hindoo zodiac.

, a, (from east), eastern, easterly.

ad. loc. case of ) , before.

, ad. (from , before), on the preceding day, yester-

day.

* t , a. (from , before, and 8 , spoken) , formerly spo-

ken, aforementioned.

ú, a. (from a, to fill), capable of being filled , capable of

being compleated or filled up.

que, a. (from qu , to throw , separate, distinct.

4, s. (from qua, separate, and 4 , a doing), the mak-

ing a separation, the separating of things.

, a. (from 4, separation, aud , before), pre-

ceded byor arising from dissevering or separating ; ad.

by or through dissevering or separating.

, s. (from , separate) , separateness, distinct-

ness..

que al. (from , separate), separately.

quita, s . (from qu , seperate, and fa, a sort), a different

sort, various soris."

fu , s . (from gu, to befamous , the earth, earth.

quiza, s. (from fat, the earth, and , a bottom), the

surface ofthe earth .

qu45, s. (from "fuit, the earth, and 3, a king or

lord), a king, a sovereign.

fuxiata, s. (from qfurt, the earth, and 4 , to nourish), a

king, a sovereign.

qulatae, s. (from ff , the earth, and t , nourish-

ing), a king, a sovereign.

, s. (from fat , the earth, and 8 , a circle),

the orb of the earth.

HUTIIHF, S. (from fuct, the earth, and ¿æ , preserving), a

king, a sovereign.

fut , a . (from qua, the earth, and 1, to stand), situat-

ed on the earth. "

, a. (from fut, the earth, and tf , staying),

staying or continuing on the earth.

fuifз, a. (from , the earth, and f , situated), si-

tuated on the earth .

s . (from the name of a king), the earth, earth, the

ground or base of a triangle or other plane figure.

qsa, s. (from q41, the earth, and 3 , a bottom), the sur-

face of the earth.

3, s. (fron. , the earth; and 3 , a lord), a king, a

sovereign.

a . s . (from ; the earth, and Яta, to nourish) , a king,

a sovereign.

4 , s . (from , the earth, and , a circle), the orb

of the earth.

a. (from , the earth, and at , to stand), situated

on the earth .

qizi, ɑ. from 4 , the earth, and 71l77, støying), stay-

ing or continuing on the earth.

q , 7. from , the earth , and 3, situated), situated

on the earth.

3, s. (from , to sprinkle), the porcine deer, (Cervus por-

cinus); a drop of water.

a . (from , to ask , asked, interrogated.

1, s . (from , to throw water) , the back.

te, s. (from † , the back, and **, a thorn), the pro-

cesses of the spine.
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(+8.

Patatata, s. (from , the back, and statats, resem-

bling a thorn), the spinal processes .

adesetaf³, a. (from Я , the back, and gas thorn- sha-

ped),the spinal processes.

<b>C>10[3945̂ UF, a. (from Asscatafazada, the proces ·

ses of the spine, and joined to), joined to the pro-

cesses ofthe spine ; s. the name of a muscle belonging

to the back, (Spinalis dorsi .)

পৃষ্ঠকনকাকৃতিপুৱৰ্দ্ধনযুক্তোপর্যা° সপেশী, s. (from পৃষ্ঠকণ্টকাকৃতিপুৰৰ্দ্ধন

TF, connected with processes ofthe spine , and stota

(9%), a false muscle), the name of a kind of muscular

body connected with the processes of the spine, (Semi-

spinalis dorsi.)

4831, ad. (from , the back), behind the back, behind.

Я , s . (from the back, and T , fruit , the superfici

al content of a circle.

Path, s. from , theflesh of the back, and ,

to eat), a backbiter, a slanderer.

, s. (from , the back, and e, turning), the

vertebra of the back.

ว, s . (from ¶, mire), mire, mud, an imitative sound

used to express the voice of a duck.

( t , s. (from ( , an imitative sound), a cackling noise,

the quacking of a duck.

, a. (from F, mud , miry, dirty.

cs, s. (from fat , to hinder) , a screw, a spiral motion, in

tricacy, perplexity, an intricate scheme. This word

constructed with 1, to give, means to screw, to twist.

8 , s. (from 46, a screw), a machination.

(95), v. a. (from ‹йá, a screv) , to screw, to make any thing

intricate or perplexed.

Gist9, s . (from ‹ ¤, a screw one who makes things intri-

cate or perplexed , a schemer, a cheat ; a. intricate.

(58135 , 8. (from tз, intricate, and a , a tube), a long

tube for smoking.

eista, s . (from cl, to make a thing intricate), the turn-

ing of a screw, the making of a thing intricate or per-

plexed.

tapi , a. (from , to make intricate , making things

intricate or perplexed, raising difficulties.

fs, s. (from 51, intricacy ), reciprocal intricacy or

difficulty.

cista, a. from col, a screzo), perplexed, tortuous, spiral.

rgft, s. (from fe, a disease of the eyes , the soides of

the eyes.

cut, s. from co, ascrew), hysterics, an involuntary dis-

torting ofthe body.

7, s. (from , to card), the carding of wool or cotton.

ciu', v. a. (from fa , to hinder), to cause cotton or wool

to be carded.

ata, s. (from , to cause to card), the causing of wool

or cotton to be carded.

cita, s. (from cat , a sort of basket), a strong basket with

a covering much used to convey clothes and other ne-

cessaries onjourneys.

Giftgi, s . (from Papaya , the name of a fruit, and also of

the tree which produces it Carica Papaya,)

( 1 , s. (from fa , to hinder), an excuse, an amorousjest,

a mocking, a jesting.

¿Ptsttæ, s . (from pliè̟ş, a message , a message.

(º15 , s. (from 15, to spread), an owl, the end ofan elephant's

tail.

8 s. (from , an owl), an owl.

fosfat, 8. (from cafs, wicked, and 1, a bull), a'vi

cious bull.

cat, s. from far , the belly), the belly, the fœtus, the

womb, pregnancy. This word constructed with taşı,

to bite, or , to burn , means to be griped ; with 4 ,

togall, or ca, to throw, it means to have an abortion,

to miscarry ; with 5, to thrust, or 5 , to move, it

means to have a dysentery ; with tas, to kindle, it

means to starve any one ; with S , tofill, it means to

satisfy the apppetite, with st , to call, it means to rum-

ble in the bowels ; with at , to descend, it means to

have a dysentery orpurging; with ft or to swell, it

means to be flt lent or swollen with wind, to be hoven;

and with , to holl, it means to have a purging cured.

Atsitta, 8. (from 8, the belly, and t , a restricting),

a costive state of the bowels.

catastat, s. (from ct, the belly, and aastat, a gnaw.

ing), a griping of the bowels.

cat, a. (from cat , the helly), intemperate, gluttonous.

ata , s. (from cat, the belly, and 1, afallingfrom), an

abortion .

cbců†57, 8. (from ‹ t, the belly, and ‹Ã¤, to thrust), the

gripes, a dysentery.

citat , 8. (from eat, the belly, and 8 , to move), a dysen-

tery, a diarrhoea.

ta , s. (from t,the belly, and tai, a burning), a grip-

ing pain in the bowels.

utaz, 8. (from cat , the belly, and to , a calling), a

rumbling of the bowels.

4, s. (from cat, the belly, and 234, a holding), conva-

lescence from a dysentery, the restoration of the re

tentive power of the bowels.

ata, s . (from fit, to beat), a beating, a hammering,
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পেটাি (stat6

taga, a. (from , the belly, and x, soft) , lax in the

bowels.

eitatan, s. (from , the belly, and 7, a descending) , a

looseness of the bowels.

cattal, s. (from afœtus , and 431, a burning), a me-

dicine used to procure abortion.

ìa, s. (from , he belly, and 17, distension), a

distension of the bowels by wind or flatulence,

traa, s. (from 8, the belly, and T , a swelling), the

distention of the bowels through flatulence.

, s. (from ct , the belly, and c , to throw), to pro-

duce an abortive birth.

cat , s. (from , the belly, and aa, a band , the stop-

page or cure of a dysentery.

eta , s. (from cat, the belly, and ca71, pain`, a griping

ofthe bowels.

tu, s . (from c , the belly, and zrt, pain), a griping,

a pain in the bowels.

ategi, s. (from , the belly, and ≈31, fulness), repleti-

on.

11, s. (from ç , the belly, and tkt, a breaking), a di-

arrhoea.

Matsi, a. (from c , the belly, and catst, a disease) , dis-

eased in the bowels .

, s. (from t, the belly, and a, a spear), the cholic.

catafx, a. (from , the belly , and , a person's all ,

making the belly one's all, gluttonous.

v. a. (from fit, to beat) , to cause to beat or hammer.

ta, a. from 8, the belly), large-bellied, pot-bellied .

ta , s. (from te, a basket), a basket used to carry

clothes and other necessaries on journey, a portman-

teau.

tat , s. from 1, a basket), the name of a species of

plant the seed vessel of which is supposed to bear a re

semblance to a basket, (Sida asiatica .)

ettu , a . (from ‹ , the belly, and af , desirous), volup-

tuous, gluttonous.

putatṣa, s. (from fet, to collect, and 5 , a making to

fall , a mode of dressing a woman's hair by parting it

on the forehead towards the temples.

, s. (from 8, a basket), a box, a chest , a wicker bask-

et.

, a. (from et , the belly), gluttonous, ravenously lov-

ing one's belly.

ta , s. (from , gluttonous), gluttony, ravenousness.

gi, a. (from c , the belly) , included, large bellied.

citita, s. (from ‹Я , the belly), one who is included in an-

other's office or account, a mate,

(iș), 5. (from 197æ, a basket), a basket with a cover to hold

clothes or other necessaries for a journey, a portman-

teau, a young buffalo, imposition.

(451, s. (from 3, to give pain , to cause pain, to grind or

squeeze ; s. a sort of sweetmeat, a wicker or cane baske

et, a young buffalo.

( 35, s. (from 51 , to cause pain), a reciprocal caus

ing of pain ar agony.

পেড়েয়ারণ , s . ( from পাড়িয়া , causing to fall, and মারণ , a beat-

ing), the throwing down and beating of a person.

(4371 , s. (from (43, a departed spirit), a sloven.

(435 , 8. (from 143, a departed spirit), an apparition, a

spectre, a slut.

3 , 8. (from cst, a slut, and , like), a slut, a slat-

tern.

, s. (from ( t, a slut), a flaunting negligent wo

man, a slut.

, s. (from cat , a basket) , a covered basket for jour

neying.

sta, s. (from cft, a basket), a stand to support box-

es , bales, or other goods.

পোদাপোকা, s. (from পাদ, windexpelledbackwards, and পোকা,

an insect), a sort of small beetle with an offensive scent

exactly resembling that of a bug, and usually called a

flying-bug.

a , s . (from 4 , to praise), that part of the disgusting

image of the Phallus which represents the female organ

of generation.

, a. (from t , to drink), potable, intended for drinking,

proper to be drunk ; s . a sucking calf.

tata, s. from lag, an onion) , an onion.

catat , s. from 3 , afootman), a footman, amessenger,

the bailiff of a court.

tata , s. (from fig, beloved), a guava ; a. beloved.

cat , s. (from 7, to be drunk, and as, to give), a drink

ing glass, a tea cup.

, s. (from peru , Port.) a turkey.

(AI , s. (from %, prep. and , to go), a nail or spike.

(Яtratestatai , s. (from T, a twig, and statt, a cow -keep

er), a cow-keeper, a milkman.

c , s. (from , a place or thing before or in front), the

front or forepart, confided in, trusted.

*** , s. (from , a dagger), a dagger, a stiletto ?

tata, 8. (from , an agent), an agent, a deputy, a

minister, a manager, an assistant.

cat , a . (from , an agent), agency, deputyship,

the office of a manager.

cantat??, s. (from I , a city in Cabul), a variety of rice,

Eecee
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পৈক্ষ,

, s. (from fx, to be a constituent part), eminent, fa-

mous, heart-ravishing, crafty, knavish.

**ti , s. (from * g, trade), a profession, a trade, a cus-

tom, a practice, a habit.

extīta ɑ. (from s , trade, and ɔ, h. lding) , trading.

tata , s. (from , trading), commerce, trade.

( 7, s. (from , to be a component part) , the egg of a

bird, a sheath or scabbard, a muscle, a ball or lump of

flesh, spikenard , a blown bud.

Max, a. (from F , to grind , grinding, masticating.

☎, s. (from (Я , masticating, and 3, a tooth), alarge

tooth, the grinders, (dentes molares .)

, s. (from fta, to grind), the grinding of corn or any

other substance, a roller, a bandage,

( ₁ , s. (from ( 4, a grinding, and 4 , a tooth), a large

tooth, the grinders, (dentes molares. )

ì, s. (from fat , to grind), a mill stone, a roller of wood

or stone.

Hty, a. (from fa, to grind), pulverizable, capable of be-

ing ground.

ti, s. (from , a staircase), a staircase, a ladder, a

flight of steps.

t431, s. (from "fa, pure), the sacred thread worn by the

three higher classes of Hindoos.

24 , a. (frem fast , a grandfather), connected with or

relating to a paternal grandfather.

, a. (from Ft , afather), paternal.

Tazz87, s. (from t435, paternal, and 43, wealth), a patri-

mony.

পৈতৃকৰনাধিকার , s . (from পৈতৃধন, a patrimony, and অধিকার,

a right) , the right to a paternal estate.

পৈতৃকবনাধিকারী , a. (from পৈতৃ न, a patrimony , and অধি-

afa , having a right) , possessing a right to a paternal

estate ; s. the owner or heir to a paternal estate.

ATTI, s. (from tЯg , paternal, and f³, a possession),

an inheritance.

পৈতৃকাধিকার, s ( from পৈতৃক, 'paternal, and অধিকার, a pos-

session), an inheritance.

te , s. (from a paternal aunt), the son of a

paternal aunt.

af , a. (from f , bile) , bilious, having the nature ofbile.

ta , a. (from fЯ , afather), paternal, hereditary.

ts, a. (from fatto, a goblin,, devilish, suited to goblins

পৈশাচৰিত্ৰাহ, s. (from পৈশাচ, a sort ofgoblin, and fatt, mar-

riage), a marriage in which the bride is decoyed away

by stratagem ,

, s. (fromfa, defaming), defamation, backbiting,

tale-bearing, cruelty.

cttst.

( 1, s. (from " , a son), a son.

, s. (from Яta, a quarter), a quarter, a fourth part,

the upper horizontal piece of the frame on which the

pedal is fixed for cleansing corn from its husk and

other purposes."

( tts), a . (from list, pregnant), pregnant.

tata, s. (from , a potter's kiln), a potter's kiln.

tata, s. (from af , straw) , straw.

C , an imitative sound used to express many ofthe sounds

in music especially in European music, the sound of a

flute orhautboy.

citavite, an imitative sound used to express she sound

arising from breaking wind backwards.

cata, s. (from , to wipe), the plaster of a wall, a white

wash.

Яts , s. (from Яto, plaster , the plastering of a wall, the

white washing of a wall.

toate, s. (from Я , plaster, and afft, earth), a kind of

ferruginous earth used by potters to glaze vessels with

a red colour.

cftat, v. a. (from 5, to wipe) , to cause to wipe or rub ; s.

the wrist.

11, s. (from Яt, to wipe), the wiping or rubbing off

of dust or other filth.

cЯiti, s. (from Я , to rub) , a gut, the entrails of an suimal.

Constructed with sta , to dissolve, it means to take out

the bowels of an animal.

ita, s. (from ty, the anus , the hips, the posteriors.

cinco , s . (from ct , the posteriors, and ss , a drig.

ging , the dragging of a person along while he sits on

the ground.

1 , s. (from ct , the posteriors, and t , a belt),

Jaxness of the bowels.

entrétft, ad. (from ‹ , the posteriors), rump to rump.

cata , s. (from Я , an insect , an insect, a worm.

cttætti, a. (from ( 1, a worm, and iti, cut), worm-ea-

ten.

tæt , a. (from ctt , a worm, and TT1, eaten),

worm-eaten.

( , s. (from , ripe), ripe, cooked , compleat.

catata, s (from višų , ripe), ripeness, a being compleat,

the boiling of salt.

( teta), s. (from ¿ g, ripe), ripeness , the boiling of salt,

the bringing of a thing to a perfect state.

se, s. (from af , prep. and s , to belong to the cheek),

a beardless boy, viz . till his sixteenth year, one who has

a redundant or defective member ; a. deformed.
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tti, s. (from t , the anus), the anus.

, s . (from , to shine), the foundation of a house or

wall.

iti, s. (from it, to shine), a woman with a beard.

1, v. a. (from 5, to burn) , to burn, to destroy by fire,

to roast, to scald ; s . the burning of a thing ; a. burnt,

roasted, parched.

E , s. (from ctt1, to burn), the burning of a thing.

ztægt , s. (frỏm ‹†și, burnt, and t , thefor head),

state ofmisfortuneill fortune, a misfortune, bad luck , a

or ill luck.

st.

Pitial, s. (from abs, a money-changer), the business

of a money-changer.

cЯtal, s. (from ståta, youngfry), the young of fish.

tatata, s, (from it , youngfry, and ats, a fish) , young

fry.

catrata, a. (from *** , fifteen), fifteen.

tatas , a. (from Ma , fifteen, and , a quality), fif-

teen-fold.

পৌনোরবার, a. ( from পোনোর , fifteen , and at a time), fifteen

times repeated.

tzat , a. (from catata,fifteen), the fifteenth.

Citștæstsiși, a. (from tși, burnt, and ta, the forehead), t , v . a . (from 1, to obtain ), to receive heat or warmth,

unfortunate, abandoned, wr tched.

ta, s. (from cats , to burn , the burning of a thing, the

searing or roasting of a thing.

MiștatŢki, s. (from ‹ †și , burn', and iga , an orange),

the name of a disease of the skin.

' ,

etztfa, s. (from câși , to burn) , a burning, the calcining of

a thing, calcination ; a. due for burning things, earned

by burning things.

Atstfagi, a. (from câtși , to burn), incendiary, burning.

te, v. a. (from cat , to be strong), to bury, to plant, to

fasten a stake or post in the earth, to deposit in the

earth.

ts, s. (from , to purify), a boat, a ship, the young of an

animal, a species of stone, the scite of a house or dwel-

ling, cloth.

M3nta, s. (from abi, a purse, and , holding), a money-

changer, a banker.

37, s. (from (Яte, to bury), the burying of a thing in the

ground, the planting of trees or seeds, the driving of a

stake or fixing of a post in the ground.

ettsfagi, a. from cats, to plant), one who plants trees .

Alfa , s. (from cats, a ship, and afa , a merchant), a

merchant who trades by sea, a voyaging merchant.

cttt , s (from cts, a boat, and t , the forcing of a

thingforward), a boatman, a steersman, a rower.

ettзatz , «. (from ‹ ³, n boat, and Tige, causing to move),

m naging a boat or ship ; s . a mariner, the captain of a

vessel.

3 , s . (from cafe, to plant) , the burying of a thing, a

cauton, a waterman, a seaman, an officiating priest.

131817, 8 (from tts, cloth, and atta, a taking), young

fry, a shoal of young fish,

catta, s. (from at , joot , the name of a particular cast of

Hindoos.

ettata, 8. (from abi , a purse, and jis, holding), a money-

changer.

to warm one's self. This word is always constructed

with t , fire, as its object.

tzt, v. a . (from Я , tofill) , to load , to fill ; s . a load, freight.

tat , s. (from DY,3 , steel), steel .

tet, s. (from , to be great), a harpoon.

‹¤tatæ, s. (from Sl~,, dress) , clothing, dress.

cat*ita}, a. (from Flät , dress), belonging to clothing or

dress, fit for clothing.

i , v. a. (from , to maintain), to maintain, to cherish, to

nourish.

( ta , a. (from , to nourish), nourishing, cherishing,

maintaining.

, s. (from , to maintain), the maintaining of a pers

son, the supporting or upholding of a thing.

ty, a. (from 8, to maintain) , proper to be maintained

or nourished.

catal, a. (from ч, to maintain), tame, domestic ; s. main

tenance, support ; v . a . to cause to nourish, to tanie.

tata, s. (from , to maintain ) , the causing ofa person tobe

maintained or nourished, the recompensing of a person.

, s. (from , to nourish , one who nourishes or main-

tains a person.

ta , a. (from , to nourish), requiring to be maintained.

or nourished.

tta , s. (from ta ,fit to be maintained, and , a son),

au adopted son.

( t , 8. (from , a poppy head), a poppy, (Papaver

somniferum .)

, s. (from , a bu tress), a bulwark, an embank-

ment, a buttress.

rats (from ¿ää!, a bu'tress, and gsi , a binding),

a bulwark, an embankment.

, v . n . (from 1, light), to become light, to dawn, to

appear.

( 75 , s . (from crise, a boy), a boy, a lad under sixteen

years of age,

Eeeee 2
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f , s . (from ens, a controverted point), a controverted

point, a particular side of a controversy.

, s. (from , a son), a grand-son .

al, s. (from a, a son), a son's daughter.

, s. (from

55 , s. (from 5, a twice-married woman), the son of a

twice-married woman by her latter husband.

ea, a. (from 3, a town), belonging to a town, residing

in towns or settled dwellings, civil, civilized.

atfa , a. (from 4, ancient history), well skilled

the ancient fabulous bistory of the Hindoos ; s. a person

who professes belief in the fabulous history of the Hin-

doos.

F, repeated), a repetition, tautology.

introduction to a book, a prologue or prelude, a poe

tical fiction, a poem in which the story and principal

persons are imaginary.

ta, s . (from a, the subject of a treatise, and ,

knowledge), a knowledge of the subject matter of a

treatise.

, a. (from 4, a subject) , belonging to the sub.

ject matter of a book, belonging to a treatise, belong-

ingto a chapter or section.

in , a. (from , prep. and , to draw), made to exceed ;

s. the surplus produce of a thing pledged beyond the

interest ofthemoney advanced. The word is used in

contracts for pledges in which the produce ofthe arti-

cle pledged exceeds the legal interest of the money ad-

vanced ; according to the Hindoo law the person to

whom the land or other thing is pledged is obliged in

such a case to return the surplus.

Chata , s . (from caifa , studying ancient history), the

condition of a person who professes belief in the fabu-

lous history ofthe Hindoos.

পৌরাণিকত্ব, s . ( from পৌরাণিক, studying ancient history) , the

condition or employment ofa person who professes be-

lief in the fabulous history of the Hindoos.

, s . (from , a male), manhood, manliness.

, s. (from tata, the day ofthefull moon) , belong-

ing to or connected with the day of the full moon.

,s. (from art , the name ofa star) , the name of a month

containing part of December and part of January. It

begins when the sun enters Sagittarius.

, a. (from , nourishment), nutritious, contributing

to nourishment.

it , an imitative sound used to express the quacking of a

duck.

tata, an imitative sound used to express the repeated

quacking of a duck.

15, s. (from cs, a screw), a screw, a spiral motion, intri-

cacy, perplexity.

th, s. (from fet, prep, s , to be wet), the white discharge

in women.

ts , s . (from t , the white discharge), a stain or rot-

tenness in linen.

at , a. (from Art , the white discharge), afflicted with the

white discharge.

a preposition used only in composition. It usually gives

the idea of an increased degree or greater excellency

of the action or thing.

at , a. (from , prep.), manifest, evident, notorious, dis-

played.

afts, a. (from gat , manifest), displayed, made manifest,

laid open, apparent, diffused abroad.

, s. (from , prep. and , to do,, a treatise, a chapter,

asection ofa book, the subject of a treatise, an affair, an

gate, a. (from , prep, and , to desire), tall, stout, strong,

robust, stupendous, excellent, best ; s . the trunk of a

tree the stem of a plant, greatness, excellence.

atste, a. (from ate, large, and t , the body), gigan

tic, large-bodied.

tea , a. (from tats, large, and af , aform), gigantic,

large.

text , a. (from ts, large, and , a body), gigan

tic, large.

ala, s. (from prep. and , to do), a sort, a kind, a me

thod, a manner, a difference, a similitude.

gatafata, s . (from t , a sort, and fa, a particular),

a particular sort.

gatan, s. (from gata, a sort, and (5 , a division), a par

ticular sort.

gatatea, s. (from aia, a sort, and g, other), another

sort ; a. dissimilar, other.

gatatea, ad. (loc. case of tata ), otherwise, in another

manner.

ata, s. (from . prep. and ta, time), a noted time ; a long

time.

att, s. (from , prep. and at , to shine), expansion, dif-

fusion, manifestation, lustre, light, illumination, revela

tion, a discovery, an appearance. Constructed with

to do, this word means to make manifest, to shew, to

discover, to reveal, with it, to obtain, it means to trans

pire, to come to light.

gata, a. (from prep. and at , to shine), shiuing, illumi

nating, displaying, visible.

getti, s. (from te, manifesting), the property of

manifesting or displaying.
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, s. (from t , manifesting) , the property of

manifesting or displaying.

tattat, s . (from t , manifestation, and , a doer),

one who manifests or displays things , one who ampli-

fies, one who casts light upon a subject .

getsētas, a. (from æ , manifestation, and ziṛæ, doing),

making manifest, displaying, amplifying, elucidating, il-

luminating.

tatal, a. (from tt , manifestation, and if do-

ing), making manifest, displaying, amplifying, elucidat-

ing, illuminating.

t , a. (from t , manifestation, and ,

ing), producing light or display, illuminating.

Hata , a. (from gat , manifestation , and F , produci-

ble , producible by or arising from a manifestation or

display.

$28.

ception oflight or manifestation, with the exception of

illumination or display, without or beside light or ma-

nifestation, without or beside illumination or display.

, S. (from , manijestation, and arts, an

obstacle), an obstacle to light or manifestation, an ob-

stacle to illumination or display.

getintaise, a. (from gætt, manifestation , and anatıæ,

obstructing , obstructing light ormanifestation, obstruct-

ing illumination or display.

gattata, a. (from prep. and at , to shine), shining, ap-

pearing.

produc- atsts, a . (from gett, manifestation, and cuts , capa

ble), capable of being manifested or displayed .

ata , ad. (from at , manifestation, and t, a form),

openly, publicly .

*** , a . (from t , manifestation, and cã , a cause), ·

caused by or arising from light or manifestation, caus-

ed by or arising from illumination or display; ad. from .

or because of light or manifestation, from or because

of illumination or display,

, ad. (loc . case of 7), for the purpose of

manifestation or display.

ata, s. (from , prep. and t , to shine), a shining, an

appearing, a manifesting.

getfafee, a . (from t , manifestation, and fafa , a

cause), caused by or arising from manifestation or dis-

play, caused by or arising from illumination or shining ;

ad. through or because of manifestation or display, from

or because of illumination or shining.

ff , ad. (from tt , manifestation, and af , a

cause) , for the purpose ofmanifestation or display, for

the purpose of illumination or shining.

gets, a. (from prep, and at, to shine), visible, ca-

pable of being manifested or displayed .

Set# gfsæææ, a. (from ***, manifestation, and grae,

opposing), opposing or hindering light or manifestation ,

opposing or hindering illumination or display.

Hat , a. (from , manifestation, and , caused

by , caused by or arising from light or manifestation ,

caused by or arising from illumination or display ; ad.

from or because of light or manifestation, from or be-

cause of illumination or display.

gata , ed. (from g , manifestation, and fa̸ ) , without),

without orbeside light or manifestation, without or be-

side illumination or display.

fas, a. (from xat , manifestation, and f3f45,

excepted , light or manifestation excepted, illumination

or display excepted .

#zinafua™, s. (from **, manifestation, and afsigF, an

exception , the exception oflight or manifestation, the

exception ofillumination or display.

প্রকাশনাতিরেকে, ad, (loc. case of প্রকাশবাতিয়েক), with the ex-

tatt , a . from g , manifestation, and xx, fit), fit to be

displayed, worthy of being made manifest.

xif×³, a. (from J. prep. aud , to shine), manifested,

revealed, disclosed.

ts , a. (from prep. and , to shine), discovera

ble, capable of being made manifest, visible .

gat , a. (from prep. and t , to shine), appearing, shin

ing, radiant.

stat , a. (from , prep. and at, to shine) , discoverabl
e
,

capable of being made known, visible.

, s . (from * , visible), visibility.

at , a. (from , prep, and , to throw), scattered about,

interspersed, bespread, miscellaneous, promulgated,

published ; s. a chapter, a section.

gelde, s. (from glí, spread abroad), the tail of the Tarta

rian ox used as a fan, a section or chapter in a book,

extent, the extent of a subject or paragraph in a book,

a decree or decision oflaw.

ga , s. (from prep. and , to sound agreeably), the

mention of a thing.

gas, a. (from , prep. and , to throw), spoken, declar

ed, explained , mentioned, revealed .

43, a. (from , prep. and , to do , right, genuine, proper,

accurate, real , true .

331, s. (from 5 , right) , rectitude, veracity, genuine-

ness, reality, propriety, accuracy.

, s . (from 5 , rgh ), rectitude, veracity, genuineness,

reality, propriety, accuracy.
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ft, ad. (from 3, right, and , a form) , rightly, pro- f , s. (from fe, thrown, and 5, skin), in anatomy

perly, truly. the name of a particular membrane, (Membrana cadu-

ca.)qætú, a. (from 3, right, and sư, an object) , right, accu-

rate, genuine, real, pure, true ; s. the true object of a com-

plaint in a court of law.

gastuzzal, a. (from , the object of a plaint, and

, connected with), connected with the matter of

a plaint.

3 , s. (from , prep. and 4, to do) , original and unformed

matter, which is by the Hindoos accounted the female

principle from which the world arose, nature, dispositi-

on, a subject, an inhabitant of a country ; in Grammar, a

crude noun or verb before it has taken any infection,

a multiplier, the multiplier of a square, a coefficient of

the first square.

fat , a .(from 3, nature, and Я , obtaining), elas-

tic.

3f , a. (from , nature, and fa , compleated), na-

tural, effected by nature.

fs , a. ' (from af , nature, and 1, to stand), - being or

continuing in the natural state.

gaffs, a. (from , nature, and f₹5, situated), situat-

ed or being in the natural state.

, a . (from

superior.

prep. and a, to draw), excellent, eminent,

, s . (from , excellent), excellency, eminence, su-

periority.

la, s. (from , prep. and a , to determine), the forearm,

a part of a door frame.

, s. (from , prep. and , to step), an attempt, a be-

ginning, a commencement.

ts, a. (from prep. and , to step), attempted, begun ,

commenced.

gutest, s . (from to, attempted), a being attempted, a be-

ing begun.

3 , s . from , attempted), a being attempted, abe-

ing begun,

qat , a.from , prep. and , to ooze), exhalent.

sta , s . from , prep. and , to ooze ), the washing or

rinsing of a thing, the expiation of a crime.

arat , o. from prep. and 4 , to ooze) , capable of be-

ing washed or rinsed, requiring to be washed or rias-

ed.

3, a. (from prep, and , to coze), washed, rinsed.

ta , a. (from , prep. and E , to ooze , capable of being

washed or rinsed.

, c. (from 1. prep. and f , to throw , projected,

thrown, cast, injected, propelled.

, s. (from prep. and f , to throw), projection, a

throwing off, injection, propulsion, the particular sum

cast in by each member to make a stock in fellowship

or joint trade.

**te, a. (from prep. and f , to throw), propelling,

throwing off, urging forward.

tat, s. (from , propelling, and tatal, a tube),

in anatomy the name of a particular vessel in the body,

(Vas deferens .)

ty, a. (from prep. and f , to throw),. capable of

being propelled or driven forward, capable of being

projected or thrown.

gy, a. (from , prep. and a, sharp) , keen, smart, emi-

nent.

gifs, s. (from at , keen, and carfs, light) , a glare.

graafe, s. (from Hay, sharp, and af , understanding), a-

cuteness, penetration.

st3, s. (from prep. and s³, a part), the upper arm from

the elbow to the shoulder.

প্রাগুককিচ Åাকৃতিপুৱৰ্দ্ধনযুক্ত , “. (from প্রগণ্ড, the unper arm , as-

af , aprocessformed like a crow's bill, and

joined to), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle,

(Coraco-brachialis. )

st3, a. (from prep. and sta, to go), diverged, standing out-

wards, gibbous.

Jagsta , a. (from 3, bending outwards, and , the

knee,, bandy legged, having the knees far apart .

Cs , a. (from prep and s , to be bold), overpowering,

abundant, prevailing, bold, confident, intrepid , auda-

cious, shameless , i pudent, strong, able, firm, ready.

Ps31, s (from E , overpowering), overbearingness, bold.

ness, insolence, impudence, intrepidity, audacity, per.

verseness, wilfulness.

8. from s bold , boldness, insolence, overbearing-

ness, impudence, intrepidity, audacity, perverseness,

wird in ss.

"ড়, s from , bold , a lustful woman.

sits. s . from prep, and st , to agitate), steady, serious,

firm, much, excessive, hard, difficult.

31 , s . (from sit , steady), steadiness, seriousness, firm-

ness abundance, difficulty.

ts. (from Est 5, steady), steadiness, seriousness , firm➡

ness , abundance , difficuity.

4, a. from pep. and 4, a quality), straight, honest,

upright, sincere.
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q , s. (from q, prep. and . to take , the string which

suspends a balance, a rein or halter, a man or beast in

confinement, confinement.

, s . (from , prep. and 1, the nape of the neck), a win-

dow, a lattice, a balcony, a summer house, a painted

turret, a wooden balustrade or fence on the edge of a

building or of a piece of furniture.

53, a. (from prep. and55, to be angry), furious, violent,

headstrong, intolerable, insupportable, excessively hot

or burning, acrid, bold, confident, fierce, presuming.

, ad. (from , current, and t , aform) , cur-

rently, commonly, popularly, publicly.

, s. (from . prep. and 8 , to move), activity, a moving

with spirit, a being current.

gofas, a. (from

ed, current.

sta, s. (from

prep. and t , tomove), moved, stimulat-

prep, and da, to move) , commonness, noto-

riety, publicity, the tending of cattle while grazing.

got , a (from , prep. and 8 , to move), making public,

publishing, tending cattle while grazing.

gotza , s. (from gota, publicity, and z , a doer), a person

who makes things public, a person who tends cattle

while grazing.

Notaætaæ, ɑ. (from got , publicity, and ☎ta☎, doing), mak-

ing public, publishing, tending cattle while grazing ;

s. a person who publishes a thing, a person who tends

cattle while grazing.

staat , a. (from gota, publicity , and at , doing), mak-

ing public, publishing, tending cattle while grazing.

stles, a. (from 2, prep. and 87, to move), made known, pub-

lished, made manifest, grazed.

43, a. (from , prep. and fo, to collect), abundant, suffici-

ent, amply, much , many.

73 , s. (from 53, abundant), abundance, a sufficiency,

plenty.

6 , s. (from 23, abundant), abundance, a sufficiency,

plenty.

, s. (from , to ask), a person who propounds a pro-

blem or question for solution.

, a. (from , prep. and , to cover), concealed, covered,

disguised.

, ad. (from , concealed, and Я, aform), incog,

in disguise, clandestinely.

, a. (from , concealed, and te, taking

away), secretly purloining, pilfering ; s. a concealed

thief.

প্রহরাপহারী, a. (from প্রছন্ন , concealed, and অপহারিন্, taking

away), secretly purloining, pilfering.

ચ.

ta , s. (from , prep, and atgt, a shadow), the commen

difference ofterms in progression .

1, s. (from , prep. and 7, to be produced) , a person, an

individual, the subject of a king or governor, a tenant,

a dependent, offspring.

fatta, s. (from 51 , a subject, and st , a genus), the body

of subjects or dependents, the peasantry,

ata , s. (from 51, a person, and fs, a lord , Bruhma

considered as the sire of all is frequently called by this

name, but the term is more properly applied to ten of

his sons, who are in mythology the progenitors of all

animals, a prince, a king, a sovereign, a daughter's bus-

band, one of the names of Vishwakurma, a butterfly.

stata , a. (from 1 , a subject, and nourishing),

nourishing the subjects or tenants ; s . a king who nou-

rishes his subjects, a proprietor who nourishes his te-

nants.

, s. (from 1, a subject, and Яt , a nourishing),

the nourishing of subjects or dependeats.

gaga , a. (from 21, a subject, and fta , nourish-

ing) , nourishing the subjects or tenants ; s. a king who

nourishes his subjects, a proprietor who nourishes his

tenants.

tata, s . (from 1 , a subject, and fat , a nourish-

ing), the nourishing of subjects or dependents.

gata , s. (from 1 , a subject, and sí, a class), the body

of subjects or dependents, the peasantry.

t , a. (from 51, a subject, and , preserving),

guarding or preserving the subjects or dependents ;

8. one who guards or preserves his subjects or depeu-

dents .

ta , s. (from 1 , a subject, and 4, a preserving),

the preserving or defending of the subjects or depen-

dents.

stafes, a. (from 1 , a subject, and 7 , destitute) , des-

titute of subjects or dependents.

, a. (from Я , a subject, and 1, empty) , destitute

of subjects or dependents.

ta , s. (from 51, a subject, and 5, a multitude), the

body of the subjects or dependents, the peasantry.

st , a. (from 51, a subject, and , destitute), desti-

tute of subjects or dependents.

, s. (from , prep. and , to blaze), a blazing, a tak.

ing fire.

ty, a. (from prep. and , to blaze), combustible,

inflammable.

galas, a. (from g, prep, and , to burn), eukindled, made

to blaze.
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' સુબા .
1,

, s. (from prep. and , to know), learned , wise, in-

telligent.

, s. (from , prep. and , to know), an assignation,

an engagement to meet, a sign or token.

, a. (from prep. and , to know), an intelligent wo-

man, understanding.

tat , a. (from 3 , understanding) , intelligent, knowing,

wise.

fata, s. (from , prep. fa, pren and ♬¹ , to hold`, an object

of desire, regard to a thing, a great effort, stress , ener

gy, profound meditation, access , entrance.

পুনিধি,
s. (from prep. fa, prep. and 21, to hold), a request,

solicitation , a secret agent, an emissary, a spy, aplace,

a situation, an agreement, an engagement.

13, s. from , prep. fa, prep. and tofall), prostra

tion, a bowing with respect, reverence, obeisence.

ff , a . (from 1 , understanding, and ff , posses- fafes . a. (from prep. fa , prep. and 1 , to have), deliver

sed of), intelligent, wise, knowing.

ts, a. (from , understanding, and 4 , joined to),

intelligent, wise, knowing,

3, a. (from 1 , understanding, and af , destitute),

destitute of understanding, unintelligent.

ta , a. (from 1 , understanding, and empty), des-

titute of understanding, unintelligent.

is , a . (from 1 , understanding, and 7, destitute),

destitute of understanding, unintelligent.

43, a. (from , prep and 4 , to bow , prostrate, humbled.

f3 , s. (from , prep. and 4 , to bow) , a bow, a prostra

tion, a salutation ,

f , a. (from a prostration, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from prostration or salutation ; ad

humbly, submissively .

, s. (from , prep, and at, to take) , intimacy, affection ,

love, familiarity, concord, friendship, acquaintance re-

verence.

Hat, a. (from Haft , intimate) , intimate, friendly, affecti-

onate,

3. a. (from 4 , intimacy , and 3, made), made friend-

ly or intimate, won over to a person's affections .

, a. (from

ed.

prep. and at, to perish), spoiled, lost, ruin-

ata, s. (from , prep. and q♫, to bow), a prostration, a bow,

a salutation. This word constructed with , to do,

means to bow, to pay respects to a person, to prostrate

one's self.

ata , a . (from atfza, bowing), bowing, saluting, prostrat-

ing

af , s . (from gatal, a drain) , a tube, a tubular vessel

ofthe body, a conduit.

ata , s. (from prep. and , to bind), a water-course ,

an issue from a pond, a drain, a habit, a custom, a con-

tinued series.

gatal , ad. (from , a custom , and , before), cus-

tomarily, habitually.

at , s . (from , prep and , to perish), destruction, per-

dition, the loss ofan article,

ed over, entrusted with, consigned to , obtained, acquir

ed, received, acknowledged, decided , determined , plac

ed, deposited, fixed.

3, a. (from , prep, and , to take), fire consecrated

by religious formulas ; a. cooked, made, done, construct

ed, compared, thrown, sent, approached, entered.

gy, a. (from . prep, and at, to take , practicable, docile,

tractable, agreeable .

38, a. (from , prep. and , to burn), ardent, dignified,

possessed of a high sense of honour, high-spirited.

at , s. (from , prep, and 3 , to be hot , ardor, zeal, cou,

rage, power, glory, majesty, dignity, high spiritedness,

a jealous sense of dignity connected with rank or pow

er.

guttata, s. (from 3 , ardor , and zeigt, a kind ofnote),

a particular note or sound in Hindo music .

staff , a. (from 31st, ardor, and faf , possessed of,

ardent, zealous, courageous, majestic, dignified, highs

spirited.

31 , a. (from ott, ardor, and fast destitute of),

destitute of ardor or zeal, destitute of courage, mean,

spirited .

3 , a. (from 3 , ardor, and joined to), ardent,

zealous, courageous, majestic, dignified, high-spirited.

tas, a. (from ott, ardor, and af , destitute , desti-

tute of ardor or zeal, destitute of courage, mean-spirit

ed .

stt , a . (from gut , ardor), ardent, zealous, courageş

ous, high-spirited , majestic, dignified.

31, a. (from got , ardor, and 1, empty), destitute

of ardor or zeal, destitute of courage, mean-spirited.

t , a. (from 31 , ardor, and 1 , destitute , desti

tute of ardor or zeal, destitute ofcourage, mean-spirite

ed .

statas, a. (from gett, ardor, and fa , possessed of,

ardent, zealous, courageous, powerful , glorious.

staæ, a. (from *, prep. and , to pass over), deceiving, ca◄

joling, insidious, perfidious ; s. a deceiver, a cajoler, a

knave
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ન.

Jaiyesi, 8. (from *stræ, deceiving), deceitfulness, insidi-

ousness, perfidy, knavery.

HotLEE, &. (from gsta☎, deceiving), deceitfulness ; insidi

ousness, perfidy, knavery.

sifs.

ed by or arising from fraud or deceit ; ad. from or be-

cause of fraud or deceit.

stad , a. (from , prep. and 3, to cross over), deceivable,

liable to be imposed upon or cheated.

getaal, s. (from J. prep. and 3, to pass over), deceit, im- || gothis, a. (from ♫, prep.

posture, fraud, a trick, an imposition.

*staatadi, s. (from got , de eit, and ý, a doer), a per-

son who practices deceit or fraud, an impostor.

gotzaiatzæ, a. (from staat, deceit, and atg , doing),

practising deceit or imposture.

getzatætaì, a. (from 311, deceit, and at , doing), prac-

tising deceit or imposture.

getfis, a. (from , prep. and , to pass over), deceived, im-

posed upon, cajoled , overreached .

afs, a preposition, principally used as an inseparable one.

It usually gives to the word with which it is united the

sense of a reflected or reiterated action, agreeing gene

rally with the Latin re- ; ad. every, each.

fet, s. (from , prep, and a , a work), every work.

every action.

MetÃ«tafas, a. (from зta¶l, deceit, and fª³, produced), || sæta, s . (from , prep. and , to do), an action in re-

produced by or arising from deceit or fraud.

state , a. (from
ta , deceit, and , producible),

producible by or arising from deceit or fraud .

gattakar, ad. (loc. case of staat ), for the purpose of

deceit or fraud, for the purpose of trick or knavery.

প্রতারনানিষিত্তক, a. (from প্রতারণা , deceit, and নিষি , a cause),

caused by or arising from deceit or fraud ; ad. from or

because ofdeceit or fraud.

getratfiface, ad. (from gatal, deceit, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of deceit or fraud.

ystaatsfæ, a. (from ta , deceit, and 1, before), pre-

ceded by or arising from deceit or fraud ; ad. by or

through deceit or fraud.

za , a . (from stat, deceit, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from deceit or fraud ; ad. from or

because of deceit or fraud.

staat , ad. (from stal, deceit, and fat, without),.

without or beside deceit or fraud.

প্রতারণাতিরিক্ত,এ . (from প্রতারণা, deceit, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), deceit or fraud excepted, imposture or knavery ex-

cepted.

প্রতারণাাতিরেক, ৪. (from প্রতারণা , deceit, and জাতিরেক, an et-

ception) , the exception of fraud or deceit.

প্রতারণায্যতিরেকে, ad. (lvc. case of প্রতারনাতিরেক) , with thre

exception of fraud or deceit, without or beside fraud or

deceit.

detzataax, a. (from зtal, deceit, and 4 , a rool), origi

nating from fraud or deceit.

#stantiætni, a. (from stat, deceit, and catst , capable ,

worthy of being deceived or overreached .

stal , a. (from
1, deceit, and , fit , deserving or

fit tobe imposed upon or deceived.

* teatas, a. (from Astaª1, deceit, and , indicating),

turn for something done, revenge, retaliation, a reflect

ed action, a remedy, a preventative.

Iføætaæ, a. (from gfs, prep. and , to do), revenging, re-

taliating, returning an action, remedying.

gfsætú, a. (from g , prep. and , to do), remediable, ca-

pable of being retaliated or revenged.

sa (from gfs , prep, and ™ , a shore), adverse, op-

posite, contrary, cross-grained, reverse, inverted.

1, s. (from 3 , opposed), opposition, contrariety.

Jfcæastsad, 8. (from fast, opposition, and atɔ̃a, con-

duct), a course of opposition, conduct contrary to a

person's interests .

পতিকূলতাচার,, a. (from 3 , opposition, and tot

acting), acting a part in opposition to a person.

*feza , 8. (from fs , opposed , opposition , contrariety.

gfæatsid, a. (from fa , adverse, and 15 , conduct),

enmity, conduct in opposition to a person or thing.

xfeats, s. (from af³, prep. and *f³, an action), retaliation,

the return of an action, revenge, resistence, an image,

a reflected image, a picture, worship, reverence.

afsd, ad. (from , prep. and Ed, a moment), at every

moment, at every instant.

gfsfs, a. (from f³, prep. and fat, to throw), dismissed,

rejected, turned away, opposed, repelled, resisted, ca→

lumniated, sent , dispatched.

gfests, a. (from Af³, prep. and sta, to go), flying backwards

and forwards, wheeling or doubling in flight.

festa , s. (from afs, prep. and sta, to go), a going back, a

returning.

gfestat, a . (from Afs, prep. and stx, togo), going back, re-

turning.

¿fes̟sts, a. (from *fs, prep. and g , to take), received,

accepted, assented to .

indicating fraud or deceit.

Setzstles , a. (from
1741, deceit, and 3, a cause), caus-

fags, s. (from gf³, prep. and sg, lo receive), a spitting pot,

a receiving, an accepting.

Fifff
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STG.

fested , a . (from fs , prep. and , to receive), accepta-

ble, fit or proper to be received or accepted .

fest , s. (from , assent, and gt , obtained) , hav-

ing obtained consent or acceptance, accepted, approv-

ed.

, a. (from , a receiving, and as, obtained),

obtained by the gift of another.

qgiszi, a. (from 3 , prep. and 5, to take), fit or pro-

per to be received or accepted, acceptable.

feste, s. (from f³ , prep. and , to receive), a spitting

pot.

gfestes, a . (from qf , prep. and

HE.

of a person to promise or engage, the causing a person

to affirm or declare.

fat , a. (from , prep. and , to know), proper

to be the subject of a vow or promise, proper to be

made the matter of a declaration.

প্রতিজ্ঞাপলিক, a. (from প্রতিজ্ঞা, a promise, and পালঙ্ক, maintaine

ing , keeping a promise or engagement, maintaining an

affirmation ; s. a person who keeps his promise or

word.

*ftata , s. (from fl, a promise , and Яt , a keep-

ing), the keeping of a promise or declaration.

, to receive) , obtain- ft , a. (from fs, prep. and 1, to kno… ), made the

subject of a promise or vow, made the subject of a de-

claration.

ing, receiving ; s . a person who receives gifts or pre-

sents.

as , a. (from 3, prep. and , to receive), acceptable,

worthy of being accepted or received .

313, s. (from fs, prep. and at3, a blow), a back stroke,

a blow in return, resistance, opposition, a smiting or

killing.

fa, s. (from prep. and a, to move) , a moving in a

retrograde direction, a returning.

fsst, a. (from gfs, prep. and , to move), western, west .

fata , s . (from gfs , prep. and &ti, a shadow), a reflect-

ed image, an image, a statue, a picture, au impression,

a bas relief, a fac simile.

E , s . (from fs, prep. and fan, to cut), opposition.

swa , s. (from , prep. and 1 , the thigh), the fore

part ofthe thigh.

afe , s. (from 3, prep. and 57, a man), every man.

1, s . (from fs, prep. and , to know), a promise or

engagement, a declaration, a plaint in a lawsuit.

fsatzzi, s . (from , a promise, and a , a maker),

a person who makes a promise or declaration.

afstæt?æ, a. (from 551, a promis?, aud ataē making),

making a promise, making a declaration ; s. a person

who makes a promise, or declaration.

get , a . (from fl, apromise, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from a promise or declaration ; ad.

by or through a promise or declaration.

ft , a. (from 3 , prep. and , to know), proper to

be made the subject of a vow or promise, proper to be

made the subject of a declaration.

geatati, a. from fa , a promise, and at , speaking ,

uttering a promise or declaration ; s . a promiser, a

plaintiff.

soft , s. (from 335 , acknowledged by one, and

fato, a conclusion), a conclusion adopted by one of

two disputants, a sentiment maintained by one of the

disputants in an argument.

afata, s. (from g³, prep. and eta, a lock), a key, a pick-

lock.

33, a. (from fs, prep. and ' , to give , given back, re-

turned.

af¾ñafa, s. (from afs, prep. and , to see), the looking at

a person in return for a look or word.

afsuta, s. (from f³, prep. and îì , to give) , a recompense,

retribution, a remuneration, the returning of a gift, the

paying back a sum received.

gfestett, a. (from , a promise, and fa , doing) , fent , s . (from fs , prep. and 1, to give , the causing a

making a promise or declaration.

afts, a. (from 3 , prep. and 1 , to know), promised , en-

gaged to, declared , affirmed, deposed.

#owie?, s. (from off , a declaration, and 37, another),

another declaration or plaint, another promise .

fat , a. (from f³, prep. and , to know), causing to

promise or declare ; s. one who obliges another to

promise or declare .

, s . (from , a promise, and , a writing), a

written promise or declaration, a promissory note.

*fewista, s. (from 55, pep. and 1 , to know ), the causing

person to return or give back a thing received.

fontas, a. (from , prep. and ' , to give) , liable to be

returned or given back by the decree of a court.

313, a . (from 5 , prep, and ' , to give), decreed or

ordered by a court to be restored or returned.

319 , a. (from 5 , prep. and 1 , to give , liable to be

"returned or paid back in consequence of the decree of

a court.

ff , ad. (from , prep. and f , a day) , every day.

2f3q8, a. (from 25³, prop, and ■*!, to sre), looked at in re-

turn .

C
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pfomu, a . (from q(3, prep. and 41. to give), returnable, sub-

Ject to be returned or given back.

qß*F, s. (from g³, prep. and fi, a noise) , an echo.

qfzasi, s. (from 3, prep, and 7 , a grandson , a great-

grandson, a son's grandson .

fa , s. (from 5s , prep. fa, prep. and 1 , to hold), a de-

puty, a substitute, a representative , a commutation.

sarta, s . (from gfs, prep, and art , a deposit), a mutual

deposit for the accomodation of both parties.

*s**, s. (from qf³, prep. and ¶, a side), an enemy, an

adversary, a contrary thesis or proposition.

safes, a . (from 3 , an opponent) , opposed to. In lo-

gic a thesis or argument equally proved bythe presence

or absence of its predicate.

fa , s. (from gfs, prep. and , to move), the first day

ofthe moon's increase or wane.

affe, s. (from fs, prep. and , to more), the obtaining

of a thing, the accomplishment of an object, acquire-

ment, advancement, promotion, success, acquisition ,

knowledge, ascertainment, the acknowledgement of a

charge, fame, reputation, a demonstration.

gfsfees, a. (from *ff , ascertainment, and ☎, to do), as-

certaining, working conviction, accomplishing, promot-

ing, giving success , demonstrating, acknowledging.

প্রতিপত্তিকারক, a. (from প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and কারক, do-

ing) , accomplishing an object, ascertaining a thing, mak

ing famous, demonstrating.

প্রতিপত্তিকারী, a. (from প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and কারিন, do-

ing), accomplishing an object, making certain, demon-

strating, making famous.

প্রতিপত্তিজনক, a. (from প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and न , pro-

ducing) , producing certainty, producing success, pro-

ducing conviction in the mind.

পুতিপত্তিজন্য , প্রতিপত্তি, অন্য,a. (from f34f , ascertainment, and I, pro-

du ible , producible by or arising from conviction or

certainty, producible by or arising from success or ad-

vancement.

প্রতিপত্তিঅন্যে, ad. (loc. case of প্রতিপত্তিজন্য) , for the purpose of

ascertainment or conviction, for the purpose of success

or advancement .

fat , s. (from 3 , ascertainment, and t* , de-

struction), the loss of certainty or conviction, the loss

of promotion or success.

gfsdfsatie, a. (from Afs , ascertainment, and at* æ, de-

structive), destructive to certainty or conviction, de-

structive to promotion or success.

প্রতিপত্তিনির্মিত , a. (from প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from ascertainment or

conviction, caused by or arising from success or ad-

vancement ; ad. from or because of ascertainment or

conviction, from or because of promotion or success.

প্রতিপত্তিনিত্রিত্তে, ad . (frow প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and নিমিত্ত;

a cause), for the purpose of ascertainment or convicti-

on, for the purpose of promotion or success.

ff , a . ( from ff , ascertainment, and

caused by) , caused by or arising from ascertainment or

conviction, caused by or arising from promotion or

success ; ad. from or because of ascertainment or con

viction, from or because of promotion or success.

foffa , ad. (from ff , ascertainment, and fat , with

out), without or beside ascertainment or conviction,

without or beside promotion or success .

প্রতিপত্তিরতিরিক্ত, a. (from প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), ascertainment or conviction excepted, pro-

motion of success excepted.

gfsafstifolḍæ, s. (from 3, ascertainment, and four;

an exception), the exception of ascertainment or con-

viction, the exception ofpromotion or success.

প্রতিপত্তিৰতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of প্রতিপত্তিজতিয়েক) , with the

exception of ascertainment or conviction , with the ex-

ception ofpromotion or success, without or beside as-

certainment or conviction , without or beside promotion

or success.

ff , a. (from ff , the ascertaining of a thing,

and , a root), originating from determination or as-

certaining, springing from knowledge or confidence.

প্রতিপত্তিহেতুক, a. ( from প্রতিপত্তি, ascertainment, and হেতু , ৫

cause) , caused by or arising from ascertainment or con-

viction , caused by or arising from promotion or suc-

cess ; ad. from or because of ascertainment or convic-

tion, from or because of promotion or success.

fat , s . (from afs, prep. and Я , a stop), every stop, eve-

ry place or situation.

fa.(from 3, prep. and in, to move), effected, accom.

plished, advanced, demonstrated.

fa , s. (from fa, effected), success, demonstration,

promotion.

a , s. (from fa, effected), success, demonstration,

promotion.

fine, a. (from 5, prep. and 15, to move), ascertaining,

accomplishing, giving success, promoting, demonstrat→

ing, causing to acknowledge.

fЯta, s. (from * , prep, and 4 , to more), an ascertain-

ing, a demonstrating, a causing to acknowledge, the

giving of success, a promoting.

Fffff2
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gifs.

fatti , a. (from 3, pre . and t , to move), ascertain-

able, demonstrable, obtainable, probable.

fatf³, a. from fs, prep. and , to move), ascertained,

demonstrated, obtained, promoted, advanced, acknow-

ledged.

stas , a. (from gfs, prep. and ta, to move), ascer-

tainable, demonstrable, obtainable, probable.

afias, a. (from [s, prep. and 5, to move), ascertaina-

ble, demonstrable, obtainable, probable.

art , s. (from 3 , demonstrable, and af, object,,

the object to be demonstrated or ascertained.

tas, a . (from 3 , prep, and t , to preserve), provid-

ing for, nourishing, supporting, protecting, preserving ;

s. a protector, a provider, a benefactor.

31, s. (from , a protector) , the circumstance

of being a nourisher or maintainer.

ga , s. (from fata , a protector), the circumstance

of being a nourisher or protector.

fata, s. (from ³, prep, and t , to preserve), the
nou-

rishing or maintaining ofa person , the preserving or pro-

viding for a person, the succouring of a person.

প্রতিপালনকর্তা, ৪. (from প্রতিপালন, ৫ nourishing , and কর্ত ,ৃ ৫

doer), one who maintains, one who nourishes or pro-

tects, one who keeps or maintains a promise or declar-

ation .

প্রতিপালনকারক, s. ( from পুতিগলিन, a nourishing, and কারক,

doing), maintaining, nourishing, protecting.

yferlaaætat, a. (from Afsstma, nourishing, and ætlan, do-

ing), maintaining, nourishing, protecting.

প্রতিপালনজন্য , a. (from প্রতিপালন, a nourishing, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from nourishing or

maintaining.

পুঁতিপালন জন্যে , ad. loc. case of পুতিপালনজন্য ) , for the purpose

ofnourishing or maintaining, for the sake of a mainte-

nance.

পুতিপালননিমিত্তক, a. (from প্রতিপালন , a mourishing, and fन ,

a cause , caused by or arising from nourishing or main-

taining ; ad. from or because of nourishing or main-

taining.

প্রতিপালননিমিত্তে, ad. (from প্রতিপালন , ৫ nourishing, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for the purpose of nourishing or maintaining,

for the sake of a maintenance.

পুতিপালনপযুক্ত , a. ( from পুতিপালন , a nourishing, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from nourishing or

maintaining ; ad. from orbecause of nourishing or main-

taining.

প্রতিপালনহেতুক, a . (from প্রতিপালন , a nourishing, and হেত,

cause), caused by or arising from nourishing or main-

taining; ad. from or because of nourishing or maintain-

ing.

xfestmaty, a. (from fs, prep. and , to preserve), proper

or requiring to be maintained or nourished.

gheatas, ạ. (from f³, prep. and tt , to preserve), provided

for, maintained , nourished, protected, preserved.

fts, a. (from gfs, prep. and ta, to preserve), deserv-

ing to be maintained, proper to be maintained or sup

ported.

NGHĦ™, 8. (from xf³, prep, and me, the bringingforth of

young), a particular permission of things which are ge-

nerally prohibited.

tra, s. (from Tfs, prep. and w , fruit), a retribution, a

reward, a remuneration , a retaliation.

rat , s. (from for , aretribution , and t , a giver)

a person who deals out rewards or punishments, a re-

warder.

dforaatye, a. (from * ™ , a reʼribution, and π , gir-

ing) , giving rewards or punishments, rewarding.

ghormati, a. (from fзw , a retribution, and utfi¶, give

ing) , giving rewards. or punishments, dealing out retri-

butions.

gforsi, s. (from I , prep. and zo , a word), an answer, a

reply, an echo.

181, . (from gfs, prep. and 5%, a word), an answer,

a reply, an echo.

, ad. (from s, prep, and zen , a year), every

year, yearly.

afsa , s . (from gfs, prep. and a band), an impedi-

ment, an obstacle.

Hææ, u. (from f³, prép. and , to bind), obstructing,

hindering, impeding, opposing, resisting.

*saza³1, 8. (from qſe, obstructing , an obstruction,

a hinderance, an impediment, opposition, resistance.

প্রতিবন্ধকতাচরণ, ৪. (from প্রতিবন্ধকতা , opposition, and আচরণ,

conduct , conduct in opposition to a person, conduct in-

tended to throw obstacles in the way of an undertak-

ing.

প্রতিক্ষ্মকতাচারী, a. (from প্রতিবন্ধকতা , opposition, and আচারি

acting), acting a part calculated to oppose or obstruct

an undertaking.

, 8. (from , obstructing), an obstruction, a

hinderance, an impediment, opposition, resistance.

37953, a . (from gfs☎, obstructing, and 55, become),

become an obstacle or impediment.

f344, 8. (from gfs, prep, and a to bind , the obstruct-
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ifs.

ing of adesign, the hindering ofan undertaking, the op-

posing or resisting of a purpose.

forter, s. (from fs , prep. and ater, a word), an answer.

sata, s. (from f³, prep and ca, to speak), a reply, an

answer, litigation, a pleading in reply.

its1, s. (from
safe , replying), the office of a res-

pondent, litigation, a pleading in reply.

¿fortſaw, s. (from gfsæthug, replying , the office of a res-

pondent, litigation , a pleading in reply.

gfezint, a. (from gfaatua, replying), replying, rejoining,

pleading in reply ; s. a respondent, a pleader.

gfextâæ, a. (from f³, prep. and , to resist), resisting,

opposing, preventing.

Afsættasi, 8. (from Afsætt™, opposing), opposition, resist-

ance, prevention.

fsatz , 8. (from fate, opposing), opposition, resist

ance, prevention.

afszta, a. (from gfs, prep. and atfay, opposing), resisting,

opposing, preventing ; s. an opponent.

gfartal, a. (from gfs, prep. and , to dwell ,

ing;s. a neighbour.

offs.

light or knowledge, for the sake of intellect or witty

smariness.

qfsstfafas, a. (from far light, and fafis, a cause),

caused by or arising from light or knowledge, caused by

or arising from intellect or witty smartness ; ad. from or

because of light or knowledge, for or because of intel

lect or witty smartness.

ff , ad. (from ass , light, and fuf , a cause),

for the purpose of light or knowledge, for the purpose

of intellect or witty smartness.

351fs, a. (from fe , boldne's, and fas, connected

with), bold, impudent, confident, intelligent, wise.

fast , a. (from 351, light, and , caused by caus-

ed by or arising from light or knowledge, caused by or

arising from intellect or witty sinartness ; ad. from or

because oflight or knowledge, from or because ofin-

tellect or witty smartness.

* stfif*t*, a. (from 51, intellect, and feft , possessed ·

of , intelligent, wise, confident, bold.

neighbour- festfit , a. (from fs , intellect, and fat , destitute),

destitute of understanding or ideas.

fafa , s. (from fs, prep. and fax, a shape), a reflected

image, a picture, an image, a shadow, a resemblance

or counterpart of real objects.

fafafas, a. (from ff , a reflected image), reflected,

shadowed out.

feld, s. (from gfs, prep, and 4, a looking), the look-

ing at a person who addresses, the looking at a person

in return for a look or word.

fata, s. (from fs, prep. and , to know), an opposite

idea, a reflected idea.

guatk☎, a. (from f³, prep. and T , to know), opposing

an idea, reflecting an idea.

ferata, s. (from fs, prep. and 7 , to understand), the

thinking differently or contrarily to another, an idea

arising from reflection.

ofazatát, 'a. (from f³, prep. and aą, to know), receiving

or giving ideas by reflection , opposing, repelling.

afsufs, s . (from Afs , every, and fF, an individual), eve-

ry individual, every person.

*fasi , s. (from dif³, prep. and 31, to shine), a conception

of the mind, understanding intellect, an idea, light,

splendour, a reflected light, audacity, boldness, confi-

dence.

qfistani, a. (from *f35 , light, and 551, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from light or knowledge, produ-

cible by or arising from intelleet or witty smartness.

Mosta , ad (loc. case of fast ), for the purpose
of

gfestyy, a. (from fast, intellect, and TF, joined to), con-

nected with the understanding or with ideas ; wise, in-

telligent.

festafes, ". (from 1 , intellect, and af , destitute), des-

titute of ideas, destitute of understanding.

st , a. (from fast, intellect, and , empty), desti-

tute of ideas, destitute of understanding.

festa, s. (from as, prep. and six, to speak), an answer,

a reply.

afsstetfa, s. from 31, knowledge, and 14, detriment),

the detriment or loss of light or knowledge, the detri-

ment or loss of intellect or smartness .

sta, a. (from fet, intelect, and 1 , destitute), des-

titute of ideas, destitute of understanding.

প্রতিভাহেভুক,
fs , a . from fast, light, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from light or knowledge, caused by or

arising from intellect or witty smartness ; ad from or

because of light or knowledge, from or because of witty

smartness.

es. s. (from fes, prep. and , to be), a bondsman, a se-

curity, a surety.

afsæt, s. (from q³, prep. and ≈1, to mensure), an image,

likeness, an idol, a picture, a reflected image.

fsata, s. (from fs, prep. and a , to measure), an image, a

likeness, a picture, a reflected image.

xfexta, ad. (from Afs, prep. and at , a month), every

month, monthly.
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fs.

3 , 4. (from as, prep. and 5, to release), released in

return.

ff , s. (from † , prep. and af , a form), a resemb-

lance, an image, a likeness .

Hug, s . (from gfs , prep. and 4 , to endeavour), retaliati-

on, revenge, resistance, a strenuous endeavour, desire ,

a wish, comprehension, the taking a person captive or

prisoner ; a. acting aright, acquiring new virtues or ac-

complishments, making compleat or perfect, retaliating,

resisting, making vigorous effects .

atst, s. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), a

counterpart, opposition, resistance.

qocuifsted, 8. (from scuffst , a partner), partnership , ||

mutual union, co-operation , coadjutorship, an answer.

ing to a given thing as its counterpart.

প্রতিযোগিতাচরণ , ৪. (from পুঁতিযোগিতা, partnership, and আচরণ ,

conduct), co-operation .

প্রতিযোগিতাৱচ্ছেদক, a. (from প্রতিযোগি31 , an answering as a

counterpart, and , discriminating), indicating

or distinguishing the non-existence ofa thing as a coun-

terpart to its existence.

ftatfs , s. (from afsta, a partner), partnership, mu-

tual union, co-operation , coadjutorship .

forutsit, a. (from starfs , a partner) co-operating, exist-

ing as a counterpart, answering to something, existing

as a counterpart which indicates the non-existence of a

thing, answering to, counteracting ; s. a coadjutor, a

partner, a second self, one who counteracts.

3 , s. (from 3, prep. and , a sound,, an echo, a re-

ply.

fa , s. (from , prep. and , a form , a representati-

on, a like uress , an image, a corresponding form.

fate, a. (from , prep. and at, a form , resembling,

substituted.

sferata, s. (from *fs, prep. and T8, to obstruct), a block-

ing up or obstructing in return, a blockingup, a besieg-

ing, an obstructing.

afstate, a. (from f³ , prep. and 4, to obstruct) , block-

ing up or obstructing in return , blocking up, besieg-

ing, obstructing.

ferat , a. (from 5, prip, and , to obstruct) , blocking

up or obstructing in return, blocking up, besieging,

obstructing.

fafat, s. (from gfs, prep. and faft, a writing), a reply to

a writing, a transcript, a copy.

stata, s . (from gfs, prep. and cat , hair), contrary to

the natural course or order, against the hair or grain,

reverse, inverted, low, base, depraved,

পুডি

fratag, a. (from font , contrary to the natural order,

and 3 , to be produced), born of a woman of a superi-

or rank or tribe by a man of an inferior one.

প্রতিলোমজাত , a . ( from প্রতিলোম, contrary to the natural or

der, and ts, produced), born ofa woman of superior

rank or tribe by a man of an inferior one.

sfataz, a. (from fata, contrary to the natural or-

der, and Я , brought forth) , born of a woman of a su

perior tribe by a man of an inferior one.

প্রতিলোমোৎপন্ন, ৫. (from প্রতিলোম, against the hair, and

, produced), born of a woman of a high class by a

man of a lower one.

•

afsny, s. (from 3, prep. and t , to move), a catarrh.

fs , s. (from gfs, prep. and , to hear), a promise, an

engagement, an assent.

fers, à. (from gfs, prep. and , to hear), engaged bypro

mise, promised, assented to, agreed to, accepted.

fafa , a. (from fs, prep. and fat, to move), prohibited,

denied.

gfar, s . (from 3, prep. and f , to move), a prohibition

the denial of a doctrine or fact.

Hfu¤IT, a. (from f³, prep. and fag, to move), a denial,

prohibition.

frasas, a. (from fat, a prohibition, and afgo, des-

titute) , free from prohibition, free from denial. "

#3 , a. (from fit, a prohibition, and stua, self),

identically the same with prohibition or denial.

fo , s. (from qfs, prep. and 1, to be siluule , fame, res

nown, celebrity, approbation, reputation, the ceremony

ofconsecrating a temple or any other place.

fate , a. (from fet, fame, and , to make , making

famous or renowned, celebrating, consecrating.

sfatataa, a. (from fet, fame, and tṣ☎, making), mak-

ing famous or renowned, celebrating, consecrating.

fatata?, a. (from 1 ,fame, and tf , doing), mak.

ing famous or renowned, celebrating, consecrating.

, a. (from 381 , fame, and a , producing , pro-

ducing fame or celebrity, producing consecration.

*festã³, a. (from gf , fume, and (73, produced), pro.

duced by or arising from fame or celebrity, produced

by or arising from consecration.

st , a. (from 31, fame, and 5 , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from fame or celebrity, produci-

ble by or arising from consecration .

gfootscar, ad. (loc. case of fo ) , for the purpose of

fame or celebrity, for the purpose ofconsecration.

festatge, a . (from fet ,fame, and at , giving), con-

ferting renown or celebrity, giving a sacred character.
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afsaiatul, a. (from fast, fame, and tipa, giving), confer-

ing renown or celebrity, giving a sacred character.

y t ∙ a, a. (from 1 , fame, and ♬, destruction), the

destruction of fame or celebrity, the loss of reputation,

desecration.

, a. (from 31, fame, and , destructive),

destructive to fame or celebrity, destructive to conse-

cration, prophaning.

fest , a. (from fat,fame, and , destructive),

destructive to fame or celebrity, destructive to conse-

cration, profaning.

gfsstag, ɑ. (from fast, fame, and wag unworthy), un-

worthy of fame or renown, unfit for consecration.

festat , s. (from ,fume, and at , destruction , the

destruct.on offame or celebrity, profanation.

dfsgratiæ, u. (from fo , fame, and at , destructive),

destructive to fame or celebrity, profaning.

*fatfafica, u. (from fast, fame, and faf±3, a cause),

caused by or arising from fame or celebrity, caused by

or arising from consecration ; ad. from or because of

fame or celebrity, from or because of consecration .

fastffas, ad. (from sa , fame, and faf , a cause), for

the purpose of fame or celebrity, for the purpose of

consecration.

3. a. (from 3 , renown, and f , possessed af),

renowned, famous, illustrious .

ft , a. (from 31 fame), famous, renowned, cele-

brated, consecrated .

f1, ad. from fat, fame, and f , without), with-

out fame or celebrity, without consecration .

ff , a. (from 1,fame, and fafta , possessed of),

famous, renowned, celebrated, consecrated.

glatíasia, a. (from 1, fume, and fæ , destitute), des-

titute of fame or celebrity, unconsecrated.

staffas, a. (from 3 , fame, and fa , excepted),

fame or renown excepted , consecration excepted .

afasızıfsızæ, s . (from 1, fame, and fixx, an excep-

tion), the exception offame or celebrity, the exception

of consecration.

প্রতিষ্ঠান্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of প্ৰতিষ্ঠাৰাতিয়েক) , with the ex-

ception of fame or celebrity, with the exception of

consecration, without fame or renown, without conse-

cration.

fзifesta, s . (from 1 , fame, and fats, desire), the

desire of fame or celebrity, a desire for consecration.

fastests), a. (from H ), fame, and afstfu , desirous),

desirous of fame or celebrity, desirous of consecrati-

un.

got.

ffatras, a. (from q ,fame, and , a root), springing

from renown, springing from consecration.

fat , a: (from q , fame, and 4 , connected with),

connected with fame or renown, connected wth conse.

cration, famous, celebrated, renowned , sacred.

stratst , a. (from 51, fame, and cuts , worthy), wor-

thy of fame or celebrity, worthy of consecration.

fstafes, a . (from 51 ,fame, and 33, destitute), des-

titute offame or reputation, unconsecrated .

gfasts, a. (from af51, reputation, and af, worthy), wor-

thy of renown, reputable .

fate , a. (from fast , reputation, and , obtained), fa

mous, renowned having acquired fame.

1, a. (from fat, fame, and 1, empty), destitute

of renown, unconsecrated.

fatta, a. (from 31, reputation, and , destitute),

destitute of fame or reputation; unconsecrated.

fs , a . (from Aft , reputation, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from fame or celebrity, caused by

or arising from consecration ; ad. from or because of

fame or reputation, from or because of consecration.

fofas, a. (from fs, prep. and 1 , to stand), celebrated,

renowned, applauded , consecrated.

31, a. (from

wealthy.

3, renowned), possessing wealth,

1 , s. (from s, prep. and fa, to bind), the outer cur-

tains of a tent, a skreen.

a , s. ( from as, prep. and us, the sun), a camelion.

gf35×7, 8. (from yf³, prep. and 47, a shaking) , an exci

ted vibration, a vibration occasioned by or answering

to some exciting cause.

3, a. (from fs, prep. and , to smite), reflected back,

smitten in return, resisted , opposed .

goga , s. (from 5, prep. and T, to smite), the return-

ing ofa blow, a back stroke, resistance.

focat, s. (from qfs, prep, and x , to strike), one who re-

turns a blow, a resister, an opponent in a conflict.

*fsfx• =7, s . (from prep, and 7, to injure), the injur-

ing a person in revenge for an injury received .

fat, s. (from 3 , prep. and fx , an injury ), revenge.

sff , a. (from 3, prep. and f , to injure), injured

in return.

gi , s. (from xs, prep, and 2, to move), a member, a limb.

get , s. (from 3, prep. and , to do), a thing done in

return for some other act, a thing done to prevent the

consequences of another act, a remedy.

q³øtxí, a. (from 5, prep, and , to do), retaliable, requir

ing retaliation or revenge, remediable.
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14:57.

sfd, s. (from gifs, prep. and , to see), the waiting for

or expecting of a thing.

, s. (from fs, prep. and to see), proper tobe

waited for or expected.

gotaæta, a. (from Ifs, prep. and , to see), existing as an

object of expectation.

girl, s. (from fs, prep.and , to see), expectation, wait-

ing.

.
Y³ifEz, a. (from Y³, prep. and * , to see), expected, wait-

ed for.

, a. (from fs, prep, and , to see), proper to be

waited for or expected .

Heidi, s. (from yf³, prep. and , to move), the west.

wete, a. (from If³, prẹp, and ₹, to move), famed, renown-

ed, celebrated, known, glad, delighted , venerated, past,

gone.

gifs, s. (from I , prep. and I, to move), fame, notoriety,

knowledge.

*³}fsatfxæ, a. (from gifs, knowledge, and ¬†f¶¶, a wit-

ness), witnessed by persons who have knowledge ofthe

fact.

late, s. (from 3, prep. and , to sow), the calcining or

fluxing of metals, the throwing of a flux or menstruum

into a thing to alter its former state.

Wegata, a. (from yfs, prep, and , to go), admitted as a

matter of present belief.

guin, s. (from Z, prep. and , to torment), a goad, a whip,

a switch, an instrument of torment.

, a. (from prep. and , to give), given, presented, be-

stowed, conferred, (fem.) given in marriage, betrothed.

quæ, a. (from Af³, prep. and , to move), western, sub-

sequent, following in order or succession, following

each other as the flowers in a spike.

3 , a. (from 3, prep. and af , the eye), evident, visi-

ble, plain, clear to the senses, before the eyes.

31, ad..(from 31 , evid.nt), evidently, clearly, sen-

sibly.

1

25 , s. (from 3 , evident, and wf , a seɛing), an

eye-witness.

, s. (from , evident, and at , evidence), the

evidence ofthe senses. In the Niyayisa system of phi-

losophy this word is employed to mean the or ans by

means of which objects are made evident to the senses.

* FT , s. (from Я , evident, and Ta, fruit), fruit or

consequences which are cognizable by the senses.

31st, s. (from 31 , before the eyes, and cost, enjoy-

ment) , the enjoyment of a thing in the presence or

with the knowledge of the right owner.

way.

foray, ad. (from qf³, every, and XF, a letter), literally,

every letter.

31 , a. (from , evident, and fa , proved), proved

by the evidence of the senses.

#314, 8. (from H³, prep. and ™ , a lim' ), an organ of per.

ception, the extremities ofthe body.

315, a. (from f³, prep. and as, an end), bordering, skirt.

ing, contiguous ; s. the country ofsavages or Mlechhas.

, s. (from 318, bordering, and ct, a country), a

contiguous district or country.

dgate , s. (from gfs, prep. and sauter, a looking),

the looking at a person in return for a look or word.

E , s. (from as, prep. , prep, aud , to move),

an excuse, a special plea, the admission of a charge but

giving a sufficient reason for the action.

giz , 8. (from afs, prep. and westa, a residing), the

returning to reside at a former residence.

প্রভাষস্থিতি, ৪. ( from প্রতি, prep . and অৱস্থিতি, a residence),

residence in a place formerly resided in.

*317f43, a. (from HG, prep. and saf◄³, inhabited), inha-

bited or resided in again.

3 , 8. (from , prep. , prep, and , to move), sin,

separation.

31, s. (from fs, prep. aſs, prep. and w, to know),

reflected knowlege, knowledge, an idea arising from

reflection.

*31fIta, s. (from gfs, prep. as, prep. and 1, to know),

knowledge, reflected knowledge, an idea arising from

reflection, recognition, recollection.

3 , a. (from f³, prep. afs, prep, and , tojoin),

accused in return.

gifsluts, s. (from , prep. s, prep, and us, tojoin),

a counter accusation.

প্রত্যভিযোজ্য , অভি,ifs , a. (from fs, prep. a , prep. and , tojoin),

iiable to a counter accusation .

31 , s. (from gfs, prep. and afsata, desire), a desire

in return.

geiſemix), a. (from xf3, prep. and afsatfag, desiring), de-

siring in return.

317, 6. (from L³, prep. and I, to move), faith, belief, cre-

dit paid to a thing said , confidence, satisfaction, know-

ledge, apprehension, an usage, a custom, practice, fame,

celebrity.

gemata, a. (from 57,faith, and t☎, doing), exercis»

ing faith or confidence ; s. a believer.

gi , a. (from 317, faith, and tf , doing), exercise

ing faith or confidence, trusting, believing.
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NET.

NITIAT, a. (from 4317, faith, and 7 , producing), caus-

ing faith, producing faith.

NDAI, a. (from 317, faith, and 1 , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from faith or trust.

HIPITAT, ad. (loc . case of 31 ), for the purpose offaith

or confidence, for the purpose of trust.

qurface, a. (from 2317, faith, and fifa , a cause), cans-

ed by or arising from faith or trust ; ad. from or be-

cause of faith or trust.

gerofiface, ad, (from 31 , faith, and fafa , a cause), for

the purpose of faith or confidence, for the purpose of

trust.

***, «. (from 1 , faith, and , before), preceded

by or arising from faith or trust ; ad, by or through faith

or trust.

SF, a. (from 2317, faith, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from faith or trust ; ad. from or be-

cause of faith or trust.

gaf , ad. (from 37, faith, and 1, without), with-

out or beside faith or trust.

gepaſsfis, a. (from guy, faith, and aſs , excepted),

faith or trust excepted.

qgzufolṛæ, s. (from 31 , faith, and of¾rix, an excep-

tion), the exception offaith or trust.

segufelne, ad. loc. case of 1 , with the excep-

tion of faith or trust, without or beside faith or trust.

* , 7. (from 4,faith, and ™ , a root , originating

from faith or trust.

qgplats , 2. (from 25 , faith, and ( ist , worthy , worthy

of being believe , credible.

HINTII, a. (from $314, faith, and (55 a cause) , caused

by or arising from faith or trust ; ad. from or because

of faith or trust.

st , a. (from 317, faith, and . fit) , deserving credit,

credible, worthy of being believed.

2

ifs, a . (from 3 , faith), believed, confided in , trusted.

317, a. (from 31 , believing), believing ; s . a believer.

HanItemizo,« . (from 31 , faith, and seЯt *, producing ,

producing faith or confidence, producing trust.

331, s. (from 3 , a defendant) , the circumstance

of being a defendant.

quffa, s. (from $314, a defendant) , the circumstance of

being a defendant.

gout, a. (from gf , prep. and if to request), making a

counter request s. the defendent in a law suit.

34, s. (from 5 , prep. and 2 , to go), the restoring or

delivering of a thing back.

gor-fatala,fatal , ad. (from

Hert.

1 , a restoring, and waft, a li-

mit , from or until the restoration or delivering back of

a thing.

3. a. (from , prep. and 2, to move), liable to be

restored or delivered back, required to be restored or

returned.

fi , a. (from as, prep. and 8, to move), restored, rede-

livered, returned.

35, ad. (from gfs, every, and x , a day) , daily, every

day.

Zeitzár, a. (from [³, prep. &i, prep. and ☎ , to draw),

drawing in a contrary direction ; s. In anatomy an anta-

gonist muscle.

, s. (from 4 , prep. , prep. and a , to draw),

a drawing in an opposite or contrary direction.

gotafas, a. from 3, prep. , prep. and , to cilcu-

late), introduced as a stage in a law suit ; s a part in-

troduced as a distinct stage in a law suit.

31 , a . (from f³, prep. 31, prep. and za, to driw),

drawn back, drawn in an opposite or contrary direction.

ts, a. (from 3 , prep. 1 , prep. and 2 , to speak),

removed, set aside, denied, refused , disannulled.

tata, s. (from 3, prep. l , prep. and i, to speak),

the rejection of a thing, a refutation, the disallowing

of a thing, a disannulling, disregard, a denial, a refu-

sal.

ts , s. (from

place), a returning back.

tata, s. (from , prep. and , the receiving of a

gift), the resuming of a thing given, retaliation, resump-

, prep. and is , the coming to a

tion.

tatate, a. (from 3rtata, the resuming of a thing, and

, proper), resumable.

tatat, a. (from , prep. and atta, reception), resum-

ing.

qit , a. (from , prep. , prep, and fat, to shew),

warned, spoken as an oracie, published.

3 , s. (from efs , prep, and t * , a command), an

oracular saying, a warning from heaven, an impulse, a

revelation.

tag, s. (from *fs, prep, and tag, a bɛginning), a se-

cond or repeated commencement.

3. s. (from fs , prop. and at , a tenon) , the name of a

protuberance near the ear hole, ( Anti-tragicus . )

quf , a. (from 3 , anti-tragicus , and , to stand),

situated on the antitragicus. In quatomy the name of a

particular muscle, (Anti-tragicus. )

Ggggg
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Frei

3 , s . (from , fs, prep, and at , hope), hope, encou-

ragement.

gott , a (from it , hope, and at , possessed of),

possessed ofhope, hoping, expecting.

gottfafts, a . (from it , hope, and fifa , possessed

of), expecting, possessed of hope, desirous, encourag-

ed

* t* , a (from it , hope, and joined to), con-

nected with hope or expectation, expecting, possessed

of hope, encouraged.

প্রত্যাশারহিত , a . ( from প্রত্যাশ1, hope, and রহিত, destitute), des-

titute of hope or expectation, destitute of encourage-

ment.

tit , a. (from stati, hope, and tar, empty), hope-

less.

art , a (from it , hope, and , destitute) , desti-

tute ofhope or expectation, destitute ofencouragement.

31 , a. (from f³, prep, and aifa, expecting), expect-

ing, hoping, waiting for.

ga , a. (from , prep. ' , prep. and , to move), near,

proximate.

tt , s . (from 3 , prep. 1, prep. and , to take), a re-

sumption, the collecting or bringing back of wander-

ing thoughts, restraint of the organs , an abridgement, a

compendium, a particular arrangement of the letters of

the alphabet so that they may apply to certain rules of

Grammar.

Herttal, a. (from Яs, prep. , prep. and , to take), re-

suming, bringing back wandering thoughts.

315, a. (from gi³, prep. and 7 , to speak), replied , an-

swered .

quifs, s. (from , prep. and 5, to speak), an answer, a

reply.

, s. from 3, prep. and 837, an answer), a reply, an

answer.

ti, s. from 3 , a reply, and at , a giver), a per-

son who makes a reply.

is , a. (from 1 , a reply, and ta☎, giving), giv-

ing replies, replying ; s . a person who makes a reply.

, a. (from 13, a reply, and at , giving), giv.

ing replies ; s . a person who replies.

947, a. (from 3 , prep. 83, prep. and , to move ,̀

prompt, ready, reproduced , produced by multiplicati-

on ; s . multiplication , the product in multiplication.

#gedagtfo, s. (from a product, and tf , reducti-

on), the assimilation of fractional increase, reduction to

uniformity of increase by means of fractions, the addi-

tion of a part.

quedada , a. (from 234 , prompt , and xfs, understan l-

ing), possessed of prompt or ready understanding.

fs, a . (from , prompt, and afs , the mind,

possessing promptness of understanding or readiness of

mind.

31477, a. (from fs, prep. 8 , prep. and , to do),

proper to be done as the grateful acknowledgment ofa

favour, deserving to be assisted in return .

3 , s. (from gf , prep. 84, prep. and , to do), aper-

son who returns assistance or benefits, a grateful person.

1 , s. (from , prep. st, prep. and to do), a

grateful return.

#gidætṛæ, a. (from 3, prep. 84, prep. and , to do), help-

ing in return for a kind action, grateful.

te, a. (from , a return of kindness,

and t , doing), making a return for a kindness receiv-

ed, assisting in return .

**ætaæa , a. (from xxte, a return of kindness, and

tf , doing), making a return for a kindness received,

assisting in return.

#gidæta , a. (from xx, a return of kindness, and

, producible , producible by or arising from a grate-

ful return for assistance received .

প্রত্যুপকারজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of প্রত্যুপকারজন্য) , for the pure

pose of a grateful return of favours.

ggıdatafafagæ, a. (from gÿætī, a grateful return, and

ff , a cause), caused by or arising from a grateful re-

turn of a kindness received ; ad. from or because of a

grateful return of a kindness received.

* taff , ad. (from , a grateful return, and

faf , a cause), for the sake ofa grateful return of kind-

ness.

a. (from t , a grateful return, and

F, caused by), caused by or arising from a grateful

return of favours ; ad. from or because of a grateful re-

turn of favours.

qzqætzæææ, a. (from Яæ†I, a grateful return, and za,

a root), originating from a grateful return of favours.

tttsts, a. (from , a gratefulreturn, and tatt ,

worthy , worthy of a grateful return .

t , a. (from
at , a grateful return, and c ,

a cause), caused by or arising from a grateful return for

favours received ; ad. from or because of a grateful re-

turn of favours .

iqatatatai, s . (from , a grateful return, and

tatt , desire), a desire fora grateful return of favours.

Hardatztata), u. (from date, a grateful return, and
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૫.

at , desirous), desirous of a grateful return of fa-

Yours.

প্রত্যুপকার ভিলাঘ , s. ( from প্রত্যুপকার , a grateful return , and

afsats, desire), a desire of a grateful return of favours.

quidatatföntä, a. (from qty, a grateful return, and

, desirous), desirous of a grateful return of fa-

vours.

guatatu , a. (from27, a grateful return, and fifa,

desirous), desirous of a grateful return of favours.

atstof, ad. (from ty, a grateful return, and af,

an object), for the purpose of a grateful return of fa-

vours.

gert , a. (fromপুতাপকারর্হি , at , a grateful return, and

worthy), worthy of a grateful return .

, a. (from xfs, prep. 84, prep. and ☎, to do) , help-

ing, helping in return for a kind action, grateful.

at , a. (from qfs, prep. 84, prep. and to do), pro-

perto be done as the grateful acknowledgment of a fa-

vour, deserving to be assisted in return .

933, a. (from 5s, prep. 84, prep. and ☎, to do), done

as a grateful return , assisted in return .

, a. (from fs , prep. 84, prep. and ft, to know),

advised or instructed in return.

8. (from , prep. 8 , prep. and f , to know),

advice in return.

, a. (from 3 , prep. 84, prep. and fat, to know),

giving advice or instruction in return .

, s . (from 3 , prep. & , prep. and fat, to know),

a person who advises or instructs in return .

378, s. (from 3, prep and sẽ, to burn), the morning twi-

y light, the dawn.

36, ad. (from 3, prep , and 9 , one), every one, each .

terezi, a. (froms, prep. and , to move , credible, wor-

thy of credit.

qua, a. (from qu, to be famous) , the first, first, chief, prin-

cipal, prior, previous . In arithmetic , a first product.

qus , ad. (from ,first) , in the first place, previously.

gaze, a. (from a,first, and eta, a sort), belonging

to the first sort or kind.

পুথপুকারকদুগ্ধাৰ াহকনাড়ী , s. ( from প্রথমপুকায়ক, belonging to the

first kind, and stat5131, a lacteal tube), in anato-

my the venæ lacteæ primis generis .

quaatza, s . (from qua first, and 155, a misdemeanor), a

capital crime.

, s. (from a first, and
the large intes-

tines), the name of one of the large intestines, ( Colon. )

Susta̸IT, a. (from qua, first, and ag , a constituent part),

embryo.

म.

, ad. (loc. case ofgun), in the first place.

quate , a. from us,first, and seta, produced), first

born, first-produced.

quet, s. (from quated , first produced, and * ,

a part), an embryo.

, s. (from , to befamous), fame, importance.

fus, a. (from gy, to befamous) , famous, important, illus

trious.

, a. (from prep. and 1, to give), giving, bestowing,

conferring.

ad, s. (from , prep. and af , the right hand , the ce-

remony of walking round an object with the right hand

kept towards it.

3, a. (from

conferred.

prep. and 1, to give), given, bestowed,

, a. (from 1 , evident) , elucidated , illustrated, clear,

evident, manifest.

, s. (from prep. and to rend), the name of a dis-

ease of woman, (Menorrhagia.)

, a. (from , prep. and , to see), shewing, produc-

ing to the sight, seeing, viewing ; s. a seer, a person who

sees or shews .

, s. (from fe, shewing), the circumstance of be-

ing a seer or a person who shews things.

, s. (from , shewing , the circumstance ofbeing

a seer or a person who shews things.

, s. (from prep. and , to see), a seeing, the shew-

ing of a thing, a making known.

fs, a. (from prep. and , to see), shewn, declared ,

made manifest,

ta, s. (from , prep. and , to give) , a gift, the act ofgiv-

ing.

atat , a. (from prep. and 1 , to give), bestowable, con-

ferrable, capable of being bestowed, proper to be be-

stowed.

Ggggg 2

, s . (from , prep, and t , to appear), a lamp.

, a. (from . prep. and , to shine), lighted up.

prep. and , to be proud), proud , haugh-
, a . (from

ty, elated.

, a. (from , prep. and 1 , to give), bestowable, confer-

rable, capable of being bestowed, proper to be bestow-

ed.

, s . (from prep. and c , a country), a district, a

country, a particular place, a particular part.

, a. (from , a particular place, and 1 , to stand),

situated in a particular place.

, a. (from , a particularplace, and tfon, stay-

ing), continuing in a particular place.
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5, a. (from 4, a particular place, and fas, silu-

ated , situated in a particular place.

Praft , s. (from , prep. and f , to make known), the

forefinger.

guftadas, s. (from gatal, the forefinger, and száz,

drawing from), the name of a muscle belonging to the

forefinger, ob lucter indicis.)

gata, s. (from 4, prep. and ¤, the night, the evening), the

fore part ofthe night.

3. s. (from , prep. and 3, wealth), war, a battle, a tear-

ing or rending.

*&ta, a. (from *, prep. and i, to have), chief, noble, prime,

principal.

gatas ', s. (from qt , chief), a being chief or principal, pre-

eminence.

gata , s . (from gata, chief) , a being chiefor principal, pre-

eminence.

****, ad. (from q&ta , pre-eminence , and ☎ , a fɔr m`,

by way of pre-eminence or superiority, pre- eminently.

, s. from prep. and 15, to extend , extension, dilati-

on, the expanse, expansion , prolixity, copiousness in

style or composition , abundance, quantity, a reverse,

opposition, inversion.

f3, a. (from , prep. and 4 , to ex'end), expanded, ex-

tended, dilated, declared at length, treated of at length,

fully declared.

, a. (from prep. and , to move), obtained, poor,

needy, afflicted .

, s. (from , prep. and H, to drink) , a place where wa-

ter is distributed or given to travellers.

fata , s. (from . prep. and fЯ , a paternal grandfa

ther), a paternal great grandfather.

afstaat, s. (from ч, prep, and fatæ , a paternal grand-

mother), a paternal great grandmother.

, s. (from , prep. and , a grandson), a great

grandson, viz. the son of a son's son.

ha , s. (from g , a great grandson), a grandson's

daughter.

, a . (from , prep, and a to expand), expanded, smil-

ing, sparkling, gay, encouraged.

gy, a . (from , gay, and fo , the heart), gay-heart-

ed, glad-hearted.

1, s. (from T , expanded) , expansion, gaiety, glad-

ness, cheerfulness.

, s . (from T , expanded), expansion, gaiety, cheer-

fulness, gladness.

gaga, a . (from 1, expanded, and 497, an eye), having

the eyes sparkling withjoy.

, a. (from , expanded, and 7 , theface), hav-

ing the countenance brightened with joy.

, a. (from A, erpanded, and , the face), having

the countenance brightened withjoy.

t :, a. (from , expanded, and 7:34, the hear!),

glad-hearted, having the heart expanded.

fs, a. (from , prep and to expand), expanded,

spread open, patent.

71, s. (from a prep. and 15, tospeak), a speaker, an elo-

quent man.

187, s. (from *, prep. and 15, to speak), a treatise, a dis-

course.

, a. (from , prep. and 5, to speak , proper to be

discoursed about or treated of, proper to be the sub-

ject of a writing or discourse.

, a. (from prep. and , to deceive), deceiving, in

sidious ; s. a deceiver, a kuave.

ness.

, a . (from q , deceiving), knavery, deceitful-

**** α (from , deceiving) , knavery, deceitfulness,

1, 8. from prep. and to deceive) , deceit, fraud,

imposition, an imposture, a cheat.

gevusteæ, a. (from 1 , deceit, and tax, doing), prac-

tising deceit or fraud , swindling, imposing on, cheat-

ing; s. a cheat, an imposter, a swindler, a deceiver.

atate , a. (from 1 , deceit, and tf , doing), praq-

tising deceit or fraud, swindling, imposing on, cheating.

, a. (from 1, deceit, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from fraud or deceit.

পুৱঞ্চনাজন্যে, ad. (loc case of ৱঞ্চনাজন্য), for the purpose of

fraud or deceit, for the purpose of swindling.

পুৰৰ্ম্মনাসিমিশুক, a. (from পুরঞ্জনা , deceit, and নির্মিত, ৫ cause),

caused by or arising from deceit or fraud ; ad. from or

because of fraud or deceit.

graffe, ad. (from 1, deceit, and fa , a cause),

for the purpose of fraud or deceit.

Яat , a. (from 1, deceit, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from fraud or deceit ; ad. by or

through fraud or deceit.

STIF, a. (from , deceit, and , caused by ,̀

caused by or arising from fraud or deceit ; ad. from or

because of fraud or deceit,

Hafzal, ad. (from , deceit, and f1, without),

without or beside fraud or deceit.

fas, a. from at, deceit, and fit , ex

cepted , fraud or deceit excepted.

পুবঞ্চনাৰ্য্যতিরেক, ৪. from পুঞ্চনা, deceit , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of fraud or deceit,
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batzforge , ad. (loc. case of xedaturfore), with the

exception of fraud or deceit, without or Leside fraud

or deceit.

bates , o. (from 1, deceit, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from fraud or deceit; ad. from

or because of traud or deceit.

17, a. (from . prep. and 1 , to deceive , deceivable,

capable of being deceived or imposed on.

Я , s. (from q, prep. and a , to bind), a connected nar-

rative or discourse, a treatise, composition , the connec-

tion of the parts of a discourse.

1, s. (from , a connected discourse, and at, a

fabrication), a feigned story whether founded on truth

or not.

পুৰরণ, s . ( from and
,prep. द ,ृ

to cover), a particular arrang-

ment of the Dotes of the Gamut in a tune.

, s. (from prep. and , to be), a commencement,

the engaging in an action, excitation.

, a. (from prep. and 5, to be), exciting, stimulat

ing ; s. a stimulus .

*z *|f³, s. (from , exciting, and f , power), an

exciting or stimulating power, (vis insita.)

, s. (from prep. and , to be),the beginning of an

action , the commencement of an undertaking.

gaga , s. (from 2, prep. and , to be) , the stimulating of

a person to an undertaking, the exciting of desire for a

thing.

* úng, a. (from , prep. and , to be), excitable, capa-

ble of being stimulated, capable of being put into mo-

tion or action.

Téf:3T), a. (from ", prep, and e, to be), excitable , capa-

ble of being stimulated, capable of being put into acti-

on or motion.

, a (from prep. and , to increase), feeding to

fatness, causing to grow or increase ; s . that which caus-

eth growth or increase.

, s. (from , prep. and , to increase), a growing in

size, an increasing in riches, a growing fat. In anatomy

a process.

, a. (from , prep. and am, strength , strong, powerful,

mighty, cogent, valid.

# 31, s. (from Tim, strong , strength, power, might, supe-

riority, cogency, validity.

qaa¤, s. (from ga, strong), strength, power, might, supe-

riority, cogency, validity.

, a. (from gaa, strong, and , seen), tried or exa-

mined by the highest tribunal,

વિ.

, a. (from ga , strong, and tt, energy), high-

ly energetic.

ts , a. (from , prep. and 5, to speak , exhibiting or in-

dicating some sense or idea, technical, expository, ex-

planatory.

Яæt , a (from f. prep. and 15, to speak), proper to be dis.

coursed about or treated of, proper to be the subject

of a writing or discourse.

, s. (from , prep. and a , to speak), a rumor, a re-

port, a current story.

, s (from

shoot.

prep, and a , strength), coral, a young

a, s. (from prep. and , to dwell), a temporary re

sidence, a lodging.

প্রসাসকারক, a. (from পুৰাস, a temporary residence , and করিক,

making) , residing for a time in a particular place.

gataøtal, a. (from Яata, a temporary residence, and eifer,

making), residing for a time in a particular place.

taste, a. (from Я , a temporary residence, and so,

gone), gone to a temporary residence.

gatta , s . (from ta, a temporary residence, and sta ,

a going) , the going to a temporary residence.

tatt , a. (from gata, a temporary residence, and stif

going), going to a temporary residence.

Я , a. (from Яt , a temporary residence, and $1, to

stand, situated in a temporary residence.

tat , a. (from at , a temporary residence, and 1 ,

staying), continuing at a temporary residence.

Hatafas, a. (from Яat , a temporary residence, and f* ,

situated), situated at a temporary residence.

gatatrað, s. (from t , a temporary residence, and fint,

confinement), the confinement of a persou to his lodg

ings.

, a. (from prep. and , to dwell), residing tempo.

rarily in a place.

gate, s. (from prep. and x , to carry) , a stream, a cur

rent, a train of circumstances depending on one ano-

ther, an immemorial custom or usage, a traditional

custom.

gate , a. (from , prep. and as ,̟ to carry), carrying or

flowing off.

ga, s. (from gate, flowing, and gata , a tube),

an artery, a tube by which a liquid flows from a place.

E , s . (from te, a stream, and a , a confining), the

confining or obstructing of a stream or water course.

fa , a. (from prep, and fat, to enter), entered, engag-

ed in athing

1
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td, n. (from prep. and at , a lute), clever, learned,

eminent, well-versed.

31, s . (from a, eminent), eminence, cleverness.

, s. (from Яd, eminent) , eminence, cleverness .

75, a. (from prep. and , to know), convinced, con-

victed, wakened, stimulated.

13, a. (from , prep. and , to be) , engaged, commenced.

, s. (from prep. and e, to be), an effort, the commence-

ment of an action, the commencement of an undertak

ing, the engaging in a work or undertaking, excitation,

a stimulus, an inclination, a tendency, a predilection.

This word constructed with 9 , to draw, or , to

produce, means to incite, to induce, to urge on, to insti

gate.

, a. (from , commencement, and , to do), mak-

ing a commencement, making an effort, stimulating,

exciting.

stafsætze, a. (from gaf , commencement, and ætaæ, doing),

making a commencement, making an effort, stimulat-

ing, exciting.

qafextal, a. (from ga , commencement, and if , doing),

making a commencement, making an effort, stimulat-

ing, exciting.

cafea , a. (from , a commercement, and 57 , pro-

ducible), stimulating to a commencement or effort.

গুবৃত্তিজনিত, a. ( from প্রবৃত্তি, commencement, and জনি , produ

ced), produced by or arising from an effort, produced

by the commencement of action.

31, a. (from , commencement, and 571, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from an effort, produ-

cible by or arising from the commencement of action.

প্রবৃত্তিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case ofপ্রবৃত্তিজন্য , for the purpose of an

effort or the commencement of an action.

প্রবৃত্তিনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from পুবৃত্তি , an effort , and নিৰ্ত্ত , causing to

cease), putting a stop to efforts, putting a stop to a

thing in its commencement.

1
gefeats , a. (from af , an effort, and fata , prevent-

ing) preventing efforts, preventing the commencement

of action,

fsfata , s . (from fe, an effort, and fixed, a prevent-

ing , the preventing of effort, the preventing of the

commencement of action.

gafafazfe, s trom gaf , an effort, and faf , cessation), the

cessation of effort, the cessation of stimulation.

fafafase, a. (from , an effort, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from effort or the commencement

of action ; ad . from or because of effort or the com-

mencement of action.

পুরে

#feffore, ad. (from ga , an effort, and fifa , a cluse),

for the purpose of effort, for the commencement of ac

tion.

qeseyfezas, a. (from 4 , an effort, and af , opposi

ing), opposing or obstructing effort or the commence-

ment of action..

gaf , a . (from a , an effort, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from effort or the commencement

of action ; ad. from or because of effort or the com-

mencement of action.

gafam, ad. (from 3, an effort, and fat, without), with-

out or beside effort or the commencement of action.

পুকৃত্তিবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from পুবৃত্তি, an effort, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), effort or commencement of action excepted .

পুৰুত্তিৰাতিয়েক, s . (from পুবৃত্তি, an effort, and ৰাতিয়েক, an ex-

ception , the exception of effort, the exception of the

commencement ofaction.

gaforiferae, ad. (loc. case of fuf ), with the ex-

ception of effort or the commencement of action, with-

out or beside effort or the commencement of action.

artats, s. (from af , an effort, andarts, an costa-

cle), an obstacle to effort or the commencement ofac-

tion,

fetate , a . (from F , an effort, and zitats , obstruct-

ing), obstructing effort, obstructing the commencement

of action .

2xfalse, a. (from 3, an effort, and ( g, a cause , caus-

ed by or arising from effort or the commencement of

action ; ad. from or because ofeffort or the commence.

ment of action.

E , s. (from fa , an effort, and Я , improbabi-

lity), the improbability or impossibility of effort or

the commencement of action.

, s. (from prep, and fat, to enter), the entrance in-

to a place, an introduction. Constructed with 4, to do,

this word means to enter, with g , to cause, it means

to introduce.

, a. (from , prep. aud fa , to enter), entering ; s . a

person who enters.

XzHægi, s. (from que, entering), the circumstance of

entering into a place, the entering into the spirit or in-

tention ofa writing.

** , s. (from e, entering), the circumstance of en-

tering into a place, the entering into thespirit or mean-

ing of a writing.

ta , s. from , an en'rance, and a , an agent , a

person who enters a place.

gatae, ɑ. (from gi *, an entrance, and tre, de-
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ing), entering, making an entrance ; s. a person who en-

ters.

tal, a. (from gæt, an entrance, and aifa , doing),

entering, making an entrance.

ga , s. (from , prep. and f , to enter , the entering in-

to a place.

পুৰেশনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from প্ৰৱেশ , entrance, and নিবর্তক, causing

to cease), preventing entrance, causing free entrance to

cease.

প্রবেশনিবারক, a. (from পুৱেশ, entrance , and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing entrance.

পুৰেশনিবারণ , s . (from পুৱেশ, entrance, and নিবারণ , a pre-

venting) , the preventing of entrance.

gisfazi³, s. (from Я , entrance, and fi³, cessation),

the cessation of entrance.

ts, a. (from , prep. and f , to enter), capable of

being entered, requiring to be entered , penetrabie , in-

troducible

NHAFT, a. (from gia , entrance, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from entrance ; ad. by or through en-

trance.

, a. (from prep, and fet, to enter , introduced,

brought in.

quis, a. (from X, prep. and fat, to enter), introducible,

penetrable, capable of being entered, requiring to be

entered.

HTHU, a. (from , prep. and fat, to enter) , capable of

being entered, requiring to be entered , penetrable, in-

troducible.

, s. (from , prep, and , to understand), a person

who convinces others, a person who awakens other, a

person who excites attention.

ata, s. (from , prep. and , to understand , conviction,

attention to an object, vigilance, wakefulness, intellect,

understanding, knowledge, demonstration . This word.

constructed with to do, means to awaken, to excite the

attention, to convince, to persuade; with 31, to cause, or

', to produce , it means to demonstrate so as to con

vince, to force conviction, and with at , to mind, it

means to be convinced, to be persuaded .

att , a. (from , prep. and , to understand), convinc-

ing, awakening, exciting to vigilance, promoting know-

ledge.

gætta, s. (from X. prep. and a, to know) , the convincing

of a person, the calling forth of ideas.

att, a. (from 2, prep. and , to know), convincing,

arresting the mind or attention, furnishing ideas.

7,

451.

fs, a. (from prep. and 5, to move), set out or gone

en pilgrimage ; s . a pilgrim.

3. s. (from prep. and 5, to be), a generative cause,

the basis or root of being or existence, the operative

cause of being, the place of receiving existence or of

appearing in sight, birth, production.

31 , s . (from , prep and 1 , to shine) , splendor, radiance,

glory, lustre, a reflected light.

sta, a. from 31, splendor, and , to do), splendid, ra-

diant, shedding a lustre, casting a light.

stata , a. (from 5 , splend r, and ata , meking) , shin-

ing, illuminating, irradiating.

stat , a. (from 51, splendor, and fa , doing), shining,

illuminating, irradiating.

st , s. (from , prep. and 35, to share out), the fraction

of a fraction.

Stats 8. (from stst, a fraction of afraction , and tf ,

reduction), the reduction of sub-fractions to a common

denominator.

45 , 4. (from 51 , splendor, and , producing , pro-

ducing splendor or lustre.

551, a. (from 251 , splendor, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from splendor on lustre.

13 , ad. (loc. case of t ,for the purpose of splen

dor or lustre.

st3, s. (from , prep. and 51 , to shine), the morning.

gstfafax, a. (from 51, splendor, and fifa³, a cause), caus

ed by or arising from splendor or lustre ; ad. from or

because ofsplendor or lust.

stafa , ad. (from 51 , splendor, and fafa , a cause), for

the purpose of splendor or lustre.

st , a. (from 251, splendor, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from splendor or lustre.

sta, s. (from prep and , to be), majesty, diginity, mag

nanimity, a high sense of honour, power, influence.

staff , a. (from t , energy, and faf , possessed of),

energetic, high-spirited.

qstafaxi7, a. (from sa, energy, and fla, destitute , des

titute of energy, mean-spirited.

st , a. (from asta, energy, and T , joined), possessed

of energy, energetic, high-spirited.

33, a. (from st , energy, and af , destitute), des-

titute of energy or spirit, mean-spirited.

st , a. (from , energy, and 1, empty), destitute

of energy or spirit, mean-spirited.

staxia, a. (from sit, energy, and F1 , destitute), desti-

tute of energy or spirit, mean-spirited.

stats, a. (from 1 , splendor, and fift , possessed of,

luminous, radiant, shining, glorious.
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Ng.

getésta, a . (from Яsi, splendor, and faña, destitute), des .

titute of radiance or splendor.

sta , a. (from Яst, splendor, and TF, joined to), con-

nected with splendor or radiance, radiant, shining, lu-

minous, glorious.

*safes, a. (from 51 , splendor, and af³, destitute), des-

titute ofradiance or splendor.

sta , a. (from 5 , splendor, and , empty) , destitute

of radiance or splendor.

33, s. (from , prep and et , to appear), a place of pil-

grimage in the west of India.

st , a. (from 1 , splendor, and 7 , destitute), destitute.

of radiance or splendor.

st , a. (from 1, splendor, and ( , a cause), caused

by or arising from splendor or lustre ; ad. from or be-

cause of splendor or lustre.

, s. (from , prep. and to be), a lord, a supreme gover-

nor, a master, a sovereign, an owner, a governor.

31 , s. (froin 5, a lord), lordship, dominion , sovereignty,

supremacy, government, mastership , ownership , a go-

vernment.

s. (from a lord), sovereignty, dominion, domina-

tion, lordship, mastery, superiority, supremacy, a go-

vernment.

, s. (from , a lord) , lordship, dominion, sovereign-

ty, supremacy, government, mastership ownership.

555, a. (from 3 , a lord, and € , devoted) , loyal, faith-

ful, obsequious.

25513, s. (from , a lord, and , devotedness) , devot-

edness to a lord or master.

Haf , s . (from a lord, and fs , power), a power of

governing, the power of sovereignty, sovereignty, su-

premacy.

5.

་3, a. (from prep, and 5, 10 be), much, many, great,

important, ascended , grown up ; become great, high,

lofty, governed by a sovereign.

#331 , a. ( from 955, much, and , an object), having a

great or important object, consisting of many objects ;

S. much wealth.

stiffes, a. (from 3 , much wealth, and fay, an ob-

ject), having much weath or property of various kinds

as its object.

stuff , s . (from fag, having much wealthfor

its object,, the circumstance of having much wealth, or

various sorts of property for its object.

tufas (from fag, having much wealthfor its

object), the circumstance of having much wealth or va-

rious sorts of property for its object,

먼저.

$4,8. (from prep. and 5, to nourish), a sort, a kind,

manner, other, et cetera.

235, s . (from 2 prep, and f , to penetrate), a difference,

a distinction, a disparity, an inequality, a nick name.

This word constructed with , to do, signifies to sepa

rate, to sever, to disengage ; with 1, to k wow, it signifies

to discriminate.

, a. from prep. and fer , to penetrate), distinguish

ing, discriminating, separating, severing.

Ja , a . (from I, prep. and x , to be glad), intoxicated,

thoughtless, precipitate, inadvertent.

ant, s . (from prep, and ¤ , to rejoice), a beautiful wo.

man.

Hai, s. (from , prep. and ≈i, to measure) , true knowledge,

a knowledge ofthe identity ofthe human soul with God,

consciousness, perception.

s (from prep. and 1, to measure), evidence, the

proof of a thing, a testimony, authority or warrant for

an opinion, an attestation, a demonstration, an example,

an instance. Constructed with , to do, 1, to give, or 35,

to sp ak, it means to witness, to give evidence, to at-

test, to establisth a fact.

t4 , s. (from at , evidence, and , a doer), a per-

son who proves orgives evidence of a thing.

galatze, a, (from gat , evidence, and at , doing), giv-

ing evidence, proving.

atatal, a. (from at , evidence, and etiga, doing), giv-

ing evidence, proving,

, a. (from 44, proof, and , producing), pro-

ducing evidence or proof,

gatas, a . (from gata , proof, and , to know), acquainted

with evidence or proof,

gatása, s...from at , evidence, and t , a writing), a

voucher, an affadavit.

gatafte, a (from gata, proof, and fan, toknow) , acquaint-

ed with proof or evidence,

Ali, s. (from ta, proof, and one who knows), a

person who knows the nature of evidence or proof.

alat , s. (from gotd, proof, and catą, kn wledge), aknow-

ledge or conviction of evidence or proof,

, a. (from td, proof, and at , knowing), ac-

quainted with proof or evidence.

ts, from td , proof, and33, destitute) , desti-

tute of proof or evidence .

***** , a (from gate, ¡ roof, and * , empty), destitu e

of proof or evidence,

gat , a . (from Яt , prof, and 1, accomplishable),

accomplishable by proof or evidence.
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, a. (from td, proof, and fa , accomplished), ac-.

complished by proof or evidence .

gata, a. (from at , proof, and 17 , destitule), destitute

of proof or evidence.

gatatata, s. (from at , evidence, and asta, non-existence), |||

the non-existence or want of evidence or proof.

gati, s. (from H. prep, and x , to measure), a person who'

gives evidence or proof.

gatata , s. (from 2, prep. and atotax, a maternal grand-

father), a maternal great grandfather.

gatataxi, s. (from Hæstæ , a maternal great grandfather),

a maternal great grandmother.

gam, s. (from *, prep. and ³n, to be mad), ruin, cofusion ,

inadvertence, inaccuracy, error, carelessness.

gatatfata, s. (from gala, inadvertence, and aftâta, a

word), a plea of error or inadvertence, an inadvertent

speech.

gatatfsfs, a. (from at , inadvertence, and affis, spok-

en), spoken through inadvertence or inattention.

at, a. (from . prep. and , to be mad) , inadvertent, in-

attentive, careless, erroneous , ruinous.

atas, a . (from 1 , true knowledge, and fag, an ob-

ject), having true knowledge for its object.

Haftaget, s. (from gaffaay , having true knowledgefor its

object), the circumstance of having true knowledge for

its object.

afas , s. (from afar, having true knowledge for its

object), the circumstance of having true knowledge for

its object.

gate , a. (from prep. and 1, to measure), giving proof

or evidence.

3, a. (from , prep. and at, to measure), proved, au-

thentic.

ats, a. (from , prep. and at, to kill), dead, defunct.

, s. (from , prep. and , theface), the face, the

mouth.

state, ad. loc. case of the Sungskrita at , from the

mouth of.

gafas, a. (from ∞, prep. and 5,joy), overjoyed.

, a. (from , prep. and 1 , measure), capable ofproof,

probable.

1, s. (from 7, probable), a probability, a being

capable of proof.

Zzz , 8. (from gay, probable), a probability, a being ca-

pable ofproof.

HITE,, s. (from prep. and fa , to expel urine) , a gleet.

, a. (from , a gleet, and , producing),

producing gleets or morbid discharges by the urinary

passage.

, a. (from Я , a gleet, and 1, producible), pro

ducible by or arising from a gleet,

1 , ad. (loc. case of a ), for a gleet or other mor-

bid discharge by the urinary passage.

প্রমেহনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from প্রমেহ, a gleet , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), curing a gleet, causing a morbid discharge to

cease.

grafate, a. (from , a gleet , and fata , preventing),

preventing a gleet or other morbid discharge.

gracfiæixa, s. (from Я , a gleet, and fixtad, a prevent-

ing) , the preventing of a gleet or other morbid discharge.

প্ৰমেহনিবৃত্তি , s. ( from প্রমেহ, a gleet , and নিবৃত্তি , cessation ) , the

cessation of a gleet.

Hackſave, a. (from , a gleet, and fifty, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a gleet ; ad. from or because of a

gleet.

garf-face, ad. (from Я , a gleet, and fafi , a cause), for

a gleet or other morbid discharge.

MacquF, a. from g , a gleet, and 5, caused by), cans,

ed by or arising from a gleet ; ad. from or because of a

gleet.

Magzás, a. (from Я , a gleet, and ¤ , increasing , caus-

ing a gleet to get worse.

Hagrá , s. (from Я , a gleet, and 4, an increasing), thẹ

getting worse of a gleet.

Macfeta, 8. (from Я , a gleet, and fræts, a change), a

gonorrhea, a gleet.

Macqf , s. (from JT, a gleet, and a, increase), the in-

crease of a gleet.

gat , a. (from , a gleet, and 3 , a cause), caus

ed by a gleet or other morbid discharge ; ad. from or

because of a gleet.

qata, s. (from 5, a gleet, and 4 , convalescence),

the removal of the bad symptoms of a gleet.

garat**a*, a. (from gag, a gleet, and 89 , reliev-

ing), causing the cure of a gleet, curing a gleet.

sis , a. (from , prep. and 5, to liberate , liberating, free-

ing from.

.63 , s . (from , prep. and 6 , to liberate) , a liberating,

the freeing a thing from that which adheres to it.

11 , a. (from , prep. and . to liberate), capable of

being liberated , capable of being freed from an adler-

ing substance.

hatu, s . (from prep. and , to rejoice) , excessive joy.

gatæ, a. (from , prep. and 4, to rejoice , causing ex◄

cessive joy, rejoicing,

Hhhhh
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gafas, a. (from , prep. and 15, to be glad), gladdened , I got , a . (from prep. and atfa , eager), diligent, ardent,

cheered, elated. persevering.

gatal, a. (from prep. and , to rejoice), causing exces-

sive joy, rejoicing.

gatta , s. (from at , jcy, and sumt , an overflowing),

an excess ofjoy.

273, s. (from 2, prep. and œ , to endeavour), a person pu-

rified by religious austerities ; ad. purified , holy, sanc-

tified .

a , s. (from , prep. and e, to endeavour), au endeavour,

labɔur, care.

qoyl, a. (from guy, a striving), endeavouring, striving, labo-

ious, careful.

atst, s . (from , prep. and to worship), a place of re-

ligious pilgrimage at the junction of two or more sacred

streams.

ata, s . (from , prep. and 1, to go), a departing, a going.

ats, a. (from , prep. and ' , to go), departed, gone.

gota, s. (from X, prep. and

the desire after a thing, a bias of the mind towards an

object, a taste for any pursuit, love to an object. This

word constructed with , to do, or , to obtain , means

to pursue an object with ardor ; with fat, to desist, it

means to be weaned from a habit or persuit.

Я, to endeavour), an endeavour,

gatal, 8, (from t , endeavour, and ý, a doer), a per-

son who labours or endeavours.

*ItЯt?æ, a. (from Яata, endeavour, and ætaæ, doing), us-

ing endeavours, using exertions, labouring ; s . a person

who endeavours or uses exertion.

getat , a. (from t , endeavour, and at , doing),

using endeavours, using exertion, labouring.

qata , a. (from Яsta, endeavour, and 7 , producible),

producible by or arising from endeavour or exertion.

, ad. (loc. case of it , for the purpose of

labour or endeavour.

atafaface, e . (from got , endeavour, and fafa , a cluse),

caused by or arising from labour or endeavour ; ad.

from or because ofexertion or endeavour.

galafate, ad. (from Я , endeavour, and fifa , a cause),

for the sake of exertion or endeavour.

ta , a. (from 1 , endeavour, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from exertion or endeavour ; ad .

from or because of exertion or endeavour.

tant , a . (from Яt , endeavour, and 1, accomplish-

able), accomplishable by endeavours or exertions.

Hetals , a. (fiom * †¤, end‹ avour, and 155 , a cause),

caused by or arising from exertion or endeavour ; ad.

from or because of exertion or endeavour.

89 , a. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), endowed

with, possessed of, resulting from, arisingfrom as a con-

sequence, excited by, occasioned by; ad. from or be-

cause of.

Я , a. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), capable

of being stirred up or stimulated, capable of being

wrought upon, susceptible.

*43, a. (from *, prep. and 4, to mix), ten hundred thou-

sands, a million.

Matsui, a. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), capa-

ble of being stimulated or stirred up, capable of being

wrought upon, susceptible.

Hati , s. (fromI, prep. and , to come in contact), a mov-

ing cause, an exciting orstimulating cause, a person who

stirs up or exhorts.

ats, v. a. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), to ex-

cite, to stimulate.

Heatst, s. (from prep. and , to be in contact) , an affair,

a matter, a consequence, a result, the main or ulti-

mate end of an action, an effort, an exertion , an act,

an action, a text, an authority, the effect of magical

or mysterious rites, a principal sum, a loan bearing in-

terest.

Heatsi, a. (fromq, prep. and 4 , to be in contact), causing,

exciting, stirring up or stimulating, leading to a result,

promoting an object.

ext , a. (from prep. and , to be in contact), acting

as an incitement, exciting, causing, stirring up or sti-

mulating, instigating, leading to a result, promoting an

object ; s . an exciting or stimulating cause, a moving

cause.

ata , s . (from t , a moving cause), the being a

moving or stimulating cause.

MatKII, 8. (from gipta , a moving cause), the being a

moving or stimulating cause .

, s. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), an affair,

necessity, an occasion for any thing, an undertaking,

a cause, a motive, the spring of an action, an incer-

tive.

প্রয়োজনান্তর , s. ( from প্রয়োজন, an undertaking, and অন্তর, ano-

ther), another affair, another undertaking, another mo-

tive or incitement.

gextant , ad. (from Яxt , necessity, and ¤ , an object),

for the purpose of an occasion or necessity.

gatate, a. (from grata, necessity, and af, proper), ne-

cessary, proper for an occasion.
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state, a. (from , prep. and , to be in contact), ne-

cessary, suited to an occasion.

gitur, a. (from , prep, and , to be in contact), neces-

sary, suited to an occasion ; s. a capital or sum put out

to interest.

yafts, a. (from X, prep. and º , to speak), spoken, menti-

oned, declared.

day, s. (from X, prep. and af, to dissolve), destruction,

the dissolution of nature, the resolution of a thing in-

to its component principles, the destruction of an in-

dividual substance, the decomposition of a substance,

death, dissolution , annihilation, fainting, syncope ; ad.

vast, excessive.

ga , s. (from , destruction , and , a doer), ove

who dissolves or destroys the frame of nature , one who

decomposes things.

, a. (from , destruction, and ata , doing), ef-

fecting decomposition or destruction ; s. he who de-

composes or destroys substances.

aziz), a. (from 7, destruction, and æfa , destroying),

effecting decomposition or destruction .

apta, s. (from , the dissolution of nature, and ata

time), the time of the universal dissolution of nature.

gapatata, a. (from gata, the time of the dissolution of

nature) , belonging to the time when nature shall be dis-

solved.

tat , a. (from , destruction, and atat , a form),

resembling the universal decomposition of nature.

aptafe, a. (from , destruction, and af , aform , re-

sembling the universal decomposition of nature.

att, s. (from prep. and a , to speak), talk, conversati-

on, the ravings of a mauiac or delirious person.

, a. (from att, delirious talk, and af , seeing) ,

delirious, raving.

Hat , a. (from prep. and a to speak), speaking, con-

versing, discoursing, talking in an unconnected or deli-

rious manner.

, s . (from , prep. and fast, to plaster), a plaster, salve,

an ointment.

ata, s. (from prep. and fat, to plaster), the dressing

of an wound, the smearing of any part of the body with

unguent or cerate .

gats, s. from prep. and , to desire , desire, covet-

ousness.

atst, a. from prep. and , to desire), desirous, co-

vetous.

, v. a. (from prep, and , to speak), to praise, to

applaud.

, a. (from , prep. and , to speak), applauding,

praising, flattering ; s. a person who applauds or prais-

es.

, s. (from , prep. and , to speak), the applauding

or praising ofa person or thing.

għ17, ɑ. (from , prep. and , to speak), praise-wor-

thy, deserving of applause.

1, s. (from prep. and ,to speak), applause, praise,"

an encomium, a plaudit, a panegyric, the celebration

of a person's praises.

Яt , s. (from , praise, and , a doer), a per-

son who praises or applauds.

tata , s. (from applause, and atata , desire),

a desire ofpraise or applause.

** tæti, a. (from
, applause, and staff , desirous),

desirous of praise or applause.

tata, a. (from , applause, and at , doing),

praising, applauding.

tæ , a. (from , applause, and tfa , doing),

praising, applauding.

qataa☎, a. (from ' , applause, and 5 , producing),

producing or occasioning praise or applause.

**• Atafa3, a. (from 1, applause, and f³, produced),

produced by or arising from praise or applause.

•ata , a. (from Я , applause, and 71, producible),

producible by or arising from praise or applause.

3 ), for the purposeata , ad. (loc. case of

praise or applause.

of

q** stati, s. (from , applause, and ħtó̟, a giver , one

who confers praise or applause.

att , a. (from 1, applause, and aty , giving),

conferring or ascribing praise or applause.

qtātēÌ, s. (from , applause, and affy , giving ,

giving or ascribing praise or applause.

, s. (from 1, applause, and , destruction),

the destruction or loss of praise or applause.

☎, a . (from , applause, and , destruc-

tive), destroying praise or applause.

, a. (from , applause, and fa , destruc-

tive), destructive to praise or applause.

tat , s. (from
1, applause, and ¬† , destruction),

the destruction or loss of praise or applause.

statatatatas, a. (from , applause, and 1 , destruc-

tice), destructive to praise or applause.

**•atfkade, a. (from ≈t, applause, and far , caus-

ing to cease), causing praise or applause to cease.

Khbbb 2

tfact , a. (from 1, applause, and fataæ, pre-

venting), preventing or hindering praise or applause.
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queulfaztzd, s. (from $4957), applause, and faxtaa, a pre-

renting , the preventing or hindering of praise or ap-

plause.

gdatfazf , s (from * ' , applause, and (77f , cessation),

the cessation of praise or applause.

**taifafice, a. (from ñï, applause, and fifty, a cruse) ,

caused by or arising from praise or applause ; ad. from

or because of praise or applause.

alfafare, ad (from 1 , applause, and fafas, acause),

for the purpose of praise or applause .

*• , a. (from * applause, and † , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from praise or applause ; ad. by or

through praise or applause.

at , a . from 1 , applause, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from praise or applause ; ad. from

or because of praise or applause.

ex-

fat, ad. (from 1 , applause, and frat, without),

without or beside praise or applause.

**atiffa , a. (from 1, applause, and fofa , CX-

cepted), praise or applause excepted.

qatafore, s . (from , applause, and faiṛæ, an

exception), the exception of praise or applause.

qantaforale, ad . (loc . case of natufoas), with the

exception of praise or applause, without or beside

praise or applause.

saia, s. (from , praise, and af , desire),

a desire for praise or applause.

tsata), a. (from , applause, and fontfan, de-

sirous), desirous of praise or applause.

giluisti, a. (from

worthy of applause.

**•ni , ad. (from

the manner of praise or applause.

eze, ɑ . (from , applause, and 1 , a cause),

caused by or arising from praise or applause ; ad. from

or because of praise or applause.

1 , applause, and ctstr, worthy),

' , applause, and ☎ , a form), in

t , a. (from ¹ , applause, and , worthy) , wor-

thy of applause, praise-worthy.

fa³, a (from prep. and , to speak), applauded,

praised.

, a. (from . prep. and to speak), worthy of

praise or applause,

, a. (from , prep . and , to speak), praising, ad-

plauding, celebrating.

, a. (from , prep. and , to speak), praise-worthy.

qduct, s. (from ge, wide, and ca, a bunch), in anato-

my the name of a large membranaceous cavity attached

to the os illium, (fascia lata.)

331, s . (from 3, good), goodness, excellence, fitness

for a purpose.

ET, s. (from * , good), goodness, excellence, fitness

for a purpose.

, a . (from prep. and , to speak) , praise-worthy.

35, a. (from q, prep. and są, to purify), clear, evident,

authentic.

, s. (from , to ask), a question, an enquiry.

* , s. (from 4 , a question, and ý, a doer), a person

who asks a question .

***tē, a. (from a question, and ☎taa, doing), ask-

ing question, interrogating; s. a person who asks ques-

tions.

gata , a. (from , a question, and if , doing), asking

questions, interrogating.

1 , s. (from , a question, and F, a speaker), a per-

son who propounds question, an interrogater.

tar, s. (from , aquestion, and t , a word), an in

terrogation, an interrogating speech .

gett, a. (from , a question, and at[47, speaking), pro-

pounding questions, making interrogations.

fan , s . (from , a question, and fat, science) , the

science of answering interrogations respecting lost or

stolen property or other things of a likę nature.

, s . (from prep. and f , to serve), love, affection, es-

teem .

·

ta, s. (from , prep. and , to breathe), breath, respira-

tion.

, a. (from , to ask), questionable, fit to be asked,

requiring tobe enquired into.

, s. (from , to ask), a person who asks or interrogates.

, s. (from prep. and 1, to stand , a leader, a conducter,

a person who leads on or goes first ; a. chief, principal.

, a. (from prep. and , to be in society) , treated of,

conversed about, engaged in, zealous, eternal, everlast-

ing, constant, expanded, obtained ; ad. eternally, ever.

, s. (from , prep . and , to be in society), a topic,

the subject of conversation.

ga , s. (from prep. and , to be in society), the intro-

duction of a topic of conversation, a topic, a subject, a

treatise, a sentiment, a passage in a book, introducti-

on, insertion, assosiation, connection .

, a. (from , prep. and , to speak), praised, applaud- fs, s . (from a , a subject, and fs , concurrence),

ed, happy, good, excellent, approved, spacious, wide,

capacious, roomy.

conversation, conversation arising from a topic intro

duced.
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a**19 ,, s . (from a , subject, and , loneath), sub-

ject to or connected with a topic introduced..

qaz, a. (from I, prep. and a , to move), gracious, propiti.

ous, kind, complacent, favourable, clear, frequented,

bright, pellucid, pleased , delighted.

, a. (from , complacent, and (63, the heart), kind-

hearted, gracious, glad-hearted.

31, s . (from Я , propitious , propitiousness, favourable-

ness, graciousness, pellucidness, clearness, complacence.

ga , s. (from gaa, propitious) , propitiousness , favourable-

ness, pellucidness, clearness, complacence.

Naacha, a. (from Я , pleased, and ñ , the face), having

a pleased countenance, looking graciously or favorably.

ga , a. (from , pleased, and , the face), having

a pleased or glad countenance, looking graciously or

favourably.

Яa , a. (from Я , complacent, and 15 , the heart),

kind-hearted, gracious, glad-hearted.

aid, a. (from , complacent, and 8: 4, the

heart), kind-hearted, gracious, glad-hearted.

, v. a . (from prep. and , to bring forth) , to pro-

duce, to bring forth.

, s. (from prep. and , to bringforth), the bringing

forth of young, production, birth, offspring, posterity,

a fruit , a flower.

THE, s. (from ga , birth, and st , a house), the apart-

ment in which a woman is brought to bed.

gazzaal, s. (from , child birth, and c☎7), pain) , the

pains of labour.

tsta, 8. (from Я , child birth , and stig, a house), the

apartment in which a woman is brought to bed .

, a. (from , prep. and , to move), the dimensions of

a thing, extent, affectionate sollicitation, speed, ve-

locity.

, ad. (from * prep. and ¬ , to bear), suddenly, unex-

pectedly, forcibly, violently.

পুসহ্যাপহারী, a. (from পুনহা, suddenly , and অপারিন, taking

away) , taking away suddenly or forcibly, snatching

away.

at , s. (from prep. and , to move), grace, favour,

kindness, the remnant of food offered to a god , orts,

leavings, welfare, cleanness , pellucidness, life , breath,

a particular arrangement of the notes to make a tune.

gainas, a . (from Яt ,favour, and , to do), shewing grace

or favour.

yatagi, 8. (from Jatë,favour, and ☎ , a doer), a person

who shews favour or kindness.

St

gataætææ, a. (from galā, favour, and ☎tạ , doing), acting

favourably or graciously , shewing favour or kinduess .

gatott, a. (from at , favour, and at , doing , shew-

ing favour or kindness , acting graciously or kindly.

, a. (from gata,favour, and , producing) , pro-

ducing grace or favour.

5 , a . (from at , favour, and 5 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from favour or kindness .

datar, ad. (loc . case of 3 ), for the sake of grace

or favour.

gatafafogæ, o: (from q , favour, and fafa ; a caust),

caused by or arising from grace or favour ; ud. for or

because of grace or favour.

gathfiface, ud. (from gata,favour , and fifix, a cause), for

the sake of grace or favour.

Яaths, a. (from ЯЯtë, favour, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from grace or favour ; ad. from or

because ofgrace or favour.

, a. (from t ,favour, and , obtained), favour

ed , received into favour.

gatafat, ad. (from

out or beside grace

প্রসাদতিরিক্ত, a . (from

th, favour, and f , without), with

or favour.

সt , Jarour , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except-

excepted .ed), grace or favour

qatnaıfolgē, s. (from 1 , favour, and zıfsızæ, an ex-

ception), the exception ofg race or favour.

পুসাদতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of পুসাদ তিরেক), with the excep

tion ofgraceor favour , withoutor beside grace or favour.

gatalstol, a. (from gat , the remnant of a sacrifice, and

(=tfsa, enjoying), living on the bounty of another ; s.

a pensioner.

gata , a. (from , favour, and , obtained) , obtain-

ed by grace or favour.

stacey , a. (from Я , favour , and cxg, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from grace or favour ; ad . from or be-

cause of grace or favour.

gate, a . (from , prep. and , to move , graciously be-

stowed, favoured , treated graciously.

gata , s . (from at , conferring honours) , and xã,

cloth), an honorary dress .

Patal, a . (from prep. and fa, moving), shewing fa-

vour, conferring acts of kindness.

a , s. (from prep, and ta, to accomplish), dress, em

bellishment, decoration ,

gafts, a. (from , prep. and ta, to accomplish), accom-

plished, finished, ornamented, decorated.

gata, v. a . (from , prep. and , to move), to extend, to?

spread out.
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qat , s. (from prep. and , to move , the width of a

thing, extent, expansion, the spreading over a district

for the purpose offorage.

ta , s. (from prep. and , to move), the expanding or

unfolding of a thing.

gafas, a. (from

ded.

prep. and , to move), extended, expan-

, a. (from . prep. and fag, to move), clear, current,

plain, evident, noted, renowned, famous, celebrated,

adorned, ornamented.

পুসিদ্ধি, s . (from prep . and fa , to move), fame, celebrity

notoriety.

s. (from prep. and , to bringforth), a mother, a

spreading climber.

531, a. (from . prep. and , to bringforth), brought to

bed or recently delivered of a child ; s. a woman recent-

ly delivered of a child .

fs, s. (from prep. and , to bringforth), birth, the

production of a thing, the bringing forth of young, off-

spring.

afsal, a. (from ga , brought to bed), newly delivered of

a child.

, s. (from . prep. and ♬ to move), the palm of the

hand, a palm (measure.)

83, s. (from 25, crowded, and , the end), the name of

a particular slur or combination of grace notes in Hin-

doo music.

*8 , s. (from * , crowded, and , the firs!), the name

of a particular kind of slur or grace note in Hindvo

music.

* a , s. (from 8, crowded, and , the begin-

wing and the end), the name of a particular slur of com-

bination ofgrace notes in indoo music .

HYTTEO, s. (from 23, crowded, and 17f13, sounded in

succession), the name of a particular siur or combinati-

on of grace notes in Hindoo music.

tī, s. (from 3, crowded, and Яt favour), the name

of a particular slur or combination of grace notes in

Hindoo music.

, s . (from , crowded, and gata, steady), the name

of a particular slur or combination of grace notes in

Hindoo music.

21, s. (from 3, crowded, and 1, the middle), the name

of a particular combinations or slur of three grace notes

in Hindoo music .

27, s. (from , prep. and , to spread out,, a stone, a gem,

a bunch of flowers .

D/51.

suganfaato:quiat, s. (from guyz (55, situated on astone-

like bone, and 5:fata , an interior tube), in anato-

my the name of a particular sinus, (petrosus sinus infe-

rior.)

প্রস্তরদচ্ছি েস্বাৰ্ত্তপুণালী , s. ( from পুস্তরদবিশ্ব, situated on astone-

like bone, and sagatal, a superior tube), in anatomy

the name of a particular sinus, (petrosus sinus superi-

or.)

get , s. (from , a stone, and fa , résiding), in na-

tural science the name of that order of vermes which

have their habitation in stones or rocks, (Lithophy-

tes.)

aff , a. (from 8 , a stone, and fat , possessed of,

stony, rocky.

IIII, a. (from 433, a stone), stony, made of stone.

, a. (from 7, a stone, and ,joined to), connect-

ed with stones, stony, rocky.

zas, a. (from I, a stone, and ¿fx³, destitute), desti-

tute ofstones, free from stones.

, a. (from , a stone, and 1, empty), destitute

of stones, free from stones.

ga , a. (from , a stone, and 1 , destitute), destitute

of stones, free from stones.

, s. (from , prep. and , to praise), the mention or

relating of a thing, a relation, a story, a topic, the in-

troduction of a topic.

gotzai, s. (from prep. and , to praise), an introduction

or commencement, the introduction of a writing which

is usually in the form ofpraise to gods orprinces, a pro-

logue, a prolude.

gati , ad. (from gata, the introduction ofa topic, and

, a step), by the successive introduction of topics.

13, a. (from prep. and , to praise), related, men-

tioned, told,

3, a. (from prep. and , to praise), prepared, ready,

prompt, said, revealed, declared, praised, panegyrized.

33 , s. (from 3, prepared), preparedness, readiness,

the circumstance of having been said or declared.

, s. (from 5, prepared , preparedness, readiness,

the circumstance of having been said or declared.

, s. (from ", prep. and al, to stand), a set of utensils, a

suit of clothes, widih , table land on the top of a moun-

tain, a measure containing forty eight double handfuls,

a quantity equal to the above measure.

17, s. (from prep. and , to stand) , the departure from

a place, the match of an army, the march of an assail-

ant ; constructed with , to do, this word means to de-

part, to go.
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gatizó, s. (from gata, a departure, and ☎ý, a doer), a

person who departs from a place.

qxaætṛæ, ɑ. (from t , a departure, and Tige, doing),

departing; s. a person who departs.

gatata , a. (from , a departure, and f , doing , de-

parting, going from.

gatadfe, a. (from qt , a departure, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from a departure ; ad. by or through

a departure.

qatЯa, s. (from , prep. and , to stand) , the causing of a

person to depart from a place, a sending, the dispatch-

ing ofa person.

ts, a. (from , prep. and 1, to stand), proper to be

dispatched or sent from a place.

f43, a. (from †, prep. and 8 , to stand), dispatched, made

to depart, sent.

Яt , a. (from , prep. and 1, to send), proper to be dis-

patched or sent from a place.

ts, a. (from , a measure, and at , smiler), the

name of a particular sound in Hindoo music .

fs, a. (from , prep. and 1 , to stand) , departed, gone.

gud, s. (from a prep. and , to ooze), a spring or foun.

tain, the discharging of urine, an oozing, a perspir-

ing.

t , s. (from *, prep. and ™, to ooze) , the expelling of

urine, urine. This word compounded with to do,

means to discharge urine .

*T³, a. (from †, prep, and ₹7, to smite) , wounded, smitten ,

killed, defeated, repelled, discomfited .

17, s. (from X, prep. and 1 , to smite ), a wounding or

killing, a smiting, a defeating, a repelling.

#53, s . (from *, prep. and , to rob), a fourth part of the

day or night, a watch of the day or night.

gefas , s. (from 3 , watching), watchfulness, the office

of a watchman.

Jef , s. (from *f , watching), watchfulness , the office of

a watchman.

Jn, a. (from ga, a watch), keeping watch, watching ; s .

a watchman, a sentry.

XT1, s. (from ♣, prep, and ■, to rob,, a person who strikes

or beats.

, s. from prep. and , to be glad , gladness, joy,

hilarity.

Et , r. a. (from , prep. and , to rob , to strike, to

smite, to beat.

, s . from , prep. and , to rob`, a blow, a stroke.

* a*, a . (from . prep, and , to 10b), smiting, striking ;

s. a person who strikes or smites .

BEY.

gekætaæ, a. (from gata, a stroke, and aty , doing), strik-

ing, beating, a person who strikes or beats.

getztal, a. (from 1 , a stroke, and af , doing), strik-

ing, beating.

get , a. (from Яt , a stroke, and , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from a blow or stroke.

getarai, ad. (loc. case ofЯetaa1), for the purpose of strik-

ing or beating.

tad, a. (from prep. and , to rob), the beating of a per-

son.

পুগরনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from প্রহার , a stroke, and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to blows.

gxtafaxtaæ, a. (from t , a stroke, and fixiæ, prevent-

ing), preventing or warding off a blow, resisting a blow

or stroke.

qxtafaætad, s. (from Яty, a stroke, and fixtad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing or warding off a blow, the resist-

ing of a blow or stroke.

getafa , s. (from Яta, a stroke, and ff , cessition), the

cessation of beating.

getafafaiæ, a. (from Яt , a stroke, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from blows or strokes ; ad. from

or because of blows.

*etafafore, ad. (from * ?, a stroke, and ff , a cause),

for the sake of beating.

* tafæ, a . (from Яet?, a blow, and , before), preceded

by or arising from a flogging; ad. by or with a flogging.

get , a. (from gata, a stroke, and , caused by ,caus-

ed by or arising from strokes or blows ; ad. from or be-

cause of strokes or blows.

getIfæi, ad. (from Я † , a stroke, and fzai, without), with-

out blows or strokes.

getaufsfas, a. (from Яety, a stroke, and aifofas, except-

ed), strokes or blows excepted.

প্রহারব্যতিরেক, s . ( from প্রহার , a stroke, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of strokes or blows .

getacifocals, ad. (loc. case ofqiz (UT), with the excep-

tion of strokes or blows, without or beside strokes or

blows.

getaatst , a. (from Tets, a stroke, and cash, worthy), wor-

thy of strokes or blows, deserving to be beaten.

get , a . (from gets, a stroke, and ( , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from strokes or blows ; nd from or be-

cause of blows or strokes.

ggtatag, «. (from gɛta, a blow , and ¤ , unfit) , not deserv-

ing a beating.

tacats , a. (from , a blow, and ist , unworthy ,

not deserving a beating.
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Hatatuú, a. (from gata, a stroke, and af, an object) , forthe

purpose of blows.

stat , a. (from te, a stroke, and , fit), deserving to

be beaten.

getzt, a, (from Y, prep. and 4, to take), beating, flogging,

smiting, killing.

et , a. (from , prep, and , to rob), deserving to suffer

a beating.

E , s. (from prep, and 81 , to hold), sauce, gravy, con-

diment ; a. discharged as an arrow from a bow, sent,

dispatched, suitable.

243, 1. (from ,prep, and , to rob), beaten, struct, smit-

ten.

, a. from , prep. and z ,to be glad), glad, rejoiced .

ft , a . (from , glad, and so , theheart) , glad-hearted.

, a . (from , glad, and 5 , the mind , giad-heart-

ed .

: , a. (from , glad, and : , the heart),

glad-hearted.

fa , s. (from , prep. and f³ã, to play), a riddle, an

ænigma , a puzzle.

3,. (from rep. and t, lo share out), high ; s. the

height of a thing.

ate, a. from , prep. and I, to move), former, before.

13, a. (from 3, nature , common, vulgar, plebeian.

ts. (from , former, andata, time , former time,

a crisis.

gistair, a . (from *** , former time), former, belonging

to ancient times.

, s. (from , before), fate, destiny, luck.

ga , s. (from a strong), ardor, zeal.

sta, s. (from ge, before, and 1 , non-existence) , prior

non- existence .

8. (from its previous non-existence, and

, connection), a connection with previous non-exis-

tence.

ts , s. (from , pompous), pomp, parade, bustle.

, ud. (from qt before), as before.

gi , s . (from
former, and sta, a state), a prior or

previous state or condition .

gate, s . (from gia, before, and art , justice), a former

trial of a cause in a court of justice,

* at , a . (from gata, aformer trial, and víz,

shewing), shewing that a cause has been formerly triei ;

s. a person who shews evidence that a cause has been

formerly tried.

tí , a. (from ji , a former triul, and fis,

sheuing , shewing that a cause has been formerly tried.

artafa , s. (from 371 , aformer trial, and fa a

statute), the law concerning a cause which has been al-

ready tried . 7

State , s. (from it , a former trial, and 837, an

answer), the plea that a cause has been already tried.

tol, a. (from prep. and to move), eastern.

gioia, s. (from Z, prep. and 5, to move), old, ancient,

aged.

tsastus , s. (from tst , old, and sitt, a verse), tradition.

331, s. from.Zt15, old) , oldness, agedness, antiquity.

, s. (from gol , old), oldness, agedness, antiquity.

gistas, s. (from 87, ancient, and as, a manner), an an-

cient method, the sentiments of the ancients ; a. approv-

ed by the ancients,

প্রাচীনমতালম্বী, ৫. ( from প্রাচীনমত, the opinions of the ancie

ents, and Taf¶ , depending), professing the ancient

opinions, professing the opinions of the ancients.

at, s . (from , prep. and , to move), antiquity.

Hola, s. (from , prep. , prep, and ſʊ, to collect), a fence

wall.

, s. (from 67, sufficient), sufficiency, plenty, abun-

dance.

tar , (from ts, Bruhma), the name of a marri-

age when the girl is presented to the bridegroom by her

father with due tokens of respect, a sort of religious

pennance consisting of eating only one meal in the day

time for three days, the next three days only one meal

which is to be in the night, the subsisting on alms the

next three days and fasting the next three ; a particu

lar sacrifice.

1931 , s. (from tt , a particular marriage, and

f15, a marriage), a marriage when the damsel is pre-

sented to the bridegroom with due tokens of respect.

#tatЯ33, s. (from 31, connected with Bruhmu, and

³, a religious vow), a sort of religious vow or penance

consisting of taking only one meal daily in the day

time for three days, then for three more days eating

one meal daily in the night, subsisting the next three

days on alms, and fasting the next three days.

, . (from , prep. 1 , prep. and 31, to know), learned,

wise, skilful, clever.

31 , s. (from t , learned), erudition, skill, wisdom.

s. (from , learned), erudition , skill, wisdom.

3 , s. (from , prep. and af , het two hands held

open), the two hands held open with the little fingers

placed against each other.

, s. (from , interrogating, and fatæ, investi-

gating) , a judge.
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ta, s. (from prep. and , to breathe), breath, life, the

soul.

tasted, s. (from ta, life, and 4, a taking), a taking away

the life of an animal.

Stɑsta”, a. (from ta, life, and steæ, taking) , taking away

the life of animals ; s . a person who takes away the life

of an animal.

taste , a. (from ts, life, and tf , taking), taking away

the life of animals.

ts , a. (from td, life, and at , destroying), murder.

ous, mortal, fatal, deadly.

1

Stats , a. (from ta, life, and atf37, destroying), murder-

ous, mortal, fatal, deadly.

sta , a. (from , life, and

ar, a. from td, life, and

by or arising from life or breath.

Star, ad. (l c. case of t ), for the sake of life or

breath, for the soul.

7, to smite) , destroying life.

I, producible), producible

Stas , a. from a, life, and , equal), equal to life, equal

in value with life.

tq31st, s. (from t life, and Itst, relinquishment), the

relinquishing of life, death.

ist, a. (from td, life, and rift , relinquishing), re-

linquishing life.

# 3, s. (from ta, life, and ¤ , a fine) , the fine or forfeit

of life, the punishment of death.

tata , s . (from ta,life, and t , a giver), the giver of life.

17, s. (from Яt , lƒe, and ¤ , the giving ofa thing ,

the bestowment oflife.

Stante, o. (from ta, life, and at , giring , giving life;

8. a person who gives life.

tant , a . (from ta, life, and atfṣa, giving), giving life.

takt?æ, a. (from Яta , life, and †ª , sustaining), sustain-

ing or retaining life.

aza , s . (from Ha, life, and 9, the holding of a thing),

the possessing of life .

tatt, a. (from gta , life, and tfs , sustaining) , sustaining

or supporting life.

, s. from ga , life, and a , destruction), the destruc-

tion of life.

quÎ°ñë, a. (from td , life, and ¤ , destructive), destruc-

tive to life, wurderous, mortal, deadly, deleterious ; s.

a destroyer of life.

#takai, a . (from ga, life, and fa , destroying), destroy-

ing life, murderous, deleterious, mortal, deadly.

t12, s. (from ta , life, and *tu, a lord , the lord or sove-

reign oflife; this term is generally used by a wife as an

affectionate expression of regard to her husband.

..

tata , s . (from at , life, and tt, des'ruction ), the destruc-

tion of life.

tat , a. (from t+, life, and at , destructive , murder-

ous, mortal, deadly, deleterious.

taff , a . (from 4, life, and fif* , a cause), caused

by or arising from life ; ad. from or because of life.

, ad. (from ta , life, and F , a cause), for the

purpose oflife or breath , for the soul,

tata, s. (from td, life, and t , a stake), the staking of

life .

tata, ad. (loc. case of tata), at the hazard of life, with

the utmost exertion.

a . (from 4, life, and f3+1, an image) , equally,

dear with life, resembling life .

1, s. (from 4, life, and t , a placing), the ce-

remony of giving life to an idol or image ; the conse-

cration of an image, one of the ceremonies of which is

the giving it life.

lata, s. (from ta, life, and at , the departing), the de-

parting of life.

Stafy, a. (from ta, life, and f , bel red , beloved of the

soul or life ; this word is generally used in the respect-

ful address of a wife to her husband or of a woman to

her paramour.

ta , 8. (from ta, life, and , a thing , animated mat-

ter.

atst, s. (from Яtd, life, and fats, separation), the de-

parture of life , death.

, a. (from , life, and tЯt , destroying), des-

troying life, murderous, mortal, deadly, deleterious .

t1t57, s. (from 4 , life, and , a destroying),

the destroying of life.

, s. (hom t . life, and y, doubt), a doubt of life.

. from 4, life, and , like , equally dear

with life, like life.

, a. (from t*, life, and , like), equally dear with

life, like the soul or life.

ta, a. (from ta , life, and ta, equal), equally dear

with life, equal to the sou, or life.

tag , a. (from a life, and 57, to kill) , murderous, dead-

ly, mortal, deleterious, destructive ; s. a murderer.

tafe , a. from 4, life, and fa , injurious , injuri

ous to life, deleterious, murderous, deadly, mortal.

Staf57, s. (from 4, life, and foa , the injuring of aper-

son), the doing a thing which is injurious to life, the

kiiling of an animal.

, s. (from td, life, and fx , injury), an injury

done to life, murder.

liiii
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ttt , s. (from Яta, life, and i , a receptacle), that

which contains life, a living body.

Hate, a. (from ta , life, and te, more), more than life.

, an end) , the end of life.
tata, s (from td, life, and

Stat, a. (from ga , animal), animal, animated, vital, liv-

ing.

, s. (from ta , life, and , a lord), the lord of

life ; this is an affectionate expression used to acknow

ledge the authority of a superior.

ts:, ad. (from to the morning) , the morning, the dawn.

ts , s . from 3 , the morning, and zu , work), the

morning duties of religion .

tata, s. (from 3 , the morning, and ta, time), the

morning.

3:23 , a. (from the morning, and 1, a duty), the

morning duties of religion.

1, s . (from , the morning, and [ g1, a work),

the morning duties of religion, morning ceremonies.

ata, s. (from 3 , the morning, and t , a bathing),

the morning ablution.

testet, a. (from 3 , the morning, and atfi , bathing),

practising ablutions in the morning, performing the

morning ablutions.

f , s. (from , adverse), contrariety, opposition.

fotod, s. (from gifs , opposition, and ṛd, con-

duct) , a course of hostile conduct, opposition.

gifs , a. (from fs , opposition, and tf , act-

ing), carrying on a course of hostile conduct, acting in

opposition.

tfesta, s. (from , a surety), suretyship .

gifesta,tsts, a. (from festaï, suretyship, and to, come),

due or payable an account of suretyship.

festatts, a. (from festa , suretyship, and tits,

come , due or payable an account of suretyship.

ate.

tufa , s . (from qua , having a right of priority), the

having a right ofpriority or precedence, priority, pre-

cedence.

tasia, s . (from t , manifestation, and sta, a circum-

stance , the circumstance of coming tolight, manifesta-

tion, the eliciting of a thing.

ts , a. (from manifestation , and 3, become , elici-53, a

ted, manifest, clear, evident.

, s . (from prep. and te , a command), a span.

gtata , s. (from gata, chief), pre-eminence, superiority.

gata , ad. (from rata , pre-eminence, and at, a form),

pre-eminently, in a pre-eminent or superior manner.

to, s. (from , prep. and 3, an end), the margin of a

place, the out skirts of atown or other place, a bor.

der.

Atox, s. (from I, prep. and ¤ , within), a long and dreary

road, a desert.

, a. (from prep. and , to obtain), obtaining,

causing to obtain , occasioning, procuring.

ta, s. (from

of athing.

ta , a. (from

prep. and at , to obtain), the obtaining

prep. and at , to obtain) , obtainable.

tafa , a. (from , prep . and t , to obtain), procurable,

obtainable by means of another person.

gifs, a. (from prep. and at , to obtain), obtained by

means of another.

, a. (from prep. and af , obtaining), finding,

gaining, obtaining, acquiring.

, a. (from prep. and at , to obtain), obtained, found,

gained, acquired.

7, a. (from te, obtained, and x, tribute), tribute-

obtained, possessed of collected tribute.

te , a. (from t , obtained, and cat, distress), distress-

ed, fallen into distress.

gata , s . (from afstata , adverse), contrariety, opposi- , a . (from 1 , obtained, and

tion , a being against the hair or grain.

qifamtaq3, s. (from fata , contrariety, and 3,

born), born in a line contrary to that of nature, viz.

born from a woman of a superior class by a man of an

inferior one.

ts, ed. (from
3, the morning) , in the morning.

tf , a. (from 317, faith), belonging to faith or trust,

confidential.

glufae, a. (from qua, first), having a right of priority, be-

longing to the first , first, prior, initial.

tufa 31, s. (from Яtufa , having a right ofpriority), the

having a right of priority or precedence, priority, pre-

cedence.

, affliction), afflict-

ed, suffering under affliction, fallen into affliction .

, a. (from , obtained, and c , a country), arriv

ed in the country , possessed of a country.

, a. (from te, obtained, and 24, wealth), rich, pos-

sessing acquired wealth.

, a. (from 8, ob ained, and M, an office), occupying

an obtained office or station.

at , a. (from 1 , obtained, and at , inadvertence),

fallen into inadvertence, fallen into danger or trouble.

is , a. (from † , obtained, and fл, science), pos-

sessing acquired science.

tefesa, a . (from , obtained, and fast, wealth), posses-

sing acquired wealth or grandeur,
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, a. (from prep. and at , to obtain), obtainable,

acquirable.

gtefafus, ad. (from gif , gain, and faſão, a cause), for

gain or profit, for the purpose ofacquisition.

Jiu, 7. (from qts, obtained, and wu , pain), pained,, a. (from gif , gain, and † , before), preceded by

suffering under inflicted pain.

tata, a. (from 8, obtained, and t , a law suit),

arrived at the age of responsibility, arrived at the le-

gal age for managing his own affairs.

sta, a. (from ts, obtained, and c , the age ofpu-

berty), arrrived at the age of puberty.

tw, a. (from , obtained, and ṛtāʊ, a kingdom), pos-

sessed ofan acquired kingdom.

or arising from gain or acquisition ; ad. from or be

cause of gain or acquisition.

fsqftat, a. (from gifs, gain, and xf , opposing), ob-

structing gain or acquisition.

, a. (from tf , gain, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from gain or acquisition.

ffa , ad. (from tf , gain, andf , without), without

or beside gain or acquisition.

HtSite, a. (from His, obtained, and to, grief), grieved, suffs, a. (from Hife, gain, and ufsfas, excepted),

sunk into or affected with grief.

, a. (from 8, obtained , and , pleasure), posses-

sing obtained pleasure or happiness.

প্রাপ্তিরাতিরিক্ত , ব্যতিরিক্ত,

gain or acquisition excepted.

g+fgæfuæ, s. (from gifs, gain, and ufiæ, an excepti-

on), the exception of gain or acquisition.

প্রাঞ্জিতিয়েক),stats, a. (from te, obtained, and fat , a right),, ad. (loc . case ofgifs ), with the ex-

possessing an acquired right or possession.

istaxe, a. (from i , obtained and 5, favour), fa-

vour-obtained, grace-obtained, put in possession of

grace or favour.

, a. (from te, obtained, and u, an object), put in

possession of an object, possessing an obtained object.

†† , a. (from Яts, obtained, and 1 , a benedic-

tion , having obtained a blessing or benediction.

ife, s. (from . prep. and , to obtain), gain, profit, an

acquisition, benefit, advantage.

, a (from fe, gain, and ☎ad, an instrument),

by means of gain or acquisition.

1
Hi , a. (from gifs, gain, and 7 , producing), pro-

ducing gain or profit.

37, a. (from gifs, gain, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from gain or profit, producible by

or arising from acquisition.

প্রাপ্তি জন্যে, ad. (loc. case of প্রাপ্তিজন্য), for the sake of gain or

profit, for the sake of acquisition .

gift , ad. (from tfs, guin, and t , a door), by or

through gain or acquisition.

atisfaze, a. (from gif , gain, and fe, causing to

cease), putting a stop to gain or profit.

প্রাপ্তিনিবারক, a . (from প্রাপ্তি, gain, and নিবারক, preventing),

preventing gain or profit, preventing acquisition.

feated, s . (from tf , gain, and fata , a preventing),

the preventing of gain or profit, the preventing of ac-

quisition.

fafazfe, s. (from gifs, gain, and fa³, cessation), the

cessation ofgain or profit.

efface, a. (from gifs, gain, and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from gain or acquisition ; ad. from or

because of gain or acquisition.

ception of gain or acquisition , without or beside gain

or acquisition.

gifts, s. (from , gain, and zitat³, an obstacle), an

obstacle to gain or acquisition.

is , a. (from t , gain, and tt , obstruct-

ing), obstructing gain or acquisition.

, a . (from , gain, and , a root), originating

from gain or acquisition.

***, ad. from , gain, and , aform), in the man-

ner ofgain or acquisition

, a. (from tf , gain, and c , a cause), caused by

or arising from gain or acquisition ; ad. from or be-

cause of gain or acquisition.

E , s. (from if , acquisition , and 1 , desire), a desire

for acquisition.

18 , a. (from tf , acquisition, and , desirous), de-

sirous of making an acquisition.

teta , a. (from gif , acquisition, and , desirous), desir-

ous ofmaking an acquisition.

qisqa, a. (from t , obtained, and , grandeur), poṣ‐

sessed of acquired grandeur.

, a. (from , prep. and at , to obtain), obtainable, ac-

quirable.

, s. (from tr, obtainable, and , wealth), wealth

which may be acquired.

, s. (from , expanded), the expansion of a flower,

the expansion of the mind , gladness, pleasure, animation.

, s. from , prep. l , prep. and ₹, to skreen), an out-

er garment or surtout, a shed or skreen

, a. (from , prep. t, prep. and , to be), exciting,

stimulating, stirring up.

Chi,a. (from X , strong), strength, power.
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taş, s. (from 1, prep. i , prep. and fix , to enter), a throng

of affairs.

ts, s. (from prep. 1, prep. and f , to enter), a

pressure of business.

tat , a. (from prep. 1 , prep. and ax, to rain), rainy, wet.

gitata, s. (from gat, rainy, aud , time), the rainy

season.

3, a (from , prep. 1, prep. and , to skreen) , fenced,

skreen d . covered , defended ; s . an outward garment.

starfi , a (f om 14 proof , approved, deserving appro-

bation ; s . the chairman of an assembly, a president or

head of a trade, a learned man who supports his argu

ments or doctrines by reference to books or by proofs.

atents. (from Яta fi , appro: ed, and itși, a custom),

an approved custom .

tat , a. from gata, proof), probability, practicability, au-

thenticity.

ata , s. (from tata , credibility, and s̟ , a receiving),

the admitting or acknowledging of the authenticity or

credibility of a thing.

tata , s. (from tata , proof, and 1. knowledge), an

idea that a sentiment or thing is evidence or proof.

tata , s . (from tatar, probability, and fa , a law), a

পায ,়

well authenticated law or rule, a rule for the establish-

ing ofa case as well authenticated, a rule for establish-

ing a precedent.

, ad. (from , prep. and , to move), almost, nearly, like.

ta , ad. (from ty, almost), almost, nearly.

gif , s. (from , almost, and f , felt), an expiation,

an atonement.

tefacts, a. (from 3, an expiation, and cuts ,

worthy , expiable, requiring an expiation.

grafast , a. (from 3, an expiation, and , not

worthy), not worthy of an expiation, not expiable.

gafats, a. (from 3, an expiation, and ag, fit), ex-

piable, requiring an expiation .

sta, a. (from ty, almost), almost.

, a. (from , prep. 1 , prep. and as, to begin), begun,

occasioned by fate.

ag, s (fiom , prep. i, prep. and as, to begin), a begin-

ning.

, a. from , prep. and , to ask), supplicating, sup-

plicatory; s. one who requests a thing, a candidate, a

suitor.

fat , s. (from , prep. and a , to ask), a request, a prayer,

This word con-
a petition, a supplication, a desire.

structed with to do, means to pray, to request, to

sol.ci , to beseech.

+2

tata , s . (from tat, prayer, and at, a dcer), a per-

son who prays or makes a request.

gpatatas, a. (from 1, prayer and *t *, doing , offer-

ing up prayers or petitions ; s . a person who prays or

makes a request.

gristotel, a. (from tat , prayer, and af , doing), offer-

ing up prayers or petitions, making a request.

qtatsfas, a. (from a prayer, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from prayer or supplication.

tata , a. (from fat, prayer, and 341 , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from prayer or supplication.

quats281, ad. (loc. case of tat ) , for the purpose of

prayer or supplication, for a petition.

gfatfafaga, a. (from tat, prayer, aud faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from petitions or prayer ; ad. from

or because of prayer or petitious.

Starfaface, ad. (from stat, prayer, and f , a cause),

for the purpose ofprayer or request, for a petition.

tata , s. (from tat, a prayer, and , a writing), a

written request, a petition.

grúar , a. (from † , prayer, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from prayer or supplication ; ad. by

or through prayer or petitions.

status, a. (from fat, prayer, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from a prayer or petition ; ad.

from or because of prayer or supplication.

fata , ad. (from ti, prayer, and fat, without ,

without or beside a request or prayer.

statufsfag, a. (from Stúfat, prayer, and ufsfas, except-

ed , prayer or supplication excepted , a request or peti-

tion excepted.

ta , s. (from fat, prayer, and iftae, an ex-

ception), the exception of prayer or supplication.

tatafsir ,nd. (loc. case of fatf ), with the excep

tion of petitions or prayer, without or beside prayers or

petitions.

quatsk, s. (from għa , prayer, and ✯, a breaking),

the interrupting or disappointing of a request or pray-

er.

tútskota , a. (from rats , the disappointing ofa re-

quest , and 14 , doing) , disappointing a request or de-

sire.

gtatsæti, a . (from gate , the disappointing of a re-

quest, and fa , doing , disappointi
ng

a request or de-

sire.

TE 51, u. (from gifts , the disappointing of a re-

quest, and 1, producible), producible by or arising

from disappointing a request or desire.
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gifatshular, ad. (loc, case if hits ), for the purpose

of frustrating or disappointing a request or desire.

*túátshface, a. (from Hiratsя, the disappointing ofa

request, and fa , a caus), caused by or arising from

frustrating or disappointing a request or desire ; ad.

from or because of the frustrating or disappointing of

a request or desire.

StateRfaface, ad. (from fats , the disappointing ofa

request, and fifa , a cause), for the purpose of frustrat-

ing or disappointing a request or desire .

Stats , a . (from fats , the disappointing of are-

quest, and , caused by), caused by or arising from

the frustrating or disappointing of a request or desire ;

ad. from or because of the frustrating or disappoint-

ing of a request or desire.

tútsky, s. (from tats , the disappointment ofprayer,

and 7, fear), a fear of disappointment in a request or

petition.

, a . (from gate , the disappointment of a

request, and 3, a cause), caused by or arising from

the frustrating or disappointing of a request or desire ;

ad. from or because of the frustrating or disappointing

of a request or desire.

Stats , a. (from tf , prayer, and , breaking),

interrupting prayer, disappointing or frustrating a re-

quest or desire.

gruatruts , a. (from 1 , prayer, and cats , worthy), wor-

thy to be the subject of a prayer or petition.

gustalt, ad. (from qtúai, prayer, and ☎ , a form), in the

way ofprayer or request.

tfat , a. (from fat , prayer, and s , fit) , fit or proper to

be made the subject of a prayer or request.

tratiese, a. (from gtút, prayer, and try, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from prayer or supplication ; ad. from

or because of prayer or petition.

tat , a. (from , prep. and f, to ask), proper to be re-

quested, fit to be the subject of a petition.

31, s . (from , prep. and , to ask , a person who

prays, a petitioner.

* [2f5, a. (from X, prep. and , to ask), requested , asked ,

prayed for, solicited , besought,

fs.

git, a. (from . prep. and , to eat), eating, feeding.

giafkæ, a. (from ga , a topic introduced), connected with

an introduced topic.

Eg, a. (from 1, to love), amiable, beloved, grateful, dear,

agreeable.

fas1, s . (from fog, amiable), amiableness , a being beloved,

agreeableness.

fa , s. (from fy, amiable), amiableness, a being beloved,

agreeableness..

fgg1, s. (from fg , agreeable, and , a speaker) , a person

who speaks agreeable things.

fuata , 4. (from fy, agreeable, and tar, a word), agree-

able words, affectionate words.

fot, a. (from fy, agreeable, and af , speaking),

speaking agreeable things.

festat, a. (from fg, agreeable, and 1 , speaking),

speaking agreeable things.

fa , a . (from f , agreeable, and , to speak) , speak-

ing agreeable things.

fatty, a. (from fa, agreeable, and af , disagreeable),

agreeable and disagreeable, agreeable or disagreeable.

fatatet, s. (from fy, agrecable, and tatЯ, conversation),

agreeable conversation .

fatate , a. (from fg, agreeable, and staff , speaking),

speaking agreeable things.

, a . (from , to love), beloved, esteemed.

Hi , s. (fromA, to love), love, affection , regard, gratifica-

tion, enjoyment .

fsa , a, (from fo, gratification, and ☎, to dɔ), gratify-

ing, causing love or esteem, loving, affectionate.

Hisætzæ, a. (from ifs, love, and *†1P, causing) , causing

love, exciting affection, gratifying, affectionate, kind,

loving.

ifset , a. (from gifs, love, and at , doing , causing

love, exciting love, gratifying, affectionate, kind , loving.

fs , a. (from fifs, love, and , to kill, fatal to love or

affection.

35 , a. (from gifs, love, and 57 , producing), caus-

ing love, exciting affection, gratifying.

33, a. (from fs, love, and 5f53, produced , produ-

ced by or arising from love or kindness.

#tf2331, 8. (from #15, prayed for), the circumstance of 3351, a . (from gifs, love, and 1, producible) , produ-

being prayed for or solicited.

fs , a . (from ffs, prayed for), the circumstance of

being prayed for or requested .

5 , a. (from , obtained), predestination, fate.

, s. from , prep. and , to ent), an eating, a meal.

tas, s. (from , large), largeness, extent, capaciousness,

cible by or arising from love or kindness."

ff , ad. (loc. case of fs ), for the sake of love or

kindness .

, a. (froms, love, and ' , to give), givinghis affec .

tions to another, setting the affections on a thing, giv

ing affections,
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fontol, s . (from gifs, love, and , a giver), a person

who gives his affections to or places them on an object,

one who gives love.

fata, s. (from fifs, love, and t , a giving), a giving of

the affections, the setting ofthe affections on an object,

the giving of love.

fata , a. (from 3, love, and at , giving), yielding the

affections, giving love.

state , a. (from fs, love, and utf‡ , giving), yielding

the affections, giving love.

, s . (from 3 , love, and , destruction), the de-

struction of affection or kindness.

GIE, a. (from gifs, love, and , destructive), de-

stroying love or kindness .

Nft , a. (from 3, love, and f55, destructive), de-

stroying love or kindness.

fatt, s . (from s , love, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of love or kindness.

fata,a. (from fs, love, and art , destructive), destruc-

tive to love or kindness.

প্রীতিনিৱৰ্ত্তক, a. ( from প্রীতি, love , and নিৰ্ত্তক, causing to cease) ,

causing love or kindness to cease.

fafata , a. (from fs, lore, and fata , preventing),

preventing or hindering love or kindness.

gifsfattad, s. (from , love, and fa̸æta , a preventing ,

the preventing or hindering of love or kindness.

ff , s . (from ifs, love, and fas, cessation), the ces-

sation of love or kindness.

•Ifsfafaga, a (from gifs , love, and faf , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from love or kindness ; ad. from or

because oflove or kindness.

efface, ad. (from fs, love, and fifa , a cause), for

the sake oflove or kindness.

ifque, a. (from 3, lore, and 4 , caused by), caused

by or arising from love or kindness ; ad. from or because

of love or kindness.

fore, a. (from f³, love, and 5 , increasing), promot-

ing love or kindness.

fs , s . (from gifs, love, and 7, an increasing), the

increase or promotion of love or kindness.

Afsætge, a. (from , love, and TT, desirous), desirous

oflove or kindness.

ta , s . (from 3, lore, and zig , desire), a desire to

love, a desire for love or kindness.

ff , ad. (from

love or kindness.

3 , love, and fa , without), without

, a . (from ifs, love, and fifa , possessed of),

possessed of love or kindness, kind, affectionate,

Hits.

difszf¬, 8. (from gifs, love, and af , increase), the increase

of love or affection.

feufsfa™, d. (from is, affection, and if³fas, excepl-

ed),love or kindness excepted.

প্রীতিতিয়েক, s. ( from প্রীতি, love, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep/ion ),

the exception of love or kindness.

fsfsi , ad. (loc. case of fifu ? ) , with the excep-

tion oflove or kindness, without or beside love or affc.

tion.

•

fusk, s. (from 3, love, and S , a breaking), the break.

ing off of affection or kindness, a breach of affection .

Lifsskægi, s. (from gifs , the breaking up of love, and

, a doer), a person who breaks off love or affection .

HIFISTIIæ, a. (from gifs , the breaking up oflove, and

ta , doing), breaking off love or affection ; s a per-

son who breaks off affection or kindness .

gifзshætt, a. (from gifs , the breaking off of love, and

tf , doing), breaking off love or affection.

1, a. (from 35 , the breaking off of love, and

, producible), producible by or arising from the

breaking off of love or friendship.

fs , ad. (loc. case of fss , for the sake of

breaking off love or friendship .

Hife£faface, a. (from is , the breaking off of love,

and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the break-

ing off oflove or kindness ; ad, from or because of the

breaking off of love or kindness.

fssЯfface, ad. (from fs , the breaking off of love,

and fafa , a cause), for the purpose of breaking offlove

or kindness.

Nose, ad. (from f³ , the breakingoff oflove, and

, before , preceded by or arising from breaking off

love or kindness ; ad. by or through breaking off love

or kindness.

ifssky , a. (from , the breaking off oflove, and

SF, caused by), caused by or arising from breaking

off love or kindness ; ad . from or because of breaking

off love or kindness.

ffoskæɩt, ad. (from fos , the breaking off of love, and

, a form), in the manner of breaking off love or kind-

ness.

gifsske, a. (from , the breaking off oflove, and

(TT, a cause), caused by or arising from breaking off

love or kindness ; ad. from or because of breaking off

love or kindness.

57, s. (from gifs, love, and 337, a breaking), the break,

ing off of affection or kindness.

faiz, a. (from , love), affectionate, loving, kind,
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, a. (from , love, and F, joined to), connected

with love or affection , affectionate, kind, loving.

safes, a. (from fs, love, andaf₹3, destitute) , destitute

of love or kindness.

sifs stat, a. (from gifs , love), affectionate, kind, loving.

প্রীতিশূন্য, a. (from fs, love, and war, empty), destitute of

love or kindness.

fatsa, s. (from Afs, love, and Яts , an occen), an oce-

an oflove or kindness.

Nsx31, s (from , love, and , one who kills) , a per-

son who destroys love or kindness.

fa , s . (from gifs , love, and if , detriment), the de-

cay or loss of love or kindness .

fs , a. (from fs, love, and (55, a cause), caused by

or arising from love or kindness ; ad. from or because

oflove or kindness.

Hisia , s. (from 3, love, and 1, desire) , a desire to love,

a desire for love or kindness.

প্রীতী , a. (from fs, love, and , desirous , desirous of

love or kindness .

s` . a. (from Afs, love, and a, desirous ), desirous of

love or kindness .

, s. (from , prep. and , to move), a nail.

***, a (from , prep. and , to see) , viewing, survey-

ing, seeing; s one who views or surveys.

d, s. (from prep. and , to see), a viewing, a sur-

veying, a seeing.

a , a. (from prep. and , to see), visible; survey-

able, discernible.

f , a (from , prep. and , to see), viewed , seen , dis-

cerned.

(437, 8. (from †, prep. and F , to move), the circumstance

of banging pendent.

, s. (from , prep. and a , to more), a hanging pendent.

, a. from , prep. and ³, gone), departed, deceased ;

s. a departed ghost.

(*34*, s. (from (43, a departed spirit, and ™ , a work),

the funeral ceremonies required to be performed with-

in a year after a person's death.

at , s. (from 3, a departed spirit, and at , a work),

the funeral obsequies and other ceremonies requir-

ed to be performed within the first year after a person's

death.

[# 1, s. (from 3, a departed spirit, and fast , work), the

funeral obsequies and other ceremonies required to be

per ormed within a year after the death of a relation.

Maxf3, s. (from A , a ghost, and f³, a lord), a name of

Yumathe regent of death,

1

পেষ,

fq3wææta, s. (from ‹ ³, a departed spirit, and aæxİṛ, act-

ing), conduct resembling that of a departed spirit.

sætâ, a. (from 43, a departed spirit, and zæfa,

acting), acting like a departed spirit.

, s. (from ( 3 , a departed spirit, and , the offer-

ing ofthefuneral cake), the offerings of those funeral

cakes which are required to be made within a year

after the death of a relation, Fifteen such offerings are

required within that space of time.

<getata, a . (from , departed, and utæt , aform), re-

sembling a ghost.

¿œstaf³, a. (from cÃ³, a departed spirit, and ¤tafɔ̃, a shape),

resembling or having the appearance of a ghost,

, s. (from ( 3 a departed spirit, and t , an act-

ing customarily), a customarily acting like a departed

spirit.

( ts , s. (from 3, a departed spirit, and atta, conduct),

conduct resembling that of a departed spirit.

sto , a. (from 3, a departed spirit, and sifa , act-

ing), acting like a departed spirit.

, ad. (from 83, a departed spirit), in the world ofde-

parted spirits, in the next world, in a succeeding birth

or state of existence.

qust , s. (from 31, in the next world, and ☎tæ, a state),

the condition or state of departed spirits.

8. ( from f , beloved) , love, affection, attachment,

tenderness, intimacy, enjoyment, sport, pleasure.

ATTI , 8. (from 17, love, and * , a doer), a lover, a per

son who loves or esteems another.

, a. (from
a , lore, and ta , doing), loving,feel-

ing affection or tenderness, exercising love or kind-

ness ; s . a person who loves.

প্রেমকারী, a. (from প্রেম , love , and কারিন, doing); exercising

love or esteem, loving.

(gasts, a. (from , love, and sf , proud), proud or

elated with love.

(HITAT, ɑ. (from Я , love, and 17 , producing), produc-

ing affection or kindness.

, a. (from c , love, and 1, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from love or kindness.

(gas ), ad. (los, case of(Я7), for the sake of affection

or kindness .

Яt , s. (from a , lore, and at , a giver), a person who

confers love or affection .

( unty , a. (from ‹ , love, and ¡¡ , giving), conferring

love, giving affection,

‹ æt , a . (from xx , love, and atfra, giving), conferring

love, giving affection,
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Caffe, a. (from

cerat.

, love, and 3, a cause), ca used

byor arising from love or kindness ; ad. from or be-

cause of affection or kindness.

afers, ad. (from
7, love, and faf23, a cause) , for the

sake of affection or kindness.

waste, a. (from 7, love, and , before), preceded by

or arising from love ; ad. by or through love.

(~THTF, C. (fiom . love, and *, caused by) , caused

by or arising from affection or kindness ; ad. from or

because of affection or kindness.

(HatÍT, ɑ. (from (g , love, and zás, increasing), promot-

ing love or kindness .

, 8. (from , love, and 2 , an increasing) , the

promoting of affection or kindness.

af , ad. (from , love, and fat, without), without

or beside love or affection.

2 , s. from , love, and fa , incr ecse), the increase

oflove or kindness.

, . (from , love, and fsfs, excepted),

love or kindness excepted.

massa, s . (from , love, and I , an exception),

the exception of love or kindness.

afstate, ad . (loc. case of f ), with the excep-

tion of love or kindness, without or beside affection or

kindness.

a, love, and at , petitioning), peti-ts , a. (from

tioning for love or affection .

, ad. (from

ner of love.

, love, and Я, a form), in the man-

, s. (from Я , love, and Я , an ocean), an oce-

an oflove.

Hats , s. (from 17, love, and ≈ts , an ocean), an oce-

an of love.

(FMITE, a. (from a , love, and (17, a cause), caused by

or arising from affection or kindness ; ad. from or be

cause of affection or kindness.

tata , s. (from 7, love, and tt , desire), a desire

for love or kindness.

Hiatt, a. (from 7, love, and at , desirous), desir-

ous of love or kindness.

, a. (from 7, love, and , corresponding

with) , corresponding with or answering to love.

fata, s. from , love, and fats, desire), a de-

sire for love or kindness .

Extremist, a. (from , love, and [ 17, desirous), de-

sirous oflove or kindness.

cata, s. (from ca, love, and a ,̸ an ocean), an ocean

oflove.

cortia.

t , a (from cat , an ocean oflove, and at, immers--

ed , immersed in an ocean of love.

, a. (from fa , love), loving, affectionate.

1, s. (from 17, love, and ', desire), a desire to

love, a desire for love.

a. (from ca , love, and 3 , desirous), desirous of

love, desiring to love.

, a. (from , love, and , desirous), desirous

oflove, desiring to love.

, a. (from fЯy, loved) , best beloved, most loved, dear,

cat , a . fem. (from fЯy, beloved), most beloved, best be-

loved, dear.

, a. (from , prep . and 3, to order), sending, order-

ing, causing ; s a person who sends or orders.

( d , s . (from prep. and 3, to order), the sending of

a person, the giving of orders to a person, the causing

of a thing. In grammar) the causal verb.

fe , s . (from af , one who orders), one who sends

one who gives orders, a commander.

, a. (from , prep. and f , to order), sent ; s. an apos-

tle, a messenger.

fa , s (from fa , a messenger), apostleship , the con-

dition of a person sent on business, ambassadorship,

attorneyship

cafaza, s. (from
3, a messenger), apostleship, the con-

dition of a person sent on business , ambassadorship,

attorneyship

(Hu , a. (from , prep. and , to go), sending, ordering ;

s. one who sends or orders.

-

Ed, s. (from t. prep. and 8, to go), a sending or ordering.

, a. from , prer. and 3a, to move), fit or proper to

be sent or charged with business.

( 3, «. (from Я, prep. and ¤, to go), sent, ordered.

, s. (from fag, beloved , dear, greatly beloved , outstrip-

ped.

, a. from prep. and a, to send), fit to be sent ; s. a

messen er,

, a (from , prep, and 5, o speak , spoken, uttered,

declared.

ed, s (from , prep and 8 , to wet) , a sprinkling, the

slaughter or immolation of animals for sacrifice.

, a (from prep. and 8 , to throw water) , requir

ing to be sprinkled , sacrificial .

3, a . (from prep, and 8 , to throw water) , sprink-

led, immolated.

fus, a. from et , to destroy), buried.

¿st fas, a. (from ¤, prep. and z≈, to dwell), abroad, absent

from home, residing in another place.
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infachexi, a. (from eyfis, absent, and 43, a lord), hav-

ing an absent husband ; s. a woman whose husband is

gone a journey or resides in a distant place.

ifees , a. (from , absent, and , a husband),

having an absent husband ; s. a woman whose husband

is absent or resides in a distant country.

es , a. (from . prep. and 3 , to investigate), controverted,

disputed, married, full grown, confident, arrogant, old.

5), a. (from , prep. and 35, to marry), (a) married (wo-

man) ; s . a woman from the age of thirty to fifty-five,

an amorous women whose feelings are strong and ungo

vernable.

, s. (from prep. and 5 to investigate , an investi-

gation, an affirmation a controversy, enterprize, zeal,

confident or rash exertion.

chipata, s. (from his, controversy, and atu, a word), a

controversy.

, s. (from , prussic), prussiate.

fax, s. (from & , pussic), the prussic acid .

IE, s. (from XF, to ett), the name of a large and ornamen .

tal species of timber tree , Ficus infectoria), this name

is also given to another tree, (Hibiscus populaeoides ) ,

and to the sacred Fig tree , (Ficus religiosa. )

ge , s. (from , ficus infectori , and t, an island),

one of the seven fabled continents in Hindoo geogra

phy.

>FT, s . (from & to move a raft, a float , a frog, a monkey,

a sheep, a jumping or leaping, a plunging or diving, a

floating or swimming, the name of a species of water

fowl or diver Pelecanus fusicollis, Buch. ), a continuous

protracted accent used in reciting the veda, a declivity

or shelving ground , a piece of water, a sort of basket

or trap ofbasket work used in catching fish, an enemy,

a sending or directing, a sort of grass, ( Cyperus rotun-

das , what ever goes by leaping or jumping.

#77, 8, (from &, to move), a going by leaps or jumps, a

plunging.

#a , s. (from platina), platina.

ta, a . (from , to move), overflowing, inundating.

12 , s. (from , to overflow), a deluge, a flood .

143, a. (from to ore flow , overflown, immersed.

, s . (from 185, to increase), the spleen, the morbid

enlargement of the spleen or of the mesenteric glands.

Fatcats, s. (from 1 , the spleen, and catst, a disease) , the

morbid enlargement of the spleen .

taista , a. from freteatst, an enlargement ofthe spleen,

and 3 , involved in), afflicted with an enlargement of

the spleen,

wt.

Hitzatsì, a. (from 1, the spleen, and catišta, diseased),

having a diseased spleen.

Jjjjj

MataGzigentiaq. , s. (from Higi , situated on the spleen,

IN35, incrassated, and i , a part resembling a

head of matted hair) , in anatomy the splenii plexus.

5, a. (from , tojump) , jumped ; s . a gallop, a leap, a

grave accent.

fs , s. (from 3 , jumped, and sts , a pace), a gallop, a

going by leaps.

1.

, the twenty second consonant of the Bengalee 'phabet.

It is sometimes sounded like the English f, but its pro-

per and most usual sound is that of an aspirated p. It

is used as a particle of contempt or ofprohibition, puh,

tush ; a. increasing, augmenting, expanding, bursting

with little noise as a bubble ; s . wind expelled in yawa-

ing, fertility, unprofitable or nonsensical speech.

TT, v. n. ((rom T , to move sluggishly) , to fail, to miscar-

ry, to mock the expectation, to disappoint.

ræe, ad. (from hii , only) , only merely, simply.

CF1, v. a. (from w , to more sluggishly), to cause to fail

or miscarry, to disappoint.

WEIZ, 8. (from T1 , to cause to fail), the causing an under-

taking to fail or miscarry, the disappointing of a person.

retfagi, a. (from Tel , to cause to fail), causing to fail or

miscarry, causing disappointment.

rata, s. (from the letter , and , to do), the characterT,

or that which has the power of ph.

cetate, a. (from ta, the letter , and if , a begin

ning , having an initial , beginning with the letter .

œætate, a. (from ts , the letter T, and , an eud), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter T.

, s. from , poverty , poor, needy, a Musulman

mendicant.

ratat s. (from , poverty), the Musulman profession of

mendicity, poverty.

TI , a. (from TE, to act impro erly), pretending, imposing,

delusive, disappointing, failing.

Tri, s. (from TT, to move slowly), a position or thesis to be

proved and maintained, an assertion or argument.

wsze) , s. (from T , to act improperly , a position or thesis

to be proved and maintained, an assertion, an argument,

a sophism , a deception, a delusion, an illusiou, a trick ,

circumvention, fraud.

P51, a. (from XF, to move slowly), pennyless.

mata, s. (from šv³, a boast), a boast, a vaunt.
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, a. (from E, to more sluggishly), disappointing, failing.

, a. (from T , failing), unsubstantial, weak, make

shift.

5, an imitative sound used to express idle laughter, also

sudden anger or dislike at a prohibition or the like, it

also expresses the sound of sneezing.

Tate, an imitative sound used to express a sudden plung-

ing or sinking into mud, or the squirting up of water or

dirt from setting the feet in a wet place.

wafat, a. (from T , idle laughter), laughing at trifles,

laughing at every foolish or unimportant expression .

8, an imitative sound used to express a continual laugh-

ter at trifles, or resentment at supposed insults.

fare, s. (from si, disgrace), disgrace, ignominy,

infamy.

33), a. (fromCi, disgrace), disgraceful, infamous.

ta, s. (from , to open, ) , a small gate, a gate.tæ,

atait, s. (from a door, and , imprisonment), im-

prisonment, custody.

حتف

rtal, s . (from , to expand), a straggler, a dilemma ;

a. speckled.

rtata, s. (from æft , chrystal), alum.

tarta, an imitative sound employed to express the sound

of walking in shoes, particularly slipshod like the na-

tives of India, to cracle.

rfte, s . (from ſt , chrystal) , chrystal, quartz.

stazy, s. (from ft , chrystal, and ☎ , a pillar) , a chry-

stal or quartz pillar.

wefafi, s. (from ſtæi, alum) , alum.

tut, s. (from t to expand), a popping sound. Construct-

ed with , to do, this word signfies to pop , to sparkle,

to explode, to crackle.

rèrßtxi, a . (from , to burst), dressing genteelly, making

a show of dress , glittering.

r , s. (from , to split), a particular game at dice.

f , s. (from a , a twig), a twig, a small branch.

[s , 8. (from * , a grлshopper) , a grashopper.

uf !), s. (from * , to injure , a pedlar.

sta , s. (fromT1, a pedlar), retail business, peddling.

, an imitative sound used to express the disagreeable

sensation occasioned by an ant or other insect when got

into the ear; also of impatience or a readiness to fly,

gabble, talkativeness . Constructed with , to do, this

word means to gabble, to talk at random.

stat , a. (from Ts, gabble), loquacious, garrulous ;

s. a tattler.

☛ṣiṣtat, a. (from wṣṣ, gabble), garrulous, loquacious .

fs , a. (from Ts, gabble), garrulous, loquacious.

ส

#d1, s. (from #d, to move),the expanded head of the cobra

de capello.

WatIy, 8. (from Za , the hood ofthe cobra de capello, and 4,

to take), a serpent, the name of a particular species of

serpent, (Coluber Naga. )

œ¶¤¤ , s. (from T , the hood of a snake, and , the

name of a goddess), the name of a particular shrub,

(Cactus Indicus. )

rat, a. (from rfa , hooded), hooded ; s. the hooded snake,

(Coluber Naga) or cobra de capello.

TT , an imitative sound used to express the discharge of

urine or its passage through the urethra.

weakness,

1, s . (from ,ï , weakness), a jacket ; a. pennyless.

ফতুসামিরি, ৪. (from

verty, a being pennyless .

روتف

5, a m
ak
er

), po
s

sata , s. (from , weakness), poverty, a beingpennyless.

r³g, a. (from Jäj , weakness), weak, infirm, poor.`

TT, a. (from T , to be slow), pennyless.

, s . (from it , a snare), a machination, a commence

ment.

Tyni, s. (from 8a; li , profi!), gain, profit.

gata , s . (from alas , a decree), a doer, the decree of a

court, a settlement.

Tastal, S. (from
نغرف

the flowing of a stream), the name of

a tune or combination of notes introduced into Hin-

doosthan by Umeer Khusro.

wzat, s. (from fata, clean), clean, clear, limpid transpa-

rent.

œata, s. (from D, to spread. ‚³, a seat or bed,, a per-

son whose office it is to spread carpets, a job man.

raat, s. (from , to move), the name of a species oflong

tailed peroquet, (Psittacus gingianus.)

faxta, s . (from ↳‚³ , a complaint), a cry for help, a com-

plaint, an exclamation, a lamentation.

fatal, s. (from 5 , a complaint), a plaintiff, a com-

plainant.

Zixtu¾, s . (from wɔ,ɲs , a singing in response), the name

of a mode of responsive singing.

wiataتسدورف ?, s. (from “nd, a singing in response), the name

of a mode of responsive singing.

Té, v. n. (from pɔ, to break, 53, to spread open), to di-'

vide, to open, to expand. The adverbial participle of

this verb constructed with , to go, means to straddle,

to walk straddlingly.

rasty, a. (from 5 , to spread open), straddling.

Táta, a. (from 3, to open), spread open, opened , expand-

1
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ed, made to straddle; s . the act of opening or expand-

ing.

wafu, s . (fromE; ³ , the queen at chess), the queen at chess.

, s. (from , to divide, 3, ) , a vail , a piece, a sheet

of paper, a list ; one, single ; a . separate.

enatal, a. (from djɔ̃, a list, andjî,, like), according to a list.

1 , s. (from 3, alone), separate, only, alone.

, an imitative sound used to express the rippling of wa-

ter, an assuming of consequence.

zúzia, s . (from Ta, to assume), the assuming of conse-

quence.

ærfiyi, a. (from Tú , to assume), assuming, boasting ; s. a

braggadocio.

Ta , s. (fromform), a mould.

ata, 8. (from , an order), an order, a command.

¤gatkal, a. (from li, an order), belonging to an or

der or command.

ră, v. n. (from T , to accomplish , to produce fruit.

Ta, s. (from Ta , to accomplish), fruit, the consequence of

an action, an effect, the result of an undertaking, ad-

vantage or disadvantage arising from an action, inter-

est on money or goods, a reward, the punishment of a

crime, the success of an undertaking, utility, benefit ;

also, (from , to cut), a plowshare, the head ofa spear,

the blade of a knife, the second term in the rule of pro-

portion. Constructed with , to hold, this word signifies

to bear fruit.

Ta , s . (from Tf , a species offish), the name of a spe-

cies offish.

rafatā, s. (irom va , a sort offish, and ata, a fish , the

name of a species offish.

TEX, s. (from ™ , to beperfect , a shield, a board, a slate

or board used for writing, a plowshare.

ফলকবর্ত্তপু য়াপাস্থিযুক্ত, a. (from ফলক, a plowshare, বৰ্ত্তর, the

flower of Datura, and sf , cartilaginous), in ana-

tomy the Thyro-arytenoideus muscle.

Razz, a . (from ™ , fruit, and ?, tribute), a tax or tribute

laid on ruit.

catata a. from TAT, a shield, and atēta, a form ), shield-

shaped, shaped like a board.

*taf³, ɑ. (fromCæ, a shield, and ³ aform , shieid-

shaped, shaped like a board .

TR , a . (from , fruit, and ata, desire), desire of fruit

or advantage.

¤3☎tz1, 8. (íroní Ta, fruit, and ☎tual, desire), a desire for

fruit or advantage.

wazta, a. (from T , fruit , and 17, desirous), desirous

offruit or advantage,

vaxt, a. (from re, a shield), carrying a shield.

raleifsangy, a. (from T , a plowshare, the greek let-

ter , and , joined to), in anatomy the name of one

ofthe muscles, (Hyo-thyroideus.)

TЯd, s. (from ™ , afruit, and , a taking), the receiv-

ing offruit, a receiving the consequence of an action,

a receiving the advantages arising from an undertak-

ing.

Tashje, a . (from ™ , fruit, and giæ, taking), receiving

or accepting fruit, receiving the consequence of actions,

receiving the advantage of an undertaking ; s. a person

who receives the advantage or disadvantage of an un-

dertaking.

casts , a. (from w , afruit, and f , taking), receiving

fruit, receiving the consequence of actions , receiving the

advantage of an undertaking.

Ca3I6, ɑ. (from œ , advantage, and 7 , producing , ad.

vantageous, yielding fruit.

THIIT31, 8. (from Ta , advantageous), advantageous-

ness, a fruit-bearing condition.

wa , s. (from T , fruit, and , a being produced),

the production of fruit or advantage.

REGIIHN, ɑ. (from a , the production offruit, and

say, a tendency towards), tending to or beginning to

produce fruits or advantage.

▼AGMATUNISI, a. (from waxaatu , tending tofruit, and

53, become , become likely to produce fruit or advan-

tage.

caafas, a. (from T , fruit, and 13 produced ), produc-

ed by or arising from fruit, produced by or arising from

the consequence of actions .

, a. (from , fruit, and 1, producible), producible

by or arising from fruit, producible by or arising from

the consequence of actions.

, ad. (loc. case of A1), for the purpose offruit

or advantage.

THI:, ad. (from Ta, afruit), in reality, indeed.

raħ, a . (from Ta, fruit, and 51, to give), advantageous, be-

ueficial, fruitful .

Cat31, s. (from ™ , fruit, and at3, a giver , a person who

gives fruit, a person who bestows advantages, a person

who makes a thing effectual.

Tanta, s. (from T ,fruit, and t , a giving), a giving fruit,

the bestowing of an advantage, the giving of success.

ফলদায়ক,ant , u . from , fruit, and at , a giring), yielding

fiuit, advantageous, beneficial.

cantÂ ɑ. (from Ta, fruit, and at , giving , yielding

fruit, advantageous, beneficial,

Jjjjj2
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TM.

, s. (from T , fruit, and 1 , a species of grass), a

species of grass called agrostis in Dr. F. Buchanan's

Mss. but not described.

Tata , ad. (from T , fruit, and ta, a door), by or through

advantages or consequences.

, s . (from T , fruit, and , destruction) , the de-

struction of fruit, the destruction of advantage or suc-

cess.

rata , a . (from , fruit, and , destructive), de-

stractive to fruit, destroying advantages or success.

, a. (from TM,fruit, and f , destructive), destruc-

tive to fruit, destroying advantages or success.

, s. (from , to accomplish ) , the bringing forth fruit.

att, s . (from T.fruil, and at , destruction), the de-.

struction offruit, the destruction of advantage or suc-

cess .

t , a. (from wa, fruit, and at , destructive), destruc-

tive to fruit, destroying advantage or success .

Tafa , a . (from T , fruit, and fasa, causing to cease),
ফলনিবর্ত্তক,

causing the advantages or success ofactions to cease,

putting a stop to consequences,

wafaatge, a. (from Ta, fruit , and fasteæ, preventing), pre-

venting fruit, preventing consequences, preventing ad-

vantages or success.

fald, s. (from T , fruit, and faztad, a preventing), a

preventing fruit , the preventing of consequences, the

preventing of advantage or success .

rafaaja, s . (from us, fruit, and fax , cessation) , the ces-

sation of consequences, the cessation of advantage or

Success.

affage , à. (from æ , fruit, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from fruit or consequences, caused by or

arisingfrom advantage or success ; ad. from or because

offruit or consequences, from or because of advantage

or success .

waffa , ad. (from 1 , fruit, and fifa , a cause), for the

purpose offruit or advantage, for the sake of conse-

quences.

3, a. (from ze, fruitful , fruitful, advantageous.

sfsax, a. (from Q , fruit, and qsa , opposing), op-

posing or obstructing fruit or advantage, opposing or

obstructing consequences.

¤≈sh, ɑ. (from Ta, fruit, and 25, giving), bestowing fruit,

giving advantage or success, producing consequences.

Cachia, s. (from ™ , fruit, and 2513, a giving) , the be

stowing offruit, the giving of advantage or success , a

giving the fruit of actions .

watys, a. (from ¤ , fruit, and 5, caused by), caused

इल.

by or arising from fruit or advantage, caused by or

arising from consequences ; ad. from or because of fruit

or advantage, caused by or arising front consequences.

Tagifs, s. (from afruit, and gifs, benefit), the obtaining

of advantage from an undertaking.

Ta , a. (from ,fruit), fruitful, advantageous.

Ts, a. (from a,fruit, and e, increasing), increas

ing fruit, causing fruit to grow or enlarge, increasing

advantages or benefits .

raana, ɑ. (from Ta, fruit, and 17, an increasing), the in-

creasing of fruit, the giving of fruit, the increasing of

advantages or benefits.

aza , s. (from a fruit, and z , a climbingplant), in al-

gebra a series of quotients.

ata, a. (from ea, fruit , fruitful, productive.

vaftat, ad. (from Ta, fruit, and 51, without), without or

beside fruit, without advantage or benefit, without con--

sequences.

Tafif , a. (from ™ , fruit, and fat , possessed of), be-

neficial, advantageous, abounding with fruit.

rafzca, ɑ. (from TЯ, fruit, and fæzîª , destitute), destitute

of fruit, fruitless, destitute of advantage.

Taf , s. (from T , fruit, and af , in rease , the increase

offruit, the increase of benefits or advantages.

Taufsfas, a. (from WA, fruit, and as , excepted , fruit

or advantage excepted , the consequence of actions ex-

cepted.

rauſsye, s. (from ™ , fruit, and fitæ, an exception),

the exception of fruits or advantages, the exception of

benefits or
consequences.

Tafsire, ad. (loc. case of aufsue), with the excep

tion of fruits or advantages, with the exception of bene-

fits or consequences, without or beside fruit or advan-

tage, without benefit.

Fiat , s. (from , fruit, and æstats, an obstruction ), an

obstruction to benefit or advantage, a hinderance of

the fruits or consequences of actions .

whatatse, ɑ . (from ™ , fruit, and ☎ītītɔē, obstructing),

obstructing benefit or advantage, hindering the fruits

or consequences of actions .

TAST1, s. (from C , fruit, and sa¹ , fulness , fruitful.

Tast , a. (from T , fruit, and , to divide), partaking of

advantages or benefits, partaking of fruits or conse-

quences.

Tastat, a. (from a,fruit, and at , sharing), sharing in

advantages or benefits, sharing in fruits or consequen-

ces.

5 , 4. (from ,fruit, and , to eat), enjoyingfruits
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or advantages, enjoying benefits, enjoying or suffering

the consequences of actions.

Tali, s. (from a fruit, and (st , one who eats) , a per-

son who enjoys the benefits or advantages of an acti-

on, a person who enjoys or suffers the fruits or con-

sequences of actions.

Ca¿sist , s. (from ™ , fruit, and cuts , enjoyment), the enjoy-

ment or suffering of the consequences of actions, the

enjoyment of benefits or advantages.

Trst . a. (from T , fruit, and cf , enjoying) , enjoy-

ing or suffering the consequences of actions, enjoying

benefits or advantages.

Faststi, a. (from Ta , fruit, and catstr, enjoyable , capable

of being enjoyed as a benefit or advantage arising from

a circumstance or action .

, s. (from T , fruit, and 1 , mere), the mere fruit

or consequence ofan action , mere advantage or benefit.

ফুলমাত্রাতিসম্বি, s . (from ফলযাত্র , mere advantage, and অভিসন্ধি,

an intention or object of the mind , the having advan-

tage orbenefit as the sole object, interestedness, merce-

nariness.

কলযাত্রাভিসন্ধিশূন্য, a. (from ফলযাত্রাভিসন্ধি, mercenariness, and

, empty), free from a mercenary regard to advantage

as the sole object.

, s. (from ™ , fruit, and a , aface), harvest.

THTF, a . ( from Ta, fruit, and F, joined to) , fruitful, ad-

vantageous or beneficial, connected with fruits or con-

sequences.

Tazfzo, a. (from ™ , frui ' , and af , destitute) , destitute

of benefit or advantage, useless , fruitless .

atat , a. (from T , fruit), advantageous, beneficial.

Taxa , a. (from T , fruit, and I, empty) , destitute of be-

nefit or advantage, fruitless .

Tagad, s. (from T , fruit, and ad, a heuring), a report

ofthe benefits or disadvantages of actions.

3, s. (from , fruit , and fs , the veda) , passages of

the veda which treat of rewards or punishments as the

consequences of actions.

wazifa, s. (from w , fruit, and if , deiriment), a detri-

ment to fruit, a detriment to advantages or benefits.

, a . (from , fruit, and 1 d stitute , destitute of

fruit or advantage, unbeneficial , fruitless.

LATIZ, u. (from Ta, fruit , and 113, a cause), caused by or

arising from fruits or consequences, caused by or aris-

ing from benefits or advantages ; ad. from or because

of fruits or consequences, from or because of benefits

or advantages.

w1, v. a. (from w , fruit), to bring forth fruit ; a . abound-

Tai

ing with fruit ; s . a compound letter, thehead ofa dart

or arrow, the head or bowl of a spoon.

ratatg , a. (from , fruit, and tt , desire), a desire

for fruit, a desire of benefits or advantages, a desire for

the consequences of an action .

Categì, a. (from , fruit, and tt , desiring), desir

ing fruit or advantage.

Tals, a . (from T , the blade of an arrow , and us, an

apex), in botany blunt with a small point (obtusum cum

acumine) applied to leaves of a certain description.

ath, s. (from T1 , a moving, and s , to go), a going by

leaps or jumps.

Tatt, s . (from TT, a board), a stone used to grind paint

or any other substance on, the female organ of a cow.

Tate, s. (from œa, fruit, and xf , more), an excess of

advantage or benefit.

Cats , s. (from ra, fruit, and ts, abundance), the

abundance or excess of benefit or advantage.

Tata, s. (from ra, to accomplish), the bringing forth fruit,

the causing ofadvantage.

Tatāl, s. (from l;, such an one), such an one, a term

used when referring to a person or speaking of one of

whose name we are ignorant.

waiqutel, «. (from T ,fruit, and if , following), cor-

responding with or following upon fruits or consequen-

ces, corresponding with or following upon benefits or

advantages.

Tatata, s . (from a, fruit, and t , search), a

searching after fruit or advantage

Calzatat, ɑ. (from ™ fruit, and at , searching),

searching after fruit or advantage.

ratzazut, a. (from Ta, fruit, and , searching),

searching after fruit or advantage.

watastre, ad. (loc. case ofTatata) , according to the bene

fits or advantages, according to the fruits or couse-

quences.

Cale, a. (from a , fruit, and , seeking) , seek-

ing fruit, seeking benefit or advantage .

CANTUA, 8. (from TM, fruit, and 4, a seeking), a seck-

ing fruit, a seeking benefit or advantage.

Tatt, a (from a fruit, and fa , seeking), seeking

fruit, seeking benefit or advantage.

ratra, s . (from T3, advantage, and disadvantage),

success or the want of success.

Catfsata, s. (from ☎a, fruit , and sata, desire), a desire

for fruit, a desire for benefit or advantage.

Catfatal, a. (from Ta, fruit, and Ifsatfs , desirous), de-

sirous offruit, desirous of benefit or advantage
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rutſeaf , s . (from 3,fruit, and off , an aim or object),

a regard for the advantage or benefit of an action, mer-

cenariousness, interestedness.

লোভিলম্বিরহিত, a. (from ফলাভিসন্ধি, interestedness, and রহিত ,

destitute), disinterested.

Tt , s. (from E , fruit, and tata, food), a banquet, a

feast.

atta, s. (from T , fruit, and atta, food), a feeding on

fruits.

atstat, a. (from Ta, fruit, and ataifa , feeding), feed-

ing on fruits.

<f«³, a. (from xa, fruit , filled with fruit, fruit-bearing .

Ta31 , ad. (from fa³, fruit-bearing, aud & , an object),

on the whole, in fine.

TA, a. (from T ,fruit), fruitful, advantageous.

Toft, a . (from Ta, fruit), fruit-bearing ; also , s . (from™ , to

cuf), the head of a spear or arrow, the blade of a knife,

a plow share.

ris , a. (from ,fruit, and 53, became), became fruit

or advantage, fructified .

TIME , s. (from , fruit, and 1 , desire), a desire for

fruit, a desire for benefit or advantage.

TH, ɑ . (from Ta, fruit, and ¾ , desirous) , desirous of

fruit, desirous of benefit or advantage.

TE, ɑ. (from a, fruit, and , desirous), desirous of

fruit , desirous of benefit or advantage.

ate , s. (from T , fruit, and sf , production) , the

production offruit or advantage.

tein , a. (from T , fruit, and set , producing),

producing fruit, producing advantage, producing con-

sequences.

œɩatay, s. (from ca, fruit, and sag, an appearing , advan-

tage, a recompense, bencfit.

mitt, s. (from , fruit , and s , instruction), a dis-

course on the fruits or consequences of actions.

Katema, s̟ (from T , fruit, and sЯ ** , giving in-

struction) , discoursing or preaching upon the fruit or

consequences of actions.

W{MIMWI, s. (from ™ , fruit, and so , an in tructor , a

person who discourses or preaches upon the fruits or

consequences of actions.

7: 198151, s. (from T , fruit, and 39515, one who enjoys),

a person who enjoys the produce of an estate or other

property.

Zatensis, s. (from Ta,fruit, and gЯtst, enjoyment), the

enjoyment of the usufruct of an estate, enjoyment of

the produce of a thing.

Tezy, a. (from watrusts , enjoyment of pro-

dt .

duce, and afft , excepted), the enjoyment ofthe pro-

duce excepted.

ফলোপভোগৰ্যতিরেক, s. (from ফলেপ ে tst , enjoyment of pro-

duce, and fat , an exception), the exception of the

enjoyment ofthe produce ofan estate or other property.

ফলোপভোগতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ফলোপভোগ্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of the enjoyment of the produce, with-

out or beside the enjoyment of the produce of a thing.

atstat, a. (from , fruit, and strats , enjoying), en-

joying the usufruct of an estate, enjoying advantage,

suffering the consequences of action .

, s . (from , to play), a jest, raillery, mockery, banter.

ts , a. (from , banter, and ts , worthy of), ridi-

culous .

1 , s . (from T , ajoke), a jester, a wag.

, s. (from Jai , a crop), a time, a harvest, a crop, a sec-

tion , an article, a chapter.

th, s . (from al³ , depravity), depravity, iniquity, vio-

lence, mutiny, sedition , horror, war, an affray.

Tath), «. (from Wali, depravity) , wicked, depraved , vio-

lept.

, a. (from T , to be slow), loose, flaccid, insecure, pale,

lax , slack.

™ , an imitative sound used to express a whispering, al-

so the doing of a thing in a quick or sudden manner.

W¡3, s. (from Fix, to enlarge), an allowance, a make weight,

overplus .

ts, s. (from 3, the belly) , the belly, the belly orpromi-

nent part of a pitcher or other thing.

―işi, s. (from 9311, a sign), a memorial or sign of a per-

son's having been in great danger, an escape.

tfs, s. (from tș, a belly), a district under the care or su-

perintendence of one police officer, an inlet or creek.

Itſṣète, s . (from 15, a district, and ſ♪, holding), an in-

ferior officer ofpolice who superintends a small district.

#tfṣatst, 8. (from *isata, a police officer), the office of a

man who has a small district under his superintendence.

te, an imitative sound used to express that ofthe tearing

of cloth or the like.

te , an imitative sound used to express that of the re-

peated tearing of cloth.

, v. n. (from , to move), to leap, to prance, to com-

mence.

, s . (from *, a snare), a snare, a trap, a noose. This

word constructed with 3, to lay down, means to set

a snare.

ta , s. (from , a machination) , a mechination, a com-

mencement.
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o.x. from , to swell), to ferment, to swell, to blis-

ter, to be puffed, to be hollow, to be light and hollow

like bread or a sponge, to become tumid .

tt, s. (from tt, to swell), a blister, a hollow, a bubble,

a puffy or spungy swelling

14 , s. (from , toswell), a tumifying, a being puffed up,

a being hollow, a being light and spungy.

É¡ta, s. (from ✰ , to swell), a tumid or spungy texture,

a being blistered or hollow.

ifs.

Tħajrz), s. (from tat, deceit), deceit, an evasion , a sub-

terfuge.

Tiefg1, a. (from ri, deceit , knavish, deceitful, perfidi-

ous, roguish ; s. a knave.

5
T8, s. (from T , a red powder), the name of a red pow-

der which the Hindoos throw at each other at one of

their festivals.

ifs , s. (from Jö¹³, an overplus), excellent, learned , vir-

tuous, abundance, an overplus, a remainder.

1, s. (from tt , to tumify), a spungy swelling, a blister,,

ahollow, a tumor, a turgid swelling; v. a. to paff up, to

blow up with air, to inflate, to distend.

Å¡9tZT , s. (from Tt , to inflate) , the puffing up ordistend-

ing of a thing, the inflating of a thing, the making of a

thing turgid or hollow.

tata, s. (from E , to inflate), the puffing up or distend-

ing of a thing, the inflating of a thing, the making of a

thing turgid or hollow ; a. made hollow, puffed up, in-

flated , distended .

Å¡Â¡Я, s. (from ĒЯ, a tumor), hollowness, elasticity, puffi-

ness , tumidity.

ft , s. (from t , to blister), a tumifying or rising in blis-

ters, a being hollow or puffy.

, s. (from tt , a snare), a noose, a loop, a slipknot.

Constructed with 1, to give, this word means to hang

an animal'or a man, to strangle a person.

tat, s. (from Яt , a snare), a noose, a slipknot. Con-

structed with , to give, this word means to hang a

person, to strangle a person.

fatet, s. (from ti, a noose, and att , wood , a gallows.

TİE, s. (from Tz, to move slowly , chasm , a chink, an open

space, a rupture, a fracture, an aperture , a vacancy.

st, s. (from

evasion.

1 , decrit ), an imposition, a cheat, an

#tast taşı, s. (from și , deceit. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first), impositions and

evasions.

, s. (from T , to more slowly), a fasting through want

of food or sickness, powder.

tetet, s. (from T , deceit ), deceit, an imposture.

«tatœla), s. (from TiT), deceit), deceit, an imposture.

E , s. (from 1 , deceit) , deceit, imposture, an impo-

sition, a fraud, an illusion, a trick, a stratagem , pow-

der.

whats , s. (from rat, deceit), deceit, an evasion, a sub-

terfuge.

zialbla), s. (from wt , deceit: The last member of this

word is only arhyme to thefirst), tricks and frauds.

v. n. (from , to break), to break, to crack , to burst,

to chop with cold, to break out in whitish spots or

blotches.

tt, s . (from , to crack), a cracking or bursting.

Tita, s. (from , to crack), a crack, a chink, a peep,a

hole.

Titi, v. a. (from , to crack), to split, to cleave, to break ;

s. a cracking, a fissure ; a..cracked, chopped, burst.

Titta , s. (from it , to cleave), the cleaving or causing

of a thing to split or break.

tita, s. (from ætti, to crack), the cracking or splitting of

a thing.

Titif , s. (from it , to crack), a crack.

Titifagi, a. (from Titi , to cleave), cleaving, causing to crack

or break.

Titft, s. (from it , a crack), cracks in every directi-

on.

titi, a . (from it , to crack), cracked , chopped, broken.

Tita, s . (from Titi, to crack), a fissure, a rent.

Tita , s. (from it, to crack), a cracking, a breaking, a

bursting.

ta , s. (from , to crack), a crack , a peephole.

Tiz, v . a. (from

to rive.

TİŞ , s. (from Ti

, to crack), to cleave , to divide, to tear,

to cleave), a cleaving.

Tii, v. a. (from ts, to cleave) , to cause to cleave wood,

to cause to tear ; a. cleft, torn, rent, riven.

işi , s. (from 1 , to cause to cleave), the causing of a

person to cleave wood or to tear cloth or other things.

Fișta, s. (from Ts , to cause to cleave), the causing of a

person to cleave wood or tear things ; a. torn, cleft,

rent, riven.

işifa, s. (from Tii, to cleave), a cleft, the cleaving of wood ;

a. due for cleaving wood or any other thing.

istfagi, s. (from 3 , to cause to cleave), causing or or

dering a person to cleave wood or to tear cloth or other

things.

rifs , s. (from , to cleave), the cleaving of wood, the

tearing ofcloth or other articles.
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fire.

Tifa3, 8. (from T , to go), raw sugar, the inspissated juice

of the sugar cane.

31 , 8. (from is , a buoy), a buoy for fishermans nets,

the float of a fishing line.

TiGi, 8. (from Ti̟, to move) , a buoy for fishermans nets, the

float of a fishing line.

Tlax, s. (from♬ ili , a lantern), a lantern, a table shade.

wigas, s. (from Ėjli , a discharge, and Ls , a writing), a

bill of divorcement, a discharge.

πiņas), a. (from lasέ, li , a discharge), set free, discharg-

ed , divorced .

a. (from persian) , persian.يسراف

Ka, s. (from a to cut ) , a plow share, the head of an ar-

This word con-Tow or spear, the blade of a kufe.

structed with 3, tofall, meus to plow, with 15, to

-throw down, it means to leap, to jump.

Taxi, s. (from a to ripen), the name of a fruit tree, and

also of its fruit, Grewia asiatica).

Tal, 8. ( from T to cut ), a board, a chip, a plow share,

the head of a spear or arrow.

Tiariai, a. (from T , to cut , tattered, rent, toru, torn in

strips or slips.

rial , s . (from T , to cut), a slice, a small board, a chip.

Thai, s. (from Thai, the name ofa star), the name of an In-

dian month containing part of February and part of

March. It begins when the sun enters Aquarius.

rial, s . (from T , to break), a crack in the earth especial-'

ly those which appear on mud when dried by the sun

, a. (from , apparent), apparent, manifest, known.

, s. (from riti , a chink), a chink.

(xz, 8. (from ¤ , to move slowly), a prop, a shoar, a lever,

a bamboo lever placed over a woman who burns with

her husband to prevent her getting away, a sharp sud-

den pain or stitch in the side.

fra , s . (from fx , a stitch, and \, pain), a sudden

pain or stitch in the side .

fra1, s. (from (ra, a prop), a stanchion, a prop.

[wei, a . (from F , pale ,, pale, faded , light- coloured.

far, s. (from , thought), a contrivance, a thought, an-

xiety.

frfazuifax, 8. (from , thought), a delusive pretence,

Battery or threathing employed to accomplish a par-

ticular purpose, swindling.

fragatmi, a. from

رکف
, thought, and ' , having) , schem

ing, ent iving, thoughtful, anxious.

fit.

rer , an imitative sound used to express a giggling sound

in laughter.

fu , s. (from fan, a spark), a spark, an atom, a particle.

This word constructed with T , to give, means to flow,

to spout, to emit sparks or small drops, with ¾, tofull,

it means to sparkle.

fal, s. (from fw , the name of a bird), the name of a

bird, (Corvus balicassius) ; a sling.

{ 5, a. (from fees`, fees.

fœsiga, s. (fromjees , and 174 , a holding), the receiving of

fees.

0

feststa, s. (from fe s . and atsta, a touching) , the requiring

offees, the subj cting of a person to fees.

fresta, a. from o), ingenious, ariful.

{x51, s. (hom fit nha, Portu. , tape, a ribband,

(C13, 8. (from @fmñ, a spark), a spark, a small drop.

(œst , a. (from hy , to do), an action, a work, an opera

tion.

[œ , v. n. (from ṛ to move), to turn, to revolve, to veer.

The adverbial participle of this verb constructed with

1, to give, means to restore, to give back, with 1, to

obtain, it means to recover, to get back, with æ , or

cata, to say, it means to repeat, to recapitulate, and

with a, to take, it means to resume .

(rg, s . (from to turn), a revolution, a circle, a round

about way, an adverse circumstance, a disappointment.

fd, s . (from to veer), the turning of a thing into

another direction, the changing of the wind, the veer-

ing of a vane or weather cock, a turning round, a re-

turning.

fæafayi , a. (from frg, to turn), wandering, roving about,

turning about ; s. a traveller, a rover.

fas, a. (from fg, to turn), returned, brought back.

( t , s. (from fw , to turn) , a revolution, a turning, the

returning of an article.

fra , s. (from fix, to turn ), to cause a thing to turn , to

force round, to plaster. The adverbial participle of this

verb compounded with , to speak, means to preva-

ricate, with , to take, to take back.

frata, s . (from fg, to turn), the causing of a thing to turn,

the making of a thing to circulate.

freidada, 8. (from fæg, to turn, aud , to turn round) ,

the going in a circuit, the turning like a wheel, the

making of a revolution or change.

frata, s. (from [ 41 , to turn), the causing of a person or

thing to turn.

, a from X5, thought) , contriving, scheming, thought- fuzifași, a, (from {wai, to plaster), plastering ; s. a plaster-

ful, anxious. er.
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fratra, s. (from fœx, to turn), the going in a circle, the

going round by rotation.

fxzfs, s. (from wy , an inventory) , a list, an inventory,

a table of contents, an index , a catalogue.

fwa, ad. (from fx, to turn), again.

fa, an imitative sound meaning fie, tush, pish, ah !

frafa, an initative sound meaning a whispering. This

word constructed with , to do, means to whisper.

rafra, a whisper) , whispering.

a , a whisper), to whisper.

fra wafaxı, s . (from

frafra , v. a. (from

frafuata, s. from faral, to whisper), a whispering.

frafraifa, s. (from fœ¬ra, a whisper), a whispering.

frafrathart, a. (from fra , to whisper) , whispering.

frafr´ant, a. (from (rafra, a whisper), a whispering ; s.

a whisperer.

I, s. (from Tata, a blast), a blast from the mouth ; in-

terj. phoh! tush !

, interj. from , phoh), phoh ! oh ! foolish ! an expres-

sion of disregard or contempt.

†, 8. (from œsæta, a blast), a blast with the mouth.

TZ, v. a. (from TextI, a blowing), to blow with the mouth.

İ**, 8. (from ™ , to blow), the act of blowing with the

mouth, the blowing a fire with the mouth.

is

it,

v. a. (from , to pierce), to pierce, to penetrate, to

pierce through.

v. n. (from , to swell), to sob, to breathe short.

The participial adverb of this root constructed with

st, to rise up, means to break out into sobs or crying,

to hiss or utter a threatning sound as an enraged ser-

pent.

1, v. n. (from , to swell , to sob, to breathe short.

Tata, s. (from 1, to sob), a sobbing, a breathing short

through crying or vexation .

Tf, s. (from * , aflower), the fringe left by the weaver at

the ends of a piece of cloth.

WII, v. n. (from , a hooting), to shout, to call aloud , to

hoot.

7, s . (from , to burst , a vacant space, a vent hole.

, s. (from 8 , to shout), a hooting, the calling aloud

to a person.

ngai, v. a. (from 4 , to shout), to cause a person to call

aloud to another ; v. n . to hoot, to call aloud .

Bata, 8. (from T , to shout), the raising of a shout, the

occasioning of person to call aloud to another.

tfagi, a. (from 4, to shout), shouting, bawling; s . one

who shouts or bawls.

wats, s. (from , a blowing, and to do, a vent hole, a

vacant space.

ফুরা

Tt, v. n. (from t, tobreak), to burst, to burst open, to ex-

pand, to swell up or bubbledu boiling, to be pierced or

pricked.

at, s . (from , to burst), a cucurbitaceous fruit, (Cucu-

mis Momordica), a menstruum, a drop.

ta, s. (from , to burst), the breaking or bursting of a

thing, the bursting of a seed vessel, the sudden expan

sion or bursting open of a flower, the agitation of li-

quids when they boil.

at , a. (from , to burst), bursting, bursting open as

a flower or a seed vessel when the seed is ripe.

Ti, v. a. (fiom , to break), to cause a thing to burst, to

cause a liquid to boil so as to be agitated ; a. burst, ex .

panded, burst open ; s . a rupture, a breaking forth, a

bursting, a straggler.

Tet , s. (from , to break), the causing ofa thing to burst,

the causing of water or any other liquid to boil.

rtf , s. (from re , to cause to burst), the causing of a thing

to burst.

œtifiai, a . (from ti, to cause to burst), causing to burst,

retreat, a. (from Ti , burst), broken, burst.

ret, s. (from , to burst), the name ofa particular kind of

cucurbitaceous fruit, also the plant which produces it,

(Cucumis Momordica).

rèrit, a. (from , to expand) , manifest, clear, revealed ;

also, an imitativesoundused to express the circumstances

of a number of persons leaving a place where they sat,

rt , an imitative sound used to express the twinkling

or shining of luminaries or the dripping of rain.

61 an imitative sound used to express the flying or hop-

ping of birds or monkeys from one place to another.

TEST , an imitative sound used to express the flying or

hopping of birds, or the jumping of monkeys from one ,

place to another.

Te , s. (from , the action ofblowing, and , to do),

the action of blowing a thing with the mouth.

Ti , v. a. (from , to move), to exorcise, to kindle, to ex-

haust.

ফুয়ান,T1 , s. (from 1 , to exorcise), exorcism.

TA, v. n. (from , to move) , to be wholly expended, to

be compleatly finished, to be spent or exhausted.

TI , s. (from E , to be expended), a being wholly expended ,

a being compleatly finished , a being spent or ex-

hausted.

Kkkkk

, s . (from , leisure), leisure,

, v. a. (from 1 , to expend), to exhaust, to finish so

that nothing remains.

td, s. (from 1 , to spend), the expending of a thing,
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the compleatly finishing of work till none remains ; a.

spending or exhausting.

, an imitative sound used to express the flowing or

flying of hair or cotton when exposed to the wind,

, v. n. (from T , to expand) , to swell, to become inflat-

ed, to become turgid .

, s. (from , to expand), a flower, the chemical prepara-

tion called flowers, the placenta, the menstrual flux,

the leprosy, a cataract of the eye. This word construct-

ed with , to hold, signifies to blossom.

al, s. (from , placenta) , the heart, the bronchiæ or

gills of a fish.

TATE, s. (from T , placenta, and ‹ , a receptacle), in ana-

tomy the name of a membrane belonging to the secun-

dines, (allantois . )

Ta ,s. (from a, afower, and atst , chalk , pure chalk.

TASET, s. (from T , aflower, and я , brimstone , flower

of brimstone .

1 , s. (from , placenta, and , a house), in anatomy

the name of a membrane belonging to the secundines,

(allantois).

waōtki, s. (from ra, a flower, and 6 , the moon), the moon ,

a species of fish, (Lutianus Centropomus. )

Tala , s. (from , a flower, and c™ , a sort offish) , the

name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus, species unascer-

tained) ; a thin chip.

Tal, s. (from , a flower, and ☎sì, a rod), rods or bun-

ches of artificial flowers used on festival occasions.

Ta , s. (from T , a flower, and at, rain , a rain or show-

er bath.

rts, s . (from T , a flower, and 15, a tuft), a tuft or

bush of artificial flowers used on festival occasions.

tf , s . (from T , afl wer, and atfs , a pomegranate),

the double flowered pomegranate.

Tara ), a. (from , a flower), gaudy, foppish , prig-

gish.

refs, s. (from T , a flower, and fș, a ball), a little ball

or mass of any article offood .

gaztяta, s. (from ™ , a flower, and έ , a garden), a flow-

er garden.

aatst, s. (from , aflower, and ts , a house) , a flower

garden .

Tatзtal, s. (from T , aflower, and total , a sort ofsweet-

meat), a kind of light and hollow sweetmeat made into

small balls resembling gingerbread nuts.

TeasÌ, 8. (from ™ , a flower), a particular combination of

notes in Hinduo music.

ama, s. (from ra, aflower), a kind of preparation in the

TH

form of gingerbread nuts made of some kind of flour

fried in oil.

ta , s . (from TA, a flower, and art , a bed), the bed on

which a new married couple sleep the second night af

ter marriage which is usually decked with flowers by

the Hindoos, a bed of flowers.

Tata , s. (from T , aflower, and it , the name of a

plant), the name of a plant which grows in wet situati-

ons (Hedysarum lagenarium.)

Taa , s. (from T , situated on the placenta, and cata,

a receptacle), in anatomy a membrane belonging to the

secundines, (allantois .)

raza, s. (from , situated on the placenta, and sa,

water) , in anatomy or the economy of the human frame

the liquor amnii .

Tat, s. (from a, to expand), the secundines ; v . a . to bloom,

to inflate.

Tata, s. (from , to expand), the occasioning ofa tree to

blossom, the causing of a thing to swell or become in-

flated .

Cata: 18, s. (from rats:, situated within the placenta,

and 5, skin), in the economy of the gravid uterus the

amnios.

Cats), a. (from T , to expand), expansive, elastic.

Tal, s. (from T , a flower), a film on the eye, a cataract in

the eye.

TI, s. (from Ta, a flower), the bronchiæ or gills of a fish.

at, s . (from tata , through gills,

ta , a sustaining of life, and if , living), an order

of animals which breathe or support life by means of

bronchiæ or lungs, (Trachæ.)

T , a . (from TA, to expand), expanded.

Tata , s. (from T , to ex and, and fan, a lotus), an

expanded lotus or water lily, a beau, a fop

TH, s . (from ™ , an imitative sound), the report of break-

ing wind backwards. Constructed with ☎t , to let loose,

this word means to expel wind backwards.

an imitative sound employed as an expression of dis-

regard or contempt, tush ! phuh!

T. a. (from T , phuh !) penniless.

rașì, s. (from ( itæ, a boil), a carbuncle, a boil, a smalt

pimple.

TC , a . (from ra, tush), a whispering, a whisper, the

lungs.

Terasa, 8. (from TA, a whisper), a whispering.

TæĦĦtpæ, a . (from , the lungs, and a☎, sepa-

rating), in anatomy the name of a particular membrane

of the intestines, (mediastinum),
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Carpati, s (from , situated on the lungs, and sti,

a wig), in anatomy the pulmonary plexus.

MARIEJUIC@aist s . (from , situatedon the lungs,

and gegregat , an artery), the pulmonary arteries.

MGEHKISTUICEA , s. ( from T , situated on the lungs, and

Istatcæatzì, a vein), in anatomy the pulmonary veins.

Kami, v. n. (from T , to move slowly), to cajole, to whee-

dle, to inveigle, to coax, to flatter, to seduce .

ta, s. (from 1, to wheedle), the wheedling or cajol-

ing of a person, the coaxing or inveigling of a person, the

flattering or seducing of a person.

Tata , a. (from

s. a wheedler.

at , to wheedle), wheedling, cajoling ;

(F, s . (from (UT, a shakal), the howl of a shakal.

(ES, s. (from ( , a shackal), a shakal

(ws , an imitative sound used to express the howling of

a dog.

, s. (from ,prep. and as, to go), a flourish or extend-

ed line in writing.

31, s. (from , hollow), the lungs ; a. spungy, hol-

Low, light, puffy.

, v. n. (from fra, to grind) , to tear, to become lint, to

mock the expectation, to be useless or ineffectual, to

disappoint ; s. an imitative sound used to express a pul-

ling with violence , a jerking or snatching.

te , a. (from

tata, s . (from

Я , pale) , pale, wan, sallow.

1 , the name of afish, and at , afish ,

the name ofa species offish , ( Clupea ensiformis .)

fag , a. (from , to shine), sallow, pale, wan.

( ), a. (from c , to become lint), knappy, tomentose,

stringy, sallow, pale, wan.

fay , a. (from c , to shine) , sallow, pale, wan.

(TEF) , a. (from Tal, form), sputtering ; s . foam, froth.

(735), s. (from E , a young shoot), a branch .

crasì, s. (from , a shoot , a switch, a twig, a sprig.

T5 , an imitative sound used to express idle and useless

talk.

cul, s. (from rt, to more), a skein of thread or silk. This

word constructed with it , to bind, means to reel silk

or thread.

( 4 , s . (from Ti, to more , foam, froth, scum, spume.

ja), s. from (T4, foam, audit, gruel), froth and

gruel.

Tata , a. (from Ta, foam, and anal, throwing), pro-

per to have foam cast into it, throwing away scum or

foam.

41, s. (from 4, to move), foam, froth, scum, spume.

(KM).

, a. (from Tifs, raw sugar), raw sugar, the inspissated

'juice of the sugar-cane.

fa , s. (from 1 , cactus ) , the name of a tree or

shrub, (Cactus indicus.)

Ta a. (from Tai , foam), foamy, frothy.

(CIATE, s. (frombi, sagacity), wisdom, sagacity, crafti-

ness.

( t , a. (from bi , sagacity) , wise, 'sagacious, crafty.

( s . (from ct , the hiss of a serpent, and 5, to

break , a being nonplussed.

, ad. (from fra, to turn), again, back again , back ; s. a

peril, a disappointment, a reverse. This word con-

structed with , to say, means to repeat, to recapitu-

late ; with c to see, it means to look again , to review,

and with , to fall, it means to meet with obstacles.

(TI², ɑ. (from fïè ,̟ to turn) , returned in trade, returned .

(Tg31, s. (from fag, to turn), the variation ofnotes or sounds

in singing, a change or alteration.

(Tg×57, s. (from (T7, an obstacle, and 57, a falling), the

falling out of obstacles or disappointments.

(rarta, s. (from ( , a return), a variation, a vicissitude,

disorder, confusion, a transposition, a perversion.

cartata , s. (from cat , a variation), changeableness.

( 1, s. (from fug, to turn), a circuit, a revolution, a turn,

a walk, a return, a reverse, a vessel of a square shape

used to measure dry substances.

(warna, ad. (from cœarts, a change) , variably, change-

ably, confusedly.

(MAT, 8. (from 5, deceit), deceit, swindling, a trick, a

fraud.

œ , a. (from , deceit), deceitful, swindling.

eata , s. (from (T , again, and , to obstruct), theback-

stays of a boat or ship .

(TH, v . a. (from ( , to move) , to throw, to throw away, to

give effect to a thing. This verb constructed with the

adverbial participle of any other verb communicates

to it an intensive meaning. When the adverbial par

ticiple of this verb is constructed with , to give, it

means to cast away, to throw away.

(œGA, s. (from (wa, to throw), the act of throwing, a throw-

ing away.

œi, s. from tw , to throw), the refuse of any thing , the

act of throwing away ; a. thrown, cast away ; v. a. to

throw, to cast.

( t1, a. (from a , cast away, and 1, scattered), scat-

tered about, thrown about ; s. a waste of things, the

squandering of things.

Kkkkk2
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cœata , s. (from cœl, to throw), a throwing, a casting, a

throwing away.

cœaifa, s . (from ( a), to throw), a throwing, a casting, a

throwing away.

alfa ,a. (from Ta , to throw), lavish , squandering, throw-

ing.

¿œatɩœfa, s. (from (™ , to throw) , a squandering, a throw-

ing about of any thing.

Erge, s. (from Üsųài, disgrace), disgrace, ignominy, in-

famy.

2 , s . (from 3, a complaint) , a complaint, a cry for

help, an accusation , the entering of a law suit.

Tæṛtā), s. (from dų , a complaint) , the entering of a law

suit ; s the plaintiff in a law suit, a complainant.

ta, r. n . (from T , to more , to spread about.

ta , s. (from (w , to move), the spreading or diffusing of a

thing.

tra , v . (from T , to move), to spread any thing, to dif-

fuse any thing abroad.

trata, s. (from ( , to move), the spreading or diffusing

of a thing.

tatat, s. (from ales, a decree), a decree, a settlement,

al, v . n . (from , to burst , to drizzle, to mizzle.

citata, s. (from (Â¡¤i, to drizzle) , a drizzling, a mizzling.

cītē, s. (from Tata, a hole), a hollow space, a hole, a ca-

vity.

te, an imitative sound used to express a suifting sound

or snuffing in the nose.

(1153, s. (from , to burst), the piercing of a thing, the

transfixing of a thing, the adding of seasoning or spices

to a sauce or condiment.

(Ẳ¡7), v . a . (from , to burst) , to transfix , to pierce, to

scratch, to undermine, to stab, to run through, to card,

to spice, to season food.

tta, s . (from ( t1 , to transfix) , the thrusting a thing

through, a stabbing, the spicing of sauce or meat, the

carding of cotton ; a. stabbed, pierced, transfixed,

spiced, carded.

¿ ¡ Ï†fș, s. (from ( † 1, to pierce), a promiscuous pierc-

ing through with weapons, a promiscuous stabbing.

ette, an imitative sound used to express a repeated

snifting of the nose,

at , s. (from it , hollow) , hollow.

ttt , a (from3

officious.

3, hollow, and tt , afactor),

tentata , s . (from catata, officious), officiousness .

cut , a. (from cit , hollow), hollow, spungy, light ; s . the

lungs.

, s . (from , to expand), a seed vessel, a follicle, the

kernel of the coconut.

‹Ã¡ti, v. n. (from , to sǝb) , to sob, to heave, to breathe

short.

1 , s. (from cut , to sob), a sobbing, a being hoven , a

breathing short.

Åtatfa, s. (from citet , to sob), a sobbing, a heaving, a be-

ing hoven, a breathing short.

Åtetta, a . (from (œtett, to sob), sobbing, heaving or labour..

ing to breathe, breathing short.

, an imitative sound used to express the sound ofthe

french horn or of the trumpet.

animitative sound used to express the hissing or

threatening sound made by a serpent, also a similar sound

made by an animal in breathing.

an imitative sound used to express the repeated

hissing of a serpent, or a repeated breathing forcibly

with a loud sound.

ts, ad. (from bi , only), only, merely, simply.

Ct, v. a. (from , to burst), to pierce, to burst,

cita, s. (from , to burst , the piercing of a thing, the

making of a thing to burst,

"

ctt' , s . (from , to burst), a spot, a drop, a tally.

cts, s . (from , to burst) , a spatula, an instrument shap-

ed like a spatula used for weeding, an awl.

ist, s. (from tte, a boil;, a boil, an imposthume.

cœtștæfʊ, a. (from ( † , a spatula, and 3, a form),

spatulate.

(T1, s. (from I , the lungs), the lungs, the bladder.

(TTA) , 8. (from 8,l,i , a pipe), a pipe, a jet d'eau.

(Ta7, s. (from T , to swell), a swelling, or being enlarged

or distended .

crta , v. a . (from , to swell), to provoke to anger, to ag-

gravate, to cause to swell or enlarge.

tata, s. (from cut , to provoke), the provokingofa person

to anger, the aggravating a person, the causing a thing

to swell or expand ; a. provoked to anger, made to fret,

made to swell.

tata, s. (from cut , to provoke), the provoking of a per-

son to anger, the making of a person fret, the causing of

a thing to swell .

( † ), s . (from ga, to burn) , a blister.

(T†S¡YF), a. (from (Ã) \, a blister, and TF, joined to), blis-

tery, In botany the term is applied to a particular kind

of leaf, (Folium bullatum. )

(T)5, s. (from Tsi , an army), an army.

( atI, s. (from Ti, an army, and , holding), an officer

of police.
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FIN, a. (from loss, an officer ofpolice , belonging 4, s. (from 3 , to desire), the groin, the pubic and

to the police.

, s . (from T , to blow) , perquisites, avails, the mo-

ney which a person realizes from an oflice beside his

proper and allowed income.

7.

, the twenty-third consonant in the Bengalee alphabet, and

third ofthe fifth class or that of labials. The inhabitants

of Bengal make no distinction either in the form or

sound ofthe labial and dental letter, which last should

answerto the English v or w, but pronounce both as the

English b, except when is the last member of a com-

pound letter; on this account these two letters are in this

dictionary united under the present letter, but a dot is

put in the center of the dental letter or w, to distin-

guish it from the labial ; v. a . (from T , to obtain), to

carry a load ; v. n. to flow on as a stream, to pass away

as time does ; s. the string which fastens the treddles of

a weaver's loom and elevates the threads of the warp to

make a passage for the shuttle.

I , s. (from TE, to bear), a book ; also, ad. (from fa51, with-

out), without, beside.

1, s. (from xat, a sister) , a sister.

z¿afa, s. (from 77, a sister, and fa , a daughter), a sister's

daughter.

TÌNH, s. (from 7 , a sister, and cti , a son), a sister's son.

T3, s. (fromT , a wife), a wife, a son's wife, a word used

in addressing any respectable female.

28f , s. (from 4 , to carry , the first thing sold by a trades-

man inthe morning, a hansel, porterage, the wages paid

for carrying burdens ; a. due for or earned by carrying

burdens.

zezt, a. (from 78, a son's wife), guilty of incestuous con-

nection with a son's wife. This is one of the many

terms of low abuse so common among the Hindoos.

zeztat, from 7871 , incestuous) , incest with a son's wife.

28313, 8. (from 78, a wife, and ts, boiled rice,, a meal

given the day after a newly married woman arrives at her

husband's house when she deals out rice to the guests.

28417, 8, (from Ts, a wife , and affa, smiting), the name of

a bird the note of which the Hindoos suppose expresses

this word, which signifies my wife beats me, (Cuculus

Accipiter, Carey. )

731, s. (from 7, to carry), a carrying, the bearing ofa bur-

den, the flowing or passing away of water or time ; a.

carrying, bearing burdens.

illiac region.

TF4N3, s. (from A, the groin , and e, a piece), in ana

tomy the Ischium

I^F«TUX, s. (from 4 , the groin , and taỡ, a cup), in ana-

tomythe name of the cup which receives the head ofthe

thigh bones ( acetabulum . )

tu , s. (from TT , the groin, and tt , a branch),

in anatomy a brauch, a process of the Ischium , (ramus

ischii.)

☎di&† æf¶ại, s . (from it , covering the Ischium,

and fat, a nerve), the sciatic nerve.

z•*, s. (from TA, to sound), a family, a race, a stock, a pe-

digree , a bamboo , (Bambusa arundinacea) ; the back

bone or spine, a flute.

, a. (from T , afamily, and a to do , establishing or

beginning a race or family, continuing a family or race.

☎ætaæ, ɑ . (from T , afamily, and atae, making), mak-

ing or continuing a race or family, founding a race or

family.

tal, a. (from , a family, and if , making , mak

ing or continuing a race or family, founding a race or

family.

7°.×)FI, a. (from , afamily, and g, decay), the decay

of a race or family.

T^«»gætaæ, a. from , the decay ofafimily, and ☎iae,

making), producing or causing the decay of a race or-

family.

THEĻBI?), a. (from * , the decay of a family, aud

zifs , making , producing or causing the decay of a

race or family.

fa , s. (from , afamily, and tf , a history), the

history of a race or family, a genealogical table.

z , a. from , a family, and , so be produced), pro-

duced in a race or family, born of a noble or kooleen

brahmun

, a (from afamily, and 33 , producing),

producing a race or family ; s. a progenitor.

, a. (from 7 , a family, and , producible),

producible in a race or family.

, ad. (loc. case of 51) , for the purpose ofa race

or family, for the sake ofoffspring.

•* †s, a. (from T , afamily, and 3, produced), produc-

ed or born in a family,

pig, s. (from T• *, afamily, and , to have), having a

family, supporting a race or family.

Zođ¡TE, a. (from 7 †, a fùmily, and atṛē, sustaining),

sustaining or upholding a race or family.
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td, s. (from , afamily, and ata4, a sustaining),

the sustaining or upholding of a race or family.

, a. (from , afamily, and tf , sustaining),

sustaining or upholding a race or family.

, s. (from T , afamily, and at , destruction), the

destruction of a race or family.

tatt , a (from t, a family, and , destructive),

destructive to a race or family ; s . the destroyer of a

race or family.

fifas , a. (from T , a family, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a race or family ; ad, from

or because of a race or family.

faf , a. (from , a family, and fafa , a cause), for

the purpose ofa race or family, for the sake of poste-

rity.

, a. (from 7 , a family, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a race or family ; ad. from or

because of a race or family.

TTÍF, a. (from T , afamily, and ze, increasing), in-

creasing a race or family.

, s. (from t, afamily, and x , an increasing),

the increasing of a race or family, procreation.

af , s. (from T , afamily, and af , increase), the in-

crease or prosperity of a race or family.

, a. (from , afamily, and a , keeping), keep-

ing or preserving the race or family ; s. a person who

preserves his race or family.

, s. (from , a family, and a , a keeping), the

keeping or preserving ofa race or family.

ZI, S. (from T , afamily, and 1, preservation), the

preservation ofa race or family.

Azfx³, a. (from a• ×†, afamily, and 33, destitule), des-

titute of posterity, extinct as a family.

17, s. (from T. , bamboo, and cats , an eye ), con-

cretions of silex found in the Bambusa pomifera, and

usualy called manna of bamboos.

, a. (from t, afamily, and 1 , empty), destitute

ofposterity, extinct.

, s. (from t, afamily, and tf , detriment ), a de-

triment or loss to a race or family.

, a. (from , afamily, and F , destitute), desti-

tute of descendents , extinct.

fl , a. (from 7 , afamily, and (53, a cause), caused

by orarisingfrom a race or family ; ad . from or because

of a race or family.

gott , ad. (from t, afamily, and , a series), in

the order of the family or race.

271.

taf , s. (from , a race, and ata , arow), a pedigree,

a genealogy.

*I, s. (from T ×, a bamboo), a flute, a pipe.

ta, a. (from , a flute, and af , holding), carry-

ing or holding a flute, a name applied to Krishna ; s . a

person who plays the Bute.

tattfagi, a. (from 7, aflute, and attast, playingon

an instrument), playing on the flute or pipe.

THIy, a. (from T , afamily), lineal, belonging to a par-

ticular race or family.

zozatte&tnæ, a. (from T , a family, and seæ, produc-

ing), producing a race or family ; s . a progenitor.

zuttet , s. (from , a family, and 2 , a produc-

ing), the producing of a race or family.

™ * , a. (from T *, a family), lineal, pertaining to a parti-

cular family or tribe.

5, s. (from tas, the name ofa shrub), the name ofa

shrub which produces an eatable fruit, (Flacourtia sa-

pida.)

, s. (from , a relation), a relation, friend.

, v. a. (from 5, to speak), to speak, to talk, to chatter, to

prate.

, s. (from 5, to speak), the name of a kind of aquatic

bird, (Ardea nivea), the name ofa small ornamental tree,

(Sesbana grandiflora. )

IFA, 8. (from Tæ, to speak), a talking, a prating or talking

much to little purpose.

371, 8. (from eat, a heifer), an heifer, a young cow or

heifer which has not brought forth its first calf:

zafa, s. (from T , to speak), talkativeness, a talking with-

out reflection or to no purpose.

, a. (from , to speak) , talkative, talking with out

reflection or to little purpose.

**ï, s. (from pĹ , sappan wood), the name of a shrub much

used in dying. (Casalpinia Sappan.)

, ud. (from x , conjunction, and plÿ, a pen), with the

pen.

Tai, v. a. (from , to speak) , to speak, to talk, to talk in

an inconsiderate manner, to provoke a person to speak

or talk.

Taife, s . ( from 7, a part ofa weaver's loom, and atß, a

rod) , the rod which lies across the warp in a weaver's

loom and is wrought upon by the treddles to make a

passage for the shuttle .

tata , s. (from , a small heron, 3, testicles, and

gusta , hope), vain hope, fruitless expectation . The

word is formed from a fable current among the Hin-

doos which represents a bull walking and a heron , fol-
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lowing him in expectation of his testicles falling off

and furnishing him with a meal.

Ita, s. (from I , to speak), a talking, a speaking, a talk-

ing without reflection , the provoking a person to speak

or talk.

zaifa, s . (from , to speak), talkativeness, a talking or

saying much without reflection.

zatfagi, s. (from 1, to speak), talkative, talking much

without reflection.

zætafæ, s. (from T1, to speak) , a mutual talking without

reflection or to no purpose.

ata, s. (from the letter , and , to do), the letter , or

thatwhich expresses the sound of the English b, v, or w.

atati, a. (from ata, the letter a, and , a beginning),

beginning with the letter , having an initial ..

zatata, a. (from , the letter , and , an end) , end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

TETI, a. (from T , to speak), garrulous, prating.

aga, s. (from Tb, to speak), the name of a tree, ( Mimusops

Elengi)

1 , a. (from A , a remainder), a remainder, arrears of

rent.

z , s. (from , time), time..

29 , a. (from 75, to speak), proper to be mentioned, fit

or necessary to be spoken.

T51, s. (from TT, to speak), a fluent person ; a speaker.

7 , s. (from 75, to speak), the mouth, the first term in pro-

gression.

Tēš , s. (from T , to speak), talkativeness, prattle, gabble,

a grumbling, a replying when reproved.

77771, v. (from 4o, to speak) , to mutter, to murmur, to talk

much.

zzzata, s. (from az , to multer), a muttering or mur-

muring when any thing is spoken, a replying again

when reproved, a talking excessively.

Taifa, 8. (from æ , to mutter), a replying again when

commanded or reproved, garrulity.

æfægt, a. (from 1 , to mutter), replying when ordered

to do a thing or when reproved.

TF, ɑ. (from TE, to be crooked), crooked , awry, distorted,

sinuous, tortuous, askew, churlish.

tal, a. (from , crooked, and sttfa , going), tortuous,

zigzag, flexuous ; in botany the term is applied to a

particular kind of stem, (Caulis flexuosus .)

31, s. (from , crooked), crookedness, distortedness,

churlishness.

, 8. (from T , crooked), crookedness, distortedness,

churlishness.

za , 6.(from , crooked, and af , vision) , squint-eyed.

ta, s. (from , crooked, and t , a foot), crook-footed;

bandy-legged.

1, s. (from ax, a he-goat) , a he-goat

, s. (from 4, a he-goat) , a she-goat.

TFÌ, s. (from T , crooked), a remainder, a residue, arrears,'

an overplus.

Trias, a. (from , crooked, and , done), bent, made

crooked.

zxìæsgañā, s. (from 3, made crooked, and T, O

process), in anatomy the torcular process .

, 8. (from t, arrears, and 15 , the carrying ofa

thing), a falling in arrears.

szaty, a. (from , crooked, and sate, possible), capa-

ble of being bent or made crooked , refrangible.

THISIT, s. (from T, crooked, and Sta, a condition) , a crook-

edness , refractedness, a becoming crooked, refraction.

33, s. (from TF, crooked, and 3, become), become best

or crooked, refracted.

, s. (from , a general), a chief of an office, a ge-

neral , a deputy.

ze tatai, s . (from gus ,, a chief, and xils, a house), the

pay office, the general's office.

azi , s. (from yš , a gift) , a reward , a gift.

1 , s. (from 1 to collect), the breast, the bosom.

1H8II, s. (from , the breast, and 83, the belly), tha

cavity ofthe stomach.

84?11 , s. (from 85 , the stomach, and (™ , a surround-

ing), in anatomy the pleura.

বক্ষৎদরব্যবধায়ক, a. (from ৰক্ষদর, the stomach , and ব্যবধায়ক,

separating), the diaphragm or midriff.

ৰক্ষওদর্যবধায়কত্বস্থ, a. ( from ৰক্ষওদরবাধায়কস্বচ্, the dia-

phragm, and , to stand), situated on the diaphragm,

(phrenesis .)

TH:BH, 8. (from 4, the breast, and ₹4, a well) , in ana-

tomy the name of the hollow at the bottom of the

breast, (scrobiculus cordis.)

: xt , a. (from the breast, , a rib, and F,

joined to), in anatomy the name of a particular mus-

cle, (sterno-costalis. )

THE, A. (from T , the breast, and 1, to stand), situated

on the breast.

TFF, a. (from : , situated on the breast, and T,

small) , in anatomy the name of a particular muscle,

(pectoralis minor. )

ata , s . (from : , situated ox the breast, and

ta , a lacteal tube), the thoracic duct.

, a. (from , situated on the breast, and age,
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great), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle,

(pectoralis major. )

CFTA, s. (from a , the breast, and , a place), the bo-

som , the breast.

NETGNTV, s. (from a , the breast, 7, within, and c ,

a surrounding), in anatomy the name of a membran e

(pleura).

Fifa, s. (from T , the breast, and af , a bone), the

breast bone (sternum).

t , a. (from 5, to speak), hereafter to be mentioned

or described.

zuta, a. (from Jšy, greediness) , greedy, niggardly.

afata , s. (from Ja , a miser) , niggardliness, stinginess,

¤ɩași , s. (from ¿ , a stitch) , a stitch in sewing.

asta, 8. (from JЯ , the armpit) , the armpit.

asmataifagi, s. (from J , the armpit, and atta , play-

ing on a musical instrument ) , striking the sides with

the elbows as a sign of triumph.

st , s . (from J , the armpil), a small travelling bag, a

wallet slung over one shoulder so as to rest under the

opposite armpit, a purse.

ast, s. (from a , to move), a small sword or hanger.

2 , s. (fram z , to be crooked), a crook or turn in a ri-

ver.

ata, a. (from %, a crook), crooked, tortuous.

་™ , s. (from as, to move , lead, tin, the country of Ben-

gal , cotton , the egg plant, Solanum melongena ; ) the calx

of tin given in medicine as an aphrosadiac.

*Req×4, s . (from zя , Bengal, and ‹ , a country), the coun-

try of Bengal.

zЯ *ata, s (from *, Bengal, and at¾, a residence,

a residence in Bengal.

a£i *atal, a. (from ta , Bengal, and atfa , a residing),

residing in Bengal.

*Я * , a. (from Я , Bengal, and 1 , to stand), situat-

ed in Bengal.

at , a. (from , Bengal, and tf , staying),

continuing in Bengal.

** ³, a. (from 1 , Bengal, and f3, situated), si-

tuated in Bengal.

ata, s. (from A , lead, and tft , a top), a top, a tee-

totum, a whirligig.

*8, s. (from 35, to sperk ), the name of a plant, (Acorus ca-

lamus, also Zinziber Zedoaria . )

789, s. (from 28, to speak), a speech, a word, a sentence.

38af , a. (from 757 , a word, and af , excluded),

not included in the words, not included in a grant or

declaration,

TS.

gaft , a (from 53, a word, and fa™ , contrary), con-

trary to the text, contrary to what has been said.

prafatata, 8. (from 457 , a word, and fexta, opposition), op-

position or contrariety to a text or thesis, opposition to

what has been said.

TIA, a. (from 267, a speech, and 1, to be situated), con-

tained in a speech or discourse.

117, a. (from a , to speak), proper to be spoken, uttera

ble.

781, s. (from 7 , a word , discord, wrangling.

78 , a. (from 18 , a word, and , to do), obedient, subor-

dinate.

781, s. (from 25, to speak), a word.

agtag, s. (from ag, to speak), altercation , wrangling, a dis-

pute.

fat, ad. (from * , conjunction, and is , a genus),

of the same kind, of the same species.

1571, s. (from 15, to move), a kind of boat fitted up ele-

gantly for the accommodation of Europeans in travel.

ling ; also a species of small grain much cultivated in

some provinces , Panicum spicatum.)

T1, a. (from ( , right), right, proper, true, accurate.

1Ħta, s. (from_j'';,, a mercer), a mercer, a linen draper.

t3, a. from S , bad, and 3, barn), base-born, be

longing to a bad or contemptible class of society.

Tat³), s. (from IFtG, base born), a being base-born, base-

ness of birth, the belonging to a bad or contemptible

class of society.

25, an imitative sound used to express the rising of bub.

bles to the top of the water when a fish is concealed in

the mud beneath.

8. (from , to move) , a thunderbolt supposed to be

equal in hardness and ofthe same substance as the dia-

mond. The weapon of Indra, a diamond, a quadrilateral

figure with two bows and two trapezia ; a . hard, ada-

mantine, impenetrable, cross, forked .

231, a. (from 1 , a thunderbolt, and , equal), resem-

bling a thunderbolt, fatalas a thunderbolt, adamantine.

fax , s . (from T , a thunderbolt, and fa , a noise), a clap

of thunder.

fd, a. (from , a thunderbolt, and if , the hand), wield-

ing the thunderbolt, an appellation of Indra.

, . (from , a thunderbolt) , fatal as a thunderbolt,

like a thunderbolt, hard as adamant.

ta, a . (from 25, adamantine, and itt , a bullet), har-

dy, strong and resolute. The word is generally used as

the adjective of a man who is small in size but hardy'

and indefatigable.
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ta , a . (from , a thunder bolt, and at , obstruction),

forked, cross. The word is genarally applied to eross

multiplication.

3, s. (from a thunder, and tuto, a stroke), the

stroke of thunder, a calamity which overcomes any

one, a sudden shock.

catature, ad. (from ts, a clap ofthunder), like the

stroke ofthunder.

, s. (fromTş, a diamond, and at , splendor), the pre-

cious opal.

tita, a . (from , cross, and 6 , a committing to

memory), crosswise, zigzag ; s . reciprocal multiplication.

v. a. (from , to deceive), to deceive, to impose on, to

delude.

***, a. (from Я, to deceive), fraudulent, crafty, de-

ceiving, swindling ; s . a knave, a deceiver, a cheat, a

rogue, a shakal.

187, s . (from , to deceive), the deceiving or passing a

trick upon a person.

1, s. (from 7 , to deceive) , deceit, swindling, an im-

position, fraud, a cheat, roguery.

, s. (from T1, deceit, and a , a doer), a swindler,

a deceiver, an impostor, a knave.

contatze, a . (from 1 , deceit, and ta , doing ) swind-

ling practising deceit ; s. a swindler, a deceiver, an im-

postor.

ate , a. (from 1 , deceit, and if , doing , swind-

ling, practising deceit.

atsfag, a. (from T1, deceit, and , produced), pro-

duced by or arising from deceit or swindling.

at , a. (from bat, deceit , and 3, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from deceit or swindling.

at , ad. ( loc . case ofa ), for the purpose of

imposition or deceit, for the purpose of swindling.

, a. (from 1, deceit, and 3, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from imposition or deceit, produc-

ed by or arising from swindling.

batfafoga, a. (from 1 , deceit, and fa , a couse), cause

ed by or arising from imposition or deceit, caused by

or arising from swindling ; ad. from or because of im-

position or swindling.

atfafara, ad. (from 1 , deceit, and fafa , a caus ), for

the purpose of imposition or deceit, for the purpose of

swindling.

bat , a . (from bat, deceit, and 4, before), preceded

by or arising from imposition or deceit, preceded by

or arising from swindling ; ad, by or through impo-

sition or deceit, by or through swindling.

, a. (from 7 , deceit, and , causedby), caus

ed by or arising from imposition or deceit, caused by

or arising from swindling ; ad. from or because ofimpo-

sition or deceit, from or because of swindling.

zaiſat, ad. (from 71, deceit , and f171, without), with-

out imposition or deceit, without swindling.

zbatufofas, n. (from Tal, deceit, and F, except-

ed), imposition or deceit excepted, swindling except-

ed.

☎ātafoliæ, s. (from 1 , deceit, and fola , an exc‹p-

tion), the exception of imposition or deceit, the excep

tion of swindling.

zat☎f3!ziæ, ad. (loc. case of data forza ), with the ex-

ception ofimposition or deceit, with the exception of

swindling; withoutimposition or deceit, without swind-

ling.

zatas , a. (from 1 , deceit, and , a root), originat

ing in imposition or deceit , originating in swindling.

abattuts , a. (from 1 , deceit, and cats , capable), wor

thy of being deceived , capable of being imposed on.

zval , a. (from 71, deceit, and , fil), worthy of being

deceived or imposed on.

Jstigge, a. (from 1, deceit , and (TF, a cause), caused

by or arising from imposition or deceit, caused by or

arising from swindling ; ad. from or because of imposi-

tion or deceit, from or because of swindling.

, a. (from 5, to deceive), capable of being deceived

or imposed on.

If43, a. (from 7 , to deceive), deceived , imposed on , cheat-

ed, defrauded ,

at, s. (from e, to surround), the name of a tree, (Ficus in-

dica , a single cowry.

aital, s. (from 6 , to surround) , a pill or bolus.

atata, s . (from it, a ball, and at , a species offruit) , the

name of a wild fruit and also of the tree which produces

it , (Eugenia cymosa).

afta1, s. from 8 , prep. and , to move) , a small oar.

atì, s . (from at, to surround), a sort of knife fixed in a board

and used to cut fish and other articles, a rope, a bead,

excise, an import.

at s. (from at, to surround), a priest , a brahman.

aɩt, ad. (from at5 ” , indeed,, indeed, truly, actually, yes, true,

right.

aita, s. (from aýe, quail), the name of a species of quail,

(Perdix olivacea, Buchanan's Mss . )

atata , s . (from 2 , to surround,, banter, mockery.

atat1, s . (from atata , banter), a wag, one who banter .

23, a. (from ay, great), great, large, capacious, spacious,
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important, noble, chief, supreme ; ad . very ; s . (from at.

a particular tree), the name of a species of large tree,

(Ficus indica.)

zza , s. (from 3, large, and af , a speices ofplant), the

name of a species of plant, ( Sida graveolens .)

IFOZM¹, s. (from T , great, and 15 , a cucurbitac eous

fruit) , a species of cucurbitaceous fruit , also the plant

which produces it, (Momordica muricata .)

33 , 8 (from 15, large, and . a gourd), the name of a

species ofgourd.

azada, s. (from 75, large, and , the name of aflow-

ering shrub), the double variety of the sweet oleander ,

(Nerium odorum.)

zzētas, s. (from 73, large, and tax, a species ofplant),

the name ofa species of ornamental plant, (Crinum toxi-

carium .)

ai, s . (from 75, greit, and , a species ofjasmine), the

name of a species ofjasmine , (Jasminum arborescens .)

2577 (ata), s. (from 25, large, and afatet, a species of

shrub), the name of a beautiful flowering shrub, (Ixc-

ra undulata.)

fi, s. (from 75, large , and fat, a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant not yet ascertained.

7 , s. (from a , large, and af , the name ofa

plant) , a species of plant, (Coniza lacera.)

* ³, 8. (from 3, great, and cats, the name ofa

plant), the name of a species of plant, (Ageratum aqua-

⚫ticum.)

gigigi, s. (from 15, great, and cali, a species of

grass), the name of a species of club rush, ( Scirpus

grossus.)

JHFIR, 8. (from Tș, great, and , the name ofa small

plant), the name of a small plant which is sometimes

used as a pot-herb by the natives of India, (Euphorbia

hirta.)

☛ṣitā, s. (from 3, great, and stta, a tree) , the name of a

species of tree, (Croton oblongifolium), this name is also

given tothe Ficus indica.

astų , s. (from 75, great, and estrat, a species ofgrass),

the name of a species of grass, (Kyllingia umbellata .)

THETI, s. (from 5, great, and σ , oak), the name of a

species of oak, (Quercus squamata. )

TZGA1, 8. (from Tș, great, and 87 , a sort ofpulse) , the name

of a species of cultivated pulse, (Cicer arietinum, var.)

TH ), s. (from 3, great, and , arat), the name of a

species of rat, (Mus decumanus . )

45 , s. (from 75, great, and at, a species of plant), a

species of aquatic plant, (Menyanthes indica.)

बड .़

7551, 8. (from Tș, great, and 51, a species ofgrass), the

name of a species of grass , (Cyperus Irio .)

art , s. (from 3, great, and yta , a species of

plant , the name of a species of plant.

agatatu, s. (from 3, great, and tЯtt, a species of

grass), the name of a species of grass, (Panicum setige.

rum.)

zysty, s. (from xx, great, and est , a species ofshrub), the

name of a beautiful species of flowering shrub, (Ta-

bernæmontana coronaria, flor, plen. )

aş☎taxa', s. (from 1ș, great, and St711, a species offish),

the name of a species of fish, (Clupea vittata, Bucha-

nan's Mss. C. bivittata Fleming's drawings. )

agata , s. (from 75, great, and catfapt , purslain), the

name of a species of purslain , (Portulaca pilosa .)

faffa, s. (from 23, great, and faa, a species ofgrass ,

the name of a species of club-rush, (Scirpus glomera-

tus.)

zala , s. (from 5, great , and c , the name of aplant),

the name of a species of aquatic plant, (Pontideria va-

ginalis.)

z34, 8. (from 13, great, and , glory) , the name ofa spe-

cies ofgrass, (Panicum uliginosum .)

1, s. (from 5, great, and 1 , a species offish), the

name of a species offish, (Tetrodon fornicatus.)

apatia, 8. 'from 75, great, and Яit , the name of a plant) ,

the name of a cucurbitaceous plant, (Trichosanthes di-

oica, var.)

zyЯatЯ, s. (from 3 , great, and t , a species of birdy,

the name of a species of bird, (Merops philippensis. )

aztako, s . (from ₹5, great, and ¤¤, the nime of

a genus ofplants) , the name of a species of plant , (Pɔ-

lygonum pilosum.)

zpfafaast, s. (from 3, great, and fafaat , a species of

grass), the name of a species of grass, (Poa chinensis.)

sti, s. (from 5, greit, and t , the name of a

flowering plant), the name of a beautiful flowering

plant, (Melastoma malabathrica.)

zṣata, s . (from 3, great, and area, a quail) , the name of

a species of quail, (Perdrix olivacea. )

1. s. (from , strength), a mare, the nymph Ushwinee,

a female slave.

zata, s (from 1, a mare, and fa, fire), submarine

fire, in mythology a being consisting of flame with a

horse's head fabled to have sprung from the thighs of

Ushwa and to have been received by the ocean.

zṣatām, s. (from TȘT¹, a mare, and ¤ ,fire), submarine

fire, (See the preceding word.)
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15.

Categ, s. (from at, a slave, and e , nourished , the gal- II , s . (from 3, great, and f , a species ofwater lily),
Cşaląg, ayıt, 93,

lant of another man's female slave. ,

¿¡×³, 8. (from ₹ș11, a slave, and 73, a son), the son of

a female slave.

THAI, s. (from TF, great, and (T³, a ratan), the name of a

species of ratan or cane, (Calamus fasciculatus.)

ata, s. (from 75, great, and zta, a pea , the large culti

vated garden pea.

44), s. (from 7ș, great, and 11, a parasitical plant), the

name ofa species ofparasitical plant, Loranthus bicolor.

2371, 8. (from T5, great, and 41 , a mother), misfrotune or

calamity considered as a malignant goddess.

atuafata, s. (from 3 , great, and atafts, the hanger-

shaped kidney bean , a very large white variety of the

hanger-shaped kidney bean, (Dolichos gladiatus )

Cștau), s. (from 3, great, and cauf, melilot), the name ofa

plant, (Trigonella fœænum grecum. )

zat , s. (from 45, great, and atat, a species of grass),

a species of club-rush, (Scirpus tetragonus. )

aşlataja, s. (from 73, great, and catata, a species ofplant),

a species of aromatic plant, (Ligusticum Ajouan .)

157757, an imitative sound used to express a stammering

or hasty utterance of words through rage or passion .

zat , s. (from aş, great, and at , mustard), the name of

a species of mustard, (Sinapis ramosa.)

zó̟faði, s. (from 73, great, and fatt , the name ofa tree) , the

•
nameofa species ofthe soap berry tree, (Sapindus emar-

ginatus.)

ZHA, s. (from II, great), the name of a species of Bread

fruit tree, (Artocarpus Lacucha .)

41, 8. (from af , afish pear), a spear, ajavelin.

stata , s. (from 1 , a spear, and t , holding), car-

rying a spear.

tanta , s. (from 3, great, and test , a species of

plant), the name of a plant or shrub, (Flemingia con.

gesta,)

73¤ì, s. ´from afṣ* , a fish hook), a fish hook.

3 , s . (from 3, great, and ft, a species ofgrass), the

name of a species of grass, (Rottboellia exaltata.)

zata , s. (from 3, great, and stat, conferta), the

name of a species of conferva.

zṣumeiti, s. (from 73, great, and state , the name of a

plant), the name of a species ofplant or weed, (Arge-

mone mexicana.)

z , s. (from 3, great, and ‹ t , a scent), the name of

a particular shrub or small tree, (Bergera Konigii .)

7 , s. (from 75, great, and t , a species ofgass),

the name of a species of grass, (Panicum hispidulum.)

the nameofa species ofwater lily (Nymphæa versicolor. ).

7355, s. (from 35, large, and y' , a duck), the name of

mode or combination ofnotes in Hindoo music.

zx= 1, s. (from 75, great, and , the name of a

weed), the name of a species of plant or weed, (Lencas

cephalotes .)

aşi, s . (from at, a ball , a ball or cake, a gingerbread nut,

5 , s. (from 3, great , greatness, importance, grandeur,

glory.

totfm, s. (from așa, greatness, and off , a species of

plant), the name of a species of shrub or small tree,

(Uvaria suberosa.)

71391 , s. (from ze, to surround), a pawn at chess .

* 3*, s. (from aftq, having a string, and c ), to destroy), a

fish hook.

aft , s (from 75, great, and t , a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant, (Hibiscus strictus.)

23ì, s. (from aftæi , a ball) , a ball of sweetmeat, a ginger.

bread nut, a bolus or pill.

73 , s. (from 73, great, and 1 , to stand), the name ofa

species of grass used in making mats, (Cyperus verti-

cillatus.)

75, s. (from T , a brahmun), a brahmun who resides with

and performs religious ceremonies for persons ofthe

shopdra class,

, s. (from Tş, great, and a, the sovereign of the

gods), the name of a tree which is indigenous in the

forests which bound the North-east border of Bengal,

(Garcinia lanceæfolia .)

7377, s. (from aì, to speak), a murmuring, a prating.

Tşaşı, v. n. (from așa , a murmuring), to reply when

reprimanded, to mutter, to grumble, to murmur.

agazta, 8. (from agași, to reply ), a replying saucily when

reprimanded, a grumbling or muttering when reproved,

a murmuring.

zṣaştał, s. (from st, to gabble), loquacity, garrulity,

murmuring, a pert and saucy reply.

afst, a. (from ṣş, a talkingmuch), garrulous, loqua-

cious, replying in a pert or saucy mauner, muttering,

grumbling.

T3, s. (from T , to cover ) , great, large, severe.

z5 , s. (from fe , a carpenter) , a carpenter.

afa , 8. (from 4 , to trade), a merchant, a trader.

78, s. (from 7 , to share out), a share, a portion.

, a. (from t, to shire out), dividing into shares, shar-

ing out ; s . a person who shares out .

THI, s. (fiom ze, to share out), the dividing of a thing into

shares, the distributing of shares,

L11113
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ZE.

27,s. (from zt, to go), the young shoot of the fan palm,

the sheath which envelops the young bamboo.

73, s. (from 7a, to sound) , a man who is circumcised , an

ox or other animal whose tail is cut off ; a. maimed,

defective, crippled, emasculated, impotent.

ze, s. (from a, to bind), a glutinous substance .

23, interj. (from za, to request), ah ! oh ! This particle is

indicative of sorrow, compassion , and pleasure.

z34, s. (from L,, a duck ), a duck, a goose.

75.

aff , a (from t , to change), changing things; s. a

person who changes one thing for another.

Tata, s. (from J ,, a change) , the barter or mutual

exchange of articles.

anal, s. (from Jag , an exchange), a thing given in exchange.

বদলে,ant , ad. (loc, case of , in exchange, is lieu of, instead

of.

zētas, a. (from za, to speak), bountiful, munificent.

, ad. (from S , bad, and Jo , an origin) , low-born.

zotfæ , ad (from & , conjunction, and 15, the day of || ant, s . (from , bad) , a badge of Hoosein worn at the mo-

the month), on that day of the month.

a , s. (from as, a quail , the name of a species of quail,

(Perdrix chinensis )

afat, a. (from fa , two, and fat, thirty), thirty-two.

afa , a. (from afar, thirty-two), the thirty-second.

TeF, s. (from Teя, a young one) , a calf. This word is used

as an affectionate address to any one, O child .

5, s. (from ze , a calf, and affs, the navel) , the name

of a highly poisonous plant which grows abundantly

on the mountains north of India , the root of which is

sold as a medical drug, (Aconitum ferox .)

Tea , s. (from ze , a calf, and яt , flesh), veal.

, s. (from a, to be firm), a year.

tara, ad. from e , a year, and 7, another), in

another year.

24, a. (from 4, bad), bad, evil ; also v. a . (from a , to speak) ,

to speak, to say.

2 , s. (from 25, to speak), the face, the countenance, the

visage, the speaking of a thing, the first term in pro-

gression.

anal, s. (from a , to befirm) , the name of a tree and also of

its fruit , ( Zizyphus Jujubas.)

Ta , v. a. (from 77 , to distinguish, J , an ex.hange),

to be changed for some thing else, to be substituted .

2 , s. (from J , an exchange), an exchange, a thing giv

en in exchange, a recompense, a reward, a substitution,

a vicissitude.

, s. (from , to exchange), the changing a thing for

something else.

21, v. a. (from a , to be changed), to change, to alter,

for change money, to change clothes.

zat , s. (fromJs , an exchange), a thing given in exchange.

, s . (from a , to change), the changing of a thing,

the changing of clothes .

zzata , 8. (from 5 , to change), the changing of a thing,

the changing of clothes .

ataifa , s. from T51, to change , the changing of a thing,

the changing of clothes, a change,

hurum ; evil, wickedness.

anate, a. (from S , bad, and £ , writing), writing a bad

hand.

apta, s. (from S , evil, and Ja , amachination), an evil

machination or contrivance.

zaptat, a . (from Jas , an evil machination), contriving

evil.

zhʊäi, a. (from Sy, evil, and , desire), malevolent.

zasztal, ɑ. (from S, bad, and ye , theface), ugly-fac

ed .

zata, a. (from S , evil, and olj, the tongue), using

scurrilous language.

ata , s. (from ja scurrility), scurrility, abuse.

ts, a. (from S , evil, and t³, born), base-born , vile.

2137, s. (from at , base-born), baseness of birth, vile-

ness, baseness.

3 , a. (from S , bad, and 3 , a form), ill-formed,

ugly, inelegant, ungraceful.

ZĘTUA, 8. (from S., evil, and ~♪, a custom) , an evil cus-

tom or habit ; a. accustomed to evil.

, s. (fromäddy, an evil habit), custom in evil , a

faulty habit

af , a. (from S , bad, and JS, the heart), suspicious.

anjaatst, ɑ. (from St, bad, and Éløe , proud), dissatisfied,

displeased with every thing.

aatst, s. (from E , dissatisfied), an inclination to

evil, dissatisfaction , discontent.

anatal, s. (from S , bad, and le , a blessing), a curse.

15, a. (from a, to bind) , bound, confined, shut, squeezed

together, confirmed in a habit or vice, restrained,

staunched, tied,

2 , 8. (from A , to bind), a stiptic.

*T, s. (from ₹5, bound, and z , phlegm), afflicted with

a cold and want of perspiration.

zsi , s. (from , confirmed, and stats, stupidly ig-

norant), a confirmed idiot.

zeza, ɑ. (from 25, confined, and 3 , water), having water

confined thereon.
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Z.

zata, a. (from 7 , bound. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first), confined and bound.

za-tfacemì, s. (from a , shut, and affacet, a cocoa nut),

the name of a tree indigenous in the forests of the East

border ofBengal, (Sterculia alata. )

zzttsa, s. (from a , confirmed, and Яtst , a fool), a confirm-

ed fool, an arrant fool.

zate , a . (from 2 , confined, and tea, enmity), retaining a

close and confirmed enmity.

zat, a. (from , bound, and , the mouth), having the

mouth closed , having the opening or orifice closed. In

Botany the denomination of a kind of corolla, (perso-

nata.)

, a. (from a , bound, and af , the mouth), hav-

ing the mouth closed, having the opening or orifice

closed.

, a. (from , bound, and , a root), well -rooted .

1 , s . (from Sy, evil, and x✩ží, a picture) , a bad picture

or draught, a bad map ; a, following an evil pattern or

example.

zx7FX, a. (from dự , bad, and ' , sight), envious, malevo-

lent ; s. envy, malevolence.

zx7531, s. (from zbi、,, envious), envy, malevolence.

1, s. (from , the body), an earthen pot with a spout.

ząta, s. (from S , bad, and tax, a name),
a bad name ,

a bad character.

ta , s. (from 1 , a bad character), badness of cha-

racter.

1993, s. (from d , evil, and , purpose), inclined to

evil, purposing evil.

fafs, a. (from , inclined to evil), an evil purpose

or inclination.

, a. (from S , bad, and Ji, works), practising evil

deeds ; s . evil deeds.

ৰফেলী,ta , s. (from Jxist, pra ctising evil deeds ), evil acti

ons.

MF, a. (from S , bad, and A , fate), unlucky, unfor-

tunate.

st, s. (from , unlucky), ill fortune.

ì, s. (from S , bad, and , wide), the name of a

beautiful plant indigenous in the North of Bengal, (Li-

modorum, or Geodorum bicolor) .

zat21, s. from , bad, and ì, a scent), a fœtor, an ill

scent ; a. foetid.

, . (from S , eril, and undo, an assembly),

assembling for evil purposes ; s. an assembly for evil

purposes,

, a. (from led , a evil assembly), an assem-

21.

Lling with wicked persons, an assembly for evil pur.

poses.

, s. (from 3 , bad, and leo, counsel), bad coun-

sel, evil advice, the giving of bad counsel.

, . (from

counsel.

evil advice), giving evil

tata, a . (from Sy, evil, and Alzo, a profession) , pratis-

ing a low or infamous trade or prefession.

ææætatel, s. (from Alzes,, following a mean profession),

the following ofa low or dishonourable profession.

, a . (from Sș , evil, and Tle, temperament), ill- dis-

posed, depraved.

aasta), S;, s . (fromSo, depraved), depravity, a bad

disposition.

zagan, a. (from ɔş, bad, and a sort), bad, evil.

aqaæ , 8. (from “ja, bad), the being of a bad kind.

, s. (from , bad, and 3 , a colour , the name of a

species of tree indigenous to the forests of the North-

east border of Bengal, (Fagara Budrunga, ; ad. ill co-

Joured.

atsit, a. (from S , bad, and atta passionate), angry, pas-

sionate, fretful.

zat , a. (from , bad, and af , a road), wicked, sinful ;

s. wicked conduct.

zat , a. (from 81) , a bad, way), wicked, practising evil,

going in an evil way.

, a. (from S , evil, and Z , consultation), consult-

ing or deciding upon evil,

att, s. (from T , evil consultation , a consulting or

deciding upon evil things.

a. (from , bad, and 5 , aform), ugly, ill - con-

ditioned.

, s. (from , ugly), ugliness , deformity.

gta, s. (from , bad, and J », a condition), a bad con-

dition, adversity.

z , v. a. (from T , to kill`, to kill, to murder.

, s. (from , to kill), slaughter, murder, the execution.

of a criminal, the killing of an animal.

z , s . (from 2 , slaughter, and , a doer , a murder.

er, a person who slaughters animals.

, a. (from 4, slaughter, and ta , doing , commit-

ting murder, killing ; s. a murderer, a person who kills.

aatit, a. (from 8, slaughter, and tf , doing), commit-

ting murder, slaughtering.

za , a . (from 2 , slaughter, and , producing), pro-

ducing or causing slaughter or murder.

185f13, a. (from zª, slaughter, and 43, produced;, pro-

duced by or arising from slaughter or murder.
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11.

12M ), a. (from x , slaughter, and
, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from slaughter or murder.

TÊ , ad. (loc. case of a ), for the purpose of slaugh-

ter or murder.

z , s. (from 2, murder, and 48, punishment), the pu-

nishment for murder, the punishment of death.

zffizÍæ, a. (from 4, slaughter, and fade, causing to

cease), causing slaughter to cease.

zafata , a. (from 8, slaughter, and fats , preventing),

preventing slaughter or murder.

, s. (from 7 , murder, and faza , the preventing

of a thing), the preventing of slaughter or murder, the

reprieving of a criminal.

zása , s. (from a , slaughter, and fa , cessation), the

cessation ofslaughter or murder.

æåfsfæææ, «. (from I, slaughter, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from slaughter or murder ; ad. from or

because of slaughter or murder,

zafafu , ad. (from , slaughter, and ff , a cause), for

the purpose ofslaughter or murder.

nai.

ing in the crime of slaughter or murder ; s. a partaker

in the guilt of murder.

xt , a. (from z8, slaughter, and , a root), originat-

ing from slaughter or murder.

aatst , a. (from 2, slaughtr, and cuts , worthy), wor

thy of death.

5*, a. (from 2 , slaughter, and , indicating), indi-

cating slaughter or murder,

, . (from 4, slaughter, and T , a cause), caused

by or arisingfrom slaughter or murder ; ad. from or be

cause of slaughter or murder.

aatat , s. (from 8, slaughter, and atat , desire), a de-

sire for slaughter or murder.

tæt , a. (from , slaughter, and it , desirous), de-

sirous of slaughter or murder, bloody-minded, mur-

derous.

atas, a. (from a , slaughter, and as, unfit), not deserv

ing death.

zata , s. (from zt, murder), a promiscuous slaughter, a

reciprocal slaughter.

za , a. (from , to kill , deserving death, worthy of atomta, s. (from a , slaughter, and fata, desire), a

death.

, a. (from a , slaughter , and , before), preceded

by or arising from slaughter or murder ; ad. by or

through slaughter or murder.

zigfo¿ææ, ɑ. (from 71, slaughter, and fee, opposing),

opposing orpreventing slaughter or murder.

11ЯTF, a. (from 7ª, släughter, and TF, caused by), pro-

duced by or arising from slaughter or murder; ad. from

or because of slaughter or murder.

zafaat, ed. (from a , slaughter, and fa , without), with-

out or beside slaughter or murder.

Tuff , a. (from zâ, slaughter, and sofa , excepted),

slaughter or murder excepted.

atufæ, s. (from zª, slaughter, and visua☎, an excepti-

on), the exception of slaughter or murder.

ৰধ্যতিরেকে, ad. (luc. case of বাডিরেক), with the exception

of slaughter or murder, without or beside slaughter or

murder.

8ītīt , s. (from 1 , slaughter, and , an obstacle),

an obstacle to slaughter or murder.

za , a. (from 8, slaughter, and ætate, ob-

structing , obstructing or preventing slaughter or mur

der.

zistą, e. (from a , slaughter, and 5, to divide), sharing

in a murder or slaughter ; s. an accomplice or sharer in

the guilt of murder.

Læstsít, a. (from za, slaughter, and sista, sharing), shar-

desire for slaughter or murder.

zâtfsætaì, a. (from að, slaughter, and afsatfa , desirous),

desirous of slaughter or murder, bloody-minded, mur-

derous.

zâtɩūtas, a. (from 72, slaughter, and œœts, unworthy), not

deserving death.

, a. (from a , murder, and E, proper), worthy of

death, deserving death.

aft , a. (from 7 , murder), murderous, sanguinary.

aft , a. (from 7 , to bind), deaf.

aN, a from ađa, murderous), murderous, killing.

74, s. (from ra, to biud , a wife.

&l, 8. (from 28, slaughter, and ¹ , desire), a desire for

slaughter or murder.

Tik, a. (from 2 , slaughter, and , desirous), desirous

of slaughter or murder, bloody-minded, murderous.

aɩ8zx, a. (from 21, slaughter, and 25, desirous), desirous

of slaughter or murder, bloody-minded, murderous.

aatar , a. (from 22, slaughter, and 8413 , ready), rea

dy or prepared for slaughter or murder, bloody-mind-

ed.

aatst, s . (from z , slaughter, and starts , exertion), an

exertion to commit slaughter or murder.

akut, a. (from 4, slaughter, and stuffstą, using exer,

tions), using exertions to kill.

æÍ†¾æ³, a. (from 7, slaughter, and 85, fit), deserving

death.
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ร ศ .

281, a. (from TX, to kill), worthy of death, deserving death

vulnerable.

2813), 4. (from z , deserving of death), a being worthy of

death.

z , s. (from 1, deserving of death), a being worthy of

death.

2 , s. (from 2 , to overspread), a forest, a desert, a place

overrun with weeds, an uncultivated place.

27X15, s. (from 17, a fores ' , and t5, a tree used in dying),

the name of a large shrub (Morinda exserta .)

t ), 8. (from ₹7, a forest, and 1, ginger) , the name

of a plant, Zinziber Casumunar. )

27377), 8, (from 77, a forest, and 9 , the name of a

plant), the name of a plant, (Xanthium indicum, also

Truimfetta Bartramia and Urena sinuata .)

PAX5, 8. (from 17 , a forest, and 5, a species ofplant), a

species ofthe cuckoo pint or wake Robin, (Arum calo-

casia.)

20. (from , a forest, and a , cutting), cutting

down a forest.

zagat, s. (from 24, a forest, and ☎t, a plantain), the wild

plantain.

ty, s. (from 77, a forest, and ☎ata, pulse), the name

of a small wild species of plant resembling a kidney

bean, (Glycine labialis. )

zzzz , 8. (from 77, aforest, and a , a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant mentioned in Dr. F. Bu-

chanan's Mss., ( Hibiscus, species undetermined , proba-

bly Abelmoschus in its wild state.)

ts , s. from , a forest, and tea , coffee , the

name of a species of wild coffee common in Bengal,

(Coffea bengalensis . )

zatarata, s. (from , a forest , and stacata, a sort ofcu-

cumber), a species of wild plantresembling a cucumber,

(Momordica mixta ?)

zaætši , s. (from 77, a forest, and atti , cutting) , a wood

cutter, a person who cuts down wood in a forest.

zatata, s. (from A, a forest, and Я , cotton), the name

of a plant the flower of which bears some resemblance

to that of cotton, (Hibiscus vitifolius . )

7716, 8. (from 31, a forest, and 6, the name ofa particu-

tar seed), the name of a species of plant, (Abrus preca-

torius.)

or perdrix which is nearly as large as the common fowl

but entirely different from any described species.

WINAB, 8. (from 7, aforest, and sta , a species ofcu urbi-

taceous plant) , the name of a small species of cucurbi-

taceous plant, (Cucumis maderaspatanus .)

TINT, s. (from 77, a forest, and stʊ, a cow) , the name of a

species of ox, (Bos grunniens.)

aastta, s. (from 77, a forest, and st☎, a species of tree), the

name of a small tree indigenous in Bengal, (Diospyros

cordifolia. )

11, s. (from 7, a forest, and g , betel nu '), the name

of two species of beautiful palms, (Areca triandra, and

Caryota urens . )

TABA), s. (from 77, a forest, and 671, a species ofpulse), the

name of a species of wild vetch mentioned in Dr. F.

Buchanan's Mss .

za , a. (from 77, aforest, and σ , to move), sylvan, tra-

versing the forests.

zadtşta, s. (from 77, a forest, and štștă, a Chundala), the

name of a plant, (Hedysarum gyrans.)

zastas, a. (from 7, a forest, and 5 , the serpent root), the

name of a species of plant , (Flagellaria indica .)

zadła, 8. (from 77, a forest, and ota, serpent root), the name

of a species of plant, (Flagellaria indica. )

zot?æ, a . (from a, a forest, and ôté, feeding), feeding

in or traversing the forests , sylvan .

aastat, a. (from ₹7, a forest, and of ,feeding), feeding in

a forest, traversing the forests, sylvan .

zastfast, s. (from TA, a jores ' , and otfast , a species of

large tree), the name of a plant which grows wild in

Bengal, (Leea crispa. )

fossi, s. (from 7 , a forest, and fofo , the snake gourd),

the name of a species of the snake gourd, (Trichosan-

thes lobata.)

z7185, 8. (from 25, aforest, and ‹ , a cutting), the cut-

ting down of a forest, a cutting down wood,

, a. (from a , aforest, and c , cutting), cutting

down a forest ; s . a wood-cutter, a person who cuts

down a forest.

sta, s. (from , aforest, and as , a goat), a wild

goat.

175, a. (from az a forest, and ã, to be produced), produc-

ed in a forest, sylvan, wild.

17571, 4. (from T , a forest, and 1, producible), produci

ble in a forest, arising from a forest.

, ad. (loc case of a ), for a forest, for a wilder

za , s. (from , aforest, and , a gallinaceousfowl),

the gallinaceous fowl (Phasianus Gallus) in its wild state

in which state it abounds in the forests of India ; the

name is also applied to another species of phasianus , s. (from 47, aforest, and 1 , a fruit resem

ness.
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bling an olive), the name of a tree which is indigenous

to the forests on the North-east border ofBengal , (Elæo-

carpus rugosus .)

13, a. (from 77, a forest, and 13, produced), born or

produced in a forest.

zasta, 8. (from 47 , a forest, and Ft , a kind offruit), the

name of a wild fruit and also of the tree which produ-

ces it, (Eugenia fruticosa .)

153, a. (from 27, a forest, and 1 , to know), acquainted

with a wilderness ..

t
1, s . from 77 , aforest, and , one who knows), a

person who is acquainted with a wilderness.

ata, s. (from 77, a forest, and 3 , knowledge), know-

ledge of a wilderness .

Za s. (from 7 , a forest, and 41, swinging), the name

of a beautiful and very flexible shrub, (Phyllanthus

multiflorus.)

Jarteigi, s. (kom TA, aforest, and cìa , a fruit called the

Brazil gooseberry) , the name of an insignificant little

plant or weed, Physalis minima.)

7, s. (from 77, a forest, and 3, afig tree), the name

of a species of wild fig tree, ( Ficus hirta .)

TAAN, s. (from Ta, aforest, and a , a nail of the fingers or

fois), the name of a small ornamental tree, (Gordonia

integrifolia. )

afegi , s . (from 7 , aforest, and af , edible amaran-

thus), the name of a species of wild amaranthus, (Ama-

ranthus fasciatus. )

agatal, s. (from 3 , a forest, and agætat, leading to hell),

the name of a shrub indigenous in the forests on the

North-west border of Bengal, ( Ardisia glandulosa .)

755tătâi, s. (from 77, aforest, and statki, an orange), the

name of a common shrub, (Gelonium fasciculatum , al-

so Oxalis sensitiva.)

•*fizze, a. (from 4 , a forest, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from a wilderness, from or because of a

wilderness.

affi , ad. (from 7 , a forest, and ff , a cause) , for a

forest or wilderness.

zaña , s . (from 7 , a forest, and at , indigo) , the name of

a plant which bears some resemblance to the indigo

plan' , (Calega purpurea.)

zalatt, s. (from 77 , a forest, and citat, a species of

plant), the name of a tree or shrub not yet ascertain-

ed.

35 , s . (from 27 , a forest, and i , a species of cucur

bitaceous plant), the name of a species of cucurbitace-

Ouslant, Trichesanthes cucumerina )

বন

, s. (from T , a forest, and fua, aroad), a forest road,

a forest path.

zait, s. (from T , a ferest, and tit, Jew's mallow , the

name of a species of Jew's mallow, (Corchorus olitori-

us, the reddish variety.)

33atak, s. (from 77 , a forest , and Я , beet) , the name of

two plants which grow wild in India, viz. the Dock and

the Sow thistle, (Rumex acutus, and Sonchus orixen-

sis.)

fifșâ, s (from 7 , a forest , and fafș , a species ofplint),

the name of a species of melilot, (Melilotus officinalis,

or Trifolium officinale .)

zafata, s. (from 7 , a forest, and f , an cnion), the

name of a beautiful bulbous plant indigenous in the

north of Bengal, (Crinum longifolium.)

za , s. (from 17, a forest, and , a species of ediblə

plant) , the name of a species of plant, (Basella rubra )

zagiat, s. (from 77, a fores!, and gram, an en'ering), an

entering upon the life of an ascetic in a forest.

zagia**, a. (from 77, a forest, and quart , entering), en-

tering upon the life of an ascetic in a forest.

, a. (from 7 , a forest, and af , entering), en-

tering upon the life of an ascetic ma forest.

25, u. from 27, a forest, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from a forest ; ad. from or because of a

forest.

agatel, a . (from , aforest, and f , departing) , go-

ing to a forest ; s . an anchoret.

zzagat) s. (from 77, aforest, and zzztt, a sort of bean),the

name of a small wild species of kidney bean, ( Dolichos

gangeticus.)

Tsaata, s. (from 77, a forest, and a̸ạtɔ, a hog), a wild hog.

E, s. (from 7, a forest, and i , a species of basil),

the name of a species of Basil, (Ocymum pilosum .)

zaxta, s. (from T ,forest, and ¤, a residence), a residence

in a forest.

, a . (from 7, a forest, and af , residing), resid-

ing in a forest ; s . an anchoret.

afasta, s. (from 7 , a wood, and fast , a cat), a species of

wild cat, (Felis Caracal .)

zafa . s . (from , aforest, and fafa , a cat), a species of

wild cat, Felis Caracal. )

afft , a. (from 3 , forest, and faft , possessed of), pos-

sessed of or abounding with forest.

sta , s. (from 7 , a fores ' , and c5t57, an eating , the

eating a social meal in a forest or garden.

Ta28a1, 8. (from T7 , a forest , and 281, the name ofa spe-

cies oftree), the name of a species of forest tree men-
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tioned by Dr. F. Buchanan in his Mss. Probably a spe-

cies of Bassia.

23føæt, s. (from 3, a forest, and ' , a fly), a gadfly,

(Oestris of several species .)

zafa , s. (from , a forest, and fat, pepper), the name

of a small acrid plant, (Ammannia vesicatoria.)

1, s. (from 77, aforest, and af , a species of jas-

mine), the name of a species ofjasmine, (Jasminum Zam-

bac, flore simpl.)

, s. (from , aforest, and atas, a man), a wild

man, the Orang ootang. The name is also sometimes ap-

plied to another animal, Lemur tardigradus.)

, s. (from A, aforest, and ast , a small species ofpulse),

the name of a small species of pulse, (Phaseolus trilo-

bus.)

zza, s. (from 77, a forest, and a , a roo' ), the name of a

large shrub, (Tetranthera lanceæfolia. )

, s. (from 4, aforest, and cut, a species of Melilot ,

the name of a species of trefoil, (Trifolium indicum.)

za , a. (from 7 , forest, and F, joined , connected with

a forest, abouuding with forests,

zia, s. from 47, a forest, and чut, a species ofjasmine),

the name of a shrub which when in flower has a distant

resemblance to some species of jasmine, (Chleroden-

drum inerme. )

atata, s. (from 7 , a forest, and carta, en aromatic

plant , the name of a small plant which grows wild in

rice fields, (Ligusticum diffusum.)

17357, 8. (from 77 , a forest, and 353, garlic), the name of

a beautiful bulbus rooted plant, Pancratium triflorum,

also Crinum longifolium).

3, a . (from a, aforest, and af , destitute) , freefrom

forest or wilderness .

st , s. (from 3, a forest, and at , a sort of mustard),

the name of a species ofwild mustard, ( Sinapis divari

cata.)

TIXIH, s. (from 77, aforest, and at , a king), the lion or

king ofthe foresis, also the name of a scandent plant,

(Verbesinia scandens.)

157, a. (from 7, a forest, and f , adorning), forest-

adorning.

zafadi , s . (from 77, a forest, and fa , the soap berry tree),

the name of a tree not yet ascertained.

73&5, s. (from 77, a forest, and 5, the name of a species

offish , the name of an animal found in the forests of

India, (Manis pentadactyla. )

az tf , s . (from 7, a forest, and, cats , the name of a

species of fish), the name of a singular animal found in

afo.

the forests of India, (Manis pentadactyla, Buchanan's.

Mss.)

Tamak, s. (from 77, a forest, and maЯ, cloves), the name of

a small insignificant plant which grows in wet places,

(Ludvigia parviflora.)

*d, s. (from 7, a forest, and , Indian flax`, the name

of an ornamental plant, (Crotolaria verrucosa. )

, s. (from xa, a forest, and ft , a kidney bean), the

name of a wild species of kidney bean, (Dolichos Lab-

lab; a .)

, s. (from 7, a forest, and 1 , fennel,, the name

of a species of fumitory, (Fumaria parviflora.)

* a, s . (from 77 , a forest, and ** , a hog), a wild hog,

7531, a . (from 77 , aforest, and 1 , empty), free from fo.

est or wilderness .

TIH, a. (from T , a forest, and 1 , to stand), situated in a

forest.

, a. (from a , a forest, and tf , staying), conti

nuing in a forest.

zaf33, a. (from 77, a forest, and f43, situated), situated in

a forest.

zaga , s. (from 7, à forest, and a , turmeric), the name

of a species of wild turmeric, (Curcuma Zedoaria. )

za , a. (from TA, a forest, and , destitute) , free from

forest or wilderness.

zalyze, a. (from 77, a forest, and (1 , a cause), caused by

or arising from a forest ; ud. from or because of a fo

rest.

231, 1. a. (from , to build or make), to make, to manu.

facture, to build, to fabricate ; s. a thing made, a pre

paration.

asts, s. (from A , cloth), broad cloth, intimacy..

aatst 8. (from C , cloth) , made of wool or cloth.

TA, 8. (from 7 , to make), the making of a thing, the

erecting of a house, the fab icating of a thing.

zataṛ, ud. (loc. case of st☎?, another forest), in another

forest, into another forest.

TATY,. s. (from I , prep. and st, to take), intimacy, love.

fast , s. (from T. to worship), a wife.

alagtā, s. from , to build, slag, a foundation), a foun

dation, an origin , a basis .

afaptat, a. (from alais, a foundation), sprung from a good

family.

zx1, a . (from 77, a forest) , sylvan, belonging to a forest.

TIE, s. (from AITA, a sister ) , a sister's husband .

af ,s.(from a , prep. and at, to take), broad cloth, intima--

су .

Mmmm
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za, u. d . (from 2 , lo salute), to salute, to pay respects or

compliments.

■ , s. (from za, to bind), custody, a parcel of land , a gir

dle, a fastening, a knot, a bandage, a bolt, a roller, a

string, a knuckle, a mound or fence, an embankment to

prevent the overflowing of rivers, regularity .

' ,Z4, s. (from a , custody, and 39, a ding, the

fining of a man or animal.

con-

, a. (from 2 to slate), complimenting, shewing reve

rence ; s . a worshipper, one who shows reve.cnce to an-

other.

, a. (from za , regularity. The las' member of this

zond is only a ryhme to thefirst), orderly.

T³, 8. (from 7 , to silule), a salutation , a bow, the bow-

ing so as to touch the dust of a person's feet.

z , s. (from , a mart), a market, a mart, an emporium ,

a port, a hubour.

z ), s. (from Tx, to praise), a captive, a prisoner, an animal

in confinement, a parasite.

ta , s. (from at, aprisoner, and . , a house), a

prison .

2 , s. (from a prisoner, and a hou e , a prison.

, s. (from , a prisoner, and it , a keeper,, a

jailor.

, s. (from , a prisoner), a prisoner, an animal in

confinement.

za , s. (from , a prisoner, and t , a house , a

prison.

z , s . (from J , T. a musket , a gun, a musket.

anyta, 8. (from a , a prisoner) , a prisoner.

was, a . (from yi , to bind), preparing a false or feigned

story, inventing, contriving ; s. a binding, a tying, ele-

gancy of style.

zatz☎, s. (from gås, a binding, ɔ, and, and “… g, a bind-

ing), a settlement, an arrangemant, a covenant , an

agreement, regularity, the disposition of things or cir-

cumstances, economy, government.

257, a (from 45, to praile , laudable, praise-worthy, vene-

rable.

2 , s. (from 7 , to bind , bonds, close connection with

any thing, intimate union, a tying or fastening ; a. shut,

tied, bound, confined,

, 8. (from zu, to bind) , a pledge, a pawn, a mortgage.

IUFIs , a. (fiom I, a bond, and 234, an instrument , ef-

feeted bythe instrumentality of a bond of union , done

by means of the bond which unites matter to spirit.

TA , 8. from a , a pledge, and 54, a taking), the

taking of a pledge .

TWeXtIB, a: (from TAI, a pledge, and ¶¶¶, takingì, tak↓

ing a pawn or pledge ; s . a pawn-broker.

zetet, a. (from , a pledge, and gifs , receiving), re-

ceiving pledges : s . a pawn-broker, a mortgagee.

131, s. (from 3 , a pledge , and 15, giving), one who

pawns or mortgages things,

atæ, a. (from za , a pledge, and at , gising), giv¬

ing a pledge ; s . a person who pawns or pledges.

↑ a. (from *, a pledge, and ifa , giving), gir.

ing a pledge, giving a thing of pawn,

zut , a. (from 4% , a bond, and at , doing), binding

together, uniting in an intimate connection .

zaxtaì, a. (from 7 , a bond, and af , doing), binding

together, uniting in an intimate connection.

TAB3, a. (from 7 , bonds, and 93, obtained, connected

with or inherent in the connection of matter with spi-

rit, bound.

77377 , a. (from , a bond, and *, producing), pro-

ducing a bond of union, producing abond of union be-

tween spirit ant matter.

་།
za sifað, a. (from 25 ɑhoad, and 563, pro lusel , produced

by or arising from intimate union, produced by o: artsing

from the boud of union between spirit and matter.

4381, 0. (from az ab nd, and 33, producible , produ.

cible by or arising from intimate un on, produced by

or arising from the bond of union between spirit aud

matter.

581, ad, flor. case of I , for intimate union, for a

bond ofunion, for the union of matter with spirit.

, al. (from a bond and 31, a door , by or

through a bond of union, by or through the bond which

unites matter to spirit.

IAI, s. (from Tato bind , the tying of a knot, the fasten

ing of a thing, the confining of a person in prison, the

closing or shutting of a thing. Constructed with 55',

to unloose, this word means to liberate.

24317 , a . from 24, a binding, and ***, ding), tying,

binding, shutting up.

zata . a . from 7, a binding, and af , doing), ty.

ing, binding, shutting up.

aan , s. (from 4 , bonds, and c , an excavation),

a dungeon.

zaests, a. (from Tax, binding, and st³, obtained), bound,

intimately connected with or inherent in the bonds

which unite spiri: to matter.

11354, a. (from zu , a binding, and 7 , producing),

producing confinement, causing a shutting up, causing

the tying or fastening of a thing.
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gafas, a. (from

23.

7 , a binding, and 3, produced

by , produced by or arising from binding or shutting

up, produced by or arising from tying or fastening.

3351 , a . (from 37, a binding, and 31, producible

producible by or arising from binding or shutting up,

producible by or arising from tying or fastening.

ar, ad. (loc . case of 1), for the purpose of bind-

ing or shutting up, for the purpose of tying or fastening

zaaftage, a. (from 47, a binding, and faag , causing to

cease , putting a stop to confinement or shutting up,

putting a stop to tying or fastening.

zzafaatze, a. (from zaz, a binding, and fartṛæ, a pre-

ven'ing , preventing confinement or shutting up, pre-

Venting tying or fastening.

zzafazıza, s. (from 747, a binding, and fat , a prevent-

ing , the preventing of confinement or shutting up, the

preventing oftying or fastening.

faf , s. (from 1 , a binding, and fifa, cessation ,

the cessation of confinement or shutting up, the cessa-

tion oftying or fastening.

zafofasz, u. (from x7 , a binding, and fafa , a ceuse ,

caused by or arising from confinement or shutting up ,

caused by or arising from tying or fastening ; ad. from

or because of confinement or shutting up, from or be-

cause of tying or fa - tening.

zafafata, all. fron 2 , a binding, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of confinement or shutting up, for the

purpose oftying or fastening.

773543, a. (from 337, a binding, and , before), pre-

coded by or arising from confinement or shutting w ,

preceded by or arising from tying or fastening ; ad. by

or through confinement or shutting up, by or through

tying or lastening.

44
TUISCS, a . (from 7, e binding, and , caused by`,

caused by or arising fou confinement or shutting up,

caused by or arising from tying or fast ning ; ad. from

or because of confinement or shutting up, from or be-

cause of tying or fastening.

zaq8, a. (from747, a binding, and 2 %, ob'ained), bound,

inherent in bonds.

zaag 18, s. (from 1, a binding, and an obtaining,

the obtaining ofbonds,

zzafia), ad. (fromzæª, abonding, and fast, without), with-

out or beside confinement o shuting up, without o

beside tying or fastening.

zwazifafas, a. ·from a , a binin , and foßs , excep-

ed , confinement excepted, shut.ing up excepted, ty-

ing or fastening excepted . -

zafer?æ, s. (from T , a vinding, and fouzz, an ex-

ception), the exception of confinement or shutting up,

the exception of tying or fastening.

zaufsicæ, ad. (loc. case of a ) , with the ex-

ception of confinement or shutting up, with the excep

tion of tying or fastening, without or beside confinement

or shatting up without or beside tying or fastening.

zaacats), ɑ. (from 147, a binding, and cuts , worthy), de➡

p.serving confinement or shutting o

zaxtal, s. (from 47, bonds, and #tat, a house), a prison.

PRITLII, a. (from 247, a binding, and (53, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from confinement or shutting up , caus-

ed by or arising from tying or fastening ; ad. from or

because of confinement or shutting up, from or because

of tying or fastening.

aatsia, s. (from 1, a confining, and atatg, a house), a

prison.

zaag, a. (from 27, a binding, and wag, unfit), not des

serving confinement, unfit to be tied or fastened.

zatot , a. from za7, a binding, and watst , unwor◄

thy , not deserving confinement, unfit to be tied or

fastened.

2 , s. (from 1, a binding, and , fit), deserving

confinement or shutting, fit to be tied or fastened.

zate , s. ( from , a binding, and toy, a house), a

prison..

as, a. (from ã, a bond, and fix , cau:ing to cease ,

causing intimate union to cease, causing the union be-

tween matter and spirit to cease.

afate, a. from 7 , a bond, and fiataỡ, preventing),

preventing a bound of union, preventing the union be

tween matter and spirit:

zata , s. (from 7 , a bond, and facta, a preventing),

the preventing of a bond of union , the preventing of

the Londs which unite spirit to matter.

rafas, s. from 2 , a bond, and fas , cessation), the ces

sation of a bond of union, the cessation of the bonds..

which unite spirit to matter..

affat , ad from af , the cessation ofbonds, and

1 , a door , by or through the cessation of a bond of

union, by or through the cessation of the bond which

unites matter to spirit.

, a. (from a , a bend, and fifa , a cause), caused.

by or arising from a bond of union, caused by or aris

ing from the bonds which unite spirit to matter ; ad.

from or because of a bond of union, from or because of

the bonds which unite spirit to matter.

, ad. (from a , a bond, and fila , a cause , for the

Mmmm2
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purpose of a bond ofunion, for the bonds which unite

spirit to matter.

Ta , s. (from H, to bind) , a bandage, a roller, a garter,

a ligament.

Tajčata, s. (from I, a ligament, and cxta, a receptacle),

in anatomy, the name of certain parts of the body cal-

led fasciæ.

Mags, a. (from 7, a ligement, st , the neck, and F,

joined to , in anatomy, the name of a certain muscle,

(Syndesmo-pharyngæus . )

বন্ধনীপদাৰ্থকপনা , s. (from बন্ধ-পিদাৰ্থক, ligamentous, and

at , a tube), in anatomy, the name of one of the tu-

bular vessels of the body usually called the ligamentous

tube.

as , a. (from , to bind , capable of being bound or ti-

ed, requiring to be confined .

ITPÍT, a. (from A, a bond, and before), preceded by

or arising from a bond of union, preceded by or arising

from the bond which unites spirit to matter ; ad. by or

through a bond of union, by or through the bond which

unites spirit to matter.

fox, a. (from , a bond, and af , obstructing ,

laying an obstruction in the way of a bond of union,

obstructing the bond which unites matter to spirit.

EF, a. (from a , a bond, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from a bond of union, caused by or aris-

ing from the bond which unites matter to spirit ; ad

from or because of a bond of union, from or because

of the bond which unites matter to spirit.

, a. (from , a bond, and e, procuring) , procur

ing a bond of union, procuring the bond which unites

matter to spirit.

28, a. (from a , bonds, and gt , obtained), put in

possession ofthe bonds what unite matter to spirit.

, s. (from z , a bond, and fs, acquisition), the

acquisition of a bond of union, the acquisition of the

bond which unites matter to spirit.

zafini, ad. (from a, a bond, and fea , without) , without

or beside a bond of union, without or beside the bond

which unites matter to spirit.

us, a. (from , a bond, and aff , excepted),

a bond of union excepted, the bond which unites mat-

ter to spirit excepted.

fuz s. from abond, and zift , an exception),

the exception of a bond of union, the exception of the

bond which unites matter to spirit.

A

which unites matter to spirit, without or beside a bond

ofunion, without or beside the bond which unites mat-

ter to spirit.

aautats, s. from a , a bond, and æstats, an obst acle), an

obstacle to a bond of union, an obstacle to the bond

which unites watter to spirit.

ætateæ, a. from , a bond, and rate , obstructing),

obstructing a bond of union, obstructing the bond which

unites matter to spirit.

THCF, a. (from ™ , a bond, and TF, joined), connected

with a bond of union, connected with the bond which

unites matter to spirit, joined in intimate bonds.

aatst, a. (from E, a bond, and catst, contact) , the appli

cation of a bond ofunion, the application ofthat bond

which unites matter to spirit.

fs, a. (from , a bond, and (53, destitute), freefrom

ordestitute ofa bond of union, destitute of or free from

the bond which unites matter to spirit.

Tæats, s. (from a , a bend, and ☎ts, acquisition ), the ac-

quisition of a bond of union, the acquisition of that

bond which unites matter to sĮ irit.

A* , a. (from a, a bond, and 1, empty), free from or

destitute of a bond of union, free from or destitute of

the bond which unites matter to spirit.

, a. (from a bend, and 37 , destitute), free from

or destitute of a bond of union, free from or destitute

of the bond which unites matter to spirit.

JAIGF, a. (from a, a bond, and (x3, a couse), caused by

or arising from a bond of union , caused by or arising

from the bond which unites matter to spirit ; ad. from

or because of a bond of union, from or because of the

bond which unites matter to spirit.

ZA , 8. (from , to bind), a stipend.

aatst, s. (from a, a bond, and wats, a want ofcon-

tact), the non-application of bond of a union, the non-

application of that bond which unites matter to spirit.

a , s. (from , to bind), a prisoner, a felon.

, s. (from 2 , to bind), a friend, an associate, a kins

man.

std, s . (from , akinsman, and sta, a genus , a body of

kinsmen or friends, relations, friends.

ZHI , 8. (from a, afriend), friendship, intimacy.

ZAI, s. (from, H, afriend), friendship , intimacy.

zi , s. (from , a relation, and ( †¤, injury), the in-

jury or murder of a friend or relation.

ব্রহ্মাব্যডিরেকে, বন্ধ ডিরেক ,fo , ad. (loc . case of afsta ,with the excepti- , a. (from 2 , a relation, and ca , injuring),

on of a bond of union, with the exception of the bond

injuring or murdering a friend or relation.
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A. 21.

ra,Taatu , s. (from , a relation, and at , destruction), the ata, ad. (from a , with, and Je, property) , with the pro

destruction or ruin of a friend or relation,

, a. (from 4, a relation, and 71 , destructive),

destructive to a friend or relation.

zafafas», a. (from a, a relation, and faſ³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a friend or relation ; ad, from or

because of a friend or relation.

face, ad. ´from z , a relation, and fªƒ±³, a cause), for

a friend or relation .

zaque, a. (from , a relation, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a friend or relation ; ad. from or

because of a friend or relation.

zas, s. (from , a friend, and as, a class), the class of

persons composed of relations or friends, relations ,

friends.

att, s. (from a relation, and fat , destruction),

the destruction of a friend or relation,

zafarte, a. (from 4, a relation, and fante, destruc-

tive), destructive to a friend or relation .

zafataì, a. (from za a relation, and fɛatfata, destructive),

destructive to a friend or relation,

?

, a. (from a , to bind , undulated, waved. In bota-

nythe term is applied to an undulated leaf, (undulatum. )

ZEI , s. (from , friend, and , a multitude), a mul

titude or collection of relations or friends.

231, a. (from 1 , to bind), barren , sterile, unfruitful.

z , s. (from 1, barren , barrenness, sterility.

, a. (from 17, a forest), sylvan, rural, wild.

25143, s. (from za1, sylvơn, and 49, a beast), a wild beast .

2 , s. (from 7 , sylvan, and af¤, buffalo), a wild

buffalo.

zzzz, s. (from 777 , wild, and , a hog , a wild boar.

ZAKI), 8. (from 7 , sylian, and afïã, an elephant), a wild

elephant.

Za ', s. (from 7, water), a deluge, a flood.

79 , s. (from 7 , to sow), the sowing ofseed.

, s. (from 7 , sowing, and ata, time), seed-time.

zЯi, s. (from ™ , to sow), fat, synovia.

z , 8. (from 2 , to sow), the body.

281, s. (from , to sow), a sower, a father.

ZIM¥1, 8. (írom , to injure), a person who attends the

courts of justice to give testimony in any cause for

which he may be paid.

73, s. (from 3, to move), a large ichneumon, (Mustela ich-

neumon.)

zaal, s. (from 2 , toromit), a vomiting of food or any other

substance.

zza, s. (from za, vomit), the act of vomiting.

perty.

aal, s. (from za, to vomit), an emetic, any substance thrown

up by vomiting

ft , s . (perhaps from Bombardier), a pirate, a pirate

who commits depredations on rivers.

TY, s. (from 69' , a scent), a scent, a smell.

748 , s. (from Ty , the period of life) , the period of life.

A : a, s. (from zyn, life, and ¤, a step), the allotted pe-

riod of life.

ag1, 8. (from fastsat, the name of a tree), the name of a

large timber tree the nuts of which are used in medicine

and the arts, (Terminalia bellerica . )

1 s. (from , to move), an egg which is not impregnated

by the male.

Tyxit), s. (from T , wind, and at, to move), the name of

a combination of notes in Hindoo music.

il, s. (from , the period of life, and cætși, a boil),

the small boils or pustules which frequently appear on

the face.

41, s . (from a , life, and 1 , to stand), manhood.

TIA , 8. (from I?, life), one ofthe same age, a companion,

a1, s. (from 94, a scent), foetid, disagreeable.

aga, s . (from lag, a relation) , a relation of particulars,'

an explanation, the face.

ty, s. (from , the wind), the wind ; also (from

buffalo) , a buffalo.

WIŃĦd, a. (from T , the period of life , and c , eldest),

eldest, chief in point of age.

za, v. a. (from 7, to skreen), to betroth, to promise mar◄

riage.

73, 8. (from , to cover), a bridegroom, a boon, a promise ;

a. in composition when this word as the last memberof

a compound it means chief, most excellent.

za , ad. (from 4, to cover), rather.

zgær, s. (from üŚ , to bless) , a blessing a benediction,

a blessing.

ææætā, s. (from ¿ɲt, lightening, and jus), to throw),

the name of a kind of troops, literally throwers of

lightening.

zzzata, s. (from ɲ. , upon , and , condensed, cool), rest,

stedfastness , firmness.

বরখাস্ত,E , s. (from ;, to rise up), a removing from

office.

agat , a. (from , upon, and , opposition), con-

trary, opposed to.

azcamtel, s. (from , opposed to , opposition, con-

trariety.

Wh
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zast , s . (from , to cover), a rafter.

za , ad. (from 23 , rather, and 5, and), rather, preferably.

ZII, s. (from IX, excellent, and HH, to beproduced), a plan-

tation ofbetle, (Piper betel )

23 , s. (from 2, to chuse , a gander.

zati, s. (from T , a gander), a goose, a wasp .

34, 8. (from I, to skrien), the betrothing of a woman, the

making a promise of mariage, the constituting of a re-

presentative, the giving of earnest money, a freckle.

ta , s. from 4, a selecting, and stat, a sort of las-

ket), a basket containing offerings to a god on occasion

of a marriage contract.

8. from selecting and , clothes), clothes given

as presents on the occasion of a marriage contract.

Hai , s. (from 734, a selecting, and cπt‡, a pair or suit

of clothes , a change of garments given on occasion of

a marriage contract.

zata , s. (from 34, an invitation , and , conver-

sation), a kind of recitative in Hindoo music .

7744, a. (from I, to skreen), eligible , proper to be chosen.

বরতরফ s. (írom , upon, and a side , dismissed

from office, put aside.

33 ), s. from dismissed from office), a dismissalف طرب
فر

from office, the putting of a person aside.

agħ, a. (from TZ, a boor, and ', to give) , giving boons or

blessings.

231, s . (from , a boon, and at , a giver , the giving of

a boon or blessing.

23517, s. from 23 , a blessing, and , the giving ofa thing,

the giving of aboon, the giving of a blessing, the giving

ofa promise.

zgūts ē, a . (from 77, a been, and ¤!? , giving), bestowing

boons or blessings ; s . the giver of a boon.

7ħt?), a. (from TA, a boon, and atft7, gning), bestowing

boons or blessings.

◄guts, a. (from yt, pen, and j' , to hell , holding, bear-

ing ; s . a person who holds or bears a thing.

agħtel, s. (from , old ), a holding, a sustaining, a

having.

zants, 1. (from LA , to bear), a bearing or enduring.

, s. (from IX , excellent, aud x , a separation), a de-

fective singer.

paste, a. from 34, a boon, and atí , praying), request-

ing a boon.

, 8. (from g, a been, and stu , prayer), the re-

questing a boon.

TI , s. (from ;, snow), snow.

ap.54, 4. (from 7g, a boon, and to , petitioning), request-

231.

ing a boon or blessing ; s . a person who asks a boon or

favour.

zautó), s. from az, a boon, and atgl, a petition), a petition

for a boon or favour.

zata, 8. (from Ta, a bridegroom, andētī, a vessel) , a bride.

groom, a person betrothed to a damsel.

aguial, s. from 3, a bridegroom, and atf going), a per-

son who attends on the bridegroom at a marriage, a

relation or friend who attends the bridegroom

Tal, s. (from 3 , boon, and , to take), a hornet.

v. (from 7, to rain , to rain, to fall like a shower,

agat, s. (from afari, a fish hook) , a fish hook, a spear.

zat , 8. (from to estimate , an estimating, a calcule

tion, the forming of a previous estimate ofwhat maybe

necessary for a feast or other undertaking.

zatait, s. from za, a boon, and tatt, desire , the de

sire of a boon or favour.

zat, a. (from II, a boon, and tf , desirous), desi

ous of a boon or favour.

4 s. (from , to skreen,, a cowry, the pericarpium of

the water-lily .

zatèē, s, from arte, a cowory), a cowry, money.

zatēt, s . (from I?, good, and

note in the Hindoo gamut .

to move), the name of

aște, s. (from Sz?, a warrant), a commission, a war..

rant, an assignment, a reference, a letter, a draft, cash,

a maintenance.

zatst, a. (fion 'jp, a commission), arising from a commis-

sion or warrant, arising from an assignmeut.

agta ata, s. (from 77, a loon, and at , a searching),

the seeking for a boon or favour.

a. from 13, a boon, and af , searching),

seeking for a boon or favour.

tas, a. (from 77, a boon , and , seeking), seeking.

for a boon or favour.

zahrad , s . from zạ, a boon, and ¶¶ , a seɛking), the

seeking for a boon or favour.

aztezat, a . from 17, a boʊn, and afuq, a secking), seeking

for a boon or favour.

zataṛ, s. (from zelje, abreast), abreast, even, level, like,

plain , uniform, smooth, straight, equal, exact, accurato,

alike ; ad straight on, up to.

tead, s (from T3, a trid.groom, and 534 , an ornament),

the ornament of a bridegroom at his marriage.

zatsia, s. (from 7, a beon, and , desire), a desire

for a boon or favour,

zyfsate , z . (from 3, a boon, and feta desirous , de-

sirous of a boon or favour.
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24.
ta.

zsíañ ,atan, s . (from Sol , information), an accusation, an im- [ zstan , s . (from zsí, a square, and , a cube), the square of

peachment, an information.

zati, s. (from I, excellent, and w , an enemy), a com-

bination of notes in Hindoo music.

giat, s. (from zata, a particular combination ofno'es,

and at, a dancer , a particular kind of Hindoo melody

accompanied with action.

Zitzat, s. (from 13. a particular combination of notes,

and 4 , one , in Hindoo music a particular tune or com-

bination of musical sounds.

atur, a. (from 3, a boon, and f , desirous), desirous of

a boon or favour.

eztif, ed. (loc, case of tf , for the purpose ofa boon or

favour.

afafas, a. from fa , attendance) , served obsequiously,

carefully or obsequiously attended on.

, a . (from 7775, attendance), worthy of or requir

ing obsequious attendance.

T¿ª, v. a. from za, to rain , 10 rain down, to shower down

azad, 8. (from za, to rain) , the falling of rain or any other

thing as dust, weapons, flowers, or the like, a showering

down.

1, v. a. (from zɛ to rain), to shower down, to cause to

rain or fall like a shower ; s . the rainy season.

4, s. (from to skreen), the name of the Indian Neptune,

the name ofa large and beautiful flowering tree , (Cap-

paris trifolia )

zats, s. from . to skre n a boar, a hog."

zaisì, s. (from zatę, a boar) , a sow,

zziain, ad. (from , by reason of, and ♪ s, self), for one's

self.

1 , s (from 77, a boon , and ' , desire), a desire for a

Loon or favour.

azz , a. from ay, a boon, and 3 , desirous) , desirous of

a boon or favour.

NzEE, ɑ. (from za, a boon , and a desirous), desirous of a

boon or favour.

21303, a. (from 7, to skreen) , chief, eminent, excellent.

7 , s. (from 7, to comer), the split bamboos which run

lengthwise in a stage or floor of bamboos .

así s. (from , to abandon , a class , a number of synonyms,

a section, a square number.

zází, s. ( from así, a square, and an operation ) , in the

mathematicks an operation relative to squares, an in-

determinate problem admitting of various solutions .

35af3, s. (from zá, a square , and as, an operation), a

square number.

a cube.

sat3,8 . (from así, a square , , a cube, and tɔ, a stroke),

in mathematicks the firth power or sursolid.

zsísta, s. (from as, a square, and , afco !), the square foot.

estafs, s . (from 7sf, a square, and 123, nature , in ma-

thematicks the affected square.

zsizší, s. (from zsí, a square, and zá, a qutre), the square

of a square, a biquadrate number.

assato, s. (from zá, a square, and zest , the fifth

power), in mathematicks the seventh power.

anastast, s. (from así, a squire, and asící, a biquadrate), the

square of a squared square.

zz , s . ( from asf, a square, and , a reot), the square

root.

73, . (from asf, a class, and 3 , mede), classified.

ats, a. (from as, a class, and 83, become , become a

class or genus.

ame, a. (from ₹5, a class) , belonging to a class.

z , v. a. (from 5, to abandon , to except, to relinquish, to

abandon, to expel the fæces.

754, s. (from 43, to abandon) , the making of an excepti

on, the leaving out of a thing.

2549, a. (from 75, to abandon), rejectible, exceptionable,

fit to be abandoned or rejected, censurable.

7f33, a . (from 75, to abandon), excepted, left out, reject-

ed, abandoned, censured.

251, a. (from 3, to abandon) , rejectible, exceptionable, fit

or requiring to be abandoned or rejected, censurable.

Tá, v. a. (from Ta, to describe,, to narrate , to describe, to

detail.

za, s. (from 7ɗ, to colour) , a tribe , a class, an order , a colour,

a hue, atint , a coloured cloth thrown upon the back ofan

elephant, a syllable, a letter, a quality, a property, fame,

celebrity, praise, a staining of the body with coloured

unguents, beauty, lustre, the colour ofgold when tri-

ed on the touchstone, the fineness of gold determined

by the touchstone, in arithmetic a quantity, a co-effici-

ent.

, a. (from , to colour ) , a perfume for the body, lime,

a paint or pigment of any sort, a panegyrist, a bard, a

poetical encomiast, one whodescribes things , the stand-

ard or fineness of gold ; a. belonging to a tribe or class .

z , 8. (from zá , belonging to a class, and 154 , a

brahmın), a brahmen who officiates in religious things

for some inferior class.

, s. (from z , a letter, and , a step , alphabetical

order.
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1

7d.

ts, a. (from T , a letter, and st , found , algebraic .

zatú, s. (from zá, a cliss, and T , duty) , the duties of per-

sons of the four classes in society.

za, s. (from aí, to describe , the describing of a thing, the

narrating of circumstances .

z11, s .(from Ta ,̸ to describe), a des cription , a narration , the

relation of a thing.

☎atatas, a. (from 7671, a description , and ạ , doing),

making a description, narrating, relating in detail.

zatat , a. (from 1 , a description, and atfa , doing),

making a description , narrating, relating in detail.

Tat , a. (from 1 , a description, and , producible),

producible by or arising from a description or narrati-

on, producible by or arising from a detailed relation.

at , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for a description or

nairation, for a detailed relation .

these, a . (from 1, a description , and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from a description or nar-

ration, caused by or arising from a detailed relation ;

ed. from or because of a description or narration, from

or because of a detailed relation.

sfsfs, ad. (from it, a description, and fafas, a

cause), for a description or narration, for a detailed re-

lation.

, a. (from T , a description, and , before),

preceded by or arising from a description or narration,

preceded by or arising from a detailed relation ; ad. by

or through a description or narration, by or through a

detailed relation.

datus, a . (from ₹ 31 , a description , and TF, caused by) ,

caused by or arising from a description or narration,

caused by or arising from a detailed relation ; ad. from

or because of a description or narration, from or be-

cause of a detailed relation.

Zata1, ad. (from agat, a description, and fat, without) ,

without or beside a description or narration, without

or beside a detailed relation.

date fofas, a. from 1, a description , and If&F, ex-

cpted), a description or narration excepted, a detailed

relation excepted.

Zentzfore, s. (from dal , a description, and Zusage, an

exception , the exception of a description or narration,

the exception of a relation in detail.

adataifaiz, ad. loc. case of data ), with the ex-

ception of a description or narration , with the excepti-

on of a relation in detail, without or beside a descrip-

tion or narration, without or beside a relation in detail.

cats!, c. from 1 , a description , and catstr, worthy),

a .

worthy of a description or narration, worthy ofa rela

tion in detail.

Tante, a. (from T , a description, and , fit), worthy

of a description or narration, worthy of a description

in detail.

ti , a. (from 1 , a description, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from a description or narration,

caused by or arising from a detailed relation ; ad. from

or because of a description or narration, from or be<

cause of a relation in detail.

zata, a. (from Za, to describe), describable, worthy of be

ing delineated or narrated.

záfáttúra, s. (from , a letter, and fa̸furg, substitution),

the substitution or natural change of one letter for

another.

zat , s. (from zá, a letter, and at , a garland), an al-

phabet.

za , a. (from a, to describe), describable, worthy of

being delineated or narrated .

, a. (from a , a tribe, and , an acting together),

mixed ; s. a mixed tribe.

zátta, s. (from Já, a letter, and tsa, a coming), thejoin

ing an increment to a root or word.

zatē , s. (from Tá, a colour, and 33, without), another co.

lour, a change of colour.

zát , s. (from T , a class, and at , a state), the classes

and states of society.

atatata, s. (from Tá, a class, & , a state, and 1517,

conduct), the classes, states, and duties of society.

afs , a. (from 3 , to describe), described, narrated, parti

cularized eulogized .

za , s . (from Tá, to colour , a painter, one who describes,

religious student.

aga, s . (from , to be , the name of a species ofquail,

(Perdriæ olivacea, Dr. F. Buchanan's Mss. ) a sort of

mixed or bell metal.

z , s. (from , to be), the existing of a thing, the sub-

sisting of a thing, the being in any particular state or

time, a maintenance, the fixed property of a person ; a

fixed, stationed, stable, staying, abiding, remaining.

, a. (from e, to be), possible, probable.

agata, a. (from 3 , to be), being, existing, present.

zgataæta, s. (from TÍA, present, and i , time) , the pre-

sent tense in grammar.

zzata¹, s. (from zata , present), present existence, being.

ata , s . (from, at , present) , present existence , being

af3, s . (from ze, to be , a candle, a lamp, a match, a wick,

a tent, a bougie, a painting-brush, a ruled line,
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বর্তি

affa , s. (from af , acandle, and t, apair ofscissors),

a pair ofsnuffers.

afés, a. (from , to be), been, become.

fs , a. (from , to be), possible, probable.

z , à. (from af , being), being, existing.

, s. (fromze, to be), a circle, a globe, a ball, a sphere,

a pea, a ball of earth, a marble for play, a bullet, a ball

ofearth put on a spindle to assist its rotation.

zgatæta, a. (from , a ball, and atata, a form), globu-

lar, spherical, round.

agatafs, a. (from ifs, a ball, and wtafs, aform), globu-

lar, spherical, round.

Tatefagfæ, s. (from agatafs, globular, and ¿f , a gland),

a conglobate gland.

Tatafserfan, s. (from tafs, globular, and fama,

a mixing), conglomeration.

zgatfa, s. (from 1, globular, and f , a bone), the name

of certain smail bones, (Os pisiforme.)

tata, s. (from zf , a candle, and t , a thing which

supports another thing), a candlestick.

, s. (from , a road), a road, a path.

Tú , s. (from 2 , to be), a road, a path , an eye-lash.

zɩtag7, 8. (from 7, a road, and 887, a passing over),

wandering from the road, a going astray, an overstep-

ping of the prescribed course for a work.

tế, v. n. (from ą, to increase), to increase, to grow, to en-

large.

rea, a. (from 1 , to increase), causing increase, growing,

promoting,

za, s . (from zą, to increase), an increasing, a growing.

ats , a. (from 7, an increasing, and cats , worthy),

capable of improvement or increase, worthy of increase.

zanja, a. (from za̸7, an increasing, and “ja, a tendency),

increasing, improving, growing, having a tendency to

grow or increase.

Taté, a. (from 257, an increasing, and □ , fit ), capable

ofimprovement or increase, worthy of increase. ,

aty, a (from , to increase), capable of increase or im-

provement.

zata, 7. (from 71, to increase), increasing, growing.

zatasfs, a. (from data, increasing, and st³, mo ion),

accelerated ; s. an increasing motion.

zéztaz²), 3. (from 1413 , increasing, and 7•* , a family),

having an increasing family.

atacast, a. (from 4 , increasing, and cast, velocity),

accelerated, increasing in velocity.

73, a. (from TT, to increase), increased, grown, expanded ,

thriven.

afassifs, s. (from afs, increased, and sf , motion), acce-

lerated motion, acceleration, increased action.

stt, a. (from afs, increased, and t, a part), hav-

ing a part enlarged ; s. in Botany a part of the corol

of a flower (lamina. )

zf , a . (from , to grow), growing, having a tendency

to become large, improving.

afa̸x31, s. (fromafax, an increas ng), the having atendency

to grow or increase.

afax , 8. (from af , increasing), the having a tendency

to grow or increase.

afi, s. (from 7 , snow), a sort of sweetmeat.

বৰ্ব্বটী , s . (from বর্ষট, a sort of bean), the name of a sort of

kindney bean, (Dolichos Catjang.)

বৰ্ব্বর, s.
(from a , to go) , a man of a low or degraded class

or profession, a stupidly ignorant man.

afai, 8. (from 7, to go), the name of a species of basil,

(Ocymum pilosum) , a species of bird which hangs its

nest under the leaves of palm trees, (Loxia philippensis. )

z , 8. (from Tx , a coat of mail , a coat of mail.

a ', a. (from , mail , mailed , accoutred.

aff, s. (from fat, afish hook , a fish hook.

zá, v. n. (from ¿a, to rain), to rain, to shower down.

zu ,̸ s. (from za, to rain , a year.

zása), a. (from a , a year, and if , living), annual (ap.

plied to vegetables . )

za , s. (from 2x, to rain , the falling of rain or hail.

zaaf , s. (from w , a year, and af , increase) , a birth day,او

an anniversary.

za , s. (from 8, to rain) , rain, a shower, the rainy-season ;

v. a, to shower down, to cause to rain.

tata, s. (from 21 , rain, and ta, time), the rainy sea

sou.

zatztala, a. (from zatata, the rainy season) , belonging to

or connected with the rainy season.

zifs, a. (from zat, the rainy season), belonging to or occa-

sioned by the rainy season ; s . a disease in horses and

cows supposed to be occasioned by the rains, a cloke or

outer garment proper for the rainy season.

zatze, a. from aất, rain , rainy, showery.

zá , a. (from a , a year), very old, full of years, eldest.

zɩɗtim, s. (from a̸a´¹ , rain, and sta, a stone) , hail.

TW , & (from a, to rain), the body, height, tallness, ele

vation, measure, a handsome form.

TE, s. (from ag, to increase), a peacock's tail, a peacock's

crest.

zgì, s. (from æg, a peacock's tail), a peacock.

, v.a. (from at, to speak), to say, to speak, to te!'.'

Nunn
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, s. (from a , strength), strength, might, power, vigor,

energy, an army, a chess man. *

za , a. (from a , power, and to do), strengthen ing,

causing strength or power.

TEH , a. (from , strength, and , to do), lukewarm , mo-

derately thin like milk once boiled ,

zatze, a. (from T , strength, and age, making), strength-

ening, causing strength or power.

zati, a . (from T , strength, and atfa , making,, strength-

ening, causing strength or power.

za , a. (from T , strength, and 5 , producing), pro-

ducing strength or power.

ZEGAJ, a. (from z , strength, and 51 , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from strength or power.

ZR (3), ad. (loc. case ofT1), for the purpose of strength

or power.

z , s. (from ez , an ox) , an ox.

zantai , s. (from , strength, and ɩt¾, a giver), a giver of

strength or power.

anta, s. (from a , strength, and t¬, a gift), the gift of

strength orpower.

zant , a. (from , strength, and at , giving), giving

strength or power, corroborating, strengthening.

zantul, a. (from 7 , strength, and if , giving , giving

strength or power, corroborating, strengthening.

za, s. (from z , to speak), a speaking, the saying of a

thing.

, s. (from za, strength, and at , destruction) , the de-

struction of strength or power.

zaatdē, a. (from ™ , strength, and i , destructive), de-

structive to strength or power, weakening.

zafafas , a. (from a , strength, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from strength or power ; ad. from or

because of strength or power.

amfafa , ad. (from a , strength, and fafa , a cause), for

the sake of strength or power.

, a. (from ™ , strength, and , giving) , communicat-

ing strength or power.

zagata, s. (from z , strength, and sata, a giving), the giv

ing of strength or power.

, a. (from am, strength, and F, caused by , caus-

ed by or arising from strength or power ; ad. from or

because of strength or power.

me, a. (from za, strength), strong, firm, solid, valid, pre-

valent.

I , S. (from me, strong), strength, firmness, solidity,

validity, prevalency.

, s. (from me, strong), strength, firmness, solidity,

validity, prevalency.

amas, a. (from a , strength), strong, vigorous, (this word

though common can scarcely be admitted as a legit-

mate word. )

za , a. (from z , strength, and , increasing) , improv-

ing or promoting strength or power.

za , s. (from , strength, and , an increasing), the

increasing or promoting ofstrength or power.

zata, a. (from T , strength), strong, vigorous, stout.

aafiat, ad. (from ™ , strength, and fit, wi'hout), without

or beside strength or power.

fift , a. (from , strength, and faf , possessed of),

possessed of strength or power.

afasta, a. (from a , strength, and far , destitute), des-

titute of strength, weak.

zaaf , s. (from , strength, and , increase), the in-

crease of strength or power.

ffa , a . (from am, strength, and af , excepted),

strength or power excepted.

aarifa , s. (from zm, strength, and if , an excep

tion), the exception of power or strength.

বলব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বলয় ডিরেক), with the exception

ofpower orstrength, without or beside poweror strength.

za, s. (from ™ , to kill), a spear.

, s. (from a, strength, and , afig tree), the

name of a species of fig tree , (Ficus scabrella. )

, S. (from a, prep. and a , to hang), a perpendicular

line.

zay, s. (from am, surrounding, and д , to move), a ring or

ornament for the wrist. In anatomy a part of the ear,

(Helix.)

tat , a. (from ™ , a ring,, the thorn ap-

ple flower, and , lateral), in anatomy the name

of a particular muscle, (Crico-arytenoideus lateralis. )

, a. (from y, a ring,, the thorn ap-

pleflower, and , hinder), in anatomy the name of

a particular muscle, (Crico-artanoideus posticus .)

pfas , a. (from a , a ring, and fat , shutting),

closing a ring ; s. in anatomy a sphincter.

zaş™aziątą, a. (from 7, a ring, , a shield, and

atata, a form), in anatomy the name of a particular

muscle, (Crico-thyroideus . )

zaprastas, a. (from 7, a ring, we, a shield, and

afs, a form), in anatomy the name of a particular

muscle, (Crico-thyroideus. )

বলয়ফলকাকৃত্যুপাস্থিযুক্ত , a. (from বলয়ফলকাকৃতি, Crico-thyroi-

deus, sf , a cartilage, and 4 , joined to), in anatomy

the name of a particular muscle, (Crico-thyroideus.)
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Tal.

zapensise, a. (from TT, a ring, and to , contracting),

contracting a ring ; s. in anatomy a sphincter.

zantes, a. (from I, a ring for the wrist, and tąfs, a

form), annular.

zmytafeazmi, s. (from ™ ptæfs, annular, and xant, a liga-

ment , in anatomy the annular ligament.

zaptąfsxatm), s. (from anytæfs, annular, and gatoſì, a tube),

in anatomy a circular sinus.

fs, a. (from any, a ring), encircled, surrounded.

as, a. (from , power, and F, joined to), strong,

powerful, connected with strength or power.

xf , a. (from a , strength, and f³, destitute), desti-

tute of strength or power, weak.

ta, s. (from a , strength, and , to enjoy), in Hindoo

fable Bulurama the brother of Krishna.

awa , s. (from a , strength, and , empty) , destitute of

strength or power, weak, feeble.

ta, s. (from , strength, and if , detriment) , the loss

or detriment of strength or power.

gifs , a. (from tf , the loss of strength, and , to

do), causing a defect of strength or power.

zada, a. (from ™ , strength, and 517, destitute), destitutę

of strength or power, weak, feeble.

ZālKIE, a. (from ™ , strength, and ( g, a cause), caused by

or arising from strength or power ; ad. from or because

of strength or power.

zagia, s . (from 7 , strength, and gin, decrease), a de-

crease of strength.

za xixē, a. (from a , strength, and t≈ , diminishing), di-

minishing strength, causing a decay of strength.

zai, 5, (from aa,to speak), the saying of a thing, a speaking ;

v. a. to cause or teach to speak.

Tiği, s. (from 1, to teach to speak , the teaching an ani-

mal to speak, the causing a person to speak.

zats, s. (from ™ , strength, and , to move), a sort of

split pulse, (Phaseolus Mungo), the bovine organ ofge-

neration,

tet , s. (from Tale, byforce, and , to do), the doing

of a thing by force, a rape, violence.

zateatz , a. (from zate, byforce, and ata , doing), doing

a thing by force or violence ; s. a ravisher.

zateat , a. (from ate, byforce, and if , doing), do-

ing a thing by force ; s. a ravisher.

zatata, s. (from za, strength, and atat , the support-

ing ofany thing), the receiving of strength, invigorati-

on.

zaia, s. (from zo , to cause to speak) , the teaching of an

animal to speak, the causing of a person to speak.

TH.

Tatfagi, a. (from , to cause to speak), causing or teach-

ing to speak, proper to be spoken.

amiza, s. (from a, strength, and T , want ofstrength),

the state of a thing as it respects its strength or weak-

ness.

zatafa, s. (from ™ , to speak) , conversation, discourse.

afa, s. (from a , to kill), a sacrifice, a victim.

afanta, s. (from af , a victim, and t , a giving), the offer-

ing of a sacrifice, the presenting of a victim.

37, s. (from æfa, a victim, and 1, to give), the offer-

ing of a sacrificial victim .

afma, a. (from ™ , strength) , strong, powerful, vigorous.

fas, a. (from af«, a sacrifice, and fx, beloved), delight-

ing in sacrificial places, predacious.

afase, a. (from afa, a sacrifice, and , to eat), feeding

on sacrificial food, a crow.

afmd, a. (from ™a, strength), strong, vigorous, powerful.

al, a. (from fa , strong), strong, vigorous, powerful.

zata , s. (from a , strength, and as, to increase), an ox.

zatu , a. (from za, strength), strong, powerful, vigorous.

zuta, a. (from , strength) , strong, powerful, vigorous.

, s. (from ™ , to wrap) , a twisted wisp of straw used by

the natives of India to preserve fire near them while

at work.

, v. a. (from T, to move) , to wallup, to boil.

11, s. (from I, to boil , the bubbling of a liquid in boil-

ing.

, s. (from T , to speak), the bark of a tree.

, v. a. (from , to boil , to make a liquid walp in boil-

ing ; s. hot, boiling, warm, tepid.

zata, s. (from a , to heat) , the making of a liquid boil , the

heating of a thing.

, a. (from , to more), beautiful, captivating.

21, s. (from z , to move), the bit of a bridle.

³, 8. (from T , to move), a horse's gallop.

TA , 8. (from T , to cover), a species of coarse grass , (Eleus

sine indica.)

z , an imitative sound used to express the gushing forth

of water or other liquids .

za , a. (from TT , a gushing out), gushing out, issuing

forth as water from a drain.
1

za , s. (from ™ to surround), a bank of earth cast up

by thewhite ants for their residence, a white ant, (Ter-

mes bellicosus)

7 , s . (from , to spread), a weight equal to two ruttis

or seeds of abrus precatorius.

TH , S. (from T , to spreal), a cow-herd, a milkman , a

cook.

Nnnnn2
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25.

73, a. (from a , to spread , beloved, amiable.

zat. s. (from a, to spread), a climbing plant.

za , a. (from T , the name of a former king of Dillee),

pertaining to or equally honourable with Bullala Sena.

zt,s. (from 1, subjection , subjection, controul.

* :, ad. (from 7 , subjection ), under subjection or con-

troul.

31, s. from t, controul , controul, subjection.

totaa, a. (from 31, subjection , and at , possessed of),

subjected, brought under controul.

zt , s. (from , controul , subjection.

, s. (from , to sound) , the name of a sage who was

the family priest of Rama.

zæfæṣd, s. (from *, controul, and 4, the doing of a

thing, the bringing of a thing into subjection.

15, a. (from t, controul, and 3, done , brought un-

der controul, brought into subjection, subjugated.

153, ạ. (from at, controul, and 3, become , brought un-

dercontroul, brought into subjection , subjugated .

331, s. (from 33, brought under controul), subjecti-

on, subjugation.

з , s. (from 153, brought under controul , subjecti

on, subjugation.

*t , a. (from *, controul), controulable, subject, obedi

ent.

TH, v. n . (from xã, to dwell , to dwell, to sit, to candy, to

coagulate, to sink.

ৰস,, a. (from , enough), sufficient, enough.

ne, s. (from a , to dwell), a dwelling.

eat !, s. (from a , a dwelling, and atet, a house), a

dwelling house.

zaf³, s. (from , to dwell), a habitation , a dwelling, a

residence, an abode. This word constructed with , to

do, means to reside, to dwell.

zai , s. (from , a dwelling, and it , a house), a

dwelling house.

7, 8. (from 7 , to dwell), the dwelling in a place, a sit-

ting ; also (from a, to cover), clothing, dress, agarment.

za , a. (from , to dwell), dwelling ; s. an inhabitant.

zag, s. (from T , to dwell , the spring, viz the month of

Chitra and Vishakha, or from the middle of Marchto

the middle ofMay, the small pox , the name of a species

ofbird, (Bucco philippensis .)

JACIJE, s. (from ʊ, the name of a particular bird, and

, another name ofthe same bird), the name ofa par-

ticular bird, (Bucco Corula, Buchanan's Mss . )

next , s. (from 73, spring, and at , time , the spring

season.

z=zæsts, a. (from ™ , the spring), vernal, belonging

to the spring.

i ), s. (from 3, the small pox, and is an indent-

ment), a pit or scar made by the small pox.

carta, s. (from T , the small pox, and atat, an indent-

ment), a pit or scar made by the small pox.

pagЯza, s. (from , the name ofa bird, and staã , ano-

ther name for the same bird , the name of a particular

bird (Bucco Corula. )

81, s. (from 3, the name ofa bird, and t, old), the

name ofa species ofbird, (Bucco Corula and B. philip-

pensis.)

zag zica, s. (from 3, the small pox, and atætga, the

bringing of a thing), the inoculating of a person for the

small pox.

zasì, s. (from ax , the spring), an orange colour.

, a. (from Я , an orange colour, and x , a colour),

orange-coloured.

testate, s. (from 1 , Bussora, and estrattet, a rose),

the name of a species of Rose, (Rosa centifolia.)

TAI, v. a. (from a to dwell), to cause a person to sit down,

to reduce in size, to compress, to set stones in an or-

nament, to drive a nail , to flatten a thing, to make

loose earth settle, to people a place ; s. a sitting, fat.

zatat, s. (from Я , to seat), the seating of a person , the

causing ofthe precipitating of a substance, the causing

of a substance to sink to the bottom, the causing of a

substance to coagulate or candy.

catiæta, s. (from ™ , fat, and cætª, a receptacle), in ana-

tomy a follicle.

algia, 8. (from Я , fat, and y , a gland), a gland,

a synovial gland.

tâtfæææ, s. (from Tattfa , containingfat, andπ, skin),

in anatomy the adipose membrane.

cat&tx, a. (from Ti, fat, aud Tif , holding), holding or

containing fat.

zatze, a. (from zai , fat, and , to hold), holding or con-

taining fat.

at , s. (from , holdingjat, and , a bubble),

in anatomy asebaceous follicle.

Tata, s. (from TA , to cause to sit ), the causing of a person

or animal to sit, the precipitating of a substance or caus-

ing it to sink, the coagulation or candying of things ;

a. seated, precipitated, coagulated, candied.

zatfagi, a. (from , to cause to set) , causing to sit, pre-

cipitating, causing to coagulate or candy.

fa , a. (from , to dwell , residing, dwelling.

, s. (from A, to deell), a kind of demigod of whom
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密

the Hindoos reckon eight, viz . Dhurma, Dhroova, So-

ma or the Moon, Vishnoo, Unila, Unula, Prubhoosha,

and Prubhava ; the tie ofa yoke, wealth, substance,`mat-

ter, a gem, a jewel, water.

ħata, s. (from a♬ water, and ☎ta1, an oozing) , the trick-

ling of water through a perforation in the bottom of a

vessel to water a particular plant or an idol. This is

practiced as a religious observance in April and May.

7547, s. (from ¾, wealth,' and ‹ , a god), the name of

Krishna's father.

za , s. (from

Taxi, `s. (from , wealth, and 4, to have), the earth.

31, s. (from T , we l'h), the earth.

, wealth, and 1, to have), the earth.

TV, a. (from , to dwell), habitable,

' ,zõi , s . (from Käm², a package) , a bale, a package, a bun

dle, a parcel.

t . s. (from , a package, and Si , bound), the

making of goods into bales or packages.

3. s. (from xa, to dwell , a town, a village, a habitation,

the pelvis.

75's (from 1 to dwell) , a thing, a substance, stuff, mat-

ter.

23:, ad. (from , a thing), in reality, in fact.

2837, 8. (from ‹é, a thing, and , truth), the truth of

things, an accurate idea of a thing.

ces,

¿ zytängd, s. (from 3 , the true knowledge of substan-

and , afollowing), a following upon or cor-

respondence with the true ideas of substances .

sante, ad. (from , the reality ofthings, and

AN , in accordance with), in accordance with the

truth or reality of things.

1835, ad. (from 3 , in reality), in reality, in a word.

2531, s. (from T , a thing), substantiality.

1 , s. (from 1 , a thing), substantiality.

75fæ , s. (from II, a thing, and fa̸ñл , science), physiolo-

gy, the science of material things.

zafafaxy, s. (from , a thing, and fax, exchange), bar-

ter, the exchange of articles.

zafarrafas, s. (from fasay, barter, and sf43, arith-

metic), the rule of Barter or Truck.

í, a. (from T , a thing, and at , mixed), relating

to mixed articles, mixed, the word is applied to law

suits in which various articles are mixed together or

included in the same count.

, s. (from , to cover), a garment, cloth, clothing, an

article of dress. This word constructed with Я , to

reject, or cata, to unloose , means to undress, with 7,

to put on, it means to dress.

ast.

TEST, 8. (from T , cloth, and se, a house), a tent,

zadfsæta, s. (from 3 , a garment , and fat , the putting

on of clothes), the putting on of clothes.

zzzyg, s. (from e, cloth-like, and . skin), in ana-

tomy the name of a certain membrane, (Paniculus

carnosus.)

zafata, s. (from , a garment, and fata, enjoyment),

foppery, pride of dress.

aafatat, a. (from , a garment, and fat , enjoying ,

foppish, fond of displaying fine clothes.

tata, s. (from , cloth, and

clothier's warehouse .

tst , a house), a tent, a

7, s. (from , a thing, and 8 , another), another.

thing.

zxiṬsaa, s. (from 37, another thing, and st7, a going),.

the shifting of a charge or accusation from one thingto

another.

zę, v. a. ¿from 75, to carry), to carry a burden, to bear a

load, to move or flow as a stream, to pass by or blow,

as the wind, to pass away as time or as water when

running, to move as the blood in the veins, to draw a

plough or a wheel carriage, to convey.

zxa, 8. (from z , to carry), the carrying of a burden,

passing by as a stream or as the wind when it blows,

the passing away of time, the drawing of a carriage,

the circulation or motion of the blood or any other

fluid.

fa, s. (from ag, to carry), the carrying of a thing ; a. earn-

ed by or due for carrying.

Try, a. (from 2 , to carry), capable of being carried,

portable, flowing.

TEA, s. (from 75, to carry), a fleet of boats, width.

zgat, s. (from fafs3x), a myrabolan), the name of a large

tree the fruit of which is used in medicine and the arts,

(Terminalia Bellerica.)

f

axal, s. (from ag, to carry), the name of a species offalcon,

(Falco calidus )

Ai, v. a. (from , to carry), to impel, to row a boat, to

hold plough, to steer a ship ; s. the carrying of a load,

the transportation of goods , the blowing of the wind,

the passing of time, the flowing of water, the drawing

of a carriage.

Tet , a. from lat, brare), brave, bold, valiant, courage-

ous ;s . a hero, a champion, a knight.

agiągi, s . (fromjalę , brave), bravery, valour, courage.

ææægætt, s. (from atat, strong, and wit , wood), a piece

of timber, a squared piece of timber.
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•

aft.

, s. (from 5, to carry), the impelling of a thing for-

ward.

axtat, s. (from xiles, a pretence), a pretence, an excuse, an

apology.

Tifax, a. (from , to carry), urging a thing forward, la-

vish.

tm, s. (from Jls , happy), happy, flourishing, prosper-

ous, reinstated.

INA, 8. (from gleş, beauty), beauty, elegance, delight, the

spring.

afe, s. (from 75, to carry), a book, an account book.

afi:, ad. (from T , without), without, viz. on the out-

side.

f:, 8. (from af , without, and 8 , to stand), external,

situated without, outer.

: II, s.. (from af :, external, and I, a mallet), in

anatomy one of the bones ofthe ear, (Malleus externus. )

aft , a. (from af , external, and cat , obstruct-

ing), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle, (Ob-

turator externus. )

xx:xtxt, a. (from af , without, and if , staying), ex-

ternal, outer, continning without.

aff , a. (from zf , without, and f³, situated), exter-

nal, outer, situated without,

afga, 8. (from a , to carry), a raft, a float.

za , s. (from stat, a sister), a sister.

afxak, s. (from 3 , without, and 4, a body), a stranger,

a foe, a person not connected by the ties of consangui-

nity.

afafafa , s. (from af , without, and y, an organ), the

organs of action, the external organs of sensation and

preception.

afsis, a. (from , without, and st , gone), gone forth,

gone out.

z , 8. (from fx , without, and stï , a going), a going

forth, a going out.

zfestat, a. (from af , without, and stifa , going), going

forth.

afe ,s. (from af , without, and at, a country , a place

without a town or village employed for the easing ofna-

ture, a foreign place or country.

afeta, s. (from af , without, and t , a door), a gate. Ia

anatomy the name of the entrance into the vagina, (Os

externum .)

an , s. (from afs , without, and fa , agoingforth),

the ejecting or expelling of a person .

affi , a, (from fx , without, and 3, gone forth),

gone forth.

aftým, s. (from af , without, and fa, a globe), the

external coat of a globular body, the external coat ofa

bulbous root.

afia , s. (from af , without, and t , cloth), external

clothing, an outward grament. The word is usually ap

plied to garments worn by devotees beside the morsel

usually worn to conceal the natural parts.

, s. (from , without, and 3, a circle), an exter

nal circle, a circumscribing circle.

afes, a. (from af , without, and 3, been), external, ex-

cluded.

afxós, a. (from æf , without, and , the face), scurri-

lous, impious.

afta , s. (from af , without, and a , aperpendicular),

a perpendicular falling on the outside of a triangle.

বহিষ্করণ, s . (from af , without, and 4, a doing), the ex-

pelling of a thing, expulsion.

af , a. (from af , without, and , done), excluded,

expelled.

zfixa , a. (from , without, and 4 , a leaf), extrafoli-

aceous . The term is applied to such planta as have

their stipulæ on the outside of the leaves, (extrafolia-

ceæ.)

aft , ad. (from 4 , to obtain), without, external.

af , s. (from , without, and ▼☎, skin), in anatomy

the epidermis, the epidermis or exterior bark of plants,

the pellicle or epidermis of seeds.

, s. (from , to carry), a book, a register.

TT, 8. (from z , a book, and , to do), a bookbinder.

asiatła, s. (from 75), a book, and 7, the binding of any

thing , the binding ofa book.

zitafa , a. (from , a book, and tafa , binding), em-

ployed in binding books ; s, a book-binder.

™ , ɑ. (from æ, to increase), much, many ; ad. very, ex-

ceedingly.

বহুমারি, s. ( from বহুবারক, the name of a tree), the name

of a species of tree, (Cordia myxa ; ) the name is also

given to another species of the same genus, (Cordia la-

tifolia.)

azatfax, ɑ. (from zgæte, longtime), oflongstanding, chro-

nic, old, ancient.

aga, a. (from a , a long time), old, ancient, oflong

standing, chronic .

12(58 ), s. (from 1º , much, and , activity), activity,

diligence, perseverence.

T23, a. (from T , much), much, many, abundant, numer-

ous.

Tal, s. (from 2, much), abundance, plenty..
*
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IX.

TIT, 8. (from 1 , much), abundance, plenty.

zee, a. (from 2, much, and e, seeing), observant,

wise, prudent

zxafwal, s. (from ¿æfa, observant), prudence, an obser

vant condition.

zgafa, s. (from anff , observant), prudence, an observ

ant condition.

TRT ), a. (from T , much, and ¤ , seeing) , wise, pru-

dent, observant.

TEHT, a. (from 72, many, and , a petal), polypetalous.

TH,, a. (from 7 , many), manifold.

IT , a. (from , many, and , a leaf), in botany a com-

pound leafor one composed of many leaflets united by

a common footstalk, (Folium compositum .)

axЯu, s. (from ax, many, and

ada, s. (from ™ , much, and

ing to excess.

fun, a way), a labyrinth.

¡ , a drinking) , a drink-

, a. (from xx, many, and , a male), polyan-

drous.

WINE, a. (from TC, many, and H , aflower), many-flow-

ered.

Я , a. (from , many, and gata, a sort), many sorts,

various.

wgatza, a. (from a , many, and gats, a sort), consist-

ing of many kinds.

Wys, a. (from a , many, and y , a subject) , populous,

prolifie.

Wqfs , ɑ. (from ™ , many, and gf , a declaration), con-

sisting of many counts or charges.

æst, a. (from a , many, and , brought to bed),

prolific .

zewał, a. (from 1 , much, and ra, afruit), fruitful, prolific.

Warts, a. (from a , very crooked, and I, an intes-

tine), the name of one ofthe intestines, (Ilium .)

বহুৰজন্মিযাতনা , ৪. ( from বহু ফ্ৰান্ত্র, the ilium , and যান ,

agony), the illiac passion.

ALBA, s. (from Tz, many, and 757, a word), in grammar

the plural number

, a. (from a , many, and z , a year), perrennial,

continuing many years.

zeztaæ, s. (from ™ , much, and , to skreen), the name of

a large tree the fruit of which is used in the arts, (Cor-

dia myxa, and perhaps C. latifolia. )

æfæt, a. (from az, many, and fea, a sort), many sorts,

various.

IfIGT, a. (from z , many, and fass, divided), many times.

divided, in botany the term is applied to a particular

kind ofleaf, (Folium multipartitum .)

afs.

st , a. (from 72 , many, and st , a brother), polyadel.

phous.

ags) , a, (from , many, and stát, a wife), having ma-

ny wives.

12551, s . (from Test , having many wives) , polygamy.

astú , s. (from azt , having many wives), polygamy.

agstfast, s. (from asfaą, talkative), talkativeness.

stfa , s. (from fa , talkative), talkativeness .

st , a. (from

garrulous.

, much, and fa , talking), talkative,

, a. (from xx , many, and a , the vital part), affect-

ing, touching to the quick.

ZLIMI, a. (from 1x, many, and , the value of a thing),

high priced, costly, precious.

Trufs, a. (from 12, many, and af , the place for rest in

pronunciation), polysyllabic.

, a. (from T , many, and 1 , a pair), having many

pairs. The word is applied to such compound leaves.

as have many pairs of leaflets, (Folium multijugum .)

ILIK, a. (from zz, many, aud JK, a colour), party-colour-

ed, gaudy.

f", s. (from 17, many, and atft, a term in proporti-

on), a set ofmany terms,that which contains the great-

est number of terms.

, s. (from a , many, and t, a form), a camelion, (la-

certa chamæleon) , a polypus.

বহুপ!কর্ষণশক্তি, s . (from ৰহুঙ্কপ, many kinds, and আকর্ষণশক্তি,

chemical attraction), in Chemistry double elective at-

traction.

zeaf, a . (from ™ , many, and f , formed), assuming

many forms, multiform

TL , a. (from IL, many), much, abundant, prolix .

fa , a. (from , many, and fa , a mark), polyga

mous, the term is applied to such plants as have the

stamens and pistils separate in some flowers and uni-

ted in others .

zett , a. (from , many, and tati , a branch), regularly

and repeatedly branched, applied to a stem or stalk,

dichotomous ; applied to a leaf palmate, (folium palma-

tum.)

বহুশোবছপত্রক, . (from স ,্ many times, and বহুপত্রক , ma-

ny-leaved), thrice or more compounded, (folium supra.

decompositum .)

ata , a. (from , many, and tf , an owner), per-

taining to many proprietors, common,

zal , a. (from ax, many, and e, a woman), polygynous.

TfE, s. (from , tofear), a fire.

af , s. (from af ,fire, and , a face), a god,
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ats. ts.

zi , a. (from TX, mɑny, and 951, a child), having nu-

merous children.

, a. (from x, many, and m, a finger), digitated.

The term is applied to a particular kind of leaf (Foli-

um digitatum.)

Txt", a . (from , many, and t, hope), having large

hopes or expectations.

21, s. (from , many, and att , hope), large hopes,

large expectations.

zztaff, a. (from 1 , much, and wtf , eating) , insatiable,

greedy, voracious.

z1 , conj. (from at , or ), or, and, either ; an interjection ex-

pressive of surprize at any thing new or uncommon.

*12, s. (from a† , wind), the rheumatism , enthusiasm.

Tib, s. (from a , prep. and a , to more), a shew of boats

or the rowing about in boats on a festival occasion, a

gala.

tot, s. (from 7, the impelling of any thing) , a rower.

1 , s. (from 1 , to injure), one who plays on a tambour,

a string used in weaving mats, a kiln, a sugar boiling

furnace, a crevice, an ecl, fowardness.

176 , s. (from at , a hole, and ы , to move) , a leak.

ata:8, s. (from zt , a dancing girl, and 715, a dance), a

dance performed by dancing girls.

1 , s. (from at , an eel, and at , a fish) , an eel.

atti, a. (from t , wind, and at , the beating of a

thing), idleness , levity.

Tixi, a. (from ata, wind) , windy, flatulent.

ziz , s. (from 1 , to move), a blade of corn, the spathe of

a plantain or coco nut tree, the leaf of a folding door,

the turning of a boat.

at , s. (from atft , adze), an adze ; also (from iffs,

twenty-two), twenty-two ; interj. a word expressive of

astonishment, astonishing ! amazing !

at?*84, a. (from Z*, twenty-two, and 4, a quality),

twenty-two-fold .

at , a. (from at , twenty-two, and at , a time), twen-

ty-two-times repeated.

att, a. (from at , twenty-two), the twenty second .

, s. (from SA , a willow), a willow tree, the babylo-

nian or weeping willow, (Salix babylonica ; also Salix

tetrandra,)

ztsfagi , a. ( from z†¤¬, dwarf`, dwarf, pigmy.

atsat , a. (from atza, mad), insane, mad .

Fism, a . (from atz , mad , mad , insane, foolish ; s . aperson

who shouts or proclaims the name of a god.

at9, s. (from aty, wind , the venereal disease, a bubo.

, a. (from ass, seventy-two , seventy-two.

at , a, (from teat , seventy-two, and 4, a qua

lity), seventy-two-fold.

atstats, a. (from tet , seventy-two, and t , a time),

seventy-two times repeated .

atзsta, ɑ. (from ¶tte, fifty-two), fifty-two.

atsata8d , a, (from tзata, fifty-two, and 84, a quality),

fifty-two-fold.

atsætaaia, a . (from tзta, fifty-two, and at , a time), £f-

ty-two times repeated.

atatta , s. (from ats, wind, and fad, a deer), a swift an

telope.

Ateş, s. (from a , prep, i, prep, and as, to be), a lake.

ats , s. (from ateş, a lake), a circuit, a whirlwind, the

last day but one ofthe month Poosha.

131, 8. (from at , the wind), a plant, a wind egg, an ad-

died egg.

atcxtæ), s. (from atз , to winow), small chaff, a woodcutter,

a plant.

ztam , v. a. from at , the wind), to winnow, to toss.

¿1, a. (from ata, left) , left ( in opposition to right.)

its, s. (from atfs, vomited), vomit, the act of vomiting.

ts, s. (from Tia, the arm), a fathom.

ita, v. a . (from z , to be crooked), to be crooked, to bow

down with weight, (as corn, &c. ) to bend, to turn.

ata, s. from ze, to be crook: d), a yoke to carry water, a

winding or turning in a river, a crook or bending, an.

ornament for the legs ; also (from , the crowing of

a cock), crowing of a cock, a trumpet. This word con-

structed with stЯ, to break, means to straighten.

its , a. (from te , crooked), impudent, bold, audacious,

a fop.

ta, s. (from it , to be crooked), a becoming crooked, the

bowing of the stalks of corn or the branches of a tree

with the load of fruit, a bending or turning.

t1, v. a. (from it , te be crooked), to bend a thing ; a.

crooked, awry, askew, sinuous, winding.

tates , a. (from ate , crooked, and ctst, tortuous), crook-

ed, tortuous.

tatt , a. (from ta , crooked, and 1, the foot), bandy-

legged.

itatcatæ, s. (from ital, crooked, and cat , people), obsti-

nate, foolhardy, rank.

يقاهو

ital, s. (from it , a trumpet) , a trumpeter ; also (from

by, a remnant ), remnant, a remainder, a balance.

1 , v. n. (from , to more), to live, to survive, to escape,

to remain, to continue.

187, s. (from to, to live), living or surviving, an escap-

ing.
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$121.

tot, v. a. (from it , to live), to preserve , to defend, to pro-

tect, to shelter, to spare , to extricate, to save ; s . pre-

servation, an escape ; a. escaped, saved, preserved, re-

maining.

tatai, s. (from žiôi, to preserve), a preserving, a defending,

a saving, a protecting, the sheltering of a person from

injury, the extricating of a person from difficulty, the

sparing or not punishing of a person.

Státa, s. (from tôl, to preserve ), the preserving or defend-

ing of a person, the sheltering or protecting of aperson

from danger or harm.

Hotfag , a. (from ts1 , to preserve), preserving, giving se-

curity, defending, delivering ; s . a deliverer, a preserver.

fs1, s. (from 15, to escape), an escaping, a living, a sur-

viving, a continuing.

štai, a. (from zan , sterile), barren, sterile.

itat, a, (from a , sterile), barren, sterile.

att, v. a. (from at, to share out), to distribute, to share out,

to portion, to allot.

itt, s. (from t, to share out), a share, a portion, a lot, an

allowance, the dug of an animal, the handle of a hatchet

or other edge tool , a teat.

itta, s. (from itt, to share out), the sharing out of things, the

distributing of things.

¡¡tag1, a. (from it, to share out), sharing out, dividing ;

§. one who shares out, a divider.

iti, s . (from it, to share out), a partition, an allotment, a

stigma, discount on money ; v . a. to cause to distribute ,

or share out.

tftx1, a. (from 78 , dwarf), dwarf, short.

itta, a . (from zgn, a bull), a ball.

tet, s. (from a , to share out), discount on money.

ität, a . (from 78, dwarf), dwarf, short.

tși, s. (from ze, a circumcised mun), the male organ of

generation.

fs , a. (from 73, a tailless bull), docked, bereft of the

tail.

¿tua, s. (from atag, u monkey), a monkey.

ital, s. (from , a slave), a female slave, a kind of garment.

štą, v. a. (from ◄◄, to bind), to bind, to fasten, to shut up,

to confine, to tie, to stop the running of water or any

liquid, to set in a socket, to build, to pave.

žta, s. (from 74, to bind), a dam, a binding.

žita, s. (from ata, to bind), the binding or fastening of a

thing, the shutting of a door, the stopping ofthe run-

ning ofliquor, the stanching of the bleeding of a wound.

iraat, s. (from å††, to bind) , a fastening, a pavement.

21a1, s. (from ta, to bind , a pawn, a pledge, a mortgage,

.

the binding or confining of a thing ; a . stopped, stag-

nant, confined , bound, obstructed ; v. a. (from it, to

bind), to confiae, to enclose, to repair a daw or bauk.

to set stones in sockets, to mount a work with gold or

any other metal.

tata , s. (from ta , to repair or makefirm), the confin-

ing or imprisoning of a man or animal, the repairing of

a dam or bank, the setting of stones, the mounting of

work with metal.

tЯ17, s. (from 1 , to confine), the confining of a man or

animal, the confining of water by repairing or making

a dam, the setting of stones.

tata, a. (from ti, to bind), earned by or due for bind.

ing or tying things.

tatfagt, a . (from ¡ ¡ , to confine), confining, binding, mak-

ing a dam, setting stones ; s. a person who confines men

or animals, a person who makes dams or embankments.

tatta, s. (from ₹18, a binding), a mutual confining, a mu-

tual embanking.

tatæЯty, a. (from , bound, and want , a prof ssion),

stagnant as commerce, prudent.

fa , s. (from tf , binding, and ca , a ratan), the

name of a species of ratan or cane which grows in the

forests on the east border ofBengal, (Calamus tenuis .)

atm, s. (from 1 , to confine), a bank to confine the wa-

ter in a plat ofground.

tasfagi, a. (from 11, a pawn, and mзfa , taking), tak-

ing pledges ; s. a pawnbroker.

ta , s . (from it, to bind), a binding or confining.

, s . (from 4 , the name of a flowering shrub), the

name of a beautiful flowering shrub, (Ixora Bandhoo-

ka.)

, ad. (loc. case of 1 , left), on the left side.

tt, s (from , a bamboo), a bamboo.

, s. (from * , a bamboo), a harrow or rather a short

ladder made of bamboo and used instead of a harrow to

break the clods after plowing.

tЯt , s. (from tt, a bamboo, and stşt, firing in the

earth), a bamboo set upright in the earth as a monu

ment or token of any transaction.

t3 , s. (from tt, a bamboo, and tt31, a leaf), a bam-

boo leaf, the name of a particular species of bird, ( Me-

rops philippensis, and M. viridis ; ) also the name of a spe-

cies of fish, (Cyprinus radiatus .)

taraft , s. (from ti, a bamboo leaf, and aft ,

amaranthus), the name of an edible species of amaran.

thus, (Amaranthus lanceæfolius .)

tatatatata, s. (from 11, a species offish, and at ,

(

00000
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ata.

afish), the name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus radia-

tus.)

tata , s. (from it, a bamboo , and ej , play), a sort of

rope dancing or performance on bamboos which are

erected for that purpose.

fait, s. (from t , a small bambov, and Itt, a bam-

boo), a small variety of the bamboo.

it ), s. (from ™ , a bamboo), a flute, a pipe or whistle.

tatatat, s. (from a , aflute,, a piper, one who plays on

a flute.

teatatata, s. (from 1, resembling a bamboo, and

a131a, an oɑk), the name of a species of oak which is

indigenous in the forests on the east border of Bengal,

(Quercus turbinata. )

ts. (from , to speak), a word, a language.

ziam, s. (from ™ , bark) , the bark of a tree or plant, an

integument.

atan, s. (from Я , the name of a shrub), the name of a

common flowering shrub, (Justicia Adhatoda .)

atata, s. (from aa, prep. and ₹, to do), a granary.

aifa , a. (from , to know), acquainted with, knowing.

fernt , a. (from , acquainted with, and , hold-

ing), having knowledge of an affair.

z¡x), s. (from Ẫt, remaining), a remainder, a residue, an

arrear, houses on opposite sides of a square.

ztæam, s. (from ztą, a word, and a■, a pretence), a pre-

tence.

atauta, s. (from atą, a word, and t , a net), an ensnar-

ing speech.

atą³ışa), 8. {from t , a word, and 31ș” , a beating), a

reprimand, a repulse.

dat, a. (from zię, a word, and , eminent), eloquent,

skilled in words.

ztądty , s. (from atat, eloquent), eloquence.

TiXSfaxta, a. (from atą, a word, and Яfix†¤, clean), speak-

ing pure or grammatical language, eloquent,

E , s. (from zią, a word, and 1 , scurrility),

abusive language, scurrility.

, s. (from A , a word, and q , a connection), a li-

terary composition, composition.

ata , s. (from Tią, a word, and 24, expenditure), an ex-

penditure of words, talkativeness, tautology.

ata , s. (from at , a word, and T , a battle), a strife of

words, a disputation, a verbal contest, a wrangle.

Tæta, s. (from ◄t , a word, and cata, obstruction), an

obstruction to speaking.

ataai, s. (from ato, a word, and ‹ , to destroy), the name

of a species of grass, (Rottboellia glabra.)

ataı, s. (from ay, to speak), a word, a sentence, an expres-

sion, a language, speech.

ataxata, s. (from ta , word, and cat , a treasury), a

dictionary, a vocabulary.

atana)da, o. (from ₹tæ , a word, and cat , eminence),

eminently acquainted with language ; s. eloquence,

atæjae*, s. (from , a word, and at , a removing), the

removing of an objection, the replying to an assertion

so as to render it inefficacious, a confutation .

TITI{M1, s. (from Ttai, a word, and y¡m1, an inflamalion),

provoking language, an inflammatory expression.

atajatşaı, s. (from ata , a word, and stş , a beating), a

reprimand, a reproof, a reproach.

atærgentsi, s. (from atas, a word, and a , aperson who

uses), a speaker, a person who employs or uses language.

atajgats, s. (from z†æi , a word, and Høtst, an use), a com-

munication, an injunction, the employment of language.

atæjafxes, a. (from t* , a word, and af£ 5, without), not

included in the sentence, inattentive to what is spoken,

disobedient to what is spoken.

aefata, s. (from at , a word, and fata, pulling in

order), in grammar the syntax or proper disposition of

words in a sentence.

ztaja ?, s. (from atæ , a word, and y, expenditure), an

expenditure of words, loquacity, a tautology.

tenfes, a. (from ata , a word, and af , bereft), unable

to answer, destitute of any thing to say, speechless.

, a. (from t , a word, and 1, to stand,, obedient, at-

tentive to what is spoken.

, a. (from t , a word, and if , staying), con-

tinuing to observe what is spoken, obedient, attentive

to what is spoken.

fas, a. (from ata , a word, and fs, situated), obedi-

ent, attentive to what is spoken.

TEEIG, 8. (from &tæ , a word, and stats , a blow), a fiat

refusal, a severe reproach, a knock-down expression.

ziæıtı, s. (from ætas, a word, and wf, an object), the mean-

ing or design ofan expression.

atanatet, s. (from atæ , a word, and statt, conversation),

conversation.

attf , s. (from at , a word, and 7, an organ), the

organ ofspeech, the tongue.

atɩ❤tyg™, a. (from tæ , a word, and safe, transgres-

sing), transgressing advice or orders, disobedient.

Thig§7, 8. (from tæ , a word, and saga, a le iping over),

disobedience,

Tigai, s. (from TE , bark), the bark of a tree or plant, peel,

the rind ofa fruit, an integument.
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atatta, s. (from artatri , a speaking), abusive language.

atatz, s. (from atæiy, a storehouse), a storehouse.

tatta, s. (from 7, prep. and , to rend,, quick lime, a

lath, a split bamboo.

statif , s. (from atf , lime, and 5 , lime) , quick lime.

æist, v. n. (from Btst, a share), to divide or cut down the

middle ; s. the rein of a bridle, a garden.

#istatfits!, &. from Ė↳ a garden, and mėl¡, a small gar-

den), gardens and pleasure grounds.

Ħaiṣax, 8. (from atą, a word, and wișer, a commence-

ment , a beginning to talk, a beginning to talk foolish-

ly or much.

#istie, 8. (from ĒĻ, a garden), gardens.

aista, e, (from ; , to protect, E↳, a garden), a garden, a

grove.

istifagi , a. (from Tista, a garden), belonging to a garden,

woody, abounding with gardens .

fit, s. (from ștų,, a garden), a garden.

■tsfì, s. (from Zi, to move), a bubo, a kind of basket to mea-

sure grain.

atsfìt, s. (from atæ, a word, and ★¶, a lord), a master of

languages, one of the names of Vrihusputi the precep-

tor ofthe gods.

igat, s. (from 184, an egg plan'), the name of a species

ofplant,(Solanum spirale.)

TGI, 8. (from Tka, the eggfruit), the fruit ofthe egg plant,

(Solanum melongena.)

atst , a, (from 184, an egg apple), purple.

X†8X), s. (from ₹1, to injure), a net for catching deer.

ate , s. (from atgai, a net), a deer hunter, a person

who catches deer in nets.

atist, ad. (from atsti, a bridle), on the side, in that directi-

on.

atestatest, ad. (from air , in that direction), in various di-

rections, on this and that side.

ækst , s. (from at , a word, and tit, a goddess), the

goddess of eloquence or speech, the name of a combi-

nation of sounds in Hindoo music.

atta, s. (from at , a word, and at , a net) , an ensnaring

speech, a circumlocution.

INF1, s. (from 8 , a net to catch deer), an intricacy, a

perplexity, a scruple.

atssta , a. (from zt , intricary), intricate, perplexed.

Ist , . (from 1st, a bridle, and cty, a rope), the reins

of a bridle.

atɗa, 8, (from ztą, a word, and ¤ , punishment), a reproof,

an admonition.

vista, & jfrom atą, a word, and ka, given), betrothed.

TIRI.

•
atuta, s. (from atæ, a word, and ata, the giving of

thing), the promis ing or betrothing ofadamsel in mar-

riage.

s.(from at aword, and , condemned , defamed,

evil spoken of, mentioned as unlawful or evil, abusive,

speaking ill, using ingrammatical speech.

ItsɩwId, 8. (from Tist, a bridle, and ‹œ14, a turning), the

pulling the reins of a bridle to turn a horse.

I , s . (from te, a word, and a , a thunderbolt), the

speech that strikes like a thunderbolt, an imprecation.

fЯ1, a. (from 1 , a word, and fans , learned), bland,

enticing or ensnaring by language or conversation.

The word is usually employed in the feminine gender

in the amatory writings of the Hindoos to signify a wo-

man who ensnares or fascinates by her conversation.

ztmì, a. (from atx, u word), eloquent, talkative, fluent.

ata, s. (from rig, a tiger), a tiger.

ztadtaşı, s. (from at , a tiger, and stași, a hook), the

name ofa thorny shrub, Allangium hexapetalum.)

atas1851, 8. (from T† , a tyger, and S1851, a tearing), the

name of a thorny shrub, (Pisania aculeata).

ata̸štat , s. (from it , a tyger, and St♬, a gadfly), the

name ofan animal.

atanzalifata, s. (from att, the claws ofa tiger, and futa, a

kidney bean), the name of a variety ofkidney bean,

(Dolichos lignosus, P.)

ati, s. (from at , a tiger, and , the throat or gullet),

the name of a small flowering plant, (Tradescantia

axillaris.)

ziezerXG1, 8, (from ate, a tiger, and cot, Ricinus), the

name of a common shrub, (Jatropha Curcas.)

ztuzu. s. (from ata, a tiger, and 38, a colour), the name of

a large shrub found in Bengal, (Uvaria macrophylla.)

E , s. (from T , a tiger, and ast, a climbing plant),

the name of a large climbing plant, (Menispermumpo

lycarpon.)

atatatşı, «. (from ata, a tiger, and at‡t, a species offish),

the name of a fish, (Silurus tigrinus, Buchanan's Mss.)

ts , s. (from at , a tiger, and wfs , a grasshopper),

a large species of grasshopper, (Gryllus monstrosus. )

atfaat, s. (from ata, a tiger) , a female tiger, a bold and

daring woman, a virago.

ate , s. (from ats , bubo), the venereal disease, a bubo.

atka , a. (from a , Bengal), Bengalee, pertaining to Ben-

gal ; s. a thatched house with a simple pitched roof.

atâtai, a. (from a , Bengal), belonging to Bengal, Beuga-

lee.

atâtal, a. (from a%, Bengal), belonging to Bengal, Bengalee.

000002
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statalsatio, s. (from atatal, Bengaler, and ats, Carda-

moms), the name of an aromatic plant which produces

a fruit resembling cardamoms, (Amomum subulatum .)

21fa1, s. (from at , a word, and 1 , establishment) , punc-

tuality, an affirmation.

atsfag , s. (from atę, a word, and fans, the compleating

of a thing), the compleating of a speech, speech.

,a. (from te, a word), wordly, loquacious , talkative.

za, a. (from ate, a word, and a , filth), scurrilous lan-

guage.

SI , s. (from atæ, a word, and T , theface), an exordi-

um, the opening of a speech or subject.

atæ, a. (from 7 , to speak), expressing, speaking, declaring,

expressive, plain.

x15031, s. (from a†5æ, expressing), the circumstance of ex-

pressing or declaring, expressiveness.

ata , s. (from at , expressing), the circumstance of ex-

pressing or declaring, expressiveness .

78795, ɑ. (from z†gæ, expressing, and , a word), a word

expressing a given idea, couched in expressive or plain

language.

atuși, s. (from ™ , prep. at, prep. and ta, to move), un-

cultivated land, land formerly cultivated but now neg-

lected ; a colt.

zifiæ, a. (from 757, a word), enjoined, directed , express-

ed, mentioned, capable or worthy of being expressed.

atons, s. (from 187, a word, and f³, a lord), a master of

speech or language, one of the names of Vrihusputi.

zio , v. a. (from 5, to speak), to explain.

alts, s. (from 5, to speak , an explanation.

atata, a. (from at , speech), talkative, garrulous.

atstaal, s. (from adt , talkative) , talkativeness , garruli.

ty.

atstaa, s. (from atota, talkative), talkativeness, garrulity.

atfs , a. (from ata, a word), expressing, expressive, verbal,

vocal, expressible in words.

atſ83, a. (from 75, to speɛk), mentioned , expressed.

, s. (from , a calf), the young of an animal.

tú, a. (from æg, to speak , expressible, fit or proper to be

expressed, attributable, predicable , declinable as an ad-

jective in the three genders, vile, contemptible ; s. the

word or idea to be expressed, a predicate, that which

may be said of a subject.

ata, v. a. (from f³ , to separate), to assort, to pick out, to

separate from, to choose out.

daz s. (from T , to sort), the picking out or selecting of

things.

Tan , s. (from ta , to select), a sorting, a selecting.

tat, s. (from zen, a calf), a child ; also (from og to sew

lect), selected.

ziati, a. (from tal , selected) , select, excellent, chosen

out ; also (from e , a calf), Oh Child ! Oh Child !

used only in the quarrels of women to express a wish

that the person thus addressed may bewail the loss of

a child.

, . from e , a calf), a calf.

zta, v. n. (from zų, to speak), to sound as a musical instru-

ment, to strike as a clock, to receive, to hear news, to

feel pain.

† , s. (from ay, a thunder-bolt), a thunder bolt, a wing, the

feather of an arrow, speed , ghee or clarified butter, the

name of the male of a species of hawk, (Falco Nisus.)

zta , s. (from at , to sound), the uttering of musical

sounds, the striking of a clock, the playing of chimes.

aat, s. (from 5 , the striking of a clock, and ■și, a

clock), a clock which strikes the hour, or indicates time

by chimes.

S. (from t , the uttering ofmusical sounds, and

, a shell), a conch or shell which is blown like a horn.

za , s. (from at , to sound), a musical instrument.

atafa , a. (from at , to sound), sounding, striking, play-

ing on a musical instrument.

tama, s. (from a† , the uttering of musical sounds), one

who plays on a musical instrument.

at , a. (from , a musician), playing on an instru-

ment.

atata, s. (from ata, ghee, and 4 , requiring to be drank),

a sacrifice of a particular description in which ghee is

directed to be drank.

ata , a. (from at , a particular sacrifice), connected

with or belonging to the sacrifice in which ghee is to

be drank.

ataæxl, s. (from † , a hawk, and yet, a falcon , the

name of a species of hawk, (Falco calidus . )

ztatzat, s. (from j↳ , a hawk, and se , a falcon), the

name of a particu'ar species of hawk, (Falco calidus.)

ty , s. (fromjl;, again, and Sil , to obtain), dismissi-

on, deduction.

ata , s. (from 1, a thunder bolt), a species of corn

much cultivated in the upper provinces, (Panicum

spicatum ;) a market basket.

att, v. a. (from T , to speak), to play on a musical instru-

ment, to strike a bell, to beat a drum, to drum with

the fingers on a sonorous body ; s . the playing on a

musical instrument, the striking of a bell, the beating

of a drum.
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3.

#ata, (from , a draper), a dealer in piece goals , a

cloth merchant.

ztutata, s. (from att, the playing on a musical instrument,

and , holding), a person who plays on a musical in-

strument.

zt , s. (from at , to play on an instrument), the play-

ing on an instrument.

atataata , s. (from atata, the playing on an instrument),

a person who plays on a musical instrument.

atstats, a. (from ti, to play on an instrument), playing

on a musical instrument ; s. a musician.

tata , s. from † , a playing on music), a musician ,

atata, s. (from , a market), a market, a perpetual

market, a place where goods are constantly exposed for

sale.

tate, a. (from , a market), current, belonging to or

connected with the market.

ifs , s. (from ats, velocity), a bird, a horse-

aifa , a. (from 9, proper), right, just, proper, necessary.

af , s. (from .just), justice, righteousness.

zifs , s . (from ata , a horse, and it , a house), a sta-

ble.

tal, s. (from atfag, a horse), a horse, a stake, a wager, tum-

bling, legerdemain, an exhibition, a time, i. e. twice,

three times, &c.

atstaz, s. (from , play, and ; to do), a person who

exhibits legerdemain tricks or feats of activity.

ztalatai, s. (from j , play), a person who exhibits le-

gerdemain tricks or feats of activity.

atsiesta, s. (from , play, and cota, an-end), a disap-

pointment, labour or exertion to no purpose.

ata, s. (from 7 , the arm), the arm, an ornament for the

arm, a part or piece of a wall or partition, a pannel of

a door or furniture.

at , s. (from at , the arm, and , a binding), an or-

nament for the arm.

at , a. (from , incidental), incidental, not regular, job-

like, some, certain.

WIG, 9. (from , incidental, and ☎ƒ, expence), in-

cidental expence.

TIIR¹, a. (from Á , incidental, and , a total), the
MIIA',

rents or revenues arising from charities or incidental ||

profits.

attan), s. (from , incidental, and Arj , land), land

not subject to taxation.

TI, 8. (from ry, incidental, and xЯžd, a time), a cer-

tain time, certain times.

att.

ata, " . a. (from ata, to desire), to desire, to wish.

at , a. (from at , to desire), desirous, wishing.

I†27, s. (from A , to desire), the desiring or wishing for

a thing.

ty, a. (from ta , to desire), desirable.

ata , s. (from at , to desire), a wish, a desire , a propen-

sity.

tata , a from 1 , desire, and t , doing), desir-

ous, wishing ; s. a person who wishes or desires.

atatatat, a. (from T1 , desire, and atfa , doing), desir

ous, wishing.

TR , a. (from 11 , desire, and , producing), pro-

ducing or exciting wishes or desires.

atta , 2. (from at , desire, and 1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from wish or desire.

it , ad. (loc. case of 371), for the purpose of a

wish or desire.

atatffas , a. (from att, desire, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a wish or desire ; ad. from or be

cause of a wish or desire.

attfafas, ad . (from † , desire, and file, a cause), for

the sake of a wish or desire.

বাঞ্ঝাপূরক,, a. (from 1, desire, and , filling), fulfilling

or accomplising a person's wishes or desires.

tatæ , s. (from ætatæ, fulfilling desire), the fulfil-

ling of wishes or desires.

tt , s. (from atat , fulfilling desire), the fulfil

ling of wishes or desires..

a. (from ata , desire, and , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from a wish or desire ; ad. from or be

cause of a wish or desire.

atgtrætst , a. (from tæt , desire, and ist , worthy), worthy

of being wished for or desired.

atat , a. (from ata , desire, and , worthy), fit for or

worthy of being wished for or desired.

zigliæ, a. (from at , desire, and ‹ , a cause) , caused

by or arising from being wished for or desired ; ad. from

or because of a wish or desire.

3, a. (from ata , to desire), desired, wished for.

atf , a. (from a, to desire) , desirable.

aifggf3, s. (from 3, desired, and to, gain), the ob

taining of a person's wishes .

T , v. a. (from t, to surround), to rub or pound a thing

to a pulp, to pound in a mortar, to rub in a mortar or

on a grinding stone, to grind paint,

att, s. (from , to move), a road, a way.

Atta, s. (from ait, to grind), the grinding of paint, the rub

bing and reducing an article to a pulp.
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#17. ztst.

attal, s. (from æt , to pound , the grinding or pounding a

thing in a mortar or on a stone, mustard seed used as

a seasoning for food.

zitatea, s. (from it , mustard, and attя, a grinding),

the grinding or rubbing of mustard seed to reduce it to

a puip.

attatatti, s. (from aitai , mustard seed, and att¹, a grind-

ing), the grinding or rubbing of mustard seed to re-

duce it to a pulp.

1, a. (from att, to grind), rubbing or beating to a

pulp, grinding of paint or any other substance on a

stone ; s. one who rubs or grinds a substance on a stone

or in a mortar.

attat, s. (from ate, to grind), a woman who rubs or grinds

on a stone the ingredients for cooking.

attats, a. (from ats, a road, and 3, to cause to fall), rob-

bingon the highway, robbing ; s. a highwayman, a rob-

ber.
看

#tst, s. (from atttts, robbing on the highway), a high-

way robbery.

tt , a. (from att, a road, and tt , to cause tofall),

robbing on the highway, robbing.

t1, s. (from att, to grind), the grinding of a thing

which is not dry, a betle box, the name of a fish, (Cypri-

nus Bata, Buchanan's Mss. )

atkat , s. (from atti, a betle box, and cat , a receptacle),

a plate or tray for a petle box.

tttfa, s. (from at, to divide), a chissel,

wiftyi, s. (from xt , a cord), a sort of cord.

, s. (from at, to surround), a house, a habitation , a re-

sidence, a family residence, a cup, a glass, a drinking

vessel, a rod, a mace, a garden.

attri, a. (from att, a road), travelling, continuing on the

road, infesting the road, a small bag.

Tita , s. (from Tim, the name of a species of pulse), the

name of a species of pulse, (Cicer arietinum.)

attate, s. (from ada, round), a pot, a caldron.

☛itzi, s. (from ate, to divide, and i, a measure), a weight

or stone used in weighing,

Ti, s. (from t, to surround), a betle box, discount on

money or notes .

Testma, ș. (from ati, a garden, and , to adorn), the

name of a common plant, (Sida cordifolia and perhaps

rhombifolia.)

ats. v. n. (from , to increase), to grow, to increase, to

thrive, to swell, to jut out, to spread, to abound , to

spring or vegetate, to be turgid, to share out rice and

other food from the vessel. The adverbial participle of U

this verb constructed with , to speak, means to pre-

sume, to boast ; with st, to rise, it means to spring

up, to grow.

ats, s. (from . to surroun ! ), a frame, a margin, a column

or half a page, the selvedge of cloth, the edge of any

thing, a partition to prevent fishes going out of a pond

or rice field with the current, a weir, the outward coat-

ing of a mango stone, a volley.

at , s. (from a , a carpenter), a carpenter, a superin-

tendent ofsugar boilers, a thatcher.

zizætų, s. (from tș, aframe, and ats, wood), the frame

knees and outward timbers of a boat or ship.

atza, s. (from ats, to grow), a growing, au Increasing, a

jutting out or becoming prominent, a spreading or ex-

tending, a thriving.

atsels, a . (from xt , to increase), capable of enlargement

or increase.

ts , a. (from ts, to grow), overgrown, extended, ex-

pended.

at , s. from azai , a mare), sub-marine fire.

atşata, s. (from æşa, a mare, and A, fire), sub-marins

fire.

atṣatam, s. (from atşa, a mare, and , fire), sub-marine

fire.

xìşı, v. a. (from aty, to grow , to augment, to enlarge a thing,

to extend a thing, to multiply, to magnify, to promote,

to increase a thing, to enrich or exalt apersou, to raise

the price of a commodity, to excite, to remove a car,

case; s. the growth of any thing, enlargement, excess,

abuudance ; a. increased, exorbitant.

zişti, s. (from at , to increase), the causing of a thing

to increase, the raising the price of a commodity.

zizta, s. (from æfși, to increase), the causing ofa thing to

increase, the raising the price of a commodity.

ztștfa, s. (from atst, to increase , the increasing of a

thing.

atstfay), a, (from ts1, to increase), augmenting, causing to

increase, enriching, promoting an object, enhancing ;

s. a person who augments or enhances a thing.

atstatfs, ad. (from 1, enlargement), prolixly, at large.

xifs, s. (from Wiş, to increase), increase, augmentation, im

provement.

afsa, s. (from at , to grow), a growing or increasing, an

improving.

atș , 8. (from atèt, a house , a house, a residence, a family

Jesidence, a staff, a rod, a plot of ground planted or

sown with any particular vegetable, an advance made

in grain to be repaid in kind. This word construct-
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Tid.

ed with aty, to strike, means to strike with an instru-

ment or with a rod.

#tzatai, s. (from ztzl, a house, ), the owner of a house.

arga, 8. (from atz, to overflow), a broom.

ziz³), s. (from atș, to increase), increase, an increase or

surplus arising from a stock or fund, the produce ofthe

soil or of trade, an excess.

afşalau), s. (from ziş³i, an excess, and cut, a word), ex-

cessive talk, boasting.

titat, s. (from attıtææ, a species ofplant), the name of

one or more species of plants, Sida cordifolia, and S.

rhombifolia.)

stats, ad. (from ts, increase) , excessively.

Ta, s. (from Td, to sound , a dart, an arrow, the versed sine

of an arc.

Hit™ , s. (from Tid, an arrow, and c †, a throwing), the

discharging ofan arrow, the throwing of a dart.

ĦMISS, a. (from atd, an arrow, and ***, throwing), dis-

charging arrows, throwing darts ; s. a person who

shoots arrows or throws darts.

aqua, a. (from atd, an arrow, and a1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a dart or arrow.

at , ad. (loc. case ofata ), for a dart or arrow.

ttt, s. (from at , an arrow, and est, a relinquishing),

the shooting of an arrow, the throwing of a dart.

zteĦzē, a. (from ætd , an arrow, and Tax, holding), car-

rying arrows or darts, armed with darts or arrows.

atata , s. (from at , an arrow, and 4, a holding , the

carrying or holding of darts or arrows.

ttt, a. (from at,an arrow, and if , holding), car-

rying or holding darts or arrows, armed with darts or

arrows.

, a. (from ad, an arrow, and fat, athrowing),

the discharging an arrow, the throwing of a dart.

Tid , a. (from 4, an arrow, and fat , throwing),

throwing a dart, discharging an arrow; s. a person

who discharges an arrow or throws a dart.

ziafázás, a. (from ata , an arrow, and faze, causing ta

cease), putting a stop tothe discharge of arrows or darts.

stefartz , a. (from an arrow, and fax , preventing),

preventing the discharge or hindering the effect ofdarts

or arrows.

stafaatad, s. (from atd, an arrow, and fastad, a preventing),

the preventing of the discharge of arrows or darts, a

preventing the effects of arrows or darts,

faf , s. (from ate, an arrow, aud f , cessation), the

cessation ofthe discharge of arrows or darts.

zid.

atafafas , a. (from atd, an arrow, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from darts or arrows; ad. from or

because of darts or arrows.

zaffare, ad. (from atɑ, an arrow, and fafis, a cause), for

darts or arrows.

atque, a. (from at , an arrow, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from arrows or darts ; ad. from or

because of arrows or darts.

taxa, s. (from ata, an arrow, and Tas, a raining), the

showering down of darts or arrows.

atafa , a. (from td, an arrow, and f , pierced), pierced

or wounded by a dart or arrow.

ataaf , s. (from td, an arrow, and f , rain), a shower

of darts or arrows.

attad, s. (from ad, an arrow, and æt¶¶, a striking), the

striking or killing with an arrow or dart,

214ºF, a. (from atd, an orrow, and T , joined), connected

with a dart or arrow, fitted with a dart or arrow.

td CIF, a. (from et4, an arrow, and 4 , a cause), caused

by or arising from a dart or arrow ; a . from or be-

cause of a dart or arrow.

Itdi, s. (from TG, penis), the male organ of a child.

atataaf , s. (from attata, dart or arrow-shaped, and

afa junction), in anatomy the sagittal suture.

tatt , s. (from Id, an arrow, and stats, a blow), a blow

or stroke from an arrow.

ata, s. (from 4, to make), the hire or price paid for wear-

ing of cloth or making ofjewels and a few other things.

atfq3, s. (from afaa, a trader), a trader, a merchant.

atfda , s. (from 4 , a trader), trade, traffick, commerce.'

affasad, 8. (from fw, trade, and ☎ , a doing), the

engaging in trade or business.

atfquætzæ, a. (from TW, trade, and æta , dɔing), car-

rying on trade, deating in merchandize, trading.

ifatz), a. (from Tif , trade, and tf , doing), carry-

ing on trade, dealing in merchandize, trading.

atfqwafas, a. (from Tifq3), trade, and If , produced),

produced by or arising from trade.

atfdaran , «. (from tf , trade, and , producible),

producible by or arising from trade.

Tifama, ach (loc. case of t ), for the purpose of

Irade.

tests, a. (from tf , trade, and at , produced), pro

duced by or arising from trade.

, s. (from ata , trade, and t , destruction), the

destruction or loss of trade or commerce.

ztfqaratas, a. (from atfd ), trade, and ama, destructive),

destructive to trade or commerce.
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ifanfare, a. (from

aya.

3 , trade, and fas, causingto

cease), putting a stop to trade or commerce.

atfasıfatge, a. (from Tfq , trade, and fatæ, prevent-

ing), obstructing or preventing trade or commerce.

alfasfaatad, s. (from if , trade, and fiata , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or obstructing of trade or com-

merce.

বাণিজ্যনিবৃত্তি , s. ( from বাণিজ্য, trade, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of trade or commerce.

বাণিজ্যনিমিশুক, ৫. (from বাণিজ্য, trade, and নিমিত্ত, a cause ),

caused by or arising from trade or commerce ; ad, from

or because of trade or commerce.

zifaffic , ad. (from fa , trade, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of trade or commerce.

ata , a. (from at , trade, and , before), preced-.

ed by or arising from trade or commerce ; ad. by or

through trade.

বাণিজ্যপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from স্বাণিজ্য, trade , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ০৮-

structing), obstructing or hindering trade or commerce.

fa , a. (from tf , trade, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from trade or commerce ; ad. from

or because oftrade or commerce.

fats, a. (from tf , trade, and , obtained , ob-

tained by trade, acquired by commerce.

ata , a. (from atfa , trade, and z , increasing),

promoting or improving trade or commerce.

atfara , s . (from atfas , trade, and a , an increasing),

the promoting or enlarging of trade or commerce.

aff , ad. (from afar, trade, and fans, without),

without trade or commerce.

ata , s. (from at , trade, and af , increase), the in-

crease of trade or commerce.

বাণিজ্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from atfণজ্য, trade, and বাতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), trade or commerce excepted .

atafata , s. (from atfa , trade, and afsigæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of trade or commerce.

বাণিজ্য ডিরেকে, ad. (loc case of জানিজ ব্যতিরেক , with the ex-

ception of trade or commerce, without or beside trade

or commerce.rce .

,

afqaty, s. (from tf , commerce, and wants, trade),

the profession or employment of commerce.

বাণিজ্যব্যবসায়ী, a. (from যাজ্ঞি, commerce , and ব্যবসায়িন,

following a profession , following thebusiness of a mer-

chant.

ts, s. (from afar, trade, and zitas, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle or hindrance to trade or com-

merce.

ztfa.

বাণিজ্য ব্যাঘাতক , a. (from বাণিজ্য , trade , and ব্যাঘাতক, hinder-

ing), hindering or obstructing trade or commerce.

tamas , a. (from Tifa , trade, and ™ , a root), origi-

nating in trade or commerce.

zifa , a. (from Tifa , trade, and , obtained), ob-

tained by trade, acquired by commerce.

atfa , a. (from fa , trade, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from trade or commerce ; ad. from or

because oftrade or commerce.

afasratat, s. (from atfar, trade, and atat1 , desire), a

desire for trade or commerce.

afstætgì, a. (from Tifq , trade, and txtfs , desirous),

desirous of engaging in trade.

বাণিজ্যানুসন্ধান , s. (from afa, a commerce , and ान,

search), a searching after trade or commerce.

বাণিজ্যানসজ্ঞানী, a. ( from aif , commerce , and অনুসন্ধনিন,

searching), searching after trade or commerce.

zifasıtasatsì, a. (from ), commerce, and mida,

searching), searching after trade or commerce.

tfast, a. (from fa , commerce, and wagtfez,

following), following upon or in accordance with trade

of commerce.

atsaitantsì, a. (from Ttfa , commerce, and
fin, fol-

lowing), following upon or in accordance with trade or

commerce.

বানিজ্যানুসারে, ad. (from afa , commerce , and অনুসার , ৫

following), according to trade or commerce.

বাণিজ্য ন্বেষক, a. (from বানিজ্য, commerce, and অন্বেষক, seek-

ing, seeking after trade or commerce.

aifawtyd, s. (from ta , commerce, and ad, a seek-

ing), the seeking after trade or commerce.

বাণিজ্যান্বেষী , a. ( from বাণিজ্য , commerce, and আরষি , seek-

ing), seeking for trade or commerce.

atffamta, s. (from t , trade, and af , desire),

a desire or inclination for trade .

ifesa , a. (from afa™ , trade, and afsatfag, desir-

ous , desirous ofengaging in trade.

fat , a. (from fa , trade, and fa, desirous), de-

sirous of trade.

alfate , ad. (from fa , trade, and f, an object),

for the purpose of trade. ·

affat ), s. (from at , trade, and , desire), a desire

for trade.

ztfal , a. (from tf , trade, and F , desirous), desir-

ous of engaging in trade.

fara , d. (from afar, trade, and 5 , desirous), de-

sirous of trade.
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atfarartæærist, s. (from

atst.

fis , trade, and surts, exertion),

exertion or endeavour in trade or business.

atacantearts , a. (from af , trade, and starfs , exerting),

using exertions in trade or business.

ztfalartsys, a. (from fa³ , trade , and 845, fit), fit or

suited to trade or commerce.

affa 1, s. (from af , a tradesman), a tradesman, a merchant,

a banker.

affata , s. (from ztfapt , a merchant), a female banker or

the wife of a bauker.

zifagtag, s. (from zifasi, a tradesman, and xx, a wife),

the name of a beautiful bird, (Turdus melanocephalus,

Carey; Oriolus melanocephalus, Lin. )

tal, s. (from a, to sound), speech, a word, language, a

name ofthe goddess of eloquence, the price of labour.

ztal, s (from fa , a trader), a trader, a merchant, a banker.

ate, s. (from æi, to go) , the wind, the rheumatism, the by-

pochondria.

ateau, s. (from xts, wind, and a , work), wind expelled

backwards.

atsfag, a. (from atë, rheumatism) , theumatic , gouty.

atsæt, a. (from afa̸a, rheumatic) , rheumatic, gouty.

te , a. (from ate, wind, and £3, seized), hypochondri-

ac, mad, flatulent.

atea, a. (from ata, rheumatism, and ₹7, to kill), good for

the cure of rheumatism .

atss, a. (from ats, rheumatism , and , to produce), pro-

duced by or arising from rheumatism.

atGIA, 8. (from 743, wind, and TF, a fever), flatulency at-

tended with fever.

atstafa, a. (from tf , rheumatism attended with fe-

ver), belonging to rheumatism which is attended with

fever.

3 , s. (from ts, wind, and , blood), acute rheu-

matism or gout ascribed to a vitiated state ofthe blood

and animal humors.

ata , s. (from ts , acute rheumatism, and , to

kill , destroying or curing acute rheumatism, the name

of a particular plant which is accounted a specific in

acute rheumatism .

atsatst, 8. (from 3, rheumatism, and catst, a disease),

the rheumatism , the gout , flatulence.

at , a. (from atstatst, the rheumatism), rheumatic,

gouty, flatulent.

ata , s . (from ate, wind, and w , a spear), the wind

cholic.

zistfaraz, s. (from Butavia, and (78, a citron), the pum-

plemuss or shaddock, (Citrus decumana.)

ata.

atata, s. (from ats, wind), the wind, the air, an appari

tion.

atstaæcm), s. (from tЯ, the wind and xuat a globe), the

name of an ornamental plan!, (Robinia candida. )

atstaani, a. (from Ita; the wind, and , the face), fac

ing the wind.

total, s. (from ts, wind, and , to be), akind of sweet

meat.

atst , a. (from atзta, wind), windy, tempestuous, boister

ous.

atstats , a. (from tзta, the wind), windy, hysterical, airy;

s. a swallow.

1, s . (from atstat, a sort of sweetmeat, and

tag , a species of fish), the name of a species of fish,.

(Pimelodes, species not ascertained .)

xtfsæ, a. (from †³, rheuma'ism), rheumatic, gouty, flatu-

lent, arising from wind.

atfam, a. (from Ibly, false), false, vain, absurd, futile, igno

rant, abolished.

ata , s . (from fet, a candle), a candle, a stick ofsealing

wax, a wand, a bamboo rod, a lamp.

atatatta , s. (from at , a candle, and attal, cuttting), a

pair of snuffers.

atta ,s. from atst, a candle), a chandler, a man who sells

candles.

tagt, a. (from xts, rheumatism), rheumatie, gouty, flatu

lent.

a. (from t³, wind), foolish, insane, mad.

atzazi s. (from At ,foolish), foolishness , insanity.

1, s. (from E , the name of a plant), the name of

several species of edible plants, (Chenopodium of se-

veral species.

8. (from att, goosefoot, and wit , an edible

plant), the name of the edible species ofgoosefoot,

(Chenopodium.)

attata , s. (from tз, wind, and 4, an excess), an excess

of theum or wind.

at , s. (from 3, wind), strong wind, a gale, a storm, a

boaster, a braggadocio, one who pays no regard to his

word.

ziemi, s. (from AA, fond), fondness, affection.

Tuta, s. (from xa, prep. 1, prep, and $1, to stand), a cow.

pasture, a cow- house , a cow-pen.

zia, ad. (from S , after), after ; s. a deduction. This word

constructed with , to give, means to deduct, to sub-

tract, with 45, to fall, it means to be deficient.

ata, s. (from 7a, to speak , a word, a sentence, a contradic

tion, a dispute.

Ppppp
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THI.

ata , a. from z , to speak), speaking ; s, a speaker, one

who plays on an instrument of music.

athata, a. (from ata, a contradiction, and age, making) ,

disputing, using contradictions ; s. a person who em-

ploys contradictions.

•

alate), a. (from † , a contradiction, and , making) ,

disputing, using contradictions.

, a. (from t , a contradiction, and 57 , produc-

ing , producing disputes or contradictions .

at , a. (from ata, a contradiction , and 571, producible .

producible by or arising from disputes or contradicti-

ons.

, ad. loc. case of t ) , for the purpose of dispute

or contradiction.

ai , s. (from a , to speak), the playing on a musical in-

strument.

, . from , a contradiction, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from disputes or contradictions ;

nd. from or because of disputes or contradictions.

afa , ed. (from T , a contradiction, and fifs, a

'cause , for the purpose of dispute or contradiction.

Te , 7. (from ₹ 7, a con'radiction , and , caused

by), caused by or arising from disputes or contradicti

on; ad. from or because of disputes or contradiction .

tet, s. (from ata, a word, and fa331 , refutation , a

reasoning, disputation.

ata, s. (from atám, a rainy day), a cloud, continued rain.

Zikmi, s. (from Z†ñ³, a cloud`, gold thread, lace, gold or sil.

ver tissue, cloudy weather, an eruption following a fever.

ata , a. (from at , rain) , rainy, arising from or caused

by rain, proper to or connected with rain .

, s. (from atty, belonging to rain, and cat,

an insect), an ephemera. Most of the species of Ephe-

meræ being produced in their perfect state during the

rainy season are called by this name.

1 , s. (from ta, contradiction, and 2 , the means

of accomplishing) , the means of maintaining a dispute

or contradiction.

Ain , a. (from T† , a contradiction, and Tg, a cause),

caused by or arising from disputes or contradiction ;

ad. from or because of disputes or contradictions.

ami, s. (from xel , desert) , a forest, a desert.

C

tatt , s. (from , a forest, and ¬†♫, a kind offruit),

the name of a species of tree, (Uvaria Badajamba . )

র'মtনুবtদ, s . ( from att, a speech , and অনুবাদ, following a

speech), a dispute, a controversy .

atata, s. (from atɔtë, an almond), an almond. This name is

applied to another tree, (Terminalia catappa ; ) a sail,

attl

atatærstiti, s . (from atīta, an almon , and sit , whole .

the Indian Chesnut which is found growing wild in the

North East border of Bengal, ( Castanea indica .)

atatasf , s. (from atīta, an almond, and f , a board), a

particular sort of sweetmeat.

atħtatæfaætasía, s. from atatatas, amygdaloid, and

ts , a gland), the tonsils or almonds of the ear.

atat , a. (form tata, an almond), oval, almond-shaped.

antal , a . (from atata, an almond), oval, in the form of

an almond,

atf ,s. (from z , to speak), in Hindeo music the key note.

zias, a. (from a, to speak), extorted from a person,

made to be uttered.

atfag1, s. fromfiata , a dealer in antido’es) , a snake-catch-

er, a person who lives by exhibiting and playing with

snakes, a hunter.

zinì, a. (from zifa , speaking) , speaking, pleading ; s . one

who lays down or states a thesis, a plaintiff, a suitor.

15, s. (from Tiefs, a large bat), a large bat, (Vespertillio

Vampyrus.)

a . s. (from 7 , to speak), a musical instrument, instru

mental music.

, s . (from at , instrumental music, and , to make),

a musician , a musical performer.

3 , s. (from T , a musical instrument , and 313, a

vessel), a concert of instrumental music.

t1 , s. (from , a musical instrument, and 8414 ,

great exertion), a concert of instrumental music or ra-

ther a confused sound of musical instruments in which

each performer tries to make the greatest sound,

ziqatataı , s. (from slŵble, a king, and lolj , a son ), a prince.

alattal, s. (from Sely, a prince) , a princess .

alqatxı, s. (from alŵsly , a king), a king.

17, s. (from Last , a king), akingdom, a government.

atą, v. a. (from aą, to hint), to binder, to make ineffectu

al, to frustrate.

ata , a. (from ata, to obstruct), hindering, preventing, ob

structing ; s . hinderer, a preventer, one who obstructs an

undertaking, one who detains from another ; the pains

experienced by a female previously to or during the

menstrual discharge.

ata , s . (from at , hindering , opposition, hindrance,

prevention, an obstruction, the detaining ofa thing.

, s. (from 18 , hinder ing), opposition, hinderance,

prevention, an obstruction , the detaining of a thing.

, s. (from , to obstruct), pain, an obstruction, an im

pediment, a hindrance, an opposition , a detention, a

clog to an undertaking, a wooden shoe or sandal, a clog,
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ziti.

This word constructed with it, to cut, means to ob-

viate a difficulty, with a , to produce, or 1 to give, it

means to oppose, to thwart, to raise difficulties or ob-

jections, with 3 , tofall, it means to be hindered or ob-

structed.

att , s. (from to increase), the songs sung to celebrate

the birth of Krishna, on the eighth day of the moon's

increase in the mouth of Bhadra.

* t*tzæ, a. (from 11, an obstruction, and ☎ta , making) ,

making obstructions, raising obstacles .

tata , a. (from zt , an obstruction, and ifa , mak-

ing), making obstructions, raising obstacles.

zata , d . (from 1 , an obstruction, and Fi , produc-

ing , producing obstructions or impediments, occasion

ing obstacles.

857, a. from 1 an obstruction, and 1 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from obstacles or impedi-

ments.

zivacs, ad. loc. case of at&t ), for the purpose of ob-

structions or difficulties.

¿tЯtfş, s. (from it ), a binding, and □ș, to exert) , an in-

strument used by leather-workers to make the holes

when they sew with thon.s.

aktāt³), s. (from atai, an obstruction, and at , a giver,,

a person who puts obstacles in the way.

atatry , a . (from a , an obstacle, and ītē, giving),

placing obstacles in the way.

ztâtātē, a. (kom 71 , obstacle, and tfṛ , giving), placing

obstacles in the way.

11fafa , a. from att, an obstacle, and fafax, a cause),

caused by or arising from obstacles or impediments ; ad .

from or because of obstacles or impediments.

afa , ad. (from atat , an obstacle, and fafa , a caus?),

for the of obstacles or impediments.purpose

, a. (from 7 ), an obstruction, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from obstacles ; ad. by or through

obsicles.

ata , a. (from at , an obstacle. und , caused by ,

caused by or arising from obstacles or impediments ;

ad. from or because of obstacles or impediments

att18, a. (from at , an obstacle, and gre, obtained),

obstructed, hindered, attended with obstacles..

atatgifs, s. (from 1181, an obstacle, and if , acquisition),

the being beset with obstructions or difficulties.

tata, s. (from 11 , an obstacle,, reciprocal obstacles

orimpediments.

fax, s. (from atat, an o's'acle, and fax, absence), the

absence of obstacles or impediments. ,

zizi.

attratsts, a. (from atat, an obstacle, and cut , worthy),

deserving to be hindered or obstructed.

zta , a. (from ai , an obstacle, and s , fit), worthy of

being hindered or obstructed .

ztatlaga, a. (from 11, an obstacle, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from obstacles or impediments ;

ad. from or because of obstacles or impediments.

723, a. (from 2, to obstruct) , obstructed hindered, im-

peded.

◄:, a. (from ata, to obstruct , capable of being obstruct-

ed or impeded.

atЯ13¹ , s. (from atar , capable of obstruction), a capacity or

fitness to be obstructed or impeded.

TITI , s. (from 181 , capable of obstruction), a capacity or

fitness to be obstructed or impeded .

2182131, s. (from at , the thing to be frustrated,

and atiæ, one whofrustrates), the circumstance of being

the thing to be hindered and the hinderer.

, a. (from E, to obstruct ), suffering obstruction or

impediment.

ata, s. (from ta, to dry), dry as applied to fruit ; also (from

za, water), a flood, a heavy sea, the high tide in some

ofthe rivers ofIndia.

ata , s. (from 771, to make), a place where silk is manufac

tured.

ata , s. (from 7, aforest solitude, and , to depart

a bermit or brahmun in the third state of life having

previously passed through the condition of student and.

householder and now retired to a forest for meditation

and devotion, also the name of a tree, (Bassia latifolia.)

taga , s. (from 1 , a hermit), a hermit, one who has

departed to the forest.

ztag, s. (from za, a forest, and , toplay), a monkey, an

ape.

ataganta, s. (from t , a monkey, and at , pulse) , the

name of a particular leguminous plant, (Dolichos sca-

rabæoides.)

atazze, ad (from ta , a monkey), monkey-like, apish.

ataga , s. (from at , a monkey, and ifs, a staff), the

loments or long pods of cassia fistula, also the tree.

which produces them.

ataan, s. (from ata, a monkey, and , a sovereign), the

name ortitle of Soogreeva the sovereign ofthe monkeys

and ally ofRama.

atat, v. a. (from 7 , to build, g, to make), to build, to

make, to fabricate,

atatat, s. (from 171, to cause to be made), a making, a fa-

bricating.
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tata, s. (from atai, to cause to make), the making or fabri-

cating of a thing, ( in grammar) the compounding of

vowels with consonants ; a. made, fabricated .

ataal, s. (from za , to make), a model, a pattern, a plan, a

sample, a specimen.

atfe, s. (from , to vomit), a vomiting.

, s. (from , a slave), a slave, a servant, a respect-

sed in addressing a superior, your ho-ful expressi

nour.

ata, v. a. (from xa, to bind), to bind, to confine.

E , s. (from A, a friend , a friend, an ally, a kinsman.

, s. (from 78, afather) , a father. This word is used in

the vocative case as an expression of pain and suffer-

ing or of surprize, viz. att , Oh Father !

father ! father !

at , Oh

za, a. (from at, to sow) , sowing seed ; s. a sower.

atais, s. (from at , a father), an exclamation , father ! fa-

ther!

ztetat, s. (from at , a father, and ¤¹, a mother), parents.

, s. (from , afather), a father.

ata , s. (from at, to sʊw), an oblong pond .

æt , s. (from ate), afather), a father. This word is frequent-

ly used in the vocative case as an exclamation indica.

tive of pain or affliction, e. g. a , Oh father ! atta

at Ohfather ! father!

zig), s. (from yä , to weave), the name ofa particular

kind of cloth.

Hi , s. (from ly, a chapter), a section , a chapter, a sub-

ject, a head, an affair, business , a scope, the matter

of an affair, a manner, a reason, a mode, a species, a

sort.

ata , s. (from atay, a species of basil), the name of a spe-

cies ofbasil, (Ocimum pilosum.)

atagemſ), s. (from ata , a species of basil, and gat , ba-

sil), the name of a species of basil, (Ocymum pilosum . )

ate, s. (from Cyl, an item), an item, an article, a head,

account, business, an affair ; ad. on account of.

atæði, s. (from ŵyų, an item), belonging to an article.

za , 8. (from aɩ, to speak), loquacious, talkative.

atzæst, s. (from 1 , loquacious), loquacity, talkative-

ness.

atana , s. (from at , loquacious), loquacity, garrulity.

ataak, s. (from a , to move, and Я, a limb), the name of

a large climbing plant common inthe forests North

West of Bengal, (Embelia Ribes.)

iast, s. (from , a cook), a cook.

ziezdiat, 8. (from

a kitchen, a cook room.

4, a cook, and xilº, a house),

ziri.

aicīga, s. (kom afst❤,frizzled, and yo, hair), frizzled or

curled hair.

atami, s. (from atáṛ, a sort oftree), the name of a shrub or

small tree common throughout India, (Mimosa arabica.)

atanta, s. (from , a chapter, and , a reason), a rea

son, an affair.

atal, s. (from 7º, a father), a father. This word is ignorant.

ly used by Europeans to signify a child, when used in

this sense by a Hindoo it is a mere expression of fond-

ness.

atata , s . (from att, a father), a son, a son-in-law, anephew.

The word is principally used as indicative of affection

or respect.

atata, s. (from at , wind, and fs , an egg), a wind egg.

atfian, s. (from sa, future, and д , a colour), the name of

a shrub which is indigenous in the North east border

of Bengal, (Embelia ribes .)

zt . s. (from a father), a word used to denote respect,

Sire, Sir, a gentleman,

zta , s. (from a , the name of a bird), the name of a

bird, (Loxia philippensis.)

ata, a. (from , to vomit), left in opposition to right, op.

posed, contrary, inverted, reverse, beautiful, pleasing.

t , a. (from 2 , to vomit), emetic, causing vomiting.

ata , s. (from ti, a brahmun) , a brahmun.

ataatti, s. (from If , the name ofa plant), the name

of an ornamental plant, ( Siphonanthus indica)

atzat, s. (from 4, a brahmun), a brahmuness.

ata , a. (from aa, to vomit , short, dwarf, pigmy.

atay, a. (from ata , a pigmy), dwarf.

ataat , s. (from ", the left hand, and at , a word), ex-

pence arising from vain or useless talk or suggestions,

vain or unless expence, an accusation.

atam1831, a. (from at , beautiful, and cm187, an eye), a

woman.

ztat, s. (from T¤, beautiful), a woman, a person who beats

a drum with the left hand.

tata , a (from ata, the left hand, and ata , a spiral turn),

having the spiral turns running from right to left. The

word is chiefly used to describe such shells as have their

spiral turn running from right to left.

tata , a. (from at , the left hand, and ts, turning),

winding or turning from right to left. This word is usu-

ally implied to denote such twisting stalks as turn from

right to left, (caulis volubilis.)

atatata, s. (from ta, the left hand, and stats, conduct),

the practice of those who follow the doctrine of the

Tuntras, heterodoxy,
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atg.

atatat , a. (from at , the left hand, and trifa , acting), fat , a . (from xg, wind, and fate, preventing),

heterodox,

atgart, s. (from 17, wind, and at , to eat) , an open airy

place, an aperture.

ziyat, s. (from xi , earnest), earnest money, a sum given

to bind a bargain.

atgatet, a. (from ☺ly, a relation, and , occurred), a

relation or account of things, a recital of particulars.

ządy, a. (from Ty, wind), belonging to or connected

Iwith wind, gaseous.

AW, a. (from at , the wind), relating to or connected

with the wind, sacred to the god of wind.

z , ɑ. (from 77, to go), in Hindoo music the name of a

particular grace note.

Tiga, s. (from zu ,̟ to go), a crow.

Zi , s. (from A , to go), the wind, air, the supposed air of

the body, hypochondria, the god of wind.

Tid, s. (from Ty, the god ofwind, and cata, a corner),

the north west.

atst , s. (from ty, the wind, and stifs, motion), the moti-

on ofthe wind ; a. swift as the wind, fleet.

, s. (from 1 , the wind, and f , a knot) , a whirl-

wind.

Dig ɗG, a. (from aty, wind, and ge, involved), hypochondri-

ac.

13, a. (from at , wind. and , to kill), curing flatu-

lency or hypochondria.

ALFAF, a. (from Ty, wind, and 575, produ ing) , produc-

ing wind, producing flatulency, producing hypochon-

dria.

Tusa), a. (from aty, wind, and 5 , equal), like wind, emp-

ty, unsubstantial.

44

atakaa, s. (from aty, wind, and ¤¤¤, a subduing), the sub-

duing of hypochondria or flatulence, the laying of the

wind.

sheltering from the wind, preventing the blowing ofthe

wind, preventing hypochondria or flatulence,

atyfkatad, s. (from atg, wind, and faaaa, a preventing), a

sheltering from the wind, a preventing the wind from

blowing, the preventing of hypochondria or flatulence.

atafaafe, s. (from aty, wind, and fans, cessation), the

cessation ofthe wind's blowing, a calm, the cessation

or cure ofhypochondria or flatulence.

xyf-fxïæ, a. (from aty, wind, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from air or wind, caused by or arising

from hypochondria or flatulence ; ad. from or because

of air or wind, from or because of hypochondria or fla-

tulence..

wyffice, ad. (from aty, wind, and faſt , a cause), for the

sake of air or wind.

, s . (from , wind, and , a son), in Hindoo my-

thology the monkey Hunooman the son ofPuvuna god

of wind by the monkey Unjuna, it is also the name of

Bheema Sena, son of Puvuna by Koontee the wife of

Pundoo.

ziņa, s. (from zi , wind, and 4, filling), the inspir

ing or drawing in of the breath.

i , a. (from , wind, and ¶ , propelling), pro.

pelling or forcing forward the wind.

বায়ুপুস্কেপকল, ৪. (from বায়ুপুক্ষেপক, throwing out air, and কল,

a machine), an air pump.

, a. (from zi , wind, and Я , caused by), caused

by or arising from air or wind, caused by or arising

from hypochondria or flatulence ; ad. from or because

of wind or air, from or because of hypochondria or

flatulence.

ztasz, a. (from at , wind, and afa, increasing), increas

ing flatulence or hypochondria, increasing the wind or

air.

aty2134, s. (from at , wind, and id, to hold , the hold- || xt , 8. (from , wind, and 7, an increasing), the

ing ofthe breath.

ata , s. (from aty, the god of wind, and , a son),

one of the names of Bheeina the son ofKoontee by Pu-

vuna God of the wind, it is also the name ofthe Mon-

key Hunooman.

agat , s. (from X, wind, and at , destruction), the cure

of hypochondria or flatulence .

ziyatda, a. (from aty, wind, and i , destructive), good

for the cure ofhypochondria or flatulence.

ats, a. (from ty, wind, and faz , causing to cease),

stopping the blowing of the wind, calming the wind,

putting a stop to hypochondria or flatulence.

increasing offlatulence or bypochondria, the increasing

of wind or air.

ty , s. (from xg, wind, and ſ , increase), the increase

of flatulence or hypochondria, the increase of wind or

air.

ztofa̸a' , ad. (from , wind, and fat, without), without

wind or air, without hypochondria or flatulence.

st, ad. (loc. case of it, the velocity ofthe wind),

with the swiftness ofthe wind.

aty , s. (from , the wind, and ar , afan), the act

offanning, a fan.

iguffi , a, (from , wind, and fsfis, excepted),
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wind or air excepted , bypochondria or flatulence ex-

cepted.

☎yafstaæ, s. (from ₹ 5, wind, and viſiɩxx, an exception) ,

the exception of air or wind, the exception of hypo-

chondria or flatulence.

agzıfsızı , ad. (bc. case of trafora ), with the excep-

tion of wind or air, with the exception of hypochon-

dria or flatulence, without wind or air, without hypo-

chondria or flatulence.

P3s , a. from wind, and , eating), feeding on

air; s . a serpent.

Ti , s. (from T , wind, and 4, an eating , the feed-

ing upon air, a property attributed by Hindoo writers

to several of their ascetics.

Tita, s. (from II, wind, and ≈¡7 , a condition ), gas, a

gaseous state.

, S. (from atuss, gas, and ta, carbonic

acid), the gaseous acid carbou.

, 8. from T wind, and 1357 , a discharging), the

act of breathing or forcing out the breath.

ata, s. from the god of wind, and t , posteri-

ty), in Hindoo mythology the monkey Hunoo nan son

of Puvuna go of the wind by the monkey Unjuna, al-

so Bheema Scua the son of Puvuna by Koontee the

wife of Pundos.

ziga¤, a. (from any , wind, and ¤, equal,, like wind, un-

substantial, emply.

, s. (from 7 wind, and ifs, a swelling), in sur-

gery the name of a swelling filled with air, (Emphy-

sema.)

, a . (from at , wind, and ( 3 , a cause), caused by

or arising from wind or air, caused by or arising from

Aatulence or hypochondria ; ad, from or because of air

or wind, from or because of flatulence or hypochondria .

, a. (from at , wind), hypochondriac , insane.

1 , s. (from 213 , wind, and ¤ , a skare), the air con-

tained in the body, the gaseous part of a thing.

ala, s. (from a lod) , a load, a time, the sitting of a

sovereign to receive audience, repetition, water.

3, s. (from 7, to skreen , a day of the week, an occasion,

a time or vicissitude , a turn , a multitude, a flock, a

vesselfor holding spirituous quer ; a. twelve.

ztasztal, s. (from 3, a time, and sștīt, flying), a volley.

, a. (from . to cover), hindering, obstructing, prevent-

ing; s. a person who hinders or prevents.

aistaim, s. (from Zia, water, and c , a hog) , a tortoise.

atatata, s. (from 17, a multitude, and t , a receptacle,,

a tray.

zt.t.

34, 8. (from , to skreen), a hiudering, the preventing of

a thing, the prohibiting of a thing, the disallowing of

a thing, the stopping of proceedings, a repelling, an

elephant.

atziz , a. (from 4 , a prohibiting, and atṛē, making),

raising obstacles, hindering, preventing, prohibiting ; a

person who prohibits or hinders.

atadæial, s. (from 3134, prohibiting, and eta , doing), rais-

ing obstacles, hindering, preventing, prohibiting .

ata , a . (from ata , a prohibiting, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from preventing or prohibit

ing.

atar, ad. (loc. case of ) , for the purpose of pre

venting or prohibiting.

ataafafaza, a. (from 174, aprohibiting, and fafas , a cause),

caused by or arising from preventing or prohibiting;

ad. from or because of preventing or prohibiting.

ta-fafas, ad. (from ata , a prohibiting, and fafas, a.

cause) , for the purpose of preventing or prohibiting.

, a. (from atza, a prohibi ing, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from preventing or prohibit-

ing ; ad, from or because of preven ing or prolbi ing.

atzalaistī, a. (from ☎t?4, a pr hibiting, and catst , capable),

proper or fit to be prevented or prohibited.

TiZ«leZF, a. (from TiZA, a prohibiting, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from preventing or prohibiting ;

ad. from or because ofpreventing or prohibiting.

atate, a. (from Ata, prohibiting, and s , fit,, fit or pro-

per to be prevented or prohibited.

ata , a. (from 7, to cover , preventible, prohibitable.

ataei, s. (from 7, t. skreen) , the name of a species ofgrass,

(Panicum uliginosum. )

2d, second), again.

y, two), twice.

repeatedly, again and a-

atafusta, ad from !, time, and

tap, a . (from 319, a time, and

atṛata, ad. (from at?, a time),

gain , often.

Atala̸Hi, s . (from ata, a day of the week, and ( m , time), cer-

tain parts of each day in which all actions of a secular

nature are prohibited ; religious actions are also fre-

quently suspended during these seasons.

ty, a (from at , twelve months), perennial, last-

ing through all the months ofthe year.

atata, ad. (from ta, a time), repeatedly, again and again,

often.

atzfgas, a. from 7, to skreen ), prohibitable, preventible.

Ai, s. (from T13, a multi ude, and et, a woman), a har

lot, a whore.

atarsfäfæ, s. (from aix, water, and fat , treasure), the sea.
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বারো. Tia.

atatam, s. (from as, a multitude, and at, a woman), aratata, a. (from atta ' , twelve, and xx, a time), twelve

harlot, a whore.

ta , s. (from I, excellent, and , water), the city

ofBenares situated on the sacred Ganges.

tate1, s. (from ætés), a portico) , a portico, a porch.

atatea, ad. (from

once more.

I, a time, and a , another), again,

aifa, s. (from to cover), water.

ata , s. (from barracks, Eng. ) barracks, a row of houses

resembling barracks.

ificata, s. (from arfa, water, and cœta, a hog), a tortoise.

fox, a. (from tf , water, and 64, to more), aquatic ;

s. a fish.

atfs, a. (from ata, water, and , to be produced ), pro-

duced in water ; s . a conch shell, a snail , a bivalve shell.

xtfas, a. (from ™, to skreen), hindered, prevented, forbid-

den.

, a. (from atf , water, and 1 , to give), giving water ;

s. a cloud,

zizi, s. (from Tif , water, and Itxi , a stream), a stream

of water, a gutter or water course.

zifaI, s. (from at{?, water, and 41, to hold), the sea.

fat , s. (from atf , water, and gate, a stream), the

flowing of water, a current of water.

zifa , s. (from aifa, water, and 5, to be , a spring of wa-

ter, a frog.

fan, a. (from , to succeed to an inheritence,, an

heir), an heir.

ats , s. (from . to skreen), a vessel for milking, a rope

for binding an elephant,

atzfx, a. (from ata , twelve) , the twelfth.

ata , s. (from 7 , the god of the wa'ers), the west, spi-

rituous liquors , the twenty-fourth mansion in the Hin-

doo Zodiac, a Hindoo festival held on the thirteenth

day of the wane of the moon in the month of Chitra.

, s. (from 1 ), a portico, and , a part) , in

anatomy one of the cavities ofthe ear, (Vestibulum. )

atan, s. (from , to shine , gunpowder.zâ,

Tia&tat , s. (from 7.45, gunpowder, and xils , a house ,

magazine for gunpowder, a powder manufactory.

tæ, a. (from 2ta , a time, and 2 , one), once.

atızæ fusta, ad. (from attaỡ, once, and L¿d, second), again.

atraatia, ad. (from ata, a time , repeatedly, again and again.

ztīt, a. from 1 , (w /lve,, twelve .

14, a (from atta , twelve, and 94, a quality), twelve-

fold .

attatatal, a. (from atta , twelve, and af , attending a

door), mendicant, begging from door to door.

times repeated .

atratatal, a. (from itxi , twelve), common, general.

1 , s. (from , to be), a word, conversation, news,

tidings, information, a rumour, a report. This word con

tructed with , to take, means to enquire , to obtain or

receive information , with 1 , to give, it means to tell,

to warn, to acquaint a person with, with 11, to make

known, it means to disclose, to acquaint a person with

a thing.

att , s. (from , to be), the fruit of the egg plant, also

the plant itself, (Solanum melongena. )

atstas, a. (from at , a word, and 5, to carry), carrying

information or news.

atfiæ, s. (from TF), news), an envoy, a person who brings

intelligence or news, a gloss or commentary to illustrate

or supply the text, a criticism.

at , s. (from za, old), old age.

TiŃ-, s . (from ZX, to increase), a wild sheep.

atatae, a. (from af , increase), living on usury : s. an usurer.

at , a. (from , to cover), resistible, preventible, probi

bitable.

at , a. (from , to cover), suffering resistance or pre-

vention.

aifa , a. (from a , a year), yearly, annual.

ata, s. (from za, to live), a child, a boy, an infant, hair,

lock of hair, the hair of the privities ; a . ignorant, un-

informed, infantine, childish,

ataæ, s. (from ata, a child), a child, an infant, a boy, the

persons who represent Krishna and the milkmaids , at

dramatic exbibitions, a beam laid over pillars in a build-

ing to support the beams of the roof.

taxata, s. (from , a child, and at , time), child

hood.

ata stata, a. (from at , childhood), belonging to

childhood.

ata31, 8. (from ata , a child), childishness, puerility.

zax , s. (from † , a child), childishness, puerility,

ataæg, a. (from t☎, a child), childish, infantine.

It~7, s. (from ™ , to ascertain), a frying pan.

, v. n. (from t , a child, and cut, to destroy) , to be

seized with a fever, the word is only used as relating

to children.

Taxis, & (from , the new twilight, and ts ,

splendor), purple, the colour of the evening or morna

ing.

ata , s. (from at , a child, and ca¹, (o destroy), a fever

when it attacks a child.
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atmt, s. (from tm, a child), female child, a young woman,

an ornament for the wrist, a sort of perfume supposed

to be a kind of sweet scented grass, (Andropogon scho-

nanthus.)

ata , s. (from atat , afemale child), a misfortune.

atmtatai, s. (from Yự, upper, and e¿ls, a house), an upper

room.

atmata, s. (from at , a child, and af , a right , those

things which are peculiar to or proper for children,

pupillage.

atai”, s. (from atrasta. Bakhurgunj , the name of a very

excellent variety of rice brought from that place.

ata, s. (from ata, hair), the brother of Soogreeva one ofthe

monkey leaders in Rama's army, he is fabled to have been

the son ofIndra ; sand, a single door of a pair, a leafof

a folding door, the leafof a plantain, coco, or other palm

tree together with its sheath or petiol.

atfaa1, s. (from ata , a child), a female child, sand.

af , s. (from if , sund, and g , a cricket), the name

of species of cricket.

atfagi, s. (from if , sand), the name of a fish, ( Cyprinus

denticulatus, Buchanan's Mss.) ; a, sandy, made of sand,

atfagtata, s. (from atfag , the name of afish, and at , a

fish), the name of a species of fish, Cyprinus denticula-

tus, Buchanan's Mss. )

aifastatfe, s. (from atfagt, sandy, and afe, earth), sandy,

soil, sandy earth.

atfânt, s. (from aifa, sand, and cut , to destroy), a pillow

a cushion, a bolster ; a, young, iguorant.

atfag , s. (from at , young, and , a duck , a teal,

(Anas Crecca.) .

atfast , s. (from ats, young, and Я, a duck) , a teal.

atat, . (from xifat, sand), sand. This word constructed

with , to give, means to grind or wear down with

sand.

zimiga, s. (from zimi, sand, and gd, lime, plaster), a mix-

ture of sand and lime to plaster a wall.

atatay, a. (from tal, sand), sandy, abounding with sand.

ata , s. (from za, to remain), sand.

atta , s. (from at , young, and , the moon), the moon

till it is two or three days of age, a crescent, a lunule or

maniscus ; a, composed of two triangles.

, a. (from ata, a child , destitute, forlorn, bereft ;

s. a wooden vessel to draw water, a small tub.

ata ,s. (from at , a plaintain tree leaf), the leaf of a

plaintain, coco, or other palm tree together with its

sheath or petiol.

im , . (from xi , a child), childhood, infancy.

গ.

att, s. (from t , childhood, and ™ , a state), the

state of childhood or infancy.

tests , s. (from at , childhood, and catst, enjoyment), a

breakfast.

atata , s. (from ata , childhood, and 1, a state),

childhood, the state or condition of childhood .

ata , a. (from fu , two , and af , sixty), sixty-two.

ata , a. (from ata , sixty-two, and S4, a quality), six-

ty-two-fold.

atsfgata, a. (from ata , sixty-two, and at , a time), sixty-

two times repeated.

ata , s. (from atas, changed in scent), stale, old , stink-

ing.

ata, s. (from z , to dwell), a residence, a dwelling. Con-

structed with , to do, this word means to dwell ; (from

, to cover), a garment, cloth, wearing apparel ; also,

(from , to be agreeable), a scent, a smell , a perfume.

In this sense when constructed with 1 , to give, this

word means to emit a perfume or scent, and with ☎,

to take, it means to smell to a thing.

ta , a. (from , to dwell), dwelling, residing ; s. a dwell-

er, the name of a common plant, (Justicia adhatoda.)

tai, s. (from tĦ, clothes, and #¶i, accoutrement), a

woman dressed in all her finery to receive her lover.

atata , a . (from at , a duelling, and at , doing),

dwelling, residing.

atsatal, 2. (from at , a dwelling, and at , doing), dwel-

ling, residing

ataas, a. (from , a dwelling, and . producible , pro

ducible by or arising from dwelling or residing.

ta , ad. loc. case of7131), for the purpose of dwel

ling or residing.

HAGI, a. (from za to dwell), habitable, inhabitable.

ata , s. (froma to dwell), a plate, avessel, a dish, a box,

a receptacle.

ata , s. (from t , vessel. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to thefirst) , plates and dishes .

A , a. (from eta¤, a vessel, and 61, to stand), situated

in a vessel or box.

, a. (from ta , a vessel, and if , staying), re-

mainingin a vessel or box.

taafz3, a. (from t≈ , a vessel, and fa , situated), situ.

ated or placed in a vessel or receptacle.

1, s. (from T , to be agreeable), a propensity to a

thing, a passion for any thing, an inclination or inten-

tion, a wish, a desire.

zlaatatạo, a. (from 1971, desire, and ☎ta v, doing ), exer-

cising a wish or desire, desirous.
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tantaisi , a. (from at , desire , and fan, doing), exercis-

ing a wish or desire, desirous.

tata , a. (from 1 , desire, and T, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from a wish or desire.

aintains, ad. (loc. case of tant , for the purpose ofa

wish or desire.

atsatfafage, o. (from taxi , a desire, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from a wish or desire ; ad. from or

because of a wish or desire.

atantfaface, ad. (from ziĦĦt , a desire, and fast , a cause),

for the purpose of a wish or desire .

atates, a . (from atani, a desire, and quF, caused by),

caused by or arising from desire ; ad. from or because.

of a wish or desire.

azizsē, a. (from att, a desire, and a cause),

caused by or arising from desire ; ad. from or because

of a wish or desire.

atafafage, a. (from ata, a dwelling, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a dwelling or residence ; ad.

from or because of a dwelling or residence.

affars, ad. (from ta, a dwelling, and fafas, a cause), for

the purpose ofa dwelling or residence.

17, a. (from as, the spring), vernal, belonging to the

spring; s, the name of a beautiful shrub, (Gærtnera

racemosa.)

fa , 7. (from ta, a dwelling, and fa, ob-

structing , putting obstructions in the way of dwelling

or residing.

, a . (from † , a dwelling, and T , cnused by),

caused by or arising from a dwelling or residence;

from or because of a dwelling or residence.

ataasia, a. (from 1 , a residence, and fat , destitute),

destitute of a home, destitute of a residence.

atuatata, s. (from ta , a dizelling, and tats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle in the way of dweiling or residence.

atstatsæ, a. (from tx , a dwelling, and atatea,
obstruct-

ing , obstructing or putting impediments in the way of

dwelling or residing.

atts , a. (from t , a residence, and cats , worthy).

worthy of a residence

, s. (from , to dwell), a day.

ZIĦITI, s. (from star, à d¹y, and ¤ , ahouse), the housewhere

a married pair sleep on the night after their marriage.

tas, a. (from a , a scent, and I , destitute), scent-

Tess, vapid, destitute of a home, destitute of clothing.

ata , s. (from , to cover), cloth , clothing.

ata , a , (from a , a scent, and 17, destiture), seentless,

also, destitute of home, destitute ofclothing.

atu.

TiĦly57 , 6. (from Tia, a residence, and (55, a cause), cans.

ed by or arising from a residence or home ; ad. from or

because of a residence or home.

, 8. (from , to dwell , a temporary residence, an

abode, a lodging, a bird's nest, the lair of an animal.

TЯtig), s. (from T† , a residence, and taigi, desire), a

.desire for a residence or home.

attat , a. (from , a residence, and tet , desirous),

desirous of a residence or home.

taista, s. (from A, a dwelling, and wistta, a house), a

dwelling house, a sleeping room.

TAEI, 8. (from †Яť , a dwelling, and y, a house), a tem-

porary dwelling house, a house for a person's accommo-

dation while employed in any work from home.

, a. (from ta , a temporary residence), residing in

a hired house, living in lodgings ; s. a person who lives

in a temporary lodging.

atatal, s. (from TA, scent), the name ofa beautiful flower

ing tree, (Sesbana grandiflora.)

tatate), s. (from Tt , a residence, and at , a house), a

temporary dwelling house, a house occupied by a per-

son at the place where he is employed about business.

atatfsata, s. (from at , a residence, and afta, desire), a

desire for a residence or home.

attista , a. (from 1 , a residence, and faffa , desir

ous), desirous of a residence or home.

atate, a . (from atЯ, a dwelling, and ¤ , worthy), worthy

of a residence or home, fit for a residence.

zifa, a. (from , to dwell), stale, old, carefully washed

(applied to clothes which are well washed with soap) ;

s. an adze ; interj. Oh ! surprizing ! astonishing !

aifa , s. (from a , fat , sebaic.

atfaætas, s. (from afa, well-wished, and 4 , cloth),

well-washed cloth .

ats , a. (from a , to dwell), perfumed, scented, cloth-

ed, dressed, infused, spiced, seasoned ; s . the note of

birds.

zifa , a. (from . to dwell), dwelling, residing.

fat, a. (from 25, to reside, O , to be or stay), residing,

dwelling.

zifa, interj. (from Tifa, astonishing, and 7, a vocative

particle), Oh! wonderful ! surprizing ! astonishing!

aifa, s. (from Jols, arrived), received , arrived, met.

zifamæife, s . (from Jols, received, and , remainder);

the state of an account.

at , a. (from , to reside), dwelling, residing.

atafa, s. (from , a name of Kushyupa), the serpent

Vasookee son of Kashyapa by his wife Kudroo,

Q 1 1 1 1
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THE.

, s. (from ata, a residence, and 1 , desire), a desire

for a residence or home.

Tag, a. (from Tя, a residence, and' , desirous) , desir-

ous of a residence or home.

TagF, a. (from T , a residence, and T , desirous), desir-

ous of a residence or home.

teats , a (from tя, a residence, and 8 , fit), fit or

proper for a residence.

at , a. (from , a thing), genuine, real, true, substan-

tial, determined, substantiated , material.

atafiæ, a. (from , a thing) , real, true, genuine, determin-

ed, substantiated, material, substantial .

181, s. (from all , a cause), a cause, sake, a reason .

zife, s . (from guls, a reed), a writing reed.

,s. (from a , to dwell),the scite ofan habitation, a house,

a dwelling.

ZIE, s. (from at , the scite of a house) , the name of a pot-

herb, (Chenopodium album and other edible species.)

E, s. (from xa , account), on account of, for, because.

ata, s. (from ta, to dry), steam, vapour, a tear ; ad. the
any,

least, smallest.

za , s. (from at , steam, and a machine) , a steam

engine.

, a. (from at , steam, and 2 , the proper use ofa

thing), volatile, flying ofin steam .

zigae , a. (from atë, steam), volatile, flying off in steam.

a s. (from tЯ, steam, and 1 , a pump) , a steam en-

gine.

ta , s. (from at , steam, and T , an engine) , a steam en-

gine .

ztaista, s. (from ☎ta, ste im, and sta, a condition), the state

or condition of steam .

tas , a. (from , steam, and 3, become), become steam,

reduced or brought into the state of steam.

atatas, s . (from at , steam, and Saf , ascension ), the as-

cension ofsteam.

TAI, ɑ. (from T , to dwell), habitable.

ata, v. a. (from to pass awry) , to row a boat.

TIE, 8. (from T , to bear), a horse, a bull, air, wind, the arm ,

a vehicle or conveyance of any sort, a porter or carrier

ofburdens.

ata, a. (from 4 , to bear), carrying, bearing ; a porter,

the bearer of a burden, a rower, a waterman, a horse.

In anatomy the first vertebra of the neck which sup-

ports the head (atlas . )

Atg¾, v. a. (from zigg, to return), to return.

zici, s. (from a† ¾, to return ) , a return.

atca, s. (from ax, to bear), a carriage, a vehicle ,

afa , a . (from , to bear), bearing, carrying ; s. a car,

rier.

ata , interj. (from 81,, admirable), an exclamation ofpraise,

admirable ! brave!

ætextatgai, interj . (from 8's, admirable 1) admirable ! won-

derful ! surprizing !

txt , a. (from fa, two, and fs, seventy), seventy-two,

Teta84, a. (from TETIT, seventy-two, and 84, a quality),

seventy-two fold .

ztxtszatą, a. (from ætatea, seventy-two, and atṛ, a time),

seventy-two times repeated.

atet , a. (from Sle , brave , noble, brave, bold, valiant,

courageous ; s. a hero, a champion, a knight,

ating, a. (fromJale , brave), bravery, courage, valour, he-

roism.

aithalatt, s. (from glas, great, and att, wood , timber,

large wood.

atatat, s. (from xile , an excuse), an excuse, a pretence, an

evasion, a pretext .

ateatatefa, ad. (from tz, a hand, hand to hand ; s. the

grappling with a person.

atata, s. (from ›l , beauty), beauty, elegance, the spring,

txt , a. (from g, with, and J , a condition), reinstat

ed.

feat, s. (from Tt , a vehicle), an army, a cohort, a body

of troops consisting of eighty-one elephants, eighty-ope

chariots, two hundred and forty three horse, and four

hundred and five foot , a battalion, the face of a battali

on; a. fem. facing, flowing.

aff³, s. (from Tifest, an army, and f³, a lord), a ge-

neral, a commanding officer.

atfxz, a. (from aften, without), without. Thisword construct-

ed with , to do, means to exclude, to expel, with ,

to be, it means to come forth, to proceed from.

atfet , ad. (from ata, without), out of doors, without.

affata, s. (from atf , without, and ¬†¤, a name), the di-

rection of a letter.

afegata , s. (from &fex, without, and re☎), a straggler),

a straggler.

ata, s. (from z , to carry) , the arm, a fathom.

Taş, v. a. (from A , prep. I, prep. and 3, to go), to turn

back, to return .

atașa, s. (from ataș, to return), a returning, a turning back.

ats , a. (from at , to return), returning, turning back.

atefṣai, s. (from a to return), a returning, a turning

back.

atgan, s. (from at , the arm, and a , strength), the strength

of the arm.
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fest.

za , s. (from at , the arm, and , a root) , the shoulder

blade, the armpit, (axilla .)

Iteam , a. (from ga , the armpit, and 81, to stand), axil-

lary.

'ऊ'
arqagacenteæats , s . (from at , exillary, and sca

*** , an artery), in anatomy the axillary artery, (Ar-

teria axillaris . )

ZİRISBZSİZİgaatși, s. (from atqLAT, axillary, and stai

at , a vein), in anatomy the axillary vein , (Ven axil-

laris.)

6
zua, s. (from æt , the arm, and ga, war) , a scuffling, a

wrestling, a fighting with the arms, pugilism.

zwar, s. (from zga, many), abundance, plenty.

Tigajta , s. (from Tiga , abundance, and … , a part), a

majority.

xxx, a . (from aty , the arm, and ¹ , to stand) , situated on

the arm, brachial.

CİZGRZIE , s . (from at , situated on the arm, and

JESTICIN, an artery), in anatomy the brachial arte-

ry, (Arteria brachialis .)

বাহুস্বরক্ত!ৰাহকনাড়ী, s. (from বহিস্থ, situatedon the arm, and

IStaicænizì, a vein) , in anatomy the brachialvein , Ve-

na brachialis.)

zigatex, a. (from t , situated on the arm, and 37, with-

in), in anatomy the name of one of the muscles of the

arm, (Brachialis internus. )

zi , a. (from af , without), external, outward. This word

constructed with 1, to go, means to go forth for the

purpose of easing nature.

afy), s. (from † , external, and 1 , an action), the

expulsion of the fæces.

E†Ø=17, s. (from TT , external, and † , knowledge), the

knowledge or perception of external objects.

বাহ্যজ্ঞানরহিত, a. (from বাহ্যজ্ঞান,the knowledge ofexternal

objects, and af , destitute) , destitute of the knowledge

of outward objects, unable to perceive outward ob-

jects.

বাহাজ্ঞানশূন্য , a. (from at জ্ঞান , the knowledge ofexternal ob-

jects, and , empty , destitute of the knowledge or

perception ofexternal objects.

ziowtarła, o, from att , the knowledge of external ob-

jects, and , destitute), destitute of the knowledge or

perception of external objects.

ztajata, 8. (from t5 , external, and ta, a place), a privy.

fa , a preposition which usually conveys the idea of excel-

lence, though sometimes of privation.

Fata, s. fromfa, prep, and , to go), delay, the interest

of money.

fazi

fatmate, s. (from fast , interest, and , to eat), an

usurer.

fstaatat, s. (from stats, an usurer), usuriousness.

fasa , s. (from cast, a tail of hair), a tail of hair.

fast , s. (from fa , prep. and , to adorn), pulse stripped of

its outward integument and used as an article of food.

faxt, a. (from ffs, twenty), the twentieth.

ffs, a. (from f . two), twenty.

3 , a. (from fafs, twen'y, and 4, a quality), twen-

ty-fold.

fet , a. (from ffs, twenty), the twentieth.

(afugata, a. (from ffs, twenty, and gati, a sori),

consisting of twenty kinds ; s. twenty kinds.

fafata, s. (from fa•* [³, twenty, and ata, a time), twen-

ty times repeated.

fanfeft, a. (from ffs, twenty, and fit, a sort), con-

sisting of twenty sorts ; s . twenty sorts.

fi , s. (from far topierce , a perforation,

fit, v. a, (from fa , to perforate), to pierce, to perfo

rate.

(717, s . (from fa, to pierce), a piercing, a perforating.

[åðfogi, a. (from fa , to pierce), piercing, perforating.

faf , a. (from faa, to pierce), piercing or perforating.

fa , v. a. (from fa, prep. and , to sell) , to sell .

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and 5, to move) , blown , expanded,

opened, spread, open,

faat, s. (from fa, prep. and at, to go) , jeopardy, danger,

fear, awe ; a. large, formidable, horrible, hideous dis

torted, changed in form or appearence, beautiful,

fatta, a. (from faæt , distorted, and ™ , a tooth), having

distorted or terrific teeth,

tax , a. (from fat, distorted, and , theface), hav-

ing a distorted or disagreeable countenance,

fatafé, a. (fromfat, distorted, and af , a shape), distorted,

deformed .

ſaattata, a. (from fat, distorted, and tæta, aform), dis-

torted, deformed.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and i , a digit ofthe moon), con-

fused, confounded , agitated, defective, imperfect, im-

paired, withered, waned, decayed.

faszú, s. (from fa , defective, and así, a square member),

the square of the minutes of a degree.

fat , a. (from faza, defective, and , the body), deform-

ed, crippled, maimed.

fracasa , a. (from fa , defective, and f , an organ),

having defective or irregular powers.

fa , a (from fa, prep. and , to contrive), optional,

admitting two forms.
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for .

falgo, a. (from fa, prep. and , to contrive), chosen as

an option, admitted as optional,

fifa, a. (from f‹, prep. and zi , to appear), expanded,

opened, as a flower.

fræi, v. a. (from fa , prep, and , to buy), to sell,

faxts, a. (from fay, sale), saleable.বিক্রয় ,

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and 2, to de), a change of form or

nature, an alteration or deviation from the natural state,

a transmutation, a transformation , disease, sickness, a

change from the state of health, passion, feeling, emo-

tion, a transition from the quiescent or natural state

of the mind, the change which takes place in a person

when dying.

fatass, a. (from fat , a change, and st , obtained),

changed, deteriorated.

fzata , a. (from fit , a change, and , to destroy) , re-

storing that which was changed or impaired, destroying

dangerous symptoms.

faias, a. (from faxta, a change, and , to be produced ,

arising from deterioration or change.

fe ; a. (from fata, a change, and a , producing),

producinga change of quality, deteriorating, depraving.

fas , a. (from fata, a change, and ar, producible ,

producible by or arising from a change of state or qua-

lity.

fat , ad. (loc. case offat ) , for a change of state

or quality.

fatests, a. (from faæta, a change , and at , produced),

produced by or arising from a change ofform or qua-

lity.

fazlantu , s. (from fit , a change, and *, destruction),

the restoring or renewing of that witich was changed or

depraved, the removal of dangerous symptoms.

Tratanda, a. (from fat , a change, and 1 , destroy-

ing), restoring from a change of form or quality, de-

stroying dangerous symptoms.

fawiafaza, a. (from fata , a change, and farge, causing

to cease), putting a stop to a change of form or quality .

Katafazizze, o. (from fata, a change, and fasta®, prevent-

ing), preventing a change of form or quality..

faetalaatad, s. (from fata, a change, and fazta , a pre-

venting), the preventing of a change of form or quality.

fafafa, s. (from fats, a change, and faaf , cessation),

the cessation ofa change of form or quality, the cessa-

tion of dangerous symptoms.

Kataface, a . (from fat , a change, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from a change of formor quality;

ud. from or because of a change of form or quality,

বিকা

faatafaface, ad. (from fata, a change, and fi , a cause),

for the purpose of a change in form or quality.

বিকারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from বিকার, a change, and প্রতিবন্ধক , oppos

ing) , opposing or hindering a change of form or quality.

faatagus, a . (from fata, a change, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from a change of form or quality;.

ad. from or because of a change in form or quality.

fatte, a. (from fata, a change, and 1 , obtained),.

changed, deviated from the natural state, deteriorated,

depraved.

fæætsfæ , ed. (from fræts, a change, and fit, without),

without a change of form or quality.

fatafat , a. (from faæta, a change, and faft , possessed

of) , changed, depraved, deteriorated, impaired, altered.

বিকাররাতিরিক্ত, a. (from বিকার, a change, and ’তিরিক্ত, ex--

cepted) , a change of form or quality excepted.

fæætaufsizæ, s. (from faxta, a change, and fœTE, an

exception), the exception of a change of form or quality.

বিকারব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. case of বিকারবাজিরক), with the ex-

ception of a change of form or quality, without or be--

side a change of form or quality.

fe&tags, a. (from fita, a change , and1 , joinedto), chang-

ed, altered, deteriorated , depraved.

fataz , a . (from frata, a change, and af , destitute),

unchanged, unaltered, not deteriorated, not depraved.

fæætacats , s . (from fixty, a change, and catst, o disease),

a disease, the change which precedes death.

festacats , a. (from fata, a change, and cats , diseased

diseased, changed for death..

fata , a . (from feats, a change, and war, empty), und

changed, unaltered , not deteriorated, not depraved.

faætxxia, a. (from faxta, a change, and ì , destitute), un--

changed, unaltered, not deteriorated, not depraved.

fætzige, a, (from fast?, a change, and (TF , a ciuse),

caused by or arising from a change of form or quality ;

ad. from or because of a change of form or quality,

faziat, a. (from fa, prep. and , to do), producing or un-

dergoing a change in form or quality.

faat , a. (from fa , prep. and , to do , changeable, capa-

ble of being altered or deterioratede

fa&ta, ed. (from fe, prep. and ata, time), the evening, the

latter part of the afternoon.

fatatam , s. (from frata, the evening, and , time),

the evening.

fatt, s. (from fx, prep, and i , to appear), expansion,

the opening of a flower,

fafts, a. (from fx, prep, and I , to appear), expanded,

blown, spread open.
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fat, s. (from f , sale), the sale of a thing, sale,

felfen , s. (fromfg, sale, and fat, purchase), trade,

sale, barter.

falad, s. (from fa, prep. and to throw), the scattering of

things about.

faat , 4, (from fa, prep. and , to throw), scattered about,

dispersed abroad, sprinkled about, In Botany the term

is applied to the flower-stalks or leaves of plants when

they are irregularly scattered all over the stem , (Sparsi .)

fatú, a. (from fa, prep. and to throw), capable of be-

ing scattered about.

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and , to make , changed, impair-

ed, transformed, transmuted, distorted , filled with aver-

sion or disgust, estranged, alienated, sick, diseased, im-

perfect, incomplete.

fix313a, a. (from fr , changed, and 7 , an eye), having

distorted eyes.

, a . (from fa , changed, and , leaf) , In botany

the term is applied when the first leaves of a plant give

place to others of a totally different form , (Folium ali-

enatum .)

fasana, a. (from fes, changed, and , the face), hav-

ing the countenance distorted .

fras , a. (from faas changed, and , the face), hav-

ing a distorted countenance.

[ s, a. (from fa , changed, and as, the body), de-

formed, having the body distorted .

fzagiate, a. (from fa , changed, and atta, a form),

distorted , deformed , ugly.

fastas, a. (from fags, changed, and tfs, a form),

deformed, distorted , ugly.

fast , a. (from fras, changed, and , the body), deform-

ed, having the body or limbs distorted .

fazata , a. (from fas, distorted, and 1 , a face), having

a distorted visage.

Restega, 4. (from fx , changed, and was , a component

port), having the members distorted, deformed.

ffs , s. (from fa , prep. and , to make ), a change from

the natural state, transformation, transmutation, distor

tion, depravity.

fa, s. (from fa, prep. and , to step), power, valour, au-

thority, courage, energy.

fi , a. (from fara, power, and ata , doing), ezert-

ing strength or power, courageous ; s . a valiant man.

fzwazisì, a. (from fa , power, and at , doing), exert-

ing strength orpower, shewing courage, courageous.

fun , a. (from fama, power, and 77, produ ing

producing strength or courage, producing valour.

2

বিক্র

fa , a. (from f , power, and r, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from strength or power, produci-

ble by or arising from courage or valour.

farastar, ad. (loc. case of f ), for the purpose of

strength or power, for courage or valour.

firafaface, a. (from fara, power, and fafas, a cause),.

caused by or arising from strength or power, caused by

or arising from courage or valour ; ad. from or because

of strength or power, from or because of courage or

valour.

?

faæafiface, ad. (from fra, power, and fi , a cause);

for strength or power, for courage or valour.

fa , s. (from fa , power, and at , a display), a

display of strength or power, a display of courage or

valour.

famagat , a. (from fa , power, and at , displaying),

displaying power or strength, displaying courage or va-

lour..

fan , a. (from fara, power, and F , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from strength or power, caused by or

arising from courage or valour ; ad. from or because of

strength or power, from or because of courage or va-

lour.

farafat , ad. (from fawa, power, and fan , without), with

out strength or power, without courage or valour.

faff , a. (from fara, power, and fat , possessed of),

strong, powerful, courageous, valiant, energetic.

fa fast , a. (from fa , power, and fast , destitute),

destitute of strength or power,

rauss, a (from fa , power, and iffa , except-

ed), strength or power excepted, courage or valour ex-

cepted.

farafa , s. (from f , power, and zifax , an ex-

ception), the exception of strength or power, the excep-

tion of courage or valour.

face, ad. (loc . case of faraufsiga) , with the ex-

ception of strength or power, with the exception of

courage or valour, without strength or power, without

or beside courage or valour..

farys, a . (from fa , power, and , joined to), con-

nected with strength or power, connected with cou

rage or valour, strong, powerful, courageous, valiant,

heroic.

farsafes, a. (from fi , power, and 33, destitute), des

titute of strength or power, destitute of courage or va-

lour weak, cowardly.

Sexist, a. (from sa, power), powerful, strong, cous-

rageous, valiant, energetic.
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M fza).

tion of sale, without or beside a sale.

fixawai , a. (from fa , power, and , empty), destitute of || fangufis, ad. (loc. case offaryrifera), with the excep

strength or power, destitute of courage or valour,

weak, cowardly.

fasza, a. (from fa , power, and 17, destitute), desti-

tute of strength or power, destitute of courage or va-

lour, weak, cowardly.

fg , c. (from fa , power, and , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from strength or power, caused by or

arising from courage or valour ; ad. from or because of

strength or power, from or because of courage or valour.

fazat, a. (from fa , power), powerful, valorous, daring.

f ?, s. (from fa, prep. and t, to purchase), a sale , the sale

of any thing.

Ropatge, a . (from fay, sale, and at , causing , selling,

causing the sale of things ; s . a salesman, a seller.

fagat , a. (from 1, sele, and 177, doing), selling ;

s. a salesman, a seller.

faman , a. (from fag, sale, and 57 , producible ) , produ-

cible by or arising from a sale.

fayar, ad. (loc . case of 1 , for the purpose of

sale.

fanṣats, a. (from fa , sale, and 13, produced), produc-

ed by or arising from a sale.

hy, a. (from fa, prep, and ì, to buy), saleable, mer-

chantable.

fapfaze, a . (from fa , sale, andf , causing to cease),

putting a stop to the sale of articles.

fzfazte, a . (from fas, sale, and ta , preventing),

preventing or stopping the sale of goods .

Faylata, s. (from fa , sale, and fazi , a preven'ing),

the preventing or stopping of a sale.

faryface, s. (from fag, sule, and fax , cessation), the

cessation ofa sale.

fafafaze, a. (from far, sale, and fif , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a sale ; ad. from or because of a

sale.

fafafar , ad. (from fay, sale, and 3, a cause), for the

purpose of sale.

বিক্রয়প্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from বিক্রয়, sale, and পুতিবন্ধক , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering a sale.

Fagus, a. (from fa , sale, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from a sale ; ad. from or because of a sale.

fpfaat, ad. (from fa , sale, and fea1, without), without

a sale, beside a sale.

বিক্রয়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from বিক্রয়, sale, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted) , a

sale excepted, sale excepted.

firgafage, s. (from fary, sule, and forge, an excepti-

on), the exception of sale.

faptats, s. (from fg, sale, and artis, an obstacle) , an

obstacle to a sale.

fampartase, a. (from f , sale, and is , obstructing ,

obstructing or hindering the sale of articles.

f , a from fag, sale, and , a root) , originating

in the sale of articles.

gas , a. (from fy, sale, and cuts , worthy), fit for sale,

saleable, merchantable.

fa. (from fa , sale, and , obtained), obtained or

gained by the sale of articles .

f< yse, u . (from fas, sole, and 5 , indicating), indi.

cating a sale, publishing a sale.

figs, a. (from fa , sale, and ( , acause), caused by

or arising from the sale of things ; ad. from or because

of the sale of things.

fata , s. (from fag, sale, and atat , desire), a de-

site for a sale; a desire to sell.

fzatata , s. (from fa , sale , and staff , desirous), de,

sirous of selling.

fetty, s. (from fa , sale, and t , repentance), re-

pentance or regret on account of selling articles. '

fateata, s. from fe , sale, and , desire), a desire

for a sale, a desire to sell.

famptfentat, a . (from fay, sale, and sata, desirous),

desirous of selling.

fagtut, a. (from fy, sale, and fit , desirous), desirous

of selling.

faf, ed. loc. case offat , the object of selling), for

sale.

fat , a (from fa , sale, and a , fit) , fit for sale, salea-

ble, merchantable.

færit, a. (from færft , selling) , selling, disposing of things

by sale.

fara , s. (from fi , sale, and 1 , desire), a desire for a

sale, a desire to sell.

fara. (from fa , sale, and , desirous) , desirous to

sell.

fy , a. (from far, sale, and 3 , desirous), desirous of

seling.

4
faristes, a. (from fan , sale , and s , proper) , proper

for sale, merchantable, saleable.

faxis, a. (from fa , prep. and a, to step), powerful, able,

bold, courageous.

fa , 8. from fy, a sale), sale , a sale.

fanta, a. (from fy, sale, and to do), selling ; s.

seller.
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fari , s. (fromfag, sale, and , to do), the selling things;

a. sold.

fl³, a. (from fa, prep. and ì, to purchase), sold.

fas , a. (from fa, prep. and t , to purchase), saleable,

merchantable.

f31, s. (from fa, prep. and ì, to buy), a seller, a sales-

man.

fu , a. (from fa, prep. and , to purchase), saleable, mar-

ketable.

fe , a. (from fa, prep. and , to fear), overcome by fear,

overcome by surprize or any other passion, confused ,

confounded, bewildered.

ff , a.(fromfa, prep. and a , to moisten), shrivelled, de-

cayed, withered , old , wet , moist.

´fas, a. (from f³, prep, and f , to throw), scattered , dis-

persed, thrown, propelled , sent.

[ , s. (from fa, prep. and f , to throw), a throwing, a

propelling, a scattering, a dispersion .

fax , a. (from fa, prep, and fæ to throw), throwing, pro-

pelling, sending forth, scattering, dispersing.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and f , to throw , a throwing,

a propelling, a sending forth, a scattering, a dispers-

ing.

fastly, a. (from fx, prep. and ft, to throw , capable of

being thrown or propelled, capable of being scattered or

dispersed.

f , a. (from fa, prep. and ft, to throw), capable of

being thrown or propelled , capable of being scattered

or dispersed .

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and f , to throw) , capable of

being thrown or propelled, capable of being scattered

or dispersed.

fatti , s. (from fa , prep. and a , to sound) , in Hindoo Mu-

discord.sic a

fants, a. (from fa, prep. and art, to speak), renowned , de-

nominated, spoken of, praised.

fifa, s . (from fa, prep. and ₪ 1 , to speak), renown, fame,

praise, celebrity, notoriety.

sts, v.n. (from fa , prep. and , to do) , to alter, to change,

to be deteriorated , to fade, to apostatize.

fasts, s. (from fi , prep. and ☎, to do), deterioration, depra-

vity, a change.

fast37, 8. (from fa, prep. and to do) , the decaying of a

thing, a changing or altering for the worse, an aposta.

tizing.

stfast, a . (from fasts, to alter , changing or altering for

the worse, decaying ; s . a person who changes or be-

comes worse , an apostate.

વિજી.

fastși, v. a. (from fa, prep. and , to do), to spoil, to impair,

to deteriorate.

fæstata, s. (from festș1, to impair), the defacing of a thing, the

impairing or deteriorating of a thing.

fasts , a, (from fasts , to vitiate), vitiating, defacing, im-

pairing ; s. a spoiler, a seducer, one who defaces or de-

teriorates,

faststa, a. (from fast , to vitiate), spoiling, vitiating, ruin.

ing, reducing, defacing, impairing.

fastianfs, s. (from fasș, deterioration), a mutual depravi-

ty or deterioration.

fast,331, 8. (from fast , to change), a changing or altering for

the worse, apostatizing.

fang, a. (from fa, prep. and st , to go), departed, gone, se-

parated, severed, parted , obscured, gloomy, dark ; also ,

(from fof , a span), a span.

fadztgızizi, s. (from fast³iy, measuring a spun, and catși,

a species ofserpent), the name of a beautiful species of

serpent, Boa Horatta, Russel.)

faster , a . (from fa, prep, and sta, to go), separable, relin-

quishable.

fasta, s . (from: fa , prep. and sta, to go), separation, departure,

a parting.

festas, a. (from fa , prep. and sta, to go), separable, relin-

quishable..

fastés, a. (from fa, prep, and sig, to reproach), censuring, re-

proaching, abusing, hating, abominating.

fasted, s. (from fa, prep. and st to reproach), a censuring,

a reproaching, the treating of a person with scurrility or

abuse, a hating, a holding in abomination.

fast , a . (from fa , prep. and st , to reproach), censura-

ble, deserving reproach, abominable,

faxfs, a. (from fa, prep. and st , to reproach), censured,

reproached, treated with abuse or scurrility, hated, abo-

minated.

fastes , a. (from fe, prep, and st , to reproach), censura

ble, deserving reproach, abominable.

fastfas, a. (from fa, prep. and sta, to oose), fallen, dropped,

oozed, removed, made loose.

fastface , a. (from fastfas , made loose, and , hair),

having dishevelled hair.

fastts, s. (from ſ, prep. and , to do), a change of form or

quality, ruin, deterioration, apostacy.

fasts , s. (from fast , to become worse) , the vitiating or

impairing of a thing, the spoiling of a thing.

fas , a. (from fa, prep. and 4, a quality), worthless , per-

nicious ; s. an evil quality or disposition.
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,free , a. (from fag , worthless , and to make), deteri- fanate , a. (from fax , an obstacle, and is , giring), pla

orating, making pernicious.

fitata, s. from fx, prep, and 9 , a nosegay), mixture, con-

fusion.

fy , s. (from fr, prep. aud s , to take) , war, a combat, an

image, an idol .

fagzatea, a . (from fag , war, and at , doing) , making

war, making images ; s. a warrior, an image-maker.

faggætat, a. (from fagg, war, and affaą, muking), making

war, making images.

fagyfaætel, s. (from fists, an image, and fat , a maker), an

image-maker, a sculptor.

fanta , s. ( from fa, prep. and 8, to occur), an occurence, a

misfortune.

Fausts, a. (from fa , prep. and at, to occur), happened, oc-

curred, befallen.

fans, s. (from fagfø, a span), a span.

fet, s . (from fa, prep. and , to smite), a measure of land

varying from eighty to eighty seven cubits square.

fauts, s. (from fa, prep. and , to kill), an injury , de-

struction, a murder.

fats , s. (from fa, prep. and 7, to kill), committing in-

jury, destructive, murderous ; s. a murderer, a marauder.

fata, s. (from fa, prep, and 7, to kill), the killing of a

person, the hurting of a person.

fiatal, a. from fa, prep. and , to kill), killing, murder-

ing, injuring.

fa , s. (from fa , prep. and , to kill), an obstacle, an ob-

struction , a hindrance, an impediment, opposition, a

misfortune.

fa , a. (from , an obstacle, and , to do), raising or

producing obstacles or impediment's.

faye , s . (from fa , an obstacle, and , a doer), a per-

son who raises or creates obstacles or impediments.

faat , a . (from fag, an obstacle, and t , doing), lay-

ing obstacles or impediments in the way, obstructing.

fatt, a. (from f , an obstacle, and af , doing), laying

obstacles or impediments in the way, obstructing.

fa , a. (from Tag, an obstacle, and , producing),

producing obstacles or impediments.

fo , a . (from fa¶, an obstacle, and 1 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from obstacles or impediments.

frasa , ad. loc. case of 1) , for obstacles or impedi-

nients.

fat , a. (from fat, an obstacle, and 1, to give), placing ob-

stacles or impediments in the way.

Tants , s. (hom fx, an obstacle, and ¤iş, one who gives),

a person who placés impediments in the way.

cing obstacles or impediments in the way.

faat , a . (from fa , an obstacle, and tf , giving), pla

cing obstacles or impediments in the way.

fa , s. (from fx, an obstacle, and , destruction),

the preventing or removing of obstacles.

fika , «. (from fx, an obstacle, and , destructive),

removing obstacles, destroying impediments.

fxt, a. from fa , an obstacle, and fa , destructive),

removing obstacles , destroying impediments.

faat , s. (from fa , an obstacle, and at , destruction),

the removal of obstacles or impediments.

fagame, a. (from fa , an obstacle, and at , destructive),

removing obstacles, destroying impediments .

fafafa , a. (from [ , an obstacle, and fafag, a cause),

caused by or arising fromobstacles or impediments ; ad.

from or because of obstacles or impediments.

fafafa , ad. (from fag, an obstacle, and fifa , a cause), for

the purpose of obstacles or impediments.

, a . from fa¶, an obstable, and 4, giving), placing

obstacles or impediments in the way.

fas, a. (from fe , an obstacle, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from obstacles or impediments ; ad.

from, or because of obstacles or impediments.

faafiats, s. (from fa , an obstacle, and fats, destruction),

the destruction or removal ofobstacles or impediments.

faaaatse, u. (from fa , an obstacle, and fatæ, destruc-

tive) , destructive to or removing obstacles or impedi-

ments.

fagfaat , s . (from ſay, an obstacle, and fat, destruction),

the removal of obstacles, the destruction of impedi-

ments.

fafante, a. (from fx, an obstacle, and fat , destroy-

ing , removing obstacles, destroying impediments.

fafata, s. (from fa, an obstacle, and fat , a destroy-

ing),the removing of obstacles, the destroying of impe-

diments.

fa, a (from fa , an obstacle, and 5 , indicating).

indicating obstacles or impediments.

faget, s. (from fax, an obstacle, and , a destroyer), a

person who removes obstacles or impediments.

fægge, a. (from fax, an obstacle, and ( , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from obstacles or impediments ; ad

from or because of obstacles or impediments.

fas , a. from fa prep. and b , to speak), learned, eminent,

superior.

farm, s . (from fa, prep. and t , to more), perverseness, ir

regular conduct, disobedience.
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fasat, s. (from F, prep. and , to move), a slip, a false

step.

fofas, a. (from fa, prep. and sfs, moved), slipped, mov-

ed in a wrong direction, bent, unsteady, unfixed , fickle,

dislocated.

fesfasafs, a. (from fas, fickle, and afs, opinion), fickle-

minded, unsteady.

বিচলিত ান্তঃকরণ, a. (from বিচলিত, fickle , and অন্তঃকরণ , the

heart), fickle-minded, unsteady.

Fats, s. (from , seed, and as, to occupy space), a seed

plot.

fol , o. a. (from f, prep, and a to move , to judge, to

investigate, to examine, to deliberate, to discuss .

fasta, s. (from fa, prep. and 5 , to judge), investigation ,

examination, an opinion, a determination ofthe under-

standing, judgment, a consultation, discussion, delibe-

ration, a dispute upon a subject.

festa , a. (from fa, prep. and ta, to judge), investigating,

judging ; s. a judge, one who investigates a matter, one

who examines into athing.

fasta , s. (from fasta , investigating), the circumstance

ofbeing an investigator, judgment, investigation.

fasta , s. (from festa , investigating), the circumstance

of being an investigator, judgment, investigation.

frst , a. (from fasta, investigation, and ṛd, an in-

strument), accomplished by means of investigation or

judging ; ad. by means of investigation or judging.

fastaæi, s. (from fast , examination, and a , a do:r), a

judge, one who examines into circumstances.

বিচারকারক, a. ( from বিচার, investigation, and কারক, doing),

investigating, examining, judging ; s. an investigator,

an examiner, ajudge.

Fotat , a. (from fasta, investigation , aud af d ing),

investigating, examining, judging.

fata , a. (from fit , investigation, and x , able), able

to investigate, able to judge.

fiataЯæd, 8. (from fæða, judgment, and я , a taking), the

taking or receiving an opinion orjudgment.

fantaste , a. (from fast , judgment, and głē, taking),

taking or receiving an opinion or judgment.

fastastel, a. (fromfata, judgment, aud gif , taking), tak-

ing or receiving an opinion or judgment.

fastasis, a. (from fata, investigation, and fis, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from investigation or

judging.

বিচারজন্য , a. (from বিচার, investigation, and জন্য, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from investigation on

judgment.

fast.

fas , ad. (loc. case ofFestar), for the purpose of

investigation orjudgment.

festats, a. (from fæsta, investigation , and I†³, produc-

ed), produced by or arising from investigation or

judging.

fasta , a. (from fast , investigation, and i, to know),

acquainted with the rules or methods of investigation

orjudging.

Fast 31, . (from fasta , acquainted with investigation),

a knowledge of the rules ormethods ofinvestigation or

judging.

fasta , s. (from fasta , acquainted with investigation) , a

knowledge of the rules or methods of investigation or

judging.

fastata, a. (from fata, investigation, and de, mak-

ing known), publishing or making known an investiga-

tion orjudgment ; s. a person who publishes or makes

known an investigation.

বিচারজাপন , ৪. (from fast , investigation, and জংশন, amak-

ing known), the publishing or making known of an in-

vestigation or judgment.

fastatas, a. (from [zots, investigation, and ifts, made

known), made known by investigation or examination,

fastad, s. (from fa , prep. and 5 , to judge), the judging of

a circumstance, the investigation of a thing, the ex-

amining of a thing so as to form a judgment of it.

fastadt, s. (from fa , prep. and ạ, to move), the causing of

judgment or investigation, investigation.

fastadtg, a. (from fx, prep, and a, to move) , investigable,

requiring to be examined.

fastatat, ad. (from festa, investigation, and t , a door),

through orby investigation or judging.

fæstagan, s . (from fa̸a, judgment, and **, destruction),

the ruin or destruction ofjudgment or investigation.

fastagnæ, a. (from fasta, judgment, and r☎, destruc-

tive), destructive or ruinous to judgment or investiga

tion.

fastæatt, s. (from fata, judgment, and ™ , destruction),

the destruction or ruin of judgment or investigation.

fastaatste, a. (from fasta, judgment, and stæ, destruc-

tive), destructive or ruinous to judgment or investiga

tion.

fæstafsæša, a. (from fast?, investigation, and faæss, caus-

ingtocease), putting a stop to investigation or judgment.

fastafaxt , a. (from festa, investigation, and fixta , pre-

venting), preventing investigation or judgment.

fastafatad, s. (from fista, judgment, and faætza, a pre-

venting), the preventing ofjudgment or investigation,

Rrrrr
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faal.

festafaaf , s. (from fasta, investigation , and fafa, cessa-

tion), the cessation of investigation or judgment.

বিচারনিমিত্তক, a. (from বিচার, investigation, and নিমিত্ত, ৫

cause), caused by or arising from investigation or judg-

ment ; ad. from or because of investigation or judging.

fastafafara, ad. (from fasta, investigation, and fafa , a

cause), for the purpose of investigation or judging.

fat , a . (from fatta, investigation , and , before),

preceded by or arising from investigation or judg-

ment ; ad, by or through investigation or judgment.

বিচারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from বিচার, incestigation , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing, opposed to or obstructing investigation or

judgment.

fast.

fastas. s. (from fasts, investigation , and fs, applica

tion , the applicability or suitability of a judgment.

fastans, a. (from fata, investigation, and us, ap-

proved), approved on investigation or judgment.

fastafa , a . (from fasta, investigation, and f , accome

plished), proved or decreed on investigation or judg.

ment.

বিচারসূচক,fasta , a . (from fasta, investigation, and , indicat-

ing), indicating judgment or investigation,

fasta , s . (from fasta, judgment, and , a rule), a rule

for judging, a logical aphorism,

fastas , a. (from fasta, investigation, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from investigation or judgment;

ad. from or because of investigation or judgment.

Fastatatat , s. (from fasta, investigation, and utætåt , de-বিচায়াকাঙ্ক্ষা , আঁকা ,

sre), a desire or wish for investigation or judgment,

fastatt , a . from fasta, investigation, and tæt , dea

sirous), desirous of investigation or judgment.

fastat , a. (from fata, investigation, and I, unable),

unable to investigate orjudge.

fasta , a. (from fata, investigation, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from investigation or judg-

ment ; ad. from or because of investigation or judgment.

fastaЯtu , a. (from fa̸87, investigation, and gif , request-

ing), requesting investigation or judgment.

fasta , s . (from festa, investigation, and t , a re-

quest), a request to have an affair investigated or judg-

ed.

Fatafat, ad. (from fasta, investigation , and fea1, wi'hout),

without or beside investigation or judging.

বিচারবিবরণ, s. (from foot , judgment, and বিবরণ, the particu-

lars ofa thing), the proceedings on a case in a court of

judicature.

fastafa , a. (from fast , judgment, and fax , opposed

to), opposed or contrary to judgment or investigation.

বিচারাতিরিক্ত , a. (from বিচার, investigation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), investigation or judging excepted.

বিচারব্যতিরেক, s. (from বিচার, investigation, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of investigation or judgment.

fotafore, ad. (loc. case offaster ), with the ex-

ception of investigation or judgment, without or beside

investigation or judgment.

fastas, a. (from fata, judgment, and I, approved), ap-

proved on investigation or judgment,

ta. (from fasa, investigation , and , a root),

fastatag, a. (from fata, investigation, and Qx, unfil), un-

fit to be judged or investigated.

বিচারানুযায়ী, a . (from বিচার, investigation , and অনুযায়িন,

corresponding with), according or corresponding with

judgment or investigation.

festatata, s . (from fata, investigation , and sancta,

search), a search or enquiry for judgment or investiga-

tion, scrutiny into a judgment,

fistatazatal, a. (from fæõta, investigation, and ifia,

searching), seeking for judgment or investigation, scru

tinizing a judgment.

fastatastal, a. (from fasta,jud ¿ment, and wife , follow-

ing), following upon or corresponding with a judgment

orinvestigation.

faststaat , ad. (from fast , investigation, and wants,

afollowing), according to investigation orjudgment.

fastata , s . (from festa, judgment, and , another , an

other judgment or investigation.

originating in or springing from investigation or judg- fastated, s. (from fastṛtes, another judgment, and ST ,

ment.

faotafysa , a. (from fx, prep, and og, to move), investigable,

requiring to be examined or judged ,

fastats , a. (from fasta , judgment, and catst , capable),

worthy of examination, requiring or deserving to be

investigated.

, a. (from fasta, investigation, and 3, applied ,

applied or applicable in consequence of investigation or

discussion, obtained as the result of investigation.

a taking), an appealing to another judgment or tribu-

nal.

fastatt , a . (from fastates, another judgment, and

st , taking , making an appeal to another judgment

or tribunal ; s. an appellant,

বিচারান্তরগ্রাহী, a. (from বিচারান্তর, another judgment, and

Яife , taking), making an appeal to another judgment

or tribunal; s. an appellant.

fastatoagtua, a. (from fastates, another judgment, and
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Hius, desiring), appealing to another tribunal, request-

ing another investigation.

Pastatoaghtufal, s. (from faɛtātēṛ, another judgment, and

sturi, a prayer), an appeal to another tribunal, a prayer

for judgment by another tribunal.

বিচারান্বেষক, a. (from বিচার, investigation, and অন্বেষক,

seeking), seeking for investigation orjudgment.

fata , s. (from festa, investigation , and III , a seek-

ing), the seeking for an investigation or judgment.

fastetta, s. (from festa, investigation, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire to judge or investigate.

fæstetfont , a. (from fæõta, investigation , and fontfan, de-

sirous), desirous of judging or investigating.

বিচরণযোগ্য, a. (from বিচার, investigation , and অযোগ্য, un-

wortky), unworthy of being judged or investigated , un-

fit to be judged or investigated.

fitat , a. from fata, investigation, and af , desirous ,

praying for or desirous of investigation or judgment.

fæstatɩú, ad. (from fa̸813, inves'igation, and a , an object ,

for the purpose ofjudgment or investigation,

fistats, a (from fasta, judgment, and , worthy), wor-

thy of examination, requiring to be investigated .

fastfas, a. (from fa,prep, and to move), judged , investi-

gated, examined, discussed, deliberated on,

fasta), a. (from fa, prep, and 8 , to go ), judging, investigat-

ing, discussing.

fotta , s. (from fasta, inrestigation , and ' , desire) , a de-

sire for judgment or investigation,

fast , a. (from fauta , investigation, and , desirous),

desirous of judgment or investigation.

festa , a . (from festa, investigation , and , desirous ,

desirous ofjudgment or investigation,

fastestars, a. (from fast , investigation, and 813 , ready),

about to engage in investigation or judgment.

festat , a . (from fasts, investigat on , and 31 , engaged

in), zealously engaged in investigation or judgment.

fastants, s. (from fasta, investigation, and Sarist, zeal),

a zealous engaging in investigation or judging.

Fastcatcnstafi, a. (from fata, investigation, and sʊt ,

using exertions), using exertions for investigation or

judgment,

বিচারোপক্রম, a. (from বিচার , investigation, and s পক্রম, a le-

ginning) , the beginning of investigaton or discussion.

fastestafa , a. (from festa, investigation, and sf , in-

structed), instructed or advised by means of investigati-

on orjudgment.

বিচারোপদেশ, s. (from বিচার , investigation, and ওপদেশ, in-

struction), instruction or advice to investigate orjudge.

fafu.

বিচারেপিদেশক, a. (from বিচার, investigation, and ওপদেশক,give

ing instru tion , giving instruction or advice to inves-

tigate or judge.

fastestaca , s. (from fasta, investigation, and say, an-

instructor), one who gives instruction or advice to in-

vestigate or judge.

festat , a. (from fata, investigation, and 3 , fit , fit

or proper to be made a matter of investigation or judg-

ment.

fastú , a. (from fa, prep, and da, tojudge), worthy ofinves-

tigation, worthy of discussion, deserving examinati-

on .

factual , a. (from fa , prep. and ṛ, tɔ judge), under in-

vestigation or discussion, under examination or judg-

ment.

fastal , s. (from fes, sed, and at , a row), straw, rice or

barley straw.

faft, s . (from A , a seed), a seed, the core of a fruit, (impro-

persee ifs .)

fafo , s (from f , prep. and fo , to print , surprise, astonish-

ment, a variegated colour ; a . variegated, varied , speek-

led, parti-coloured, painted, ornamented , surprising,

handsome, beautiful.

বিচিত্রকারক, a. (from বিচিত্র , surprice, and কারক, doing), won-

dering, expressing surprise, making spotted or varie-

gated.

faftaatat a. (from fas , surprise and at , doing), won-

dering, expressing surprise, making spotted or varie-

gated.

fa31, s. (from fefta, surprising , the circumstance of be-

ing surprising or beautiful, a being parti-coloured or

variegated.

falsa , s. (from faft surprising), the circumstance ofbe-

ing surprising or beautiful, a being parti-coloured or

variegated.

fifsfag, a. (from fas , parti-coloured), full of wonder or

surprise, variegated, parti-coloured.

fiftates, a (from fada, variegated, and 3, done), filled

with wonder or surprise, made to be variegated or par-

ti-coloured.

, s. ( from fa, prep. and fan , to cut), a cutting off,

excision, a cutting, a dividing, a fracture, loss, disap-

pearance, destruction, the limit or boundaries of a house

or land, the cæsura or pause in a verse.

fifa, a. (from fa, prep. and fan, to cut , divided, parted,

interrupted, portioned, shared out, cut, separated, se-

-vered, scattered .

fats, a. (from fasa , cut off, and g, point), truncated.

Rrrrr 2
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fais.

In botany the term is applied to such leaves as appear

to leave their extremities cut off by a straight line (fo-

lium truncatum .)

Ra, s. (from fax, to move), the name of a juvenile sport, hop

scotch.

fetas , a. (from f¹, prep. and fan, to cut), separable, divi-

sible, frangible.

fuæ , s. (from fɩ, prep. and fâã, to cut), a separation, a di-

vision, a space between, an interruption of friendship

or love, disjunction, removal, disunion, a chapter or di-

vision of a book, the space left between words in writ-

ing or printing.

fæææ, a. (from fa̸, prep. and faŋ, tỏ cut), making a sepa-

ration or division, separating, dividing, interrupting,

disjoining, disuniting.

faxaætz@, a. (from fa̸ã , a separation, and tax, mak-

ing), making a separation or division.

fun&tal, a. (from fiɩæk, a separation, and ☎ifaa, making),

making a separation or division .

fa1154), a. (from faxa, separation, and 3 , producible),

producible by or arising from separation or division.

FI&TIRI, ad. (loe, case offuL17), for the purpose ofse

paration or division.

fenfaface, u. (from , separation, and fafis, a cause),

caused by or arising from separation or division ; ad.

from or because of separation or division .

funfafats, ad. (from fxx , separation, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of separation or division.

fagaly, a. (from ft, prep. and fa , to cut), separable, di-

visible, frangible.

faqus, a, (from fa̸ & , separation , and F, causedby),

caused by or arising from separation or division ; ad.

from or because of separation or division.

fa517, ud. (from fa̸æ™, separation, and 5y, fear), through

fear of separation or division.

fal&qu541, 8. (from f™™™, separation , and 41, agony), dis-

tress or agony arising from the separation of friends,

distress at parting.

facta , s. (from fat , separation, and 1, agony),

distress or agony arising from the separation offriends,

distress at parting.

faznisa, a (from fat , separation, and cry, a cause),

caused by or arising from separation or division ; ad.

from or because of separation or division.

fania , s. (from fan, separation, and ¤ , fire) , fire

which penetrates and divides the parts of a substance.

f , a. (from fa, prep, aud f , to cut , separable, divi-

sible, frangible.

दि.

fists , s. (from t , the name ofplant), the name

of a climbing plant, (Lettsomia nervosa. )

fæti, s. (from afar, the name of a plant), the name of

a plant which stings like a nettle, (Tragia involucrata.)

faş¹, v. a. (from fa, prep, and to spread out), to scat-

ter, to strew ; a. strewed , scattered.

fal, v. a. (from f , prep. and , spreadout , to spread out,

to strew, to lay in beds or layers ; also, s. (from eft ,

ascorpion), a scorpion, a ring made of wire platted toge-

ther, a centipes, the sigu scorpio.

fa , s. (from fan , to spread out), the spreading out of

clothes or other things, the laying down of a mat or car-

pet, the laying of things in beds or layers.

fanta, s. (from fa , to spread out), the spreading out of

sheets, clothes , or other things, the laying down ofa

mat or carpet, the laying of things in beds orlayers.

fa̸ātai, s. (from fɩ, prep. and u ,̟ to spread out), a bed, a car-

pet, a floor mat, any thing spread out to lie upou.

falfa , a. (from fat, to spread out), spreading out clothes

on a bed, or carpets on a floor.

fas , a. (from fratsty, unparalleled, and , ugly), abo-

minably ugly.

fastl, s. (from f4, prep. and at, to be clustered), the name

of an ornament for the sinall of the arm.

f757, a. (from f³, prep. and 37, a man), solitary, private,

lonely.

fasa , s. (from fa, prep. and a birth), spurious birth.

fæ , s. (from fi, prep. and f , to conquer), conquest,

triumph, victory.

finaætax, a. (from fa , conquest, and æta☎, making), con-

quering, gaining a victory, triumphing ; s. a conquerer.

fæugætaì, a. (from fa , conquest, and affiæ, making), con-

quering, victorious, triumphing.

fa , a. (from fr , conquest, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from conquest or victory.

fasts, a. (from fig, conquest, and st☛, obtained), ob-

tained or acquired by conquest or victory.

fy , a from I, conquest, and , obtained), ob-

tained or acquired by conquest or victory.

fayt, s. (from fa, prep. and fa, to conquer), one ofthe

names of Doorga, one of Doorga's attendants ; the tops

of hemp used as a narcotic, the tenth day of the in-

crease of the moon in Aswinee on which day the mage

ofDoorga is cast into the river.

fal, a. (from fa, prep, and sfy , conquering), conquer

ing, triumphing, triumphant, victorious.

faumi, s. (from fa , lightning), lightning.

franiste, s. (from fast, lightning, and sta, splendour),
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frut.

the name of a particular species of ornamental plant,

(Dracæna ferrea.)

fiats, a. (from fa, prep. and , to be produced) , base

born, born out of the bands of wedlock.

fats , a. (from fa, prep. and , to be born), base born,

bastard, hybrid.

fastfs, s. (from fa, prep. and tfs, a tribe), a different

species or kind.

fatty, a. (from fa, prep. and f³, a different species),

mongrel, hybrid, base-born, improper, hateful, hostile,

unparalleled, dissimilar.

Fratta , s. (from festes, dissimilar, and 41, an atom),

a dissimilar particle or atom.

fifaszt, s. (from fa, prep, and f , to conquer), a desire to

conquer.

fafala a. (from fa , prep. and fa , to conquer), desirous of

victory or conquest.

fafãs, a. (from fa, prep. and fs, to conquer), subdued, con-

quered, overcome ; also (from (45, tofan), íanned, waft-

ed.

fas , a. (from fa, prep. and fa, to conquer), conquerable,

capable of being overcome or subdued.

faa3 , s. (from fa, prep. and fs, to conquer), a conquerer ,

a person who overcomes or triumphs.

fe , a. (from f, prep. and to know , wise , skilful, ex-

perienced.

frasi, s. (from fa , wise), wisdom, experience, skilful-

ness.

fa, s. (from fa , wise), wisdom, experience, skilfulness.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , toknow), information, a re-

spectful communication ofintelligence, a declared opi-

nion, a representation of circumstances.

fests, a. (from fa, prep. and 1, to know), known, under-

stood, celebrated, famous, notorious,

fate , a. (from f , prep, and , to know), knowable, com-

prehensible, acquirable as an object of knowledge.

Fatsdæi, a. (from fats, known, and colai, youth),

making known by some contrivance her having arrived

at the age of puberty.

futut, s. (fromfa, prep, and , to know), one who knows

a thing.

fusta, s. (from f, prep. and wi, to know), science, kuow-

ledge, learning, an acquaintance with books especial-

ly the Hindeo laws, worldly knowledge, au idea or con-

ception in the mind.

fæætte, a. (from fa, prep. and 1, to know), giving infor-

mation, making known, publishing, conveying.know-

ledge.

faş

Fata, s. (from fx, prep. and i, to know), the making of a

thingknown, the demonstrating ofa thing,the explain-

ing or describing of a thing, the publishing of a thing.

trały, a. (from ſ , prep, and , to know), declarable,

publishable.

fat , a. (from fa, prep. and ,to know), declarable,

publishable.

fata , s. (from fa, prep. and w , to know), a person who

publishes or makes known.

faat , a. (from fa, prep. and , to know), published,

made known.

ft , a. (from fa, prep. and , to know), declarablej

publishable.

fas, a. (from fa, prep. and at, to know), knowable, com-

prehensible, aequirable as an object of knowledge.

fa , a. (from fx, prep. and , a fever), free from fever

free from pain or trouble.

frafts, s. an imitative sound used to express a person's

talking to himself or continuing to talk incoherently

without receiving an answer.

fat, s. from fat, to sound), excrement, a varlet, a calamite,

a rogue, a cheat.'

fatet, s . (from fat, a pathic, and , to nourish), the peri

næum or septum of the scrotum, a bunch or tuft ; a

shrunk up with astonishment or fear.

fatto , s. (from fat , a cheat, and ¤†5x4, conduct), ras➡

cally conduct, roguery, imposition.

fatatatat, a. (from fa̸è×, a cheat, and wolfa , acting), act.

ing a rascally part, playing the rogue, imposing upon.

fat , a. (from fat, excrement , vile, vicious, hateful.

fatata , s. (from fat , vile), villainy, vice, hatefulness.

fatfast, a. (from fata, vile), vile, hateful abominable.

fatta, s. (from fat, exerement), a varlet, a villain, an unpria

cipled man.

fatta , s. (from fast , a villain), villainy, viciousness

fatta , s. (from fatta, a villain) , villainy, viciousness.

fata, u. (from fat, ordure), vile, villainous, vicious.

fatafa , s. (from fat, ordure, and af , Acacia Catechu),

a fæetid species of Acacia or Mimosa not yet ascertain.

ed by botanists.

fatma , s. (from fat, excrement, and a , salt), black salt.

fax, a. (from fa, prep. and c , consideration ), discom-

posed in mind, unfit for consideration, confused, con-

founded, fascinated.

fasЯ, s. (from faș, to break), the name ofa plant much used

in India as a vermifuge ; the plaut is not yet ascertain-

ed.

fra, v. a. (from fa, prep, and , to send), to afflict, to
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frs.

evex, to tantalize, to put on an assumed form or charac

ter.

f *, d. (from fa, prep, and c , to heap), afflicting, tan-

talizing.

f1347, s. (from fa, prep. and 37, to keep), affliction , dis-

tress, a tantalizing, an assumed habit or dress, an imitat-

ing or copying after.

fa , s. (from . prep. and 37, to heap), affliction , dis-

tress, a tantalizing, an imitation or copying after.

festat , à. (from fas471, affiction , and eatst , worthy),

worthy of being afflicted or tantalized,

fasate, a. (from (3551, affliction , and 3 , worthy), worthy

of being afflicted or tantalized.

fazx7T, 6. from fa, prep, and T, to heap), capable of be-

ing afflicted or tantalized.

fazfxs, a. (from fa prep. and s , to heap), afflicted , distress-

ed, tantalized.

[151, s. (from, T, to skreen), a roll of cloth or straw put on

the head oflabourers who carry burdens to prevent the

head being injured, a roll of straw tied in a circular

form in whichjars or pots are set to keep them steady,

a sheaf.

faştayı, s. (from 1831 , an appointment) , one who examines

or tries any thing, an umpire.

fasta, s. (from fiş, to tear a cat.

Tos,

disputing, refuting arguments, carrying on controversy ;

s. a disputant, a controvertist.

[zostætzì, a. (from f3331, a debate, and fa , doing), dis-

puting, refuting arguments, maintaining a controversy.

fass, a. (from fa, prep. and 3 , to stretch), stretched , drawn

out, extended, expanded, diffused.

fu, a. (from fa, prep. and 3 , true), false, untrue.

f3 , s. (from f , prep. and , to get over), the giving of

alms, alms, a largess, a donation.

fasa+œtgæ, a. (from fad, alms, and ☎iz☎, making), be-

stowing alms, giving donations.

fagzdata?, a. (from faz , alms, and ifs , making), be

stowing alms, giving donations.

fizadas, a. (from R , alms, and , producible), pro- ,

ducible by or arising from alms or donations.

fat , ad (loc. case of(a ), for the purpose of

alms or donations.

frdfifaze, a. (from fas ,, alms, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from alms or donations ; ad. from

or because of alms or donations.

fadfiface, ad. (from fxx34, alms, and fifis, a cause), for

the purpose of alms or donations.

f13g , a (from fɩ374, alms, and , before), preceded

by or arising from aims or donations ; ad. by or through

alms or donations.

faşımʊægi, a. (from fast , a cat, and 655, an eye) , cat-eyed, faz , a. (from fred, alms, and us, caused by), caus

wall-eyed.

কিছুরজ 8. (from far, a particular mount in, and 3 , to be

produced), lapis lazuli.

f2f25, s. an imitative sound used to express a muttering

or mumbling.

fasfas , v. n. (from fars, muttering), to mutter, to mum-

ble.

fasfasta, s. (from fasst, to mutter), a muttering.or

speaking discontentedly about a thing.

fasfafsi, a. (from fagfaz, a muttering noise , muttering.

fas , a. (from f‹, prep. and 5º, aform), deformed , distort-

ed, ugly.

fas, a. (from fan, to know), knowing, wise, versed in, ac-

quainted with.

fas , s. (from 1733 , extended), a detail.

ed by or arising from alms or donations ; ad, from or

because of alms or donations.

fa3zfen1, ad. (from fa339 , alms, and fa̸1, without), with-

out or beside alms or donations .

বিতরণব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from বিতরণ , alms, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted),

alms or donations excepted.

fx33æfareæ, s. (from fa̸539, alms, and-zıfsig☎, an excep-

tion , the exception of alms or donations.

fazzaıfzıçı , ad. (loc. case of fazzqzıforgæ) , with the ex-

ception of alms or donations, without or beside alms or

donations.

frogarge, a. (from fixed, alms, and T☎, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from alms or donatious.

fatti, s. (from fasad, alms, and tag , desire), a de-.

sire or wish for alms or donations.

fæaga, s. (from fi, prep. and 35, to smite), a debating fatætgì, a. (from froad, alms, and atata, desirous),

with a person. desirous of alms or donations.

faset, s. (from fa, prep. and , to smite), critim , a dis-

pute, a debate, a contention, controversy, an argument,

the refutation of an opinion, the confutation of an an-

tagonist's opinion and establishment of one's own.

Fractatṣæ, a. (from fast, a debate, and atṛ☎, making), U froądì, a. (from fazyfdą, giving), giving alms,

faxatfuata, s. (from 334, alms, and fanta, desire), a

desire for alms or donations.

বিতরনাভিলাষী , a. (from বিতরণ, alms, and অভিলামিন, desirous),

desirous of alms or donations.
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fas.

fs , s. (from fx , alms, and a , desire ), a desire

for alms or donations.

f13314
a. (from far , alms, and , desirous), desirous

of alms or donations.

, a. (from fa , alms, and , desirous), desirous

of alms or donations.

f3 , s. (from fa, prep. and s , to infer), an inference,

reasoning, the canvassing of a matter, discussion , deli-

beration, a consideration ofprobabilities, a mental anti-

cipation of alternatives, a conjecture, an apprehension,

a doubt.

fa , a. (from fa, prep, and 3 , to infer , infering, rea-

soning, investigating, discussing a subject, deliberating,

weighing probabilities on all sides ; s. one who reasons

upon or investigates a subject, one who deliberates or

judges.

fod, s. (from fa, prep. and , to infer), the act of dis-

cussing or reasoning on a subject, the investigating of a

thing, an infering, a deliberating.

fæ³™, s. (from fa, prep. and ™ , a bottom), in Hindco fable

the second of the seven divisions of the infernal regi-

ons.

fafe, s. (from fa, prep. and 3 , to throw) , a span measur-

ed by extending the thumb and the little finger, consi-

dered equal to the width of twelve fingers.

fasta, s. (from fa , prep. and 4, to stretch), the warp of

cloth, an awning, a canopy, an expansion or spreading

out, a verse of four lines of eight syllables each consist-

ing of two lambics one trochee and one spondee.

fastfga, s. (from xy, with, and , a day of the month),

under date.

free, a. (from fa, prep. and y, pleased), displeased .

fraf , s . (from fa, prep. and f , gratification), dissatis-

faction.

fafeez, a. (from frf , dissatisfaction, and to d³),

causing dissatisfaction .

fsfs , a. from fr , dissatisfaction, and Fæ, pro-

ducing , causing dissatisfaction .

fa , s. (from fa , prep. and 1, thirst), disgust, indiffer-

ence.

fas, a. (from fan, to know), acquired , gained , judged, inves-

tigated, discussed, known, notorious, famous ; s . wealth,

property, substance.

festa, a. (from fas, wealth) , wealthy, possessing property.

faff , a. from fas, wealth, and fif , possessed of),

wealthy, possessed of property.

fe , a. (from fa , wealth, and F, joined to), connect-

ed with property, wealthy,

fani.

fas, a. (from fas, wealth, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of property, poor.

fagutz , a. (from fix, wealth, and war, empty) , destitute of

property, poor.

fata, a. (from fa , wealth, and , destitute), destitute

of property, poor.

fa31, s. (from fa , wise), wisdom, acquaintance with any

science.

fa , s. (from fae, wise), wisdom, acquaintance with any

science.

fans , a. (from fa, prep. and , to burn) , consumed er

burnt up by lust, lecherous, learned, knowing, clever,

shrewd, witty, intriguing.

f31, s. (from fan , learned), learning, skill, wisdom,

shrewdness.

f , s. (from fa , learned), learning, skill, wisdom,

shrewdness.

fenatu , s. (from fans , clever, and at , a lover), an

amorous man who is beloved by all classes of women,

featposit, ad. (from fenata , a lover who is esteemed

by all women, and ¤, aform), like a lover whom all de-

scriptions ofwomen love.

fans , ad. (from fans , clever, and , a form ), cleverly,

learnedly, shrewdly.

fans , a. (from fra , clever), clever, insinuating ; the

term is used in the amatory writings of the Hindoos

for a woman of insinuating manners and conversation.

fang, v. n. (from fx, prep. and to tear), to be torn or

lacerated.

fanaa, s. (from fa, prep. and , to tear), a splitting, a rend-

ing.

fa̸ñm, s. (from fa, prep. and u™; to split), a shallow basket

or vessel made of wicker work, split peas, pomegranate

bark, cuttings or chips, a thing which has been split or

pared, a cake, mountain Ebony or Bauhinia of several

species.

fani, s. (from , prep. and , to tear), a harrow, a garden

rake.

1
fanişi, a. (from fa, prep. aud niṣi, a custom), contrary to

custom, against rule, irregular.

fanty, s. (from fa, prep, and to, affliction) , a dismissal

with good wishes, literally go without trouble or any

disagreeable circumstance, leave of absence, permission

to depart, dismissal. This word constructed with ,

to do, or 1, to give, means to give any one leave to de-

part.

fantyl, a. (from (41ª, leave ofabsence), requiring leave fo

absence.
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fafa.

fente, v. a. (from fa, prep and , to tear), to tear or la-

cerate.

fanta, s. (from fa, prep and , to rend), a crack, a rent, a

chink, a laceration.

fanteæ, a. (from fa, prep. and , to tear) , re nding, tearing,

lacerating, splitting, cleaving ; s. that which rends or

tears, that which splits or cleaves. In botany a dry

seed vessel usually of a coriaceous or membranous

texture and generally splitting into several valves,

(Capsula.)

fanta , s. (from fx, prep, and to rend), the splitting or

cleaving of a thing, the rending or tearing of a thing.

fantadæa, a. (from fanta , a tearing, and ¤, able), able to

rend or lacerate.

fantaqwar, a. (from fanta , a tearing, and , producible ,

producible by or arising from rending or lacerating.

fantgalas, ad. (loc. cuse of fanta4575), for tearing or la

cerating.

fantafafas , a. (from fanted, a tearing, and fafas , a cause),

causedby or arising from tearing or lacerating ; ad. from

or because of tearing or lacerating.

fentraffar , ad. (from fanta , a tearing, and fa , a cause),

for tearing, for rending, for lacerating.

fanta , a. (from fat , a tearing, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from tearing or lacerating ; ad . by

or through tearing or lacerating.

fanta , a. (from faxa, a tearing, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from tearing or lacerating ;

ad. from or because of rending or lacerating.

fentamats , a. (from fæħtad , a tearing, and cats , worthy),

worthy of being torn or lacerated .

fanta , a. (from at , a tearing, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from tearing or lacerating; ad.

from or because of tearing or lacerating.

fantants , a. (from fanta , a tearing, and F , unable ,

unable to tear or lacerate.

Fanta , a. (from fanta , a tearing, and , fit), fit tobe

rent or lacerated, worthy of being rent or lacerated .

fantly, a. (from fa, prep. and a to lear), frangible, ca-

pable of being rent or torn, lacerable.

fatlas, a. (from f³, prep. and , to tear), cleft, split, torn,

lacerated.

fantal, s. (from fa, prep. and , to tear), the name of an

ornamental climbing plant, (Ipomea paniculata .)

faf , s. (from fa, prep. and fit, a point of the compass),

an intermediate point between the cardinal points ofthe

compass.

fasas, a. (from fan, to know), known, acquainted with.

સત્ર.

fat , a. (from fa , prep. and . to tear), torn, rent, cleft,F

lacerated, scratched.

fang, a. (from fan, to know), wise, intelligeut, learned,

clever.

fanasi, s. (from fang, distant, and ☎ą, to be produced), lapis

lazuli.

fana , u. (from fa, prep. and , to blame), blaming,

finding fault, condemning, censorious ; s. a censorious

person.

facum , s. (from fa, prep. and †, a country), a foreign

country, a distant part of the same country, a distant

country.

facts , a. (from fa , a foreign country, and sts, gone),

gone to a foreign country, found in a foreign country.

fear, a. (from fat , aforeign country, and a , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a foreign coun-

try.

fat , ad. (loc . case offin ), for a foreign country.

fernata, s. (from fact, a foreign country, and fata,

a residence), a residence in a foreign country.

বিদেশনিবাসী, a. (from বিদেশ , aforeign country, and নिবাস ,

residing), residing in a foreign country.

বিদেশ̂ িযিডঙ্ক, a. (from বিদেশ , a foreign country , and নিষিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from a foreign country ;

ad, from or because of a foreign country.

fam ™fàfære, ad. (from fa ™, a foreign country, and fifas,

a cause), for a foreign country.

বিদেশযুক্ত, a. (from বিদেশ , a foreign country , and পুযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from a foreign coun

try ; ad. from or because ofa foreign country.

fata, s (from fat , a foreign country, and , a

residence), a residence in a foreign country.

fact , a. (from fact, a foreign country, and atfag,

residing) , a residing in a foreign country.

fat , a. (from fat , a foreign country, and 11, to stand),

situated or being in a foreign country.

facto , a. (from fæ , a foreign country, and if ,

continuing), staying or continuing in a foreign country.

বিদেশঙ্কিত, a. (from বিদেশ , a foreign country , and স্থিত, silk-

ated , situated or being in a foreign country.

fangz , a. (from fa , a foreign country, and (FT,

a cause), caused by or arising from a foreign country ;

ad. from or because of a foreign country.

বিদেশাগত, a. (from বিদেশ , a foreign country, and আগত,

come), arrived or come from a foreign country.

fami, a. (from fa, prep, and fЯ , belonging to a coun-

try), foreign, strange, belonging to another country;

s. a foreigner,
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furi.

, . (from 1 to pierce), pierced, thrust through, per.

forated, penetra ed.

feed, 4. from fa , pierced, and so, an ear), having the

ears bored, the name of a climbing plant, (Cissampelos

hexandra )

frista, a. (from tq, to exist), existent, existing, present,

extant.

fax131, s. (from fa̸wała, existent), existence, presence.

faxista¶, s. (from fa , existent) , existence, presence.

fa , 9. (from fan, to know), knowledge, science, philoso-

phy, a magical pill or bolus by putting of which in the

mouth a person is supposed to ascend to heaven.

futa, a. (from fast, science, and , to mke), making wise,

giving knowledge ; s. (from fa , science, and atas, a

mine), a mine or fountain of knowledge or science.

festatg¹, s. (from far , science, and stats , desire), a

desire for science or knowledge.

fitata, a. (from fan , science, and atat , desirous), de-

sirous of science or knowledge.

fusta, s. (from far , science, and tstts, a house), a col-

lege, a school.

fata , a. (from far , science, and 3 , producing ,

producing science or knowledge.

fantsfis, a. (from fan , science, and af , produced),

produced by or arising from science or philosophy.

ts , a. (from fan! ) , science, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from science or philosophy.

fanta , ad. loc. case of fat ), for the purpose of

science orphilosophy.

fartats, a. from faa , science, and ats, produced) , pro-

duced by or arising fromscience or philosophy.

faæini31, s. (from far , science, and ħt¾, a giver), a tutor,

a teacher.

furtat , s. (from fan, science, and at , a giving), instruc-

tion, the giving of instruction in any branch of science .

faarataæ, a. (from fen , science, and ★14, giting), giving

instruction in science , bestowing science.

fastatt, a. (from f , science, and #fp , giting) , giving

instruction in science, conferring a knowledge ofscience.

fäurtaz, s. (from fits , a magicalpill, and ą, to have , the

nante of an order of demi- gods.

fenfiface, a. (from fa×11, science, and fas¤I, a cause),

caused by or arising from science or philosophy ; ad.

from or because of science or philosophy.

fearfaface, ad. (from faart, science, and fifax, a cause), for

the purpose of science or philosophy.

fariants , a. (from fx , science, and sau , following) ,

followingupon or corresponding withwisdom or science.

Fari.

fartalan, s. (from fant , science, and , study),

the study ofscience,

fantata, s. (from faan , science, and t , sérutiny),

a scrutiny into wisdom or science.

Rastant, a. (from fart, science, and aa, scruti-

nizing), scrutinizing into science or wisdom.

fatamatut, a. (from fear , science, and f , scruti-

nizing), scrutinizing into science or wisdom.

fata , a. (from fa , science, and atfa , following),

following upon or according with wisdom or science.

fanitatis, ad. (from 1 , science, and t , a following ,

accordingto knowledge or science.

বিদ্যাপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from বিদাt, science , and পুতিরলক্ষ , obstruct-

ing), opposing or obstructing science or philosophy.

fat , a. (from fart, science, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from science or philosophy ; ad. from

or because of science or philosophy.

fat , a. from fa , science, and π , obtained) , ob-

tained or acquired by science or learning, possessed of

science,

fasteifs, s. (from fan , science, and t , acquisition), the

acquisition of science or learning.

fanstaœs, a. (from fast, science, and taỡ, increasing), ia-

creasing knowledge or science, promoting science.

fagitada, s. (from far , science, and 23, an increasing),

the increasing of knowledge or science.

fææstats?" , s. (from far) , science, and atЯ?, Vrihusputi),

one eminent in science, a philosopher. This is a title

frequently given to learned men by their tutors, and is

equivalent to doctor in philosophy.

fantata, a. (from fan , science), scientific, learned, know-

ing.

ffant, ad. (from fant , science, and fat, without), with

out or beside science or philosophy.

fautfartan, a. (from fat, science, and fantan, eminent),

eminent in science or philosophy ,

fantfata, a. (from far , science, and fafts, possessed of),

possessed of science, scientific, philosophical, wise,

learned.

faarifata, a. (from faart, science, and fast , destitute), des-

titute of science or philosophy.

fata , s. (from far , science, and af , increase), the in

crease ofknowledge or science.

fantasias, a. (from fan , science, and fofa , except-

ed), science or philosophy excepted.

f , u. (from fan, science, and af , an excep-

tion), the exception of science or philosophy.

Ses &sa
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from.

fanitarforare, ed. (loc, case offatface ), with the excep-

tion ofscience or philosophy, without or beside science

or philosophy.

finitojanty, s. (from fal, science, and aty, a trade),

the profession of science or philosophy.

fantajantel, a. (from fan , science, and atfią, prac-

tising), following the profession of science or philoso-

phy.

faris, s. (from 11, science, and stats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to science.

Fatata, a. (from fa̸511 , science, andanteæ, obstruct-

ing), obstructing science.

fannfanta, s. (from far , science, and feat , desire), a

desire for science or philosophy.

fanifamtal, a. (from fa ) , science, and fart , desirous),

desirous of knowledge or science,

fiaītsītā, s. (from fær , science, and wurta, study), the stu-

dy of science.

faistas, a. (from fan , science, and tax, studying) ,

studying science.

finitor, a. (from fa̸1, science, and TF, joined to), con-

nected with science, scientific, philosophical.

fan. 139, s. (from [ K1, science, and tag, a beginning), the

dawn ofscience, the beginning ofacquiring science.

fantas, a. (from fant, science, and af , des :itute), des-

titute of science, unlettered.

ts , a. (from fart , science, and a , acquiring), ac-

quiring science ; s. a student.

farida, s. (from faħrt, sci nce, and ¤ , an acquiring), the

acquiring of science.

Fifas, a. (from fat, science, and ofús, acquired), ac-

quired by science.

fara. (from fat, science, and aff , desiring), de-

sirous of science ;; s. a tyro, a scholar.

finitif, ad. (loc. case offaa1f), for the purpose of science

or philosophy.

fantasia, «. (from faarl, science, and SS17, an ornament),

adorned with science ; s. a person whose oruament is

science. This is a title frequently given to learned men

by their tutors.

far , a. (from far , science, and 5, obtained), obtained

or acquired by science or philosophy.

farty, s. (from 1 , science, and , a house), a col-

lege, a school.

fanitate, s. (from furt , science, and æt , gain), the acqui-

sition of science or learning.

fertim , s. (from fx , science, and i , a house,, a col-

lege, a school

fart

fanstway, a. (from frust, science, and 77, empty); illiterate,

destitute ofscience.

fait , a. (from fx , science, and , destitute), illiter

ate, unacquainted with science,

fænsnes™, a. (from fan , science, aud cry, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from science or philosophy ; ad. from

or because of science or philosophy.

fauze, s. (from fa, prep, and 1 , to shine), lightning.

farfs, a. (from fane, lightning, aud stfs, motion), quick

as lightning, nimble.

fa 1, s. (from fine, lightning, aud 1, a climbing

plant), a streak of lightning running in a zigzag manner

through the atmosphere.

faxi, s. (from fæært, science, and I¤¹ , a desire), a desire

for science or philosophy.

fauz, a. (from fanrı, science, andTy, desirous), desirous

of science or philosophy.

fanig™, a. (from f1471, science, and ₹5, desirous), desirous

ofscience or philosophy.

Facarts, s. (from fa, prep. and is, to shine), splendor, light.

fartfes, a. (from fr,prep. and gre, to shine), resplendent,

splendid, illuminated.

Fit , a. (from far , science, and tt , acquiring),

acquiring or accumulating science or philosophy.

fa , s. (from fan, science, and 81, acquisition),

the acquisition ofscience or philosophy.

fauztatás, a. (from far , science, and stiff , acquired),

acquired by science.

faga, s. (from fa, prep. and . to run), flight, escape, re-

treat, intellect, censure, reproach, liquifaction, a flow-

ing or running like liquids.

fata , a. (from fa, prep. and ⇓, to run), causing to run

away, causing to melt or liquify, acting the mimick or

droll , jesting, mimicking, jeering; s. one who mimicks

orjests, one who jeers orjests,

fas, a. (from fa , prep. and , to run), liquid, liquified,

fluid, melted, run away, flown, fled.

fa❤a, s. (from fx, prep. and , to run), coral, the young

shoot ofa tree, a fabled tree producing precious gems.

f5 , s. (from fre, knowing, and Я, aform), ridicule,

mockery, raillery, jesting, ajeer, drollery, mimickry.

fat. a. (from ſ , ridicule), mimicking, jeering, ridi-

culing, mocking, railing.

f31, s. (from fans, learned), wisdom, erudition.

fary, s. (from fræs, learned), wisdom, erudition.

faiz, a. (from far, to know), wise, learned, scientific,

knowing, proficient.
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frai.
fr21.

fafte, a (from fa, prep. and fur, to hate , hated, treated I fett , a. (from fa&ta, a rule, and , to know , acquaint-

with malice, persecuted.

fafel , s. (fromfr, prep. and fag, to hate), hatred, enmity,

persecution.

face , s. (from fa, prep. and f , to hate , hatred, malice,

malevolence, persecution,

fawas, a. (from fi, prep. and fts, to hate), hating, treating

with enmity ormalice, persecuting ; s. one who hates or

maltreats, a persecutor.

fy, a. (from fe, prep. and fa, to hate), abominable,

worthy ofhatred or malice.

fæðu, a. (from fa, prep. and fug, to hate), abominable,

worthy of hatred or malice.

fact,s. (from fa, prep. and {, malicious), a malicious

person, one who seeks the evil of others.

fax, s. (from fa, prep. and N, to have), a manner, a sort, a

kind, a form, a formula, a rule.

fitxt, a. (from F, prep, and t , a husband), destitute ofa

husband ; s. a widow.

fata, s. (from fa, prep, and as, religion), apost acy, hete-

rodoxy.

fiant, a. (from fx, prep, and #fufa, religious), heterodox,

apostate.

fituar, a. (from fa, prep: and H , to hold), proper to be

commanded or enjoined, requiring to be laid down as

a rule or law.

faktai, s. (from , prep. and ta, nourishing), God consi-

dered as the legislator of the world and the God of pro-

vidence, providence,

fata, s. (from F, prep. and , to hold), a statute, a law,

a decree, a rule, an injunction, a precept, the ordering

orenjoining ofa thing, the settling of a thing as by law,

an action, a form, a manner.

fæstaætzæ, a. (from fa&ta, a rule , and ☛ta❤, making), mak-

ing laws or rules, giving precepts or injunctions ; s. a

person who directs or orders

fe&tats , a. (from fat , a rule, and tf , doing), mak-

ing laws or rules, giving precepts or injunctions, order-

ing, directing.

fastna, ad. (from fat , a rule, and , a step), in the

order of the laws or rules, according to rules or injunc

tions.

fata , (from fa, a rule, and a producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a rule or law, produc ble by

or arising from an order or injunction .

fatter51, ad. loc, case of fart1), for the purpose ofor-

dering or commanding, for the purpose of enjoining or

settling.

ed with laws or rules, acquainted with orders or injuuc-

tions.

faatate , s. (from fat , a statute, and tą, one who

knows), a person who knows the laws or statutes.

বিধানজ্ঞাপক, a. (from বিধান, a statute , and অাপক, making

known), making known or declaring the laws or sta-

tutes.

fagtaataa, s. (from faæta, a statute, and atta, à making

known), the making known or declaring of the laws or

statutes.

faatust, s. (from fat , a statute), the circumstance of be-

ing a statute or decree, legality, lawfulness.

fatta , s. (from fa&ta, a statule ), lawfuluess, legality.

fattafafice, a. (from fasta, a rule, and fala , a cause),

caused by or arising from a law or rule, caused by or

arising from au injunction or order ; ad. from or be

cause of a law or rule, from or because of an order or

injunction.

fafafara, ad, (from fat , a rule, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of ordering or commanding, for the

purpose of settling or enjoining.

fa&taste, a. (from fææta, a rule, and f, before), preced-

ed by or arising from a rule or law, preceded by or

arising from an order or injunction ; ad. by or through

a law or rule, by or through an order or injunction.

festa , a. (from , a rule, and us, caused by),

caused by or arising from a rule or law, caused by or

arising from an order or injunction ; ad from or be-

cause of a rule or law, from or because of an order or

injunction.

-featufani, ad. (from fat , a rule, and 1 , without), with-

out or beside a law or rule, without or beside an order

or injunction.

বিধানব্যতিরি , এ. (from বিধান , a rule , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed) , a law or rule excepted, an order or injunction ex-

cepted.

faataaïfszam, s. (from fiâtī, a rule, and xifɔiæ, an exc‹p-

tion), the exception of a law or rule, the exception of

an order or injunction.

fatazıfsıans, ad. (loc. case offat -afsta☎), with the ex

ception of the laws or statutes, without or beside the

laws or statutes.

fittxæsæ, a. (from fa&ta, a rule, and (TF, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a rule or law, caused by or aris-

ing from an order or injunction ; al , from or because

of a rule or law, from or because of an order of injunc-

tion.

Sssss2
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fat.

faaistētā¹, s. (from faxta, a statute, and statii, a désire),

a desire for a law or regulation,

faatatas , a. (from fata, a statute, and staff , desir-

ous), desirous of a law or regulation.

fa&tataut:1, a. (from fa&ta, a statute, and if , fol-

lowing), following upon or corresponding with the laws

or statutes.

faktatqntal, a. (from f¿ð¡¤, a statute, and manifaa, fol-

lowing), following upon or corresponding with the laws

or statutes .

fatatata, ad. (from fatis, a statute, and is, a fol

lowing), according to the laws or regulations.

বিধানাভিলাষ, ও. (from বিধান, a statute , and অভিলাষ, a de-

sire), a desire for a law or regulation .

fatalista , a . (from fa&ta, a statute, and femta , de-

sirous), desirous of a law or regulation.

fatatu , a. (fromfata, a stetute, and fua, desiring), de-

siring a law or regulation.

fiatait , ad (from f¿æta, a stulute, and f, an object), for

the laws or regulations.

fa&tæki, s. (from fiata, a statute, and Fa¹, desire), a de-

sire for a law or regulation.

frate , a. (from fat , a statute, and desirous), de-

sirous of a law or regulation.

fa&tags, a. (from fa̸I1*, a statu'e, and ¾ , desirous), de-

sirous of a law or regulation.

faatge, a. (from fx, prep, and 1 , tohold), consigning, deli-

vering over ; s. a person who entrusts ordeposits things

with another, a person who makes a thing secure or

fixed.

fat1, s. (from faatge, consigning), the consigning or

delivering over of things to another, the securing or fix-

ing of a thing.

fata , s. from fæâtpæ, consigning) , the consigning or

delivering over of things to another, the securing ormak-

ing of a thing sure,

বিধায়ী, a . (from fa, prep. and 1, to hold), decreeing, enact-

inglaws, enjoming, commanding, regulating.

fzâta , s. (from fx, prep. and 171, a custom), an evil habit,

an evil custom.

fat, s. (from fa prep. and 21 , to hold , a statute, a law, a

precept, a decree, an order, an injunction, a rule, a form,

a formula, a precept of the veda, a text, a sentence con-

sidered ofsacred authority, fate, destiny, luck, anaction.

faftata , a. (from fel , a statute, and stṣa, making), mak-

ing laws or statutes ; s. a legislator.

fafaatat, a. from fift, a statute, and ætſx¶, making), mak-

ing laws or statutes.

aft.

fafara, s. (from faft, a law, and a, a step), the order er

succession of the laws to one another.

fa , a. (from fa , a statute, and , producible), pre-

ducible by or arising from a law or statute.

far, ad. (loc. case offafa ), for the laws or statuies,

fat , a. (from faft, a law, and œi, tɔ know), knowing

the statutes or laws, acquainted with orders or injune-

tions.

fast#31 , s. (from fifts, knowing law), a knowledge of

laws or statutes, an acquaintance with orders or injunc

tions.

fatal, s. (from fat, a statute, and wig, one who knows),

a person who knows the laws or statutes.

fata, a. (from fa , a law, and , shewing), shew-

ing or pointing out the law or command ; s. a priest

whose business it is to direct the ceremonies at a sacri.

fice according to the precepts.

fafant)', a. (from fift, a law, and xf , shewing), shewing

or pointing out the law or command ; s.a priest whose

business it is to direct the ceremonies at a sacrifice.

fa , s. (from faft, a law, and T , one who shews), one

who shews or points out the law or command, a priest

whose business it is to direct sacrificial ceremonies.

fafafas , a. (from fat, a statute, and fafas, a cause),

•

caused byorarising from the laws or statutes ; ad. from

or because of the laws or statutes.

fafaface, ad, (from fa , a statute, and fafas, a cause),

for a law or statute.

fag , a. (from fat, a stalute, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from a jaw or statute ; ad. from or

because ofthe laws or statutes.

fa , a. (from fast, a law, and t , obtained), acquired

or obtained by the statutes or laws.

faffani, ad. (irom fè , a statule, and (741, without), with-

out laws or regulation.

fait ras, a (from fifa, a'low, and faxa, opposed to), con-

trary to law, opposed to an injunction or command.

fafafa12, s. (from fifa, a law , and folate, opposition), op-

position to a rule or law.

fafafafa, a. (irom fala, a statute, and fifty, possessed

of, possessed oflaws, regulated by laws, subjected to

a police.

faffs, a. (from fifa, a statute, and fafes, fit), suited to

or agreeing with a law or statule,

fafafari , a . (from faft, a statute, and f , destitute), des-

titute of laws or regulations, destitute of police.

fift ættæ, n. (from fifa, a stetute, and mitæ, knowing),

acquainted with the laws or statutes.
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fart.

fafaret23, a. (from fafą, a law, and citfts, informed), in-

formed or instructed by the statutes or laws.

feftextfasad, ad. (from faffs, informed by the law),

and a*, aform), as informed by the law or statutes.

faftifay, 0, (from fat, a statute, and fafts, except-

ed) , the laws or statutes excepted.

ffufus, . (from faft, a statule, and ifHIF, an ex-

ception), the exception of the laws or statutes.

fiftforme, ad. loc. case of faftus ), with the excep

tion of the laws or statutes, without or beside the laws

or statutes.

fats, ad. (from faft, a law, and as, approred), accord-

ing to the statute or rule.

fifas, a. (from feft, a law, and y , joined to), connect-

ed with a rule or law, connected with a statute or in-

junction.

fates, a. (from faf , a statule, and 3, destitute), des-

titute of laws or regulation, destitute of a police,

faftas, a. (from fft, a law, and a , obtained), acquired or

obtained by the statutes or laws.

for.

fit or proper tobe enacted as a law, the being fit of pro

per to be enjoined.

fæðasta, ad. (from faft, a statute, and wagis, afollow-

ing), according to the laws orstatutes, in consequence

ofthe laws or statutes.

fat , a. (from fa , a law, and tw , self), identically

the same with the law or statute.

figa, s . (from fa, prep. and , to destroy), destruction,

disrespect, enmity, aversion.

fatì, a. (from fɩ, prep. and ¶, to destroy), destroying,

perishing, hostile, averse.

fang, a. (from fª, prẹp. and ¤¤, to descend), bowed, pros❤

trate, humble.

fa531, a. (from fa, prep. and ™ª, to descend), humble, pros-

trate ; s. the nameof one of the wives of Kushyupa and

mother of Guroora.

feafs , s. (from fa, prep. and a , to descend), humility, sub-

mission, entreaty, supplication, modesty.

fanfsata, s. (from fanfs, supplication, and to do), exer-

cising humility or submission, modest, suppliant.

fing, a. (from fa, prop, and ag, humble,, humble, modest, af-

fable, submissive, yielding.

fafama , a. (from fift, a law, and ** , empty), destitute offing,

laws or statutes .

faſtxìa, a. (from fefe, a statute, and 17, destitute), desti-

tute of laws.

fafats , a. (from fifa, a statute, and a , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from laws or statutes ; ad. from or be-

cause of laws or statutes ..

fią, s. (from wą, to hurt), the moon.

fxxz, a. (from fx, prep. and¾, to tremble), agitated, shak-

en, shaken out, shaken off, abandoned , relinquished.

ffs, s. (from fx, prep. and , to tremble), agitation, a

shaking, a shaking out , a shaking off, relinquishme
nt.

fazu, s. (from fa , the moon, and 3 , to tormen'),

the personified ascending node.

Rahoo

fiz az, a. (from fat, the moon, and 4 , the face), moon-

faced.

fetzal, a. (from far, the moon, and , the face,, moon-

faced.

fran, s. (from fr, prep and , to tremble), a trembling, a

shaking, a shaking off a relinquishing.

fea1, a. (from fi, prep. and 21, to hold , proper to be enact-

ed as a law or statute, proper to be ordered or enjoin-

ed.

fact131, 8./from fet ?, proper to be commanded), the being

fit or properto be euacted as a law, the being fit or pro-

per to be enjoined.

faa , s . (from fa, prep. and at , to take), humility, submissi

on, intrea¹y, supplication , modesty, affability, mild-

ness , decorum , propriety of conduct or behaviour, re-

verence, obedience, punishment or the humbling of a

person.

faapaut, . (from fan , humility, and u1, a word), ahum-

ble orsubmissive speech, yielding orsubmissive language,

fizzaz, a. (from ſ179, humility, and , to do), humble, sub-

missive, using intreaties, acting modestly.

fdagæixe, a. (from fea7, humility, and atas, doing), acting

humbly and submissively, using intreaties, acting mo-

destly, yielding.

faxxætzt, u. (fiom f479, humility, and fax, doing), act-

ing humbly or submissively, using intreaties, acting mo-

destly, yielding.

farystei, a. (from Jay, humility, and f¶, receiving), ac-

cepting submission or humility.

faxsax, u. (from f174, humility, and Tae, producing),

producing humility or modesty, producing submissive

or decorous conduct.

faapal, a. (fromfry, humility, and 7, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from humility or modesty, pro

duced by or arising from submissive or decorous cun-

duct.

বিষয়জন্যে ,
KtX3W, 3.(from ( y, proper to be commanded), the being fag , ad. (loc. case offa , for the purpose ofbu
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mility or modesty, for the purpose of submission or

decorum.

fanyn, a. (from 1877, humility, and 1, to give , confering

humility or modesty, bestowing an affable and yielding

mind.

Fatai, s. (from 7, humility, andats, agiver), a person

who bestows humility or modesty, one who confers an

affable and yielding disposition.

FET.

because ofhumility or modesty, from or because ofsub.

mission or decorum.

fiquan, s. (from fang, humility, and 77, a word), ■ hum-

ble or submissive speech or expression, yielding orcon-

descendinglanguage.

fxayzás, a. (from fag, humility, and xa, increasing),

increasing humility or submission, increasing a yielding

spirit, increasing condescension or affability.

faupata, 8. (from faay, humility, and ¤ , a giving), the giv- || fangawa, s. (from faxx, humility, and 157, an increasing),

ing of humility or modesty, the giving of an affable and

submissive mind.

fety , a. (from fan , humility, and t , confering),

bestowing humility or modesty, bestowing submission

or decorum,

fangutyl, a. (from fan , humility, and wtf , giving), giving

humility or modesty, giving submission or decorous

behaviour.

fazyfada, a. (from fan , humility, and fax , causing to

cease), causing humility or modesty to cease, causing

submission or decorum to cease.

fapfisirs, a. (from fang, humility, and fratze, prevent-

ing), preventing humility or modesty, preventing sub-

mission or decorum.

fapfaxtad, s. (from 7, humility, and fixtad, a prevent.

ing), the preventing of humility or modesty, the pre-

venting ofsubmission or decorum.

fanpfazfa, s. (from fang, humility, and fas, cessation),

the cessation of humility or modesty, the cessation of

submission or decorous conduct.

fangfalazæ, a. (from fx-7, humility, and faſax, a cause),

caused by or arising from humility or modesty, caused

by or arising from submission or decorum ; ad. from or

because of humility or modesty, from or because of

submission or decorum.

fanpfafate, ad. (from fan , humility, and fafas, A cause),

for the purpose of humility or modesty, for the pur-

pose of submission or decorum.

the increasing ofhumility or submission, the increasing

of a yieldingdisposition, the increasing of condescensi-

on or affability.

fangatar, s. (from f , humility, and at , aword), ahum-

ble or supplicatory speech, bumiliating language.

fangfany, ad. (from fe , humility, and fat, without), with-

out or beside humility or modesty, without or beside

submission or decorous conduct.

fanfa , a. (from fan , humility, and feft , possessed

of), humble, modest, submissive, decorous, affable,

yielding, mild, using intreaties, suppliant.

frapfzeta, a. (from fan , humility, and fret , destitute),

destitute ofhumility or submission, destitute ofayield.

ing or condescending mind.

fanga , s. (from fing, humility, and a incre se), the in-

crease ofhumility or submission, the increase of a yield.

ing mind, the increase of condescension.

fanpafafy , a. (from fan , humility, and affis, except-

ed), humility or modesty excepted, submission or de-

corum excepted.

fanpuforça, s. (from fag, humility, and zfetta, an ex-

ception), the exception of humility or modesty, the ex-

ception of submission or decorous conduct.

বিষয়ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. ease ofবিষয়ব্যতিরেক) , with the excep-

tion ofhumility or modesty, with the exception ofsub-

mission or decorous conduct, without or beside humili-

ty or modesty, without or beside submission or deco-

rum.

a. (from fru, humility, and TF, joined to , con-

nected with humility or modesty, connected with sub-

mission or decorum, humble, modest, submissive, yield-

ing, decorous affable, using supplications.

fannyfes, a. (from fa , humility, and, f , destitute), des-

fannutæ, a. (from fan , humility, and , before), preced- ,

ed by or arising from bumility or modesty, preceded

by or arising from submission or decorum ; ad. by or

through humility or modesty, by or through submissi-

on or decorum.'

fa , a. (from fa , humility, and 2 , giring`, giving

humility or modesty, giving submission or decorous

behaviour.

faux, a. (from faxy, humility, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from humility or modesty, caused

by or arisingfrom submission or decorum ; ad. from or

titute of humility or modesty, destitute of submission or

supplication, unyielding .

fans, a (fromfag, humility, and 7, empty), destitute

of humility or modesty, destitute of submission or de-

corous behaviour, unyielding.

feapa, a. (from (447, humility, and 1 , destitute , desti
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tute ofhumility or modesty, destitute of submission or

decorous behaviour, unyielding.

fangs, a. (fromſay, humility, and cr , a cause), caused

by or arising from humility or modesty, caused by or

arising from submission or decorous behaviour ; ad. from

or because of humility or modesty, from or because of

submission or decorous behaviour.

farutati , s. (from fan , humility, and stat§¹, desire), a

disposition to humility or submission, a yielding or coll-

: descending mind.

fasteigt; a. (from far, humility, and wtatfi , desirous),

disposed to humility or submission, having a yielding

or condescending mind.

বিষয়াতি, a. (from বিষয়, humility, and অৱিড, connected

w.th ,humble, modest, affable, yielding, submissive.

faatfamia, s. (from fan , humility , and afsata, desire), a

disposition to humility orsubmission, a yielding or con-

descending mind,

frantfsatz), e. (from fax, humility, and uſbatfaa, desir-

ous), disposed to humility or submission, having a yield-

ing or condescending mind,

fagutzi ,́ a. (from fary, humility, and af , desirous), dis-

*posed to humility or submission, having a yielding or

condescending mind.

fate , ad. (from fans, humility, and af, an object), for

humility, for submission, for condescension, for a yield-

ing mind.

fayl, a. (from flag, humility), humble, suppliant, submis.

sive, yielding.

fly ), & (from fing, humility, and I , desire , a dispo-

sition to humility or submission, a yielding or conde-

scending wind,

fanny, a, (fromfan, humility, and 5, desirous), dispos

ed to humility. or submission, having a yielding or con-

descending mind.

faayge, a. (from.f777, humility, and , desirous), dis-

posed to humility or submission , having a yielding or

condescending mind.

Fazytretta , a. (from fag, humility, and sexta, produc-

ing), producing humility or submission, producing a

yielding and affable mind.

[ 3, a. (fromſ, prep. and , to perish), perishable, de-

structible.

fra a. (from fa, prep and 4 , to perish), destroyed,, suin-

ed, spoiled, perverted, fallen, corrupted...

fa31,s. (fromfa , destroyed), ruin, destruction, pervert-

edness.

front.

faaww, s. (fromfans, destroyed , ruin, destruction, perverte

edness.

fai, ad. (fromfa, prep.) except, without, beside ; v. n. (from

fag, humble), to be humbled, to be brought down, to

feel distress;

fara, s. (from f³, prep. and ataz, a nume), a false or as-

sumed name, a feigned name,

faniat, a. (from fanta, a feigned name), bearing a false or

assumed name.

fiatyæ; a. (from fa; prep. and dì, to obtain), humble, yield-

ing; s. one of the names of Gunesha.

faat , s. (from fa, prep. and 4 , to perish), destruction,

ruin ; in music the last or closing uote of a strain.

fatta, a. (from fa, prep. and ✅ , to perish , ruinous, de

structive ; s. a destroyer.

fantas , s. (from fiat , destructire), destructiveness,

ruinousness.

faatwax, s. (from featæ, destructire), destructiveness,

ruinousness.

fata , s. (from fatt, destruction, and , a doer), a

destroyer, a person who ruins another, a spoiler.

বিনাশকারক, a. (from বিদাশ, destruction, and কারক, doing)

dealing destruction , destroying, ruining, spoiling

fatata , a. (from fat , destruction, and af , doing ,

destructive, causing ruin or perdition, spoiling.

fantana, a. (from att, destruction, and , produc•

ing), producing ruin or destruction.

feats, a. (from fatt, destruction, and * , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from destruction or

ruin.

fat , ad. (loc. case offat ), for the purpose of de-

struction or ruin.

fatta, s. (from , prep. and , to perish) , the bringing

of a thing to ruin.

featsfizga, a. (from t* , destruction, and fixý , causing

to cease), putting a stop to ruin or destruction.

বিনাশনিবারক, a. (from বিদাশ , destruction , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing ruin or destruction.

fiatmfaated, s. (from fåætt, destruction, and fixtad,prevent-

ing), the preventing of ruin or destruction.

frat far , s. (from 1 , destruction, and fifs, cessation ,

the cessation of ruin or destruction.

fratmfafaga, u. (from fat , destruction, and ffio, a

cause), caused by or arising from perdition or destruc

tion ; ad. from or because ofperdition or destruction.

fastafafurs, ad. (from fant , destruction, and f-fi , a

cause), for the purpose of perdition or destruction, for

the purpose of ruin.
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fatmade, à. (from F, prep, and at, to perish), perishable,

destructible, capable of being spoiled or destroyed,

fattats, a. (from fent , destruction, and , obtained ,

come to ruin or destruction , spoiled.

fantatuss, a. (from frat™, destruction, and TF, caused by),

caused by or arising from perdition or destruction ; ad.

from or because of perdition or destruction ,

tfit, ad. (from fat , destruction, and fan , without),

without or beside perdition or destruction,

fratif fatal, a. (from fratt, destruction, and fefta, pos-

sessed of , ruined , destroyed , lost.

বিনাশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from a destruction, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted , ruin or destruction excepted.

fatafora , s. (from fant , destruction, and rifs :aw, an

exception), the exception of ruin or destruction.

Fantasizie, ad. ( e. case offatefs ), with the ex-

ception of ruin or destruction, without or beside ruin

or destruction.

fxt , a. (from f , prep. and 4 to perish), destruc-

tible, capable of being destroyed or ruined.

fat , a. from fatt, destruction, and 1 , joined to),

connected with destruction or perdition, ruined, lost.

Fatafes, a. (from 1 , destruction, and af☛ destilute),

free from ruin or destruction .

fatumia, «. (from fat, destruction, andwita, a disposition),

-destructible, tending to destruction or ruin.

fatta, a. (from fatt, destruction, and , destitute ,

free from ruin or destruction.

fairge, a. (from fx , «estruction, and (55, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad.

from or because of ruin or destruction.

fantatatas, s . (from fantat, destruction, and at , de-

sire , a desire for destruction or ruin, an evil or male-

volent mind.

fattigì, a. (from fat, destruction, and tatí§7, de-

sirous), desirous of ruin or destruction, evil-minded, ma-

levolent.

Santafe , s. (from fant , destruction, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for ruin or destruction, an evil or male-

volent mind.

Ratatfentat, a. (from fant , destruction, and fontfan, de-

sirous), desirous of ruin or destruction, evil-minded,

malevolent.

fanta , a. (from fant , destruction, and fifa, desirous ,

desirous of ruin or destruction, evil-minded, malevo-

leut.

fantatief, ad. (from fant , destruction, and wɗ, an object),

for ruin or destruction.

Faft.

fantfits, a. (from fe, prep. and , to perish , destroyed,

spoiled, brought to ruin.

faint), a. (from fi, prep. and 4 , to perish), perishable,

destructible, going to ruin.

faat , s. (from fat , destruction, and , a destre), a de-

sire for ruin or destruction , an evil or malevolent mind.

fiate , a. (from fa , destruction, and , desirous),

desirous of ruin or destruction , evil-minded , malevolent.

fante , a. (from fat , destruction, and 5, desirous),

desirous of ruin or destruction, evil-minded, malevolent

faatentedtam, s. (from fæatat, destruction, and gettine, pro-

ducing , producing destruction or rain.

fante , a. (fromfat, destruction, andsa, looking te-

wards , verging to rain or destruction, verging to rot-

tenness or decay.

fært»t], 0. (from fx, prep. and «*t, to perish), perishable, de

structible.

fiftЯd, s. (from fa, prep. a, prep, and ą, to move), a

going forth.

fifas, a. from f, prep.fta, prep. and , tomove), gone

forth.

faf , s. (from fa , prep. f . prep. and ft. to throw,

throwing, the tossing or propelling of a thing.

fifista™, a. (from fa, pi ep. fâ, prep, and sta, to go), causing

the judgment to determine to this or that proposition

in a syllogism.

fifista , s. (from fx . prep. f , prep. and s , to go), the

reason of determining to this or that side of an argu-

ment.

fafistantfage, s. (from fifasta1 , a reason for decision, and

fa , absence , the absence of a reason to determine on

either side of an argument.

faf3, s. (from fe prep. f , prep. and te, tofall), a fall,

a fall from office or diguity, a fall from innocence or

virtue, a calamity, an unavoidable evil, disrespect, paiu,

distress.

ffany, s. (from fa, prep. fa, prep. and f , to throw), an ex-

change, a retaliation, a return, a requital, a substituti-

on, a reprizal.

fafas, a. from fa , prep. F, prep, and , to give , given

in expectation of a suitable return, appointed, applied

to a particular purpose.

fafaatst, s. (from f , prep. f , prep. and , to join), the

giving or parting with a thing for a suitable compensa-

tion or with an expectation of remuneration, appointing

to office, an appropriation to a particular purpose.

fafists, a. (from fi, prep. f , prep. and sta, to go), gone.

forth.
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fafiga, s. (from ft, prep. fg, prep, and sta, to go), a going

forth.

fef , s. (from fa , prep.f prep. and t, to take), certain-

ty, assurance.

fafast´s, a. {from ft, prep. fig, prep. and , to tuke), as-

certained settled.

frais, a. (from fe, prep. and at, to take humble, modest,

unassuming, unpretending, placid, meek, geutle , re-

strained, decent, well-behaved, compliant, yielding,

tractable, disciplined, trained to work, taken, led, con-

veyed, chastised, punished, humbled.

ftatsies, d. (from frits , humble, and cat, dress), modest-

ly clothed, habited so as to express humility.

fast , a. (from fats, humble, and at , spirit), humble-

minded, lowly, modest, submissive, yielding, disciplin-

ed , decorous.

fas , a. (from fa, prep. and at , to take), proper to be

humbled or made to submit, governable.

f2:731, 8. (from fx, prep. and dì, to take), a leader, a guide,

an instructor, a ruler, a king.

fata , s. (from fa , prep. and 4 , to be near), diver-
নিবেদন ,

gence.

faaga. (from fa, prep. aud at, to take), proper to be hum-

bled or made to submit, governable.

facata, s. (from fax, prep, and 55, to send) , eagerness, vehe-

mence, sport, pastime, play, a dismission, the abounding

of a thing.

E , s . (from [ , to know), a spot, a dot, a drop, the part

of the forehead between the eyebrows, a mark or spot

ofpaint on an elephants face, the nasal sign or mark ( ") .

fag , s. (from fa , a spot, and 1 , the btle nut , the

name of a species ofplant, (Arum sessiliflorum. )

feway, a. (from faq ad t), dotted, perforated. In Botany

the term is applied to such leaves or other parts of a

plant as are full of dots or minute perforations, ( Foli-

um punctatum and perforatum .)

f , v. a. (from fa to pierce), to perforate, to pierce, to

bore a hole, to penetrate.

fa , s. (from fa to pi rce) , the perforating or boringof

a thing, the piercing or penetrating of a thing.

feast, a (from fe , to perfor te,, perforating, cutting ; s .

griping pains, the cholic,

fa , s. (fiom fa, ir p. and ta , to meditate), In Geogra-

phy the name of that range of mountains which runs

across India from Bahar nearly to Goojurat and divides

northern Hindcosť'hu from southern Hindoosťhan or

the Dukshi 2.

faig, a. (tiom fa, ¿rop. fa, prep, and a≈, to throw), deposit-

বিগ,

ed, placed, delivered, pledged, arranged in order, dress-

ed as hair.

fata, s. (from f³, prep. 5, prep. and , to throw`, the

orderly arranging of things as words in a sentence or

oration, the dressing of the hair, the orderly putting on

of cloths, a deposit, a collection , an assemblage, the ar-

rangement of a collection, a scite, a place ou which

things are arranged.

fate a. (from fa, prep. and 45, to ripen , ripened, matur-

ed, twisted, oblique. In Botany the term is applied to

leaves so twisted as that one part of each leaf is verti-

cal and the other horizontal, (folia obliq19.)

fz95, s. (from f³, prep, and ×§, a side), an enemy, an oppo-

nent. In Logic a syllogism or argument in which the

proposnion to be proved is wanting ; a. hostile, of the

enemies party.

fa31, s. (from faxx, an enemy), enmity, hostility, oppo-

sition .

fiestates, a. (from fe31, hostility, and tax, doing),

acting a hostile part.

fæetstæist, a. (from f $31, hostility, and faz, doing),

acting a ho tile part.

fr¶318ga, s. (from [1431, hostility, and 1874, conduct),

hostile conduct.

fзtstat, a. (from 31, hostility, and atst , acting).

acting a hostile part.

fest , a. (from fet , hostility, and 1, producibl

producible by or arising from hostility or opposition.

বিপক্ষতাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of বিপক্ষতানা), for the purpose of

hostility or opposition.

বিপক্ষতানিমিত্তক, a. (from বিপক্ষত!, ho tility , and নির্মিত,

cause), caused by or arising from hostility or oppositi-

ou ; ad from or because of hostility or opposition .

fastfafate, ad. (from fa31 , hostility, and faf , o

cause), for hostility or opposition .

191fests, a. (from f1, hostility, and g , caused by),

caused by or arising from hostility or opposition ; ud.

from or because of hostility or opposition.

fanafaat, ad. from fat , hostility, and fan , withou ),

without or beside hostility or opposition.

বিপক্ষতাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from বিপক্ষতা, hotelry , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), hostility or opposition excepted.

1বিপক্ষতাব্যতিরেক, s. from বিপক্ষতা , hostility and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception , the exception ofhostiaty or opposition.

বিপক্ষতাব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc. cave of বিপক্ষতাৰ তিরেক,, with the

exception of hostility or opposition, without or beside

hostility or opposition.

Ttttt

fotle , a. (from fa131, hostility, and T , a cause),
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caused by or arising from hostility or opposition ; ad. || fur, a. (from frets, calamity, and 1, producible),

from or because of hostility or opposition .
producible by or arising from misfortune or calamity.

(from fans, an exemy), enmity, hostility, oppo- ff , ad. (loc. case of(¿ ( 337), for misfortune or ca-

lamity.

বিপক্ষত্ব, ও-

sition .

fitte, a. (from fa , a hostile party, and att , seiz

ed), seized by the enemy, led captive.

f , a. (from fata, calamity, and 1, empty), free from

calamities or difficulties.

fæ, a. (from 4 , calamity, and 5 , producing),

producing calamity or misfortune.

fafas, a. (from fa , calamity, and 3, produced ,

produced by or arising from calamity or misfortune.

f , a . (from fx , calamity, and producible ) , pro-

ducible by or arising from calamily or misfortune .

, ad. (loc. case offar), for the purpose of cala-

mity or misfortune, for adversity.

fats, a. (from fat , calamity, and at , produced), pro-

duced by or arising from calamity or misfortune.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and 4, to be of value), a sale, a con-

tract of sale.

fa, s. (from fa, prep, and 4, to be of value), a shop or

stall in a market, a place where things are sold, a mar-

ket, a fair, a street or alley in a market .

fateata, a. (from fa , calamity, and at , making),

causing misfortune or calamity.

fageatit, a. (from fa , calamity, and tf , making),

causing misfortune or calamity.

fata, s. (from fat , adversity, and ™ , a time), a

time of adversity or calamity.

fiat , ad. (from fa , calamity, and ta, time), in a

season ofmisfortune or calamity.

fa , s. (from fa , calimity, and 34, a crossing over),

the getting over a calamity or misfortune .

fata, a. (from fast , calamity, and sta , getting over),

getting over calamity, delivering from calamity.

st , a. (from fast , calamity, and 3f , getting over),

getting over calamities or difficulties .

faafe, s . (from fa, prep, and tñ, to move), misfortune, ad-

versity, a calamity.

fatta , a . (from fef , calamity, and atṛæ, making),

causing misfortune or calamity.

fanfa&ta, a. (from fa , calamity, and æfa̸ą, making),

causing calamity or misfortune.

[ , a. (from fafs, calamity, and s , seized), involv-

ed in misfortune or calamity.

fafa , a. (fromff, calamity, and , producing),

producing misfortune or calamity.

fanfa , s. (from fifs, calamity, and I , destruction),

the removal or dissipation of calamities or difficulties .

fafen , a. (from fif , calamity, and , des ruc-

tive), dissipating calamities or difficulties.

ffs , a. (from fans, calamity, and Ffñï, destructive),

dissipating calamities or difficulties.

ffatt, s. (from fans, calamity, and at , destruction),

the removal or alleviation of misfortune or calamity.

fafanta, a. (from fans, calamity, and atte, destruc

tive), removing or alleviating misfortune or calamity.

বিপত্তিনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from বিপত্তি, misfortune , and নিবর্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to calamity or misfortune.

বিপত্তিনিবারক, a. (from বিপত্তি, calamity, and নিবারক, prerent-

ing), preventing misfortune or calamity.

fenfefacted, s (from [< f³, calamity, and fixtṛd, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of misfortune or calamity.

বিপত্তিনিবৃত্তি, s. (from বিপত্তি, calamity, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation of misfortune or calamity.

বিপত্তিনিমিশুক, a. from বিপত্তি, calamity, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from misfortune or calamity ; ad.

from or because of misfortune or calamity.

বিপত্তিনিযিত্তে, ad. (from বিপত্তি, calamity, and নির্মিত, a cause),

for calamity or misfortune.

বিপত্তিপুযুক্ত , a. (from বিপত্তি, calamity, and প্রযুক্ত, caused by),

caused by or arising from misfortune or calamity ; ad.

from or because of misfortune or calamity.

fanfa , a. (from fans, calamity, and a , increasing),

aggravating or increasing misfortune or calamity.

fa , s . (from fx , calamity, and T3, un increas-

ing), the aggravating or increasing of misfortune or ca-

lamity.

faff , ad. (from fa , calamity, and fa̸n , without),

without or beside misfortune or calamity.

বিপত্তিবিশিষ্ট, a. (from বিপত্তি, calamity, and বিশিষ্ট, possessed

of), unfortunate, sunk in misfortune or calamity.

fanfafasiz, a. (from faЯf³, calamity, and festi, destitute),

free from calamity or misfortune.

fafafa, s. (from fats, calamity, and af , increase), the

increase of calamity or misfortune.

বিপত্তিৰ)তিরিক্ত, ৫. (from বিপত্তি, calami!y, and বাতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), misfortune or calamity excepted.

বিপত্তিৰাতিরেঞ্চ, s. from বিপত্তি, calamity , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of misfortune or calamity.

fenfeufoziæ, ad, (loc, case offaªfeforge), with the cx.
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ception of calamity or misfortune, without or beside

misfortune or calamity.

[× 352*, a. (from faf , calamity, and 5 , breaking) ,

removing misfortune or calamity.

ffs , s. (from fat , calimity, and 57, a breaking),

the removal of misfortune or calamity.

safer , a. (from ff , calamity, and TF, joined), con-

nected with misfortune or calamity, disastrous, calamit-

ous.

faff , a. (from fa, calamity, and 3, destitute) ,

free from misfortune or calamity.

feftas, a . (from fa, calamity, and 1, empty), free

from misfortune or calamity.

ffxt , a. (from fa , calamity, and t , destitute), free

from misfortune or calamity.

ff , a. (from , calamity, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from misfortune or calamity ; ad.

from or because of misfortune or calamity.

fat , a. (from , calamity, and 31 , got over), got

through or rescued from calamities or difficulties.

ftes, a. (from fat , calamity, and caused by),

caused by or arising from calamity or misfortune ; ad.

from or because of calamity or misfortune.

41

fra , s. (from fat , adversity, and ¤ , a sea), an ocean

of adversity, a sea of calamity.

fatta, s. (from fat , adversity, and is , an ocean), an

ocean of adversity, a sea of calamity.

fastsatsgad, o. (from feratsy, a sea of calimity, and as,

immersed), immersed or sunk in an ocean of calamity.

fatu, s. (from fa, prep. and fu , a roal) , a bye road, a

wrong road

fatustfast, s. (from fausti , perverse , perverseness.

faustfa , s. (from fusta , perverse ) , perverseness.

frustrat, a. (from fa , a wrong way, and sifia gong),

perverse, going in an evil way.

, s. fromfa, prep. and , to move) , a calamity, a mis-

fortune, adversity.

[<* , a. (from fata, calamity, and 8734, a rescuing ,

the rescuing of a person from misfortune or calamity.

ft , a. (from fa , calamity, and 8 rescued , res-

cued from or brought safely through calamity or mis-

fortune.

feat , u . (from fa , calamity, and sextao, produ-

cing), producing calamity or misfortune.

বিপদ স্বরণ, s. (from বিপদ ,্ calamily , and উদ্ধরণ, rescuing) , a

rescuing or delivering from mis..tune or calamity.

রিপদুস্বরণক্ষম, a. (from বিপদদ্বরণ, a delivering from calamity ,

and , able , able to rescue or deliver from misfortune

or calamity.

fata, (fromfa , calamity, and 8 , deliverance), de-

liverance from misfortune or calamity.

ft , a. (from a calamity, and sata , rescuing),

delivering from misfortune or calamity ; s. a person who

rescues from misfortune or calamity.

fas, a. (from fatą, misfortune, and st , the womb) , preg-

nant with misfortune or calamity.

fa , a. (from fa , calamity, and , involved in), in-

volved in misfortune, sunk in calamity.

fag , a (from fa , calamity, and 5 , fit to be

taken), in danger ofbeing seized by calamity, in danger

of being involved in misfortune.

fifa1, a. (from fe , misfortune, and if , occα-

sioning), occasioning misfortune or calamity to others.

fa , a. (from fa , calamity, and t , destitute), free

from calamities or difficulties.

fa , a. (from fa , calamity, and a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from calamity or misfortune ; ad, from

or because of calamity or misfortune.

বিদদ্বিনাশক , a. (from বিপদ্, calmity, and বিনাশক, destruc

tive), removing or dissipating calamity.

বিপদ্বিনাশী , a. (from বিপদ্, calamity, and বিনাশিন, destroy-

ing), removing or dissipating calamity or misfortune.

ffaf , a. (from fa , calamity, and faft , possessed of),

surrounded with difficulties or calamities, troubled,

distressed.

fafata, a. (from f , calamity, and fala, destitute),

free from calamities or difficulties.

faryas, a. (from fa , misfortune, and sap, breaking),

removing misfortune or calamity.

fa , s. (from [ , misfortune, and 547, a breaking),

the breaking up or removing of misfortune or calamity.

fæЯ , a. (from fЯ , misfortune, and F, joined to), con-

nected with misfortune or adversity, involved in mis-

fortune or adversity.

fas, a. (from fa , calamity, and 3, destitute), free

from calamities or difficulties.

festa, u. (from fa̸, prep, and Я , to go), involved in cala-

mity or misfortune, distressed , afflicted.

fat , a. (from fat , misfortune, and at , destroying),

removing misfortune or calamity.

fat , a. (from fa̸nų, misfortune, and atf¶ã, destroying),

removing misfortune or calam`ty.

বিপন্নিবর্ত্তক , ৫. from বিপদ ,্ calamity , and নিবর্ত্তক , causing to

ceas ), poth a stop to calamity or misfortune.

Ttttt2
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fariusza, .. (from faq, calamity, and fasta , prevent-

ing), preventing calamity or misfortune.

fafats , s . (from fa , calamity, and fat4, a prevent-

ing , the preventing ofcalamity or misfortune.

fnaf , s. (from fa , calamity, and fa , cessation),

the cessation of calamity or misfortune.

aas , a. (from 5, calamity, and fifig, a cause ,

caused by or arising from calamity or misfortune ; ad.

from or because of calamity or misfortune.

fasfafara, ad. (from f1 , calamity, and ffis, a cause), for

the purpose of calamity or misfortune, for adversity.

fats, a. (from fa , prep. 3, prep. and , to go), adverse,

opposed, hostile . repugnant, contrary to.

33, s . (from fa , opposed to, and sts, motion), a

retrograde motion, regurgitation.

7, s. (from fa, prep. fa , prep. and , to go), contrariety,3,

opposedness to a thing, hostility, repugnance, averse-

Dess.

famúgætaæ, a. (from fastúv, contrariety, and ætaæ, doing),

acting in opposition, acting in a hostile manner, oppos-

ing, contradicting.

Fapatit, a . (from fat , contrariety, and af , doing),

acting in opposition, acting in a hostile manner, oppos-

ing, contradicting.

fús , a. (from fay, contrariety, and T, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from contrariety or op-

position.

fnar, ad. loc. case offatigar), for hostility or op-

position, for contrariety.

8, 8. from fry, contrariely, and 1, to know`,

knowing what can be said against a person or a theme,

acquainted with contrariety or opposition.

বিপর্যয়নিমিত্তক, a. ( from বি:র্যয়, contrariety, and fনমিত্ত, a

cause), caused by or arising from contrariety or oppo-

sition; ad. from or because of contrariety or opposi-

tion.

বিপর্যায়নিযিতে, ad. (from বিপর্যায় contrariety , and নিমিত্ত, ৫

euse), for hostility or opposition, for contrariety.

fact.

knowing), knowing ormaking known opposition or con-

trariety.

ৰিপৰ্যায়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from বিপর্যায় contrariety , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , contrariety or opposition excepted.

বিপর্যায ব়্যতিরেক, s. (from বিপর্যয় , contrariety , and ব্যতি রব,

an exception), the exception of opposition or contra

riety.

বিপর্য্যায়বাডিয়েকে, al. (doc case of বিপর্যয় ডিরেক), with the

exception of opposition or contrariety, without or bt-

side contradiction or contrariety.

fanúguese, a. (from fag, con'rari:ty, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from opposition or contrariety ; ad.

from or because of opposition or contrariety.

fatúgtaigi, 8. (from fataig, contrariety, and statsi, de-

sire), a desire for opposition or contrariety.

faturatat , a. (from faig, contrariety, and tætfs ,

desirous), desirous of opposition or contrariety.

বিপর্য্যায়াভিলাষ, s. (from বিপর্যয়, contrariety , and অভিলাষ,

desire), a desire for opposition or contrariety.

fortsatt, a. (from ( g, contrariety, and fifa ,

desirous), desirous of opposition or contrariety.

fadily , s. (fromfag, contr riety, and 1 , desire), a

desire for opposition or contrariety.

færúnya, a. (from F-459, contrariety, and T , desirous),

desirous of opposition or contrariety.

frei , a. (hom fata, contrariety, and a, desirous),

desirous of opposition or contrariety.

fara, s. (from ta, prep , prep. and ¤, to sit), the

considering ofa thing to be real which is only imagina-

ry, the clothing ofima inary things with the attributes

of real ones, an attributing.

faЯúitaa, s. (from fa, prep . 57, prep. and at , lo sit',

the assuming a thing as true which is false, the assuming

ofthe existence of that which has no existence.

fanta, s. (from fa, prep, and Яt , muurity), maturity, ripe-

ness, a ripening, the coming to an unexpected result, an

occurence, distress, a change ofform or state.

Fata , s. (from fa, prep. and , to go , a kibe or blister

on the foot,

faf , s. (from fat, to shake , a forest, a thicket , a wood.

fifaafacial, a (from fasa, « forest, and fixtfag, walking

about , walking about a forest for pleasure.

fet , a. (from fa, prep. and T. to be great), great, vast,

large , stupendous.

, a from fix, contrarie'y, and 25, caused

by, caused by or arising from contrariety or oppositi-

on; ad. from or because of contrariety or opposition.

fafant, ad. (from fiú , contrariety, and f171, with-

out , without or beside contrariety or opposition.

fang , (from ( y, contrariety, and cat , one who

knows , a person who knows opposition or contrariety.fa ,

fata, s. (from fat , contrariety, and cat , know-

lelge), the knowledge of opposition or contrariety.

falcatta, a. (from fag, contrariety, and cata ,

s. (from fa, prep. and , to fill , a brahmun.

fa3, 4, (from fa, prep. , prep. and ♣, to do), reviled,

abused, reproached, revenged, retaliated.

fagafe, s. (from fa, prep. prep. and to do, a re-
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proach, a censure, an insult, a retaliation, a retort, a

counter allegation or charge.

fedex, a. (from fx, prep. †, prep. and to draw), de-

teriorated, inferior, bad,

বিপুগামিত্ব , ৪. (from বিপুগামি , going in a contrarydirec

tion, and , skin), in anatomy the tunica conjunctiva.

fasttal, a. (from fa, prep. , prep. aud st , to go), moving

or going a contrary direction .

fagfatal, a. (from fe, prop . ³ prep, and a, to do), op-

posed to, acting as an antagonist. In anatomy an anta

gonist muscle.

faf3, s. (from f<, prep. #fs, prep. and , to go), a dis-

pute, an opposition of interests.

fæææga, s. (from fa, prep , prep. and , to speak), a dis-

puting, a wrangling,

Egar, a. (from f̂ , prep. ✨, pep. and ≈5, to obtain), trick-

ed, cheated, disappointed, deceived.

fa , a. (from figa , kd , deceived, cheated . The

word is generally used in the feminine gender to signi-

fy a woman whose lover is not faithful to his appoint-

ment.

fgata, s. (from f‹, prep. †, prop. and ≈t, to speak), dis-

putation, wrangling.

Яa , a. (from fa, prep prep. and 4, equal , decussat-

ed, growing in pairs, alternately crossing each other as

the leaves of many plants and trees do.

faf , a. (from fa, prep. and T, to lore), disliked, not be

lieved ; s. sin, a transgression , a crime .

faa, s. (from fi, prep. and 10 bun , a spot, a dot, a

point, a drop.

far , a. (from f , prep, and T , fruit , fruitless , useless,

abortive ; s. a strobilus, the cone of a fir or any other si-

milar tree.

kras, a. (from faza, fruitless, and 3, made , made use-

less or ineffectual , nullified.

farm, ad. (loc, case offam), uselessly, ineffectually, to no

purpose,

fa7#) , s. (from 7 , to speak), a wish to speak, a desire.

ffs, a. (from 75, to speak), required or desired to be

said, require to be spoken, desired.

faaf 331, s. (from faaf , required to be said), the circum-

stance of a thing's being required to be said or spoken.

faf31, s. (from faaf , required to be said) , the circum-

stance ofathing's being required to be said or spoken.

faana, a. (from 1 , prep. and , to speak), disputing,

contradicting.

faanata, a. (from fa, prep, and an, to speak), contradicting,

opposing, disputing.

fag, v. a. (from , prep, and , to skreen), to tell in detail,ब.ृ

to narrate.

faxx, s. (from fa, prep. and ą, to skreen), the hole or re-

treat of an animal, a hole, a case.

faxa , s. from fa , prep, and a to skreen), a circumstance, a

detail, a description , a specification.

faæxqzú , 8, (from fixas , a detail , and aý, a do:r), a perà

son who makes a detail ofparticulars.

faadata , s . (from fazi , a detail, and atæ, making),

specifying or making a detail of particulars ; s. a person

who specifies or makes a detail of particulars .

faadata , a (from faxa, a detail , and if , making),

specifying ormaking a detail of particulars.

( 45 ), a . (from faxa, a detail of particulars, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from a specifica.

tion or detail of particulars.

fas, ad. (loc. case offa ), for the sake of a de-

tail of particulars.

fazza , a . (from fezza, a detail, and , to know), ac-

quainted with the detail of particulars.

f31, s. (from faxa , a detail, and t , one who

knows), a person who knows the detail of particulars.

fata, s. (from fxxxa , a d tail, and t , knowledge), a

knowledge ofthe detail of particulars.

faxt , a. (from fazad, a detail, and atte, making

known), making known the detail, publishing a detail

ofparticulars .

fxzz1 , s. (from fex , a detail, and atta, a making

known), the making known of a detail, the publishing of

a detail of particulars.

frazafifice, a. (from faza , a detail, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from the specification or detail of

particulars ; ad. from or because of a specification or

detail of particulars.

fergaftface, ad . (from fazz , a detail, and fafas, a cause),

for the sake of a specification or detail of particulars.

fa. (from fa , a detail, and 5, cause by).

caused by or arising from a specification or detail of

particulars ; ad. from or because of a specification or

detail of particulars.

fazzafae, a. (from fa̸d, a detail, and fan, to know), know,

ing the detail of particulars.

fazgafzai , ad. (from fazad, a detail, and fr ', without),

without or beside a specification or detail ofparticulare..

fa , s. (from faa34, a detail, and ca , one who knows),

a person who knows the detail of particulars.

fizgaratai, s. (from fixa , a detail, and cată, one who

knows), a person who knows the detail ofparticulars.
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fata , s. (from fax , a detail, and et , knowledge
),

a knowledge
of the detail of particulars

.

বিবরণবোধক
, a. (from বিবরণ , a detail, and ৰোধক, knowing),

knowing
or making known a detail of particulars

.

feedfee
, a. (from faza , a detail, and arfs , except-

ed , a specification or detail of particulars excepted.

faez , s . (from (za , a detail, and if , an

exception), the exception of aspecification or detail of

particulars.

বিবরণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিবরণব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of a specification or detail of particulars,

without or beside a specification or detail of particu-

lars.

faazaatst , a. (from fad, a detail, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of being detailed.

, s. (from fa , a detail, and ™ , a hearing), the

hearing of a detail of particulars .

বিবরণশুবণাকাঙ্কী, s. (from বিবরণ শ্রবণ, the hearing of a detail,

and atat , desire), a desire of hearing the detail of

particulars.

বিবরণশুবণাকারী, a. (from বিবরণশ্রবণ , the hearing of a detail,

and tatf , desirous), desirous of hearing a detail of

particulars.

faezamzatfómtæ, s . (from fad, the hearing of a detail,

and fata, desire) , a desire of hearing a detail ofpar-

ticulars.

fazzafata), a. (from sad, the hearing of a de-

tail, and fat , desirous ), desirous of hearing a de-

tail of particulars.

faadmaa☎), s. (from fawad, the hearing ofa detail, and

, desire), a desire of hearing a detail of particulars.

a. (from fizz , the hearing of a detail,

fra.

ing) , following upon or corresponding with a detail of

particulars.

fazzata , s. (from fax , a detail, and t , seru-

tiny , a search or scrutiny into a detail of particulars.

fazzatazat?), a. (from fxxx , a detail, and
ya, scru-

tinizing), searching or scrutinizing into a detail of par

ticulars,

fazata , ad. (from faxa , a detail, and
is, a fol-

lowing) , according to or in consequence of a detail of

particulars.

faxxdtfsata , s . (from fazza, a detail, and afsata, desire),

the desire of a detail of particulars.

fzazatfsmtaj, a. (from faza, a detail , and at , desir

ous), desirous ofa detail of particulars.

fazzatu , a . (from fax , a detail, and f , desirous), de

sirous of a detail of particulars.

fragate , ad. (from fx , a detail, and , an object), for

a detail of particulars.

faza , a. (from faz , a detail, and a , fit), worthy of

being detailed, fit to be detailed.

faazdy, a. (from fa , prep. and , to skreen), specifiable,

detailable, describable.

fata , s. (from fixa, a detail, and Ig', a desire), a de-

sire for a detail of particulars.

faazish, a. (from fazza, a detail, and ₹5, desirous), desir-

ous of a detail of particulars.

fazala , a. (from fa , a detail, and T , desirous) , de-

sirous of a detail of particulars.

fizzlatnis, a. (from fagy , a detail, and 8413, ready), ready

to give a detail of particulars .

বিবরনোপক্রম, s . (from বিরন, a detail, and উপক্রম, a begin-

ning , the commencement of a detail of particulars.

a.and desirous), desirous of hearing a detail ofparti- , (from fa , a detail, and s , proper), pro-

culars.

বিষয়লবণেদুক, a. (from বিবরণশবন , thehearing ofa detail,

desirous), desirous of hearing a detail of parti-and

culars.

বিবরণশ্রোতা , s. ( from বিবরণ , a detail, and শৌড ,় a hearing), a

person who hears the detail of particulars.

fazzalezz, a. (from fixes, a detail, and 13, a cause),

caused by or arising from a specification or detail of

particulars ; ad. from or because of a specification or

detail ofparticulars.

faaaatatgi, s. (from fraza, a detail, and utt , desire), the

desire of a detail ofparticulars .

fzzzata , a. (from faza , a detail, and stat , desirous),

desirous ofa detail of particulars.

fatti, a. (from fax34, a detail, and tfp , follow-

per to be detailed , suited to a detail of particulars .

fa , s . (from fa, prep. and . to abandon ), a relinquish-

ing, a quitting, a leaving, an excepting, a rejecting.

freshly, a. (from f³, prep. and 15, to abandon), relinquish-

able, rejectable.

fas, a. (from f , prep and 5, to abandon), relinquish-

ed, rejected, quitted, abandoned.

fa , a. (from fa, prep and a , a colour) , changed in colour,

blushing ; s a person ofa low class.

fars , s . (from fa , changed in colour) , a changed state

of colour, a blush.

fa . s. (from fax , changed in colour) , a changed state

of colour, a blush.

fa , s. (from fa, prep, and e, to be) , a multitude, a collec

tion, a heap, an assemblage, a dancing, a going round,
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a turning or whirling round, error, mistake, the con-

founding of truth and faisch end.

faat, a. (from fr, prep. and at, controul,, helpless, not

under controul.

fxxx7, a. (from fa, prep. and 157, clothing) , naked.

fars, a. (from fi, prep. and a clothing) , naked.

Faatstaată, s. (from fæætst, a musical note, and zetet, a par-

ticular musical mode), a particular mode, a combination

of notes in Hindoo music.

faat , s. (from fa, prep. and za to speak , a dispute, a

controversy, a wrangle, a lawsuit, an objection , a par-

ticular grace in Hindoo music.

faxine, a. (from fa, prep, aud ™ , to speak), disputing, liti-

gating, controverting.

faætzI1, s . (from fata, a dispute, and ý, a doer) , a dis-

putant, a party in a law suit, a controvertist, a wrangler.

fatatas, a . (from fiat , a dispute, and ta , doing),

disputing, carrying on a law suit or controversy .

faxtaætst, a. (from featu̸, a dispute, and atą, doing),

disputing, carrying on a law suit or controversy.

FITMIT, a. (from fræ¤, a dispute, and ≈≈, producing),

producing disputes or controversies, producing law suits.

fainafas, a. (from faztī, a dispute, and f3, produced),

produced by or arising from disputes or controversies,

produced by or arising from law suits or wrangles.

faatkan , a. (from fiat , a dispute, and 571 , producible),

producible by or arising from disputes or controver-

sies, produced by or arising from law suits or wrangles.

fim , ad. (bc, case offat ), for the purpose of dis-

putes or wrangles, for the purpose of litigation or con-

troversy.

বিষাদনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from বিবাদ, a dispute, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to litigation or dispute, put-

ting a stop to wrangle or controversy.

Fatafata , a. (from fata, a dispute, and fat , prevent-

ing), preventing litigation or dispute, preventing wran-

gles or controversies.

fiathaatad, 8. (from fiath, a dispute, and faztad, a pre-

renting), the preventing of litigation or dispute, the

preventing of wrangles or controversies.

fatafizfa, 8. (from fa̸æt , a dispute, and faz , cessation),

the cessation of litigation or dispute, the cessation of

wrangling or controversy.

featufafas, a. (from faith, a dispute, and fafio, a cause),

caused by or arising from litigation or dispute, caused

by or arising from wrangling or controversy ; ad. from ,

or because of litigation or dispute, from or because of

wrangling or controversy.

fazl.

faathfiface, ad. (from fæata, a dispute, and fafax, a cause),

for the purpose of litigation or dispute, for the purpose

of wrangle or controversy.

fata , s. (from fast , a dispute, and , a foot), a subject

of litigation or dispute, a subject of wrangling or con-

troversy.

faangfe, a. (from faæta, a dispute, and f , before , pre-

ceded by or arising from dispute or controversy, preced-

ed by or arising from wrangling or litigation ; ad. by or

through a dispute or controversy, by or through wrang-

ling or litigation.

factagforme, ɑ . (from fata, a dispute, and far, ob-

structing), obstructing litigation or dispute, obstructing

wrangle or controversy.

fiatusta , a (from fată, a dispute, and F, caused by), -

caused by or arising from litigation or dispute, caused

by or arising from wrangle or controversy ; ad from or

because of litigation or dispute, from or because of

wrangle or controversy.

faatra , a. (from faat , a dispute, and as, increasing),

increasing a dispute or controversy.

fata , s. (from feat , a dispute, and a , an increasing),

the increasing of a dispute or controversy.

fata , ad. (from fata, a dispute, and fr1, without),

without or beside litigation or dispute, without or be-

side wrangle or controversy.

featafafats, a. (from fata, a dispute, and fat , possessed

of), disputatious, engaged in disputes or quarrels, cap-

tious.

faatufaay, s. (from fata, a dispute, and fa̸ay, an object), the

matter ofa dispute, the subject of a controversy, a bone

of contention, the cause or ground of a law suit.

frathfacia, a. (from faæte; a dispute, and faЯª, destilute),

free from disputes or controversies.

faataaf , s. (from fat , a dispute, and f , increase), the

increase of a dispute or controversy.

fantazifafas, a . (from fazta, a dispute , and rfsfas, ex-

cepted), litigation or dispute exepted, wrangle or con--

troversy excepted.

বিবাদব্যতিরেক, ৪. from বিবাদ, a dispute and ব্যতিরেক, an era

ception), the exception of litigation or dispute, the ex-

ception ofwrangle or controversy.

faathaforare, ad. (loc , case offaatna,foca☎), with the ex-

ception of litigation or dispute, with the exception of

wrangling or controversy; without or beside litigati

on or dispute, without or beside wrangling or contro

versy..

faatan, s. (from fata, a dispu'e, and Я, a breaking) , the
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ferd. fiat.

termination of a dispute or controversy, the termination

of a wrangle or litigation,

faatus&ætṛæ, a. (from fast , the settling ofa dispute, and

ta , doing), settling or putting an end to a dispute ; s, a

person who settles or puts an end to a dispute .

বিবাদতেরকারী , a. (from বিবাদভঙ্গ, the settling ofa dispute, and

, doing), settling or putting an end to a dispute.

fat , a. (from fata, a dispute , and , breaking),

settling a dispute, putting a stop to litigation or contro-

versy, stopping a wrangle,

fath3 , s. from fat , a dispute, and 87, a breaking),

the termination of a dispute or controversy.

fata , a. (from fa³tā, a dispute, and , a root) , arising

from litigation or dispute, arising from wrangling or

controversy.

fs, a. (from fata, a dispute, and T , joined to),

connected with disputes or controversies, disputatious,

captious.

faatacats , a. (from fata, a dispute, and catst , worthy), fit

to be a subject of litigation or dispute, worthy ofbeing

made a subject of controversy.

fartazes. a. (from faat , a dispute, and af , destitute ,

free from disputes or controversies.

feat , a. (from fat , a dispute, and ~, an inclinati-

on), inclined to disputes or controversies, disputatious,

captious.

fataxaz, a . (from fata , a dispute, and 1, empty), free

from disputes or controversies.

fats , a. (from fan, a dis ule, and ☎, indicating),

indicating disputes or litigation, indicating wrangles or

controversy.

faxtarla , a. (from fɛzta, a dispute, and , destitute), free

from disputes or controversies.

feathers@, a, (from frata, a dispute, and 153. a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from disputes orlitigation, caused by

or arising from wrangling or controversy ; ad. from or

because of disputes or litigation, from or because of

wrangling or controversy.

fatatata , s. (from feat , a dispute, and stig , desire , a

desire for disputes or litigation, a desire for wrangle or

controversy.

faatate , a. (from fat , a dispute, and art , desirous),

desirous of disputes or controversy, desirous oflitiga-

tion or wrangling.

faatutąsto, n. (from fată, a dispute, and $13, follwing ,

engaged in a dispute or controversy.

faztatzatot, a. (from faxta, a dispute, and at follow-

ing , according with or following upon a dispute.

faatatanata, s . (from fazta, a dispute, and arata, a scru-

tiny), a search or scrutiny into a dispute or controversy.

factatwaatst, a. (from fx , a dispu'e, and at ,

scrutinizing), scearching or scrutluizing into a dispute

or controversy.

fantaaæti, a. (from fazta, a dispute, and
tf , seru-

tinizing , searching or scrutinizing into a dispute or

controversy.

feathtasti, a. (from fiata, a dispute, and atfa , follow.

ing , corresponding with or following upon a dispute

or controversy.

fatatantis, ad. (from fata, a dispute , and at , a fol-

lowing), according to or in consequence of a dispute or

controversy.

faatta , s. (from faat , a dispute, and 3 , another), an-

other dispute or controversy, another objection.

faamtras, «. (from fiata, a dispute, and age, seeking),

seeking disputes or controversies.

fiatatized, s. (from fizin, a dispute, and 4 , a seeking),

the se king of disputes or controversies.

faatatal, a. (from fata, a dispute, and af , seeking,

seeking disputes or controversies.

faatate4x6, 2, (from fræin, a dispute, and Fæ, ixje l-

ing), expecting disputes or controversies.

বিবাদাপেক্ষা, s. ( from বিবাদ, a dispute , and অপেক্ষা, expect tic

on) . the expectation of disputes or controversies.

fatti , a. from fax , a dispute , and I, expect-

ing , expecting disputes or controversies.

fiatatanta, s. (from faata, a dispute, and afsata, desire),

a desire for dispute or wrangling, a desire for contro-

versy or litigation,

faztatfsatat, a (from fazta, a dispute, and feetfag, desir

cus), desirous of di pates or wrangles, desirous of con-

troversy or litigation.

faatātu , a. (from fæætī, a dispute, and fứa, desirous), deo

sirous of disputes or controversies, disputatious, capti

ous.

fathter, od. (from fazta, a dispute, aud af, an object), for

disputes, for controversies.

faztats, a. from fart , a dis; ule and , fit) , worthy of

being the subject of litigation or controversy, worthy of

being the matter of a dispute.

s. (from frata, a isŋute, and □ , a place), an

object of litigation or dispute, a subject of wrangling

or controversy.

Gathteiss, a from faxing , the subject ofa di pute, and

83, become,, become the subject of a dispute or coutre-

versy.
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feed.

feifi, a, (from fx, prep, and aɛ, to speak), disputing, liti-

gious ; s. a particular grace in Hindoo music.

fatanì, a. (from fè, prep. and au ,̟ to speak), contentious, cap-

tious, disputatious, controversial, quarrelsome, litigi-

ous.

fartag , s. (from fata, a dispute, and at, desire ) , a desire

fordispute or wrangle, a desire for litigation or contio-

versy.

fexting, a. (from faxta, a dispule, and , desirous), desir-

ous ofdisputing or wrangling, desirous of litigation or

controversy.

featzaga, a. (from fanta, a dispute, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of disputing or wrangling, desirous of litigation

or controversy.

Fatatas, a. (from fram, a dispute, and 8 , ready), rea-

dy to dispute or wrangle, about to engage in litigation

or controversy.

Patenteartst, s. (from fat , a dispute, and starts , zeal), zeal

for disputes or wrangles, a zealous exertion in litigati

on or controversy.

faztatatsi, a. (from faxta, a dispute, and sf , zealous),

zealously engaging in disputes or debates, zealously en-

gaging in litigation or controversy.

fatata , s . (from fat , a dispute, and 8 , a begin-

ning , the commencement of a dispute or debate , the

commencement of litigation or controversy.

বিবাদোপযুক্ত,faatiatas, a. (from frata, a dispule , and 84 , fit) , fit or

proper for debate or dispute, fit or proper to be a sub-

ject of litigation or controversy.

বিবাদোপস্থিত, a. (from বিবাদ, a dispute and গুপস্থিত, present) ,

a dispute introduced.

বিবাদোপস্থিতি, ও. (from fনবাদ, a dispute and গুপস্থিতি, a being

present), the breaking out or occuring of disputes or

controversies,

fats, s. (from fa, prep. and TT, to furnish), a marriage, a

wedding. This word constructed with 1, to give,

means to give in marriage, with , to do, it means to

marry.

faatata, s. (from feat , marriage, and a, lime), the time

of marriage.

fatet , s. (from fa̸atæ, a marriage, and ut☎, a person who

concludes marriages , a person who makes a match be-

tween two parties.

featz , a. (from faat , marriage, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from a marriage.

বিবাহজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of বিবাহজন্য), for the purpose of a

marriage.

faatzfafaza, «. (from frate, marriage, and fafas, a cause).

fazi.

caused by or arising from a marriage ; ad . from or be

cause of a marriage.

fatefafats, ad. (from fate, marriage, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of marriage.

বিবাহনিম্নত্তি, s. ( from বিবাহ , a marriage, and নিষ্পত্তি, an accom

plishing), the accomplishment or compleating of a mar-

riage.

বিবাহনিম্পাদক, a. (from বিবাহ, a marriage, and নিম্নদিক, ac-

complishing), accomplishing or occasioning a marriage.

fartenford , ɑ. (from faste, marriage, andЯe, ob-

structing), obstructing or preventing marriage.

faætxqus, ɑ. (from feats, marriage, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from marriage ; ud. from or be

cause of marriage.

fæætægts, a. (from fæste, a marriage, and I, obtained);

obtained or acquired by a marriage.

faatsfant, ad. (from fat , marriage, and f , without)

without or beside marriage .

বিবাহব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from বিবাহ, marriage, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , marriage excepted.

faateurforaæ, s. (from feats, marriage, and fogæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of marriage,

বিবাহব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিবাহব্যতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of marriage, without or beside marriage.

faatentats, s. (from fæate, marriage, and tata, an ob-

struction), an obstacle to marriage.

faatgutaise, a. (from faæte, marriage, and zitatuæ, obe

structing), hindering marriage, operating as an obstacle

to marriage.

faatessa, a. (from fate, a marriage, and fe , separated),

a marriage excepted ; ad , beside or more than a marriage.

fariæcæistī , a. (from faætz, marriage, and cats , worthy),

marriageable,

faztzēs, a. (from fæætī, a marriage, and ☎, obtained), ob.

tained or acquired by a marriage.

fata , s. (from fat , marriage, and 7, time), the

time of marriage.

faztefan, u . (from faætz, a marringe, and fa , ac omplish◄

ed), accomplished or compleated by a marriage.

faxtafafa, s. (from faate, a marriage, and ff , accomplish-

ment), the accomplishment or effecting of a marriage.

faatetes , a. (from fate, marriage, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from marriage ; ad. from or be-

cause of marriage,

fattig , s. from faat , marriage, and statt, desire),

a desire for marriage.

faatgtæ , -6. (from fact , marriage, and utætf§7, desir.

ous , desirous of marriage.
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fara.

fattas a. (from fiat , marriage, and , unfit), unfit

for marriage.

বিবাহানুসন্ধান , s. (from বিবাহ, a marriage, and অনুসন্ধান, scru-

tiny`, a scrutiny or search into a marriage.

বিবাহানুসন্ধানী , a. (from বিবাহ, a marriage, and অনুসন্ধানিন,

scrutinizing), searching or scrutinizing into a marriage.

fdatetasæt?), a. (from fææte, a marriage, and WIDE,

scru'inizing), searching or scrutinizing into a marriage.

ৰিৰাহ!পেক্ষক, a. (from বিবাহ, a marriage, andঅপেক্ষক, expect-

ing , expecting a marriage.

wЯ ,fatet , s. (from fate, a marriage, and , expecta

tion), the expectation of a marriage.

বিৰাহাপেক্ষী, a. ( from বিবাহ , a marriage , and অপেক্ষিন, expect-

ing), expecting a marriage.

ferteifenta, s. (from fazte, marriage, and feta, desire),

a desire for marriage.

Fatetfamix), a. (from fæxte, marriage, and afsæt[za, de-

sirous), desirous of marriage .

faateteatst , a. (from fate, marriage, and arts , unfil),

unfit for marriage.

fate , a. (from feats, marriage, and fif , desirous), de-

sirous of marriage.

fiatatu, ad. (loc, case offatet ), for the purpose of mar-

riage.

fartete, a. (from fat , a marriage, and , fit , fit for

marriage, marriageable.

fafes, a. (from fa, prep. and zy, to procure), married .

fatal, s. (from fixte, marriage, and ' , desire , a de-

sire for marriage.

fa , a. (from faxix, marriage, and ¤ , desirous), de-

sirous ofmarriage.

fate , a. (from fate, marriage, and 5 desirous), de-

sirous ofmarriage.

faateteantsi, s. (from fixte, a marriage, and sɩīts, exerti-

on), exertion to accomplish a marriage.

fzalzetenjtsit, a. (from faætx, a marriage, and statą, using

exertions,, using exertions to accomplish a marriage.

faat19 , 8, (from fææte, a marriage, and s¤, a begin-

ning), the commencement of a marriage.

faadat¶7, a. (from fate, marriage, and g¶ , fit), fit

for marriage, marriageable.

faat ), a. (from f³ , prep. and 5, to furnish) , marriageable,

fit to be married.

fafa, s (from sts , a lady), a lady.
يبيب

fafe stat, a, (from gigi, a lady), belonging to a lady, fit for

a lady.

ff , a (from fa, prep. and fas, to separate) , lonely , sepa-

rated, disjoined, deserted, discriminated, judged, pure.

বিয়ে,

fafaa, a. (from fa, prep, and f to legislate), various, di

verse.

fris, a. (fromfa, prep. and , gone), enclosed s. an en-

closed spot or ground.

35 , s . (from fas, enclosed, and , a master), the

owner of a field or other enclosed spot of ground.

faaa, s. (from fa, prep. and , to know , a learned man, a

philosopher, a god.

fis, a. (from fa, prep. audą, to skreen), particularized,বিবৃত্ত,

narrated, expanded, extended, amplified, displayed,

made manifest.

faaf , s. (from fa, prep. and , to skreen), an explanation,

a commentary, a gloss, an exposition, an interpreta-

tion.

fas, s. (fromfa , prep, and , to be), turning round, roll-

ing, whirling, turned in a distorted manner.

fæææ, s. (from fa, prep. and fa̸ , to separate), discrimina-

tion, a judging between one thing and another, the dis-

tinguishing between good and evil, conscience.

বিবেককারক , a. ( from বিবেক,discrimination, and কারক, doing),

exercising discrimination, discriminating.

বিবেককারী, a. (from বিবেক, discrimination , and কারিন, doing ),

exercising discrimination.

বিষেকজনক, a. ( from বিবেক, discrimination , and জনক, pro-

ducing , producing discrimination.

বিবেকজনিত , a. ( from faree discrimination , and জনিত, pro

duced), produced by or arising from discrimination.

fac885A3, a. (from fæææ, discrimination, and U , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from discrimination.

fara , ad. (loc. case of fu ), for discrimination.

facts, a. (from fate, discrimination, and at , produc-

el), produced by or arising from discrimination.

fæææsta, s. (from fæææ, discrimination , and uta, know-

ledge), the distinguishing between good and evil, discri

mination, consciousness.

facaæata , s . (from ſæææ, discrimination, and at , destruc-

tion), the destruction or loss of discrimination.

faraituta, u. (from fata , discrimination , and atta, de-

structive), destructive to discrimination,

বিবেকনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from বিবেক , discrimination, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), causing discrimination to cease, put-

ting a stop to discrimination.

বিবেকনিবারক, a. ( from বিবেক, discrimination, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing discrimination.

বিবেকনিবারণ, ও. (from বিবেক, discrimination, and নিবারণ, এ

preventing), the preventing of discrimination.

faaaaafa, s. (from fata , discrimination, and feafs, ces-

sation), the cessation of discrimination.
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fact.

বিবেকনিষিৱৰ, a. (from বিবেক, discrimination, and fa , a

cause), caused by or arising from discrimination ; ad.

from or because of discrimination.

ferrefifare, ad. (from fæææ, discrimination, and fafas, a

cause), for discrimination .

বিবেকপুযুক্ত, a. (from বিবেক, discrimination, and s, caused

by), caused by or arising from discrimination ; ad. from

or because of discrimination.

facfani, ad. (from faɩææ, discrimination, and fant, with-

out), without or beside discrimination.

বিবেকবিশিষ্ট, ৫. (from বিবেক, discrimination, and বিশিষ্ট,

Fossessed of), possessed of discrimination, discriminat-

ing, judging.

fafas , a. (from fae, discrimination, and fat , des-

titute), destitute of discrimination , destitute of con-

science.

বিবেকব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from বিবেক, discrimination, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , discrimination excepted.

বিকেব্যতিরেক, ও. (from বিবেক, discrimination, and ব্যতিরেক ,

an exception), discrimination excepted .

furofane, ad. (loc. case of faasufsar), with the ex-

ception of discrimination , without or beside discrimina-

tion.

fax, a. (from fæææ, discrimination, and 4 , joined to),

connected with discrimination, discriminating, distin-

guishing.

fararfs, a. (from fæææ, discrimination , and afï³, desti-

tute), destitute of discrimination, destitute of con-

science.

fa , s. (from fat , discrimination, and f , power),

the power of distinguishing between things, the facul-

ty ofconscience ,

fuzat , s. (from fuæ, discrimination , and a science),

that part of logic which treats ofproperly discriminat-

ing things , that science which teaches to form distinct

and clearideas of things, a book on discrimination.

বিবেকশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ, a. (from বিবেকশাস্ত্র, books teaching discrimina

tion , and , to know ), knowing the books which teach

discrimination,

বিবেকশাস্ত্রজ্ঞান , ৪. (from বিবেকশাস্ত্র, a book teaching discrimi

nation , and ta , knowledge), the knowledge of books

which teach discrimination.

fa , a. (from fat , discrimination, and war, empty),

destitute of discrimination , destitute of conscience.

fassez. a. (from fatæ, discrimination, and ♬ ³, produ-

ced) , produced by or arising from discrimination .

fa, a. (from fat , discrimination, and 1 , destitu'e),

destitute of discrimination, destitute of conscience.

face.

fatastege, a. (from far , discrimination, and c , a cause).

caused by or arising from discrimination ; ad from or

because of discrimination.

fatta, s. (from fata, discrimination, and art , ac

quisition by study), the acquiring of a habit of distin-

guishing or discriminating things.

fatæì, a. (from fa, prep. and far, to separate) , discri-

minating, distinguishing between one thing and ano-

ther.

fazacateqtnæ, a. (from ſaa☎, discrimination , and 8<tta ,

producing), producing discrimination.

fag, v. a. (from fa prep. and fes, to separate), to discrimi-

nate, to distinguish, to judge. The adverbial participle

of this verb constructed with Ta, or 45, to speak, means

to speak after deliberation.

fabæ, a. (from fa, prep. and fæ , to separate), discriminat-

ing, examininginto things, distinguishing between good

and evil, reasoning.

fara871, s. (from fɩ, prep, and fɩɩ, to separate), discrimina-

tion, examination, investigation, the distinguishing be

tween one thing and another, a trial.

flatega , a. (from faza , discrimination, and d,

an instrument), done by means ofdiscriminating or dis-

tinguishing things aright.

falagatból , s. (from fast, discrimination, and a̸ý, a

doer), a person who distinguishes or discriminates,

person who examines or judges.

facasztataæ, a. (from fate5*1, discrimination , and atra, do-

ing), making a distinction between things, discriminat-

ing, examining ; s . a person who discriminates or distin-

guishes, a person who examines things.

বিবেচনাকারী, a. (from বিবেচনা, discrimination, and কারিন,

doing), exercisingjudgment or discrimination, examin-

ing, distinguishing.

বিচেনাজনক, a. (from বিবেক্ষণ , discrimination, and জন , pro-

ducing , causing judgment or discrimination, causing

examination.

বিবেচনাজনিত , a. (from বিবেচ 1 , discrimination , and জনি , pro-

duced), produced by or arising from discrimination or

judgment, caused by or arising from examination.

faasatwas, a. (from fatadai, discrimination, and 571, pro-

ducible) , producible by or arising from discrimination

or judgment, producible by or arising from examina-

tion,

facasat , ad. (loc. case offactar), for the purpose

of discrimination or judgment, for the purpose of exa-

mination or distinguishing.

faezsatats, a. (from fats , discrimination, and at , pro-

Vauua2
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Fact.

duced , produced by or arising from judgment or dis-

crimination, produced by or arising from examinati-

on.

fatz.

expecting), waiting for or expecting investigation of

discrimination.

fææsatgfsame, a. (from fæ1871, discrimination, and q

, obstructing) , obstructing or operating as an obsta

cle to investigation or discrimination.

facasatat31, s. (from fata , discrimination , and t¾, a

giver), a person who gives or excites investigation or

discrimination, a person who gives his deliberate judg- faces , a . (from fat×671, discrimination, and , caus

meut upon an affair.

Fatiga, a. (from fatasat, discrimination, and t ,

giving , giving a deliberate judgment, applying the mind

to judge or discriminate.

edby), caused by orarising from discrimination or exa-

mination , caused by or arising from judging or distin-

guishing ; ad. from or because of discrimination or ex

amination, from or because of judging or distinguishing.

fasatatit, a. (from fat257) , discrimination, and utføą.giv- || faccostese, a. (from fa17571 , discrimination, aud tee, in-

ing), giving a deliberate judgment, applying the mind

to judge or discriminate.

facadamiai, ad, (from fa17871 , discrimination, and at , a

door), through orbyjudgment or discrimination , through

or by examination.

facasatfade, a. (from fara871, discrimination, and fix,

causing to cease), putting a stop to judgment or inves-

tigation.

বিবেচনানিবারক, a. (from বিবেচনা , discrimination , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or hindering judgment or in-

vestigation.

বিবেচনানিবারণ, s. (from বিবেচনা , discrimination , and নির্ধারণ ,

a preventing) , the preventing orhindering ofjudgment

or investigation.

বিবেচনানিবৃত্তি, ও (from বিবেচনা , discrimination, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation of judgment or investigation .

বিবেচনানিষিতক, a. (from বিবেচনা, discrimination, and নিত্তি ,

a cause), caused by or arising from judgment or discri-

mination, caused by or arising from examination or

distinguishing ; ad.from orbecause ofjudgment or dis-

crimination, from or because of examination or distin-

guishing.

বিবেচন। নিমিত্তে, ad. (from বিবেচনা, discrimination , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), for the purpose ofjudgment or discrimination ,

for the purpose of examining or distinguishing.

fat , a. (from fatata1, discrimination, and , before),

preceded by or arising fromjudgment or discrimination ,

preceded by or arising from examination or distinguish-

ing; ad. by or through discrimination or examination,

by or through judging or distinguishing.

বিবেচনাপেক্ষক, a. (from বিবেচনা , discrimination , and অপেক্ষক,

expecting , waiting for or expecting investigation or

discrimination.

বিবেচনাপেক্ষা, s. (from বিবেচনা, discrimination , and অপেক্ষা,

expectation), a waiting for or expectation of investiga

tion or discrimination.

faarstidst, a. (from fat3871, discrimination, and artfag,

creasing), increasing investigation or discrimination .

fata , s. (from fatzat , discrimination, and 2ế , an

increasing), the increasing of investigation or discrimi

nation.

fata , s . (from fata871, discrimination , and af, in-

crease), the increase of investigation or discrimination,

farasatiani, ad, ( from fataga , discrimination , and fant, with-

out), without or beside discrimination or examination,

without or beside judging or distinguishing.

facebatfaftas, a. (from fa571, discrimination , and fift ,

possessed of, possessed of judgment or discrimination,

examining, distinguishing.

fastfata, ad. (from fats , discrimination, and fast ,

desti'ute , destitute ofjudgment or discrimination, des-

titute of examination or distinction.

বিবেচনাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from বিবেচনা, discrimination, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , discrimination or judgment excepted, exami-

nation excepted.

ff , s. (from fatzat, discrimination, and fur ,

an exception), the exception of discrimination or judg-

ment, the exception of examination or distinction.

faizdatzīfsiziæ, ud. (loc case of faasatoifaig@), with the

exception of discrimination or judgment, with the ex-

ception of examination or making distinction, without

or beside judgment or discrimination , without or be-

side examination or making distinction.

fararata , a. (from faz , discrimination , and am, aroot),

originating from judgment or discrimination, originat-

ing from examination or the making of distinctions.

farzgatus, a. (from faz531, discrimination , and 4º, cen-

nected with), connected with discrimination or judg-

ment, connected with examination or the making of

distinctions, discriminating, distinguishing, examining,

judging.

facasatas, a. (from fat2871 , discrimination and aſks, des-

titute), destitute ofjudgment or discrimination, desti-

tute of distinguishing,
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fs.

fitzat ”, a. (from fe1871, investigation , and a1 , emply),

destitute of discrimination.

facastela, a. (from fatis , discrimination, and , desti-

tute), destitute ofjudgment or discrimination, destitute

of examining or distinguishing.

færategy, a. (from fatal , discrimination, and (xy, a

cause), caused by or arising from judgment or discri-

mination, caused by or arising from examining or dis-

tinguishing ; ad. from or because of judgment or diseri-

mination, from or because of examining or distinguish-

ing.

fadīts, a. (from fa, prep. and fa , to separate), discrimi-

nable, distinguishable, capable of being examined.

fasfas , a. (from fa, prep. and fat, to separate), discri-

minable, distinguishable, capable of being examined.

faafs , a. (from fx, prep. aud far, to separate), discrimi

nated, examined, diliberated.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and far, to separate) , discrimina

ble, distinguishable capable of being examined.

fiʊtæ, s. (from f , prep and i , to go), an affectation of

indifference employed as a mode of amorous dalliance.

fT3, a. (from fx, prep. and , to skreen ), exposed to cala-

mity or distress, distressed , troubled.

fx , a. (from fa, prep. and to speak), speaking wrong,

speaking improperly.

f55, a. (from fa, prep. and 55, to break), divided into

shares, laid out in regular divisions, divided , shared

out. In botany the term is applied to such leaves as are

deeply divided, or divided nearly to the base, (folium

partitum.)

f , a. (from fis, divided, and 4, to beproduced),

born after a division of his father's property has been

made.

ftafF, s. (from fa, prep and5 , to share out), the termina-

tions used in declining nouns and conjugating verbs, a

division .

fre ,s. (from fa, prep. and to share out), the dividing

ofproperty into shares or lots.

fists, a. (from F , prep. and 5, to share out), divisible

into shares or lots.

frex, s. (from fx, prep. and 5, to be ), substance, a thing,

matter, wealth, property, grandeur, magnanimity, great-

ness of mind, an elevated sentiment, emancipation from

matter, supreme power, super-human power.

fisz , n. (from fis , wealth, and to do), producing

wealth or grandeur.

frexætax, a. (from fax, wealth, and æt【æ, doing), produc-

ing or causing wealth or grandeur.

fis.

farata , a. (from fis , wealth, and if ; doing), pro-

ducing or causing wealth or grandeur.

fisiaæ, ɑ. (from fasa, wealth, and 4 , producing) , pro-

ducing wealth or grandeur.

fisa51, a. from fist, wealth, and G1, producib'e), pro-

ducible by or arising from wealth or grandeur.

fsas , ad. (loc. case of 451), for the purpose of

wealth or grandeur.

fasant31, s. ´from fast, wealth, and ūtą, a giver), a person

who confers wealth or grandeur.

fasantiæ, a. (from fa54, wealth, and ɩtïæ, giving), giving

or conferring wealth or grandeur.

fasantṣi, a. (from fast, weilth, and ūtfax, giving), giving

or conferring wealth or grandeur.

fasa , ad. (from fas , wealth, and Tt , a door), by or

through wealth or grandeur."

fas , a. (from far, wealth , and , destruction), the

loss or destruction of wealth or grandeur.

fret , a. (from fasa, wealth, and , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to wealth or grandeur.

fast, a. (from fasa, wealth, and fa , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to wealth orgrandeur.

fasa , s. (from fasa, wealth, and 1 , destruction), the

loss or destruction of wealth or grandeur.

fate, a. (from f , wealth, and at , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to wealth or grandeur.

fastfarge, a. (from fasa, wealth, and fĩ☎, causing to

cease), putting a stop to wealth or grandeur.

fasafaatze, a. (from FIST, wealth, and fatæ, preventing),

preventing wealth or grandeur.

fasafata , s. (from fasa, wealth, and fats , a prevent-

ing), the preventing ofwealth or grandeur,

fasafaf , s. (from fasa, wealth, and safe, cessation), the

cessation of wealth or grandeur;

fasafafus , a. (from fasa, wealth, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from wealth or grandeur ; ad. from

or because of wealth or grandeur.

fasafafas, ad. (from fis , wealth, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of wealth or grandeur,

ff , a. (from fasa, wealth, and fs , obstruct-

ing , obstructing or operating as an obstacle to wealth

or grandeur.

fas , a. (from fis , wealth, and g , caused by),

caused by or arising from wealth or grandeur.

fas , a. (from fa , wealth, and , increasing), in-

creasing wealth or grandeur.

fasaada , s. (from (154, wealth, and 7, an incre ising),

the increasing of wealth or grandeur.
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frs. 1231.

ffant, ad. (from fex, wealth, and fant, without), with

}

9

out or beside wealth or grandeur,

a scrutiny into or search after means of acquiring wealth

or grandeur,

fistfifty, a. (from fast, property, and faf , possessed), || fextantal, o. (from fasa, wealth, and wagaatfią, scry-

wealthy, grand, magoaminous.

fasaftcix, a. (from FIST, property, and fasta, destitute),

destitute of wealth or graudeur, destitute of maguaui-

mity.

faszafs, s. (from fisa, wealth, and , increase) , the in-

crease ofwealth or grandeur.

fisrrıfsfas, a. (from fasa, wealth, and wfsfts, except-

ed , wealth or grandeur excepted.

faifa , s. (from fass, wealth, and ifsia , an excep

tion), the exception of wealth or grandeur.

faszafonæ, ad. ( loc . case offasaufsgæ), with the ex-

ception of wealth or grandeur, without or beside wealth

or grandeur.

saat , s. (from fasa, wealth, and tuts, an obstacle),

an obstacle to wealth or grandeur.

fasartets , a . (from fasa, wealth, and attæ, obstruct-

ing), obstructing or operating as an obstacle to wealth

or grandeur.

faszas , a . (from Fisz, wealth, and ™ , a root), originat-

ing from wealth or grandeur.

faszt , a. (from fi , property, and F, joined to), con-

nected with wealth or grandeur, wealthy, grand, mag-

naminous.

fasza , a. (from fasa, property, and af , destitute) , des-

titute of wealth or grandeur, destitute of magnanimi-

1y.

samtal, a. (from fas , wealth), wealthy affluent, rich,

grand.

C

fs , a ffrom 31, properly, and 1, empty), desti-

tute ofwealth or grandeur, destitute of magnanimity.

favagtf , s . (from fast, wealth, and tf , loss), a detriment

to wealth or grandeur.

fasarin, a. (fromfast, property, and a, destitute), des-

titute of wealth or grandeur, destitute of magnanimity.

fasuese, a. (from fis , wealth, and txg , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from wealth or grandeur ; ad. from or

because of wealth or grandeur.

fasatata , s. (from fasa, wealth, and tatt, desire , a de-

sire for wealth or grandeur.

•
fasitats), a. (from fas , wealth, and staff , desirous',

desirous of wealth or grandeur.

fasatzgiy), a. (from frst, wealth, and autfi , following),

corresponding with or following upon wealth or gran-

deur.

(fasalazwa, s. (from fasa, weakh, and ¤ , scrutiny),

tinizing), scrutinizing into or searching after means of

acquiring wealth or grandeur.

fagrizzatși, a. (from fasz, wealth, and wasatfią, scruti-

nizing), scrutinizing into er searching after means of

acquiring wealth or grandeur.

বিভবানুসারী, a . (from বিভব, wealth, and অনুসারিন, following ),

according with or following upon wealth or grandeur.

বিভবানুসারে, ad. (from বিভব, wealth, and অনুসার , a follow-

ing), according to or in consequence of wealth or gran-

deur.

fasatsata, s . (from frs , wealth, and afeta, desire), a

desire for wealth or grandeur.

fasatfsmtal, a. (from fasa, wealth, and fat , desirous),

desirous of wealth or grandeur.

fisait, a. (from fase, wealth, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of wealth or grandeur.

fast , ad. (from fasa, wealth, and af, an object), for

the purpose of wealth or grandeur.

fas , s. (from fis , wealth, and , desire), a desire

for wealth or grandeur.

fasias, a. (from fasa, wealth, and , desirous) , desir-

ous of wealth or grandeur.

fas , a . (from fx, wealth, and , desirous), desir-

ous of wealth or grandeur.

fast , a. (from fasa, wealth, and , proper), suit-

ed to wealth or grandeur.

fast, s. (from faatx, a marriage), a marriage.

fasts , s. (from , prep. and 3, to divide), a share, a di-

vision, a portion, a lot, a fraction, the numerator of a

fraction.

fastsatas, a. (from fastst, a division , and at , making),

dividing into shares or lots ; s. a person, who divides

into shares or lots.

fastsætal, a. (from fastst, a division, and stfiæ, making),

dividing into shares or lots.

feststas, a. (from fast , a division, and , producible ,

producible by or arising from dividing property into

shares or lots.

faststar, ad. (loc. case offaststar), for the purpose of a

-division into shares or lots.

faststafas , a. (from festst, a division, and fafas, acause ,

caused by or arising from a division into shares or lots ;

ad. from or because of a division into shares or lots.

fastяfafas, ad. (from fastst, a division, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of a division into shares or lots.
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Pret.

বিভাগপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from বিভাগ, a division, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering a division into shares

or lots.

fasts , a (from fastst, a division , and , causedby),

caused by or arising from adivision into shares or lots ;

ad. from or because of a division into shares or lots.

fretsfant, ad. (from fasts, a division, and fan , without),

without or beside a division into shares or lots.

fastяufsfay, a. (from fastst, a division, and fafts, ex-

cepted), a division into shares or lots excepted.

faststarfacaæ, 8. (from fasst, a division, and afsix®, an

exception), the exception of a division into shares or lots.

faststæfstatæ, ad. (loc. case offaststufs ), with the ex-

ception of a division into shares or lots , without or be-

side a division into shares or lots.

fæstяats , a. (from fæætst, a division, and cutsts, capable),

capable of being divided into shares or lots, proper to

be divided into shares or lots.

fatste , a. (from fastst, a division , and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a division into shares or lots,

ad from or because of a division into shares or lots.

fisitats , s. (from fastst, a division , and tt1 , desire) , a

desire for a division into shares or lots .

fæststætgì, a. (from fæsts , a division, and atatfa, de-

sirous), desirous of a division into shares or lots.

faststta , a. (from fastst, a division, and , unfit), un-

fit to be divided into shares or lots .

frataifamta, s. (from fats, a division, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for a division into shares or lots.

festifsato), a. (from fasts, a division , and afsatfag,

desirous), desirous of a division into shares or lots.

fistatatsı, a. (from fæsts, a division, and ratstı, inca-

pable), incapable of being divided into shares or lots,

unfit to be divided into shares or lots.

faststtur, a. (from fasts, a division, and off , request-

ing), requesting or desiring a division into shares or lots.

fasts , ad. (from frætst, a division, and af, an object),

for the purpose of a division into shares or lots.

fststie, a. (from fasts, a division, and a , capable), fit or

proper to be divided into shares or lots.

fstal, a. (from fa , prep. and 3, to diride), dividing into

shares or los, sharing out, allotting.

fastest ,
from fasts , a division , and , desire), a de-

sire for a division into shares or lots.

fastests, a. from fastst, a division, and , desirous),

desirous of a division into shares or lots.

festszõ, a. (from fasts, a division, and ☎, desirous),

desirous of a division into shares or lots.

fie:

fæstesttelæg, a. (from fææts , a division, and say , proper),

proper or fitto be divided into shares or lots.

fæstus, a. (from fx, prep. and s , to divide), dividing in-

to shares or lots ; s. a person who divides property into

shares or lots.

fastar, a. (from fa, prep. and , to diride), divisible in-

to shares or lots, requiring to be divided into shares

or lots.

fetare , s. (from fastar, divisible), divisibility into shares

or lots.

fastaa, s. (from fæstu, divisible), divisibility into shares .

or lots.

fasta, a. (from fast, a marriage), married.:

fastaat, s. (from fa, prep. and , to think), discrimination,

examination, discussion, the distinguishing between

things, a perception of facts, a seeing or discovering.

fasteals, a. (from fa, prep. and , to think), discriminable,

distinguishable, discoverable, liable to conviction.

fastafys , a. (from fa , prep. and , tothink), discrimina-

ble, distinguishable, discoverable, liable to conviction.

fastazi, s. (from fa, prep. and 1, to shine), night, turme

ric, a bawd, a harlot, the shreds of a garment torn in

a scufle.

fastfas, a. (from fa, prep. and to think), proved on eva

dence, convicted, judged, discriminated, discovered,

perceived, marked.

fastu , a. (from fa, prep, and , to be), liable to be convict- -

ed, convincible.

fastai, s. (from fa, prep. and sta, to speak), an alternative,

a different proposal.

fasta, s. (from fa, prep. and t , to shine , In Hindoo

music the repeating of a note as a bird repeats its song.

fafen, a. (from fa, prep. and f5 , to divide), separated , dif-

ferent, contrary, scattered, dispersed , divided, discor--

dant, contradictory.

faf31, s . (from fifa, separated , distinctness, separati

on, contrariety.

fifa , s. from fasa, separated , distinctness, separati-

on, contrariety.

fafsusta, 8. (from fifa, separated, and sta, a condition), '.

distinctness, separation, the circumstance of being se-

parated or contrary.

fistsæ, s. (from fa, prep. and S3, afraid , the uame ofa

large tree, (Terminalia Bellerica. )

fas , a. (from · f , prep. and st, to fear), exciting fear,

alarming, terrifie ; s . in Hindoo romance one of the

brother's of Ravuna and the friend of Rame.

fre, s. (fromfa, prep. and . to be), a lord, a sovereign,
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fast.

a supreme governer, God ; a. omnipresent, all-pervad-

ing, eternal, firm, solid, hard.

fasfs, s (from fa, prep. and ¾, to be , supernatural power,

glory.

figfafaj , a. (from frsfs, grandeur, and ff , possessed

of), rich, affluent , wealthy, grand, pompous, glorious.

fasfafata, a. (from fasfs , grandeur, and fast , destitute),

destitute of pomp or grandeur, destitute of glory.

fsfsata, a. (from fifs, glory), glorious, splendid.

fisfors, a. (from fifs, grandeur, and 1 , joined), con-

nected with pomp or grandeur, grand, pompous, glori-

ous.

fdsfortes, a. (from fasfs, grandeur, and af , destitute),

destitute of pomp or grandeur, destitute of glory.

fasfortas, a. (from fisfs, grandeur, and * 1, empty), des-

titute ofpomp or grandeur, destitute of glory.

fisfesta, a. (from fasfs, grandeur, and 117, destitute), des-

titute ofpomp or graudeur, destitute of glory.

fi , v. a. (from fa, prep. and sº, to adorn), to adorn, to

put on ornaments, to dress.

f15d, s. (from fa, prep. and 5ª, to adorn), an adorning, an

ornament, a trinket, jewels, an ornamenting or deco-

rating.

fisesty, a (from fa, prep. and to adorn), capable of

being adorned or decorated .

fisfas, a. (from fa, prep. and sã, to adorn), ornamented ,

adorned, decorated.

fisy, a. (from fa, 1 rep and 5, to nourish) , held, retained,

upheld, supported, sustained , maintained.

fats , s. (from , prep. and fun, to divide), separation, a

division, a distinction , dispersion, a contradiction,

fasqa, a. (from fa, prep. and fs , to divide), separating,

dividing, distinguishing, causing a division or differ-

ence, causing contradiction.

fassy, a . (from fa, prep. and fer, to divide), separable,

divisible, capable of being dispersed.

fusa , a. (from fa , prep. and f55, to divide), separable, di-

visible, capable of being dispersed.

faza, s. (from fa, prep. and g , to mistake), an act of dal-

liance, wantonness , caprice, whim, error, a mistake , a

blunder, a doubt, an apprehension , beauty, love or ra-

ther the fascinating power of love, a whirling round.

fatt, s. (from Fa, prep. and 51 , to shine), an emergency ;

a . elegant, splendid, decorated, richly dressed.

sta , a. (from fa, prep. and ga, to err), erring, mistak-

ing, blundering, occasioning error or mistake.

fasta, a. (from fi, prep, and 5 , to err), hurried, erring

through precipitation, alarmed, flurried.

fax,

fastfs, s . (from fa prep, and , to err), confusion, error,

precipitation, burry, a flurry.

fax³, a. (from fa, prep. and 27, to mind), averse, other

wise-minded, opposed to, contrary, hostile.

faæfs, s. (from fa, prep. and f³, the mind) , a different

opinion, disinclination, disapprobation, dislike.

fxx55, a. (from fa, prep, and the mind), attentive to

some other thing than that which is spoken, inatten.

tive to a proposed subject, absent in thought, averse,

bewildered, perplexed , broken-hearted.

fiat, a. (from fa, prep. and an, the mind), attentive to

to some other thing than that which is proposed, inat-

tentive to a proposed object, absent in thought, averse,

sad, perplexed, broken-hearted, disordered in intellect,

bewildered.

fama, s. (from fa, prep. and a , to grind), trituration, the

trituration of perfames, a compressing, a rubbing or

grinding, the pounding of substances, friction, a killing,

destruction.

faa , s . (from fa , prep. and , to forbear), regret, repent-

ance, displeasure, dislike, dissatisfaction ; a. penitent,

displeased , dissatisfied.

বিমর্ষকারক, a. (from বিমর্ষ, dissatisfaction , and কারক, doing),

exercising displeasure, shewing dissatisfaction, causing

displeasure.

faxatal, a. from fa , dissatisfaction, and tf , deing),

exercising displeasure, shewing dissatisfaction , causing

displeasure.

বিমর্ষজনক, a. (from বর্ষ, displeasure, and জনক, producing),

causing displeasure, exciting dissatisfaction.

fand , a. (from fix displeasure, and 375, producible),

producible by displeasure or dissatisfaction.

fax , ad. (loc . case offa ),for the purpose of dis-

pleasure or dissatisfaction,

fafafage, a . (from faz , displeasure, and fafa , a couse),

caused by or arising from displeasure or dissatisfacti-

on ; ad. from or because of displeasure or dissatisfac-

tion.

বিমর্ষনিমিত্তে, ad . (from বিমর্ষ, displeasure, and নির্মিত a cause ;

for the purpose of displeasure or dissatisfaction.

fam , a. (from faas, displeasure, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from displeasure or dissatisfacti-

on ; ad. from or because of displeasure or dissatisfacti-

on.

frafaat, ad. (from fa , displeasure, and feat, without),

without or beside displeasure or dissatisfaction .

faarufsfe , a.(from faz , displeasure, and fofas, except-

ed, displeasure or dissatisfaction excepted.
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বিম্বি

বিমর্ষর)তিরেক, s. (from বিমর্ষ, displeasure, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of displeasure or dissatisfaction.

fandafir , ad. loc. case of faasta ), with the ex-

ception of displeasure or dissatisfaction without or be-

side displeasure or dissatisfaction.

-fezálxzx, a. (from faza, displeasure, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from displeasure or dissatisfacti-

on ; ad, from or because of displeasure or dissatisfacti-

on,

fax), a. (from fixá, regret), regretting, penitent, dissatis-

fied, displeased.

faza, a. (from fa , prep. and a filth), clear, transparent,

immaculate, pure beautiful, clean , white,

faat, s. (from f¹, prep. and at, to measure), insurance.

fats , s. (from fa , prep. and at a mother), a stepmother.

fistşı, a. (from fiato, a stepmother, and ☎ , to be pro-

duced , born ofa stepmother ; s . a stepmother's son.

faata, s. (from fa, prep, and ¤ , to know), a car , a chariot

of the gods which sometimes goes by its own power

self-directed through the skies and at other times serves

them for a throne.

faxta, ɑ. (from Jhi̟y, sick ), sick, ill .

fatat, s. (from ly ?, sick), disease, illness ,

fats, s. (from f<, prep. and at , a road), a wrong road, a

bye road, a brush or broom.

Fatásta , a. (from fræts , a wrong road, and stifaq, go-

ing), going in a wrong way, living in a wrong course of

life, perverse.

fa , a. (from fa, prep, and 5, to liberate) , liberated ,

freed, pardoned , released , redeemed.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and 15, to liberate), liberation,

release, redemption, liberty.

fat, a. (from fa,prep. and at, a face) , having the face turn-

ed from an object , unfavourable to an object, averse.

fata, s. (from fa , prep. and , to liberate), a releasing,

the liberating of a person, the clearing of a thing from

that with which it is encumbered or entangled, the re-

deeming ofa person, pardon.

fazal , s. (from 7, to vomit), a spouting forth.

fi , s. (from it, to go ) , the disc of the sun or moon, an

image, a picture, a shadow, a reflected image, a bubble,

the prismatic spectrum, the name of a red fruit and of

the plant whichproduces it, (Momordica monodelpha.)

fatta, a . (from fa , a bubble, and atta, a form),

convex, discoid.

fiszai, s. (from far, the name of a plant) , the name of a

plant ofthe cucurbitaceous order, (Momordica mono-

delpha.)

figy.

fafas, a. (from fia, a reflected image), reflected, shadowed

out.

facts, a. (from fa , the fruit ofMomordica, and 9 , a

lip), red-lipped, having lips resembling the fruit of Mo-

mordica monodelpha.

fage, a. (from Fs, prep. and a, to cease), the sky, the at-

mosphere, the visible heavens ,

faga, s. (from fa, prep, and , to go), the bringing forth of

young.

faxfa, s. (from fa, prep. and , to go), an animal's calving

or bringing forth young, a litter of young ones .

fautfat, a. (fromfe, forty-two) , forty-two,

fautf84, a. (from fagtfat, forty-two, and 84, a quality),

forty-two-fold.

fazifa tata, a. (from fatt, forty-two, and at , a lime),

forty-two-times repeated.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and 15, to join), separated.

fary, s. (from faxta, a marriage), a marriage.

fecist, s. (from fa, prep. and , to join), a separation, dis-

union , absence, a separate entry of articles in an ac-

count, a particular account,

(ægtstætaæ, a. (from fagtst, separation, and ☎tã , doing),

causing a separation, separating.

figtsætat, a . (from fatais, separation, and æta , doing),

causing a separation , separating.

fast , a. (from facist, separation, and 3 , produ

cing), causing a separation.

fari , a. (from fazyts), separation , and I , produci-

ble , producible by or arising from separation.

facgists , ad. (loc . case offuata ) , for the purpose of

separation.

বিয়োগনিমিত্তক, a. (from বিয়োগ , separation, and নির্মিত ,

cause) , caused by or arising from separation ; ad, from

or because of separation .

facetsfafar , ad. (from factst, separation, and fofas, a

canse), for the purpose of separation ,

fasts , a. (from facets , separation, and T , crus-

ed by) , caused by or arising from separation ; ad. from

or because of separation.

facatstaata, a . (from fazytst, separation , and zataì, a mu-

sical sound), the singing of two particular notes in an

octave with a soft voice.

factstaat, ud. (from fatst, separation, and fat, with-

out , without or beside separation.

factstar , a . (from fagtst, separation, and af ,

excepted , separation excepted,

factstafara , s . (from fatst, separation, and 23 ,

an exception), the exception of separation.

Vvvvv
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বির

বিয়োগব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lor case of বিয়োগবাডিরেক), with the ex-

ception of separation , without or beside separation

Fagtstag , a. (from fay†st, separation, and (45, a cause),

caused by or arising from separation ; ad. from or be-

cause of separation .

fats, a. (from fi, prep, and catș, apair , ill-matched, odd,

unsuitable, disagreeable, odd or uneven when applied

to numbers.

f , a. (from fa , prep,and a , to redden), displeased, dis-

gusted, dissatisfied.

faaf , s. (from fa, prep. and , to redden , displeasure,

dislike, disgust, dissatisfaction.

fax , v. a. (from fa, prep. and 38, to make), to compose, to

compile, to construct, to make, to fabricate.

fas , a. from fa, prep. and 38, to make) , composing, com-

piling, constructing, making, fabricating.

faza , s. (from fa, prep. and 36, to make), a composing, a

compiling, a constructing, a making, a fabricating.

817, a . (from f, prep. and 35, to make), worthy ofbe-

ing composed or compiled, requiring to be composed

or constructed, requiring to be made or fabricated.

fiafts, a. (from fa, prep. and 36, to make), composed, com-

piled, constructed, made, fabricated,

বিয়

farfarsæ, a. (from faafs, cessation, and cys̟ , à cause),

caused by or arising from a pause or cessation ; ad

from or because of a pause or cessation.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and 1, to go) , fine, delicate, thin,

alone, private, loose, relaxed, pervious, apart , separated

by intervals, securing at repeated and distant inter-

vals of time.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and a , taste), insipid, ill-flavour

ed , nauseous.

faa , s. (from fa, prep, and zę, to be destitute), absence

especially of lovers, distance, separation, a parting, ces-

sation, relinquishment, forbearance, destitution, bereav

ment, loneliness, a song bemoaning the absence ofa

lover.

faxa , a. (from fax , absence, and 1, producible), pro

ducible by or arising from absence or destitution.

fa , od. (loc. case offax ), for the purpose ofab

sence or destitution.

বিরহনিমিত্তক, a. (from নিরছ, absence , and নিষিত্ত, a cause);

caused by or arising from absence or destitution ; ad

from or because of absence.

faxxfafary, ad. (from faxx, absence, and fifaz, a caus?), for

the purpose of absence or bereavement.

faxs, a. (írom fa, prep. and a , to rest), ceased, desisted, faxeggs, a. (from fax , absence, and

relinquished, stopped.

faas, s. (from fa, prep. and a , to rest), cessation, a stop-

ping, a desisting.

farfar, a. (from feafs, cessation, and , to do), making a

stop or cessation, stopping, making a pause.

বিরতিকারক, a. ( from বিরতি, cessation, and কারক, doing), mak-

ing a stop or cessation, making a pause, stopping.

faafiatal, a. (from Fafs, cessation, and fan, doing),

making a stop or cessation, making a pause, stopping.

fas , a. (from faaf , cessation, and , producible),

producible by or arising from a pause or cessation.

farfaras, ad. (loc. case offaaf71), for a pause or cessa-

tion, for a stop.

1

বিরতিনিমিত্তক, a . (from বিরতি, cessation , and নিষিত, a cause),

caused by or arising from a pause or cessation ; ad.

from or because of a pause or cessation.

fafafaface, ad. (from fas, cessation, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose ofa or cessation.
pause

faff , a. (from fans, cessation, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from a pause or cessation ; ad. by

or through a pause or cessation.

fasque, a. (from fas, cessation , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a pause or cessation ; ad,from

or because of a pause or cessation.

F, caused by),

caused by or arising from absence or destitution ; ad,

from or because of absence or destitution .

fraxfafts, a. (from far, absence, and fa , possessed of

absent, destitute, separate, bereft.

fat, s. (from fax , absence, and 41, torment), the

torment ofseparation or absence, the pain of bereave-

ment or loneliness .

fargateat, s. (from fx, absence, and atsai, torment), the

torment of separation or absence, the pain of bereave-

ment or loneliness.

fxxas, a. (from f™ , absence, and 1 , joined to), connect-

ed with absence or bereavement , absent, bereaved, des

titate , lonely.

fixxɩx3x, a. (from fra , absence, and (TI, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from absence or bereavement ; ad, from

or because of absence or bereavement.

faxxtam, s. (from fix, absence, and 7 , fire), the fire or

torment of absence or bereavement.

faafedt, fem. a. (from fa, prep. and af , deserted), desert-

ed, forsaken. The word is principally used to designate

awoman whose husband or lover is absent or gone to

a distant place.

faafx , a. (from fa, prep. and 25, to be destitute), absent,

separated, bereft , distant, destitute, lonely,
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fagi.

Faxat, a (from fa, prep, and 3 , to bedestitute), absent, se-

parate, lonely, bereft.

Faatst, s. (from f³, prep, and y , to be red), disgust, dislike,

disrelish, disapprobation, disregard, the absence of de-

sire or passion, a disregard for enjoyment, indifference,

fiatstatal, a. (from fats, disgust, and atfa , doing), caus-

ing disgust, occasioning disrelish.

fartstifs, a. (from faatst , disgust, and fs, possessed of),

filled with disgust, nauseating.

faatsft, a. (from fa, prep. and , to be red) , entertaining

disgust, disrelishing.

fiata, v. n. (from fa, prep. and at , to shine), to appear, to

be conspicuous.

fata, s. (from f , prep. and at , to appear), an ap-

pearing, splendor, beauty, a being exposed to view as

an object to be admired, a man of the military tribe,

the first progeny produced from the female part ofthe

androgynous Bruhma, Bruhmathe androgynous parent

of all.

faztani , a. (from fa, prep. and at , to shine , visible in

a splendid or beautiful form .

fastsata, a . (from fa, prep. and at to appear), appearing,

shining, exciting admiration or being seen.

fastfag, a. (from fa, prep. and at , to shine), manifested,

displayed, exhibited to view.

fixtfas , a. (from fa, prep, and at , to shine), visible in

a splendid or beautiful form,

fiatt, s. (from fa, prep. and at, to sound), one of the coun-

tries of central India, a king.

fata , a. (from fi , two, and ass, ninety), ninety-two.

fzatasd, «. (from frata , ninety-two, and 84 , a quality),

ninety-two-fold,

faxtazta, a. (from fata , ninety-two, and , a time),

ninety-two-times repeated.

fata , a. (from . two, and afs, ninety), ninety-two,

faata, s. (from fa, 1rep, and a, to enjoy), cessation, a de-

sisting from, a vacation , a recess, a proroguing.

fastsatze, a . (from feata, cessation, and ta , doing) , ceas-

ing, proroguing, desisting, causing to cease or desist.

Katzata), a. (from fata, cessation, and far, doing),

ceasing, proroguing, desisting, causing to cease or de-

sist.

fata, s. (from fiata, a cessation, and ata, time), a va-

cation, a recess .

fzats , a. (from fata, cessation, and T, producible),

producible by or arising from ceasing or proroguing.

fastasia , ad. (loc. case offagtaa ), for the purpose of

cessation or recess.

far.

faxtafafage, a (from fata, cessation, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from cessation or vacation , ad.

from or because of cessation or vacation.

fastafafara, ad. (from faata, cessation , and fa , a cause),

for the purpose of cessation or vacation.

fat , a. (from fata,.cessation, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from cessation or vacation ; ad.

from or because of cessation or vacation.

faataf«al, ad. (from fata, cessation, and fa71, without),

without cessation or vacation.

বিরামব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from বিরাম, cessation , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted) , cessation or vacation excepted.

fɛatazıforaæ, s. (from fiata, cessation, and wfsra”, an ex-

ception), the exception of cessation or vacation.

বিরামব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিরাম ডিরেক), with the ex

ception of cessation or vacation, without or beside ces-

sation or recess.

faxtægge, a. (from fat , cessation, and y, a cause),

caused by or arising from cessation or recess ; ad. from

or because of cessation or recess.

faata, s. (from faște, a cul), a cat.

faxtat), a. (from fi, two, and if , eighty), eighty-two.

faxtigd, a. (from faat , eighty-two, and 4, a quality) ,

eighty-two-fold.

fattats, a. (from fat , eighty-two, and zta, a time),

eighty-two-times repeated.

faff , s. (from fa, prep. and 5, to fabricate), Bruhma.বিরিঞ্চি,

Thename is also sometimes given to Vishnoo and Shiva.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and , to shut), opposed to, hos-

tile to,

fax=31 , s . (from fax , opposed to), opposition, contrariety,

enmity.

fa¶, s. (from fa , opposed to ) , opposition, contrariety,

enmity.

fa , s. (from fi opposed to, and sta, a state) , op-

position, a state of contrariety or enmity.

, s . (from fa , opposed to, and a , a sign or

mark), an inauspicious mark or token ,

fata , s. (from si , contrary, and 64, conduct), con,

trary conduct, conduct opposed to a thing.

fastota, s. (from fa , opposed, and tsts , conduct), hos-

tile conduct, contrary conduct,

বিরুদ্ধাচারী, a. (from বিকল্প, pp sed , and আচারি , acting cus-

tomarily , acting a contrary or hostile part.

fatta, s. (from fa , opposed to, and sta , a sem-

blance), the appearance of a quarrel or opposition .

fax , a (from {1, prep. and Я, a form), ill-shaped , de

formed, uncomely ; s. opposition, dislike.

VYTTT2
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Fazat. ৰিয়া,

fat , a. (from fat, distorted, and f , an eye), having | factafaated , s . (from fatata, opposition, and fazza, a

distorted eyes.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and fa , to flow), a diarrhoea, a

purging or evacuation by stool.

faras , a. (from fa, prep. and fat, toflow), cathartic, pur-

ging.

fa , s . (from fa, prep, and fo, to flow), an operating

by stool, the discharging ofthe fæces.

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and 5, to shine), the sun , fire ,

the moon. In Hindoo Mythology the son of king Pru-

hlada.

fat , v. n. (from fa, prep. and 4, to obstruct), to quar-

rel, to contradict, to oppose.

fact , s. (from fa, prep. and * , to obstruct`, a quarrel,

a dispute, discord, opposition, litigation.

fuata , a. (from fa, prep. and , to obstruct) , opposing,

quarrelling, quarrelsome, litigious, disputing.

fa , s. (from farata, a quarrel, and * , a doer), a

person who quarrels or disputes , an opponent.

faatzætaæ, a. (from faṛtæ, a quarrel, and ætaæ, doing),

quarrelsome, opposing ; s. a quarrelsome or litigious

person, an opponent.

বিরোধকারী, a. ( from বিরোধ, a quarrel, and কারিন, doing).

quarrelsome, litigious , opposing.

festas , a. (fromfacta , opposition, and , producing), ||3 ,

producing quarrels or opposition, causing disputes.

বিরোধজনিত , a. ( from বিরোধ, opposition , and জনিত, caused

by), caused by or arising from opposition or quarrels.

fa , a. (from fatata, opposition, and r, producible),

producible by or arising from opposition or quarrels.

farata , ad. (loc . case offatata ), for the purpose of

opposition or dispute.

fast, 8. (from fatata, opposition , and arts, relinquish-

ment , the relinquishment of dispute or opposition.

faratagitsit, a. (from falat , opposition, and tstą, relin-

quishing), relinquishing dispute or opposition.

fatata , s. (from fat , opposition, and destructi-

on), the putting of an end to opposition or quarrels,

the settling of a quarrel or dispute.

factante, a. (from fiatt, opposition , and at≈≈, destruc-

tive), putting an end to or settling a dispute or quarrel,

destroying opposition.

factafaade, a. (from fata, opposition, and fa , caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to quarrels or disputes,

putting a stop to opposition.

faratafata , a. (from fact , opposition , and fata , pre-

renting), preventing quar: els or disputes, preventing

opposition.

preventing), the preventing ofquarrels or disputes, the

preventing of opposition.

fazatafafa, s. (from fat , opposition, and fazfo, cessa.

tion ) , the cessation ofquarrels or disputes, the cessati

on of opposition.

বিরোধনিমিত্তক, a. ( from বিরোধ, opposition, and নিযিশু , ৫

cause), caused by or arising from quarrels or oppositi-

on ; ad. from or because of quarrels or opposition .

বিরোধনিমিত্তে, ad. (from বিরোধ, opposition, and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for the purpose of opposition or quarrels.

বিরোধপরিভাগ, s. (from বিরোধ , opposition , and পরিত্যাগ, rea

linquishment , the relinquishu.ent of dispute or oppo-

sition.

বিরোধপরিত্যাগী, a. (from বিরোধ, opposition, and পরিত্যাগিন,

relinquishing), relinquishing disputes or opposition.

বিরোধপরিহার , ৪. (from বিরোধ, opposition , and পরিহার ,

taking away), the obviating of quarrels or opposition.

বিরোধপরিহারক, a . (from বিরোধ, opposition, and পরিহারক, take

ing away), obviating or removing quarrels or opposi

tion.

বিরোধপরিহারী, a. (from বিরোধ, opposition , and পরিহারিল,

confuting), confuting opposition , putting an end to dis-

putes or quarrels.

fat , a. ( from fatzt , opposition , and , before ,

preceded by or arising from disputes or opposition ;

ad, by or through disputes or opposition.

farataforma, a. (from farata, opposition, and E,

opposing), obstructing or obviating quarrels or opposi-

tion.

faat , a. (from fat , opposition, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from quarrels or opposition ;

ad. from or because of quarrels or opposition.

fuatazo, a . (from fatata, opposition , and the, increas-

ing) , increasing disputes or opposition.

facata , s . (from farata, opposition, and , an increas

ing, the increasing of disputes or opposition.

faratafant, ad. (from fatata, opposition, and f1, without),

without or beside quarrels or opposition.

faratafa , a. (from fata, opposition, and fa , posses-

sed of), captious , full of objections, opposed to.

faratafata, a. (from fitata, opposition, and fa , desti-

tute), free from opposition, free from objections or dis-

putes.

fuata , s. (from fiata, opposition, and f◄, increase),

the increase of disputes or opposition .

factaff , a. (from fata, opposition, and f

excepted), quarrels or opposition excepted.
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farsi.

বিরোধবাডিরেক, s. (from বিরোধ , opposition, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception) , the exception of opposition, the exception

of quarrels or disputes .

বিরোধব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lor. case of নিরোধব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of quarrels or disputes, with the exception

of opposition, without or beside opposition or quar

rels.

fatateto, s. (from fata, opposition, and atats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to opposition or quarrels.

বিরোধধ্যাঘাতক, a. (from বিরোধ, opposition, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), obstructing or hindering quarrels or oppo-

sition.

faatasa, s. (from fata, opposition, and 38, a breaking),

the breaking up or settling of a quarrel or dispute .

falatasaæ, n. (from facta, opposition, and a*, break-

ing), breaking up or settling quarrels or disputes .

faxta=97, s. (from facști, a dispute, and 7 , the break-

ing ofany thing) , the settling of a point in dispute, the

putting of an end to strife.

fata, a. (from fata, opposition, and fa, separate),

distinct from objection or opposition , objections or dis-

putes excepted.

fata , a. (from fatta, opposition, and , a root),

originating from a quarrel or dispute , springing from

opposition.

fastas, a. (from Faxta, opposition, and 4 , joined),

connected with objections or opposition, captious, dis-

putatious.

faratacatsts, a . (from fatata, opposition , and cuts , worthy),

worthy of or deserving to be the subject of dispute or

opposition.

fatafes, a . (from fazata, opposition , and af , destitute),

free from dispute or opposition.

faxta , a. (from fat , opposition, and , aform),

consisting of or identified with opposition or quar-

rels.

বিরোধরূপে, ad . (loc. case of বিরোধরূপ ), in the manner of a

quarrel or opposition.

fata , a. (from fatata , opposition, and , an inclina-

tion), disposed or inclined to dispute or opposition, con-

tentious, captious , disputatious.

ferata , a. (from fatta, opposition , and 1, empty), free

from dispute or opposition.

fetas , a . (from fata , opposition , and 5 , indicat-

ing), indicating disputes or opposition.

faratasia, a. (from fatta , opposition, and , destitute),

free from disputes or opposition .

ficatacgo, a . (from fatata, opposition , and (53, a cause),

facay.

ad.caused by or arising from opposition or quarrel ;

from or because ofopposition or quarrels.

fecatatangi, s. (from fatata, opposition, aud tætsi, de-

s're) , a desire for opposition or quarrels.

Fatatatatat. a. (from fatata, opposition, and af , desir

cus), desirous of opposition or quarrels.

atatas, a. from fata, opposition, and wag, unfit), un-

worthy of being made a matter of dispute or oppositi-

on.

বিরোধানুযায়ী, a. (from বিরোধ, opposition , and অনুযায়িন,fol-

lowing), corresponding with or following upon dis-

putes or opposition.

Facatatata, s. (from fatta, opposition, and ata,

scrutiny) , a search after or scrutiny into disputes or

opposition .

বিরোধী নন্ধানী, a. (from বিরোধ, opposition , and অনুসন্ধাদিন,

scrutinizing), searching after or scrutinizing into dis-

putes or opposition.

বিরোধানুসন্ধায়ী, ৫. (from নিরোধ, opposition , and অনুসন্ধায়িন,

scrutinizing), searching after or scrutinizing into dis-

putes or opposition .

fuatatgātā, o. (from fetata, opposition, and fan, fol-

lowing) , according with or following upon disputes or

opposition.

factant , ad. (from fata, opposition, and ante, a

following), according to or in consequence of disputes

or opposition.

faratatea , a. (from fata, opposition, and a , search-

ing), searching after disputes or oppositions.

facatatraad, s. (from fata, opposition, and I¶d, a seek-

ing) , a seeking after disputes or opposition.

faratas , a. (from fast , opposition, and , seek-

ing , seeking after disputes or opposition.

বিরোধীপত্তি, s . (from বিরোধ, opposition, and আপত্তি, a pro-

curing), the procuring or obtaining ofdisputes or oppo-

sition, the evil of disputes or opposition.

বিরোধীপেক্ষক, a. (from বিরোধ , opposition, and অপেক্ষক, ex-

pecting), expecting or waiting for disputes or opposi

tion.

বিরোধীপেক্ষা , ৪. (from বিরোধ, opposition, and অপেক্ষা , expect te

tion), an expectation or waiting for disputes or opposi-

tion.

বিরোধীপেক্ষী, a. (from বিরোধ, opposition, and অপেক্ষিন ,্ expect

ing), expecting or waiting for disputes or opposition .

fatatatata, s. (from fatat , opposition , and sta, non-ex-

istence), the non-existence of opposition or dispute.

farataifanta, s . (from facata, opposition, and afsata, de-

sire), a desire for or love of opposition or quarrels,
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Faratatfental, a. (from fagia, opposition , and afcxley,

desirous), desirous of opposition or quarrels, quarrel-

some.

Featâtats , a. (from farata, opposition, and watstr, un-

worthy), not worthy of being made a subject of dis-

pute or opposition.

faatat , a. (from fata, opposition, and f , desirous),

desirous of disputes or opposition, disputatious.

fatate , ad. (from fata, opposition, and af, an object),

for disputes or opposition.

facgiaté, a. (from faxa, opposition, and , worthy), wor-

thy of being made a subject of dispute or opposition..

facatattet, s. (from fatta, opposition, and at ' , sus-

picion), a suspicion or fear of opposition or quarrel.

fataifa , s. (from fata , opposing), opposition, a quar-

relling, litigation.

faratfax, s. (from fact , opposing), opposition, a quar-

relling, litigation.

faatst, a. (from fa, prep. and , to block up), quarrelsome,

disputatious, opposing.

fata , s. (from fats, opposition, and , desire),

a desire for opposition or quarrels.

fat , a. (from fart , opposition, and , desirous),

fond or desirous of opposition or quarrels, quarrel-

some.

fuzhixx, a. (from fatata, opposition, and 5, desirous),

desirous of or inclined to opposition or quarrels, quar-

relsome,

faratifs, d. (from fatet , opposition, and sf , a speech),

a contradiction, a speech in opposition.

facetateafa, s. (from feta , opposition, and seats pro-

duction), the production or raising of disputes or oppo-

sition.

•

Facatateste, a. (from ferait, opposition, and 8 ,

producing), producing quarrels or dispute, causing op-

position.

facatc&t=13, a. (from frata, opposition, and 8413, engaged),

ready for or engaged in opposition or dispute.

fac , s (from fatata, opposition, and g , a begin-

ning), the commencement of disputes or opposition.

faran , a . (from fatta, opposition, and sЯF, fil),

fit or proper to be the ground of a quarrel or dis-

pute.

facetatufas, a. (from fazata, opposition, and safi³, pre-

sent), opposition or dispute produced or introduced.

facenfis, s . (from fatt , opposition, and sfsfs, pre-

sence), the presence or introduction of dispute or op-

position.

fin

fam, v. n. (from fa , to divide), to allot, to arrange, to dis

pose, to separate.

fam, s.(fromfan, to divide or penetrate), the hole of an ani

mal ,a hole, a rent or fissure in the earth, alake or large

collection of water, a valley.

fa , s. (from fa , a luke, and ₹5, arum ), a species of

plant, (Arum flagelliforme.)

fand, a. (from fa, prep. and a■, to mark), excellent, une-

qualled, differing in character ; s. a state or condition

for which no cause can be assigned , a distinction.

fast, a. (from fa, prep. and as, to be in contact), not in

contact, not fitting with another thing.

famst, a. (from fa, prep. and Я, to be in contact), unconnec-

ted, not made to fit or suit things, joined to, connect-

ed with.

feægæ, a. (from 17, prep. and , to transgress), transgres

sing, overstepping.

fam ,. (from fa, prep. and a , to transgress), a trans-

gressing, an overstepping.

fam , a. (from fag , opposition, and , a dispositi

on), disposed or inclined to transgress.

faægħty, u. (from f , prep. and , to transgress), trans-

gressible, liable to be transgressed.

ffs, a. (from fa, prep. and a , to transgress), transgres.

sed, overstepped .

fy, a. (from fa, prep. and , shame), shameless, immo-

dest.

fama , s. (from fa , a valley, and Ta", a rattle), the name

of a species of plant, ( Crotolaria retusa )

fama, s. (from fa , to divide), an allotting, the assigning of

shares, the arranging or disposing ofthings.

famatfæs), s. (from fam, a valley, and afsi, a species of

plant), the name of a species of plant, (Corchorus fasci-

cularis. )

fanfapt, a . (from fam, to assort), assorting, alloting, dealing

out ; s. a person who allots or deals out.

famete, s. (from fam , a valley, and 4 , species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant, Melochia corchorifolia )

fafts, a. (from f, prep. and T, to speak , lamented, be-

wailed.

famafao, s. (from fra, a valley, and af16, pepper), the name

of a species ofplant, (Sphenoclea zeylanica. )

famata, s . (from fa , a lake, and at , afish), fishes which

in the rainy season icave the rivers and resort to the

overflowed valleys and other land floods.

fia , s. (from fa, prep, and mỵ, to be long), delay, procras-

tination. This word constructed with , to do, means to

delay, when with 3 , to cause, it means to retard.
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f , s. (from fa, prep. and m , to be long , the act of

delaying.

fy, a. (from fr, prep. and a , to be long), proper to

be retarded or delayed.

fafas, a. (from fa, prep. and m , to be long), delayed,

drawn out to a great length.

fa , s. (from fa , prep, and at, to liquify) , the dissolution

of the world, dissolution.

Fimate, s. (from fm, a valley, and at , a species ofmustard ,

the name of a species of wild mustard, (Sinapis patens .

faa31, s. (from fra, a valley, and 31 , a climbing plant),

the name of a species of plant, ( Mentha secunda. )

fafas, a. (from fa, prep. and , to play), enjoyed, sport-

ed.

fa1, v. a. (from fa , to divide), to allot, to arrange, to dis-

pose.

fati, s. (from , to allot) , an alloting, the arranging

or orderly disposing of articles.

fatatata, s. (from fa , a valley, and at , a fish), the

name of those fishes which in the rainy season leave

the rivers and repair to the flooded vallies.

frate, s. (from , a country), a country ; this word is

usually restricted to Europe and often among the com-

mon people to England.

fato , a. (from ,, a county), belonging to a country,

European, English.

Fatfestatza, s. (from , European, and statṛЯ, a

pine apple), the name of a plant, (Agave Cantala.)

faateistą , s. (from ¿ ,, European, and atą , a tuber-

ous root), the common potatoe, ( Solanum tuberosum .)

fantstafa, s. (from , European, and caſa, a species

ofplant), the common Myrtle, (Myrtus communis .)

famta, s. (from fami, to allot) , the allotting of things, the

arranging or properly disposing of business .

fata, s. (from fat, to allot), the alloting of things, the

arranging or properly disposing of affairs.

fratfaut, a. (from fañ , to allot), alloting, arranging, dispos-

ing ; s. a person who allots, a person who arranges or

disposes in an orderly manner.

frate, v. n . (from fa, prep, and at, to speak), to lament,to

bewait.

fiatt, s. (from fa , prep. and ≈ , to speak), lamentation, a

loud mourning, a complaint, thelanguage or expression

of distress or complaint.

fatsa, a. (from fa, prep, and , to speak), lamenting,

complaining, bewailing,

famtræst, s. (from famts, lamentation , and I, a doer),

a person who bewails or laments,

frat.

বিলাপকারক, a. (from fatt, lamentation , and করিঙ্ক, doing s

making lamentation ; s . a person who laments.

fantata , a. (from fatt, lamentation, and atfa , doing),

making lamentation, bewailing.

fat , a. (from fatet, lamentation, and , produc-

ing), occasioning lamentation or loud mourning.

famtЯ3 }, a. (from F , lamentation, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from lamentation.

বিলাপজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of বিলাপজন্য), for the purpose of

lamentation.

fantafada, a. (from fat , lamentation, and fazÍæ, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to lamentation or wailing.

বিলাপনিবারক , a. ( from বিলাপ , lamentation, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing lamentation or wailing.

featЯfazted, s. (from fatet, lamentation, and fated, a

preventing), the preventing oflamentation or wailing.

বিলাপনিবৃত্তি, s . (from বিলাপ, lamentation, and নিবৃত্তি, cassatis

on), the cessation of lamentation or wailing.

বিজ্ঞাপনিষিতক, a. (from বিলাপ, lamentation , and নিমিত্ত , এ

cause), caused by or arising from lamentation ; ad

from or because of lamentation.

fantafafas, ad. (from fat , lamentation, and fafa , a

cause), for the purpose of lamentation .

Ratt , a. (from fatt, lamentation, and , before ,

preceded by or arising from lamentation or complaint ;

ad. through or by lamentation or complaint.

fant
a. (from far , lamentation, and F, Clus-

ed by), caused by or arising from lamentation ; ad,

from or because of lamentation.

fantes, a. (from fat , lamentation, and , increasi

ing), increasing lamentation or wailing.

Fantaza, s. (from fant , lamentation, and 77, an in-

creasing), the increasing oflamentation.

Fatafat, ad. (from fat , lamentation, and [ 1, without),

without or beside lamentation,

fantaf , s . (from fat , lamentation, aud af , increase),

the increase of lamentation.

famiraffas, a.from fait, lamenʼation, and « fcfts,

excepted) , lamentation excepted.

famtqzforza, s. (from fentat, lamentation, and arfaits, an

exception), the exception of lamentation.

famttifata , ad, (loc . case of faatdarfsga), with the ex

ception of lamentation.

fantesa, a. (from F , lamentation , and fa, separate),

separate or distinct from lamentation, lamentation ex

cepted.

fantacy™*, v. (from fatet, lamentation, and (TI, a cause),

caused by or arising from lamentation ; ad, írom os

because of lamentation,
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feateft, a. (from f³, prep. and at, to speak), lamenting, fatates , a. (from fata, pastime, and 3, a caus?),

bewailing, mourning.

famtestet , a . (from fata, lamentition , and get

producing), causing or producing lamentation or com

plaint.

fanta, s. (from fa , prep. and a , to play , enjoyment, fe-

licity, sport, pastime , amorous dalliance, wantonness .

fata , a (from fa , prep. and , to play), sporting, dal-

lying.

fataatge, a. (from fata, pastime, and , doing

sporting, playing, daliying, acting wantonly

fantata , a. from at , pastime, and af:7, doing),

sporting, playing, dallying, acting wantonly.

fantaas, a. (from fanta, pastime, and , producing),

producing sport or pastime, causing dalliance or wan-

tonness .

fata , a. (from fata, pastime, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from sport or pastime, produ-

cible by or arising from dalliance or wantonness .

fa , ad. (loc. case offat ), for the purpose of

sport or pastime, for dalliance or wantonness.

fantafafase, a. (from fanta, pastime, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from sport or pastime, caused by

or arising from dalliance or wantonness ; ad, from or

because of sport or pastime, from or because of daili-

ance or wantonness.

fafafas, ad. (from fanta, pastime, and fa , a c´use ,

for the purpose of sport or pastime, for dalliance or

wantonness.

fata , a. (from fat , pastime, and , before , pro-

ceded by or arising from sport or pastime ; ad. by or

through sport or pastime, by or through dalliance or

wantonness.

ata , a. from fanta, pastime, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from sport or pa.time ; ad from

or because of sport or pastime.

Fatafat, d. (from fa̸at¬,pastime, and f1, without), with-

out or beside sport or pastime.

fantazifofas, a. from fat , pastime, and sofas, ex-

cepted), sport or pastime excepted, dalliance or wanton-

ness excepted.

famtaarfolge, s. (from fant¬, pastime, and faiæ, an ex-

ception), the exception ofsport or pastime, the excep-

tion of wantonness or dalliance.

famtsæiforgie, ad. (loc. case offaatĦufsze), with the

exception ofsport or pastime, with the exception ofdal-

liance or wantonness, without or beside sport or pas

time, without or beside dalliance or wantonness.

caused by or arising from sport or pastime, caused by

or arising from dalliance or wantonness ; ad. from or

because of sport or pastime, from or because of dalli-

ance or wantonness.

fant , a. (from fata, enjoying), enjoying, dallying,

sensual, happy.

fa , s . (from fam , to divide), a division, an allotting, an ar

rangement.

fzfmala, s. (from faf , an allotting, and afa, a binding',

an arrangement , an arrangement of lots.

fafmatsuæ, u. (from faf , an all ting, and jilse, a man-

ner), agreeing with an arrangement.

fafafat, s . (from fifa , an allolling. The last member of

this word is merely a rhime with the first , the settling

and allotting of all the parts of any work to proper per-

sons.

faat, s. (from F , to divide), an arranging or allotting the

different parts of a thing to proper persons.

fzai , s. (from fast, an allo'ment, and 1, a doing), the

arranging of the different parts of any business, the al-

lotting of the different parts of a work to proper

persons,

foot , a . (from fa , prep. and at, to dissolve), dissolved,

melted.

fæents, a. (from fa, prep and cat , to see) , private, uninha-

bited.

fata , s . (from f , prep. and cat , to see), a viewing,

a seeing.

facatoaty, a. (from fa, prep. and at , to see) , visible, per-

ceptible.

facatfas, a . (from fa , prep. and cat , to see), seen, viewed,

surveyed, perceived .

fata, a. (from fz, prep. and at , hair , against the

hair or grain, reversed, contrary, opposite, backward ;

s . the reverse, anopposite course or order, a water wheel

or machine for raising water.

faatafat , s. (from fanta, contrary, and fg , an action),

an inverse operation, inversion.

fas , a. (from fiata, en opp site course, and , to be

born), born of a father of au inferior class by a mother

of a superior one.

fantasts, a (from fetats, contrary, and ts, produced),

born of a mother of a superior class by a father of an

inferior one.

ৰিলোযত্রৈরাণিক, s. ( from বিলোম, contrary, and ত্রৈরাশি

the rule of three), the rule of three inverse, an inverse

operation, inversion.
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faataas, a. (from fata , against the grain, and
3,

born), born from a mother of a superior class by a fa-

ther of an inferior one.

faratafaf³, s . (from fiesta , contrary, and fafa, a law), an

inverse rule, inversion.

বিলোযোৎপন্ন, a. (from বিলোমন, contrary, and sৎপন্ন, produc-

ed), born from a mother of a superior class by a father

of an inferior one.

fatest , v. a. (from fa , prep. and cats, to be mad), to swing,

to wag, to move like a wave, to undulate.

, s . (from F , to divide), the name of a common fruit

called by Europeans the wood apple, and also of the

tree which produces it , ( gle Marmelos .)

ff , s. an imitative sound used to express the noise of a

swarm ofbees or flies, or the motion ofa shoal of fishes.

fat, a. (from fats, twenty , twenty.

fed, a. (from fat, twenty, and 84, a quality), twenty-

fold.

f1 %, a. (from , prep. and 1, fear) , fearless, bold,

safe, secure.

fatats, a. (from fast, twenty, and x , a time), twenty-

times repeated.

fam , a. (from fa, prep. and a , a spear), free from pain

or regret, having the darts or pains extracted .

fatt, s. (from fat , freefrom pain, and ạ , a mik-

ing , the name of a plant celebrated in the fabulous writ-

ings of the Hindoos for extracting arrows and remov-

ing inward pains, (Menispermum cordifolium .)

fitage, a. (from fast , free from pain, and ☎, to do ,

freeing from pain or distrees ; s . the name of a species

of climbing plant, (Echites dichotoma.)

fat , a. (from fat, twenly), the twentieth.

fatta , s. (from fa, prep. and * t , a branch , the name

of the sixteenth mansion of the Hindoo zodiac .

tuta , s. (from fanta , the name ofa stellar mansion ,

and , a star) , the name of the sixteenth mansion of

the Hindoo Zodiac.

fit , a. (from fata, large, and 1 , to give), wise, learned,

eminent, large, prevalent, increasing, confident , bold,

famous, celebrated .

fatta, a. (from fa , prep. and , to spread out), large,

wide, extended , enlarged.

fata31 , s (from fanta, wide), with.

fati , s. (from fat , wide), width.

fattats, a. (from fatta, large, and f , an eye), having

large or elongated eyes.

ffxts , a. (from fa, prep, and f , a crest), not crested ;

8. an arrow, a minute needle, a pin or needle.

faft , a. (from fa , prep. and fia, to desire), excellent, ele

gant, desirable, select, noble, possessed of, having.

fat , a . (from faf , select, and if , wise), ration

al, possessed ofsuperior knowledge.

fafadol, s. (from fast , excellent), excellence, superio

rity, goodness.

fafwotgata, s . (from [aft31, superiority, and , dis-

ply), a display of excellence or superiority, a parade of

greatness.

ffage, a. (from fafsi, a superiority, and gette,

displaying), making a display of excellence or superi

ority, making a parade of greatness.

fata, s . (from fif , excellent), excellence, superiority,

goodness.

fa , s . (from fast , select, and af , the understand.

ing), conscience, a good understanding, a correct idea;

a. possessing good understanding.

faf51, s. (from fat , select, and 1 , consultation),

thought, a particular or special consultation.

[ #83, s. (from [afy, select, and (53, a reason), a co-

gent or justifiable cause or reason.

154, (from faf , distinguished, and to , con-

duct , distinguished or excellent conduct,

fafts , s. (from fa , distinguished, and tots, con

duct ) , a distinguished or excellent liue of conduct.

faftorala, a . (from faftista, distinguished conduct,

and 515, destitute) , destitute of a distinguished line of

conduct.

faftstat, a. (from faft , distinguished, and asth , cus

tomarily acting), customarily acting in a distinguish-

ed manner.

fafata, s. (from fast , select, and atat , a receptacle),

a cabinet.

fetar, a. (from fa, prep. and f , to particularise) , requir

ing to be discriminated ; s . a grammatical term mean-

ing a substantive or other word which is to be discri-

minated by its adjective.

fa , a. (from fast, twenty), the twentieth.

fza, a. (from fa , prep and , to purify), purified, correct-

ed as a writing, pure, clean, virtuous, sanctified, hum-

ble, modest , compliant.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and , to purify), sanctification,

purity, holiness, the correction of a writing, the correc

tion of a sentiment or mistake. In algebra, a substrac-

tive quantity.

fats , a. (from fa , prep. and g, to purify), cathartic.

fa , a. (from fa, prep. and , a chain ); unconnect-

ed, irregularly connected , ungrammatical, disorderly.
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fit , r. a. (from fa, prep. and f , to particularize), to

distinguish, to particularize.

fat , s . (from fa , prep. and fats , to particularize), a par-

ticular, a difference, a peculiarity, a dissimilarity, a va-

riety, an alteration for the better in a disease , amend-

ment. This word constructed with , to understand,

means to discriminate.

fara , a . (from fa, prep. and fg, to particularize), par-

ticularizing, pointing out differences, distinguishing.

fanaatzæ, a. (from ferta, a distinction, and tax, doing)

particularizing, specifying, distinguishing.

famata , a. (from fata, a distinction, and ☎17, doing),

particularizing, specifying, distinguishing.

fawag , u. (from fa , a particular, and 84, a quality) ,

possessing a peculiar quality, specific.

fata , u. (from fita, a distinction, and
, produ

cing), causing a distinction, producing a distinct or dif-

ferent character.

fetas , a. (from fata, a distinction, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from a distinction or pe-

culiar character.

fantazi, ad. (loc. case of fat ), for a distinction, for

a distinctive or peculiar character.

fata , a. (from fata, a peculiarity, and 1 , to know),

acquainted with particulars, acquainted with differen-

ces or points of distinction .

fantast31, s. (from fată, a distinction, and † , one who

knows), a person who knows the distinction of things,

a person who discriminates, a person who knows the

specific or peculiar characters of things.

fatata, s. from ta, a distinction, and t , knowledge),

a knowledge or discriminations of pecific qualities, a

knowledge of distinctions, a particular or discriminat-

ing knowledge, discrimination.

farmatsfaat, ad. (from feta , discrimination, and

faat, without) , without or beside discrimination or a

particular knowledge.

বিশেষজ্ঞানাতিরিক্ত , a. (from) বিশেষ জ্ঞান, discrimination, and

fofa , excepted), discrimination or a particular know-

ledge excepted .

বিশেষজ্ঞানাতিরেক, s. (from বিশেষজ্ঞান, discrimination, and

afstaa, an exception) , the exception of discrimination

or particular knowledge.

বিশেষজ্ঞান ডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিশেষজ্ঞানব্যতিরেক), with

the exception of discrimination or particular know-

ledge, without or beside discrimination or particular

knowledge.
.

feettafe , ad. (from facta, discrimination, and fee,

fant.

separate), seperate or distinct from discrimination or a

particular knowledge ; ad. beside discrimination or par-

ticular knowledge .

বিশেষজ্ঞানরহিত , a. (from বিশেষ জ্ঞান, discrimination , and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of discrimination or a distinct know-

ledge of things.

বিশেষজ্ঞানশূন্য a. (from বিশেষজ্ঞান , discrimination , and

empty), destitute of discrimination or a distinct know

ledge of things.

faraia, . from fast , discrimination , and sta,

destitute ) , destitute of discrimination or a distinct

knowledge of things.

বিশেষজ্ঞাপক, a. (from বিশেষ, distinction , and আপিক, making

known , making known or indicating specific distinc

tions, publishing particulars.

বিশেষজ্ঞাপন, s . (from বিশেষ, a distinction, and জ্ঞাপন, amike

ing known), the making known or indicating of specific

distinctions, a publishing of particulars.

færwad, s . (from fa, prep, and fats, to particularize), in gram.

mar an adjective, an adverb, or a sentence which points

out the peculiarities of another word ; a distinctive qua-

lity, an attribute, a characteristic mark, a discriminat

ing quality.

fas, a. (from fard, an attribute, and 3, be-

come), become possessed of attributes or distinctive

qualities.

faty, a. (from fr, prep. and f , to particularize), dis-

criminale, distinguishable by attributes or characte-

ristic marks, requiring to be distinguished .

fs , ad. (from fatta, a peculiarity ), particularly, pecu-

liarly, especially.

fattast , s . (from fact , par ticular, and t , heat), spe-

cific caloric.

fata s . (from fata, a distinction , and I , a duty), a

particular duty, a particular use or office,

farmaffic , a. (from fata, a distinction, and af , a

cause), caused by or arising from a specific or particu-

lar distinction ; ad. from or because of a specific or par-

ticular distinction.

fataffs, ad. (from faci , a distinction, and af , a

cause , for a specific or particular distinction .

faxa , a. (from fats , a distinction, and , before),

preceded by or arising from a distinction, preceded by

or arising from a specific or discriminating circum-

stance ; ad. by or through a distinction or discriminat-

ing circumstance.

fa ****, ɑ. (from fɑ ×¤, a distinction, and que, cau‹ed

by), caused by or arising from a distinction or discri-
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বিশে

minating circumstance ; ad. from or because of a dis-

tinction or discriminating circumstance.

fastara, s. (from fata, a distinction , and E , a fruit), a

particular advantage.

factafa , s. (from far ■, distinction, and fa̸511 , science),

the science of discriminating or forming distinct and

clear ideas, a particular science.

farafat, s. (from fa , a distinction , and fift, a law), a

particular or distinct law or statute.

farmastani, s. (from firma, a distinction, and stañ , thought),

a particular thought or reflection ; in algebra, composi-

tion by the difference of the products.

faasta, s. (from fama, particul r, and st , weight), spe-

cific gravity.

farastat , s. (from fata, a distinction, aud Stat, a lan-

guage), a particular language or dialect.

farmad, s. (from fata , a distinction, and 4, a sign,,

a distinctive or specific mark or sign .

farmanga̸ði, 8. (from fatta, a distinction, and 3 , rela-

tionship), a particular relationship.

fadas, a. (from fa , discrimination, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from a distinction or from

peculiar circumstances ; ed. from or because of a dis-

tinction or of peculiar circumstances .

fatatifs , a. (from fata, a distinction, and 3 , un-

acquainted with), not acquainted with particular dis-

tinctions, not discriminating.

festa, s. (from farma, a distinction, and asta,

scrutiny), a particular search or scrutiny, a search af-

ter or scrutinizing into specific distinctions or peculiar

circumstances.

feet , a. (from fees, a distinction, and safe ,

scrutinizing), searching after or scrutinizing into speci-

fic distinctions or peculiar circumstances.

fartatantoì, «. (from faxa, a distinction , and tf 2,

scrutinizing) , searching after or scrutinizing into spe-

cific distinctions or peculiar circumstances .

fatalfs , a . (from fa , a distinction , and f5 , acquaint-

ed with), acquainted with distinctions or particulars.

ffas, a. (from fa, prep. and fa, to distinguish), distin-

guished, made to distinguish.

বিশেষোপাদান ,৪. (from বিশেষ , a distinction, and sপাদান, ad-

mission), the admission of a distinction or particu-

lar acceptation , the mention of particulars or distinc-

tions.

fata , a. (from fa , prep. and [ta, to particularize) , distin-

guishable, requiring to be particularized or discrimi-

nated ; s. in grammar a substantive.

Fintl.

fa31, s . (from fatar, discriminable , discriminableness ,

a requiring to be particularized or distinguished , the

circumstance of being a substantive.

fa , s . (from fat , discriminable), discriminableness,

a requiring to be particularized or distinguished, the

circumstance of being a substantive.

farsta, s. (from fartas, discriminable, and stʊ, a con-

dition), the circumstance of being a substantive, discri-

minableness.

factasty, a. (from fª , prep . and , to purify), purifiable,

corrigible, capable of sanctification or holiness, sancti-

fiable .

fat[23, a. (from fa, prep. and a, lo purify), purified ,

sauctified , cleansed , corrected as a writing.

fata , a. (from fa , prep. and , to purify), sanctifiable,

purifiable, corrigible, capable of sanctification or holi-

ness.

fat , a. (from fa , prep. and , to trust), trusted, confid-

ed in, tranquil, patient, firm, steady, humble, lowly-

minded , rested , reposed , excessive, exceeding, much.

fa , s . (from fa, prep. and 4 , to trust ), trust, confi

dence, affectionate enquiry, affection, hilarity, festive

noise or mirth.

fatte, a. (from f³, prep. and , to be weary), rested , re-

posed, refreshed after fatigue.

fxt , s . (from fa , prep. and , to be weary), rest,'

repose, refreshment, a cessation from toil or labour.

fata, s . (from fa, prep. and , to be weary), refresh-

ment, ease, relaxation, repose, rest after fatigue.

fatata , a. (from Feta, rest, and at , doing), taking

rest , taking repose after fatigue.

fataæigì, a. (from (za, rest, and affe , doing), taking

rest or repose after fatigue.

fatata, s . (from fat , rest, and at , time), a time of

rest or refreshment, a recess.

fat , a. (from fat , rest, and 5 producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from rest or refreshment,

fatta , ed. loc . case offat ) , for the purpose ofrest

or repose, for the purpose of refreshment.

afe, a . (from fata, rest, and fats, causing to

cease) , causing rest or refreshment to cease.

বিশ্বাযনিায়ক, a. (from বিশুাম, rest , and নিবারক, prerenting),

preventing rest or repose, preventing refreshment.

বিশ্বায়নিকারণ , s . ( from বিশ্বাস, rest, and নিবারণ, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of rest or repose, the preventing

of refreshment.

fatafa , s. ( from fat , rest, and faaf , cessation), the

cessation of rest or repose.

Wwwww2
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fat.

FREE a. (from Ft , rest, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from rest or repose ; ad. from or

because of rest or repose.

fafafas, ad. (from fat , rest, and faf , a cause), for

the purpose of rest or repose, for refreshment.

fet , a .a . (from fat , est, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from rest or repose ; ad. by or through

rest or repose.

faningfume, a. (from fatta, repose, and 3 , obs'ruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering test or repose.

ft , a. (from fatta, rest, and F , caused by), caus-

·

to

ed by or arising from rest or repose ; ad. from or be-

cause of rest or repose.

ffa , ad. (from fatta, repose, and fant , without), with-

out or beside rest or repose.

fanta , a. (from fatta, repose, and af , except-

ed) , rest or repose excepted.

(antavifonæ, s. (from fati , repose, and viſsize, an ex-

ception), the exception of rest or repose.

বিশ্বাযব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিশ্বাসৰ ডিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of rest or repose, without or beside rest or re-

pose.

Fatafea, a. (from fata, repose, and fe , separate , separ-

ate or distinct from rest or repose ; ad, beside rest or

repose.

fan , s. (from fat , rest, and Я , time), a time of

rest, a recess.

fastata, s. (from fat , repose, and t , a place), a rest-

ing place, a place of rest or repose.

বিশ্বাষহেতুক, ৫. (from বিশ্বাম, rest , and a cause), caused

by or arising from rest or repose ; ad . from or because

of rest or repose.

হেতু,

fa, a. (from fa, prep . and a, glory), bereft of splendor or

glory.

fa , s. (from fe , prep. and fa, to embrace), the separa-

tion of lovers, a distance between husband and wife, se-

paration, disunion, disjunction .

farmasifs, s. (from faa, separation , and atfs, assimila-

tion), the assimilation of difference, the reduction of

fractional difference.

fata , s. (from fa , separation , and ₹3, an axiom), a

rule producing fractions to a common denominator.

fa , a. (from far, to enter), all , universal .

fa , s. (from fat, all, and , to run , a hound, a dog

trained to the chase, sound, noise ; a, wicked, vile.

fa , s. (from fat, all, and work , the sun. The

architect and artist of the gods fabled to be the son of

Brulenua .

বিশ্বা

fetise, a. (from fat, all, and use, remoring), dissatisɓ-

ed with whatever is done, difficult to please.

featu, s . (from fa , all, and at , a lʊrd , one ofthe names

of Shiva.

fetare, ɑ. ¿from fet, all, and , deceiving), all-decep-

tive.

fque, a. (from fat, all, and at , overspreading , all-

pervading, filling all things, occupying a place in all

things.

fat , a. (from fat, all, and it overspreading),

all-pervading, filling all things, occupying a place in all

things.

faga, s. (from fa , all, and 5, to nourish), supporting

all things, one of the names of Vishnoo.

fatai, s. (from far, all, and , to nourish), the earth Vishnco.

fit , a. (from fat, all, and aº, a form), pantomor.

phous, polymorphous,

fetty, a from fa, prep. and t , to breathe), worthy of

trust or confidence, trust-worthy, credible,

farfag , a. (from fa, prep, and a, to breathe , trusted, con.

fided in.

fa. (from fet, ell, and to create), all-creating,

ali-producing ; s. God, the creator of all.

fa̸a, ɑ. (from fa, prep. and , to breathe , trusty , ho-

nest, confided in.

faxa , s. (from fa, prep, and , to breathe), a widow.

fat, s. (from fa , ull, and y, a creator) , the creator

of all, God.

faifa , s. (from fat, all, and fa , a friend), in Hindoo

fable the name of a sage who being originally a king

by long penance obtained the dignity of a brahmun.

fat , v. a. (from fa, prep. and a, to breath:), to trust,

to believe, to confide.

fita, s. (from fa, prep. and 5, to breathe), trust, confi-

dence, faith, credence. Connected with a , to produce,

this word means to excite or create confidence.

fine, a. (from f . prep. and , to breathe), trusting,

confiding, believing, faithful.

fedinege, a. (from faЯ, trust, and ☎ad, an instrument),

effected by means of trust or faith ; ad. by means of

trust or faith.

fata , s. (from fata, trust, and æ , a doer), a believ-

er a person who trusts or confides.

faqataæ, a. (from fata, trust, and afṣa, d‹ing), exer-

cising trust or confidence, believing, exercising faith ;

s. a believer,

fatimated, s. (from fata, trust, and 4, a cause , a cause

or reason of trust or confidence.
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fast.

fitnatal, a. (from fat , trust, and a, d ing), ex-

ercising frust or confidence, exercising faith, believ-

ing.

ft , a. (from fata, trust, and 7, to do) , acting faith,

believing, trusting, confi ling.

fats, s. (from fa, confidence, and at , a stroke),

treachery.

frizatse, a. (from fata, confidence, and atæ, a smiler),

treacherous ; s. a traitor.

farantees) , s. (from fats , treacherous , treachery.

বিশ্বাসঘাতকত্ব , ৪. ( from বিশ্বাসঘাতক, treacherous , treache-

ry .

fast, a. (from fat , confidence, and 1 , smil-

ing), treacherous.

fertagas u. (from f * , trust, and , producing),

producing trust or confidence, producing faith.

fagtagfas, a. (from fatta, trust, and 3 , produced), pro-

duced by or arising from trust or confidence, produc-

ed by or arising from faith.

fasa , a. (from fa , trust, and 1, producible, pro-

ducible by or arising from trust or confidence, produ-

cible by or arising from faith.

fel , ad. (loc. case of 571), for faith or trust,

for confidence.

fasts, a. (from fata, trust, and 13, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from trust or confidence, produc-

ed by or arising from faith.

fet tet, ad. (from f¿¡¤, trus ' and ■l , a door) , by or

through trust or faith.

fat , s. (from fatta, trust, and atat, dest: uction), the

loss oftrust or confidence.

fat , a. (from fat , trust, and ***, destructive),

destructive to trust or confidence.

fextafazģe, a. (from fata, trust, and fa , causing to

case , putting a stop to trust or confidence, causing

faith to cease.

fafacize, o. (from fata, trust, and faize, prevent-

ing , preventing trust or confidence, preventing faith.

f , s . (from faxta, trust, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of trust or confidence, the hinder-

ing or preventing offaith.

ffaf , s . (fromfa, trust, and fa , cessation), the

cessation of trust or confidence, the cessation of faith.

frraffice, «. (from fata, trust , and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from trust or confidence, caused

by or arising from faith ; ad. from or because of trust

or confidence, from or because of faith.

fzeiafiloco, ad. (ícom fa, trust, ani fifis, a cause),

fa vott.

for the purpose of trust or confidence, for the purpose

offaith.

fan , s. (from fata, confidence, and 4 , a ve sel) . a´

confidant, a trust-worthy person.

f¶ta¶fe, a. (from fanta, lust, and f, b -fore , preceded

by or arising from trust or confidence, preceded by or

aising from faith ; ad. by or through trust or confi-

dence by or through faith,

faringforme, a. (from fexta, trust, and fea¤¤, opposed

to , opposed to or hindering trust or confidence, oppos-

ed to or hindering faith.

1811fet , a. (from fa, trust, and , crused by),

caused by or arising from trust or confidence, caused

by or arising from faith ; ad from or because oftrust or

confidence, from or because of faith.

farade, a. (from fat , trust, and Tax, increasing), in-

creasing trust or confidence .

fet , s. (from feta, trust, and a̸ , an increasing),

the increasing of trust or confidence.

farafest, ad. from fat , trust, and fat, without) , with.

out or beside trust or confidence, without or beside

faith.

faraf , s. (from fatta, trust, and af , increase), the in-

crease of trust or confidence .

বিশ্বাসৰাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from বিশ্বাস, trust , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excep'-

ed) , trust or confidence excepted, faith excepted.

বিশ্বাসব্যতিরেক, s. (from বিশ্বাস, confidence, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of trust or confidence, the ex

ception of faith.

বিশ্বাদব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিশ্বাসাতিরেক), with the

exception of trust or confidence, with the exception of

faith, without or beside trust or confidence, without or

beside faith.

faxtask, s. (from fatia, trus', and , a breaking), a rup-

ture of trust or confidence, the disappointment of trust

or confidence.

* 5 *, a. (from fata, trust, and 5 , breaking), dis

appointing trust or confidence.

f33 , s. (from fa , trust, and 3 , a breaking), the

disappointing of trust or confidence.

færtafsa, a. (from fa , trust, and fa, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from trust or confidence ; ud. beside or

more than trust or confidence .

fata , s. (from fatta, confidence, and fr, land) , a

ground of trust or confidence, a proper object of faith

or trust.

fa , a. (from fia, confidence, and , a root),

springing from trus ! or confidence, springing from faith.
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fax.

fantuluisti, a. from fai , trust, and ‹ ist , worthy`, trust-

worthy, deserving of confidence or faith.

fata , s. (from fat , trust, and t , a place , a

ground of trust or confidence, a proper object of trust

or faith.

fetage, a . (from fr , trust , and c , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from trust or confidence, caused by

or arising from faith ; ad. from or because of trust or

confidence, from or because of faith.

fatata , a. (from fat , tru t, and a , unfil) , not trust-

worthy, not fit to be believed .

fantatcatst , a. (from fa †¤, trust, and s , not worthy`,

not worthy of trust or confidence.

fatatu, s. (from fa̸ , t'ust, and , un object , the ob-

ject of faith or trust ; a. having faith or trust for its ob-

ject.

fat , ad. loc. case of fat ), for the purpose of

trust or confidence, for faith.

fattats, a. (from fata, trust, and , fit,, trust-worthy,

deserving of faith or confidence.

fatt, a. (from fa, prep. and , to breathe), trusting, be-

lieving, trus y, honest .

faЯtrategie, a . (from fatta, trust, and seat , produc-

ing) , producing trust or confidence , producing faith.

fatate , a . (from fa * , trust, and F, fit), worthy

oftrust or confidence, proper to be believed.

fat , a. (from fa , prep. and to breathe), fit to be de-

pended on, worthy of confidence, honest, trust-wor

thy.

fans. (from fest, all, and , playing , the clitoris.

fa , s. (from fat, all, and , a Lord), the Lord of

all, one of the names of Shiva.

faa, s . (from faɛ, to pervade), poison , virus , venom, water,

the fibres of the stalk of the lotus, myrrh, the name of

a plant indigenous in the northern mountains , (Aconi-

tum ferox , ) the bark of a particular tree used in dy-

ing a red colour.

fazxg, s. (from faa, poison, and ₹5, arum`, the name of a

species of plant, (Calla virosa.)

faaafts, a. (from fax, poison, and aft³, occurred , poison-

ous, mixed with poison.

fa , a. (from fax, poison, and 5 , to smite) , destroying

the effects of pois on, acting as an antidote .

faafd, s. (from fa , venom , poison .

fas, a. (from fa , prep. and , to go) , dejected, sad, cast

down.

[231, s. (from faɛ ■, dejected), dejection, sadness.

faxxx, s. (from fa , dejected , dejection, sadness.

বিষ.

faasına, 7. (from fras, dejected, and , the face), having

a sad countenance, dejected in appearance .

fas , a. (from fra , dejected, and at , the face), having

a dejected countenance.

fasata , a . (from fa, dejected, and sta , the face), hav-

ing a dejected countenance, dejected .

f28351, a. from (78, poison , and 3 , equal), mortal, deadly.

fan, a. (from fax, poison, and 1, to give), administering

poison.

faauto, s . (from fea, poison, and 3, a tooth , the fang of

a serpent.

fants , s . (from fas, poison, and at one who gives), a

poisoner.

aan , s. (from fza, poison, and ata, a ghing , the admi-

nistration of poison, the giving of poison.

fatt, s. (from foa , poison, and at , destruction) , the de-

struction of the virus of poison.

fæuatæ, a . (from fa , poison , and at*», destroying), pre-

venting the effects of poison, acting as an antidote.

franta, s. (from fa , poison, and t , a drinking), the

drinking of poison.

fatata, s . (from faa, poison, and tata, to repair), the re-

pairing of a poisoned weapon, a welding ofpoison into

a weapon .

fatt, a. (from fa, poison, and f , drinking), drink-

ing poison.

fats, s . (from fa , poison, and guts , an order), the

ordering or administering of poison as a medicine.

fa , ad , from fa, poison), deadly, mortally.

faat , s. (from fag , poison , and it , a bamboo), a parti

cular species of bamboo, (Bambusa baccifera . )

fafa , s. (from faa, poison, and fan71, science), the sci-

ence of poison.

[zafaat , s. (from faa, poison, and fant , destruction), the

destruction of the virus of poison.

fafante, a. (from fax, poison, and fat , destroying),

preventing the effects of poison, acting as an antidote.

fafafa, a. (from fra, poison, and fafty, possessed of,,

poisonous, venomous.

faata , s. (from fax, poison , and t‹ , a physician), a phy-

sician who administers antidotes to poisons or cures

the bite of serpents or other venomous creatures.

fas , a. (from fa, poison, and 5 , eating), eating

poison.

fas , s. (from fax, poison, and 4, an eating), the eat-

ing of poison.

fɛɛa, a. (from fæ, prep. and ¤ , equal), unparalelled , irre-

gular,unmanageable, evil, unequal, alternate, In Botany
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fra.

the term in applied to such leaves as grow alternately

on the stalk, (folia alterna .)

fræabú, s . (from fasa, unequal, and ☎x , an action), an un-

paralelled action . In arithmetic, a dissimilarity of ope-

ration, the finding of quantities when the difference of

their squares and either the sum or the difference of

the quantities are given, a species of concurrence .

fazats, s. (from faaz unequal, and arts, an excavation) , an

excavation with unequal sides.

fa633 , a. (from fasa, unequal, and 6 , four-corner-

ed), having all the four angles or sides unequal ; s . a tra

pezium.

fangs , s. (from faxa, unequal, and 8 , the four

sides ofafigure) , a trapezium.

FETY, S. (from fans , a trapezium, and ,

joined to), in anatomy the name of a particular muscle ,

(trapezius or cucullaris .)

fa , s. (from faxa, unpralelled, and 1, a fever), a

violent fever.

farafa , s. (from fra , unequal, and f455, a triangle),

a scalene triangle,

fa13, s. (from faa , unequal and 3, a radical prin-

ciple , the absence ofhealth ; a . unhealthy.

fixafasta, s. (from fax, unequal, and fests, a division),

an unequal division of property.

faaastat, a (from faan, unparalelled, and tf , heavy),

very heavy, ponderous.

faaaaa , s. (from fraz, unparalelled , and ag, time) , in-

clement weather, a time of great distress .

fanta, s . (from fixa, unparalelled, and ata, bold-

ness), temerity.

fæææntgal, a . (from fxxx, unparalelled, and tefaq, rash),

excessively bold or rash.

fs , a. from faa , unparalelled and at to stan l), involv

ed in distressing circumstances or difficulties.

fraata, s. (from faa, poison , and at , a large species of

Arum), the name of a plant , (Arum cucullatam .)

fas, a. (from fra, poison, and fafs , mixed) , mixed

with poison.

faan, s. (from fa, prep. and fa, to bind), a thing perceivable

by the senses , an object of the senses or of the organs ,

an object, an object of pursuit, business, trade, any

worldly undertaking, a law suit, a country, a refuge, an

asylum, a department, a sphere of action, the element

in which a person or thing moves , a province, a house,

that which is known or frequented, a lover, a husband,

a topic. Constructed with , to understund, this word

means to wait a proper occasion.

fax.

fa , s. (from faxy, an object, and , work), worldly

business, action relating to or connected with the senses

or organs.

faapanlast , s . (from fag , worldly business, and a ,

a doer), a person who does worldly business of any

kind, a secular person.

বিষয়কৰ্ম্মকারক, a. (from বিষয়কৰ্ম্মন, worldly business , and

ata , doing), performing worldly business, secular ; s

a person who does worldly business .

faxgazetat, a . (from fag , worldly business, and

fa , doing), performing worldly business, secular.

fizṣouesa, a. (from fear , worldly business, and gt ,

eminent), eminent in managing worldly business.

Bagasse, a. (from , worldly business, and

fto , thinking), thinking or anxious about worldly ba-

siness.

faapas1, s. (from fag , worldly business, andfoot,

thought), thought or anxiety about worldly business.

figzmode, a . (from fiaga, worldly business, and

(B& , seeking), seeking employment, seeking for busi-

ness.

feagasi, s. (from fag , worldly business , and co¥1,

exertion), an exertion in or seeking after business.

fa , a. (from fag , worldly business, and 515,

fallen), fallen or degraded from an employment.

fagzása , a. (from faayeniz, worldly business, and as,

producible , producible by or arising from worldly bu

siness.

fag , ad . loc. case offaagar), for the purpose

of worldly business.

feasts, a. (from faxa , worldly business, and ats

produced , produced by or arising from worldly busi

ness .

fagasts, s. (from fayaw , worldly business, and eits,

relinquishment , the relinquishment of worldly busi-

ness.

faportsft, a. (from fiazza, worldly business, and

nfst , relinquishing , relinquishing worldly business.

faapaata , ad. (from fag , worldly business, and Ti ,

a door) , through or by means of worldly business.

ff , a. (from far , worldly business, and fad,

eminent), eminent in worldly business.

বিষয়কৰ্ম্মনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from বিষয়কৰ্ম্মণ worldly business, and

fa , causing to cease), putting a stop to worldly busi

ness .

frayant , a. (from far , worldly business , and

fata , preventing), preventing or hiudering worldly

business,
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fa , s . (from fanga , worldly business, and fat , || fax , a (from fx , worldly business, and 1 ,

a preventing), the preventing of worldly business .

fazanias, s . (from fa , worldly business, and af و,

cessation , the cessation of worldly business.

face, a. (from fix , worldly business, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from worldly bu

sine- s ; ad. from or because of worldly business.

frayeufofane, od. (from fangen , worldly business, and

fafxz, a cause), for the purpose ofworldly business.

বিষয়কৰ্ম্মপরিত্যাগ, s. (from বিষয়কৰ্মন, worldly business, and

atst, arelinquishment), the relinquishment ofworld-

ly business.

fapfen , a. (from fauga , worldly business, and

relinquishing) , relinquishing worldly busi-

ness.

faagangforas, a. (from far , worldly business, and

fs , obstructing), obstructing or opposing worldly

business.

fa , a (from fag , worldly business, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from worldly business.;

ad, from or because of worldly business.

fanpaãi, ad. (from faxa , worldly business , and fa̸at ,

without , without or beside worldly business.

fagafa , a . (from fax , worldly business, and

fafts, possessed of), interested or engaged in worldly

business, provided with an employment.

বিষয়কৰ্ম্মবিহীন , a. (from বিষয়ক , arorldly business,and fৰহীন,

destitute), destitute of business or employment.

fauffa , a, (from fax , worldly business, and

ff , excepted), worldly business excepted .

fagasta , s. (from faxa , worldly business, and

asia , an exception ) , the exception of worldly bu-

siness.

বিষয ক়র্মব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিষয়কৰ্ম্মকতিরেক), with the

exception ofworldly business, without or beside world-

ly business,

fearg a. (from fa , worldly business, and æg,

eager , eager for worldly business.

fiatata , a . (from fig worldly business , and 3,

divided , distracted or hurried with worldly business.

fragat , a (from fan , werdly business, and

ata, confused), distracted or confused with worldly

business.

fatte, s. (from faagan , worldly business, and

tet , an obstacle), an obstacle to worldly business.

kapamanate, a. (from fa , wlly business, and

21 , obstructing , obstructing or hindering worldly

business.

join d), connected with worldly business .

fzuggs, a. (from fax , worldly business, and 353,

destitute , destitute of worldly business or employment.

far, a. (from fæazz , worldly business , and [*],

empty), destitute of worldly business or employment.

feugauja, a. (from fragen , worldly business, and 7,

destitute), destitute ofworldly business or employment.

flagsúrzz, a. (from fa , worldly business, and (33.

a cause , caused by or arising from worldly business or

employment; ad. from or because of worldly business

or employment.

fanpantaigi, s. (from faaya , worldly business, and

atata , desire), a desire for worldly business or em-

ployment.

fa=pæœítzigt, a. (from fagan , worldly business, and

desirous , desirous of worldly business or em-

ployment.

faxparatet, a. (from faga , worldly business, and

ast following), following upon or according with

worldly business.

fata, s. (from fag , worlilly business, and

17, search), a search into worldly business , a

search for worldly business.

fapasitasuna , a. (from faga , worldly business, and

zatfag, searching) , searching into worldly business,

searching for worldly business.

fanta , a . (from fagan , worly business, and

, searching), searching into worldly business,

searching for worldly business,

faanafana, ad. (from fagna, worldly business, and

ata, a jollowing , according to or in correspon-

dence with worldly business.

faazenzas, a. (from faapan, worldly business, and

, seeking , seeking for business or employment.

fregextress, s. (from a worldly business, and

, a seeking , the seeking for business or employ.

ment.

faya ), a. (from a worldly business, and

Graf , seeking) , seeking for business or employ-

ment,

fanga fata, s. (from fag , worldly business, and

&fsata, desire), a desire for business or employment.

feapaifatit, a . (from fage , worldly busines , and

saf , desirous), desirous ofworldly business or

employment..

faagatal, s . (from faayana, worldly business, and II,

desire , a desire for worldly business or employment.
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fzaymax, s. (from faxyaa, worldly business, and ₹5, de-

sirous), desirous of worldly busmess or employment.

faayage, a. (from fax , worldly business, and de-

sirous), desirous of worldly business or employment.

বিষয়কৰ্ম্মোদাত, a . (from বিষয়কৰ্ম্মন , worldly business, and উদ্যত,

engaged in), engaged in worldly business.

fangas, a. (from fax , worldly business, and

8415, engaged), zealously engaged in worldly business.

faagcánants , &. (from faxyz , worldly business , and

satst, zeal), a zealous engaging in worldly business.

fars), a. (from fag , worldly business, and

siaïting, zealous) , zealously engaging in worldly busi-

ness.

faza , s. (from fan , worldly business, and

, instruction), a recommendation of worldly busi-

ness, instruction or advice about business .

বিষয়কৰ্ম্মোপদেশক, a. (from বিষয়কৰ্ম্মন, worldly business and

8 , instructing), recommending worldly business,

giving instruction or advice about business .

বিষয ক়ৰ্ম্মোপযুক্ত, a. (from বিষয়ক , worldly business, and

**F, suitedto), suited to or proper for worldly busi-

ness.

বিষয়কর্ম্মোপরত, a. (from বিষয়কৰ্ম্মন, worldly business and ওপরত,

ceased , desisted from worldly affairs, retired from the

world.

বিষয়কর্ম্মোপরডি, s. (from বিষয়কৰ্ম্মন, worldly business, andst

If³, cessation), a cessation of or retirement from world-

ly business.

faagata, s. (from fix , an object, and ta, desire ) , a desire

for worldly objects.

fayətanı, s. (from fa̸æṛ , an object, and txt, desire), a de-

sire for worldly objects.

farystal, a. (from fax , an object, and fan, desirous), de-

sirous of worldly objects.

fægst, «, (from fax , an object, and se, proud), proud of

worldly things, purse-proud,

rs, a. (from fay, an object, and 513, fallen) , failen

from a situation in life, retired from business, fallen

from respectability.

fixptai, a, (from fag, an object, and , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from an object of worldly pur-

suit.

fazy , ad. (loc, case offax ), for the purpose of

worldly objects.

fup , a. (from fax , an object, and , toknow), acquaint-

ed with worldly affairs.

fangata , s. (from fag, an object , and at , one who knows),

person acquainted with worldly affairs,

fax.

faxxata, s. (from fax , an object, and i , knowledge), a

knowledge of worldly affairs.

বিষয়জ্ঞানবিশিষ্ট , a. ( from বিষয়জ্ঞান, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and faft , possessed of), possessed ofthe know-

ledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়জ্ঞানবিহীন , a. (from বিষয়জ্ঞান , a knowledge of worldly

objects, and fast , destitute), destitute of the knowledge.

of worldly objects.

fa , a. (from fa̸agata, a knowledge ofworldly ob-

jects, and , joined), connected with a knowledge of

worldly objects, possessed of a knowledge of worldly

objects.

বিষয়জ্ঞানরহিত , a. (from বিষয়জ্ঞান , a knowledge of worldly ob-

jects, and af , destitute), destitute ofthe knowledge of

worldly objects.

বিষয়জ্ঞানশূন্য , a. (from বিষয়জ্ঞান , a knowledge of worldly oba

jects, and , empty), destitute of the knowledge of

worldly objects .

বিষয়জ্ঞানহীন , a. (from বিষয়জ্ঞান, a knowledge ofworldly ob-

jects, and , destitute), destitute of the knowledge of

worldly objects.

fagatge, a. (from fax , an object, and * , making

known), making known worldly objects.

বিষয়জ্ঞাপন, s . ( from বিষয় , an object , and জ্ঞাপন , a making

known), the making known of worldly objects.

fagets, s. (from faxx, an object, and tst, relinquish,

ment), the relinquishment of worldly things,

fesygıtxt, a. (from fx , an object, and tfs , relinquish-

ing), relinquishing worldly things.

faasfafas , a. (from fax , an object, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from worldly objects ; ad. from

or because of worldly objects.

fax@fafos, ad. (from fræg, an object, and fifa , a cause),

for the sake of worldly objects.

fa , a. (from faag, an object, and , eminent) , eminent

in or devoted to worldly objects.

fa , s. (from fa , an object, and fatst, a re-

linquishing , the relinquishing of worldly objects .

faag-faerisit, a. (from faxy, an object, and for , relin

quishing), relinquishing worldly objects.

fay , a. (from fax , an object, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from worldly objects ; ad. from or

because of worldly objects.

fapfe, a. (from (za , an object, and tu , requesting),

desirous of worldly objects.

faæagtua , 8. (from fasy, an object, and fat, prayer),

a desire for worldly objects.

faxgutal, s. (from fay, an object, and rtat, deceit), an
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imposture as it respects one's circumstances, a mis-

statement of a person's circunstances in life.

fiyata , a. (from fraș, an object, and

desirous of worldly objects.

F, desirous),

faagala , s. (from fææg, an object, and i , desire), the

desire ofworldly objects .

fugatan), s. (from fax , ɑ › object, and t¬¬ , desire), a de-

sire or wish for worldly objects.

fafe, a. (from fax , an object, and fan, to know), ac-

quainted with worldly objects.

faxgfaat, ad. (from faay, an object, and fat, without),

without or beside worldly objects.

fapfaazd, s. (from fag, an object, and fazza, a detail),

a detail of circumstances, a statement.

fafata, s. (from fa̸ªy, an object, and fʊa̸tī, a dispute ,

a law suit, a dispute about worldly things.

faayfazz, a. (from fry, an object, and fra³, ceased), re-

tired from worldly affairs.

Fapfag , s . (from fx , an object, and faaf , cessation),

the cessation ofworldly pursuits, a desisting from world-

ly pursuits .

fapfaf , a. (from faxy, an object, and fat , possessed

of), possessed of worldly things, worldly.

faapafa, s. (from fag, an object, and af , understanding),

aknowledge of worldly affairs.

fayafafafaw, a. (from faayafs, a knowledge ofworldly ob-

jects, and faf , possessed of , possessed of a knowledge

of worldly objects.

বিষয় দ্বিবিহীন , a. (from বিষয়বুদ্ধি, a knowledge of worldly

olje:ts, andfast , destitute), destitute of a knowledge of

worldly objects.

firgafsus, a. (from fag , a knowledge ofworldly ob-

jects, and ,joined), connected with worldly objects,

acquainted with worldly objects.

frapafafis, 2. (from faayafa, a knowledge of worldly ob-

jects, and 3, destitute), destitute of a knowledge of

worldly objects.

fag , a (from fagafe, a knowledge of worldly ob-

jects, and a , empty), destitute of the knowledge of

worldly objects.

paxta, a. (from fruga ™, a knowledge of worldly ob-

jects, and , destitute), destitute of the knowledge of

worldly objects .

feapta , s. (from fax , an object, and c , one who knows),

a person who is acquainted with worldly affairs.

fraprata , s. (from say, an object, and cat , one who

knows), a person who is acquainted with worldly af-

fairs.

रिम,

faxat , s. (from fag, an object, and ( t , knowledge),

a knowledge of worldly affairs.

fæægætâx, a. (from fɩy, an object, and cata☎, knowing),

acquainted with or giving information about worldly

affairs.

বিষয়বোধজনক, a. (from বিষয়বোধ, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and , producing), producing a perception

or knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোধজন্য , a. ( from বিষয়বোধ , a knowledge of worldly

objects, and , producible , producible by or arising

from a perception or knowledge of worldly objects.

fasratas , ad. (loc. case offauna ), for the percep

tion or knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোধনৈৰৰ্ত্তক, a. (from বিষয়বোৰ, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and fade, causing to cease , putting a stop to

the perception or knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোধনিবারক, a. (from বিষয়বোধ, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and fasta , preventing), preventing or hinder

ing the perception or knowledge of worldly objects.

faaṣratâfaatad, s. (from faașcata, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and frata, a preventing), a preventing the know-

ledge or perception of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোৰণিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from বিষয়বোধ, a knowledge oftworldlg

objects, and faaf , cessation ), the cessation or preventi-

on ofthe perception or knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোধনিমিশুক, a. ( from বিষয়বোধ, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from

the perception or knowledge of worldly objects ; ad.

from or because of the perception or knowledge of

worldly objects.

fazgratafafore, ad. (from fixyɩæt&, the knowledge ofworld-

ly objects, and fifa , a cause , for the perception or

knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোধপুযুক্ত, a. (from বিষয়বোধ, the knowledge of worldly

objects, and t , caused by), caused by or arising from

the perception or knowledge of worldly objects ; ad.

from or because of the perception or knowledge of

worldly objects.

faagatafant, ad, (from frægata, the knowledge ofworld-

ly objects, and fx , without), without or beside the

knowledge or perception of worldly objects.

Fragatafafu , a. (from faagtata, the knowledge ofworld-

ly oljects, and faf , possessed of), possessed of the

knowledge of worldly objects, acquainted with the

world.

faagcatafata, a. (from frantata, the knowledge ofworld-

ly objects, and fat , destitute), destitute of the per-

ception or knowledge of worldly objects.
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frapataufsa , a. (from fanata , the knowledge ofworld-

ly objects, and vf3faF, excepted), the perception or

knowledge of worldly objects excepted.

বিষয়বোধ4 ভিয়েক, s. (from বিষয়বোৰ, the knowledge of world-

ly objects, and fi , an exception) , the exception of

a perception or knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোধব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিষয়বোধব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of a knowledge or perception of worldly

objects, without or beside a perception or knowledge

of worldly objects.

faupertas, a. (from fata, a knowledge of worldly ob-

jects, and , joined , connected with a perception or

knowledge of worldly objects, acquainted with the

world.

বিষয়বোধরহিত , a. (from বিষয়বোধ , a knowledge of worlilly

objects, and af , destitute , destitute of the percepti-

on or knowledge of worldly objects.

faxacatamar, a. 'from fragia, a knowledge ofworldly ob-

jects, and a , empty , destitute of the perception or

knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোবহীন ও ( from বিষয়বোধ, a knowledge of worldly ob-

jects, and 17, destitute), destitute ofthe perception or

knowledge of worldly objects.

বিষয়বোৰহেতুক, a. (from বিষয়বোধ, a knowledge of worldly

objects, and c , a'cause), caused by or arising from the

perception or knowledge of worldly objects ; ad. from

or because of the perception or knowledge of worldly

objects.

frapist, a. (from fang, an object, and arg, eager), eagerfor

worldly objects.

বিষয়ব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from বিষয় , an object , and নাতিরিফ, except-

ed) , worldly objects excepted.

faparfstgæ, s. (from feay, an object, and fat , an ex-

ception), the exception of worldly objects .

faagarfoıçıs, ad. (loc . case of fears ), with the ex-

ception of worldly objects , without or beside worldly

objects.

faap , s. (from faxy, an object, and i , a law), the

law of nature, the law by which particular things are

regulated , a law applied to a particular thing.

fx , a. (from faay, an olject, and , divided , dis-

tracted about worldly objects.

fagastam, a. (from fax , an object, and art , perplexed),

perplexed about worldly things.

faryst , a (from faay, an object, and 55, to divide), par-

taking of a particular object or thing.

fragats , a. (from faa , an object, and if , partaking),

partaking in worldly affairs.

বিষ,

faxyfon, a. (from fax , an object, andfea, separate), sepa

rate or distinct from an object ; ad. beside an object.

fants , s. (from fag, an object, and c , a difference), a

difference or distinction of objects.

Faylst=1, s. (from fray, an object, and cot , one who enjoys),

a person who enjoys worldly objects.

faamsist, s. (fromfry, an object, and cuts, enjoyment), the

enjoyment ofworldly things.

faagstsì, a. (from faxy, an object, and catfstä, enjoying),

enjoying worldly things.

faxxas, a. (from fasy, an object, and a , immersed , immer.

sed in worldly things.

fage, a. (from fay, an object, and 3, intoxicated), in-

toxicated with worldly things.

faagan, s. (from faay, an object, and an, wine` , the wine of

worldly things, the intoxicating nature ofworldly things.

fax , ɑ. (from frag, an object, and F, joined to), con-

nected with worldly objects, worldly.

fa , a. (from faay, an object, and as, delighted), devot

ed to or delighted with worldly objects,

faxyzfxs, a. (from fax , an object, and af , destitute , des-

titute of worldly things, poor, indigent.

[ au , a. (from fag, an object, and fast, desirous), de-

sirous to obtain worldly objects.

fi8755, 4. (from faxy, an object, and , coveted), covetous or

desirous ofworldly objects.

fragats, s. (from faxy, an object, and cats, desire), a co-

veting or desire for worldly objects,

fantate , a. (from fag, an object, and catf , desirous),

desirous or covetous of worldly objects.

fcxywar, ɑ. (from fay, an object, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of worldly things, emptied of earth.

fcayqxı, s. (from fax7, an object, and §§¹, desire) , a desire

for worldly objects,

faaysia, a. (from sa , an object, and I , destitute), desti-

tute of worldly objects, poor, indigent.

faæxiggs, a. (from faay, an object, and t₹5, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from worldly objects ; ad. from or be-

cause of worldly objects.

fata , s. (from faay, an object, and tagi, desire), a

desire for worldly objects.

faaptætsi, a. (from far, an object, and atfgg, desirous ,

desirous of worldly objects.

fææptæ , a. (from faag, an object, and atæ , agitated), agi-

tated or perplexed about worldly things.

faagtani , a . (from fag, an object, and safe , follow-

ing), following upon or in accordance with worldly ob-

jects.
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বিষয়ানুরক্ত, a. (from বিষয় , an object , and অনুরক্ত, attached

to), attached to or fond ofworldly things.

fagtaafs, s. (from fa¤ , an object, and f , attach-

ment), a fondness of or attachment to worldly things.

Fagtagtst, s. (from fɛɛy, an object, and watst, fondness),

a fondness of or attachment to worldly objects.

faptats , a. (from fix , an object, and af , fond),

fond of worldly things.

faxxtamata, s. (from fax , an object, and t , search),বিষয়ানুসজ্জান , বিষয়,

a search after or scrutiny into worldly things.

´facutanatal, a. (from fax , an object, and atfag,

searching), scrutinizing into or searching for worldly

objects.

faxtasty , a. (from fixy, an object, and tf , search-

ing), scrutinizing into or searching for worldly objects.

faastatel, a. (from fag, an object, and af , follow-

ing), following or imitating worldly things.

বিষয়ানুসারে, ad. (loc. case of বিষয়ানুসার ), according to or in

correspondence with worldly things.

faster, s. (from faxy, an object, and , without), ano-

ther object.

fizgifas, a. (from fa̸xy, an object, and f¶ , possessed of),

busy, engaged in an affair, engaged in business .

বিষয়ণন্বেষক, a. (from বিষয়, an object, and অন্বেষক, seeking),

seeking after worldly objects.

faayiraad, s. (from fag, an object, and , a seeking),

a seeking after worldly objects.

façta , a, (from fa̸æ , an object, and sɩIſ , seeking),

seeking after worldly objects.

fantfemta, s. (from faxy, an object, and fat , desire),

a desire for worldly objects.

faagifemtal, a. (from fixy, an object, and feat , desir-

ous); desirous of worldly objects.

faptul, a. (from fay, an object, and fifa, desirous), de-

sirous of worldly things.

fapt , ad. (from faxx, an object, and a , an object), for

the purpose ofworldly or other objects.

fatas, a. (from fax , an object, and Я , attached to),

attached to or fond of worldly things.

faptafs, s . (from fay, an object, and af , attachment),

an attachment to worldly objects.

'বিষয়াসক্তচেতাঃ , a. (from বিষয়, an object , and আসিচেতস ,্ al-

tached in heart), having the heart set upon worldly

things.

faat, a. (from faxд, an object) , engaged in business , hav-

ing worldly possessions or pursuits.

fexpiss, a. (from fay, an object, and 3, become), becomeau

object.

fri.

faas, a. (from fæ , poison, and TF, joined to), connected

with poison, poisonous.

fary, ad. (loc. case of faxy) , about, respecting, with regard

to, concerning.

fa , s. (from fex , an object, and , desire), a desire

for worldly objects.

fat , a. from fax , an object, and , desirous), de-

sirous ofworldly objects,

fax ™, ɑ. (from fɩª , an object, and T , desirous), de-

sirous of worldly objects.

featur. a. (from fx , an object, and afa , desirous), de-

sirous of worldly objects.

faastas, a. (from faxy, un object, and 893, mad), mad

upon worldly objects.

fact , a. (from fex , an object, and strats, an en-

joying), a person who enjoys worldly objects.

faacgtests, s. (from fixy, an object, and gotя, enjoy.

ment), the enjoyment ofworldly things.

faacatenatal, a. (from fas, an object, and staffsta, en-

josing), enjoying worldly objects.

fapt , a. (from fexg, an object, and 8 , suired),

suited to worldly objects.

Ragtag, a. (from faxy, an object, and 8473, desisted),

desisted from worldly pursuits.

fazraaf , s. (from fry, an object, and stars , cessation),

the cessation of worldly objects.

fa , a. (from fax, poison, and , to take), removing the

virus of poison, acting as an antidote.

fa, s. (from fix, poison, and to take away), the ser-

pent goddess Munusa .

faxt , a. (from fax, poison, and F, smeared), poisoned,

mixed or smeared with poison.

fiata, s. (from fa, prep. and ɖ, to serve), an elephant's

tusk, a tusk, a tooth, a horn.

faata, s. (from fa, prep. and a , to go`, dejection, low-

ness of spirits, lassitude, regret, anxiety, want of ener-

gy.

fææææ, a. (from fa, prep. and an, to go) , low- spirited, griev-

ing, exercising dejection, causing dejection or lowness

ofspirits.

fastuotas, a . (from fata, dejection, and , doing),

grieving, lamenting, humbling one's self, regretting.

fantat, a. (fromfat , dejection, and at , doing) , griev-

ing, regretting, humbling one's self, lamenting.

fa , a. from fa , dejection, and , producing).

producing dejection or lowness of spirits.

fat , a. (from fear , dejection, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from dejection or regret,
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বিষা: বিষ্ণু

faatueray, ad, (loc. case offat ), for the purpose of

dejection or regret.

বিষাদনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from fatদ, dejection , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to dejection or sadness.

fathfastes, a . (from faætī, dejection, and faataæ, prevent-

ing , preventing or resisting dejection.

faatafata , s. (from fat , dejection, and fats , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of dejection.

fatufola, s. (from fastų, dejection , and fa , cessation),

the prevention or cessation of dejection.

faxinfafaga, a. (from fx , dejection, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from dejection or regret ; ad .

from or because of dejection or regret.

faathfifis, ad. (from fata, dejection, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose of dejection or regret.

faat , a. (from fanta, dejection, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from dejection or lowness of spirits ;

ad. by or through dejection or lowness of spirits.

faxtagus, a. (from fat , dejection, and , caused by) ,

caused by or arising from dejection or regret ; ad. from

or because of dejection or regret,

faxtays, a. (fromfat , dejection , and joined) , connect

ed with dejection or lowness of spirits, dejected, low-

spirited.

faataas, a. (from faat , dejection, and af , destitute),

free from dejection or lowness of spirits.

fata , a. (from fa̸¤†¤, dejection, and A , empty), free

from dejection or lowness of spirits.

fatta, a. (from fat , dejection, and , destitute), free

from dejection or lowness of spirits.

fartalæge, a. (from fat , dejection, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from dejection or regret ; ad.

from or because of dejection or regret.

faxtfs, a. (from fa, prep. and , to move), dejected , made

low in mind.

faatat, a. (from fa, prep. and an, to move), dejected, low-

spirited.

faatinteginæ, a. (from fata, dejection, and sexinæ, pro-

ducing), producing dejection or lowness of spirits.

faatfd, s. (from fax, poison, and d, the applying ofa

thing , the application of poison or venom to any pur

pose, the poisoning of a thing.

fat , a (from fat , dejection, and t , obtained,, || fat , a. (from fax, poison), poisonous, venomous.

sunk into dejection or regret.

fat , a . (from fata, dejection, and , increasing) ,

increasing dejection or lowness of spirits.

feam , s. (from fat , dejection, and z , an increasing),

the increasing of dejection or lowness of spirits.

faxtafaat, ad. (from fata, dejection, and fat , without),

without or beside dejection or lowness of spirits.

fasthaft , a. (from fast , dejection, and faf , possessed

of), dejected, downcast.

বিষাদবিহীন, a. (from fate, dejection , and বিহীন, destitute) ,

fee from dejection or lowness of spirits.

fana , s. (from faat , dejection, and f , increase), the

increase of dejection or lowness of spirits.

বিষাদব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from বিষাদ, d.jection, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted), dejection or lowness of spirits excepted.

festhafarge, s . (from fat , dejection, and forgæ, an ex-

ception,, the exception of dejection or lowness of spi-

rits.

বিষাদব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বিষাদতিয়েক), with the ex-

ception of dejection or lowness of spirits, without or

beside dejection or lowness of spirits.

faathfea, a. (from faat , dejection, and f , separate), se-

parate or distinct from dejection or lowness of spirits ;

ad. beside dejection or lowness of spirits.

fata , a. (from fat , dejection , and , a root), spring-

ing from dejection or lowness of spirits,

fæ a. (from fa , poison), poisonous, venomous.

fax, s. (from fax, equally) , the equinox.

faaaaa , s. (from far, the equinox, and cài , a line), the

equinoctial line.

fitfe, s. (from fxxx, the equinox, and w• xtfs, the

passage of the sun to another sign), the passage of the

sun to the next sign at the spring and autumnal equi-

noxes.

fiæ , v. n. (from fax, poison), to be enflamed, to spread as

if affected with venom.

faxy, s. (from f¹, prep. and ➡ , to stop), the diameter of a

circle, an obstacle, an hindrance, extension, the first of

the astronomical periods called yogas.

fary, s. (from fi, prep. and s, to standas a post , the set-

ting of cement, a thing's hardening or becoming stiff

or firm.

faxa, s. (fromft, prep. and , to spread out), a tree, a hand-

ful ofthe sacred Koosha , ( Poa cynosuroides), a seat, a

stool, a chair, a couch, the seat of a brahmun at a sa-

crifice whether there personally or in effigie, a seat of

twenty-five stalks of Koosha grass tied in a sheaf.

falu, s. (from fat, to enter), the seventh of the variable

Karunas or astrological periods each answering to a lu-

nar day.

fab , s. (from fa, prep. and 1 , to stand), excrement, ordure.

fam, s. (irom fax, to occupy space, the name ofthe second
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17. বিস.

-person in the trinity of the Hindoos, whose office it is

to preserve the world.

fantil, s. (from fa , Vishnco, and , a foot , the sun's en-

tering into a new sign just after the equinox .

বিষ্ণুপদীসংক্রান্তি, s. (from বিষ্ণুপদী, the place where Vishnoo

sets his foot, and ifs, the passage of the sun from

one sign to another), the name of the passage of the

sun to the next sign, viz. from Libra to Scorpio, from

Sagittarius to Aquarius, from Aries to Taurus, and from

Cancer to Leo.

fazrats, - 8. (from f³, prep. ° , prep. and 5, to be in con-

tact), not in close contact, not fitting or suiting well for

the intended purpose.*

fata, s. (from f³, prep. ¬³ , prep, and ų, to speak), a dis-

pute, a murmuring, a contention, a contradiction, the

falsifying ofa promise, the deceiving a person by a false

affirmation or breach ofpromise, a disappointing, a de-

ceiving.

বিজম্বাদকারক, a. (from বিসম্বাদ , contradiction, and করি , do-

ing), disputing, contending, contradicting, falsifying

one's word, disappointing, murmaring.

fathatat, a. (from fa , contradiction, and ta, do-

ing) , disputing, murmuring, contending, contradicting,

falsifying one's word, disappointing.

Raataas, a. (from fa , contradiction, and 1, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from disputing or mur-

muring, produced by or arising from contention or cou-

tradiction.

fangmaca , ad. (loc. case of fan ), for the purpose

of dispute or murmuring, for the purpose of contenti-

on or contradiction.

বিসম্বাদনিমিত্তক, a. (from বিসম্বাদ , contradiction, and নির্মিত্ত ,

cause), caused by or arising from disputing or murmur-

ing, caused by or arising from contention or contradic-

tion ; ad. from or because of disputing or murmuring,

from or because of contention or contradiction.

faffare, ad. (from fata, contradiction , and fafas, a

cause , for the purpose of dispute or murmuring, for

the purpose ofcontention or contradiction.

Ratagus, a. (from faæt , contradiction, and HπF, caus-

ed by, caused by or arising from dispute or murmur.

ing, caused by or arising from contention or contradic-.

tion ; ad. from or because ofdispute or murmuring, from

or because of contention or contradiction.

fazama , ad. (from fat , a murmuring, and f171 , with-

out), without or beside murmuring or contention.

বিসম্বাদব্যতিরিক্ত, a . ( from বিসম্বাদ, a murmuring and বা তিরিক্ত ,

excepted , murmuring or contention excepted.

বিজয় মধ্যতিরেক, ও. (from সশ্বাস , a murmuring , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of murmuring or conten-

⚫tion.

বিসম্বাদ তিয়েকে, ad. loc. ease ofবিসম্বাদৰাতিয়েক) , with the

exception of murmuring or contention, withont or be-

side murmuring or contention .

fanifs , a. (from fat , a murmuring, and fea, separ

ate), separate or distinct from murmuring or contenti-

on ; ad. beside murmuring or contention.

fania , a. (from fa , a murmuring, and , a

root), originating or springing from murmuring or con-

tention.

fas , a. (from fata, contradiction, and cry, a

cause), caused by or arising from dispute or murmur-

ing, caused by or arising from contention or contradic-

tion ; ad: from or because ofdispute or murmuring, from

or because of contention or contradiction .

faat , a. (from fa, prep. , prep. and a , to speak , dis-

putatious, murmuring, contentious,

fans, s. (from fa, prep. and to create) , relinquishment,

the abandoning of a thing, a gift, a donation, evacua-

tion by stool, the mark ( : ) in writing.

fangs, a. (from fa, prep. and , to create), relinquishing,

rejecting.

fanga, s. (from fa, prep. and , to create), the relinquish-

ing of a thing, the making of an oblation, viz . the part-

ing with the thing offered.

বিসর্জ্জ ।কারক, a. (from বিসর্জন, a relinquishing, and কারক, do-

ing), relinquishing, making an oblation ; s. a person who

relinquishes a thing, a person who makes an offering,

viz. who relinquishes the thing offered.

fangaætal, a. (from fan , a relinquishing, and ☎ifax, do-

ing), relinquishing, making an oblation.

fa , a. (from fan , a relinquishing, and I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from relinquishing a

thing or making an oblation.

বিসর্জনজন্যে, al. (loc. case of বিশ (জন্য) , for the purpose

of relinquishing, for the purpose of making an oblati-

on .

fangjafaface, a . (from fana, a relinquishing, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from relinquishing a thing

ormakingan oblation ; ad from or because ofrelinquish-

ing a thing or making an oblation .

feagafafars, ad (from fa , a relinquishing, and faf ,

a cause), for the purpose of relinquishing a thing or of

making an oblation.

fan , a. (from fan , a relinquishing, and , before),

preceded by or arising from making an oblation or re-
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fr*.

linquishing a thing ; ad. by or through making an ob

lation or relinquishing a thing.

fangayforar, a . (from f¹, a relinquishing, and f

◄◄◄, obstructing , obstructing the making of an obla-

tion or relinquishing of a thing.

fas, a. (from faný , a relinquishing, and TF, caus-

edby , caused by or arising from the relinquishing of a

person or thing ; ad from or because of the relinquish-

ing of a person or thing.

fangstal, ad. (from fan , arelinquishing, and fat, with.

oul), without or beside making an oblation or relin.

quishing a thing.

বিসর্জ্জনব্যতিরিক্ত , ৫. ( from বিসর্জন , a relinquishing, and ব্যতি

fas, excepted), the making of an oblation or the relin-

quishing of a thing excepted.

fanguifste , s. (from fat, a relinquishing, and wifitas,

an exception , the exception of making an oblation or

relinquishing a thing.

fingafecare, ad. (loc. case of fengiufstas), with the

exception of making an oblatior or relinquishing a

thing, without or beside making an oblation or 1elin-

quishing a thing.

fayafet, a. (from fan , a relinquishing, and fsa, separ-

ale , separate or distinct from making an oblation or re-

linquishing a thing.

faguss, a. (from fa̸aga, a rel·nquishing, and æg , a

cause), caused by or arising from the relinquishing of

a person or thing ; ad, from or because ofrelinquishing

a person or thing.

fenfatu , ad (from fa≈5, a relinquishing, and aɗ, an ob-

ject), for the purpose of making an oblation or relin-

quishing a thing.

fate, a. (from fa, prep. and 5, to create), relinquish-

able, fit to be made an oblation ,

fa , s. (from fa, prep. avd f , a moving), a moving or

extending.

fanfset, s. (from fa , prep, and , to indicate) , the symptom

of a disease.

fy, a. (from fa, prep. and , to create), relinquished ,

offered .

fa , s. fromfe, prep. and , to create), relinquishment,

the abandoning of a thing, the making of an oblation,

a gift, a donation.

f261, 8. (from fa, prep. and ☎, to spread ou¹), extension ,

prolixity, enlargement, abundance, plenty, a sufficien-

cy, amplitude ; a. extended, prolix , large, much, many,

abundant, plentiful, sufficient, copious, ample, uumer-

ous,

frei.

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and ☎, to spread out), a spreading

out, an expanding.

fans, a. (from 83, many; and 3, a habitation) , po

pulous, well inhabited .

faezug, a. (from fa , much, and 17, expence), expensive,

chargeable.

fata, s. (from fa, prep . and , to extend) , prolixity, a par-

ticular account, a description at length, extention , a

spreading, diffusion, an amplification, the diameter of a

circle, a divergence.

fata , a. (from fa , prep. and to spread out) , expand-বিস্তারক,

ing, enlarging, amplifying, describing at length, extend-

ing, diverging ; s. in anatomy the musculus extensor ;

also, (from tṛæ, a particular plint), the name of a

climbing plant, (Lettsomia nervosa. )

fastgatas, a. (from festa, amplification, and at , doing),

amplifying, enlarging , describing at length ; s . a person

who amplifies or enlarges, a person who describes at

length.

fastaætat, a. (from fasta, amplification, and ta , doing),

amplifying, enlarging, describing at length.

festas , a (from fiæta, amplification , and FU, prodúci-

lle , producible by or arising from amplifying or enlarg-

ing, producible by or arising from a description at

length.

বিস্তারজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of বিস্তারজন্য) , for the purpose of

amplification or enlargement, for the purpose of a de-

scription at length.

faatad, s. (from fa, prep. and , to spread out), the draw-

ing of a thing out in detail.

বিস্তারনিমিত্তক, a . (from বিস্তার , amplification, and নিষি,

cause), caused by or arising from amplification or en-

largement, caused by or arising from a description at

length ; ad from or because ofamplification or enlarge-

ment, from or because of a description at length.

বিস্তারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from বিস্তার, amplification, and নির্মিত্ত, ৫

cause), for the purpose of amplification or enlargement,

for the purpose of a description at length ,

fastagfæ, a . (from fat , amplification, and , before),

preceded by or arising from amplification or en

largement ; ad. by or through amplification or enlarge-

ment.

বিস্তারপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from বিস্তার , amplification, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

opposing), operating as an obstacle to amplification or

enlargement.

fatagus, a. (from fata, amplification, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from amplification or enlarge-

ment, caused by or arising from a description at length ;
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from.

ad from or because of an amplification or enlargement,

from or because of a description at length.

fatafaa , ad. (from fat , amplification, and f , with-

out), without or beside amplification or enlargement,

without or beside a description at length.

বিস্তারব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from বিস্তার, am)2 fication , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), amplification or enlargement excepted , a de-

scription at length excepted.

বিস্তারব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from বিস্তার , amplification, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of amplification or enlarge-

ment, the exception of a description at length.

faatzforce, ad. (loc. case of factgerfore ), with the ex-

ception ofamplification or enlargement, with the excep-

tion of a description at length, without or beside ampli-

fication or enlargement, without or beside a descripti-

on at length,

fag+gatata, s. (from faxta, amplification, and t¶ls, an ob-

stacle) , an obstacle to amplification or enlargement .

বিস্তারব্যাঘাতক, a. (from বিস্তার , amplification, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstruction to amplifica-

tion or enlargement.

fata , ad. (from fast , amplification, and y, fear),

through fear of amplification or enlargement, through

fear of a description at length.

, s, (from festa, amplification, and sta, a conditi

on), a state or condition of amplification or enlarge.

ment, the describing of a thing at length, in anatomy

the systole of the heart.

fastafsu, a. (from fata, amplification, and f , separate) ,

separate or distinct from amplification or enlargement ;

al. beside amplification or enlargement.

fastairs , a. (from fața, amplification, and (55, a cause),

caused by or arisingfrom amplification or enlargement ,

caused by or arising from a description at length ; ad.

from or because of amplification or enlargement, from

or because of a description at length.

fatatata , s. (from fata, amplification, and atata' , de-

sire , a desire for amplification or enlargement,

fiatatata), a. (from fat?, amplification , and atti7. de-

sirous), desirous of amplification or enlargement.

fastatfsata, s. (from festa, amplification, and afsata, de-

sire , a desire for amplification or enlargement.

fæstetfsmtal, a. (from fast , amplification, and afsatfag,

d sirous), desirous ofamplification or enlargement,

fastatul, a. (from fx, amplification , and fifa, desir-

ous), desirous of amplification or enlargement,

fatatif, ad. (from fasta, amplification, and f, an object),

for the purpose of amplification or enlargement.

"

Fax.

1

fastfas, a. (from fx, prep. and , to spread out) , extended,

expanded, enlarged, drawn out in detail.

feral, a. (from fz, prep. and I, to spread out), amplify-

ing, enlarging, spreading out, loosely spreading, lax. In

Botany the term is applied to express the caulis laxus,

fate , s. (from fats, amplification, and 1, desire), a

desire for amplification or enlargement.

fiat , a. (from faæta, amplification, and ₹5, desirous),

desirous of amplification or enlargement.

fastzze, a. (from feta, amplification, and T5, desirous),

desirous of amplification or enlargement.

বিস্তারোপযুক্ত, a. (from বিস্তার , amplification, and উপযুক্ত, fit),

fit or worthy ofamplification or enlargement.

fat , a. (from fa, prep. and to spread out , extensible,

dilatable, capable of being mentioned in detail.

faat , a. (from fa, prep. aud , to spread out), extended,

spread out, enlarged, wide, ample, expanded, large.

fastá³1, s. (from fast , extended , extention, largeness,

wideness , amplitude.

fias, a. (from fa, prep. and to spread out , extended,

spread out, enlarged , wide, ample, patent ; s. the dia-

meter of a circle . La Botany folia patentia are called

by this name,

fazar, a. (from fiã³, extended, and ™ , the mouth), hav-

ing the mouth opeu, gaping, ringent.

fa̸■¥, a, (from fa̸ , prep. and , clear), evident, apparent,

clear, open, manifest.

færib, s. (from fa, prep, and , to burst), a boil, a pus-

tule,

fast, s. (from fat , a boil ), a boil, a pustule,

fa , s. from Bismuth , Bismuth.

fay. s. from fa, prep, and f , to smile), surprize, asto-

nishment, discouragement, disconcertedness.

fas, a. (from fa , surprize, and , producing),

producing surprize or astonishment.

fang571, d . (from { , surprize, and FT, producible),

produc.ble by or arising from surprize or discourage

ment.

fasi , ad. (loc. case offp ), for surprize or dis-

couragement,

fat , &. (from fay, surprize, and ta, an idea), an

idea or sensation of surprize or discouragement.

sampfafaga, a (from f , surprize, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from surprize or discouragement ;

al. from or because of surprize or discouragement.

farglifeg, ad. (from fa , surprize, and fafas, a cause),

for surprize or discouragement.

f , a. (from f , surprize, and , caused by),
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caused by or arising from surprize or discouragement ;

ad. from or because of surprize or discouragement.

faff , a. (from fa̸y , surprize, and fafi , possessed

of), surprized, astonished, discouraged.

ft , s. (from fa , surprize, and cat , an idea), an

idea of surprize or astonishment, surprize, astonish-

ment.

facrata, a, (from fay, surprize, and cataa, knowing),

feeling a sensation of surprize or discouragement, in-

dicating surprize or discouragement .

fa■gy³, a. (from fy, surprize, and F, joined), connect-

ed with surprize or astonishment, surprized , astonish-

ed.

faults*, a. (from fag, surprize, and 5, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from surprize or discouragement ; ad.

from or because of surprize or discouragement.

fitfas, a. from fas, surprize, and f³, connected

with), connected with surprize or astonishment, sur-

prized, astonished.

ft , a. (fromfy, surprize, and at , possessed of),

filled with surprize or astonishment.

fa , a. (from fa , struct with surprize, and

f53, the heart), surprized in heart .

fat , a. (from fet , struct with surprize, and

ata , the mind), having the mind struct with surprize.

f , s . (from fx, prep, and to remember), the forget-

ting of a thing.

fgrats!), a. (from ( d, a forgetting, and cuts , wer-

thy), worthy of being forgotten.

fat , a. from fa , a forgetting, and , fit), wor

thy ofbeing forgotten.

fa , a. (from fa , prep. and to remember), worthy

ofbeing forgotten .

, a. (from f , prep. and to remember), worthy

of being forgotten .

fifas, a. (from fa, prep. and f , to smile), surprized, as-

tonished, confounded

fis, a. (from fa, prep. and , to remember), forgotten.

fas, s. (from fa , prep. and , to remember), oblivion,

forgetfulness.

faæfsætaæ, a. (from fa , oblivion, and æta☎, doing),

forgetting ; s. a forgetful man.

faufsztal, a. (from fas, oblivion, and tf , doing),

forgetting.

fiæforax, a. (from fa³, oblivion, and F , producing ,

producing forgetfulness or oblivion.

far, a. (from fas , ob ivion, and 1, producible) ,

producible by or arising from oblivion or forgetfulness .

fart.

farfema , ad. (loc. case offafou ), for the purpose of

forgetting.

office, a . (from faſs, oblivion, and fofas, a cause),

caused by or arising from oblivion ; ad. from or be

cause of oblivion.

"বিস্মৃতিনিমিত্তে ad. (from বিস্মৃতি, oblivion , and নির্মিত , a cause)

for the purpose of oblivion.

fa , a. (from fa̸s, oblivion, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from oblivion ; ad. by or through

oblivion.

fa , a. (from fas, oblivion , and , caused by),'

caused by or arising from oblivion ; ad. from or be

cause of oblivion .

fafofan , ad. (from fas, oblivion, and fat, without),

without or beside forgetfulness or oblivion,

বিস্মৃতিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from ৰিস্মৃতি, oblivion , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), forgetfulness or oblivion excepted .

বিস্মৃতিব্যতিরেক, ও (from বিস্মৃতি, oblivion, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of forgetfulness or oblivion.

fimforforate, ad. (loc, case of famouſʊgs), with the ex

ception offorgetfulness or oblivion .

fiffe , a. (from fas, oblivion , and fe , separate), se-

parate or distinct from forgetfulness or oblivion ; ad.

beside forgetfulness or oblivion.

fas , a. (from fa , oblivion , and a , a root), ori-

ginating in forgetfulness , springing from oblivion.

fas , a. (from fans, oblivion, and y, a cause),

caused by or arising from oblivion ; ad. from or be

cause of oblivion .

fata, s. (from fa, prep. and , to taste), insipidity.

faat , a . (from fa, prep. and , to taste), insipid, taste

less.

first, s. (from fata , in the sky, and sta, to go) , a bird, a

fowl.

fææææ, s. (from faxton, in the air, and sta, to go ) , a bird,

a fowl, any thing which traverses the air.

faxa, s. (from fa , prep and , to take), the taking ofa

walk or airing, a wandering or going about.

fagasta, a. (from fa , prep. and , to take), suitable for

walking or riding about for the purpose of amusement

or exercise .

fa , s. (from fa, prep. and x , to laugh), a smiling, a

laughing gently.

faxa, a. (from f‹, prep. and x , to laugh), laughable,

fitted to excite a smile.

faxfas, a. (from fa, prep. and x , to laugh), laughed at,

smiled at.

fzx1, s. (from faxix, a marriage), a marriage, a wedding.

Y3333
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far , a. (from F, prep. and x , a hand), confounded, con-

fused, perplexed, bewildered .

faxta, s. (from fa , prep. and 1, to relinquish), the morning.

fastra, ad. (loc. case of faxta) , in the morning.

fats, a. (from f , prep. and 1, to relinquish) , made to

relinquish, given, extorted ; s . a gift, an oblation.

fxt , s. (from f , prep. and 1, to relinquish), the sky,

the atmosphere.

fit , v. a. (from f, prep. and ■, to take), to walk or ride

for an airing or for pleasure.

fagia, s. (from fa, prep, and , to take), motion, exercise,

a tour, a walking for exercise or amusement, play, pas-

time.

fxt , a . (from fa, prep. and , to take), walking or rid-

ing for pleasure or exercise, moving freely, playing,

taking pastime.

ftat , a. (from fit , a walking, and at , doing) ,

moving about, walking or moving for exercise or plea-

sure.

Taxtaætal, a. (from fata, free motion , and ætlar, doing ,

moving about, walking or moving for exercise or plea-

sure.

fxt , a. (from fata, free motion, and 7, producible), ||

producible by or arising from moving or walking for

exercise or pleasure.

fertim , ad. (loc. case offixta ), for the purpose of a

walk or ride.

fetz , a. (from fata, free motion , and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a walk or ride for exercise or

pleasure ; ad. from or because of a walk or ride for

exercise or pleasure.

faxtafaface, ad. (from fagta, free motion, and fe, a

cause), forthe purpose of a walk or ride.

বিহার পুতিবন্ধs, a. (from বিহার, free motion , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering a walk or ride.

faxt , a. (fromfats, free motion , and , caused by),
বিহারপযুক্ত ,

caused by or arising from a walk or ride ; ad. from or

because of a walk or ride.

Fatafat, ad. (from fats, a walk, and fans, without), with-

out or beside an airing, without or beside a walk or

ride for pleasure.

বিহার তিরিক্ত, a . ( from বিহার, a walk, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), a walk or ride for pleasure excepted.

factaufsigæ, s. (from fixty, a walk, and wifitas, an ex-

ception), the exception of a walk or ride for health or

pleasure.

faxtarıfsızı®, ad. (loc, case offaxtaufera ), with the ex-

Pret.

ception of a walk or ride for health or pleasure, with

out or beside a walk or ride for health or pleasure.

বিহারবাtঘাত, s. (from বিহার , free motion, and ব্যাঘাত, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to a walk or ride.

বিহারব্যাঘাতক, a. (from বিহার, free motion, and tছাতঙ্ক, op

posing), interposing obstacles to a walk or ride.

faxtafea, a. (from fata, a walk, and fsa, separate), separ

ate or distinct from a walk or ride for health or plea-

sure ; ad. beside a walk for health or pleasure.

factṣratsı, a. (from faxta, free motion, and cuts , worthy),

proper for taking exercise, proper for a walk or ride.

fata , s. (from faxta, a walk, and , a place), a play

ground, a place for taking exercise, a place proper for

taking walks of pleasure, a place for promenade.

fagtata, s. (from fata, a walk, and ₹të, a place), a play

ground, a place for taking exercise, a place for taking

walks of pleasure, a place for promenade.

fixtzæss, a. (from fats,free motion, and a , a cause),

caused by or arising from a walk or ride ; ad. from or

because of a walk or ride.

faxtatætgi, s. (from facts, free motion, and atatii, desire),

a desire to take an airing.

faxtatatal. a. (from faxta, free motion, and statfi™, de-বিহার , অকানি,

sirous), desirous of taking an airing.

fagtatat , s. (from fata,free motion, and afsats, de.

sire), a desire to take an airing.

বিহারাভিলাষী , a. ( from বিহার , free motion , and অভিলাস্,ি de-

sirous), desirous of taking an airing.

fatatu , a. (from fata, a walk, and fifa , desirous), de-

sirous of walking or riding for pleasure.

faxtate , ad. (from faxta, a walk, and ar, an object), for

an airing, for a walk or ride.

faxtate, a. (from fats, free motion, and ,fit), fit orpro-

per for taking exercise or walking in for pleasure.

fagtaì, a. (from f³, prep. and , to take) , walking or riding

for pleasure or exercise, moving freely, playing, taking

pastime.

fat , s. (from fats, free motion, and , desire), a

desire to take an airing.

faxtı?g , a (from faxta, free motion, and I , desirous), de-

sirous of taking an airing.

fata , a. (from fata, free motion, and , desirous), de-

sirous of taking an airing.

faxtadas, a. (from faxta, free motion, and sЯ15, fi!), fit

or proper for taking exercise or walking for pleasure.

fæet , 8. (from fa, prep. and , to laugh), a gentle laugh,
বিহাস,

a.smile,
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faster, a. (from fa, prep. and , to laugh), laughable, fit-

ted to excite laughter.

fafas, a. (from fa, prep. and â', to hold), fit, proper, right,

orderly, requisite.

fata, a. (from fa , prep. and 1 , to abandon), bereft, desti-

tute of.

the name of a treatise upon arithmetic, a causal calcu

lus.

,s. (from as, an origin, and 55 , substitutedfor

33,four), in algebra four methods of analysis .

t1, s. (from 5, seed, and 31, dry land,, a seed bed, a

seed plot.

faza, a. (from fa, prep. and , to be moved), troubled, agi - att , s. (from a , seed, and at , a giver), a giver of

tated, overcome by fear or dread, overcome by any

violentpassion.

faga31, s. (from faza, troubled) , agitation .

faza , s. (from fa , troubled ), agitation.

, a. (from fa, prep. and , to see), seeing, beholding,

viewing, surveying, perceiving.

æd, s. (from f¹, prep. and H , to see), a seeing, a behold-

ing, a viewing, a surveying, a perceiving.

dy, a. (from fa, prep. and to see), visible, percepti-

ble.

is , a. (from fa , prep. and , to see), seen , beheld , view-

ed, surveyed, perceived.

afsu, a. (from fa, prep. and , to see), visible, percep-

tible.

zi* , a. (from fa, prep. and , to see), visible, percepti-

ble.

5, s. (from da, seed), seed, a source, an origin .

ziggmi, s. (from 5, seed, and ™ , a bottom), a seed plot.

Hbáta, s. (from a¤, seed, and atë , rice ), rice which is pro-

perly cleansed and reserved for seed .

43 , s. (from 5, seed, and 37, a making tofall), the

sowing of seed in a seed plot.

aðstЯa, s. (from 5, seed, and stЯ , a breaking), the pul-

ling up ofplants , especially young plants of rice from

the seed plot to plant them in the field .

aotfs, s. (from ats, seed, and wife, a row), a seed plot.

alatfa , s. (from alá, seed, and tfm, a row), straw.

alfs, s. (from fa, prep. and fo, to collect), a wave.

zîðì, s. (from a , seed), seed, the origin of a thing.

au, s. (from as, seed), a seed, the stone of a fruit, the

source or spring of a thing, a principle, an origin , se-

men virile , in algebra , analysis .

, a. (from a , seed), the name of a fruit and also of

the tree which produces it, (Citrus Medica.)

ats, s. (from a, seed, and cata, a receptacle), the seed

vessel of a plant, the pericarpium.

fæ , s. (from , origin , and fry , an action), an ope-

ration of analysis, an elemental or algebraical resolu-

tion.

asfa , s. (from as, an origin, and sf , calculated), the

science ofarithmetic including mensuration and algebra,

seed .

datæ, a. (from , seed, and ¿tņʊ, giving), giving or

producing seed.

aats , a. (from 3, seed, and f , giving) , giving or

producing seed.

T¤, s. (from , seed, and , a male), the proge

nitor of a tribe or family.

TIA, s. (from Ha, seed, and чa, to befull), a citron, (Ci-

trus medica.)

ata , s. (from 3, seed, and a , a forest) , the name of a

seed sold as an article of materia medica but not yet as-

certained.

, s. (from , seed, and T , a sowing), the sowing

ofseed.

aatft, a. (from

afs, s. (from

sagacity.

, seed, and atf , sowing), sowing seed.

, seed, and af , inclination), causal

at , s. (from , seed, and § , a sprout), a sprout

from a seed , a cotyledon or seed lobe.

?, s. (from 1 , seed, and atât , a receptacle), in

botany the receptacle or point ofconnection of the

plant with the seed, (receptaculum,)

f53, a. (from 15, tofan), fanned.

atal, a. (from a , an origin), a progenitor.

¿ 51, a. (from II, seed) , produced from seed, produced in

a family.

Asætz, a. (from A , tofan), under the operation of fan-

ning.

ata ,s. (from fa, prep. and , to move), a lute,

atata, a. (from 41 , a lute, and tæta, a form), lyrate ; in

botany the term is applied to leaves which are cut in-

to several transverse sections and gradually enlarging

to the extremity which is rounded so as to resemble a

lute, (folium lyratum .)

aitas, a. (from 1 , a lute, and atas, a form ), having

the form of a lute ; in botany the term is applied to a

particular kind of leaf, (lyratum .)

aldiñ9, s. (from ¾¶i, a lute, and ñ , a staff), the neck of

a lute.

ata , a. (from a , a lute, and , playing), playing

on a lute, a lutanist.

Yyyyy2
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43, a. (from I, prep. and ₹, to go), gone, past, quiet, tran-

quil: s . an elephant or horse untrained, the goading of

an elephant.

3 , s. (from 3, gone), the sides or cartilages of the

Larynx.

loats, s. (from 3, gone, and xts , passion), having the

passions calmed, free from passion.

a , s. (from far, to beg), a road , a row, a line , a terrace

in front of a house, a stall in a market, a shop.

' , s. (from f³, prep and , to obtain), successive or-

der, a being double, several in succession.

sen, a. (from z , to kill), cruel, disgusting ; s. in poetry

the sentiment of disgust.

a , s . (from as, to be strong), a champion, a hero, a va-

liant man, the sentiment of heroism ; in poetry a man

eminent for any moral excellency , an actor, a mimic, the

sacred domestic fire of a brahmun.

fe, s. (from 4 , a sort of sweetmeat), a sort of

confectionary.

id, s. (from f , prep. and , to go), the name of a large

rank species of grass , (Andropogon muricatus. )

31 , s. (from a , a hero) , heroism , valour.

aja , s. (from D , a hero , heroism , valour.

, s. (from , heroism, and t, a display),

a display of heroism or valour.

zer.

castust, s. (from ag, a hero, and 31, a wife), the wife

ofa hero.

31, s. (from 21 , a hero, and 3, a mother), the mo

ther of a hero.

, s. (from as, a hero, and , amother), the mother of

a hero.

da , s. (from a, sacrificial fire, and 7, to kill) , a brah-

man who through carelessness, absence, or impiety

has suffered his sacred domestic fire to be extinguish-

ed.

2131, s. (from , a hero), a matron, a wife and mother,

the name of a climbing plant, (Asclepias rosea) .

data7, s. (from I, a hero, and ¤ta , a seat), a kneeling

posture.

alú , s. (from alg, a hero) , heroism, semen virile, energy,

spirit, power, courage, activity.

đúc , a. (from ú , courage, and to make), making

courageous, stimulating.

úy, s. (from úr, courage, and 7, decay , the decay

or loss of courage.

ús , a. (from tú , courage, and 3 , producing),

producing courage, stimulating, aphrodisiac.

¿ÌÚG83, a. (from a , courage, and 1, producible,, pro-

ducible by or arising from courage.

a , ad. (loc . case ofa ), for courage.

, a. (from , heroism, and gate, display- fa , a . (from atur, courage, and faz , causing to cease),

ing) , displaying valour or heroism.

an , s . (from a, a hero, and , cloth), a girth .

ats , s. (from at , a hero, and

hero.

gt , a wife), the wife of a

ga , s. (from 3, a hero , and , to speak), the name of

E a plant, (Arum curvatum .)

aat , s. (from 3, a hero, and t , an arm), chief among

heroes.

' ,, s. (from , a hero, and ‹ , a dress) , the dress or

habit of a hero .

বীরবেশধারণ, s. (from বীরবেশ , the dress of a hero, and ধারণ

a holding), an assuming the dress or habit of a hero.

বীরশেধারক, a. (from বীরবেশ, the dress of a hero, and ধারক,

holding), assuming the dress or habit of a hero ; s. a

person who assumes the dress or habit of a hero.

at , a. (from , the dress of a hero, and fa ,

holding , assuming or wearing the dress of a hero.

fa, s . (from a, a hero, and , to carry , an earring

of a particular make with two pearls and a stone be-

tween them.

Jazy, s . (from , a hero, and , good), a distinguish-

ed hero, a sacrificial horse.

putting a stop to courage, cooling courage.

afata , a. (from t , courage, and fats , preventing,

resisting or preventing courage.

za, s. (from tú , courage, and fatza, a preventing),

the resisting or preventing of courage.

ajúftaf³, 8, (from ziú , courage, and f47f , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of courage.

affas , a. (from at , courage, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from courage ; ad. from or because

of courage.

fafie, ad. (from tú , courage, and fifa , a cause), for

courage.

ú , a (from , courage, and , caused by`,

caused by or arising from courage ; ad. from or because

of courage.

, a . (from 1, courage, and e, increasing), in-

creasing courage, increasing the virile powers.

ú , s. (from , courage, and a , an increasing),

the increasing of courage, the increasing ofthe virile

powers.

ajúą, a . (from a , heroism), heroic, energetic, courage-

ous, possessed of spirit or power, active.
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fa , cd. (from atus , courage, and fans, wi hout), with

out or beside courage.

úfa̸f»ty, a. (from , heroism, and fa , possessed of ,

heroic, energetic, courageous, possessed of spirit or

power, active.

aiúfa, a. (from túr, heroism, and faza , de titute , des-

titute of courage or spirit, destitute of heroism , cow-

aruly, inactive.

ajúzs, s. (from tú , courage, and , increase , the in-

crease of courage, the increase of virile powers .

Húvfsfãs, a . (from , courage, and affas, excepted ,

courage excepted, the virile powers excepted .

¿úfólgæ, s. (from ús, courage, and afsta , an excep-

tion), the exception of courage.

, ad. (loc. case of fo ) , with the excep-

tion of courage, without or beside courage.

úfa, a. (from tú , courage, and f , separate), separ-

ate or distinct from courage ; ad. beside courage..

zúys, a. (from Я , heroism, and 5, joined , connect-

ed with spirit or courage, courageous, heroic, energetic,

active.

úas, a. (from , heroism, and f³, destitute), des-

titute of courage or spirit, destitute of heroism, cow-

ardly, inactive.

út , a. (from , courage), courageous, heroic.

a , a. (from at , heroism, and 1, empty), destitute

of bravery or heroism, destitute of power or energy,

cowardly.

ta, s. (from at , courage, and if , detriment) , the

lessening of courage, the lessening or injuring ofthe

virile powers.

dúctfag, a. ( from gifs, the lessening ofcourage, and

to do , lessening courage, injuring the virile powers.

att , a. (from , heroism, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute of bravery or heroism, destitute of power or ener

gy, cowardly.

Hús , a. (from , courage, and (T3. a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from courage ; ad, from or because of

courage.

alte , a . (from a , courage, and set , produc-

ing), producing courage or bravery, aphrodisiac.

यूইंठ,
s. (from fi³, a particular tree), the name of a

small tree or shrub which produces an eatable fruit,

(Flacourtia sapida. )

*f9x1,
s. (from an, to praise), the name of a kind of sweet-

meat.

8. (from 1 , the breast), the breast, the stomach, a con-

vexity or gibbosity, courage, Constructed with at , or

3,0 pound, it means to exert one's strength upan a

thing ; constructed with 1 , to swing, or (Ta, to

throw, it means to protrude or throw out the breast in

a strutting manner.

Tutat, s. (from 4 , the breast, and tai, a gown) , a jack-

el , a gown.

Tegal, s. (from TF, the breast, and Tay, an inflamation),

a sharp pain in the breast.

133, s. (from T , the breast) , courageous.

T331, 8. (from T , the breast), the breast.

, s. (from , the breast), powder.

, s. (from , the breast, and T , a swelling), a

strutting, a thrusting out of the breast as a mark of

self-importance.

ta , s . (from , the breast, and atats, a covering),

the wrapping of the upper garment over the breast to

keep off the cold.

ats17, s. (from , the breast, and atşi , a making large),

the protruding or thrusting forward the breast as a tok-

en of self-importance.

, s. (from , the breast, and t , a spear) , a sharp

pain of the breast, the cholic.

37 |33, a. ´from ™☎, the breast), courageous.

1 , a. (from , the breast), courageous.

ts, ad. (from , the breast) , breast to breast,'

zata, a. (from ze, the treast), courageous.

TX, v , n . (from 7 , to bark) , to bark.
16

7 , s. (from T , to bark) , the heart, the breast.

TEA, 8. (from T , to bark , the barking of a dog.

ZICEF, 8. (from T , the breast , and ™ , a flat bone), the

breast bone or sternum .

780x0 , s. (from ™ , the sternum, and TF, joined),

in anatomy the name of a muscle which is connected

with the sternum, (Sterno-Thyroideus.)

UFF, s. (from 15, the breast, 84 , the Greek let-

ter v, and , joined) , in anatomy the name of a par

ticular muscle, (Sterno-Hyoideus .)

, s. an imitative sound used to express the guggling

noise which is made in filling a bottle by immersing it

in water.

st, 8, an imitative sound used to express the guggling

sound which is made in filling a bottle by immersing

it in water.

157, s. (from Butcher), a butcher.
চর,

zxit, 8, (from Butcher, and xils, a house), a butcher's

shop.

75, v. n. (from xã, to skreen), to close (as the eyes), to ba

filled up, to be extinguished.
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fs, s. (from

st.

, a bubble), a bulble.

75 , s. (from 7 , to close), the shutting of the eyes, the be-

ing filled up with any substance, the going out ofa can-

dle or lamp.

guast, a. (from S , great) , great, honourable , noble.

3 , s. (from , great , greatness , honourableness.

71, v. a. (from 5, to shut), to fill up a pit or well with

rubbish, to extinguish a candle or lamp.

11, s. (from 1 , to shut , the filling up of a pit or

well with rubbish, the extinguishing of a lamp or can-

dle.

t , s. (from 1 , tofill up) , the filling up of a pit or well

with rubbish, the extinguishing of a lamp or candle.

tii, a. (from , to cause to shut), filling up a pit or

well, causing a lamp or candle to be extinguished .

fat, s. (from 5, to shut), a shutting of the eyes, the clos-

ing or covering up of a pit or well, the extinguishing

of a lamp or candle.

IHTG, 8. (from 17a, a bubble) , a bubble.

za, v. a. (from to understand), to understand, to per-

ceive, to know, to imagine, to suppose, to think.

, s. (from 7 , to understand), an idea, an apprehension ,

a thought, the understanding.

, s. (from 8. to understand) , the understanding or

perceiving of a thing , the supposing of a thing.

ZEITW, 8. (from TWA, an understan ling, and sut, a word),

words or sentences calculated to convey understand-

ing.

LT1, v. a. (from TX, to understand) , to demonstrate, to make

plain, to describe, to cause any one to understand,

to convince, to persuade ; a. understood, supposed,

thought.

E, s. (from Ti , to demonstrate), the demonstrating of a

thing or the making of it plain , the causing of a person

to understand,

zata, s. (from 1, to demonstrate), the demonstrating of

a thing, the making of a thing plain, the causing of a

person to understand.

zatfa, s. (from T , to understand), persuasion.

, a. (from 1, to demonstrate), demonstrating, mak-

ing plain, describing, elucidating, causing to under-

stand ; s. a person who demonstrates or causes to un-

derstand.

atЯ ', s. (from Tai, understood, and 51, a fall), redress.

Taty, s. (from TV, to understand , the understanding, sense.

at, s. (from zm, a ball), a kind of pulse, (Cicer arietinum .)

281, s. (from ý , a small ball), small spots or marks

wrought in a cloth.

attata, a. (from at , a round spot, and , a holding), nee-

J81,

dlework.

, 8. (from , a small ball), small spots wrought on

cloth.

Tata, a. (from , a small ball, and , holding), nee-

dlework.

13, v. n. (from z , to sink), to dip , to sink, to drown ; s.

immersion, a sinking so as to rise again.

453, 8. (from , to sink), a dipping or sinking in water.

3fa1, a . (from , to sink , sinking, immersing ; s. a per-

son who dips or immerses.

1 , v. a. (from 5, to dip) , to immerse, to baptize, to dip,

to squander ; s . immersion, a swamp ; a. dipped, im-

mersed ; also (from ₹5, old) old .

zztakal, s. (from 2 , great, and at, afinger) , the thumb,

the great toe.

1 , s. (from 15, to sink), an immersing, a baptizing, a

dipping.

tuguftat, a. (from 1 , old, and at , jumping), su

perannuated, hobbling, walking with difficulty through

age.

, s. (from 31, to dip), the immersing or dipping ofa

thing in water or any other liquid.

astfig , s. (from 751, to dip), a baptist, a person who im-

merses.

tfa, s. (from 3 , to dip), an immersion, a dipping.

Izt×71 , s. (from Tşı, old), old age.

Tata, s. (from 751, old age), old age.

fs, s. (from , to sink , aninundation, the drowing ofland,

five gundas or twenty cowries.

Tì, a.fem. (from si, old) , old, overflowing ; s . an old wo-

man, old age, the name of a species of tree, (Simplocos

spicata ; ) an old woman.

testata, s. (from zși, an old woman, and (st††4, a hiding),

the name of a small plant, (Ruellia ringens .)

a . (from 2 to know), known, understood, perceived,

felt.

, s. (from 3 , to know), the understanding, percepti-

on, an idea, the judgment, understanding, judgment,

sense.

afa, a. (from af , knowledge, and , to do) , knowing, un

derstanding, causing to know.

af , a. (from af , understanding, and 4 , an instru-

ment), effected by means ofthe understanding or know-

ledge.

afsætaæ, a. (from af , knowledge, and***, doing) , know-

ing, understanding, causing to know.

fata , a. (from , knowledge, and tf , doing), form-
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বুধি, afa.

ingideas, conceiving in the mind, knowing, understand-

ing.

star, a. (from af , the understanding, and star, obtain-

able), within the compass of the understanding, attain-

able by the understanding.

318, a. (from af , knowledge, and , producing`,

producing ideas or conceptions in the mind, causing

knowledge or understanding.

1fe3f43, ɑ. (from f , knowledge, and a produced),

produced by or arising from knowledge or understand-

ing.

57 , a. (from afs, knowledge, and 1 , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from knowledge or understand-

ing.

af , ad. (loc. case of f ), for the purpose ofknow-

ledge or understanding.

, a. (from 5, knowledge, and t3 , produced), pro-

dued by or arising from knowledge or understanding.

131, s. (from af , knowledge, and ■tó ,̟ a giver), a per-

son who confers knowledge or understanding.

fanta , a. (from af , knowledge, and tp , giving), con-

ferring knowledge or understanding.

aftet, ad. (from af , knowledge, and at , a door), through

or by knowledge or understanding.

¿fants, a. (fromT≈ knowledge, and 51f47, giving), giving

knowledge or understanding.

, 8. (from [s, knowledge, and 3 , destruction), the

destruction or loss of knowledge or understanding.

¿f=‡•ñ³, a. (from af , knowledge, and F **, destructive),

destructive to knowledge or understanding, destructive

to the intellects .

, a. (from af , knowledge, and fa , destructive ),

destructive to knowledge or understanding, destructive

to the intellects.

at*, s. (from Tfs, knowledge, and ¬††, destruction), the

destruction or loss of knowledge or understanding.

afaatta, a. (from af , knowledge, and † , destructive),

destructive to knowledge or understanding, destructive

to the intellects.

Usfafaza, a. (from , knowledge, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from knowledge or understanding ;

ad. from or because of knowledge or understanding.

afsofas, ad. (from af , knowledge, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of knowledge or understanding.

a display of wisdom or knowledge, a display of sagacity

or intelligence.

Taste, 8, (from af , knowledge, and t , power) , the

power of knowledge or understanding, the power of in-

tellect or sagacity.

fs, a. (from , knowledge, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from knowledge or understand-

ing ; ad. from or because of knowledge or understand

ing.

Tfaces, a. (from a , knowledge, and as, increasing), ín-

creasing knowledge or understanding, increasing intel-

ligence or sagacity.

Taxúa, s. (from af , knowledge, and 1 , an increasing),

the increasing of knowledge or understanding, the in-

creasing of intelligence or sagacity.

Ta, s. (from af , knowledge, and , strength), the

strength ofknowledge or understanding, the strength

of intellect or sagacity.

f , ad. (from , knowledge, and fant, without), with-

out knowledge or understanding.

affaat , 8. (from , the understanding, and featut, de-

struction), the loss of understanding , the loss of ideas,

বুদ্ধিবিনাশক, a. (from বুদ্ধি, the understanding, and fৰনাশক,

destructive), destructive to the understanding.

Thaſe , a. (from af , knowledge, and fa **, possessed of),

intelligent, wise, sagacious.

affat , a. (from , knowledge, and fa, destitute),

destitute of knowledge or understanding, unwise.

afa , s. (from af , knowledge, and f , increase), the in-

crease of knowledge or understanding, the increase of

sagacity, the improvement of intellect.

ufsfas, a. (from f , knowledge, and sofas, except-

ed), knowledge or understanding excepted, intellect o

sagacity excepted .

ৰুদ্ধিব্যতিরেক, s. ( from বুদ্ধি, knowledge, and ব্যতিরেক, an exe

ception), the exception of knowledge or understanding,

the exception of intellect or sagacity.

বুদ্ধিতিরেকে, ad . (loc. case of ৰুদ্ধিৰাতিয়েক), with the excepti

on of knowledge or understanding, with the exception

of intellect or sagacity, without or beside knowledge

or understanding, without or beside intellect or sagaci-

ty.

as , a. (from , understanding, and fou, separa!e),

separate or distinct from the understanding or percep-

tion ; ad, beside knowledge or understanding., a. (from , knowledge, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from knowledge or understanding;, s. (from , knowledge, and g , afallingfrom),

ad. by or through knowledge or understanding.

1 , s. (from , knowledge, and , a display ,

the loss of knowledge or understanding, the loss ofin-

tellect or sagacity.
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afe.

Taavi, •. (from faze, wise), wisdom, knowledge, sagaci-

ty, intelligence.

aftet , s. (from Tax , wisdom, and *** , display),

a display of wisdom or knowledge, a display of sagacity

or intelligence.

বুদ্ধিমাপুকাশক, a. (from বুদ্ধিমত্তা , risdom , and প্রকাশক, dis-

playing), displaying wisdom or knowledge, displaying

intelligence or sagacity.

Tay, s . (from , w.se , wisdom, knowledge, sagaci-

ty, intelligence.

zaxta, a. (from af , knowledge), intelligent, wise, sagaci-

ous, sage.

fa , a. (from , knowledge, and a , a root), originat-

ing or springing from knowledge or understanding, ori-

ginating in or springing from intellect or sagacity.

afsus, a. (from af , knowledge, and F, joined), connect-

ed with knowledge or understanding, connected with

intellect or sagacity, wise, intelligent, sagacious .

afsafes, a. (from 7 , knowledge, and 3f53, destitute), des-

titute of knowledge or understanding, destitute of in-

tellect or sagacity.

af , s. (from af , knowledge, and c≈t¶ obliteration),

the obliteration of knowledge or understanding, the

obliteration of intellect or sagacity.

afaufa, s. from afs, knowledge, and * , purity), the clear-

ness or purity of knowledge or understanding, the clear-

ness of intellect, the correction ofideas. The last mem-

ber is sometimes considered as a rhyme to the first, and

the word then means knowledge and understanding.

afa , a. (from af , knowledge, and 1, empty) , desti-

tute of knowledge or understanding, destitute of intel-

lect or sagacity.

fata , a. (from af , knowledge, and 1, accomplisha-

ble), accomplishable by intellect or knowledge, accom-

plishable by understanding or sagacity.

afasia, a. (from afa , knowledge, and , destitute), desti-

tute of knowledge or understanding, destitute of intel

lect or sagacity.

afias , s. (from afar , destitute of understanding), a

want of understanding.

afts , a. (from T , knowledge, and , a cause), caus-

ed by orarising from knowledge or understanding, caus-

ed by or arising from intellect or sagacity ; ad. from or

because of knowledge or understanding, from or be-

cause of intellect or sagacity.

forta, s. (from zf , knowledge, and g†¤, diminution), the

diminution of wisdom or understanding, the diminuti-

on of intellect or sagacity.

afaxtaæ, ɑ. (from af , knowledge, and gta , diminishing),

diminishing wisdom or understanding, diminishing in-

tellect or sagacity.

, . (from af knowledge, and tf , follow-

ing , corresponding with or following upon knowledge

or understanding, corresponding with or following up-

on intellect or sagacity.

sta, a. (from 7 , knowledge, and fa , follow-

ing), corresponding with or following upon knowledge

or understanding, corresponding with or following up-

on intellect or sagacity.

, ad. (from zf , knowledge, and at , afollow-

ing), according to knowledge or understanding, accord-

ing to intellect or sagacity.

s. (from , an imitative sound, and f , to know),

vesicle , a bubble.

za, s. (from 7 , to know), the planet mercury. (In mytho-

logy) the preceptor ofthe gods.

ZI , s. (from , the planet mercury, and đa, a day),

Wednesday.

TA, v. a. (from ą, to sow) , to sow seed, to weave, to knit.

Tab, s. (from TA, to weave) , the texture of stuffs.

14 , 8. (from 3 , to weave , the weaving of cloth, the qua

lity of the weaving of cloth, the sowing of seed.

TRAUS, s. (from 7 , weaving, and 4 , a machine), a weavনমযণ্ড,

er's loom, a shuttle.

Tafa , s. (from 4 , to weave), the texture of cloth or stuff.

zafași, a. (from 3 , to weare) , weaving, sowing ; s. a weav-

er, a seedsman .

731, r . a. (from 7, to sow) , to cause to sow, to cause to

weave.

te, s (from , t) weare), the texture of cloth or stuff.

zata, 8. from Eat, to cause to sow), the causing of a per-

son to sow seed , the causing of a person to weave ; a.

sowed, woven.

catfași, &. (from 21,

causing to weave.

to cause to sow), causing to sow,

19 , s. (from 31, to weare) , a web.

afata, s. (from e¿‹, a foundation ) , a foundation.

afaght, a. (from d ' , a foundation), fundamental,

, a. (from , a forest), wild, sylvan.

731, s. (from 5, to eat , an appetite for food, bunger.

5faf* , a. (from 751, hunger, and faft , possessed of

possessed of appetite, hungry.

7stfixa, a. (from 75 , hunger, and fat , destitute),

destitute ofappetite, free from hunger,

JSStuF, a. (from 75*1, hunger, and **, joined witk), con.

nected with appetite or hunger, hungry.
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males, a, (from 1swi, appetite, and afks, destitute of),|| sa , u. (from 3 , the foot ofa tree, and si, to stands

destitute of an appetite.

7583. a. (from 5 , hunger, andir, empty), desti-

tute of appetve, tree from hunger.

757kkia, a. (from 51, hunger, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute of appetite , ree from hunger.

7543, a. (from ,to ext), hungry, eager for food.

753, a. (from 33, to eat), hungry, desirous of eating.
་ ་

21, s. (from 7 , to know), a desire to know or compre-

hend.

35f53, a. (from , to know), desired or required to be-

known or comprehended.

7537, a. (from 75, to know), desirous of knowing or com-

prehend g

2 , s. (from
abistion), a bastion, a cable.

Za, s. (from 31 , the thumb) , an inch,' ,

za , s. (from za to dive) , a gimlet.

38, v. a . (from 75 to conceal), to stroke.

287, s. (from zm, to stroke , the stroking of an animal,

zafact, a. (hom z , to stroke), stroking ; s . a person who

strokes.

JAI, v. n. (from , to stroke) , to cause to rub or stroke.

za ,. (from 1 , to cause to stroke), the causing or

ordering of a person to rub or stroke.

ata , s . (from 1, to rub , the causing of a person to

stroke an animal.

zatiast, a. (from ga , to cause to stroke), stroking, fretting,

chating, rubbing.

zara, s. (from Jaly, a species of bird), the name of a species

ofbird by some erroneously called the Nightingale, (La-

nius Emeria, Linn. Turdus Emeria, Carey.) The same

name is also given to Lanius (Turdus) jocosus, also to

Muscicapa Paradisea, and to Cuculus melanoleucos.

zazat, s. (from salg, a particular bird), the name of a

particular bird, ( Turdus jocosus )

, s. (fromza, to abandon), chaff. In botany the husk or

glume of gramineous plants.

15, 8. (from 3 , Nep. the name of a tree) , the name of

a beautiful tree indigenous in Nepala , (Rhododendrum

puniceum .)

T, s. (from T , to take), a wolf, a hyena, the name of an

ornamental tree, ( Sesban grandiflora,) Turpentine.

, s. (from , to take), in anatomy the pancreas.

, s. (from E, to cover) , a tree, a plant.

, s. (from T , a tree, and tg , a shadow ), the sha

dow of a tree.

2 , s. (from TF, a tree, and s , a bottom), the foot of a

tree, the ground at the foot of a tree.

standing or being at the bottom of a tree,

4835zivi, a. (from , the foot of a tree, and tfu ,

staying) , staying or continuing under a tree.

7383, a. (from 3 , thefoot ofa tree, and f , situa-

ted , situated under a tree,

fiata, s. (from , a tree, and fat , a dwelling), a

dwelling in a tree.

fatal, a. (from E, a tree, and frata , dwelling), re-

siding in or inhabiting a tree.

qaatftat, s. (from , a tree, and atfix , an enclosure), ■

grove, a park, a grove belonging to a minister of state.

ata , s. (from F, a tree, and ¤, a dwelling), a habi-

tation in a tree.

, a. (from , a tree, and affan, dwelling), dwelling

in or inhabiting a tree.

, a. (from , a tree, and fats, possessed of), fur

nished with trees.

faxta, a. (from , a tree, and f , destitute), desti

tute of trees.

$27, a. (from F, a tree), woody, abounding with trees,

well wooded.

, a. (from , a tree, and as, destitute), desti-

tute oftrees.

THEE, s. (from 7 , a tree , and T , to grow), the name of

a parasitical plant, (Cymbidum tessalloides ;) a parasiti

cal plant in general.

1 , s . (from , a tree, and , to grow , a parasitical

plant in general. Thename of a particular plant, (Cym

bidium tessalloides .)

IFI, a. (from , a tree, and I, emply), destitute of

trees.

, a. (from F, a tree, and 1, to stand), situated on a

tree.

til, a. (from 4 , a tree, and f , staying) , continu-

ing on a tree.

75f13, a. (from T , a tree, and f , situated), situated on

a tree.

, a. (from , a tree, and a, destitute), destitute of

trees.

3, a. (from , to skreen), chosen, selected, approved,'

served, covered , defended, skreened, enclosed, sur.

rounded.

afs, s. (from ą, to skreen), a selection , choice, approbation,

an appointment, a request, solicitation, a surrounding,

a hedge or fence, an enclosure.

153, a. (from 3, chosen, and to be), become a cho

sen or approved person, defended, surrounded,

Zzazz
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, a. (from ze, to be), been, existed , dead, deceased, round ;

s. a disposition, nature, metre, verse, common practice or

custom, a circle.

250, s. (from 3, a circle, and г , excessive), the sector

of a circle.

to, s. (from , been, and , an end), a circumstance,

a detail of particulars , a report, tidings, intelligence, a

topic, a subject, a tale, a story, a difference, a sort or

kind.

i ), a. (from te, a detail, and , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from a detail of particulars.

gotexias, ad, (loc. case ofTtAr), for a detail of particu-

lars.

to , ɑ. (from t , a detail, and , to know), acquaint-

ed with circumstances or particulars.

31 , s. (from te, a detail, and , one whoknows),

a person who is acquainted with a detail of particu-

lars

E, s. (from Tyte, a detail, and † , knowledge) , a

knowledge ofthe detail of particulars.

zatafafaÿæ, a. (from te, a detail, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from a detail of particulars ; ad.

from or because of a detail of particulars.

Tiffany, ad. (from to, a detail, and f₁fæ³, a cause), for

a detail of particulars.

OT , a. (from te, a detail, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a detail of particulars ; ad.

from or because ofa detail of particulars.

teft, ad. (from te, a detail, and f , without), with-

out a detail of particulars.

বৃত্তান্তব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from বৃত্তান্ত, a detail, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed , a detail of particulars excepted.

zateafalaæ, s. (from te, a detail, and arfsız☎, an ex-

ception), the exception of a detail of particulars.

Tetsufsızıæ, ad. (loc . cose of toufoga), with the ex-

ception of a detail of particulars, without or beside a

detail of particulars.

ztófawa, s. (from ₹3†s, a detail, and fas7, a writing), a

whiten detail , a report.

TII , s. (from ₹318, a detail, and 4, a hearing), the

hearing of a detail of particulars.

zatata , s. (from 38, a detail, and cts, a hearer), a

person who bears a detail of particulars .

tal , a. (from t , a detail, and cI , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a detail of particulars ; ad. from

or because of a detail of particulars,

3, s. (from , to be , a maintenance, wealth, an estate,

a pension, a graut, goods, a livelihood, a means of

maintenance, a profession, a gloss or comment, an ex-

planation, an exposition, a being, a staying, existence.

afeæadæ, a. (from y³, a maintenance, and ₹14, an instru-

ment), accomplished by means of maintenanceor a live-

lihood ; ad. by means of a maintenance or livelihood,

fata , s. (from 3, property, and ca , a cutting , the con-

fiscation of property, a cutting off the means of sup-

port.

fame, a. (from zf , property, and m☎, cutting), cut-

ting of the means of support ; s. a person who confis-

cates the property or takes away the maintenance of

another.

, s . (from 3, a maintenance, and c , a cutting),

the confiscation of any one's goods, the cutting off of

supplies, the withholding of pecuniary support, the re-

suming of a grant.

qoɛit, a. (from property, and câfâ², cutting), cut.

ting offthe means of support, confiscating property.

, a. (from , property and producing), pro-

ducing the means of support, producing a livelihood.

TfIII, a. (from TI, property, and 1, producible , pro.

ducible by or arising from the means of subsistence.

* , ad. (loc. ease of f3571), for the sake of a liveli

hood.

fontol, s. (from af , property, and ħtó ,̟ a giver), a person

who furnishes another with the means of obtaining a

livelihood .

ta, s. (from , property, and at , a giring), the

giving of a maintenance or the means of support to a

person.

font a. (from , property, and atņæ, giving), gire

ing the means of support , giving a livelihood.

atst, a. (from , property, and ¤tfuą, giving), giving

the means of support, giving a livelihood.

tat, ad. (from fe , property, and i , a deor), by or

through a livelihood, by or through property.

att, s. (from 3 , property, and at , destruction), the

destruction or loss of property, a cutting off the means

of support.

fit , a. (from 2f , property, and at , destructive),

destructive to property, cutting off the means of sup-

port.

afafafa , a. (from fe, property, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from the means of support ; ad,

from or because of a livelihood.

foff , ad. (from 7 , property, and fafas, a cause`,

for the sake of a livelihood.

Ifsqms, a, (from TV, property , and x , caused by) , rau
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ed by or arising from a livelihood ; ad. from or be-

cause of a livelihood.

Teas, a. (from , a livelihood, and T , increasing),

increasing the means of a livelihood.

ing upon a stipend or pension, enjoying or living upon

property.

afsus, a. (from , property, and , joined), connected

with a livelihood, possessed of the means of support.

TfIxfxI, a. (from f³, property, and aſx³, destitute), desti-

tute of a livelihood, destitute of the means of support.

, s. (from f , a livelihood, and , an increas-

ing),the increasing of the means of subsistence.

aft , 8. (from 5 , property, and fat , the ordering , s. (from afs, property andcata, obliteration), the

of a thing), the settling of a pension, the assigning of

supplies to a person .

elefant, ad. (from T , property, and fan , without), with-

out or beside a livelihood.

afafaat», 8. (from , property, and fat , destructive),

the destruction or loss of property.

afafant , a. (from fa, property, and fat , destruc-

tive), destructive to property, cutting off the means of

support.

¿fefaat"), a. (from afs, property, and fanta, destructive),

destructive to property, cutting off the means of sup-

port.

efaßte, a. (from af , property, and faft , possessed of),

possessed ofthe means of support.

fat , a. (from 3, property, and fit , destitute), des-

titute of the means of support.

, s. (from , a livelihood, and , increase), the

increase of the means of subsistence.

afsufsfas, a. (from af , property, and affa , except-

ed), the means of support excepted , property excepted .

afsofage, 8. (from afs, property, and wfsiz , an excep-

tion), the exception of property or the means of sup-

port.

fourforate, ad. (loc. case ofaaf ), with the excep-বৃত্তিবা

tion of property or the means of support, without or

beside property or the means of support.

fistats, s. (from 7 , property, and artats, an obstacle) ,

an obstacle to the means of support.

fantataa, a. (from af , property, and zitafuæ, obstruct-

ing) , operating as an obstacle to a person's mainte-

nence.

ভিভিন্ন, a. (from af , a livelihood, and fou, separate), se-

parate or distinct from a livelihood ; ad. beside a live-

lihood.

fasta, s. (from , property, and ct , one who en-

joys), a personwho enjoys property, one who lives on his

means,

asts , s. (from property, and cost, enjoyment), the

enjoying of property, the living upon a stipend .

afacetsit, a. (from , property, and cft , enjoying), liv-

depriving a person of the means of support, the stop-

ping of a person's income.

teft, a. (from f , property, and cafe , obliterating),

depriving a person of the means of support, stopping a

person's income.

¿femzi, a. (from zfs, property, and was, empty) , destitute

ofthe means of support.

zlesia, a. (from zfe, property, and ", destitute), desti-

tute of the means of support.

farge, a. (from afs, property, and ‹ , a cause), caused

by or arising from a livelihood ; ad. from or because of

property or the means of support.

, s. (from , property, and 1 , desire), the desire

of a livelihood, a wish for property.

, a. (from , property, and 5 desirous), desirous of

a livelihood, desirous of property.

TET, a. (from T³, property, and 3 , desirous), desirous

of a livelihood, desirous of property.

, a. (from , a livelihood, and atfi , follow-

ing), corresponding with or following upon the means

of subsistence.

at , follow-ta , a. (from , a livelihood, and

ing), corresponding with or following upon the means

ofsubsistence.

NI, ad. (from , a livelihood, and wats, a follow-

ing), according to the means of subsistence.

Tenas, a. (from f³, a livelihood, and , seeking),

seeking a subsistence ; s. a person who is seeking a

livelihood.

E , s. (from zf , a livelihood, and d, a seeking),

the seeking of a subsistence.

, a. (from 3, a livelihood, and af , seeking),

seeking a subsistence.

IINIE, a. (from f³, a livelihood, and , expecting),

expecting or waiting for a subsistence.

1, s. (from afs, a livelihood, and 1, expecting),

the expectation of a subsistence.

In4F), a. (from 3, a livelihood, and Я , expecting),

expecting or waiting for a subsistence.

Zzz zz 2

femia, 8. (from fe, property, and fata, desire) , a dąż

sire for property, the desire of a livelihood.
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femial, a. (from 3, property, and fifa , desirous), | , s . (from 8, to increase), increase, old age.

desirous of property, desirous of a livelihood.

z , a. (from 3 , a livelihood, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of a subsistence.

, ad. (from , a livelihood, and , an object), for

the purpose of a livelihood .

zو , s. (from E, enlarged, and , a finger), the

thumb, the great toe.

qatkoaæazifanìá, a. (from zatęsa¤afia, flexor pollicis,

and , long) , the name of a muscle which assists in

bending the thumb, (flexor longus pollicis . )

tata , s. (from 3, property, and tatt, desire), adeaf , a. (from that , flexor pollicis,

sire for property, the desire of a livelinocd .

tzte , a. (from 3, property, and tif , desirous) ,

desirous of property, desirous of a livelihood.

zu , ad. (from fa, prep. and af, an object), in vain, to no

purpose, uselessly.

qutu , s. (from 2 , in vain, and u , a word), nonsense,

useless talk.

zuje , s. (from gut , in vain, and t , a walking

about), a gadding about, a loitering about.

autetaal, s. (from aut, in vain, and at , a wish), a vain

wish.

autat , s. (from qu , in vain, and tatt, conversation),

vain or useless talk.

z , a. (from a, to increase), old , enlarged , grown, encreas

ed .

zata, s . (from , old , and at , time), old age, the time

of old age.

11, s. (from 7 , oll), old age, increase, opulence, great-

ness.

ZI, s . (from 7 , old) , old age, increase , opulence , great-

ness.

1 , s. (from 7 , increased, and * , a condition), the

condition of old age, old age.

ata , s. (from 5, large, and ūta , tearing), the name of

a climbing plant, ( Lettsomia nervosa. )

25 tfe, a. (from , large, and af , the navel), having a

prominent navel, pot-bellied .

31 , s. (from , old, and fast , a paternal great

grandfather), a paternal great grandfather's father,

zata , s. (from , old, and aftari, a paternal

great grandmother), a paternal great grandfather's mo-

ther.

asta , s. (from , old, and east , a maternal great

grandfather , a maternal great grandfather's father.

gatta , 8, (from a, old, and gatstal, a maternal

great grandmother,, a maternal great grandfather's mo

ther.

, s. (from 7 , extended, and , a thread , a seed

which is furnished with a pappus or down, the down

ofseeds floating in the air, the threads of spiders flvat-

ing in the air,

and 5 , short), the name of a muscle which assists in-

bending the thumb, flexor brevis pollicis .)

tatt, a . (from , the thumb, and af ,

bending , bending the thumb ; s. in anatomy the name

of a muscle which is employed in bending the thumb,

(flexor pollicis, )

zatofautias , a. (from

thumb, and

fata , extending the

small) , the name of a muscle which

assists in moving the thumb, (extensor minor pollicis.)

বৃদ্ধাঙ্গন্তবিস্তারকবৃহৎ, a. (from বৃদ্ধাও বিস্তারক; extending the

thumb, and a great), the name of a muscle which

assists in moving the thumb, (extensor major pollicis .)

, a. (from 1 , the thumb, and aters;

drawing back), the name of the muscle which is em

ployed in drawing back the thumb, ' abductor pollicis.)

dani , a. (from tЯ , abductor pollicis,

aud , long), the name of a muscle which is employ-

ed in moving the thumb, (abductor pollicis longus . )

. (from , abductor pollicis,··

and , short), the name of a muscle which is employ.

ed in moving the thumb, (abductor pollicis brevis.)

Watzat, 8. (from 3 , old, and i , a state), a state of old age. -

, s . (from . to increase) , increase, growth, preferment,

prosperity,success, consequence, promotion, theincrease

of wealth, the extension of power, the increase of reve-

nue, interest on money or goods, the enlargement of

the scrotum from hydrocele or any other morbid affec

tion, the increase of the digits of the sun or moon. This

word when constructed with 5 , to desire, and ‹ º, to

endeavour, means to aspire; when with , to do, it means

to promote, to enlarge a thing, to promote any one's

interests ; with , to obtain, it means to flourish to suc

ceed, to improve, to increase.

afa, a. (from , increase, and , to do), growing, pro

moting growth, yielding interest or increase,

, a. (from , increase, and ₹74, an instrument),

effected by prosperity or increase, effected by inter-

est ; ad. by means of prosperity or increase, by means

of interest.

feta , a. (from , increase, and at , doing , grow-

ing, promoting growth, yielding interest or increase,
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বুদ্ধি,

, a (from , increaee, and affaz, doing), grow-

ing, promoting growth.

afsusē, a. (from , increase, and 7 , producing), pro-

ducing prosperity or increase, producing interest.

571, a. (from , increase, and 71, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from prosperity or increase, pro-

ducible by or arising from interest.

star, ad. (loc. case of 1), for the sake of prospe

rity or increase, for interest.

fanta , ad. (from af , increase, and at , a door) , by or

through prosperity or increase, by or through interest.

*, s. (from , increase, and af , destruction), the

destruction or loss of prosperity or increase, the loss of

interest.

fat , a. (from , i cr ase, and at , destructive),

destructive to prosperity or increase, causing the loss

of interest.

, a. (from , increase, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to increase, causing interest to

cease.

afafata , a . (from , increase, and faxia , preventing),

resisting or preventiug increase or interest.

zafatad, s. (from , increase, and fiɩtad, a prevent-

ing), the resisting or preventing of increase or interest.

fa , s. (from , increase, and fa , cess tion), the

cessation of interest or increase, the prevention of in-

terest or increase.

fas , a. (from , increase, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from prosperity or increase ; ad.

from or because ofprosperity or increase.

zats, ad. (from fe, increase, and ffs, a cause , for

interest, for increase .

fa, a. (from , increase, andaf ,

Taffy, a. (from

aft.

, increase, and fa , possessed of

prosperous , improved , grown , increased .

বৃদ্ধিবিশেষ,fafaa, s. (from , increase, and fat , a particular

kind), a special interest, a particular increase, a parti-

cular rate of interest.

affari , a. (from , increase, and fata, destitute), free

from interest, destitute of increase.

ufs , a. (from , increase, and afsta , excepted),

prosperity or increase excepted , interest excepted.

faufs , s. (from , increase, and arfta , an excepti

on), the exception of prosperity or increase, the excep◄

tion of interest.

affone ad loc. cas of fufs , with the excep

tion of prosperity or increase, with the exception ofin

terest, without or beside prosperity or increase, with

out interest.

fats, s . (from af , increase, and artats, an obstacles

an obstacle to prosperity or increase, an obstacle to im

provement.

afatets , a. (from , increase, and artats , obstruct

ing), operating as an obstacle to prosperity or increase.

affea, a. (from , increase, and fsu, separate), separate

or distinct from interest or increase ; ad. beside intere

est, beside increase,

afata, s . (from fa , interest, and at , mere), the mere in

terest ofmoney or goods.

বুদ্ধিমাত্র।পাকরণার্থ, a. (from বৃদ্ধিnt , mere interest, অাকরণ;"

a paying, and , an object), having the mere paying

of the interest as its object.

, a . (from , increase, and , a root), origi

nating from prosperity or increase, originating in in-

terest.

before), preceded , a. (from , increase, and 4 , joined), connected

with prosperity or increase, connected with interest,

bearing interest, prosperous.

by or arising from interest or increase ; ad. by or

through interest or increase.

afegfoane, a. (from ₹5, increase, and a , hindering),

obstructing or hindering prosperity or increase.

agata, s . (from , interest, and at , proofs), the rate

of interest.

23, a . (from , increase, and 445, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from prosperity or increase ; ad. from

or because ofprosperity or increase .

afsáæ, a . (from , increase , and T , increasing), in-

creasing the interest, increasing the increase.

, s. (from in reas , and 77, increase), the in-

creasing ofinterest or increase.

ft, ad. from za increase , and fat , without) , with

out or beside prosperity or increase, without interest.

af , a (from a, increase, and 3f53, destitute) , desti- '

tute ofprosperity or increase, destitute ofimprovement,

free from interest.

xa , a . (from , increase, and T, empty), destitute

of prosperity or increase, destitute of improvement,

free from interest.

ta, s . (from , interest, and c , a remainder) , a re.

mainder of interest, a balance of interest.

ta, s. (from , increase, and , an offering to de-

parted ancestors) , an offering made to departed ances-

tors on the occasion of a religious ceremony which

advances the person in life, such as his investiture with

the sacred thread, his marriage, or the like.
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18181, ɑ. (from af , increase, and (ra, a cause), cause

ed by or arising from prosperity or increase ; ad, from

or because of prosperity or increase.

Zat , s. (from , increase, and 1 , desire), a desire for

prosperity or increase, a desire for interest.

za , a. (from zf , increase, and F , desirous), desirous

of prosperity or increase, desirous of interest.

zika, a. (from f≈, increase, and 3 , desirous , desirous

of prosperity or increase, desirous of interest.

, s. (from , old, and 8 , instruction), the

advice or doctrine ofthe ancients, the counsel of old

men.

zamautot, a. (from afa, increase, and
f , following),

corresponding with or following upon interest or in-

crease.

tf , following),
stat, a. (from , increase, and

corresponding with or following upon interest or in-

crease.

antia, ad. (from , increase, and want , a follow-

ing), according to the interest or increase.

, exp eting),
, . (from , increase, and

expecting interest, expecting increase or prosperity,

1, s. (from , increase, and F', expectation),

an expectation of interest, an expectation of increase

or prosperity.

, a. (fromaf , increase, and
expecting), ex-

pecting interest, expecting increase or prosperity.

Tifai , s. (from f , increase, and afsata, desire), a de-

sire for prosperity or increase, a desire for interest,

zarata , a. (from increase, and fat , desirous),

desirous of prosperity or increase, desirous of interest.

nf, a. (from af , interest, and , an object), having the

interest upon money or goods as its object.

z , a. (from , increase, and af , desirous), desir-

ing interest, desiring increase or prosperity.

taigi, s. (from , increase, and art , desire), a de-

sire for prósperity or increase, a desire for interest.

te , a . (from af , increase, and atat , desirous),

ambitious, aspiring.

zutzia, s. (from fa, interest, and state, a living upon),

an usurer.

z , a. (from , increase, and safe , living on),

living on interest, living by usury.

7 , 8. (from 7 to skreen or cover), a stalk, a footstalk or

petiole, a peduncle, a nipple.

zes , a. (from 3, a footstalk, aud gf , a knot), joint-

edly, with apparent joints in the common footstalk

(articulate. )

fal.

iss, (from 8, a footstalk, and as a point), a pedicel

or partial footstalk to a flower.

7 , s. (from , to skreen , a multitude, an assemblage, a

congregation, a heap.

zt , s. (from , a multitude), a god, an immortal, a

chief, the leader of a herd or multitude ; a. handsome,

agreeable , pleasing, reputable, respectable, eminent,

best, excellent, chief.

1. a. (from a, to please , a thousand millions.

af s. (from 3 , to cut), a scorpion, the sign scorpio, a

hairy caterpillar, a centiped.

za, 8. (from Ta, to be great), a bull, the sign Taurus , vir

tue, moral merit, a strong man ; a . excellent, eminent,

best; it has the force of an adjective only when employ-

ed as the last member of a compound.

, s. (from , to sprinkle , a bull. When this word is

used as the last member of a compound word it means

excellent, pre-eminent, best.

, A. (from 4 , virtue, and wi, to take), a shoodra.

, . (from , a sheodra), a female shoodra, a girl

Ive years old in whom menstruation has commenc

and who is unmarried , the mother of a still born

chi'd, a barren woman.

* . s . (from a , a female shoodra, and fs, a lord),

the husband of a female shoodra.

, s. (from , a bull, and set, an offering), the

making an oblation of a bull on the day of offering the

sacrifice to ancestors, these bulls are let loose and con-

sidered by the Hindoos as sacred.

from , to ooze) , rain , a shower. Constructed with

, to be, or 5, tofall, this word means to rain.

afas , a. (from af , rain, and 4, an instrument), done

by the instrumentality of rain ; ad. by means of rain;

ts, s. (from f , rain, and t , time), the rainy sea

son.

, a. (from . rain, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from rain.

afar, ad. (loc. case of far), for the purpose ofrain.

fat , ad. (from fx, rain, and t , a door), by of

through rain.

fas , a. (from

by or arising from

affaf , ad. (from

, rain, and fafa , a cause), caused

rain ; ad, from or because of rain.

f , rain, and fafis, a cause), for the

purpose of rain.

us, a . (from , rain, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from rain ; ad. from or because ofrain.

1, ad. (from TV, rain, and f₹71, without), without

rain, beside rain,
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Hvufifty, á. (from Tfs, rain, and wfufa , excepted), rain || asan, a. (from și, priv. and Jis, understanding), igno-

excepted.

Tvafetyæ, s. (from fx, rain, and fix , an exception),

the exception of rain.

affat , ad. (loc. case of fo ) , with the excep

tion of rain, without rain, beside rain.

IgE, a. (from afv, rain, and (1 , a cause), caused by.

or arising from rain ; ad. from or because of rain .

œada, a. (from , great, and wata, a body), gigantic,

large-bodied.

a. (from , to be great), great, large, important, mag-

nificent.

, s. (from , great), the name of a particular mea-

sure of verse, the name of a species of plant, (Solanum

hirsutum.)

geaty, a. (from qx , large, and aty, a body), gigantic.

Teafs, s. (fromবৃহৎ

lent; pot-bellied .

eats , a. (from

, great, and af , the flanks), corpu-

et , large leaf, and st, an end),

Iyrate, having the terminal leaflet the longest, (lyra-

tum.)

geñ³¹, s. (from axe, great, and ₹31, afurrow), in ana-

tomy the name of a particular part of the body, (Fossa

magna.)

Haf , s. (from q , great, and fa, a bʊne) , in anatomy

the name of one of the bones of the wrist magnun . )

ধৄতদুক্তাবাহকসাড়ী, s. (from বৃহৎ, great, and রক্তাবাহকনাড়ী, ও

vein , in anatomy the name ofa particular blood vessel,

(Vena magna..)

fr. s. (from , great, and af , the brain), in ana-

tomy the Cerebrum .

qafor+mtezcan , s. (from gaf , the cerebrum; and

test, a posterior ligament), in anatomy the name

of one of the ligaments of the brain, (Commissura pos-

terior cerebri .)

zxafoxq?:4aad, s. (from
afar , the cerebrum, and

: , an anterior ligament ), in anatomy the name

of one ofthe ligaments of the brain, (Commissura ante-

rior cerebri.)

ta , s. (from
fx, the cerebrum, and t , a

branch), in anatomy the name of a part of the brain,

(Crura cerebri.)

If³, 8. (from T , great , and f³, a lord), the planet Ju-

piter. In mythology the preceptor of the gods.

zeyfaata, s. (from 5³,jupiter, and xtx , a day) , Thurs-

day.

cart, a. (from St, priv, and AS, a blemish), faultless ,

free from blemish,

rant, inexpert, foolish.

car, a. (from , priv. and 599, wisdom), ignorant,

inexpert, foolish.

(raamì, s. (from ‚” , destitute ofunderstanding), a

want or defect ofknowledge or un derstanding.

crunte, ad. (from st, priv, and

out enmity orhatred .

lds, enmity), with

cant , ad. (from g , priv. and f , a court), with--

out a court ofjustice, unjustly.

(anta³), s . (from lege, unjust), injustice, illegality.

caœnata, ad. (fromS, priv, and “ …³l, regret) , with-

out regret or sorrow.

catz , ad. (from S, prio. and lys, the chair on an

elephant's back , without the chair or howda.

বেসরজী , s. ( from
يبيضرع

, prir. and º, requested), th☛

absence of a request, a not being requested.

(15 ), a. (from , pri¨. and xi „Ã¤, a salary ), destitute

of a stipend or salary, destitute of daily pay or subsis

tence money.

cast , a. (from , priv. and , a law , without law,27,

unjust, lawless.

( 1 , s. (from e , unjust), injustice, lawlessness,

disregard to the law.

cate, a from

of posterity.

يب
priv. and 1, posterity), destitute

castsa, a. (from priv. andbo, essence), without es--

sences or oils.

inيبماجناcastata, a. (from priv . and lil, a termination), iaj-

terminable, endless ; ad. without end.

cantatai, s. (from plși)

terminableness.

without end), endlessness, in--

canthe, a. (from ș, priv. and Ja , a number), not calcu

lated , not numbered;

cesta, a. (from , priv. and , politeness), rude,

impudent, presumptuous.

cata , a (from ride), rudeness, impudence,

presumption.

يب

বেআাদল , a . ( from priv. and Je, just), lawless, unjust.

(catat?, a: (from S², priv. and f ♪l, payment), unpaid, not

discharged.

يب

tats , s. (from gis , unpaid), a not being paid or dis

charged.

catata, a. (from ; priv, and jil, a guess); immoderate,

(astmtat, 8. (from jla ?, immoderate), a want of mo--

deration.

cat , a. (from prio. and By , the out side of a gar--
s ,
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ment), destitute of the out side, having only the lining

left.

²,tz , a. (from priv. and , honour), dishonourable,

mean, base.

Cutata, a. (from ș), priv, and Sly , cultivation), uncultiva-

ted, not inhabited, not settled with inhabitants.

(zsteinì, & Yfrom diy , uncultivated), an uncultivated . or

wilderness state.

€2512914), s . (from gå, priv. and is , importation , not

imported or arrived, not obtained or gained .

(antza, a. (from&, prin. and Jys, an action), without ac-

tion or operation, without work or practice, impracti-

cable,

stant, s. (from

( 2172, ad. (from

يبر

ي

impracticable), impracticability.

prie and lol, a deposit), with-

out a deposit or pledge.

catatas), s. (from Silos , without a deposit), the being

without a deposit or pledge.

caña, a. (from 5 priv. and øl, a commissioner), des-

titute of a trustee or commissioner, destitute of an um-

pire or arbitrator.

tatal, s. (from pla , out of time), a being out of time

or season.

‹ ¤†35, a. (from «º. prir, and ºº, a request), not petiti-

oned for, not requested .

cautata, a . (from ¿ , priv. and p' ' , ease), unhealthy, sick,
ill,

uneasy.

atzia), s. (from phi , sick) , sickness , a disease.

যেঅংশনী, ad. (from ,priv. and A , friendship , without

friendship or acquaintance.

1 , a. (from , priv. and , goods) , destitute

of goods or chattels.

wata , ad. (from , priv. and J , origin ), without ori-

gin or foundation .

tata, a. (from , priv. and l , convenient) , incon-

venient, incommodious, not easy.

ta , ad. (from , priv. and as, a staff), without a

stick or staff.

capta, u. (from 5, priv. and Jol, a state), wretched,

unprosperous.

বেইসডিয়ার,pussyte, a. (from priv . and laz , authority), in-
يب

cautious, imprudent, unprovident.

cağa{syta), s. (fromjl25, imprudent) , imprudence.

caRazi , ad. (from .priv.and Myși, a compendium , with-
বেইজনাল,

gơ,

out a synopsis or abridgment; a. not abridged, not

abstracted, not put together, not united.

ezzzztat, s. (from ly , not abridged), a not being

abridged, a not being put together.

rai

cagatai, n. (from priv. and 8l , a farm), destitute of

farms, not farmed, destitute of privilege, not sold or

let, destitute of income.

cs[súté, a, 'from priv. and Sli , equality), thought,

less , unfriendly, disunited.

cafexta , s. (from Flis),

ness,

يبد
thoughtless), thoughtless

gta, a . (from —², prio. and pleil, suspicion), not sus-

pected, not accused.

(zgalmata, a. (from &, priv, and Sk¹), a decision), un

decided, not terminated, not divided or separated.

cæfzatæ, a. (from 5, priv, and tail, justice , unjust, not

equitable.

cagantœ), s. (from Bail , unjust), injustice, iniquity.

(zgafexta, ad. (from 5, priv. and old, an examinati,

on), without an examination or trial..

afstal, s. (from lasJ

the want of an examination or trial,

يب
without examination),

cağ¤ta, a. (from st, priv, and Oly.', faith), irreligious,

unconscionable.

cazatal, s. (from ☺ly , irreligious ), a want of religion.

agata, a. (from eg, priv. and I wil,a mission), not sent,

not dispatched.

যেইশতেহার,
cd×¿oxtx, a. (from ¿?, priv. and , publication), not

made public, not advertized.

carmostat, s. (from ¸¹‚ä‚Â¼¿ , not made public), a not be-

ing published or advertized.

cagata, ad. (from

a witness.

st, priv. and al , a witness), without

(Azfari, a. (from A. priv. and ¿½Ã…), renouncing), not re-

Inquishing or renouncing, not paying or receiving a

debt, not satisfying.

cass , s. (from c . a fence, and Яt*t, a bamboo), the

name of a wild thorny species of bamboo, (Bambusa

spinosa.)

(ISHA, ad, (from º, priv. and J,,, acquisition), with-

out acquisition, without obtaining.

sm , s. (from J , not acquired), the not having ac-

quired or obtained a thing.

(₹235, a. (from <*, priv. and 5º, an exchange), desti-

tute of a recompence or reward, destitute of a substi-

tute ; ad. without a substitute,

( 435), a. (from ° , without a substitute), the being

without a substitute or exchange.

caccat?, ad. (from ?, priv. andj'jöl, a promise), with-

out a promise or agreement, not engaged by promise.

aaæxtai, s. (from jij” , not engaged), a state of freedom

from engagement bypromise,

يب
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mafani, a. (from ș, priv. and 8 , faith), unbelieving.

(Tagety, a. (from priv. and , faith) , unbelieving.

eagatЯ, 8, (from jää_ , unbel.eving) , faithlessness , in-

credulity.

8.

(743ata, a. (from <_², priv. and plyšt, perfection), imper- ||

fect, incompleat , not finished.

:Imi, a. (from " , priv. and EM ', knowledge), un-

known.

« satae, a. (from
?, prio. and Cylye, a building), desti-

tute of houses or public buildings.

caaatas), 8. (from ~ , destitute ofhouses) , a want

of houses or public buildings.

বেএরদি।, a. (from , priv. and ♪ , desire), indifferent, not

eager.

camata, a. (from și, priv. and , clothing) , destitute

of clothing.

ezaatæt, a. (from s!, priv. and ze, relation) , unconnect-

ed with, not relating to.

ANMI, a. (from ², priv. and pls, science), ignorant, des-

titute of science.

বেএস্তেমাল, a. (from prio. andJ. , a custom) , not acيب

customed to, not in the practice of, not acquired .

(73☎I, a (from∞, priv. and 9, dignity), dishonoura-

ble, destitute of name or character.

«zaaz), 8. (from , want ofcharacter), the want of re-

putation or character.

35, la. (from st, priv. and 99 , time), untimely, prema-

ture.

as , a. (from . prie. and 9 , weight) , unweighed,

unmeasurable.

(Asmā}, s. (from ☺jig, unweighed , the state of things

which have not been weighed or measured.

(ESIT, a Cʻrom .priv. aude, anexcuse), inexcusable,

<1937, a. (from ², priv. and , a country), destitute of

a country, foreign.

(73cm, 8. (from ¿k , destitute ofa country), the having

no country, a foreigner.

FITT, ɑ. (from
يب
. priv. and 35 , a leaf of a book), not in

leaves or cards.

31, s. (from faagd, a detail), a detail ofparticulars, a cir-

cumstance, a report, a recital, a nariation,

Sat , a. (from

unsuspected .

يب

. priv. and , a doubt), undoubted ,

Я , a. (from , priv. and , doubt), doubt-

less ; ad. without doubt or hesitation, without scruple

or perplexity.

9 , a. (from st, priv, and Slim , a teacher), destitute of

a teacher ; ad. without a teacher.

কে

( 3 ), 8. (from dust, without a teacher), thebeing

without a teacher.

cs , v. n. (from fa , prep. and , to go), to be wrenched

or sprained.

57 ,
<å357, 8. ( from (485, to be wrenched), a being wrenched

or sprained.

css , s . (from 85 , to be wrenched) , a wrench or sprain ;

v. a . to wrench or sprain,

33, v. a. (from fa, prep. and e, an end) , to shape, to cut

out cloth for the purpose of making garments .

(₹33, s. (from fɛ, prep. and wʊ, an end) , a shape, the cut

of a garment, a manner, a method , a kind, a sort.

c7339, a . (from cžз3, a manner) , large , extensive. This word

is used as the adjective of the large kind of fishing net

used in the Ganges .

że v. n. from , to be crooked), to bow, to warp, to be-

come crooked, to be askew, to be awry.

cixa, 8. (from zæ, to be crooked , the becoming warped,

a becoming crooked or awry.

cīši, v . a. (from ◄ , to be crooked , to bend, to make cur-

ved or crooked ; a . crooked, awry, askew, warped.

cat341, s. (from cat , to bend), the bending or making ofa

thing crooked.

catitși, a. (from ci☎ ' , crooked, and ctyl , crooked), crook-

ed, bent, askew, warped .

cata, s . (from c , to bead), the bending or making ofa

thing crooked .

fan , a. (from cat , to bend), bending, making things

crooked.

căētīt, s. (from it, to bend), the bending of a thing,

curvature.

cat , a. (from 1 , crooked, and 1 , afoot) , bandy-legged.

, s. (from ta , to be crooked), the being or becoming

crooked or curved .

c , s . (from , seed), a shoot, a sprout, a small pustule

near a larger one, a diminutive person or thing, an icką

neumon.

cit , a , (from as a darf), dwarf, short.

city, a. (from 8, tailless), tailless.

cz@a¤, a. (from _s?, priv. and , confinement), uncon-

fined, unrestrained, irregular.

4 , s. (from , unconfined), freedom from restraint.

( 4 , a. (from priv, and , intoxication), sober.

eza ), s. (froms , sober) , sobriety.

বেকতার,

*

caæste, a. (from ?, prid. and , a row), not in a right

line, not in rows or ranks.

AI, a, (from , priv. and , contruction), free from

Aaaaaa

يبو

confinement or restraint.
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(<4-1.

æææra?, s . (from jå ”, free from restraint), freedom

from confinement or restraint, liberty.

(বফল,
يب

, a. (from priv. and J , acknowled
gment

), not

acknowled
ged

or consented.

auza), s. (from J, 9 , not acknowledged), a want of

consent or acknowledgment.

«æ¤, a . (from , priv, and 5 , deficient), accurate, entire,

compleat.

বেকরার,czæxt?, a. (from −st, priv . and , a promise) , restless ,

unsettled , inconstant, fickle, variable.

..

restal, 8. (from , restless), restlessness, unsettled-

ness , inconstancy, fickleness, instability, variableness .

, ad. (from gă ,priv. and ™ , a mach ne), out of order ;

a. restless .

বেকল,

( m), s. (from , bark), the riud of a fruit, au integu-

ment, peel.

বেহুলাই, a . (from ², priv. and¿Å¹Ï, the tinning of a pot ),

untinned.

কেসব,
يبر

(ITAT, a. (from¿t, priv. and , trade), destitute of

atrade or profession.

( FHT, a. (from !› priv, and p…”, an oath), free from

oaths ; ad. without an oath.

cææatafa, s. (from ¿?, priv, and ALS, a pulling), free

from pulling or attraction.

يبر

কের, a. ( from priv. and159, afalling short) , fault-

less, innocent, not failing, not falling short ; ad. without

fail, compleatly, entirely.

canal, 8. (from ) , faultless) , faultlesssness , inno-

cence, unfailin guess. "

« Txa̸, a . (from ¿?, priv. and ɲą”, indignation) , free from

wrath or severity, free from vengeance,

বেক
يب

poŸ,cata¤, a. ( fromœ, priv. and , steadfast), not stead-

fast, not fixed .

catat, s. (from ¿l st, not steadfast), a want of steadfast.

ness or settlement.

caataa, ad. (from g, priv. and 5, a rule), without

rule or law ; a. anomalous .

cantaal, s. (from ☺Nä

law.

without rule), a want of rule or

,وبا a. (from și, priv. and9:Ÿ”, controul , secure against

surprize or attack ; ad. without restraint, out of one's

power.

catgūt, a. (from ș, priv. and 8 , order), unarranged ,

irregular, disorderly.

caata, ɑ. (from ☞ priv. and , work), de stitute of em-

ployment.

caataa̸a, a. (from &, priv . and l¿l , busine:s), destitute

ofbusiness or employment.

15

TU.

caætaatai, s. (from gly destitute of business) , a beingيب

destitute of business or employment.

catat, s (from

employment.

aferte, ad. (from

gain, scarce.

يبر
destitute ofemployment), a want of

prie, and , ple
nty

), with
out

cafaœtya), s. (from ☺ , without gain), a want of gain

or sufficiency.

বেকিস্মাৎ , a. (from

no value.

st,prio, and ♬̧ ³, price) , worthless, of

cafææst, s. (fromCuts worthless ), worthlessness .

বেকিসমৎ , a. (from ¿?, priv. and☺ö, fate), destitute of

good fortune, unlucky.

يب,

(zfxfs, a. (from ș', priv. and ↳…”, an instalment), not

agreed to be paid by instalments.

ت
¿ææge, a. (from ¿ , priv. and ,³, power), destitute of

power or strength , weak,

36
, a. (from priv, and J , a lock), destitute of

locks or bolts.

(Næſs!), a. (from ¿?, priv . and

বেকের

9, a quarrel), free

from wrangling or quarrels.

cacæptae, a. (from și, priv. and el , magnificence),

destitute of magnificence or generosity, destitute of

miracles.

caraatast, s. (from Colt, destitute ofmagnificence), a

want of magnificence or generosity.

@axatș1 , ad. (from ș , priv. and af , hire), without-hire ;

a. destitute of hire.

atafrgs, ɑ. (from 5 , priv. and S, a statement), des-

titute of a statement or account.

(ata[œÿ¾), 8. (fromMs, destitute of a statemɛnt) , the

want of a statement or account, the want ofa detail.

caræta☎, a. (from și, priv. and Ś, aid), destitute of assis-

tance.

( @la, a . (from ², priv . and J, ï, a promise), faithless, per-

fidious .

cat , ad. (from și priv. and hs, a letter), without a letter

or writting ; a . beardless.

(7N371, a. (from ș, priv. and 8、ks, danger), free from

danger, secure,

(74³ , s . (from b

writing or letter.

يبر

without a writing), the want ofa

(TATI, a. from și, priv. and , news), incautious, impru

dent, unintentional, inadvertent.

يب
cemagniy, a. (from

priv. and , cautious) , incauti

ous, imprudent, unintentional, inadvertent.

czarzutzt, s. (fromglass, incutious), a want ofcauti
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Tratt.

on or prudence, heedlessness, imprudence, inattention ,

inadvertency.

ARN, 8. (from J , incautious , a want of caution or

prudence, heedlessuess, imprudence, inattention, inad-

vertency.

wang, a. (from st, prir, and Ay , leaven), unleaven ed.-

cas , a. (from , priv. and , expence , free from

expence ; ad . without expence,

caufan, ad. (from ?, priv. and ɔ , purchase) , without

purchase.

caufant , s . (from A , without purchase) , a being free

or without purchase.

Kama, ad. (from S, priv, and Jls, damage), without dam-

age or injury; without detriment.

taat, s. (from Ms , free from detriment) , a freedom

from detriment or injury.

tata , a. (from , priv . and xils, treasure), poor,

free from rent or taxes.

guifsa, a. (fromst , priv. and ls, the heart), disinclin-

ed, having no heart for, destitute of propensity or

choice.

collected inعمجرطاخprio andيب

artfont, s. (from bls , disinclined), a want of inclinati-

on or propensity.

gatfigni, a. (from , priv. and

mind), not tranquil or collected , not contented .

Els, satisfied), dis-catlanta, a. (from ș, priv. and

satisfied, not encouraged.

rearifant:1, s. (from jlbs , dissatisfied), dissatisfacti-

on, a want of encouragement.

cuffan, a. (from , priv. and, Dials,
, priv. and, dils, a lord), destitute

of a lord or master,

watfant, s. (from si , destitute of a lord), the being

without a lord or master.

Rattata, a. (from st, priv. and C ,freedom), not free,

enslaved.

ata , s. (from sols, , not free , the want of deli-

verance or freedom, the want of redemption,

gzzagine, a. (from ṣt, priv. and Cila→, perfully), free from

perfidiousness , not embezzling.

ta ), s. (from it,freefrom perfidiousness), a

freedom from perfidiousness , honesty.

caruntas, ad, (from st. priv. and lus, loss), without loss

or damage, without devastation.

gugatzst, s. (from without damage) , the ab-

sence of loss or damage.

cat , ad. (from et, priv, and , self), beside one's self,

in an extacy.

ce.

cautai, s. (from dest, beside one's self), an extacy, a rap-

ture .

cartats, a. (from F, priv. and S18,food) , destitute of

food,

cautatal, s. (from Il , destitute offood), a want of

food .

cautatzat, s. (from Dolŵ355 , without flattery), a neg-

lect of flattery or praise.

যেখোসামোদ,carat¬trata, ad (from , priv. and el , flattery), '

without flattery.

cast, s. (from as , to go), haste, celerity, velocity, swiftness,

rapidity, force, speed, impetuosity, an impetus.

(astatal, s. (from ¿ , without a witness), the being
ي

without a witness.

casta , a. (from cast, velocity, and , to do), acting hastily,

swift, exercising swiftness, causing swiftness .

cast , a. (from cast , velocity, and , producing ) , pro-

ducing speed or velocity.

(astña , a. (from cast, velocity, and 571, producible), produ

cible by or arising from swiftness or velocity.

cast5151, ad. (loc, case ofcas ), for swiftness or velocity.

casti, a. (from faxta, a change) , spoiled , faulty.

cast , s . (from cast, haste), haste, celerity, impetuosity.'

castata , a (from cast , swiftness, and at , holding), hold-

ing or restraining swiftness or velocity.

cast , s. (from cast, swiftness, and 4, a holding) , the

holding or restraining of swiftness or velocity.

castata , a. (from cast, swiftness, and af , holding), hold-

ing or restraining swiftness or velocity.

castfage, a. ( from cast, velocity, and fa , causing to

cease , putting a stop to swiftness or velocity.

castfata , a. (from cast, velocity, and fata , preventing),

resisting or preventing swiftness or velocity.

castiga, s. (from cast , velocity, and fata , a prevent-

ing) , the resisting or preventing ofswiftness or veloci-

ty.

casfia , s. (from cast, velocity, and fa , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of swiftness or velocity.

(astfafaze, a. (from cast , velocity, and faf , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from swiftuess or velocity ; ad. from or

because of swiftness or velocity.

castfafa , ad. (from cast, velocity, and fafas, a cause), for

swiftness or velocity.

cs , a from cast, velocity, and , before). preceded

by or arising from swiftness or velocity ; ad by or

through swiftness or velocity.

st , a (from cast, velocity, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from swiftness or velocity.

Aaaaaa2
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•

i

cast.

casta
, d. (from

cast, velocity
, and e, increasing

), acce-

lerating

, increasing

swiftness

or velocity

.

casta
, a. (from

cast, velocity

, and z , an increasing

), ac-

celeration

, the increasing

ofswiftness

or velocity

.

castatą
, a. (from

cast, swiftness

) , swift
, active

, impetuous

.

casfaat
, ad. (from

cest, velocity
, and [171, without

), without

or beside swiftness or velocity.

castfaf , a. (from cst, celerity, and fif , possessed of),

swift , speedy, violent, impetuous,

castfæða, a. (from cast, velocity , and fiìa, destitute) , desti-

tute of swiftness or velocity, sluggish, slow, inert.

exstafa, a. (from cast, velocity, and If , increase), the in-

crease of swiftness or velocity , acceleration.

castarfafas, a. (from cast, velocity, and arffas, excepted),

swiftness or velocity excepted .

casafsızæ, s. (from cast, velocity, and ifзize , an excepti-

on , the exception of swiftness or velocity.

sofagie, ad. (loc . case of castarfs , with the excep-

tion of swiftness of velocity , without or beside swift-

ness or velocity.

cassa, a. (from cast, velocity, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from swiftness or velocity, beside swiftness

or velocity.

czx¤ , a. (from și, priv. and pẻ, anxiety), free from care ;

s. a princess.

AstæF ɑ. (from cast , celerity, and ¶F, joined to), connected

with speed or swiftness, swift, speedy, fleet, violent,

impetuous.

st , ed. (from , without), without, except,

cast , a. (from , priv. and ‚è, a design,, indepen-
বেগরজ, ضرغ,

dent, disinterested , indifferent.

ضر
رغيبد independent), independence, dis-sta , s . (from

interestedness, indifference.

Cast

custītāj, a. (from ‹ st , celerity, and t , empty), destitute

of swiftness or speed, slow, dull , inactive.

cassia, a. (from cast, celerity , and , destitute), destitute

of swiftness or speed , slow, dull, inactive.

st , a. (from cast, velocity, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from swiftness or velocity ; ad. from or be

cause of swiftness or velocity.

zslat , a. (from xi , strange), unknown, not related to,

not domestic, foreign.

castifœm, a. (from¿, priv. and Jilė, negligent), not negli.

gent.

castíœal, s. (from Jil ?, not negligent , freedom from

negligence, diligence.

castta, a. (from faf , the impressing ofa person), impress-

ed into service. Constructed with , to seize, this word

means to impress.

castaì, s. (from casta, impressed), the impressing or for

cing a person to labour.

casit, a. (from cast, swiftness), swift, impetuous.

(A87, s. (from 7, an egg apple), the egg plant, the fruit

of the egg plant, (Solanum Melongena. )

(1871, a. (from ș , priv. and lis, crime), faultless, sio-

less.

cagataia, a. (from și, prio. and ¿ ziś,priv. and , sinful), faultless,

sinless.

casatstāt, s. (from Meiss , faultless), a freedom from

crime or punishment.

cz8«tataa,s. (from cast , belonging to the egg apple, and

a , a colour), a purple colour.

|| catsila, a. (from¿, priv. and¸š, medi ! ation) , inconsider-ș,

ate, inadvertent ; ad, without reflection.

cafist?, a. (from și, priv. and ¿lÃ³¿5, a captive), free, not

taken captive.

s. (from list, free), freedom, liberty, free-

dom from captivity.

custafx3, a. (from cast, celerity, and ? ¥5, destitute), desti-'|| ca , s. (from ‚lï³‚¸

tute of swiftness or speed, slow, dull, inactive,

castrata, s. (from cast, swiftness, and cat , obstruction), the

restraint of haste or impetuosity, the restraint of swift-

ness.

stata , a. (from cast, velocity, and eta , obstructing),

obstructing or hindering swiftness or velocity.

astraat, a. (from cast, celerity, and cat , obstructing), re-

straining celerity.

staste , a. (from , priv. and , trouble and anxie-

ty), free from trouble and anxiety.

eastme, a. (from st, priv. and kiš, wrong), free from er-

ror, tight.

<stm31, s. (from Lis) freefrom error), a freedom from

error, a not being wrong.

(TЯ, s. (from (5☎, a frog), a frog.

caki, a. (from ata, the left side) , left-handed .

catst, s. (from ca , afrog), a tadpole.

( kifte , s. (from ‹ , imperfect, and f , brass), white

brass or princes metal, bell metal.

(75, v . a. (from , fa, prep. and ì, to buy), to sell.

(757, s. (from (7 , to sell) , the selling of a thing.

c6f4, s. (from (ã , to sell), a selling.

cafa , a. (from ( 5, to seli) , selling ; s . a salesman.

(18Ħª¹, a. (from și, priv, and 4ŵş, a pair ofspectacles),

without spectacles,

(451, v. a. (from 45, to sell), to cause to sell ; s. a sale ; a.

sold.
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( 3 . QT

ciæ , s. (frora ( 1 , to cause to sell) , the causing of things

to be sold.

casta, s. (from ( 1 , to cause to sell), the causing of things

to be sold ; a. sold.

cata, s . (from 81, to cause to sell), the causing of things

to be sold.

cotfagi, d. (from A ) , to cause to sell) , causing things to

be sold, exposing to sale.

Total, ad. (from și , priv. and sylş, a remedy), without

remedy; a. helpless.

cadta, a. (from ș, priv, and ɛtí, a habit) , uncommon, im-

proper to be done.

tatæ, a. (from ẹt, priv. and Sylẹ, laborious), not ac-

tive or laborious, not ingenious or clever.

tatal, s . (from Sylt, not active , a want of activity

or industry, a want of ingenuity or cleverness.

cata), s. (from asta, improper), a being improper to be

done, a not being customary or common.

cafsi, s. (from 5, to sell), the selling of things.

ca☎, v. a. (from fa , to separate), to assort, to select, to pick

out. The indeclinable participle of this verb construct-

ed with ☎, to take, means to pick out, to select, with

ata, to place, it means to set aside for use.

যেজ্ঞথম, a. (from priv. and pj, an ulcer), free from dis-

tress ; ad. without danger or obstruction.

Aūvaj, s. (fromp±js, without danger), freedom from dis-

tress or danger.

يب

( 377, ad . (from priv. and ^ , strength), without

strength or power, without force or violence.

(বজরী,ezadi, s. (from ɲ >st, withoutforce), the want of strength

or power, the want of force or violence.

ربجيب

«uuta, s. (from și, priv . and , the tongue) , improper

or scurrilous language.

casata, a. (from și, priv. and lș, an answer), nonplus-

sed, destitute of any thing to reply ; ad. without reply .

Tetal, s. (from ❤ , without reply), a being without

reply , a being nonplussed.

«II , ad (from și, priv. and hṣò, discipline , without dis-

cipline or controul, without government or regulation ,

a collection), uncollect-

Erz,(IIT) , a. (from¿?,priv, and

ed, not brought together.

(agætast, a . (from ,priv. and E , income and ex-
عمج

penditure), destitute of income or expenditure.

casatafa, ad. (from 5 , priv, and six , accounts ofthe

revenue), without any account or settlement of the re-

venue.

esfia, a. (from ș, priv, and ➡ , the measuring of

lund), not measured.

بيرج
aufka, s. (from ', nol measured), a being un-

measured.

যেজ্ঞহর , a . ( from
priv, and ‚ªj, poison), not poisonous,

free from poison, harmless .

يبر

(zazat, s. (from p , free from poison), harmless-

ness, a not being poisonous .

cata, a. (from ¿?, priv. and olș, life), lifeless, spirit-

less .

(I&tfat, a, (from și, priv . and ilə, a side), unacquaint-

ed, not of the same side or part.

( a ), 8. (fromil , unacquainted), a want of ac-

quaintance or connection.

cautfaa, a. (from
priv. and , a security) , destitute

of a surety ; ad, without security,

casifaat, s. (from
destitute ofa surety), a being

without a surety or security.

(Tats, a. (from ¿?, priv. and lạ, a place) , unjust, extorti-

onate.

« ūtat, a. (from ¿t, priv. and zelo, perished), not perished

or lost, not faultless .

cata, a. (from , displeased), displeased, out of hu-

mour, angry.

(autfi, a. (from si, priv. and şılș, a running), not cur-

rent, not running or passing freely.

cafsmn, ɑ. (from §, prir. and lș, leather), destitute of

leather, not bound as a book.

(a ), s. (from

mon.)

, a. (from și

to go), an ichneumon, (Viverra ichnen-

priv, and , a saddle), not saddled.

(G , a. (from
, priv. and ej, arrogan

ce
) , free from va

pfj,

nity or arrogan
ce

.

বেজেদ , يبر
AI , a. (from și, priv. and ė, contrary), not contrary,

not opposed.

(UGET, a. (from s?, priv. and „d➡, a retinue), destitute

of retinue or attendants, destitute of equipage.

বেজেল', a. (from ș, priv. and ¿ho, splendor) , dull, opake.

বেজোর, a. from , priv. and , strength), weak,

catate, a. (from și, priv . and ' >, courage), destitute

of

يب

courage or boldness , not bold or audacious .

calutật, s. (fromjoję , weak), weakness .

t , ad. (from , priv, and λ accession to a

throne), without accession,

(ata, s. (from at, to wrap), a wrapper.

catl, s. (from fat, a son), a son. This word is more gener

ally used in this language to express contempt, viz. a

fellow.

cat), s. (from fat, a son), a daughter.

cat91, s. (from ait, a read), a vagrant, a purse, a widowery
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carsi.

a person who wanders about without house or home, a

poor horse.

cari, s. (from at, to wrap), a particular kind of string, a

rope.

æfte, a. (from st, priv. and fbæ , exact), inaccurate, not ex-

act.

cadia, a. (from ¿t, priv, and côtṛ, firm), unsteady, not de-

termined, not sure, unresolved .

, v. a. (from to surround), to encircle, to enclose a

field, to surround, to invest a town, to re-examine, to

weigh over again.

(73, s. (from ( WA, a fence), a fence wall, a hedge, the cir-

cumference of a circle, a circuit.

, s. (from as, to encircle), the enclosing of a field, the

surrounding of a place with a fence, the surrounding of

a place with guards or troops .

fa, s. (from 3, to surround), a fencing or surrounding.

capfaşı,´a. (from (75, to encircle), fencing, hedging in ; s , a

person who makes hedges or fences.

1, v. n. (from fats , a walking for pleasure), to walk

about, to traverse, to travel over any space or country,

to make a journey, to ramble, to walk for exercise ; s.

a fence, an enclosure.

casta , s. (from cas , to walk about), a walking about, a

walking for exercise or pleasure.

kštși, a. (from și, priv. and 3151, a custom), not customa-

ry, uncommon, singular,

testi, a. (from 1751, afence. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to thefirst), surrounded, fenced,

hedged in.

tata, s. (from cat, a fence, and t , a net), a net sur-

rounding any place,

azta, s. (from cast, to walk about), a walking about for air

or exercise, a rambling about, the traversing of a coun-

try.

sta, s. from cst , to walk about), a walking about, a

walking for exercise or pleasure, a ramble.

știgi, a. (from și , to walk about), rambling, roving,

lounging ; s. a rambler.

caf 1 , s . (from ca to fence), thé fencing of a place.

« zì, s. (from ‹ , to surround), a fetter, a pair of tongs

used to take a pot from the fire, the short hair which

grows round the tuft which a Hindoo leaves on his

crown.

, s . (from , a hedge bamboo), the name of a

species of wild thorny bamboo, (Bambusa spinosa.)

CUTIA, a. (from 52, priv, and 13ta, a form,, contrary to the

fashion, ill-formed.

(TY.

(757, a. (from !,priv. and 57, aform), deformed, ugly .

caruifa , s. (from c™ , a species of grass, and catfs, an ori-

gin), the name of a species of grass , ( Agrostis diandra. )

(Tal, s. (from aiad , a species of grass ) , the name of a spe-

cies of grass, (Andropogon muricatus.)

(Tal, s. (from (7ą, to move), a tail of hair, a branch of a ri-

ver.

( as. (from fia , to hear , a pipe or flute, a bamboo.

་
Tate, a. (from ce , a flute, and tax, playing) , playing

on the flute ; s. a person who plays on the flute.

(Tan , s. (from If , a merchant), a merchant, a dealer, a

trader, a banker.

cas; s. (from can, a cane), a cane , a ratan, (Calamus rotang.)

( 3xxx, ad. (from ș, priv. and ›§§5, altercation), with

out altercation or replies, without contention or dispute.

cauzata , s. (from , without altercation), a freedom

from altercation or replies, a freedom from contention

or disputes,

(asæñiz, a. (from ¿?, priv. and ‚ªÃ³, a fault), free from

fault or crime, innocent ; ad. without fault.

(7343, ad. (from șipriv, and I, a throne), without a

throne ; a. destitute of a throne.

wazia, ad. (from , priv. andși, examination),

without examination or scrutiny.

يب

¿essaìsì, s. (from , without examination) , a neg•

lect or want of examination or scrutiny.

зa , ad. from priv, and , deliberation), with

out exertion or deliberation.

cana??), s. (from without exertion) , a want ofবেতদবীরী,

exertion or deliberation .

ريبدتو يبر

casīt?æ, a. (from 5, priv. and 155, preparation), neg、

lecting, neglecting to pay attention to a work.

ta , s. from 5'57,st, neglecting , neglect, disregard,

inattention.

(A37, s. (from 1 , to move), wages, a compensation for la

bour, a reward, hire.

agd, 8. (from ( 37, wages, and , are eiting) , the

receiving of wages.

çagagics, ɑ. (from ( 37 , wages, and , rece ving , re-

ceiving wages , s . a person who receives wages , a hired

servant or labourer.

( ie , a. (from 3 , hire, and at , receiving , receive

ing hire ; s. a hired servant or labourer,

(AFAIK, s. (from (17, 21ges, and , a cui ing), the

stopping a part of a person's wages, the muleting of a

person.

*

(13 , a . (from 3 , wages, and ca , culling), stop
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যেত,

ping wages ; s. a person who stops a part of a servant's

wages.

( 3 ), a. (from (737 , wages, and cufa , cutting), stop-

ping a servant's wages.

(73759, a. (from ( 37, wages, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from wages.

(asasi ), ad. (loc . case of ( 15 ), for the sake of wages.

A3¶¶t31, s. (from T37, wages, and ī†¾, a giver), a person

who pays wages.

casaħta, 8. (from (T33, wages, and t¶, a giving) , the pay-

ing of wages.

csantyæ, a. (from (T37, wages , and ītņē, giving), paying

wages ; s . a person who pays wages .

Яt , a. (from casa, wages, aud at , giving), paying

wages.

cafafice, a. (from 3 , wiges, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from wages ; ad. from or because

of wages.

fa , ad. (from ca , wages, and fafa , a cause), for

the sake ofwages.

( IIFTF, a. (from (T55, wages , and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from wages ; ad, from or because of

wages.

«czas, a. (from (737, wages, and a , increasing), in-

creasing wages.

2 , s. (from 3 , wages, and , an increasing),

the increasing of wages.

cafa , ad. (from (737, wages, and fant, without), with-

out wages.

3aaf , s. (from (737, wages, and zf , increase ), an in-

crease of wages.

বেতনব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from বেতন, wages, and বাতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), wages excepted.

ca3aa1forgæ, s. (from (737 , wages, and ussiaæ, an excep-

tion), the exception of wages.

(73azıfsıxıæ, ad. ( loc. case of (zsazıfsrae), with the ex-

ception of wages, without or beside wages.

ezzassa, a . (from (137 , wages, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from wages ; ad. beside wages,

(AGATIGE, a. (from ‹III , wages, and c₹3 , a cause), caused

by or arising from wages ; ad. from or because of wages.

«zgatætgi, s. (from (733, hire, and tig , desire), a desire

for wages.

atats , a. (from ( 237, hire, and atat , desirous), de-

sirous of wages.

atata, s. (from 3 , hire, and at , a not giving, or

atata, a receiving), the not paying of a servant's wages,

the receiving of wages,

(73.

( 3 , s. (from ( 5 , wages, and 1 , an overscer), a

paymaster.

casatfsata, s. (from ca33, wages, and afsata, desire) , the

desire of wages.

( fem , a. (from casa, wages, and afsat , desirous);

desirous of wages .

Aslagi, s. (from 34, wages, and 1 , desire) , a desire for

wages.

caglāk, a. (from 1737, wages, and desirous) , desirous of

wages.

, a. (from ( 37, wages, and , desirous), desir

ous of wages.

(a3zal, ad. (from ș, priv . and 4 :5, investigation), with-

out investigation or search, without cleaning or polish-

ing.

3 , ad. (from priv, and ³‚☆iï, wages) , without

wages.

يبر

«zerfiæ, a. (from ș, priv. and 5, separation), not

separated, not divided.

يب

(agœtge, a . (from priv. and☺,lk³ , distance) , near, not

distant, not absent.

, ad. (from , priv. and Jais, separation), with-

out distinction or detail, without separation or division.'

(zzang ad. (from st, priv. and ~ , a bond) , without

bond or obligation .

يب

(ZEA ), 8. (from 3 , without a bond , the being with

out a bond or written obligation.

(1325, a. (from F priv , and , discernment) , destitute

of discernment or discretion.

(73njK), s. (from jay³¿t, destitute ofdiscernment), a want

ofdiscernment or discretion.

3 , ad. (from , priv. and 5, admonition), without

admonition or correction.

(TIT, ad. (from st, priv. and T,b, a manner), out of the

বেতর

common way ; a. uncommon.

c , ad. (from și, priv. and ›› , contrivanc
e), without

contrivance or endeavour.

(AGIT, a. (from și, priv. and Jy , a side) , impartial.

(73art, 8, (from Syst, impartial), impartiality.

Cд , s. (from (73, a ratan, and 3 , a colour), the name of

a plant used in dying, (Justicia tinctoria .)

(zata, a. (from S, priv, and , a paring), not pared

or plained .

asfáïs, a. (from ¿, priv. and 5, education) , unedu-

cated, uninstructed .

caafansi, s. (from

of education.

As , uneducated), a want or neglect

يب
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ষ্ট্রেওলম্ব, ad . (from
يب

বেতে.

priv. and , wages) , without wages ,

without a summon.

يبو
(zamal, s. (from l without wages), the want ofor not

paying ofwages, a not suminoning.

taste, ad. (from

search.

ast ), s. (from

*, priv. and X5, search), without

يب

without search), the neglecting

or abstaining from search.

( IH , a. (from ,priv. and yes, possession), not en-

joyed or possessed, not expended.

(18aaal, s. (from Sï , not enjoyed), a want of posses-و

sion or enjoyment, non-expenditure.

easydæ, a. (from &, priv. and jai≤5, just), not just or

true, not equitable.

esxis, ad. (from , priv. and J. , trust), not in

trust, not on account of, not in a person's charge .

caixa , ad. (from ¿ , priv. andC , an accusation ) , with-

out an accusation or complaint; a. free from accusation ,

not accused.

wixx ), 8. (from Aye , without accusation) , freedom

from accusation.

WITAM, a. (from și, priv. and Jaesi, the collection of

debt ), not collected ; ad. without collecting in debts.

Atką, a, (from st, priv. and , appointing), not ap-
বেতাইন্ ,

pointing or deputing.

يبر

Wtsikt, ad. (from , priv. and lôžï, importunity), with-

out dunning or importunity.

Hotstå , a. (from și, priv. and 5 , without dunning),

the not dunning or importuning of a person.

Wotsin, a. (from s², priv. and ↳ , an injunction ) , neg-

ligent, not enforcing injunctions.

cotsa, a. (from ¿st, priv . and ☺lb, strength), weak, want-

ing attendance or care.

cesta, a. (from st, priv. and st?, relish), tasteless, insipid.

cata , a. (from priv, and , instruction) , uniu-

structed, untaught.

Agutz, a. (from &', priv. and œli,b,priv. and lib, a storm), not tempes-

tuous.

8851, 8. (from atg , Chenopodium), the name of the edi-

ble species of Chenopodium.

ga , s. (from 1, Chenopodium, and tæ, an edi-

ble plant), the name of the several edible species of

Chenopodium.

costa , ad. (from ș , priv. and Sylși, trade), without

trade or commerce.

Mtr ), 8. (from without trade), the want of

trade or commerce.

FAR.

catante, d. (from ¿, priv, and Clix3, an appointment),

not appointed ; ad without an appointment or autho

rity.

catsata s. (from 5

appointment to office.

, not appointed), the want of

cæзtala, a. (from ¿st, priv. and 155, humility`, not hum-

ble, inattentive, unkind.

(x3), a. (from fɛą, to know), knowing, versed in a science,

(73, s. (from I, to go), a ratan, a cane, (Calamus rotang.)

czas, a. (from C , a cane, and to hold) , having a cane,

holding a cane ; s. a person who carries a cane.

( TILY, ɑ. (from (TT, a cane, and ↑ ạỡ, holding), holding

or carrying a cane ; s. a person who carries a cane.

(zatial, a. (from cx5 , a cane, and atfx , holding , carry-

ing a cane, holding a cane.

ats, s. (from ca , a cone , and state, a blow), a blow

or stroke with a cane.

(2G/TIGE, a . (from ( , a cane, and atatзæ, striking), beat-

ing with a cane ; s. a person who canes another.

catats), a. (from (II, a cane , and atatføą, striking), beat-

ing with a cane.

, s. (from fan, to know), knowledge, philosophy, science.

The sacred books of the Hindoos, which are esteemed

as the fountain of all real knowledge.

(anara, a. (from can, the veda, and a, eminent , eminent

in the knowledge of the veda.

cañam, a. (from º, prie. and fold, entrance), not taken

possession of, not subject to.

canaat, s. (from Jaldę?, not subject to), the not holding

possession of a thing, a not being subject to ; ad. with

out authority over.

(AA , a. (from ‹ , the veda, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from the veda.

( MI, ad. (loc. case of (3535 ) , for the veda.

ça , a. (from can, the veda, and , to know , acquainted

with the veda, versed in the veda.

1, 8. (from ca , acquainted with the veda) , a know-

ledge of the veda.

(85II, s. (from 1 , acquainted with the veda), a know-

ledge of the veda.

cat31, s. (from can, the veda, and at , one who knows),

a person skilled in the veda.

, s. (from ca , the veda, and t , knowledge), the

knowledge of the veda.

canta, a. (from ca , the veda, and it , making known),

making known or teaching the doctrine of the veda.

, s. (from 4 , the veda, and t , a making

known), the publishing or making known ofthe veda.
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carustetus), s. (from an, the veda, and tf , aperson

who makes known), a person who publishes or makes

known the veda.

can , s. (from fa , to know), a sensation, pain, an agony,

smart, torment.

GOLAIST, 6, (from (1771, sensation, and 4, to do), giving pain,

exercising feeling or sensations.

catæta , a. (from ca , sensation, and tax, doing), giv

ing pain, exercising feeling or sensations.

cantatai, a. (from 1, sensation, and fa , doing), giv-

ing pain, exercising reeling or sensations,

LENSIS, a. (from caña) , sensation, and JP, producing),

causing pain, producing sensation or feeling.

cmataas, u. from ( 47), sensation, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from pain or sensation.

2

, ad. loc. case ofcats , for pain, for feeling,

for sensation.

cuatat31, 8. (from (7471, sensation, and ħ†¾, a giver), a per-

son who gives pain, a person who communicates feeling

or sensation.

eznaintiæ, a, (from 1 , sensation, and to, giving),

giving pain, communicating feelings or sensations.

«natatyl, a. (from (T77), sensation, and ¤tfaŋ, giving), giv-

ing pain, communicating feelings or sensations,

Anatam, s. (from ( 1 , sensation, and at , destruction),

the easing or removing of pain, the destroying of feel-

ing or sensation.

natata, a. (from 1, sensation, and at , destructive),

anodyne, curing or removing pain, destroying sensation.

« 11faaýæ, a. (from (T57), sensation, and frage, causing

to cease), anodyne, causing pain or sensation to cease.

বেদনানিবারক, a. (from বেদন , sensation, and শিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting pain, preventing or resist-

ing feeling or sensation.

canatfrated, s. from 1 , sensation, and fatad, a pre-

renting), the preventing or resisting of pain or sensa-

tion.

affic , a. (from 1 , sensation, and fafas, a cause ,

caused by or arising from pain or sensation ; ad. from

or because of pain or sensation.

contfafacs, ad. (from (7571, sensation, and fafas, a cause),

for pain or sensation .

cate, a. (from ( 551, sensation, and , before , prece-

ded by or arising from pain or sensation ; ad. by or

through pain or sensation.

(æxatqus, a. (from 7) , sensation , and x , caused by),

caused by or arising from pain or sensation, from or

because of pain or sensation.

canatza̸☎, d. (from AA), sensation, and ra̸ , increasing).

increasing pain, increasing sensation.

cata , s. (from ), sensation, and , an increas

ing), the increasing of pain or sensation.

canatfant, ad. (from 1, sensation, aud fat, without),

without or beside pain, without or beside sensation.

catfeft , a. (from can , sensation, aud feft , possessed

of), painful, sensible, feeling.

catfata, a. (from can , sensation, and fat , destitute),

free from pain, destitute of feeling or sensation, blunt,

dull, insensible.

canatafs, 8. (from (T1, sensation, and af , increase), the

increase of pain or feeling.

canatat86, a. (from c¿51 , sensation, and cute, indicat

ing), indicating pain or sensation.

( ff , a. (from ca1, sensation, and f , ex-

cepted , pain or sensation excepted.

বেদনাব্যতিরেক, s. (from বেদনi , sensation , and ব্যতিরেক, excep

# tion), the exception of pain or sensation.

caqatarfscale, ad. loc. case of ( wataforas) , with the ex-

ception of pain or sensation, without or beside pain or

sensation.

canatis , a. (from ( , sensation, and fea, sepirate), se

parate or distinct from pain or sensation ; ad. besides

pain or sensation.

( ta☎, a. (from ( 71, sensation , and am, a root), ori

ginating in pain or sensation

(U918F, a. (from caxA1, sensation, and F, joined), connect-

ed with pain or sensation, painful, feeling, sensible.

( 91af23, a. (from 71 , sensation, and f , destitute),

free from paiu, destitute of feeling or sensation, iasen-

sible.

canada , a, (from cat , sensation, and tar, empty), free

from pain, destitute of feeling or seusation, insensible.

(ThatAGS, a. (from (T1, sensation, and , indicating),

indicating pain, iudicating feeling or sensation.

(anatsa, a. (from (1471, sensation , and Fì , destitute), free

from pain, destitute of feeling or sensation, insensi❤

ble,

ANTII, a. (from Cañ71, sensation, and (TF, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from pain or sensation ; ad, from or bes

cause of feeling or sensation.

cafimæ, a. (from ( 5, the veda, and fame, reproaching),

reproaching or blaspheming the veda.

fam , 8. (from ca , the veda, and fa , reproach), a re-

proach or censure of the veda.

canfam , a. (from can, the veda, and fa , reproaching)

reproaching or censuring the veda.

Bbbbbb
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বেদ,

chfang, a. (from en, the veda, and fat , eminent), eminent

in a knowledge of the veda.

canfifase, «. from can, the veda, and fasa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from the veda ; ad. from or because of

the veda.

cauffa , ad. (from , the veda, and ffas, a cause), for

the veda.

faf , d. (from A , the veda, and fax , contained), 'con-

tained in the veda.

(zazig, a. (from fa̸ , to know), knowable, perceptible, per-

ceivable, capable ofbeing felt, sensible to pain or plea-

sure,

দেনোৎপাদক, a. (from বেদন), sensation, and sৎপাদক, produ-

cing) , producing pain or sensation.
·

18, s. (from can, the veda, and t , a reading) , the text

of the veda, the reading or repeating of the veda.

canЯæ, a. (from : , the reda, and it , reading), reading

or repeating the veda ; s. a person who reads the veda.

, a. (from can, the rea, and f , reading), read-

ing the veda, repeating the veda.

tast, a. (from ca , the veda, and test, going to thefur-

thest side), well versed in the veda, perfectly master of

the veda.

a . (from can, the veda, and ч , caused by), caus .

ed by or arising from the veda ; ad, from or because of

the veda.

t ), s. (from ‹ , the veda, and at☎, a word), the text

of the veda.

canfae, n. (from can, the reda, and fan, to know), acquaint-

ed with the vedr.

nfant, a. (from can, the veda, and fan , science), learned

in the veda.

1, ad. (from can , the veda, and fat, without), with-

out or beside the veda.

cafa™ , a. (from can, the veda, and fa̸ , opposed), oppos-

ed or contrary to the veda,

anfaata, s. (from can the red , and fats, opposition) , op-

position or contrariety to the veda.

canfamtan, a. (from , the veda, and fa̸xttax , eminent),

eminently acquainted with the veda.

caffes , a. (from ( , the veda, and fafs, suited to), suit-

ed to or proper for the veda.

LAK(TB), s. (from (a̸ , the veda, and ca, aperson who knows),

a person acquainted with the veda.

nata , s. (from ‹ , the veda, and cata, one who knows),

a person acquainted with the veda.

ata, s. (from can, the veda, and cat , knowledge), the

knowledge of the veda

cantatâæ, a. (from ‹ n, the veda, and (x148, knowing), acề

quainted with the veda ; s. a person acquainted with the

veda.

,,বেদবদবাيب ad. (from , priv. and d, dignity), without

dignity, without state or pomp.

বেদব্যতিরিক্ত ,fofas, a. (from , the veda, and offs, excepted),

the veda excepted.

, a. (from can, the veda, and ftgæ, an excep

tion), the exception of the veda.

canforare, ad. (loc. case of cang ) , with the excep

tion ofthe veda, without or beside the veda.

ta, 8. (from ‹ , the veda, and ¯ †Я, study , the name

of a sage who is reported to have made the modern di-

vision of the veda into four.

, a . (from can, the veda. and fe , separate), separate

or destinct from the veda.

, a. (from

ofbreath.

, priv. and ,breith,, breathless ; ad, out
يبر

(THAI, a. (from (xn, the reda, and 23, approved), approved

in the veda ; s . the doctrine ofthe veda.

瞪
( nastimga, 8. (from (¿ñï³, the doctrine of the veda, and

, a depending on), the profession or embracing

of the doctrine of the veda..

cast , a. (from can , the doctrine ofthe veda, and

, depending on), embracing or making professi

on of the doctrine of the veda.

Sæ, a. (from ( , the veda, and , a reot ), originating

from the veda.

,cangiaيبر a. (from ș, priv, and j ♪, necessity), unneces
বেদরকার,

sary, useless.

cangæi , s. (from U ♪ !, unnecessary), uselessness, und

necessariness.

canfaatas, a. (from , priv. and id, understanding),
বেদরিয়া ,

incomprehensible ; ad. beyond the understanding.

cate, ad. (from , priv. and Cul‚jd, a petition),

without a petition or request.

تساوخرد

czaú, a. (from , prie. and ♪♪, pain), free from pain.

(aħħl', s. (from ~ `s free from pain ), freedom from pain.

caufma, ad. (from și,priv, and Jale, proof), without proof2

or demonstration.

canfaat, s. (from Jald , without proof), a want of proof

or demonstration.

cĦAS, a. (from can, the veda, and Д , approved), ap-

proved in the veda.

caufa , a. (from can, the reda, and fa , accomplished), prov

ed or maintained by the veda.

c™×3, ad. (from ș , priv. and “~♪, the hand), not under »

person's hand or power.
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cani.

cure, ad, (from ?, priv. and hïmd, a signature),

without a signature.

carers), s. (from båd , without a signature), the

want of a signature .

AI, a. (from și, priv. and 19Äws, a custom), not custo-

mary, unusual.

canvil, s. (from Jä , unusual) , the being unusual or

not customary.

canone, a. (from

bold, secure.

S pri
v
, and , fea

r
), fear

less
,

, a. (from can, the veda, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from the veda ; ad. from or because of

the veda.

antsi, a. (from priv. and itși, a course), irregular, not

customary, unfashionable.

catum, a. (from și, priv. and J≤19, an introduction) , not

introduced, not delivered in.

cantant, s. (from Js , not introduced) , the not being

delivered in or introduced.

cantst, a . (from∞, priv. and Ėl♪ , a stain), immaculate,

free from stain.

يب
ts , a. (from priv. and Les, deceit), sincere, honest ;

ad. without deceit or treachery.

cants), s. (from έlds , freefrom stain) , immaculateness,

freedom from marks or stains.

tЯ, s. (from can, the veda, and Я, a body) , a science ap-

pendant on the veda, of these six are reckoned , viz.

the formation and arrangement of ideas, logie, grammar,

a knowledge of technical terms, astronomy, and pro-

sody.

tafie, a . (from cat , an appendant science, and fan, to

know), acquainted with the sciences necessary to a

knowledge of the veda,

Я , s. (from cat , an appendant science, and eas

one who knows), a person who is acquainted with the

sciences necessary to the study of the veda.

canixì, a. (from caâ†я, an appendant science ), studying or

professing the knowledge of the sciences which are ap-

pendant on the vedņ. ·

, s . (from ca , the veda, and at , a command), an

injunction ofthe yeda

¿æħtâ³µ7, 8. (from ‹ , the veda , and ¤g , a reading), the

study or reading of the veda.

anitītdæ, à, (from ça , the veda, and it , teaching),

teaching the doctrine of the veda ; s. a person who

teaches others the veda.

jantai1931, 8. (from can, the veda, and 1 , teaching),

the teaching or giving instruction in the veda.

CERT.

cantâitsì, a. (from ean, the veda, and atfag, reading)

studying or reading the veda,

cantat, a. (from !, priv. and ¿¡§d, grain), destitute ofxild,

seeds or grains.

cantauixt, a. (from can, the reda, and watfa , following on),

according with the doctrine ofthe veda.

( ntIĦata, s. (from ‹ , the veda, and ¤tí, search),'

a search or scrutiny into the veda.

cantat , a. (from c , the veda, and af , search.

ing), searching into or scrutinizing the veda.

cantantsì, a. (from can, the veda, and tf , search-

ing), searching into or scrutinizing the veda.

cantata , a. (from can, the veda, and af ,following),

following upon or according with the veda..

cantaЯtly, ad. (from ( , the veda, and ¤75t7, a follow-

ing), according to the veda.

canta, s . (from c , the veda, and 3 , an end), one of the

six schools of philosophy usually called the durshunas.

canta , a. (from cats, the vedanta philoshophy, and

xa, eminent), eminent in the vedanta philosophy.

cantas, a. (from cæt☎, the vedanta, and stД, to go), learned

in the vedanta philosophy.

cata , a. (from can , the vedanta philosophy, and , to

know), acquainted with the vedanta philosophy.

বেদান্তজ্ঞাতা , s. ( from বেদান্ত, the vedanta philosophy, and জা

one who knows), a person skilled in the vedanta philo❤

sophy.

cantauta, s. (from canto, the vedanta philosophy, and w†7,

knowledge), a knowledge ofthe vedanta philosophy.

( 1 , a. ( from cant , the vedanta philosophy, and

, giving information), giving information in the

vedanta philosophy.

cantata, s. (from cat , the vedanta philosophy, and

† , a making known), a making known or publish-

ing the vedanta philosophy.

canta , a. (from cat , the vedanta philosophy, and field,

eminent), eminent in the vedanta philosophy,

cantant , s. (from cat , the vedanta philosophy, and Яi , a

reading), the text of the books on the vedanta philoso-

phy, the reading or repeating of the books on the ve

danta philosophy.

canta , a. (from canta, the vedanta philosophy, and

***, reading), reading the books on the vedanta phi-

losophy.

cantatas, a. (from cats, the vedanta philosophy, and

Bbbbbb2

tas, going to the other side ) , compleatly acquainted

with the vedanta philosophy, going to the furthest limit

of the vedanta philosophy,
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carl. বেব,

seeking for the veda.

cantaaf, a. (from can, the ved¹, and I , seeking , seek

ing the veda.

fantafe, a. (from cents, the vedanta philosophy , and fan, y cantiænd, s. (from e , the veda, and ad, a seeking), á

to know), acquainted with the vedanta philosophy.

cantefaæa, u. (from cæt , the vedanta philosophy, and fa̸* ,

opposed to), opposed to the vedanta philosophy.

Cantofacta, s. (from cat , the vedanta philosophy, and

fa , opposition), contrariety or opposition to the ve-

danta philosophy.

cantefafge, a. (from cents, the vedantaphilosophy, and fal€³,

proper), proper or suited to the vedanta philosophy.

MtUTI , a. (from cant , the vedanta philosophy, and cry,

one who knows), a person who knows the vedanta phi-

losophy.

"

cantatati, a. (from cats, the vedanta philosophy, and cat

one who knows), one who knows the vedanta philosophy.

বেদান্তবোধ , s . ( from বেদান্ত, the vedanta philosophy, and বোধ,

knowledge), aknowledge of the vedanta philosophy.

cantecataæ, a . (from cants, the vedanta philosophy, and

c , knowing), acquainted with the vedanta philoso-

phy.

WantsĦM³, a. (from cants, the vedanta philosophy, and з,

approved), approved by the writings of the vedanta phi-

losophy.

tantafa , a. (from t , the vedanta philosophy, and f ,

accomplished), proved or accomplished by the books

which treat of the vedanta philosophy.

cantatapa, s. (from cants, the redanta philosophy, and

, a reading), the reading or study of the vedan-

ta philosophy.

cantotta , a. (from ants, the redanta philosophy, and

¶ , teaching), teaching the vedanta philosophy ; s.

a person who teaches or gives lectures on the vedanta

philosophy.

cantat£119a1, s. (from cat , the vedanta philosophy, and

11, a causing to read), a giving lectures on the

vedanta philosophy, a giving instruction in the vedanta

philosophy.

cantatástel, a. (from ante, the vedinta philosophy, and

, reading , reading or studying the vedanta phi-

losophy.

cantolants , a. (from it , the vedanta philosophy, and

, following , corresponding with or following

upon the vedanta philosophy.

catatzats, ad. (from cents, the vedanta philosophy, and

ta, afollowing), according to the vedanta philosophy.

cante , a. (from cents, the vedinta philosophy), professing

the sentiments of the vedanta philosophy.

ezatezas, ɑ. (from ‹ , the veda, and we, searching) ,

seeking for the veda,

canta, a. (from ș:, priv. and ætæ, a suppressing) , not brought

under controul, not under discipline, not humbled.

canta , ad. (from priv. and ed, a plaint), without a

plaint or suit.

يب

canial, s. (from și, priv. and g,£9, a plaint), without suit

or complaint.

cantsita, s. (from can, the veda, and tЯ, a committing

to memory), the study or committing of the veda to me-

mory.

centsitaæ, a. (from can, the o da, and sta☎, commit-

ting to memory), studying or committing the veda to

memory.

বেদভ্যtলী , a. (from cox, the veda , and অভ্যানিন, committing

to memory), studying or committing the veda to memo.

ry.

cantal, a. (from can†¤, worth nothing), a costing nothing,

invaluableness .

canta , a. (from

plaintiff.

și, priv. and geld, a plaintiff,, without

cafa, s. (from fan, to know), an altar, a pillar, a terrace or

platform, the name ofa species of fish ( Perca sparoides.)

caſka, a. (from g², priv. and Js, the heart , heartless, in-
বেশিল ,

different.

cafumi, s. (from Just, heartless), heartlessness, indifference.

cant, s. (from fa̸ , to know), an altar, a pillar, the terrace

of a house, an elevated terrace or platform, a stool, a

bench.

canta, a. (from , priv. and , religion), ungodly, irre-

ligious.

يب
catst, a. (from priv. and έtod, haughtiness), humble,

affable ; ad, without pride or haughtiness.

carnats), s. (from Ėløse humble , humility, affability,

freedom from pride of haughtiness.

.يب

ti, ad. (from , priv. and les, a petition), without a

petition or appeal.

caufae, a. (fromș, priv, and 255, wealth), poor, desti-

tute of wealth.

caur, a . (from faŋ, 10 know) , knowable.

casi, s. (from a , a hunter) , a fowler, a hunter.

a , v. a. (from fa , to pierce), to pierce, to perforate, to

bore,

cxa, s. (from fxx, to penetrate), a perforation, a hole, an

excavation, the depth of a pit or excavation,
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fast.

caan, i. (from fag, to pierce), the perforating or penetrat-

ing of a thing, the depth of a pit or excavation.

catia, a. (from fa , to penetrate), penetrable, vulnerable.

ezta s. (from fiæ, to legislate), Bruhma .

caði, s. (from far, to pierce), a hole, a scratch, the depth

ofa pit or excavation.

বেনকল, a. (from !, priv. and Ji³, a copy), destitute ofa co-

py.

S

(zazil, s. (from Jžis , destitute ofa copy), the want of a

copy.

waxat, d. (from și, priv. and jaži, a picture), destitute of

.map or draught.

يب

(au .

caЯ7,8 (from caº, to tremble), à trembling, a quaking;

casata, a (from , to tremble), trembling, quaking.

c1×7, a. (fromș! priv . and y?, a feather), bare of feathers,

ces?Ti, a. (from st. priv. and 19 , danger,, free from dan-

ger or apprehension.

, a. (from rest, freefrom danger), a freedom

from danger or apprehension, security.

( a) , ad. (from st, priv. and xilɔyg, a warrant), without

a warrant or order.

বেপরহেজ,CIRATI, a. (from ¿, priv, and , abstinence), destitutest,

ofabstinence or continence, destitute ofa controul over

the appetite.

rasta , nd. (from

out ready money.

37, a. (from s!,priv. and³, sight), destitute of sight.

cata , ad. (from și, priv, and xiljá³, a gift), without

gift or presents.

বেপরহেজী ,
priv. and S , ready money), with-

يبهنارذن

nfsi, ad. (from ș, priv. and zä , a result), without

a result or consequence.

বেসফণ , a. (from priv. and ii, gain , destitute of gain.

ৰেনযাজ, a. ( from și, priv. and j↳³, prayer), neglecting the

Mahomedan ceremony ofprayer.

¿ aak, a, (from și, priv. and ɔ , ³, an index), destitute of

an index or guide, destitute of form or appearance.

A , a. (from ș , priv. and xi, ³, a pattern), unpre-

cedented, not copied , not made after a pattern.

, a. (from st, priv, and ,fortune), unfortunate,

unsuccessful.

wata, 1. (from , priv. and pl3 , a name), nameless, des-

titute of reputation ; s. a false or assumed name.

tat. s. (from pls , nameless), the want of a name, the

want ofreputation.

cesta, a. (from
يب
priv, and Jx3, n horse shoe) , unshod.

fan, ad. (from , priv. and , a complaint), with-

out a complaint or lamentation,

caftræ, a. (from , priv. and i, salt , fresh, free from2

saft, insipid .

cfafar, ad. (from și, priv. and ₺³, a price) , without a re-

gulated price.

cafania , a . (from st, priv . and lŵ , a sign), destitute of

a sign or mark.

বেদেশী, a. ( from
¿:, priv. and L☆3, intoxication), sober ; ad.

without intoxicating drugs.

ta , a . (from priv. and laži, loss), free from

loss or detriment .

maiteat?, s. (from wha , freefrom loss), a freedom

from loss or detriment,

AЯy , s. (from can, to trouble), a trembling, a quaking.

E , s. (from , destitute of abstinence), the

want ofabstinence or controul over the appetites.

czjut, a. (from ,priv. and a curtain), destitute of

a curtain or skreen , open , exposed, shameless.

tas, a . (from st. priv. and , a patronizing),

destitute of patron.

يب
বেপশন , a. ( from priv. and , wool), destitute of wool,

thread-bare , destitute of knap.

(zata , s. (from pâș , destitute of wool), a want ofknap,

a being thread-bare.

(1××¤, a. ¿from ¿t, priv. and Sim¡, a choice), destitute of

choice

cat , a. (from st.priv. and l¡, a foot), destitute of feet,

destitute of office.

9A, s. (from WЯa, conduct), a trade, a calling, traffick,

commerce.

(zetat, a. (from attfaz, trading), dealing, trading.

castatą, ad. (from ,priv. and lg, a packsaddle), with

out a packsaddle.

cattat, a (from st, priv. and xλg, a side of a pair ofscales),

unequally matched.

cata, a. (from si, priv. and

a teacher.

يبر

caat- tæ, a . (from și, priv. and

ریپ
a teacher), destitute of

L „g , clothing), destituteتسوپد

of clothing.

( { tata), s. (fromSlut, destitute of clothing), a want

of clothing.

বেফ্রজিয়ৎ , a . (from și,priv, and Ugyži , reproof), free from

disputes or quarrels, free from censure or reproof.

caufays), 8. (from& ,freefrom reproof), a freedom

from censure or reproot, a freedom from quarrels or re-

proof.

(awes, ad. (from ș,priv, and 3 , conquest) , without con

quest or victory.

aatste, a . (from st, priv. and 5 , leisure), engaged,

not at leisure, not at ease,
1
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C

(

:

tzægtsløt, 8. (from Sé , not at leisure), a not being ' || cazas), a. (from : , unblessed) , the want of blessed-

•
disengaged or at leisure, the not having a competency

or living at ease.

cu , a. (from ș, priv. and , the counsellor at chess),يبر

without the counsellor at chess.

, u. (from ; priv, and Jas, a crop), destitute of a

harvest, destitute of produce.

يبار
tgnt, a. (from prir. and 85, advantage), useless,

vain, disadvantageous.

xt , a. (from , priv. and 5 , manifest), unfit to be re-

vealed , unfit to be spoken.

cafu̸ær, a. (from și, priv. and , thought), thoughtless,

unanxious, careless.

carane, a. (from&, priv. and 3, leisure), destitute of

leisure,

8. (from , destitute ofleisure), a want of

leisure..

AlII, a. (from et, priv. and , deceit), free from de-

ceit or imposition .

cas , s. (from ,freefrom deceit), freedom from

deceit or imposition.

&,cacat?B), a. (from st, priv. and zäûj³, an angel) , without

angels or apostles.

Arata, a. (from și, priv. and , depravity), not wick-

ed or depraved.

wathi, s. (from it, not wicked), the absence of wick-

edness or depravity.

LATA, ed. (from ,prio. and , an army), without

troops.

115, a. (from și, priv. and ✪ ,
si, priv. and , time), premature ; ad .

out ofproper time.

em, a. (from S, priv, and Se, bed), not bad, good.

cam, a. (from , priv. and Jog, a change), free from

change,

canze, a. (from , priv. and e , violence), free from

violence or tyranny.

canty, s. (fromst, priv. and at , friendship), a want of

kindness orfriendship, enmity.

«™™™, ad. (from ș, priv. and Sig, a knot) , without knot or

fastening.

UKH, a (from prio. and sig, preparing a false sto-
يب

ry , true, simple ; ad. without falsehood,

camta , ad. (from Is , priv. and dig, a settlement),

without a settlement or law.

, s. (from fa, priv. and c , to skreen), the name of a

beautiful shrub (Musænda frondosa. )

care, ad. (from

blessing.

يب

prio, aud , a blessing), without a

ness.

« t™ , a. (from ¿, priv, and

out calculating or estimating .

cxagte, ad. (from ș, priv. and

out a warrant or assignment.

?, calculating), with-

38, an assignment), with-

cerated, 8. (from without a warrant), the want of

a warrant or commission to do a thing.

czaptak, ad. (from g², priv, and Dolj:, an accusation), with-

out accusation or complaint.

caastaat, s. (from Sol , without accusation), a being

without accusation or complaint.

( Agaty, a. (from , priv. and le , an enduring), in

tolerable, insupportable ; ad. past bearing.

(asgais), 8. (from ❤Ayşı, intolerable), intolerableness,

insupportableness.

(ITM, a. (from , priv. and am, strength), weak, helpless.

cant, ad. (from și, priv. and am, subjection), not under con-

troul.

(ITA, a. (from și, priv. and me, enough), not enough, in-

sufficient.

ci, ad. (from st, priv. and as a bundle), without a

bundle.

ceata, ad. (from ș, priv, and , a remainder), wholly,

without reserve, without remainder.

czatai s. from ¿biș , wholly), compleatness.

cautāju, a. fromș, priv. and , intelligent), ignorant,

unintelligent, inexperienced.

(Zatīt, ad. (from ¿?, prov. and 8Sen, a promise), without a

promise, without a bargain or agreement.

ifs , a. (from , priv. and , an heir), destitute of

an owner, not claimable by an heir.

বোসীল, a. (from , priv. andJels,joined), unconnected,

unobtained.

يبو

caatzi , ad. (from priv. and aku's, a cause), without

cause, without reason.

caftia, a. (fromș, priv. and fifa, an arrangement), with-

out orderly arrangement.

fata, a. (from priv. and
las, a foundation), des-

titute of a foundation, unfounded, ungrounded ; ad

without a foundation.

cente, ad. (from priv. and fente, a stock in trade);

without means of livelihood , without an estate or stock.

বেসকদ্দমা, a. (from riv. and rosie , a law suit), free

from law suits , inadmissible as a suit.

priيب

(zTFII, a. (from¿I, priv. andão, certain), uncertain, not

settled or established.
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Maat, s. (from JÃ , uncertain), uncertainty, unset-

tledness.

quat , ad. (from ? , priv. and , a station), without a

station or place.

বৈষ , a. (from
ياد

"

s' priv . and , proper), improper, unfit.

(zaæng, a. (from ș, priv. and ¿ ¿Die, ability), unable, im-

passible.

বেমগজ, a . (from priv. and , brains , brainless, fool-

ish.

“

«zauze, a. (from ș , priv. and bè , strong), not strong,

not firm.

caauzot, s . (from byaw St,
s. (from bost, not strong), the want of

strength or firmness.

și,, a. (from !, priv. and i , a signification).

destitute of sense or meaning..

caufan, ad, (from priv. and , an assembly), with-

out an assembly.

aufa , s. (from do without an assembly) , the
s

want or non-existence of an assembly.

t , a. (from , priv. and so taste , insipid , tasteless .বেমজা ,

(ææsta☎, a; (from șt, priv. and ÿlzïo , connected with),

connected with, not belonging to.

هزم

1

not

staat, s. (from xs , not connec'ed with) , the not

being connected with or having auy thing to do in an

affair.

বেলব, a., a (from priv. anda , an intention), desti-
!,

tute of an object or request.

يب
(anema, s. (from a destitute ofan object) , the want

ofan object or request. ,

anne, a. (from st, priv. and So, help), destitute of assist-

ance.

( 3), s . (from doo ; destitute of assistance), a want of

assistance.

gantz, a. (fromș, přív. and M♪s, a canton), without a place

of going or returning, without a station or seat.

aufam, ad. (fróm s, priv, and Jo, a baitingplace), with

out a baiting place.

cana, a. (from st, priv. and J,kie, approved), disap-

proved, not complied with

gets. (from, list, disapproved), disapprobation, non-

compliance with.

(INZĦI), a. (from ș , priv. and xg , contrivance), des-

titute of contrivance or sagacity.

يب
যেময়দান ,
agnty, a. (from t, priv, and , a plain) , destitute

of plains.

, a. (from s , priv. and , a season), untimely,

unseasonable.

يب

rafai

বেকবৎ, a. (from priv. and , manliness), unmanly,

inhuman, cruel.

cæzsì, a. (from ¿ª, priv, and

able, not acceptable.

(zanmee, a. (from st, priv. and

e , agreeable), not agrees

has, advice) , destitute

of counsel or advice ; ad. without counsel or advice.

gazagel, s. (from law , without counsel), the be

ing without counsel or advice.

( t , a. (from st, priv. and Jes, a torch), destitute of
يبو

a torch or flambeau..

czaætast, a. (from¿t, priv,ande, a link boy),

destitute of a link boy.

ca×15, a. (from ², priv. and Iso, a place), destitute of

place or foundation, groundless.

বেহাসেবা: a. (from s , priv, and A , a calculation),

not calculated.

caztæm, a. (from și, priv. and Sýšío , reasonable), unrea-

sonable, improper, not pertinent ."

canta, a. (from , priv, and at , to regard), disregarding

not minding.

(aætas «. (from ș, priv. and` zi , prohibition), not pro-

hibiting.

canta , s. (from cat , disregarding ), disregard, inattention ,

( ™ , a from ș,priv. andJo, established), not esla--

blished, not made.

cata, a. (from , sick), sick.

(zata , s. (from , sick), sickness, illness.

cata, ad. (from st, priv, and Jo, treasure) , without goods

or treasures.

czatfaiæ, ɑ (from ¿, priv. and Kilo, an owner), destiţuto

of an owner or a master.

...
cazifaat, s . (from destitute of an owner), the being

“រ

destitute of an owner.

(zatma, a. (from ș, ↑riv, and 59ɩɩe, known), unknown, un-

observed, not evident.

cantand, 8. (from p,l «?, unknown), the circumstance of

not being known or evident.

cat , a. (from , priv . and Jas , tribute), free from

tribute or custom-house duties.

cantat, s. (from Jass freefrom duties), freedom

from tribute or custom house duties.

cafe, ad. (from , priv. and e, supplication), without

prayer or supplication.

calam, a. (from ș ,priv. and fam, to unite), disunion, a want

of union.

fut , a. (from , priv. and JA , or fit, to mix), unfit to

mix with, unfit for society.
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tatai.

effet, s. (from eff* , unfit tɔ mix with), an unfitness

to mix with orto bold society with,

, a. (from s', [ riv, and

without reason.

( Ind), 8. (from →

9″, a cause),a cause), causeless ,

বেজ , ad. (from
, priv and So, a space oftime , des-

titute of a space of time for any work or occasion.

destitute ofspace oftime), the

want of a sufficient space of time.

eat , a. (from
mic. and gili , profil), unprofita

ble, disadva
ntageous

.

cata , a. (from

per, unfit.

Ģ,

يب prin. and bio, proper), impro-

বেজির , a. from ¿t, priv. and ‚kïio, expecting), not ex-

pecting, not waiting for.

CINAĦT, a. (from șt, priv. andLaio, dignity), destitute of

honour or dignity.

taggtfeat, e. (from ¿ , priv, and x^5ꞌje, dignities), with-

out dignities, without honour.

ي يبرم
Waff, a. (from priv. and a teacher) , destitute

of a patron or protector.

বেজিন , ad (from priv. and , a cause), without

cause or reason.
*

يبر

বেমূলক, a . ( from și, priv. and Ilo, a lind), destitute of a

country, expatriated.

বেয়ে দার , a . (from
st, priv. and yožo, measure), immeasur-

able, innumerable.

azatxì, s. (from , innumerable), immensity, in-

numerability.

acagta, a. (from £, priv, and dɩxão, stipulated time), not

confined to a stipulated time of place.

cantat, s. (from A , not restricted to a time , the

not being restricted to a time or place.

aște, a, (from priv, and rozo, mending), not-

mending or repairing.

çalagtas), s. (from Sors, not mending), the not meud-

ing or repairing of a thing.

বেয়েছন , a (from § , prio. and ise, fatigue), free from

labour or fatigue ; ad without labour or fatigue.

cataxas), s. (from is , free from labour), a being

without labour or fatigue.

AMEXcią, a. (from S, priv . and

kind, unfriendly, unmerciful.

yes, gracious), un-

gázatailaai, a. (from ¿ , priv, and a¹¹ão, presence), not

confronted or compared, not collected .

catata, ad. (from , priv. and plo, a place of resi

dence), without a place or residence.

Matata), s. (from plão , without a place), the being with-

out a lodging or abiding place.

cacatīta, a. (from ș, priv. and 2 , chosen), not cho`´

sen, not appointed to an office, not independent.

caatstal, 8. (from Aï , not chosen), a not being cho◄ ´

sen or appointed to office,

cazataifa , a. (from !, prio, and low , adverse), not ad-

verse, not opposed.

catatɩxa, a . (from , priv, and " , forbidding), not

forbidding, not obstructing, not preventing.

caatanæa), s. (from pl , notforbidding , the not for-

bidding or obstructing of a work.

atata , a. (from st,priv . anda , presence), absent,

not present.

caataifaat, a. (from și, priv. and x ♬lye, a dignity), des➡

titute of dignity or greatness.

cæatmtæis, ad. (from 5*, priv. and ClÏÃ…, an interview),

without a meeting or interview.

যেযৌলাহেজা,Acatatti, a. (from , priv. and so,looking at , not

looking at, not contemplating.

caratteri, a. (from
বেমৌশাহেরা , ৫ .

يب priv. andse, monthly wages),

destitute of monthly wages or pay.

cazafatzant, a. (from ², priv, and 89,we, a rough

draught), destitute of a rough copy or draught of a

writing.

(aatstfææ, a. (from ! priv. and paží~~; s'raight), not

erect or straight , not sincere or honest, not faithful or

resolute.

Nær, a. (from gr. riv. and , deferred), not de

layed, not relinquished, not deferred.

(A ) 51, a. (from g, prio. and ¿oye, a wɩy ), free from

waves.

cas , a. (from ș, priv. anddo, existing), non- exis

tent, not present.

dek 2. (from ș,priv. and SÃxo,an established custom),

destitute of a regular established custom.

capta , ad. (from , priv, and , recollection , not in the

recollection .

uty, a. (from . priv. and , afriend), friendless.

cæptát, s. (from list, friendless), a friendless condition.

capita, ad. (from și. pr.v. and pl , days), out of season;

a. premature, out of time.

বেরগ, a . (from st, priv. andI), a name) , nameless.

Я, a. (from , priv. and , a colour ) , colourless.

(135, a. (from st, priv. and ♪♪, rejection), not rejected, not

repelled or refuted.

বেরফ। , a. (from Ù:, priv. and xi, a settling , unsettled,

without a settlement or deciding.

(IM , a. (from Ut, priv, and ♪~), provision), destitute

ofstores or provision,
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cra.

œœania, a. (from ¿t, piv. and My, a receipt) , without an

acknowledgment or receipt. .

A , ad. (from&, prio. and 9 fees), without fees or

duties.

বেরসুরী,

موسر
can , s. (froms , without fees), the absence of fees

orduties.

বেরাজী,
Axt , a. (from st ,prir, and , approbation), dissatis-

fied,
disapproving.

caatę, a. (from și, priv and s' , a road), immethodical, er-

ring ; ad. out of the road.

catN, s. (from si , immethodical), irregularity, the want

of a way or method.

« fa™, a. (from ?, priv. and 55 ), adorning), unadorn-

ed, without adorning.

a. (from , priv. and , turning towards), not

agreeing with, not squaring with.

, s. (from without), without.

ccccatfa, ad. (from , priv. and , the proceedings

on a law suit), without proceedings,

cacaæta, ad. (fromS, priv. and ➡(5 ) , a stirrup), without a

stirrup.

UIN), ad. (from 5, priv . and L , consent), without con-

sent or acquiescence .

WINtani, ad. (from și, priv. and i ' ), consent), with-

out consent or acquiescence.

বেরোজ, a . ( from

mary, unusual.

catgxi, u. (from ¿, priv, and … a fibre), destitute of fi-

bres.

يبر priv. and T , a custom), not custo-

tant , ad. (from , priv, and was , leave ofabsence),

without leave.

cuata, a. (fromși, priv, and ¿5, theface), not facing, not

opposite.

cacatanta, a. (fromest, priv. and ¿ ¡9), daily support),

destitute of daily support.

cuatitN, s. (from_l , destitute of daily support), a

want of daily support.

cuṛtætat, a. (from , priv, and 23¹ ,,, a p
, priv, and sil , a prssfor goods), des‐

titute of a warrant or pass ; ad. without a warrant or

pass.

, s. (from fa , the name of afruit), the name of a fruit,

(Egle marmelos.)

camata, s. (from fa , a hole, and , to do), a lancet.

cemây, ad. (from st, priv . and , an anchor), without an

anchor.

, s . (from F to spread out), a roller used in making

pastry.

(72.

zawa, s. (from A , the Tuscanjasmine, and , aflower),

the large double jasmine improperly called the Tuscan

Jasmine, (Jasminum Zambac, flor. plen.)

ș,
( , ad. (from st, priv. and , a soldier), without

troops.

( 1, s . (from fam, to go) , the time of the day or night, time,

the name of atree indigenous on the North East border

of Bengal, (Sapium bacciferum. )

camtsita, a. (from și, priv. and plås, a bridle), unbridled ;

ad. without a bridle,

Amy , s. (from ca , to move) , the name of a note or sound

in Hindoo music.

cantant, s. (from catga, a musical sound), the name ofa

note or sound in Hindoo music said to be generated

from three other sounds.

cafaptæ , a. (from , priv. and Ïlg!, worthiness), unwor-

thy, wanting skill.

cafantast, s. (from

want of skill.

ög, unworthy), unworthiness,

cami, a. (from Atfa, sand), sandy ; s. the name of a fish.

, a. (from , good) , good, superior.

cat, s. (from fat, to enter), a dress, a habit, a guise. This

word constructed with , to do, signifies to dress, to

put on any particular habit ; with 31, to cause to do,

it means to dress or adorn another ; with fag, to turn,

it means to alter or change one's dress or habit.

বেশক,
æ, a. (from ¿, priv. and , fear , fearless, dauntless.

ca* æææ, a. (from cat, dress, and æta , doing), practising

dress, assuming a dress or habit.

يب

বেশকারী, a. (from বেশ, dress, and কারিন, doing), practising

dress, assuming a dress or habit.

(THAI, a. (from cat, dress, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from dress.

( 1, ad. (loc. case of ( a ), for dress,

catæ, a. (from cπ , dress, and NIT, assuming), assum-

ing a dress or disguise,

cata , s. (from cat, dress, and 4, an assuming), the

assuming or wearing of a dress.

cata , a. (from cat, dress, and , assuming), assum-

ing a dress or habit.

fafas, a. (from cast, dress, and fif , a cause), caused

by or arising from a dress or habit ; ad, from or because

of a dress or habit.

canfafiri, ad. (from cat, dress, and fafio, a cause), for a

dress or habit.

cate , a. (from cat, dress, and , before), preceded by

or arising from a dress or habit ; ad. by or through a

dress or habit,

Cococo

1
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বেশ,

, d. (from ct, dress, and t , caused by , caused

by or arising from a dress or habit ; ad, from or be-

cause of a dress or habit,

TTI, a. (from cat, dress, and fx, to turn), incognito.

fat, ad. (from , dress, and f1, without) , without

or beside a dress or habit.

taff , a. (from cat, dress, and fofa , excepted), a

dress or habit excepted.

caftra, s. (from cat, dress, and iftae, an exception),

the exception of a dress or habit.

camarfocare, ad. (loc . case of caf ), with the excepti-

on of a dress or habit, without or beside a dress or ha-

bit.

, s . (from ca , dress, and at , an adorning), embel-

lishment , dress.

tata , s. (from cat , dress, and at , a garland), a gar

land, a chaplet.

, a. (from , superior, and , a price), high-

priced.

al, a. (from , superior, and ™ , a price) , high-pric-

ed, costly.

cantam), «. (from A , superior, and 1, a price ), high-

priced, costly.

cata, s. (from fan, to en'er), a nostril, an ornament for the

nose.

awasi, s. (from beû , without a condition), the want of a

condition or agreement , the want of a stipulation , the

want of a wager.

a , a. (fioms, priv . and , shame ), shameless , im-

modest , destitute of shame .

ca× anî, «s. (from p♪~ , shimeless), a want of shame or mo-

desty.

cantaعرش , a. (from și, priv. and E , a road), unusual, im-

proper, unjust.

cantatas, ad. (from , priv , and , partnership ,

without partnership .

lys,catataat, s . (from without partnership), the

non-existence of partnership.

cantatae, ad. (from șă, priv . and ✪ ),, wickedness), with-

out vice or wickedness .

catatas), s. (from , without vice), the absence of

vice or wickedness.

, a . (from , priv. and by , a stipulation) , without

covenant or stipulation ; ad. without a stake at play.

‚« * TIF, a. (from ca , dress, and I, a cause ), caused by

or arising from a dress or habit ; ad. from or because

of a dress or habit.

বেষ্ট

æœt?¤, al. (from și, priv. and sølŵ, a witness), without

witness.

carltŢai, s. (from Jøl , without witness), a being without

witness, the want of witnesses.

يبر

বেশাইন , a . (from st, priv. and Ùl , nature), unnatural.

tata, a. (from , priv . and tat , ease), incessant ; ad

without cessation or tranquility.

বেশামাল,

czifaæti, ad. (from st, priv. and xilol , an awning),

without an awning.

cfa , a. (from , priv, and Jol , united with), sepa-

rate, disunited, not included.

f , a. (from

ken, whole.

বেশিকার,

priv. and , broken), unbro

cafstæta, a. (from g, priv. and , game), destitute of

game, destitute of hunting.

cafiatal, s. (from , destitute of game , a want of

game, a want or disregard of hunting.

, s. (from , great), an augment, an increase.

camata, a. (from st, priv. and l✩ , a number), innumera-

ble.

camptat, s. (from plyŵs, innumerable) , innumerability.

Wana, a. (from st, priv, and ~, a doubt), doubtless,

without doubt.

, s. (from fet, to enter), a house, a dwelling.

cai, s. (from cat, a habit), a courtezan, a prostitute,

city, s. (from it , a prostitute, and tag, a house),

a bawdy house.

(TV, s. (from (TY, to surround), bird lime, size, any gluti

nous substance.

c , a. (from ca to surround) , surrounding, enclosing,'

wrapping round, in botany the term is applied to a

twining stalk (caulis volubulis .)

(I87, 8, (from (7 , to surround ), a girdle, any thing which

surrounds or twines round a thing. The surrounding

or twining round a thing.

a . a. (from ca , a surrounding, and af , doing),

surrounding, enclosing, wrapping round . In botany the

term is applied to those flowers or leaves which grow in

whirls (verticillata .)

cavity, a. (from ( , to surround), capable of or requiring

to be enclosed or surrounded.

afs, a. (from ca , to surround , enclosed, surrounded,

encompassed.

caf1, s. (from ca to surround) , a thing which surrounds

or encloses somewhat, In botany the wrapper or cover-

ing ofthe fungus tribe (volva. )

(381, a. (from czų, to surround), capable of or requiring to

be enclosed or surrounded.
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KEY.

anat , a. (from . priv. and 'și , ermine) , destitute

of a border.

?, a. (from , prio and , to comeforth), within,

not without, secret, not manifest.

cañan, ad. (from t, priv. and Sim, adeed), without a deed

or order sealed by the magistrate.

( 7 ), s. (from si~, نسيب
د without a deed), the want of a deed

or order from a magistrate.

, o. from S priv. and

without cause.

বেসবর,

~, a cause), causeless ; ad.

, a. from st, priv, and , patience), impatient.

(TĦII, ad. (from 5 , priv. and lo, rectitude), without

rectitude.

eutta, a. (from & , priv. and My…, a question), unenquir-

ed, unasked.

বেসৱালী,
يبر

وس
لا

canata?, s..(from Sims , unasked), a not asking or inquir-

ing.

( zzata, a. (from S, priv. and plily , articles), without

goods or articles.

camaatı, s. (from play , without goods), a want of

goods or articles.

cananta, -a. (from ș , prit. and , a leader), without

a captain or leader.

cazatal, s. (fromjy , without a leader), the want of

a captain or leader.

wanna, ad, (from , priv. and , a cover), with-

out a cover.

বেসরফরাজ,
anzuzta, a. (from și, priv. andj'å , exalted), not ex-

alted, not distinguished.

gazrats), s. ( from ji , not exalted), the want of

exaltation or distinction.

বেসররা,(IIIIII, ad. (from , priv. and 8 , a supply), without

a supply for expence.

¿ ñ¹, ad. (from ș, priv. and Z , counsel), without

counsel or advice.

,society ),unsocial,تبحصpriv .andيب

يبر

বেসহ ৎ , a . (from

unpolished.

Matt³), s. (from
unsocial), unfitness for society.

cantle, a. (fromș, priv. and el , an hour), improperly
বেসাইৎ ,

timed ; ad. out of time.

cata, a. (from ș, priv. and jl , accoutrements), unac-

coutred, not harnessed.

tat, a. (from , priv. and f , punishment), unpunish-

ed ; ad. without punishment.

ants, s. (from bly, a stock , a stock, a capital,

বেসা s, ad. ( from

or evidence,

يبر

ৰেহী ,

(zatz³), s . (from ≈4 , without proof), a being without

proof.

contfan, a. (from ¿?, priv . and ³, a mediator) , without

an arbritrator or mediator.

ta , s. (from , without an arbitrator) , the want of

an arbitrator or mediator.

( = tført, ad. (from si, priv, and law, a recommenda-

tion), without a recommendation,

canaifenì, s. (from law , without a recommendation),

the want of a recommendation.

বেসম্পদ, a. (from S , priv. and y , a delivering over), the

delivering over of a thing.

(THET, a. (from șă, priv. and Sl… , a road), uncommon,

not customary, unusual.

Я , ad. (from și, priv. and I , interest) , without inte

rest.

( a), s. (from , without interest), a running without

interest.

AAAB1, al. (from`s , priv . and , an office), without

office or employment.

, a. (from att, stale) , stale, old, rancid,

(UF, a. (from ☞, priv. and →, right), wrong, not right,

untrue.

বেছঙ্গামা , a . (from st, priv, and xlis, a tumult), free from

tumult, free from riot or uproar.

( 5ª, ad. (from 5*, priv. and på , digestion), without di-

gestion.

(axa), s. (from pàt
বেহজমী,

لايب
مض

tion.

(Trofæe, ad. (from

flight or defeat.

without digestion), a want of diges-

prir, and , flight), without

(zam, a. (from ṣt, priv. and Ss, a boundary), boundless,

unlimited.

تک
<, ad. (from yt, prio, and es

,prevention , with-
J

out hinderance or prevention, inactive, motionless,

বেহরস্বতী, s . ( from s without hindrance), the ab-

sence of hindrance or restraint, inactivity, a want of

motion.

رديد

«TA™, a. (from ș, priv. and I , a letter), destitute of

letters, not inverted, not awry.

(TEAM), s. (from , destitute of letters) , the want of

the letters of the alphabet, inversion.

(agi, s. (from faatɛ, a wedding), a wedding, a marriage.

cat , s. (from fat , a marriage), the father of a son-in-

law, the father of a daughter-in-law.

st, priv. and✪✪, proof,, without proof caxifaa, a. (fromș,priv. and ¿ ' , a legislator), destitute

ofa commander or legislator.

J

Ccoccc 2

1
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caxifaal, s. (from pílog destitute of a commander), the

want of a person to command or issue orders.

catsși, s. (from fa, prep. and ₹ɗ, to withdrew), a musical

tone said to be produced by the mixture ofthree others.

cagistai, s. (from cats ), a musical tone), the name of a

musical tone,

gtai , a. (from

cagtṣi, a. (from

pudent.

pri
v
. and , the win

d
), cal

m
; s , a cal

m
. |

, pri
v
. and la , mod

est
y

, sha
mel

ess

, im-

11, s. from fa, prep. and , to take), a palkee bearer.

Ct , a. (from ș . priv. and fl→, a condition) , wretched ,

miserable ; ad. in a bad condition ; s. a state of wretch-

edness or misfortune.

catfam, a. (from , priv. and Jola, profit) , destitute of

produce or profit, unproductive, destitute of revenue,

free from duty.

,batfamtيب s. (from Jose, unproductive), the want of pro-

duce or profit, freedom from duties.

cafeae, a. (from , priv. and S , understanding),

destitute of wisdom or skill, ignorant.

cafeme, a. (from , priv. and , bravery), destitute of

bravery or boldness, destitute of spirit or courage.

cafxɗg, s. (from ș, priv. and Cɲ>, cunning), not igno-

rant, not ingenuous, sincere, not crafty.

cafarst, s. (from “ ɲ>ş, destitute of cunning), honesty,

sincerity.

cafe , a. (from

whole.

¯ï› priv. and …“, a share) , undivided,
يبر

سكر

«fenta, a. (from și , priv. and l , compulation), desti-

tute of computation, not calculated, not made up as an

account.

fent , s. (from not calculated), a want of

calculation or computation, a want ofaccounts.

¿ærì, s. (from s² , a quince), a quince, the quince tree, (Py-

rus Cydonia.)

agal, s. (from fa, prep. and , to give), the name of a spe-

cies of grass, (Cyperus difformis . )

( LFI, a. (from și priv . and pÃ , a command), contrary to

or without orders .

( WH), 8. (from »>«!, contrary to orders), disobedience ,"

a disregard of orders, the want or absence of orders.

azu, a. (from și, priv. and,,„ , presence), absent.

(Txuel, 8. (fromj,«å>&, absent), absence.

, ad. (from , priv. and ✪ş , altercation), without

altercation or dispute.

AI , 3. (from
without altercation), a freedom

from altercation or dispute.

zza.

( RAY, 7. (from , priv, and , ingenuity) , destitute of

skill or ingenuity.

( RazÌ, 8. (from

ingenuity.

يب

يبد

destitute ofskill,, a want of skill or

, a. (from priv. and eps , dignity), destitute of

dignity or character, destitute of honour or respect.

(zygazì, s. (from
destitute of character,, a want

of dignity or character, dishonour, disrespect, a want

of respectability.

caœfstṛia, a. (from și, priv. and la~ *, intelligent) , silly,

destitute of intelligence, careless.

cagſwatą, s. (from Ja , silly), want of sense or in-

telligence.

يبر

(alcaige, n. (from !, priv. and ly , patronage), des-

titute of patronage or protection.

catett, a. (from
يب

priv. and , understanding), desti-

tute ofunderstanding, insane.

cattat™l), s. (from ~ , ins me , want of intellect.

ta, ad. (from fx71 , except , except, besides , unless ; s. a book

tiō, s, (from taas, the name of a shrub), the name of a

shrub which produces a good fruit, (Flacourtia sapida.)

tam , s. (from fa , confused), confusion , amazement, agi.

tation, defectiveness, imperfection, an impaired or wi-

thered state.

trata, s. (from fata, evening), the evening, the afternoon.

traffae, a. (from faæta, evening), belonging to the even-

ing, evening.

tratata, a. (from fata, evening), evening, belonging to

the evening.

tad, s . (from fræ , the wife of Shoobhra), Vishnoo, the

paradise of the Hindoos.

taæ³ , s. (from (zą³, changed , aversion, disgust, defor-

mity.

tagu , s. (from fag , agitated), agitation, a being overcome

by fear or surprize, confusion .

Taaps), s. (from fa, prep. and fs, to conquer), a flag, a ban-

ner, an ensign, a kind of garland. The name of a small

tree, ( Sesbena æ-yptica. )

tati , s. (from 4 , to carry), a paddle for rowing a boat.

Constructed with ata, to strike, this word means to

paddle a boat.

tatæ, s. (from zЯ, to sit), a sitting, an assembly, a club.

tataatai, s. (from tatæ, a sitting, and , a house), a house

of relaxation or ease where friends may sit and con-

verse .

tadi, s. (from ag, to carry), a paddle for rowing a boat,

taaf , s. (from ca , a pipe), a player on the flute.
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tant.

tugal, s. (from F , prep. and 4 , a crossing over), the

river of hell, the mother of the Rakshuses or giants.

taotfmæ, s. (from fa, prep. and st , a tune , a bar whose

duty it is to awaken a prince with songs and music, a

poet laureate, a singer out of tune, a person who has

a demon for his familiar, a conjurer, a magician .

tautfaat, s. (from testa , a magician) , magic.

ta , 8. (from fa̸s , learning), cunning, craft, subtilty,

sharpness, skill , dexterity, cleverness.

tana, a. (from can, the vedu) , pertaining to the veda, skil-

led in the veda.

tafaxes, a. (from t , belonging to the veda, and za

an action), an action or work propounded in the veda.

taqdi, s. (from fang, the name of a mountain), the name of

a gem supposed to be lapis lazuli.

tzúafa, s. (from tanú, lapis lazuli, and aſa, a gem), the

name of a gem supposed to be the lapis lazuli.

tafuta, a (from fat , foreign) , foreign.

tamil, s. (from faħfatą, foreign) , a foreigner.

ta , s. (from ( , the veda) , a physician.

tava, n. (from ta , a physician), medical, belonging to

medicine.

ts. (from ta , medical, and t , a science , the

science of medicine, a treatise on medicine.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্ৰকুল , a. (from দৈাকশাস্ত্ৰ , the science ofmedicine,

and ta, eminent , eminent in the science of medicine,

well acquainted with medical writings.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ , a. ( from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র, the science of medicine,

and , to know), acquainted with the science of medi-

cine, acquainted with medical writings.

tq3131, a. (from tawatt , the science of medicine,

and , one who knows), a person skilled in the science

of medicine, a person acquainted with medical writings .

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্ৰজ্ঞান , s. (from বৈদ্যকশা , the science of medicine ,

and , knowledge), a knowledge of the science of

medicine, an acquaintance with medical writings .

tanemizide, a. (from tuæ , the science ofmedicine,

and atta, making known), making known or teaching

the science of medicine, publishing books on medicine.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্রজ্ঞাপন , s. (from বৈদ্যকশ' , the science of medicine ,

and , a making known ) , a teaching or making

known the science ofmedicine, the publishing ofbooks

on medicine.

fat, s. (from tanra , the science ofmedi-

cine, and tfag, one who makes known), a person who

teaches or makes known the science of medicine, a per-

son who publishes books on medicine,

taar

বৈদ্যকণাস্ত্ৰনিপুণ , a. (from বৈদ'কশাস্ত্র, the science of medicine,

and fa , eminent , eminent in the science ofmedicine,

well versed in medical writings .

বৈদ্যকশ।অপারক, a. ( from বৈদ্যশাস্ত্ৰ, the science ofmedicine,

and ta , able , able or skilled in the science of me

dicine, well acquainted with medical writings.

tatas, a. (from tæt , the science ofmedicine,

and fan, to know ), acquainted with the science of me-

dicine, acquainted with medical writings.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্ৰৰিকল্প, a. ( from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্ৰ the science ofmedicine,

and fa , opposed), contrary to medical science, con

trary to the medical writings.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্ৰৰিরোধ, s. (from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র, the science of media

cine, and fata, opposition), opposition or contrariety

to the science of medicine, opposition or contrariety

to the medical writings.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্রবিশারদ , a. (from বৈদ্যশাস্ত্ৰ, the science of medi

cine, and fat , eminent), eminent in the science of

medicine, skilled in medical writings.

বৈদ্যকশাঅৰৈত্তা , s. ( from ৰৈদাকশাস্ত্র, the science of medicine

and c , one who knows , a person acquainted with the

science ofmedicine, a person skilled in books of medi

cine.

tanimata , s . (from tra , the science of medicine,

and cat one who knows), a person acquainted with

the science of medicine, a person well read in medical

writings.

tanıætenata, s. (from tant , the science ofmedicine,

and at , knowledge) , a knowledge of the science of

medicine, an acquaintance with medical writings.

tinisata , a. (from ta , the science ofmedi

cine, and cataɛ, knowing), knowing or making known

the science of medicine, knowing or publishing books

of medicine.

taqıæmisas, ɑ. (from tata, the science of medicine,

and 13, approved), approved by the writings on medi

cine.

বৈদ্যশাস্ত্রমূলক, a. ( from বৈদ্যশাস্ত্র, the science of medicine,

and , a root), grounded upon medical science, ground-

ed on the writings on medicine.

দ্যৈকশাস্ত্রসম্মত, a. (from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র, the science of medicine,

and , approved), approved by or consistent with

medical science, approved in medical writings.

tanatafas, a. (from tant , the science of medicine,

and f , accomplished), proved by the rules of medical

science, proved or established by medical writings.

বৈদ্যশাস্ত্রাধ্যয়ন , ব, (from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র , the science ofmedicine,
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taa.

and , study), the study of medical science, the

study of medical writings .

tatan , a . (from tata, the science ofmedicine,

and t , giring instruction), giving instruction in

medical science, causing to read medical books ; s . a

medical tutor, a professor of medicine,

tatiana1, s. (from
the science of medi-

cine, and stat , a giving instruction , the giving of

instruction or lectures on medical science.

and

, a. (from tarata, the science of medicine,

arife , reading), studying medical science, read-

ing medical books.

tata ), s. (from tauta, the science of medicine,

and , one who reads), a person who studies me-

dicine, a person, who reads medical books.

Tamizzist, a. (from taæ , the science ofmedi-

cine, and f , following on), consequent upon or

coinciding with the science or books of medicine.

ta , s. (from tw , the science ofmedi-

cine, and , study), the study ofmedical writings.

tata, s. (from tratta, the science of medi-

cine, and , search), search or scrutiny into ne-

dical science, search or scrutiny into medical books.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্রানুসন্ধানী , a. (from বৈদ্যশাস্ত্ৰ, the science of medi

cine, and affaa, scrutinizing , searching into or

scrutinizing the science of medicine, searching into

medical writings.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্রানুসন্ধায়ী, a. (from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র, the science of me-

dicine, and af , scrutinizing), scrutinizing or

searching into medical science, scrutinizing or search-

ing medical writings.

tææntstaat?, a. (from tæt , the science ofmedi-

cine, and itfaz, following upon), following upon or

according with the science of medicine or with medical

writings.

tan @miminaica, ad. (from Tanja , the science ofmedi-

cine, and I, afollowing upon), according to medi-

cal science, according to the books on medicine.

বৈদ্যকশাÐাসম্মত, a. ( from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র, the science ofmedicine,

and I, unapproved), unapproved by the books or

rules of medical science.

বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্রাদিছ, a. (from বৈদ্যকশাস্ত্র , the science of medicine ,

and f , not proved), not proved by the books or rules

of medical science .

tat, a, (from faft, a law), lawful, rational, consistent with

law.

ta , s. (from fata , a widow ), widowhood,

tx

ta , s. (from fatí, apostacy) , apostacy, a false or hete

rodax system of religion.

tay, a. (from fatty, the performance ofreligious ceremo

nies), foolish, ignorant ; s. an idiot, a fool.

tzqzisi, s. (from farts, opposed to), opposition, contrari◄

ety.

ta , s. (from fa , cne ofthe wires of Kushyupa and

mother ofGuroora), one of the names of Guroora the

regent ofbirds.

tala, s . (from fafts, afather-in-law) , a brother by a dif.

ferent father.

taifa, a. (from faxte, a marriage), belonging to a mar.

riage, nuptials,the father of a daughter's husband or

son's wife.

tasa, s. from far, wealth , wealth, grandeur.

tata, s . (from fate a mother-in-law), a brother or sis

ter by a different mother.

tas , a. (from fat , a mother-in-law), a brother by a

different mother.

tatai, s. (from fats, a mother -in-law), a sister bya dif

ferent mother.

tagú, s. (from wư, in vain), inutility, vanity.

tifs, s. (from , inutility, and at , acquisition),

a becoming useless, uselessness , inutility.

tata , a. (from
id, grammar), skilled in grammar;

s. a grammarian.

tet , a. (from at , grammar), a female grammarian.

ta , s. (from , a hero), enmity, revenge, hostility, coar-

age, prowess.

ta , s. (from fa , disgusted), disgust, displeasure.

t<?>158, a . (from t , disgust, and , profucing),

exciting disgust, causing dislike.

tak, a . (from za¶, not related), not related to a person ;

s. a person who is not a relative.

বৈরনির্যাতন , s. ( from বৈর, enmity , and নির্যাতন , a giring), rea

venge, retaliation, the requiting of an injury.

taasta, s. (from 21 , enmity, and sta, condition), enmity,

hostility.

tr , s. (from t , enmity, and f ,
purification), re

venge, retaliation, the paying off a debt of enmity.

taatЯi, s. (from faatst,free from passion) , one who is free

from attachments, one free from passion, a religious

devotee who prefesses to have no worldly
attachments,

taats , s. (from fatst, free from passion , freedom from

worldly attachments, freedom from passion.

tafast, s. (from tafa inimical), enmity, hatred.

tafaa, s. (from Tifa , inimical), enmity, hatred,
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catti.

taal,s. (from tafa , an enemy), an enemy, an adversary, a

foe.

taateafa, s. (from tax, enmity, and sef , production),

the rise or production of enmity or hatred.

ta , s. (from fa , difform), disparity, a difference,

contrariety.

ta , v. n. (from fa , to enter), to run, to pierce, to enter,

to penetrate, to sit,

tata, s (from fata , the six teenth mansion in the Hin-

doo zodiac), the first month in the Indian Kalender, it

commences when the Sun enters Aries.

taf , s. (from faft , particular), peculiarity, excellence,

validity.

tafa , s. (from fata, a distinction) , one of the six schools

usually called the durshunas in which the doctrine of

the vedas is explained.

tatai , s. (from tafa , the visheshika philosophy,

and , ascience) , the visheshika philosophy, the writ

ings on the visheshika philosophy.

teetfasa. (from ttfatt , the visheshika philoso-

phy, and 1 , to know), versed in the doctrines or skill-

ed in the books of the visheshika philosophy.

t1, s. (from ter the visheshika phi-

I sophy, and CT , one who knows), a person acquainted

with the visheshika philosophy, a person acquainted

with the writings of the visheshikas,

tadı, s. (from fat to enter), the third of the tribes or castes

of Hindoos who follow trade and agriculture.

tetta , s. (from far , the name of a Hindoo sage), fire

or rather the god of fire fabled to be the son of Vish-

wanura.

tiffa , a. (from fifa, the name of a Hindoo sage),

copied, imitated , inferior.

taar,s. (from faxa, unequal ), inequality, severity, rigour.

15, v. n. (from a to dwell), to sit, to settleto the bottom,

to sink as the earth does with rain or when rammed, to

become lower.

t , a. (from , to dwell) , fit to be sat upon, intended

for sitting on.

catata, s. (from catat , a sheat fish) , a sheat fish, (Silurus

pelorius.)

cat ), a . (from z , to deceive), deceiving, unprincipledly

wicked.

et, s. (from cat , a stalk), a foot stalk, a petiole, a nip

ple.

cate , s. (from cae, a stalk), a foot stalk, a petiole, a nip

ple.

cata.

cat , a. (from a, a goat) , stupid, simple ; s . a he goat

catata, s. (from catæ , ignorant), ignorance, stupidity.

catatat, s. (from catei , stupid), stupidity.

cata , s. (from i , a bundle), a bundle.

catæsteætafs, s. (from și , a bundle) , packages and bun

dles.

catæfs, 8. (from &și , bundle) , a parcel, a bundle, a pack-

age.

(A1, s. (from T , to carry), a burden, a load , a bale.

CITI, s . (from T , to know), the understanding of a thing, a

burden, a charge or trust, a load, a truss , a package.

cat , s. (from cata) , a load), a cargo, a load , the load-

ing of a ship.

catīta), s. (from citat , a load), a porter.

cat , s. (from cat , a snake) , the name ofa large species of

snake, ( Boa constrictor ;) a species of fish not yet as

certained.

catştatЯ, s. (from catși, a species of snake, and Яt , a

snake), a large species of snake, (Boa constrictor.)

151, s. (from 25, to carry), a person who bears or carries,

зta, s. (from button), a button.

cata, s. (from cata, moist), a kind of half formed coal or

black earth frequently dug up at a depth of ten or

twelve feet from the surface in alluvious soils.

tat, a. (from cat , moist), changed in taste, ill-tasted.

catatan , s. (from cat , a sheat fish), a sheat fish, (Silurus

pelorius.)

cata , a. (from 7 , to know), comprehensible, knowable.

catai, s. (from cat , intelligent), an intelligent person, a wise

or shrewd man, a bondsman, bail , a caution .

cata, s. (from I, to understand), intellect, the understand

ing, an idea, an opinion, a perception of the understand-

ing.

cata , a. (from 7 to know ), knowing, comprehending,

making known, indicating."

catâøa, a. (from cata, knowledge, and to do), giving ideas

or knowledge.

, a. (from cata, the intellect, and star, obtainable),

capable of being understood, comprehensible.

catastra, a. (from cat , knowledge, and csttsg, an object),

clear to reason or intellect.

(818GIE, a. (from cztą, knowledge, and , producing),

producing knowledge,

( 1, 9. (from ca , producing knowledge) , the

property of producing knowledge or mental percepti-

Oli.

catdaaa , 8. (from catâsaæ, producing knowledge), the
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যোধ catg

"

property ofproducing knowledge or mental percepti-

on.

, ad. (from cat , producing knowledge,

and t, aform), in the manner ofproducing knowledge

or mental perception.

cas , a. (from cat , knowledge, and f , produced) ,

produced by or arising from knowledge.

at , a. (from cat , knowledge , and 1, producible ,

producible by or arising from knowledge.

cat5 , ^ad. (loc. case of cata ), for the purpose of

knowledge.

cata , s . (from cat , knowledge, and , destruction),

the destruction or loss of understanding or knowledge.

, a. (from cat , knowledge, and , destructive),

destructive to the understanding or to knowledge.

cata , a. (from cat , knowledge, and fa , destructive),

destructive to the understanding or to knowledge.

catâa, s. (from 8, to know), a knowing, a perceiving by

the mind, the evening of the sixth day of the moon's in-

crease in the month of Ashwina.

ata , s. (from cat , knowledge, and t , destruction) ,

the destruction or loss of understanding or knowledge.

catgate, ɑ. (from cata, knowledge, and at , destructive),

destructive to understanding or knowledge.

বোধনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from বোধ, knowledge, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease , causing knowledge or ideas to cease.

aafiataæ, a. (from cat*, knowledge, and faxtaT, prevent-

ing) , preventing knowledge or ideas.

রোধনিবারণ , ও . (from বোধ, knowledge, and নিবারণ, e prevent-

ing), the preventing of knowledge or ideas .

atafafa, s. (from cat , knowledge, and fafe, cessation),

the cessation ofknowledge or mental preception.

catafafas , a. (from cat , knowledge, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from knowledge or mental percep-

tion ; ad, from or because of knowledge or mental per-

ception.

tafafar , ad. (from cat , knowledge, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose of knowledge or mental perception.

, a. (from 3 , to unders´and ), comprehensible .

, a (from cat , knowledge, and before), preced-

ed by or arising from knowledge or mental perception ;

ad. by or through knowledge or mental perception.

attgfsue, a. (from cara, knowledge, and E, OPPOS-oppos-

ed to), opposing or obstructing knowledge or mental

perception.

Higgs, a. (from , knowledge, and F, cused by)

caused by or arising from knowledge or mental percep-

tion ; ad, from or because of knowledge or mental per

ception.

At , a. (from eata, knowledge, and , increasing),

increasing the intellectual powers, increasing know-

ledge.

cat , s. (from cat , knowledge, and a, an increasing ,

the increasing of the intellectual powers, the increas

ing of knowledge.

cat , ad. (from cat , knowledge, and f1, without),

without knowledge or ideas.

catafata. (from cat , knowledge, and fafts, possessed

of), possessed ofknowledge or mental perceptions, wise,

learned, intelligent.

cæiðfaxta, a. (from cata, knowledge, and fixa, destitute),

destitute of knowledge or ideas, ignorant.

cata , s . (from cata, knowledge, and , increase), the in-

crease of the intellectual powers, the increase of know.

ledge.

বোরব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (fromবোধ, knowledge , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed , knowledge or mental perception excepted, ideas ex-

cepted.

ataufæ, s . (from cat , knowledge, and arfsrx , an ex-

ception), the exception of knowledge or mental percep

tion .

বোধব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of বোধৰাতিয়েক) , with the excepe

tion of knowledge or mental perception , without orbe

side knowledge or mental perception.

catâtate, s. (from cat , knowledge, and tats, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to knowledge or mental perception.

(TİİTİTİGE, a. (from cata, knowledge, and raise, ob-

structing), obstructing knowledge or mental perception.

catafası, 8. (from †, to know), a person who publishes or

makes known.

cat , a. (from cat , knowledge, and , joined to) , con

nected with knowledge or mental perception, wise, in

telligent.

cataas, a. (from cat , knowledge, and as, destitute),

destitute of knowledge or mental perception, ignorant,

stupid .

tata , a. (from c , knowledge, and , empty), des-

titute of knowledge or mental perception, ignorant,

stupid.

cataxia, a. (from cat , knowledge, and t , destitute , des

titute of knowledge or mental perception, ignorant,

stupid.

catacgæ, a. (from catª, knowledge, and cry , a cruse ,̀

caused by or arising from knowlege or mental per
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Cate

ception ; ad. from or because of knowledge or mental

perception.

tata, & (from t ↑, knowledge, and ta, diminution),

the decay of the intellectual powers, the loss or decay

ofknowledge.

Batistas, a. from , knowledge, and i , diminish-

ing), diminishing the intellectual powers, diminishing

knowledge,

casta , a, (from ca , intellect, and sta , unobtainable),

incomprehensible.

ats, a from cata, intellect, and ³, gone), gone from

the understanding.

aaifty, s. (from cæt , kn /wledge, and faiz, a right),

a right to know,

aktagid, a. (from catæ, knowledge, and fun, follow-

ng), following upon or corresponding with knowledge.

or understanding.

catât 513), a. (from .at , knowlelge, and fa, follow-

ing), following upon or corresponding with knowledge

or understanding.

«iamatig, ad. (from cætª, knowledge and aty , a fol-

Lowing), according to or in consequence of knowledge

or understanding.

ata, u. (from cat , intellect) , intelligent, wise.

cats a. (from a to krow), made known, published ,

afrom , to know), knowable, perceivable, per-

ceptible.

cētai, s . (from z to sow) , the sowing of seed.

Atas. (from af₹7, a sister), a sister's husband.

citata , a. (from 7 , a wood , woody, forest.

catai, d. n. (from a , prep and , t speak), to lisp, to

make a noise like a dumb man ; 4. dumb.

ta, s. (from 7, to skeen) , saw dust, an ornament for the

waist.

(zizai, 8. (from Tπi, a wasp) , a wasp.

ætại , s. (from ₹, to skreen), a sack, a bag.

Atṛtafa, 8, (from ætat , a sack, and za, a binding) , the

putting up of corn or other articles into sacks.

atti, s. (from A, pres. and 5, to grow,, a bean, a vari-

ety of rice usually reaped in April.

at , v. a. (from , to explain) , to speak, to say, to tell, to

mention ,

ata , s . ›from cut , to speak), a speech, a saying, a sentence,

to glaze earthen vessels ,
a word, a kind of earth use.

liquor prepared for dying, a ley made of goats dung and

other ingredients .

Atasta, s. (from cat , to speak, and , to go), discourse .

LatĦ3 , s. (from TTF ), a wɑ p), a wasp,

বাগ,ু

cata , s. (from cata, myrrh), the name of a species ofW.

nut tree indigenous in the North East border of Bengal,

(Juglans pterococca. )

cat , s. (from cat , to speak) , a speech, a saying, an ex-

pression, a sentence, a recital ; v. a . to call, to send for,

to dye of any particular colour.

catal, s. (from cat , to speak), a language, a dialect.

cati , s. (from TIA' , a wasp) , a wasp .

( 1871 , 8. from 7871 , a brass pot), a brass or copper pot

ofa particular make.

, s. (from , a deified teacher of the Boodhi sect), a

Bouddhist.

( I , s. (from , a boud 'hist, and 13, a miner) , the

sect ofBouddhis's, the opinions ofthe Bouddhists, Boud-

dhism .

, S. (from 3, Buddhism, and , a

depending), the profession of Bouddhism ,

(aissstamat, a. (from 43, Bouddhism, and arafa , de.

pending), making a profession of Bouddhism ; s . a Boud-

dhist.

¡F, a. (from fa, prep. and , to more) , distinct, appar.

ent, clear, evident, manifest, expressed , individual, spe

cific.

fas, s. (from 5, distinct, and sfas, arithmetic), arith

metic.

UFF , ad. (from 1 , distinct, and ™ , a form), distinct-

ly, clearly, evidently, manifestly, apparently.

zifs, s. from fa , prep. and , to move) , a specific appear.

ance or being, a person , an individual , a man . In Gram-

mar, the case of a noun.

731, 8. from 1f , an ind vidual , individuality.

W1, 8. (from 4555, an individu il) , individuality.

afsfxx, s. from fx, an individuil, and ferta, a dis-

tinct on), a particular individual.

f5 , s. from 1f5, on indiv›dual, and (55 , a distincti

on), a distinct individual, a particular individual,

sta , s. (from 1 , distinct, and 34 , a making) , the

making of a thing clear or distinct.

UFÌC3, ɑ. (from ₹ 5, distinct, and 5, made) , made clear

or distinct, made evident .

UF , a . from 15, distinct, and 3 , become), become

distinct or clear, become evident.

, a. (from fa, prep. and ¾g, be ore), eager, zealous,

ardent , agiated, bewildered, perplexed, alarmed, af

frighted.

Wstide, a. (from Ts, eager, and fo³, the heart), zealous, ea

ger, ardent.

Dddddd
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, s. (from 19. eager), eagerness, zeal, ardency, agi-

tation, alarm, perplexity.

at , a. (from 31 , eagerness, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from eagerness or agitation,

, s. (from arst , eagerness, and tatt, display), a

display or manifestation of zeal or eagerness.

agatgætæ, ɑ. (from 31, engerness, and t*te, dis-

playing), making a display of zeal or eagerness .

, s. (from 1 , eager) , eagerness, zeal, ardency, agita-

tion, alarm , perplexity.

, a. (from 1 , eager, and the mind), eager-

minded, zealous, ardent.

astata , a. (from 1st eager, and at , the mind), eager-

minded, zealous, ardent.

Я, a, (from fa, prep. and , a body), misplaced, distort-

ed, sarcastic ; s , a joke, a sarcasm, distortion, a frog, a

cripple, a freckle or spot.

, s. (from 7 , distortion, and u , a word), distort-

ed or unnaturally arranged speech.

, a. (from T , sarcasm, and a, to do) , making jokes

or sarcasms, distorting.

kata , a. (from , a sarcasm, and ætṛæ, making), mak-

ing sarcasms or jokes, distorting ; s. a person who deals

in jokes or sarcasms.

kata , a. (from , a sarcasm, and tf , making), mak-

ing jokes or sarcasms, distorting.

ak™ɩa, ad. (from TЯ, a sarcasm, and ¤, a step), by or in

the way of joke or sarcasm .

IЯA1, a. (from й , a sarcasm , and 1, producible`, pro-

ducible by or arising from distortion or sarcasm .

Tikħl-1, ad. (loc. case 'ƒZIKM ), for the purpose of dis-

tortion or sarcasm .

(A3 , a. (from R, a sarcasm , and fafa , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from distortion or sarcasm ; ad.

from or because of distortion or sarcasm .

fifa , ad. (from 1ª, a sarcasm , and fasa , a cause), for

the purpose of sarcasm or distortion.

, a. (from Tk, a sarcasm , and , before) , preceded

by or arising from sarcasm or distortion ; ad. by or

through sarcasm or distortion.

, a. (from . a sarcasm , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from sarcasm or distortion ; ad.

from or because of sarcasm or distortion,

ata , s. (from Я, a sarcasm, and ītē , a word), a dis-

torted speech, a sarcasm , a joke,

f451, ad. (from , a arcasm , and fat, without), with-

out or beside sarcasm or distortion.

zia.

Яfif , a. (from Я, distortion, and fifté, possessed of),

distorted, garbled , ridiculous.

afasia, a. (from ħ, distortion, and fea, destitute), free

from distortion or unnatural circumstances.

vxufafa™, a¸ (from 1 , a sarcasm, and ufsfas, excepted)

sarcasm or distortion excepted.

Tkafslaæ, s. (from Tik, a sarcasm, and wifiæ, an excep-

tion), the exception of sarcasm or distortion.

ukofotște, ad. (loc . case of ), with the excepti.

on of sarcasm or distortion , without or beside sarcasm

or distortion .

, a. (from a , distortion , and fea, separate), separ

ate or distinct from distortion or unnatural circumstan-

ces ; ad. beside distortion or unnatural circumstances.

Я , a. (from a , distortion, and T , joined ) , distorted,

garbled, ridiculous.

aЯaf€³, a. (from , distortion, and af , destitute) , free

from distortion or unnatural circumstances.

, a. (from 21 , distortion, and , empty), free

from distortion or unnatural circumstances.

aketa, a. (from Я, distortion , and 14, destitute), free

from distortion or unnatural circumstances.

UЯ1538, a. (from un, a sarcasm, and (53, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from distortion or sarcasm ; ad. from

or because of sarcasm or distortion.

Tatfs, s. (from 4, misplacing, and sf , a speech), a

play on words, a jeer, a pun, a sarcasm , a joke.

InЯifs , a. (from Tif , a sarcasm , and 4, an in-

strument), done by means of jokes or sarcasms ; ad. by

means ofjokes or sarcasms .

mЯtfsgt?i , ad, (from Text[SF, a sarcasm, and ■ta, a door),

by or through jokes or sarcasms.

¿ ª³, 8. (from f³, prep, and , to move , a sarcasm, a co-

vert but intelligible expression of suspicion or con-

tempt.

UGI, s. (from fa, prep. and w , to go) , a fan.

, a. (from fa, prep. and , to go , expressing passi-

on or feeling, distinguishing, making clear or plain.

1931, s. (from 1127, making clear or plain , the expres

sion of passion or feeling, the making of a thing plain.

214 , s. (from 1 , making clear) , the expression of pas

sion or feeling, the making of a thing plain.

777, s. (from fª, prep, and &☎, to go) , a maik, a sign, a

token, a spot, a consonant, sauce to meat, a condiment,

the beard .

77971, s. (from fa, prep, and xã, to manifest), a rhetoris

cal figure, a sarcasm or irony.
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DR. 7731.

rental , s. (from 1, a sarcasm, and af , a circum-

stance), a rhetorical figure, a sarcasm , an irony.

21363, s. (from fa, prep. &fs, prep. and , to do) , a mis-

fortune, a calamity, a reverse, a reciprocity, a recipro-

cal action or relation.

fwa, s. (from fa, prep. afs, prep. and , to step) , in.

verted or retrograde order, inversion, opposition, con-

trariety, repugnance, a reverse.

Ufoæææiy», «. (fromUfsFT, inversion, and ☎ta*, making),

making things inverted or retrograde, changing the or-

der of things, reversing.

zifs=æætel, a. (from afara, inversion , and wife , making),

making things inverted or retrograde, changing the or-

der ofthings, reversing.

ব্যতিক্রমজনক, a. (from ব্যতিক্রম , contrariety, and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing opposing or contrary circumstances.

বক্রিমজনিত , a . (from ব্যতিক্রম, contrariety, and জনিত, pro-

duce ), produced by or arising from opposing or con-

tradictory circumstances.

ufsfasa , a. (from zf3wa, inversion, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from inversion or contra-

riety.

ব্যতিক্ৰমজন্যে, ad. (lic. case of ব্যতিক্রমজন্য) , for the purpose of

inversion or contrariety.

Ufs❤zats, d. (from fe , contrariety, and 13, produ- ||

ced , produced by or arising from opposing or contrary

circums ances.

biferafafice, a. (from fa, inversion , and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from inversion or contrari-

ety ; ad. from or because of inversion or contrariety.

feffare, ad. (from ifs , inversion, and fafas, a

cause), for the purpose of inversion or contrariety.

alorage, a. (from fra, inversion , and before),

preceded by or arising from inversion or opposition ;

ad. by or through inversion or contrariety.

zifзafant, ad. (from fa, contrariety, and fat , with-

out), without or beside opposing or contrary circum-

stances.

ferata, s. (from fea, inversion, and cat , an idea),

a misconstruction, an idea of contrariety.

ব্যতিক্ৰমবোধক, a. ( from ব্যতিক্রম , inversion, and ৰোধক, know-

ing , forming an idea of inversion , misconstruing.

ব্যতিক্রমব্যতিরিক্ত, a . ( from ব্যতিক্রম, contrariety, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), contrariety or opposition excepted .

বাতিক্রমব।ডিরেক, s . ( from ব্যতিক্রম contrariety , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of contrariety or oppositi-

.on.

ব্যতিক্রমব্যতিরেকে, ad (loe case of ব্যতিক্রম্যডিরেক), with the

exception of contrariety or opposition , without or be-

side contrariety or opposition.

ব্যতিক্রমভিন্ন , a . (from ব্যতিক্রম, contrariety , and ভিন্ন , separate),

separate or distinct from opposition or contrariety ; ad.

beside opposition or contrariety.

fæ , a. (from fa, contrariety, and a, a root),

originating from contrariety or opposition.

vifзææðɩt, ad. (from fa, inversion, and , a form),☎*,

in the way of inversion or contrariety, inversely , revers-

edly, contrarily.

54, a . (from aſs , contrariety , and 5 , indicat-

ing), indicating contrariety or opposition.

« fsFa(T3F, a. (from ™™™, inversion , and c₹3 , a cause),

caused by or arising from inversion or contrariety ; ad.

from or because of inversion or contrariety.

ufs , a. (from fa, prep. fs, prep. and , to step), in-

verting, reversing, opposing, transgressing.

afts, a. (from fa, prep. 3 , prep. and , to step), in-

verted, reversed, opposed.

, a. (from fa, prep. f , prep. prep. and 1, to

stand), disgusted, agitated , alarmed.

fs , a. (from fa , prep. f , prep. fx, prep. and , to

throw), agitated , distressed , alarmed.

Tiffas, a. (from fª , prep. ■í³ , prep. and fa̸ , toflow), ex-

cepted, withdrawn, withheld , distinct, different.

afslaæ, s. (from fa, prep. ass, prep. and fag, to flow), an

exception, a withholding, separatedness, a difference,

an inverse argument, an inferring from the want or ab

sence of things .

afoxæuifs, s. (from zıf³¿¿æ, an inverse argument, and

aff , an orerspreading), an argument embracing all

that is to be concluded from the want or absence of a

thing.

afstaal, a. (from fa, prep. f³ , prep. and fo, toflow) , ex-

cepting, separating, distinguishing.

afstate, ad. loc. case of af ), without, except, with

the exception of.

27373, a. (from fx, prep. f³, prep. and , to go), past,

gone, excepted, withdrawn, withheld.

zigns, ad. (loc. case of a 15), except , besides.

33, s. (from fr , prep. afs, prep. and e, to fall), a

great and portentous calamity, a portent indicating

some great calamity, disrespect, contempt, the seven-

teenth ofthe astrological yogas.

Dddddd2

bar-
jata, s. (from sa, prep. f³ , prep. and , to take),

ter, exchange, an exchange ofblows or abusive language.
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ব্যথা,

71319, s. (from fa , prep. 3 , prep. and д, to go), contra-

riety, opposition, a reverse, an inverted or retrograde

order.

Gætṛæ, a. (from 1357, contrariety, and ☎ta , doing),

acting perversely, acting contrary or in opposition.

gia), a . (from 27517, con rariety, and ifa, ding),

acting perversely, acting contrary or in opposition.

WGYMAI, a. (from 7319, contrariety, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from contrariety or oppositi-

on.

GIGA , ad. loc. case of gig , for opposition, for

contrariety.

Wyface, a. (from 1317 , contrariety, and fif , a cause),

caused by or arising from opposition or contrariety ;

ad. from or because of opposition or contrariety.

far , ad. (from 1314 , contrariety, and fifa , a cause) ,

for opposition, for contrariety.

UGIBAIF, a. ( from 7.314, contrariety, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from opposition or contrari-

ety ; ad. from or because of opposition or contrariety.

US11E3F, a. (from 31317, contrariety, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from opposition or contrariety ;

ad . from or because of opposition or contrariety.

ta, s fromfa, prep. f , prep, and , to throw) , con-

trariety, opposition, a reverse, an inverted or retrograde

order.

guste, a. (from л , to pain), sensible, capable of feeling

pain.

212 , s. (from 1 , te pain), pain, smart, an ache, an agony.

Tutzz, a. (from 241, j ain, and E, to do), smarting, paining,

giving pain, sore , painful.

utate, a. (from 7 , pain, and at , doing), smarting,

aching, giving pain, sore, painful.

rtæt , a. (from ₹12) , pain, and af , do ng), smarting,

aching, giving pain , sore, painful.

Għ , a . (from us, pain, and 57 , producing), caus-

ing pain, giving pain.

MUTKA , a (from 212 , pain, and 571, producible , produci-

ble by or arising from pain.

, ad. (loc. case of auta ), for the purpose of pain

or distress .

t131 , s. (from 7121 , pain, and 3, a giver), a person

or thing which gives pain.

uta , s. (from 74, pain, and ūta, a giving), the giving

of pain.

utkia , a. (from 71 , pain, and at , giving), occasion-

ing pain, sore, painful.

Tut,

utat , a. (from arui , pain, and atfïą, giving), giving

pain, sore, painful.

ut , s. (from Jut, pain, and , destruction), the re-

moval ofpain.

ut , a. (from jut, pain, and † , destructive), re-

moving or curing pain.

ajut , a . (from , pain, and fa , destructive), re-

moving or curing pain.

zjutatπ , s. (from wu , pain, and 7 , destructive), the remov

al or cure of pain.

ajutatæ, a. (from ju , pain, and **, destructive , de-

structive to or curing pain.

ufas, a. (from 4 , pain, and fa , causing to cease),

removing or curing pain, anodyne.

zutlaatge , a . (from 4) , pain, and facta , preventing),

preventing or resisting pain.

autfaatzd, s. (from 721, pain , and faɛted, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of pain .

auta , s. from ut , pain, and fofs, cessation) , the ces-

sation or prevention of pain.

autas , a. (from art, pain, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from pain ; ad. from or because of pain.

Tufaf- ad. (from aл , pain , and ff , a cause), for the

purpose of pain.

WUtqTF, e. (from wut, nain, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from pain ; ad. from or because of pain.

uuta̸s☎, a. (from wut, Jain, and Tá☎, increasing), increas-

ing pain, aggravating pain,

ajutada, s. (from au , pain, and 257, an increasing), the

increasing or aggravating of pain.

zulfant, ad. (from Tut, pain, and fa̸51, without), without

or beside pain.

aufaf , a. (from , pain, and fast , possessed of,

pained, sore, painful.

faxa, a. from 7 , pain, and fasta, destitute,, free from

pain.

zjutafu̸, s. (from ww , pain, and afĩ, in rease), the increase

of pain or anguish.

autofofas, a. firem aut pain, and ifs , excepted),

pain excepted.

ajuta , s. (from aut, pa n, and f¾ , an exception),

the exception of pain.

autfiae, ad (loc. case of utafox , with the excep

tion of pain, without or beside pain.

z¡V+fsa, a. (from jul, pain, and fea separate) , separate or

distinct from pain or anguish ; al, beside pain or an-

guish.
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quiæz, «. (from zu), pain, and , a roo! ) , originating

or springing from pain er anguish.

Hut , a. (from Tu , pain , and as, joined , connected with

pain, sore, painful.

autafes, a. (from aru , pain, and af , destitute), free from

pain.

a. (from aut , pain, and T, empty), free from pain.

autetfa, s. (from 712), pain, and gifï, detriment), the les-

sening ofpain or anguish

zju†Ñ7, a. (from wu , pain, and , destitute), free from

pain.

zju|lyga, a. (from aut, pain, and (F3, a cause), caused by

or arising from pain ; ad from or because of pain.

zifus, a. (from 4, to pain , pained , sore.

zifugu, a. (from 4, to pain , sensible, capable of feeling

pain.

zafax, a. (from fa, prep. &t, prep and f , to instruct ,

denominated, named, imposed on, deceived.

zut, s. (from fa, prep. 4, prep, and fit, tosh w ) , a pre-

tence, craft, fraud , dishonesty, a name , an appellation,

***, «. from f¹, prep. ¤ª, prep, and fun, to shew , mak

ing retence, acting craftily or fraudulently.
F

UNTVI, s. (from fa, prep , rrep, and fɩ” to instruct ,

one who denon in tes, a thing which denominates, a

deceiver, an impostor.

3, a. (from fa, prep. 5 , prep. and , to go), opposed.

contrary.

7 , s. (from fa, prep. aa, prep. and am, to enumerate),

subtraction.

з, a. (fromfa, prep. a, prep, and a , to enumerate),

subtracted ; s. subtraction .

wafaa, a. (from fa, prep. a, prep. and fa , to cut), divid-

ed, separated, cut into separate pieces.

T & , s. (from fa , prep. a, prep. and fan, to cut), anato-

my,the cutting of a thing into parts.

TITIKKP, a. (from fa, prep. z, prep. and fa , to cut), cut-

ting to pieces , dividing ; s . an anatomist,

fan , s. from ¿ , anatomy, and (75 ), a science),

the science of anatomy.

zM, 8. (from fa, prep. & , prep. and 1, to held), inter-

vention, interposition, a lying between.

ajaЯtë¹, s. (from fa, prep. 7, prep and , to hold , a per-

son or thing which separates from other things, the sep-

tum of the nose, a septum.

zjata, s. (from f³, prep. 7, prep. and ↑ , to hold , a par-

tition, any thing interven ng or coming between two

objects, a fence, a skreen, a covering, a disappearance.

014,

ব্যবধানকরিক, a . ( from ব্যবধান , an intervening , and কারক, do-

ing , making a division or partition , intervening.

weЯta · tại, ɑ, (from ajaĦta, an intervening, and atfa , do-

in ), making a division or partition, intervening.

*18213531, a. (from aizza, an intero ning, and 3 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from an intervention

or partition.

ব্যবধানজন্যে , ad loc. case of ব্যবধানজন্য ) , for an intervention,

for a partition.

taff , . (from rata, an intervening, and fifa ,

a cause) , caused by or arising from an intervening thing

ad. from or because of something intervening.

ব্যবধাননিমিত্তে, ad. (from ব্যবধান, an intervening, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause , for an intervening thing.

U1815× 6, a. (from 7748†7, în i stervening, and , be-

fre , preceded by or arising from an intervening parti-

tion or skreen ; ad ,by or through an intervening skreen

or partition.

ব্যবধানপুযুক্ত , a. ( from স্বাধীন , an interrening, and প্রযুক্ত, caus-

ed by), caused by or ar sing from an intervening skreen

orpartition ; ad from orbecause ofanintervening skreen

or partition .

tafa , ad. (from
an intervening, andfat , with-

out), without or beside an intervening skreen or parti

tion.

zatafaft , a . (from araЯta, an intervening, and fatal,

possessed of, possessed of or having an intervening.

skreen or partition.

arastata, a. (from arata, an intervening, and fata, des-

titute), destitute of or free from an intervening skreen

or partition.

ব্যবধানব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from ব্যবান, an intervening, and ব্যতিরিক্ত

excepted) , an intevening skreen or partition except

ed.

fa , s. (from arata, an intervening, and f3.5,

an exception), the exception of an intervening skreen

or partition.

ব্যবধানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ব্যবধানব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of anintervening skreen or partition, without

or beside an intervening skreen or partition.

za&tafsa, a. (from 18† , an intervening, and fsa, sepa.

rate , separate or distinct from an intervening skreem

or partition ; ad. beside an intervening skreen or parti-

tion.

, . (from at , an intervening, and F, join

ed to), connected with or having an intervening skreen

or partition.
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taatst , a. (from art , an interposing, and cutstr,

worthy), capable of or suited to intervene or lie be-

tween.

arastaafes, a. (from rata, an intervening, and af , des-

titute) , destitute of or free from an intervening skreen

or partition.

, a. (from æææ†ã, an intervening, and i , emp-

ty), destitute of or free from au intervening skreen or

partition.

at , a. (from rata, an intervening, and , desti-

tute) , destitute of or free from an intervening skreen or

partition,

VIЯtaggỡ, a. (from zræâ†7, an in'erçen'ng, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from an intervening skreen

or partition ; ad. from or because of an intervening

skreen or partition.

araatate, a. (from 1 , an interposing, and F, fit), fit

or suited to intervene or lie between.

at , a. (from fa , prep. a, prep. and , to hold), fit

or suited to intervene or lie between.

Utræ, a. (from fa, prep. a , prep. and N , to hold), inter-

posing, intervening, concealing, skreening.

wat , a. (from fa , prep. , prep. and 1 , to hold , inter-

vening, interposing, situated between .

Duty, a. (from fa, prep. xa, prep. and 21, to hold) , fit or

suited to intervene or lie between.

ZIUAI,
, . (from any, a profession), the following of a pro-

fession or occupation , trade, a profession, an occupati-

on, an employment.

matata, a. (from , thefollowing of an occupation,

and , holding), following a trade or occupation ; s . a

tradesman .

Яty, s. (from f , prp. , prep. and , to kill ), the

following of a trade or occupation, a trade, a calling,

a profession, an occupation, an effort or exertion, per-

severing or industrious effort, a plan , a device.

VIAtIFIq☎, ɑ. (from ty, a profession, and ad, a

means , effected by means of a trade or profession ; ad

by means of a trade or profession .

Яtpat, s . (from aty, a trade, and a , a doer), a

man who carries on a trade or profession.

ৰ্য্যৰনায়কারক, “. (from ব্যবসায় , a profession, and কায়ক, do-

ing), following a trade or occupation, trading, working

at an occupation.

tpatet, a. (from t , a profession, and at , do-

ing), following a trade or profession, trading, working

at an occupation,

TIX.

vant?æ*%, a. (from zzata, a profession, and 7 , produ.

cing , producing a trade or profession.

fas, a. (from ty, a profession, and fas, prcò

duced), produced by or arising from a trade or profes-

sion.

ta , a. (from ajaЯty, a profession, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from a trade or professi

on.

amatysia), ad. (loc. case of rig ), for a trade or pro-

fession.

zentests, a. (from ty, a profession, and ats, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from a trade or profes-

sion.

wanty is, s . (from a̸ants, a profession, and arts, aban-

donment) , the relinquishment of a trade or profession.

zzat¶gris) . a. (from anty, a profession, and Gtfsa, re-

linquishing), relinquishing a trade or profession.

watæ , s. (from tя, a trade, and I, a thing), mer-

chandize.

asantetai, ud. (from Яty, a profession, and at , a daor),

by or through a trade or profession.

ব্যবসায়নিৰ্ত্তক , a . ( from ব্যবসায় , a profession, and নিৰ্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to an occupation or prac

tice, putting a stop to a line of trade.

ajaЯtplaatṣæ, a. (from Я , a profession, and faxta , pre-

venting), preventing or resisting the following of a trade

or occupation .

বাসায়নিবারণ , s. (from বাসায়, a profession , and নিবারণ , ও

proventing), the preventing or resisting of a person's

jollowing a trade or occupation.

1fafs, s. (from Яty, a profession, and fagfa, ces-

sation), the cessation of a trade or occupation,

ব্যবসায়নিমিত্তক, a. (from ব্যবসায়, a profession , and নিমিত্ত,

cause) , caused by or arising from a trade or occupati-

on ; ad, from or because of a trade or occupation.

estoffice , ad. (from wĦṣ, a profession, and fafie,

cause), for a trade or occupation.

ব্যবসায়পরিত্যাগ , s. ( from:ব্যবসায়, a profession , and পরিত্যাগ, এ

relinquishment) , the relinquishment of a trade or pro-

fession .

ব্যবসায়পরিত্যাগী , a. ( from ব্যবসায়, a profession , and পরি

, relinquishment), relinquishing a trade or pro-

fession.

vatge , a. (from ant , a profession, and , before),

preceded by or arising from a trade or occupation ; ad.

by or through a trade or profession.

বারমায়প্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from বাসায়, a profession, and পুথিৰ ক,
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opposing), opposing or obstructing a trade or occupati

on.

Dante , a (from v³ñty, a profession, and 45, caused

by), caused by or arising from a trade or occupation ;

ad, from or because of a trade or occupation.

te, a. (from 1 , aprofession, and as, increas-

ing), increasing a trade or profession.

anton, s. (from , a profession, and 7 , an in-

creasing), the increasing or promoting of trade or com-

merce.

, ad. (from art , a profession , and fax , with-

out), without or beside a trade or occupation.

wastofafts, u. (from 114¤†y, a profession, and fasta, pos-

sessed of, possessed of a trade or profession.

artfast , . (from a , a profession, and fast , des-

titute), destitute of a trade or profession.

vanta■, s. (from ar¬ty, a profession, and af , increase),

the increase of trade or commerce.

ব্যবসায়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from ব্যবসায়, a profession, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), a trade or occupation excepted.

westgufarge, a . (from aunts, a trade, and use, an

exception), the exception of a trade or occupation.

zzatgaforgie, ad. (loc. case ofTI TAtpa̸for , with the

exception ofa trade or occupation, without or beside a

trade or occupation.

araatgastats, s. (from Uraty, a trade, and tts, an ob-

stacle,, an obstacle to the pursuit of a trade or occupa-

tion.

Zastgætatsæ, a. (from Tjanto, a trade, and atatas, ob-

structing), obstructing the pursuit of a trade or occu-

pation.

jaЯtosa, a. (from at , a profession, and 5 , separate),

separate or distinct from a trade or profession ; ad. be-

side a trade or profession.

ztatæ, u. (from wiasty, a trade, and " , a root),

originating from the following of a trade or occupati-

on.

vant , a. (fromart , a profession, and T , joined to),

connected with a trade or profession.

zaĦtacatst), a. (from Waaty, a profession , and ‹ ts , wor-

thy , worthy or capable of a trade or profession.

WAЯiggfxz, a. (from jante, a profession, and 3(53, desti-

tute) , destitute of a trade or profession.

zantes , a. (from waatz, a projession, and I, emp-

ty , destitute of a trade or profession .

Яtata, 8. (from aЯty, a trade, and 17, a place), a

factory.

2JX. 4

ajat , a. (from ranty, aprofession, and a, destitute),

destitute of a trade or profession .

་UTЯtṣls , a . ´from Я , a trade, and c₹5, a cause),

caused by or arising from the pursuit of a trade or oc

cupation ; ad. from or because of a trade or occupation.

atgtægt, s. (from Яt , a profession , and at&ti,

sire), a desire for a trade or profession.

antetat , a. (from

de-

Я , a profession, and starfi ,

desirous), desirous of a trade or profession. "

ajaatutzatot, a. (from ¬¬ty, a profession, and

following), corresponding with or following upon a trade

or profession.

IE7,

vantṣtanata,` s. (from wiaty, a profession, and sanatı,

search , a search after or scrutiny into a trade or pro-

fession.

watotaaldi, a, (from ¬¬ta, a profession, and sifaa,

investigating), searching after or investigating a trade

or profession.

AttĦal?Î, a. (from want?, a profession , and

fa, investigating) , searching after or investigating a

trade or profession."

wantstanta), a (from ante, a profession , and agathey,

following), corresponding with or following upon a

trade or profession.

atlanta; ad. (from ï¤tý, a profession, and wants,

afollowing), according to or in consequence of a trade

or profession.

aratifs , s. (from araat , a profession, and sata, de-

sire , the desire ofa trade or profession.

antetisata), a . (from aranty, a profession , and fentfan,

desirous) , desirous of a trade or profession.

zatuta. (from any, a trade, and fa, desirous) ,

desirous of engaging in a trade or occupation.

, ad. (from t , a trade, and f, an object),

for the pursuit of a trade or occupation,

, a. (from a , a trade,, professing a trade or

calling, practising or following a trade or occupation:

wanila ), s. (from Uz¬ty, a professin, aud ₹5 , desire),

the desire of a trade or profession ,

WATI , a. (from Яty, a profession, and 5 , desirous), ·

desirous of a trade or profession .

matige, ɑ . (from 5 ×17, a profession , and desir-

ous), desirous of a trade or profession .

waststag , a. (from untï, a profession , and F, fit),

suited to or fit for a trade or profession.

, s. (from fa, prep. 7, prep, and 1 , to stand), a sta-

tute, a law, an established custom, a written or express-
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ed declaration of the law; this is applied in practice to

the written extracts from the codes of laws stated as the

opinion ofthe Hindoo law officers attached to the courts,

a separation, a placing apart, a placing in order.

14 , 1. (from 1 , a law, aud , an instru-

ment), effected by means of a law or statute ; ad. by

means of a law or statute, by means of the decision ofa

law officer upon a point of law.

aztegi, 8 (from TT) , a law, and xy, a doer), a legis-

lator, a law officer who delivers his opinion of the law

in specific cases.

zazætax, a. (from ) , a law, and sta☎, dəing), mak-

ing statutes or laws, giving an opinion upon or stating

the law as applicable to specific ca es ; s . a law officer

who delivers his opinion of the law as applied to speci-

fic cases.

uzstata , a. (from TTX1, a law, and atfe , doing), mak-

ing statutes or laws, giving an opinion upon, or stating

the law as applicable to specific cases .

at , a. (from i, a law, and 54 , pro lucible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a law or statute, producible

by or arising from the delivered opinion of a law offi-

cer upon a specific case.

AtĦII, ad. (loc. case of an, for a law or sta ute.

for the purpose of a law officer's opinion upon a s, eci-

fic case.

maaf , s from i , a law, and ( F1, a transgres-

sion), a transgression of the law.

, a. (from 11, a law, and 3 , transgres-

sing), transgressing the law

vaatsest, a. (from 7; 241, a law, and afsfóa, a trans-

gression), transgressing a law or statute, ansgressing

a statute as stated by an officer of the court.

151, s. (from 7751, a law, and 12, a giver) , a law-

giver, a native officer of the court who states the Hin-

doo law upon particular cases .

uzstāte, a . (from 74 , a law, and Яipë, g`ring), giv-

ing law, stating the law as it respects specific cases ;

s. a law-giver, a law officer who states the law as it re-

lates to specific cases.

ajaxthisì, a. (from 737×1 , a law, and 177. giving , giv-

ing law, stating the law as applicable to particular

cases .

asa , ad. (from ï, a law , and at , a door , by or

through a law or statute, by or through the decision

of a law officer upon a point of law.

Wata, 8. (\rom fe, prep. 57, prep, and 11, to stand) , a court

oflaw, the place ofjudgment.

TI.

azatfards, n (from , a law , and fazs , crusing to

cease , abscinding a law or statute, nullifying the opi-

nion of a law officer upon a specific case.

zizaifatıṛæ, ɑ, (from TTЯt, a law, and faztaæ, prevent-

ing , preventing or resisting the operation ofa law or

statute, preventing or resisting the operation of the law

as stated by a law officer.

tata , s. (from 1 , a law , and fated, a prevent-

ing , the preventing or resisting of the operation of a

law or statute, the preventing or resisting of the opera-

tion of a law or statute as stated by an officer of the

court.

****faf3, s. (from xxxi, a law , and fa , cessation),

the cessation of a law or statute, the nullity of a sta-

ture as stated by an officer of the court.

aizatfdfaze, a. (from UT ), a law, and fifty, a cause),

caused by or arising from alaw or statute, caused by

or arising from a statute as stated by a law officer ; ad.

from or because of alaw or statute, from or because of

a statute as stated by an officer of the court.

wartfifar , ad, from 7145' , a law , and fifax, a cause), for

a law or statute , for the opinion of a law officer upon a

particular case.

aat , a. (from f³ , prep. & , prep. and , to stand), pro-

per or fit to be an object of legislation.

, a. (from art, a law, and if , follow-

ing), according with or following upon a law or statute,

according with or following upon the decision of a law

officer upon a point oflaw.

ta , s. (from 7 ×1, a law, and 7 , starck),

a search after or investigation of a law or statute, a

search after or investigation of the opinion of a law of-

ficer upon a point oflaw,

~aatamati, a. (from 11771 , a law, and agatfiq, search-

ing , searching after or investigating a law or statute,

searching atter or investigating the opinion of a law of

ficer upon a point of law.

mata atst, a. (from 1, a law, and if , search-

ing , searching after or investigating a law or statute,

searching after or investigating the opinion of a law of-

ficer upon a point of law.

ta , a . (from 1, a law, and tf , follow.

ing , corresponding with or following upon alaw or sta-

tute, corresponding with or following upon the opini-

on of a law officer upou a point of law.

, ad. (from a , a law, and t , a fellow-

ing), according to or in consequence of a law or sta-
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tute, according to or in cous?quence of the opinion of

a law officer upon a point of law.

, a. (from fa, prep.

gislating s. a legislator.

, prep. and . to s'and), le-

¶ta , 8. (from , a law, and T, a wri ing) , a writ-

ten law, a written document stating the opinion of a

law officer upon a particular point of law.

zjąætda, s. (from fa, prep. a , prep and 1 , to stand), le-

gislating, the act of legislating.

, a. (irom fe , prep. a , prep. and , to stand , ca-

pable of being legislated on, requiring to be legislated on.

2144f9341, 0. (from fa, prep. A, prep. and 1, to stand),

capable of being legislated on , requiing to be legislat-

ed on

# 1, s. from fx, prep. & , prep. and at , to stand), a

law-giver, a legislator.

2741 43. a. (from fa, prep. ïa, prep. and i, to stand), le-

gislated, enacted.

tata, a. (from ZIZ ) , a law, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from a law or statute, preceded by or

arising from the statement of the law by an officer of

the court as applicable to a particular case ; ad. by or

through a law or statute, by or through the law as stat

ed by an officer of the court.

zjaætti, a. (from f¹, prep. xã, prep. and 1, to stand), ca-

pable of being legislated on, requiring legislation .

waatgíszæx, a. (from ™ , a law, and Afs , oppos-

ing , opposing or obstructing the operation of a law or

statute, opposing or obstructing the operation of the law

as stated by an officer of the court.

Briggs, a. (from , a luw , and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from a law or statute, caused by

or arising from a law or statute as stated by an officer

of the court ; ad. from or because of a law or statute,

from or because of a law as stated by an officer of the

court.

westfent, ad. (from
1, a law , and f₹31, without), with-

out or beside a law or statute, without or beside a law

as stated by an officer of the court.

trfsfe , a . (from ' , a law, and fofas , except-

ed , a law or statute excepted, the statement of a law

or statute by a law officer excepted.

uzatafoze, s. (from TX1, a low , and if ?æ, an ex-

cep ion), the exception of a law or statute, the excepti

on of a law as stated by a law officer.

-ব্যবস্থাজ্যডিরেকে, ad. (loe. case of ব্যবস্থাবাডিরেক), with the

exception of a law or statute, with the exception of

a law as stated by an officer of the court, without or

beside a law or statute, without or beside a law as

stated by an officer of the court.

1913, s. (from azzi, a law, and vitats, an obstacle ,

an obstacle to the operation of a law or statute, an ob

stacle to the operation of the law as stated by an officer

ofthe court.

8)TA¡UİTİGE, a. (from 71851, a law, and estateæ, obstruct-

ing), obstructing the operation of a law or statute, ob-

structing the operation of the law as stated by an offi-

cer of the court.

ifs , a. (from 1, a law, and fs , separate), separ

ate or distinct from a law or statute, separate or dis

tinct from the written opinion of a law officer on a sta-

tute ; ad. beside a law or statute, beside the recorded

opinion of a law officer on a statute.

Watas☎, a. (from wax!, a buw, and 25, a root) , originat➡

ing from a law or statute, originating in a law as state

ed by an officer of the court.

wanatar, a. (from 1 ) , a law, and cats , worthy, or

aatst , unwor hy), fit or worthy of being the object of

a law or statute, fit or worthy of being decided upon

by a law officer, unfit or unworthy ofbeing the object

ofa law or statute, unfit or unworthy of being decided

up on by a law officer.

TP, a. (from-23741, a law, and af , desirous), desir➡

ous of laws or statutes , desirous of the opinion of a law

officer upon a particular case .

tú, ad. (from Tæt, a law, and f, an object , for a

upon alaw or statute, for the opinion of a law officer

particular case.

zaata§▼, a. (from ₹11, a law , and æg , transgress`ng`,

transgressing the law.

zjataga, s. (from waai, a law, and *§7, a transgression),

a transgression of the law.

, a . (from 1 , a law, and fa , provel, or ,

no' proved , proved or established by the law, not prov-

ed or established by the law.

UzatiLzE, a. (from ₹ 351, a law, and c₹3 , a cause), cîus-

ed by or arising from a law or statute, caused by or

arising from a law as stated by an officer of the court ;

ad. from or because of a law or statute, from or be-

cause of a law as stated by an officer of the court.

3, a. (from fi, prep. 8, prep, and 1 , to stand , order

ed, arranged , settled , decreed , regulated.

ব্যবস্থিতবিকল্প ও (from ব্যবস্থিত, regulated, and বিকল্প, an ope

tion , an o; tion regulated by a law or rule.

W? ", a. (from fa, prep. 3, prep. and i to stand), fit or

proper to be an object of legislation.

Eeeeee
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হোল , a (from i , a law, and s , transgres-

sing), transgressing the law or statute.

UUTARI, s. (from I, a law, and 8 , a transgres-

sing), a transgressing of the law or statute.

marty, a, (from fa, prep. az, prep. and , to take), cus-

tomary, agreeable to common usage, litigable.

UTIÍU, a. (from f , prep. 7, prep. aud , to take), pro-

per to become a custom or common usage, litigable.

URÚ, s. (from fx, prep. 1, prep, and ■, to take), a per-

son who acts in a customary manner, a person who in-

troduces a custom or usage.

ata, s. (from fª, prep. a, prep. and , to take away), a

custom , a common usage, the behaviour or conduct of

a person, a ceremony, an idiom , a law suit, the ascer-

tainment of parts or dimensions.

wagtaæ, a. (from f . prep. & , prep. and , to take), acting

customarily, bringing into use or common practice.

agtaæi, s. (from Tag , a custom , and ◄ , a doer ,̀ a

person who does a thing as a common practice, a per-

son who commences a law suit.

HUETA@IZE, a. (from 11zata, a custom, and ☎tạ☎, a doing),

commonly practising, acting in a customary manner,

introducing a law suit.

ব্যবহারকারী, a. (from ব্যবহার, a custom, and কারিন, doing) ,

commonly practising, acting in a customary way, in-

trodueing a law suit.

watesa , a. from *j**ta, a custom, and 5* 1. producible),

producible by or arising from a custom or common

practice, producible by or arising from a law suit .

ব্যবহারজন্যে , ad. lic. case of aagt , for a custom or

common practice, for a law suit.

xt , a. (from azt , a custom, and , to know), ac-

quainted with customs or common practice, acquaint-

ed with law suits.

uzeta☎tal, s. (from WT ?, a custom, and st³, one who

knows), a person acquainted with customs or common

usages, a person acquainted with law suits .

Vaxtasta, s. (from æfa, a custom , and is , knowledge),

a knowledge of customs or common usages , a knowledge

oflaw suits.

BataSt¶æ, a. (from wagty, a custom, and to; making

known), making known customs or common usages,

giving information of or about law suits .

OZETESİ97, 8. (from W¿xtą, a custom, and 47, a mrking

known), the making known of customs or common

usages, the giving information about law suits.

ta , ad. from rats, a cu.tom), customarily, by com-

mon usage.

a.

ajaxtawist, s. (from t , a custom, and st, relinquish-

ment), the relinquishment of customary observances.

ataerts , a. (from æræts, a custom, and 3 , relin-

quishing , relinquishing customary observances.

vaxtaæææ, a. (from arata, a custom, and ☎, sɛeing),

seeing or exhibiting customs or common usage , iuspect-

ing law suits.

waxtaqwa, s. (from wts, a custom, and a, a secing),

the seeing of customs or common usages, the inspecting

oflaw suits,

tì, a. (from ta, a custom, anda, seeing),

seeing customs or common usages, inspecting iaw suits.

zxt?fafa3æ, «. (from zata, a custom, and fifaz, a cause),

caused by or arising from customs or common usages,

caused by or arising from a law suit ; al. from or be-

cause of customs or common usage, from or because of

a law suit.

watafafa13, ad. (from zaga, a custom, and fifa , a cause),

for customs or common usages , for a law suit.

ajagia9fa3 :8, s. (from a̸ægta, a custom, and facist, re-

linquishment),the relinquishment of customary observ-

ances.

ব্যবহারপরিভাগী, a. (from ব্যবহার, a custom , and পরিত্য।গিন, rea

linquishing), relinquishing customary observances.

WætIfs, a. (from a, a custom, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from customs or common usages ;

preceded by or arisingfrom alaw suit ; ad: by or through

customs or common usages, by or through a law suit.

ব্যবহারপুতি অঙ্ক, a. (from ব্যবহার, a custom, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to customs or com-

mon usage, operating as an obstacle to a law suit.

ব্যবহারপুযুক্ত, a. (from ব্যবহার , a custom , and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by , caused by or arising from customs or common

usage, caused by or arising from a law suit ; ad. from or

because ofcustoms or common usage, fromor because

of a law suit.

waxtafası, ad. (from ajaxta, a custom, and frЯ) , without),

without or beside customs or common usage, without

or beside a law suit.

fa , a. (from arata, a custom, and fa , contrary),

contrary or opposed to customary observances.

ajagtafapta, s. (from zaxta, a custom, and fata, oppositi-

on), opposition or contrariety to customary observ-

ance3.

tara), & (from zjzēta, a custom, and catą, on? who

know , a person who knows customs or common usage,

a person acquainted with law suits .

wagtaata, s. (from waxts, a custom, aud catą, knowledge),
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778 zife.

a knowledge of customs or common usages, a know-

ledge of law suits.

YZEĪŢITÎR, a. (from USA, a custom, and caâa, know-

ing), acquainted with customs or common usages, ac-

quainted with law suits.

2 : tafafes, a. (from wagty, a custom, and af , ex-

cepted , custom or common usage excepted , a law suit

excepted.

ব্যবহারব্যতিরেক, s. (from ব্যবহার, ৫ custom , and ব্যতিরেক, ar

exception), the exception of custom or common usage,

the exception of a law suit.

ব্যবহারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (doc, case of ব্যবহারব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of custom or common usage, with the excep-

tion of a law suit, without or beside custom or common

usage, without or beside a law suit,

@zet?antat3, s. (from waxtı, a custom , and zitats, an ob-

stacle, an obstacle to customs or common usages, an ob-

stacle to a law suit.

ব্যবহারব্যাঘাতক, a. ( from ব্যবহার, a custom , and ব্যাঘাতক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to custom or com-

mon usagé, obstructing the progress of a law suit.

gagtzfez, a. (from waxta, a custom, and f≈¤, separate),

separate or distinct from custom or common obser-

vance ; ad beside custom or common observance,

CIKIJITEBI, 8. (from zizxt?, a law suit, and atą, a mother),

certain fundamental laws for the formation of courts

of justice and other steps preliminary to the trying of

causes.

DaLizza☎, a. (from waxta, a custom and ™ , a root), ori-

ginating in custom orcommon usage, originating in a

law suit.

BE'??¶ SI, 6. (from ajaxta, a custom, and cuts , worthy ,

fit or properfor custom or common usage, proper to

be litigated.

wastzæt, a. (from , a custom, and , a form), iden-

tified with or like a custom or common usage, identifi-

ed with or like a law suit.

ব্যবহারকপে, ad. loc. case of ব্যবহারকপ), in the way of custom

or common usage, in the manner of a law suit.

tefa , a. (from II, a custom, and [ , proved),

proved or established by custom.

WIKIAIST, a. (from WWII, a custom, and (35 , a cause )̀,

caused by or arising from custom or common usage,

caused by or arising from a law suit ; ad, from or be-

cause of custom or common usage, caused by or aris-

ing from a law suit.

WtIAL, a. (from ts, a custom, and an , unfit), un-

fit to be made a custom or common usage, unfit to be

made the ground of a law suit.

zjagtata@TF, a. (from zaæta, a custom, and 5 , un-

fit), unfit for custom or common usage, unfit to be made

the ground ofa law suit.

ratante , a. (from arata, a custom, and

lowing , according with or following upon a custom.

atstaat, a. (from axta, a custom, and

tf , fol-

atfen, fol-

lowing) , according with or following upon a custom.

, ad. (from ata, a custom, and t , afol

lowing), according to custom or common observance.

Vægtatu), a. (from zji?, a custom, and af , desirous),

desirous of resorting to custom or common usage, de-

sirous of resorting to a law suit,

zrastatiứ, ad. (from ægte, a custom, and sứ, an object),

for custom or common usage, for a law suit.

WATİLİK, ɑ. (from axta, a custom, and , fit), fit to be

a custom or common usage, proper to be made the

ground of a law suit.

jagtfaæ, ɑ. (from vægta, a custom), designed or calculat

ed for practical use.

waetfag, a. (from fa, prep. a, prep. and ■, to take away),

brought into practice, established as a custom, brought

into use, commonly employed.

UTEI, a. (from fɩ, prep. ¬ , prep. and ■, to take), act-

ing customarily, bringing into use or common practice.'

ব্যবহারোপযুক্ত , a. ( from ব্যবহার, a custom , and s পযুক্ত , proper),

proper forcustom or common usage, proper to be made

the ground of a law suit.

ব্যবহারোপযোগী, a. (from ব্যবহার , a custom and sপযোগি ,

useful , useful for customs or common usages, useful in

the trying of law suits.

gt , a. from fa, prep. , prep. and , to take away),

customary, useable, fit for practice, practicable, defen-

sible bylaw.

3 , a. (from fa, prep. a, prep. and 1 , to hold), inter-

posed.

ZIE , a. (from fa, prep a , prep. and ■, to take), done

customarily, used.

vaata, a. (from í , prep. ™ , prep. and ■, to take), in

use, under customary use.

ffs, a. (from fx, prep. afs, prep. and a lo more),

changed from one use or application to another, corrupt

ed.

ziła, 8. (from fa, prep. afs, prep. and 8 , to move), a

change ofstate or situation, a change of masters or own-

ers, fornication, adultery,

afsota , a. (from fests, fornication, and , pro-

Ееееее 2
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1.

ducing , causing a removal from one thing or state to

another, producing fornication or adultery .

aifsataxa), u. (from 71 €57, fornication, and III, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from removing from

one thing or state to another, producible by or arising

from fornication or adultery.

fest , ad. (loc. case of afastar), for a removal

from one state or thing to another, for adultery or for-

nication.

arfestanta, s. (from fet , fornication, and cuta, a ƒsult),

the crime of fornication or adultery, in logic the using

the same term in different senses, the departing from

a subject of dispute and introducing another.

festaff , a. (from zrt , fornication, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from a removal from one

state er place to another, caused by or arising from for-

nication or adultery ; ad, from or because of fornication

or adultery.

stefface, ad. (from 11357, fornication, and fifa , n

cause), for a removal from one state or place to another,

for fornication or adultery.

[sota , a. (from 15813, fornication , and , before),

preceded by or arising from a removal from one state or

place to another, preceded by or arising from fornicati-

on or adultery ; ad, by or through a removal from one

state or place to another, by or through fornication or

adultery.

st , a. (from afssta, fornication, and 13, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from a removal from one

place or state to another, caused by or arisingfrom for-

nication or adultery ; ad. from or because of a remov

al from one state or place to another, from or because

offornication or adultery.

zifestefeat, ad (from záta, fornication , and feal, with-

out), without or beside a change of state or place, with-

out or beside fornication or adultery.

ufertaufsfas, a . ( from ufssta, fornication, and 253 ,

excepted , a change of owner or condition excepted, for-

nication oradultery excepted .

staafuge, s . (from uf58ty, fornication , and vfsi *,

an exeption , the exception of a change of owner or

condition, the exception of fornication or adultery.

*** [ 231*, ad. (loc, case of [€¯† ) , with the

exception of a change of owner or condition, with the

exception offornication or adultery, without or beside

a change of owner or condition, without or beside for-

nication or adultery.

afestafea, a. (irom festa, a change ofowners, and fa,

separate), separate or distinct from a change of owners,

separate or distinct from adultery or fornication ; ad.

beside a change of owners, beside adultery or fornica.

tion.

arfsstacatstr, a. (from fast , fornication, and catst , wor

thy), capable of changing masters or conditions, capa

ble of fornication or adultery.

fot , ad. (from fast , fornication, and at, aform),

in an inconstant or changeable manner, whorishly, adul.

terously.

afastatas, «. (from æfesta, fornication , and war, unfil),

unfit to change owners or condition, improper for for.

nication or adultery.

fsstate, a. (from fast , fornication , and , fit), fit to

change owners or condition, fit for or capable of forni .

cation of adultery.

sota , s. (from st , adultery, and at , suspi

cion , jealousy, a fear or suspicion of incontinence, a

fear ofchanging masters or use.

stat, a. (from fa prep. ofs, prep. and st , moving),

adulterous, whorish.

zifesti?190s, a . (from usta, adultery, and 8987, pro-

pr, proper to be used or applied in a different man-

ner, fit for fornication or adultery.

257, s. (from fa, prep. and , to go), expenditure, a per

son's outgoings or expences , consumption .

, a. (from 777, expenditure, and ☎74, a means),

done by means of expenditure ; ud. by means of ex- ·

penditure or consumption.

25 , 8. (from 274 , expenditure, and a , a doer), a per-

son who expends money, a spendthrift.

gata , a. (from T , expenditure, and 3 , distressed),,

distressed at expences , penurious, stingy.

Upæizē, ɑ . (from 17, expenditure , and atas, doing) , ex-

pending, running to expences ; s . a person who expends.

gata , a . from 19, expenditure, and f , doing) , ex-

pending, running into expense.

wyd, a. (from 29, expenditure, and gò, depraved , penu-

rious, stingy.

21FF831, s. (from Ud, penurious , penuriousness , stin-

giness.

25961, 8. (from 37 , penurious , penuriousness, stingi-"

ness.

☎ , ɑ. (from 717 , expenditure, and 55 , producing),

causing expenditure or consumption, causing experice.

, a . (from 279, expend ture, and 7, producible',

producible byor arising from expenditure or consump

tion.
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277.

argatar, ed. (loë. case ofargu¤ ), for the purpose of ex-

penditure or consumption.

ats, a. (from 17, expenditure, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from expenditure or consump-

tion.

UULUI, 8. (from U17, expenditure, and 7 , a thing), articles

of consumption or expenditure.

zipfacés, a. (from IT, expenditure, and fade, causing to

cease , putting a stop to expenditure or consumption.

, a . (from 1 , expenditure, and fat , 1 revent

ing), preventing or resisting the expenditure or con-

sumption of property.

fata , s. (from T, expenditure, and faxtad, a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of expenditure or

consumption.

, s. (from T, expenditure, and fafa, cessation),

the cessation of expenditure or consumpti n.

ff , a. (from 7, expenditure, and fata , a cause),

caused by or arising from expenditure or consumption ;

ad. from or because of expenditure or consumption.

argfafas, ad. (from 277, expenditure, and fofa , a cause),

for the purpose of expenditure or consumption.

Up , a. (from 77, expenditure, and , before , pre-

eeded by or arising from expenditure or consumption ;

ad. by or through expenditure or cousumption.

dryfsæææ, a. (from 739, e p´nditure , and af , oppos-

ing), opposing expenditure or consumption, acting as

an obstacle to expenditure or consumption.

CICIS, a. (from 717 , expenditure, and F, caused by`,

causedby or arising from expenditure or consumption;

ad, from or because of expenditure or consumption.

, a . (from 274, erpend.ture, and , increasing , in-

creasing expences or consumption.

, (from 27 , expenditure, and z , an increasing ,

the increasing of expences or consumption ,

, s. (from 17, expenditure, and atas, abundance ,

extraordinary expence or consumption.

fa , ad. (from 7, expenditure, and fat , without) , with-

out or beside expenditure or consumption

, s. (from 1 , expenditure, and , increase), the in-

crease of expences or consumption.

ff , a. (from T, expenditure, and ifs , exc pt-

ed , expenditure or consumption excepted.

aifa , s. (from 7 , expenditure, and figs, an ex-

ception), the exception of expenditure or consumption

arpafsigt*, ad. {loc. case of gift ), with the excep-

tion of expenditure or consumption, without or beside

expenditure or consumption.

, s. (from 1 , éxpenditure, and , avice), an ex-

pensive habit.

parate, s. (from 1 , expenditure, and tals, an obsla.

cle), an obstacle to expenditure or consumption.

agatatsæ, a . (from y, expenditure, and utætsæ, obstruct-

ing) , acting as an obstacle to expenditure or consump

tion.

wg(Sa, a. (form wig, expenditure, and fɔ̃a , separate), separ-

ate or distinct from expenditure or consumption ; ad.

beside expenditure or consumption.

ZINTET, a . (from
a, expenditure, and , a root), origi-

nating in expenditure or consumption.

zjg¿æts , a. (from 777, expenditure, and cast , capable), cad

pable of expenditure, fit or proper to be expended or

consumed.

, a. (from 7, expenditure, and , an inclination),

extravagant, expensive.

it , a (from a17, expenditure, and tar, accomplisha-

be , accomplishable by expenditure.

*, a. (from 7, expenditure, and a cause) , caus

ed by or arising from expenditure or consumption ; ad

from or because of expenditure or consumption .

ta , s. (from 17, expenditure, and at , desire), a

desire to expend, prodigality.

zṣtæigt, a. (from TIF , expenditure, and t*t , desirous),^

desirous of expending, prodigal.

ta , a. (from 17, expenditure, and , improper), un-

fit for expenditure or consumption, improper to be ex-

pended or consumed .

wṛtfsata, s. (from ₹7, erpenditure, and afsata, desire),

a desire to expend, prodigality.

apata , a. (from 7, expenditure, and afta , de-

sirous), desirous of expending , prodigal.

gifsata), «. (from 719, expenditure, and afsatfag, desiro

ong desirous ofexpending, prodigal .

aratus, a. from ₹19, expenditure , and afft, desirous), de-

sirous of expending, prodigal,

tf, ed. from 17, expenditure, and , an object), for

the purpose of expenditure or consumption,

fit or
, a . (from 9, expenditure , and , proper,

proper to be expended, fit for consumption.

133 1. (from fa, prep. and , to go), expended , spent,

consumed.

, . from a expensive) , expensive, extravagant,

lavish.

ts,
from T, expenditure, and 3, made), made

an article of expenditure or consumption.
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Ule , a. (from 7, expenditure, and 3, become), become

an article of expenditure or consumption.

', s . (from y, expenditure, and , desire , a desire

to expend, prodigality.

TAIZ, 4. (from 71º, expenditure, and 35 , desirous), desi-

ous of expending, prodigal

, a. from IF, expenditure, and , desirous), de-

siraus.ofexpending, prodigal.

DITIF, a. (from I, expenditure, and STF, engaged in) ,

engaged in expenditure or consumption.

UF, c. (from 1g, cxpenditure, and 8× 5, proper),

proper or fit to be expended, proper to be an article of

consumption.

anf, a. (from fa, prep. and sf, an object), useless, ineffec-

tual.

asi, 8. (from a , in vain), uselessness , vanity.

gứa, s (from aú, in viin , uselessness, vanity.

as , a. (from fa, prep. and sale, in vain , displeasing.

unfit to be done, strange, addicted to an unnatural

crime ; s.pain.

galæsi, s. (from rat , displeasing), displeasure, dissatis-

faction, impropriety.

, s. (from me, displeasing , displeasure, dissatisfac-

tion, impropriety.

IM) , s. (from , displeasing) , displeasure, dissatis-

faction, impropriety.

3 , s. (from f³, prep. and a , to throw), a vice, an af-

fiction, a misfortune.

, a. (from я, vice, and , to do, practising vice,

producing affliction or misfortune.

YnsældF, a. (from , vice, and 4 , an instrument),

effected by means of vice or misfortune ; ad. by means

of vice or misfortune.

UNA538, ɑ. (from ₹15 , vice, and ***, produciug), pro-

ducing vice , producing affliction or misfortune.

AA43, a. (from Я , vice, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from vice or misfortune.

RAFIAI, ad. (loc, case of 11, for vice, for affliction

or misfortune.

UtI1, ad. (from Я , vice, and t , a door) , by or

through vice or misfortune.

Ut , s. (from 1 , rice, and , destruction), the de-

struction of vice or misfortune.

graantuæ, ɑ . (from 21 , vice, and t , destructive), de-

structive to vice or misfortune.

gaafazÍs, a. (from 1 , vice, and fida, causing to

cease), puiting a stop to vice, putting a stop to afflicti-

on or misfortune.

nafaat , a. (from 17, vice, and farta , preventing),

preventing or resisting vice.or misfortune.

zafariza, s. (from 477, vice, and faxta , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting ofvice or misfortune.

ff , a. (from , vice, and fifa , cess tion), the

prevention or cessation of vice or misfortune.

nafafucæ, o. (from I, vice, and fafa , a cause), caused

by or arising from vice or misfortune ; ad. from or be-

cause of vice or misfortune.

ff , ad. (from a , vice, and fifa , a cause), for

vice, for afliction or misfortune.

waaque, a. (from 2777, vice, and t , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from vice or misfortune ; ad. from or

because of vice or misfortune.

araaz , a. (from 17, vice, and , increasing), in

creasing vice or misfortune.

, &. (from 414, rice, and 1, an increasing), the

increasing of vice or misfortune.

zasfint, ad. (from 7117, vice, and f‹71, without), without

or beside vice or misfortune.

3
ffa, (from 1 , vice, and fft , possessed of

possessed of vice or misfortune, vicious, afflicted, un-

fortunate.

fata, a. (from ¤ , vice, and farta, destitute), free

from vice or misfortune.

71aazf=, 8. (from 7117, dice, and fa, increase), the increase.

of vice or misfortune.

ffs, a. (from , vice, and af , exceptel

vice or misfortune excepted .

WA+Wfslaæ, s. (from U¤ , vice, and xifsiṛæ, an excepti-

on , the exception of vice or misfortune.

UĦĦUfsigiæ, ad. (loc, cuse of asufsu☎„, with the ex-

ception of vice or misfortune, without or beside vice or

misfortune.

nassa, a. (from , vice, and foa, separate), separate

or distinct from vice or misfortune ; ad. beside vice or

misfortune.

, (from , vice, and , a root), springing or

originating from vice or misfortune.

TIĦTF, U. (from Я , dice, and TF, joined), connected

with vice or misiortune, vicious, unfortunate, afflicted .

nĦĦIf53, a. (from 7177, vice, and 3{53, dėstitute), free

from vice or misfortune.

, a. (from 1 , vice, and 1, empty), free from

vice or misfortune,

VRÐI, a. (from 457, vice, and ₹17, destitute), free from

vice or misfortune.

WAALETF, a. (fiom 7157, vice,and (FF, a cause), caused by
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arte.

IP.0

ag

or arising from vice or misfortune ; ad. from or because af , a. (from t , grammar, and fan, to know),

of vice or misfortune.

watý, ɑ. (from waa, vice, and 3, affected by), affected

by vice or misfortune.

a. (from
, vice , vicious, unfortunate, distressed.

, a . (from fa , prep. and , to throw), distressed , agi-

tated, annoyed, perplexed, separated, decomposed, in-

verse.

TCG), s. (from U☎, agitated), agitation , perplexity, separ-

atedness.

watanfaa, s. (from 1 , inverse, and taxifa, the rule

of three), the rule ofthree inverse.

, 8. (from 8, agitated,, agitation, perplexity, separ-

atedness.

, s. (from 3 , separated and , a word), a simple

or uncompounded word .

zafaft, 8, (from 1 , inverted, and fift, a law), a rule for

inversion, inversion.

ita, s. (from z , a crock , a crook or curvature.

txt, a. (from 7 , crooked , crooked, curved ; v. a. to bend,

to make crooked.

tat , s. from it , to ben ), the bending or making of a

thing crooked ; 7, made crooked.

totfagi, a: (from it , to bend), bending things, making

things crooked ; s. a person who bends or makes grook.

ed.

t ; s. (from fa, prep. t, prep. and & to do), grammar.

TITLqTHM, a. (fromXXX , grammar, and eta, eminent),

eminent in the knowledge of grammar.

t ; a. (from Utsad, grammır, and 3 , to know),

acquainted with grammar.

UtzZqi3i, s. (from utead, grammır, and I , one who

knows), a person who understands grammar, a gramma-

rian.

2rtaFata, s. (from 3X1, grammar, and ☎t , knowledge),

a knowledge of grammar.

ব্যাকরণজ্ঞাপক, a. (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and জাপৰ, making

known), giving information upon grammar, teaching

grammar,

ব্যাকরণজ্ঞাপন , s . (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and জাপন, a mak-

ing known), the giving information , upon grammár, a

teaching grammar.¿

entegafaud, n. (from tæd, grammar, and fat , eminent),

eminent in grammar.

Zītā Plić 8. from ¿ tēx4, grammar, ami tit, a reading ,*

the reading or study ofgrammar.

utazanide, u. (from utead, grammar, and itē, reading),

reading or studying grammare

acquainted with grammar.

ব্যাকরণবিরুদ্ধ, a . (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and বিকল্প, oppos

ed to), contrary to the rules ofgrammar, ingrammatical.

ব্যাকরণবিরোধ, ও. (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and বিরোধ, cons

trariety), contrariety to grammar.

Bj†@JalaI1, s. (from aitaad , grammar, and 173, a person

who knows) , a person acquainted with grammar.

at , s. (from tæ , grammar, and cara, a per-

son who knows), a person acquainted with grammar.

ব্যাকরণবোধ, s . ( from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and cat , know-

ledge , a knowledge ofgrammar.

ziezdiđæ, a. (from 3d, grammar, and cataæ, know-

ing), acquainted with grammar, giving information on

grammatical subjects.

ব্যাকরণব্যবসায়, s. (from ব্যাকরণ, grammar, and বারসায় ,

profession), the profession or following ofthe study of

grammar..

, . (from td, grammar, and wantsia,

practising), professing the study of or acquaintance

with grammar..

ব্যাকরণব্যুৎপত্তি , s. (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and ব্যুৎপত্তি, pro-

ficiency), a proficiency in grammar.

.. (from *, grammar, and E, pro-

ficient , proficient in grammar.

Titæ , a . (from tad, grammar , and 3, approved),

approved by or in accordance with the rule ofgrammar.

tæt , s. (from , grammar, and t , a science),

the science of grammar, an approved treatise on gram-

mar.

antogdawg; 2. (from td, grammar, and I, approv¬

ed , approved by or agreeable to the rules of grammar.

tafa. from art , grammar, and fa , accomplish

ed , formed by the rules of grammar, grammatical.

art@zatåga, s. from it , grammar, and stiça, a read..

ing , the reading or study of grammar.

ব্যাকরণ'ব্যাপক, a. (from বা করণ, grammar, and অধ্যাপক, givi

ing instruction , giving instruction in grammar ; s. a

person who teaches grammar.

ব্যাকরণধ্যিাপনা, s . (from ব্যাকরন

giving instruction), the g

a lecture on grammar.

0 \@gatafa®, « . (from art

quin'ed , unacquainted

Witt , a . from t

mmar, and attal, o

struction in grammar,

rammar, and afsa, unac-

grammar.

mmor, and sæitfaq, fol-

lowing), according with the rules ofgrammar.

za , s. from atad , grammar, and

study), the study ofgrammar.

অনুশীলন,
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ব্যাকরণানুসন্ধান, এ. (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and অনুসন্ধান,

search), a search or enquiry into the rules of grammar

att , a. (from Wid, grammar, and

searching), searching or enquiring into the rules of

grammar.

th

ব্যাকরণানুসস্বায়ী. a. (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and অনুসন্ধায়ি

searching , searching or enquiring into the rules of

grammar,

' jiza¶tants, a. (from ʊtad, grammar, and saatfag, fol-

lowing), according with the rules of grammar.

রাষণানুসারে, ad. (from ব্যাকরণ , grammar, and অনুসারে, ৫

following), in accordance with the rules of grammar.

tzats , a . (from , grammar, and af , skilled),

skilled in grammar.

utgaqtsita, s. (from utaas, grammar, and ¤¤īta, study),

the study of grammar, a commiting the rules of gram-

mar to memory.

tæadtsital, a. (from it , grammar, and sitfaq, stu-

dying , studying grammar, committing the rules of

grammar to memory.

র্যাকরণোপদেশ , s . (from বা করণ , grammar, andওপদেশ,instruc-

tion), instruction in grammar.

ব্যাকরণোপদেশক a ( from ব্যাকরণ, grammar, and উপদেশক, give

inginstruction), giving instruction in grammar.

zitzalatzenbi, s. (from 4, grammar, and 845 , an in-و

structor), an instructor in grammar.

tata, s (from fa, prep. ☎i, prep and , to do), a change

ofform, mimiekry, deformity.

125, s. (from fa, prep. 1, prep. and 5, to burn), the

name ofplant, (Solanum indicum )

Ziga, a. (from fa, prep. al , prep, and , to collect) , per-

turbed, troubled, disjoined, disturbed , distracted ; s .

the name of a plant, (Solanum indicum .)

, a. (from ta , agita el , and fo , the heart), dis-

turbed in mind, agitated in mind.

artæ¹, s. (from zitaa, ogitated), agitation , perturbation,

viga , s. (from 811, agitated) , agitation , perturbation.

, a. from 1 , distressed , and , the mind),

distressed or confused in mind.

t , a. (from , distressed, and at , the mind,

distressed or confused in mind.

Itxa³, a. (from fa, prep. 1, prep. and , to collect),

distressed, confused , dispersed .

ættaa, a, (from fr, prep. 1 , prep. and to iden'ify),

expanded, displayed.

vłąg, a. (from fa prep,, prep and , to do), distorted,

d'sfigured, deformed.

tzfs, s. (from fa prep , prep and to do), distorti-

on, disfigurement, mimickry, deformity.

zrtai, s . (from fa, prep. &, prep, and at , to declare), a

statement, a commendation, a representation or exposi

tion, a gloss, a comment, an expatiation.

tatæ , s. (from it , a comment, and ý, a doer), a

commentator, a person who states or explains a sub-

ject.

aturistas, a. (from zita ' , a comment,' and ☎tç☎, doing),

making comments, stating or explaining ; s . a person who

states or explains.

atatatat, a. (from artar , a comment, and fi , doing ,

making comments, stating or explaining.

, a . from ™ , a comment, and ☎, to do), mak-

ing comments, stating, explaining, expatiating.

tarista , a. (from wæi, a comment, and star, obtain-rble),

obtainable by a comment or explanation, obtainable by

a statement.

utats , a. (from ', a comment, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from a comment or explanati

on, producible by or arising from a statement.

t , ad. loc. case of it ), for a comment or

explanation, for a statement.

Tarts, a. (from fa, prep. 1 , prep. and an , to declare),

declared, stated , represented, commended, expatiated.

tata , a. (from fa, prep. at, prep. and art , to declare),

capable of being stated or explained, capable of being

represented, commendable ..

artats , s. (from fa, prep. i, prep, and ari , to declare), a

person who states or explains, aperson who represents.

or expatiates.

atatita, s . (from fe, rep. st, pr p and art, to declare), a

commending, a representing or expounding, a com-

menting or expatiating.

astatas, u. (from tæt, a comment, and af, unfit), im-

proper to be stated or explained .

{u}†f÷f13#, a. (from aztæri, a comment, and fafas, A

cause , caused by or arising from a statement or ex-

planation ; ad. from or because of a statement or ex-

planation.

artaff , ad. (from t , acomment, and faf3-a cause),

for a statement or explanation.

aitatag, a. (from fz, prep. 1 , prep, and atit, to declare),

capable of being stated or explained, capable of being

represented, commendable,

, u. (from atat , a comment, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from a statement or explanation ;

ad. by orthrough a statement or explanation,

ta , a. (from ta , a comment, and T , caused

by, caused by or arising from a statement or explana
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utats,

tion ; ad. from or because of a statement or explanati-

on.

starifzai, ad. (from artitit, a commendation, and færi, with-

out), without or beside a commendation or declaration .

Utatusfà , a. (from ta , a commendation, and f

fa , excepted), a commendation or declaration excepted.

খাতিরেক, s. (from terl , a commendation, and ৰাতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of a commendation or de-

claration.

atuitzifsimæ, ad. (loc. case of artastarfsras), with the ex-

ception of a commendation or declaration, without or

beside a commendation or declaration.

tarifs , a. (from tæt, a commendation, and fʊa, separ-

ate), separate or distinct from a commendation or de-

claration ; ad. beside a commendation or declaration.

tastetsts, a. (from tatt, a comment, and catst , capa-

ble), capable of being stated or explained, capable of

being represented..

atata , ad. (from tari, a comment, and at, aform),

in the way of statement or explanation.

start , a. (from aita , a comment, and , fit ), proper to

be stated or explained , fit to be represented.

WłartiggÆ, a . (from artari, a comment, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from a statement or explanation ;

ad. from or because of a statement or explanation.

wiłaby, a. (from fa, pr.p. ■ , prep. and at , to declare), ca-

pable of being stated or explained, capable of being re-

presented, commendable.

gitato, s. (from fi, prep. , prep. and 7, to smile), an im-

pediment, an obstacle.

HİTİGE a. (from fa, prep. 1, prep. and 5 , to smite), im-

peding, obstructing.

Utate#31, s. (from 5 , impeding) , an impediment, an

obstruction.

tata , s. (from ts , impeding), an impediment, an

obstruction.

Atta , a. (from it , an obstacle, and E, produc-

ing), producing obstacles or obstructions.

atatsaw, a. (from ætats, an obstacle, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from obstacles.

artetsmu, ad. ( loc. case of artataga ), for obstacles or

hinderances.

´natzfifacæ, a. (from ætats, an obstacle, and af , a cause),

caused by or arising from obstacles ; ad. from orbe-

⚫cause of obstacles.

face, ad. (from artats, an obstacle, and fafas, a

cause), for obstacles, for hinderances,

extra.

tat , a. (from it , an obstacle, and a , caused

by), caused by or arising from obstacles ; ad. from or

because of obstacles.

зfs , a. (from arts, an o'stacle, and fo , separate),

separate or distinct from obstacles ; ad . beside obsta

cles.

zztats¿ggæ, a. (from ætats, an obstacle, and c53, a cause),

caused by or arising from obstacles ; ad. from or be

cause of obstacles.

tatt, a. (from fa, prep. 1, prep. and , to smite), ob

structing, opposing, hindering.

Titz, 8. (from fa, prep. 1, prep, and ' , to smell), a tiger.

VIZACE, a. (from tq, a tiger, and ☎, a tooth), runci-

nate.

ata, s. (from fa, prep, and 5, to more), an allowance for

weight, a discount, a deduction, an overplus, a delay,'

a stay, interest on money. This word constructed with

to do, means to procrastinate, to loiter; with 1, to

cause to do, it means to retard, and with , to oblain,

it means to gain.

ta , s . (from t , interest, and cat , eating), an

usurer.

astra, ad. (loc. crse of † , a delay), with delay, tardily.

ta,s. (from , to kill , a hunter, a fowler,

ata, s. (from 14, to kill), a disease, sickness .

, a. (from it , sickness, and , to make), injurious

to health, producing sickness or disease.

tata , a. (from artf , sickness, and at , making),

causing sickness.

tata , a. (from art , sickness, and at , making), caus

ing sickness or disease.

anlage, a. (from artíª, sickness, and , swallowed), seiz

ed by disease.

aft , a. (from t , sickness, and , producing),

producing sickness or disease .

aristafas, a. (from art , sickness, and fas, produced), pro

duced by or arising from sickness or disease.

vifta , a. (from rift, sickness, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from sickness or disease.

, ad. (loc. case of* ), forthe purpose of sick

ness or disease .

tfæats, a. (from at , sickness, and 3, produced), pro

duced by or arising from sickness or disease.

artfas, a. (from **, disease), ill , diseased,

Ffffff

, s. (from at , sickness, and , destruction), the

destruction or cure of sickness or disease,

, a. (from art , sickness, and t , destructive),
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destructive to disease, good for the cure of sickness

or disease.

1

, a. (from art , sickness, and f , destructive),

destructive to disease good for the cure of diseases.

auta , s. (from arfa, sickness, and at , destruction), the

destruction or cure of sickness or disease.

fat , a. (from t , sickness, and at , destructive) ,

destructive to disease, good for the cure of diseases.

autafada, e . (from ait , sickness , and fa , causing to

ceuse), curing or putting a stop to disease.

ufafaatgæ, a. (from arfa, sickness, and fix☎, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting sickness or disease.

æstfafâatad, s. ( from æfa, sickness , and fɔ̃T Tª , a prevent-

ing), the preventing of sickness or disease.

fafafa, s. (from zf , sickness, and f , ees.ation),

the cessation or cure of sickness or disease.

utage, o. (from at , sickness, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from sickness or disease ; ad, from

or because of sickness or disease.

atfafaface, a. (from fa, si ckness, and fas, a cause),

for sickness or disease.

যাধিপুযুক্ত, a. (from 1f , sickness, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from sickness or disease ; ad. from

or because of sickness or disease.

wift , a. (front , sickness , and a , increasing ,

aggravating a disease, increasing a disease.

a;tfa¿éa, s. (from at , si:kness, aud z4, an increasing),

the increasing of sickness or disease.

111, ad. (from ta, disease, and fa1, without), with-

out or beside disease.

atafaat , s. (from 17 ft, disease, and faat , destruction ),

the destruction or cure of sickness or disease.

যাবিবিনাশক, a. (from it , sickness, and বিনাশক, destruc-

tive , destructive to disease, good for the cure of dis-

ease .

atafata , a. (from tf , sickness, and fa , possessed

of, diseased , sick.

artiafesta, a. (from arta, sickness, and fia, destitute),

free from disease, healthy.

, s. from zita, disease, and , increase), the in-

crease of disease.

afafafas, a. (from at disease, and ifsfas, except-

ed), sickness or disease excepted.

6

8. (from art , sickness, and afsig , an ex-

ception), the exception of sickness or disease.

autfrafsızıæ, al. (loc, case of xfa fra ), with the ex-

ception of sickness or disease, without or beside sick-

ness or disease.

atasa, a, (from art , disease, and ( , separate), separ-

ate or distinct from disease.

titas, a. (from arift, sickness, and , joined to), con-

nected with disease, diseased, sick.

artfas, a. (from ast , sickness, and af , destitute),

free from sickness or disease.

uta , a. (from rtf , sickness, and T, empty), free

from sickness or disease.

artfast , a. (from it , sickness, and , destitute), free

from sickness or disease.

unftæægs, a. (from ſæ, sickness, and (TT, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from sickness or disease ; ad. from or

because of sickness or disease.

zithiq¤¤, s. (from artta, disease, and s★ta, alleviation), the

alleviation of sickness or disease.

1 , a. (from it , disease, and 844 , alleviating),

alleviating sickness or disease.

zita, s. (from fa, prep. and a to breathe), one of the five

vital airs or that which is diffused through the body.

art , v. n. (from f. prep, and at , to obtain), to diffuse,

to overspread, to pervade, to occupy space.

, a. (from fa, rep. and 1 , to obtain), spreading,

diffusing, pervading, covering or embracing the whole

of an argument or objection ; s . that which adheres to a

thing or which depends on it as an accident on the sub-

ject, an accident.

31, s. (from 14%, diffusing) , influence, prevalence,

diffusion.

ব্যাপকত্ব, 5.

diffusion.

from atta, diJusing , influence, prevalence,

art , s. (from fa prep, and at , to obtin) , the occupying

of space, the being diffused abroad, the pervading of a

thing.

vitstate, a. (from fa, prep. and at , to obtain), pervadible,

capable of being covered or overspread, capable of be.

ing met or answered.

atta, a. (from fi, prep. al, prep. and Я , to move), dead,

injured.

*3191, s. (from f³, prep and at , to obtain , the occupying

of space, a being diffused abroad, the pervading of a

thing.

tata , a. (from f, prep. ', prep. and , to move),

murderous, deadly, malicious.

autata, s. (from fa, prep. 1, prep, and a, to move) , mur.

der, the killing of an animal, malice, a wish to injure

others.

ast91fq3, a. (from fa, prep. al, prep, and , to move), kill-

ed, murdered, injured.
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tata, s. (from fa, prep. 1 , prep. and , to le gratified),

a transaction, an action, a profession , business , an oc-

cupation, an affair , an office , the operations of either the

mind orbody.

asiatz@gd®, a. (from ætЯty, trade, and ☎d, a means), ef-

fected by means of trade or intercourse ; ad. by means

of trade or intercourse,

tЯtal, s. (from atta, business , and ,́ a doer), a per-

son engaged in trade or business, a person who does a

thing.

artstaætzæ, a. (from 71 ×ty, business, and Tiæ, doing), do-

ing business, engaged in trathic, doing actions.

ziteta , a. (from art , business, and af , doing),

doing business, engaged in traffic, doing actions.

statega , a. (from artery, business , and 1, producible ,

producible by or arising from business or action.

7.191391, ad. (loc case of artЯ ) , for trade or business,

for action.

tat, ad. (from art , trade, and tx, a door), by or

through trade or intercourse.

28:digfofagæ, a . (from UtЯta, business, and fafaz , a cause),

caused by or arising from trade or business , caused by

or arising from action ; ad from or because of trade or

business, from or because of action.

zytatzfafa13, ad, (from zitЯta, business, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of trade or business , for action.

(from atta, business, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from trade or business , preceded by

or arising from action ; ad, by or through trade or bu-

siness , by or through action .

Ziপারপুডিম্বক, ø. (from ব্যাপার, trade, and প্রতিবন্ধক , obstruct-

ing) , obstructing or operating as an obstacle to trade

or intercouse.

ZotateXTS, a. (from zīta, business, and TF, caused by),

caused by or arising from trade or business, caused by

or arising from actions ; ad. from or because of trade or

business, from or because of action.

extenfaat, ad. (from artīta, business, and f871, without) ,

without or beside trade or business, without or beside

action.

tiffas, a. (from atta, business, and 3 , ex-

cepted), trade or business excepted , action.excepted.

Kitataa1f3a8, s . (from vinta, business, ¡and afsızæ, an

exception), the exception of trade or business, the ex-

ception ofaction.

artifizia, ad. (loc. case of
3 ), with the

exception of trade or business, with the exception of

arts.

action, without or beside trade or business, without or

beside action.

artstaantato, 8. (from atty, trade, and als, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to trade or intercourse.

zītЯtaz,tatsæ, a. (from at tty, trade, and antatzæ, obstruct-

ing) , operating as an obstacle to trade or intercourse.

tafs , a. (from tts, trade, andfou, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from trade or intercourse ; ad. beside

trade or intercourse.

aitatagsx, a. (from īta, business, and (FT, a cause),

caused by or arising from trade or business, caused by

or arising from action ; ad. from or because of trade or

business, from or because of action

attata , s. (from aitetta, business, and tatt, desire),

a desire for business, a desire to act.

atatatata , e . (from it , business, and tf , desir

ous), desirous of business , desirous of acting.

citatatggtg), a. (from xitata, business, and atfiæ,fols

lowing), according with or following upon business or

action.

zztetatzat?), a. (from ætЯty, business, and at , fol-

lowing), according with or following upon business

or action.

statataates, ad. from tЯt , business, and anty, a fol

lowing , according to business or action.

astatzifsata , s. (from T †††?, business, and afsata, desire);

a desire for business, a desire to act.

a. (from tЯtts, business, and femta , de-

sirous , desirons of acting, desirous of business.

tata. (from tett , business, and af , desirous),

desirous of business , desirous of acting,

artЯtancy, ad, (from artЯta, business , and af, an object , for

purpose ofbusiness, for action .the

art , a (from fx . prep. 1 , prep, and , to be gratified),

acting, transacting.

ztatzãi , s. (from πtЯta, business, and I¤¹, desire), a desire

for business a desire to act.

+

tilā, a. (from t¶ty, business, and F , desirous), de-

sirous of business, desirous of acting.

it , a. (from tt , business, and 5 , desirous),, de-

sirous ofbusiness , desirous of acting.

ব্যাপারেপিযুক্ত, a. ( from ব্যাপার, business, and গুপযুক্ত, for, fit or

proper for business, fit for action.

wift , a. (from fa, prep, and 1 , to ob'ain , overspread.

ing, prevailing ; s. a termagant, an officiously busy wo-
•

man.

arts, a. (from fa, prep. and t , to obtain), overspread

Ffffff2
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arta.

pervaded, penetrated by, encircled, surrounded, encom-

passed, filled, full, celebrated, formed, placed, fixed, ob-

tained.

arte, s. (from fa, prep.and t , to obtain), an overspread-

ing, a pervasion, penetration, a surrounding, a fullness ,

an adjunct or attribute, the want or absence of the

operation of a cause in that which is void of or contra-

ry to the thing to be accomplished or proved.

wift , s. (from atfe, an attribute, and ta, knowledge),

an idea of the existence of a substance or thing from a

sight of its qualities or adjuncts.

uiffe, a. (from fª, an attribute, and faſt , possess-

ed of), possessed of adjuncts or attributes.

tsad, s. (from tf , an adjunct, and a , a characte.

ristic), the characteristic of an attribute or adjunct, the

characteristic of a negation or want of an attribute ne-

cessary for some action.

art , a. (from fa, prep. and at to obtain), capable of

being pervaded ; s. that which is pervaded by any thing

orin which any thing inheres as an accident in the sub-

ject, a subject,

31, s. (from t , pervadible), a capacity of being per.

vaded by or overspread with a thing.

E, s. (from æt , pervadible), a capacity of being per-

vaded by or overspread with a thing.

faf , s. (from 7 , pervadibleness,, and off , a

non-conclusion), in logic the want ofa conclusion capable

of covering or answering to all the circumstance menti-

oned in the thesis.

ti , s. (from t , pervadible and f³, a being), the

being pervadible, the being wholly occupied by or co-

vered with a quality or attribute..

ata , s. (from fa, prep. , prep. and , to be), a sur-

rounding, an encompassing, a going round, a going

about, a choosing, an appointing.

ata , a. (from fa, prep. 1, prep, and , to be) , sur-

rounding, encompassing, rolling up backwards, going

round, appointing, choosing.

t31, s. (from Ut , surrounding), a surrounding or

encompassing, a rolling up in a backward direction, an

encircling, a choosing or appointing.

arta , s. (from i , surrounding), a surrounding or

encompassing, a rolling up backwards, an encircling, a

choosing or appointing .

, s. (from fa, prep. i, prep. and T , to be), an ap-

pointing.

utzity, a. (from , prep. , prep, and ze, to be), capa-

zviral.

ble of being surrounded or encompassed, capable of be

ing rolled backwards, fit to be chosen or appointed.

ataifaæ, a. (from ææætë, a custom), calculated for com-

mon practice, designed for practical use.

ata , a. (from fa, prep. « , prep, and 4, to skreen), well-

skreened, well-fenced , well-covered, excluded, uncover-

ed, removed, excepted.

ztą , a. (from fa, prep. 1 , prep. and , tobe), appoint-

ed, chosen, encompassed, surrounded, revolute , rolled

back, removed, uncovered , excluded, excepted , prais

ed, hymned ; in botany the term is used to distinguish

such leaves as are revolute or rolled backwards (folium

revolutum . )

ra , s. (from fx, prep. «t, prep. and e, to be), an ap

pointment, choice, a selection, a rolling back, an encom

passing or surrounding, exclusion, exemption, rejecti

on, praise, an eulogium..

aita, s. (fromfa, prep. 1, prep. and ¤¹, to measure), a fathom.

arts, a. (from fa , prep. 1, prep. and , to lose sensati

on), afflicted, distressed , pained, molested.

atate, s. (from fa, prep. !, prep and , to lose sensa-

tion), distress, affliction, molestation, trouble, embarrass-

ment, suffering.

zitateæ, a. (from fe prep. a , prep. and 5, to lose sen

sation), afflictive, occasioning distress or trouble.

, a. (from artrate, affliction, and , to do , afflic-

tivé, occasioning distress, causing pain or suffering.

artrateæigæ, a.. (from atɩætx, affliction, and æta☎, caus-

ing, causing affliction or distress, occasioning suffer-

ing, afflictive, troublesome, vexatious.

artcatæætat, a. (from state, affliction, and fa , causing),

afflictive, distressing, causing pain or suffering, trouble-

some, vexatious.

artrate , a. (from texte, affliction, and 3 , produc-

ing , causing affliction , distress , or pain, afflictive, trou-

blesome, vexatious.

z5|ratgsfag, a. (from artrate, affliction, and a produc-

ed , produced by or arising from affliction or distress.

UtatCĦa , a. (from t¬¡¤, affliction, and , producible),

producible by or arising from affliction or distress.

arteater, ad. (loc. case of artat ), for affliction or

distress.

tates, a. (from state, affliction, and ts, produced ,

produced by or arising from affliction or distress.

Aitratgātõi, s. (from æg, affliction, and ūtē, a giver), a

person who gives affliction or distress.

utatgatæ, a. (from arteat , affliction, and 47 , giving),
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anicatgatṣi, a. 'from π¤† , affliction, and af¶7, giring),

giving pain, giving trouble, occasioning distress or af-

fiction, afflictive, troublesome.

Utrata, s. (from aritate, affliction, and Я, destructi-

on), the destruction or removal of affliction or distress.

znatekЯæ, a. (from artrate, affliction , and , destruc-

tire), destructive to or removing affliction or distress.

znate?^a), a. (from artrate, affliction, and fЯ , destruc

tive), destructive to or removing affliction or distress.

atatgate , s. (from tat , effliction, and 1 , destruction),

the destruction or removal of affliction or distress.

“Utlætgatatæ, a. (from rate, affliction, and at , destruc-

tive), destructive to or removing affliction or distress.

ব্যামোহনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from ব্যামোহ, affliction , and নিবর্ত্তক, carus-

ing to cease), causing affliction or distress to cease.

antcatzfaiataæ, a. (from ætate, affliction, and fiataæ, pre-

venting), preventing or resisting affliction or distress.

utatefiatad, s. (from ætate, affliction, and frata , a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of affliction or dis-

tress.

atatafaafa, s. (from træt , affliction, and faaf , cessation),

the prevention or cessation of affliction or distress.

Ykatafifacæ, a. (from ætate, affliction, and fas , a cause`,

causedby or arising from affliction or distress ; ad. from

or because of affliction or distress.

astratofafas, ad. (from state, affliction, and fats, a cause),

for affliction or distress.

, a. (from UNA† , affliction, and ; before), pre-

ceded by or arising from affliction or distress ; ad.through.

or by affliction or distress .

zitiategus, a. (from utætæ, «ffliction, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from affliction or distress ; ad from

or because of affliction or distress.

aitratgaáæ, a. (from attats, affliction, and *, increas-

ing , increasing or aggravating affliction or distress .

ztiætgaña, s. (from astiata, offliction, and 1 , an increas-

ing), the increasing or aggravating of affliction or dis-

tress ..

atzigfeat, a..(from attate, affliction , and fant, without),

without or beside affliction or distress ,

autatzfafat , a. (from zitate, affliction , and faſ , possess-

ed of , afflicted, distressed, suffering, troubled.

tatfest , a. (from tate, affliction , and fat , desti-

tute), free from affliction or distress, free from suffer-

'ing

4

artcat:

tatafa, s. (from artrate, affliction, and af , increase), the

increase of affliction or distress, the increase of pain or

suffering.

ব্যামোহব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from it , affliction, and ব্যতিরিক্ত;

excepted , affliction or distress excepted, pain or suffer

ing excepted.

ব্যামোহ্যতিরেক, s. (from ব্যামোহ, affliction , and বাতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of pain or suffering, the ex-

ception of affliction or distress.

ব্যামোহব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ব্যামোহাতিয়েক), with the

exception of affliction or distress, with the exception

of pain or suffering, without or beside affliction or dis

tress.

aitatafsa, a. (from state, affliction, and fa, separate),'

separate or distinct from affliction or distress ; ad. be-

side affliction or distress.

aitatame, a. (from teate, affliction, and am, a root);

originating in affliction or distress.

te , a. (from attat , affliction, and , joined to),যুক্ত ,

connected with affliction or distress, afflicted, distress-

ed, pained, suffering.

ব্যামোহরহিত , a. (from state, affliction, and রহিত, destitute),

free from affliction or distress .

astrate tifo, s. (from tax, affliction, and tf , tranquil

lity),the alleviation ortranquillizing of affliction or dis

tress.

Witatxwaz, a. (from tæt , affliction, and , empty), free-

from affliction or distress , free from pain or suffering.

zitratgāzē, a. (from tæt , affliction, and 5 , indicat-

ing), indicating affliction or distress.

atatata, s. (from artrate, affliction , and tf , loss) , the

lessening of affliction or distress.

utatea, a. (from ætate, affliction, and , destitute),

free from affliction or distress, free from pain or suffer .

ing.

antiate , a. (from state, affliction, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from pain or suffering ; ad. from or

because of pain or suffering.

ব্যামোহোৎপাদক, a. (from ব্যামোহ , affliction , and sৎপাদক,

producing , producing affliction or distress, producing

pain or suffering.

zstrætætqa, a. (from ætate, affliction, and s **, allevi-

ation) , the alleviation of affliction or distress , the alle

viation of pain or suffering.

ব্যামোহোপশমক, a. (from ব্যামোহ, affliction, and উপশমক, alle-

viating), alleviating affliction or distress, alleviating pain

or suffering,
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Yuta, s. (from 1³, prep. st, prep. and aª, to refrain), fa-

tigue, labour, a fathom measured by the extended arms ,

athletic exercise such as playing with heavy clubs, alter-

nate rising and falling at full length.on the ground, or

the like, manhood, manliness, business or occupation, a

difficulty, a difficult or impassable defile.

art , s. (kom fa, prep. prep. and m, to adorn), a snake,

a beast of prey, a rogue, a cheat, a king, a vicious ele-

phant ; a. wicked , villainous, bad .

arts , a. (from art , a snake, and,ytfez, taking), a snake-

catcher.

artal, s. (from violin , a violin , a lute.

atatata, «. (from atat, a violin, and atata, aform), fid-

die-shaped, ponduriform .

atatæfs, a. (from zīmi, a violin, and ¬¡æfs, afo›m), fid-

dle-shaped, ponduriform .

aitu, s. (from.f¹, prep. at, prep. and , to throw), a cele-

brated author supposed by the Hindoos to be the in-

spired person who distributed or arranged the veda in

its present form and wrote the Pooranas. He is also

supposed to be the founder of the vedanta philosophy ;

extention, diffusion, distribution of parts.

zitas, a. (from fa, prep. at , prep. and , to be with), be-

wildered, confused.

UAN, s. (from fa, prep. at, prep. and ☎, to be in society),

loneliness, confusion, a bewildered condition , separa-

tion from companions.

, s. from tЯ, a proper name, and ¤, a name ,

an appellation of Vyasa the reputed author ofthe Ve-

dant philosophy and publisher of the Veda in four

parts.

utaЯls, 8. (from v11 , Vyusa, and ´¾ș, a seat), a stool

or seat on which the person sits who reads the Poora-

nas.

1

Utataa 8, (hom arta, Vyosı, and ¤† , a sea '), the elevat-

ed seat on which a person sits who reads and discourses

públickly upon the Pooranas.

zitx3, a. (from fa, prep. 1 , prep, and ₹7 to smite), smit-

ten, repelled, confused, alarmed.

arteta, s. (from fa , prep. , prep. and , to take), voice,

speech, an articulate sound.

213, a. (from fa, prep. 1 , prep. and , to take), spoken ,

uttered, announced.

T&F , 8. (from fa, prep. 82, prep, and ™ , a step) , confusi-

on, an irregular arrangement, an inverted order.

zma, 8. (from fa, prep, se, prep. and 81, to stand , oppo-

sition, resistance, contradiction, a following one's own

inclinations, independence, a doing what is prohibited,

obstruction, prohibition.

tsatt, a. (from 1 , resis'ance, and atfa , doing),

opposing, making resistance, contradicting, doing pro-

hibited actions, following one's own inclinations, ob-

structing, prohibiting. In anatomy the name of a mus

cle of the hand, (opponens pollicis,)

বুথ।নয়া সপেশী, ৪. (from বাগ্মান , opposition , and at সপেশী, ৫

muscle), an opponent muscle, (opponens mysculus).

Weafe, s. (from fa, prep. 88, prẹp, and ɩ, to move), criti-

cal knowledge of science, the etymology of a word, de-

rivation, the formation of words, science, learning.

grafegar, a. (from 14f , etymology, and aỡ, produc-

ing), producing science, producing critical knowledge,

producing an etymology.

We¶fasar, a. (from II, etymology, and 1, pro·luci-

ble), producible by or arising from critical knowledge

or from the formation of words.

ঘু্যুৎপত্তিজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of ব্যুৎপত্তিজন্য , for the purpose of

critical knowledge, for the etymology or formation of

words.

zie4fafaædæ, a. (from eafs, etymology, and fazzz, cius-

ing to cease), putting a stop to etymology or critical

science.

arefafifaze, a. (from , etymology, and fañas, a

cause , caused by or arising from the formation of words

or from critical knowledge ad from or because of cri-

tical knowledge or the formation of words.

31fafafats, ad. (from 3, etymology, and fifas, a

cause), for the purpose of critical knowledge, for the

formation of words.

zefs , o. (from , etymology, and 15,

obstructing , operating as an obstacle to etymology or

critical science.

, a from, etymology, and Я , caused,

bij , caused by or arising from critical knowledge, caus-

ed by or arising from etymology ; ad., from or because

of critical knowledge or the formation of words.

Wafers* a. (from Jef , etymology, and va̸s, in reas-

ing , increasing critical knowledge, increasing or im

proving etymology or the formation of words.

efs (from 1 e'ymology, and T , an increas-

ing , the increasing of critical knowledge, the impro-

ing of etymology.

Я , s. (from 3, etymology, and a , strength ,

the strength or power ofcritical knowledge, the strength

or power of etymology.
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ব্যুৎপত্তিবস্তুতঃ, ad. (from বুৎপত্তিৰল, the strength of etymolo-

gy , by the power of etymology or the formation of

words, by the power of critical knowledge.

fe , s. (from f , etymology, and ata, a word),

etymology, a discourse upon the formation of words, a

discourse upon critical knowledge.

ব্যুৎপত্তিরিলা , ad. (from Iৎপত্তি, etymology, and বিলা, with

out), without or beside critical knowledge, or etymo-

logy.

ব্যুৎপত্তিবিশিষ্ট, a. (from ব্যুৎপত্তি, etymology, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of) , etymological , critical, significant.

fefat , a. (from , etymology, and faxa, bereft

of destitute of critical knowledge, destitute of etymo-

logy or derivation.

, etymology, and8. (from increase), the

increase of critical knowledge , the improvement of ety-

mology.

ব্যুৎপত্তিবাভিরি , ৫. ( from ব্যুৎপত্তি, etymlogy, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , critical knowledge excepted, etymology or the

formation of words excepted .

preferfste , s . (from fa etym logy, and I , an

exception), the exception ofetymology, the exception of

critical knowledge.

বাংপত্তিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lve case of বা পত্তনাতিরেক), with the

exception of etymology, with the exception of critical

knowledge, without or beside critical knowledge or ety-

mology.

zedantats, s. (from e , etymology, and artats, an

obstacle), an obstacle to etymology or critical science.

ব্যুৎপত্তিব্যাঘাতক , a. (from ব্যুৎপত্তি, etymology, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to etymology or

critical science.

edferaz, a. (from 712-f3, etymology, and a , a roul),

originating in the derivation or formation of words.

Tedf3TF, 7. (from 3, etymology, and 4 , joined to),

connected with critical knowledge, connected with the

derivation or formation of words , etymological.

ব্যুৎপত্তিরহিত , a. ( from  ্যুৎপত্তি, etymology, and রহিত, desti-

tute), destitute of critical knowledge, destitute of ety-

mology or derivation.

efe ), a . (from f , etymology, and 1, empty),

destitute of critical knowledge, destitute of etymology.

zzesfaria, a. (from , etymology, and 5, destitu’e),

destitute of critical knowledge, destitute of etymo-

logy.

TRANET, a. (from 3, elymology, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from critical knowledge, caused by

घूर.

or arising from the derivation or formation of words ;

ud. from or because of critical knowledge, from or be-

cause of the derivation or formation of words.

a, a. (from fa, prep. se, prep. aud ➜ą, tɔ move), versed

in any science, well-acquainted with a subject, learned,

studied, derived, formed as a derivative word, generat

ed, begotten.

ব্যুৎপন্নকেশরী, ৪. (from ব্যুৎপন্ন , learned, and কেশরিন, a (ion),

a man eminently learned.

?jesta , a, (from fa, prep. 8 , prep. and , to move), per-

fecting in knowledge, forming words.

1, s. (from , perfecting in knoæledge), a

perfect acquisition of knowledge.

IatabI, 8. (from a perfec'ing in knowledge), a

perfect acquisition of knowledge.

isata , a. (from fi, prep. 82, prep. and 4, to move), im-

provable in science, derivable, capable of being formed.

ar , s . (from fa, prep. and 35, to reason), military array,the

arrangement of troops in various positions, a phalanx,

a flock, a multitude, logic, reasoning, the making of

things , manufacture, the body.

TITI, 8. (from TIE, a militury array , and a , a doer), a

person who forms military bodies in phalanx or other

modes ofarray.

, a. (from E, military array, and træ, dəing),

forming troops into military array.

Teataì, a. (from 7 military array, and at doing),

forming troops into military array.

, a. from 15, military array, and , producible),

produced by or arising from military array.

NIEMI, ad. (loc. case of ITA ), for military array.

TxfafAIS, à. (from E, mili ary array, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from military array ; ad. from or

because of military array.

Tixfafæra, ad. (from 71 , military array, and fafts, a cause),

for military array.

TICЯA , 8. (from TE, a phalanx, and , entry), the en

tering or penetrating into an army.

Nge, a. (from E, military array, and g , enter-

ing), entering or penetrating military lines.

TEXTS, a. (from ₹15, military array, and F, c¹used by),

caused by or arising from military array ; ad. from or

because of military array,

fa , ad. (from 15, military array, and f™™™, without),

without or beside military array.

ব্যুহ্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from ব্যূহ, military array, and aতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), military array excepted.
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faz , 8, (from 15, military array, and was, an

exception), the exception of military array.

fsizie, ad, loc, case of staa) , with the excep-

tion of military array, without or beside military ar-

ray.

5 , s. (from TT, military array, and s , a breaking),

the breaking of military lines or other forms of ar-

ray.

, a . (from , military array, and , breaking ,

breaking military lines or any other forms of array.

WEST, 8. (from zig, military array, and 387, a breaking),

the breaking of military lines or any other forms of ar-

ray.

Telsa, a. (from 1 , military array, and fa , separate),

separate or distinct from military array ; ad. beside

military array.

TIME , s. (from TIE, a phalanx, and ‹ , separation), the

penetration of an army, the penetrating of an enemy's

lines.

IRSKE, a. (from ₹ 5, military array, and ‹≈5 , separat-

ing), penetrating military lines, sowing discord in an en-

campment.

FTF, a. (from 1 , military array, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from military array ; ad. from or

because of military array.

ta, s. (from car, to cover) , the sky, the atmosphere, hea-

ven , water, a temple sacred to the sun .

, s. (from , to go) , a going, a moving.

Zd, s (from a, to wound), a boil, a tumour, a carbuncle, a

bubo.

, a. (from 4, a boil, and , to kill) , curing or remov-

ing boils or tumors.

Zaat , s. (from 3ª, a boil, and at* , destruction ), the remov-

al or cure of boils or tumors .

* , a. (from Ja , a boil, and at , destructive), good

for the cure of boils or tumors .

3, s. (from T to go), a vow or voluntary religious obser-

vance, an act of devotion, a voluntary imposition of pe-

nance or austerity.

TIBU), s. (from 3, a row, and y , a word), a declaration

or promise binding to a religious observance.

ZII, a. (from 73, a row, and xã, to smi'e), destroying or

anuulling a vow or religious observance,

জন্য,33 , a. from 5, a vow , and , producible by), pro-

duced by a vow or religious observance .

233tr, ad. loc. case of 13 ), for a vow or religious ob-

1
servance .

gustava, a. (from 3 , a vow, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from a vow or religious observance ; ad.

from or because of a vow or religious observance.

gefafus, ad. (from 3, a vow, andfis, a cause), for avow

or religious observance.

za , a. (from Z3, a vow, and f◄◄, obstructing),

obstructing the performance of a vow or religious ob-

servance.

31, s. (from 73 , a vow, and fast, consecration), the

finishing of a voluntary religious ceremony.

JINTF, a. (from J3, a vow, and H , caused by), caused by

or arising from a vow orreligious observance ; ad. from

or because of a vow or religious observance,

Jofa , ad. (from 3, a row, and fat , without), without or

beside a vow or religious observance.

gafft , a. (from 33 , a row, and fast , possessed of), at-

tended by a vow or religious observance.

Tøfica, a. (from 73, a vow, and fata, destitute of), frea

from a vow or religious observance .

3 , a. (from , a vow, and arfsfa , excepted), avow

or religious observance excepted .

zzyforaæ, s . (from 23, a row, and ufsage, an exception),

the exception of a vow or religious observance.

rufstatæ, ad. (loc. case of f ) , with the excepti-

on of a vow or religious observance, without or beside

a vow or religious observance.

TIANETI, s. (from TI, a row, and Tats, an obstacle), an ob-

stacle to the preformance of a vow or religious observ-

'ance.

stats , a. (from 3, a vow, and ris☎, obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to the performance of a vow or

religious observance.

JISK, s. (from Z3, a vow, and sЯ, a breaking), an inter-

ruption or breaking up of a vow or voluntary religious

observance.

35 , a. (from 33, a vow, and , breaking), breaking

a vow or religious observance.

T3337, s. (from Z3, a vow, and 333, a breaking), the break-

ing or non-performance of a vow or religious obser-

vance.

33fs , a. (from 3, a vow, and fea, separate), separate or

distinct from a vow or religious observance ; ad. beside

a vow or religious observance,

TIIF, a. (from ZI, a row, and TF, joined ), connected with

or attended by a vow or religious observance.

JIJFF, a. (from 73, a vou, and ***, keeping), keeping a

vow or religious observance.
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TELE , s. (from ZG, a vow, and JF1, a keeping) , the keep-

ing of a religious vow,

´233[53, a. (from 73, a vow, and 753, destitute), free from

vows or religious observances.

T31, a. (from 73, a vow, and war, empty), free from vows

or religious observances.

z , a. (from 3, a row, and , destitute), free from

Vows or religious observances.

IIIE, a. (from TI, a row, and (xx, a cause), caused by

or arising from a vow or religious observance ; ad. from

or because of a vow or religious observance.

Z3178 8. (from g³, a vow, and tag, a beginning) , the com-

mencement of a vow or religious observance,

दुী, a. (from T3, a voz ) , making or performing vows, per-

forming religious observances.

7231319 , 8. (from 23, a vow , and 8t , consecration),

the conclusion of a voluntary religious ceremony.

* s. (from I , a centiped, and , a leaf), the name

of a plant whose leaves sting like nettles , (Tragia invo-

lucrata .)

, or J7, s. (from ₹5, to increase) , God , the all-pervad-

ing, the divine cause and essence ofthe world from which

all things are supposed to proceed and to which they

retuin, Biuhma the first of the Hindoo triad and ope

rative creator of the world, a biahmun, an officiating

priest, the veda, the practice of austere devotion, sacred

knowledge, one of the astronomical yogas,

3 , a. (from 3 , a brahmun, and te, killing),

brahmun-killing.

zaatst, a. (from a brahman, and afsa, killing) ,

brahmun-killing.

, . (from 27, a lrahmun, and , to kill , brahmun-

killing.

Z চ ,
za , s. (from 7, the v-da, and tú , observance), the

state of a religious student, a life of devotedness to

austerities or privations.

gasta , s. (from 3 , the veda, and sta , m ving), a re-

ligious student, a brahman from the time ofhis investi-

ture with the sacerdotal thread till he become a hous.

holder, a person who continues with his spiritual teach-

er studying the veda, a pundit learned in the veda, an

ascetic,

1 , s. (from 35 , God, and t , knowledge), the true

knowledge of God, a firm persuasion of the identity

of the human soul with God,

ata), a. (from 3 , God, and f , knowing), possess-

ing the knowledge of God. This among the Hindoos is

a firm persuasion of the identity of the soul with God.

253.

37, a (from 3 , God , relating to or connected with

God.

38. (from 251 God, and 3 , reality), the true doc

trine concerning God, a firm persuasion ofthe identity

of the human soul with God.

51 , s. (from I, God), the Godhead, deity.

Ti , s. (from z Bruhma, and t , an extremity of

the body), the crown of the head.

I, s. (from 3 , God), the Godhead, deity.

20151, s. (from 347, a brahmun, and 45, Koosha grass),'

the name of an aromatic plant, ( Ligusticum Ajouan.)

ta , s. (from 2. Bruhma, and tз , a titan), the

ghost of a brahmun who dies unmarried .

Isfiste, a. (from 5 , God, and fЯ , ascertaining),

ascertaining the identity of the soul with God, ascer-

taining the true nature of God.

za, s. (from 157. God, and fª¤×4, an ascertaining),

the ascertaining of the true nature of God, the ascer-

taining of the identity of the soul with God.

I , s . (from 87, a brahmun, and aª, murder), the mur-

der of a brahmun.

ITi , a. (from Z57, a brahmun, and afta, killing), brah-

mun-killing.

ts , a. (from
the veda, and atõæ, expressing),

speaking of the veda, speaking of God, expressing the

name of God .

11Ì, a. (from 257, the veda, and atfña , speлking), speak-

ingof the veda, speaking ofGod.

zaf™*, s. (from 757, Bruhma, and a drop), saliva

sputtered in repeating the veda,

JI , s. ( from 31, Bruhma, and 7 , a hole) , the suture

on the top of the crown .

, s. (from 37, a brahmun , and af ,asage , a sacredsage.

IMatæ, s. (from , Bruhma, and i , a world), the

heaven or world of Bruhma.

, a. (from 35 , God, and , identified , identifi-

ed with God.

1, s . (from 5 , a brahmun, and 311, slaughter), the

murder of a brahmun.

I a. (from 31, a brahmun, and ₹7, to kill), brahmun-

killing.

25-1. s . (from 75 , Bruhma) , the wife of Bruhma

GEEEES

ts, s. (from 1, Bruhma, and e, an egg), the mun

dane egg, the universe.

1 , s. (from Bruhma, and sata, pride) , a

vain-glorious calling of one's self Bruhma or God.

fatal, a. (from , Bruhma, and atfa proud),

vain-gloriously assuming deity or identity with Brahma.
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3131.

2 , s. (from 2 , Bruhma, and , a weapon), a fabled

weapon which consecrated by a formula addressed to

Bruhma deals infallible destruction to those against

whom it is discharged.

, a. (from the infallible wespon), infallibly.

gian , s. (from ™ , the veda, and 89 *, instruction ) ,

the doctrine of the veda, instruction in the veda, the

doctrine of Bruhma or God.

a. (from 35 , the vede, and 8tæ, instruct-

ing), giving instruction in the doctrine of the veda, giv-

ing instruction about Bruhma or God.

1, s. (from 3 , the veda, and s , a teacher) , a

person who teaches the doctrine of the veda, a person

who gives instruction about the nature of God.

, . (from 2 , God, and , serving), dili-

gently serving God.

Næti, s. (from 157, God, and 891771, service), the de-

ligent service of God.

4, s. (from 4, God), a brahmun.

sta, s . (from 4, a brahmun, and sta, a genus), the

genus or class of brahmuns.

I , s. (from I , a brahmun, and as, a class), the

class or genus of brahmuns.

JH1 (VF), 8. (from 11, a brahmun, and af¤, a staff),

the name of an ornamental plant indigenous in Bengal,

(Siphonanthus indicus. )

, s. (from 4, a brahmun, and Я , a multitude),

a multitude of brahmans.

, s. (from 4, a brukmun), a brahmuness .

NIE.

Dziafase, a. (from si, modesty, and fas, a cause), cans.

ed by or arising from shame or modesty ; ad. from or

because ofshame or modesty.

stafa , ad (from si, modesty, and fafas, a cause), for

the purpose of shame or modesty.

istes, a. (from 51, modesty, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from shame or modesty ; ad. from or

because of shame or modesiy.

Ísters, a. (from 51, modesty, and tế , increasing), ia-

creasing shame or modesty.

gipta , s. (from si, modesty, and 1 , an increasing),

the increasing of shame or modesty.

2gift , ad. from 51 , modesty, and [ 1, without), with

out or beside shame or modesty.

atsifafety, a. (from 1st, modesty, and faf , possessed

of , possessed of shame or modesty.

Jişifaxa, a. (hom Z151, modesty, aud faxî³, de tilute), des-

titute of shame or modesty.

sta , s. (from 51, modesty, and af , increase), the in-

crease of shame or modesty.

stufsfas, a. (from și, modesty, and 73faF, except-

ed), shame or modesty excepted.

Aṣtafsṇaæ, s. (from Nși, modesty, aud zif³ixæ, an excep-

tion , the exception of shame or modesty.

starfs , ad . ( loc . case of stufa ) , with the excep

tion of shame or modesty, without or beside shame or

modesty.

stea, a. (from 131 , shame, and fea, separate), separate

or distinctfrom shame or modesty ; ad. beside shame or

modesty.

a. (from it , shame, and joinel) , connected

with or possessed ofshame or modesty.

st?fx3, a. (from Nși, shame, and af£5, destitute) , desti-

tute of shame or modesty.

#4 , s. (from I , a brahmun , a multitude or assemblysts,

ofbrahmuns, the condition or duties of a brahmun.

ata, s. (from 4, pertaining to a brahmun, and

, practice), the practice of what pertains to a

brahmun.

, s. (from 1, a religious observance), a brahmun in

whose youth the customary observances were neglected

and who has not been invested with the sacred thread.

, 35s. from Bruhma, and 15 , thefifteenthpart

of the day or night), the hour preceding the sunrise.

, s. (from , to be ashamed), modesty, shame.

Zște , a. (from 51, modesty, and , to do), exercising

shame or modesty.

Nștsa☎, a. (from 51, modesty, and 35 , producing), pro-

ducing shame or modesty.

, a. (from 2151 , modesty, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from shame or modesty.

sta , ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , for shame or modesty.

st , a. (from 31, skame, and 711, empty , destitute of

shame or modesty.

sta, a. (from 51 , shame, and , destitute), destitute

of shame or modesty.

sters , a. (from 1 , shame, and c , a cause) , caused

by or arising from shame or modesty; ad. from or be

cause of shame or modesty.

ব্রাহি,

fs, a . (from Îș, to be ashamed), modest, ashamed .

ife, s. (from at , to choose), rice, a particular variety of

rice ripening in the rainy season.

Affama, s. (from Tf , rice, and feta, a particular),

particular variety or sort of rice.

57, s. (from Fife, rice, and (54, a distinction), a dis◄

tinct sort of rice.
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4,

ta, a. (fromN , rice), fit to be sown with rice.

5.

, the twenty-fourth letter of the Hindeo alphabet, and

fourth ofthe fifth class or that of labials ; it is sounded

like bh.

SIª, s. (from afsa, a buffalo , a buffalo.

€75, s. (from ▾ fs, prep, and at, to go), a foot.

SEA, s. (from 51, to appear), a mark, a form .

se, an imitative sound use to express that ofstones or the

like splashing in water.

5t , an imitative sound used to express the striking of

stones or other things on mud or water.

I, s. (from the letters, and , to make) , the letter ,

or that which expresses the sound of bh.

ভক্তি,

set , a. (from sfs, faith , and , destructive), de

structive to faith or devotedness,

st, a. (from , faith, and fa , destructive), de-

structive to faith or devotedness.

sf , s . (from sf , devotedness, and t , destruction),

the destruction or loss of faith or devotedness .

sfsata, a. (from F, devotedness, and at , destructive),

destructive to devotedness or faith.

sfsfs, a. (from [s, devotedness, and fax , causing to

cease), causing devotedness or faith to cease.

sfsfata , a . (from 5 , devotedness , and fataæ, prevento

ing) , preventing or resisting devotedness, preventing or

resisting faith.

sfsfata , s. (from , devotedness, and fat , a pr

venting), the preventing or resisting of devotedness or

faith.

sætatâ, a. (from sata, the letter , and tfu, a begin- || sfsfaafs, s . (from 3f , devotedness , and fifs, cessation),

ning), beginning with the letter , having an initial .

setato, a. (from saty, the letter ▼, and 3, an end), end-

ing with the letter , having a final .

" a. (from , to honor), devoted to , engaged for ; s.

(from , to divide), boiled rice ; a. divided , laid out in

orderly portions.

senta, s. (from 55, boiled rice, and tЯ, a servant), a ser-

vant or slave who serves for his food.

SFæÃ¤, a. (from 35, devoted to, and , affectionate),

affectionate to those who are devoted to his service.

fit , a. (from 5, devoted, and fat , unprincipled) , hy-

⚫ pocritical.

f , s. (from 53, to serve), devotedness to God, attach-

ment, engagedness of heart, persuasion, faith, homage,

a part, a portion , a fracture , a division, a metonymy.

SET, o . (from sf , devotedness, and ☎, to d³), devoted,

acting faith.

sfsaði, s. (from sfs, devotedness, and ý, a dcer) , a per-

son devoted to another, a devotee, a believer.

sfsatze, a. (from fs, devotedness , and tax, doing) ,

practising devotedness, acting faith ; s. a devotee, a be-

liever.

sfsætxt, a. (from f , devotedness, and #tfa , doing), prac-

tising devotedness, acting faith.

efsane, a. (from sf , devotedness, and , producing),

producing devotedness, producing faith.

SfF57 , a. (from f , devotedness, and , producible),

producible by or arising from faith or devotedness.

faxa , ad. (loc, case ofsf ), for devotedness, for faith,

• , s. (from SF, faith, and • , destruction), the de-

struction of faith or devotedness.

the cessation or prevention of faith or devotedness .

=f&fificæ, 2. (from sf , devotedness , and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from devotedness or faith ; ad.

from or because of devotedness or faith.

sfsfifics, ad. (from si , devotedness, and fafag, a cause),

for the purpose of faith or devotedness.

sff , a. (from fs, devotedness, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from devotedness or faith ; ad. by or

through devotedness or faith,

ভক্তিপুতিবন্ধক , ". (from ভক্তি, devotedness, and প্রতিবন্ধ , 06-

structing), obstructing devotedness or faith,

, . (from 5 , derote lness , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from devotedness or faith ; ad.

from or because of devotedness or faith.

, a. (from sfs, faith, and z , increasing), increas-

ing faith or devotedness.

afsa , s. (from f , faith, and 7 , an increasing), the

increasing of faith or devotedness.

effia , ad. (from af , devotedness, and [11, without),

without or beside devotedness or faith,

sffift , a. (from af , devotedness, and fifty, possessed

of), devoted, possessed offaith,

soft , a. (from sf , faith, and fæð7, destitule), desti-

tute offaith or devotedness.

ss , s. from Si ,faith, and af , increase), the increase

of faith or devotedness .

sfszifofas, a . (from =f , devotedness, and , except-

ed), devotedness or faith excepted.

sfsfsta , s. (from fs, devotedness, and arfstgæ, an ex

ception), the exception of faith or devotedness.

sførrfstars, ad. (loc. c.use of [ aft ), with the excep

Gggggga
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ST.

tion of devotedness or faith, without or beside devot-

edness or faith.

afsætate, s. (from sf , devotedness, and stats, an ob-

stacle) , an obstacle to devotedness or faith.

st , a. (from f , devotedness, and statsæ, ob-

structing), obstructing devoteduess or faith,

sfssta, ad. (from sfs, dev otedness, and sta, existence),

under the appearence of devotedness or faith, under

the idea of devotedness or faith.

sff , a . (from 5f5, faith, and 5 , separated), separate

or distinct from faith or devotedness ; ad, beside faith

or devotedness.

sat , a. (from F, devotedness), devoted to, heartily

engaged in a thing, zealous.

ভক্তিযুক্ত,

1

fus, a. (from si , devotedness, and , connected

with), devoted to or heartily engaged in a thing, zeal-

ous.

safes, a. (from 3 , devotedness, and 3, destitute) ,

destitute of devotedness or faith .

sfssit, ad. (from sf , devotedness, and Я, a form), like

or in the manner of devotedness or faith.

fatal, a . (from [ , faith), prone to or connected with

faith or devotedness.

ft , a. (from 5f , devotedness, and 1, empty), des-

titute of devotedness or faith.

67, a. (from sf , dero'edness, and 7, destitute), des-

titute of devotedness or faith.

sfsiege, ɑ. (from sf , devotedness, and 3 , a cause),

causedby or arising from devotedness or faith ; ad. from

or because of devotedness or faith .

SEN , s. (from 8 to worship), a dancing boy.

SF, v. a. (from 5 , to eat , to eat, to feed.

SEF, a. (from SF, to eat), voracious, eating ; s . an eater.

, s. (from , to eat , the act of eating, a meal. This

word constructed with , to do, means to eat.

SF43V, a. from 554, an eating, and A1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from eating.

Er, ad. (loc. case of5451) , for eating, for a meal,

fas , a. (from 4, an eating, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from eating ; ad. from or because

of eating.

fafas, ad. (from 4, an eating, and fafa , a cause), for

eating, for a meal,

SJ , a. (from 4, an eating, and 4, before), preced-

ed by or arising from eating ; ad. by or through eat-

ing.

fo , a. (from 544, an eating, and xf317, obstruct-

ing), operating as au obstacle to eating.

est.

SF, a (from 54, an eating, and Я , caused by),

caused by or arising from eating ; ad. from or because

of eating.

Safa , ad (from 54, an eating, and fan , without), with

out or beside eating.

SFdfIFF, a. (from 54, an eating, and fofa , except-

ed), eating excepted .

SFqUfnṛæ, s. (from ST , an eating, and fKXZ, an ex-

ception) , the exception of eating.

fs , ad. (loc, case of5ft ), with the excep

tion of eating, without or beside eating.

Stats, s. (from 54, an eating, and arts, an obstacle),

an obstacle to eating.

তক্ষণ ।ঘাতক, a. (from ভক্ষণ , an eating, and ঘিাতক, an ob

structing), operating as an obstacle to eating.

, a. (from 4, an eating, and f , separate), separ

ate or distinct from eating; ad. beside eating.

Saltst , a. (from 4, eating, and cutя³, fit), fit for food,

SÌ , a. (from 54, eating, and ì , a tendency , hav-

ing an inclination or tendency to eat,

Salz , a. (from , an eating, and T. a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from eating ; ad. from or because of eat-

ing.

, a . (from an eating, and , fit), fit for food,

eatable.

dy, a. (from SF, to eat), eatable, fit for food, edible.

f3, a. (from , to eat), eaten.

f3 , a. (from , to eat), eatable, edible, fit for food..

, a. (from 8 , to eat), eatable, fit for food , edible.

sit, s. from sa, to worship), glory, fame, excellence , vi-

gour, knowledge, prosperity, fortune, strength, great-

ness, beauty, splendor, virtue, love, desire, a wish, an

effort, exertion, pudendum muliebre , one of the twelve

suns, the moon , the absence of passion, religious tran

quility, omnipotence, divine power.

SNYEIATIVÍ]•*, s. (from 53, the privities, I, the anus,

afa, between, and , a part), in anatomy the peri-

næum.

esta, s. (from 5st, pulendum, and 4, to tear), a fistula ią

ano..

sta , a. (from est glory), divine, glorious, omnipotent, il-

lustrious, splendid, beautiful, vigorous.

31, s. from , divine, and 31, a song), the

name of a writing in great repute among the Hindoes.

stata, a. (from Es, glory), on nipotent, glorious, illustri

ous, splendid , beautiful, vigorous ; s . God.

5 , s. (from 5, an ass, and sta, the neck) , in books of

Hindeo music this name is given to a man who has a
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731.

Toud disagreeable voice resembling the braying of an

ass.

tae, a. (from st, the privities and tax , drawing),
"

in anatomy the name of a muscle, (tensor vaginæ femo.

ris.)

GHIHI, s. (from ≈st, pudendum, and HI, a sprout), in ana-

tomy (Chitoris.)

sfstat, s. (from t, prosperity), a sister.

starfs, s. (from fat, a sister, and fs, a lord), a sis-

ter's husband.

tu, s. (from est , glory, and u, a car), in Hindoo fabu-

lous history the name of a king who is reported to have

conducted the Ganges from Himaluya to the sea.

e , a. (from 5, to break), broken, torn, fractured, de-

feated, overcome, disregarded , despised..

So , a. (from 4, broken, and c , endeavour), disap-

pointed, discouraged, cooled in his exertions.

× , a. (from Я, broken, and Я , thefoot), broken-legged .

edfag , a. (from , broken, aud , a wing ) , broken-

winged, unfit for any work or undertaking, incapacitat-

ed.

, a. (from , broken, and , a promise), dis-

appointed, incapacitated to fulfil a promise or declara-

tion.

Et , a. (from , broken, and , hope), disap-

pointed, discouraged.

3, a. (from , broken, and go, a religious observance),

made to desist from a religious observance.

SILS, a. (from ≈Я, broken, and ₹8, a hand), broken-hand-

ed, broken-armed .

st , a. (from sЯ, broken, and at , hope), disappointed ,

discouraged.

CÂ, 8. (from 55, to share), a sister.

Statst, a. (from sЯ, broken, and sʊts, exertion ) , dis-

appointed , discouraged , cooled in his exertions .

sk, s. (from S , to break), a breaking, a splitting, a chasm,

a fissure, a division , defeat, discomfiture, interruption,

disappointment, a breach, the rout of an army, the

breaking of the ranks ofan army in battle, dishonesty,

fraud, circumvention , a cheating, a swindling, a disease,

the palsy (hemiplegia), hemp, (Cannabis sativa,) Con-

structed with at , to give, this word means to give way

in an attack, to fall into disorder.

Яag, a. (from sЯ, a breach, and to make`, making a

breach, disappointing , interrupting , breaking, defeat-

ing.

Rata , a. (from , a breach, and at , doing), making a

breach, disappointing, interrupting, breaking, defeating.

SK.

Skat , a (from 5 , a breach, and atfa , doing , making

a breach, disappointing, interrupting, defeating.

SЯ , a. (from 5 , a breach, and 7, producible) , produ

cible by or arising from a breach or fracture, produei

ble by or arising from discomfiture or defeat.

BЯ , ad. (loc, case of ) , for a breach or fracture,

for a discomfiture or defeat.

SЯ31, s. (from sЯ, a breach, and t¾, a giver), a person

who breaks or tears , a person who discomfits or defeats.

Skaty , a. (from , a breach, and tд , giving), breaking,

dividing, communicating defeat or discomfiture.

S£41N, a. (from 5¤, a breach, and ¬†fμ , giving ) , breaking,

dividing, communicating defeat or discomfiture.

R3, s. (from , to break), a breaking, a ruining, a defeat

ing, a fracture,

saffas , a. (from , a breach, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from breaking or dividing, caused by

or arising from defeat or discomfiture ; ad. from or be-

cause of a breach or fracture, from or because of defeat

or discomfiture.

safafa , ad. (from SA, a breach, and fafag, a cause), for a

breach or fracture, for defeat or discomfiture.

sЯчfe, ɑ. (from ™ , a breach, and f, before), preceded

by or arising from a breach or fracture, preceded by or

arising from defeat or discomfiture ; ad. by or through a

breach or fracture, by or through defeat or discomfi

ture.

, a. (from , a breach, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from a breach or fracture, caused by or

arising from discomti ure or defeat ; ad. from or because

of a breach or fracture, from or because of discomfiture

or defeat.

1, ad. (from 5 , a breach, and fat , without), without

or beside a breach or fracture, without or beside dis-

comfiture or defeat.

skuss{45, a. (from 5 , a breach, and fa , excepted),'

a breach or fracture excepted , discomfiture or defeat

excepted.

safe , s. (from , a breach, and af , an excepti

on), the exception of a breach or fracture, the excepti

on of discomfiture or defeat.

Skafeine, ad. loc. case of fa ), with the excepti

on of breaches or fractures, with the exception of dis-

comfiture ordefeat, without or beside a breach or frac

ture, without or beside discomfiture or defeat,

SkSt³, 8, (from sit, a breach, and sta, being , the circum

stance of being a breach or fracture, the circumstance

of being a defeat or disappointment,
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E , s . (from 5 , mockery, and , a colour), sports and

dalliance.

SIFA, al. (from sЯ, a breach, and i, aform) , in the man-

ner of a breach or fracture, in the manner of a defeat

or disappointment.

S$153 , a. (from ¤ , a breach, and (53, a cause), caused

by or arising from a breach or fracture, caused by or

arising from a defeat or disappointment.

=f1, s. (from sЯ, a breich ) , a breach, a fracture, a divisi-

on, a separation, a trick, wit , a repartee, a deception,

disguise, irony.

san, s. (from sñ, atrick, and am, play) , tricks and play,

dalliance, wanton gestures .

SKI, a. (from 5 , to break), crooked , bent, distorted, frau-

dulent, dishonest, swindling, crafty ; s . the elbow or

bend of a river.

preventing or resisting worship or service, preventing

or resisting respect or homage.

swafaatḍd, s. (from 57, worship, and fata, a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of worship or service,

the preventing or resisting of respect or homage.

53afiqfs, s. (from 557 , worship, and fa , cessation), the

prevention or cessation of worship or service, the pre-

vention or cessation of respect or homage.

saafifase, a. (from 55 , worship, and ffs, a cause ,

caused by or arising from worship or service, caused

by or arising from respect or homage ; ad. from or be

cause of worship or service, for or because of respector

homage.

St. s. (from 55, to break), a fracture, a division, separati- fafa13 , ad. (from 5 , worship, and fifa , a cause),

on, tricking, dalliance, wit, a repartee, deception, a for worship or service, for respect or homage.

trick, disguise, irony, a wave.
S¶ , a. (from 3. rship, and , before , preceded

by or arising from worship or service, preceded by or

arisingfrom respect or homage ; ad. by or through wor.

ship or service by or through respect or homage.

GIF, a. (from 53 , worship, and fз , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering worship or service, ob-

structing respect or homage.

aste, an imitative sound used to express the sinking of the

foot or any other thing in mud or other soft substances,

a plashing.

8 , v. a. (from 35, to serve) , to serve, to worship, to attend

upon a person, to shew respect, to pay homage.

537, s . (from 83, to serve ) , the act of serving or worship-

ping, the paying proper attention to a person.

SII&t?*, 8. (from 557 , worship, and tae, doing), serving,

paying worship, paying homage or attention, shewing

respect.

Satal, a. (from 557, worship, and atfaa, doing), serving,

paying worship, paying attention or homage, shewing

respect.

53731, a. (from 557, worship, and G , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from worship or service, produci-

ble by or arising from respect or homage.

651, ad. (loc. cise of 1) , for worship or service,

for respect or homage.

1 , s. (from 555 , worship, and , destruction), the

breaking up or interruption of worship or service, the

destruction of respect or homage .

rate, a. (from 4, worship, and tt , destructive ),

destructive to worship or service, destructive to respect

or homage.

Ss , a. (from 83 , worship, and a , causing to

cease), putting a stop to worship or service, putting a

stop to respect or homage.

fsatz , a (from , worship, and fats , preventing),

SIINTF, a. (from 537, worship, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from worship or service, caused by

or arising from respect ; ad. from or because of wor-

ship or service, from or because of respect or homage.

5 , a (from 5 , worship, and , increasing), in-

creasing worship or devotion.

SALÍA, 8. (from 53 , worship, and T , an increasing),

the increasing ofworship or devotion.

f1, ad. (from 37, worship, and feat, without), with-

out or beside worship or service, without or beside

homage or honour.

Saff , a. (from 53 , corship, and faf , possessed of

rshipped, served , amended on, honoured,

STATE , a. (from 87, worship, and fat , destitute), ¿es-

titute of worship or service , destitute of homage or

honour.

Saf , s. (from 557, worship, and af , increase), the in-

crease of worship or devotion.

sgaufofas, a. (from SF , worship, and fis, excepl-

ed), worship or service excepted , respect or homage ex-

cepted.

aufst , s. (from 3 , worship, and use, an excep-

tion), the exception of worship or service, the excep

tion of respect or homage.

sanforare, ad. (loc, case of f ), with the excep

tion of worship or service, with the exception of res-
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pect or homage, without or beside worship or service,, a. (from 7, worship, and

without or beside respect or homage.

natate, s. (from , worship, and artats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to worship or service, an obstacle to res-

pect or homage.

Gazītatiæ, a. (from 337, worship, and artät: ❤, obstru t-

ing), operating as an obstacleto worship or service, ope-

rating as an obstacle to respect or homage.

SISTES, ɑ. (from 55 , worship, and a , a rcol) , originat-

ing in worship or devotion.

GIA4F, a. (from JA, worship, and F, joined to), connect-

ed with worship or service, c onnected with respect or

homage, worshipped, served, honoured, treated with

respect.

caaratstı, a. (from 557, worship, and cats , worthy , wor-

thy of worship or honour, honourable.

sas, a. (from 53 , worship, and 3, destitute), des-

titute ofworship or service, destitute ofrespect or ho-

mage.

GIH , a. (from 557, worship, and war, empty), destitute

of worship or service, destitute of respect or homage.

desti-
SSAÊ7, a, (from 557, worship, and , destitu´e ,

tute of worship or service, destitute of respect or ho-

mage.

SINESS, 6. (from 5 , worship, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from worship or service, caused by or aris-

ing from respect or homage ; ad. from or because of

worship or service, from or because of respect or ho-

mage.

GW31, s. (from S , to serve) , worship, attendance on a per-

son , attention to another, service .

saatatgi, s. (from 55 , worship, and tæts", desire), a de-

sire for worship, a desire for honour or service.

Saateist, a. (from 5 , worship, and tt , desirous),

desirous of worship, desirous of honour or service ,

63ata , s. (from 834, worship, and at , joy , the joy

arising from worship.

Gaafsmi , s. (from 57, worship, and fats, desire , a

desire for worship, a desire for honour or service.

femia. (from , worship, and fontfa , desirous),

desirous of worship, desirous of honour or service.

t , a. (from , worship, and a , worthy , worthy of

worship or service, worthy of honour or respect.

sady, a. (from 85, to serve), proper to be served or wor

shipped, worthy of homage or respect, honourable, res-

pectable, venerable.

SHANI, S. (from 37, worship, and ¹, desire), a desire for

worship, a desire for honour or service.

desircus), desir

ous of worship, desirous of service or respect.

531157, d. (from 537, worship, and 5 , desircus), desir-

ous of worship, desirous ofservice or respect.

SKsta , a. (from 3 , lo worship ) , right , fit , proper, honour-

able.

551, v. a . (from 3 to worship), to cause to serve or wor-

ship, to canse to pay respect or homage.

5141, s. (from 331 , 10 cause to serve), the causing of a

person to serve or worship, the causing or commanding

of respect or homage.

53ta, s. (from 551 , to cause to serve), the causing of a per-

son to serve or worship, the causing or commanding of

respect or homage ; a . constrained, made to serve or libe

nour.

5 , s. (from 1 , to cause to serve), the causing of a

person to serve or worship, a causing or commanding

of respect or homage.

Stat, a. (from 551 , to cause to serve), causing of a per-

son to serve or worship, causing or commanding respect

or homage.

SfK11 , s. (from 55, to serve), a serving or worshipping, a

shewing respect, a paying homage.

rata, a. (from 5 , to serve), receiving worship or service,

receiving homage or respect.

5 , v. n. (from S , to break), to break, to fracture.

sax, a. (from SH, to break), breaking, changing money for

smaller coin.

587, s. (from S , to break), the breaking of a thing, the

changing of money for smaller coin, the demolishing

of a thing.

5357, a. (from 9 , a breaking, and 7, producible),

producible from a fracture or breaking.

5375171,ad. (loc. case of

ing.

safifas, a. (from 53 , a breaking, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a fracture or breaking ; ad.

from or because of a fracture or breaking.

safafu , och (from 7, a breaking, and fafas, a cause),

for a fracture, for breaking.

1573), for a fracture, for break-

534× 7, a. (from 333, a breach, and , before), preceded.

by a fracture or rupture ; ad. by or through a breach or

rupture.

, a (from 37, a breaking, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from a fracture or breaking ; ad.

from or because of a breach or fracture.

38-fa , ed. (from 37, a breaking, and fi, without),

without or beside a fracture or breaking.
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a. (from 37 , a breaking, and as , ex-

cepted), a fracture or breaking excepted.

samforge, s. (from 537 , a breaking, and IB, an ex-

ception), the exception of a fracture or breaking,

afsire, ad, (loc. case of fra ) , with the excep-

tion ofa fracture or breaking, without or beside a frac-

ture or breaking.

5 , a . (from 7, a breaking, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from a fracture or breaking ; ad. be-

side a breach or fracture,

631 , a. (from 53 , a breaking, and , a tendency), brit-

tle, frangible.

3453 , a. (from 547, a breaking, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a fracture or breaking ; ad.

from or because of a fracture or breaking.

33, a. (from 5 to break , arising from changing money.

This word is usually applied to a surplus gained by

changing Rupees for Cowries.

sal, a. (from 3 , to break , breaking, changing money for

smader coin.

6 , s. (from st, to maintin), a warrior, a soldier, a comba

tant, an outcast of a particular tribe, a ghost or goblin .

E , s . (from , to maintain), a learned man, a philosopher ;

an enemy ; a. best, excellent.

tstar, s. (from 5 , a philosopher, and tot , a teacher),

a philosopher, a learned man, a teacher of philosophy.

st, s. (from , to speak , gibble gabble, nonsense, an ,

echoing, a sounding through emptiness, frequently ap-

plied to a house in which necessary articles are wanting.

65, s. (from 55, to act auspiciously , a large kind of boat

much used to transport heavy lumber.

5 , s. (from 35, to deride), deception, an imposition, an

ostentatious display for the purpose of swindling.

65*1, v. a. (from 5 to deride), to relinquish an undertak-

ing through fear or alarm.

, a. (from 5, to deride), ostentatious, imposing, vain-

glorious.

Я, s. (from 55, to deride), deception , an imposition , an

ostentatious display for the purpose of swindling .

STA357, s. (from , to speak), babbling, nonsensical or use-

less talk.

te, an imitative sound used to express a quick discharge

of the fæces.

8333, an imitative sound used to express a rapid or hasty

discharge of the fæces, also to express a snuffling sound

in the nose occasioned by a cold , and to signify the

speedy rising of water when holes are made in the mud

ofa pond, a gabbling.

Si, v. n. (from 7, to speak), to babble, to talk much to

little or no purpose.

sfd3, a. (from 5 , to speak), spoken, uttered.

sfast, s. (from Są to speak), an author, a composer.

39, s. (from , to deceive), deceit, imposition, swindling,

a wile, a jester, a buffoon, an acter.

537U1, s. (from 59, deceit, and art, a word), a deceitful

speech, a crafty discourse, a wile.

533 , s. (from 38, deceit, and , practising austeri

ties), a deceitful or hypocritical ascetic.

5331, s. (from 3, deceit), deceitfulness, wiliness, buffoon-

ery.

537, s. from 5, to deceive), the deceiving or imposing up-

on a person.

538 , 8. (from 53, deceit , and Hôt™, scurrility), deceit.

ful or hypocritical scurrility or obscenity.

53 s. from 53 deceit) , deceitfulness, imposition.

s. from 3 , to deceive), interruption, deceit, imposition.

5. s. (from 85 , to deceive) , deceit, interruption, imposi

tion.

sat , a . from S , imposition), deceitful, imposing.

534, 8. (from 51, to sound , the hum of a swarm ofLees

or flies.

El. v. a. (from Sa , to sound), to buzz, to hum.

543417, s. from 5434 , to buzz , a buzzing or humming.

54341fa, s. (from 1341 , to buzz , a buzzing or humming.

Stat, a. (from 3931 , to buzz), buzzing or humming.'

55f1. a. (from . to sound , buzzing, humming.

S43faptata, s. (from fag1, buzzing , and if , afly), a

large blue fly (musca vomitoria ).

5 , s. (from 5 , to be happy), wetfare, prosperity, happie

ness, fortune, one of the astrological periods called

Kutunes ; a. good, excellent, happy, prosperous, lucky.

propitious, pure, pious, virtuous.

, a . (from good, ad , to do , beneficient, doing

good.

sta , s . from , frtune, and sta³, arithmetic), th

construction of magical squares.

54348, a. (from , good, and , producing), producing

or causing good.

S41, a. (from 55, good, and a , producible), producible

by or arising from good.

51, ad. (loc . case of 5 , for good, for benefit.

3,8 (from 5 , good , goodness, excellency.

5131 , s. (from 31 goodness, and t , a display),

a di-play ofgoodness,

state, a. (from Sa , goodness, and Яxt*t*, display-

ing), displaying goodness.
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3., . (from 5 , good), goodness, excellency.

, a. (from S , good, and cufa , inimical), inimical to

good.

CITV1, s. (from ™ , good, and c , an enemy), an enemy

to good.

fas , a . (from good, and ff , a cause), caused

by or arising from good ; ad. from or because of good.

Enfafære, ud. (from S , good, and fafaz, a cause), for good,

for benefit.

PTS, a. (from 5 , good, and us, caused by), caused by

or arising from good ; ad. from or because of good.

atata, s. (from 5 , good, and Яatot?, news), a good

report, good or auspicious news.

■MIT, a. (from 5 , good, and (13, a cause), caused by

or arising from good; ad. from or because of good.

B ', s. (from xã, welfare), the name ofthe second, seventh,

and twelfth days of the lunar fortnight ; a. good, hap-

py, lucky.

ts , s. (from sg, welfare, and 55 , evil) , good and evil .

a. (from 53 , good and evil, and , to know ,

knowing good and evil, knowing all the moral circum-

stances of an affair.

ta, 8. (from 15 , good and evil, and ¬†¶, know-

ledge) , a knowledge of good and evil, a knowledge of

advantages or disadvantages.

entsant, a. (from 541 , good and evil, and af , see-

ing), seeing good and evil, seeing advantages and disad-

vantages.

•

1, s . (from † , good and evil, and 5 , one who

sees,, a person who sees the good and evil of an affair,

a person who sees the advantages or disadvantages of

an affair.

staa, s. (from , good, and at , a seat), a throue, a

house and its homestead.

E45, s. (from 3 , to rejoice), the name of an animal of the

weasel kind, (Viverra Bundur, Buchanan's Mss .)

■a, s. ' from 8, to be), a being, an existing, birth, the world,

one of the names of Shiva, the place or means of being,

a state of being, the being possessed of things, goods,

possessions, welfare, prosperity.

SAKIT, a. (from sre, thou ,̀ thine.

S¿a, s. (from §, to be), a house, an edifice.

szafy a. (from , to be , likely to take place, certain of

taking place.

SZATY, s. (from 8a, the world, and , a sea), the ocean

ofthe world.

ts , s. (from , the world, and tst , asca) , the ocean

ofthe world,

Sata, s. (from S1 , to shine), thou, your honour,

satal, s. (from sa, Shiva), the goddess Parvutee or Doorge

in her pacific form.

sataa, s. (from x , the world, and f , a sea), the ocean

ofthe world.

sfa , a. (from , to be) , certain of taking place, probable.

afaat, s. (from 51, welfare , prosperity, welfare ; a. pros◄

perous, happy, well ; in algebra an equation involving

the products of unknown quantities.

sfaærg, a. (from Sfax , future, and , to know), acquaint-

ed with future things, foreknowing,

sfasıy†31, 8. (from sa ,future, and aty, one who knows);

a person who knows future things, a person who fore-

knows.

sagt , s. (from fae, future, and t , knowledge), the

knowledge of future things, foreknowledge.

sfa̸aje, a. (from 5 to be), future, about to be.

sex , s. (from fae, future, and ut , a word), a pre-

phecy, a prediction.

sff , a. (from fire, future, and f , seeing), look

ing into futurity, viewing future things , foreseeing.

sfa , a. (from fae,future, and aff , seeing), fore-

seeing, looking into futurity, viewing future things.

SIF), s. (from fae,future, and a speaking), a pro-

phet, one who predicts.

sfæì, a. (from se, future, and af , speaking),'

predicting, speaking of future things.

sa , a. (from 5 , to be , likely to be, certain of taking place,'

polite, well-behaved, fit, proper, right, true, auspici.

ous , prosperous, happy ; s. a result , being, existence ;

ad, well.

S31, s. (fromC , polite), politeness, urbanity, condescen-

sion.

Sustsas, a, (from 531, politeness, and ™ , producible),

producible by or arising from politeness or urbanity.

Sarsta , ad. (loc. case of 7), for politeness , for

urbanity.

58131fafage, a. (from S11, politeness, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from politeness or urbanity ; ad.

from or because of politeness or urbanity.

æstfsfers, ad. (from 5131, politeness, and fafax, a cause),

for politeness, for urbanity.

st , a. (from 41, politeness, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from politeness or urbanity.

sustgate, s. (from 83131, politeness, and gør , display),

the display of politeness or urbanity.

sustentaæ, a. (from ST131, politeness, and statta, dis-

playing), displaying politeness or urbanity.

Hhhhhh
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Sustgos, a. (from Sari, politeness, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from politeness or urbanity ; ad.

from or because of politeness or urbanity,

Bustf1, ad. (from 231, politeness, and fant, without),

without or beside politeness or urbanity.

Staffy, a. (from 1, politeness, and fofas, ex-

cepted), politeness or urbanity excepted.

saratafalgæ, s. (from 131, politeness, and afsigæ, an

exception), the exception of politeness or urbanity.

Sajotafsiḍız, ad. (loc. case of Sustafa»), with the ex-

ception ofpoliteness or urbanity, without or beside po-

liteness or urbanity.

31 , a. (from 8131, politeness, and fou, separate), se-

parate or distinct from politeness or urbanity ; ad. be-

side politeness or urbanity.

Satie , a. (from 5131, politeness, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from politeness or urbanity ; ad.

from or because of politeness or urbanity.

BUI, s. (from SU , polite), politeness , urbanity, condescen-

sion .

Czyta), d. (from , avariety ofrice), the name of a

particular variety of rice.

sa?ì, a. (from sa , a bee), a gimblet.

57, s. from t, to fear), danger, fear, peril, alarm, dread,

awe, terror. This word constructed with , to do, means

to fear; with t, to give, it means to give alarm ; and

with cat, to shew, it means to terrify, to frighten.

, a . (from 5 ,fear, and 4, an instrument), effect-

ed through or by means of fear ; ad. by means of fear.

8. (from 7, fear, and a , a doer), a person who

fears or dreads, a timid or fearful person .

cata , a. (from sg, fear, and atæ, doing) , fearing, caus-

ing fear.

gatt, a. (from 3 ,fear and at , doing), fearing, caus-

ing fear.

, s. (from ,fear, and ca , an eater) , a person

who having been once hurt or intimidated is always in

fear of that object.

SISI, a. (from 57,fear, and , to do), terrific, alarming.

SPA , A. (from 57,fear, and , producing , alarming,

causing fear or dread.

egafas, a. (from Sy, fear, and If13, produced), produced

by or arising from fear or danger.

S3 , σ. (from 57, fear, and 5 , produci le) , producible

by or arising from fear or danger.

Sisi , ad. (loc, case of A1), for fear or danger, for

dread or terror,

Star, a. (from y,fear, and at ,fear) , timid,

Sysits , s. (from 5g, feir, and tst, relinquishment), the re

linquishment of fear or terror.

Sportst, a. (from 57, fear, and tfstą, relinquishing), relin

quishing fear or terror.

, a. (from 7, fear, and , to gire), communicating fear

or terror.

Spawis, a. (from Sø, fear, and **, a shewing), discovering

danger, alarming, inspiring fear or terror, affrighting,

shewing danger, warning.

Sg , s. (from 57, fear, and x , a shewing), the discover-

ing ofdanger, the shewing of danger, the affrighting of

a person, an inspiring with fear or alarm.

Sgì, a. (from 51, fear, and af , seeing), discovering

danger or alarm, alarming, frightful.

Saatst, s. (from 5 ,fear, and to ,̟ one who gives), a per.

son who communicates fear or terror.

synty , a. (from 87, fear, and p☎, giving), frightening,

terrific, alarming.

Santot, a. (from57, fear, and atfï , giving), causing fear,

terrific, alarming.

Sy , s. (from 5g, fear, and at , the shewing of a

thing), the act ofterrifying a person.

Syntaxt, a. (from 7, fear, and mata , seeing), view-

ing or perceiving danger or alarm, alarming, terrific.

Spalat, ad. (from 57, fear, and t , a door), by or through

fear or terror .

sgate , s. (from 7,fear, and at , destruction), the destruc-

tion of fear or terror, the destruction or removal of

danger.

att , a. (from 57,fear, and tt , destructive), destruc

tive to fear or terror, removing danger or alarm.

saftige, a. (from 57 , fear, and fade, causing to cease),

appeasing fear, calming fear, causing danger or alarm

to cease.

fata , a. (from 57 , fear, and fata , preventing , pre-

venting or resisting fear or alarm , preventing danger.

Spfaatad, s. (from 59,fear, and fata , a preventiug), the

preventing or resisting of fear or alarm, the preventing

of danger.

Saffs, s. (from 57, fear, and f- afg, cessation), the cessa-

tion or prevention of fear or alarm, the cessation or pre-

vention of danger.

fafa , a. (from 51, fear, and fifa , a cause), caused by

or arising from fear or alarm, caused by or arising from

danger; ad from or because of fear or alarm, from or

because of danger.
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fafare, ad. (from 7, fear, and fa , a cause , for fear

or alarm , for danger.

Safartst, s. (from 57, fear, and fits, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of fear or terror.

Exftit, a. (from 5 , fear, and forts , relinquish

ing), relinquishing fear or terror.

st , a. (from 53, fear, and , before), preceded by or

arising from fear or alarm, preceded by or arising from

danger; ad. by or through fear or alarm, by or through

danger.

SЯ , a. (from 31, fear. and , giving), communicating

fear or terror, inspiring fear or alarm.

sygas, a. (from 5 , fear , and f , shewing), discover-

ing danger, alarming, terrifying, affrighting, inspiring

fear or terror, shewing danger, warning.

Sg , s. (from 54,fear, and , a shewing), the dis-

covering of danger, the shewing of danger, the affright-

ing of a person, an inspiring with dread or alarm.

Cygnwfautzi, ad. (from ºº , an affrighting, and ta, a

door), by or through affrighting or alarming, by or

through discovering or shewing danger.

Sy , a. ( from 3 , fear, and , caused by), caused by

or arising from fear or danger ; ad, from or because of

fear or danger.

ygts, a . (from 59, fear, and te, obtained), timid, fearful,

alarmed,

afs, a. (from , fear, and , destitute) , free from

fear or terror.

35 , a. (from 51, fear, and x , increasing , increasing

fear or terror.

, s. (from 57, fear, and T , an increasing), the in-

creasing offear or terror.

safa , ad. (from 7, fear, and f , without , without or

beside fear or dread, without or beside danger.

sff , a. (from 7, fear, and faft , possessed of), timid,

fearful, alarmed , dangerous .

syfacta, a. (from Sy, fear, and fæ , destitute), destitute

of fear or dread, free from danger or alarm.

Syaf , s. (from 37, fear, and af , increase), the increase of

fear or terror.

fofas, a. (from 7, fear, and arff , excepted) , fear

or dread excepted, danger or alarm excepted.

fire, s. (from 7, fear, and afstaa, an exception),

the exception offear or dread, the exception of danger

or alarm .

Sparfotai , ad. (loc. case of fate), with the excepti-

og of fear or dread, with the exception of danger or

alarm , without or beside fear or dread, without or be

side danger or alarm .

SI , a. (from Sy, fear, and 3, agitated), distracted

with fear or terror , alarmed,

art , a. (from E , fear, and art , agitated) , agitated

with fear or alarm, agitated with danger or terror.

Gp5&T, a. (from 59, fear, and 5 *, breaking), dissipating.

fear or alarm.

5451, s. (from 5 , fear, and 537, a breaking) , the dissi

pating offear or alarm .

575 ), a, (from 39, fear, and 587, breaking), dissipating

fear or terror.

get , s. (from 59, fear, and 51 , broken), free from or

having overcome fear or terror.

a. a. (from 51 , fear, and (sa , separate), separate or dis

tinct from fear or terror ; ad, beside fear or terror,

, a. (from 5 , fear, and a , a root , originating in

fear or terror, originating in danger or alarm .

SITF, ɑ. (from 59, fear, and , joined to , connected

with fear or dread, connected with danger or alarm,

fearful, timorous, alarmed, dangerous.

Safes, a. (from 59, fear, and 3, destitute), destitute

of fear or terror, free from danger or alarm .

5 , a. (from 51, fear, and , an inclination ), timid,

fearful, cowardly.

S * , a. (from 57, fear, and 71, empty), free from fear

or terror, free from danger or alarm .

, a . (from 57, fear, and 5 , indicating), indicating

danger or alarm, indicating fear.

Spa, a. (from 57, fear, and 7, des'itute ), free from

fear or terror, free from danger or alarm .

Sy , a . (from 3,fear, and , a cause), caused by or

arising from fear or terror, caused by or arising from

danger or alarm ; ad, from or because of fear or terror,

caused by or arising from danger or alarm.

Sata , a. (from SI, fear, and at , distressed), distressed

or agitated by fear or terror, distressed or agitated by

danger or alarm .

SI†II, a. (from 55, fear, and 37, distressed), distressed

by fear or terror, distressed by danger or alarm .

sata , a. (from , to fear), alarming, terrific, terrible,

aweful, dangerous, frightful,

Stai, s. (from sata , alarming , dangerousness, fright-

fulness, awefulness .

Sata , s. (from 5417 , alarming), dangerousness, fright-

fulness, awefulness.

Satfas, a. (from 54, fear, and ſ , connected with), ti-

mid, fearful, alarmed, terrified.

Hhhhhh 2
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, a. (from 57, fear, and te, removing), dispelling

fear or dread, removing danger.

But , a. (from 57, fear, and at , bringing), bringing

fear or terror, bringing danger or alarm.

Byte, a. (from 5º, fear, and 25, affected with , fearful, ti-

mid.

GT, v. a. (from 3, to fill), to fill, to fill up, to load a gun, to

make up a deficiency ; a , much, excessive.

, s. (from , to nourish), a filling, a fulfilling; a. full, com-

pleat.

Bad, s. (from , to fill) , the filling of a vessel, the making

up of a deficiency, the loading ofa gun, the maintaining

of aperson, board, a cherishing or nourishing, a support-

ing, wages, hire.

qa , s. (from S4 , a maintenance, and , a doer), aper-

son who maintains or supports another.

GA , a. (from 574, maintenance, and ataa, doing),

maintaining or supporting another.

sati, a. (from 4, maintenance, and if , doing),

maintaining or supporting others.

Squar, a. (from $74, maintenance, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from maintaining or support-

ing others.

Ex11, ad. (loc. case of5+ ), for maintenance or sup.

port.

Cgɑfifics, a (from Jạ4, maintenance, and fafa³, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from maintenance or support; ad.

from or because of maintenance or support.

afafar , ud. (from ga, maintenance, and fafas, a cause),

for maintenance or support.

Ca& a , & . ( from 574, maintenance, and 4, before), pre-

ceded by or arising from maintenance or support ; ad.

by or through maintenance or support.

ex«294, s. (from 531 , & maintaining, and ‹† ¶d, a main-

taining) , the maintaining of a person, the supplying of

a person with food and clothing.

Ce« Яtaqúi, s. (from sæd, maintenance, and x , a

doer), a person who maintains or supports another,

ভরণপোষণকারক, a. ( from ভরণপোষণ maintenance, and কারক,

doing), maintaining or supporting others.

Ggqz9184xtșt, a. (from Sara , a maintaining, and atfia,

doing), maintaining or supporting others,

, a. (from 4, maintenance, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from maintenance or support ; ad.

from or because of maintenance or support.

☛afaat, ad. (from , a nourishing, and [ 7 , without),

without nourishing or maintaining.

231

ভরণব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from স্তরন , a nourishing , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), nourishing or maintaining excepted.

ভরণবাডিরেক, ৪. ( from ভরন , a nourishing, and বাতিয়েক, ে

exception), the exception of nourishing or maintaining.

Safe, ad. (loc. case of us ), with the excep

tion of nourishing or maintaining, without or beside

nourishing or maintaining.

, a. (from 544 , a nourishing, and artets, an obstan

ele), an obstacle to nourishing or maintaining.

Sedantēts , a. (from 514 , a nourishing, and urtetaæ, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to nourishing or

maintaining.

Safe , a. (from 4, a nourishing, and fa, separate), se

parate or distinct from nourishing or maintaining &-ud.

beside nourishing or maintaining.

, a . (from 44, maintenance, and as , a cause

caused by or arising from maintenance or support; ad.

from or because of maintenance or support.

Saat, s. (from 3, to fill), the name of the second zodiacal

mansion. It contains three stars (Musca.)

ta , s. (from 41, the second mansion, and a

stellar mansion), the second mansion in the Hindoe

zodiac containing the constellation Musca.

ty, a. (from 5, to fill) , proper or fit to be filled , require

ing to befilled up, requiring to be maintained,

ভরণf,, a . from tofill) , wages, hire, maintenance, support.

a. (from 5441, wages, and s , feeding,, living on

wales .

54 , 9. (from , to fill) , the brother of Rama and son of

Dushurutha by his wife Kekiyee, the son of Dooshe

munta by Sukoontula, a lark, (Alauda arvensis. )

GỊT†I, s. (from Gд , uphold ng, and I, a wing , the name

of a celebrated sage, the sky lark, (Alauda arvensis.)

5143, a. (from 3, to fill, and s ,̟ to fill , full , brimful.

saxi, s. (from G3, to maintain, and to receive), hope,

+

expectation, encouragement. This word constructed

with to do, means to hope, with I, to give, it means

to encourage, with ta, to place, it means to confide;

and with it , to bind, it means to presume, to dare.

Sat , a. (from 1 , hope), full of expectation.

Sates, a. (fromsa , hope, and f , possessed of , full

of hope, full ofexpectation.

Sat, v. a. (from , to fill), to cause to maintain or fill, to

cause to make up a deficiency ; s, a cargo, the charge

of a gun, a load , fulness, the filling ofathing ; a. full.

t1, s. (from 31, to cause tofill), the causing to fill or

maintain,
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ts. (from , to fill), the filling up of a hole.

Bat4, s. (from , to fill), the causing or obliging a person

to make up a deficiency or to fill a thing, the causing

to maintain or support.

Batid, s. (from 31 , to cause to fill) , wages, the causing a

person to be maintained.

Catfda1, a. (from 1 , to cause to fill), giving wages, securing

a person's maintenance.

Catafș, s. 'from sat , full, and Tfs, a sinking), a load suffi-

cient to sink a boat or ship.

at , a. (from 53, full, and at , brimful , compleatly

full , thronged .

●fazi, s. (from 5, tofill,, a filling, a maintaining or support-

ing.

ga, s. (from 3 to parch), the parching of corn, the

baking of bread or other food, the scorching of a thing,

the frying of a thing.

ts. (from 4, the frying of athing, and t , a

scull) , a frying pan .

¹ , a. (from

supported.

to nourish), proper to be nourished or

31, s. from 53, one who nourishes), a husband , the mas-

ter of a house.

☎ŵ, s. (from5, to fill), fullness , a load.

, a. (fromS to reproach), scolding, villifying, using

opprobrious language ; s, one who reproaches another.

te´Ħa, s. (from 5 , to reproach), the reproaching of a

person.

1, s . (from , to reproach), reproach, abusive lan-

guage, scolding, reprehension,

´ateātя , a. (from 5ea51, reproach, and cuts , worthy),

worthy ofreproach, deserving reproach.

Ge´aat , a. (from 1, a reproach, and ◄5, worthy),

deserving reproach, reprehensible.

523, a. (from

ed.

to reproach), reproached, reprehend-

GJashy, s. (from 33, full, and ¿9♪ke, strength , the extent of

a person's strength or power, full power.

, s. (from , to hunt), an arrow, a lance , an arrow with

a crescent-shaped head, the marking nut, the tree

which produces the marking nut, (Semecarpus Anacar-

dium.)

E , s. (from , to injure), a bear.

4, s. (fromsa, fo bark) the barking of a dog.

an imitative sound used to express the sudden sink-

ing ofthe foot into soft earth, a splashing.

și, a. (from ☎ , to blame), insipid, vapid, diluted.

suta, a. (fròm ❤❤, insipid), insipid, vapid, diluted.

SA), s. (from SA, to shine), a pair of smith's bellows,

5 , an imitative sound used to express the repeated

sudden sinking ofthe foot into soft earth.

Sasfaxi, a. (from 55 , a splashing), boggy, splashy,

5 , s. (from 5 , to shine) , ashes,

51, s. (from 1, to shine), light, splendor, beauty, the sun,

a shadow.

51 , s. (from Flą, a brother), a brother. This word is much

used as a familiar term ofaddress among acquaintances

and is usually indicative ofesteem or affection.

Tiel, s. (from S†¾, a brother, and I, a daughter), a bro-

ther's daughter.

Stigi, s. (from , a brother, and fro , the second),

the second day of the increase of the moon in the

month of Kartika, on which day it is the custom of

Hindoos to entertain their brethren or near relations.

St₹11, 8. (from Sig, a brother, and , a son), a brother's

son

Stitt, s . (from t , a brother, and cutti , a spot), the

ceremony ofmarking the foreheads of brethren or near

relations with powder of sandal wood on the second

day of the increase of the moon in the month of Kar.

tika.

Steal, s. (fromSt , a brother, and , a wife), a brother's

wife.

ts , s. (from ga , a brother's wife), a younger brother's

wife.

5183, s. (from SF, a brother, and tṣ1, a wife), an elder

brother's wife.

st3, s. (from Sta, a circumstance), the price ofgoods, the va

lue of an article. This word constructed with , to do,

ą, to hold, or tie , to consider, means to value an arti

cle, to fix a price.

Statafapt, a. (from ts, the value of a thing, and trafari,

settling), appraising ; s. an appraiser, one who values

goods.

sf , s. (from 9, the value ofa thing, and fru, the

fixing of a thing), ascertaining of the price ofa thing,

the settling the price of an article,

, s . (from tīs, a mistake), a jest, a jibe.

$184, a. (from Sy, lume), awry, crooked.

931, s. (from SI, to wander), a whirlpool,

St. v. a. (from 5 to break), to foid, to vary the notes in

singing.

sta, s. (from 3 , to divide), alloy, a sophistication, some

thing surreptitious, something mixed with a thing to
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adultstate it or reduce its value, a fold or plait.

This word constructed with 1, to give, means to adul-

terate, to alloy, to sophisticate, to foist in something

surreptitious ; with St , to break, it means to unfold.

sta , s. (from 1 tofold), a roll.

Stat , a. (from St , adulteration), adulterated, alloyed,

sophisticated, mixed , not pure.

tt , s (from 51s, the bed of a river), a ball, a weir.

Etti, s. (from Steta, the name ofa plant), the name of au or-

namental plant, (Volkameria infortunata. )

, . (from , to nourish), the name of a species of

grass, (Andropogon aciculatus .)

8 , s. (from † s, a pitcher) , a pitcher ; also (from = , to

dective) , a deceiver, an impostor, a juggler.

Si , v. a. (from 3, to deceive , to deceive, to impose on

a person, to mimic.

tata, s . (from , to deceire), the deceiving or imposing

upon a person.

tata, s. (from 85, to deceive), a deceiving or swindling.

Statfast, a. (from 53, to deceive , deceiving, swindling ; s ,

a deceiver, an impostor, a swindler.

sts, s. (from 1st, imposition), mutual imposition , re-

ciprocal swindling.

ta, s. (from St , imposition), imposition, swindling, de-

ceitfulness.

Sista , s . (from Sts, imposition), swindling , deceitfulness .

Sists, s. (from Stott , a treasury), a storeroom, a house

in which utensils are kept, a treasury.

sts, s. (from sto, a vessel), a razor case, a case.

sts, s. (from at , deception), the making sport at a per-

son, the jeering of a person , derision.

, a. from 15, one fed by others , foolish, stupid, main-

tained but of no use.

ta , s. (from 1 , light, and , a peak), the name of a

peal in the Himalaya mountains. The name of a spe-

cies of fish, (Perca nilotica,)

Stata , s. (from stat, a sort offish, and I, a fish),

the name of a species of fish, (Perca nilotica . )

st , s. (from 55, food), a person to whom food is constant-

ly given, a dependent.

ভক্তিতত্ত্বজ্ঞানী, s . (from st , a dependent , and তত্ত্বজ্ঞান , know-

ing truth , a pretender to the knowledge of truth, a man

who for interested motives pretends to have the true

knowledge of God.

Stefan, s. (from St , dependent, and f , a day) , the end

of the evening twilight and the commencement ofthe

st.

morning twilight, or an hour and half before sun rise

and after sun set.

Stata , s. (from ! , a word, and a , à member), a sing-

ing clearly and pronouncing the words distinctly so that

the hearers may immediately know the subject.

stst, s. (from 5 , to divide , a share,a lot, a portion, a run,

ning away, a fraction ofthe numerator, a halfrupee, for

tune, luck, part of a thing given as interest , the thirti

eth part of a sign ofthe zodiac, a degree of a circle.

Constructed with t, to go, this word means to run

away, to escape.

sts , s. (from Stst, a share, and 4, a making) , the

making of a partition of property, a partition.

Ststa , s. (from Sts, a share, and a , a doer), a person

who shares out or divides.

ststæt , a. (from 5tst, a share, and at , doing), sharing

out, dividing.

ststatat, a. (from Stst, a share, and tf , doing), sharing

out, dividing.

Sts , a . (from tst, a share, and , producible), pro

ducible by or arising from a share or part,

Sist 171, ad. (loc. case of 7) , for a share or part.

Statfs, s. (from 5tst, a share, and affs, reduction), the

reduction of fractions to a common denominator or to

a state of uniformity.

Ststaff , s. (from statifs, reduction to a common

denominator, and 3 , four), four modes of reducing

fractions to a common denominator.

Statta , s. (from Stst , a part, and èrat , a pulling , the bam

boos which are placed immediately under the roof ofa

house.

stafa , a . (from stst, a share, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to shares or parts.

ststaata , a. (from tst, a share, and fiata , preventing),

resisting or preventing shares or parts.

tstata , s. (from tst, a share, and faatad, a preventing),

the resisting or preventing of shares or parts.

Statfate, s. (from Sts, a share, and faaf³, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of shares or parts.

atstfafas , a. (from tst, a share, and ffs, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from shares or parts ; ad. from or be-

cause of shares or parts.

Stafafara, ad. (from tst, a share, and fafa , a cause), for

shares or parts.

ts , a. (from tst, a share, and , before , preceded

by or arising from a share or part ; ad. by or through

shares or parts,
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Distt. Eysts.

ststofsas, a. (from St, a sharé, and af , obstructing),

obstructingthe division of property, obstructing a share

or part.

Sisters, a. (from stst, a share, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from shares or parts ; ad. from or be-

cause of shares or parts.

Sistas, a. (from se, divine), pious , holy.

Statfat, ad. (from tst, a share, and f , without), with-

out or beside a share or part.

Staff , a. (from sist, a part, and faf , possessed of),

possessed of a share or part,

Stafèria, a. (from tяt, a part, and firìa, destitute) , des-

titute of a share or part.

ststaff , a. (from 1st, a sh.re, and af , excepted),

parts or shares excepted.

Sista , s. (from tst, a share, and fox , an excep-

tion) , the exception of parts or shares.

sisteforție, ad. (loc. case of Etstufo ), with the ex-

ception of parts or shares, without or beside parts or

shares.

istat , 8. (from tЯ, a share, and atą, a mother), a parti

cular rule of reduction.

Strataatf³, s. (from sistatę, a particular rule in arithme

tic, and at , reduction), a particular mode or rule of

reduction.

Sisty , a. (from sist, a part, and T , joined to), connected

with a share or part.

ststutsti, a. (from st, a share, and tt , capable) , wor-

thy of a share or part, capable of succeeding to a share

or part.

Sistaf£³, a. (from Fist, a part, and af , destitute), desti-

tute ofa share or part.

tst , a. (from tst, a part, and T, empty), destitute

of a share or part,

SİSTİA, s. (from Sts, a part, and , to take), the rule of

division.

Sistia, a. (from sist, a part, and , destitute), destitute

of a share or part.

Sisti , a. (from tst, a share, and , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from shares or parts ; ad from or be-

cause of shares or parts.

tsttt1, s. (from sist , a share, and tatt , desire) , a de.

sire for a share or part.

Estat , a. (from ' , a share, and atta, desirous),

desirous of a share or part,

sti , s. (from 5, to worship), a place where dead cows

are thrown.

Sisttag, a. (from Sts, a share, and a , unfit), unworthy

of a share or part, unfit to receive a share or part.

Ststaats, s. (from ist , fractional increase, and

ats, reduction), the assimilation of fractional increase,

the reduction to uniformity of increase by a fraction or

the addition of a part.

Statifs, s. (from atstate, fractional decrease, and

afs, reduction) , the assimilation offractional decrease,

the reduction to uniformity of decrease by a fraction

or the substraction of a part.

Statstfit, s. (from Sist, a share) , a mutual sharing out, a par-

tition ; a. having equal shares, being in partnership.

Stats , s. (from 1st, a share, and af , a desire), a

desire for a part or share.

sitats, a. (from tst, a share, and Satan, desirous),

desirous of a part or share.

stats , a. (from Stst, a share, and seats , incapable),

unworthy of a part or share, incapable of obtaining a

share or part.

ststt , a. (from tst , a share, and , fit),worthy ofa share

or part, fit to receive a share or part.

Sistat, s. (from fat, a sister) , a sister's daughter.

stat , a sister), a sister's son.ift , s. (from

stat, s. (from stat, a sister), a sister's daughter.

Sifstart, s. (from Sfïït, a sister), a sister's son.

Stat, a. (from stist , sharing), partaking with , s. a part-

ner, an accomplice.

Staìau, s. (from six , the name ofa king), one ofthe

names of Gunga or the Ganges which is fabled to have

been brought into the plains of Hindoosthan by king

Bhugeerutha

test , s. (from 'st, a share, and , desire), a desire for

a share or part.

Sist , a. (from Sist, a share, and I , desirous), desirous

of a share or part.

Sis&F, a . (from 5st, a share, and 5 , desirous), desirous

of a share or part.

Stitt , s. (from Stst ,flight), a fugitive, a deserter.

Stista , a: (from Stя, a skire, and 8Я , proper), fit to

receive a share or part, worthy of a share or part.

ts , s . (from 55, to divide), prosperity, luck, chance, for-

tune, destiny.

GINTI, ad. (from 91, fortune, and 1, a step), by or

through good fortune,

Sts ), a. (from Ststi , fortune, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from good fortune.

Etst , ad. (loc. case of it ), for good fortune,
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[imfafase, a. (from ist , fortune, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from good fortune ; ad. from or

because of good fortune.

ststiftars, ad. (from S† st , fortune, and fifa , a cause), for

good fortune.

istru , a. (from , fortune, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from good fortune ; ad. from or

because of good fortune.

S†stieg, a. (from

ous.

,fortune , fortunate, lucky, prosper-

Sistrata. a. (from ts , fortune), fortunate, lucky, prosper-

ous.

istra , ad. (from Ststr,fortune, and fat , without), with-

out or beside good fortune.

Sistifaft , a . (from tst , fortune, and ff , possessed of),

fortunate, lucky, prosperous.

Sistfast , a. (from 5tst , fortune, and fat , destitute), un-

fortunate, unlucky.

Ctdrufsfas, a. (from St , fortune, and fas, except-

ed), good fortune excepted.

Simafaa , s. (from Sts , fortune, and wifiexx, on excep-

tion) , the exception ofgood fortune.

Straftat , ad. (loc. case ofSt ), with the excep

tion ofgood fortune, without or beside good fortune.

tsti , a. (from [5 , fortune, and 5, joined to), connect-

ed with good fortune, fortunate, lucky, prosperous.

Sistas, a. (from Sts , fortune, and af , destitute), un-

fortunate, unlucky.

☎İSʊ*[A], a. (from Sist , fortune, and t , empty), unfor-

tunate, unlucky.

Sistita, a. (from Stst , fortune, and , bereft), unfortu-

nate, unprosperous.

Sisneg , a. (from †st ,fortune, and TT , a cause), caused

by or arising from good fortune ; ad. from or because

ofgood fortune.

tstraat , a. (from ist, fortune, and af , following),

following upon or according with fortune.

sistant , ad. (from ™ , fortune, and aty, a follow-

ing , according to fortune.

☛†istrtky, s. (from ts , fortune, and 8 , the rising ofa

luminary), the commencement of good fortune.

SЯ, v. n. (from 5, to break), to burst or break ; v. a . to

break, to demolish, to change money for smaller coin, to

walk through water, mud, long grass, or the like. In

arithmetic to reduce.

1 , s. (from 58, hemp), hemp, the leaves of hemp which

are smoked bythe asiatics for their narcotic qualities.

BRfs, s. (from S , to break), the breaking up of friendship

or acquaintance, the breaking off an old habit or cus

tom .

stas, a. (from st , hemp), using hemp as an intoxicating

drug ; s. a person who smokes hemp to excess.

51R5, s. (from 5 † , a species of fish), the name of a fish,

(Mugil Cephalotis, also Cyprinus Mullus, Buchanan's

Mss.) a breaking, a dissolving.

StЯaatti, s. (from 5 , a sort of fish, and atti, a species

of fish), the name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus Ariza,

Buchanan's Mysore.)

S[HJAK, s. (from S†k , a species offish, and ată, a fish),

the name of several fish , (Mugil cephalotis, Cyprinus

Mullus, Buchanan's Mss . )

stafa, s. (from to break) , a break, a breaking, a bursting.

ভাঙ্গুনিয়া ,Stafaxt, a. (from th, to break), breaking, bursting.

Stal, s. (from S† , to break), a rupture, a breach, a frac-

ture ; a . broken, fractured.

StЯtat, s. (from St ) , to break), a breaking, a causing to

break.

stata, s. (from 1 , to break), the causing ofa thing to

break, the breaking of a thing ; a. broken.

Statf , s. (from S , to change money) , change, small coin.

stat , a. (from , to break), breaking things , causing

to break,

5.15 , s. (from 5 ,to break), a mutual breaking or burst-

ing.

Stf , s.(from usingthe narcotic leaves ofhemp), one

stupified with the excessive use of the leaves ofhemp.

S¡4 , s. (from 3 , to break), a breaking, a cracking or

bursting.

Ì, s. (fromTX, the narcotic leaves of hemp), one addict-

ed to smoking the leaves of hemp.

5. v. a. (from 5, to fry), to fry, to bake, to parch, to

scorch.

Stu , s . (from 55, to divide), in arithmetic a division .

5 , s. (from 55, to divide), a vessel, a person in whom

confidence is reposed, one invested with an office, divi-

sion.

st31, s. (from ta , a vessel), the circumstance of be-

ing one in whom confideuce is placed, or who is invest-

ed with an office.

StFIT, 8. (from 5157, a vessel), the circumstance of being

one in whom confidence is placed, or who is invested

with an office.

Stgatī&t=1, s. (from a , afrying, and cattai, a brokes

pot), a frying pan.
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tat, va. (from st , tofry), to cause to fry, to cause to

bake, to cause to parch ; a. fried, parched ; s. a thing

fried, a thing baked or parched.

stata, s . (from S , to cause t fry), the causing of a thing

to be baked or fried, the causing of a thing to be parch-

ed or scorched ; a. baked , fried, parched, scorched .

Satfag , a. (from St , to cause tofry) , causing to bake

or fry, causing to parch or scorch.

SH. 8. (from Stat, a brother's wife), an elder brother's

wife.

Star, a. (from E , to divide), divisible, shareable, in arith-

metic the dividend.

tt, s. (from st, a philosopher), a panegyrist, a king's

messenger,

Eitaifa , s. (from fitatfiæ , a particular bird) , the name

of a particular bird, (Turdus Salica, Buch. Mss. Paradi-

sea tristis, and Gracula tristis , Linu.)

Siti, s. (from 5 , to break), the ebb tide.. This word when

constructed with 3, to full, means to ebb as thetide, to

run downward.

Siftatta, s. (from stegt, belonging to the ebb tide, and

ata, rice), a variety of rice cultivated in places over-

flown to a considerable depth.

steptat, s. (from st, to supply), a sutler.

1 , s . (from , to parch), a lime kiln , a brick kiln, a dis-

tillers furnace, a still, the way the tide ebbs .

tica , s. (from sit, the way the tide ebbs, and at, the

hour ofthe day) , the afternoon .

Statūti, s. (from Sta , messenger, and cii, a horse),

a hack horse, the name of a particular breed of horses.

t1 , s. (from stte, rent), the rent of a house, the hire or

rent of any thing inanimate. Constructed with 1 ,

to give, this word means to let to hire, with ☎, to take, it

means to hire, to rent.

sitstal, s. (from Stși, rent), a tenant, a renter.

t3, s. (from 3, to be auspicious) , a vessel, a pitcher, a

pot, a cup, a plate, a razor case, a case , capital, stock,

the bed of a river, mimickry, buffoonery, a professional

jester.

stefaзte , s . (from t , a vessel, and est , a vessel in

return), barter, the rule of barter.

☛tatsta, s. (from Ste , a vessel, and tЯt , a house), a store-

room, a house where utensils are kept, a treasury.

stata, s. (from statstta, a storehouse), a storehouse, a room

where utensils are kept.

total, s. (from Steta, a storehouse), a steward of the kitch-

en, a caterer, a store-house keeper.

515,s. (from 5 , boiled rice), boiled rice.

S ,

1.

t3ty, s . (from , a husband), a husband, a provider.

stotaatat, 8. (from stats, a husband, and arist, eating), an

eater or devourer of her husband. This is a term of re

proach frequently employed in female quarrels.

stfs, s. (from 1 , to shine) , splendor , brightness.

5131, a. (from St3, rice), exchanged for boiled rice, pertain

ing to boiled rice or food.

3 , s. (from sts, boiled rice), a servant who serves for

his food.

stafa , s. (from st³, boiled rice) , a servant or slave who

serves for his food.

sta , s. (from 5 , good), the name of one of the Raginees

or female personifications of musical tones.

statfagta , s. (from , a sort ofgrass), the name of

a species ofgrass , (Cyperus pertenuis .)

st , s. (from st , the name ofa star), the name of an In

dian month containing part of August and part of Sep-

tember, it begins when the Sun enters Leo.

sia , s. (from sto , a brother's wife), a younger bro

ther's wife.

sta), 8 (from ga , a brother's wife), a younger bro-

ther's wife.

tata, 8. (from st , the name of a month, and ata, a

month), the name ofone of the Hindoo months, it con-

tains part of August and part ofSeptember.

staty, a. (from Я, the month of Bhadra) , belong-

ing to the month Bhadra.

sta, s. (from q, to speak), the trumping up of a story.

stafagi, s. (from 4, to sound), one who husks grain, or

who pounds any thing in a mortar.

Stat, v. a. (from 4, to sound), to cause to cleanse rice from

its husk, to pound.

statai, s, (from St1, to pound) , the causing of a person to

cleause rice from its husks.

stata, s. (from Stay, to pound), the causing of a person to

cleanse rice from its husks ; a. pounded, husked .

stata, s. (from 11 , to pound), the causing of a person to

cleanse rice from its husks.

sta.s. (from 51 , to shine) , the sun.

31 , s. from st , the sun, and 87, a rising into view),

the sun-rise.

st , v. n. (from Tia, steam), to reek, to throw up steam .

5 , s. (from at , steam), steam, vapour. Constructed with

st, to arise, this word means to reek.

stats , a. (from St , steam, and st¶, scent), mouldy,

fusty, musty.

Statafa, s. (from ¯† , steam, and ſ , a small cake), a small

cake or dumpling cooked in steam.

fiiii
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sta, v. a. (from 5, to be) , to be thoughtful
, to be auxious, to

ponder, to reflect on, to meditate, to contemplate
, to

think .

ta, s. (from , to be) , a state or condition of being, a cir-

cumstance, a predicament, entity, a natural state of be-

ing, an innate property, a disposition, nature, a mean-

ing, a purpose, an intention, a scope, a reality, a proba-

bility, familiarity, female infidelity, the state or affec-

tion of the mind, emotion, passion, amatory sentiment,

an act, an action, birth, a movement, a gesture, wan-

ton sport or pastime, a corporeal expression of amor-

ous sentiments, a thing, a substance, a being, a living

thing, superhuman power, the abstract idea conveyed

by a word, the simple idea of a verbal root, i . e, moti-

on, instruction ; the world.

TIT, s. (from † , emotion), the external expression of

amatory sentiments, a singer who sweetly modulates his

voice so as to impress his hearers with the sentiments of

his song..

S/TXTqE, a. (from s† , a circumstance, and II, an instru-

ment), accomplished by means of a state or circum-

stance ; ad, by means of a state or circumstance.

Stage , s. (from Sta, a circumstance, and g , a receiving) ,

the taking or receiving a circumstance or scope, the

comprehending or laying hold of a circumstance or pro-

perty.

Sz , a. (from ta, a circumstance, and H , holding),

laying hold of or receiving a circumstance or proper-

ty.

stats , a. (from stæ, a circumstance, and † , holding),

laying hold of or receiving a circumstance or pro-

perty.

stata, s. (from Sta, a circumstance, and cot , a thief, a

plagiary.

StaGaï, a. (from ™ , a circumstance, and , producible),

producible by or arising from a circumstance or pro-

perty.

Stai , ad. (loc . case of sla ), for a circumstance or

property, for a scope or state.

st , a. (from ste, a circumstance, and , to know), ac-

quainted with circumstances, knowing a state or condi-

tion, acquainted with emotions or passions.

31, s. (from † , a circumstance, and t , one who

knows), a person who is acquainted with circumstances,

one acquainted with emotions or passions.

stat , a. (from ta, a circumstance, and Я , making

known), making known circumstances or conditions,

making known emotions or passions.

St.

stata, s. (from ta, a circumstance, and tta, a make

ingknown), the makingknown of circumstances or con-

ditions, the making known of emotions or passions.

ভাবজ্ঞাপয়িতা , s . ( from sta, a circumstance , and ভাপয়িত ,্ a per•

son who makes known), a person who makes known cir-

cumstances or conditions, a person who makes known

emotions or passions.

statas, ad. (from Sta, a state, and at , a door), through or

by a state or condition.

sta , s. (from to be), thought, anxiety, a cogitation, a

contemplation, concern, apprehension , uneasiness ; in al-

gebra, composition or making right by combination.

Constructed with , to do, this word means to think, to

reflect , to be anxious.

Staatæ , ɑ. (from , thought, and , to do), thinking,

anxious, thoughtful , concerned.

stantata , a. (from Staat, thought, and at , doing), ex-

ercising thought, anxious .

staatat , a. (from Staat, thought, and af , doing), ex.

ercising thought, anxious .

staat , a. (from 51 , thought, and , producing),

producing anxiety or thought.

Staat , a. (from Staat , thought, and , producible) , pro.

ducible by or arising from thought or anxiety.

stats , ad. (loc. case ofstaat ), for thought or anxiety.

Staat , s. (from Staa , thought, and , destruction), the

destruction of anxiety or care.

Staat , a. (from 51, thought, and Я , destructive),

destructive to care or anxiety.

Staatatt, s. (from staat , thought, and 1 , destruction) , the

destruction of care or anxiety,

Staatat , a. (from Staat , thought, and atta, destructive),

destructive to care or anxiety.

ভাবনানিবর্ত্তক, a . (from start, thought, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to care or anxiety,

stafata , a. (from staat , thought, and faxta , prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting care or anxiety.

staatfaated, s. (from Stat, thought, and fataa, a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of care or anxiety.

satff , s. (from 1 , thought, and fans, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of thought or anxiety.

Statfifaze, a. (from Staa , thought, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from thought or anxiety ; ad. from

or because of thought or anxiety.

Stratfaface, ad. (from Sta71, thought, and fifa , a cause),

for thought or anxiety.

Staatfæs, a . (from staat, thought, and afs, following),

thoughtful, anxious.
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Siz.

■tantqje, a. (from Strat , thought, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from thought or anxiety ; ad. by or

through thought or anxiety.

Staates, a. (from staat, thought, and , caused by ,

caused by or arising from thought or anxiety ; ad. from

or because of thought or anxiety.

statafas, a. (from t , thought, and afás, destitute of),

free from anxiety, unconcerned.

staata , a. (from 1, thought, and , increasing) , in-

creasing thought or anxiety.

S , s. (from Staat , thought, and , an increasing),

the increasing of thought or anxiety.

Staatfiat, ad. (from t¹, thought, and fat, without), with-

out or beside thought or anxiety.

Statfaf , a. (from , thought, and faf , possessed of),

thoughtful, anxious, careful, apprehensive.

Stratfagia, a. (from † , thought, and fixta , destitute),

thoughtless, careless, unanxious, free from concern or

anxiety.

Staatafa, s. (from St , thought, and af , increase), the in-

crease of thought or anxiety.

ভাবনাব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from ভাবনা, thought, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except-

ed), thought or anxiety excepted .

ভাবনাব্যতিরেক, s. (from ভাবনা, thought, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception , the exception of thought or anxiety.

ভাবনাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of ভাবনাব্যতিরেক), with the ex-

ception ofthought or anxiety ; without or beside thought

or anxiety.

Staats, a. (from 1 , thought, and F, joined to) , con-

nected with thought or auxiety, anxious, thoughtful,

concerned ,

staatafes,a. (from Stat , thought, and af , destitute), free

from thought or anxiety, careless, thoughtless, unanxi-

ous.

Stratat, ad. (from stai, thought, and ™ , a form), in the

way ofthought or anxiety.

Staatai, a. (from 1, thought, and , empty), thought-

less, careless , unanxious, unconcerned.

Staatsia, a. (from Staat, thought, and 7, destitute) , desti-

tute ofthought or anxiety, careless, thoughtless, unan-

xious, unconcerned.

staaflega, a. (from Staat, thought, and (53, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from thought or anxiety ; ad. from or

because of thought or anxiety.

stafafas , u. (from sta, a circumstance, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a state or cicumstance; ad.

from or because of a state or circumstance.

Six.

stafafas, ed. (from t , circumstance, and fafa , a cause),

for the sake of a state or circumstance.

stasy, a. (from , to be), proper to be thought on, deserv

ing care or meditation.

Stat , s. (from t , a state ofexistence, and tf, a thing),

athing which has a real or positive existence . There are

reckoned seven kinds of modes of positive existence, viz.'

things, qualities, actions, genus , species, specific cha-

racter, and non-existence.

sta , s. (from Sta, a circumstance, and at , manifes

tation), a display of things or qualities. The name of a

book on materiæ medica.

তারকাশক, a. ( from at , a circumstance, and প্রকাশক, dis-

playing), displaying things or qualities, displaying the

properties of things.

Sta¶ , ɑ . (from sta, a circumstance, and , caused,

by), caused by or arising from a state or circumstance ;

ad. from or because of a state or circumstance.

stat , a. (from s† , a circumstance, and , obtained),

coinciding with or getting into the bias or tendency of

a thing.

state, s. (from s† , a circumstance, and tf , gain), an

apprehending the scope or tendency of a thing.

stafatæ, a. (from sta, a condition, and fæœtte, making

known), making known a state or condition , making

known emotions or feelings.

ভা বিজ্ঞাপন , s. ( from ভাব, a scope, and বিজ্ঞাপন, a making

known), the making any circumstance known, the re-

presenting of an object.

stafa , a. (from Sta, a circumstance, and fan, to know), ac-

quainted with the scope or circumstances of things.

stafast, ad. (from 1 , a circumstance, and fea , without);

without or beside a state or circumstance.

stafaft , a . (from ta, a circumstance, and feftas, possess.

ed of) , possessed of or connected with a state or cir-

cumstance.

stafasta, a. (from str, a scope, and fat , destitute), desti-

tute of a tendency or object.

stal, 8. (from St , a circumstance, and ca , one who

knows), a person who knows the scope or circumstan-

ces of things.

statama , s. (from sta, a circumstance, and tæ☎ , «

difference), a difference of states or circumstances.

stacata , s. (from sta, a scope, and cat , one who knows), a

person who knows the tendency of things, a person who

knows the state ofthings.

Start , s. (from st , a scope, and cat , knowledge), the

Iiiiii2
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knowledge of a tendency or bias, the knowledge of a

state or condition.

Stacat , a. (froin sta, ascope, and catae, knowing) , know-

ing or making known a tendency or bias, knowing or

making known a state or condition .

ভাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from ভাব, a scope, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted ) , a

tendency or bias excepted, a state or condition except-

ed.

Stafaga, s. (from ta, a scope, and ifs , an excepti-

on), the exception of a tendency or bias, the exception

of a state or condition.

Store, ad. loc. case ofstaaf ) , with the excepti-

on of a tendency or bias, with the exception of a state

or condition, without or beside a tendency or bias, with-

out or beside a state or condition.

Statan, s. (from 57, a circumstance, and ṭati, a decla-

ration) , the declaration of a state or circumstance, the

declaration of a tendency or bias.

Stazitaitoi, s. (from St , a circumstance, and zität , one

who declares , a person who declares or commends a

particular state or circumstance, a person who declares

or commends a bias or passion.

staata, s. (from Sta , a circumstance, and at , mere) , the

mere state or circumstance of existing, mere passion

or emotion.

ta , a . (from Sta, a circumstance, and , a root), ori-

ginating from a state or circumstance.

Stafa , a . (from , to be), capable of being convicted ,
6

capable of being proved against a person.

sta , a. (from Sta, a scope, and F,joined), connected

with a scope or design , connected with a state ofbeing.

sta , v. n. (from st, tofear), to faulter with fear, to stag-

ger, to be confused , to be amazed .

Stayd, s. (from stea, to fuulter), a faultering through fear,

a being confused or amazed.

staafes, a. (from † , a scope, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of a scope or object,

Staat , v. a. (from stag, to faulter ), to confuse, to discompose

the mind ; s . the sitting over or breathing in steam .

statal, s. (from tax , to confound), amazement, confusion

of thought, nonplus.

Staats, s. (from ta, a scope , and as, gain), the entering

into the spirit or design of a thing, the obtaining of in-

timacy.

stante , a. (from sta, intimacy , and f5a, gaining), gain-

ing intimacy, getting the spirit or design of a thing.

Star, a . (from Sta, a scope, and 1, empty), destitute of

a scope or tendency.

Sifa.

st , ad. (from ste, a scope, and , with) , with a scope

or tendency, with a state or condition.

StaЯ¿ē, a. (from S† , a circumstance, and , indicating),

making knownthe properties of things, indicating emo

tion or passion.

Sta , s. (from Sta, a circumstance, and 1, indicati-

on), a making known the properties of things, the indi

cation of emotion or passion.

stacia, a. (from St , a scope, and 7, destitute), destitute

of a scope or tendency.

stacsy, a. (from Str, a circumstance , and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from a state or circumstance ; ad

from or because of a state or circumstance.

stai, v . a . (from , to be), to convict, to establish a charge,

to prove a charge.

stata , s. (from stat, to convict), the convicting of a per

son, the proving a charge against a person

stata, s. (from Eti , to convict), the convicting of a per

son, the establishing or proving of a charge.

stata , s. (from stat, to convict), the convicting of a per

son, the establishing or proving of a charge.

statfag , a. (from stat, to convict), convicting, proving or

establishing a charge.

stata, s. (from † , a conditi on, and g, another), ano-

ther condition or state.

statas , a. (from stætʊg, another state or condition, and

st³, obtained), obtained or got into another state or con-

dition .

statata, a. (from state , another condition, and ,

obtained), obtained or got into another state or condi-

tion.

statqa, ɑ. (from t , a circumstance , and 1 , struct),

struct with a state or circumstance..

Statu, s. (from sta, a scope, and u, an object), a scope, an

object.

stat , a. (from Sta, a circumstance , and af , desirous),

desirous of reality , desirous of a state or condition.

Stat , ad (from Sta, a circumstance, and a , an object,

for a state or condition, for existence.

stfix , a. (from Stfa , future) , almost future.

stfag, a . (from 5 to be) , thoughtful, anxious , solicitous ,

careful, convicted, established by evidence.

sifanmiæ, a. (from si ,future, and **, sering) , foresee

ing future things ; s . one who foresees future events.

Stfan×ft, a. (from Sia , future, and affa, seeing), foresee.

ing; s . one who foresees things.

BifaT1, 8. (from Sif , future, and , a speaker) , a prog.

nosticator, one who foretels future things .

i
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Sif , s. (from st , to think), a thinking, a being anxious

or concerned.

Sifaatæ , s. (from if , future, and at , a word), aprog-

nostication, a prophesy, a prediction.

Sifaataratat, a. (from states, future things, and atfa,

speaking), foretelling future things, prophetic, predict-

ing.

Staat , a. (from sifa , future, and at , speaking), pre-

dicting, foretelling, prognosticating, prophesying .

stat, a. (from 5, to be), future, about to be.

SITE, a, (from 5 to be), happy, excellent, right, being, dis-

posed to be, tending to existence. In composition as

the last term of a compound, becoming what it was not

before ; s. happiness, excellence, advantage, welfare.

staat, s. (from 5, to be), a comedian.

☎tatag, s . (from Sta, a condition, and S , coming into

view ), the appearing of a scope or circumstance.

Stratātā, s. 'from Sia, a circumstance, and sπt , madness),

a particular kind of madness .

ভাব্য,Sta , a. (from , to be), probable, future, necessarily existing.

sta, s. (from 1 , to shine), anger, passion, wrath, a sister's

husband.

Etfat, a.fem. (from St , anger), wrathful, passionate, in-

dignant.

ta, s. (from , to nourish), a yoke for carrying burdens, a

weight of gold equal to twenty tolas or two thousand

pulas , a load , a burden , a weight, the burden or weight

of a charge or trust, responsibility. This word con-

structed with , to remove, means to free from a bur-

den, to remove a load, to free from responsibility, with

1, to give, it means to load, to make a person respon-

sible, to delegate to office, with , to fall, it means

to be loaded or to have a weight of responsibility fall

on a person, with , to throw it means to throw off a

weight or load.

Stage, a . (from Sia , a burden, and s̟ , involved in), load-

ed, responsible.

SİZGIG, a. (from Sta, a burden, and 51³, fallen from), fall-

en from an office or trust.

1) , for a weight or load.

STE , A. (from str, a load, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from a weight or load.

stasim , ad. (lọc. case of

Stad, s. (from , to nourish) , the referring of an affair to

another, the laying a burden upon another.

Gtag, s . (from S3, the name ofa sage), the name of India

proper, the great poem usually called the Muhabharut

because when weighed against the four vedas it was

found the heaviest ; an actor.

Biz.

staaaa, s. (from Stas, India, and xa, a geographical divi-

sion ofthe earth) , India proper or that part of the earth

which was the patrimony of Bhuruta the son of Doosh-

munta.

Staat, s. (from St33, a particular sage), the goddess of elo-

quence, speech, a branch of the dramatic art, dra-

matic recitation or declamation, the delivery of a dia-

logue composed in elaborate Sungskrita stanzas , a quail,

(Perdix chinensis . )

stata, s. (from 3 , a lark), the name of a sage fabled

to have been nursed by a lark, a sky lark.

safa , a. (from Sta, a load, and faa , causing to cease),

causing a weight or burden to cease.

stafata , a . (from 13, a load, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resisting a load or burden.

stafata , s. (from st , a load, and faxtas, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of a load or burden .

stafaæf³, s. (from sta, a load, and fa , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of a load or burden.

Staffas , a. (from. ta, a load, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from a load or weight ; ad. from or be-

cause of a load or weight.

stafafire, ad. (from sta, a load, and fifa , a cause), for a

load or weight.

stadas, a. (from stṛ, a load, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a load or weight ; ad. from or be-

cause of weight or burden,

stat , a. (from Sta, a load, and , obtained) , loaded,bur-

dened.

Staf , s. (from sty, a loud, and f , gain), the gain or

acquisition of a load or burden.

ta , s. (from 1 , a load, and at , one who carries), a

person who carries burdens , a porter.

staatge, a. (from 5t3 , a load, and a , carrying), carry-

ing a load, carrying a burden or a yoke ; s . a bearer of

burdens, a porter.

staat , á. (from Sta, a load, and at , carrying) , carry.

ing a load, bearing a burden .

stafaat, ad. (from Sta , a load, and feat, without), without

or beside a load or burden

stafa , a. (from 53, a load, and fat , affected by),

burdened, loaded, responsible.

Stafagla, a. (from Sta, a load, and fat , destitute), free

from a load or burden.

Staufsfas, a. (from Sta , a load, and ifofas, excepted , a

load or weight excepted.

, s. (from ta, a load, and afta , an exception).

the exception of a weight or burden.
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21.

staafuta, ad. (loc. case of starfs ), with the excepti-

on of a weight or burden, without or beside a weight or

burden.

state , s. (from st , a load, and tad, a smiling), theStzatzd,

smiting of a person by evil influence, the looking on a

person with a malignant eye supposed by the credulous

Hindoos to be followed with personal or family evils.

suf , s. (from 5 , a load, and f , a staff), a staff much

used in India for carrying a load by two or more per-

sons. •

Sta , a. (from sta, a load, and 4 , joined to), connected

with a weight or burden, yoked to a load, loaded .

ভাররহিত,tas, a . (from 51 , a load, and af , destitute), free from

a weight or burden .

stgatat, s. (from ¯†?, a burden, and at , lightness) , the

lightening of a burden.

Star, a. (from Sta, a load, and , empty), free from a

weight or burden.

, s. (from st , aload, and , a bearing), the bear-

ing or enduring of a weight or burden.

' ,Szafy, a. (from 31 , a load, and af , bearing), enduring

a load or weight.

Graafsæ31, s. (from staf , enduring a lad), the endur-

ing of a load or burden.

Stagad . s. (from ta , a load, and ₹ 4 , a taking away), the

taking away of a load or burden.

Staatsæ, «. from Sta, a load, and steæ, taking away), tak-

ing away a load or burden.

Starta , a. (from 1 , a load, and 15, taking away), tak-

ing away a load or burden,

Starta, a. (from ?, a load, and ì , destitute), free from

loads or burdens.

starga, a. (from Sta, a load, and 3, a cause), caused by

or arising from a load or burden ; ad. from or because

of a load or burden.

sta , s. (from Eta, a load), a scaffold for building an edifice,

the throwing of a load of responsibility or obligation on

another.

statt , a. (from 3, a load, and atto, drawn), loaded ,

laid under a weight of obligation , responsible.

statt , a. (from Sta, a burthen, and t , possessed of,

burdened, loaded.

stataзad, s. (from 1 , a load, and 1, a laying down),

the laying down of a burden or load.

statasia, s. (from ta, a load, and asta, descent) , the lay-

ing down of a burden or weight.

statāta, s . (from 11, a scaffold, and H , a binding), the

erecting or fastening of a scaffold .

5141.

state , s. (from eta, a load, and , a delivering over) , the

delivering over to a person the management and care

ofan office or trust, the placing of a load upon another.

sta , a. (from ta, a load), bearing burdens ; s. a porter,

a carrier of burdens .

Stfaft, s. (from tfa , heavy, and far; sale), wholesale,

the selling at a great price .

st , a. (from Stag heavy), heavy, weighty, important, big,

momentous, sedate, sad, serious ; s . one who carries a

burden, a bearer of water.

1 , s. (from Stasì, a quail) , a quail, (Perdix chinensis.)

stæg×æ , s. (from stag, a quail, and f¶ , a bird), a quail,

(Perdix chinensis .)

stil, s. (from , to nourish) , a wife.

sta, a. (from 5 , good), good, excellent, respectful, honest,

healthy, fair, when applied to the weather ; ad, well.

This word when constructed with , to be, means to

amend in health, to be in good health, when with to

do, it means to repair, to rectify, with at , to desire, it

means to love, to approve, with 1 , to know, it means

to esteem, to prefer, with a . or catan, to speak, it means

to commend, to extol, with at , to come in contact, it

means to be agreeable, to taste well.

sta , s. (from Sta , good), goodness , excellence, honesty.

start, a. (from stя , well, and ca , feeding), luxuri-

ous.

Stat , s . (from 3 , well), welfare, advantage, goodness.

Stata , s. (from ta, good, and at, bad , good and evil,

Sta , s. (from SH , a bear), a bear, ( Ursus labiosus.)

state, s. (from st , a bear, and tt, a bamboo), the

name of a particular species of bamboo, (Bambusa Bal-

cua.)

ta, s. (from t¶ , a husband's elder brother), a hus.

band's elder brother.

sta, s. (from Sta, to speak), a word, a sentence.

stax, a. (from ≈ 1, to speak) , speaking, conversing.

, s. (from 8, to speak), the speaking or telling of a

thing.

Stada, s. (from Sal , the current language, and , a wril.

ing), a writing in the current language, usually appli

ed to therepresentation ofthe circumstances of a plaint

in the vulgar language delivered to a pundit that he may

state the law upon the subject.

Stat, s. (from Sia, to speak), a language, a word, a dialect,

speech, language, the current language of a country, a

plaint or declaration of wrongs.

tata , s. (from atat, language, and , a word), the

vulgar or current language of a country.

1

1

1

A
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stat,

Stata , s. (from stat, speech, and a , a doer) , a speaker.

Statētas, a. (from stat, speech, and ◄ta☎, making), speak-

ing, making a speech,

statatat, a. (from stat, speech, and at , doing), speak-

ing, making a speech.

stata ), a. (from stat, speech, and , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from speech or language.

stata , ad. (loc. case ofstat ), for the sake of speech

or language .

stata, ɑ. (from ti, language, and , to know), acquaint-

ed with language, acquainted with a language.

tatto , s. (from Stat, language, and , one who knows) ,

a person who understands language, a person who un-

derstands a language.

Gtatuta, s. (from , language , and t , knowledge), the

knowledge of language, the knowledge of a language.

, a. (from stat , language, and e, making

known , explaining or teaching languages.

statut , s. (from 1, language, and t , a making

known), the explaining or teaching of a language.

Statfoface, a. (from † , language, and fri , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from a language ; ad. from or be-

cause of a language.

Statfaface, ad. (from ta , language, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of language, for a language.

tata, s. (from , the current language, and 4, a writ-

ing), a writing or letter in the current language, a writ

ten plaint.

, s. (from stat, a plaint, and , a stage of a law

suit), the first stage of a law suit or the delivering in of

the plaint.

caused by),ts, a. (from ta1, language, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by or arising from a language ; ad. from or be-

cause of a language.

Stati, s. (from 11, language, and a , a speaker), a per-

son who speaks a language,

statatā, s. (from Stat, a word, and zin, a word), a dispute,

a suit at law.

statatat, a. (from , a word, and if , a speaker), speak-

ing; s. a plaintiff, a claimant.

statfæe, a. (from stai, language, and fan, to know), ac-

quainted with language, acquainted with a language.

staff , ad. (from 511, language, and f1 , without),

without or beside language.

Støtza3), s. (from Stai , language, and ‹ , one who knows),

a person acquainted with language, a linguist.

State † 1, s. (from ta , language, and ca , one who knows),

a person acquainted with language, a linguist.

eteri.

statɩata, s. (from stat, linguage, and cat , knowledge), the

knowledge of language , the knowledge of a language.

statzatiæ, a, (from stat, language, and cata☎, knowing),

knowing languages , teaching languages,

statusas, a. (from ta , a language, and arffau, ex-

cepted) , a language excepted .

Statafata , s. (from stat, a language, and IgE, an ex-

ception), the exception of a language.

Statafore, ad. (loc . case ofstatus ), with the excep-

tion of a language, without or beside a language.

stattfa, s. (from St , a word), an argument, a disputati-

on.

Statiægæ, a. (from stat, language, and ( g, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from words or language ; ad. from or

because of words or language.

stfag, a. (from sa, to speak) , spoken, uttered.

sta, a. (from sta, to speak), speaking, conversing.

ta , s. (from ¡¤, to speak), a commentary, the explanati-

on and application of a technical Sootra or axiom as

those ofthe veda, or of grammarians or writers on ab-

struse philosophy.

Saæa, s. (from † , a commentary, and ☎, to do), a com-

mentator, one who explains and applies technical apho-

risms.

sta, v. n . (from st , to appear), to float, to swim, to over-

flow; s. light, a ray, a wish, desire, lustre, splendor, a

vulture.

staa, s. (from St , to float), a floating, a swimming.

sta , s. (from st , to float), a floating, a swimming.

stafaut, a. (from st , to float), floating, swimming.

Staata, a. (from st , to appear), appearing, shining , float-

ing. In botany this is the term for leaves which float in

the water (natantia.)

stat, v. a. (from stЯ, to float), to cause a thing to float, to

launch a ship, to put a boat afloat, to bear down as a

torrent does ; a. floating, swimming.

stata, s. (from stat , to cause to float), the causing of a

thing to float ; a. floated , made to float.

atata , s. (from ta , to cause to float), the causing ofa

thing to float.

stata , a. (from , to cause tofloat), profuse , wasteful,

causing to float, sweeping away as a flood does.

Sta, s. (from stЯ, light, and ☎, to make), the sun, a stone-

cutter, a sculptor.

st , a. (from , to shine) , shining, resplendent, lumi-

nous, illustrious.

stata, 8. (from 1 , light), illustrious, luminous , light,

shining.
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fazl.

(57, s . (from S , alms), alins , begging:

fs , a. (from fe , to beg), begging ; s . a beggar, a petiti-

oner, a mendicant.

[3 , s . (from fs , to beg), alms , a request, a petition for

relief. This word constructed with at , to beg, means

to ask alms, to beg.

a . (from fa , alms, and 4, a means), done by

means of alms or begging ; ad, by means of alms or beg-

ging.

fati, s. (from 1 , an asking alms, and a , a doer),

a beggar, a person who begs.

festate, a . (from f1, an asking alms, and tae, doing),

begging, asking alms ; s. a beggar.

fatatat, a. (from fat , an asking alms, and affe , doing),

begging, asking alms.

183, a. (from fe , alms, and ta, to move), living a men.

dicant life, a beggar.

fext , a. (from fat, alms, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from asking alms or from alms.

f55 , ad. (loc. case offt ), for the purpose of re-

questing or obtaining alms.

fstatal, a. (from fet, alms, and if , living), living on

alms.

fta, s. (from fi, alms, and 7 , a moving), a travel-

ling about to beg, mendicity.

fotato , s. (from fs1, alms, and 3, a giver), a person

who gives alms,

fatata, s. (from f , alms, and † , a giving) , the giving

of alms.

staty , s. (from foi, alms, and at , giving), charita-

ble, giving alms.

fsatata , a. (from fel, alms, and f , giving) , giving

alms.

festatat, ad. (from fel, alms, and , a door) , by or

through alms or begging.

festa , a . (from fs , alms, and fa , causing to cease),

putting a stop to the asking or bestowing of alms.

fstaata , a. (from fe , alms, and facta , preventing),

resisting or preventing the soliciting or bestowing of

alms.

ভিক্ষানিবারণ , ৫.fat , s. (from 51, alms, and fata , a preventing),

the resisting or preventing of the asking or giving of

alms.

festifs, s. (from fl, alms, and faf , cessation), the

cessation of alms.

fenfifice, a (from fx , alms, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from alais, caused by or arising from beg-

ging; ad. from or because of alms or begging.

[⪜ #{ .

foffas, ad. (fromfei, alms, and fafa , a cause), for the

sake of alms, for the purpose of begging.

ft , a. (from fe , alms, and , before), preceded by

or arising from aims or begging; ad, by or through

alms or begging.

ভিক্ষাপুতিবন্ধক , a . (fromভিক্ষা , alms, and প্রতিবস্তুঙ্ক, obstructing),

obstructing the asking of alms, obstructing alms.

fs, a. (from fe , alms, and gas, caused by), caused

by or arising from asking alms, caused by or arising

from aims ; ad. from or because of asking or bestowing

alms.

fstats, a. from fet, alms, and t , obtained) , having

obtained alms, possessed of alms, obtained by beg

ging.

ge, s . (from 1 , alms, and tf , gain), the obtain-

ing of alms.

foxtant, ad. (from fe , alms, and fax , without), without

alms, without asking alms.

ভিক্ষাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from ভিক্ষা , alms , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted),

begging or alms excepted.

ভিক্ষাব্যতিরেক, s. (from ডিঙ্কা , alms, and ব্যতিরেক , an exceptio

on), the exception of alms or begging.

festifs , ad. (loc. case of fsstarfs ), with the excep

tion of alms or begging, without or beside alms or beg.

ging.

ভিক্ষাব্যাঘাত, s . ( from ডিঙ্কা , alms, and arists, an obstacle ) , an

obstacle to alms or begging.

fetto , a. (from f , alms, and tats , obstructing),

laying obstacles in the way of alms or begging.

fet , s. (from fa , alms, and 3 , one who eats) , a

person who feeds upon alms,

sts , a. (from [ , alms, and tf , eating), feeding

on alms.

fsæti, a. (from ( 1, alms, and fifa, desirous), desirous

of alms.

festiu, ad. (from f¶i, alms , and aú, an object) , for alms,

for begging.

fat , a. (from 1 , alms, and , obtained), obtained

by begging, having obtained alms .

Etats, s. (from (s ) , alms, and as, gain), the obtaining

of alms.

fa, s. (from fi, alms, and , an eating), the eat-

ing of things obtained by begging.

fs , a. (from f , alms, and ifta, eating), eating alms.

fatata, s. (from fei, alms, and stats, food), alms as food,

the feeding on aims.

Exist, a. (from fʊæ , alms, and ætatfa ,feeding), living

on alms.
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Estysz, a. (from

f631.

a , alm , and , a cruse) , caused by

or arising from asking or giving alms ; ad. from or be-

cause of giving or asking alms.

fás , s. (from f to beg), a beggar, a mendicant , a peti-

tioner.

festa , a. (from f , alms, and 8931 , living on , liv-

ing on alms

fatal, s. (from S , desirous of alms) , a beggar, a men-

dicant,

fa, v. n. (from , prep. and , to plaster), to be wet,

to be moist, to be soaked .

f55 , s. (from fe , to be wet), a being wet, a being meist.

afa, s. (from F , to be wet), a being wet, a being moist.

fsfag , a. (from fe , to be wet), wet, moist, wetting, moist.

ening.

f551, v. a. (from F , to be wet), to wet a thing, to soak a

thing in water or any other liquid, to steep a thing ; a.

wet, soaked, moist, damp, claiumy.

festa , s. (from 551 , to wet), the wetting or soaking of a

thing.

festfast, a, (from fo , wet. The last member ofthis word

is intended as a rhyme to the first), wet, damp.

fata, s. (from 551, to wet), the wetting or soaking of a

thing; a wetted , soaked, moistened.

faifa, s. (from fast, to wet,, the wetting or soaking of a

thing.

faifa , a. (from f , to wel), wetting, making moist,

soaking.

fafa1, s . (from sa, to be wet , a being wet or moist.

fot1, s. (from fefe, a wall), a house, homestead.

fottatfe, s.(from fet , a house, and afft, earth , the foun-

' ,

dation or raised floor of a house , a house , a homestead.

Fş, v . n. (from ass, prep. and , to move), to approach.

155, s. (from fe , to collect) , a crowd, an encircling, an en-

closing, a surrounding, a fence.

Sz1597, s. (from 153, a fence, and (597, a giving), the fenc-

ing or surrounding of a piece of water in order to en-

close the fish in a net or trap.

fasa, s. (from fog, to approach), an approaching.

1537, s. (from fg, to approach), an approaching.

fsşları, a. (from 5s, to approach , approaching.

fs5515, s. (from fos, a crowd. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), crowds and multitudes.

fos , v. a. (from fes, to approach), to bring near, to direct

a boat to the shore, to close with.

festa , s. (from 1, to bring near), the causing to ap-

proach, the bringing of a boat near the shore,

fa

festa, s. (from fast , to bring near), the causing of a boat to

approach the shore, a causing to approach ; a. made to

approach.

fastfa, s. from 551 , to bring near), the causing of a boat

to approach the shore, a causing to approach.

fss fagi, a. (from (55), to bring near), bringing near, bring-

ing a boat towards the shore.

f53, s. (from 5.3, a wall), a wall, the thickness of a wall,

a point of the compass, any particular way or quarter

of the globe.

3 , a. (from 17, within), the middle, the midst, an

interval.

fat, a . (from f53a , the midst , inner, inward, comprized.

5313, ad. (loc, case of 3 ), within, between, betwixt ;

prep. into.

fsio, ad. (loc case of(53, a point of the compass), towards.

faf3, s. from fan, to divide) , a wall, the breadth ofa wall,

a thing broken or divided, a breaking, a tearing, a di-

viding, a rent, a fissure, a fragment, a broken part, a

bit, a flaw, a defect, a place, a part, an asylum, an op-

portunity, an occasion.

fsu, v. n. (from 5 , to pierce), to enter, to penetrate ; v. a.

to pierce, to perforate, to penetrate, to separate.

fa, a. (from fe , to pierce), separated , distinct, separate.

fea, a. (from fen, to separate), separated, distinct, divided,

distinguished, different, other, split, broken, torn, rent,

blown, budded, opened ; s. a fraction. Constructed with

' ,

to do, this word means to separate, to sever, to dis-

tinguish; when this word is the last member of a com-

pound it frequently gives the word an adverbial power,

beside.

fasta , s . (from sa, a fraction), the multiplication of

fractions.

fsaaa, s. (from fsa, a fraction, and ₹7, a cube), the cube

of a fraction .

feala, a. (from S , distinct, and , a form), different,

unlike.

fsas), s. (from ssa, distinct) , a distinction, a difference.

fa , s. (from 157, distinct ) , a distinction, a difference.

fsafety , s. (from fe , a fraction, fa , an operati❤

on in arithmetic, and , eight), eight modes of work-

ing fractions, eight modes of process relating to fracti

ons.

sayata , a. (from fex, distinct, and ta, a sort), belong.

ing to different sorts.

fs , s . (from few, afraction, and así, a square), the square

ofa fraction.

Jjjjjj
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sifs.

forafas. s. (from fea, afraction, and arafas, subtrac-

tion ) , subtraction of fractions.

ferate , s. (from fa, afraction, and tst , division), di-

vision of fractions.

4, ad. (from fe , distinct), distinctly, differently, se-

parately.

ass, s. (from fo , a fraction, and , addition),

addition of fractions.

sant , a. (from E , distinct, and at , accomplishable),

distinct objects to be established in a law suit.

fsant , s. (from a , distinct objects, and fa , two),

two distinct objects brought forward as the grounds of

a law suit.

fata , s. (from fs , two distinct objects,

and fray, an object), the subject matter of two distinct

charges brought forward as the grounds of a law suit.

Batftata, s. (from 5 , distinct, and sftata , a possession),

a distinct possession or inheritance, a foreign govern-

ment.

satsa, a. (from fex, distinct, and af , not distinct ), dis.

tinct and not distinct, separate and not separate.

fox , 1. (from , to fear), a physician,

ſsfu ,̸ s. (from sïmè̟y, a water carrier), a water carrier.

1. s. (from 1, tofear , fear, dread, a panic, terror.

513, 1. (from Sì, to fear), afraid, terrified , alarmed.

Gifs, s. (from ì, to fear), fear, dread, terror, a trembling,

alarm.

dfs , a. (from f³,fear, and ☎, to do), fearing, caus-

ing fear, alarming, terrifying, frightening.

ifax , a (from sifs, fear, and ad, means), effected by

means of fear or dread ; ad. by means offear or dread.

Gifsætte, a. (from S , fear, and ☎tax, doing), fearing,

causing fear , alarming, terrifying, frightening ,

Gifsætāì, a. (from sifs, fear, and fa , dong , fearing,

causing fear, alarming, terrifying, frightening.

*}{357%, a. (from As, fear, and I , producing), pro-

ducingfear or terror, terrifying , alarming, frightening.

ifs , a. (from ifs, fear, and 1, producible), produ-

cible by or arising frem fear or terror.

ifsar, ad. (loc. case ofsifs ), for fear, for terror or

alarm.

, a. (from fs,fear, and 1 , to give), communicating

fear or alarm.

feats , s. (from fs, fear, and atą, a giver ) , a person

who communicates fear or alarm .

kty , a. (from ifs, fear, and ¤t , giving), giving

fear or alarm, communicating dread or terror.

GIE.

Sisātri, a. (from Sifs, fear, and utfor giving), giving fear

or alarm, communicating dread or terror.

fat , ad. (from fs,fear, and t , adoor), by or through

fear or terror.

Fifsat*, s. (from sifs, fear, and **f, destruction), the dis-

sipation of fear or alarm, the dissipation of dread or

terror.

sifatæ, a . (from Afs, fear, and at*æ, destructive), dis-

sipating fear or aların , dissipating dread or terror.

sifsafe, a. (from 5fs, fear, andfas, causing to cease ,

putting a stop to fear or alarm, causing dread or terror

to cease.

sifafata , a. (from fs, fear, and Pata , preventing ,

preventing fear or alarm, preventing dread or terror.

safata , s. (from tfs, fear, and fiata , a preventing),

thepreventing of fear or alarm , the preventing of dread

or terror.

sifsfaals, s. (from sifs, fear, and fax , cessation) , the

prevention or cessation of fear or alarm, the cessation

of dread or terror,

faffis , a. (from as, fear, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from fear or alarm ; ad. from or because

of fear or alarm.

Staffars, ad. (from sifs, fear, and fas, a cause), for

the purpose of fear or alarm, for dread or terror.

sifsgn-fæ, ɑ. (from 3, fear, and ***, shewɛng), shew-

ing fear or danger, alarming, terrifying, frightening ;&

an alarmist.

sifs , s. (from Fife, fear, and Hf , a shewing), the

shewing of fear or danger, the alarming or terrifying

of a person, a frightening .

Afsque, a. (from Sifs,fear, and dus , caused by), caused

by or arising from fear or alarm ; ad. from or because

of fear or alarm .

sifusa, a. (from Sif³, fear, and 4, increasing), increas-

ing fear or terror.

s3x1, s. (from sifs, fear, and 7, an increasing , the

increasing of fear or terror.

sifaff , a. (from 3, fear, and fast , possessed of,

afraid, fearful, timid, timorous, alarmed.

Sifsfaxis, a. (from sifs, fear, and f̂ 13, destitute), free

from fear or alarm, free froin dread or terror, fearless,

undaunted , bold .

sifaaf , s. (from sts,fear, and af , increase), the increase

of fear or terror.

, a. (from f , fear, and ,joined , connected

with fear or alarm, terrified, timorous, fearful.
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Gifsifte, a. (from Sts, fear, and sfrs, des'itule), free

from fear or alarm, free from dread or terror, fearless,

undaunted , bold.

fs , a. (from is, fear, and , empty), free from

fear or alarm , free from dread or terror, fearless, un-

daunted, bold.

Gifsgìa, a. (from sifs, fear, and , destitute), free from

fear or alarm , free from dread or terror, fearless, un-

daunted, bold.

SiFurzy, a, (from sifs, fear, and a , a cause), caused

by or arisingfrom dread or alarm ; ad. from or because

of fear or terror.

, a. (from = , to fear), dreadful, fear-inspiring, awful,

tremendous ; s. the name of one of the five Panduva

princes born of Koontee by Vayoo, horror, fear, terror.

Haxatai, s. (from Я , dreadful, and t , the name of a

tree), in Hindoo music the name of a particular note or

strain.

tata, s. (from , terrific, and at , to appear) , the name

ofa plant, (Verbesinia calendulacea .)

Sa&a, & (from a dreadful) , a hornet.

SalAI, s. (from Stx, formidable, and ( 1, an enemy), the

third ofthe five Pandava princes.

, a. (from 51, tofear), timid, fearful, cowardly, pusilla-

Himous.

, a. (from . fear), fearful, timid.

ad, s. (from St, to fear), the inspiring of fear, the put-

ting of a person in fear, the sentiment of fear or horror,

the property which excites fear ; ad. exciting the sen-

timent offear or horror, horrible, terrific.

31, s. (from lad, the affrighting ofa person), terrible-

ness, frightfulness , horribleness .

ja« , s. (from ad, the affrighting of any one), terrible-

ness, frightfulness, horribleness.

, a. (from Stad, terrific, and " , the eye), having

an eye which strikes the beholder with dread or hor-

ror.

, a. (from ad, terrific, and , the face), having

a countenance which strikes with dread or horror.

Sa , a. (from Stad, terrific, and as, the face), having

a countenance which inspires dread or horror.

sta , a. (from ad, terrific, and at , the face , hav-

ing a countenance which inspires dread or terror.

us (from 5 to fear) , the property which excites fear

or horror, terror, horror, one of the names of Shiva, a

goblin, the grandfather of the Panduvas ; a. exciting the

sentiment ofdread or horror, horrible, dreadful,

1

t , a. (from 3, to nourish), corpulent, abdominous, pot

bellied.

$5, s. (from 3, to nourish), the belly, the intestines.

41, a. (from $fs, the belly), pot-bellied , abdominous,

corpulent.

8. (from 3 to eat) , hunger ; a . eating.

1, a. (from 3, to eat), hungry.

55, v. n. (from 5 , to eat) , to be received into a stock, to

be added to a stock, to be interpolated with, to be foist

ed in,

, a (from ex, to eat), eaten, devoured, swallowed, in-

cluded, comprized, comprehended.

57 , a. (from 5, eaten, and 3 , rejected), left after

eating, fallen from the mouth in eating ; s. orts, leav

jugs.

55 , s. (from 5, to be added to a stock), the adding of

new sums to a stock, the adding of new sums to what

is paid off, the mixing extraneous matter with a thing,

an interpolating, the foisting of new matter into a text.

6f , a. (from F, calen, and f , left), having eat-

en orts or leavings.

tata, s. (from , eaten, and sata, a remainder),

what remains after a meal, leavings, orts.

Fists, a. (from 55, enjoyed, and S†st, enjoyment), hav.

ing enjoyed an enjoyment or endured a suffering ; s. an

enjoyment already enjoyed.

, . (from 55, eaten, and af , rejected), left

after eating, fallen from the mouth in eating ; s. orts,

leavings.

(5, s. (from85, to eal) , food, a meal, an occupation, the

enjoyment or possession of property, possession.

864, an imitative sound employed to express that made

by the filling of an empty bottle or other vessel with a

narrow neck.

, a. (from 3, to eat), hungry.

SN, v. a. (from € , to eat), to suffer, to enjoy, to deceive,

to impose on.

Egmat, 8, (from 55 to be crooked), swindling, imposition,

hypocrisy.

4, «. (from 53, to be crooked), crooked or distorted with

disease, bowed down, curved, stooping.

SI, v. a. (from S , to eat) , to interpolate, to foist in, to ex-

tinguish a candle or lamp.

XI, 8. (from SI to be crooked) , the arm ; in mathematics

the side of a plane figure, a bending, a curve.

FIN, & (from 55, a curve, and sta, to go), a serpent.

Faststal, a. (from est, a serpent, and c1fs , eating),

Jjjjjja
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feeding on serpents ; s . Guroora the regent of birds, a

peacock, an ichneumon.

t , a. (from st, a snake, and , an eating),

feeding on serpents ; s. Guroora the regent of birds, a

peacock,

SK, s. (from 85, a curve, and s , to go), a serpent, the

name of a bird, (Corvus Balicassius. )

EIKI, s. (from I, a curre, and stą, to go), a serpent,

63 , s. (from 55, to interpolte), the interpolating or

foisting in of any thing extraneous.

zafran, s. (from , the arm, and fa , a head) the

shoulder blade, or more properly the head of the shoul-

der bone.

, s. (from 5 , to eat), food , a meal, a refection.

, r. n. (from 3 to eat), to enjoy, to experience plea-

sure .

37, 8, (from 6 , to eat), the enjoying of a thing.

581, v. a. (from 5, to eat), to entertain another, to treat.

sata, a. (from 55, to eat) enjoying, possessing.

E , s. (from at, to injure), extirpation , excision, the revers-

ing of a thing, the rescinding of an order.

starfat, a. (from t , subversion, and f441, doing), sub-

versive.

staste, an imitative sound used to express a rumbling

in the bowels.

, an imitative sound used to express a slight rumbling

in the bowels.

, an imitative sound used to express a squirting dis-

charge ofthe fæces, or the sudden falling of a thing in-

to water.

, an imitative sound used to express a rumbling

in the bowels.

557557, an imitative sound used to express a talking much

in an indistinct or nearly inarticulate manner.

an imitative sound used to express a whispering

sound, a bubbling sound in water, a bubble.

5651, v. n. (from 5555, a whisper), to whisper, to bubble

up.

fs, s. (from 5555, a bubbling), a bubbling up.

31, a. (from cštetšte , a grunting), taciturn, grum-

bling and dissatisfied but saying nothing.

d, v. a. (from , to bake) , to broil, to bake or roast.

f , s. (from 55, to eat), a widow's garment , the longest of

a pair ofgarments worn by brahmnuns and others of su-

perior cast.

E , s. (from , to be), a world, a sphere, water, heaven,

mankind.

szazałga, a. (from 887 , the worll, and cætœI, afıscinat=

ing), fascinating the world.

,s. (from , the world, and t , God), the Lord

of the world.

nate, s. (from , the atmosphere, and te, a world),

the space between the earth and the sun, the æthereal

region fabled to be the residence of sages and other

species ofdemi-gods.

(from , to be , the atmosphere, the sky, heaven,

the ætherial region .

31, s. (from 3 to give pain), mildew, smut of corn ; e. in-

ternal, hollow, destitute of substance .

Statsti , a. (from 1, smut, and atsti, touched), smutty.

1, 8. (from fa, much , a boasting, the making an appear.

ance of grandeur.

SASA, a. (from 83, boasting The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first , trim, boasting, swagget-

ing ; s. boasts and swaggers.

515 , a. from , boasts), boasting, swaggering, ose

tentatious.

571 , s. (from 5, "o be), a particular sort of brown sugar.

5757 an imitative sound used to express the gratification

arising from agreeable scents.

sa, v. a. (from sa, to wander), to mistake, to err, to forget,

to omit.

, s. (from 5 , to mistake), an error, a mistake, a blunder,

an oversight.

ga , s. (from sa, to mistake), a spring of water, an incan-

tation.

, s. (from , to mistake , the making of a mistake or

error, the forgetting of a thing.

saf , s. (from , an error), error, a mistake, a blunder,

a forgetting.

safa , a. (from , to mistake), erring, making frequent

mistakes, to getting.

51, v. a. (from , to mistake), to misguide, to deceive, to

circumvent, to tempt, to fascinate, to dupe, to delude,

to inveigle,

gata, s. (from S1, to misguide), the misguiding or deluding

ofa person, a deceiving or circumventing, the tempting

or inveigling of a person.

Satft, 8, (from sa , to mislead), a deceiving, a misguiding,

a deluding.

Satfapt, a. (from 1, to mislead), insidious , seducing, de-

luding, inveigling ; s. a deluder . a cheat, a sorceror.

, an imitative sound used to express the sound made

by a porpoise or other cetaceous animal when it rises
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out of the water, also the sound made by a man or

other animal which has dived on its coming to the sur-

face.

eafs, s. (from T , the receptacle of thejak fruit) , the pil-

lar or receptacle of the seeds of the jak fruit, (Artocar.

pus integrifolia), a pillar-like place of attachment for

the seeds of a plant.

51, s. (from 5 , to fry), soot , lamp black, the lamp black

which is made by burning oil and used in making ink.

al, s. (from 55, chaff , chaff, bran. This word construct-

ed with , to give, means to interpolate, with cuts , to

bring into contact, it means to give a bribe for the pur-

pose ofstopping any one's mouth.

55 , an imitative sound employed to express the falling.

off of the hair occasioned by disease perhaps derived

from , chaff.

5, s. (from to be), the earth, land, ground, the base of a

triangle or other plane figure, a place, a scite, a place of

abiding, the lowest of the seven hells of the Hindoos.

6 , s. (from fa, lands , land. ground ; a . ground.

"tamat. s. (from ground, and atasat, the name of

a tree), the name of a species of plant, (Flacourtia cata-

phracta.)

3851, s. from 51, ground, and sași , the name ofa

plant), the name of a trailing plant, Verbena nodi flora . )

, s. (from , the earth, and , a trembling), an

earthquake.

Hatafs, s . (from , ground, and tafs, the name ofa

plant , the name of a species of plant, (Convolvulus re-

niformis.)

775,8 (from , ground, and 451 , a sort ofgourd),

the name of a species of plant, (Convolvulus panicula-

tus
६

te , s. (from
ground, and † , the name of a tree),

the name of a plant , ( Kempferia rotunda. )

atst . s. (from , ground, and at , an umbrella), a mush-

room, a fungus.

ata, s . from 53, ground, and , then me ofa plant),

the name of a small plant, Premna herbacea .)

šjotfaz, s. (írom , ground, and fa , a pomegranate),

the name of a flowering plant, Careya herbacea.)

€3393, 3. (from 3, land, and 353 , a fig) , the name of a
a

species of creeping fig tree, Ficus repens. )

ta , s. (from , ground, and 4 , a species ofplant) , the

name of a species ofplant, (Crotolaria prostrata.)

578, s. (from , the earth, and , agitation), an earth-

quake.

531.

sesta, s . (from , the earth, and estim, a globe), the globe

of the earth .

esta , s. (from it , the terrestrial globe, and fa̸ni,

science), geography.

583, a. (from , land, and ☎ , to move), terrestrial, moving

on land.

$8 , s. (from , the earth, and s , to move), an earthquake.

BI, s. (from , the earth, H , water, and 57, to move),

amphibious , living on land and water, the order of ani-

mals called amphibia.

53, a. (from , to be), been, gone, past ; s . a goblin, a phan-

tom , a ghost supposed to haunt cemeteries, a demi-god

of a particular class, an apparition, an existence, a crea-

fure, a being, an element of natural or material things of

which Hindoo philosophers reckon five , viz . earth, fire,

water, air, and akasha (æther) ; in law the matter offact,

the real state of the case. This word constructed with

151, to setfree, or işi, to shake off, means to cast out

devils.

Sata, s. (from 53, past, and at , time), the preter tense

in grammar

SH , a. (from 3, an evil spirit, and g , seized , possess

ed by an evil spirit.

ভূতচতুর্দশী, s. (from 35, a goblin, and 8 , the fourteenth

lunar day), the fourteenth lunar day of the wane of

the moon in the month of Kartika.

S3z1y, a. (from 53, a ghost), expelling evil spirits from

those who are possessed.

satu, s. (from 53, a species ofdemi-gods, aud #tu, a lord),'

one ofthe names of Shiva .

83 , ad, (from 53, a ghost), resembling a ghost or an

evil spirit; ugly.

sotsaat, s. (from 55, an evil spirit, and toga, terrific), the

name of a shrub, (Premna serratifolia.)

-

the

31 , s. (from 53, a species of demi gods, and at ,

spirit , one of the names of Shiva, the human body,

elementary or vital principle, the proximate cause of

life and action .

34, s. (from 5, matter offact, and as, afollow-

ing), an agreement or concord with matter offact.

sstaatā , a. (from 55, the matter offict, and tfaz,fil-

lowing), following the matter offact , according with mat.

ter of fact .

531fa , a. (from 55, an evil spirit, and affa , entered), pos

sessed by an evil spirit,

sta , s. (from 55, an evil spirit, and atram, entrance),,

possession by an evil spirit.
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Estfees, a. (from 3, an evil spirit, and 555, possessed

by), possessed by an evil spirit.

3, s. (from 5, to be), affluence , grandeur, super-human

power, ashes, production, birth.

sta , s. (from , the earth, and Яta, a ñourishing), the

protecting or nourishing of the world, the performance

of the duties of royalty.

stat, a. (from , he earth, and fay, nourishing), nourish-

ing the world; s. a king.sfsfaft , a. (from 3 , grandeur, and faf , possessed of),

possessed of wealth or grandeur, prosperous, wealthy,, s. (from the ground, and , a daughter), Seeta

grand.

fafata, a. (from 3, grandeur, and f , destitute ,

destitute of wealth or grandeur, destitute of prospe-

rity.

satą, a. (from f³, affluence), afluent, grand.

efs , a. (from 5f³, grandeur, and TF, joined), connect-

ed with or having wealth or grandeur, prosperous,

wealthy, grand

sfsafes, a. (from ãƒ³, grandeur, and xfxx, destitute), des-

titute of wealth or grandeur, destitute of prosperity.

far, a. (from 3, grandeur, and 7, empty , desti-

tute ofwealth or grandeur, destitute of prosperity.

skiti, a (from 53, grandeur, and ìa, destitute , desti-

tute of wealth or grandeur, destitute of prosperity.

BUHI, s. (from 53, an evil spirit ', a person who is suppos-

ed to have the power ofejecting evil spirits.

tata , s. (from 511, one who casts out evil spirits,

and catui, ope who ejects), a person who casts out evil

spirits.

3 , s. (from 53, a species ofdemi-gods, and , a lead-

er), one of the names of Shiva,

65183, a. (from 5, lind, să☎, water, and 83, to move), am-

phibious, inhabiting land and water ; s. in natural his-

tory one ofthe orders of animals, (Amphibia.)

marta), 2. (from §. land, su , water, and a†f-a, residing),

inhabiting land and water, amphibious ; s. in natural

history one of the orders ofanimals, (Amphibia.)

CAT, s. (from 3, earth, and ca¤, a god), a brahmun, viz a

terrestrial god .

•

17, s. (from the earth, and to hold), a mountain, a

kind of chemical or medicinal apparatus, a sand bath

in which a covered crucible is placed and the fire kind-

led both above and beneath it.
"

, s. (from 5. the earth, and , to save), a king, a sove-

reign.

, s. (from , the earth, and ³, a lord , a king, a sove-

reign.

sit , s. (from 8, the earth, and tta, a nourishing), a king,

a sovereign.

atm , a. (from the earth, and tta , nourishing), nou-

rishing the world ; s, a king.

5.

the wife ofRama who is fabled to have been turned out

ofthe soil bythe plough.

GAT, s. (from TZ, much ), much, many.

517, a. (from earth , earthen, made of earth.

4, s. (from , to be), the earth, land, ground, a country,

a district, a scite, earth, earthy matter, the ground or

base of a triangle or other plane figure.

13 , s. (from , the earth, and , a trembling), an

earthquake.

xfaxt s. (from xf , the ground), a preface, the ground of

a discourse, the costume ofa country as represented on

the stage.

FI, s. (from fa, land, and I, purchase), the purchase

of laud.

1, s. (from , md, and #3, a purchaser), a pur-

chaser ofland .

af48** 8. (from 3 , the ground, and t§³, the name ofa

tree),the name ofa species of ornamental plant, (Kemp-

feria rotunda.)

sfa , a. (from fa, the earth, and , to be produced),

earth-born ; s. a vegetable, the planet Mars.

shifts, a. (from șa, land, and fiã³, produced , produc-

ed by or arising from land.

fa , a. (from , lund, and 1, producible), produci

ble by or arising from land.

3 ), for land., ad. (loc. cise of

3. s. (from , the ground, and , the name ofa tree),

the name of a small plant, (Premna herbacea.)

Sfats, a. (from SI, land, and I13, produced , produced by

or arising from land.

sfast , e. (from , the earth, and 31(x , living), living

by the soil ; s. an agriculturist, a person of the agricul

tural tribe among the Hindoos.

fartst, s . (from 5 , the ground, and sits , a relinquish-

ing) , the relinquishing of a former spot of land, the

abandoning of a country.

sheitsti, a. (from , the ground, and sitfsta, relinquish-

ing , relinquishing a farm or spot of ground, abandon-

ing a country.

sa a. (from six, land, and 1, to give , giving land, be-

stowing land.
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afinifsu, s. (from sf , the earth, and aifşa, a pomegranate),

the name of a flowering plant, (Careya herbacea.)

31, 8. from ☎a, land, and ħt3, a giver), a person who

gives land.

fants, s. (from 5ª, land, and at , a gift), a gift of land

, 8. (from fa, land, and tra, giving), giving land,

bestowing land ; s. a person who bestows land.

sfantil, a. (from ☎fa, land, and atfaa, giving , giving land,

bestowing laud.

^ , s. (from , land, and I , destruction), the spoil-

ing or destroying of land .

at'ne, a. (from land, and , destroying), spoil-

ing or destroying land.

from , land, and at , destruction), the de-

struction or spoiling of land.

fata, a. (from fa, land, and tt , destructive), de-

structive or injurious to land.

cabfa36, a. (from fa, land, and fifty, a cause) , caused

by or arising from land ; al. from or because of land.

Safafus, ad. (from fa, land, and fax , a cause), for land.

fact, s . (from fa, the earth , and 11, to nourish , a king,

a sovereign.

53.

ভূমিবাতিয়েকে, ad. (loc. case of ভূমিবাতিয়েক) , with the excep

tion ofland, without or beside land.

5 afsa, a. (from fa, land, and fou, separate), separate or

distinct from land ; ad. beside land.

, a. (from , land, and a , a root), originating

from or produced by land or the earth.

Sfax™, a. (from 5 , lund, and F, joined to), connected

with or having land.

safts, a. (from sa, land, and fx3, destitute), destitute

ofland.

Sfants, s. (from fa, earth, and at , an obtaining),

death .

af , s. (from ,the earth, and f , the head), apar-

ticular situation or spot.

, . (from 3ª, land, aud 1, empty), destitute of

land.

67, s. (from , the earth, and (587, a watering), the

watering ofland, a watering of the earth.

a. (from fa, the earth , and , to touch , touch-

ing the earth; s . a man, mankind, a cultivator ofthe

soil , a blind man, a thief who creeps along the ground

for the purpose of committing a robberry, a cripple,

sfatta, s. (from 3 , the earth, and i , a nourishing), a king,, a. (from fr, land, and , destitute), destitute of

a sovereign.

Hays, a. (from , land, and g , crused by), caused

by or arising from land ; ad, from or because ofland.

CIZII, 8. (from ; land, and f ?, sale), the sale of land.

ffard, a. (from I, land, and farfuæ, selling), selling

land.

gfafatwa), s. (from sa, land, and furg, a seller), a per-

son who sells land.

safe , ad. (from land, and fat , without), without

or beside land,

4, s. (from , land, and faat , destruction), the

destruction or ruin of land.

land.

Sage, a. (from sa, land, and æg, a cause), caused by

or arising from land ; ad. from or because of land,

51:, ad. (from 17, much), much, many, repeatedly, fre

quently, exceedingly.

5111578, «d. (from 51:, much), repeatedly, again and again,

frequently.

51, s. (from Sil, much), a boast, a brag.

छরू,

t , a. (from 5 , a boast. The last member of this word

is only arhyme to the first ), boasts and brags.

a. (from , to be), much, many, excessive, exceeding

important.

efafaatwe, a. (from sa, land, and fantata, destroying), || afafaa , s. (from sfx, important, and faxy, an object), an

destroying or injuring land.

sfafaftæ, a. (from ¾ , land, and faf**, possessed of), por-

sessed of or having land.

sfafaga, 8. (from sf , earth, and fɛɛ, a distinction), a

particular sort of soil , a particular place or country.

afast , a. (from , land, and fax , destitute) , desti-

tute of land .

ভূমিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from ভূমি, land, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted) , land

excepted,

ভূমিবাডিরেক, s. (from ভূমি, land, and ব্যতিরেক, an exception) ,

the exception of land.

important or weighty affair ; a, having an important

affair in hand.

fafa1, s. (from fafa , a weighty affair), the circum-

stance of being an important or weighty affair,

sifiașa, s. (from fafran, a weighty affair), the circum.

stance of being an important or weighty affair.

3343, s. (from 5 , to be strong, and t , a leaf), the bark

of a tree common on the Himalaya mountains which

is often employed instead of paper for writing, and is.

wrapped round the long tube of the Hooka ; also the

tree which produces the bark, (Betula Bhoorja.
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Eat , s. (from :, the earth, and cat , a world), the earth,

the habitation of men.

the earth, a fountain.381, 8. (from

5 , a. (from the earth, and , in contact) , touching

the ground . In botany the term for those leaves which

lie flat on the ground (depressa. )

Saxı, a. (from 88, to adorn , putting on ornaments, dress-

ing, adorning, decorating.

Sad, s. (from 58, to adorn , the putting on of jewels , a dress-

ing, au ornament, a jewel, dress, ornament, embellish-

ment, decoration.

, a (from 4. ornament, and r , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from ornaments or adorning.

Sad. loc. case of ,for ornament, for adorn-

ing.

saffie , a. (from $14 , ornament, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from ornaments or adorning ; ad.

from or because of ornaments or adorning.

Safeface, ad from id , an ornament, and fifa , a cause),

for ornaments or adorning.

35, a. (from SI , an ornament, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from ornaments or adorning ; ad.

from or because of ornaments or adorning.

fa , ad. (from d, an ornament, and fa̸31 , without),

without or beside ornaments or adorning.

Sal , a. (from Sad, an ornament, and a , a cause),

caused by or arising from ornaments or adorning ; ad.

from or because of ornaments or adorn ing.

5 , a. (from 58, to adorn) , capable of embellishment, re-

quiring ornaments or embellishment.

1, s. (from a, to adorn) , an ornament, a trinket, a jewel,

dress. This word constructed with , to do, means to

adorn, to dress.

Baths, a. (from 1 , an ornament, and , possessedof),

adorned, decked.

Satfaft , a. (from $11, an ornament, and fast , passessed

cf), ornamented, embellished , adorned, decorated.

satfaxia, a. (from 1 , an ornament, and fat , destilute),

destitute of ornaments or decoration.

, a . (from 1, an ornament , and joined , connect-

ed with ornaments, ornamented, embellished, adorned,

decorated,

satafs , a. (from §×1, an ornament, and f³, destitute),

destitute of ornaments or decoration .

Sa , a. (from 51, an ornament, and , empty), des

titute of ornaments or decoration .

sætxia, a. (from sai , an ornament, and ₹7, destitute), des-

titute of ornaments or decoration.

sfas, a. (from , to adorn), adorned, ornamented, deck-

ed .

aff , a. (from T , an ornament, and fif , possessed , s. (from 51, chaff), chaff bran, a husk, a tegument.

of), adorned , embellished , decorated .

Safe , a . (from , an ornament, and fi , destitute),

destitute of ornaments or decoration.

ভুষ,ব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from ভূষণ, an ornament, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), ornaments or adorning excepted .

sufuæ, s. (from , an ornament, and zifsite, an

exception), the exception of ornaments or adorning,

1

, ad. (loc . case off ), with the excep-

tion of ornaments or adorning, without or beside orna-

ments or adorning.

fee, a. from S4, an ornament, and foa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from ornaments or adorning ; ad. be-

side ornaments or adorning.

CUF, a. (from ad, an ornament, and F, joined), con-

nected with ornaments, ornamented, embellished , de-

corated .

58153, a. (from 4, an ornament, and 7f53, desti/ute),

destitute of ornaments or decoration.

, a from ad, an ornament, and 1, empty), des-

titute of ornaments or decoration.

, a. (from ad, an ornament, and , destitute), des-

titute of ornaments or decoration.

SN, a. (from 5 , touching the ground, and at, the

face), bowed with the face to the ground, prostrate.

, a. (from 5, the earth, and , to touch), touching the

ground ; s. a cultivator of the soil, a man, mankind.

, s . (from land, and if , an owner), a proprie

tor of land, a landlord, a king.

aft , s. (from , the brow, and at, to be crooked), a frown,

a contraction of the eyebrows.

8, s. (from SF, tofry), the name of one of the Prujaputis

or sons of Bruhma, Shookra regent ofthe planet Venus,

a precipice, table land.

5 , s. (from , to nourish), a large black bee, a species of

bird, (Lanius coerulescens, Lin , Corvus Balicassius) ; a

lecher, a species of wasp, a golden vase, the name ofa

plant , (Verbesinia calendulacea. )

kata, s . (from 5 , a bee, and 21 , to shine), the name of a

species of plant , (Verbesinia calendulacea. )

1
ata, s . (from 8 , a bee, and af , an enemy), a golden

vase used at royal ceremonials, a cricket, gold , cloves,

the name of a plant, (Verbesinia calendulacea. )

stfaæt, 8, (from 8, a bee, and f , an enemy), a cricket,
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, s. (from ã, a bee), the name ofone of Shiva's cham-

berlains.

=f³,fs, s . (from , to nourish), nourishment, maintenance,

wages, a capital, principal.

35 , a. (from 53, nourishment, and , producible),

producible by or arising from nourishment or mainte-

nanee.

=f353 , ad. (loc, case of 31) , for nourishment or main-

tenance.

fafafas , a. (from 3, nourishment, and ffa , a cause),

caused by or arising from nourishment or maintenance ;

ad. from or because of nourishment or maintenance."

fofa , ad. (from 3, nourishment, and fafa , a cause),

for nourishment or maintenance.

34 , a. (from , ncurishment, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from nourishment or maintenance ;

ad. from or because of nourishment or maintenance.

affent, ad. (from fs, nourishment, and f1, without),

without or beside nourishment or maintenance.

sfsfs, a. (from ³, no urishment, and 1ff15, ex-

cepted), nourishment or maintenance excepted.

Effeta , s. (from fs, nourishment, and af , an ex-

ception), the exception of nourishment or main tenance .

efufsciæ, ad. (loc. case ofaffor ), with the excepti

on of nourishment or maintenance.

sfsfs , a. (from , nourishment, and (sa, separa'e) , se-

parate or distinct from nourishment or maintenance ;

ad, beside nourishment or maintenance.

3s , a. (from 53, wages, and , to eat), living on wa-

ges .

sue , a. (from 3, nourishment, and 3, a cause ,

caused by or arising from nourishment or maintenance ;

ad. from or because of nourishment or maintenance.

€33, s. (from 5, to nourish,, a servant, a dependant.

, s . (from 5 to wander) , a whirlwind, an eddy, a whirl-

pool, giddiness.

Et, ad. (from , tofall), much, excessively, exceedingly,

eminently.

€8, a. from 5 to parch) , baked, parched , fried.

158:58, an imitative sound used to express the barking of a

dog.

851, v. a, (from , to break), to make faces, to grin, to

ridicule.

11, a. (from 851, to make faces), making faces ,

grinning, ridiculing, mimicking ; s. a mimick, one who

makes faces.

cts. (from ( s), a long trumpet, and , a ton), a small

toy trumpet, usually made of leaves and blown by

children at festivals.

(57, s . (from t, to fear), a frog, a cloud, a disguise, a false

appearance.

Søtì, s. (from St , the name of a fish) , the name of a spe-

cies of fish much esteemed for the table, (Coius Vacti,

Hamilton's fishes.).

(Sattata, s. (from cat, a particular fish, and at , a fish),

the name of a species of fish , (Coius Vacti, Hamilton's

fishes.)

5 , s. (from 3 , a disguise, and a , a change), a

change of habit or appearance.

(5 ) , s. (from ( , disguise), a comedian, an actor,

(Sept, a. (from (5*, a frog), simple, foolish.

(34, s. (from SK, ridicule), a making mouths, a making faces,'

mimickry, ridicule.

(55, v. a. (from 5 , to break), to mouth, to ridicule, to

mimick.

(5£57 , s . (from (35, to ridicule), a ridiculing , a mimicking.

(51, v. a. (from 5 , ridicule), to make mouths, to ridicule,

to mimic.

(SK17, s. (from (381, to ridicule), the making faces at a per-

son, a ridiculing, a mimicking.

CЯt , s . (from ( 1 , to ridicule), the making faces at a per-

son, a ridiculing , a mimicking.

(Skiftxt, a. (from cst, to ridicule), making faces, ridiculing,'

mimicking ; s . a mimick.

(55, v. a. (from fs, prep. and , to move), to send, to

shut.

(5 , s . (from , prep. and , to move), a message , a send-

ing. Constructed with 1, to give, this word signifies to

send.

(851, v. a. (from (55, to send), to send, to implicate, to shut.

(Sat , 8. (from (55) , to send), the shutting ofadoor ; a . sent.

(Satlagi, s. (from (55) , to send) , shutting, sending.

(st, v. n . (from afs , prep and t, to go), to meet, to visit.

( t, s. (from 3 , to meet) , a meeting, a present at meeting

(støl, s . (from stæt, a particular kind offish), the name

of a fish much used for the table, (Coius Vacti, Hamil

ton's fishes.)

cītājatā, s. (from , the name of afish, and ætä, ɑ

fish , the name of a fish, ( Coius Vacti, Hamilton's fishes.)

(sta, s. (from (st , to meet), a meeting.

(stfagi, a. (from cst, to meet) , meeting ; s. one who meets

another, a visitor.

, s . (from cs , to meet), a meeting, a visit.

stl, s. (from cst, to meet), a present at a meeting,

Kkkkkk
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ভেদ

citytrutai, s. (from 5 , a meeting, and xil , a house), an

inn.

ceptat, s. (from (st, to meet), a sutler.

Cefert , a . (from tb , the ebb tide), going down with the

tide .

(85, v. n. (from fs, prep. and , to move) , to cause to

approach, to approach, to meet ; v. a . to reweigh .

cestfagi, a. (from (≈5, to approach), meeting, approaching ;

s. a visitor.

(55', s. (from 155 , a sheep , a sheep, a ram, a stupid fellow.

sta , a. (from (551, a rum ) , sheepish, stupid ,

(sta), s. (from ( 871 , a sheep), sheepishness , stupidity.

( s), s. (from (85, a sheep), au ewe, a mound, a dike , an

embankment.

(≈ga , s. (from 151, a mound, and zat, a binding), an

embankment.

(EST), 8. (from (S3, a sheep), a pander, a pimp.

(53atze, a. (from 551, a pander), resembling a pander or

pimp.

( :31, v. (from sts, boiled rice), raw, flabby, starched , dres-

sed with rice gruel (applied to cloth. )

sightЯgi, s. (from 15131, flabby, and co , a species of

fih) , the name of a species of fish, (Gobius Changua,

Hamilton's fishes).

, a. (from fs , to pierce), capable of being divided or

distinguished, penetrable, separable, distinguishable.

(531, 8. from fan, to pierce), a factious or contentious man,

one who sovs sedition, a schismatic, a person who

traitorously corresponds with the enemy, a person who

causes dissension .

18 , v. a. (from fe , to pierce), to pierce, to perforate, to

penetrate, to cause separation, to disunite, to distinguish.

(ER, s. (from [s , to pierce , a perforation, an incision , a

separation of continuity, a separation, disunion , dissi-

milarity, a distinction , a difference , disagreement, dis-

sent, dissension, the sowing of dissension , the breaking

ofthe unanimity of coufederates, penetration, a kind, a

sort, a species, a mystery, a purging by stool. This word

constructed with , to do, means to disunite, to separate,

to pierce, to penetrate, to transfix, with , to speak, it

means to divulge a secret, with 1, to produce, it means

to disaffect, to sow dissension , with ata, to smite, it

means to reconnoitre, and with , to take, it means to

spy out.

( a. (from fe , to perforate), piercing, sowing dissen-

sion, cathartic ; s . one who sows dessension.

(BKE7, u. (from (55, a difference, and to do), dividing,

CET.

disuniting, separating, piercing, penetrating, distinguish

ing, making distinctions.

(S¿PI4C, a. (from (35 a distinction, and 4, means), effect-

ed by means of distinction or separation ; ad. by means

of distinction or separation.

(Shi, s. (from 155 , dfference, and 1, the making), the

sowing of discord or dissension , the making of differ-

ences or distinctions .

( *ta☎, ɑ (from (51 , a difference and at , doing`, di-

viding, disuniting, separating, penetrating, distinguish-

ing, making distinctions.

(skota), a, (from ‹5ã, a difference, and a doing), di-

viding , disuning, separating, penetrating, distinguish-

ing, making distinctions,

( a , s. (from (854, cathartic, and Jak, a medicine), ■

cathartic.

( 434 , a. (from , a difference, and ☎, producing),

causing divisions or disunion, causing separation, caus .

ing dissension.

(5435 , a. (from 5 , a difference, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from division or disunion, pro-

ducible by or arising from separation or dissension.

(543171, ad. (loc. case of ( 551), for the purpose of divi

sion or disunion , for the purpose of separation or dis-

sension.

(543, a . from ( 55, a difference, and , to know ), acquaint.

ed with distinctions or differences , knowing how to sow

dissension.

(54131, s. (from , a difference, and aty, one who

knows), a person acquainted with distinctions or differ

ences, one who knows how to sow dissension.

(81 , 8. (from (54 , a difference, and t , knowledge),

the knowledge of differences or distinctions,

( a. (from (57, a difference, and ts, making

known), making known or publishing differences or

distinctions, publishing separation or dissension.

( 7, 8. (from , a difference, and , a making

known) , the making of differences and distinctions

known, the publishing of separation or dissension.

(54131, ad. from 5 , a distinction, and at , a door), by

or through distinction or separation.

CER , 8. (from fan, to pierce), the piercing or boring of a

thing.

(86, s. from 1377, a separation , and ñʊ, a tooth), a cut-

ting or fore tooth (dentes incisores.)

Enta , a. (from 55, a difference, and fa , causing

to cease , causing differences and distinctious to cease,

causing dissensions to cease.
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ET.

centatge, n . (from ET, a difference, and fala , prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting differences or distinctions,

preventing or resisting separation or cissension.

CERTAZZA, 8. (from (5 , a dfference, and fiata , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of differences or dis-

tinctions, the preventing or resisting of separation or

dissension,

CER 3, s . (from 8 , a difference, and fas, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of difference or distinction ,

the cessation or prevention of dissensions.

confafice, a . from 157, a difference, and fifï³, a cause),

caused by or arising from differences or distinctions ,

caused by or arising from separation or dissension ; ad.

from or because of differences or distinctions , from or

bec use ofseparation or dissension.

confaf219, ad. (from 135, a difference, and faz, a cruse),

for the purpose of differences and distinctions, for se-

paration or dissension .

conaty, a. (from [s , to pierce), penetrable, distinguishable,

separable.

(õi¶ix, a . (from 154, a difference, and † , before), preced-

ed by or arising from differences or distinctions, pre-

ceded by or arising from separation or dissension ; ad.

by or through differences or distinctions, by or through

separation or dissension .

( f , a . (from 1, a difference, and 3 , ob truct-

ing), obstructing or h ntering differences or distinctions,

obstructing or bindering separation or dissension.

5XT3, ɑ. (from (55, difference, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from differences or distinctions , caused

by or arising from separation or dissension ; ad, from

or because of differences or distinctions, from or be-

cause of separation or dissensions ,

(ename, a. (from Sɩ, a distinction , and ano, increasing) ,

increasing a difference or separation, increasing dissen-

tion.

, s (from (5 , a distinction, and , an increasing),

the increasing of a distinction or separation, the in-

creasing of dissension.

( faat, ad. (from 34 , a difference, and fat , without , with-

out or beside differences or distinctions, without or be-

side separation or dissension .

confaft , a. (from E , a difference, and faf possessed

of), abounding in differences or distinctions, full of se-

paration or dissension.

confìa, a. (from (55, a difference, and fasta, destitute),

free from differences or distinctions, free from separa-

tion or dissension.

ভেদ.

nas. (from (55, a distinction, and af , increase), the

increase of difference or distinction, the increase of dis-

seusion.

( ff , a . (from 155, a difference, and af , except-

ed) , differences or distinctions excepted, separation or

dissension excepted .

ভেদব্যতিরেক, s . ( from ভেদ, a difference, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of differences or distinctions

the exception of separation or dissension.

( f , ad. (lo:. case ofcars ), with the excepti

on of differences or distinctions , with the exception of

separation or dissension , without or beside differences

or distinctions, without or beside separation or dissen-

sion.

Safa, a . (from ( , a distinction, and fa, separate) , se-

parate or distinct from difference or separation ; ad, be-

side difference or separation.

(Sz , a. (from (35, a difference, and , a root), origi

nating in differences or distinctions, originating in se-

paration or dissension .

(84F, a. (from (54, a difference, and F.joined), connect-

ed with differences or distinctions , connected with se

paration or dissension.

(85¿ats), a. (from (55 , a difference , and catstr, capable), ca-

pable of or requiring distinction or difference, worthy

of being separated or dissented from.

(53, a . (from 54 , a difference, and 3, destitute),

free from differences or distinctions, free from separa-

tion or dissension .

, s. (from (55. a difference, and to, tranquillity),

the healing of a breach or difference.

( ** , a. (from ce , a difference, and 1, empty), free

from differences or distinctions, free from separation or

dissension.

CB , a. (from 5 , a difference, and 5 , indicating ,

indicating differences or distinctions, indicating separa-

tion or dissension.

1, s. (from 5 , a difference, and at , an indicati-

on), an indication of difference or distinction, an indi-

cation of separation or dissension ,

(55€7, a. (from (55, a difference, and 7, destitute), free

from distinctions or differences , free from separation or

dissension .

(55155*, a. (from (5 , a difference, and cx , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from distinctions or differences , caused

by or arising from separation or dissension ; ad. from

or because of distinctions or differences, from or because

ofseparation or dissension,
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(513.

¿5ñ ' , s. (from Stmis, a particular fish), the name of a spe-

cies of fish, (Perca nebulosa, Buchanan's Mss . Holecen-

tra, La Cepede.)

Ceatati, s . (from c , a difference, and stats , desire), a

desire for dissension or difference, a desire for separa-

tion.

( tætgì, a. (from 55 , a difference, and af , desir-

ous), desirous of dissension or difference, desirous of se-

paration.

ata , a. (from C , a difference, and , unfit), incapa-

ble of distinction or difference, incapable of separation.

ata, s. (from 5 , a difference, and sata, desire),

a desire for dissension or difference, a desire for separa

tiou.

( atsata), a. (from c , a difference, and featfag, de.

sirous), desirous of dissension or difference, desirous of

separation.

Gates , s. (from (51, a difference, and 155, an agree-

ment), distinctions and agreements, separation and uni-

on.

ntata, s. (from ( , a species offish, and at , a fish), the

name of a species of fish, (Perca nebulosa, Buchanan's

Mss. Holocentra, La Cepede. )

test , a, (from (5 , a difference, and atst , incapa-

ble), incapable of difference or distinctions, incapable of

separation.

Enté, a. (from ( ñ, a difference, and 5 fil), fit or proper

to be distinguished or separated.

3, a. (from fo , topierce), divided . separated.

155), a. (from fs , to pierce), penetrating, piercing, distin-

guishing, dissenting, separating.

( †4 , a. (from (55, a difference, and 8 , proper),

properto be separated or distinguished.

, s. (from 5 , a difference, and 8444, alleviation ),

the healing of a difference or separation.

(5: †qa , ɑ . ( from (55, a difference, and ♫☎, all‹vi-

ating), healing a breach or difference.

(55), a. (from fan, to pierce), penetrable, separable.

IL, v.a. (from 5 , tofear), to be alarmed, to be confounded,

The adverbial participle ofthis verb is usually construct-

el with a , to go, but the meaning as above.

atste , s . (from 1, fear, and wate, dumb), a being un-

able to speak through fear, confusion of mind, a shud-

dering.

( 14 , s. (from sЯata, a hornet), a hornet.

(SA), s. (from SÌ, to fear), a long trampet.

(82701, s. (from 473, the name of a plant), the name of the

(Šk.

plant which produces the seed from which Castor oil is

expressed, (Ricinus communis. )

tits , s. (from

oil, (Oleum ricini . )

1 , Ricinus, and ts , oil) , Castor

(58 , s. (from fs , to divide), a raft.

(Sat, s. (from (sa , a raft), a dart, a lance, a float, a raft.

cat, s . (from ( , ignorant), a conjurer, a magician, one

who practises legerdemain.

(3a , s. (from f55, a physician), a drug, a medicine, phy

sic, medicament.

ভেষজ টিকা,(safe , s . (from 5 , a medicine, and afta , a bill, a

pill.

(57 † , s. (from (515, a medicine, and , a limb), the ve

hicle or medium in which medicine is administered.

, a. (from 5 , tofear , singing timidly.

ts , s. (from fei, alms), a collection of alms .

tega, a. (from , to fear ), terrible , dreadful, tremendous,

dangerous, fear-inspiring ; s . one of the names of Shiva,

one of the personified musical modes of the Hindoos,

horror, the property of inspiring horror,

t331, s. (from 757 , dreadful) , terribleness, dreadful.

ness, alarmingness.

taga , s . (from te , dreadful) , terribleness, dreadful-

ness, alarmingness.

tea , s. (from t≈aa , terrific) , one of the names of Doorga

the consort of Shiva, one of the personified musical

modes of the Hindoos.

tēдdom, s. (from tṣṣa, dreadful, and ☛, a wheel), a so-

ciety formed for profligate purposes.

tex , s. (from t385, a drug), a drug , a medicine.

¹, an imitative sound used to express that made by the

long trumpet.

( t , an imitative sound used to express that which arises

from a single discharge of wind backwards.

star , an imitative sound used to express that arising

from repeatedly expelling wind backwards.

(štìæg, s. (from ‹St , Bhotan, and ₹5 , Arum), the name

of a plant, (Arum Colocasia. )

cšte, an imitative sound used to express the grunting of a

hog, a grunt.

(5131, a. (from 5 , splendor, and $43, diminished) , du'l ,

not sharp, the unedible parts of the jak fruit which di-

vide the sced vessels from each other.

¿Stetste, au imitative sound used to express the repeated

grunting of hogs.

estertog , a. (from ( teste, a grunting), grunting,

grumbling in a dissatisfied manuer.
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(Etsy.

cotas, s . (from 545, a species of werel , the name of an

animal of the viverra or weasel kind, (Viverra Bhundur,

Buchanan's Mss . )

(SS), an imitative sound used to express repeated notes

of the large trumpet.

ceta, a. (from , to nourish , satisfied , full, hoven, an abyss.

(51, a vocative particle (from stя, O ho), O ho, soho .

tet , s. (from , hunger, aud 1 , desire ), extreme

faintness through fasting, a famished condition .

Stu, a. (from 5 to eat) , eatable, passible, sufferable.

( † 1 , s. (from 3, to eat) , au eater, a glutton , a person

who enjoys or suffer.

119
ts , s . (from 55, to eat), enjoyment or suffering , the pas

sing through any circumstances or condition whatever

whether ofpleasure or pain. Constructed with , to d ,

this word means to enjoy, to suffer, to undergo, with

31, to cause to hear, it means to scold , to threaten , to

lecture.

teza , a. ( from cats , enjoyment, and d , means ,

effected by means of enjoyment or suffering; ad. by

means of enjoyment or suffering.

tstæt, 4. (from ( st, enjoyment, and , a doer), a per-

sonwho enjoys or suffers.

catstatzæ, a. ( from cuts , enjoyment, and tae, doing), en-

joying, suffering ; s . a person who enjoys or suffers.

c=tstæta, a. (from Etst, enjoyment, and fa , doing), en-

joying, suffering.

cists , s (from catst, enjoyment, and st , a home) , the inner

apartment of a house , the haram .

, a. (from ( tst, enjoyment , and , producing),

producing enjoyment or suffering.

as, produced) ,3. a. from 1st, enjoyment, and

produced by or arising from enjoyment or suffering.

(St ), a. (from ctst , enjoyment, and , producible),

producible by or arising from enjoyment or suffering.

ist5131, ad (loc. case of 97) , for enjoyment or suffer-

ing.

ts , a. (from cstst, enjoyment, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from enjoyment or suffering.

catstat31 , s. (from (sts, enjoyment, and †¾, a giver), a per-

son who confers enjoyment or inflicts suffering.

tstata, s. (from catst, enjoyment, and at , a giving), the

conferring of pleasure or enjoyment, the inflicting of

punishment.

(Sistīte☎, a. (from (5†st, enjoyment, and ītṛē, giving), be-

stowing enjoyment, inflicting sufferings.

¿stantp), a. (from (sist, enjoyment, and 41f , giving), be-

stowing enjoyment, inflicting suffering,

(Sist.

catsfast , a . (from Catst, enjoyment, and fats, afflicted),

tired or distressed with enjoyment.

(Stdata , ad. (from (515, enjoyment, and atṛ, a door), by

or through enjoyment or suffering.

Stafa , a. (from 1st , enjoyment, and fa , cusing

to cease), putting an end to enjoyment or suffering.

¿ststik , s. (from csts, enjoyment, and 5, the body), the

body considered as the seat of enjoyment or suffering

( Ststati , a. (from (5¡st, enjoyment, and † 1, destructible).

destructibie by enjoyment or suffering, expiable by

suffering.

Stafat , a . (from ist, enjoyment, and fast , prevent

ing , resisting or preventing enjoyment or suffering .

Gate , s. (from catst, enjoyment, and fata , a prevent-

ing) , the resisting or preventing of enjoyment or suffer-

ing.

cifica, s. (from (5tst, enjoyment, and fa , cessation ),

the prevention or cessation of enjoyment or suffering.

fiface, a. (from cst, enjoyment, and f , a cause),

caused by or arising from enjoyment or suffering ; ad.

from or because ofenjoyment or suffering.

staff , ad. (from c5.st , enjoyment, and fis , a cause),

for enjoyment, for suffering.

catst , a. (from (3ts, enjoyment, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from enjoyment or suffering, by or

through enjoyment or suffering. -

¿ststafazax, a. (from cts, enjoyment, and af , obstrucl-

ing), obstructing enjoyment or suffering.

Sistetta, s. (from (Sist , enjoyment, and at , evidence), en-

joyment or possession considered as evidence of a

right, the proof or evidence of possession or enjoy

ment.

ts , a. (from ts , enjoyment , and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from enjoyment or suffering ; ad.

from or because of enjoyment or suffering.

¿ststæe, a. (from cstst, enjoyment), pleasurable, yielding en-

joyment.

cetstast, s. (from cststae, suffering), the name of the infer-

nal Ganges, or the river of hell.

catstata, s . (from (Ststae, enjoying), enjoying, suffering, dan

cing, acting, singing.

sta , ad. (from ctst, enjoyment, and fat , without),

without or beside enjoyment or suffering.

tsfaf , ɑ. (from (Stst , enjoyment, and feft , possessed

of), attended by enjoyment or suffering.

☛tsfaxta, a. (from (sts , enjoyment, and faxì” , destitute),

destitute of enjoyment, free from suffering,
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stuffs, a. (from ist , enjoyment, and af , except-

ed), enjoyment or suffering excepted.

ctstarfsra , s. (from cats, enjoyment, and afere, an ex-

ception) , the exception of enjoyment or suffering.

ifs , ad. (loc, case of cststufs ) , with the excep-

tion ofenjoyment or suffering, without or beside enjoy-

ment or suffering.

123, s. (from cœtî , enjoyment , and arts, an obsta-

cle) , an obstacle to enjoyment or suffering.

eststatītē, a . (from cist, enjoyment, and zitatge, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to enjoyment or suf-

fering.

sta, a. (from tst , enjoyment, and a separate), se-

parate or distinct from enjoyment or suffering ; ad, be-

side enjoyment or suffering.

‹ tsï³, a . (from (Stst, enjoyment, and . joined , connect-

ed with enjoyment or suffering.

atst , a . (from 1st, enjoyment, and catst , worthy),

worthy of enjoyment or suffering.

Straig³, a. (from tst enjoyment, and ₹553, destitute), des-

titute of enjoyment, free from suffering.

tstatst, s. (from ( st , enjoyment. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), possession,

Stats, s . (from 1st, enjoyment , and ats, acquisition ,

the obtaining of enjoyment, the suffering of misery.

( ts , a. (from (sts , enjoyment, and A , empty) , desti-

tute ofenjoyment, free from suffering.

Etst , s. (from ctst, enjoyment, and t , a place , the

body considered as the seat of sensual enjoyment or

suffering, the inner apartment ofa house, a haram .

stst , u. (from ctst, enjoyment, and 1 , destitu'e ), desti-

tute of enjoyment, free from suffering.

( †stig , a. (from tst, enjoyment, and 13, a cause , caus-

ed by or arising from enjoyment or suffering ; ad. from

or because of enjoyment or suffering.

stя1, v. a. (from , to enjoy), to cause to enjoy or suffer;

also, s . (from 5, to be crooked), deceit, imposition , a

cheat, deception, a snare. Constructed with 41 , to give,

this word means to delude , to impose upon a person, to

cheat, to dupe, to misguide.

tttt , s. (from cstst, enjoyment, and atat , desire), a

desire for enjoyment.

stræt , a. (from tst, enjoyment, and stats , desir-

ous), desirous of enjoyment.

, a. from cats , deceit, and tax , giving) , deceiv

ing, delusive, imposing , circumventing.

Cistrata, a. (from (Stat, enjorment, and 1 , under), sub-

ject to enjoyment or suffering.

(Etsit.

ætstæ, 8. (from cats , to cause to enjoy), the causing another

to enjoy or suffer.

cetstta , a. (from ( tst , enjoyment, and , unfit ) , unwor

thy of enjoyment or suffering.

Statf , s. (from ( t1, to cause to enjoy), the causing ofan-

other to enjoy or suffer.

(Sistifaøl, a. (from 511, to cause to enjoy), causing to en-

joy or suffer; s . one who causes another to enjoy or

suffer.

Cista , a. (from cstst, enjoyment, and tfyn, follow-

ing), according with or following upon enjoyment or suf

fering.

costat, a. (from cost , enj yment, and a , correspond-

ing with), corresponding with enjoyment or suffering.

ststaat, a. (from cstst, enjoyment, and at , follow-

ing according with or following upon enjoyment or

suffering.

Sistani, ad, (from cuts , enjoyment, and vaata, afol-

ring) , according to enjoyment or suffering.

, s. from (51st, enjoyment, and ☎☎, an end), the end

of enjoyment or suffering.

(Stяt5t " , s . if om (5¡st, enjoymenꞌ, and s☎ta, non-existence),

the absence of enjoyment or suff ring, impunity.

ts. (from (5st, enjoyment, and fats, desire), a

desire for enjoyment.

costata , a. (from 51st, enjoymen ' , aud at , desir

ous), desirous of enjoyment.

(Statists , s. from (5ts , enjoyment, and aɩsts, non.enjoy.

ment , enjoyment or non-enjoyment, suffering or not suf

fering.

Statuts , a. (from cst, enjoyment, and T(MI, unwor-

thy) unworthy of enjoyment or suffering.

tstt , s (from cstst, enjoyment, and f, an object), enjoy

ment considered as an object, an object of enjoyment ;

a . having enjoyment for the object.

(Stat31, s. (from (Ststt , an object of enjoyment), the cir

cumstance of being the object of enjoyment.

st , s. (from (ststtf, an object of enjoyment), the cir-

cumstance of being the object of enjoyment.

ststtu , a. (from catst, enjoyment, and fa, desirous), de-

sirous of enjoyment.

stste , ad. (from cst, enjoyment, and sư, an object,, for

enjoyment or suffering.

Etstt , a. (from ts, enjoyment, and x , fit), worthy of

enjoyment or suffering.

(sta , s. from , to eat) , a king's concubine.

stat, a. (from S , to eat), enjoying, possessing, suffering ;

s. a suake,
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(5/3.

citяg), s. (from ‹ ist, enjoyment, aud , desire), a desire

for enjoyment.

(Si¿sią, a. (from (³ts , enjoyment , aud ₹5, desirous), desirous

of enjoyment.

, a. (from catst, enjoyment, and 5. desirous) , desir

ous of enjoyment.

( t , a . (from csts, enjoyment, and 84º, proper),

proper to be enjoyed.

ts , a . (from E , to eat), eatable , obliging to enjoyment

or suffering, sufferable, capable of being enjoyed , plea-

surable, enjoyable.

stit , s. (from cst , enjoyable, and tfa, a loan) , a losn

to the use of which the person who receives it is enti-

tled.

t , s. (from 55, to ent), a feast, a meal, a banquet, the

name of a country in the neighbourhood of Patna , the

name of a king of Oojuyu ee who was a great patron

of learning and learned men , legerdemain.

, s. (from to eat , the act of eating, a meal.

(Gt3azzd , a. (from St37, an eating, and ♬șa, means) ,

effected by means of eating ; ad. by means of eating.

Ja, ɑ. (from St , an eating, and *tạể, doing),

eating, feeding.

State , a. ( from tu , an eating, and atfa7, doing),

eating, feeding.

( tas , s. (from (st , an eating, and s , a house , a

dining room, the apartment in which a family takes its

meals.

(3.471, a. (from 17, an ealing, and I , producible)

producible by or arising from eating.

(Stal , ad. loc. case of ( 1351), for feeding, for eat-

ing.

(511x1, ad. (from t , eating, and t , a door , by or

through eating.

(Staafaidæ, ɑ. (from St , an eating, and fa , caus-

ing to cease , putting a stop to eating.

Œtsafastaæ, a. (from 5:55, an eating, and fartaæ, preven'.

ing), resisting or preventing eating.

(Slmafazlad, s. (from (St33, an eating, and faæt , a pre-

venting), the resisting or preventing of eating.

taf afe, s. (from 513 , an eating, and fafe, cessation),

the prevention or cessation of eating.

(Stu÷f3f136, α. ( ¡ rom (S†57, an eating, and fafaï, a cause),

caused by or arising from eating ; ad. from or because

of eating..

estmafaface, ad. (from (5†57, an eating, and fifi , a cause),

for the purpose of eating,

(staaqfx, a . ( from (S†57, an eating, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from eating ; ad, by or through eat-

ing.

ভোজনপুতিবন্ধক, a . (from ভোজন , an eating , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to eating.

(STEINE™, ɑ . (from (5:37, an eating, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from eating ; ad. from or because

of eating.

Stano, ɑ. (from (5t34 , an eating, and t☎, increasing),

increasing eating.

(3131457 , s . (from (551, an ea'ing, and 157, an increas-

ing), the increasing of eating.

stafa , ed. (from 157, an eating, and fat, without),

without or beside eating.

(staafamta, s. (from (St57, an eating, and frata, enjoy.

ment), the enjoyment of eating, luxury, epicurism .

(stafamti, u. (from 15t37, an eating, and fratfag, en-

jying , luxurious, delighting in eating.

คStaf , s. (from (5t57, an eating, and T , increase), the

increase of eating.

ভোজনব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from তৌজন , an eating, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), eating excepted.

ta , s. (from cst , an eating, and figs, an

exception) , the exception of eating.

ভোজনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of :ভাজনব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception ofeating , without or beside eating.

(B)FAU1T13, S. (from (55 , an eating, and artats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to eating.

(stgautats», a . ( from 537, an ea'ing, and zitatea, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to eating.

(sta×ſsa, ɑ. (from S¡7, an eating, and fou, separate), se-

parate or disinct from eating ; ad. beside eating.

(staaf , s. (from t , ea ing, and fas, a house), a

dining room, a banqueting house .

¿Staaratsı , a. (from ( † , an eating, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of being eaten, eatable, worthy of admission to

a meal.

(Stats , s . (from cst , an eating, and "fs, power) , abi-

lity to take food .

cata , s . (from ( 57, an eating, and tai, a house),

the apartment in which a family takes its meals, a din-

ing room.

tata, a. (from (5134, an eating, and a, a dispositi-

on), inclined to eat.

a cause),(SjFlz , “. (from , an eating, and

caused by or arising from eating ; ad, from or because

of eating.
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cotantata , s . (from est , an erling, and tgt, desire ) , || (stafata , a. (from afar , legerdemain, and a,

a desire to eat, hunger, appetite.

Catet , a. (from (St , an eating, and attrs , desir

ous) , desirous of eating, hungry, having an appetite.

statata, s. (from cst , an eating, and stig, a house),

the apartment in which a family takes its meals, a din-

ing room.

stata , a. (from ( st , an eating, and 5 , unfit), un-

fit to be eaten, unfit to be admitted to a meal.

tata , s. (from (5157, an eating, and 4, corres-

ponding with , corresponding with eating.

cofantastia, ad, (from (8†53, an eating, and at?, afol-

lowing), according to eating.

tata , a. from ( 55 , an eating, and af , remain.

ing), left after eating ; s . orts.

(Staatsata, s. (from est , an eating, and sata, de-

sire), a desire for eating, hunger, appetite.

cetate , a. (from cst , an eating, and fat ,

desirous) , desirous of eating, hungry, having an appe-

tite.

tatals , a . (from (5†57, an eating, and Tis , unwor-

thy), unworthy of being admitted to a meal, unfit to

be eaten.

tatul , a. (from est , an eating, and , desirous),

desirous of eating, hungry.

tan , ad. (from 15 , an eating, and aú, an object),

for eating.

stat , a. (from cst , an eating, and , fi ), fit to be

admitted to a meal , fit to be eaten .

staty, a. (from 5 , to eat), eatable, edible, proper for

food.

st, s. (from 13 , an eating, and 31 , a desire , a

desire to eat, hunger, appetite.

a. (from cst , an eating, and 5 , desirous) , de-

sirous of eating, hungry, having an appetite.

(StIlXX, a. (from cst , an eating, and 3 , desirous),

desirous of eating, hungry, having an appetite.

ভোজনোপযুক্ত, a . (from ভোজন , an eating, and উপযুক্ত, pro-

per), proper to be eaten, proper to be admitted to a

meal.

cotaata?, s. (from csta, legerdemain, and silu, play), sleight

of hand.

stafat, 8. (from t , legerdemain, and fear , science ,

sleight of hand.

colofamizade, a. (from (S11, legerdemain, and 3 ,

means), effected by means of magic or legerdemain ;

ad, by means of magic or legerdemain .

producible), producible by or arising from magic or le-

gerdemain.

(Stefania , ad. (loc . case of stafuta , for magic,

for legerdemain.

tafatit, ad. (from Stafa11, legerdemain, and Ty;

a door), by or through magic or legerdemain .

( f , a. (from Stefan , legerdemain , and f ,

a cause , caused by or arising from magic or legerde.

main ; ad. from or because of magic or legerdemain .

stefanitfaface , od. (from (stafari, legerdemain, and faf±³,

a cause), for magic, for legerdemain,

Gigantzat , s. (from (5tafast , legerdemain, and Яat ,

display), a display of magic or legerdemain.

(stafa , a. (from Stafa , legerdemain, and

, displaying , displaying magic or legerdemain.

start , s. (from 32 , legerdemain, and st

power), the power of magic or legerdemain.

(Stsfatqys, a. (from (Stafait , legerdemain, and TF,

caused by), caused by or arising from magic or legerde-

main ; ad. from or because of magic or legerdemain.

(stsfæamnees, a . (from (Stafaa11 , legerdemain , and a ,

a cause), caused by or arising from magic or legerde.

main ; ad from or because of magic or legerdemain.

stafe , a. (from , to eat), proposed for the feeding

of others.

Etafys), s. (from 5, to eat), one who entertains or feeds

others, an host.

(staḍta, s. (from (55, a proper name, and at53, a king),

a king of Oojjuyunee who is celebrated as the patron of

learning and learned men ; he is supposed to have lived

about the end of the tenth century.

st , a. (from 5 , to eat), eatable, edible, fit for food, in-

tended to be eaten,

(Staħta, s. (from (S†51 , lo be eaten, and ħħa̸, a gift), an of-

fering made to the ancestors at a shraddha.

ta , s. (from ( † ) , what is to be eaten, and 1, a

production), chyle, the primary juice of the body.

Startas. (from (5† , to be eaten, and ¤ , food , food to

be eaten, eatable food , a tabie companion.

(Stata , s. (from certa, food to be eaten), the circum-

stance of being food which is to be eaten, the circum-

stance of being a table companior.

(StateĦŃ, 8. (from (star , to be eaten, and 8xa ,̸ an offere

ing), an offering to the ancestors at a shradha.

sit , s.
(from cst , Bhotan), a sort of red blanket made in

Bhotau,
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cttte, s. (from ret, Bhotan, and 8, an end) , the coun-

try called Boutan, properly Bhotanta.

cot , s. (from 5 to be propitious , a trumpet, a boat of a

particular description.

†şfЯy, a. (from ( ¡5 , a trumpet), blowing a trumpet ; s a

trumpeter.

31, a. (from 1 , splendor, and 3 , gone), dull, blunt, ob-

tuse,; s. the peel ofa fruit, a tegument,

(Staz, 8. (from sa , a bee), a bee, an auger, a drill to bore

holes, a watering pot.

, s. (from F, the brow, and cat , hair) , the eye lashes.

, a. from 51 , to shine , early ; s . the morning, the dawn.

centa, ad. (loc. case of cta) , in the morning, at dawn.

(Stat, 2. (from 53, toforget), forgetful ; s . the name ofthree

species of fish, (Bola Coitor, B. Chaptee, and B. Pama,

Hamilton's fishes.)

tata , s. (from ceta , a species offish and at , a fish),

the name of three distinct species of fish ; see the pre-

ceding word.

ve, a. (from 53, an element ofmalter), material, be-

longing to apparitions or evil spirits ; s . one of the

names of Shiva.

ভৌষ, s.
s. (from the earth), the planet Mars, which per-

sonified is in Hindoo Mythology the son of the earth,

ambergris ; a . earthly, terrestrial.

fae, a. (from

from the ground.

S.

4 , land), belonging to land, produced

ats. (from , the earth) , one of the names of Seeta the

consort of Rama.

SIASA, a. (from 511, acquired by study, and ã, a mis-

take), stupid, muzzle-headed, incapable ofcomprehend-

ing what is spoken.

tt, an imitative sound used to express the bleating of

sheep.

stesste, an imitative sound used to express the talking of

nonsense.

Sital , v. a. (from , prep. and an, to be), to study, to

committo memory ; the word is generally used ironical-

ly to express that a person is inattentive to study.

stt, an imitative sound used to express garrulity or

gibble gabble, also to express filthiness of clothes , ves-

sels, or other things.

, an imitative sound used to express the bleating of a

goat.

5 , s. (from , to fall), a fall, depravity, a fal: from vir-

tue, ruin.

, v. n . (from , to move), to err, to mistake, to be wrong.

, s. (from 2, to move), an error, a mistake, a blunder, a

ভ.ু.

whirling, a going round, a whirlpool, an eddy, a whirl-

wind, a lathe, a potter's wheel, a roaming, a wander-

ing.

EIXI, a . (from XI, a mistake, and ą, to do) , making blun

ders or mistakes , erring.

KITIST, a. (from 5 , an error, and zad , means), effected

by means of error or mistake ; ad. by means of error or

mistake.

gata , a . (from , a mistake, and at , doing), making

mistakes, erring.

saata, a. (from §™, a mistake, and ifi , doing), making

mistakes, erring.

SIFA, ad. (from ST, a mistake, and T , a step), through

error or mistake.

SIKIT, a. (from 3 , a mistake, and 7 , producing) , pro-

ducing errors or mistakes.

sis, a. (from , an error, and 3, produced), pro

duced by or arising from error or mistake.

1, a . (from , a mistake, and , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from error or mistake.

SAI, ad. (loc, case of 571), for errors or mistakes.

ts, a. (from 5 , an error, and t³, produced,, produc

ed by or arising from error or mistake.

, s. (from 5 , to move), a wandering about, the tra-

versing of a place, a mistaking, an erring, a turning or

whirling.

HII, a. (from 544, a wandering, and ☎, to do), wander

ing, erring.

1, s. (from 4, a wandering, and , a doer), one

who wanders about, one who traverses any space, one

who errs or mistakes.

, a (from 5 , a wandering, and atas, doing),

wandering, roaming, turning or whirling.

stat, a. (from 4, a wandering, and af , doing),

wandering, roaming, turning or whirling.

Sd71, a. (from 544, a wandering, and 1, pr ducible),

producible by or arising from roaming or wandering.

, ad. (loc. case of A , forthe purpose ofroam.

ing or wandering.

fafa , a. (from 54, a wandering, and fafas, a cluse),

caused by or arising from roaming or wandering ; ad.

from or because of roaming or wandering.

ft , ad. (from 5 , a wandering, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of roaming or wandering.

, a. (from 4, aandering, and f, before), pre-

ceded by or arising from roaming or wandering ; ad. by

or through roaming or wandering.

gf , a. (from ad, a wandering, and af , ob

LIII1
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structing), operating as an obstacle to roaming or wan-

dering .

$1,417, a. (from Sad, a wandering, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from roaming or wandering ; ad.

from or because ofroaming or wandering.

fat, ad. (from 4 , a wandering, and 1 , without), with-

out or beside roaming or wandering.

SF, a. (from , a wandering, and arfa , except-

ed), roaming or wandering excepted.

fata , s. (from 4, a wandering, and afstṛæ, an ex-

ception), the exception ofroaming or wandering.

saquforge, ad. (loc. case of fora ), with the excep

tion ofroaming or wandering, without or beside roam-

ing or wandering.

SæqWG, 8. (from 44, a wandering, and astat3, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to roaming or wandering.

State, a. (from 4 , a wandering, and tætza, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to roaming or wan-

dering.

Sd , a. (from Sad, a wandering, and f5a, separate), se-

parate or distinct from wandering.

şaqata, s. (from 54 , a wandering, and ata, mere), a mere

roaming or wandering about.

Stats , a. (from 54, a wandering, and catst , worthy),

fit or worthy to roam or wander, fit to be the field of

a person's wanderings or travels .

FINITE, a. (from şa , a wandering, and (77, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from roaming or wandering ; ad, from

or because of roaming or wandering.

Stat1, s. (from 5 , a wandering, and tat , desire),

a desire to roam or wander, a desire to travel.

Saatett, a. (from , wandering, and atat , desirous ),

desirous ofwandering or travelling.

Saatfata, s. (from 4 , a wandering, and feta, desire),

a desire to wander or travel.

Sifstal, a. (from , a wandering, and femtfag, de-

sirous), desirous of wandering or travelling.

Sate, a. (from 4, a wandering, and fit , fit to be the

scene of a person's travels, fit to wander or travel.

xxl, a. (from SI, to travel), travelling, wandering, roam-

ing.

Exaxı, s. (frəm z4, a wandering, and T¹, desire), a de-

sire to wander or travel.

4 , a. (from 514, a wandering, and 3 , desir‹us), desir-

ous of wandering or travelling.

a . a. (from 5 , a wandering, and 8, desirous), de-

sirous of wandering or travelling.

alt , a. (from 4, a wandering, and se , proper),

FX.

proper to be the scene of a person's travels or wander.

ings, proper to travel or wander about.

1, ad. (from ST, an error, and Ty, a door) , by or

through error or mistake.

5 , s. (from 5 , an error, and , destruction), the de-

struction or dissipation of error or mistake.

, . (from 5 , an error, and , destructive), de-

structive to or dissipating error or mistake.

, a. (from 3 , an error, and , destructive), de

structive to or dissipating error or mistake.

Sat , s. (from 51, an error, and † , destruction), the de-

struction or dissipating of error or mistake.

sante, a. (from , an error, and * , destructive), de

structive to or dissipating error or mistake.

safe, a, from , a mistake, and fa, causing

cease), causing errors or mistakes to cease.

safata , a. (from 5 , a mistake, and fatza, preventing),

preventing errors or mistakes.

Safaatad, s. (from TA, a mistake, and fratad, a preventing),

the preventing of errors or mistakes .

safaf , s. (from 5º, a mistake, and faq , cessation), the

cessation of errors or mistakes.

safafas, a. (from , a mistake , and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from errors or mistakes ; ad. from or

because of error or mistake.

ff , ad. (from 5 , a mistake, and fifa, a cause), for

errors or mistakes.

st , a (from 3 , a mistike, and , before), preceded

by or arising from errors or mistakes ; ad. by or through

errors or mistakes.

Sif , a. (from , a mistake, and fs , obstrucl-

ing), obstructing errors or mistakes.

SITF, a. (from § , a mis´ake, and ч , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from errors or mistakes ; ad. from or

because of errors or mistakes.

sas, a. (from 54, an error, and ☎, increasing), in-

creasing errors or mistakes.

312 , s. (from 5 , an error, and 4, an increasing), the

increasing of errors or mistakes.

gafe , ad. (from 51, a mistake, and fiЯt, without), with-

out or beside errors or mistakes.

safafa, a . (from 51 , a mistake, and fift , possessed of),

mistaken, erroneous .

gafada, a. (from 51 , a mistake, and fri , destitute), free

from errors or mistakes.

safa, s. (from E , an error, and af , increase), the in-

crease of errors or mistakes.
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sat.

Suffs, a. (from , a mistake, and fof , excepted),

errors or mistakes excepted .

auft , 8. (from 54, a mistake, and afst , an excepti

on), the exception of errors or mistakes.

fire, ad. (loc. case of fota ), with the exception

oferrors or mistakes, without or beside errors or mistakes.

tat , s. (from 1 , a mistake, and art , an obstacle),

an obstacle or hinderance to errors or mistakes.

Cetate, a. (from ga, a mistake, and artatzæ, obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering errors or mistakes .

sasa, a. (from § , an error, and fe , separate), separate

or distinct from error or mistake ; ad. beside errors or

mistakes.

gt , s. (from 51, a mistake, and at , mere), a mere mis-

take, a simple error.

SIZE, a. (from 51, a mistake, and , a root) , originat-

ing in error or mistake.

SITF, a. (from S51, a mistake, and 1 , joined), connected

with error or mistake, erroneous , mistaken .

MİT, a. (from SI, an error, and cats , capable) , capa-

ble of error or mistake.

517, s. (from 517, moving, and 4, to sound), a bee.

Szafk³, a. (from 5 , a mistake, and af , destitute), free

from error or mistake .

€1 , 8. (from 543 , a bɛe) , a female bee .

st , a. (from xx, an error), prone to error or mistake,

erroneous .

, a . (from 5º, an error, and "ft , a propensity), inclin-

ed to error, forgetful.

, a . (from șa, a mistake, and as, empty), free from

error or mistake.

EI556, a. (from 5º, a mistake, and 5 , indicating), iudi-

cating error or mistake .

esta, a. (from 57, a mistake, and 1 , destitute), free from
হুমহীন,

error or mistake .

BAIK, a. (from 9 , a mistake, and a cause), caused

by orarising from error or mistake ; ad. from or because

of error or mistake.

, a. (from 3 , a mistake, and at , spirit), identified

with error or mistake.

, a (from E , an error, and , subject), subject

to or under error or mistake.

Extag, a. (from 51, an error , and 5 , incapable), incapa-

ble of error or mistake.

Satlattı, a. (from 54, an error, and œätstī, incapable), in-

capable of error or mistake.

, a. (from 54, an error, and 5 , capable), capable of er-

ror or mistake.

FU.

fa, 8. (from , to wander), dizziness, giddiness , the ver-

tigo, stupor, forgetfulness, a sceptic, a whirling round,

a going round, an error or mistake, a blunder, a lathe,

a potters wheel, an eddy, a whirlpool, a whirlwind.

Sfaxa, a. (from T , giddiness , and , to do), making dize

zy or giddy, whirling round.

s , a. (from f , giddiness, and , producing),

making dizzy or giddy , causing to whirl round.

gfIGI , ɑ. (from fa, giddiness, and 3, producible), pro-

ducible by giddiness or whirling round.

far, ad. (loc. case of 1), for giddiness, for whirle

ing round.

gafifaze, a. (from , giddiness, and fas , a cause),

caused by or arising from giddiness or whirling round ;

ad, from or because of giddiness or whirling round.

fafafa , ad. (from fr , giddiness, and faf , a cause), for

giddiness , for whirling round,

, a. (from ef , giddiness, and T , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from giddiness or whirling round ; ad.

from or because of giddiness or whirling round.

fafa1, ad. (from fa, giddiness, and feat, without), with

out or beside giddiness or whirling round.

gfaufsfa , a. (from fa , giddiness, and fofa , exceplo

ed , giddiness or whirling round excepted .

affa , s. (from , giddiness, and if³ɩx™, an excep-

tion), the exception of giddiness or whirling round.

farfar , ad. (loc. case of frafat ), with the excep-

tion of giddiness or whirling round, without or beside

giddiness or whirling round.

safea, a. (from fa, giddiness, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from giddiness or whirling round ; ad. beside

giddiness or whirling round.

saatta, s. (from fa, giddiness, and ats , to be in contact),

a being affected with giddiness, a being forgetful.

Sfars , a . from fa, giddiness, and (55, a cause , caus-

ed by or arising from giddiness or whirling round ; ad.

from or because of giddiness or whirling round,

st , ad. (loc. case of ), through mistake, inadvertently.

, a. (from , tofall), fallen from virtue, fallen from an

office, depraved, corrupted ; also, (from , to fry),

fried, parched, baked , toasted , roasted,

E , s. (from5 , corrupted), corruptedness, depravity, de

gradation, a fallen state.

E , s . (from E , corrupted), corruptedness, depravity, de-

gradation, a fallen state .

571, s. (from , fallen), depravity, a fallen state, de-

gradation.

LI11113
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53.

tota, s. (from g , corrupted, and stola, conduct), a

corrupt or depraved line of conduct.

Sista , a. (from 5 ,fallen, and of , practising) , hete-

rodox, acting in a depraved or dissolute manner.

tal, s. (from E , polluted , depravity, pollution, unprin-

cipledness.

ti, s. (from 5 , corrupted, and t* , fear), jealousy

of a wife.

Eta , s. (from 3 , to shin ), bile, the bilious humour.

sifs , a. (from 51 , to shine), elegant, splendid, shining

with ornaments, gawdy.

Eti, s. (from t³, a brother), a brother.

te , s . (from 513, a brother, and , a son), a brother's

son.

Stal, s. (from gy, a brother, and 1, a daughter), a

brother's daughter.

3. s. (from st , to shine), a brother, an uterine brother.

Star , s. (from t , a brother, and 1, a daughter), a

brother's daughter.

, a. (from St a brother, and 7, to le produced),

produced from a brother ; s. a brother's son.

Si , a. (from gig, a brother, and , to beproduced),

produced from a brother; s. a brother's daughter.

E , s. (from 53, a brother, and t1, a wife), a bro-

ther's wife.

, . (from a brother, and fast , the second),

the name of the second lunar day of the moon's increase

in the month of Kartika, on which day sisters prepare

a feast for their brothers.

S , s . (from 3, a brother, and , a wife), a brother's

wife.

ta, s. (from gta, a brother, and , a son), a brother's

son.

ga , s. (from St , a brother, and ì, a daughter), a

brother's daughter.

staat, s. (from gig, a brother, and z4, a wife), a bro-

ther's wife.

gta , s. (from Stz, a brother`, a brother's son , an enemy.

Sia, s. (from 3, a brother, and 7, a father-in-law),

a husband's elder brother.

giny, s. (fromgig, a brother), a brother's son ; a. fraternal,

brotherly.

, a. (from 3 , to wander), wandered, mistaken, fallen

into error.

5ife, s. (from 31, to wander), a mistake, an error, a delu-

sion, a blunder.

Sifaxa, a. (from stfe, an error, and æ, to do), erring, mis-

taking, blundering.

şife.

stfoxydæ, c. (from 5)fs, an error, and 34, meins) , effect-

ed by means of error or mistake ; ad. by means of er-

ror or mistake.

Effe , ad (from tfs, mistake, and a, a step), through

or by means of error or mistake.

gifosas, a. (from gifs, an error, and Fa☎, producing), pro-

ducing error or mistake.

sias, a. (from Stfs, an error, and aft3, produced),

produced by error or mistake.

stf851, a. (from gifs, an error, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from error or mistake.

Sifaurar, ad. ( loc. case of tf ), for error or mistake.

Etførst, s. (from gifs, an error, and 31st, relinqu sh-

ment , the relinquishment or forsaking of error or mis-

take.

gifstal, a. (fom , an error, and Grifa , relinquish,

ing), forsaking error or mistake.

Stføïtzi, ad. (from Stfs, an error, and at?, a door , by or

through error or mistake.

fade, a. ( from gifs, error, and fass, causing to

cease), causing error or mistake to cease.

gifsfazze, a. (from f . errer, and fata , preventing ,

preventing error or mistake.

Sifafata , s. (from 5fs , error, and fats , a preventing ,

the preventing of error or mistake.

Stafa , s. (from gifs, error, and fafa, cessit on), the

cessation of error or mistake.

Stfafafas , a. from frror, and fafas, a cause), caus

ed by or arising from error or mistake ; ad. from or be

cause of error or mistake.

gifsfafie, ad. (from gifs, error, and fif×³, a cause), for

error or mistake .

gifenfa371st, 8. (from Stfs, an error, and fats, relin-

qui hment), the forsaking of error or mistake.

Şifafantsit, a. (from tfs, an error, and ta relin

quishing , forsaking error or mistake.

*

Stf , a. (from Etíð, error, and , before ), preceded

by or arising from error or mistake; ad. by or through

error or mistake .

Effexus, a. (from gifs, error, and q , caused by), caus.

ed by or arising from error or mistake ; ad. from or

because of error or mistake.

Stføres, a . (from gifs, an error, and ☎, increasing), in-

creasing error or mistake.

gifszái, s (from gifs, an error, and 157, an increasing),

the increasing of error or mistake,

giffent, ad. (from St , error, and fe , without , without

or beside error or mistake,
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SA.
zs.

gifufafty, a. (from at , error, and fat , possessed of), 11 , s. (from , the brow, and a , a process), in ana-

abounding with errors or mistakes .

Sifefast , a . (from gifs, error, and fax17, destitute) , free

from errors or mistakes.

giförfa, s. (from gifs, an error, and , increase), the in-

crease of error or mistake.

stfoufofe, a. (from gifs, error, and fofa , excepted),

errors or mistakes excepted .

Sifcuf¾çæ, s . (from gifs, error, and fng , an excepti

on), the exception of errors or mistakes.

ferne, ad. (loc. case of faufta ) , with the excep

tion of errors or mistakes, without or beside errors or

mistakes.

Sifa, a. (from sifs, an error, and (57, separate), separate

or distinct from error or mistake ; ad. beside error or

mistake.

Sie , a . (from fa, a mistake, and , joined), connected

with error or mistake, abounding with errors or mistakes.

Sifarist , a. (from Sifs, a mistake, and casts, capable); ca-

pable of or liable to error or mistake.

Safes, a. (from 3, error , and 3f53, destitute),

from error or mistake.

free

fact, a. (from gifs, error, and , aform), in the man-

ner of error or mistake .

Sifat , a . (from gifs, error, and * , empty), free from

error or mistake .

giferia, a. (from gifs, error, and a, destitute), free from

error or mistake.

gfar5zx, a. (from gifs, error, and 5. a cause), caused

by or arising from error or mistake ; ad. from or be-

cause of error or mistake.

ta , a (from gifs, error, and ¤ , fit), liable to error or

mistake.

a , a. (from 5 , to err), causing error or mistake ; s . a

cheat , a swindler, a shakal, the loadstone, a sunflower,

(Helianthus annuus. )

, s. (from E , to more), the eyebrow.

at. s . (from , the brow, and to make crooked), a

frown

FF9, s. (from , the brow, and ( 4, throwing) , a frown, a

forbidding aspect .

Ed, s . (from Fɖ, to hope), a fœtus, an unborn child .

FF, a. (from S , afætus, and I, to kill), causing aborti-

on, destroying the fœtus.

, s. (from , afætus, and 31, murder), the procur

ing ofabortion, the destruction of a fœtus .

Fax¹ , a. (from S4, a jœtus, and 7, to kill , causing abor-

tion, destroying the foetus.

tomy the name of an elevation of the skull, (Orbitarius

processus.)

, s. (from , the brow, and s , a breaking), a frown,

the distorting of the brow.

3 , s. (from , the brow, and Я, a breaking) , a frown,

a distortion of the brow.

, a. (from , the brow, and , a form), consisting of

or identified with the brow.

জ্বলতা, S. (from the brow , and 31 , a climber), the brow

compared to the gentle bends of a climbing plant .

is , contracting),

the name of a muscle which serves to contract the

brow, (corrugator supercilii.)

, a. (from , the brow, and

T..

is the twenty- fifth consonant in the Hindoo system and

the fifth ´nasa', it is sounded like the English m ; v. a.

(from a , tò churn), to churn, to agitate.

a , s. (from ama, a breaking), a ladder, an instrument made

like a small ladder used to harrow the soil after plow-

ing.

, s. (from a, filth), dirt, filth.

28, s. (from , honey), honey.

81, s. (from I , the name ofa tree), the name of a tree

from the flowers of which a spirituous liquor is made,

(Bassia longifolia.)

8 , s. (from a honey, and t , a tuber), the name of

a species ofyam, (Dioscorea aculeata.)

atæ, s. (from 2ª, honey, and otæ, a comb , a honey comb.

8 , s. from honey, and 5 , to suck), the name of

two beautiful little birds which suck honey from flow-

ers like the humming bird , (Certhia Zeylanica, and C.

cruentata. )

E, s. (from t, a crown), a crown , a diadem.

asata, s. (from 7, honey, and afx , a fly), the common

honey bee.

1, s . (from TJŠE, a species offish), the name of a

species of fish, (Cyprinus Morala, Hamilton's fishes .)

agatata, s. (from ga , a kind offish, and ata, a fish',

the name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus Morala, Hamil

ton's fishes .)

asa , s. from , an aromatic seed , the name of an

aromatic seed , and also of the plant which produces it,

(Anethum Panmorium .)

28 1 , s . (from aª¤, the name ofa tree), the name ofa tree,

(Bassia longifolia .)
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*), s. (from E, to churn), the act of churning or of agi

tating fluids in a violent manner.

31, v. a. from , to churn), to cause to churn or agi-

tate ; a, churned agitated .

xa , s. (from TP, before , x , a preamble), a law

suit, a preamble, business, an affair, a subject.

xxx, s . (from ¤, substituted for , the face, and to

throw), a marine monster probably a seal, being figur

ed among the signs of the zodiac with the head and fore-

legs of an antelope and the tail of a fish ; one of the

signs of the zodiac corresponding with Capricorn ; one

of Koovera's gems, deceit.

XBX1437, 8. (from **I, a mai îne monster, and 37, an em-

blem), the Indian Cupid whose flag is the marine mon-

ster which represents the sign Capricorn ,

মকরধ্বজ, s. ( from মকর, a marine monster, and ধ্বজ, a flag-

stuff), one of the names of the Indian Cupid.

x879, s. (from 77, the emblem of Cupid, aud ( 51 , to de-

stroy , the nectary or honey of a flower, a bee, a spe-

cies of jasmine Jasminum pubescens), the filament of

a lotus, the Indian Cuckow, (Cuculus indicus.)

প্রকরদ্দৌকঃ, s . ( from মকরন্দ, the honry of aflower, and ওকস ,্

a place), the nectary of a flower.

æ☎IT, a. (from ‚‚ão, to meet , established, settled , appoint-

ed.

33 , 8, (from , afabulous animal, and tft, a sign

ofthe zodiac), a sign of the zodiac corresponding with.

Copricorn.

2 , s. (from 5 , established', decision. a settling, the

establishment of a thing, an appointment,

zazn•F (fa, s . (from aza, a sign of the zodiac, and wife,

a going to new station), the entrance of the sun into

Capricorn.

Ita , s. (from ¤ , a murine monster, and tag, a resi-

dence), the ocean .

axta, s. (from Dipp, a station, ( ), a station, a situ-

ation.

aata, s. (from p, to stand, pĺžo, a station), a station ,

a situation .

zata), a. (from PA, station, flão , occupying a station.

zata, s. (from the letter , and ☎, to make), the letter ,

that character which expresses the sound of m.

aizi , a. (from at , the letter , and tf , a beginning,

having an initiala, commencing with the letter a.

tats, a. (from at , the letter 1, and 3, an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter

xat, s. (from a to adorn), a crown, a diadem, a tiara, a

crest.

รา.

***, . from to adorn), an opening bud, the name of

an ornamental tree, (Mimusops Elengi. )

a☎, s. (from a☎, to adorn ), the name of a species of culmi

ferous plant, (Andropogon bicolor.)

181, 8. (from * , Mecca , the city Mecca, also the name

of a culmiferous plant much cultivated , (Zea Mays.)

ata, s. (from , to deceive), a cheat, an impostor, a

knave, a deceiver.

azha, s . (from D , value), power, strength, ability.

afxA1, s . (from a to be angry) , a fly.

, s. (from π, to go), sacrifice, oblation.

, s. (from 1 to smear), butter.

af , s . (from a , butter, and f , a kidney bean), the

name of a large species of kidney bean, (Dolichos gla-

diatus.)

fa , a. (from p♪lve, a servant) a master, the person

whom a servant serves.

ata , s. from 4, to move), the name of an ornamenta

aquatic plant, (Anneslea spinosa or Euryalis ferox.)

. velvet, ), velvet., . (from

IœASIS³ , ɑ (from Jy , velvet, and ☎, cloth), like vel-

vet, villous.

ast , s. (from , the brain) the brain, marrow, pith, a

kernel.

astat, s. (from the brain), a border, an edging, a

hem.

zstāt, s. (from ) ɔɔ̃, value), power, influence.

a , «. (from ™ , to`immerse,, immersed , sunk into any

thing. In botany the term is applied to leaves which

grow beneath the water, (folia demersa, immersa, or

submersa )

AT1, 8. (from XI, tɔ worship), the tenth mansion of the Hia-

doo zodiac.

AtIFT, 8. (from a , one ofthe celestial mansions, and 481,

a mansion of the zodiac), the tenth mansion of the Hin

doo zodiac.

a , s. (from as, to move), welfare, happiness, a propitious

action, the planet Mars, the preservation of property,

prudence, carefulness ; a . lucky, fortunate, prosperous.

This word constructed with st , to sing, means to con-

gratulate.

zkaxy, o. (from aЯa, welfare, and , to do), doing good,

beneficent.

aħaæḍa>, ɑ. (from a, welfare, and ad , means), effected

by means of welfare or prosperity ; ad. by means of

welfare or prosperity.

a , s. (from , welfare, and , a doer), one who

does good, a prosperous man.
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at.

zgmatas, a. (from a , welfare, and t , doing), doing

good, beneficent.

ataatâ, a. (from Я , welfare, and af , doing), doing

good, beneficent.

at, s. (from a , a propitious action, and , a water

pot), a pot full of water offered to the gods on festival

occasions.

ass , a. (from , welfare, and fee, thinking) , wish-

ing or studying another's good.

akafool, s. (from a , welfare, and foul, thought) , benevo

lence, the contriving of good.

Thats , a. (from 2 , welfare, and , endeavouring),

seeking or using endeavours for welfare or prospe-

rity .

Jals¥1, s. (from , welfare, and 181, endeavour), an en-

deavour or seeking for welfare or prosperity .

, . (from a , welfare, and , producing) , pro-

ducing good or welfare.

ksfas, a. (from Я , welfare, and 3, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from welfare or prosperity .

a , a. (from a , welfare, and 1 , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from welfare or prosperity.

akaslar, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for the purpose of wel-

fare or prosperity.

ts, a. (from a , welfare, and ts, produced) , produc-

ed by or arising from welfare or prosperity.

21, s. (from ah , welfare, and at , a girer), one who

gives welfare or prosperity.

zkania, s. (from , welfare, and ī†¾, a giſt , the bestow-

ing of welfare or prosperity.

ahsatyæ, a. (from 2 , welfare, and ūta , giving), confer-

ing welfare or prosperity, confering good,

zats , a. (from , welfare, and af , giving , confer-

ing welfare or prosperity, coufering good.

akatai, ad. (from a , welfare, and i , a door), by or

through welfare or prosperity.

, s . (from , welfare and , destruction), the

destruction of welfare or prosperity, the destruction of

good.

taga , a. (from , welfare, and ‡• *, destructive), de-

structive to welfare or prosperity, destructive to good.

att , a. (from , welfare, and , destructive ,

destructive to welfare or prosperity, destructive to

good.

2 , s. (from , welfare, and , destruction), the

destruction ofwelfare or prosperity, the destruction of

good.

akaarte, a. (from x , welfare, and at , destructive),

xx.

destructive to welfare or prosperity, destructive to

good.

akafats, ɑ. (from a , welfare, and fax , causing to

cease), putting a stop to welfare or prosperity.

añafactax, a. (from aka, welfare, and fiata , preventing),

preventing welfare or prosperity, preventing good.

ahajñātīd, s. (from 23, welfare, and featṣa, a preventing),

the preventing of welfare or prosperity, the preventing

of good.

3 , s. (from 3 , welfare, and faf , cessation) , the

cessation or prevention of welfare or prosperity, the ces-

sation or prevention of good.

aas , a. (from a , welfare, and ff , a cause),

caused by or arising from welfare or prosperity, caus-

ed by or arising from good ; ad, from or because of

welfare or prosperity.

Rafafats, ad. (from a , welfare, and fifa , a cause), for

the purpose of welfare or prosperity, for good.

akaª‡*, ɑ. (from л , welfare, and , before , preceded

by or arising from welfare or prosperity ; ad. through

or by welfare or prosperity.

akagfstax, a. (from ags, welfare, and fea , obstruct-

ing , operating as an obstacle to welfare or prosperity,

obstructing good.

¶g , a. (from a , welfare, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from welfare or prosperity, caused

by or arising from good ; al from or because of wel-

fare or prosperity.

ats, a. (from a , welfare, and tf , requesting), re-

questing or desiring welfare or prosperity.

1, s. (from a , welfare, and tf , prayer), a pray-

er or desire for welfare or prosperity.

aksire, a. (from xh , welfare, and tax, an increasing),

increaing welfare or prosperity.

ah , s. (from a , welfare, and a , an increasing),

the increasing of welfare or prosperity.

at , a. from , prosperous, and a†*1, a word), pro-

pitious discourse, auspicious words, congratulation,

thanksgiving.

akata, s. (from x , auspicious, and am , a word), the

felicitating of a person, the wishing of a person well,

thanksgiving.

aat , s. (from a , the planet Mars, and at , a day ofthe

week), Tuesday.

zat , s. (from , auspicious, and t , news), good

news, auspicious discourse .

hafa , a. (from , welfare, and fant , without), without

or beside welfare or prosperity.
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af.

zafatet, s. (from za, welfare, and faat , destruction),

the destruction of welfare or prosperity.

zkafate, a. (from a , welfare, and fantt , destruc-

tive , destructive to welfare or prosperity.

, o. from a , welfare, and fat , destructive),

destructive to welfare or prosperity.

zkafafus, a. (from 281, we'fire, and faſte, possessed of),

prosperous, happy.

akfast , a. (from , weljare, and fasta , destitute) , des-

titute of welfare or prosperity, destitute of good.

za , s. (from , wo fire, and , increase,, the in-

crease of welfare or prosperity.

añaufsfax, u. (from zЯ , welfare , and is , excepted) ,

welfare or prosperity excepted .

akaufsize, s. (from a , welfare, and ifia , an excep-

tion , the exception of welfare or prosperity.

zamaforgiæ, ad. (loc. case ofaufge , with the excep-

tion of welfare or prosperity, without or beside welfare

or prosperity, inauspiciously.

ahautats, s. (from , welfare, and its, an obstacle) ,

an obstacle to welfare or prosperity, an obstacle to good.

Skautatzæ, a. (from 2 , welfare , and at , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to welfare or prosperity,

obstructing good.

28af57, ɑ. (from 28 , welfare, and fɛa, separ‹ te) , separate

or distinct from welfare or prosperity ; ad. beside wel-

fare or prosperity.

¾ 51 , a . (from a , welfare, and , joined , connect-

ed with welfare or prosperity, good, auspicious, pros-

perous, lucky.

akagfx3, ɑ. (from ¤ , welfare, and [55, destitute), des-

titute of welfare or prosperity.

zusait, ad. (from , welfare, and ☎ , a form), auspici-

ously, prosperously.

, a. (from a , welfare, and , empty) , destitute

of welfare or prosperity, wretched , unfortunate.

akaaa1big, s. (from ak☎, auspicious, and totą, news),

good news, the Gospel.

TR . , s. (from a , welfare, and ¬ , a report), good

news,an auspicious report, the Gospel.

, a. (from a , welfare, and 5 , indicating), indi-

cating welfare or prosperity.

akaria, a from , welfare, and ì , destitute), desti-

tute of welfare or prosperity, wretched, unfortunate.

Charge, a. (from a , welfare, and T , a cause) , caused

by or arising from welfare or prosperity ; ad. from or

because of welfare or prosperity.

#K.

aatat , s . (from a , weljare, and atat , desire), a de

sire for welfare or prosperity.

afatit, a. (from a , welfare, and atat , desirous),

desirous of welfare or prosperity .

zatuta, s. (from 28 auspicious, and ¤tarta, a word),

good news.

akit , 8. (from za, welfare, and to , conduc! ) , the

ornamenting of a house or place with garlands in token

of festivity, festivity, a religious action.

akatsata, s . (from ¤ , welfare, and Bata , desire), ade-

sire for welfare or prosperity.

satsatal, a (from zña, welfare, and afata , desirous),

desirous of welfare or prosperity.

at , a. (from a , welfare , and f , desirous), desir

ous ofwelfare or prosperity.

zhat , ed. (from aka, welfare, and af, an object), for

we fare, for prosperity.

', s . (from 2 , welfare, and at, desire), the desire

of welfare or prosperity.

, a . (from , welfare, and a desirous), desirous

of welfare or prosperity.

aking®, a. (from z , welfare, and desirous), desirous

of welfare or prosperity.

zxtaº), a. (from aâa, good, and af , desirous), benevolent, 2

desirous of another's good ; s. a well wisher,

, a (from a , we'fire, and 8 , produce

ing), producing welfare or pro-perity.

. a. (from 2 , welfare), auspicious, propitious, con

ferring happiness or welfare, beautiful, pleasing, agree

able, pure, pious.

, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

treading among dried leaves, a crumping sound.

aste, an imitative sound used to express the sensation of

a sudden pain arising from a wrench or other violence.

¤áta , s . ( from ♫ , a stige), a stage , a platform ,

, v. n. (from 5, imitive sount), to be wrenched, to

be strained, to be torn or injured by violence.

2537, 8. (from 25 , to wrench), the wrenching or strain.

ing ofa thing.

21 , 8. (from 5 to be wrenched) , the wrenching or

straining of a thing ; v . a . to be wrenched or strained,

to be torn or injured by violence .

xgx13, s. (from æg , to be wrenched), a being wrench dor

strained , a being torn or injured by violence ; a . wrench-

ed strained, tora.

25* 3 , 8 (from 21 , to be wrenchel , a wrench or strain,

a being torn or injured by violence,
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#gifixi, a, (fromя , to be wrenched) , wrenching, strain-

ing, tearing.

, an imitative sound used fo express the crumping or

rustling sound occasioned by breaking dry leaves or dry

bread or biscuit.

25 , a . (from 255, a crumping sound) , crisp, crumping,

breaking easily with a crumping sound.

z , s. (from asario, the spawn offishes) , the name of a

small shrub, Callicarpa cana .)

v. n. from 2 to immerse), to be immersed, to be

wholly taken up with an affair.

ag, a. from , to remember, „58 ) , before-mentioned .

za13, a. (from as, to hold fast, bṛò, firm), strong,

firm .

aaaat, s. from bo, strong , firmness , strength .

2347, s. (from @ry , contents), a sense or meaning, a sig-

nification, the contents of a letter.

ama, s. (from do, a companion), an assembly, a com-

pany, a congregation , a convention.

at, a. (from , an assembly) , social, entitled to

sit in an assembly.

axx7, s. (from My, to be clear , a display), a theatre,

the place where a spectacle is represented.

21, s. (from 50, a favour), a flavour, a savour, a taste ;

v. a. (from a , to be immersed), to immerse, to plunge,

to dip.

zate, s. (from jo, tate), the palate, a taste.

ts , a. (from jo, taste , desiring entertainment by music.

or shews.

atts, a. from 8 , a taste, and holding), well-tast-

ed.

atta , s. (fromJo, well-tusted) , a being agreeable to

the palate.

23 , a. (from dș , to be), found, present, existing, stand-

ing before, ready.

, s . (from yd, to dig up, Ey , a multitude), an as-

sembly, a collection .

agania, s. (from x , an assembly, and j'ɔ , holding),

a keeper of the records.

#FI, 8. (from99 , a labourer), a labourer.

, s. (from , a labour), labour, wages for labour.

zukuta, s. $)9:'yo , hire, andj'ɔ, holding), living by

wages or the pay fdaily labour.

(from

a , v. n. (from lo immerse), to sink, to plunge, to dip,

to be immersed .

2F1, 4. (from 25, to sink), the sinking of a thing in water,

the being overwhelmed by trouble or distress,

13.

, s. (from , to sink), immersion, dipping, a sinking

in water.

Tt, v. a. (from , to sink), to immerse or plunge a thing

in water or any other liquid, to overwhelm a person

with distress or trouble ; s . marrow.

ayts , a. (from 1 , marrow, and st , gone), affecting the

marrow, inward, latent.

11 , s. (from ' , the marrow, and e, skin), in anato-

my the membrane which surrounds the marrow (mem-

brana medullaris.)

ata, s . (from ' , marrow, and ( , a piercing), the

piercing ofthe marrow, a touching to the quick.

aftɩs¿ē, a. (from Fl, marrow, and (™ , piercing), touch-

ing the quick,

aytsat , ɑ. (from IF , marrow, and ( ſ , piercing), touch-

ing the quick.

zi , s. (from 5 , marrow, and , juice) , in anatomy

the medullary juice.

ayt , a. (from 1, marrow, and 1, to stand), situated in

the marrow.

, s. (from , to sojourn,, to flow), obeisance,

respects, a visit, an audience.

, s. (from , moving) , a sect, a religious sect, re

ligion.

, s. (from . to be high), a stage, a platform, a pulpit,

a table, a bed, a bedstead.

ast3, ɑ (from a , a stage, and sto, obtained), found or si

tuated on a stage or platform.

14 , a. (from 1 , a stage, and , to stand), situated on a

platform or stage.

*** , a. (from я , a stage, and tf , continuing), con-

tinuing on a stage or platform.

abf43, a. (from a , a stage, and f³, situated), situated

on a stage or platform.

zbitev, a. (from ¤ , a stage, and sf , seated), seated

on a stage.

at , ad. (from a , a stage, and s , upon), upon a

stage or platform .

, a . (from auta, on a stage, and 81, to stand),

situated on a stage.

মস্কোপরিস্থায়ী, a. (from মস্কোপরি, on a st ge, and স্থায়িন, stay-

ing , staying on a stage.

মস্কোপরিস্কিড, a. (from মস্কোপরি, on astage, andস্থিত, situated),

situated on a stage.

t , s. (from 1, red arsenic), red arsenic.

237, s. (from 1 to clear), the cleaning or scouring ofa

thing, tooth powder, a kind of dentifrice.

Mmm
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, v. n . (from a , a flower spike), to bud, to put forth

new buds or leaves.

zaïì, s . (from 1 , beautiful, and *, to go), an ear of corn ,

a spike offlowers.

221, s. (from 23, beautiful), the name of a very large

species of grass, ( Saccharum Munja.)

afa , s . (from 51, Indian madder), the Indian madder,

(Rubia Munjistha )

afe , s. (from 2 , to sound), a ring or ornament with balls

worn by women on their ancles or feet.

[a , s. (from , to trickle down, Sia, on arriving), a

journey, a day's march, an inn, a dwelling.

21, s. (from 7 , beautiful, and 1 , to stand), the Indi-

an madder, (Rubia Munjistha.)

10

', 8. (from 3, heart-ravishing, and cat, a sound),

131, a. (from 1ª, beautiful), beautiful , agreeable, pleasing.

the name of a particular modification of sound in Hin-

doo music .

181, a. (from . to watch, £i, sight , approved, cho-

sen, viewed, looked at, acquiesced in, admitted . Con-

structed with to do, this word means to acquiesce in ,

to admit.

(from , approved), approbation, consent .

choice.

at, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

the sudden breaking of a brittle substance.

ata, s. (from 23 , a ball , a pea.

, s. (from ïTд, a pea , and atai , a necklace), a neck-

lace usually made of gold drops resembling peas .

atta. (from ata, a pea, and tafs , aform) , pisiform ,

in anatomy the word is used to express the pineal

glands.

aatat s. (from π , a peu, and , a woman's gar-

ment , a silken garment worn as a petticoat,

ate, an imitative sound used to express a sudden strain or

wrench.

ab , s. (from 1 , earth) , a small earthen bottle used to con-

tain oil.

, s . (from , a crown), a crown .

abal , s. (from a , a ridge of thatch) , the ridge of a house,

a large earthen jar. Constructed with as, to strike,

this word means to sham sleep ; v. a. to cause the

joints to snap or crack, a practice much in use among

the natives of India.

atata, s . (from 1 , to make the join's snop , a making

the joints ofthe fingers snap or crack.

at , s . (from 1 , tmke the joints snap) , a making

the joints of the fingers snap.

વિ.

attfagi, a. (from 1, to make the joints snap), making

the joints of the fingers snap or crack.

atat, au imitative sound used to express the sound or sea-

sation occasioned by the sudden breaking of things.

at, s . (from a to dwell), a college , a school, the residence

ofbrahmuns who are pursuing their studies.

att , s. (from at, a monastery, and 1 , a chief), an

abbot, the chief of a monastery.

a3*, s. (from Atgæ, a pestilence), a pestilence or epidemic

disease.

așa, s. (from ac , the chiefman of a village), the chief of-

ficer of a village.

Tși, s. (from 23, dead , a dead carcase ; a. mortal.

astatas, s. (from ași, mortal, and atïfș, a bite), a mor-

tal bite. This word is applied to a teazing or dunning

resembling the mortal bite of a snake, a pertinacious

perseverance in a thing at all hazards.

, a . (from , having the young dead), having

lost a child by death, distressed through the death of a

child.

aşte, an imitative sound used to express that of the crash

of a falling tree or building.

51 , 8. (from " , a thatched ridge),the ridge ofa house.

as , a. from a , a breaking short), britile, fragile, rigid.

155, an imitative sound used to express the hasty reiter-

ated sound of a thing that is breaking or falling to

ruins.

, . (fromas, the breaking of a brittle substance),

brittle, rigid, breaking or snapping as a rigid substance

does.

fd, s. (from a, to sound), a gem, a jewel, a precious stone,

a pearl, the glans penis, the clitoris , the wrist.

afafa1, s. (from asa, a gem, and 31, an ear), the name of

a pool at Benares much frequented by superstitious

people for the purpose of bathing.

afqats, 8. (from ¤ , a gɛm, and ☎, to make), a jeweller, a

lapidary.

af , s. (from a , a gem, and , purchase), the purchase

of gems.

At 51, s. (from 4, a gem, and C , a purchaser), a pur-

chaser of gems.

fa , a . (from 4. a gem, and a , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from gems.

afas, ad. (loc. case ofa ) , for gems.

zahfree, a, (from fi, a gem, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from gems ; ad. from or because ofgems.

afafafate, ed. from af , a gem, and fifa , a cause , for

gems.
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વિ.

afety, s. (from afa , a gem, and 3, a residence), the nameপূর,

of a small country north east of Bengal, the navel, a

sort ofboddice richly covered with gems worn by wo-

men.

afasta, s. (from fa , a gem, and gst , power), the power

or virtue of a gem.

fa , a . (from afa, a gem, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from gems ; ad, from or because of gems.

afata, s. ( from afa, a gem, and aa, a binding), the wrist.

মণিবন্ধচক্রদণ্ডাস্থিযুক্ত দ্বীর্ঘ, a. ( from মণিবন্ধ, he wrist, ক্রেদণ্ডাস্থিযুক্ত,

joined to the radius, and t , long , in anatomy the

name of a particular muscle, (extensor carpi radialis

longus. )

মনিবন্ধচক্রনও।হিযুক্তনমনকারী , a. (from মনির স্খ্য অদণ্ডাস্থিযুক্ত, join-

el to the wrist and the radius, and tf , bending

downwards), the name of a particular muscle of the

arm , (flexor carpi radialis. )

মণিবন্ধচক্রদণ্ডাস্থিযুক্ত , a. ( from মণিবন্ধ the wrist , চক্রদণ্ডাস্থিযুক্ত,

joined to the radius, and ¤, short ), in anatomy the name

of a certain muscle , (extensor carpi radialis brevis . )

মনিবপুকোষ্ঠযুক্তনমনকারী, a. (from মণিবন্ধপুকোষ্ঠগুক্ত, joined to

the writ and thefore arm , and a depressing) ,

in anatomy the name of a particular muscle of the arm ,

(flexor carpi uinaris . )

w

মণিবন্ধপ্রকোষ্ঠযুক্তবিস্তারক, a. (from মণিবন্ধপকো স্কযুক্ত , joined to

the wrist and he fore arm, and f48 78, extending), in

anatomy the name of a certain muscle of the arm , (ex-

tensor carpi ulnaris .)

aff , s. (from fa , the wrist, and af , a bone), the

name of a particular bone of the wrist (carpus. )

affe , s. (from fa , a gem, and fas, sale), the selling of

gems.

afafa1, s. (from afa , a gem, and fa , a seller) , a jew-

eller, a seller of gems.

afafa1 , ad. (from af , a gem, and [41 , without) , without

or beside gems .

affeta, s. (from afd, a gem, and fata , a distinction), a

particular kind of gem.

afafafas, a. (from as , a gem, and ff , excepted),

gems excepted.

affata , s. (from fa, a gem, and afst , an excepti-

on), the exception of gems.

, ad. (loc. case ofaffat ), with the excep-

tion of gems, withont or beside gems .

afifa, a . (from afa, a gem, and 157, separate) , separate or

distinct from gems ; ad. beside gems.

གླ;

tic ular or separate kind of gem, the perforation of a

gem.

ad , a. (from afa , a gem, and afg, a house), a house

or temple made with gems.

, a. (from af , a gem), made of gems, thickly set

with gems.

, s. (from , a gem) , the name of a beautiful little

bird a native of Bengal, (Fringilla Amandava .)

afarta, s . (from ad , a gem, and fa , taking), a jeweller,

a seller oftoys ; a. stealing or taking away gems.

afgles , a. (from afa, a gem, and cg, a cause ) , caused by

or arising from gems ; ad, from or because of gems.

13, s. (from 5, to overlay), the water in which rice has

been boiled, gruel , starch, paste.

107, s . (from я , to overlay , the overlaying of a thing

with metallic plates or leaves, the covering of furniture

or other articles with leather or cloth, an overlaying.

18 , s. (from 23, gruel, and , to drink), a temple, a

house.

Tezl, s. (from 3, the name ofa plant, and at, a climb-

ing plant), the name of a species of bind weed, (Ipo-

mea muricata. )

, s. (from 5, to overlay , a circle, a hole, a sphere or

globe, an orb, the chief man of a village who acts as

agent for the landlord in letting his lands, the disc of

the sun or moon, the sensible horizon or circle which

bounds the sight, a bell or globe, a province or district,

a sort of leprosy in which the body is covered with cir-

cular spots, a multitude or assemblage, a sort of sweet-

meat or sugar ball, the circular mark made in the skin

by pinching it between the thumb and finger nails , a

form of military array, an army drawn up in a circular

form .

t , a. (from 8 , a circle, and stats, aform), circu-

lar, orbiculate. In Botany the term is applied to a par-

ticular shaped leaf, (folium orbiculatum .)

ast, s. (from a , a circle), a society, a body of people

united for any purpose, a congregation, a church.

T81, 8. ( †10m Tó ,̟ to overlay), a sort of sweetmeat made in

balls resembling gingerbread nuts.

33, a. (from 5, to overlay), overlayed, covered, adorn-

ed, gilt, plated.

"as), s. (from axi, a sort ofsweetmeat) , a kind of sweetmeat

or comfits made into very small balls.

. , s. (from af , a gem, and (Sī, a separation) , a par-

Mmmnimm2

, s. (from 3, to overlay), a frog.

, . (from re , afrog, and , a lea , the name of

a small tree indigenous in Bengal, ( Biguonia indica.)
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23.

Tex, s. (from 3 to overley) , the rust of iron, dross, scoriæ.

ze, ad. (from x1, prohibitive) , a prohibitive particle usually

put before verbs.

13, s. (from 7, to mind), a method, a way, a sect, a parti-

cular sentiment, a mode ; a . alike, similar, resembling.

AIHT, s. (from XI, a manner, and x , a taking), the receiv-

ing of the principles or manners of a sect.

ge , s. (from 3, the sentiments of a sect, and syd, a

taking) , the embracing of any particular sentiment.

st , a. (from 3, the sentiments of a sect, and sitä ,

receiving), receiving or professing a particular senti-

ment.

agil, a. (from 3, the sentiments of a sect, and яife ,

receiving , receiving or professing a particular senti-

ments.

2 , s. (from 3, a manner, and 87, a walking), the

walking or acting in a particular manner.

3571, a. (from 13, a manner, and 1 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a sect or manner.

3F1F1, ad. (loc. case of13571), for a sect, for a manner.

57, s. (from 1 to be stable, o, a text), the text of

a book, a text, the middle ; also, (from 3 , a munner), a

Janner.

33 , d. (from 3, a manner, and fa , causing to

cease , causing this sect or manner to cease.

23f-tizē, a. (from 13, a minner, and faxtax, preven'ing ,

resisting or preventing a sect or manner.

the

ted, s. from 25, a manner, and frated , preventing),

the preventing or resisting of a sect or manner.

ff , s. (from 3, a manner, and faf , cessati n),

prevention or cessation of a sect or manuer.

af face, a. (from a , a manner, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a sect or manner; ad. from or be-

cause of a sect or manner.

asfafat , ud. (from æ³, a manner, and fa , a cause), for

a sect or manner.

3 , 7. (from 13, a manner, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a sect or manner ; ad from or

because of a sect or manner.

, . (from a , to be drunk), drunk, intoxicated, habi-

tually inebriated .

31, ad. (from 3, a manner, and fa1 , without , with-

out or beside a sect or manner.

*ssat , s (from 25, a manner, aud fœ ×¤, a distinction),

a particular sect or manner.

231.

fe , s. (from a , a manner, and fetz , an excepti

on), the exception of a sect or manner.

af , ad. (loc, case ofafsta ), with the excepti

on ofa sect or manuer, without or beside a sect or man-

ner.

asa, a. (from 3, a manner, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from a sect or manner ; ad. beside a sect or

manner.

A3154, 8. (from x3, a manner, and E, a distinction), a dis-

tinct or separate sect or manner, a schism.

A3S1P, ɑ. (from 13, a manner, and (55☎, separating), se-

parating or causing dissention among sects or methods.

1313, ad. (from x³, a mɛnner), of one mind , ofone sect.

aufúr, s. (from hn, to interpret, prz³, a translati-

on), a translator, an interpreter.

asa⚫atae, ɑ. (from ₹5, a manner, and Я , establish.

ing , founding or establishing a sect ; s. the founder of

a sect.

x3 "x17, s. (from 23, a manner, and ratЯa, an esla-

blishing), the founding or establishing of a sect.

† , a. (from 3, a manner, and , establishing),

founding or establishing a sect ; 8. the founder of a sect.

az¶†Яa, s. (from 25, a manner, and ¤† , an establishing),

the founding or establishing of a sect.

ast , s . (from 3, a manner, and t , stedfastness),

the establishment or ratification of a sentiment.

231TIF, a. (from 13, a monner, and (TF, a cause), caused

by or arising from a sect or manner ; ad. from or be-

cause of a sect or manner.

зt, a. (from , enjoying , enjoying, reaping the advan-

tage of an act .

#3874, s . (from 13, a manner, and id, conduct), the

acting a reeably to any method, consistent conduct.

att , a . from 3, a minnes, and atstfag, acting), con-

sistent, acting in conformity with a method.

31787, 8. (from 23, the sentiments of a sect, and a

, not relying on), the not professing the sentiments

of a particular sect.

astaamat, a. (from 3 , the sentiments of a sect, and ¤71

afa , not relying on ), not professing the sentiments of

a particular sect.

aztzatxì, 4. (from 23 , a manner , and fa, according

with), according with a particular manner or method.

ta , s. (from 43, a manner, and at , search), a

search or enquiry into sects or manners.

fsks, a. (from 13, a manner, and af , excepted), || stats , a. (fro….a 43, a minner, and af , search-

a sect or mauner excepted . ing), searching or enquiring into sects or manners,

1
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astazati, a . (from 13, a manner, and , search-

ing), searching or enquiring into sects or manners.

tata, s. (from 3, a method, and at , a following),

the following of a particular method, attachment to a

party, a profession of the principles of a sect.

atta. (from 3, a mehod, and atfa , foll wing),

following a particular method, professing the principles

of a sect.

astantly, ad. (from 13, a manner , and at , afollowing),

according to a sect or manner.

æatza, s. (from 23, a method, and 53, another , another

method, another sect or party, another manuer, an al-

teration ; a. altered.

#ItsNæs, a. (from 3183, an alteration, and 3, done), al-

tered, modified .

2313 , ad. (loc . case of astax ) , otherwise, in another me-

thod .

t ' , s. (from 3, the sentiments ofa sect, and 7,

a relying , the receiving or professing of the sentiments

of a particular sect.

t2 , a. (from 3 , the sen´iments of a sect, and was

depending on), professing the principles of a particu-

lar sect.

astezæ, a. (from Ab, like), conformable, suitable, equal,

agreeable.

233, a. (from 23, a manner, and 575, not a manner), that

which is customary or not, the sentiments believed or

not believed by a particular sect ; a. approved and dis-

approved.

atas, s. (from astas, approved and disapproved), appro-

bation or disapprobation.

aata , s. (from phy, to hangfast, le, a hanging), hang-

ing, suspended, belonging to, concerning, connected

with, attached to, addicted to.

te , s. (from ho, a request , demands, requisitions.

*[3, s. (from 17 to mind), opinion, the mind, the imagina-

tion, the will , a pearl .

af³½ , « . (from afs, the mind, and , substitutedfor faa,

cut , delirious, crack-brained.

a. from afs, the mind, and fa, cut), crack-brain-

ed, delirious .

affaf , ɑ . (from afs, the mind, and fad , possessed of) ,

intelligent, reflecting, judicious ,

afsfasia, a. (from afs, the mind, and faxì7, destitute), des-

titute ofmind, empty-headed, injudicious, unintelligent,

a[353, s. (from ass, the mind, and 54, a mistake) , a mistake

of the judgment, a mistake, an error.

13.

afsatz, a. (from as, mind), wise, reflecting, judicious.

af315, ɑ. 'from afs, the min 1, and ¶ , joined), connected

with mind or opinion intelligent, reflecting, judicious.

afsafe , a. (from afs, the mind, and 3f53, destitute , desti-

tute of mind, empty- headed , injudicious, unintelligent.

afs , a. (from afs, the mind, and 1 , empty), destitute

of mind , empty-headed, injudicious, unintelligent.

afsi , a. (from 3 , the min , and 77 , destitue), destitute

of mind, empty-headed, injudicious, unintelligent.

al, s. (from 7, to mind , a sect or party.

, ad. (loc. case of 43,, according to, agreeably to.

ats , s. (from 3, a manner, and ar, unity), unity of

sentiment, an unity or agreement of method or man-

ner.

3, a. (from , to rejoice), inebriated, intoxicated, drunk,

overcome with joy, eager.

31 , s. (from A , intox coted , intoxication, drunkenness,

folly, eagerness, enthusiasm.

33 , a. (from 2331 , intoxication, and 1, producible).

producible by or arising from intoxication,

351, ad. loc. case of star), for intoxication .

2331fa4ficæ, « . (from 1331, int xication, and fag, a cause),

caused by or arising from intoxication ; ad. from or be

cause of intoxication.

2331faf3, ad. (from 331 , intoxication, and fafas, a cause),

for intoxication.

stgate , s. (from 2331, intoxication, and¶ , a display),

a display ofintoxication,

* tt* , a. (from 331 , intoxication, and gettæ,
dis

playing , displaying intoxication.

1I3JLF, a. (from 2331, intoxication, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from intoxication ; ad. from or be-

cause of intoxication .

asif -1 , ed. (from 33 ' , intoxication, and fat , without),

without or beside intoxication .

Dostuf3faF, ɑ. (from $331 , intoxication, and affas, ex-

cepied , intoxication excepted .

stufæ, s. (from 31 , intoxication, and assetræ, an

excep ion), the exception of intoxication.

astofuge, ad. (loc. case of 1 st ), with the ex-

ception of intoxication, without or beside intoxication.

233ta, a. (from 1331, intoxication, and (57, separate),

separate or distinct from intoxication ; ad. beside intoxi-

cation.

ANE , a. (from 1, intoxication, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from intoxication ; ad, from or

because of intoxication.
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, s. (from 3, intoxicated), intoxication, drankenness,

folly, eagerness, enthusiasm .

i ), s. (from agata , inebriating, and zat , a plan-

tain), a particular variety of the plantain, (Musa Sapi-

entum .)

2 , s. (from lb,
a desire), a purpose, an intention, a

scope, a wish, a desire , a meaning.

t, a. (from be, a purpose), having an object in view,

having a scope or wish, desirous .

ze , s. (from , a purpose, and 3 ' :, play), hav-

ing an object in view.

RA, ɑ. (from a , to rejoice), envious, covetous , niggard-

ly; s. envy, impatience at another's success or prosperi-

ty, a gnat or musquito.

, s. (from 2 , to rejoice), a fish , the fish-formed Vish-

noo in his first incarnation , a country in the middle of

India according to the ancient division, one of the Poo-

ranas.

zesti, s. (from e , a fish, and si , a scent), having the

scent of a fish, the mother of Vyasa.

esta, s. (from

man's net.

, a fish, and It , a net) , a fisher-

f1, s. (from a , slowly, and , to trickle), coarse

or unrefined sugar, the juice of the sugar cane parti

ally cleansed from its impurities by straining afterthe

first boiling; by some the name is applied to sugar can-

dy.

zeñañ, s. (from 1 , a fish, and Я, love) , the generic

name ofthe king fisher, (Alcedo . )

ħja• 3, s. (from ™ , a fish, and ¤•яt , a multitude),

a shoal of fishes, a shoal of young fry.

, v. a. (from , to churn), to churn, to agitate violent-

ly.

au , s. (from 1 , to churn), the churning or violently agi-

tating of a thing.

afus, a. (from a , to churn), churned ; s . buttermilk.

1, s. (from ¤ , to churn), a town in the province of

Agra celebrated as the birth place of Krishna. The name

of a plant, (Callicarpa incana. )

ax, s. (from ™ , to rejoice) , wine, spirituous liquor, inebri-

ety, intoxication, pride, arrogance, insanity, passion ,

desire, joy, delight, pleasure, enthusiasm, the juice

which flows from the temples of an elephant in rut.

a , ɑ. (from an, to rejoice) , an opiate, a narcotic medi-

cine prepared from the intoxicating tops of the hemp

plant.

·

area, s. (from ¤, inebriety, and an, to sound , an ele-

মন.

phant in rut ; a . speaking inarticulately through in-

toxication.

ants, s. (from a , spirituous liquor, and , eating), a

drunkard.

25 , a. (from a , spirituous liquors, and , predac-

ing), producing spirituous or intoxicating liquor, pro

ducing pride or mental intoxication.

23 , a. (from 25, spirituous liquor, and as, produc

ed , produced by or arising from spirituous or intoxicat

ing liquor, produced by or arising from pride or men-

tal intoxication.

, a. (from 5 , spirituous liquor; and , producible ,

producible by or arising from spirituous or intoxicating

liquors, producible by or arising from pride or mental

intoxication.

253135, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for spirituous or intoxicat

ing liquors, for pride or mental intoxication.

2 , s. (from TP, to be lengthened, e, help), help, as

sistance.

2aasta, a. (from No, assistance, and , doing), assist

ing ; s . one who gives assistance.

245813), s. (from ¿ s , assistance , the giving of assist-

ance .

মদন , S (from , to rejoice), an exhilerating, the Indian

Cupid, the spring, the name of several plants or trees,

(Vangueria spinosa, Datura metel, and Mimosa cate

chu )

aff , s . (from 3 , Cupid, and foft , free from poi

son), the name of a plant the root of which is an arti

cle of Materia medica , (Kempferia angustifolia. )

atti, s. (from 55, Cupid, and sti, a dart), a pro-

vocative medicine, the female of the Indian Cuckow.

241, s. (from ™ , to rejoice , the name of a particular spe-

cies of parrot, spirituous or vinous liquor.

anfef298, u. (from a , spirituous liquor, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from spirituous or intoxicating li

quor, caused by or arising from pride or mental intoxi

cation ; ad. from or because of spirituous or intoxicat-

ing liquor, from or because of pride or mental intoxi-

cation.

affare, ad. (from π , spirituous liquor, and fafãs , a cause),

for spirituous or intoxicating liquor, for pride or men-

tal intoxication,

25431, s. (from 2 , spirituous liquor, and 3, a drinker),

one who drinks intoxicating liquors , a drunkard .

A5917, 8. (from 25 , spirituous liquor, and 915, a drinking),

the drinking of intoxicating liquors.

9

26
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**tṣ™, a. (from , spirituous liquor, and ☎, drink-

ing), drinking intoxicating liquors ; s. a person who

drinks intoxicating liquors.

as, a. (from a , spirituous liquor, and tf , drinking),

drinking intoxicating liquors.

1915, ɑ. (from aī, spirituous liquor, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from spirituous or intoxicating li-

quors, caused by or arising from pride or mental intoxi-

cation ; ad. from or because of spirituous or intoxicat-

ing liquors, from or because ofpride or mental intoxica-

tion.

mas, a. (from æn, spirituous liquor , and a☎, increasing),

increasing pride or mental intoxication , increasing spi-

rituous or intoxicating liquors.

27 , s. (from a , spirituous liquor, and , an increas-

ing), the increasing of spirituous or intoxicating liquors,

the increasing of pride or mental intoxication .

ana , ad. (from a , spirituous liquor, and fat, without),

without or beside spirituous or intoxicating liquors,

without or beside pride or mental intoxication.

, a. (from a , spiritueus liquor, and faf , possessed

of), possessed ofspirituous or intoxicating liquor, inebri-

ated, proud, infatuated.

af , a. (from , spirituous liquor, and fast , destitute),

destitute of spirituous or intoxicating liquors, free from

pride or mental intoxication.

ana, a. (from a , wine, and faga, agitated), staggering

with liquor, reeling, drunk.

2 , s. (from , spirituous liquor, and af , increase) , the

increase ofspirituous or intoxicating liquors, the increase

of pride or mental intoxication.

, a, (from an , spirituous liquor, and sofa , ex-

cepted , spirituous or intoxicating liquors excepted, pride

or mental intoxication excepted.

fa , s. (from , spirituous liquor, and forṛæ, an

exception), the exception of spirituous or intoxicating li-

quors, the exception of pride or mental intoxication .

মদব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of যদব্যতিরেক), with the exception

of spirituous orintoxicating liquors, with the exception

of pride or mental intoxication, without or beside spi-

rituous or intoxicating liquors, without or beside pride

or mental intoxication.

2553, c. (from 1 , spiritueus liquor, and a se arate), se.

parate or distinct from spirituous or intoxicating liquors,

separate or distinct from pride or mental intoxication ;

ad, beside spirituous or intoxicating liquors, beside pride

or mental intoxication,

21.

, . (from , spirituous liquor, and as, inebria'ed), in-

ebriated with spirituous or intoxicating liquors, inebria

ted with pride.

, . (from a, spirituous liquor, and F, joined), con-

nected with or having spirituous or intoxicating liquors,

connected with or having pride or mental intoxication ,

inebriated, proud , infatuated.

33, a. (from , spirituous liquor , and af , destitute),

destitute of spirituous or intoxicating liquors, free from

pride or mental intoxication.

41, a. (from 25, spirituous liquor, and 1, empty , des-

titute of spirituons or intoxicating liquors, free from

pride or mental intoxication.

t , s. (from 4, spirituous liquor, and t , essence), Al-

cohol, spirits.

27 , a. (from spirituous liquor, and 5, destitute),

destitute of spirituous or intoxicating liquors, free from

pride or mental intoxication.

, . (from , spirituous liquor, and 3 , a cause),

caused by or arising from spirituous or intoxicating li

quors, caused by or arising from pride or mental intoxi-

cation ; ad. from or because of spirituous or intoxicat-

ing liquors, from or because of pride or mental intoxi-

cation.

anta, s. (from 7, to go round, ), a circumference, a

centre, a place of turning or returning, a place where a

person stops or stands, a station, a seat, a minister or

he who is the centre of affairs.

t , a. (from , spirituous liquor, and tas, fond of),

addicted to wine or other intoxicating liquors, fond of

wine.

1, s . (from , to rejoice), wine, spirituous liquors .

ats , s. (from 31 , wine, and s , a house), a tavern.

afata, a. (from afa31 , wine, and , to be produced), pro-

duced from wine ; s . salt of Tartar.

aft , s. (from 315, produced by wine, and mad,

salt , salt of Taitar.

11 , s. (from [ 1 , wine, and t , a drinking), the

drinking of wine or other intoxicating liquors.

=fastЯtaras, á . (from afatetta, the drinking ofwine, and

ata , fond of), addicted to the drinking of wine or

other intoxicating liquors.

afiatat , a. (from af , wine, and drinking), drink-

ing wine or other intoxicating liquors.

, a. (from , I), mine.

3, a . (from a , spiri's, and 83, struct), intoxicated,

overcome by liquor,
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ze , s. (from za to intoxicate), the name of a species of

fish , (Silurus pelorius. )

243, s. from 15, to rejoice) , wine, spirituous liquors.

31, 8, (from 247, wine, and 3, a buyer), one who

buys wine or spirituous liquors.

MNI, 8. (from 241, wine, and s5, a house), a tavern, a dram

shop.

15 , a. (from TV , wine, and , producible) , produci-

ble by wine or other intoxicating liquors.

213181, ad. (loc. case of 21 ), for wine or other intoxi-

cating liquors.

, a. (from . wine, and f , living), living by

means of wine or spirituous liquors ; s . a vintner, a ta-

vern keeper.

za , a. (from , wine, and fax , causing to cease),

causing the relinquishment of drinking intoxicating li

quors.

fat , a. (from 7, wine, and fats , preventing) , pre-

venting or resisting the drinking of wine or other in-

toxicating liquors.

2 , s . (from , wine, and fata , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of the use of intoxicating li-

quors.

auff , s. (from , wine , and fa , cessation), the re-

linquishing or cessation of a habit of drinking wine or

other intoxicating liquors.

ff , from 255, wine, and ff a cause ) , caused by

or arising from wine or other intoxicating liquors ; ad.

from or because of intoxicating liquors.

fafats, ad. (from 4 , wine, and fifa , a cause) , for

wine or other intoxicating liquors.

afta , s. (from 3, wine, and fa , a prohibition), the

prohibition ofintoxicating liquors.

fata , a. (from 2 , wine, and face, prohibiting ,

prohibiting the use of intoxicating liquors ; s. a person

who prohibits the use of intoxicating liquors.

, a. (from ™ , wine, and 1, to drink), drinking intoxi-

cating liquors ; s. a sot, a tippler.

2 , s. (from J, wine, and , mud , the fermented li-

quor from which spirits are to be distilled.

131, s. (from 4 , wine, and 3, a drinker), a drinker

of intoxicating liquors.

2.417, s. (from 27 , wine, and Я7, a drinking), the drink-

ing of intoxicating liquors.

atat , a. (from 21 , the drinking of spirits , and

f desirous), desirous of drinking intoxicating li-

quors.

atat , ad. (from at , the drinking of spirits, and

, an object), for the purpose of drinking intoxicat-

ing liquors.

মদ্যপানোদ্যত, a. (from মদ্যপান , thedrinkingof spirits, and

8413, engaged), engaged in drinking intoxicating li

quors, about to drink intoxicating liquors.

, a. (from 21, wine, and to , drinking), drink.

ing intoxicating liquors ; s . a drinker ofintoxicating li

quors,

, a. (from , wine, and tf , drinking , drink-

ing intoxicating liquors.

2 ,XF, a. (from . wine, and quF, caused by , caused

by or arising from intoxicating liquors ; ad, from or be-

cause ofintoxicating liquors.

, a. (from 25 , wine, and 7, beloved), fond of in-

toxicating liquors.

a , s. (from a , wine, and far, sale), the sale of

wine or other intoxicating liquors.

fa , a (from a , wine, and fawf.7, selling) , selling

wine or other intoxicating liquors.

a1falF31, 8. (from 241, wine, and faɩ#31, a seller), a vint-

ner, a tavern-keeper, a wine merchant.

fa , ad. (from 4 , wine, and f1, without), without or

beside wine or intoxicating liquo's.

Ã¤, s. (from 25 , wine, and 5, seed) , a drug used to

promote the fermentation of liquors.

з , a. (from 1, wine, and faf , excepted), in-

toxicating liquors excepted.

212][3 ?, s. (from 41, wine, and afstas, an exception),

the exception of intoxicating liquors.

ansziforare, ad. (loc. case ofaquafɔa ), with the excep

tion of intoxicating liquors, without or beside intoxi-

cating liquors.

, 8. (from 21, wine, and 73, froth , yeast, barm.

* , s. (from , wine, auditat, a home,, a tavern,

a dram shop, wine vaults.

, 8. (from 2 , wine, and ĦI, a distilling), the

dishing of spirituous liquors.

24537, 4, (from 25 , wine, and (₹5, a cause), caused by

or arising from intoxicating liquors ; ad. from or be.

cause of intoxicating liquors.

agatt, s. (from að1ª, middlemost), the name of a particular

tone in Hindoo music .

2 , s. (from 2 to regard , honey, the nectarious juice of

flowers, wine, spirit distilled from grapes, the spirit

distilled from the blossoms of Bassia latifolia, the name

of a demon slain by Vishnoo.

2. 8. (from 8 , honey), the name of a tree, (Bassia lati

fulia. )
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, . (from , honey, and to make), a bee, a lover,

the round sweet lime .

agata, s. (from a , honey, and cat , a treasury) , a ho-

ney-comb, a bee hive, the testicles of a goat.

aætaæa, s. (from a , like a honey-comb, and ,

a cavity), a cavernous cell chiefly applied in anatomy to

the cellulæ cavernosa,

zaaaaye, s. (from a , like a honey-comb, and ▼ ,

a skin), the cellular membrane.

agata , s. (from 2, like a honey-comb, and

, a part), in anatomy the corpora cavernosa.

tal, s . (from a , like a honey-comb,

, situated on the bone, and fatal, a canal), in ana-

tomy the sinus cavernosus.

3 , s . (from a honey, and at , an ore), a sort of

pyrites, honey stone.

2, s . (from a honey, and to hold), the nectary of a

flower.

att , 8. (from a honey, and atf43, a barber), a con-

fectioner.

AI , s. (from a

, s. (from a

ing of honey.

মধুপ্রিয ,়, a. (from

honey, and , to drink), a bee.

honey, and t , a drinking), the drink-

, honey, and fЯ , beloved , the name of

a shrub, (Ardisia solanacea ; ) one of the names of Bulu-

rama.

Jeatafa , s. (from a honey, and fat , a fly), a bee.

, a. (from a honey , sweet, honeyed, mellifluous.

atan, s. (from a , honey, and at , Jasmine), the double va-

riety of Jasminum Zambac .

agatas), s. (from a honey, and at , the name of a

shrub , the name of a climbing plant, (Asclepias volubi-

lis.)

afe , s. (from a , honey, and af , a staff), liquorice,

(Glichorhyza sativa.)

za , a. (from 2 , honey, and 31, to obtain) , sweet, agreea-

ble, melodious, mellifluous ; s . sweetness, the taste or

sensation of sweetness, syrup, treacle.

x231, s. (from ¤ , sweet), suavity, sweetness.

¤XI¶, s. (from I , sweet , suavity, sweetness .

I , s. (from , honey), the name of an aromatic

plant and its seed , (Anethum Panmorium .)

¤¤, s. (from a , sweet), sweetness, the sensation or

taste of sweetness.

, s. (from a honey, and fata , a stone), in minera-

logy the honey stone (honig stein.)

, s. (from 8, the name of a demon, and , a kil-

Ling), the destroyer of the demon Mudhoo, one ofthe

names of Krishna.

x21, s. (from ¤ , beauty, and 1 , to have), the midst, the

middle of a thing, the inside of a thing, a centre , a

mean or common tone in music , the waist, a young wo-

man or girl arrived at puberty, the middle finger, an

interval, a kind of metre consisting of four lines of

three syllables each, a horse's flank, the middle term or

proportion in Algebra, ten thousand billious.

, s . (from , the middle, and c , a place), the

middle part of a thing, the centre of a circle, the

waist.

atatat, s. (from , the middle term, and at , destruction),

the making of the middle term disappear from be-

tween two square terms .

aħfē¶, a. (from ¤ , the middle, and fi , depressed), con-

cave ; s. the name of a particular kind of leaf (folium

concavum. )

, a. (from 3 , the midst, and af , being), between,

included, situated between, inward, internal, between

two parties as a mediator or arbitrator ; s . a mediator,

an arbitrator.

, . from a middling), middling, moderate,

temperate, indifferent.

, a. from 1 , the midst , middling, middlemost, in-

termediate, included, central, temperate.

ÃÏÃÆG, 8. (from 1 , middlemos', and 43, a piece), the

middle term in an algebraic equation.

aUaatça, s. (from ¤, middle, and tx¤, violence), in

Hindoo law this name is given to outrages of the mid-

dle class, as injuring buildings, throwing down walls,

& c.

, s . (from xar, the midst), the middle finger, a girl who

has arrived at the age of puberty, a central blossom .

, s. (from , the midst, and ta , measure), a beat-

ing of time in music so that three crotchets, a minim,

and three crotchets shall be beat through a strain.

মধ্যমাপনয়ন, s. (from মধ্যম, the middle term, and অপনয়ন, ৫

taking away), in mathematicks the making the middle

term , viz. twice the product of the roots, disappear

from between two square terms.

aNaigad, s. (from ra, the middle term, and td, a

taking away), the removal of the middle term in an al-

gebraic equation.

মধ্যমাহয়ণভেদ , s. (from মধ্যযহিরণ , the removal of the middle

term, and (5 , a variety), varieties of quadratic and

other equations.
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মধ ,

a ' s. (from 7, the middle, and at , the night), mid-

night.

, a (from 1, the midst , and i , to be situ ted), cen-

tral, situated between, standing between , within, in-

ward; s. a mediator, an arbitrator, an umpire,

, s. (from TU , within) , a middle state or character,

mediatorship, the office of an arbitrator or umpire.

1 , s. from 1874, within) , a middle state or character,

mediatorship, the office of an arbitrator or umpire.

8 , s . (from 2 , the midst, and , a place) , the cen-

tre of a circle, the internal part of a thing.

aâamì, s. (from 285, the midst, and a place) , the mid-

dle of a thing, the midst, the inward part of a thing.

, ad. (loc. case of a ,, inwardly, within, between,

betwixt.

18ata, s. (from 25, the midst, and † , a place) , the cen-

tre of a circle, the middle or inward part of a thing.

, . from 1, he midst, and tf , placed ), pla-

ced between.

aztet, a. from 1, the middle, and f continuing),

continuing in the middle, occupying the middle part.

ata, s . (from a , an arbitrator,, mediatorship, arbi-

tration.

3, a. (from 1 , the midst, and 143, situated), central,

inward, standing between, interposing, intervening.

aari, s. (from 21, the middle) , the middle finger, a girl ar-

rived at puberty,

1 s. (from 81, the midst, and E, a membrane

of the bowels , the mesentery.

atad, s. (from 1, a centre, and Я , a goingfrom),

a receding or flying off from the centre.

মধ্যাপসরণশক্তি, s . ( from মধ্যাপসরণ , a receding from the cen-

tre , and f , power), the centrifugal force.

অধ্যাপনারী, ৫. (iron মধ্য , a centre, and অপনারিন, receiling

from), centrifugal.

a , s . ( from ar, a centre, and , a coming

towards), an approaching or flying towards a centre.

, 8. (from tax , aflying towards the cen-

tre, and F, power), the centripetal force.

atents , s. (from 1 , a centre, aud saifa , coming

touards,, centripetal.

. s. (from 1, the midst, and 3 , the day), mid-day,

noon ; a . mid-day.

, s. (from a11€, mid-day, and xta, time), the time

ofnid-day.

Etat , from att , mid-day), belonging to or

proper for the middle of the day.

I , s . (from 23. , mid-day, and f1, an action),

271.

mid-day duty, a religious ceremony to be performed at

noon.

1, d. (loc, cise ofa ), within , between, betwixt, in , is

the midst.

, ad. (from æ , the midst), now and then , some-

times.

ata , s. (from 4, honey, and ata , spirits) , the spirits

distilled from the blossoms ofthe Bassia latifolia , mead,

metheglin.

, s. (from , the mind), the mind, the inclinations, a

weight of forty sera's or about seventy-eight pounds,

the name of a species of plant, ( Crotalaria laburnifo.

lia.)

151, 8. (from , the mind, and 151 , pain) , inquietude,

pain of miud.

5: ìṣisae, a. (from 7:51 , distress of mind, and 378,

proralucing , producing pain or distress of mind.

, a. (from 51 , pain of mind, and 3 , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from inquietude or

pain of mind.

, ad . (loc. case ofa ), for disquietude,

for pain ofmind,

7:51 , pain of mind, and tą, a

gives pain or disquietude to the

1st , pain of mind, and

31, s. (from

giver) , a person who

n.ind of another.

state , a . (from

giving), giving pain to the mind.

aastast, a. (from 5151 , pain of mind, and foa, give

ing), giving pain to the mind.

za:cìṣifacýs, a. from 27: 131, distress ofmind, and farve,

causing to cease ) , allaying pain or distress of mind.

25:113tfaætas, a . (from 51, distress of mind, and

fate , preventing , preventing or resisting pain or dis.

tress of mind .

ass fated, s . (from 1 , distress ofmind, and farta ,

preventing), the preventing or resisting of pain or dis-

fress of mind.

2 : 11faf , s . (from și , distress of mind, and fas

cessation), the cessation or prevention of pain or dis

tress of mind.

zz: îtṣtfaface, a . (from 7: 1, pain of mind, and fare,

a cause), caused by or arising from disquietude or

pain of mind ; ad. from or because of disquietude or

pain of mind.

1stfafas, ad. (from 51 , pain of mind, and f ,

a cause , for disquietude, for pain of mind.

(from 278951, pain of mind, and TF, CIUS-

ed by), caused by or arising from disquietude or pain
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of mind ; ad. from or because of disquietude or pain of

mind.

2:11 , a. (from 5: 1 , pain of the mind, and a ,

increasing), increasing or aggravating auxiety or pain

of the mind.

, 8. (from 7:11 , pain of the mind, and zá , an

increusing), the increasing or aggravating of anxiety or

pain of the mind.

fitent, ad. (from 27:431, prin of mind, and fa̸ai,

without), without or beside pain or distress of mind.

151 , pain of the mind, and af , in-

crease), the increase of anxiety or pain of mind.

ta , s. (from

tiffa , a. (from 2 : și , pain of mind,and us ,

excepted), pain or distress of mind excepted.

isterioz , s. (from 11, p in ofmind, and for ,

an exception), the exception of pain or distress of mind .

মনঃপীড়াব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মনঃপীড়াব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of pain or distress of mind,without or beside

pain or distress of mind.

7:4313 , a. (from 1, pain of the mind, and ſea,

separate), separate or distinct from anxiety or pain of

mind ; ad. beside anxiety or pain of mind.

aa:diştıæge, a. (from it, pain of mind, and œ , a

cause), caused by or arising from pain or distress of

mind ; ad. from or because of pain or distress of mind.

, (from 7 , the mind, and at , conviction),

conviction.

I58qeatâæ, a. (from the mind, and grat¶☎, convincing),

convincing the mind.

অসঃপুবোধন , s. ( from न , the mind, and প্রবোধন, the convin-

cing ofa person), the producing conviction in the mind

of a person.

: ,, (from the mind, and fta , a stone), red ar

senic.

zatascots, a. (from ¤ , the mind, and cost, applicati-

on), the application ofthe mind to a subject.

AF:5° tUSTJ&T, a. (from rats, mental application,

and , means), effected by means of applying the

mind ; ad. by means of mental application,

প্ৰনঃস’যোগকৰ্ত্তা , s. ( from মনঃসংযোগ, mental application, and

, a doer), a person who applies his mind to a subject,

JKA®cotsætIP, a . (from 5: ¶¶, mental application,

and taỡ, doing) , applying the mind ; s. a person who

applies his mind to a subject.

# : * ts@tz?, «. (from 5:Яtst, mental application, and

fa , doing) , applying the mind.

AFRIDINGAT, a. (from T7 :Ħ• Waist , mental application, and

, producing), producing application of the mind.

et , a . (from

รา.

catst , mental application , and

, producible), producible by or arising from appli

cation of the mind.

27:Ħrts&ra), ad (loc . case of :), for the pur-

pose of mental application.

tad. (from catst, mental application,

and t , a door ), through or by applying the mind.

27:5% ¶ts (afa , ɑ . (from 15:Ħatst, mental application,

and fa , a cause), caused by or arising from applica-

tion of the mind; ad, from or because of mental ap-

plication.

9.

sff , ad. (from att, mental application,

and fa , a cause , for the purpose of applying the mind.

a. (from atst, mental application,

and , before), preceded by or arising from mental ap

plication ; ad. by or through applying the mind.

Dacascosteof, a. (from A587%-catst, mental application, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from applying

the mind ; ad. from or because ofapplying the mind.

8.tsfa , ad . (from tust , mental application, and

faa , without), without or beside mental application .

PAI¬NOUTO(5, a. (from 1485¶ist , mental application,

and fofa , excepted , the application of the mind ex-

cepted.

st , s . (from cast, mental application,

and afstaa, an exception), the exception of mental ap

plication .

মনঃসংযোগবাজিয়েছে, ad. (loc. case of মনঃস* যোগব্যতিরেক) , with

the exception of mental application, without or beside

the application of the mind.

#7:Ħ°radfsa, a. (from 8¬¤tst, mental application, and

fa, separate), separate or distinct from close applica-

tion of the mind ; ad. beside close application ofthe

mind.

: cutstega. (from cats , mental application , and

( 3 a cause), caused by or arising from application of

the mind ; ad. from or because of mental application .

: -¡sit, a. (from , the mind, and cutista, apply

ing), applying the mind to a subject.

147, 8. (from 17, to think), the acting of the mind, the mind-

ing of a thing, a thinking, a thought.

ATIE, a. (from 5 , thought, and ta , doing), exercis

ing thought or judgment ; s . a thinking or reflecting

person.

25131, a. (from 7, thought, and tf , doing), exercis

ing thought or reflection

27331, a. (from 25 , thought, and 1, producible), pro

ducible by or arising from thought or reflection,
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นส .

, ad. (loc. case of 1) , for thought or reflecti-

ta , ad. (from 7 , thought, and at , a door), by or

through thought or reflection.

anfaface, a. (from 3, thought, and fafa , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from thought or reflection ; ad, from

or because of thought or reflection .

za-fafe, ad. (from , thought, and fafa , a cause), for

thought or reflection.

27 , a. (from 7, thought, and , before), preceded

by or arising from thought or reflection ; ad. by or

through thought or reflection.

ass , a . (from , thought, and fox , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to thought or reflection .

175XF, a. (from 7 , thought, and * , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from thought or reflection ; ad. from

or because of thought or reflection .

f , ad. (from 3, thought, aud fat, without , without

or beside thought or reflection .

azasıfsfas, a. (from 177, thought, and af , excepted),

thought or reflection excepted.

aaaafalgæ, s. (from 2 , thought, and ifs , an excep-

tion), the exception of thought or reflection.

af , al. (loc . case of afst ),with the excep-

tion of thought or reflection ,without or beside thought

or reflection.

মননব্যাঘাত , s . ( from नন, thought , and ব্যাঘাত, an obstacle ),

an obstacle to thought or reflection.

মননব্যাঘাতক, a. (from মনন, thought , and ব্যাঘাতক, obstruct-

ing , operating as an obstacle to thought or reflection .

fs , a. (from a , thought, and fa, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from thought or reflection ; ad. beside

thought or reflection .

ts , a. (from 5, thought, and c¤†s , worthy), wor-

thy of being thought or reflected on .

AZALIF, d. (from a thought, and ‹xy, a cause), caused

by or arising from thought or reflection ; ad. from or

because of thought or reflection.

zats, a. (from a , to mind) , deserving regard, requiring

to be minded or thought on.

, s. (from the mind, and át , fickleness),

fickleness, unsteadiness of mind.

, s. (from , the mind) , in mythology the sister of

Vasookee and goddess of the serpent race esteemed as

the protectress from their venom.

zate , s. (from 1, the goddess of serpents, and c , a

goddess), the goddess of the serpent race.

মনসাসিজ, ও . (from न t, the goddess of serpents, and fमজ,

24 .

Euphorbia) , the name of a species of Euphorbia used

in the worship of Munusa, (Euphorbia ligularia. )

rafa , 8, (from xafa, in the mind, and , to be produced),

one of the names of the Indian Cupid.

ata, s. (from 7 , the mind, and ☎ta, desire) , the desire

of the mind.

1, s. (from , the mind, and eta , a wish) , the

wish of the heart.

215 ), 0, (from 175 , the wish ofthe mind, and

, producible), producible by or arising from the wish

of the heart.

মনস্কামনাজনো , ad. (loc. case ofমন +জন্য , for the wish or

desire of the heart.

মনস্কামনানিমিশুক, a. (from মনস্কাষনা, the wish ofthemind, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from the wish of

the heart; ad. from or because of the wish of the mind.

মনস্কামনানিয়িত্তে, ad . ( from মনস্কামnt, the wish ofthe mind, and

fafa , a cause), for the wish or desire of the heart.

za☎taateg☎, a. (from 1, the wish ofthe mind, and

***,filling), fulfilling or accomplishing the wish of the

heart.

মনস্কাযনাপযুক্ত , a. (from stani , the wish of the mind, and

HF, caused by) , caused by or arising from the wish of

the beart ; ad. from or because of the wish of the heart.

মনস্কামনাবিনা, ad . (from মনস্কামনা , the wish of the mind, and

f1, without), without or beside the wish of the heart.

zastantufofas, a . (from aastal, the wish ofthe mind,

and af , excepted) , the wish or desire of the heart

excepted.

az¶tantuıfólṛæ, s. (from astaa , the wish ofthe mind,

and fix , an exception ), the exception of the wish or

desire of the heart.

মনস্কামনাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মনস্কামনাজাতিয়েক ), with

the exception of the wishes or desires of the heart,

without or beside the desires of the heart.

27¶ta31f33, a. (from , the wish ofthe mind, and

fs , separate) , separate or distinct from the wish ofthe

heart ; ad. beside the wish or desire of the heart.

❤tantly , a . (from
1 , the wish ofthe mind, and

(53, a cause), caused by or arising from the wish of

the heart ; ad. from or because of the wish of the heart.

11CI, 8. (from 17 , the mind, and ₹, to dổ), the act of

reflection or the cognizance which the mind takes of

its own operations.

AAG†A, s. (from Az , the mind, and s†*, heat), grief of mind,

pain of mind, inward distress.

মনস্তাপজনক, a, from মনস্তাপ, dustress of mind , and অনক, pro

ducing), producing distress of mind.

F
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F

F
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17.

21.

#at157 , a. (from
pro-1 , distress ofmind, and EU,

ducible), producible by or arising from distress of mind,

278f93c77, ad. (loc. case of 14 ), for pain or distress

of mind.

aatst, s. (from xat , distress of mind, and t3,

giving), a person who gives distress to the mind.

2AS14K1XT, a. (from air, distress of mind, aud πtņē, gio-

ing), giving distress to the mind.

ts , a. (from t , distress ofmind, and atf , giv-

ing), giving distress to the mind .

মনস্তাপনিবর্ত্তক , a . ( from মনস্তাপ, distress ofmind, and নিবর্ত্তক ,

causing to cease), putting a stop to pain or distress of

mind.

মনস্তাপনিবারক, a. (from সन t , distress ofmind, and নিবারক ,

preventing , preventing or resisting pain or distress of

mind.

মনস্তাপনিবারণ , ৪. (from মনস্তাপ, distress ofmind, and নিবারণ,

apreventing), the preventing or resisting of pain or

distress of mind.

21faf , s. (from at , distress of mind, and ff ,

cessation , the cessation of pain or distress of mind .

মনস্তাপনিষত্তক, a. (from স্তুপ , distress of mind, and নির্মিত,

a cause , caused by or arising from distress of mind ; ad.

from or because ofdistress of mind.

মনস্তাপনিবিত্তে, ad. (from মনস্তাপ, distress of mind , and নির্মিত,

a cause), for distress ofmind.

21 , a. (from at , distress of mind, and ,

before), preceded by or arising from distress of mind ;

ad. by or through distress of mind.

অনস্কপিপুযুক্ত , a. (from মনস্তাপ, distress of mind, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from distress of mind ;

ad. from or because of distress of mind.

মনস্তাপবর্ষক, a. ( from মনস্তাপ , distrees of mind, and বর্ধক , in-

creasing), increasing distress of mind.

28tz , 8. (from 2814, distress ofmind, and 157, an

increasing), the increasing of distress of mind,

, ad. (from , distress of mind, and fat,

without), without or beside pain or distress of mind.

zata , s. (from 8 , distress of mind, and q , in-

crease ),

the increase of distress of mind.

23115 , a. (from a ▼ , distress of mind, and fou, sepan

rate), separate or distinct from distress of mind ; ad.

beside distress of mind .

zastares_s, a. (from æ † , distress ofmind, and cxg, a

cause), caused by or arising from distress of mind ; ad.

from or because of distress of mind.

, a. (froma , the mind, and tft , giving distress),

afflicting, giving pain to the mind.

zafy, s. (from x , the mind, and gfx, pleasure), satis-

faction or pleasure of the mind.

23551, a. (from 27 , pleasure of the mind, and 1,

producible , producible by or arising from pleasure of

the mind.

24 , ad. (loc, case of far), for pleasure of the

mind, for mental gratification.

2zgfulafaez, o. (from fy, pleasure of the mind, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from pleasure of

the mind ; ad. from or because of pleasure of the mind.

zagfufafus , ad. (from , pleasure ofthe mind, and

fïfï³, a cause) , for mental pleasure or gratification,

15, a. (from fx, pleasure of the mind, and 5,

caused by) , caused by or arising from pleasure of the

mind ; ad. from or because of mental pleasure or gra-

tification.

21, ad. (from a
pleasure of the mind, and

fax , without , without or beside mental pleasure or gra

tification.

zefdufofas, a. (from af , pleasure of the mind, and

aff , excepted), mental pleasure or gratification ex-

cepted.

যসস্তুস্থিৰাতিরেক, s . (from মনস্তুষ্টি, pleasure of the mind, and

, an exception), the exception of mental plea

sure or gratification.

মনস্তুষ্ঠিতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মনন্তুষ্ঠিব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of mental pleasure or gratification, without

or beside mental pleasure or gratification .

ffs , a. (from af , pleasure ofthe mind, and 5 ,

separate) , separate or distinct from mental pleasure or

gratification ; ad. beside mental pleasure or gratifica-

tion.

মনস্থাপব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from মনস্তাপ , distress ofmind , and ব্যতি | মসন্তুষ্টিহেতুক, ad . (from মনস্তু,ি pleasure of the mind , and

fas, excepted), pain or distress of mind excepted.

মনস্তাপৰ তিরেক, s. (from সস্তাপ, distress of mind, and বাতি

(* , an exception) , the exception of pain or distress of

mind.

fig , ad. (loc. case of
fo ), with the ex-

ception of pain or distress of mind, without or beside

pain or distress of mind.

( , a cause), caused by or arising from mental plea-

sure or gratificatio
n ; ad. from or because of mental

pleasure or gratificatio
n

.

a. (from ¤ , the mind, and 1 , to stand), situated in

the mind or heart.

aatau̸ı, s . (from a , the mind, and t , stedfastness),

stedfastness of mind.
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ze ), a. (from 17 , the mind), intelligent, wise.

o), a prohibition , a denial .xa , s. (from , to prehibil,

te, ad. (from 7 , to know), minutely, a little, slowly, tar-

aily.

fa , a. (from Jug, to breathe, mlio, proper), fit, pro-

per, right.

4, s . (from ], to bud, i̟io) , a master, a lord.

1, s. (from 4 , the mind, and a, to go), the under-

standing, intellect .

fæ , a . (from ¤ , the understanding) , a learned man,

a wise man ; a. wise, learned , intelligent, intellectual.

, a. (from a , wise , wise , learned , intelligent.

47. s. (from 4 , to know , the Indian legislator, said to be

the son of Brahma or a personification of Bruhma him-

self, the creator of the world, the progenitor of man-

kind. The generic name of the Munoos who, according

to the Hindoo system , preside over the world, of whom

there are fourteen in every Kulpa, or period from crea-

tion to creation, each presiding for a Munwuntura ; a

mystical verse or incantation.

27 , s. (from 7, a sage who presides over the world, and

3 , to be born), a man.

, S. (from , the progenitor ofthe world), a man,

8. (from TFII, a man, and so , a genus) , mankind,

a multitude of men.

33, s. (from 2 , a man, and if , a tribe), man-

kind.

1 , s. (from 1, a man), humanity, manliness, man-

hood.

8. (from 21, a man), humanity, manliness, man-

hood.

, a. (from , humanity, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from humanity.

, ad. (loc. case of 15 ), for humanity, for

the human nature.

zanfaface, a. (from 281 , humanity, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from humanity ; ad. from

or because of humanity.

•

মনুষ্যত্বনিয়িত্তে, ad . (from মনু , humanity, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

for humanity, for human nature.

, s. (from
अनम

1 , manliness, and t , a display),

a display of mauliness.

get , a. (from , manliness, and gata, dis-

playing), displaying manliness,

4. (from 21 , humanity, and fama, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to or reason against

an animal's belonging to the human species.

FEAF, 0. (from 1981 , humanity, and F, caused by),

རྟའ

caused by or arising from humanity ; ad. from orbe

cause of the human nature .

, a. (from , manliness, and 8, obtained,

possessed of humanity or manliness.

1, a. (from humanity, and fast , without),

without or beside humanity.

aquafafy, a . (from 48 , manliness, and fafe, possess-

ed of), possessed of humanity or manliness.

24 , a. (from 5 , manliness, and fa, desti-

tute), destitute of humanity or manliness.

aufstas, à. (from T◄, humanity, and ufsfas, es•

cepted), human nature excepted.

2 , s. (from , humanity, and , an

exception), the exception ofhuman nature.

fst , ad. (loc. case of fat ), with the

exception of humanity, without or beside human na-

ture.

, . (from , humanity, and stats, an ob

stacle), an obstacle to humanity.

, . (from 8 , humanity, and atatea, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to an animal's be

longing to the human species.

a. (from 1 , humanity, and fe , separate),

separate or distinct from humanity ; ad. beside human

nature.

Ifs, a. (from ¤¤¤¤, humanity, and 73, destitute),

destitute ofhumanity or mauliness.

, a. (from , humanity, and , empty),

destitute of humanity or manliness.

, a. (from , humanity, and T , destitute),

destitute of humanity or manliness.

, a. (from humanity, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from human nature ; ad, from or

because ofhumanity.

ta, a. (from 51 , humanity, and fa, struct), pos-

sessed ofhumanity or manliness, human, manly.

, s . (from 1781, a man , and 2 , duty), human duty.

, s. (from 1 , a man, and zs, a class,, the class of

man, the human species, a multitude of man.

13 , a. (from T , a man, and SFX, eating ,̀ feeding

on human flesh ; s . a cannibal.

13 , a. (from 2731 , a man, and cuff , eating), feed,

ing on human flesh ; s. a cannibal.

gazet, s. (from zas, a man, and zeal, an assembly), ą

multitude of men, a concourse of people.

, a. (from 271, a man), populous, full of people.

nexiatad, 8. (from 2781, a man, and atgª, a killing,, murg

der, manslaughter.
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, s. (from 1, a man, and E, a multitude), a

multitude of men.

1 , s. (from 1, a man, and atta, a semblance),

semblance of a man.

, s. (from 277, a man , and atta. food), the hu-

man food, human flesh considered as food.

art ,. (from

cannibalism .

arts , feeding onhumanflesh),

taifa , s. (from artifs , feeding on human flesh),

cannibalism.

zattal, a. (from , a man, and tetka, feeding),

feeding on human flesh; s. a cannibal.

, ad. loc. case of4 ) , in the mind or memory. Construct-

ed with , to do, this word means to think, to recollect,

to reflect, to remember.

Matsts, a. (from the mind, and s , found , situated

or found in the mind,

arata, s. (from , the mind, and af , fire), jealousy,

dissatisfaction .

t , a. (from , the mind, and , to know ), delecta-

ble, beautiful, engaging, tempting, pleasing, agreeable.

Matt, s. (from 1 , pleasing), agreeableness, delectable-

ness.

† , s. (from Mat , pleasing) , agreeableness, delecta-

bleness.

aatās , s. (from the mind, and 3 , affliction ), grief

or pain of mind.

4

mata:rgas, a. (from at , distress ofmind, and Я ,

producing), producing distress of mind.

a. (from 1 , distress ofmind, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from distress of

mind.

, ad. (loc, case ofaratata ), for distress of

mind.

acata: 131, s. (from

#zathsalatṣæ, a. (from

test, distress of mind, and atą, a

giver , a person who gives distress or pain to the mind.

8 , distress ofmind, and ig ,

giving , giving pain or distress to the mind.

cat , a. (from that, distress ofmind, and if ,

giving), giving pain or distress to the mind,

মনোদুঃখনিবর্ত্তক , a . (from মনোদুঃখ, distress ofmind. and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), appeasing pain or distress of mind.

mat : fats , a . (from at , distress of mind, and

fata , preventing), preventing or resisting pain or dis-

tress of mind.

zzatqeufaatad, s. (from tq , distress of mind, and

fata , apreventing), the preventing or resisting of pain

er distress of mind.

মনে--

মনোদুঃখনিবৃত্তি,s. (from মনোদুঃখ, distress of mind, and নিষ্কৃতি,

cessation ) , the cessation or prevention of pain or dis-

tress of mind.

aatq;ufsfacæ, ɑ. (from : , distress of mind, and

faf , a cause), caused by or arising from pain or dis-

tress of mind ; ad. from or because of pain or distress

of mind.

মনোদুঃখনিয়িত্তে, al. (from মনোদুঃখ, distress ofmind, and নিষিক্ত,

a cause , for pain or distress of mind.

মনোদুঃখপযুক্ত , a. ( from মনোদুঃt, distress of mind, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from pain or distress of

mind; ad. from or because of pain or distress of mind.

ts, a. (from at , distress of mind, and

increasing , increasing distress of mind.

1 , s . (from atate , distress of mind, and z ,

an increasing , the increasing of distress of mind.

11, ad. (from that , distress ofmind, and fat

without , without or beside pain or distress of mind.

s.from cat , distress ofmind, and afa, inė

crease), the increase of distress of mind.

staff , a. (from at , distress ofmind, and

fs , excepted), pain or distress of mind excepted .

ata , s . (from zat , distress of mind, and

13 , an exception ), the exception ofpain or distress

of mind.

মনোদুঃখরাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মনোদুঃখব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of pain or distress of mind, without or be

side pain or distress of mind.

mata, a. (from 1 , distress ofmin l, and fɛa, sei

parale), separate or distinct from distress of mind ; ad,

beside distress of mind.

7
ta from cats , distress ofmind, and cry,

a cause), caused by or arising from pain or distress of

mind ; ad. from or because of pain or distress of mind.

a . a. (from the mind, and fat , afflicted), dis

tressed in mind.

aatesa , a. (from mats , distress ofmind, and

set , producing), producing pain or distress of mind.

, s. (from 1 , distress ofmind , pain or distress

of mind.

aratfalat, s . (from , the mind, and fat, an entering ,

the entering into a scheme or undertaking with the

mind, devotedness to an object , close study.

alatfact, a. (from a the mind, and fitaf , entering),

engaging with the mind in an undertaking, devoting,

the mind to an object.

aatāts, a. (from 4 , the mind, and 3, received , chosen,

approved.
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ਸ .

matati, s . (from , the mind, and at , desire), the de-

sire of the heart.

AltC:BtBtgæ, a. (from aratat , the desire of the heart,

and at , doing), desiring with the heart, fixing the

mind or desire.

tarietal, a. (from alatt , the desire ofthe heart,

and fa , deing) , desiring with the heart, exercising

the desires of the heart.

Matatqtma , a. (from aatat1, the desire of the heart, and

1, producible , producible by or arising from the

desire of the heart.

aattt , ad. (loc. ofmatta ), for the desire of

the heart.

astattfase, a. (from æætat% , the desire ofthe heart,and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from the desire of

the heart; ad. from or because of the desire of the

heart.

zratugtfafare, ad. (from aɩatata , the desire of the heart,

and fa , a cause) , for the desire of the heart.

ALİT BİRAB, a. (from xatzt% , the desire ofthe heart, and

, filling), accomplishing or filling the desires of

the heart.

atatt , s. (from aratat , the desire ofthe heart, and

34, a filling), the filling or accomplishing of the de-

sires of the heart.

atzizi , a. (from atat , the desire of the heart,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the de-

sires of the heart ; ad. from or because of the desires of

the heart.

AtatRNEIE, a. (from æta†¾¹, the desire of the heart, and

(3, a cause), caused by or arising from the desire of

the heart; ad. from or because ofthe desire of the heart.

ata , s. (from , the mind, and f , conduct), the ope-

rations of the mind, the conception of ideas , a volition.

aratrata , s. (from , the mind, and carfan, making

known , the name of a musical tone.

tu , s. (from 3 , the mind, and us , pain), pain of

mind, grief, jealousy.

MatejutĦal, a. (from atzizɗ, pain ofmind, aud I, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from pain of mind .

aratajutacar, ad. (loc. case of alatzjuta , for pain of

mind.

' ,aistautfafıza, a. (from aɩatajui , pain ofmind, and fare,

a cluse), caused by or arising from pain of mind ; ad,

from or because of pain of mind.

taff , ad. (from 1 : 1 ) , pain ofmind, and fafas,

a cause), for pain or distress of mind.

, a. (from avatar , pain of mind, and

*agat.

caused by , caused by or arising from pain ofmind ; ađ.

from or because of pain of mind.

মনোব্যথাবিষা, ad. (from মনোব্যথা, pain ofmind , and বিনা,

without), without or beside pain of mind.

Maiqu¡æfsſas, a. (from matejui , pain of mind, and ʊfs

fas, excepted) , pain of mind excepted .

turf , s. (from aratat , pain of mind, and s

(ặ☎, an exception ) , the exception of pain of mind .

মনোব্যথাব্যতিরেকে, al. (loc. case of মনোব্যথাবাতিরেক), with the

exception of pain of wind, without or beside pain of

mind.

acatajuifsa, a. (from Matzu) , pain of mind, aud f™ , sepa

rate), separate or distinct from pain of mind ; ad. be-

side pain of mind.

zzataruiz , a. (from attaru , pain ofmind, and c ,

a cause,, caused by or arising from pain of mind ; ad.

from or because of pain of mind.

aratsa, s. (from , the mind, and , a breach), an in-

terruption of thought, the frustration of a design, the

breaking of the mind from a favourite design.

MASLE, a. (from 45 , the mind, and 3 , breaking) , frus-

trating a wish or design.

matfsficant, s. (from , the mind, and aſsf-ret, an en-

tering), the entering with the mind into an undertak-

ing, devotedness of the mind, engagedness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশকরণক, a. (from মনোভিনিবেশ, engagednessofmind,

and ₹ 9, means), effected by means of engagedness of

mind ; ad. by means of engagedness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশজন্য , a. (from মনোনিবেশ, engagedness ofmind,

and I, producible), producible by or arising from en.

gagedness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of মনোভিনিবেশজন্য , for en-

gagedness or devotedness of mind .

মনোতিসিবেশদ্বারা, ad. (from মনোভিনিদেশ, the application of

the mind, and ta, a door), by means of engaging the

mind in an undertaking.

মনোভিনিবেশনিমিত্তক, a. ( from মনোভিনিবেশ, engagedness of

mind, and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from en-

gagedness of mind ; ad. from or because ofengagedness

of mind.

সহনাভিনিবেশনিমিত্তে, ad. (from মনোভিনিবেশ , engagedness of

mind, and fafa , a cause), for engagedness or devoted-

ness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশপূর্বক, a. (from মনোভিনিবেশ, eng gedness ofmind,

and , before , preceded by or arising from engaged-

ness of mind ; ad. by or through engagedness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশপগুক্ত, a. (from মনোভিনিবেশ, engagedness of mind,

and e , caused by), caused by or arising from cagag-
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まで引す。

edness of mind ; ad. from or because ofengagedness of

mind.

Halfsfic:mfcal, al, (from ætatfsfata , engagedness of

mind, and fat, withou ), without or beside enga, edness

of mind.

মনোতিনিবেশাতিরিক্ত, a. ( from মনোভিনিদেশ, engagedness of

mind, and affa , excepted), engagedness of mind ex.

cepted.

মনে জিনিবেশ।ডিরেক, s. ( from মনোভিনিবেশ, engagedness of

mind, and zifuȚ™, an exception), the exception of en-

gagedness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশয্যতিরেকে, ad. (lce. case ofমনে ভিনিবেশব্যতিরেক,

with the exception of engagedness of mind, without or

beside engagedness of mind.

acatsfacasa, a. (from atatfefata , engagedness of mind,

and fa, separate , separate or distinct from engaged.

ness of mind ; ad beside engagedness of mind.

মনোভিনিবেশহেভুল, a. ( from মনোতিনিবেশ, engagedness of

mind, and (55, a cause), caused by or arising from en-

gagedness of mind ; ad, from or because of engaged-

ness of mind.

acatisficant), a . (from , the mind, and fofarafda, en-

tering , engaging the mind in an undertaking, devoting

the heart.

Matata, s. (from 3 , the m'n 1, and af , desire), the

desire of the heart.

actata , a . (iron catsata, the desire of the mind,

and , filing , accomplishing the desire of the heart.

মনে ভিলাষ“রণ, ৪• Donate , the desire of the mind,

and , a filing , the filling of the desires of the mind,

the accomplishment of the wishes of the heart.

alatisata), 4. (from TF, themind, and 187, desirous) ,

desirous, zealous.

Mata , a. (from , the mind, and 3, approved), chosen,

approved.

ata , a. (from 7 , the mind) , intelligent, prudent, wise.

sta , a. (from 7 , the mind, and F, united to) , en-

gaged in, ardent in a pursuit, attentive.

aaatst, s. (from the mind, and catst, union ) , devoted-

ness of mind, attention, application .

মনোযোগকরণক, a. (from মনোযোগ, application, and করণ,

means), effected by application ; ad. by means of ap-

plication.

arátcæideál, s. (from xcatlatst, application, and ☎ź, a doer),

a person who applies his mind to an object.

alaizataēigæ, a. (from a¬trätst, application, and ætaæ, do-

ing) , applying the mind ; s. a person who applies his

mind to an object,

mcatc¤istætal, o, (from atatais, opplication, and a134;

doing, applying the mind, attentive.

is , a. (from Aisteats, application, and I, pros

ducible), producible by or arising from attention or

application,

mateœistmas, ad. Cor. case ofastiasta ), for attention

or application ,

waterstaat, s. (from aratatst, application, and at , giv.

ing) , one who gives attention to an object,

atcatstatæ, a. (from atskats , application, and nt ,

giring), giving attention to an object.

tatt, u. (from aratatst, application, and tf , giv

ing), giving attention to an object,

astratsatai, ad. (from acattatt, application, and T† , 4

door), through or by attention or application.

মনোযোগনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from মনোযোst, application, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease , causing application of the mind to

cease.

মনোযোগনিবারক, a . (from মনোযোগ, application , and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting mental application.

মনোযোগনিবারণ, s. (from মনোযোগ, application , and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of mental ap

plication.

মনোযোগনিবৃত্তি, ৪. (from মনোযোগ , application, and নিবৃত্তি,

cessation), the cessation or prevention of mental appli

cation.

catatsfafas , a. (from aratatst, application, and fafas,

a cause , caused by or arising from attention or appli-

cation; ad.from or because of attention or application.

মনোযোগনিমিত্তে, ad. (from মনোযোগ, application, and নিমিত্ত,

a cau e , for attention or application .

matuiste, a. (from atstatst, application, and , before),

preceded by or arising from application or attention ;

ad, by or through attention or application ..

মনোযোগপ্রযুক্ত, " . (from মনোযোগ, the application , and প্রযুক্ত ;

caused by), caused by or arising from attention or ap

plication ; ad from or because of attention or appli

cation.

মনোযোগবিনা , ad. (from মনোযোt, application , and বিনা,

without), without or beside attention or application.

মনোযোগব্যতিরিক্ত, a. from মনোযোগ, application, and ব্যতি

fa , excepted , application or attention excepted.

alatratstaf3lgæ, s. (from ætate¶tst , application, and wifïIT,

an exception , the exception of application or attention.

মনোযোগব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loe. case of মনোযোগব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of attention or application, without or beside

application or attention.

Oooooo
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azalcatsifsa, u. (from zatents , application, and ( a, sepa

rate), separate or distinct from mental application ; ud.

beside mental application.

acana staza, a. (from matzats, application, and cry, a

cause , caused by or arising from application or atten-

tion ; ad from or because of application or attention .

azatratsit, a. (from 7 , the mind, and catfsta, uniting), at-

tentive, earnest, zealous, applying the mind to a work .

zipse, a. (from , the mind, and 14, pleasing) ,

pleasing, gratifying, agreeable, pleasant.

Mal37, s . (from , the mind, and ₹37, a gratifying),

the gratifying of the heart, pleasure ; a kind of sweet-

meat.

atau, s. (from the mind, and gu, a car , a wish, a

desire.

AĦtza, a. (from 7 , the mind, and , to please) , gratify-

ing the mind, pleasant, agreeable.

Matzar, a. (from , the mind, and 7×1 , pleasant), invit-

ing, pleasant, causing the mind to expatiate thereupon .

Mate , a. (from 7 , the mind, and , to steal), captivating,

heart-ravishing, winning, enticing, engaging, beautiful,

amiable.

MAITIS), s. (from matgg, heart- ravishing) , a captivating or

heart-ravishing property, enticingness.

E , s. (from it , heart-ravishing) , a captivating or

heart-ravishing property, enticingness .

alatztal, a… (from , the mind, and xtaq, stealing),

stealing away the heart, heart-ravishing, enticing, en-

gaging, beautiful, amiable, captivating, winning.

vaata, s. (from 3, to estrange, Xiº), a denial, a re-

jection.

2 s. (from big , to trickle down, So), an inn, a bait-

ing place, a day's journey.

27 , a . (from to observe,, ), seen, approved,

acceptable, agreeable to the sight.

, a. (from 2 , to mind), requiring to be reflected upon

or regarded, requiring to be ascertained or fixed in the

mind.

ai, 8. (from xã, to mind), the name of a species of grass

(1schoemum aristatum), a counsellor, an adviser.

2 , s. (from 2 to speak silently), a text of the veda, a

charm , a text of the veda used as a charm, a mystical

verse or incantation, a form of prayer, a mode of ad-

dressing a being of real or pretended divinity, a formu-

la sacred to any particular god, private advice, secret

consultation.

33 , a . (from 13, aformula, and A , producible), pro-

.

ducible by or arising from a text of the veda or from

an incantation.

25311, ad. (loc. case of 7), for an incantation, for-a

text of the veda.

153, a. (from 5, a formula, and , to know), acquainted

with incantations or charms.

13 , s . (from , a formula, and t , one who knows ', a

person who is acquainted with incantations or charms.

241, s. (from a , to speak privately , counsel, advice,

persuasion, instigation.

a +tæt, s. (from 41 , counsel, and ₹ý, a doer) , a person

who counsels or advises, an adviser, a counsellor.

agstætgæ, a. (from 1 , counsel, and ætaæ, doing', coun-

selling, advising.

atts , a. from ad ' , counsel, and at , doing) , cour

selling, advising.

Tata , a (from 1, counsel, and , producing),

suggesting counsel or advice.

aatsfas, a. (from 41, counsel, and

冠

3, produced,

produced by or arising from counsel or advice.

at , a. (from 41 , counsel, and 1, producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from counsel or advice.

2F113771, a.l. (loc. cuse of Data ), for counsel or advice,

Aatat31, s. (from a , counsel, and Яtó ,̟ a giver , a per•

son who gives counsel or advice, an adviser, a counsel

lor.

25×łaty , a. (from 2541 , counsel, and ɩt , giving), giving

counsel.

24tht≤7, a. (from 2541 , counsel, and tf , giving , giving

counsel or advice.

2 , a. (from 41 , counsel, and safes, a cause),

caused by or arising from counsel or advice ; ad. from

or because of counsel or advice.

241fafa , ad. (from 41 , counsel, and fafas, a cause), for

counsel or advice,

za , a. (from 41, counsel, and , before), preceded

by or arising from counsel or advice ; ad, by or through

counsel or advice.

8. (from 41 , counsel, and gat , manifest:ti-

on , the divulging of counsel or advice,

tæt , a. (from 2541 , counsel, and fats, manifesting),

divulging counsel or advice .

যন্ত্রণা পুতিবন্ধক , a. (from যন্ত্রণা , counsel , and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering counsel or advice,

AtquF, a. (from 41 ,counsel, and F, caused by), caus

ed by or arising from counsel or advice ; ad, from or

because of counsel or advice.

"

"

11
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I.

** 1, ad. (from 2541 , a counsel, and feat , without) , with-

out or beside counsel or advice.

25×1f3f?g, a., (from 21, counsel, and if , excepted),

counsel or advice excepted.

atzifa , s. (from 1, counsel, and fog , an excep-

tion), the exception of counsel or advice.

aztifizio, ad. loc. case of a☎«tarfax ), with the ex-

ception of counsel or advice, without or beside coun-

sel or advice,

যন্ত্ৰণাৰ্য্যাঘাত, s . ( from যন্ত্রণা , counsel, and jato, an obstruc

tion), an obstacle to counsel or advice.

safi , a. (from 1 , counsel, and artatæ, obstruct-

ing), opposing obstacles to counsel or advice,

ifs , a. (from 1 , counsel, and f☎, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from counsel or consultation ; ad. be-

side counsel or consultation.

ati , s. (from 1, counsel, and c , difference) , a dis-

sension in counsels, the penetration of advice, the ren-

dering ofcounsel or advice useless.

zastane, a. (from 1 , counsel, and c™ , dividing), sow-

ing dissension in counsels, dividing or frustrating coun-

sel or advice.

¶¶tfs, s. (from 1 , counsel, and f , power) , ability to

give counsel, ability to consult.

LINTI , ad. (from 4), counsel, and ( g, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from counsel or advice ; ad. from or

recause ofcounsel or advice.

ads, a. (from 3, to advice , advisable, requiring to be

effected by incantation or formulas.

T †31, s. (from , a text of the veda, and † , a giver), a

spiritual preceptor, a person who gives a religious for-

mula to another.

IFE, «. (from , aformula , and t , giving), giving a

religious formula or incantation .

a. (from as a formula, and tf , giving , giving

a religious formula or incantation. "

*ajafaiæ, «. (from , a formulu, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from an incantation or text of the

veda ; ad. from or because of an incantation or text of

the veda.

af-face, ad. (from 5 , a formula , and fa , a cause) , for

a formula or text ofthe veda,

, s. from 45, aformula, and t , manifestation ,

the revelation or manifestation of a religious formula of

incantation.

aggæt¶æ, a. (from 45, a formula, and t , manifes'-

ing , revealing or manifesting a religious formula or

incantation,

ajuta, s. (from 15. a firmyla, and gate, power), the

power or influence of an incantation or text of the ve

da.

F, 4. (from 1 , a formula, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a formula or text ofthe veda ; ad

from or because of an incantation or text of the veda.

afe, a. (from 15, a formula, and fa̸ą, to know), acquaint-

ed with incantations or charms.

21, ad. (from , a formula, and fat, without ), with

out or beside an incantation or text of the veda.

affas, a. (from 15, a formula, and affas, excepted),

a religious formula or text of the veda excepted.

agufsize, s. (from 2x, aformula, and fix , an excep-

tion , the exception of an incantation or text of the

veda.

মন্ত্রব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofযন্ত্রবাতিয়েক) with the exception

of incantations or religious formulas, without or beside

incantations or religious formularies.

#sfsa, a. (from 45, a formula, and fo , separate , separate

or distinct from a religious formula ; ad. beside a religi-

ous formula.

, 8. (from 25, aformula, and , proer), the pow

er of an incantation or formula.

af , a . (from aformula, and fa , accomplished), ac-

complished by a charm or religious formula.

aff , s. (from 45, a formula , and fafa , accomplishment),

the effecting of a purpose by the repetition of a religi

ous formula, the propitiating ofa god, or inducing him

to appear in a visible form by means of repeating reli.

gious formulas.

ANLII, a. (from 2 , aformula, and T3 , a cause), caused

by or arising from a formula or text of the ved ; ad.

from or because of a religious formula or text of the

veda.

afs, a. (from 2 , to advise), consecrated by religious for.

mulas.

er,

, s. (from a , to speak in private), a counsellor, an advis-

a minister, a monitor, the queen at chess.

25 , a. (from ≈ to churn), churning, violently agitating;

8. a churner.

, a. (from , a churning, and , to be produced),

butter.

21, 8. (from a to churn , the churning or violently agi-

tating of a thing, a churn.

sede, a. (from I, a churning, and ☎d , means), el-

fected by means of churning or violent agitation ; ad.

by means ofchurning or violent agitation,

0000002
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haaaiga, ɑ. (from 71, a churning, and vize, doing),

churning, agitating violently.

Igati, a, (from 3, a churning, and ifs , doing),

churning, agitating violently.

25, a. (from a , churning, and , to be produced),

produced from churning or violent agitation .

IRISA, a. (from 54, a churning, and 51, producible),

producible by or arising from churning or violently agi-

tating.

IT3B175, ad. (loc. case of A ), for churning , for vio-

lently agitating.

, 8. (from a , a churning, and af , a rope), a

churning rope.

, s. (from a , a churning, and e, a staf), a churn-

ing staff.

affas , a. (from a , a churning, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from churning or violently agitat-

ing; ad, from or because of churning or violently agi-

tating.

fi , ad, (from 27, a churning, and fifa , a cause),

for churning, for violently agitating.

afe, a. (from 7, a churning, and 1, before , pre-

ceded by or arising from churning or violently agitat-

ing ; ad. by or through churning or violently agitating.

গ্রন্থ প্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from মন্থন, a churning , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to churning or vio-

lent agitation.

ATAUF, a. (from a , a churning, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from churning or violently agitat-

ing; ad. from or because of churning or violently agi-

tating.

afat, ad. (from , a churning, and fant, without),

without or beside churning or violently agitating.

মন্থনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (fromমন্থন, a churning, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except-

ed, churning or violent agitation excepted.

. (from 2 , a churning, and f , an

exception), the exception of churning or violent agita-

tion.

agazıfsızıē, ad. (loc. case of f ), with the excep

tion of churning or violent agitation, without or be-

side churning or violent agitation,

agassa, a. (from ¤T , a churning, and f , separate), se-

parate or distinct from churning or violent agitation.

xstats, a. (from a , a churning, and cats , worthy),

worthy or fit to be churned or violently agitated .

*, a. (from , a churning, and 3 , a cause),

caused by or arising from churning or violent agitati-

on ; ad. from or because of churning or violent agita-

tion.

21 a. (from 7, a churning, and fifa, desirous), de-

sirous of churning or violent agitation.

¤☎teứ, ad. (from 157, a churning, and ¤ , an object), lor

the purpose of churning or violent agitation ,

agatź, a. (from 2TI, a churning, and 5, fil), fit or pro-

per to be churned or violently agitated.

, a. (from , to churn , capable of being churned or

violently agitated.

agateta, a. (from 17, a churning, and 3 * , produced),

produced by churning or violent agitation.

, a. (from , to agitate), slow, tardy, lazy, bulky,

stupid, dull ; s. a soldier marching slowly.

at , s . (from a , to churn), a churning stick.
মন্থন ,

a , s. (from aŋ, to be lazy), one of the names of saturn ; a

small, little, evil, bad, vile, vicious, mischievous, idle,

lazy, cold, phlegmatic, tardy, dull, stupid, foolish, un-

lucky, sick, diseased, low as a tune, ill, sluggish, slow,

gentle . Constructed with at , to esteem, this word means

to hate, to dislike, to disrelish .

* t , a. (from , bad, and Яta, fate) , ill-fated, unfor

tunate ; s. an evil destiny,

ast , a. (from a , sluggish, and st , motion), slow, slugমন্দগতি,

gish ; s . slow motion .

asta , s. (from Я, slow , and saa, motion), slow motion,

a slow pace.

asttot, a. (from a , sluggish, and stif , moving), sluggish,

slow.

st , s. (from ™ , evil, and át , motion), misconduct, evil

conduct,

, s. (from A , slow, and ta, the flood tide , the

neap tide.

arifs, a. (from , slow, and carts, splendor) , dim, ob.

scule ; s, dimness , obscurity,

autta, s. (from 2 , sluggish, and t , a pulling), slack wa

ter, a slow stream .

, s. (from , feeble, and f , vision), dim-sighted-

ness ; a. purblind, dim-sighted.

41, s. (from a , evil, and atg , a wish), the wishing iil

to a person, malevolence.

DĦUA, 8. (from æ , evil, and atЯ, esteem), hatred, dislike,

disgust.

, a . (from , slow , and af , understanding), slow

of understanding, dull, stupid.

st , s. (from , evil, and stir, fortune), ill fortune,

bad luck.

請
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**27, ad. (from a slow), slowly, in a bad manner.

A47, s. (from 17 , to sleep , the name of a fabuled mountain,

the space between the breast and the navel, a musical

accompaniment or managing of the voice.

, s. (from 4, the space between the breast and the

narel, and so, an end), a particular flexibility of the

voice noted by writers on Hindoo music.

Ízgaja ,̸ a. from a , thespice between the breast and the

navel, and , first , a particular flexibility of voice

noted by writers on Handco music.

, a (from 4, the space between the breast and the

navel, and xar, the middle , a particular flexibility of

the voice described by writers on Hindoo music.

Faria, s. (from 3, the space between the breast and the

navel, and 17, a place), the space between the breast

and the navel.

1, s. (from , slow), the name of a genus of parasitical

plants, Loranthus.)

fe , s. (from , slow, and a , to move) , the celestial

Ganges.

, s. (from , slow, and af , an eye), shame-faced-

ness, modesty, bashfulness.

zaifa, s. (from a , slow, and a fire), slowness of diges-

tion, indigestion.

zstfaeze, a. (from auta, a bad digestion, and zd,

means , caused or cffected by means of bad or slow di-

gestion ; ad. by means of slow or bad digestion,

aifa , a. (from 1 , indigestion, and , produc-

ing), producing bad digestion, producing indigestion .

24t(x531, a (from a , indigestion, and 531, producible),

producible by or arising from indigestion.

( 317), ad. (loc. case ofaf ), for indigestion, for

bad digestion.

autfgātāt, ed. (from at , indigestion, and aty, a door) ,

through or by indigestion .

মন্দাগ্রিনিমিত্তক, ৫. (from যদানি, indigestion, and নিভি , a

cause), caused by or arising from indigestion ; ad. from

or because of indigestion.

মদাগ্নিনিমিত্তে, ad. (from মন্দাগ্নি, indigestion , and নির্মিত্ত , a

caus ), for indigestion , for bad digestion,

fas , a. (from af , indigestion, and TF, caused

by), caused by or arising from indigestion ; al. from or

because of indigestion .

faces , a. ( from at , indigestion, and ( 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from indigestion, from or because

of indigestion .

, . (from , slow, and at , respect), negligent, in-

attentive,

*HI.

ta, s . (from a to delight), one of the five trees of the

Hindoo paradise, the coral tree, (Erythrina fulgens .)

af , s. (from a , to sleep), a temple, a house, the ham .

afa , s. (from a , to delight), a cymbal.

afatata, a. (from af , a temple, and stats, aform), co-

nical, tapering.

afats , a . (from 1, a cymbal, and 54, a form), con-

vex.

anan, ad. (loc, case ofa , slowly, feebly, sluggishly.

ata , s . (from , slow , and s , the belly), a mat of a

particular kind. In the fabulous history of the Hindoos,

the name of one of the wives of Ravuna sovereign of

Lunka.

za , s. (from 23, the mind, and a , to churn), one of the

names of the Indian Cupid.

13 , s. (from 2 , the mind), approbation, concurrence.

xjæta, a. (from 27, to mind), under observation or regard,

under cognizance,

1, s. (from a to know), sorrow, regret, vexation, dislike.

ayagi, s . (from H, texation, and ý, a doer), a person

who exercises regret or vexation.

IS, a. (from a , vexation, and x , doing), exercis-

ing regret or vexation,

rata , a. (from a , vexation, and at , doing), exercis

ing regret or vexation.

, . (from 4 , vexation, and as, done), done by vex-

ation or regret.

BASS, a. (from 1, regret, and Я , seized), held by regret,

repentant, regretting.

, . (from I, rexation, and , producing), pro-

ducing regret or vexation,

, a. (from 1, vexation, and , producible) , pro

ducible by or arising from regret or vexation.

, ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , for regret or vexation."

, a. (from , rexation, aud ts, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from regret or vexation.

faz , a. (from 1, vexation, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to regret or vexation.

anfaata , a (from 1, vexation, and fiataæ, preventing),

preventing or resisting regret or vexation.

ajfactad, 8. (from a , vexation, and fatad, a prerent-

ing , the preventing or resisting of regret or vexation.

f , s. from I, vexation, and fza , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of regret or vexation.

zajfafæes, ɑ . (from 1, vexation, and faf , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from regret or vexation ; ad. from of

because of regret or vexation,
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11fafing, ad. from T1, vexation, and fa , a cause) , for

regret or vexation.

TIHUF, a. (froma I, vexation , and TF, caused by , caus-

ed by or arising from regret or vexation ; ad. from or

because of regret or vexation .

1714 , a. (from 251, vexation, and Tas, increasing) , in-

creasing regret or vexation .

, s. (from 71, vexation , and 17, an increasing), the

increasing of regret or vexation.

zarfent, ad (from I, rexation , and fat , without), with-

out or beside regret or vexation.

af , a . (from , vexation, and fast , possessed of),

vexed, regretting, disliking.

ayfazz, ɑ. (from 1, vexation, and fax , destitute), free

from regret or vexation.

21 , 8. (from 1 , vexation, and f , increase ) , the in-

crease of regret or vexation.

ff , a. (from T , vexation, and 47f3fa , excepted),

regret or vexation excepted.

, 8. (from a , vexation, and afsts , an excep

tion) , the exception of regret or vexation.

fet , ad (loc. case of fo ) , with the excep-

tion of regret or vexation, without or beside regret or

vexation.

, a. (from , vexation, and [ , separated) , separ-

ate or distinct from regret or vexation ; ad. beside re-

gret or vexation.

27145, a. (from 2 , vexation , and T , joined , connected

with regret or vexation , repentant.

f , a. from 1, vexation, and af , destitute), free

from regret or vexation.

21, a. (from I, vexation, and T, empty), free from

regret or vexation.

xzxia, a. (from я , vexation, and , destitute), free from

regret or vexation.

MINIS*, a. (from 71, rexation, and a cause), caused

by or arising from regret or vexation ; ad. from or be-

cause of regret or vexation .

ta , a. (from 7, vex ution , and st , producing),

producing regret or vexation .

13 , s. (from , a progenitor of the world, and 7,

within) , a period of time consisting of seventy-one

yoogas ofthe gods or three hundred and six millions se-

ven hundred and seventy thousand years of mortals, a

famine.

ga , s. (from , to stand erect, ah , dignity), dig-

nity, an office, ministry,

25 , s. (from

“IT.

is , dignity) , dignity, an office.

I, 8. (from Dy , to stand erect, ), constituted,

appointed.

, s . (from i , dignity, and I , holding) , a per

son who holds an appointment undergovernment, a ma«

gistrate, a military officer.

ta, s. (from Ideix, an officer), an appointment,

an office , a trust,

. (from ), to stand erect, x ), a contrivance.

za , s. (from gai , a contrivance, and j ' , play),

considerate, foreseeing, prudent, sagacious, ingenious.

, s. (from & io, a contrivance, and ls, hold.

ing) , considerate, foreseeing, prudent, sagacious, in-

genious.

zaam, a. from is, todivide exactly), equitable, just ;

s. a judge, a person who distributes justice , an arbitra

tor.

at , ad. (from as, equitable) , equitably, candidly.

, 8. (from , to peel, Jaaž , distinct), distinct, full,

ample ; ad. particularly, distinctly, differently, fully ; s.

the country in opposition to the town, the inside.

agatai, s. (from ☺io, gratis, and 1s, eating), living

on an allowance, a pensioner.

ata , a. (from , to bless, Sl ), blessed, happy, for

tunate, auspicious, welcome, sacred , august.

artasì, s. (from So, blessed , blessedness.

past, a. (from ¿ldo, much , much, many ; s. ready money.

st, ad. (from ¿ ) , in the whole.

, is theSungskrit genitive of . I, and is frequently in-

troduced into the Bengalee language through affectati-

on, my, mine.

aats, s. (from xx, mine, and , to do) , appropriation.

AI1, s. (from xx, mine), appropriation, attachment to a

thing as one's own.

≈ , s. (from ™ , mine) , appropriation, attachment to a

thing as one's own.

zyʊ), s . (from æ , to more , the name of a bush or tree in-

digenous on the mountains North east of Bengal, (Olax

phoenicarpa. )

91, s. (from 8 , meal), meal, flour.

17, s. (from , a plain , plain, an open field.

ayatît, a. (from le, a plain), present in the plain, rea-

dy for fight or contending a prize.

* 1, 8. (from ¤×ª, the name of a species oftree), the name

of a species of thorny bush, (Vangueria spinosa) ; also

the name of a bird, (Gracula religiosa. )

IT
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apatua, s. (from aṛ71 , vangueria, and ™ , a fruit), the fruit

of the Vangueria spinosa.

MyAi, s. (from ( , a confectioner) , a confectioner.

, . (from a , filth), filthy, dirty, foul.

agatipi, a. (from ag , filth), filthy, dirty.

ata, s. (from a , to move), leven.

ata, s. (from tata, a species of snake), the name of a

species of serpent.

aga, s. (from 1, to measure) , a ray, light, lustre, bright-

ness, flame, beauty, the pin or gnomon of a sun dial.

ang, s. (from axl, the earth, and , to cry ), a peacock.

a , s. (from a , a peacock), a peahen.

, r.n. (from , to die), to die, to dry up, to decrease; tofail.

, s. (from a, to die), a mortality, a plague, an infecti-

ous disease.

ass, s. (from 4, to die), an emerald.

za, s. (from , to die), a dying, a person's death:

azq☎taæ, a. (from 7 , a dying, aud *t *, doing), mortal,

causing death.

agdæial, a. (from xd, a dying, and if , doing) , mortal,

causing death

■ q☎ta, s. (from xã , a dying, and t , time) , the time of

death.

tai , a. (from agat , the time ofdying , belonging

to the time of death.

41, a. (from 4, a dying, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from dying .

MAI, ad. (loc. case of ag47), for dying, for death.

az:fifTIT, a. (from a dying, and fafï³, a cause),

caused by or arising from death ; ad. from or because

of death.

zafafare, ad. (from a , a dying, and fi(43, a cause),

for dying, for death .

1J«HIF, ɑ. (from ¤ãª, a dying, and F, caused by) , caus-

ed by or arising from dying ; ad. from or because of

dying.

afia , ad. (from ™ , a dying, and 71, without), with-

out or beside dying.

z , a. (from 34 , a dying, and faf , possessed of,

deadly, mortal.

zzfarin, a. (from ad, a dying, and f7, destitute), free

from dying.

43 , a. (from az , a dying, aud arff , excepted),

death excepted, dying excepted .

ঘরণব্যতিরেক, ৪. ( from মরণ , a dying, and বাতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of dying.

#zaiferite, ad. (loc. case of fat , with the excepti

on of dying, without or beside dying.

2x1.

fa, a . (from a , a dying, and fsa, separa'e), separ-

ate or distinct from dying ; ad. beside dying.

TIF, a. (from 1, a dying, and 4 , joined to), connect

ed with dying, deadly, mortal.

AgJf₹3, ɑ. (from a , deh, and af , destitute of), immor.

tal .

*** , ɑ. (from 4 , a dying, and A , empty), free from

dying.

aziz, a. (from 4, a dying, and , destitute), free from

dying.

BIACIF, a. (from 4 , a dying, and (T , a cause) , caused

by or arising from dying ; ad. from or because of dy-

ing.

t1, s. (from ad, a dying, and atta , desire), a de-

sire of dying.

agatēt§, a. (from 171 , a dying, aud atat , desirous), de- -

sirous of dying:

fet , s. (from ag , death, and fata, desire), a de-

sire of death.

agatfsmtal, a. (from , death, and affa , desirous),

desirous of death.

Aa , s. (from 4, death, and 1 , desire), a desire of

death.

agldg, a . (from a , death, and 3 , desirous), desirous of

death.

IzlakF, a. (from 4 , death, and I desirous), desirous of

death.

Ajlatex☎, a. (from 3 , death, and se , desirous), desir-

ous of death .

AŃ , a. (from 34, death, and 8413 , engaged in), about

to die.

, s. (from μapuapos , marble, perhaps, from 8D, the

light, y ), marble.

I , s. (from , a plaster) , a plaster, an ointment.

11, a. (from 4, to du) , dead ; s. a corpse, a dead carcase,

base metal, debased metal.

1 , s. (from xi , to measure), a magazine of corn, a grana❤

ry, a storehouse.

aatftu , a. (from xx , dead), worn out, impoverished.

aatega, a. (from … ) , dignity , dignities.

ata, a . (from 131 , dead , and 13, ai edge , blunt, dull.

8. from 71 , dead, and 21 ,fish), scurf, dandruff.

aata , s. (from . to be elevated, ☺ 50, repairs,, the

repairing of things, repairs.

, a . (from yo, repairs , paid or due for repairs, ex-

pended in repairs.

aata, s. (iro. , to de), lamp black used as a collyrium , a
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goose, a duck, a horse, a cloud, a grove of pomegranate

trees, a rogue, a scoundrel ; a , soft, mild , bland,

#78, s. (from 4, to die), black pepper, pepper,

zatíʊ, s. (from 7, to die , one of the sons of Brahma, a ray,

a niggard.

f1 , s . (from is, a ry) , the mirage or vapour which

appears at a distance like a sheet of water.

agissata), s . (from æfs, a ray, and at51, a necklace), a

circle of rays diverging from the sun or moon.

agatì, s. (from ≈4ìís, a ray , and a , a circle of rays),

the sun ; a. encircled with rays.

* , ɑ . (from 4, to die), unfruitful, barren, impoverished,

unproductive. N. B. This adjective is only applied to

words meaning land or soil.

, s. (from , to die), the wind, in mythology the god of

wind.

ATecate, s. (from a , the wind, and cat , a corner), the

north-west quarter.

1, s. (from a , the wind, and f1 , an action) , the

expulsion of wind backwards.

, s. (from a , the wind, and , a son) , in Hindoo

fable Bheema the son of Koonti by Muroot or the wind,

also the monkey Hunooman.

AFCI, s. (from as, the wind, and ₹5, a flag), seeds fur-

nished with cotton or down which are carried about by

the wind.

IFSI, s. (from **, barren, and s , land , desert land .

gát, s. (from a , to go ), a species of monkey , (Simia ery-

thræa) , a spider.

xátstá, s. (from azt, a spider, and t , a net), a cobweb.

aætì, s. (from aæt, a m¸nkey), a temale monkey.

sta, s. from J , an arch , an arch, locks curled ,

ortwisted, the quavering of the voice in singing.

571 , s . (from 15, to go), rust.

taxi, a. (from an , rust, and at , seized) , rusty.

t151, d, (from a rust, and 51, a len), rusty.

, s. (from 37, to be pleased, , pleasure), will, in-

clination, pleasure.

ar , s. (from , to die), a man, mankind.

, s. (from a , mankind, and , a habitation), the

earth, the habitation of mortals.

fata, s. (from 3 , the earth, and fat , a resi-

dence), a residence on the earth, a residence in the abode

of mortals.

t , a. (from 3, the earth, and fitfa , resid

ing), residing on the earth, inhabiting the abode of

mortals.

zuerta, s . (from , the earth, and at , a residence),

a res dence on the earth, a residence on the abode of

mor als.

ta. (from , the earth, and ata , re i ling),

residing on the earth, inhabiting the abode of mortals,

Za (from 21 , the earth, and 81, to stand , situats

ed on the earth , stationed in the abode of mortals,

tit, a. (from 7 , the carth, and if , stayin ?),

staying onthe earth, continuing in the abode of mor,

tals.

, a. (from 7, the earth, and fas, situated),

situated on the earth, situated in the abode of mortals,

at , s. (from A , mankind, and cat , a world), the

earth.

, a. (from 1, the earth, and , to stand), situated on

the earth.

, a. (from 1 , the earth, and tf , staying), con-

tinuing onthe earth.

, a . (from 1, the earth, and f³, situated , situat

ed on the earth,

2. a. from , to bruise), to rub, to bruise, to pound

in a mortar, to trample under foot, to thrash corn, to

subdue an enemy.

, a. (from to bruise , pounding, bruising, subdu

ing ; s . one who pounds in a mortar, one who grinds a

composition, &c. on a stone, one who bruises or tram-

ples under foot, one who subdues his enemies .

1, s. from 2 to bruise , the pounding of a thing in a

mortar, the bruising of a thing , the thrashing of corn,

the trampling of a thing under foot, the subduing of an

enemy.

ama , a. (from T , a bruising, and as , means , done

by means of rubbing or bruising ; ad. by means of rub-

bing or bruising.

zata , a . from 4 , abruising, and ta , doing , bruis

ing, pounding, thrashing corn, trampling under foot,

subduing.

, a. (from , a bruising, and af , doing),

bruising, pounding, thrashing corn, tramplingunderfoot,

subduing.

, a . from 4, a bruising, and T, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from bruising or pounding.

, ad. loc . case of a ) , for bruising or pound-

ing, for rubbing or trampling.

, ad. (from , a bruising, and at , a door), by or

through rubbing or bruising.

, a. (from a , a bruising, and fa , a cause),
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am

caused by or arising from bruising or rubbing ; ad. from

or because of bruising or rubbing.

aff , al. (from a , a bruising, and fafa , a cause) ,

for bruising or rubbing, for pounding or trampling .

***, a. (from 254, a bruising, aud , before) , preced .

ed by or arising from bruising or rubbing ; ad, by or

through bruising or rubbing.

, a. (from , a bruising, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from bruising or rubbing ; ad. from

or because of bruising or rubbing.

za , ad. (from a , a bruising, and f1, without),

without or beside bruising or rubbing.

মদনব্যতিরিক্ত , a . ( from মদন, a bruising , and স্বাতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), bruising or rubbing excepted, pounding or tramp-

ling excepted.

, 8. (from a , a bruising, and afstaæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of bruising or rubbing.

amazifagie, ad. (loc . cas: off ) , with the ex-

ception ofbruising or rubbing, without or beside bruis-

ing or rubbing.

fs , a. from , a crushing, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from crushing or trampling.

st , a. (from 1 , a bruising, and cuts , capable), cap.

able of being rubbed or bruised, requiring to be rubbed

or bruised.

53 , a. (from , a bruising, and y, a cause),

caused by or arising from bruising or rubbing ; ad. from

or because of bruising or rubbing.

tatai , s. (from a , a crush ng, and attå¹, desire), a

desire to crush or trample down.

attal, a. (from , a crushing, and ateiga, desir-

ous , desirous of crushing or trampling down.

1 a. (from a , a crushing, and 5, unfit) , unfit or

improper to be crushed or trampled down.

fata, s (from a , a crushing, and afsata , desire), a

desire to crush or trample down.

afstal, a. from , a crushing, and fifa , de-

sirous , desirous of crushing or trampling down.

atruisti, a (from 254, a crushing, and ¤¤1st , unworthy) ,

unworthy of being crushed or trampled down.

a. from , a bruising, and sworthy) , capa-

ble of being rubbed or bruised , requiring to be rubbed

or bruised.

17, a . (from 2 , to bruise), capable of being bruised or

rubbed, requiring to be rubbed or bruised.

1 , s . (from a , a crushing, and a , desire), a desire

to crush or trample down,

xí.

awag, a (from xa, a crushing, and I , de irous) , desir

ous of crushing or trampling down.

a . (from 1, a crushing, and , desirous), de-

sirous of crushing or trampling down.

1, s. (from ♪♪º , a man), a man, a male.

at, ad (from Sjø, a man , manly, bravely ; a . male.

autaa , s. (from ɔɔ , a man, and , a man), a strong

man.

, a. (from a to bruise), bruised, rubbed, pounded,

trampled, thrashed, subdued .

a , s. (from ч, to die), a joint, the junction of the parts of

the body, the vital part, any secret or other circum-

stance which nearly concerns a person. This word con-

structed with , to occur, means to be interested in a

thing, with ta, to know, its means to know secrets.

, a . (from a , the vital part, and 1 , to know), learned ,

knowing vital or essential doctrines, knowing secrets ;

s. a spy.

31, s. (from , knowing secrets) , a knowledge of

secret or essential things.

IT, s. (from , knowing secrets), a knowledge of

secrets or essential circumstances.

¤†¾¹ , s. (from a , a secret, and t , one who knows), a

person who knows secret or essential things.

asta, s. (from aí, a secret, and 13, knowledge) , a know-

ledge of the soul or vital circumstances of an affair.

মৰ্ম্মজ্ঞাপক, a . (from মৰ্ম্ম, the vital part, and জ্ঞাপক, making

known), revealing or divulging important secrets ; s. a

tale-bearer.

2 , s. (from a , a secre!, and t , a miking known),

the making known of the secret or vital circumstances

of an affair.

1, s. (from a , the vitalpart, and ṣt, pain), pain of

the inmost soul.

afe, a. (from a , a secret, and fan, to know), acquaint-

ed with the secret or vital circumstances of an affair.

a43) , s . (from a , a secret, and 3, one who knows), a

person who knows the secret or vital circumstances of

an affair.

at, a. (from a , a secret, and cafaq knowing), acquaint-

ed with the secret or vital circumstances of an affair.

alat8, s. (from , the vital part, and catą, knowledge),

a knowledge of things which effect a person's life or

character, a knowledge of the secret or vital circum-

stances of an aaffair.

alzite , a (from , a secret, and catae, knowing), ac-

quainted with the secret or vital circumstances of an

aflair.

PPPPPP
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aut.

35, s. (from , the vital part, and ‹ , a piercing) ,

the penetrating of important secrets, the sowing of dis-

sension, a penetrating to the quick.

A5 , ɑ . (from a , a secret, and (54 , penetrating), pe-

netrating the vital parts, penetrating secrets, piercing to

the quick.

af , s. (from , to die), the rustling of dry leaves or simi-

lar things ; also, (from μαρμαρος, marble , marble .

au̸æta, s. (from , a vital part, and t , a place), a vitai

part, a part of the body in which a wound will be mor-

1al.

, a. (from a , a secret, and , to touch), touching

to the quick, touching the vital parts, sharp, corrosive,

giving pain.

ata, a, (from a , the vital part, and 17, subject to),

kept inviolably, lodged in the breast .

a187, s. (from , the vital part, and ¤ ?, another), ano-

ther secret.

aifa , a from a , a vitalpart, and stea, causing an

end), wounding or destroying the vital parts, mortal,

deadly.

, a. (from at , honour), shewing honour, shew-

ing respect.

aútai, s. (from aú , a limit, 1 , prep. and ₪1, to give) , res-

pect, honour, reputation, rank , esteem, a boundary, a

continuance in the right way, propriety of conduct,

rectitude.

, . (fromaitat, respect, and xd, means), effect.

ed by means of respect or honour ; ad. by means of

respect or honour.

2 , s. from auta , respect, and a , a doer), a per-

son who shews respect or honour.

zútatataæ, o, (from út , respect, and tae; doing),

shewing respect or honour ; s. one who shews respect

or honour.

tatas , a. (from 1 , respect, and af , doing), shew-

ing honour or respect,

a , a. (from 1 , respect , and 37 , producing),

causing honour or respect.

auitatsfas, a (from at, respect, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from honour or respect.

at , a. (from ' , respect, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from honour or respect.

zúta ( lar, ad. (loc. case ofants ), for honour or res-

pect.

tatats, a. (from auta , respect, and 13 , produced),

produced by or arising from respect or honour.

মৰ্য্যা,

atatata , s. (from afrint , respect, and at a girer), a per

son who confers honour or respect.

atatata , a. (from art , respect, andat , giving) , con

ferring honour or respect.

aatat , a. (from 1, respect, and tf , giving),

conferring honour of respect.

11 , ad. (from at , respect, and 3, a door),by

or through respect or honour.

artat , s. (from a¹, respect, and 1ª , destruction),

the destruction or loss of honour or respect,

út , a. (from auta , respect, and ☎, destruc-

tive), destructive to honour or respect.

11 , a. (from 1 ,.respect, and fa , destroying),

destroying respect or honour.

astatag, a. (from 141, respect, and , unworthy),

unworthy of honour or respect

autata , s. (from at , respect, and , destruction),

the destruction or loss of honour of respect.

aútatatæ, a. (from auta , respect, and * , destructive),

destructive to honour or respect.

aútifacée, ɑ. (from úti, respect, and fazfs, causing

to cease), putting a stop to honour or respect.

atatata , a. (from auta , respect, and factas, pre

venting), resisting or preventing honour or respect.

atatata , s. (from auta , respect, and frata , aprevent

ing) , the resisting or preventing of honour or respect.

atatfaf , s. (from ait , respect, and fafs, cessation),

the cessation or prevention ofhonour or respect.

attfifa , a , (from aш1, respect, and fifty, a cause),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from of

because of honour or respect.

ats, ad. (from 111, respect, and fa , a cause',

for honour or respect.

atas, a. (from a , honour, and af , possessed

of , honourable, respectable.

att , a . (from a , respect, and , going be-

fore), preceded by respect or honour.

aút¬¶ , ɑ . (from út¹ , respect, and , before ) , pre-

ceded by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. by or

through honour or respect.

মর্যাদাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a . (from মর্যাদা , respect, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to respect or ho-

nour,

a. (from at , respect, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from

or because of honour or respect.

aútktaáæ, a . (from att, respect, and Tế☎, increasing),

increasing respect or honour.

C

1
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II.

tata, s (from auta , respect, and a , an increas

ing), the increasing of respect or honour.

tata, a . (from a , respect) , respectable, honoura-

ble, esteemed,

attfat, ad. (from 1 , respect, and fea , without),

without or beside honour or respect.

Taifa , a. (from 11, respect, and fift , possessed

of) , honourable, respectable.

t( ) , a. (from 1, respect, and fast , desti ule),

destitute of honour or respect.

1 , s. (from auta , respect, and f , increase), the

increase of respect or honour.

agitatafafas, a. (from ¤úītīt , respect, and viſofas, except-

ed), honour or respect excepted.

atatafia , s . (from att, respect, and afstaa, an

exception , the exception of honour or respect.

gúthtarfszacæ, ad. (loc . case of¤œstatafala☎) , with the ex-

ception of honour or respect, without or beside honour

or respect.

zútatætatz, s. (from t¹, respect, and tats, an ob.

stacle), an obstacle to respect or honour.

aótatatataa, a. (from út , respect, and t¶tæ, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to respect or ho-

nour.

tats , a. (from auta , respect, and f , separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from respect or honour.

zútat , a. (from út , respect, and F, joined), con-

nected with honour or respect, honourable, respectable.

#tatrast , a. (from aut , respect, and cutstr, worthy),

worthy of honour or respect, respectable, honourable.

tatas, a. (from auta , respect, and 3 , destitute),

destitute of honour or respect.

zútt , a. (from at , respect, and , worthy), worthy

of honour or respect.

t , a. (from in , respect, and T, empty), desti-

tute of honour or respect,

autatta, a. (from út , respect, and tf , detriment ),

a diminution ofhonour or respect.

atts , a. (from atat , respect, and 1 , destitute), des-

titute of honour or respect.

autЯtez , a. (from 1 , respect, and 3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from or

because of honour or respect,

3, a. (from auta , respect), respected, esteemed,

honoured.

8 .a , s. (from Sys , an instructor) , an instructor, a guide,

a teacher,

M

zafazi ,
fat, 8 , (from al , an elegy) , an elegy, a funeral eu

logium.

v. a, (from , to rub), to rub, to wipe, to furbish, to

thrash corn.

za, s. (from am, to hold) , filth , dirt, excrement, sediment,

rust , a soil, an ornament for the ancles.

1, 8. (from ™ , filth) , the refuse of rice.

TI, a. (from za, filth, and 5 , to kill , detergent, cleans-

ing, filth-destroying.

Tak , 8. (from T , filth, and s , to go) , the name of several

species of large aquatic grasses, (Cyperus elatus and

distans, and Scirpus bispicatus) .

, s. (from , filth, and st , to go) , a labourer employ-

ed in making salt.

TAI, s. (from T , putridity, and , to be produced) , pu

rulent matter ; a. produced from filth .

, a. (from a , filth, and

ing or causing filth.

, producing), produc

, a. (from a , filth, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from filth.

31, ad. (loc . case of ), for filth.

27, s. (from , to thrash), the rubbing of a thing, the

thrashing of corn.

aæfagi , a. (from a , to thrash) , thrashing corn ; s. a thrasher.'

afaf , a. (from a , filth, and fafax, a cause), caused by

or arising from filth ; ad, from or because of filth.

affar , ad. (from a , filth , and fasз, a cause), for filth.

fat , a, (from , ordure, and fixta , expelling), ex-

pelling filth . In anatomy the emunctuary vessels.

TH×NF, a. (from ™ , filth, and F, caused by), caused by

or arising from filth ; ad. from or because of filth.

za , a. (from a , ordure, and , bound , costive.

, a. (from a ,filth, and

filth.

, increasing) , increasing

, s. (from , filth, and 4 , an increasing), the in-

creasing of filth.

aatst, a. (from a , filth, and tf , carrying), filth-car-

rying.

afa , ad. (from a , filth , and fat, without), without or

beside filth.

af , s. (from , filth, and af , increase), the increase.

of filth.

alata, s. (from ™ , filth , and catâ, knowledge) , an idea or

perception of filth.

zalitiæ, ɑ. (from a , filth, and (at↑ɛ, knowing), perceiv

ing or knowing offilth,

affas, a. (from , filth, and fofa , excepted), filth

excepted.

PPPPPP2
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1.

2 , s. (from z , filth, and f , an exception),

the exception of filth.

amarfois, ad. loc. case of aufstas), with the excep-

tion of filth, without or beside fith.

fea. (from a filth, and fa☎, separate), separate or

distinct from fi th ; ad. beside filth.

* s. from Je, a plaster) , a sa've, a plaster.

a

8. (from za, unclean, and ¤†¤, a month), an inter-

calary month.

1, s. (from a filth, and я to overlay) , the name of

a plant or shrub, (Beobotrys or Mæsa ramentacea.)

, s. (from 3, to cverlay), the gilding of a picture or

of any furniture.

xa , s. (from za, to hold) , the name of a range of mountains

running parallel with the west coast of the Indian pe-

ninsula, from which the best sandal wood is brought ;

Malabar, a garden, the paradise or garden of Indra,

one of the dweepas or Hindoo divisions of the world.

LMYK, s. (from zy, the nime of a mountain, and , to be

produced , sandal wood.

13, a. (from 7, Malabar, and 413, a mountain),

the range of mountains which runs parallel with the

Malabar coast, noted for producing sandal wood and

cardamoms

ata, s. (from xg, Malabar, and 5 , a mountain), the

range of mountains which runs parallel with the Mala-

bar coast.

ifa , s. (from 7 , the Muluya mountains , and af ,

wind), the odoriferous wind which comes from the Mu-

luya mountains, the south wind which prevails in cen-

tral India during the hot season.

ata , s . (from , filth, and , to go), the name of an

ornamental tree, (Mimusops Elengi. )

8 , s. (from , a plaster), a plaster, an unguent .

æælge , a . (from ¤ , filth, and cx , a cause , caused by or

arising from filth ; ad. from or because offilth .

za , a. (from a , filth), dirty, squalid , polluted, sordid , un-

clean ; 8. filth , sediment, the slag of metals, the dregs of

Jiquids, scum , rust. This word constructed with 881,

to raise up, means to scour, to scum, with it, to cut,

it means to clarify, with at , to cau e to depart, it

means to refine.

antatataea, s . (from at , Malacca, and tax , Euge.

nia), the name of a beauti ul tree which produces an

e lible fruit, (Eugenia malaccensis .)

It is, s. (from att, Mala:ca, and tfs, conferva),

the name of an aquatic plant, (Aldrovanda verticil-

Jata.)

開

tatti, s. (from zat , filth , and it , a cutting), the refin

ing or clarifying of a thing.

atatși, s. (from 1 , filth , and 11, the removing of a

thing), the refining of a thing.

1, s. (from 1 , filth, and 11, a holding), a becom

ing rusty.

ataza, s. (from a , filh , and a , a cleaning off),

purification, a cleansing.

at , a. (from , to coalesce,, soft), soft, ten

der, gentle, mild , affable.

af , s. (from , a king, e , a king, proprietorship,

a right, a property, the forehead .

afs , a . (from am, filth), filthy, dirty , sullied, faded, sad,

sallow.

a31, s. (from af , filthy), filthiness , sordidness, dirti

ness.

af , s. (from af , filthy) , filthiness, sordidness, dirti

ness.

, s. (from af , dirty, and , the face), the god

Ugni or fire, a goblin or ghost, the blackfaced monkey ;

a . cruel, savage, ferocious, fierce, wicked , vile.

af , s. (from Molybdena , Molybdena.

, s. from , unclean, and , to go), an intercala-

ry month.

za*, s . (from za, filth), a sort ofworm.

21, s. (from a ,filth , broken grains of rice, the grains

of rice which remain after breaking and sifting.

रल
1, s. (from , filth , the refuse or remains of rice after

it has been broken with the pedal.

TH , s . (from Ta, to hold), muslin,

. s. (from , to hold), a wrestle, a scuffle.

Fișt, s. (from a , wrestling, and iş , play), a wrest-

ling, a scuffling .

agd, s. (from ag a wrestler, and Я4, a genus), a company

or society of wrestlers or scuffers.

, s. (from , a wrestler, and fa , science) , the art

of wrestling or scuffling.

, s. (from , a scuffle, and cat, a habit) , the habit

or dress of a wrestler or scuffler.

, s. (from , a scuffle and , land), the field or scite

where a scuffling or wrestling match takes place.

5 , s. (from , a scuffle, and , land , the field or

scite where a wrestling match takes place.

, s . (from , wrestling, and as, a fight , a wrestle,

a scuffle.

tz , a. (from a , a wrestling, and atie, doing

practising wrestling or scuffling.

T
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aztat, 7. (from a , a wrestling, and tf , doing),

practising wrestling or scuffling.

, a. from , a are thing, and , producible,,

producible by or arising from wrestling or scuffling.

11, ad. loc. case of us , for wrestling, for

scuffling.

ল্লামিশুক, a. (from মল্লযুদ্ধ , a wrestling, and নির্মিত , a

cause) , caused by or arising from wrestling or scuffling ;

ad. from or because of wrestling or scuffling.

fafas, ad. (from 1 , a wrestling, and fase, a

cause) , for wrestling, for scuffling.

, a (from I , a wrestling, and 4 , caused by),

caused by or arising from wrestling or scuffling ; ad.

from or because of wrestling or scuffling.

fy, a . (from , a wrestling, and fp, beloved),

fond of wrestling or scuffling.

at, ad (from , a wrestling, and fat, without),

without or beside wrestling or scuffling.

zaguffie, a. (from a , a wrestling, and sofa , ex-

cepted), wrestling or scuffling excepted.

amezofage, s (from a , a wrestling, and afsige, an

exception) , the exception of wrestling or scuffling.

, ad. loc. case ofaufst , with the ex-

ception of wrestling or scufflug, without or beside

wrestling or scuffling.

t

, . (from , a wrestling, and fa, sepirate),

separate or distinct from wrestling or scuffling.

ZAYITIE, a . (from , a wrestling, and c₹3, a ciuse),

caused by or arising from wrestling or scuffling ; ad

from or because of wrestling or scuffling.

z , s. (from X , a school-master), a teacher, a school-mas.

ter.

ta, s. (from a to hold), the name of one of the male

divisions of Hindoo music.

gì, s. (from ata, a musical mode), the name of one of

the female modes of Hindeo music.

afgxi, s. (from a , to hold), the name of a beautiful flower-

ing shrub, (Jasminum Zambac. )

afget , s. (from 1 , Jasmine, and sf , an eye), a horse

marked with white about the eyes, a sort of duck not

yet ascertained.

fat .. (from af . Jasmine, and , a flower), the

flower ofthe beautiful Indian Jasmine, (Jasminum Zam-

bac.)

aЯa, s . (from a* , to make a noise), a musquito, a gnat, a

'large sort ofleather bottle or bag.

, s. (from p , to move forward, CA ), trouble, la-

bour, pain, toil,

18.

tel. s. (from at, a mu quito, and fa , taking), musquito

curtains.

**1, s. (from ™ , to ulter sound), a musquito, a gnat,

, s. (from , a cemetery), a cemetery , a place

where the dead are burned.

af , s. (from , a musquito, and f , an enemy , mus-

quito curtains.

atæ, s. (from Jème, a torch ', a torch.

aat, s. (from fee, a torch), a link boy, a servant

who carries a torch or lantern.

, from No, a throne), a royal seat, a throne.

ange, s. (from — , to draw out, slmo, measure-

ment), measurement, geometry.

afra, s. (from på ~, a travelling , a stranger, a foreigner.

aatat, s. (from , to go foru ard,, an affair),

spices, the ingredients of any composition, the materials

for any work.

aЯtext,ata , s. (from 8 , monthly), bargaining by the

month, a monthly salary, pay, wages.

afa , s . (from sṣmo, a mosque), a mosque.

a , s . (from 2 , to weigh), ink.

ants , s. (from a , ink, and if , living , a scribe, a

person who gains a livelihood by writing ; a . gaining a

living by writing.

ait, s . (from an, to changeform), flax, Linum usitatissum.

, s. (from ant, ink, and , a vessel), an inkstand.

aniqą. s. (from a¤t, ink, and qa, a mother , au inkstand,

a pen.

, s. (from , to weigh), the name of a leguminous

plant much cultivated in India, (Ervum hirsutum , also

Cicer lens.)

HI , s. (from , a kind ofpulse), a small cushion or

pillow, a pin-cushion.

fat, s. (from a , a kind ofpulse) , the small pox.-

251 , ɑ. (from * , to measure), smooth, soft to the touchi,

unctuous, bland, mild.

, s. (from , musk ) , musk.

1 , s. (from at , prohibitive, and , to do ), a jester a

buffoon, one who sports with others foibles or faults.

111, s. (from 1, a jester), buffoonery, jesting, a

sporting with others foibles .

, s . (from 1, a jster), buffoonery, jesting, a

sporting with the foibles of others .

TAIK, &. (from IA , a mɔ que, a mosque,

18, a (from , intoxicated), drunk, lustful, wanton,

proud.

551 , s. ( from 5, to weigh), the head, the top of an y

thing.
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* æstatsu³, a. (from 3 , the heal, stats, the end ofthe

neck, and , joined), in anatomy the name of one of

the muscles, (Cephalo-pharyngæus, )

,, (from 18 , the head) , a capitulum or head of

sessile flowers in a globular form like those ofthe Globe

Amaranthus .

LIFE, 8. (from 8 , the head, and ™ , a root), the up-

per part of the neck which supports the head.

2 , s. (from , to stand,

standing erect, faithful.

, s. (from mastich) , mastich.

R ) , right, erect,

zarat , ad. (from 8 , the head, and sf , upon), verti

cally, over the head, on the head.

ata, s . (from TT , to continue, x ), prepared, ready,

capable, able, worthy.

att, s. (from mo, drunk , drunkenness,

afa , s. (from a to weigh), the brain.

afsxxx, s. (from As , the brain , and ▼☎, skin`, in ana-

tomy the membrane which surrounds the brain, (Dura

mater.)

AI, s. (from an, to weigh) , whey, the watery part of curds.

, s. (from hy , to go forwards, ) , an action ,

an occupation, counsel, advice.

tta, s. (from aЯſt, ink, and ¤ , a receptacle) , an ink.

stand,

anga, s . (from e , display , denominated, notorious,

famed .

age, a. (from xx, to be great), great, important, noble,

chief, good, excellent, illustrious ; s. the intellectual

principle.

A53), a. (from 2 , to increase) , great, illustrious ; s. the egg

plant, (Solanum Melongena), the lute of Naruda, a

great surd or the sum of two original irrational num-

bers.

i ), s. (from 3 , great, and at, a surd number),

a great surd or the sum of two original irrational num-

bers.

1, s. (from a , great), greatness , importance.

agata, s. (from ags, great, and a, salvation ), a charitable

provision made by a king or government to persons of

the Soodra or lower classes.

ay, s. (from age, great), greatness, importance.

AIÑ , s. (from T , great, 7, good, and 75, sweet cala-

mus), the name of a scitamineous plant, (Zinziber Ze-

rumbet,)

, s. (from
মহরম, , separation, ), the name of the

first month in the Moosulman kalendar.

az, s. (from 777, burnt up, ), a writer, a scribe.

art.

za , s. (fromJ≤ , a scribe), the office of a scribe.

agrætæ, s. from 457, afestival, and (~ t~, a world), a divi.`

sion of the universe, a region said to be ten millions of

Yozunas above the polar star and to be the abode of

those who survive a destruction of the world,

xxfa ,̸ 8. (from axe, great, and rfa , a sage), one of the or.

ders of Hindoo sages, a great sage.

zym, s. (from ➡b , to open wide, Jao), a place, a build.

ing, a mansion, a district, an abode, time, opportunity.

agat?, s. (from J , a district, and 5, having , a per,

son holding a district.

17, s . (from , aperson holding a district ,

office or condition of a land owner .

1, s. from Je, an abode , the story of a building.

acat, 8, (from Jsvo, an abode), a quarter or part of a town,

a district.

2

17, 8. (from ¤ , great, and I, a scale) , a prawn.

, s. (from sw, gain), tax, excise, the duties on

goods, custom, postage.

axi, a. (from age , great ), great, large, important, this form

is the substitute for e, in compounds where it is the

first member,

axtæfa, s. from age, great, and af³ , a poet), a great poet.

agtæta , s. (from are, great, and ta , a poem) , a regular

and classical poem. The title is especially applied to

six works, viz . Koomara sumbhuva, Rughoo vungsha,

Megha Doota, Kirataijoonya, Nishudeeya, and Shisho

pala bodha.

tat , a. (from are, great, and 17, the body), gigantic,

large bodied.

artētā, s . (from 45 , great, and ata, time), one of the

names of Shiva in his character of destroyer, a name of

Nundi the porter of Shiva, eternity.

æætæasts, a. (from art , a greatfamily, and ☎13, bern),

born in a great or noble family.

246 , . (from t , a great family, and

born , born of a great family.

atas , a. (from ™ , a greatfamily, and 3, pro-

duced), born or produced in a great or noble family.

astata, a. (from 15 , great, and , afamily), most no-

ble, belonging to a great family.

13, a (from E , a great family, and 83, pro-

duced), sprungfrom a great or noble family.

ætta, s. (from age, great, and cat , dreadful), exces-

sively dreadful or horrid ; s. one of the divisions ofthe

Hindoo tartarus or hell, great gloom or darkness.

axtsa, s, (from age, great, and 17, a man), a m¹n of pow

er or influence, a merchant, a money lender, a creditor.

で
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E , s. (from

51.

, a creditor), the business of money

lending, commerce, trade, tradesmanship.

ata, s. (from 5. greit, and 3 , a lottom ), one ofthe

divisions of the Hindoo hell the fifth in descent,

aztfest, s. (from age , great, and f531, bitter), the name of

an excessively bitter plant much used by the natives of

India as a febrifuge, (Justicia paniculata,)

* t , a . ( from 2, great, and ata , spirit), magnani-

mous, great-minded, generous, noble-spirited .

ZINKT, s. (from 5 , great, and c48 , a god), Shiva.

tia , a. (from as , great, and 8 , wealth), very rich,

costly, precious ; s . a thing very costly or precious,

gold, agriculture, incense, costly apparel.

rich.
Sytáðì, a. (from are, great, and fa , rich), very

a. (from as , great), great, vast, important.

agtāñ, s. (from age, great, and 7 , a kitchen), a kitch-

en, a cook room.

t , a. (from tЯ, a kitchen) , belonging to the kitch-

en.

axtata, s. (from age , great , and at , a sound), a large dark

cloud, a loud sound, an elephant, a lion.

a . s. (from Fe, great , and f51 , sleep), death.

fa , s. (from age, great , and fa , nigh' ) , midnight.

, s. (from , great, and 3, feeling), magnani-

mous, liberal.

, s. (from a great, and tu , a road), a high road,

the principal street of a town, death, viz. the way of all

flesh.

axtЯusa¬, s. (from tЯ , death, and st47, a going), a dy-

ing.

¤giqustôl, a . (from tЯ , the great road, and stifª , go-

ing), going the long journey or dying. The word is

usually applied to those persons who choose a volun-

tary death in some difficult place.

agtЯk, 8. (from age, great, and , a lotus), ten hundred

thousand millious , one of the hydras of Patala, one of

the gems of Koovera, a Kinnura or attendant on Koo-

vera, the large white Lotus (Nelumbium speciosum , var.

alba. )

ate , s . (from a , great, and , a foot), a litter, a par-

ticular kind of vehicle or litter.

zetЯtae, s. (from age, great, and *† , a crime) , a hei-

nous sin, a crime of great magnitude of which five are

enumerated, viz. the murder of a brahmun, stealing gold

from a priest, drinking spirits, adultery with the wife

of a spiritual teacher, and associating with such as have

been guilty ofthese crimes.

মহাপাতককারক, a. (from মহাপাতক, heinous sin, and কারক, de-

251.

ing), committing mortal sins ; s. a person who commits

either of the five great crimes.

মহাপাতককারী, a. (from মহাপতিক, heinous sin, and কারিন, do-

ing), committing great or mortal sins .

actats , ɑ . (from 3 , heinous sin , and a, to be

produced), produced by or arising from either of the

five great crimes.

মহাপাতঙ্কজনক, a. (from মহাপতিক heinous sin, and জনক, pro-

ducing), causing either of the five great crimes.

মহাপাতকজনিত, a. (from মহাপাতক, heinous sin , and জনিত,

produced , produced by or arising from either of the

five great crimes.

মহাপাতকজন্য , a . (from মহাপাতক, heinous sin, and জন্য, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from either of the five

great crimes.

মহাপাতকজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of মহাপাতকজন্য) , for the great

crimes, for mortal sin.

মহাপাকদ্বারা, ad. ( from মহাপাতক, a mortal sin, and দ্বার,

a door), by or through a mortal sin.

æ¶†¤ig˜I^A, 8. (from æxtats*, heinous sin, and ta, de-

struction), the destruction or expiation of either of the

five great crimes.

মহাপাতকৰ্ব’সক, a. ( from মহাপাতক, heinous sin , and ধ্বস , de-

structive), destructive to or expiating the five great

crimes.

agtatagal, o. (from axtats , heinous sin, and fa

destructive), destructive to or expiating the five great

crimes.

actЯtabat , s. ( from agit , heinous sin, and i*, de-

struction), the expiation or destruction of the five great

crimes.

মহাপাতকনাশক, a . (from গ্রহণপতিক, heinous sin, and নাশক, de-

structive , expiating or destroying the five great crimes.

মহাপাতকণিৰৰ্ত্তক , a. ( from মহাপাতক, heinous sin , and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to either of the five

great crimes.

মহাপাতকনিবারক, a. (from মহাপাক, heinous sin, and নিবারক

preventing), preventing or resisting the commission of

either of the five great crimes.

মহাপাতকনিবারণ , s. (from মহাপাতক, heinous sin, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of the com-

mission of either of the five great crimes,

মহাপাতকনিবৃত্তি, s. (from মহাপাতক, heinous sin , and নিৰূতি,

cessation , the cessation or prevention of either of the

five great crimes,

মহাপাতকনিমিত্তক , a . ( from স্থাপত্তিক, heinous sin, and নিমিষ ,

a cruse , caused by or arising from the five great crimes;

ad, from or because of the five great crimes.
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13+ , al. (from Etta heinous sin, and fafes,

a cause , for mortal sin, for either of the five great

crimes.

XCN3&ЯTF, a. (from **†††3*, heinous sin , and 5, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the five great crimes ;

ed. from or because of either of the five great crimes.

5:31, ad. (from act¾ts , heinous sin , and f171, with-

out , without or beside either of the five great crimes.

অাপাতকবিশি¦, a..(from tЯt , heinous sin , and fifty,

possessed of), guilty of either of the five great crimes.

মহাপাতকবিহীন, a. ( from মহাপতি , heinous sin, and ৰিহীন, des-

titute), free from or innocent of either of the five great

crimes.

মহাপাতকব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from মহাপতিক, heinous sin, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the five great crimes excepted .

মহাপাতকব্যতিরেক, s. ( from মহাপাতক, heinous sin , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception , the exception of the five heinous crimes.

, ad. (loc. case of fa ? ), with

the exception of the five heinous crimes , without or

beside the five heinous crimes,

ætereafsa, o. (from ægtЯts*, a mortal sin, and fa̸ã, se-

parate , separate or distinct from a mortal sin ; ad. be.

side a mortal sin.

agtatrans, a. (from actЯtse, heinous sin , and F,joined

to , connected with or guilty of either of the five great

crimes.

1913af3, a. (from

destitute , free from

crimes.

tats , a heinous crime, and 3,

or innocent of the five heinous

251913 ×37, a . (from tЯts , a heinous crime, and war, emp-

ty), free from or innocent of the five heinous crimes.

1937, a. (from agtЯts , a heinous crime, and 1 ,

destitute), free from or innocent of the heinous crimes.

A1Я13 :33 . A. (from æstatss, a heinous crime, and (53,

a cause), caused by or arising from either of the five

heinous crimes ; ad. from or because ofthe five heinous

crimes.

tæ , a. from 45 , great, and to , sinful), guilty of

mortal sin, guilty of either of the five heinous crimes.

, . (from a great, and 4, a crime), a mortal

sin, a heinous crime, of which five are enumerated ( See

মহাপাতক. )

a . (from a heinous crime, and tae,

doing , committing either of the five heinous crimes ;

s. a person who commits either of the five heinous

crimes .

axias , a. (from atttt, a heinous crime, and atfa

doing , committing either of the five heinous crimes.

axtЯts, a. (from

art.

t*t*, a heinous crime, and xa, to be

produced), produced by or arising from either ofthe five

heinous crimes.

axtatqgaz, a. (from ætate, a heinous crime, and 377,

producing) , causing either of the five heinous crimes.

«ægtЯtaga) , a . (from æxt9 % , a heinous crime, and IV , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from either of the five

heinous crimes.

ætЯtal , ad. \loc, case of ), for a heinous

crime.

atata , s . (from æ , a heinous crime, and , de-

struction) the destruction or expiation of either ofthe

five heinous crimes .

agisteksaē, a . (from ægtafg, a heinous crime, and as,

·destructive,, destructive to or expiating the five heinous

crimes.

atata , s. (from it , a heinous crime, and at , de.

struction , the destruction or expiation of the five

heinous crimes.

-Delgigat¶æ, a . (from ætatt, a heinous crime, and atte,

destructive), destructive to or expiating the five heinous

crimes.

agintaficše, a. (from æxtЯtt, a heinous crime, and figa,

causing to cease , putting a stop to or expiating the

five heinous crimes.

ægtgrafoatge, 2. (from axtЯtt, a heinous crime, and fact?*,

preventing), preventing or resisting either of the fire

heinous crimes.

zetarefaztṛa , 8. (from tЯt , a heinous crime, and farted,

a preventing) . the preventing or resisting of the com-

mission of either of the five heinous crimes.

মহাপাপনিবৃত্তি, s. ( from মহাপাপ, a heinous crime, and নিউ,

cessation), the cessation or prevention of either of the

five heinous crimes.

axtarfafiæ, o. (from ætate, a heinous crime, and fifty,

a cause), caused by or arising from either of the five

heinous crimes ; ad. from or because of either ofthe

five heinous crimes .

মহাপাপনিমিত্তে, ad. (from মহাপাপ, a heinous crime, and

fafas, a cause , for heinous crimes .

, a . (from ægtЯt , a heinous crime, and 5,

caused by), caused by or arising from a heinous crime ;

ad, from or because of a heinous crime.

191981 , ad. (from 1 , a heinous crime, and fa̸71,

without), without or beside a heinous crime.

atatafafЯy, a. (from 1911, a heinous crime, and fifatal,

possessed of , guilty of either of the five heinous crimes.

মহাপাপবিহীন, a . (from মহাপাপ , a heinous crime, and
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destitute), free from or innocent of the five heinous

crimes.

- মহাপাপরাতিরিক্ত, a. (from মহাপাপ, a mortalsin, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), a mortal crime excepted.

মহাপাপবাডিরেক, s. (from মহাপাপ, a mortal sin, and রাতিয়েক,

an exception), the exception of mortal sin.

মহাপাপবাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofমহাপাপব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of a mortal sin, without or beside mortal sin.

atrefer, a. (from 1 , a mortal-sin, and fa, separ-

ate), separate or distinct from a mortal sin ; ad. beside a

mortal sin.

tt , a. (from att , a heinous crime, and T , join-

ed), connected with or guilty of either ofthe five hein-

ous crimes.

মহাপাপরহিত , a. ( from মহাপাপ, a heinous crime, and রহিত,

destitute), free from or innocent of the five heinous

crimes.

স্বছাপাপশূন্য , a . (from মহাপাপ, a heinous crime, and ar, emp

ty , free from or innocent of the five heinous crimes .

Etat , a. (from att , a heinous crime, and 17 , desi-

tute), free from or innocent ofthe five heinous crimes.

actate , a. (from ægtЯtя , a heinous crime, and 155, a

cause), caused by or arising from a heinous crime ; ad.

from or because of a heinous crime.

, a. (from as, great, and tif , sinful), guilty of

mortal sin, guilty of either of the five heinous crimes.

, s. (from age, great, auda, a man), a great

personage, a nobleman.

ata1, s. (from E , a great personage), greatness

of soul, magnanimity.

ata , s. (from agt¶¤, a great personage), greatness

of soul, magnanimity.

axta , s. (from age, great, and 5, a lord), a holy man, a

king, Shiva. The Vishnuvas apply this term to Vishnoo,

also to Jugunnath, to Chitunya, and to a spiritual

teacher.

ATISHI, s. (from e, great, and , a destruction ofthe

universe), a destruction ofthe world occurring accord-

ing to the Hindoo system after every period of four

thousand three hundred and twenty millions of years,

a total destruction of the universe after a period

commensurate with the life of Bruhma, or an hundred

years, each day of which is four thousand , three hundred

and twenty millions of the years of mortals , and each

night equally long, making a period of three hundred

and fourteen billions, three hundred and sixty thou-

sauds of millions ofyears, atthe expiration of this term

the seven worlds, with the saints, gods , and Bruhma

himself are annihilated.

ata , s. (from age, great, and est, lineage) , a noble fa

mily, noble descent.

Axt , a. (from æxtæt, a great family, and , to be

produced), born of a great or noble family.

মহাবংশস্তুতি , a. ( from মহাবংশ, ৫ great jamily , and জনিত,

born), born ofa great or noble family.

Axta•*ĦĦ1,-ɑ . (from ægtæt, a great family, and ≈ , pro-

ducible), producible by or springing from a great or

noble family.

মহবিশজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of মহাবংশজন্য ) , for a great fami

ly, for a noble family.

atts, a. (from it, a great family, and at ,

born), born of a great or noble family.

a cause ,

মহাবণ শনিমিশুক, a. (from মহাবণ, a great family, and নিষিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from a great or noble

family ; ad. from or because of a great or noble family.

giz:*fafas, ud. (from att, a great family, and fax ,

for a great or noble family.

21903, 6. (from atas , a great family, and F,

caused by , caused by or arising from a great or noble

family, from or because of a great or noble family.

212-953, a. (from agtæ , a great family, and 275,

born), born of a great or illustrious family.

#ætæ:#fT31, ad. (from axtı… xt, a great family, and fat,

without), without or beside a great or noble family.

মহাবংশব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from মহাংশ, a great family, and

as, excepted), great or noble families excepted.

মহাবংশব্যতিরেক, s . (from স্থtংশ, agreatfamily, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception) , the exception of great or noble families.

মহাবংশতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মহাক শৰ্য্যতিরেক ), with the

exception of great or noble families, without or beside

great or noble families.

se-

I

æxtc• * [53, a. (from ægte , a great family, and ( 7,

-parate), separate or distinct from a great or noble la

mily ; ad. beside great or noble families.

atë³, a. (from æææ , a greatfamily, and ¤¥³, pro-

duced) , produced in or sprung from a great family.

atz•x.xxx, a . (from ægte , a great family, and Ty, a

cause), caused by or arising from a great or noble fami-

ly ; od, from or because of a great or noble family.

মহাৱ’শোৎপন্ন, a. (from মহাবংশ, a noble family, and seৎপর,

produced , born of noble parentage, descended from a

noble family.

aetz-z :H3, a. (from axta *, a greatfamily, and I, pro-

duced , produced in or sprung from a great family

Q ૧ ૩ ૩ 4 વ્
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setam, a. (from ay、, great, and am, strength), strong , pow-

erful,

actatæ, s. (from age, great, and at , a word), the mystic

syllables, or Om.

ital, s. (from age, great, and at , connected with

the twenty-fourth mansion of the Zodiac) , a festival ob-

served onthe thirteenth day of the wane ofthe moon in

the month Chitra when it falls on Saturday, and occurs

at the same time with the twenty-fourth mansion in the

Nakshatra or Zodiacal month of twenty-seven days.

aifa , s. (from age, great, and fal, science), nature,

great or elevated science.

fa , s. (from , great, and fax , the equinox) , the

moment of the sun's entering Aries, the vernal equinox .

মহাবিষুবন' ক্রান্তি,fi , s. (from tax , the vernal equinox, and

f , a stepping from one place to another), the mo-

ment of the sun's entering Aries, the vernal equinox.

ar, s. (from are, great, and , seed) , the septum

of the scrotum with part of the perinæum.

artata, s. (from age, great, and at , a hero), a great hero ,

a lion, Guroora the regent of birds, sacrificial fire, a

sacrificial vessel, Indra's thunderbolt, Vishnoo.

IIIBA, 8- (from xs, great, and Xi4, a brihmun) , an emi-

nent brahmun, a brahmun who presides at the funeral

rites or shraddha.

ATSG, 8. (from age, great, and 85, a material element), a

primary element of matter, of these the Hindoos reck-

on five, viz. air, fire, water, earth and æther.

ata , s (from æ , great, and , inebriation) , an ele-

phant in rut.

actæ , a. (from age, great , and 15, the mind), magna-

nimous, high-minded, liberal, munificent.

æætægtet@al, s. (from age, great, and æxtītēs , a particu-

larfestival) , a festival occurring at the junction of times

mentioned in the article tatt, when the twenty-

third of the astrological Yogas occurs at the same time .

axtaſca, ɑ. (from * , great, and afxª¤, greatn:s3) , noble.

#C†æ¿EtЯtâity, 8. (from * , great, and acetЯtasty, a spiri-

tual preceptor), most learned.

atata, s. (from , great, and at , wealth ), a king's

chief minister, an high officer in the kingdom, a chief

counsellor, a man of wealth and consequence.

artatat, s. (from , great, and atçı, illusion), worldly

illusion, the vanity or want of reality in the world,

Doorga, the world considered as a vast system of vanity

and illusion, the vain or illusory world.

ætatæ , a, (from agtatt, worldly illusion, and 4,

21.

means), effected by means of worldly vanity or illusi.

on; ad. by means of worldly vanity or illusion.

æxtætṣtæ¶, a. (from agtata1 , worldly illusion, and ga, co.

vered), covered or concealed by the world considered

as a vast system ofvanity and illusion.

ætatyta , a. (from ætt , worldly illusion, and J ,

producible), producible by or arising from worldly va-

nity or illusion.

মহাযায়াজন্যে , ad. (loc . case of মহাযায় ।জন্য ) , for worldly va

nity, for worldly illusion , for Doorga.

agtatatertst, 8. (from agtatat, worldly illusion, and Wist,

relinquishment), the relinquishment of the world as a

system of vanity or illusion.

agtatṣtīta), al. (from axtaty¹, worldly illusion, and T , s

door) , by or through worlily vanity or illusion.

axtatyt§•♬, s. (from ætati, worluly illusion, and ₹∙ ■, de-

struction), the destruction of the vanity or illusions of

the world, a breaking the charm or illusion ofworldly

things.

tata1 , worldly illusion, andtatt , a (from

destroying , destructive to the illusions or vanities of

the world, dissolving the charm of worldly things.

tattal, a. (from atat , worldly illusion , and f

destroying), destructive to the illusion or vanities ofthe

world, dissolving the charm of worldly things.

tatta , s. (from tata , worldly illusion, and t , de

struction), the destruction of the vanity or illusions of

the world, a breaking the charm of worldly things.

tatatata, a. (from att , worldly illusion, and atta,

destroying), destroying the charm or illusion of worldly

things.

axtatytas, a. (from taigi, worldly illusion, and fis ,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to the charm or illusi-

on of worldly things.

tattfats , a. (from axtat , worldly illusion , and

faataæ, preventing), preventing or resisting the charm

or illusion of worldly things.

atatatata , s. (from ætati , worldly illusion, and fart34,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of the charm

or illusion of worldly things.

totas, s. (from atat , worldly illusion, and fifa,

cessation), the prevention or cessation of the charm or

illusion of worldly things.

agtatstífæsæ, a. (from atata , worldly illusion, and

ffà , a cause), caused by or arising from the charm or

illusion of worldly things ; ad. from or because ofthe

charm or illusion of worldly things,
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tatatfi facs, ad. (from ætt , worldly illusion, and fifty,

a cause), for the charm or illusion of worldly things, for

Doorga.

tatista, s . (from atat , worldly illusion, and str,

power), the power ofthe world considered as a system

of vanity or illusion.

gs, a . (from

caused by), caused by or arising from worldly vanity or

illusion ; ad. from or because of worldly vanity or illu-

sion.

tatai , worlily illusion, and TF,

tatofa , ad. (from ætatai , worldly illusion, and fat,

without), without or beside worldly vanity or illusion.

taff , a. (from artai, worldly illusion , and faft ,

possessed of , possessed of the fascinating or illusive

properties of worldly things,

গ্রহাযায়াবিহীন , a. ( from সহাযায '় , worldly illusion , and বিদীন,

destitute), free from the illusion and vanities of the world.

axtatgtufofas, a. (from agtæt , worldly illusion , and

iff , excepted), the world considered as a vast system

of vanity and illusion excepted.

মহামায়াব্যতিরেক, s. (from agtatat, worldly illusion, and

uſ¾æ, an exception), the exception of the world con-

sidered as a system of vanity and illusion .

aetatṣtofsızıæ, ad. (loc, case ofaætatatafslas) , with the

exception of the world considered as a vast system of

vanity and illusion, without or beside the vain or illu-

sive world.

aztatzifaa, a. (from ¤¤tætṣi , worldly illusion, and fɔ̃a, se-

parate), separate or distinct from the world considered

as a vast system of vanity or illusion ; ad. beside this

vain or illusive world.

agtatatus, a. (from att , worldly illusion, and , caus-

ed by), connected with the world considered as a vast

system ofvanity and illusion.

aptatifs, a. (from agat , worldly illusion, and af³,

destitute), free from the world considered as a system

of vanity and illusion.

agati , a. (from axtats , worldlyillusion, and T, emp-

ty), free from the world considered as a system of vani-

ty and illusion.

ATtatṣta, a. (from ætatyt, worldly illusion, and sta, des-

titute), freefrom the world considered as a system of va-

nity and illusion .

ægtstylegg, a. (from glatt, worldly illusion, and (53, a

cause), caused by or arising from this vain and illusory

world ; ad, from or because of this vain and illusory

world.

1.

atata , s. (from age, great, and at , the pestilence) , a

great pestilence, a great mortality.

atat !, s. (from agtatat, a great mortality, and 5y, fear),

the dread or danger of a great mortality.

, s. (from ase, great, and 1, value) , a ruby ; a

costly, precious.

ArtIII, s. (from , great, and II, silver) , gold.

, s. (from 5 , great, and 1, aforest), a large forest.

agtau, s. (from age, great, and gu, a car), a large car, a

wish, a desire.

agigut, a. (from age, great, and af , a charioteer), a

great or eminent charioteer.

atata, s. (from age, great, and at , a king), a great

king. This word is used as a highly respectful address,

Sir, your honour, your Majesty.

মহারাজাবিরাজ, s . (from মহারাজ, a great king, and অধিরাজ ,

reigningby his own right), a king by his own right, a

great king.

ata , s. (from are, great, and af , night), midnight.

agtæt, s. (from age, great, and ☎‡, a form), resin.

axtıàìæa, s. (from age , great, and ☛☛, a particular de-

mon), one of the divisions of the Hindoo hell.

at , a. (from , great, and 1, value , dear, high-

priced, precious.

axim, s . (from ↳h , to produce, J , a place) , a place,

a district, a quarter, a building, a house, a mansion, a

seraglio.

ta , s. ( from așe, great, and m , the goddess offor➡

tune), Suruswutee the wife of Bruhma.

agtay, s. (from , great, and y, a residence), God,

the supreme refuge, a place of pilgrimage, a place of re-

fuge, an asylum, a sanctuary.

agtagtatataīt, s . (from agtag, a refuge, and tatant, the

new moon), the new moon in the month Kartika on

which a religious festival is observed in honour ofKalce

the black goddess.

*å, s. (from 5 , great, and * , a shell) , the forehead,

a human bone, a number stated by some to be a thou-

sand millions, but more probably a thousand billions,

the simpleshunkha being stated byLeelavutee to be tea

billions ; one of Koovera's treasures.

Act"Ţ, s. (from as, great, and as, a receptacle) , an as-

semblage ofgreat qualities, a gentleman. This word is

most frequently used as a very respectful address, Sie

S.re, yourhonour.

tad, s. (from ze, great, and , crowded), the

name of a mode or circumstance in Hindoo music.

Q914192
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tai , s. (from age, great, and ¤teЯ, an outrage), ex-

cessive violence, a brutal assault, an outrage of the

highest class.

atatas, a. (from , great, and tf , daring), ex-

cessively outrageous, daringly violent.

ta , s. (from 25 , greit, and a pleasure), copulation,

, s. (from age, great, and atta, joy), great joy,

excessive joy.

afsæætaæ, a. (from af greatness, and ziṛē, doing), ex-

ercising greatness, making glorious.

æææætat, a. (from af , greatness, and af , doing), ex-

ercising greatness, making glorious , glorifying.

মহিযজনক, a. ( from মহিম , greatness, and অনক, producing ),

producing greatness, causing diguity or glory.

afkasar, a. (from 7, greatness, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from greatness or dignity.

af , ad. (loc, case of 1), for greatness, for dig.

nity, for glory.

মহিমনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from মহিমন্; greatness, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), causing glory or dignity to cease, putting a

stop to greatness.

মহিযনিৰায়ক, a . (from মহিষ
greatness, and নিবারক, pre-

tenting), preventing or resisting greatness or dignity,

preventing or resisting glory.

æfzafiztad, s. (from asx- 7, greatness, and fiatza, a pre-

venting , the preventing ofgreatness or diguity, the pre-

venting of glory,

মিনিবৃত্তি, s. (from মহি . greatness, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation ) ,

the cessation or prevention of greatness or diguity, the

cessation or prevention of glory.

afafafase, a. (from afa , greatness, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from greatness or dignity ; ad. from

or because of greatness or dignity.

afafafas, ad. (from afa , greatness, and fafas, a cause).

for greatness or dignity.

aft , a. from af , greatness, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from greatness or dignity ; ad.

from or because of greatness or dignity.

afe , a. (from zf , greatness, and as , increasing),

increasing greatness, increasing dignity, increasing glory.

afgaa, 8. (from 7, greatness, and 7, an increas-

ing , the increasing of greatness or dignity, the increas-

ing ofglory.

afaf , s . (from , greatness, and a, increase) , the

increase of greatness or dignity, the increase of glory.

afts , s. (from af . greatness, and is , an ocean ,

an ocean of greatness or glory,

গ্ৰছো,

zfxMxIF; a. (from æftæz, greatness, and (55, a cause},

caused by or arising from greatness or dignity ; ad, from

or because of greatness or dignity.

afa , s. (from as , greatness , greatness, glory, dignity,

grandeur.

afat , s. (from E, to worship, and 1, a place), a wo--

man.

¤Ã¤, s. (from æg, to be worshipped , a buffalo.

af , a. (from as, a buffalo), produced by or belonging.

to a buffalo.

afxx), s. (from afi¤, a buffalo), a female buffalo , a queen.

al, s. (from ; to be worshipped), the earth, the ground or

base of a triangle or other plane figure.

fs, s. (from agì, the earth, and fs, a lord), a king, a

sovereign.

arietta, s. (from 1, the earth, and it , the nourishing ofa

thing), a king, a sovereign.

E , s. (from al, the earth, and to eat), a king.

an , s. (from as , the earth, aud Fx, a mounting on),

tree, a vegetable.

aa31, s. (froma , the earth, and , a climbing plant),

a worm.

Tì¤1, s. (from xxl, the earth, and cat, to destray), the name

ofa climbing plant, (Smilax pseuda china. )

, s. (from a honey), honey.

aØ¿H†æi, s. (from , honey, and (Яtæ , a worm), a bee.

az?1, s. (from ¤ , the name of a plant , a particular

plant of the umbelliferous order, ( Pimpinella Anisum. )

, a. (from age, great, and , desire), magnanimous,

liberal, generous.

215 , 8. (from age, great, and thegod ofthe heavens),

the god who rules over Swurga and the gods, the name

of a range of mountains celebrated in Hindoo poems.

, s. (from 5 , Indra, and 3, a mountain), the

name of a range of mountains supposed to be the nor

thern part ofthe Ghatas in the peninsula.

` s. (from Age, great, and , a leader), Shiv 7.

* , 8. (from , great, and * , Gǝd), one of the

names ofShiva.

ats. (from age, great, and 87, a bull), a great or

fierce bull.

, s. (from age, great, and sea, a lotus), the name

of a beautiful aquatic plant, (Nelumbium speciosum. )

Altext3, s. (from 255, great, and geЯ13, outrage,, a great

outrage, a great violence,

ATISHT, 8 (from Age, great, and 877, a rejoicing), afese

tival, a great rejoicing.
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#teata, s. (from 15ª, great, and set , energy ofmind),

great energy of mind, great perseverence,

# {testgæṛdæ, a . (from ægteate, great energy of mind,

and , means) , effected by means of energy of mind

or by constantly repeated efforts ; ad. by means of great

energy ofmind or constantly repeated efforts.

METSAtEFAI, a . (from Mytsats, great energy ofmind, and

1, producible), producible by or arising from energy

of the mind or constantly repeated efforts.

Fietsatexlar, ad. (loc, case ofaleteat1), for great ener-

gy of mind, for persevering and constantly repeated ef-

forts.

আহাৎসাহনিমিশুক, a. ( from সহোৎসাহ, great energy ofmind,

and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from great

mental energy or from persevering and constantly re-

peated efforts ; ad. from or because of mental energy or

ofpersevering and constantly repeated efforts.

agte=tgfafa13, ad. (from agtext , great energy ofmind,

and fifa , a cause) , for great mental energy, for perse-

vering and constantly repeated efforts,

gaetate , a . (from acetate, energy ofmind, and

2
3

.

115

is

lis

cy

.17

.

before), preceded by or arising from great mental energy

or from persevering and constantly repeated efforts ; ad.

by or through great mental energy or persevering and

constantly repeated efforts.

ৰুহাৎসাহপুযুক্ত , a . ( from মহোৎসাহ, energy of mind, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from great mental ener-

gy or from persevering and constantly repeated efforts ;

ad. from or because of great mental energy orpersever-

ing and constantly repeated efforts.

স্নহৌৎসাহৰিণা , ad. (from সহোৎসাহ, energy of mind, and বিনা,

without), without or beside great mental energy or per-

severing and constantly repeated efforts.

metafafat , a. (from teate, energy of mind, and

fafts, possessed of), possessed ofgreat mental energy,

possessed of a diligent and persevering mind ,

ægtestefacta, 0. (from Atsat ; energy of mind, and fast7,

destitute), destitute of great mental energy, destitute

ofpersevering diligence or application."

মহোৎসাহয্যডিৰিক্ত, a. ( from মহোৎসহ energy of mind, and

з , excepted , great mental energy excepted, per-

severing and contantly repeated efforts excepted .

MERAIEZIFIID ; & (from ægtest , energy of mind, and

afs , an exception), the exception of great mental

energy, the exception ofpersevering and constantly re-

peated efforts.

মহোৎসাহডিয়েকে, ad. (loc. case of মহোৎসাহব্যতিরেক), with

'মাই

the exception of great mental energy or of persevering

and constantly repeated efforts, without or beside great

mental energy, without or beside persevering and con-

stantly repeated efforts.

মহোৎসাহভিন্ন , s . ( from মহোৎসাহ , energy of mind, and ভিন্ন,

separate), separate or distinct from great mental ener

gy orfrom persevering and constantly repeated efforts ;

ad. beside great mental energy, beside persevering and

constantly repeated efforts.

ItsAtCOF, a. (from arts , energy of mind, and 1 ,

joined), connected with or having great mental energy,

connected with or using persevering and constantly re-

peated efforts.

মহোৎসাহরহিত, a. ( from সহোৎসাহ, energy ofmind, and রহিত,

destitute), destitute of energy of mind, destitute ofper-

severing and constantly repeated efforts.

মহোৎসাহশূন্য , a. (from মহোৎatt, energy ofmind, and শূন্য,

empty), destitute of energy of mind , destitute of perse

vering and constantly repeated efforts .

mgtsalgata, ɑ.- (from Metz , energy of mind, and ₹7,

destitute), destitute ofmental energy, destitute of pere

severing and constantly repeated efforts.

ArteAtLlLIB, a. (from æxtent , energy ofmind, and æg,

a cause), caused by or arising from mental energy or

from persevering and constantly repeated efforts ; ad.

from or because of mental energy or of persevering and

constantly repeated efforts.

ta , s. (from , great, and saf , the sea), the great

ocean.

MINI, s. (from age, great, and 847, a rising into view),

final liberation from every thing which is not spirit, a

master, a lord, pride.

Ali , s. (from , great, and 8 , exertion) , great ef- ·

fort, energy, exertion, zeal ; a. diligent, persevering,

zealous, making zealous and unremitting efforts.

a , s. (from age, great, and 9 , a medicine), a sove-

reign remedy, a medicine of great powers, the name of

the common garlic , (Allium sativum.)

al , s. (from at a mother) , a mother. This term is often

used as a respectful address to aged women and to el-

der relatives, also to the Ganges or goddess Gunga, orto-

a cow ; when a man calls his wife by this appellation it

is considered as a relinquishing her society as a wife,

ats, s. (from a , mother) , the breast of a woman, a dug.

This word constructed with 1 , to give, or tзy , to

cause to eat, means to suckle, with ats, to eat, or ta

to suck, it means to suck the breast.
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aten.

atkɩæægi, a. (from x , the breast, and cap , eating), suck-

ing; s. one who sucks.

, s . (from

heart of a tree.

, the middle), the pith of a plant, the

atatt, s. (from 3, the heart of wood, and att, wood).

timber.

attægt, s. (from atft, earth, and agi, a well), a well.

att, s. (from att, illusion), a woman, a girl.

atta , s. (from 1, a woman, and aw, a man), a vira-

go, a masculine woman.

atatry, a. (from at₹ 1, a woman, and a , aface), shame-

faced,

at , a. (from , to mind) , flesh.

att , a. (from at , flesh, and Na☎, ealing), carni-

Vorous ; s. a person who eats flesh.

at . s . (from at , flesh, and f , a knot), a gland.

agfæfæri, 8. (from tяf , a gland, and fa¤11, sci-

ence), adenology or that branch of anatomy which

respects the glands.

C

at , a. (from at ,flesk, and a , producing), pro-

ducing flesh."

af•S3 , a. (from at , flesh, and I , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from flesh.

THAI, ad. (loc, case ofat , for flesh.

ts, a. (from at , flesh, and at , produced), produc-

ed by or arising from flesh.

ItĦfafa *, a. (from at , flesh, and fifï³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from flesh ; ad. from or because of

flesh.

affa , ad. (from t , flesh, and fafas, a cause), for

flesh.

t7, s. (from at ,flesh, and ft, a ball) , a muscle.

মাংসপেশীত্বকস সক্তশিরা , s. (from সপেশী, a muscle, ত্বক,

skin,, attached to, and fx , a nerve) , in anato-

my the musculo-cutaneous nerves.

a , s . (fromatt, a muscle, and far , sci-

ence), Myology or that branch of anatomy which treats

of the muscles.

মাংসপেশীলাঙ্গল, s. (from যা পেশী, a muscle, and লাঙ্গুল,

a tail , the tail of a muscle.

) , s. (from tail, a muscle, and fu ,̸ a junc-

tion , the junction or union of a muscle, ( Syssarcosis. )

FF, a. (from † , flesh, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from flesh ; ad. from or because of

flesh.

atazás, a. (from æt ♬, flesh, and 14, increasing), in-

creasing flesh, fattening.

ཟླ་ ན

; s. (from ,flesh, and 77, an increasing , the

growing or increasing of flesh.

atafawy, s. (from at , flesh, and fay, sale), the sale of

flesh.

at , a . (from , flesh, and far , selling), sell-

ing flesh .

1 , s. (from at fl'sh, and fat , a seller), a per.

son who sells flesh, a butcher.

ætaſari, s. (from ¤, flesh, and fa̸11, science) , sarcology

or that branch of anatomy which treats of the flesh.

atsafzai, e. (from t• , flesh, and fʊïì, without), without

or beside flesh.

atafafax, ɑ. (from tЯ, flesh, and fifty, possessed of,

fleshy, in good condition.

atafa , a. (from , flesh, and feta, destitute), desti

tute of flesh, lean, bare.

, s. (from , flesh, and af , increase), an increase

or growth of Besh, a fungous production or growth of

flesh in a wound.

uff , a. (from at , flesh, and arfsfs, excepted),

Besh excepted.

fr s. (from a , flesh, and fate, an exceptio

on , the exception of flesh.

af ed. (loc. case ofaufge), with the ex-

ception of flesh, without or beside flesh.

5 , a. (from at , flesh, and 6 , eating), carni-

vorous ; s. a person who eats flesh.1

atessa, a. (from at , flesh, and fuª, separate), separate

or distinct from flesh ; ad. beside flesh.

AtªA(S )F), s. (from at , flesh, aud (515, an eater), an

eater of flesh.

* ), a. (from flesh, and tf , eating), carmi

vorous, feeding on flesh.

, a from at , flesh, and , joined), connected

with flesh, fleshy.

ats, a (from at , flesh, and 3, destitute), desti

tute of flesh, bare, lean.

#team, a. (from . flesh), fleshy. In botany the term is

applied to those leaves which are ofa thick pulpy sub-

stance, (folia caruosa. )

z , a. (from At , flesh, and 3, empty), destitute of

flesh, bare, lean.

2 , s. (from , flesh, and 33, a pillar), in anato-

my the round and fleshy productions in the ventricles of

the heart , (Columnæ.)

æª½‚¾‚ ɑ. (from at ,flesh, and 7, destitute), destitute

of Aesh, bare, lean,
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afe , a. (from t. , flesh, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from flesh.

at , a. (from a

feeding on flesh.

flesh, and , to eat), carnivorous,

atЯtxa, s. (from at , flesh, and 7, an eating), the eat-

ing offlesh.

att , a . (from at , flesh, and rift , eating), carnivo-

rous, feeding on flesh.

ætЯtztī, s. (from at , flesh, and txt , food), a meal of

flesh, the eating of flesh.

æfatætēt, a. (from at , flesh, and tf , feeding), car-

Divorous, eating flesh.

, v. a. (from 5 to cleanse), to scour, to rub, to cleanse,

to polish.

Hat, a. (from åt to scour), scoured, cleansed, polished ;

v. a. to cause to scour or rub, to cause to cleanse or po-

lish.

ata , s. (from a , slow) , a seed plot, a ridge of earth raised

round the bottom of a tree to keep in the water.

Statåtål, s. (from 1, seed plot, and tat, binding), a

plot of ground surrounded with a ridge, a seed bed, a

raised ridge round a tree to prevent the water from run-

ning off.

ætș, s. (from ata, a spider), a spider.

ataș{stat, s. from ætaş, a spider, and i̇stmi , a large seed),

the name of a large scaudent shrub, (Dalbergia mar-

ginata.)

atsyata, s. (from ataș, a spider, and ☎ ™, a net) , a spi-

der's web, also the name of an ornamental tree or large

shrub, (Gordonia integrifolia.)

atașataì, s. (from ataşatı, a spider's web), the name of

a species of grass, (Eleusine ægyptiaca .)

ataṣai, s. (from ate, a spider) , a spider.

zafṣimi, s. (from at , a spider, and t , a house), the

name ofan ornamental tree or shrub, (Gordonia integri-

folia.)

zi44, 8. (from Ti, beauty, and ™ , a root) , a mango.

atzit , a. (from æét, a monkey), unkind, greedy, nigard-

ly.

atats, 8, (from * , great, and ata, black , the name of a

plant of the cucurbitacious order the fruit of which is

as beautiful as an orange outwardly but the pulp resem

bles cow dung, (Trichosanthes palmata, also Cucumis

Colocynthus. )

, s. (from a to move), a weaver's shuttle.

ata , s. (from 1 , prohibitive, and go , hair), a beardless

man,

zit .

ata , c . (from spy, to be crooked, SÃª%, reasonable), rea-

sonable, probable, just, pertinent , proper.

att, a. (from fa , to mix), mixed , average, general, reck-

oned together in the gross, lumped together.

atfææ, 8. (from af *1, afly), cubic pyrites of various kinds.

at , v. a. (from to smear), to smear, to spread over,

to plaster, to knead.

ata , s. (from at , to spread) , butter.

ataaatai, s. (from æ , butter), a butter man, one whe

sells butter.

atafa, s. (from xt , to smear), a smearing, a plastering

over.

atafixt, a. (from ata, butter ), one who sells butter, a per-

son who smears or plasters.

atı, v. a. (from я , to smear), to daub, to plaster, to

smear over ; s. the spreading of butter on bread, the

plastering of a wall, the rubbing or smearing of the

body with oil or ointment.

ætatæ , s. (from at , to smear), a smearing or plaster-

ing over with any substance.

atata, s. (from ata , to smear), a smearing or plastering

over with any substance ; a. plastered or smeared over.

atuta, s. (from atat, to smear), a sinearing or plastering

over with any substance.

atta , a. (from atat , to smear), smearing or plastering

with any substance .

atatata , s. (from atat , to smear), a mutual smearing or

plastering over with any substance.

aifa , s. (from at , to smear), a smearing or spreading

over, a plastering.

atst, v. a. (from ats to searchfor), to ask, to pray for, to

beg.

atst. s. (from ætí, to search for), an old woman.

a12, s. (from æta̸, to searchfor), a wife.

SI, 8. (from ™ , a particular fish , the name of a parti

cular fish, (Silurus batrachus, Linn. Macropteranoton

granuillar, La Cep.)

ata, s . (from ats , a particular fish, and at , a fish),

the name of a particular fish, (Silurus batrachus, Linn.)

atstatai, s. (from Magnesia), Magnesia,

atst , s. (from 1, substituted for at, by me, and ſta, a

multitude), self-applause, a boast, a puff. This word cou

structed with to do, means to boast, to puff.

atta , s. (from atta, a boast, and ates, a word), tho

domontade, boasting.

ætяtæt , a. (from ætätä, a boast) , boasting, puffing.

a1 , s. (from 2 , the name of an asterism ) , the name of a
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Hindoo month which contains part ofJanuary and part

of February, it commences when the sun enters Capri-

corn.

ataata, s. (from ata, one ofthe months, and at , a month),

the name of one of the months in the Indian kalendar,

it contains part of January and part of February.

atì, s. from 1, the name of an asterism) , the full moon

in the month of Magha.

ata , s. (from ata, the name of a month), the name ofa

flowering shrub, (Jasminum pubescens.)

ai , v. a. (from æst , to search for), to ask, to request, to de-

mand, to solicit, to beg.

ata, s. (from , to ask , the asking for or soliciting of a

thing.

atka , s. (from at , to ask), the asking for or solicitingof

a thing.

ata , a. (from xi , to beg , begging, asking, soliciting.

Я , a. (from Manganese), Manganese.

atkat, s. (from a to ask , one who prays for or solicits a

thing.

as , a. (from at , to beg), begging, soliciting, re-

questing.

ækf«æ, a. (from a , welfare), propitious, auspicious, be-

neficial.

211, v. a. (from to request) , to cause to request, to

cause to supplicate ; s . a request, a supplication ; also

a. (from aştú , dear), dear, opposed to cheap ; suppli-

cated, requested .

at , a. (from at, to cause to beg), the sending or

causing of a person to beg.

Я , s. (from t¹, to cause to beg), the sending or caus-

ing of a person to make a request or supplication ; a.

supplicated, requested.

At , s . (from tЯ , to cause to beg) , the sending or caus-

ing of a person to beg or make supplication.

atatag , a (from att, to cause to beg), sending or caus-

ing a person to beg or make supplication.

zi , s. (from

questing.

, to beg), a begging, a soliciting, a re-

214.

aimì , s . (from aſzi, afly), a fly.

at , a. (from atat, a fly, and ct, to squeeze), par

simonious, niggardly , penurious, stingy.

ati, s. (from ¤†¤, a fish) , a fisherman , a fishmonger.

s. (from яt , a fish , a woman who sells fish.

AllK31, s. (from æ , a fish , a blackish shade of colour on

the corners of the mouth and cheek of certain persons

especially women as they advance in age.

at , v . a. (from 3, to clean), to wipe, to clean, to scour,

to rub.

ata, s. (from 1, the midst , the middle of athing, a crack

or unevenness in timber by which the heart or middle

part separates from the external portion or albumen of

the wood.

ata, s. (from at , to scour), a scouring, a rubbing clean,

a wiping, a cleaning.

ata , s. (from at , to sour), a thing which requires to be

cleared by scouring.

ata , s . (from at , to scour , the scouring or cleaning of

articles, a wiping or rubbing clean.

atsfay , a. (from at , to cleanse), rubbing, scouring, po

lishing.

AKAT , a . (from A , marrow, and at, dead), inwardly

dead, internally mortal.

xtat, v. a. (from at , to scour), to cause to scour or cleanse ;

s. the loins.

Eti, s. (from ati, to cause to scour), the causing of

things to be scoured or cleaned.

atata,,s. (from at , to cause to scour), the causing ofa

person to scour or clean things ; a. scoured, cleansed.

atata, s. (from at , to cause to scour) , the causing of

things to be scoured or cleansed .

attfagi , a. (from 131 , to cause to scour), causing things

to be cleaned or scoured.

AIKAI, 8, (from A to scour), a scouring or cleaning.

Ats), s. (from A to sound , a steersman , a helmsman.

atsæti, s. (from atst, unsoundness in timber, and ₹*,

wood), timber which is unsound or so cracked as to

separate the heart from the albumen or external part.

atst, s. (from 2 , a stage) , a platform, a stage, a scaffold , ata , s . (from at , a sort offlaggy grass,, a particular

a shelf.

atta, s. (from *, a stage), a platform , a stage, a scaffold.

a shelf.

afst, s (from , a stage), a chair, a stool , a bench.

atæ, s. (from æ51, a fish,, a fish.

ti, s. (from 57 , a king's fisher), a king fisher,

Alcedo of several species.

sort of mat.

aty, s . (from ⚫se , an electury), an intoxicating elec

tuary made chiefly of the tops ofhemp.

a†æ, s. (from 185, the midst,, the midst, the middle, the

centre.

atauta, s. (from at , middle, and 17, a place), the centre

or middle part of a thing.

4.

t:

7
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atæki, s. (from at , the middle, and ¤tal, an elder brò-

ther), the middlemost of three brothers.

atatafa, ad. (from ata, the middle), middlingly, moder-

ately, temperately.

, s. (from 1, the middle), the middle, the centre,

a. (from atat , the middle), middling.

atal, s. (from at , to sound) , a helasman.

ati , ad. (loc. case ofa† ), in the midst, within, in.

at , ✔. (from 3, to cleanse), a silk en string for a paper

kite dressed with some particular substance to make it

strong.

att, a. (from a , slow), slow, sluggish, bad.

aft}. s. (from af , earth) , earth , soil.

ættlætti, s. (from attì, earth, and 11, culting), a digger

of the ground.

atiigi , a. (from attì, earth), earth-coloured, brown, earthen.

ts , s. (from att1, earth-coloured, and fo , a kite ,

the common brown kite of Bengal, ( Falco ater. )

ziijattom, s. (fimm atšși, earthen, and to , oil , Naphtha.

att, s. (from at to dwell), a plain, a pasture.

atti, s. (from 5, to churn), buttermilk, sour milk.

attta , a. (from at, a plain), belonging to or situated on a

plain.

atttaga, s . (from atta, belonging to a plain , and fï,

land), land belonging to or situate in a large plain.

att , a. (from ætt , a plain), belonging to or situated in a

plain.

atit, ad. (loc, case ofa ), out of doors. This word construct-

ed with 1, to go, means to ease nature, to go to stool.

#kti, a. (from #ið, a steady pasture), stiff, scarcely moveable,

not under controul, not performing the proper functi

ons (applied to any part of the body.)

, v. a. (from д , to bruise), to thrash corn, to tread out

corn by cattle.

at , 8. (from 13, a raft), a raft, two canoes lashed toge-

ther, the liquor in which rice has been boiled , the skim-

mings of boiled rice, starch, rice gruel, paste.

atz , s. (from ætş, to thrash corn), the thrashing of corn.

ats , s. (from at , to thrash), the thrashing ofcorn ; a, due

for or earned by thrashing.

aigi, a. (from 13, to thrash), thrashing coru ; s. a

thrasher.

atși, v. a. (from “ą, to bruise) , to stamp or tread down, to

beat or smooth the ground, to cause corn to be thrashed.

şi , s. (from atși , to trample), a stamping or tram-

pling, a beating down or smoothing ofthe ground, the

causing of grain to be thrashed .

Atta, s. (from atst, to trample), a trampling or stamping,

ats.

a beating down or smoothing of the ground, the causing

ofgrain to be thrashed.

atst , s. (from ati , to trample) , a trampling or stamping,

a beating or smoothing of the ground, the causing of

grain to be thrashed ; a. gained by or due for beating or

smoothing the ground.

atst , a. (from at31, to trample) , stamping or trampling

down, beating or smoothing the ground.

atfz, s. (from : 6, a double tooth), a double tooth or grin

der.

≈ifș11, a. (from x†ș, to thrash , the thrashing of corn.

ats, s. (from , to wo ship), a double tooth or grinder,

atffa¶¶¶, 8. (from t¬¶, maxillary, and sf , a gland),

a maxillary gland ,

aifa , s. (from afaæ , a ruby), a ruby.

atfats, & (from ta , a ruby, and cats, a pair), the

name ofa bird of the order of Grallæ, (Ardea leucoce-

phala.)

afa , s. (from afa , a gem, and tæ, to sound), a precious

stone, a ruby.

at , v. n. (from д , to intoxicate) , to be intoxicated by li-

quor or by any schemes or prevailing idea.

at , 8. (from a whey), whey, a thin sort of treacle, a

checkmate.

at3k, s. (from æ3%, an elephant), an elephant, a man of a

degraded cast, a mountaineer.

atst, s. (from 3 , a mountaineer ), the mountain born

goddess Parvutee, the wife of Vushishtha.

atami, s. (from , the head), an arch , the capital of an

arch, a sort of hat made of wicker work worn by la-

bourers in the north of Bengal.

att , a. (from A , drunk), sottish, drunken ; s, a drunk.

ard.

1, s. (from ¤ , a mother), a mother, a goddess, the

small pox ; also, v. a. (from ate, to be intoxicated), to stir

up enthusiasm, to stimulate,

atзf , s. (from ate , to be intoxicated), a being intoxicated:

a , a. (from ate, to be intoxicated), intoxicated ; ad.

drinking to intoxication.

atstag, s. (from æ†¾, a mother), a maternal grandfather.

atstat, s. (from ætsfax, a maternal grandfather), a mater-

nal grandmother.

at , a. from 4 , drunken), drunk, drunken, great, im-

portant.

atзtan ,s. (from atata, drunken), drunkenness, intoxication.

ats, s. (from A , to measure), measure, weight, the blan-

ched cabbage-like or tender leaves ofa palm tree before

they are expanded.

Rrrrrr
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ā
atom, s. (from atą, a mother), a maternal uncle.

, s . (from

uncle's son.

, an uncle, and ,a son), a maternal

agat, s. (from at , an uncle, and ì, a daughter), a

maternal uncle's daughter.

atsatal, s. (froma† , a paternal uncle) , a maternal uncle's

wife.

atai, . (from at , a mother), a class of sixteen goddesses,

au alphabet, a body of preliminary rules or observati-

ons.

a1385, s. (from at a mother, and 8 , treacle), a particu-

lar sort of molasses or treacle .

1/3 , a. (from æ† , a mother, and t , killing), ma-

tricide ; s. a person who murders his mother.

aigas , a. (from 1 , a mother, and atfs , killing), ma-

tricide ; s a person who murders his mother.

ate , a. (from as a mother, and ₹7, to kill), killing a mo-

ther; s. a person who murders his mother.

, a. (from a mother, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a mother.

ZITIMI, ad. (loc, case of atquar) , for a mother.

, a. (from at , a mother, and 1, equal) , like or

equal to a mother.

att , s. (from at , a mother, and tæt , injury), the ill

treating or murder of a mother.

atzitat, a. (from atą, a mother, and cats , injuring),

treating a mother ill, murdering a mother.

zigfit, a. (from at , amother; and fax, to injure), maltreat-

ing a mother.

af , s. (from at , a mother, and ‹ ¤, injury), the treat-

ing of a mother ill, the murder of a mother.

, s. (from ate, a mother, and c , one who injures),

a person who treats his mother ili, a murderer of his

mother.

#taff , a. (from at , a mother, and fafas, a cause', caus.

ed by or arising from a mother ; ad. from or because

of a mother.

stefifig, od, (from at , a mother, and fast , a cause), for

a mother.

at , a. (from æg, a mother, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a mother; ad. from or because of

a mother.

E, s. (from at , a mother, and 4, a relation) , a

maternal relation, but restricted to the son of a mater-

nal grandfather's sister, the son of a maternal grand-

mother's sister, and the son of a mother's maternal un-

cle.

atgatac, s. (from afg, a mother, and at , a relative), a

xfu .

maternal relative but restricted to the son of a mater-

nal grandfather's sister, the son of a maternal grand-

mother's sister, and the son of a mother's maternal un-

cle.

atefart, ad. (from яt , a mother, and (e ), without), with-

out or beside a mother.

মাতৃবিশিষ্ট, a. (from a mother, and fift , possessed of

having a mother.

faxt , a. (from at , a mother, and fata, destitute), des-

titute of a mother, motherless.

atgufsfas, a. (from æg, a mother, and xfifa , excepted),

a mother excepted .

atafel , s. (from at , a mother, and afsus , an excepti-

on) , the exception of a mother.

aft , ad. (loc. case of atarata ), with the excepti-

on of a mother, without or beside a mother.

atofsa, a. (from atą, a mother, and f5a, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from a mother ; ad. beside a mother.

atstot, s (from at , a mother, and 5t , a brother), ■

mother's brother.

, a. (from ata, a mother, and , joined), connected

with or having a mother.

atas, a. (from a mother, and af , destitute), mo-

therless,

at , a. (from xts, a mother, and , empty), mother.

less.

1, s. (from at , amother, and , a sister), a mother's

sister.

atg◄T, ɑ. (from afgan, a maternal aunt), the child ofa

maternal aunt.

at , 8. (from at , a mother, and 3 , murder) , the

murder of a mother.

at , a. (from ts, a mother, and , to smite), killing a mo-

ther ; s. a matricide.

att , a (from at , a mother, and t , des : itute), mo-

therless.

atges , a. (from æg, a mother, and I, a cause), caused

by or arising from a mother ; ad, from or because of a

mother.

ata, s. (from , to measure), an unit, a single individual,

a mere circumstance or thing, a point of time, a little

quantity, the whole ; a, only ; ad. merely.

1 ), s. (from 1, to measure), an iustaut, half a short syl-

lable.

atta , s. (from 23, drunk), drunkeuness, intoxication.

ays ), s. (from R , enɛious , envy, avarice, malice.

T , D. a. (from us, the top), to mount upon the top of a

pillar or other thing, to mount on the top of a tree par
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ata.

ticularly on that of a palm tree, to put forth or pro.

trude the head in birth.

Atub, s. (from aã, to churn), an extra assessment to make

up a deficiency of revenue, a collection for charitable

or other purposes.

-Atul , s. (from 8 , the head), the head, a pinnacle, the top

or upper part of a thing ; v. d. to mount upon the top

ofathing, to climb to or mount upon the top of a tree,

particularly on the top of palm tree. This word con-

structed with д, to turn round, means to be giddy , to

have a swimming in the head.

' ), s. (from atus, the head, and , to turn round),

a vertigo, giddiness .

atuita , s. (from atut, the head, and ta1, a drawing), ob-

stinacy, headstrongness.

atuta, s. (from a¤† , the head), an interfering with another's

business.

atuta, s. (from tu , the head, and H , a twist), giddi-

ness, a swimming ofthe head.

#tutetsimi, a. (from atui, the head, and Яitsim, a fool), ob-

stinate, stubborn, turbulent, seditious.

aturistata , s. (from aturats , obstinate) , obstinacy, stub-

bornness, turbulence, rebellion .

ætutaut, s. (from ¡ , the head, and zw , prin) , the head

ache.

zivistaì, a. (from atu , the head, and tf , heavy) , top-

heavy.

atutatfu, s. (from at , the head) , head to head. The word

is most commonly used to express a person's mounting

on the top of a pillar, a palm tree or the like, and liter-

ally signifies that the man's head is equally high or le.

vel with the head of the object he is climbing.

tuta, s. (from at , the head,, a sort of wicker hat worn in

hot weather by the labouring poor, the capital of a pillar.

atutat , a (from at , the head, and at1 , a shaking , in-

solent, pragmatical.

atyat, 8. (from **, the he d . the capital of a pillar.

ztąæ, o, (f.om 2 , to be intoxicated , intoxicating.

A31, s. (from TT, intoxicating), an intoxicating quality

or power.

Aqæstxa , a. (from a†ãæs), ân intoxicating property, and

, producible , producible by or arising from an in-

toxicating quality.

tests, ad. (loc. case ofa ), for an intoxicat-

ing quality.

testad , a . (from 1, an intoxicating quality,

and fixée, causing to crate , causing an intoxicating

quality to cease.

in1.

atgastfasta , a . (from at , an intoxicating quality,

and fartae, preventing), preventing or resisting an in-

toxicating quality.

attfata , s . (from 31, an intoxicating quality, and

fiatad, a preventing), the preventing or resisting of an

intoxicating quality.

atuotfacio, s. (from æta³), an intoxicating quality, and

ffs, cessation) , the cessation or prevention of an 'in

toxicating quality.

atræstfafazæ, a . (from at , an intoxicating quality,

and fas, a cause), caused by or arising from an intoxi-

cating quality ; ad. from or because of an intoxicating

quality.

যদিকতানিমিত্তে, ad. ( from মাদকতা , an intoxicating quality's

and fafas, a cause), for an intoxicating quality.

at , a. (from att, an intoxicating quality, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from an intoxi-

cating quality ; ad. from or because of an intoxicating

quality.

atrastase, a . (from att, an intoxicating quality, and

, increasing), increasing an intoxicating quality.

atta , 8. (from 1 , an intoxicating quality, and

, an increasing), the increasing of an intoxicating

quality.

attfat, ad. (from at , an intoxicating quality, and

faa1, without), without or beside an intoxicating qua

lity.

ataæatafa, s. (from ætas), an întoxicating quality, and

f , increase), the increase of an intoxicating quality.

atstaff , a. (from 31 , an intoxicating quality,

and affas, excepte () , an intoxicating quality excepted .

atnøstaforgæ, s. (from th☎31, an intoxicating quality,

and fera , an exception , the exception of an intoxi-

cating quality.

যদিকতাব্যতিরেকে, ad. loc case of মাদকভাব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of an intoxicating quality, without or beside

an intoxicating quality.

attfsa, a. (from at , an intoxicating quality, and

[ , separate), separate or distinct from au intoxicating

quality ; ad. beside an intoxicating quality.

মাদকতাহেতুক, a. (from যদিকতা , an intoxicating quality, and

( a cause), caused by or arising from an intoxicat-

ing quality ; ad. from or because of an intoxicating qua

lity.

ataØI, s. (from Ata , intoxicating), an intoxicating quality

or power.

ata , s. (from aí , a tambour), a tambour.

2151, s. (from 8>lo, a female, a female animal.

Brrrrr 2
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ai , s. (from t , the coraltree), the coral tree, (Ey-

thrina fulgens .)

ata , s. (from salo, a female), a female animal.

3
, s. (from a , a sort ofmat), a particular kind of mat,

aigi , s. (from 1 , a kind of mat, and t , wood), the

name of a rushy kind of grass used in making mats for

floors, (Cyperus tegetus.)

, s. (from æg, a kind of mat, and 431, a leaf,

the name of a sort of rush used to make mats for floors,

(Scirpus tegetus.)

ata, s. (from xn, to rejoice), the name of an ornamental

shrub, (Volkameria Madera.)

ata , s. (from ata, a tambour), a charm, an amulet.

anatta,s. (from sl , afemale), a mare.

#12 , s. (from at, Lukshmee, and , a husband), one ofthe

names of Krishna.

zika), s. (from xx, the spring), the name of a tree, (Gaert-

nera racemosa.)

#jadi, s. (from at , the name of a tree, and 31, a

climbingplant), the name of a climbing tree, (Gaertnera

racemosa )

ata , s. (from a , sweet), sweetness, agreeableness,

suavity, mildness.

, . (from 12 , sweetness, and 7, producible),

producible by or arising from sweetness or agreeable-

ness.

maisa , ed. (loc. case of 7) , for sweetness,

túatzi, al. (from a , sweetness, and ta, a door), by

or through sweetness.

ataufafas , a. (from at , sweetness , and , a cause),

caused by or arising from sweetness ; ad. from or be-

cause of sweetness.

fifæ , ad. (from attú , sweetness, and fa , a cause`,

for sweetness.

ú , a . from ata , sweetness, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from sweetness ; ad. by or through

sweetness.

, a. (from † , sweetness, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from sweetness ; ad. from or be-

cause of sweetness.

ataifa , ad from at , sweetness, and fat , without),

without or beside sweetness.

algúfafsix, a. (from at , sweetness, and fa , posses ed

of), possessed ofsweetness, sweet, mellifluous .

æ††úfaðìz, a, from attú , sweetness, and fix17, destitute),

destitute of sweetness.

as , a. (from a sweetness, and ufsfa , ex-

cepted), sweetness excepted.

xta

atsafstaæ, 8. (from w , sweetness, and urfstrs, da

exception), the exception of sweetness.

মাধুর্য্যাব্যডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মাধুৰ্যাব্যতিরেক , with the exa

ception of sweetness , without or beside sweetness.

atú sa, a. (from at , sweetness, and foa, separate), seż

parate or distinct from sweetness ; ad. beside sweet-

ness.

ii , a. (from at , sweetness , and , joined) , con-

nected with sweetness , sweet, mellifluous.

aturas, a. (from at , sweetness, aud af , destitute

destitute of sweetness.

atłú**1, a. (from ¶¶ , sweetness, and 1, empty`, desti-

tute of sweetness.

at , a.from ata , sweetness, and , destitute), des

titute of sweetness.

attúas , a. (from at , sweetness, and c₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from sweetness ; ad from or be

cause of sweetness.

, s. (from a , honey stone), in Chemistry

Mellite,

**ſmæ, a. (from at, honey stone), in Chemistry mel-

litic.

atarif , a. (from art mid-day), belonging tothe middle

of the day, mid-day,

at . v.a. (from 27 , to regard) , to esteem, to regard, to vene-

rate, to observe, to mind, to obey, to submit.

ata, s. from 1, to measure , honour, respectability, reputa

tion , rank, value, a weighing or measuring, weight or

measure, a particular measure, the fourth part ofKhari,

the name of a plant with an esculent root, (Arum indi-

eum.) This word constructed with St , to break, means

to expose a person's faults, to put a person to shame,

with tat, to keep, it means to preserve esteem, to pre-

serve one's reputation.

. , s. (from at , a measure', a particular measure, the

fourth part of a Khari, the name of a plant with an

esculent root, (Arum indicum . )

ataas, 8, (from 21 , a large species of water yam, and

arum), the name of a large species of Arum or water

yam , (Arum indicum.)

AlzI48, a. (from ata , honour, and ☎71, means) , effected

by means of honour or respect ; ad. by means of ho

nour or respect.

ataadí, s. (from ata, honour, and ý, a doer), a person who

honours or respects another.

tata , a. (from ata, honour, and at , doing), honeur.

ing, shewing respect
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statat, «. (from æta, honour, and tf , doing), honour-

ing, shewing respect.

tast , s. (from ața, Indian arum, and fstfe, a knob ) , the

name ofa large plant which has an esculent root, (Arum

indicum.)

ata376, a. (from 17, honour, and , producing), pro-

ducing respect, making honourable.

atas, a. (from ta, honour, and 3, produced), produ-

ced by or arising from honour or respect.

■tawa , ɑ. (from ëtë, honour, and 51, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from respect or honour.

atlar, ad. (loc. case ofata , for honour or respect.

tats, a. (from at , honour, and ts, produced), produc-

ed by or arising from honour or respect.

tas, s. (from , to mind), a vow, a voluntary obligati-

on, a voluntary responsibility.

atasi, s. (from atã, to mind), one who vows, one who en-

gages to do some particular action.

ant , s. (from , honour, and t³, a giver), a person

who confers honours.

ætant , a. (from æt≈, honour, and ɩtu̟æ, giving), confer-

ing honours.

antil, a. (from at , honour, and f , giving), confer-

ing honours.

ata , ad. (from at , honour, and t , a door), by or

through honour or respect.

at , & (from at , honour, and , destruction), the

loss of honour or respectability.

xtaƒ•ææ, a. (fromat , honour, and ‡ , destroying), de-

structive to honour or respectability.

atagal, u. (from äta , honour, and fa , destructive), de-

structive to honour or respectability.

ata , s. (from at , to regard), the regarding or minding ofa

person, the observing or obeying of a person's dictates .

atacats , a. (from at , a minding, and cats, worthy),

worthy ofbeing minded or regarded.

ataai , s. (from at , to mind), a vow, a voluntary engage-

ment to do or suffer some particular thing.

ataat , a. (from at77, a minding, and F, worthy), worthy

of being minded or regarded.

ataat , s. (from at , honour, and at , destruction), the

loss of honour or respectability..

ataatta, a.(from ata, honour, and txt , destructire , de.

structive to honour or respectability.

ata , s. from at , to honour , a honouring, a shewing res-

pect.

, a. (from , honour, and fas, causing to

cease), putting an end to honour or respectability,

ata.

stafaxta☎, a. (from ata , honour, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resisting honour or respectability.

atafata , s. (from at , honour, and fastad, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of honour or respectability.

atafazfı, s. (from at , honour, and ff , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of honour or respectability.

atafafuæ, a. (from äta , honour, and fifa , a cause), cause

ed by or arising from honour or respectability ; ad

from or because of honour or respectability.

atafaacs, ad. (from ata, honour, and fifa , a cause), for

honour or respect.

ataa?y, a. (from at , to honour), obligatory, laying under

obligation, honourable, estimable , venerable.

atacatЯys, ɑ. (from æ†77, a minding, and 841F,fil), word

thy of being minded or regarded;

tag:ĦT, ɑ. (from tя , honour, and 7:57, preceding), pre

ceded or attended by honour or respect.

ata , a. (from ≈17, honour, and 4 , before), preceded by

or arising from honour or respect ; ad. by or through

honour or respect.

, a. (from , honour, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from bonour or respect ; ad. from or be-

cause of honour or respect.

ata , s. (from the progenitor of mankind , a man, a

human creature, a multitude of men.

ataas, a. (from at , honour, and ze , increasi: g) , increas

ing honour or respect, promoting honour.

ata , s. (from 17, honour, and 7 , an increasing), the

increasing of honour or respect.

atafa , ad. (from ata , honour, and fat , without), without

or beside honour or respect.

ataff , a. ( from ata, honour, and faf , possessed of),

possessed of honour or respect, honourable, respectable,

venerable.

atafixta, a. (from ata, honour, and fiЯa, destitute), desti◄

tute of honour or respect.

atafa, s. (from ata, honour, and af , increase) , the increase

of honour or respect.

fafa , a. (from ata, honour, and fs , excepted' ,

honour or respect excepted.

ajazifagæ, 8. (from ata, honour, and fixe, an excepti

on , the exception of honour or respect .

মানব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মানব্যতিরেক) , with the excep

tion of honour or respect, without or beside bonour or

respect.

SK, 8. (from xta, honour , amd k, a rupture), the put

ting of a person to shame, the reducing of a person's

consequence or importance.
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atsata , a. (from as , a dishonouring, and ata , do-

ing), wounding or lessening a person's honour or res-

pectability, dishonouring.

atasatt, a. (from atas , a dishonouring, and af , do-

ing), effecting a person's dishonour, lessening or wound.

ing a person's honour.

at 53 , a . from ata , honour, and sa , breaking), wound-

ing a person's honour, dishonouring.

atas , s. (from ata, honour, and 587, a breaking), the

wounding of a person's honour, a dishonouring.

tastka, s. (from atя, honour, and 5 , the breaking o

a thing) , the lowering of a person's consequence, the

exposing of a person to shame.

atafsa, a. (from atë, honour, and f , separate), separate

or distinct from honour ; ad. beside honour.

A†AºF, ɑ. (from æ , honour, and TF, joined), connected

with honour or respect, honourable, respectable.

atas, a. (from at , honour, and af , desti ute), desti-

tute of honour or respect, humble, free from pride.

ata , a. (from ¤† , honour, and , empty), destitute

of honour or respect.

, a. (from , the mind), mental, produced from the

mind, ideal ; s. a volition, a thought, a wish, a desire,

the name of a great lake in the Himaluya mountains.

ataas, a. (from æt¬, honour, and ¤¶ , încreasing, in.

creasing or promoting respect or honour.

ata , s. from ata, honour, and , an increasing,

the increasing or promoting of respect or honour.

মানসসরোবর, s. (from মানস, a large lake , and সরোবর, a

lake), the name of a large lake on the Himalaya moun-

tains.

atafa , a. (from , the mind), mental, ideal imaginary.

ataxta, s. (from ata, honour, and tf , detriment ) , the les-

sening of a person's importance or respectability, the

wounding of a person's honour.

ata , a. (from ata, honour, and , destitute), destitute

ofhonour or respect, humble, free from pride.

Starz , a. (from at , honour , and ‹ , a cause ), caused

by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from or be-

cause of honour or respect.

xit , s. (from ¤ , to mind), the regarding or minding of

a person; a prohibition ; v. a , to prevail upon a person,

to persuade, to cause to fit, to adjust.

atatata , s. (from æ , honour, and tag , desire), the

desire of honour or respect .

atatet , a. (from ata, honour, and f , desirous), de-

sirous ofhonour or respect.

ataifa, s. (from atat, to prevail upon), persuasion. i

atst.

atstaates, ad. (from ¤¤, honour, and wat , a following),

according to honour or respect.

atatfsatz, s. (fro at , honour, and fix, desire ), th

desire ofhonour or respect.

ateissa aì, «. (from æt7, honour, and ofsaffa , desirous),

desirous of honour or respect.

atfaæ, s. (from ≈17, a particular measure), the name of a

particular measure the eighth part of a Khari.

atfè3, 0. (from ata, to regard), honoured, made respecta-

bie.

affa341, a (from atą, to regard), worthy of honour or re-

gard. honourable, respectable, venerable.

ata from af , minding), minding, esteeming, regard.

ing.

S. (from , the progenitor ofman), a man, a human

being.

Diala sai, s. (from at , a man, and ca¶¤1, eating), a

cannibal,

atay, a. (from † , a man), populous.

17, s. (from , to act upon, ¤, a meaning), the

meaning of a word, a meaning, a scope.

ata !, s. from ata, honour, and , desire), the desire of

honour or re - pect.

tha. (from at , honour, and 5 , desirous), desirous

of honour or respect.

at:ax®, d. (from at² , honour, and I , desirous), desirous

of honour or respect.

atata, s (from ætș, a canoe), a raft, a float.

at , s. (from a , b.id , badness, vileness, slowness, an in-

ferior degree of any thing.

atusti³, s. (from at , slowness, and sf³, motion), slowness,

tardiness.

at . a. (from 1 to regard), honourable, venerable, de-

serving of regard, respectable.

atarsi, s. (from at , honourable), respectability, honour.

D1AT. 8. from at71, honourable , respectability, honour.

*** t , a . (from ata to honour), receiving honours, in the

act of receiving honours.

x1x, v. a. (from æi, fo me isure), to measure, to gauge.

#1ª, s. (from ai, to measure), the measure of a thing, mea

sure.

atЯæ, «. (from Al, to measure), measuring, taking the dimen-

sions of a thing,

atЯg), 8 (from att, measure, and asì, a rope), a measur.

ing rope.

a , s. (from at , to measure), the measuring of a thing.

atáfa, s. (from 114, to me sure), the measuring of a thing,

aly, a, (from 1, to measure), measurable,

t
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artcite, & (from att, measure. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), a measuring.

ti, v. a. (from ætЯ, to measure), to cause to measure ; a.

measured.

Ziięzi, s (from at , to cause to measure), the causing of

a person to measure a thing.

17, s. from ætЯ , to cause to measure), the causing of a

thing to be measured ; a. measured.

tata, s. (from 1 , to cause to measure), the causing of

a thing to be measured.

attaat, a. (from 1 , to cause to measure), causing things

to be measured.

a , s. from at , to measure) , the measuring of a thing.

zafataz, s. (from ætя, to measure, and (7³, a ratan , the

name of a species of ratan, (Calamus gracilis.)

xix. 4. (from på , forgiveness), absolved, exempted, for-

given, dispensed ; s. forgiveness , exemption.

ætlœ », a. (from 339, agreement) , conformable consonant,

congruous, apt, like, agreeing with, suiting, favourable,

propitious ; s, a way, a manner.

ætast, s . (from I , a seal), a seal.

xtaz, a. (from za, mine), mine.

atas, s. (fromhy, to labour, S. , an affair), an affair,

business, negotiation.

xtamet, a. (from Elslæs, an affair), fit for business , ac-

tive, able to manage business .

11, s. (from Spy, to labour, y , to work), an affair,

business, negotiation.

atai, s . (from at , an uncle), a maternal uncle.

AİRİET), ɑ. (from ™ ' , an uncle), belonging to a maternal

uncle.

ætategistë, a. (from †† , pertaining to a maternil un-

cle, and a brother) , a mother's brother's son.

ta , s.(from atatagi, pertaining to a maternalun

cle, and sfstal, a sister,, a mother's brother's daughter.

XIX¡×ST, s. (from ™ , a maternal uncle, and , afather-

in-law), a husband's mother's brother, a wife's mother's

brother.

#ta¡¡ì, s. (from xx , a maternal uncle, and t¶sì, a mo-

ther-in-law), a husband's mother's brother's wile, a

wife's mother's brother's wife.

ata, s. (from ata , a mother's brother), a mother's brother's

wife.

ata , s. (from Ay, to press, xe,full), full, closed, cul-

tivated.

, a. (from bay, to labour, J. , to work , prepared,

established.

atai, s . (from 1 , to measure , fraud , fascination, magic, il-

মায়া.

lusion, a trick, deceit, wickedness, villainy, a decepti

ou, a trick in negociation, a political fraud, idealism,'

want of reality or substance, the unreality of all worldly

existence, or more properly the world and every thing

in it considered as a system of vanity and illusion ; this

is personified in Mythology as a female whois the wife

of Bruhma and the immediate and active cause of crea-

tion ; affection, tenderness, love, attachment, sensibili

ty, a woman.

atstæ , e. (from ††, illusion, and 4, means), effected

by means of illusion ; ad, by means of illusion or de

ceptive appearances.

atta , a. (from T , illusion, and ta , doing), deceiv

ing, imposing on the senses, tricking..

atstats, a. from ætx1 , illusion, and atfan, doing), deceiv

ing, imposing on the senses, tricking.

atta , a. from at , illusion, and , producing), pro-

ducing illusion or deceptive appearances.

atytafas, a. (from ætat, illusion, and f³, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from illusion or deceptive appear-

ances.

att , a (from atet, illusion, and 7, producible), pro-

ducible by illusion or deceptive appearances.

algt , ad. loc. case ofatta , for the purpose of il-

lusion or deceptive appearances.

atatats, o. (from at?1, illusion, and † , produced), pro-

duced by or arising from illusion or deceptive appear-

ances.

atatata, s. (from ætat illusion, aud Ita, à net), the net of

illusion or deceptive appearances, the net of magic.

Tat, a. (from att, illusion, and fan, living), living

by tricks or deceptive appearances.

atxts, a. (from æg , illusion, and ⇓, to know), acquainted

withillusion or magic spells

atεtka, s. (from T¶, Husion, and ‡•¤, destruction), the

destruction of liusion or magic spells.

ata , a from at 1, illusion, and , destructive),

destructive to 'usion or magic spells.

tata from Tet, illusion, and , destructive),

des ructive to ihusion or magic spells.

attat , s. (from 171 , illusion , and at , destruction), the

destruction of illusion or deceptive appearances.

state, a (from 1 ), illusion, and at , destructive),

destructive to illusion or deceptive appearances.

ataifiæ , n. (from atại , illusion , and fiage, causing to

cease), putting a stop to ilusion or deceptive appear

ances.

atpifactge, a. (from At , illusion , and faa ta☎, prev‹nting),
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preventing or resisting illusion or deceptive appear-

ances.

atatfaatad, s. (from atgi, illusion , and fixta , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of illusion or deceptive

appearances.

attfaf3, s. (from ætat, illusion, and fa , cessation) , the

cessation or prevention of illusion or deceptive appear-

ances.

Atatfifa , a. (from 11, illusion, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from illusion or deceptive appear-

ances ; ad. from or because of illusion or deceptive ap-

pearances.

gifs, ad (from ætg) , illusion , and fifïz, a cause), for

the purpose of illusion or deceptive appearances,

att , a. (from stai, illusion, and t , eminent , eminent

in practising illusion or deceptive appearances .

atot , a. (from at , illusion , and , before), preceded

by or arising from illusion or deceptive appearances ;

ad. by or through illusion or deceptive appearances.

atiefs , a. (from 11, illusion, and g , oppos-

ing), obstructing or hindering illusion or deceptive ap-

pearances.

atptus, a. (from stat, illusion, and t , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from illusion or deceptive appearan-

ces ; ad. from or because of illusion or deceptive ap

pearances.

ta , a, (from att, illusion, and , bound), bound by

magic.

atpta , a. (from tat, illusion, and x , increasing), in-

creasing illusion or deceptive appearances.

, s. (from 1, illusion, and 5, an increasing),

the increasing of illusion or deceptive appearances .

ataifant, ad. (from at , illusion, and fast, without), with-

out or beside illusion or deceptive appearances.

attfaf , a. (from æti, illusion, and faft , possessed of)afpffall,

possessed of illusion or deceptive appearances, magical,

affectionate, tender.

atpifaìa, a. (from ) , illusion, and fast , destitute ), free

from illusion or deceptive appearances, void of affec

tion or tenderness.

atytaì, a. (from atº1 , magic), magical, practising magic, il-

lusive, fascinating ; s. a magician.

atta , s. (from ti , illusion, and af , increase) , the in-

crease of illusion or deceptive appearances, the increase

oflove.

atstaff , a. (from att, illusion, and arfsfas, excepted ,

illusion or deceptive appearances excepted, magic ex-

cepted.

aigtails ?æ, s. (from 1, illusion, and afza, an ex-

ception), the exception of illusion or deceptive appeal.

ances.

ættufsig , ad. (loc. case of atytaifa ) , with the excep

tion of illusion or deceptive appearances, without or

beside illusive or deceptive appearances.

atpts , a. (from at , illusion, and f , separate , separ

ate or distinctfrom illusion or magic spells ; ad, beside

illusion or magic spells.

atytyy, a. (from a191, illusion, and , joined , connected

with illusion or deceptive appearances, illusory, de-

ceptive, magical, affectionate, tender.

atstafes, a. (from att, illusion, and afes, destitu'e , free

from illusion or deceptive appearances.

atata , a. (from ata , love, and , empty) , void of affec

tion , destitute of attachment, free from illusion,

atytææt, a. (from a191, illusion , and 1 , identified with),

identified with illusion or deceptive appearances.

tatta, a. (from att, illusion , and 14, destitute, free

from illusion or deceptive appearances.

xtxtcxgæ, a . (from 11, illusion , and T , a cause ,̀ caus-

ed by or arising from illusion or deceptive appearan

ces ; ad. from or because of illusion or deceptive ap

pearances.

atfpa, a. (from 171, lore), affectionate, clement, fascinating.

att, a. from at , illusion) , illusive, deceptive.

at . 8. (from fa, to diffuse , the bilious humor, gail.

ai , v. a. (from , to die) , to smite, to strike , to beat, to

kill. The indeclinable participle of this verb construct.

1

ed with cum , to throw , means to kill.

ata , a. (from to die , smiting, beating, killing ; &, a

person who smites or kills .

tata , a. (from . to die , a quarrelsome man, a man

who is always ready to fight.

ætast, s . (from ætя, a road), the generic name ofthe Ra

gas and Raginees in Hindoo music.

atza, s. (from æg, to smite), a smiting, the striking or

beating of a thing, the killing ofa person.

A†zda , a. (from A , a smiling , and 3, producible),

producible by or arising from beating or killing.

AtjqFlK1, ad. (lvc, case of 4 ), for the sake of beat-

ing or killing.

atsafa , a. (from at , a smiting, and fade, causing

to cease), putting a stop to beaung or killing,

মারণনিবারক, a. ( from মtরন, a smiting, and নিবারক, preront-

ing), preventing or resisting a beating or killing.

ataɑfataɑ 8. (from ztza, a smiling, and faztxa, a preventio

on , the preventing or resisting of a beating or killing,

23

7

1

19.

1
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Nadfaqje , s . ( from 4, a smiting, and faf , ces ‹ation),

the cessation or prevention of beating or killing.

zizofafuzz , a. (from 4 , a smiting, and fifa , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from smiting or killing ; ad. from

or because of beating or killing.

algaffs, ad. (from ata , a smiting, and fifa , a cause), for

the purpose of beating or killing.

at , a. (from 4 , a smiling, and , before) , preced-

ed by or arising from beating or killing, by or through

beating or killing.

a. (from 174 , a beating, and 3 , obstruct-

ing) , operating as an obstacle to beating or killing.

as, a. (from 1 , a smiting, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from beating or killing ; ud. from

or because of beating or killing.

.

zigdfs31, ad. (from atd , a smiting, and f , without),

without or beside smiting or killing.

মারণব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from মারণ, a smiting, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except.

ed), smiting or killing excepted.

মারণব্যতিরেক, ও. (from মরিন , a smiling, and বাড়িয়েক, an ex-

ception), the exception of beating or killing

fore, ad. ( loc. case of atarfsge), with the excep-

tion of beating or smiting, without or beside beating or

smiting.

'মীরণাঘাত, a . (from মারণ , a beating , and ব্যাঘাত, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to beating or killing.

মারণব্যাঘাতঙ্ক, a. ( from মারণ , a beating and ব্যাঘাতক, ০৮-

structing), operating as an obstacle to beating or killing.

xt , a. (from at , a beating, and fa, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from beating or killing ; ad. beside beat-

ing or killing.

Ja , a. (from at , a smiting, and cats , worthy),

deserving a beating, worthy of death.

MATGE, a. (from ata , a beating, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from beating or killing ; ad. from or

because of beating or killing.

1, s. from ata , a smiting, and atet , desire), a

desire to beat or kill.

tata , a. (from 3d, a smiting, and tata, desir-

ous), desirous of beating or killing.

attfata, s. (from 3d, a smiling, and afsata, desire) , a

desire to beat or kill.

attfemtal. a. (from ata , a smiting, and afsatan, de-

sirous , desirous of beating or killing.

zizditatɗı, a. (from at , a beating, and t ™, unworthy ,

not deserving beating or death.

ætate, a. (from at , a beating, and a , deserving), pu-

nishable, deserving of punishment.

sitat.

, a. (from , to die), punishable with beating or death ,

liable to be beaten or killed , deserving to be beaten or

killed.

tal¹, s . (from t , a smiting, and ¹ , desire), a desire

to beat or kill.

, a . (from t , a smiting, and , desirous), desir-

ous of beating or killing.

, a . (from 4 , a smiling, and , desirous), de-

sirous of beating or killing.

atīt , a. (from at , a smiting, and 8513, prepared).

prepared to smite or kill.

atalatiiis, s. (from tad, a smiting, and sɩūris, exertion),

a zealous exertion to smite or kill.

atrast, a. (from t , a smiting, and suitistą, zeal.

ous), using zealous exertions to smite or kill.

tat , a. (from tª, a smiling, and 85, fit,, fit or

proper to be beaten or killed .

TI , a. (from 4, to die) , fatal, mortal.

atziЯð, s. (from ats, a beating, and cЯ , a screw), a catch in

conversation, a difficulty, a quibble .

Tw³, s. (from , knowledge), knowledge, a cause, a

reason ; ad by means of, through, by.

ata , v. a. (from , to die), to cause to die, to beat or kill ;

s. the beating of a person, the striking or killing of a

person, the striking of a thing with a hammer or other

instrument. This word constructed with Я , to fall,

means to be killed, to be ruined.

atata, s. (from atat , to cause to beat), the ordering or caus-

ing of a person to beat or kill,

atatfagt, a (from tд , to smite), smiting, beating ; s . a per-

son who beats or strikes.

,, (from ta, a killing, and ata , self) , murder-

ous, deadly, fatal.

ata), 8. (from ≈1 " , a beating, and 431, a holding), a beat-

ing, a striking.

atatatfa, s . (from att, a beating), a reciprocal smiting, a

battle, a scuffle.

ata, s. (from π, to die), the pestilence.

at , s (from atat , the pestilence, and 9, fear), fear of

a contagious or pestilential disease.

atas , a. (from tag, the fear of pestilence, and 5 ,

producible), producible by or arising from fear or dan-

ger of the pestilence.

atās?5c1, ad. (loc , case ofatìsg31) , for fear ofthe pes-

tilence.

atasuta , ad (from 11 , the fear of pestilence, and

ata, a door), by or through fear or danger of the pesti-

lence,

Ssssss
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até

atzìspfafasæ, a. (from ataisy , the fear ofpestilence, and

fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from fear or danger

of the pestilence ; ad. from or because of fear or danger

ofthe pestilence,

asfifare, ad. (from , the fear ofpestilence, and

fafas, a cause), for fear of the pestilence.

, a. (from 5 , thefear ofpestilence, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from fear or danger of

the pestilence ; ad. from or because of fear or danger of

the pestilence.

atspfant, ad. (from tg, the fear ofpestilence, and fant,

without), without or beside fear or danger of the pesti-

lence.

atif , a. (from at , the fear ofpestilence, and

13 , excepted), fear or danger of the pestilence ex-

cepted.

atìsa , s . (from ataisy, the fear ofpestilence, and

з , an exception , the exception of fear or danger of

the pestilence.

atisforale, ad. (loc, case ofatasgufsaæ) , with the ex-

ception of the fear or danger of pestilence, without or

beside the fear or danger of pestilence.

ateissa, a . (from atis , thefear of pestilence, and fea ,

s'parate), separate or distinct from the fear or danger

ofpestilence ; ad beside the fear or danger of pesti-

lence.

ata -pas , a. (from atatsy , thefear ofpestilence, and ( g.

a cause) , caused by or arising from the fear or danger of

pestilence ; ad . from or because of the fear or danger

of pestilence.

at , a. (from , to die), the name of a mixed sound or Raga

in Hindoo music.

1 , s . (from 4, to die), the name of a species ofgrass cul-

tivated for the seed which is used as an article of food,

(Eleusine Corocana .)

43, s. (from a , the wind), the wind.

ais, s. (from 1 , a mixed sound, and atst, a musical

sound), the name of a mixed souud or Raga in Hindoo

music.

atata , s. (from to die), the name of a mixed sound in

Hindeo music.

37 , s . (from 173, aproper name), the name of a sage

who is accounted the author or narrator of one of the

Pooranas. He was the son of Mrikundoe,.

atleta, s. (from ata̸37, a proper name, and said, an-

cient history) , the name of one of the Pooranas or an-

cient histories of the Hind.os.

মার্ক্স,

atsi,s. (from atst, to search), a road, a path, a way, the path or

cut of a saw in sawing timber, a section.

ata, s. (from ats, to search), a seeking, an enquiringfor,

atsily, a. (from ats , to search) , searchable, worthy of be

ing sought or enquired after, requiring to be sought or

enquired after.

atяfæ , s . (from at , the musical modes, and fan , science),

the science of the Ragas and Raginees in Hindoo mu

sic.

atsifuga , a. (from at , to search), searchable , worthy of be

ing sought or enquired after, requiring to be sought or

enquired after.

atsil , s. (from st , one of the Hindoo asterisms), the

name of a Hindoo month which answers to part of

Novemberand part of December. It is commonly called

Ugruhayuna.

afsis, a. (from ats , to search), sought , enquired.

at , a. (from at , high-prized , dear, high-prized.

ats , s. (from 3 , to cleanse , the scouring or cleansing of

a thing, the rubbing or polishing of a thing, the wip-

ing off or clearing off an account, the forgiving of a

crime.

atsatze, a . (from 7, a cl ansing, and ☎tē, doing,

scouting, cleansing, purifying.

ztákat?), a. (from at , a cleansing, and f , doing),

scouring, cleansing, purifying.

atha541, a. (from 157, a cleansing, and 571, producible),

producible by or arising from cleansing or purifying.

, ad. loc. case of at - 1) , for the purpose of

scouring or cleansing

ad.

affage, a. (from a , a cleensing, and f , a cause),

caused by or arising from cleansing or purifying;

from or because of cleansing or purifying.

Afafag, ad. (from 41 , a cleansing, and fa , a cause) ,

for the purpose of cleansing or purifying.

at , a . (from 157, a cleansing, and , before , pre

ceded by or arising from cleansing or purifying ; ad. by

or through cleansing or purifying.

atz×™™, a. (from 4157, a cleansing, and 25, caused by},

caused by or arising from scouting or cleansing;
; ad,

from or because of scouring or cleansing.

, ad. (from a , a cleans ug, and feat , without),

without or beside cleansing or purifying.

ff , a. (from a , a cleansing, and 21f3ft , ex-

cepted), cleansing or purifying excepted.

atziz , s . ( from a , a cleansing, and after, an

xception), the exception of cleansing or purifying.

ats , ed. loc. case of fo ), with the ex-

0
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ception of cleansing or purifying ; ad. without or be-

side cleansing or purifying.

safe , a. (from a , a cleansing, andfa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from scouring or clean sing ; ad. be-

side scouring or cleansing.

atats , a . (from at , a cleansing, and catst , worthy),

worthy of being scoured or cleansed.

starze, a. (from 17 , a cleansing, and 153, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from cleansing or purifying ; ad from

or because of cleansing or purifying.

at , s (from to cleanse), a polish, a scouring, a cleans-

ing, purification, pardon, oblivion.

at , a. (from at , a cleansing, and , worthy) , veni-

al, pardonable, purifiable, capable of or requiring to be

cleansed or purified.

a , s. (from 25, to cleanse) , a towel , a rubber.

atty, a . (from 5 to cleanse), purifiable, capable of being

cleansed or polished, pardonable.

att , s. (from 3, to observe), barter, an exchang e of com-

modities, permutation.

att7, s. (from 4 , to cleanse) , a cat.

affs, a. (from 25, to cleanse) , purified, cleansed, scoured,

polished, pardoned.

ats, s. (from 433, the progenitor of the sun), the sun .

atɩóa, s. (from Port, Martello) , a hammer.

Я , s. (from д , a drum), a person who beats the

Mridunga or drum.

, s . (from , soft ), softness , gentleness .

মালিয়া , s . from at , a striking, and 51, to take) , the name

of a small tree indigenous in the North-East border of

Bengal, (Marlis a begonifolia. )

ata, s. (from Jo, wealth), merchandize, wares, goods , pro-

perty ; also (from , a wrestler), a hero, a wrestler, a

champion.

atacat , s. (from ) , a necklace, and cæt , a storehouse),

the name of a mixed sound or Raga in Hindco music.

atautai, s. (from Je, wealth, and zils , a house), a store

house.

atagut, s. (from at , a necklace, and , to sound), the

name of a mixed sound or Raga in Hindoo music .

ata£ata, s . (from Jo, wealth, and 15, paying), a person

who pays tribute, a land holder.

ziagatì, s. (from ;£ », a ren!er), the rent of land.

, s. (from at , a garland) , a flower garden.

atta , s. (from Jo, store, and , a security), a se-

curity or surety for property.

tatat, s. (from , a surety for property) , the

condition of a person who is a surety for property.

ata.

atas), s . (from at , l'ishnoo, and , to go) , the name of

two or three species of shrubs, (Jasminum grandiflorum,

Echites caryophyliata, and Gærtnera racemosa) , one of

the names of Lukshmee.

atanta, a . (from Jo , store, and id, holding) , holding or

having property ; s . a person who possesses store.

ata , s. (from tЯt , a necklace), the name of one of the

Raginees or female personifications of sounds in Hindoo

music.

atan. s. ( from atЯ) , a necklace, and â, lustre`, the name of

a note or sound in Hindco music.

alatt, s. (from at , wrestler, and ¬†¤, a blow) , a throw-

ing down the gauntlet, language used by a wrestler or

combatant to express his contempt of his opponent and

provoke him to the contest.

ata , s . (from 1 , Lukshmee, and , to obtain), a necklace ,

a garland, a wreath, the shell of a coconut.

atatta , s. (from 1 , a necklace, and staşi, a hook),

the name of a species of grass , ( Eleusine indica . )

atatatfe, s. (from t , the shell of a coconut, and off , a

wheel , the knee-pan.

tata, s. (from , a necklace , and , to make), a ratan,

a seller of garlands or chaplets of flowers , a gardener.

atatatataæa, s . (from Malacca, and ta , a kind offruit),

the name of a kind of fruit and also of the tree which

produces it, (Eugenia malaccensis. )

atatatrag, s. (from Malacca, and c₹3, a ratan), the Malac-

ca ratan .

atata, s. (from at , a garland, and to do ) , a florist,

one who collects and sells flowers , a maker of artificial

flowers or garlands.

atatas , s. (from at , a necklace) , the name of a musical

sound which is a composition of five notes mentioned

in books of music.

atatata, s . (from lo , store) , things, goods.

atata , s . (from ata, a wrestler), the act of wrestling.

ata , s. (from atat, a garland), a florist, a gardener, a

flower seller, a person who makes or sells garlands of

flowers ; also, (from , a king,

vernor.

atfastal , s . (from , an owner,

o,), a king, a go-

l ), an annual or

monthly allowance paid tol a and holder by the per-

son who occupies the land ; ad. in the manner of an

owner.

alfaat, s. (from Alo, a king), royalty, governorship, su-

premacy .

atfaal, s. (from atf , a gardener), the wife of a gardener

or flower seller.
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aaa ,. (from af ,filtly , filthiness, sordidness, squalid-

ness, dirtiness, gloominess .

at , s. (from Molybdena , a Molybdate.

atfafa , a. (from Myblent), Molybdic.

aifa¤, s. (from pls, knowledge), a pilot, the commander of

a vessel.

atas, s. (from dle , wealth), wealth, store, goods.

avat, s. (from atfma, a gardener), a gardener, a florist.

at , a. (from le, knowledge), known, acquainted with.

attatas, s. (from atta , a musical sound, and ats, a

personification ofmusical notes) , the name of a note or

modification of sound in Hindco music.

atziz , s. (from 11 , a necklace, and esta, white), the

name of a musical note.

, s. (from , a necklace) , a necklace, a garland, a

chaplet.

, s. (from ata , a necklace, and 4, a receiving),

the putting on or wearing of a necklace.

ataustai, a . (from † , a necklace, and я , taking) , put-

ting on or wearing of a necklace.

+

, s. (from ata , a necklace, and 8 , sandal wood),

a necklace and sandal wood, These two articles are

offered to persons of consequence by way of respect.

atta, s. (from † , a necklace, and at , a gift), the gift

of a necklace or a chaplet of flowers.

atta , a. (from ata , a necklace, and fa , having), wear-

ing a necklace or a chaplet of flowers .

agata, s. (fromяt , a necklace, and t , a giving), the

giving or presenting of a necklace.

atrata, a. (from atar, a necklace), wearing a necklace,

wearing a chaplet or garland of flowers.

atel.

ous writings as being equal to five, eight, or fen rutis or

seeds of Abrus precatorius, that in common use is about

seventeen grains troy.

ætatal, s. (from at¤ ,́ the name ofa plant , the name of a

leguminous plant, ( Glycine debilis.)

stats , a. (from ata, a sort ofkidney bean , and if , ecto

ing), feeding on Masha or Phaseolus radiatus.

¤ta, s. (from ata, the moon), a month.

ataætata, s. (from Port. mes, a menth, and acabar, to end),

the end of the month,

ataætataì, ɑ. (from atatata, the end ofthe month), con-

nected with the end of the month.

, s. (from at , flesh , a pustule on the edge of the

eyelid, a film on the eye, the matter formed on a wound.

atasssful, s. (from ætЯt, a maternal aunt, and Sfatñ), o

sister), a mother's sister's daughter.

atazz † , s. (from , a maternal aunt, and 51 , a bro-

ther), a mother's sister's son.

AtЯЯta, s. (from aя, a month, and ч. to honor), the name of

a flowering shrub, (Callicarpa incana.)

atagfa, s. (from ata, a month, and ¿ , an increase) , an in-

tercalary month.

atata, s . (from at ,fleshy), fleshy, plump, well conditi

oned.

atatāì, a. (from * z**, a mother's sister), a husband's mo-

ther's sister, a wife's mother's sister.

atfaæ, s (from ¤†Ã, a month) , monthly, relating to a month,

payable in a month, hired by the month, lasting but a

month, occuring monthly or at the end of a month.

ata, s. (from at , a mother's sister), a maternal aunt.

† 1, s. (from æ , flesh), a film on the eye.

ata , s. (from ataifa, a pot), an earthen pot used to keep. at , s . (from J, >, gain), tax, duty, excise, custom.

embers.

a'atate), s. (from † , an earthen pot, and stat̃, to kir-

dle), salt boiled with a straw fire .

ata, s. (from za, to hurt , a species ofpulse or kidney bean,

(Phaseolus radiatus, and Dolichos pilosus ;; a goldsmith's

weight which is variously reckoned , equal to five, eight,

or ten rutis, the weight in common use in about seven-

teen grains troy, a cutaneous disease.

ata , s. (from , a particular weight , a particular

weight used by jewellers and goldsmiths ; see the above

article.

ty, s. (from at , a sort of kidney bean, and aty,

pulse), a kind of pulse or kidney bean, ( Phaseolus radi-

atus, and Dolichos pilosus.)

ata , s. (from at , a particular weight) , a particular weight

used by jewellers and goldsmiths, it is stated in vari-

, a. (from e , display , celebrated, published , die

vulged, conspicuous, famous.

at≈gì, a. (from j;eo, celebrated), notorious, eminent, ce-

lebrated.

31, a. (from ata, a month , monthly.

a . s. (from Mast), the mast of a ship or boat.

ata, s. (from Mist), the mast of a ship or boat.

TW, 8. (from 1 , great), magnanimity, greatness, glo-

ry, praise, the celebration ofpraise, celebrity.

Tictaiē?«☎, ɑ. (from it , greatness , and ☎Id, means) ,

effected by means of greatness or magnanimity ; ad. by

means of greatness or glory.

attaratze, ɑ. from at , greatness, and age, doing),

glorifying, praising, celebrating, extolling.

atetwatst. a. (from attar, greatness, and tf , doing ,

glorifying, praising, extolling, celebrating.
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#tetumaa, ɑ. (from
, greatness, and , producing),

producing greatness or magnanimity, producing cele-

brity or glory.

atetara , «. (from attr, greatness, and , producible),

producible by or arising from greatness or glory.

■igi , ad. loc. case of it ) , for greatness or glo-

ry, for magnanimity, for celebrity.

atturata , ad. from at , magnanimity, and T , a

door , by or through greatness of mind.

atstafaade, a . (from atxts , greatness , and fazýæ, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to greatness or glory, put-

ting a stop to celebrity.

মাহাত্ম্যনিবারক, a. (from মাহাত্ম, greatness , and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing or resisting greatness or glory, pre-

venting or resisting celebrity.

#tatafiatad, s. (from atsiæ , greatness, and faztṣa, a pre-

venting) , the preventing or resisting ofgreatness orglo.

ry, the preventing or resisting of celebrity.

atetas, s. (from att , greatness, and fa , cessati-

on), the cessation or prevention of greatness or glory,

the cessation or prevention of celebrity.

ateta faſaas, a. (from atxt , greatness, and fafa , a

cause), caused by or arising from greatness or glory ; ad.

from or because of greatness or glory.

atafa , ad. (from atetur, greatness, and fafas, a

cause), for the purpose of greatness or glory.

, a. (from att , greatness, and 32 , ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to greatness or

glory.

atciwgus, a. (from at , greatness, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from greatness or glory, from

or because of greatness or glory.

atetwix, a. (from atatur, greatness , and as, increns-

ing) , increasing greatness or glory, increasing cele-

brity.

atatana, s. (from atatu , greatness, and Ta, an increas-

ing), the increasing ofgreatness or glory, the increas-

ing ofcelebrity.

attfat, ad. (from atstar, greatness, and fant , without),

without or beside greatness or glory.

atet , s. (from ait , greatness, and f increase),

the increase of greatness or glory, the increase of cele-

brity.

মাহাত্মাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from মাহাত্মা, greatness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , greatness or glory excepted .

atta , s. (from 151 , greatness, and size, an

except on), the exception ofgreatness or glory.

atetw (size , ad. (loc. case ofage), with the

exception of greatness or glory, with the exception of

celebrity, without or beside greatness or glory, without

or beside celebrity.

atgtarzıtato, s. (from atxtw, greatness, and utats, an obe

stacle), an obstacle to greatness or glory.

AtCİWjUtEtGP, a. (from æ† ¤, grealness, and statsa, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to greatness or glo-

ry.

་

atarfs , a. (from attar, greatness, and fen, separate),

separate or distinct from greatness or glory ; ad, beside

greatness or glory.

attaret , s. (from att , greatness, and fa, detri-

ment) , the detriment or loss of greatness or glory, the

detriment or loss of celebrity.

ACTANCIA, a. (from
, greatness, and œ , a cause),

caused by or arising from greatness or glory ; ad, from

or because of greatness or glory.

atfxat, s. (from xiløle , monthly), monthly pay.

atfxatata, s. (from aile , monthly pay, and ' , holding), a

person who receives monthly pay.

atfesta , s . (from xil , a month) , monthly pay ; a. month-

ly.

»tfèª, a. (from æſſa, a buffalo), produced by a buffalo, as

milk, butter, &c.

al3, s. (from agtata, a counsellor), an elephant driver.

anewèì, s. (from TɩTI, Shiva) , one of the names of Door-

ga, one ofthe divine energies of the gods, the power

virtue of Shiva.

attata , a. (from , a month), monthly.

or

* v. n. (from a , to be crafty), to smile. This verb is

often active and then only governs at , the face, to put

on a smiling countenance ,

fæ , s . (from fan , Egypt), sugar candy.

fa , a. (from faur , false) , false,

famiætzaiṣi, « . (from fæi, false, and cœt , a dispute),

disputatious, pertinatious.

fata ,a. (from fa , false, and tax, an assump'ion ofim

portance), false, pride, vain boasting.

faat , 4. (from fan , false, and tit, an assumption of im-

portance), false pride, vain boasting.

fats , a. (from fan , false, and 3, much), wholly made

of appearance or shew, boasting, vain glorious.

fastfasă, ad. ( from fæ , false), falsely, pretendedly.

fasta, s. (from p, to mingle, To, temperament , tem.

perament, complexion, constitution, a person's habit of

body, temper, disposition.

fat, v. n. (from 2 , to reprove), to subside, to wear out, to

fail, to be extinct, to be exempted.
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fat, s. (from fat, to subside), the absolving of a person, ex-

piation,

fata, s. (from fat, to subside) , a subsiding, a wearing out,

a failing, a being extinct,

fati, v. a. (from fat, to subside), to dispel , to efface, to sup-

press, to terminate an affair, to expiate a crime, to ex-

tinguish.

fattzat, s. (from fit , to dispel), a dispelling or effacing, a

suppressing, the terminating of an affair, the expiating

of a crime, an extinguishing.

fatta, s . (from fatt , to dispel , the dispelling of danger or

gloom, the effacing of a thing, the suppressing of a cir-

cumstance, the terminating of a dispute, the expiating

of a crime; a . dispelled , effaced, suppressed, expiated .

fatta, s . (from fati , to dispel) , a dispelling, an effacing, a

suppressing, an extinguishing, the terminating of an

affair, the expiating ofa crime,

fatta , a. (from fatt , to dispel) , dispelling, effacing, sup-

pressing, extinguishing, terminating affairs, expiating

crimes.

fatatt, s. (from fat, expiation. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first) , the decision or issue of an

affair.

fatfat, an imitative sound used to express the tardy or in-

active winking of the eyes when overcome with sleep ,

or the twinkling of a lamp or candle when almost ex-

tinct.

fatty , a. (from fafat , a winking), dying, expiring.

fat, a. (from fay, sweet), sweet.

fati, v. a. (from fa , sweet), to sweeten ; s. sweetness , sua-

vity.

fatt , s. (from fa , sweet), sweetmeats,

fatta, s. (from fatt , sweetmeats , and , to make), a con-

fectioner.

tatai , s. (from fati , sweet, and tatal , a particular

fruit), a sweet orrather insipid variety of the Averrhoa

Carimbola.

fatata, s. (from fat , sweet, and , time), an agreeable

season, a favourable opportunity.

fatta , s. (from fat , sweet), sweetness.

fatta , s. (from fa&i, sweet, and (77, a lime), a sweet or ra-

ther insipid variety of lime.

fatri , a . (from fa , sweet), sweet.

fasfas, an imitative sound used to express the twinkling of

an half expiring lamp.

fas, a. (from 1, to measure), measured , moderate , regular.

fas , s. (from fas, measured, and 279, expenditure), mea-

sured expenditure, frugality.

143.

fasust, a. (from fi , measured, and af , expending), fru-

gal, prudent in expences.

fa31, s. (from fag, a friend , a friend.

fast1 , s. (from fa , measured, and I, a letter), the

name of a celebrated commentary on the law treatise

ofYajnavalka by Vijnana acharya.

fastota, s. (from 3 , measured, and tota, conduct), mo-

derate or properly regulated conduct.

fastatt , a. from fas , measured, and totfag, acting) , act-

ing in a moderate or properly regulated manner.

fast , s . (from [231 , afriend), friendship.

fast , s. (from fas, measured, and ta, an eating), a

feeding with moderation , abstemiousness .

fast , a. (from fas , measured, and tft , feeding) , feed-

ing with moderation , eating moderately.

fastata, s. (from fa3, measured, and it , food), a mode-

rate way of living as it respects the table.

fata , a. (from fas, measured , and atta ,feeding),

eating moderately.

fafs, s . (from at , to measure) , a measure, a weight.

fa , s. (from fan , to be affectionate), a friend, a companif7ū,

on.

fa , a. (from fa , a friend, and at , killing), killing

a friend, treacherous to a friend .

fazatot, a. (from fa , a friend, and tfs , smiling), mur

dering a friend ; s . a person who murders his friend.

fa , a. (from fa , a friend, and , to kill), killing a

friend, treacherous to a friend.

fa , a . (from fa , a friend, and 1, preducible , pro-

ducible by or arising from a friend.

fas , ad. (loc. case offa54 ), for a friend.

fa 51, s. (from fa , a friend), friendship, intimacy.

fa31 . a. (from fast ,friendship, and , before), prei

ceded by or arising from friendship ; ad. by or through

friendship.

fa 8. from fa , afriend) , friendship, intimacy.

faathi , s. (from faa, a friend, and c † , injury), the inju-

ry or murder of a friend.

faacgist, a, (from fa , a friend, and catf₹7, injuring), in-

juring or murdering a friend.

fa , s. (from fa , a friend, and , destruction), the

destruction or ruin of a friend.

fat , a (from fa , a friend, and , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to a friend.

fat , a. (from fa , a friend, and f , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to a friend.

মিত্রনাথ,fata, s . (from fa , a friend, and ta, a name), a name

sake.
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faat , s. (from fa, a friend, and t , destruction), the

destruction or murder of a friend.

fazat×æ, a. (from f , a friend, and at , destructive), de-

structive or ruinous to a friend.

fafafase, a. (from fa , a friend, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a friend ; ad, from or because of

a friend.

fasfsfag, ad. (from fa , a friend, and fa , a cause) , for a

friend .

fa , a. (from fa , afriend, and gta , deceiving),

deceiving a friend.

, a. (from fa , afriend, and , caused by , caus-

ed by or arising from a friend ; ad. from or because of

a friend.

faz , a. (from fa , a friend, and e, deceiving), de-

ceiving a friend.

ff , ad. (from fa , afriend, and fans , without), with-

out or beside a friend ,

মিত্রবিনাশ, s. ( from মিত্র, a friend, and বিনাশ , destruction), the

destruction or ruin of a friend .

fasfata, a. (from fa , a friend, and ſaatæ, de truc-

tive), destructive or ruinous to a friend.

faafɑarmi, a. (from fa , a friend, and fatfa, destructive),

destructive or ruinous to a friend.

fazufsfa , a. (from fa , a friend, and fofas, excep'ed',

a friend excepted.

মিত্রব্যতিরেক, s. (from মিত্র, a friend, and ব্যতিরেক, an excepti

on), the exception of a friend.

fasferis, ad. (loc. case of fauf ), with the excep

tion of a friend , without or beside a friend .

faassa, a. (from fa , a friend, and f¾ , separate), separate

or distinct from a friend ; ad. beside a friend.

fifa, s. (from fa , a friend, and af , acquisition), the ac-

quisition of a friend .

fats, s. (from faa , a friend, and at , acquisition), the

acquisition of a friend,

fa , s. (from faa, afriend, and 1, murder), the mur-

der of a friend .

fax , s. (from fa, a friend, and f , injuring), in-

juring a friend.

faſt, 8. (from fa , a friend, and fr ♬ , injury), an in-

jury done to a friend .

faal138, a. (from fa, a friend, and (55 , a cause), caused

by or arising from a friend ; ad. from or because of a

friend.

faata, s. (from fa , a friend, and

faatafs, s. (from f≈ , a friend, and

attachment or love to a friend,

a, a letter), rhyme.

If , attachment`,

faun .

faataatst , s. (from fa , a friend, and tst, attachment),

attachment or love to a friend .

falatata, s. (from fa , a friend, and stats, help), assis

tance given to a friend, the helping of a friend.

falataætas, a. (from fa , a friend, and sЯtæ, helping),'

helping or assisting a friend.

fatæ , a. (from fã , a friend, and staff , helping),

giving help or assistance to a friend.

fugat, a. (from , mutual, and gf , entering),

equitant. In Botany those leaves which are disposed in

two opposite rows and clasp each other by their com

pressed base (folia equitantia )

fau , ad. (from far, to unite), mutually, reciprocally.

faya, s. (from fay, to unite), twins, the sign Gemini.

faragtf , s. (from fay , twins, and afft, a sign of the zo-

diac), the sign Gemini.

føvaatfda, a. (from fart , Gemini, and $1, to stand),

situated or being in the sign Gemini.

fat , a. (from faragtf , Gemini, and f³, situat–

ed , situated or being in the sign Gemini.

autast, a . (from faun, mutually, and t , in contact) , con-

nate. In Botany the name is given to leaves which are

united at their base ( folia connata .)

faun, s . (from far, to injure) , false, counterfeit, unsubstan-

tial, delusory, apparent ; s. a denial, the denial of a

charge.

faut , a. from frum , a denial, and ar, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from falsehood or the denial of a

charge.

Furts , ad. loc. case offautsar) , for falsehood, for the

denial of a charge.

faur88 , s. (from fat, false, and tttta , pomp) , glare,

imaginary shew and grandeur.

faux , s. (from faur , false, and far, an oath , perjury.

fat , s. (from fa ,false, and afv, a view , a false view,

atheism.

aufasa, a. (from fur , a denial, and ffa , a cause),

caused by or arising from falsehood or the denial of a

charge.

faunafare, ad. (from fauri, a denial, and fofa , a cause), for

falsehood or the denial of a charge.

frutta , s . (from fast , false, and tefs , a misfortune), an

imaginary misfortune or distress, a false or imaginary

pretension or alledged fault.

faut , d . ( from far , a denial, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from falsehood or the denial of a

charge ; ad, from or because of falsehood or the denial

of a charge.
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fauti, s. (from faun , false, and a speaker , one who

speaks falsehoods, a liar, a person who denies a charge.

frutatat, a. (from faut , false, and atfig, speaking) , lying ;

s. a liar.

fauti, ad. (from faut, a denial, and fat, without), with

out falsehood or the denial of a charge,

fautafofas, a. (from far , a denial, and affa , except-

ed) , falsehood or the denial of a charge excepted.

faurtarfsiæ, s. (from fætt, a denial, and aifoit®, an ex-

ception), the exception of falsehood or the denial of a

charge.

fzutofsiae, ad. (loc . case offautes ), with the ex-

ception offalsehood or the denial of a charge, without

or beside falsehood or the denial of a charge.

faustetal, a. (from faur , false, and tfa , speaking), speak-

ing falsely, denying a charge.

fautsa, a. (from faut , false, and 3 , separate), separate

or distinct from falsehood or the denial of a charge ;

ad. beside falsehood or the denial of a charge.

faut , s. (from faun , false, and is , fear), ground-

less or imaginary fear, imaginary danger, a false sus-

picion.

furt , s. (from furt, false, and tu, an oath , perjury.

fautieg , a. (from faurt, a denial, and 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from falsehood or the denial of a

charge ; ad from or because of falsehood or the deni-

al of a charge.

facute , s. (from fat, a denil, and 837, a reply), a re-

The Hindoo
ply containing the denial of a charge.

Lawyers reckon four kinds of denials of a charge, viz , a

flat denial, a declaration of ignorance respecting the

thing charged, a plea of alibi, and a declaration that

the thing took place before the person upon whom it is

charged was born.

fra , s. (from faħf³, submission) , supplication, a request,

a prayer.

faaz, s. (from fanfs, humility), humble supplication, pray-

er, supplication.

fa , an imitative sound used to express slow or tardy

motion as that of the eyes when overcome with sleep,

the twinkling of a lamp or candle when almost extin-

guished , a gentle drizzling of rain.

fatal, s. (from aile, middling), a litter.

fafa, s. (from afar, pepper), the name oftheseeds of a plant

used as a medicinal drug, (Ipomea cærulea )

fas, s . (from 1 , the loss ofsensation , the epilepsy.

E, s. (from as, a chief, and 8 , a village), the chiefman

of a village.

fm.

fa , v. n. (from fx , to be in contact), to coalesce , to agree

with another thing or person, to rhyme, to associate, to

correspond with another thing, to unite, to match with

a thing, to incorporate, to tally with, to suit, to be ob

tained, to meet a person, to overtake a person.

fan, s . (from fa , to be in contact), concord , union , con-

sent, society.

fana, s. (from fa , to be in contact), a coalescing, a com-

ing in contact, the agreeing with another thing, the ac

cording with a pattern or original, an entering into

friendship, the engaging with another in an undertak

ing, the obtaining of a thing.

fata , a. (from fa , an agreeing with , and træ, do.

ing) , coalescing, agreeing with, reconciling, bringing to-

gether, fitting, causing to fit or suit, obtaining.

famaetsì, «. (from fama, an agreeing with, and atfa , dos

ing), coalescing, agreeing with, reconciling, bringing

together, fitting, causing to fit or suit, obtaining.

fata, s . (from fa , reconciliation, and at , time), the

time when reconciliation or agreement takes place .

fasciata, a. (from fanata, the time of reconciliation),

belongingto or connected with the time when a recon.

ciliation or agreement takes place.

fa , a . (from fa , an agreeing with, and I, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from coalescing or agree-

ing with, producible by or arising from reconciling or

fitting.

fan , ad. Noc. case offa ) , for the purpose of cɔa-

lescing or agreeing with, for reconciling or fitting.

fanfifise, a. (from fa , an agreeing with, and fifa , o

cluse , caused by or arising from coalescing or agree.

ing with, caused by or arising from reconciling or fit-

in ; ad. from or because of coalescing or agreeing with,

from or because of reconciling or fitting.

মিলননিমিত্তে, ad. (from মিলন, an agreeing with, and নিযিশু, ও

cause), for coalescing or agreeing with, for reconciling

or fitting.

(amadge, ɑ. (from fæ™ã, an agreeing with, and * , before),

preceded by or arising from coalescing or agreeing with,

preceded by or arising from reconciliation or fitting ; ad.

by or through coalescing with, by or through reconcil

ing or fitting.

fuae , a. (from fr , an agreeing with, and F, caused

by , caused by or arising from coalescing or agreeing

with, caused by or arising from reconciling or fitting ;

ad from or because ofcoalescing or agreeing with, from

or because of reconciling or titting.
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Tret. foralt.

fauxfant, ad. (from faan, agreement, and fast, without),with- || T , v. n. (from fa , to mix), to mix together, to unite, to

out agreement or conformity.

famofas, a from fa , agreement, and affa , except-

ed) , agreement or uniformity excepted.

-fomazıfolgæ,,s. (from faaa, agreement, and aïfs??™, an excep-

tion , the exception of agreement or uniformity.

famnzifugio, ad. (loc. case offanarfsa ) , with the ex-

ception of agreement or uniformity, without or beside

agreement or uniformity.

faaz Jiais, s. (from faæa, agreement, and aitats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to agreement or uniformity.

মিলনব্যাঘাতক, a. ( from মিলন, agreement, and ব্যতিক, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to agreement or uni-

formity.

fas , a. (from fa , agreemen ' , and fe , separate), se-

parate or distinct from agreement or uniformity.

মিলনস্থান , s. ( from মिলন , a coming in contact, and স্থান, ৫

place), a place of rendezvous, a place of contact.

fannye, a. (from fama, un agreeing with, and T , a

cause), caused by or arising from coalescing or agreeing

with, caused by or arising from reconciliation or fitting ;

ad. from or because of coalescing or agreeing with, from

or because of reconciliation or fitting.

famfari, a. (from fa to come in contact), uniting, coalescing,

coming together, visiting.

fa ,v. a. (from fa, to come in contact), to reconcile, to ac-

complish a reconciliation between persons who were at

variance, to compare, to check accounts, to collate, to

adjust, to close up a breach, to join things together, to

mingle or mix, to procure.

fantza , s. (from fat, to reconcile ) , the making of things

agree with one another, a reconciling.

famia, s. (from famt, to reconcile), the making ofthings agree

with one another, a reconciling ; a. made to agree or cor-

respond with, reconciled.

mingle with.

fauti, v. a. (from fat, to mix) , to incorporate, to mix, te

compound, to jumble a number of things together.

fæfizi, a. (from fat, to mix), mixing with ; s. one who in.

trudes into society.

fati , s. (from fa , to mix) , the composition of a medicine,

the mixture of several things together.

fantiælatuta, s. (from fatta, a mixture. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first) , a jumble.

fat, s. (from ( , to mix), the name of a family among the

Hindoos, mixture.

fs. (from fatto mix), a singer who has not arrived at

the perfection of his art.

fand, s. (from fan, to mix), in arithmetic addition , in che-

mistry the mixing of substances together, mixture.

fata, s. (from fa , mixture, and ærææta, a custom), the

investigation of mixtures or mixed properties, the ascer-

taining of composition, as of principal and interest, or

other distinct things when united.

fafas, a. (from fx , to mix) , mixed , compounded, jumbled

together.

351, s. (from fa3, mixed, and Stat, a language), a

mixed language, a jargon.

fax, ɑ. (from fax to sprinkle), sweet, pleasant, agreeable,

sprinkled, moistened, wetted.

fa ,s.(from fa , sweet, and a , a word), agreeable or

kind language or expressions.

fax31, s. (from fa , sweet), sweetness, suavity, agreeable-

ness.

fa , s . (from fa , sweet), sweetness, suavity, agreeable-

ness.

fatt, s. (from fa , sweet, and , a species ofplant), the

name of a variety of the corchorus olitorius or Jew's

mallow, much used as an esculent berb.

fastfa, s. (from fimt, to reconcile), the making of things || f1, s. (from fa , sweet, and 1 , a speaker), an agreea-

agree with one another, a reconciling.

fifa , a. (from fam , to reconcile), reconciling, making to

agree with a pattern or other thing.

fate, s . (from fa , to unite), social conversation, socie-

ty.

fami , a. (from famtet, society), social.

ffas, a. (from fa , to come in contact) , mixed, united, coa-

lesced, compounded, found, obtained.

fafasus, 8. (from fafas, united, and a☎, a machine), a set of

chimes.

famfant, s. (from fa , to be in contact), the measles.

ble or kind speaker.

faatar, s. (from fw, sweet, and at , a word), agreeable

or kind language or expression.

fiatal, a. (from f , sweet, and at , speaking), speak-

ing kindly or agreeably ; s. a kind or agreeable speak.

er.

fasta , a. (from fa , sweet, and tf , speaking), speak-

ing kindly or agreeably ; s . a kind or agreeable speak-

er.

fata, s. (from fax, sweet, and a , food), sweetmeats, fru

menty.

Titttt
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taratai, s . (from faxta, frumenty, and ( 5, an eater), a

person who eats frumenty.

• , s. (from fag, Egypt), sugar-candy.

ffa, s. (from , ink), a dentifrice, inkpowder used bythe

Hindoos as a dentifrice.

fage, s. (from

xas , a. (from

is , labour), labour, exertion.

is , labour) laborious.

faxì, ɑ. (from ¿ e , fine), fine, not coarse , slender.

মিহীন,falz, «. (from e , fine) , tine, delicate, slender.

17, s. (from , to hurt , a fish, the sign pisces.

at , s. (from at , afish, and tf , a sign ofthe zodiac),

the sign pisces.

■lagtf*a, a. (from atatf , the sign pisces, and 11, to stand),

situated in the sign zodiac.

aff , a. (from at , the sign pisces, and f4 , si-

tuated), situated in the sign pisces.

1 , s. (from la , enamel), enamel.

Matata, s. (from Ligo, enamel, and _LS , work), an enameller.

aaaf , s . (from , an enameller), the work or act

of enamelling.

atatata, s. (from Lio, enamel, and , holding , an ena-

meller.

matītāt, s. (fromjidlig , enameller), the business ofan ena-

meller.

tata, s. (from Lio, enamel, and at , work , the ope-

ration of enamelling, the business of enamelling.

ata , a. (from at , to judge), deciding upon a differ-

ence, acting as umpire ; s. an umpire.

་་

, a. (from ata, to judge) , dicriminable, requiring

to be decided , decidable after investigation.

ajata , s. (from 1 to seek knowledge ), one of the philo-

sophical systems of the Hindoos, which was founded by

Jimini ; it treats ofceremonies and legal institutions . It

is called also the Poorva Meemangsa in opposition to the

Oottura Meemangsa or Vedanta, the author of which

was Vyasa, which treats of knowledge or the spiritual

conception of Bruhma, a decision upon any difference,

the reconciling of different opinions or judging of their

merits.

ajateateidæ, a. (from îati , a decision, and Td, means),

effected by means of a settlement ofdisputed opinions ;

ad, by means of a logical decision .

aat atat, a. (from atata , a decision, and , a.doer),

the author of the Meemangsa system, viz Jimini ; a per-

son who settles or decides between disputants, an um-

-pire.

Haisatatzæ, a. (from atat , a decision, and atae, do-

ing), settling disputed meanings,deciding between dis

putants ; s. the author of the Meemangsa philosophy.

-মীমাংসাকারী, a. (from মীম ! , a decision, and কারিস, doing),

settling the meaning of disputed passages, deciding be

tween disputants.

Matt , a. (from at , a decision, and an , produ

cing), producing a settlement of disputed opinions , pro

ducing a decision between disputants.

atatatafas, a. (from , a decision, and as, pro

duced), produced by or arising from a settlement or de.

cision of disputed opinions.

at , a. (from at , a decision, and 7, produ

- cible), producible by or arising from the settlement or

decision of disputed opinions.

aat , ad. (loc. case ofmatt ), for the settlement

or decision of disputed opinions.

atatatata, a. (from att, a decision , and ats, produc

ed), produced by or arising from the settlement or de.

cision ofdisputed opinions.

Matatatat, ad. (from aƒæti, a decision, and ■ta, a-door),

by or through the settlement of disputed opinions.

attfarge, a. (from tЯ , a decision, and fada, caus

ing to cease), putting a stop to the deciding or settling

ofdisputed opinions.

fattfatæ, a. (from at , a decision, and frate ,

preventing), preventing or resisting the deciding or set

tling of disputed opinions.

Fat•AtfatXd,-8, (from t̃a , a decision, and faztea, o

preventing), the resisting or preventing of the decision

or settling of disputed opinions.

xfat atfarfs, s. (from ætatai, a decision, and fa₹3, cessa»

tion), the cessation or prevention of the deciding or set

tling of disputed opinions,

atatatfifase, a. (from æfat• ¤ , a decision, and fifªg, a

cause', caused by or arising from the deciding or set-

thing of disputed opinions ; ad. from or because of the

deciding or settling of disputed opinions.

satratíoface, ad. (from afat , a decision, and fifty,

a cause), for the settling or deciding of a disputed

-point.

ta , a. (from 1 , a decision, and , before),

preceded by or arising from the settling or deciding of

disputed points ; ad. by or through the settling or decid

ing of disputed points.

মীমাংসাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from মীথ'- মা , a decision, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to the settling of

deciding of disputed points.

2
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atents, a. (from atat , a decision, and F, caus-

ed by , caused by or arising from the settling or decid-

ing of disputed points ; ad. from or because of the set-

tling or deciding of disputed points..

arafat, ad. (from ¤† ♬¹, a decision, and f11, without),

without or beside the settling or deciding of disputed

points:

atta , a. (from 1, a decision , and affa ,

excepte ), the deciding or settling ofa disputed point ex-

cepted.

Statusna , s. (from alatªЯ , a decision, and wfsige, an

erception , the exception of settling or deciding a disput-

ed point.

, ad. (loc. case of tatt , with the

exception ofsettling or deciding a disputed point, with-

out or besidethe settling or deciding of disputed points.

tattats, s. (from at , a decision, and zitats, an

obstacle), an obstacle to the decision of a disputed point.

a}at®Atutat38, a. (from sa , a decision, and tts ,

cbstructing , operating as an obstacle to the decision of

a disputed point.

alat atfs , a. ( from at , a decision, and fe , separate),

separate ordistinct from the decision of a disputed point ;

ad. beside the decision of a disputed point. -

ajatakutstr, a. (from at , a decision, and cuts , wor-

thy, or ist , unworthy), worthy of a logical decision,

not worthy of a logical decision.

Mat™Ħté, a. (from at , a decision, and w , worthy ,

worthy of a logical decision .

Saintesē, a. (from *}*1• 1, a décision, and (₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from the settling or deciding of a

disputed point ; ad. from or because of the settling or

deciding of disputed points.

atatas, a. (from at to seek knowledge), decided, ad-

judged, settled.

W, a. (from at , to investigate), investigable, decida-

ble after investigation . -

atyta, s. (from se , the time of a promise), the time or

place allowed for fulfilling a promise or engagement.

Catal, a. (from læse, the time of a promise), connected

with the time or place agreed on for fulfilling an en-

gagement.

ata, s. from Jan; n chief), a chief, a title among

applied to the suyeds.

Musulmans

fasts, s . (from , a chief, and , a hunting), a

hawk.

মীরি, s. (from
, chief), chieftainship, pre-eminence .

ريمو

13.

ata , s. (from yo, a chief, and 3, to be born , a chief by

birth, honourable,

state , s. (from fa , to agree), the name of a particular

manner of reciting or singing verse so that one note may

occupy the time of three, triple time.

, pron. (from , I), I ; this pronoun is only used when

the person intends to humble himself, or to consider him

self as inferior to another..

73m11, s. (from□TP, to precede, p9 a law suit), a preamé

ble or first part, a law suit, business, an affair.

tata, s. (from xs , a law suit, and ; , play), a lis

tigious person, a plaintiff.

atan, a. (from hap to accept, J , opposite), opposite,

confronting, collecting.

fat, s. (from hap, to accept, and so, a meeting), a

meeting, a confronting.

aat, s. (from 2 , to adorn), a crest , a crown, a diadem.

, s. (from I , to libérate, and 1 , to give), one of the

names of Vishnoo.

I , s. (from TE, to adorn), a looking glass .

v. n. (from 5. to liberate), to produce blossom buds,

to open as a bud.

TFF, s. (from 15, to liberate), a blossom bud.

44 , a. (from , a bud, and to be produced , pro

duced from a bud, gemmiparous.

T3, a. (from T , to open), set with blossom buds.

14

, s. (from Ta , a blossom bud, and 87ª, an ascendi

ing , the appearing of blossom buds.

, a. (from T , to lilerite ), freed , free , liberated, discharg

ed, acquitted, emancipated, extricated, delivered, res-

cued , opened, open , ceased, cleared up (as the weather.)

TFF, 8 (from TF, freed from, and *, the skin ofa

snake) , a snake which has cast off its skin.

F.a. (from F, let loose, and c , hair), having the

hair loose or flowing, having dishevelled hair ; s . one of

the names of Kalee. ·

, s. (from F, apearl, and , set with), the name

of a tree, Phyllanthus Emblica.)

TFF , ¨s . (from F, liberated, and ¤, a man), a liberat

ed man, a prefect man, a freed man,

+

TFT, s. (from and, to write,, a writing school) , a li-

brary, a place of writing, a writing school.

tai, s. (from , a writing school, and *¡ls, a

1 house), a library, a writing school .

IS, a. (from F, discharged, and a hind), open

handed, liberal , munificent.

TF1, 8, (from T , to liberate,, a pearl,

Tittit2-
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যুক্তি,

isita, s. (from Ti, pearl, and titts, a house), a pearl afstad, 8. (from , liberation, and fastad, a prevent1,

oyster.
ing), the preventing or resisting of liberation or salva.

tion,Tiki , s. (from TF1, a pearl, and tяч, rope), a string of

pearls.

IFT , s. (from TF1, a pearl, and ™ , a fruit), a pearl.

tet, 8. (from 1 , a pearl, and , to burst , a pearl

oyster.

tt , . (from 5 , a pearl, and ta, necklace), a neck-

lace of pearls.

যুক্তি, s. (from , to liberate), freedom , liberation, emanci-

pation, salvation, an acquittal, a discharge, a deliver-

ance, beatitude in the Hindoo sense ofthe term , viz . the

emancipation of spirit from matter, intellect, and all

other things with which it is associated in this embodi-

ed state.

HEIT, a. (from Afs, liberation, and ₹31, means) , effect-

ed by the means of liberation or salvation.

afsatze, a. (from TF, liberation, and >t >, doing),.liber-

ating, emancipating, acquitting, extricating, delivering,

saving; s. a liberation,

afsæti, a. (from æfs, liberation , and if , doing) , liber-

ating, emancipating, acquitting, extricating, delivering,

saving.

If5317, a. (from ſ , liberation, and 7 , producing), caus-

ing deliverance or freedom .

afs , a. (from as, liberation , and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from liberation or salvation.

afsi , ad. (loc. case of f31), for liberation, for deli-

verance, for salvation.

afssts, a. (from af , liberation , and ts, produced) , pro-

duced by or arising from deliverance or salvation.

afe , a. (from af , liberation, and , to give , liberating,

conferring freedom, giving salvation,

131, s. (from af , salvation , and tз, a giver) , a person

who gives liberty or sa'vation, a saviour, a deliverer.

afsta, 8. (from af , salvation, and 1 , a gift), the gift of

liberty or salvation .

afente, a. (from F, salvation , and t , giving), giving

liberty or salvation.

aftet, a. (from T , salvation, and ¤†f?, giving) , giv-

ing liberty or salvation.

* Tial , ed. (from afs, liberation, and i , a door), by or

through liberty or salvation.

afshade, ɑ. (from a , liberation, and fax , causing to

cease , putting a stop to liberty or salvation.

afsafe, s . (from afs, liberation , and fax , cessation), the

cessation of liberty or salvation.

feftas, a. (from af , freedom, and fas, a cause), caus

ed by or arising from liberation or salvation ; ad from

or because of liberation or salvation.

affats, ad (from af , liberation, and fifa , a cause), for

liberation, for salvation, for emancipation or rescue.

মুক্তিপ্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from মুক্তি, liberation, and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstructe-

ing), obstructing liberation or salvation.

fs , a. (from ſ , liberation, and , giving), giving liễ

beration or salvation.

Ts, a. (from af ; liberation, and , causedby), caus

ed by or arising from liberation or salvation ; ad. from

or because of liberation or salvation.

fsata , a. (from af , liberation , and at , desirous), de-

sirous of emancipation or salvation .

fati, s. (from af , liberation , and at , desire), the de-

sire of liberation or salvation.

affet, ad. (from afs, liberation, and fant , without), with--

out freedom, without salvation.

যুক্তিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from যুক্তি, liberation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except--

ed), liberation or salvation excepted..

feufs , s . (from af , liberation, and erfste , an excep«^

tion) , the exception of liberation or salvation.

মুক্তিয্যতিরেকে, ad. (loe. case of মুক্তিব্যতিরেক), with the excep-

tion of liberation or salvation, without or beside libera

tion or salvation.

afsætate, s. (from a liberation, and artatu, an obstacle),

an obstacle to liberation or salvation .

afentatss, a. (from af , liberation, and taa, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to liberation or sål,

vation.

affs , a. (from af , liberation, and fun, separate), sep?

rate or distinct from liberation, or salvation ; ad, beside-

liberation.

TFITSE, a. (from af , liberation, and (53, a cause), caus•

ed by or arising from liberation or salvation ; ad. from

or because of liberation or salvation.

11, s. (from IF, liberation, and I¤¹, desire), a desire for

liberation or salvation.

*59%, a. (from If , liberation, and $5 desirous), desirous

of emancipation or salvation .

afsfaataa, a. (from afs, liberation , and fræt , prevent- 15 ,

ing), preventing or resisting liberation or salvation.

a. (from af , liberation, and ₹5, desirous), desir-

ous of emancipation or salvation,
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#sıfsata, s. (from aſs, liberation, and afsats, desire), the

desire of emancipation or salvation.

e ), a . (from T , liberation, and fete , desirous),

desirous ofemancipation or salvation.

tti, s. (from a liberation, and atatgt, desire), the

desire of emancipation or salvation.

its , a. (from Tf , liberation, and tat , desirous),

desirous of emancipation or salvation.

, s. (from , to dig), a commencement, the mouth,the

face, the mouth of a well, the entrance into a tube, the

front or most prominent part of a thing. The first term

in progression, an aperture, an opening ; a. first, initi

al, chief, principal, pre-eminent . This word constructed

with st , to cover, means to veil, to cover the face ; with

to catch; or atst, to come in contact, it means to sali-

vate, to bite the mouth as any thing acrid does when it is

chewed, with cât, to wash, it means to wash the mouth

or face, with fœ , to turn, it means to turn away the

face, to turn any thing inside outwards, with ta, to

bind, at , to strike, or fat , to appease, it means to

bribe, to stop the mouth by gifts, promises; or threats,

with it, to make crooked, it means to sneer, to be of-

fended, with , tosimper; it means to simper or smile,

with e, to distort, it means to deny a request, and

with , to remove, it means to champ.

ata. (from , the mouth, and at, harsh), scurrilous,

foul-mouthed.

ta , a. (from , theface, and ta, a thief), sheepish,

concealing the face, shame-faced .

mastatai, s. (from Flota , sheepish ), sheepishness , shame-

facedness:

ta, s. (from F , the face, and ‹It≈, agitation), a shrink-

ing back, a being bashful. Constructed with 1, te ob-

tain, this word means to shrink from.

FAF,
, . (fromTag, scurrilous), scurrilous, foul- mouthed.

ta , s. (from T , the face, and stat, a covering), a

veil.

TAGI?, a. (from
7, nobles, jas, a chief), chosen, se-

lected, absolute, independent, invested with authority or

power,

staatat, s. (from läge, absolute, and xols, a writing) , a

written declaration or testimony ofa person's being vest-

ed with authority.

st , s. (from , independent) , independence."

Tauts), a . (from , the face, and cafe , faulty), ugly.

Tafsðsæ, a. (from T , the face, and fa̸;t¶æ, looking), look-

ing in the face, partial

mufaglæd, s. (from zu, thefare, and fada, a looking at),

a looking in the face of another, the seeing of another's

face, partiality.

txt, a. (from the face, and 15, to ripen), ob

scene.

xätts, s. (from ™ , the face, and ³, a leafor fold), the

first fold ofa piece of cloth usually woven thick and well

for the purpose of deceiving the buyer.

TryFtad; s. (from д , theface, and td; a washing), the

washing ofthe face or mouth.

TATU, 8. (from ™ , the face, and ◄, a bond), a gag, a gift,

promise or threat which stops the mouth and prevents

a person from declaring his sentiments upon a sube

ject.

TUTUI, 8. (from TA, the mouth, and ◄◄◄, a binding), the

giving of a bribe, the uttering of promise or threat to

stop a person from speaking his sentiments.

a , s. (from , the mouth, and , a surrounding),

in anatomy the name of a particular muscle (orbicula

ris:)

tata, s. (from , the mouth, and att", agaping , the

opening ofthe mouth widely, a gaping.

TAG , s . (from , theface, and e , a circle), the orb of

the face, the face.

TE , s. (from theface, and 4, agony), the bit of a

bridle..

Ts, a (from , the mouth) , impudent, insolent, scurri

lous, foul-mouthed , speaking harshly ; s. a conch shell,

a crow.

TAG1, s. (from T , scurrilous , scurrility.

BIGt47, a. (from T1, scurrility, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from scurrility.

Tristar, ad. (loc . case of зt ), for scurrility.

Eff , a. (fromT1, scurrility, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from scurrility ; ad. from or be

cause of scurrility.

Tufs|f:fals, ad. (from Tag¹, scurrility, and fafa , a cause), ‹

for scurrility.

TAGİTUF, a: (from 1, scurrility, and , causedby),

caused by or arising from scurrility ; ad, from or because

of scurrility..

Tags:fan1, ad. (from ạ ), scurrility, and faaf, without),

without or beside scurrility..

মুখরতাব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫. (from মুখরভ), scurrility, and ব্যতিরিক্ত. ex

cepted), scurrility excepted.

মুখরতাবাডিরেক; ও. ( from মুখর31, scarrility , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of scurrility.
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মুখরভাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of মুখরভব্যতিরেষ), without or

beside scurrility, with the exception of scurrility.

Trifs , a. (from 1, scurrility, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from scurrility ; ad. beside scurri

lity.

FAZINI , a. (from T1, scurrility, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by or arising from scurrility ; ad, from or be-

cause of scurrility.

TA , 8. (from Tag, scurrilous), scurrility.

Taatst, s. (from T , the mouth, and catst, a disease), a dis-

ease in the face or mouth, a cancer in the mouth.

atti , s. (from T , the mouth, and cat , a s'opping), the

stopping ofa person's mouth by a gag or bribe, the stop-

ping ofa person's mouth by a promise or a threat.

sf , s. (from , theface, and , purity), cleanness of

the mouth or face, sharpness, pungency.

TЯt , s. (from T , theface, and I, expectation), the

looking upon a person with partiality, partiality.

att , a. (from t , the face, and af , expecting';

looking upon another with partiality, partial.

, ad.. (from д , theface), face to face, front to front,

vis a vis.

Tatą , s. (from T , the face, and 13, nectar), a propiti

ous countenance, a favourable look, ( used only as a

term offlattery in addressing a superior.)

Tata, s. (from , theface), a mask.

INïfax, s. (from Lid→, opposition), opposite, adverse; con-

trary, dissentient.

Tuta, s. (from Tä, the mouth), a muzzle of leather or other

substance to prevent an animal from biting.

ver.

, s. (from д , theface, and tЯa, strong drink), slag-

Tatka, s. (from ™a , theface, and t , a cleansing), sharp- , s. (fromT , the face), a sprout, a shoot.

ness, pungency, the cleaning of the mouth or face.

Tat , s. (from , the mouth, and ctta, dyness) , dryness

ofthe mouth or face through disease or grief.

TA, s. (from T , the mouth) , the bit of a bridle, a snaffle.

gadætraat, s. (from T , the mouth, and cŵstɩšæt, a dis-

torting), a panting, adistorting ofthemouth at anything

said.

, a. (from д , chief), chief, principal, pre-eminent.

st, s. (from a sort of puise) , the name of a legumin

ous plaut, (Phaseolus mungo ;) the bean of Phaseolus

, a. (from , the mouth, and ' , to s'and) , situated in

the face, situated in the mouth.

Tit, a. (from T , the mouth, and tf , staying), con-

tinuing in the mouth or face.

3, a. (from T , the mouth, and fs, situated), situat-

ed in the mouth or face.

, v. n. (from Ts, thefuce), tu sei the face towards a thing,

to approach.

Tat , s. (from T , the face, and af , fire) , a kind of gob-

lin with a face of fire, fire put into the mouth ofthe

corpse at the time of lighting the funeral pile, a sacrifi-

cial or consecrated fire, the conflagration ofa forest.

atatan, s. (from a, theface, and at , a booking),

a looking in the face of a person, partiality.

tat , s. (from T , theface, and

a covering for the face.

in , a cover), a veil,

, s. (from , theface, and atat , a covering), a

covering ofthe face , a veil.
.

gatataal, s. (from , theface, and txt , a covering),

a veil,

™™™, a. (from T , theface, andm☎, regarding), par-

tial, regarding the countenance, shewing favour in a par-

ticular manner.

mungo.

sttal , s. (from , a species ofplant) , the name ofa wild-

species ofleguminous plant, (Phaseolus trilobus.)

TII, s. (from TH , a bludgeon), a mailet, a mace, a club, a

bludgeon, a weapon formed like a hammer, a staffarme

ed with iron used for breaking clods.

·
, a. (from T , to lose sensation), bereft of sensation or re-

flection by any sudden circumstance or passi , infatu

ated, stupified, stupid , ignorant.

, a. (from , infatuated), arrived at the age of puber

ty. The word is only used in this sense in the feminine

gender.

A
stat , v. a. (from 83, a mallet), to thump, to beat.

TK, 8. (from TI, the name ofa town usually called Mun-

ghir), the name of a variety of rice.

Tōtą, s. (from πka, Munghir, and otą, cleansed ri:9),

a variety of husked rice.

T , v. a. (from 5, to liberate), to disband, to evacuate, to

release, to liberate, to emancipate, to resign, to vacate,

to desert, to turn loose, to wipe, to free from filth .

. v. n. (from 25, to set free), to smile gently or kindly,

fe, ad. (from E, to smile), smilingly.

5 , s. (from , to liberate, and , a species ofjis

mine), the naine of an ornamental timber tree, (Pieros

permun suberifolium.)

45 , s . (from at, the mouth, and Liz, a harp), a jen's

harp.

הז
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is. (from , to liberate), a shoemaker, a tanner, a cur-

ier, a person who frees dead animals of their skins and

makes them into leather,

ì, s. (from 45, to liberate), a basket maker, a shoemaker,

a tanner, a currier, a skinner ; also (from 1 , a cruci-

ble), a small coco-nut, a crucible.

20 , an imitative sound used to express a single slight sound

in mastication.

, an imitative sound used to express that which is

made in eating soft substances.

HE, v. n. (from 15, to be crafty), to simper, to smile. This

verb is sometimes active and in that case only governs

, the face.

483, v. n. (from д , to turn or twist), to twist, to twist a

bone by a false step or other means so as to break or dis-

locate it.

2015, an imitative sound used to express that made in eat-

ing soft substances.

aga☎i, s. (from xilgo, a recognizance), recognizance.

*atai, s. (from py, to compress, xèo, penury), com-

pression, straitness, penury, distress.

stle, a. (from 3, toforbid), forbidding, hindering ; s.

an obstacle , an hinderance, an obstruction

, s. (from . to liberate), the setting of a person or ani-

mal free, the emancipating of a slave, the evacuating

ofa town, the disbanding of an army, the releasing ofa

prisoner or captive, the expelling of the fæces.

, s. (from , to sound , the name of a very large species

ofgrass, (Saccharum Munja) ; an arrow .

T. v. n. (from 37, aflower spike), to shoot, to shoot up

into flower.

, 8. (fromTaft, aflower spike) , the name of a flowering

plant, (Hedysarum orbiculatum .)

31, s. (from T , a flower spike), luxuriant growth, a

shooting up to flower.

Tad, s. (from Ta ), a flower spike), a spike of flowers, an

ear of corn.

ata), s. (from Tÿ, to accumulate) , a small bundle or load to

be carried on the head.

Til, s . (from it, to crumble), a cork, the stopper of a bot-

tle, the bung of a cask, a plug, the handle of a sword or

sickle or any similar instrument , the handle of the Indi-

an plough, the fist.

H31, s. (from catè, a burden), a porter, a person who car-

ries burdens on the head.

#taste, s. (from I , thefist, and xi , a cubit), a short cu-

bit or a cubit measured when the fist is closed,

251

atfx, s. (from atfæ, a snapping), making of the fingers snap

by pulling them.

at, an imitative sound used to express that made by

treading on or breaking potsherds or similar things, or

by gravel between the teeth.

Taſtņi, a. (from I , a crumping sound), crumping, grat-

ing between the teeth, breaking short like potsherds.

, s. (from af , thefist), the fist, the hilt of a sword. This

word constructed with 1 , to bind, means to clench thẹ

fist.

1 , s. (from af , the fist), a handful.

8, s. (from , the fist), a handful, the clenched fist, the

handle of a sword or other weapon, a plug, a cover.

, v. a. (from 3, to cut hair), to cut a person's hair, to

shave the head, to punish a person by cutting off his

hair; also (from 3, to overlay), to overlay, to coverwith

leather or cloth, to paper a trunk or room, to gild, to

overspread or cover with any thin substance ; to turn or

twist, to shut a knife, to turn a team, to turn a boat or

ship, to tack.

its

13, a. (from 1 , the head), lopped, headed, viz . stripped of

upper branches as a pollard tree ; s. the head, a bor-

der, a boundary.

şal, s. (from canæ, sweetmeats), a common sort of sweet-

meat made of parched rice and sugar.

5 , s. (from , to cut hair) , the cutting of a person's

hair, the punishing of a person by cutting off his hair,

the shaving of the head, the covering or overlaying of

furniture or other things with paper, leather, or the like ;

a gilding.

, s. (from , to shave), the shaving of the head, the

cutting of a person's hair, the cutting off a person's hair

by way of punishment .

fa , a. (from 5, to shave), cutting hair, shaving the

head, cutting off a person's hair as a disgraceful punish-

ment.

Tși, v. a. (from 15, to shave) , to shave, to turn a boat or a

carriage, to lop off the head of a tree ; s. an eud, a

stump, a pollard, a block, the end of a log of wood.

asta , s. (from 51 , to overlay), the overlaying of a thing

with metallic plates, the covering of a thing with cloth,

leather, or the like.

sta, s. (from , to shave), the cutting offa person's hair,

the shaving of the head, the inflicting of the punish

ment of cutting off the hair, the lopping off of the head

ofa tree, the shutting of a clasp knife, the turning of a

boat or carriage,
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tf , s. (from 751, to cut hair), the cutting off a person's

hair, the cutting off a person's hair by way of punish-

ment,the lopping offofthe head of a tree, the shutting

of a clasp knife, the turning of a boat or carriage.

, a, (from Ts , to shave), shaving ; s. a barber, a hair

cutter.

зtifs, ad. (from 1 , the end of a log), from end to end,

from one extremity to another.

afsi , s. (from , to cover), the covering of a thing, the turn-

ing of a team or carriage, the bending or folding of a

thing.

THI, s . (from Tattæ, parched rice), parched rice, the head of

a buffalo, a goat, or other animal when cut off for a sa-

crifice.

, animitative sound used to express a single sound made

by breaking a potsherd or similar thing.

, an imitative sound used to express that made by

breaking of earthen ,ware or treading on potsherds, or

bythe grating of sand or gravel between the teeth .

HF, 8. (from T , a breaking short) , the name of a spe-

cies ofgrass or club rush , (Scirpus schoenoides ).

91, ad. (from TT , a crumping sound), making a sound

Jike that of potsherds breaking under foot, or gravel be-

tween the teeth.

T3, v. a. (from ™ , to shave the head), to shave the head, to

cut off the hair, to lop a tree.

1 , s. (from Ty, to shave the head), the head, the forehead,

, from , to look sideways, ¿daïs, an ac

countant) , an accountant; a writer.

stas, a. (from jls, belonging40), suspended on, hang

ing, belonging to, concerning, conuected with, attach

ed to .

Tui, s. (from TI, a sort of grass), the name of a species of

bulbous rooted grass, (Cyperus rotundus,)

Tx, d. a. (from TI, a seal) , to fill up a pit with earth, to close

a wound, to shut the eyes, to move on hinges, to shut.

™ , 8. (from T , to close up), the filling of a pit or cavity

with earth, the closing up of a wound; the shutting of

the eyes, the shutting ofa door.

1, 8. (from T , a seal), a cask, a plug, a covering, the

stranguary, an offering made to an astrologer orfortage

teller, a button.

Jati, s. (from A1, a button, and 31, a loop hole), a button

hole, a loop.

TKI, a. (from M, to shut), shut, closed, filled up.

*f *1, a, (from ™ã, to rejoice), pleased, gratified. The word

is usually applied to a woman who is gratified with the

society of her lover.

an), s. (from ( x , confectionary), a retail shop-keeper, a

grocer.

Thatzi, s. (fromÆÃ, a grocer, and șilo, a house), agrocer's

shop, a retail shop.

, s. (from a torejoice) , the name ofa species of kidney

bean, (Phaseolus Mungo. )

the dragon's head or ascending node. In Hindoo My- , s. (from asort ofbean, and , a leaf, the name

+
thology Raboo, the trunk of a lopped tree, a pollard , a

barber.

, s. (from , to shave , a shaver, a barber.

3 , s. (from , to share) , the shaving of the head, the

shaving of the beard or armpits.

1, v. a. (from T , to shave), to cause the shaving of the

of a wild leguminous plant, ( Phaseolus trilobus. )

,,, (from , pleasure, and s, to swallow), a mallet, a

weapon formed like a hammer, a staff armed with iron

at the lower end for the purpose of breaking clods, the

large double variety of Jasmine zambac, a carpenter's

hammer.

head or beard, to be shaved, to cause a tree to be loptatf , s . (fromT , having the name ofmallet, and

ped.

³, a. (from , to shave), shaven, shorn, lopped, over-

laid, covered, gilt.

Te , s. (from 45, to shave), a sort of sweetmeat, a barber,

the name of a small plaut, (Sphæranthus mollis. )

TI, s. (from II , a sort of gruss , the name of a sort of

grass with a bulbous root, (Cyperus rotundus), the name

ofa wild leguminous plant, (Phaseolus aconitifolius. )

মুক্তঘরেঙ্ক,
TE, a. (from pr , to break in pieces, ỷ, to break),

separate, distinct , dispersed, scattered.

קרפ

, s. (from , a mallet, and cam, a species of Jas-

mine), the name of the large double rose-coloured varie-

ty ofJasminum zambac.

, a bone), in anatomy the name of one of the bones

ofthe ear, (Malleus.)

, s. (from Les, a plaint) , a plaintiff, a suitor, a clai

mant, a prosecutor, an enemy.

91, s. (from , a plaintiff), the office or conditi

on of a plaintiff or claimant, suitorship, prosecutorship,

eumity.

3,. from , to measure,, a space oftime),

space of time, a long time, antiquity.

39, s. (from So, a space oftime), current for a time,

bearing authority or office for a time.

™ !, s . (from les, a scope), a scope, an object, a meaning

a view, a wish or desire.
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1

,, (from xy, to rejoice), a coin, a seal, a medal, any

piece of metal struck with certain legible marks, a die, a

stamp, cash.

tas, s . (from 1 , a seal, and , to make), an engraver,

a coiner.

tata, s. (from 1, a seal , and ♬ to make), a seal engra-

ver, a coiner.

artæki, s. (from
1 , a seal, and caini, an engraving ,

the engraving of a seal or die.

eft , a . (from 1 , coin, aud fts, occurred), pecuniary.

as, a. (from 1 , a seal, and $3, marked), marked

with the impression of a seal, sealed, stamped with any

mark.

zate”, «. (from T1, a seal, and x , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from a stamp or seal.

atstar, ad . (loc. case of 55 , for a stamp or seal.

মুদ্রাদিচিহ্নিত , a. (from মুদ্রাদি; a seal or other thing , and চিহ্নিত,

marked), marked with a stamp or other thing.

INtfaf336, a, (from 1, a seal, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from a stamp or seal ; ad. from or because

of a stamp or seal.

gifsfære, ad. (from 1, a seal, and f₁fæ³, a cause) , for a

stamp or seal.

xyfsús, a. (from 1 , a seal, and { 1 , fabricating),

engraving ; s. an engraver.

aufas, a . (from

prest, sealed.

, a seal, and af , possessed of) , im-

, a. (from T1, a seal , and 15, caused by), caused

by or arising from a stamp or seal ; ad. f.om or because

of a stamp or seal.

*Etfans , ad. (from 251, a seal, and f1 , without), without or

beside a stamp or seal.

tuff , a. (from 1, a scal, and af , excepted),

a stamp or seal excepted.

aaiafaga, s. (from T1. a seal, and visstgæ, an exception),

"
the exception of a stamp or seal.

antifsizce, ad. (loc . case of tare ), withthe excepti-

ou of a stamp or seal , without orbeside a stamp or seal.

antfeu, a . (from ' , a seil, and fea, separate,, separate

or distinct from a stamp or seal ; ad. beside a stamp or

seal.

* s. (from ' , a seal and ¤ , a machine), a machine

to stamp impression , a priating press .

It?s*, s. (from 251, a seal, and a**, keeping), the keep-

er of the seals.

TINEE, a. (from T1, a seal, and 13, a cause), caused by

or arising from a stamp or seal; ad, from or because

of a stamp or seal.

affe, & (from qui , a seal), sealed, imprest, cut, closed.

E , s. (from , to watch against,Ji, a disputatio

on , a disputation, a contest.

Tatti, 8. (from ¿Å³ , profil), profit, advantage.

Tata, s. (from ) , a lamp, 153, a turret), a turret, a minaret;

fax, a. (from 27, to blow, i , proper), proper, fit,

convenient, pertinent, congruous .

f , s. (from 7, to regard), in the fabulous history of the

Hindoos this word signifies a sage, an inspired devotee,

a law-giver.

sta, s . (from , a sage, and st4, a genus), a body of

philosophers or sages.

fa , s. (from ], to produce fruit, 33, a master), a mas

ter, a patron.

THasí, s. (from I , a sage, and así, a class), a body of phi

losophers or sages .

মুনিরাকা,fata , s. (from 4, a sage, and at , a word , the sayings

of sages or philosophers, the dictates or inspired son-

timents delivered by the sages.

fat , s (from , a master , mastership, lordship.

, s. (from afª, a sage, and ¤¤† , a society), a socio-

ty or association of sages or philosophers.

, s. (from af , a sage and , a collection), a col

lection or assembly of sages or philosophers.

xsssa, a. (from is , to watch, jääi», expecting), expect,

ing with impatience, waiting, tarrying for.

, s. (from , to lift up, lil, a scribe), a scribe, a

teacher, a writer, a secretary, a tutor, a teacher of lan

guages.

, a . (from
to decorticate, Ja , distinct), distinct,

ample, inner ; s . the inside of a thing opposed to the oute

side, the country in opposition to the city ; ad. secretly,

covertly, clandestinely.

, a. (from Co, gratis), gratutiously, gratis.

15431, v. (from ☺k , gratis, and 8 , to eat), living at

free cost.

7. s. (from $,, a law), a law-giver

1 51, s. (from xș,, the face), a confronting.

ata , a. (from , to bless, Se, blessed,, blessed, hap

262

py, welcome.

1, s. (from 5, to liberate), a desire for liberation or free.

dom from earthly things, a desire for liber y.

, . (from 5, to liberate , desiring liberation or free-

dom from earthly things, desirous of liberty.

, s. (from to die), the approach of death, a desire to

die.

म

a. (from , to die), about to die, lying at the point of

death, desiring to die.
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st, s. (from Ey , a cock), a fowl, a cock, a bird.

Ta91, s. (from έye,

81, s. (from Ją19º, a bastion), a bastion, a rampart, a bat-

tery, rust.

a cock), a hen, a female bird.

Taxi, a. (from Ļi), an arrangement), a step , a degree,

an office, a dignity, a rank of honour, an employment,

a charge.

HIST, 8. (from ^ ‚”, an arrangement), arranged, regu-

lated, prepared.

1 , s. (from , to be great,, a preserve), a pre-

serve, a confection .

, s. (from , to be great,, a patron) , a pa-

tron, a guardian, a protector, a tutor.

Hata , s. (from , a patron), like a patron or guar-

dian.

at, s. (from 3, a surrounding, and at , to have), a flute,

a pipe, a whistle.

1 , s. (from 9 ) , a desire), a desire, a wish, an inclinati-

on, an intention, a design.

afan, a. (from dɔ , desirous), desirous, willing ; s. a disci-

ple, a pupil.

TEI, s. (from TII, a small drum), a small drum, a tabor.

, s. (fromέ , a cock), the flower called cockscomb,

(Celosia cristata.)

THI, 8- (from έ , a cock), a hen, a fowl .

JA,
, a. (from s to die), dead ; s. a corpse.

auwata, s. (from ³♪ɲº, dead, and ˆ‚³, a seller), a per-

son of a low cast whose office it is to bury the dead .

ata, s. (fromso, to die ), a corpse.

atate, s. (from ph, to obtain,

meeting.

Ïs, a meeting), a

Ja , s . (from php, a king, Ús, a country), a kingdom, a

country.

awafstai, s. (from Klo , a kingdom, and ɲ , to take), go-

vernment, sovereignty, political affairs .

xmastie, s. (from Klo, a kingdom, 5º5, to take , one who

holds a kingdom.

, a. (from , to associate, ‚l, delay), delayed,

postponed, spun out, protracted.

, s. (from , a root, and 3 , to stretch), a musical

mode, the country of Mooltan.

, s. (from , trouble), trouble, labour, pain, toil.

, a (from yn , aptness, ƒ , to lift up a per-

son), certain, undoubted.

af , a. (from , aform), difficult, intricate, hard, pain-

ful.

zujf, s. (from Kŵe, dark bay), dark bay approaching to

black, the trussing of a fowl. Constructed with

to bind, this word means to pinion or truss, to tiethe

hands behind the back.

Ta , s. (from A, to break), a pestle, a pestle for cleaning

rice, the name of a plant, (Curculigo orchioides.)

Ta , a. (from Ta , a pestle), desiring to be pounded to

death by a pestle.

, s. (from , to steal), the scrotum, a testicle.

TEXT, s. (from II, a testicle, and gf<, a knot), in anatomy

the testes.

মুগ্ধগ্রন্থি লুণ্ঠকবন্ধনী , s. (from যুগন্ধিলুণ্ঠক, suspending the testic

cles, and i , a ligament , in anatomy the ligament of

the testicles, (gubernaculum testes.)

aktuæ, a. (from T , the testicles, and vitra, seps

rating , in anatomy the septum scroti.

III , a . (from II, a testicle , and F, freed), gelt, castrat

ed.

মোচন, s. (from ड a testicle , and মোচন, the clearing

away ofa thing , the castrating of an animal,

, a. (from , a testick , and T, empty , castrated ;

s. an eunuch .

, s. from t , siluated between the testicles,

aud , skin,, in anatomy the tunica vaginalis.

TIE, s. (from Tte:, situated between the testi-

cles, and , a transparent skin) , in anatomy the

name of a particular mambrane (tunica albuginea.)

f , ad. (from f , a fist), fist to fist, fistycuffs.

af , s. (from T , to steal), the clenched fist, a handful, the

handle of a sword.

Te , s. from д , the fist, and 7, a binding), the act

of clenching the fist

, s . (from 3, to collect,, aloes plant , Aloes.

gazta . s . (from , a believer), a Mosul man.

Tata , s. (from lydmo , a Mosulman), the profession of

a Moosulman , Mahomedanism .

Яtė , s. (from j³™, a travelling), a traveller, a stranger,

a passenger.

fax , s. (from TID, a secret, Im a writing), a rough

draught of a letter or writing.

, s. (from us , a companion), a companion, a

friend , a favourite, an aid de camp .

, s. (from , wages), monthly wages, salary, pay.

TEE, s. (from T , to accumulate), the name of a bulbous

rooted grass, (Cyperus rotundus. )

, s. (from to stand, 59, upright), right, straight,

standing erect, honest, faithful, loyal, resolute.

III, a. (from M, to be wise,, wise) , strengthened,

firm, fortified, strong ; ad. strenuously, firmly,

3

2
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13.

, . (from T , a mouth or opening) , the conflux of two

rivers, the place where a branch runs off from a main

river.

zyfðafstíð, 8. (from Jys , a writer, and , work), the

business of a secretary or writer.

Eat , s. (from , a drain), a drain, a gutter, a trench, a

sink, a sewer, a writer.

E , s. (from , a writer), the wages of a writer ;

a. resembling a writer.

æfa , s. (from Jes, a tax-gatherer), a tax -gatherer, a

bailiff, a dun ; a. collecting, gathering, acquiring.

fata , s. (from Jes , a tax-gatherer), the wages or

pay ofa bailiff or dun.

, a. (from En, to be warm, 3 , great) ,important,

urgent, momentous, great ; s . war.

* ;, ad. (from 5, to be foolish), repeatedly, reiteratedly,

again and again.

Íz, ad. (fromII , repeatedly , again and again , frequent-

ly.

5 , s. (from 2 , to be fraudulent), a division of time, the

fifteenth part of the day or of the night, an hour of eight

minutes, used figuratively to signify a short space of

time, a moment.

ZF, a. (from T, an imitative sound, and te, to utter),

dumb ; s. a fish , a dæmon, a pauper.

15, a. (from 5, to lose sensation), stupid , rustic, rude, ig-

norant, clownish, cold, apathetic, plegmatic.

1 , s. (from 5, stupid), stupidity, gross ignorance, apa-

thy.

76 , s. (from 6, stup d , stupidity, gross ignorance, apathy.

TIIF1A, 8 (from 265, stupidity, and sam , manifestation),

the manifestation of stupidity or folly.

gat , (from 1, stupidity, and q☎, display-

ing) , displaying stupidity or folly.

z , v. n. (from дã, to discharge ur ne , to discharge urine.

73, 8. (from 4 , to discharge urine) , urine,

*I, s. (from LA, to discharge urine), urine.

3 , 8. (from urine , and 4 , difficulty), the strangua-

ry, a suppression of urine.

, s. (from fa , the discharge ofurine, and

, an instrument), a catheter.

য r,, s . (from T , urine, and f , a way) , the urinary

passage (Meatus urinarius. )

tal, s. (from 3, urine, and at , a tube), the urinary

passage ( Meatus urinarius, )

agation, s. (from tat , situated in the urethra,

and , collon), in anatomy the corpus spungiosum

urethræ.

aagataæqdtal, 8. (from æagatra, discharging urine, and

ata , a tube), the urethra.

THIS , 8. (from Ta, urine, and we, increasing), diuretic

, s. (from , urine, and , a hole), the urethra.

মূত্রাধারনামকপ্রনালী, s. ( from মূত্রাধারনামক, called the recepta

cle of urine, and at , a tube), in anatomy the tube

through which the urine in a foetus passes to the allan

toides, (uracha,)

tet , a. (from , urine, and get , producing

diuretic,

মূত্রোৎপাদকপ্ৰণালী, s. (from সূত্রোৎপাদক, producing urine, and

gatal, a tube), in anatomy an ureter.

মুত্ৰোপকারক, a. (from মূত্র, urine, and ওপকারক, assisting), di4

uretic.

a. (from , to be stupid), ignorant, stupid, clownish,

awkward.

1, s. (from a, ignorant), ignorance, stupidity, clown

ishness, awkwardness.

TustЯ , a. (from 1, ignorance, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from ignorance or folly ; ad. by or

through ignorance or folly.

মূ

st , s . (from T1, ignorance, and t , manifesta-

tion), a manifestation or display of ignorance or folly.

stat , a . (from 1, ignorance, and tt , mani-

festing), manifesting or displaying ignorance or folly.

, s. (fromT , ignorant), ignorance, stupidity, clownish

ness, awkwardness.

1, s. (from E, to swoon), a swooning, syncope, a faint-

ing fit , in Hindoo music a tone or semitone on its scale,

the seventh part of the gamut or scale.

s. (from , to faint), syncope, loss of sensation, a

swoon, a stupor, a fainting fit.

tatze, a (from 1 , a swoon, and at , doing), causing

syncope or stupor, swooning, fainting.

tata. (from 51 , a swoon, and tf , doing), causing

syncope or fainting, swooning, fainting.

sts, a (from Ta¹ , a swoon , and я³, obtained), swooned,

fainted.

, a . (from 21 , a swoon, and , producing , pro

ducing syncope or fainting.

, a. (from T , a swoon, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from syncope or fainting.

fit.

1, ad. (loc. case of 1), for a swoon or fainting

Tifias, a. (from 1 , a swoon, and fa̸za̸æ, causing to

cease), putting a stop to a swoon or fainting fit.

tfast , a . (from 1 , a swoon, and frate, preventing)

preventing a swoon or fainting fit.

Vomanu2
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quifkalja, s. (from 8 , a swoon , and fastad a prevent-a swoon, and fasted a prevent- || air , a. (from 25 , a swoon, and ", destitute , free from

ing), the preventing of a swoon or fainting fit.

£215af3, s. (from 21, a swoon, and fafs, cessation), the

cessation of or recovering from a swoon or fainting fit .

faze , a. (from a , a swoon, and fofa , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from a swoon or fainting fit; ad. from

orbecause of a swoon or fainting fit.

Kiffa , ad. (from 1, a swoon , and fax , a cause), for

a swoon or fainting fit.

te , a. (from 1 , a swoon, and atta, possessed of), be-

reft of sensation, fallen into a swoon.

**t*, ɑ. (from 41, a swoon, and , before), preceded

by or arising from a swoon or fainting fit.

teous, a. (from 1 , a swoon, and 3 , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or preventing a swoon or fainting fit.

Tu , a. (from 451, a swoon , and TF, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a swoon or fainting fit ; ad, from

or because of a swoon or fainting fit.

a. (from a swoon, and 1 , obtained), fallen in-

to a swoon or fainting fit.

, s. (from 1 , a swoon, and , acquisition), the

falling into a swoon or fainting fit .

4g ,

swoons or fainting fits.

Til , a . (from T1, a sworn , and 3, a couse), caused

by or arising from a swoon or faiuting it ; ad . from or

because of a swoon or fainting fit.

afs , a. (from , to swoon , bereft of sensation, swooned,

fainted.

Ta. (from T , to swoon), solid, material, endowed with

shape and figure.

Ts. (from to swoon), a form, a shape, a resemblance,

an image , alikeness , a picture, a statue. This word con-

structed with fg, to turn, v. n. means to fade ; with

fat, to turn, v. a. it means to transform.

মূৰ্ত্তিচিত্ৰ,aff , s. (from af , a form, and fs , a painting), a paint-

ing, a likeness .

Afsæt , s. (from æf , a form, and **†¤, a manifestation),

the publishing of a likeness, the showing of a form.

, s . (from af , n form, and ga , displaying),

one who publishes the likeness of a person, a sculptor,

a painter.

affifty, a. (from æfé, a form, and fifty, possessed of),

possessed of a shape or form.

tata, s . (from Tel, a swoon, and t , wind) , the epilepfixia, a. (from æfź, a form, and fæ destitute), desti-

sy.

fet, ad. (from 1 , a swoon , and fat , without), with-

out or beside a swoon or fainting fit .

ifa , a . (from 1, a swon, and feft , possessed of),

swooned, fainted , seized with fainting.

fa , a. (from T1, a swoon, and faìa, destitute), free

from swooning or fainting.

tute of form or shape.

54 8. from aff. a form, and 155, a difference), a die-

tinct form, a different shape.

17, a. (from af , aform), having a visible form, em-

bodied, possessing a shape,

, a . (from af , a form, and , joined to), connected

with form or shape, possessed of form or shape.

effe , a. (from ¹ , a swoon, and ifofa , excepted,, || fes, a . (from Tí , aform , and 7[T³, destitute), desti.

a swoon or fainting fit excepted.

tufuae, s. (from T1 , a swoon, and x1 [313 ” , an excepti-

on), the exception of a swoon or fainting fit.

zafsina, ed. (loc. case of fat , with the excep

tion of a swoon or fainting fit, without or beside a

swoon or fainting fit,

te , a. (from 1 , a swoon , and f , separate), separate

or distinct from a swoon or loss of sensation ; ad,

side a swoon or loss of sensation.

tute of form or shape ,

, a. (from , a shape, and war, empty), destitute

of form or shape.

HGHz, a. (from Í, a shape, and 77, destitute), destitate

of form or shape.

, . (from af , a shape, and we , another), a differ

ent form, another shape.

be- toesqztezatzì, s. (from Tast , fund on the head, and

35% teostși, an artery', the coronary arteries.

, a. (from 1 , a swoon, and , joined , connected

with a swoon or fainting fit, swooned , fainted.

3, a. (from 1 , a swoon , and s , des itute), fice

from swooning or fainting fits.

ats, 8. (from TH1, a swoon, and cts , a disease,, syn-

cope, a fainting tit, a swoon.

, o . (from 5, a swoon, and 1, empty,, freefrom

wooning or fainting.

, a (from the head , belonging to the upper part

of the head, a grammatical term denominating on☛

class ofletter in the Indian alphabet because the tongue

comes in contact with the palate in pronouncing them;

for want of a better term some have called them cere

brals, and others linguais

rafa, s (from Tz , the head, and fa,juaction), the con

ronal suture.

A

A

A

&

D
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1.

, s . (from 4, the head) , the head, the upper part of the

head.

a , a. (from , the head, and ffa , anointel),

a kshatriya, a king, a prince, the descendent of a b.ah-

mun by a kshatriya woman,

a , s. (from I , to fix or plant) , a root, a bulbous or other

thick root, the origin of a thing, a foundation, a cause ,

the source of a thing, the aboriginal stock of the inh-

bitants of a country, the root of a number as the square

or cube root, a capital or stock in trade, a principal ly-

ing at interest, the root of Arum campanulatum , the

original text of a work as distinguished from the com-

mentary, the nineteenth lunar asterism in Hindoo astro-

nomy; a, original, radical, near, proximate.

, a. (from , a root), founded upon, springing from a

particular root, having a particular origin, arising from

a given cause ; s. a radish.

Lasta, 8. ( from A, a root , and sta , a genus) , a multiplier of

the root of a power, the co-efficient of a root.

স্থূলগণজাতি,stdatfs, s. (from st , the co-efficient of a root, and atfs,

reluction), the assimilation and reduction of the co-eth-

cient of the root with a fraction,

, a . (from T , a root, and x , to be produced , radical,

produced from the root. The term is in Botany applied

to such leaves as spring from the root of a plant, (folia

radicalia.)

, s (from , a root) , the value of a thing, the price of

thing, wages, hire ; a, purchasable, valuable. This word

constructed with 5 , to settle, or 3, to seize, means ,

to value, to appraise, with , to take, it means to sell,

and with mist , to bring into contact, it means to charge

a price.

Tugas, a . (from T , a price, and 34, an instrument),

effected by means of price or value.

1, s. (from T , value, and 1 , a contriving), the

fixing ofthe value of an article, an appraising.

Tantai, ad. (from 1, a root, and t , a door), by or ·

through a root or origin, by or through the original

stock in trade.

Tat , 8. (from T , value, and a††, destruction), the de-

struction or depreciation of the value of a thing.

Txatxa, a. (from T , value, and at , destructive), de-

stroying or depreciating the value of things.

, s. (from T, a price, and fans, fixing), an ap

praiser, one who sets a price on goods.

Tarfa , 8. (from 1, a price, and fad, the settling of

a thing), the fixing the value of goods, the appraising of

goods.

ff , a. (from 1, value, and fat , possessed of)

possessed of value, valuable.

fasta, a (from 1 , value, and fex , destitute,, destitate

of worth or value, worthless.

, a . (from , value, and TF, joined to), connected

with the value or price of an article, valuable.

aminat ), s. (from ta , belonging to Moltan, and

tata , a musical mode), the name of a musical mode.

17, s . (from xa, original, and 27, wealth , an original , a . (from a , value, and af , destitute) , destitute

stock in trade, a stock.

MELFU), 8. (from T , a root, and 51, twisting) , the name

of a plant or shrub, (Beobotrys nemoralis. )

** ), s. (from 1, original, and if , a master), the ori-

ginal owner or master of a thing.

, a. (from , a roof, and 1 , bereft), destitute of

origin, destitute of foundation, groundless.

■ 1 , 8. (from T , a root) , a radish.

att, s. (from , a root, and st, a share , in botany

the lower attenuated part of the petal of a flower com-

monly called the claw ( unguis. )

, a. (from , a root) , fundamental , original.

■ 153, a from 73, a root, and 5, to be) , become a source

or origin.

aratets, . (from , a root, and seats, eradication),

subversion, the overthrow or entire ruin of a thing.

arateatta. 8. (from T , a root , and 1 , eradication .

subversion, the overthrow or total ruin of a thing, a

grubbing up or pulling up by the root.

of worth or value, worthless .

, a . (from , value, and , empty), destitute of

worth or value, worthless,

THÊ³, «. /from TT, a price, and , destitute), destitute

of value, worthless.

TH, 8, (fromT , to steal) , a rat, a mouse, a crucible, the name

of a species of grass , (Andropogon serratus.)

fa , s. (from Tª, to steal), a rat, a mouse.

, s. from , to steal) , a crucible.

, s. (from 1 , to hunt), adeer, an antelope, a beast, game,

an elephant with white marks on his forehead.

1 , s . (from , a deer, and 1, thirst) , mirage or a

float ng vapour over sands or desarts and appearing at

a distance like water.

*, s. from ♫st, a deer, and ý, a cheat), a shakal.

Istoysì, a. (from Ist, a deer, and 5x7, an eye), fawn-eyed.

1 , (from 1, a deer, and atf5, a nuel), musk.

Ist* , s. (from I, a dier) , game, hunting, the but or mace

in archery.
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ST.

quan, s. (from us, a deer, and æ¤, spirituous liquors), || TIHF, a. (from II, dead, and *t , about), almost dead, liko

musk.

stul, s . (from ast, a deer), the chase, the diversion of hunt-

ing.

st ,. (from st , a deer, and ut, to go), Bruhma, a shakal,

a hunter.

stata, s. (from a , a beast, and at a king), the lion,

the king of beasts.

æstetoil, a. (from ast, a deer, and cЯts , an eye), fawn-ey-

ed.

tææ, s. (from st, a deer, and ta , a young one) , a

fawn.

Istiti, s. (from æst, a deer, and tai, a house), a stable for

deer, a park.

st , s . (from st, a deer, and fa , the head), the fifth

mansion of the Hindoo zodiac.

si , s. (from as, a deer, and , a horn), a buck's horn,

harts horn.

sttat, a. (from st, a deer, and f , an eye), fawn-eyed.

st , s. (from st, a deer, and , a mark), the moon.

sta, s. (from a , a species offish , the name of a spe-

cies offish, (Cyprinus Mrigala, Hamilton's Fishes . )

stay, s. (from ast, a deer, and at , a residence), a park,

a forest or plain frequented by deer.

sta, a. (from , to hunt), hunted, chased , pursued ,

sought.

, s. (from st, a deer), a doe, also the epilepsy, a parti-

cular description of women in the amatory writings of

the Hindoos.

one dead.

ta , s. (from 3 , dead, and 7, within), a person whe

gives evidence in the stead of a person who died before

giving testimony.

af , s. (from I, to die), death.

1 , s . (from æ , ear h , earth, soil , mould, ground.

, s. (from , to die), death, Yuma the regent of death,

, a. (from 51, death, and , to make , deadly, mortal,

causing death, baneful.

Itæ, a. (from 1, death, and tax, doing), deadly,

mortal, baneful, causing death.

Ital, a. (from 3 , death, and tf , doing), deadly,

mortal, baneful , causing death.

, a. (from ' , death , and 7 , producing), deadly,

nortal, baneful, deleterious, causing death.

TYKA , a. (from 3 , death, and T, producible), proda-

cible by or arising from death.

TU , ad. (loc, case of
) , for the purpose of death.

TUI, s. (from 5 , death, and 39, conquest), one of the

1 names of Shiva, the conquerer of death.

মৃত্যুনিবর্ত্তক, a. (fromমৃত্য ,ু death, and নিৰৰ্ত্তক, causing to cease)

preventing death, stopping the ravages of death.

fat , (from 31 , death, and fats , preventing),

preventing death, preventing the ravages of death.

zarate , s. (from 31 , death, and faxta , a preventing),

the preventing of death.

ægifazie, s. (from II, death, and fa , cessation), the cer

sation or prevention of the ravages of death.

sty, s. (from as, a deer, and , the sovereign ofthe gods), || 1ff , a . from 1, death, and faf13, a cause), caus-

the lion, the king of beasts.

, s. (from 5, to be pleased), one of the names of Shiva.

at , s. (from , to hurt) , the stalk ofthe lotus or water-

lily.

att, a. (from at , a lotus), a lotus or water-lily, an as-

semblage of water-lilies.

ze, s. (from , to trample on), earth .

, a. (from , to die), dead, deceased.

, a. (from 3, dead), dying, nearly dead.

TGM, a. (from 3, dead, and 3, like), like a dead per-

son, nearly dead .

4343, u. (from 43, dead, and 4 , given), given by one de-

ceased; s. a legacy.

Tont?, a. (from 3, dead, and ¤ , a wife), bereft of his

wife by death ; s. a widower.

To , a. (from 1 , dead, and , a son), a dead son ; ad.

related to or having a dead son,

ed by or arising from death ; ad. from or because of

death.

3 , ad. (from 1, death, and fafas, a cause), for the

purpose of death.

ITF, ɑ. (from T , death, and 5, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from death ; ad. from or because of

death.

251471, ad. (from 3, death, and [171, withoul), without or

beside death.

quefas, a. (from 131, death, and arfs , excepted), death

excepted.

মৃত্যুব্যতিরেক, s . ( from মৃত্য ,ু death, and ব্যতিরেক, an exception),

the exception ofdeath.

10
fs , ad. (loc. case of fat ), with the excep

tion of death, without or beside death.

fs , a. (from 1 , death, and fs , separate), separate or

distinct from death ; a. beside death,
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CONLEY, 8. (from 1y, death, and CT, a cause), caused by

or arisingfrom death ; ad. from or because of death.

el, s. (from , earth), good soil, a fragrant earth.

, s. (from , to trample down), a tabor or small drum, a

double drum, in the mathematicks a drum-shaped figure.

, a. (from 5, to tread on), mild , gentle, peacable, quiet,

tender, kind, placable, soft , pacific, tame, supple, blunt,

viz. not sharp.

™ a, s. (from æ , mild, and , a blaze), a slow flame, a

dim flame, dimness, obscurity.

, s. (from mild), mildness, gentleness, peaceableness,

quietness, tenderness, kindness , suppleness, tameness.

TI, s. (from , mild), mildness, gentleness, peaceable-

ness, quietness, tenderness, kindness, suppleness, tame-

ness.

54, 8. (from 2 , the earth, and s , a production) , a pro-

duetion of the earth, a vegetable.

atza , s. (from 27, mild, and ætș, a mother), in anatomy

a membrane of the brain ( pia mater.)

, a. (from 5, soft), soft, gentle ; s . water.

an , s. (from gentle , and †³, a stream), a gentle

stream , slack water.

MIST, a. (from 45, mild, and asta, nature`, naturally mild,

gentle, kind, peaceable, quiet, supple, naturally tame.

57, s . (from a mild, and , a sound), a mild or gen

tle sound.

, s. (from a mild, and ta , laughter), a smile.

1, a. (from 4, to trample on), a grape, a raisin.

, a. (from T , earth , earthen.

, ad. (from to forbear), falsely, in vain, uselessly.

, an imitative sound used to express the bleating ofa

sheep or a goat.

trì, s. (from ca , a cloud, and , to go , the naine of a

plant, (Limodorun candidum. )

…2, s. (from ↑, the stake ofa threshingfloor), the stake or

post placed in the centre of a threshing floor to which

the cattle are attached while they walk round to tread

out the corn, a nipple.

cgift, s. ( from ‹ , the stake of a threshing floor, and

, a stake,, the stake or post which is placed in the

centre of a threshing floor.

agy' , s. (from atat , illusion ), a girl, a woman.

cagytan´t, a. (from 1, a woman , and 1, a ma’e), a vi-

rago, a woman of masculine manners.

cagatatza, s. (from (x1, a female, and xtag, a man), a

woman.

tal, s. (from 1 , a woman), effeminacy, womanish-

ness.

ta , a. (from Fri, a woman, and at ,theface), shames

faced, womanish.

fï, s. (from fa, a particular shrub), the name of an or

namental shrub, (Lawsonia inermis. )

‹™ , s. (from ¿ , a nail), a nail, an iron pin, a spike,'

a plug, a plug of base metal driven into a coin instead

ofthe true metal which has been previously drilled out,

a tent pin, a hook, a tenter, the gaining of seven at the

game of trap-ball, or tip-kat.

canta, s . (from p , to be dark, ¿ , a guess), a quan-

tity, measure, space, a number.

(aæataf*g, s. (from sio, a quantity, and fa, the head),

a balance, a surplus.

caat , s . (from yp, to move, º¸Ãº, scissors), a pair

of scissors, a pair of shears.

(aæmi, s. (from caum) , a woman's girdle), the name of a fine

sort of sackcloth worn by the women in the north of

Bengal as a saree or petticoat.

cat, s. (from ¿^o, a plug), plugged, (usually applied to

Rupees. )

, s. (from fa, to scatter), a small cord or thread worn

by women round the waist , a sword belt, a sword knot,'

viz, a string or chain fastened to the hilt and in fight-

ing bound round the waist to secure the weapon, the

sacrificial string of a brahmun when made of deer's

skin, a triple zone or string worn round the waist by

the three first classes of Hindoos. That of a brahmun

should be made of the fibres of Saccharum Munja ;

that of a kshutiya of the fibres of Sansiviera zeylani

ca, or a bow string made of that substance, and that of

a vishy a of the thread or fibre of Crotolaria juncea ; the

edge or swell of a mountain, the sea, a fine sort of sack-

cloth, a sort of figure made on the four sides of a sacii-

ficial pit.

8. from 5 to sprinkle) , a cloud.

( if³:, s. (from ( , a cloud, and ( f , light), a flash

oflightning.

8. (from ( , a cloud, and 3 , a fig), a cloud.

1 , s. from c , a cloud, and † , a sound , thunder.

catatatas. (from c , thander, and fa, tak-

ingpleasure , a peacock.

facta, s. (from (a , a cloud, and fata, a sound),

clap of thunder, thunder.

(ATTIM), 8. (from car, a cloud, and atīt, a necklace), a suc-

cession of clouds.

(TQM), ɑ. (from (aa, a cloud) , cloudy , lowering, overcast.

catat , a. (from a , a cloud, and atata, a form), resem

bling a cloud, cloud-like,
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aft.

satsa, s. (from 1 , a cloud, and atsta, ja `coming), the

coming or collecting of clouds.

ñaga, a. (from ( 1, a cloud, and t , corered), overcast,

covered with clouds , lowering.

644 :343, s. (from (27, a cloud, and 1313, a talking), thun-

der, the muttering ofthe clouds.

atta, s. (from c , a cloud, and at , darkness , the

darkness ofclouds.

a . s. (from ca , a cloud, and 13 , a beginning) , the

gathering of clouds.

1 , s. (from att, belonging to the month Magha , and

ata, rice), a variety ofrice which ripens in January.

, s. (from , a cloud, and sta , a beginning), the

gathering of clouds.

(267, s. (from a , a stage) , a chair, a bench.

8. (from

man's wife.

1, afish), a female fishmonger, a fisher-

71 , s. (from , a fish), a fisherman, a fishmonger.

AlKIII, 8. (from ata, a fly), a pimple on the cheeks, a

fly's egg.

, s. (from , a table, mensa, Lat , a table , a table.

This word constructed with as , to bring into contact,

or , to arrange, means to prepare a table, to lay a

table for a meal.

ta, s. (from , a table), a host , the master of a feast,

one who entertains others, an entertainment.

, s . (from . to mix, T , temperament), tem-

perament, constitution, habit of body, complexion,

( 571 , s. (from * , the middle , the floor of a house.

(æ☎, s. (from at , the middle , the middle, the floor of a

house.

( x), a. (from ~, the middle), middlemost .

car , al. (loc. case of , in the middle, within , in.

( TA, a. (from cas, the middle), the floor of a house.

The last member ofthisatat, s . (from cat, adjustment.

word is only a rhyme to the first ) , the settling or ad-

justment of an office, the obviation or removing of an

objection or doubt.

, v. a. (from fit , to be adjusted), to adjust, to obviate,

to remove, to confule ; a. confuted, ebviated, adjust-

ed .

catta, s. (from cai , to adjust), the settling or adjusting of

an affair, the obviating or removing of an objection or

doubt.

fat , a. (from cat , to obriate), adjusting, obviating, re-

moving, confuting.

aft , s. (from ca671 , a kidney), a kidney.

Ritafs, a . (from (#f891, a kidney, and stafs, aform),

an

kidney-shaped. In botany the term is applied to a pars

ticular formed leaf, (folium reniforme .)

caftramfag , s . (from caftcata , on the kidneys, and

ɗ , a knot), in anatomy the name of the glauds of the

kidneys (glandulæ renales . )

cat , 8. (from 31, earth , ajar, a kidney.

atif , s. (from ( 5) , earth-coloured, and fim, a kile), the

common Bengal kite (Falco ater. )

catritza , s. (from cats , belonging to earth, and tem, oil),

naphtha.

caèītata, s . (from ‹ bit, earth-coloured, andĦ , a serpent),

the name of an earth coloured small water snake,

(* , s. (from 3, Shivi), the frame work of an image or idol

usually in Bengal, made of bamboos and straw.

cas , s. (from ca , a sheep) , a ram, a sheep.

câzî, s. (from ‹æ³, a sheep , an ewe.هو

( F1, s. (from , earth, and . growing), a small hammer,

the name of a particular grain ( Eleusine corocana, star●

ched, unwashed applied to new cloth, blunt, rusty, move

ing stiffly applied to machinery.

(aşıt, s. (from T5, a double tooth) , the gums.

(251 ,-8. (from caş, a rum ) , a ram, a sheep.

cat, s. (from ( 251, a sheep, and ✯, a horn), the name

of a species of climbing plant, (Asclepias geminata.).

( 5, s . (from 4 , to discharge urine ) , the penis.

(2513, 8. (from ( 5, the penis, and , skin , the prepuce,T✨,

atst, s. (from 5, pudendum, and cist, a disease), the

venereal disease.

(#37, s. (from xe , a prince`, a sweeper.

cazṛtał, s. (from piso, a prince ,̀ a female sweeper, the

wind is ludicrously called by this name.

cafuæt, s. (from ‹æº, to understand,, the name of a plant,

(Trigonella Fonum grecum .)

cat, s. (from cay to understand), the name of plant, (Trie

gonelia Fænum grecum .)

25, 8. from ja , to be unctuous), lymph, serum,

car, a, from ,fat, and to hold), lymphatic.

cangatṣt, s. (from ca , a lymphatic, and azt, a (ube), ■

lym, hatic tube or vessel.

cant. 8 , (from 2 , slow , stupid, dull , sluggish , slow,

cafañì, s (from can, jat , the earth.

(481, s . (from (AT, associate), an aptness or ability to lear

any thing with facility, apprehension, couception, une

derstanding.

cata , a. (from 1 , apprehension, and 34, means',

effected by means of apprehension or quickness of

parts ; ad. by means of apprehension or quickness of

parts.

1

1

2

1

1
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cargrl.

ta , ad. (from 1 , apprehension, and at , a door),

by or through apprehension or quickness of parts.

câtiful, a. (from ‹æði, apprehension, and faf™ ¥, posses-

sed of , possessed ofapprehension or retentive parts.

fa , a, (from 1 , apprehension, and fat , destitute),

destitute of apprehension or quickness of parts , dull .

ata , a. (from ( 1 , aptness to learn), apt, of good abilities,

of quick parts, docile.

a. (from cat , apprehension , and ; joined to),

connected with or possessed ofapprehension or quick-

ness of parts, quick, intelligent.

tas, a.(from 1 , apprehension, and af , destitute),

destitute of apprehension or quickness of parts, dull.

, a. (from 21 , apprehension , and 1, empty) , des-

titute of apprehension or quickness of parts , dull.

ata, a. (from ( 1 , apprehension, and , destitute),

destitute of apprehension or quickness of parts, dull.

, s . from fax, to associa´e) , a post fastened in the midst

of a threshing floor to which the cattle are fastened

while they walk round and tread out she corn ,

ta , a. (from a , a sacrifice ), pure, fit for an offering or

sacrifice .

< Ti , s . (from ca, to me, 7 , not, and i , any female), liter-

ally no female is comparable with me. The name of one

ofthe courtezans of the Hindoo heaven and wife to Hi-

maluya.

€31, s. (from T , a mother), a woman's breast, the udder of

a beast.

cat, s. (from ‹¤Ã¡ , an udder ), a female.

<zaffaștă, s. (from cat, a female, and fiștă, a cat), a fe-

male cat.

( a), a. (from cat, a female, and д , the face), shun-

ning company, retired, bashful, shame-faced.

canæærì, s. (from ‹ ¤ †, bashful), bashfulness, shame-fa-

cedness, retiredness .

caf , s. (from cat, the name ofa shrub) , the name of an

ornamental shrub, (Lawsonia inermis .)

, s. (from go,fruit), a fruit, a particular fruit (Anno-

na squamosa) ; a. sweet-tasted, good-tasted.

atta, s. (from A , fruit, and ails, a house), a fruit-

erer's shop , a room for keeping fruits.

eaætata, s. (from 890, fruit, and Ol , a collection), fruits ,

an assemblage or collection of fruits.

cazio), s. (from fait, the name of a country), an inhabitant

of Mewat.

†11, a. (from Ol❤, middle) , middling, middlemost ; s. a

particular sort of Palkee.

যো

autai, s. (from Ulaw , middle), the flap of a pair of bree

ches.

(aly, s. (from atat , illusion) , a woman, a female ; a . female.'

মেয়েমানুষ, ৪. (from ( ty, female, and atex, a man), a woman-

aat , s. (from , to trample on), the name of a small

plant, (Polygala arvensis.)

cat , s. (from , a royal closet), a round building.

catae, a. (from , to exalt, o, repairing), re-

pairs.

মেরামতী,tas , a. (from , repairing) , repaired, due for re-

pairing.

(x , s. (from fr , to scatter), the fabulous mountain Meroo,

supposed by the Hindoos to be eighty-four thousand Yu-

junas in height, sixty-eight thousand of which are ele

vated above the surface of the earth and the remaining

sixteen thousand are sunk below it. The Ganges is fa-

bulously said to fall from heaven on its summit and there

to divide into four streams the southern of which is the

Ganges, the northern called Bhudrasoma is the Irtish of

Tartary, the Eastern is the Seeta, and the western , the

Chukshoo or Oxus ; stripped of fable it is probably the

high land of Tartary, the back bone of the earth. In as-

tronomical works the north pole.

(ATHfæ, s. (from (≈ , a particular mountain, and gf , a

knot), the kidneys.

, s. (from ca , a particular mountain, and , a staff);

the back-bone.

(ATH, ɑ. (from ‹ , mount Meroo, and 1, to stand), situ-

ated on mount Meroo.

(a&atą), «. (from ( , mount Meroo, and if , staying),

continuing on mount Meroo.

( f , a. from , mount Meroo, and f , situated), si-

tuated on mount Meroo.

(131, 8 , (from Jav, noble, and I;, to be born), noble by birth.

( ÍA, s. (from ij , noble), nobility.

a , v. a. (from fa , to unite), to extend, to unfold.

(a , s. (from fam, to come in contact) , agreement between

different parties, peace, reconciliation, an accommoda-

tion of differences, society, union, a conjunction, con-

cord, accord, an agreement, consent, the bringing of

things together for the purpose of comparing them,

agreement arising from comparison.

(a , a. (from fa , to come in contact), social, coming to-

gether, meeting, assembling.

(aña, 8. (from faa, to meet) , a meeting, a coming together,

a reconciling, a laying open or unfolding, au extending

or spreading out.

VVVVVV
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, s . (from fm, to meet) , a fair, an assembly, a crowd,

a throng ; a . thronged, spacious, open, free, unre

strained ; v . a . to spread out, to cause a thing to be ex-

panded.

ta, s. (from , to spread out ), the spreading out of a

thing, the causing of a thing to be open or expanded ;

a. open, exteuded, expanded.

( atfa, s. (from (2 ) , to spread out), an assembly, an asso-

ciation, a multitude, union, association, a friendly dis-

missal.

tfagi, a. (from a , to spread out ), spreading out, caus-

ing things to be spread out or expanded.

cat , s. (from fa , to come together), an agreement, an ac-

commodation.

cambi, s. (from faa, to come together) , the name of a spe-

cies of grass, ( Ischoemum aristatum .)

, s. (from fax, to contend with), a ram, a sheep, the sign

Aries.

( , s. (from ca¤, a sheep , and t , a noise,, a crowd,

the hustling and noise of a crowd .

casa, s. (from ( , a sheep, and Яt , a flock) , a flock of

sheep, a shepherd.

, s. (from , a sheep, and t , a protector), a

shepherd.

, s. (from (×ª , a ram, and xtí , a sign of the zodi-

ac), the sign Aries .

xif , a. (from caatft, Aries, and 1 , to stand), situat-

ed in the sign Aries.

(≈agtf×³, a. (from ‹zaștf* , Aries, and f³, situated), si-

tuated in the sign Aries.

(x8, s. (from (aff , the name ofa plant , the name of a

flowering plant, (Hibiscus cannabinus .)

Ai , s. (from e , hibiscus cannabinus, and Яtt, afibre

resembling hemp), the fibre of Hibiscus cannabinus

which is used as hemp, also the plant itself.

, 8. (from at , a mother's sister), a mother's sister's

husband.

, s. (from att, a mother's sister), a mother's sister's

busband,

(aætși, s. (from æt . flesh) , a film over the eye, the new

flesh which is formed on the healing of a wound.

, s. (from fx , to discharge urine), any discharge from

the urinary passage, a gonorrhea, an inflammatory dis-

ease of the ure bra, urine.

, a. (from ca , a discharge from the urethra, and

to do) , causing a discharge from the urinary passage,

diuretic,

যেছ

, a. (from ( , urine, and , producing , produ

cing urine or other discharges from the urethra, diure-

tic.

( , a. (from c , urine, and , producible , produ-

cible by or arising from urine or other discharges from

the urethra.

( Clar, ad. (loc. case of ( C ), for urine, for discharges

by the urinary passage.

(ALGI, s. (from pïzo, a prince), a man employed in sweep-

ing and cleansing away filth.

(axatā, s. (from jï¸º , a prince), a female sweeper.

(ATHY, s. (from (A , a discharge by the urinary passage, and

, faulty) , a gleet, a gonorrhoea.

( A, 8. (from E, a dischargefrom the urethra, and Я,

des'ruction), the stopping or curing of a morbid, dis-

charge from the urethra.

( a , a. (from ( , dischargefrom the urethra, and

destructive), stopping or curing a morbid discharge from

the urinary passage.

‹¤ck ♬ì, a. (from ‹¤ , a discharge from the urethra, and

fa , destructive , stopping or curing a morbid dis-

charge from the urinary passage.

( 572, 8. (from üisto , tɔil) , labour, toil, exertion.

(A ), a. (from , toil , laborious , toilsome.

, s. (from e , a discharge from the urethra, anda ,

destruction), the stopping or cure ofa morbid duscharge

from the urinary passage.

, a. (from ( , a discharge from the urethra, and

t , destructive), stopping or curing a morbid dis-

charge from the urinary passage.

(AxfzTÍæ, ɑ. (fron (AK, urine, and f₁a , causing to cease),

suppressing a morbid discharge by the urinary pas.

sage.

cagfaataæ, ɑ . (from <* , urine, and fata , preventing),

preventing or restraining discharges by the urinary pas

sage.

fata , s. (from cax, urine, and fratad, a preventing), the

preventing or restraining of dis charges by the urinary

passage.

( gfagf³, 8. (from ( 5, urine, and fafs, cessation) , the ces-

sation or cure of discharges by the urinary passage.

caufafazæ, ɑ. (from ( x, urine, and fifa , a cause,, causedস্নেহনিমিত্তক, a. মেহ , নির্মিত,

by or arising from discharges by the urinary passage ;

ad. from or because of discharges from the urinary pas-

sage.

cfafae, ad. (from (ax, urine, and fifas, a cause,, for dis-

charges by the urinary passage.
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a. (from ( , urine, and t , caused by , caused

by or arising from discharges by the urinary passage ;

ad. from or because of discharges by the urinary pas-

Sage.

ac, a. (from 5, urine, and a , increasing) , promot-

ing a discharge bythe urinary passage, increasing a mor-

bid discharge from the urethra, diuretic.

, s. (from (AT, urine, and a¹, an increasing), the

promoting of a discharge by the urinary passage , the in-

creasing of a morbid discharge by the urethra .

caxfææta, s. (from ‹¤¤, urine , and faæti, a change), a gleet,

a gonorrhoea.

, al. (from ca , urine, and fat, without , without or

beside discharges by the urinary passage..

fa , a. (from tax, a discharge from the urethra, and

fafat , possessed of), afflicted with a gleet or other mor-

bid discharge from the urethra.

carfaxta, a. (from ca , a discharge from the urethra, and

fana, destitute) , free from gleet or other morbid dis-

charges from the urethra.

a , s. (from ca , urine, and af , increase), the promo-

tion ofa discharge by the urinary passage, the increase

of a morbid discharge from the urethra.

caufsfas, a. (from (¤¤, urine, and uffa , excepted), dis-

charges by the urinary passage excepted .

fatæ, s. (from cax, urine, and af , an exception),

the exception of discharges from the urinary passage.

cararfsizio, ad. (loc . case ofcars ), with the excep-

tion of discharges by the urinary passage, without or

beside discharges by the urinary passage.

carfs , a. (from 5, a dischargefrom the urethra, and fa,

separate), separate or distinct from a gonorrhoea or

other morbid discharge from the urethra ; ad. beside a

gonorrhoea or morbid discharge from the urethra.

ata, s. (from leo , a guest), a guest, a stranger, an in-

vitation, a feast.

xata , s. (from , a guest), an invitation.

LAUF, a. (from E, a discharge from the urethra, and us,

joined) , connected with or having a gonorrhoea or mor-

bid discharge from the urinary passage.

Ita, a. (from , compassion), friendly, gracious, com.

passionate.

cacaatst, s. (from le , friendly), friendship, grace,

compassion.

aft , a. (from E, discharge from the urethra, and 33,

destitute), free from a gonorrhoea or morbid discharge.

from the urinary passage.

(at .

cats, s. (from a , uine, and catst , a disease) , a gonor-

rhoea, a gleet, a morbid discharge from the urethra.

(ægrætst, a. (from (xg, urine, aud catfsta, diseased ), afflicted

with a gonorrhoea or other morbid discharge from the

urethra,

(ACMA),a. (from ( 5, a discharge from the urethra, and war,

empty , free from a gonorrhea or other morbid discharge

from the urethra,

(axxÌz, a. (from ( 45, a dischargefrom the urethra, and 117,

destitute), free from a gonorrhoea or other morbid dis-

charge from the urethra.

(ITlFIF, a. (from (TC, urine, and (TF, a cause), caused by

or arising from a discharge by the urinary passage ;

ad. from or because of a discharge by the urinary pas-

sage.

(algisda , a. (from 5, urine, and seЯtē, producing),

producing a discharge by the urinary passage, produc

ing a morbid discharge from the urethra, diuretic.

( * , s. (from ( , urine, and sЯ , alleviation) , the

alleviation of a morbid discharge by the urinary pas-

sage.

cælxtЯ* æ, a. (from ca , urine, and sta , alleviating),

alleviating a morbid discharge from the urethra,

tøg, s . (from faă, a friend), friendship , amity.

tafunt, s. (from fafunt, the name ofa country), the name of

Seeta the consort of Rama and daughter of Junuka king

of Mithila or Tirhoot,

tava, s. (from fara, a couple), copulation, marriage, union,

association.

ta , s. (from 1, the wife ofHimaluya), the name of

one of the peaks of the Himaluya range of mountains.

catufre, a. (from 3 , to be like , conformable to, conso-

nant, congruous, agreeing, suiting, like, apt, favourable

propitious.

catataœe, a. (from e, to know), known ; s. the active

voice of a verb.

E, s. (from , to lose sensation), the name of a shrub or

small tree indigenous on the north-east border of Ben-

gal, (Euonymus garcinifolius.)

tata, s . (from jp, a station, 5, a place), a place, a stą-যোকাস,

tion .

‹¤†ætë, s . (from OP, to stand, 5”, a station) , a station.

catætai, a. (from psže, a station), belonging to a station.

(ASU, a. (from 5, to liberate), capable of or deserving to

be liberated.

, s. (from , to liberale), a liberator, a deliverer, a

saviour.

VVVVVV2
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att , a . (from , welfare , chosen, selected , invested

with authority, absolute, independent.

cattet , s . (from le, chosen), the office or duties of a

person invested with authority,

(at , s. (from cat , to liberate,, liberation, freedom , beati

tude,

1 , s. (from ( t , liberation, and 7 , knowledge) ,

the knowledge or idea of the liberation of spirit from

matter and every thing which is not spirit.

tta , a. (from cat , liberation, and ifa , knowing),

possessed of knowledge concerning the liberation ofspi-

rit from matter and every thing which is not spirit.

( d, s. (from cat , to liberate), the liberating of spirit

from all that is material or sensual, death.

cata , a. (from cat , to liberate), capable of or deserving

to be delivered from all that is material or sensual.

, a. (from cat , liberation, and 18, obtamed ), pos-

sessed offinal beatitude or liberation from every thing

material and sensual.

attfs, s. (from ( 1 , liberation, and f , acquisition ), the

acquisition of beatitude or liberation from every thing

material and sensual.

cataliza¤, a. (from 5 , to pass away, Ållsw, opposition),

opposite, adverse, contrary , dissentient.

catsta, s . (from Jo, a Mogul), a Mogul.

, s. (from 2 , to be foolish), vain, useless , ineffectual,

left, abandoned ; s. a fence, a hedge, the sweet trumpet

flower, (Bignonia suaveolens. )

cats, s. (from 5, to liberate), a blossom, whiskers, musta-

chios, the nib or point of any thing.

ætɛæ, ù. (from 5, to liberate) , freeing, liberating, escap-

ing, causing to escape.

ts , s. (from ( 1 , honey , and , to smell), the name of

two beautiful small birds which suck the honey from

flowers like the humming bird, (Certhia zeylanica, and

C. cruentata. )

8 , v. a. (from at, to compress), to twist, to twist round,

to wring.

atos, s. (from cats, to twist), a sprain, a twist, a wrench.

This word constructed with a , to eat, means to be

sprained, with , to give, it means to twist, and with

atst, to come into contact, it means to wrench.

Mizși, v. a. (from catʊș, to twist) , to twist, to wrench ; s.

a sprain, a twist, a wrench This word constructed with

, to give, means to twist , when with , to do, it means

to splice any thing, and when with is , to come in con-

fact, it means to sprain, to wrench.

catle.

catatzat, s. (from tatay), to twist , the twisting or wrench-

ing of a limb.

catsata, s. (from

ing of a limb ; a. twisted, wrenched.

18 , s. (from

ing of a limb.

tôi , to twist), the twisting or wrench-

1851, to twist), the twisting or wrench

Costa , a. (from cats , to twist), twisting or wrench-

ing.

(A†57, s. (from æg, to liberate), the liberating of a slave, the

discharging of a prisoner, the forgiving of a debt, the

delivering from a calamity, the extricating of a person

from a difficulty, the wiping or cleaning of a thing.

( 571 , s. (from д , to liberate), a pair of pincers, a pair of

tongs, a pair of tweezers

cats , a. (from 5, to liberate) , capable of or requiring to

be liberated .

, s. (from cat , the silk cotton tree, and ¤, juice),

the gum ofthe silk cotton tree, (Bombax heptaphyllum.)

cil, s. (from 25, to liberate), the blossoms of a plantain

tree, the forepart of the bunch of blossoms of a plan-

tain tree which being all barren are cut off and used as

a sauce by the Hindoos. This word constructed with

, to throw, means to blossom.

cato , s. (from cats , the blossom of a plantain tree, and

, a fruit), a plantain.

cafes, a. (from , to liberate), caused to be set free or

released .

(Hi , v. a. (from , to liberate), to wipe, to cleanse, to

shave.

‹¤†â¹, v. a . (from (ata, to wipe), to cause a person to wipe

a thing.

cat , s. (from 8jo, a stocking), a stocking, a boot.

catatata), a. (from &j5s , a stocking), a hosier.

cat , s. (from , to accumulate), a total, the amount of

several sums added together, a burden, a load carried

on the head, a bundle, a package.

catat, s. (from cats, a burden), a small burden.

catti, s. (from æg to accumulate), thick, plump, jolly, cor-

pulent, bulky.

মোটাবুদ্ধি, a. ( from মোটা , thick , and ৰুদ্ধি, the understanding)

dull, thick-beaded, stupid,

cattate, ad. (from eat , thick), in the gross, indiscrimi

nately, cursorily.

iit=181, s. (from 1, thick. The last syllable ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first) , plump, fat, corpu-

lent.

cafta , s. (from (Ate, a bundle, and ¤¤, slow), the name

1

A
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< tfix. cate.

of a plant indigenous in the north-east border of Ben-

gal, (Tacca laevis.)

cat , s. (from cats, a burden), a porter or labourer who

carries burdens on his head.

tz, s. (from ™ , to turn), a twist, a crook, a turning, a

strain, an udder.

(A†ZA, s. (from 13, to turn), a dose, a packet or small bun-

dle of any thing wrapped in a paper.

ta, s. (from cats, to turn), a turning, the bending of a

thing.

cætṣatş, s. (from câ†ș, a turning. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), the returning of

work repeatedly for the purpose of getting an advance

of wages or pay.

cætși, v. a. (from 5, to turn), to turn a boat in order to

come to a landing place, to turn a plow at the lands end,

to return goods in order to get an abatement of price,

to make any straight thing crooked, to bend, to warp,

to twist ; also, (from T , to overlay), to overlay, to plate,

to cover with leather or cloth, to cover with paper; s. a

rubbing or twisting round , a screw, a crook, the return-

ing of goods in order to get a reduction of the price, an

obstruction, a stool, a roll, a packet wraped in paper.

atstat, s. (from cai , to cause to bend , the causing of a

boat or plough to turn, the causing of a thing to be

bent.

catata, s. (from atta, to cause to bend), the causing a

boat or plough to turn, the causing a thing to be bent;

a. bent, turned.

catștfa, s. (from catși, to cause to bend , the causing of a

boat or plough to turn, the eausing of a thing to be

beut.

catṣifigi, a . (from ( 15) , to cause to bend) , causing a boat

or plough to turn, causing a thing to be bent.

, s. (from , to rejoice), a confectioner, a kind of

sweetmeat ; a. exhilerating, gladdening.

ta, s. (from , to rejoice), the enlivening or giving of

pleasure to a person.

can , s. (from , to rejoice), the Arabian jasmine, (Nyc

tanthes arbor tristis.)

t , a. (from , a seal), shut, close.

cainta , a. (from 18 ×8171, a middleplace), the octave in the

Hindoo gamat which is easily within the compass of the

voice, viz. not double or in alto.

cataì, s. (from 5. to rejoice) , a retail shop-keeper, a grocer.

catta , 8, (from cat , a grocer, and #As , a house), a gro-

cer's shop.

catat, s. (from to churn), the part of the pedal which

answers the purpose of a pestle.

catat , s. (from a , a particular weight), tonnage.

Cat , a. (from Cio, gratis) , gratis, freely.

catstatŢ1, s. (from “¿ , gratis, and ¾s, to eat), living at

free cost.

cata, s. (from x☎ honey), bees wax.

catatat, s. (from cat , wax, and I , a garment), wax

cloth.

catæt , s. (from cat , wax, and st , a throwing), a wax

cloth.

cataætó , s. (from (ata, wax, and at³), a candle), a wax can

die.

যোরঈএলাইচ, s . ( from মৌরঈ, the country at the foot of the

northern hills, and 415, Cardamoms), the name of an

aromatic plant , (Amomum aromaticum.)

tok, s. (from cat , honey, and , to smell), the name of

two small birds which suck honey from flowers like

bees, (Certhia philippensis, and C. cruentata), a jew's

harp.

catast , s. (from Jaj , line of entrenchment), liues of

entrenchment, lines in a fort.

catai, s. (from , to be great, lo, a preserve ) , pre-

served fruit, confectionary.

(≈181, s. (from xajyo, rust) , rust, a battery.

ca†M¡l¥¤, s. (from O , to coalesce) , tender, affable.

(AAF, s. (from , to injure), a robber, a free booter,

a swindler, one who takes goods without paying for

them.

( 1 , s. (from T , to injure , the withholding what is due

to a person.

cat , s. (from 5, to be foolish) , loss of sense or conscious-

ness, fainting, ignorance, folly, stupidity, fascination .

cate, s. (from 5, to lose sensation), stupefaction, fascinati

on, the loss of sensation or reflection through some sud-

den occurrence.

(atæ, a. (from 5, to lose sensation), occasioning stupefac

tion, fascinating, stupifying.

catɛæg, a. (from ‹ætë, fascin ¹tion, and ☎, to make), stupi-

fying, fascinating.

catta , a. (from E, fascination, and at , doing), fas-

cinating, stupifying.

catgætat, a. (from (¤†¤, fascination, and atfaz, doing), fas-

cinating, stupifying.

tests, a . (from ( , fascination, and sts, obtained) , fas-

cinated, stupified.

catrazæ, a. (from cat , loss ofsensation, and , produe-
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cate.

ing), occasioning loss of sensation, causing stupefact-

on ; s. a sorcerer.

at , a. (from 1 , fascination , and 1 , producible),

producible by or arising from fascination or stupefac-

tion.

cate.

ed by or arising from fascination or stupefaction ; ad. by

or through fascination or stupefaction.

(atzЯaF, a. ( from cats, fascination, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from fascination or stupefaction ;

ad. from or because of fascination or stupefaction.

stupe- atts, a . (from c■ '■, fascination, and ts, obt: ined) , fas

cinated, stupified , charmed.

cate , ad. (loc . case ofcatar), for fascination or stupe-

faction.

( txt , a. (from cat , fascinatian, and ts, produced),

produced by or arising from fascination or stupefaction.

at , s. (from cat , fascination, and , destruction) ,

the dissolving of a charm, the removal of fascination or

stupefaction.

caix'☎, a. (from catx, fascination, and ☎, destruc-

tice), dissolving fascinations or charms.

cata , a. (from cat , fascination, and • , destruc-

tive), dissolving fascinations or charms .

, s. (from , to lose sensation) , the losing of reflection,

a becoming fascinated.

catgaæta, s. (from cat , the losing of sensation, and 7, to

make), a sorcerer, a magician.

catgasts , s. (from cat , a losing sensation, and ctst, suf-

fering) , the suffering of fascination or stupefaction.

cutgatxt, s. (from cat , fascination, and ††, destruction), the

dissolving of a charm, the removal of fascination or stu-

pefaction.

tat , a. (from cat , fascination, and t , destructive),

dissolving charms or fascinations.

, a. (from c , fascination, and fax , causing to

cease), putting a stop to charms or fascinations .

catgfaatṣæ, a. (from cât , fascination, and fartgæ, prevent-

ing), preventing fascination or stupefaction .

catafata , s. (from cat , fascination , and fitad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing offascination or stupefaction .

, . (from cat , fascination, and fis, cessation),

the cessation of fascination or stupefaction.

tafa , a. (from cat , fascination, and fafas, a cause ,

caused by or arising from fascination or stupefaction ;

ad, from or because of fascination or stupefaction.

atafafas, ad. (from cat , stupefaction, and fafa», a cause),

for fascination or stupefaction.

cata , s. (from to lose sensation), an incantation , a

churning.

ta , a. (from E, to lose sensation) , capable of being fas-

cinated or stupified.

cata, ɑ. (from , great), a Sunyasee or religious men-

dicant.

at , a. (from caſa, fascination, and , before) , preced-

cate , s. (from ( t , fascination, and f , acquisition), a

being fascinated or stupified."

‹¤tga☛x, ɑ. (from ‹ætë, fascination , and a , increasing',

increasing fascination or stupefaction .
津

cata, s. (from cat , fascination , and , an increasing),

the increasing of fascination or stupefaction.

( t171, ad. (from cat , fascination, and fent , withɔut),

without or beside fascination or stupefaction.

catif , a . (from E, fascination, and faft , possessed

of), fascinated, charmed, stupified .

‹ætefiða, a. (from tæt , fascination, and firìa, destitute),

free from fascination or stupefaction.

cataaſa, s . (from ‹æ , fascination, and af , increase), the

increase offascination or stupefaction .

catufsfa , a. (from cæ , fascination, and afft , ex:epla

ed), stupefaction or fascination excepted.

যৌহব্যতিরেক, s . ( from যেছি , fascination, and বাতিরেক, an exc

ception), the exception of fascination or stupefaction.

catzæıfsızre, ad. (loc. case ofcatfa ), with the excep

tion of fascination or stupefaction, without or beside

stupefaction or fascination .

cata, a. (from cat , infatuation, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from infatuation or fascination ; ad.

beside infatuation or fascination .

cat , a. (from cat , fascination, and T , joined), connect

ed with fascination or stupefaction , fascinated, charm-

ed, stupified.

¿ætxa, s. (from æ51, a coin), a coin, a gold coin of the ra.

lue of sixteen rupees , a seal.

(atgaan, s. (from (atxx, a seal, and Dis, an engraver), an

engraver of seals.

(A†CI(CG, a. (from ‹¤†¤, fascination , and af , destitute),

free from fascination or stupefaction.

(A†x*ta) , a. (from caſe, infatuation, and , emply), free

from infatuation or fascination.

catæÑa, a, (from cæte, fascination , and 3, destitute), free

from infatuation or fascination .

cAtLlCIF, a. (from ‹¤¡¤, fascination, and (55, a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from fascination or infatuation ; al

from or because of fascination or infatuation.

T

1
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ait.

afs, a. (from 5, to be foolish), infatuated, fascinat-

ed.

catfeat. a. (from æ , to be foolish) , fascinating ; s . a fascinat-

ing woman.

czigì, a. (from IT, to be foolish), fascinating, infatuating.

ca:latestaæ, ɑ. (from †¤, fascination, and seЯize, pro-

ducing , producing fascination or infatuation.

, s . (from a , honey), honey.

càìæși, s. (from ( 1 , honey, and 3 , a cup), the name of a

small tree indigenous in the forests on the North east

border ofBengal, Moacurra gelonoides.)

u, a. (from 5, tranquility , deferred , postponed, re-

linquished, left off.

afsæ, s. (from Ft, a pearl) , a pea: l.

, s. (from ag, scurrilous ) , scurrility, abusiveness.

afas, a. (from the face , immediate, belonging to the

face, speaking to the face.

cata,s. (from , honey, and st , a comb), a honey

comb.

, s. (from To, a ware), a wave, a whim.

, s. (from My, to make firm,

lage, a district , a place.

so, a village), a vil-

, from S , to be), present, existing, standing near,

found.

calesa, a. (from ³, a cause), a cause, a reason.

13, s. (from p, deith, o, death), death.

(2)34 , a. (f:om S , to be customary), a custom , a habit, an

usage.

, s. (from , urine), uric.

a. (from , a sort ofpu'se), sowa with or bearing

a crop of Phaseolus Mungo.

17, s. (from æfa, a sage), silence, sadness, gloominess .

, s. (from 7 , silence , and 3 , a religious obser-

rance), a vow of silence, a religious observance con-

sisting in the maintaining of silence for a prescribed

time.

যৌনবুডবারক, a. (from মৌনব্রত, a row of silence, and ধারক, take

ing), taking on him a vow of silence ; s . a person who en-

gages to maintain silence as a religious action.

alazzâtyd, s. (from ( 1433, a vow of s.lence, and 2x4, a

taking), the engaging in a religious vow of silence for

a prescribed time.

cazzatā, a. (from III, a vow ofsilence, and tag, lak-

ing), taking on him a religious vow of silence.

, s. (from , silence, and f³, consent), a si-

lent consent to any thing.

2747, s. (from 1 , silence,, silent, reserved, taciturn.

ata.

, ad. (loc. case of(a ), in silence.

catfa, s. (from (ì, honey, and xifà, a fly), a bee.

ta, s. (from , a peacock, and cat , a sheath , a

fan made of peacock's feathers used as a token of hon-

our.

ca , s. (from afar , a particular plant), the name of a par-

ticular plant, (Anethum Paumorium .)

, s . (from , to succeed in possession, ɔ, to in-

herit , hereditary.

(a ), s. (from ,, hereditary), hereditary,

1, s. (from 9 ,, hereditary, and 1 , a lease),

a hereditary lease of land.

, s. (from 1, the name ofplant , a bowstring made of

the fibres of Sansiviera zeylanica, a bow string, the chord

of an arc.

‹ÃM, v. n . (from , a bud,, to blossom, to bud, to win-

now.

131

, s. (from T , a root), pure or unmixed extraction, a fine

sort of mat.

caìmal, s. (from ¿№ɔ, a great man), a learned man .

( ìmi, 8. (from T , a roof), a particular kind of mat.

cÃ¤K†G, s. (from T1 , a rat, and 3, produce.l), the name

of a large tree indigenous on the east border of Bengal,

(Humea elata. )

a, s. (from —W), to place, p-9 , a season), a season, a

time.

caf , s. (from Ja , to collect), a bailiff, a dun.

cigás, s. (from agé, an hour of forty-eight minutes), an

astrologer.

†³, an imitative sound used to express the mewing of a

cat.

atзants, an imitative sound used to express the repeated

mewing of a cat.

Şiş, s. (from a , filth), disgust, viscidity or dirtiness.

This word compounded with , to do, means to excite

disgust, with , to be, it means to be disgustingly fil.

thy.

JF, v. a. (from TF, to smear), to smear, to anoint.

, s. (from , to smear) , the smearing or auointing of

a thing.

fat , a . (from , to die), dying, expiring, about to die.

ata, a. (from 1 , to be sad), faded, grieved, dejected discour

aged.

, a. from ata, dejected, and an , the face , down-

cast, dejected.

, . from 1 , dejected, and t , thefuce), downcast,

dejected.
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at

gif , s. (from al , to be sad , sadness, the withering or fad-

ing of a plant or flower.

alfa , a. (from at , languor, and ☎, to do), making wea-

ry or languid, withering, fading.

afas , a. (from aifa , languor, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from languor or weariness, produ

cible by or arising from fading or withering.

afar, ad. (loc. case of atas ), for languor, for weari-

ness, for fading, for withering, for flaccidity.

afafaade, a. (from at , languor, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to languor or weariness, putting

a stop to flaccidity.

afafata , a. (from afa , languor , and fat , prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting weariness or flaccidity.

atafatza, s . (from atf , languor, and fata , a prevent-

ing , the preventing or resisting of weariness or flacci-

dity.

taff , s . (from 1 , languor, and faf , cessation) , the

prevention or cessation ofweariness or flaccidity .

#fafafa , a. (from aifa, languor, and fifa , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from languor or flaccidity ; ad. from or

because of weariness or flaccidity.

fae, ad. (from ata, languor, and fafa , a cause , for

languor, for weariness , for fading, for withering, for flac-

cidity.

ata , a . (from ata, languor, and
, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from weariness or flaccidity ; ad. from

or because of weariness or flaccidity.

ata , a. (from tf , languor, and T , increasing), in-

creasing languor or weariness, increasing flaccidity,

ata , s. (from aifa, languor, and 157, an increasing),

the increasing of languor or weariness, the increasing of

flaccidity.

atafat, ad. (from at , languor, and fat, without ), with-

out or beside languor or weariness, without or beside

withering or flaccidity.

affa , s. (from at , languor, and , increase), the in-

crease of languor or weariness, the increase of withering

or flaccidity.

faff , a. (from at , languor, and affas, excepted),

languor or weariness excepted, withering or flaccidity

excepted,

হাবিতিরেক, a. (from ta languor, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of languor or weariness, the excep

tion of withering or flaccidity.

ataufstate, ad. (loc. case ofaff ), with the excep

14.

tion of weariness or flaccidity, beside or without weari-

ness or flaccidity.

atas , a. (from atfa, languor, and fea, separate) , sepa

rate or distinct from weariness or flaccidity ; ad, with-

out weariness or flaccidity.

affa , a. (from at , languor, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from weariness or flaccidity ; ad. from or

because of weariness or flaccidity.

, a. (from ca , to speak improperly), barbarian; s. a bar

barian.

T

, the twenty-sixth consonant in the Bengalee alphabet and

the first ofthe miscellaneous or unclassified letters. it

is one of the semivowels ; has properly the sound of the

English consonant y, and is always so sounded when it

is compounded with another consonant preceding it.In

the Bengalee language it is written with a dot under it

thus (7) whenit has the sound of y : at the beginning of

a word or syllable it is frequently pronounced like the

English j.

™ , s . (from ™ , a fairy), a fairy or imaginary being which

superintends wealth.

ta, s. (from the letter , and , to make), the letter a, or

that character which expresses the sound of the Eng

lish consonant y.

atst , a. (from Tat , the letter , and wifi, a beginning ,

having an initial , commencing with the letter .

☎, a. (from ta, the letter ¶, and ☎, un end), hav-

ing a final ending with the letter

, s. (from a, union , and ☎, to make), the liver.

Tageæta, s. (from ¤ , the liver, and cata, a receptacle),

the hepatic cyst.

যকৃৎকোষস্বপ্ননালী, s. ( from সকৃৎকোষস্থ situated on the hepa-

tic cyst, and at , a tube), in anatomy the hepatic-cy

stic duct,

1 , s. (from , situated on the liver, and i, e

wig), in anatomy the hepatic plexus.

[E÷CGŞÎTIGT/Aq^*, 8. (from T☎I, situated on the liver,

sis , insensible, and itaq… t, a part resembling

wig), in anatomy the hepatic plexus .

, s. (from ™ , to worship), a fabled kind of beings who

are supposed to possess superuatural power, to attend

Koovera the god ofriches, and to superintend his wealth

and gardens, a fairy.

UKIª, s. (from ax, afabled being, and 14, pitch), incense,

1

1
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T1, s. (from , to worship), pulmonary consumption.

THÌ, a. (fromDH , consumption ) , cousumpted, afflicted with

pulmonary comsumption.

, ad. (from T , whit, and Fd, an instant), when.

custʊm, and atay, a house), a cus-
antota , s. (from a

tom house.

, s. (from T , to worship), the performing of worship

or sacrifice.

, a. (from us, to sacrifice), sacrificing ; s . the person

who brings an offering to a god and for whom the sacri-

fice is made.

THM, 8. (from
¤, one ofthe vedas, and can, a veda), the

name of one of the four vedas.

Tymi, a. (from atan, the Yujurveda), pertaining to or

connected with the Yujurveda.

15 , s. (from 15, to worship) , one of the four vedas consist-

ing principally of incantations or prayers,

13,
, s. (from , to sacrifice), a sacrifice, a public act ofre-

ligious worship including sacrifice and all other attend-

ant ceremonies.

DIEŃXX, a. (from 4 , worship, and tax, doing), offering a

sacrifice, performing an act of publicworship.

astat, a. (from T , worship, and atf?ą, doing), making

a sacrifice, performing an act of public worship.

LEBO, s. (from 1 , worship, and 48, a pit), an altar, a sa-

crificial pit.

, u. (from 3, worship, and 7, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from worship or sacrifice.

#BEIII, ad, (loc, case ofUA ), for worship or sacrifice.

AI34, s. (from 7 , worship, and I, afig) , a species of

fig tree, (Ficus glomerata,)

¤ ‡ , s. (from T , worship, and , destruction), the

frustrating or breaking up of worship or sacrifice, the

defilement or prophanation of worship or sacrifice.

, a . (from , worship, and a , destructive ,

breaking up or frustrating worship or sacrifice, defiling

or prophaning worship or sacrifice,

, a. (from , worship, and fa , destructive),

breaking up or frustrating worship or sacrifice, defil-

ing or prophaning worship or sacrifice .

1 , s. (from 0 , worship, and at , destruction), the

breaking up or frustrating of worship or sacrifice, the

defilement or prophanation of worship or sacrifice.

atæ, a . (from worship, and at , destructive),

breaking up or frustrating worship or sacrifice, dealing

orprophaning worship or sacrifice.

asfarge, a. (from T , worship, and fra´s, causingto cease),

causing worship or sacrifice to cease.

131.

usfactṛæ. a. (from , worship, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resisting worship or sacrifice,

fata , s. (from 3, worship, and faxta , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of worship or sacrifice.

ff , s. (from , worship, and fif , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of worship or sacrifice,

Tafas , a. (from , worship, and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from worship or sacrifice ; ad. from or

because of worship or sacrifice.

fafer , ad. (from , worship, and fifa , a cause), for

worship or sacrifice.

xfer, a. (from ч , worship, and H , opposing),

opposing or obstructing worship or sacrifice.

TISF, ɑ. (from , worship, and T , caused by), cauз-

ed by or arising from worship or sacrifice ; ad. from or

because ofworship or sacrifice.

1, ad. (from T , worship, and 1, without), without

or beside worship or sacrifice.

tar.

, s. (from , a sacrifice, aud caf , a bench) , an al-

, a. (from , worship, and af , excepted),

worship or sacrifice excepted .

awufaliæ, s. (from , worship, and uſsia , an excep-

tion), the exception of worship or sacrifice.

sufsize, ad. (loc. case of us ) , with the excepti-

on of worship or sacrifice, without or beside worship or

sacrifice.

, s. (fromT , worship, and artats, an obstacle), an

obstacle to worship or sacrifice.

avtats , a. (from ч , worship, and utat , obstructing),

obstructing or hindering worship or sacrifice.

T3 , s. (from T3, worship, and , a breaking), the in-

terrupting or breaking up of worship or sacrifice,

153 , a . (from , worship, and 5 , breaking), inter-

rupting or breaking up worship or sacrifice,

13547, s. (from , worship, and 537, a breaking`, the

interrupting or breaking up of worship or sacrifice.

a, a. (from 1 , a sacrifice , and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from sacrifice or worship ; ad. beside sacri-

fice or worship.

TMCIF, a. (from , worship, and (53 , a cause), caused

by or arising from worship or sacrifice ; ad. from or be-

cause of worship or sacrifice.

, s. (from a sacrifice, and , a member), an es-

sential part of a sacrifice or particular act of worship.

I , a. (from , worship, and a , an object), having wor

ship or sacrifice for its object, appropriated to wor

ship or sacrifice.
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J.
TY.

astust, s. (from t , appropriated to worship) , the ap-

propriation of a thing to the purposes of worship or

sacrifice.

, s. (from at , appropriated to worship) , the appro-

priation of a thing to the purposes of worship or sa-

crifice .

, a. (from , worship, and af , desirous), desirous

of worship or sacrifice.

at , ad. (loc. case o, tf), for the purpose of worship

or sacrifice.

, a. (from 4 , a sacrifice), sacrificial, belonging to a

sacrifice.

, a . (from ( 1 , to connect ) , collected, united, closed up.

, a. from 5, collecting, and af , doing) , col-

lecting, hoarding, amassing ; s . one who collects or

hoards.

11, v. a . (from T , to collect), to collect, to bind, to hoard,

to amass, to fold, to furl a sail, the uniting of separate

things.

ște, s. (from 5, to collect), the enameling of any thing.

ata, s. (from as , to collect) , the collecting ofthings toge-

ther that are scattered about, the collecting or amassing

of wealth, the folding of a piece of cloth or paper, the

squeezing of a thing together in a disorderly way as

cloth or paper, the furling of a sail.

aştanṣta, s. (from яt , the collecting ofthings . The last

member of this word is only a rhyme to the first , the

collecting of things which are scattered about, the fold-

ing or squeezing together of cloth or paper, the furling

of a sail.

fs , a. (from 45, to collect ), collected, folded , squeezed

together, furled, amassed.

e, pron. (from T , which), which, what.

13, pron. (from T , as many), as many as, as much as.

, ad. (from 1 , what), wherefore, hence, because.

зt , ad. (from 3 , as much as, and ata, time) , as long

a9.

T3F , ad. (from 3, as much as, and d, an instant), as

long as.

3f , ed. (from 3 , as much as, and f , a day), as long

as.

37, s. (from T , to endeavour), an endeavouring, an ex-

erting.

зty, a. (from , to endeavour), proper or worthy of be-

ing laboured at or endeavoured for.

язēta, ad. (from 43, as much as, and ata, a time), how of

ten.

afs, s. (from , to endeavour) , a stopping, cessation, rest,

restraint, controul, a check, a stop or rest, a pause,a

space in writing, a syllable, an ascetic, a sage who has

sabdued his passions. This word constructed with gta,

to keep, means to observe the pauses in reading.

afs311, a. (from ², 10 endeavour) , proper or worthy to be

laboured at or endeavoured for.

13 , s. (from côì35, a marriage portion), a portion, a mar

riage portion.

al3x, ad. (from T3, as mɩny as, and 2 , one`, as many, so

many.

ta, s. (from , what, and at , time) , which time, the

time which.

ta , a. (from eat , which time) , belonging to or con-

nected with which time.

effe, ad. (from , which, and fafe, whatsoever), a

little, a few.

, s. (from Ts, to endeavour) , endeavour, exertion, labour,

application, toil, energy, perseverance . Constructed

with , to do, this word means to apply closely to a thing,

to exert one's strength, to toil, to endeavour

Tyd , a. (from endeavour, and 4, an instrumen '),

effected by exertion or endeavour ; ad. by means of ex-

ertion or endeavour.

agatge, ɑ. (from 17 , endeavour, and atas, doing), using

endeavours or exertions .

aget?), «. (from g, endeavour, and fz7, doing), using

endeavours or exertions .

F 18, a. (from 7, endeavour, and 4, producing), pro-

ducing endeavours or exertions.

, a . (from ч , endeavour, and 5 , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from endeavours or exertions .

37 , ad. (loc. case of 7), for the purpose of endea

vours or exertions.

agātṛi, ad. (from 7, endeavour, and ta, a door), through

or by endeavours or exertions .

gafese, a. (from , endeavour, and ffs, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from endeavours or exertions ; ad . from

or because of endeavours or exertions,

fafa , ad. (from . endeavour, and ffas, a cause , for

the purpose of endeavours or exertions.

*, a. (from x , endea : our, and , before), preceded

by or arising from endeavours or exertions ; ad. by or

through endeavours or exertions.

for , a (from , endeavour, and fs , opposing),

opposing er obstructing endeavours or exertions.

¤ , ɑ. (from T , endeavour, and , caused by ), caus.

ed by or arising from endeavours or exertions ; ad·from

or because of endeavours or exertions,
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Tygis, a. (from Ty, endeavour, and fts, obtained), obtain-

ed by hard labour, obtained with difficulty.

ta, a. (from , endeavour), laborious, strenuous, ex-

erting endeavours, laborious, active.

ayfan1, ad. (from T , endeavour, and f , without), with-

out or beside exertions or endeavours .

ff , a. (from T , endeavour, and faft , possessed of),

laborious, active, energetic, persevering, using exerti-

ons.

fat , a. (from , endeavour, and fata, destitute), des-

titute of exertion or endeavour.

agufifas, a. (from g , endeavour , and arsofa , excepted),

exertion or endeavour excepted,

aguf¾Iæ, s. (from , endeavour, and fTT, an excep-

tion), the exception of exertion or endeavour.

agufsare, ad. ( loc. case of us ), with the excepti-

on of exertion or endeavour, without or beside exerti-

on or endeavour.

ayutats, s. (from a , en leavour, and utats, an obstacle),

an obstacle or hinderance to exertions or endeavours.

T̀YUİTİGE, a. (from T , endeavour, and zitateæ, obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering exertions or endeavours .

ash, s. (from , endeavour, and , a breaking ) , the

discouragement or frustrating of exertions or endea-

vours.

Dysse, d. (from , endeavour, and 3 , breaking), dis-

couraging or frustrating exertions or endeavours.

55, s. (from T , exertion, and 7, a breaking), the

interruption or frustrating ofexertions.

, a. (from T , exertion, and fe , separate) , separate

or distinct from exertion or endeavour ; ud. beside ex-

ertion or endeavour.

TF, a. (from T , endeavour, and , joined), connected

with exertions or endeavours, laborious, active, using

exertions or endeavours.

gafes, a. (from T , endeavour, and af₹3, destitute), des-

titute of exertion or endeavour.

, a. (from , endeavour, and , obtained), obtained

or acquired by exertion or endeavour.

, a. (from . endeavour, and , empty), desti .

tute of exertion or endeavour.

#gЯti , a (from T , endeavour, and f1 , accomplishable),

accomplishable by exertion or labour.

f , ". (from a . endeavour, and f , accomplished) , ac-

complished by labour or exertion .

■yûz, a. (from 7, endeavour, and 17, destitute) , destitute

of exertion or endeavour.

IFFET, a. (from 3, endeavour, and F , a cause), caus-

IN.

ed by or arising from exertion or endeavour ; ad. from

or because of exertion or endeavour.

tat , a. (from , endeavour, and Яt , unaccomplish-

able), not accomplishable by exertion or endeavour.

aifa , a. (from , endeavour, and f , unaccomplish-

ed), not accomplished by exertions or endeavours.

atata, s. (from afs , an ascetic, and tota, conduct), the

conduct or behaviour of an ascetic who has subdued

his passions.

зtstat , a. (from ass , an ascetic, and off , acting cus

tomarily), acting as an ascetic who has subdued his

passions.

, ad. (from T , which), where, in which.

IF, a . (from ч , what, and Ħà , d number), a-

mounting to which number.

Tatata , a. (from , which, and tatar, common), vul-

gar, common.

Tu , ad. (from T , what), as, like as, for instance, where.

autta, ad. (from T , as, and , desire), as you please,

at will.

rutata, ad. (from aut, as, and ata, time), according to the

time.

autatfs, ad. (from Tut, as, and at , a nation), according

to the class or nation ,

Tutt , ad. (from Tui , as and , knowledge , according

to knowledge, corresponding with an idea, to the ex-

tent of knowledge.

Tutu , ad. (from Tui , as, and , so), the same, so as, as

much of one as of the other.

autasty, ad. (from Tut, as, and Art , justice) , according to

right or justice.

Tuta , ad. (from Tui, as, and z , a class ), according to the

colour, according the class or distinction.

Tut , ad. (from Tui, as, and af , understanding), accord-

ing to knowledge, in correspondence with an idea, to

the extent of the understanding.

autafns, ad. (from aut , as , and at³, represented), as

represented or specified in a complaint.

Tutas , a . (from Tu , as, and af , mind , according to

mind or opinion, to the extent of the mind.

■uty, ad. (loc. case ofaut ) , where, in which place .

Tutu ,, ad. (from Tut , as), as much as, of equal quantities.

autzats , ad . (from Tui, as, and cats , worthy), as deserved,

as is suitable, according as he is worthy or capable.

autos, ad. (from qut , as, and <f , relish ) , as you like, as

you please, according to a person's relish or taste.

av F, 7. (from Tui, as, and œú, an object), real, genuine,

night, proper, just, true.
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mu.

Tut , a. (from Tut , right, and , to know), knowing

what is right or just, knowing what is true or genuine.

qu¡ug1, s. ( from autu, right), truth, righteousness, genuine-

ness, reality.

au , s. (from autu, right), truth, righteousness, genuine-

ness, reality.

auta , s. (from Tut , true, and , a speaker), a person

who speaks the truth.

Tut , a. (from Tutu, true, and af , speaking), speak-

ing the truth.

auta , s. (from autu, right, and ‹ , one who knows),

a person who knows what is right or just, a person who

knows what is true or genuine.

, s. (from aut , proper, and 7, expenditure), fru-

gality, oeconomy.

autant, a. (from autu, proper, and af , expending),

frugal, oeconomical .

zuttata, s. (from aut , right, and *, a denial), a

denial or disguising ofthe truth.

aututemtefì, a. (from ¤ut right, and tf , denying),

denying the truth, disguising the truth.

aute, a. (from aut, as, and ag, proper), as is fit or pro-

per, as is right.

aut*f=, ad. (from ч , as, and *fs, power), to the utmost

of one's power.

Tutat , ad. (from aut, as, and † , a written law), accord-

ing to books of science.

uta, ad. (from ' , as, and яg , production), as arises

from the case, as circumstances require.

zutagino, 8. (from aut¬g™, as arises from case, and ¤❤, d

punishment) , to the utmost rigour of the law, to the ut-

most extent of deserved punishment.

ut , a. (from , as, and ta , possible), as is possible,

to the utmost of a person's power.

rutta, ad. (from qui, as, and at , a place), according to

the place.

mug, ad. (from Tui, as, and , the will), as you please.

muffs, ad. (from Tut, as, and fits, desired , as wished,

according to a person's own pleasure, as you please, as

much as you please, enough, abundantly, amply.

mu , ad. (from a , as, and F , desired) , according to a

person's pleasure, as much as you please, enough , abun-

dantly, amply.

muta , s. (from us, as a person pleases, and 54,

conduct), the acting as a person pleases, unrestrained

conduct.

Muxiaff), a. (from xx, as a person pleases, and trifaz

acting), acting according to one's own will, acting with

out restraint.

muts, ad (from Tui, as, and 3 , spoken), as it was said,

arutfos, ad. (from aut, as, and 853, proper , as is proper,

to the extent of what is proper.

muts, ad. (from Tut, as, and 8f3, risen) , as it turns up.

, ad, (from aut , as, and sЯ , proper), properly, as

much as is proper, as much as is lawful.

aft, ad, (from zu, who, and xaft, a boundary), since,

whilst, while, till, until.

at, ad. (from 1 , what), when.

ufa, ad. (from , to endeavour), if, though, since.

te, phrase. (from æft, if, and arte, it may be), if it

may be, if.

, s. (from , to endeavour), the name of a king who is

fabled to be the eldest son of Yuyati and the ancestor

of Krishna.

agaly, s. (from dş, zedoary), zedoary, (Curuma Ze-

doaria.)

fs ,s. (from a , Yudoo, and f , alord) , the sovereign of

the race of Yudoo, one of the names of Krishna,

ur , s. (from T , Yudoo, and 7 , a family), the fami-

ly or race of Yudco.

1, s. (from aч, what, and rg, to go), the following of

one's own inclination , independence, wilfulness.

is , a. (from 1, independence, and afsa, knowing),

a witness who voluntarily makes himself acquainted

with facts.

ft, ad. (from af , if, and ft, also), if, if also.

1 , s. (from 4ª, to restrain), an engine, a machine, a mecha-

nical instrument to effect any given purpose, a diagram,

a sort of vessel.

་TI , s. (from us, an engine), pain, anguish, a binding, a con-

fiding, a checking, a controlling.

1 , s. (from , to restrain), anguish, pain, torment, suf

fering.

aedtæzdæ, a. (from 41, torment, and Ad, means), effect-

ed by means of anguish or torment ; ad. by means of an

guish or torment.

«tætzæ, a. (from t, anguish, and ata , doing), giving

pain or anguish, tormenting.

THɑtætH, a. (from Tsat, anguish, and atfe , doing), giving

pain or anguish, tormenting.

ata , a. (from 1 , anguish and , producing), pro-

ducing pain or anguish, causing torment.

TIA{FI}, 4. (from 41 anguish, and 51, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from pain or anguish,
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ts, ad. (loc, oft ) , for pain or anguish, for tor-

ment.

# 31, s. (from 41, anguish and at , a giver), a person

who gives pain or anguish, a tormentor.

TIA†kt?æ, a. (from
41, auguish, and ħtu̟ē, giving), giving

pain or torment, causing anguish.

astatēt, a. (from 4541 , anguish, and atfṛa, giving), giving

pain or torment, causing anguish.

tt , ad. (from 1, torment, and ts, a door), by or

through anguish or torment.

4 , s. (from 4t, anguish, and , destruction), the

destruction of pain or anguish, the removal of torment.

0541 , a. (from Tat, anguish, and • , destructive),

destructive to pain or anguish, removing torment, ano-

dyne.

41 , a. (from 41, anguish, and fa , destructive ,

destructive to pain or anguish, removing torment, auo-

dyne.

tat , s. (fromTi, anguish, and , destruction) , the

destruction or removal of anguish or torment.

state, a. (from 41, anguish, and tt , destructive),

destructive to pain or torment, removing anguish, ano-

dyne.

fa , a. (from T541 , anguish, and fade, causing to

cease), putting a stop to pain or anguish, causing tor-

ment to cease, anodyne.

Pastatyæ, a. (from TT41, anguish, and fatæ, prevent-

ing), preventing pain or anguish, preventing torment.

#3dtfaætad, s. (from Tl, anguish, and fa̸atad, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of pain or anguish, the preventing

oftorment.

satfaaf , s. (from 41, anguish, and faza, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of pain or torment, the ces-

sation or prevention of anguish.

3dtfafazæ, a. (from 541, anguish, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from anguish or torment ; ad. from

or because ofanguish or torment.

atfaface, ad.(from 41, anguish, and fifa , a cause), for

anguish or torment.

* «***, a. (from 4541, anguish, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from anguish or torment ; ad. by or

through anguish or torment,

* , a. (from 41, anguish, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from anguish or torment ; ad. from

or because of anguish or torment.

* t , a. (from 1 , anguish, and ts, obtained,, seized

with torment or anguish, miserable.

atcife, s. (from

TI.

4 , anguish, and f , acquisition),

the being seized with pain or torment.

t , a. (from 4 , torment, and , increasing), in-

creasing anguish or torment.

Tatra, s. (from 4 , torment, and , an increasing),

the increasing of anguish or torment.

tfan1, ad. (from T541, anguish, and 1, without), with-

out or beside pain or angu ish.

faf , a. (from 41 , anguish, and faft , possessed of),

filled with anguish, suffering, pained, tormented,

aatfææla, a. (from 5× 1, anguish, and fixìa, destitute), free

from anguish or torment,

azatafa, s. (from u511 , torment, and fa, increase), the in-

crease of anguish or torment .

satufsfas, a. (from TT11, anguish, and ufsfa , except-

ed , anguish or pain excepted.

starfs , s. (from 51, anguish, and 1st , an excep

tion), the exception of anguish or torment.

taf , ad. (loc. case of t ), with the ex-

ception of anguish or torment, without or beside au-

guish or torment.

ata, a. (from 1, forment, and f , separate), sepă-

rate or distinct from anguish or torment ; ad. beside an-

guish or torment.

Id†T , a. (from 41 , anguish, and TF, joined), connect-

ed with anguish or torment, pained, miserable, tor-

mented.

aastaſks, a. (from T341, anguish, and 3, destitute), free

from anguish or torment.

, a. (from ' , anguish, and T, empty), freefrom

anguish or torment.

t , a. (from 41, anguish, and , destitute), free

from anguish or torment.

THAŃKIF, a. (from 1741, anguish, and (TT, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from auguish or torment ; ad. from or

because of anguish or torment.

1335, s. (from T , a machine. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), instruments and ina-

chines, diagrams and caballistical figures.

Tafist&, a. (from 15, a machine, and fafa , possessed of),

furnished with engines or machines.

asfixia, a. (from 5, a machine, and fat , destitute), des-

titute of engines or machines.

TzxF, a. (from Tz, a muchine, and T ,joined) , connected

with engines or machines, furnished with engines or

machines.

匪
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fs, a. (from T , a machine, and af , destitute), desti

tute ofengines or machines.

TE , ɑ. (from ¤ , a machine, and , empty), destitute

ofengines or machines

‘CsxÌ7, a. (from 45, a machine, and 7, destitute), destitute

of engines or machines.

13, a. (from q, to restrain) , fettered, restrained, bound,

checked.

TÌ, a. (from TSI, a machine), ingenious, mechanical, project-

ing.

TI, S. (from , to mix), barley, a barley corn or the third

part of an inch.

TISTI, 1, (from , barley, and ta, salt), nitre.

TIStII, a. (from T¿FI, nitre, and , to be produced), ni-

trous.

I , s. (from ta , nitrous, and , acid), nitrous

acid.

যক্ষারজালবায়ুভাব , s. (from যঙ্কারজাম্ল, nitrous acid, and বায়ু

, a gaseous state), nitrous oxide gas.

TIKAAtySta, s. (from aæxta, nitre, and tæste, a gaseous

stale), nitrous gas.

azut, ad. (from a ), he goes not, and 731 ), he slays not),

neither moving one way nor the other, as it was.

TfIFI, s. (from ga , a curtain) , a curtain, the curtains or

skreen of a tent,

TA, s. (from ™, to mix), grass.

TITI, ad. (from aut, as it was), neither gaining or losing

ground, as it was.

gætæta, a. (from ■ , barley, and state, a form) , oval. In

botany the term in applied to leaves of a particular form

(folia elliptica.)

axtafe, a. (from az, barley, and utaf³, a form), oval, shap-

ed like a barley corn, elliptic.

Tata, a. (from 17, young ) , young.

aatai, s. (from a , barley, and ì, to take), the name of an

aromatic plant, (Ligusticum Ajowan,)

Tia, s. (from a☎, barley, and , food), barley, boiled bar-

ley, bailey food.

aata, ad. (from 43, as many as, and atx, a time), as often as.

ma, ad. (from 1 , when), when .

q11, a. (from xa, barley), sown with barley, prepared for a

barley crop, barley.

, an imitative sound used to signify a state of com-

pleat wetness like wet linen.

■auty, a. (from ¤¤ , a wet state), wet.

s. froma , to cease ), the name of the regent of death. He

is in Hindoo Mythology the god or sovereign of tartarus

or hell, there his capital city is placed, in which he sits

in judgment on the dead and distributes rewards and

punishments, sending the righteous to heaven or Swarga

and the wicked to tartarus. He corresponds with the

Grecian Pluto, and with Minos the judge of bell. He

is fabled to bethe son of Soorya and brother ofthe river

Yumoona considered as a god.
He is often identified

with time and death , death, a pair.

TIF, s. (from T¤, a pair) , twins, a pair of twin children.

afa , s. (from ч , the regent of death, and foba, a ser•

rant), a messenger of death.

XXI, s. (fromTT, apair, and x , to beproduced) , twins.

TAFA1%Ħ(4¶Î, s. (from TAI, twins , and attî, a muscle',

in anatomy the name of a muscle or pair of muscles

(gemini.)

, s. (from , the regent of death, and 3, a messen.

ger), a messenger of death.

ta, s. (from a, the regent of death, and T , a door),

the gates of death, the door of Yuma.

11, s. (from , the regent ofdeath, and fastși, the

secondlunar day) , the second day ofthe moon's increase

in the month of Kartika,

¤¤¶ta, s. (from a¤, a pair, and 2, to hold), a dagger, a sti

letto .

aaral, s. (from ¤¤, the regent of death, and , a city),

the abode or city of Yuma.

7, s. (from , the regent of death, and , fear), the

fear of death.

Tax , s. (from ¤ , the regent ofdea'h, and ataŋ, a king) ,

Yuma the regent of death considered as the sovereign of

hell.

aatfiæt, s. (from aæta , an aromatic plant), the name of a

plant which produces an aromatic seed, (Ligusticum

Ajowan.)

a resi

aatst, 8. (from ¤¤, Yuma, 1 , prep . and aì, to obtain), the

name of a species of lovage, Ligusticum Ajowan)

TA?, s. (from , the regent ofdeath, and ?,

dence , the residence of death.

■*, s. (from ™* , fame), renown.

*: πF, a . (from ¤ , jame, and 10F, caused by), caused

by or arising from fame or reuown ; ad. from or because

of fame or renown.

■*:*3 , ɑ. (from ¤¤♬ fame, and 4 , empty), destitute of

fame or reputation.

a : g, s. (from
fame, and y, accumulation), an

accumulation of fame or renown .

*: * æti, s. (from : , the accumulation offame,

and stat¹, desire), a desire to accumulate fame of re-

nown.
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a : datatsì, a. (from

যশো

: , the accumulation offame),

and staff , desirous), desirous of accumulating fame

or renown.

abotata, s. (fromany, the accumulation offame),

and 4 , desire , a desire to accumulate fame or re-

nown.

font , a. (from : y , the accumulation offame,

and offa , desirous), desirous of accumulating fame

or renown.

■* ), s. (from , the accumulation of fame,

and F , desire), a desire to accumulate fame or re-

nown.

a. (from : , the accumulation offame,

and , desirous), desirous of accumulating fame or

renown.

* , a . (from : , the accumulation offame, and

desirous), desirous of accumulating fame or renown.

8. (from , to pervade) , glory, fame, celebrity, re-

nown, praise or eulogium,

atīta, a. (from , renown, and , to do), celebrating ,

publishing praises, making famous.

at , a. (from renown), renowned, famous, celebrat-

ed..

, d. (from , renowned), renowned, famous, glori-

ous.

ashtu , a. (from , renown, and stue, singing , pa-

negyrizing, eulogizing, singing or proclaiming a per-

son's praises or renown ; s . a panegyrist.

ist , a. ( from , renown, and sit , singing) , pa-

negyrizing eulogizing, singing or proclaiming a per-

son's praises or renown ; s. one who applauds another,

a panegyrist, a flatterer, a sycophant.

Tit5 !, a. (from renown, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from fame or renown,

■ * , ad. (loc. case of 7 ), for fame or renown,

15131, s. (from * , renown , and t¾, a giver , a per-

son who ascribes fame or renown to another.

¤ªtqtpæ, a. (from * , renown, and at , giving), as-

cribing fame or renown, giving a tribute of honour or

praise.

its , c. (from T , renown , and ɩ17, giving) , ascrib-

ing fame or renown, giving a tribute of praise or ho-

nour.

যশোনিবর্তক, a. (from a renoron , and নিবর্ত্তক, causingto

cease), suppressing or putting an end to fame or re-

nown.

gettata , a. (from , renown, and fata , preventing) ,

preventing or resisting fame or renown.

ગામ.

fata , s. (from , renown, and fated, a prevent

ing), the preventing or resisting of fame or renown.

avatfagfe, s. (from Я, renown, and fif³, cessation), the

cessation or prevention of fame or renown.

« «tíafaze, a. (from ч , re town, and fafa , a cause) , cause

ed by or arising from fame or renown ; ad. from or be

cause offame or renown.

tafar , ad. (from renown, and fafas, a cause), for

fame or renown.

, a . (from a renown, and xa , narrating), nar

rating or relating a person's praises or renown.

1 , s . (from t , renown, and i, a narration), the

narration or relation of a person's praises or renown.;

fat , ad. (from T , renown, and f1, without), with

out or beside fame or renown.

fa , a . (from , renown, and faf , possessedof),

famous, renowed, celebrated .

mtaa, a (from renown, and fasta, destitute) , des-

titute of fame or renown, destitute of celebrity.

যশোরাতিরিক্ত, a. (from যশ , renown , and ৰাতিরিক্ত, excepted);

fame or renown excepted.

যণোব্যতিরেক, s . ( from স ,্ renown , and ৰাতিয়েক, an excep

tion), the exception of fame or renown.

zestfri , ad. loc. case of face , with the excep

tion offame or celebrity, without or beside fame or ce

lebrity.

st , s . (from , renown, and ststr, good fortune),

fame and good fortune.

tsa, a. (from xx , renown, and f☎, separate) , sepa■

rate or distinct from fame or renown ; ad. beside fame

or renown.

" ¡TF, a. (from , renɔwn , and 4 , joined), connect,

ed with fame or celebrity, glorious, famous, renown

ed.

ata , a. (from T , renown, and af₹3, destitule), des-

titute offame or celebrity.

*it , a. (from ¤ , renown , and ₹15, destitute), desti

tute of fame or celebrity.

*teg , ɑ. (from a renown, and TT, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from fame or celebrity ; ad. from or be

cause of fame or celebrity.

8), s. (from ™ , to worship), a worshipper, a person who

makes a sacrifice, a priest.

af , s. (from T , to worship), a stick, a wand, a mace, a

walking stick.

¤¾īti, ud. (from af , a staff, and t , a door), by or

through a staff or wand.

¤(X12, s. ( rom Tfé, a wand, and ¤ , honey), liquorice,
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atst.

, v. a (from i, to move), to go, to move ; s. a husband's

brother's wife.

ts, s. (from Tats , rice gruel), rice gruel , gruel made with

broken grains of rice.

t7, s. (from 1 to move), the act of going.

1941, s . (from 1 , to move) , the act of going, a moving.

ptat , s. (from 131, a going, and at , a coming),

intercourse, a going and coming.

131, s. (from 5, a machine), a mill stone, a pair of smith's

bellows.

itf³, s. (from vz, a machine), a pair of nippers to cut be

tle nut, a nut cracker.

atst, s. (from , to sacrifice), a sacrifice, an act of religi

ous worship at which offerings or sacrifice are made,

any substance used to ripen fruit which has been ga-

thered before it is ripe.

Tisza , a. (from atst, a sacrifice, and a , means), effect-

ed by means of a sacrifice ; ad. by means of a sacri-

fice.

atstast, s . (from atst, a sacrifice, and , a doer), a per-

son who performs worship or sacrifice.

isata , a. (from atst, a sacrifice, and ta , doing), per-

forming worship or sacrifice.

aistætzi, e . (from ¤ist, a sacrifice, and atfag, doing), per-

forming worship or sacrifice.

ist , a. (from atst, sacrifice, and T, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from worship or sacrifice.

3), for the purpose of wor-atst , ad. (loc case of

ship or sacrifice.

atstat, ad. (from tst, a sacrifice, and xts, a door), by or

through a sacrifice.

st , s. (from st, sacrifice, and , destruction), the

destruction or frustrating of worship or sacrifice.

ts , a. (from atst, sacrifice, and

structive to worship or sacrifice.

, destructive), de-

atagasì, a . (from is, a sacrifice, and •faa, destructive),

destructive to a sacrifice.

atstate , s. (from Ts, sacrifice, and at, destruction), the

destruction or frustrating of worship or sacrifice.

Atstatt , a. (from atst, sacrifice, and t , destructive), de-

structive to worship or sacrifice.

atsfias , a. (from atst , sacrifice, and faxa, causing to

cease), putting a stop to worship or sacrifice.

aistaatge, a. (from atst, sacrifice, and fiataæ, preventing) ,

preventing worship or sacrifice,

atstate , s . (from atst, sacrifice, and fata , a prevent-

ing , the preventing ofworship or sacrifice.

atest.

atstaf , s. (from wist, sacrifice, and fafs, cessation), the

cessation of worship or sacrifice.

atsfafaga, a . (from at , sacrifice, and fafas , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from sacrifice or worship ; ad, from or

because of worship or sacrifice.

atsfafara, ad. (from atst, sacrifice, and fifa , a cause), for

the purpose of worship or sacrifice.

atsafeaaæ, 7. (from utst, sacrifice, and fax , obstruct

ing), obstructing or hindering worship or sacrifice.

atstЯu , a. (from atst, sacrifice, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from worship or sacrifice ; ad. fromor

because of worship or sacrifice.

atst , ud. (from tst, sacrifice, and f1, without), with-

out worship or sacrifice,

atяufafa™, ɑ. (from † st, sacrifice, and arſofas, excepted),

worship or sacrifice excepted.

atstarfelaæ, s. (from atst, sacrifice, and wfsitæ, an excep.

tion,, the exception of worship or sacrifice.

atsfolge, ad. (loc. case of atstarfarga) , with the excep-

tion ofworship or sacrifice, without or beside worship

or sacrifice .

atstartets, s. (from atst, sacrifice, and state, on obstruc-

tion , an obstruction or hinderance to worship or sa-

crifice.

atstats , a. (from atst, sacrifice, and artas , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering worship or sacrifice.

atsfsa, a . (from Tist, a sacrifice, and fen, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from a sacrifice ; ad, beside a sacrifice,

atst , a. (from Tist, sacrifice, and as, a cause), caused

by or arising from worship or sacrifice ; ad. from orbe-

cause of worship or sacrifice.

atstat , s. (from atst, sacrifice, and tatt, desire) , a de-

sire to perform worship or sacrifice.

aisti , a. (from tst sacrifice, and atat , desirous), de-

sirous of worship or sacrifice.

atstata, s. (from tst , sacrifice, and feta, desire), ade-

sire for worship or sacrifice.

atstat ), a (from ist, sacrifice, and fontfaa, desirous),

desirous ofworship or sacrifice,

atsttut , a. (from tst, sacrifice, and af , desirous), desir

ous of worship or sacrifice.

atsttræ, ad. (from atst, sucrifice, and a , an object), forthe

purpose of worship or sacrifice.

ansai, s. (from vist, sacrifice, and F1, desire), a desire for

worship or sacrifice.

festa . (from ist, sicrifice, and a desirous), desirous

of worship or sacrifice.
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stat.

Its.

■ stgæ, «. (from atst, sacrifice, and a desirous) , desirous turfsins, ad. (loc. case of

of worship or sacrifice.

st , a. (from atst , sacrifice, and s , fit), fit or pro-

per for worship or sacrifice.

is v. a. (from 1 , to ask), to ask, to petition, to request,

to pray.

Ti57, s. (from T , to request), a petitioner, a beggar, a can-

didate, a suitor.

at87, s. (from at , to request), the making of a request or

petition.

¤lsakix, s. (from 157, un osking, and s , holding), an ap-

praiser.

571 , s. (from Tig, to request), a request, a petition.

1st , a. (from 5, to usk), fit or proper to be prayed for

or requested.

¶tätätfő, s. (from ¤ , a request), a mutual requesting or pray-

ing.

tfs , a. (from at , to ask), asked, requested, petitioned.

3 , s. (from 1f , asked), a thing borrowed for a parti

cular occasion .

, s . (from is , to request , a petition, a request.

ttt , a. (from 1 , a request, and 17 , doing) , mak-

ing a request, presenting a prayer or petition.

attæta , a. (from , a request, and f , doing),

making a request, presenting a prayer or petition.

atta , a. (from at , a request, and 1, producible ,

producible by or arising from a request or prayer.

হ্রাজন্যে,
ad. (loc, case of 15- ), for a prayer of request.

atgifatass, a¸ (from !, a request, and fafx3, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from a petition or request ; ad.

from or because of a petition or request .

པ་

atiffae, ad. (from , a request, and fifa , a cause ,

for a prayer or request.

at , a. (from a request, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from a prayer or petition ; by or through

a prayer or request.

, a. (from at , a request, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a prayer or petition, from or

because of a prayer or request.

, a . (from , a request, and 18, obtained, ob-

tained by prayer, obtained as an answer to prayer.

ataifaat, ad. (from at , a request, and f₹31, without), with-

out or beside a prayer or request.

যাকাতিরিক্ত
Rufsfa™, a. (from¤¹, a request, and 1f3f , except-

ed), a prayer or request excepted.

af , s. (from t , a request, and iftae, an ex-

ception), the exception of a prayer or request.

fra), with the ex-

ception of prayer or petition, without or beside a pray.

er or request .

ata, a. (from at , a request, and sa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from a request ; ad. beside a request.

atst , a. (from ' , a request, and cats , worthy),

worthy of being a matter of prayer or petition.

ati , a. (from at , a request, and , fit), worthy of be-

ing made a matter of prayer or petition.

attas, a. (from 1 , a request, and , obtained), ob-

tained by prayer, obtained as an answer to prayer.

athless, a. (from ¹ , a request, and (TT, a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from a prayer or request ; ad. from or

because of a petition or request.

61, a. (from to, to request ), proper to be prayed for or

requested.

, a. (from ts, to request), being the subject ofa

petition or request.

, a . (from T to sacrifice), offering sacrifice ; s. a sa

crificing priest.

atæ , s (from T , a priest), a priesthood.

tata , s. (from 131, priesthood, and a , a work),

the duties or labours ofthe priesthood.

atastati, s. (from 31, priesthood, andat , a work),

the duties ofthe priesthood.

TİGES†KA , a. (from tast , priesthood, and , produ

cible) , producible by or arising from the priesthood.

যাজকতাজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of যাজক জন্য) , for the priest-

bood.

3f-face, a . (from Ti , priesthood, and fafas, a

cause) , caused by or arising from the priesthood ; ad.

from or because of the priesthood .

যানভাসে যিত্তে, ad. (from যাজক 1 , priesthood , and নিষি ,

cause,, for thepriesthood.

ata*31*fe, a . (from t *3), priesthood, and , before),

preceded by or arising from the priesthood ; ad. by or

through the priesthood .

atuaotgfðaæ, ɑ. (from † 3), priesthood, and fuae,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to the priesthood.

tasty , a. (from ata , priesthood, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from the priesthood.

tæt , ad. (from 31 , priesthood, and f1, with-

out), without or beside the priesthood .

যাত্মকতাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from যাজকতা , priesthood, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the priesthood excepted.

ataēstaıfsızæ, 8. (from xtxx31, priesthood, and iforte,

an exception), with the exception of the priesthood,

without or beside the priesthood.

Xxxxxx
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t3.

disastofuge, ad (lc. case of atsustafsa ) , with the

exception of the priesthood, without or beside the

priesthood.

Atacatfsa, a. (from ata☎31, priesthood, and f5a, separate),

separate or distinct from the priesthood ; ad, beside the

priesthood.

aisses , a. (from at , priesthood, and as, a

cause) , caused by or arising from the priesthood ; ad.

from or because of the priesthood.

thaa, s. (from T† , a priest), a priesthood.

AHA, 8. from 45, to sacrifice,, the performing of an act of

worship or sacrifice.

, a. (from ³, to sacrifice) , proper to be offered in sa-

crifice, proper to be effected by worship or sacrifice.

1: T, a. (from 1 , a sacrifice), sacrificial, belonging to a

sacrifice .

ift, s . (from af , a staff), a staff, a wand, a walking stick.

atti, s. (from {g, a stuff), a staff, a wand, a walking stick.

13, a. (from . to go), gone, departed.

ats , s. (from , to endeavour), torment, anguish, pain,

agony.

tata , a, (from tsa , torment, and , to do), causing

torment or agony.

¶gatæ , «. (from 131, torment, and 7 , means) ,

effected by means of torment or agony ; ad, by means

of torment or agony.

tata , a. (from Ti3a1 , forment, and , producing),

producing agony or torment.

Eigatzaz, a. ( rom 31, torment, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from agony or torment.

31, ad. loc. case of it ), for the purpose of

agony or torment.

tata131 , s. (from † , torment, and ¤†¾, a giver), a per-

son who gives or inflicts pain or torment, a tormen-

tor.

tatata, a. (from atsai , torment, and at , giring), giv-

ing pain or torment, giving agony, torturing.

зatats , a. (from 131, torment, and at , giving), giv

ing pain or torment, causing agony, torturing.

atstatai, ad, (from tзat, torment, and II, a door), by or

through torment or agony.

at , s. (from 31 forment, and , destruction),

the destruction or removal of torment or agony.

AtzatÎ• Fæ, a. (from 1.3-1 , t rment, and • , destruc-

tire), destructive to or removing torment or agony, auo-

dyne.

31 , a. (from 31, torment, and fa , destruc-

arts,

tive), destructive to or removing torment or agony, ane

dyne.

atatatat, s. (from tsa , torment, and tt , destruction),

the destruction or removing of torment or agony.

utsatzt×æ, a. (from utsat, torment, and atæ, «destruc

tive , destructive to or removing torment or agony,

anodyne.

যাডনানিবর্ত্তক, a. (from যাতনা, torment, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to pain or agony, anodyne.

যাতনানিবারক, a . ( from যাতনা, torment, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing pain or agony.

atsatfaatad, s. (from 131, torment, and fixtad, a prevent.

ing), the preventing ofpain or agony.

যাতনানিবৃত্তি , s . (from যান।, torment , and নিবৃত্তি, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of pain or agony.

atentfafacæ, &. (from at3 ), torment, and ff , a cause),

caused by or arising from torment or agony; ad. from

or because of agony or torment.

tsatfafas, ad. (from tsat, torment, and fafts, a cause),

for the purpose of agony or torment.

atgatą , a. (from 371, torment; and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from torment or agony ; ad, by or

through torment or agony.

13712 , a. (from 31, torment, and 2 , caused by ,̀

caused by or arising from agony or torment ; ad, from

or because of agony or torment.

tate, a. (from atat, torment, and e, increasing),

increasing torment or agony .

†zētaña, s. (from atat, torment, and 77, an increising),

the increasing of torment or agony.

tata , s . (from 131, forment, and af , increase , the

increase of torment or agony.

tata , ad. (from 131 , torment, and fat, without),

without or beside agony or torment.

যাতনাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from t नt, torment, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except-

ed , agony or torment excepted.

atcatuflaæ, s. (from at351 , torment, and S'JT, an ex«

ception), the exception of agony or torment.

atsatafsir , ad. (loc. case of atsatafata☎) , with the ex-

ception of agony or torment, without or beside agony

or torment.

atsatsa, a. (from 31 , torment, and faa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from torment or agony ; ad. beside

torment or agony.

ag=tæææ, & (from 1531, forment, and π , a rool), originate
C

ing from torment or agony.

afzaflxIF, a. (from 1371, torment, and a cause, caus

S

12
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itat:

ed by or arising from anguish or torment ; ad, from or

"because of agony ortorment.

Tiszta, s. (from Ạ , to cross a river) , faith , belief.

tartal, a. (from ɩäel,faith), bélieving.

- F132R; 8. (from Ty, to st in or subsist, e , confidence),

faith, belief, confidence.

atsatal, a. (from

Tita, a. (from

el,faith) , believing.

3 , gone , and ata, forbearance), old,

spent, worn out , impaired, used, rejected, abandoned ,

faded.

Tistats, s. (from ats, gone, and stats, come), intercourse.

t , s. (from 1 , to go) , a person who goes , a husband's bro-

ther's wife .

tat, 8 , (from xi , to go) , a journey, a march , the setting off

on a journey, a travelling, a pilgrimage, a theatrical re-

presentation, the passing away oftime.

pistątɛæ, a . (from Tist , a march, and ☎tar, doing) , going

a journey, marching, making a theatrical exhibition .

aisteiz , a. (from ti , a march , and effe , doing), going

a journey, marching, making a theatrical exhibiti-

on.

atatata, s. (from tat, a march, and at , time) , the time

of a march orjourney.

tatata, a. (from attata, the time ofa march), belong-

ing to the time of a march orjourney.

attsa), a. (from ' , a march, and I, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a march or journey, produ-

cible by or arising from a theatrical exhibition .

atstats, ad. (loc, case ofatat , for a march or journey,

for a theatrical exhibition .

fa , a. (from 11 , a march, and fada, causing to

cease , putting a stop to a march or procession.

atstfastge, a . (from atai , a march, and faxtṛæ, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting a march or procession.

alatfaated , s. (from 1, a march, and fastad , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of a march or proces-

sion.

latifs, s. (from atat, a march, and fa , cessation) , the

prevention or cessation of a march or procession.

Asif-face, a. (from ■ T , a march, and fifïz, a cause),

caused by or arising from a march or journey, caused

by or arising from a theatrical exhibition ; ad from

or because of a march or journey, from or because of

a theatrical exhibition .

tatafats, ad. (from 1 , a march, and fifis, a cause),

for a march or journey, for a theatrical exhibition.

atate, a . (from ) , a march, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from a march orproc ession ; ed. by or

through a march or procession.

a. (from at , a march, and , obstruct-

ing) , operating as an obstacle to a march or proces-

sion.

caus
TIFF, a. (from TTi, a march, and F, caused by`,

ed by or arising from a march or journey, caused by or

arising from a theatrical representation ; ad. from or

because of a march or journey, from or because of a

theatrical exhibition.

aziztai, s. (from 1 , a theatrical representation) , a per-

son who acts a part on the stage.

, ad. (from 1, a march, and fat, without), with-

out or beside a march or procession .

, a. (from , a march, and afsa , except-

ed), a march or procession excepted.

atatafora , s. (from 1 ' , a march, and IT , an excep-

tion), the exception of a march or procession .

atatafat , ad. (loc. case of ata ), with the ex-

ception of a march or procession, without or beside a

march or procession.

atatatats, 8. (from Ital , a march, and ætats, an obsta

cle , an obstacle to a march or procession .

afstætatæ, a. (from att, a march, and tats ,

ing), operating as an obstacle to a march or procession.

obstruct

, s. (from stat , a march , and , a breaking), the

interrupting or breaking the order of a march or pro-

cession.

atts , a (from 1 , a march, and , breaking), in-

terrupting or breaking the order of a march orproces-

sion.

11587, s. (from
3 , a march, and 527, a breaking) , the

interrupting or breaking ofthe order of a march or pro-

cession.

otatisa, a. (from † , a march, and f , separate ), sepa-

rate or distinct from a march or procession ; al. beside

a march or procession,

TIDIEF, a. (from 11 , a march, and 3 , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a march or journey, caused by

´or arisingfrom a theatrical representation ; ad. from

or because of a march or journey, from or because of

a theatrical representation.

*, a. (from , a march , marching, journeying, go-

ing on pilgrimage, proper or fit to set out on pilgrim

age or on a journey.

ataì, a. (from atat , a murch), marching, journeying, going

on pilgrimage ; s . a pilgrím .

Xxxxxx2
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ITT.

atuta, a. (from T , genuine), real, genuine, true, righte-

ous.

atutfúæt, s. (from tutfuæ, righteous) , righteousness, ge-

nuineness, truth.

atu;fuæ , s. (from auf , righteous) , righteousness, ge-

nuineness, truth .

tutu , s. (from aut , genuine), genuineness, reality, truth,

righteousness.

Ti , s. (from Jl , recollection), recollection, remembrance.

T157, a. (frʊm the name of a king), descended from

Yudoo, denominated from Yudoo ; s. one of the names

of Krishna.

tad. (from , who, and , to see), as, like as, in the

manner of.

fæ , a. (from ¤¹, wilfulness) , wilful, obstinate, follow-

ing one's own will, doing as one pleases, independent.

, ad. (from , who, and , to see), as, like as,

, s. (from 1, to move), a vehicle, a carriage, a palan-

keen, a conveyance.

tat , s. (from 1 , a vehicle, and a , to carry), an ani-

mal or person by which a vehicle is drawn or carried,

tate, a. (from t , a vehicle, and atæ, carrying), car-

rying or drawing a vehicle, a man or beast which car-

ries or draws a vehicle.

Tatt, a. (from at , a vehicle, and tf , carrying), car-

rying or drawing a vehicle.

, s. (from T† , a vehicle, and , a face) , the forepart

of a carriage, the pole or shafts of a carriage.

at , v. a. (from 1 , to go), to cause to go or pass away, to

spend time.

† æ, a. from 1, to go), causing to go or pass away, spend.

ing.

ta, s. (from T , to go), a causing to pass or go, the spend-

ing of time.

Itgatzē, a. (from att , a causing to go, and i , do-

ing), causing to go or pass away.

, a. (from Я , a causing to go, and etfa , doing),

causing to go or pass away.

, d. (from tЯ , a causing to go, and 1, produ-

cible , producible by or arising from causing to go or

pass away.

1431, ad. (loc. case of t ), for causing to go or

pass away.

যাপননিযিশুক, a . (from যাপন , a causing to go, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause) , caused by or arising from causing to go or pass

away ; ad, from or because of causing to go or pass

away.

ITZ.

যাপননিয়িত্তে , ad. (from যাপন, a causing to go , and নির্মিত,

cause), for causing to go or pass away.

¤ª × ☎, a. (from , a causing to go, and , before),

preceded by or arising from causing to go or pass away ;

*
ad. by or through causing to go or pass away.

atЯagay, a. (from tq ; a causing to go, and F, clus-

ed by), caused by or arising from causing to go or pass

away ; ad. from or because of causing to go or pass

away.

atafia , ad. (from attï, a causing to go, and (871, with-

out), without or beside causing to go or pass away.

যাপনরাতিরিক্ত , a. (from যাপন, a causing to go, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , a causing to go or pass away excepted .

যাপনব্যতিরেক, ও (from যাপন, a causing to go, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of causing to go or pass

away.

atforms, ad (loc. case ofafsig ), with the ex-

ception ofcausing to go or pass away, without or be--

side causing to go or pass away.

te , a. (from 17, a causing to go, andfa, separate),

separate or distinct from causing to go or pass away;

ad, beside causing to go or pass away.

T¡ЯAlCIF,, a. (from 17, a causing to go, and C , a
হেড,়

cause), caused by or arising from causing to go or pass

away ; ad. from or because of causing to go or pass

away.

at , a. (from at, to go), requiring to be spent or made

to pass.

aftз, a. (from , to go), made to go, caused to pass away,

spent.

, a. (from , to go), requiring to be spent or made to

pass..

atæ, s. (from x , barley), half ripe barley, awnless barley,

Lac.

txt , a. (from at , nitre), nitrous.

attfa , a. (from ta, nitre), nitric.

att , s. (from atat , nitric, and , acid , nitric

acid.

ata , ad. (from atze; as long as, and a , life , while

life continues , as long as life,

atae, ad. (from T , who), whilst, until, as much as ; a. all ;

s. the relative of an unknown quantity.

atate, ad. (from at , as much as, and size, so much), as

much as.

atny, a. (from atre, all), all, entire, the whole.

ata , ad. loc. case of t , the whole country), through-

out, every where,
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ofa.

ata, s. (from ¤ , to cease) , a watch, the fourth part of the

day or night.

atzita, s. (from ¶t , a watch, and cata, a sound), a drum

or plate of metal struck to indicate the time of day or

night.

ata , s. (from atat , a daughter's husband , a daughter's

husband.

Eifïa, a. (from ata, a watch), belonging to or connected with

the watches of the day or night,

atfast , s. (from atfa , connected with a watch, and et, a

messenger), a watchшan.

atfat, s. (from ata, a watch), a night.

ata, s. (from a, the regent of death), the south quarter.

ata, s. (from ta, a lover), a friend, a companion,

ataal, s. (from at , a friend), friendship .

atgata, s. (from ata, a friend, aud ata, a residence), a living

in society as friends .

tata , s. (from staat , friendly residence), a social or

friendly residence .

fafa, pron. (from a , what) , who. This Pronoun is only used

in an honorific sense.

:ি

ment), effected by reasoning or logical conclusion ; ad

by means of reason or logical conclusion.

If 1, s. (from Tfs, a conclusion, and ag, a doer), a per-

son who draws a conclusion or inference, a reasoner.

afsætaæ, a. (from afs, a conclusion, and æta☎, doing), draw.

ing conclusions, inferring, reasoning.

ufsætxt, a. (from чf , a conclusion, and affaq, doing), draw-

ing conclusions, reasoning, inferring.

fred , s (from uf , advice, and я , a taking), the re-

ceiving of advice or counsel.

Teste, a. (from f , a conclusion, and îfæ, taking), tak-

ing hold ofreasons or logical conclusions.

ufsgtsì, a. (from f , a conclusion; aud şif¶¶, taking), tak.

ing hold of reasons or logical conclusions.

yfSH78,` a. (from чf , a conclusion, and ◄◄, producing), -

producing reasous or conclusions.

#531, a: (from f³, a conclusion, and , producible),

producible by or arising from reasons or conclusions.

fF5151,ad. (lɔc. case of f ) , for a reason or conclusion.

, ɑ. (from vf , conclusion , and ☎, shewing),

shewing reasons or logical conclusions .

fai, s. (from xx, to worship , a desire to perform worship off , s . (from fs, a conclusion, and 4, a shewing),'~

or sacrifice.

fix, a. (from T , to worship , desirous of performing wor-

ship or sacrifice.

I a. a. (from to join), to measure, to take dimensi-

ons.

, s . (from , to be in contact) , a pair of scales for weigh-

ing.

1 , s. (from 1
to be in contact), an art, a habit .

*, a. (from TI, to be in contact), connected with, yoked,

joined to , united with, being in contact with, right, fit,

the shewing of reasons or logical conclusions.

afts , s . (from afs , advice , and ħt , a giver), a counsel-

lor, one who gives advice .

yfsatge, a. (from qfs, conclusion, and 514☎, giving), fur- -

nishing reasons or conclusions.

ofsa1:1, a . (from of , a conclusion , and ɩtfṣą, giring), fur- -

nishing reasons or conclusions.

fri?i , ad. (from f , a conclusion, and t , a door), by

or through reasoning or logical conclusion, by counsel

or advice.

proper, proved, concluded by argument, possessed of,,a. (from , a conclusion, and fifa , a cause),

endowed with , intent on, attached to . In Botany the

term is applied to a particular kind of stem, (caulis fas-

ciculatus. )

TET , S. (from . joined, and ra, afruit), a compound

berry, (bacca composita. ).

***EI, 8. (from ; connected, and 4 , a letter), a com-

pound letter.

caused by or arising from reasons or conclusions , caus-

ed by or arising from advice or counsel ; ad. from or

because of reason or counsel.

offafne, ed. (from af , a conclusion, and fafa , a cause),

for counsel or advice, for reasons or conclusions.

, s. (from Tf , advice, and , a vessel), one to whom

advice or counsel is given .

*f***, a. (from Tf , fitness, and , before), preceded by

or arising from reason or the fitness of things ; ad. by

or through reason or the fitness of things.

af , s. (from 4 , to be in contact), a logical conclusion, ad-

vice, counsel, policy, a contrivance , propriety, fitness,

usage , custom, reason, tradition , an inference or de-

duction from circumstances, a specification, the inser- fsfazze, a. (from af , fitness, and go , obstruct

tion of circumstances in written evidence, union, con-

nection, the supplying of an ellipsis.

afsæde, a. (from af , a conclusion, and 4, an instru-

ing) , obstructing conclusions or inferences.

f , a. (from af , fitness, and , giving), giving reas

sons, giving counsel,

·
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sfasanía, a. (from us, fitness, and f , shewing), shew-

ing the reasonableness or fitness of things.

fi , s. (from , fitness, and f , a shewing), a

shewing the reasonableness or fitness of things.

ofFqqnfaxtat, ad. (from , a shewing offi´ness, and

ta, a door), by or through shewing the reasonable-

ness or fitness of things .

afsu , a. (from af , fitness, and t , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from reason or the fitness of things ;

ad. from or because of reason or the fitness of things.

affant , ad. (from fs, fitness, and fa51, without), without

or beside reason or fitness.

usssava, a. ( from fs , fitness , and fara opposed), oppos-

ed or contrary to reason or fitness.

sff , a . (from 5, fitness, and fat , possessed of,

reasonable, fit, proper, right.

affað} , a. (from us, fitness, and fix , destitute), des-

titute of reason or fitness.

safe , a. (from af , fitness, and fofa , exopted ,

reason or fitness excepted .

ufenfuuæ, s. (from 455, fitness, and zifuta☎, an excepti-

on) , the exception of reason or the finess of things .

afsufst , ad. loc. cse of fat , with the excep-

tion of reason or the fitness of things , without or be-

side reason or the fitness of things.

afts, s . (from , fitness, and rats, on obstacle) ,

an obstacle to the reasonableness orfitness of a thing.

afstars , a from af , finess, and at , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering a conclusion from the

fitness or reasonableness of the thing.

aff , a. (from , reason, and fe , separate), separate

or distinct from reason or advice ; ad. beside reason or

advice.

ufs , a. (from af , fitness , and a, a root) , founded up-

on or originating in reason or the fitness of things.

fs , a . (from Tfs, fitness, and 4 , joined), connected

with reason or fitness, right, fit , proper, reasonable ,

just.

*sas, a . (from vf , fitness, and af½³, destitute), desti-

tute of reason or fitness.

, a. (from F, fitness, and , empty), destitute

of reason or fitness.

affa, a . (from F, fitness, and fЯ , accomplished), con-

cluded by reason or the fitness of things.

fs , a (from af , fitness, and 17, destitute ) , destitute

of reason or fitness.

, a. (from fF,fitness, and T , a cause), caused

by or arising from reason or fitness ; ad. from or be

cause of reason or fitness.

E , s. (from T tojoin) , an age or dispensation. In the

Hindoo system of Chronology there are four Yoogas

which succeed each other in eternal rotation, viz. the

Sutya Yooga comprizing a period of one million se

ven hundred and twenty-eight thousand years, the

Treta Yooga which contains one million two hundred

and ninety-seven thousand years, the Dwapura which

contains eight hundred and sixty-four thousand years,

and the Kuli, which contains four hundred and thirty-

two thousand years ; a yoke, a pair, a couple, a mea

sure of four cubits , a period of twelve years.

Ts , s. (from T , an age, and , religion), the religion

or duties peculiar to a particular age,

Est , a. (from est, union, and , a leaf), in Botany the

name of a particular kind of leaf (folium binatum .)

, ad. (from ч, to mix , at once.

astatt , s. (from Ts, an age, and attw, glory), apre.

gyrical description ofthe Hindoo ages.

, s . (from Ts, a couple), a pair, a brace, a yoke, two

animals of the same species , an animal which matches

with another, a mate or assistant in any business.

astara, s. (from usta , a pair, and ◄◄, a binding , the rhym

ing of two lines in poetry.

ustafa , a . (from Ts , a pair, and fta, a nerve), the first,

second, and third pairs ofnerves .

1

stats, a. (from ast, a yoke, and atta, aform , yoke-for

med.

2st , 8.\(from strata, yoke-frmed, and i, a

process , in anatomy the zygomatic process.

stafs, a. (from . a y ke, and tafs, a form), yoke.যুগ.

formed.

saf , s. (from tts, yoke-formed, and 1 , a

process), in anatomy the zygomatic process .

যুগাকৃতিপুবৰ্দ্ধনযুক্ত , a. (from যুগাকৃতিপ্রবর্দ্ধন, the Zygomatic pro

cess, and F, joined , in anatomy the name ofone of

the muscles, (zygomaticus.)

a (from tf , situated on a yoke

shaped bone, and , small , the name of one of the

muscles of the body, (zygomaticus minor. )

safe, a. (from , situated on a yoke-

shaped bone, and e, great , in anatomy the nameof

one ofthe muscles, ( zygomaticus major. )

, s . (from 5 to be in contact), a pair, a brace, a yoke

of cattle, an animal which matches with another, a

mate or helper in any business,
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1.

, a. (from T , a couple, and , a leaf), in botany a

leaf consisting of only two leaflets, (binatum, )

ata , a. (from 45, to unile), under the process of being

joined or united.

LT, v. a. (from T , to fight) , to fight.

at, v. n. (from 4 , to be in contat), to come to a person or

place, to be provided, to be supplied.

TI, v. a. (from ™ , tojoin), to join, to cement, to unite to-

gether, to commence ; v . n. to be overspread, to be sup-

plied with or provided for.

157, s. (from 1 to join) , the joining or uniting of things,

a cementing, a commencing, a being overspread, a be-

ing supplied or provided with.

ড়া,
v. n. (from 3 , to be glad , to become cool , to be com-

forted, to be glad, to be gratified .

11, s. (from 51 , to become cocl), a becoming cool, a be-

ing comforted or gratified .

st , a . from 1 , to become cool , cooled, comforted, gra-

tified ; s. a becoming cool , a being gratified.

Tifan1, ɑ. (from 1 , to become cool), cooling, consoling,

gratifying.

fs, s. ( from 4. tojoin), a pair.

ofșa1, 8. (from 15, to join), a joining, an uniting.

ufṣatata, s. (from 591, fine, and at , rice) , the name of a

variety of rice.

, a . (from

to mix), connected with, united with, joined

to, in contact with.

, s . (from , to mix , a herd of cattle, a drove or flock,

a multitude.

, s. (from 3, to fight), a battle, war, a combat, a con-

flict.

TIEIS, ɑ. (from T , wur, and ₹74, an instrument), effect-

ed by means of war ; ad. by means of war.

L * 1, s. (from T8;' war, and eg ,́ a doer , one who makes

war, a warrior.

TafzE, a. (from II, war, and ætaæ, dʊing), making war,

fighting.

Tata, d. (from TI, war, and atfi , doing), making war,

fighting.

TE , a. (from T , war, and , eminent), eminent in

war.

E , s. from a war, and caju , skill) , skill in war.

151, d . (from war, and 351, producible), producible

by or arising from war.

7
( , ad. (loc, case of 7) , for the purpose of war.

1 , a. (from 15, war, and , to know,, acquainted with

war.

-

Ti , s . (from 3, war, and 31 , one who knows), aper

son who understands the art of war.

, a. (from , war, and , causing to know),

proclaiming war, giving information about war, teach

ing the art of war.

7, s. (from a, war, and 147 , a making known) , the

makingknown or declaring ofwar.

31, s. (from , war, and if one who makes

known , a person who makes known or declares war.

ata , s. (from 15, war, and 413, a giver,, a person who

makes an attack one who gives battle.

azatze, ɑ (from Ts, war, aud at , giving), giving battle,

making war.

, a. (from , war, and at , giving), giving bat-

tle, making war.

gata , ad. (from , war, and at , a door), by war,

through war.

f , a . (from , war, and fat , eminent), eminent i

war.

faze, a. (from Twar, and fat , causing to cease),

causing wars to cease, putting a stop to war.

fata , a. (from war, aud fiata , preventing), pre

`venting or resisting war,

Taft , s. (from , war, and fat , a preventing), the

preventing or resisting of war.

fa , s . (from T , war, and f , cessation), the cessa

tion or prevention of war.

safa3 , «. /from ™ , war, and fifa , a cause) , caused by

or arising from war ; ad. from or because of war.

fafas, ad. (from 4 , ua , and fifa , a cause), for the

purpose of war -

33, a . (from T , war, and fo , learned), skilled in

war.

***, a. (from a war, and 4, before , preceded by or

arising from war ; ad. by or through war.

Tfs , a. (from T , war, and sa , cbstruo ing),

obstructing or hindering war. -̂

THF, a. (from 15, war, and 8 , cused by), caused by

or arising from war ; ad. front or because of war.

fy, a. (from war, and fey, beloved), fond of war.

` ss , ad. (from 15, war, and fat, without , without or

beside war.

asfafs, s. (from T , war, and fifs, cessation , the cessa

tion of war.

Tafata, s. (from T , war, andfaar”, a cessation), a cessa-

tion of hostilities, a truce, a peace:

TIA?, 8. (from T , war, and six; eminent), a person emi-

nent in war, a hero.
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TTY. যুদ্ধে

Tefft , a. (from 4 , war, and fax , excepted), war

excepted.

fora , s . (from , war, and assiæ, an exception),

the exception of war or fighting.

Tufi , ad. (loc. case of fat ) , with the excepti-

war.

at , an obstacle), an ob-

on of war, without or beside

, s. (from T , war, and

stacle to war.

TV3 , a. (from T , war, and afsæ, obstructing), ob-

structing or hindering war.

TI , s. (from T , war, and sh, a breaking) , the breaking

of the enemies lines , defeat, a desisting from war.

1758 , a. (from 15, war, and 5% , breaking), breaking off

from war, breaking the enemies lines.

1537, s. (from 15, war, and 37, a breaking) , a break-

ing off from war, the breaking of the enemies lines.

¶ssy, a. (from 15, war, and f5a, separate), separate or

distinct from war ; ad. beside war.

I☎fï, s. (from ™ , war, and sf , ground), the field of

-battle.

TEISE, ɑ. (from ™ , war, and ™ , a root), grounded upon

or originating in war, springing from war.

, a. (from , war, and f , teaching), teaching

the art of war.

Tefal, s . (from ч , wir, and fi, doctrine , the doctrine

of war, a teaching of war.

TE , a. (from T , war, and , weary , fatigued with

war.

TER ', 8. (from , war, and ¬´1, harness ) , armour.

ta , s. (from , war, and tas , a thing), ammuni-

tion, warlike stores.

, a . (from T , war, and 5 , indicating), indicating

war, making hostilities known.

TI, a. (from T , war, and 1, to stand) , situated or be-

ing in the battle.

TELA, s. (from 15, war, and ™ , a place), the field of bat-

tle.

t , s. (from 3, war, and t , a place), the field of bat-

tle.

tal, a. (from 5, war, and tfp , staying) , staying or

continuing in the battle.

1543, a. (from 45, war, and fã¤, situated), situated in the

battle.

, a. (from , war, and 3 , a cause), caused by

or arising from war ; ad. from or because of war.

zaistiť, s. (from us, war, and att§1, desire , a desire for

war.

tt , a. (from 5, war, and atat , desirous), desir

ous of war.

txt, a. (from war, and tf , corresponding

with , corresponding with or agreeable to the customs

of war.

atata, s. (from TS, war, and at , search , a search.

ing for occasions of war, the investigation of a war.

stat , a. (from II, war, and affa , searching),

searching for occasions for war, litigious, nvestigating

a war.

, a. (from T , war, and af , searching,

searching out occasions of war, litigious, investigating

a war.

catastî, a. (from TI, war , and atfa , fillowing), fol-

lowing upon or consistent with war.

tant ?, ad. (from , war, and 717, a following), in

accordance with war.

TANTE, «. (from , war, and , seeking), seeking

occasions ofwar, litigious .

akad, s. (from , war, and a , a seeking), the

seeking of occasions for war.

, a. (from 5, war, and a , seeking), seeking

occasions for war,

tfsmts, s . (from 5, war , and afsata, desire), a desire

forr war.

zatfatst, ɑ . (from 43, war, and sfaatfag, desirous), desir-

ous ofwar.

1 , s. (from , war, 51 , within, and fat ,

res ), a cessation of hostilities , a truce.

rats,ta, s. (from TS, war, and sit , study , the study of

war, the performance of military excercises.

teta , a . (from T , war, and fa , studying), study

ing war, performing military exercises .

qattata, s. (from TE, war, and sh‡155, a collecting of

articles), a making preparations for war.

TTIY, s. (from TI, war, and Fixy, a beginning), the com-

mencement of war.

Tatuj ,́ a. (from 45, war, and fa, desirous), desirous of

war.

Extrú, ad. (from ™ , w14, and ¤ , an object), for the pur-

pose of war.

TE ) , s. (from TF, war, and I51, desire), a wish or desire

for war.

, ɑ. (from 3, war, and 5, desirous ), desirous of

war.

TɩCHF, a. (from TV, war, and desirous , desirous of

war

3
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tars, a. (from , war, and 81 , prepared), ready for

war, prepared to engage in war.

quatcatst, s. (from T , war, and Snist, zeal) , eagerness for

war.

ts , a. (from , war, and startfstą, zealous), using

zealous exertions for war.

†ЯFT, s. (from TI, war, and sчã¤, a beginning), the

commencement of war.

Nattys, a. (from 15, war, and 844F, proper), proper for

war.

যুধিষ্ঠির, a. (from , in war, and f , steady), firm in bat-

fle ; s. the name ofthe eldest of the five Panduvas and

the leader of the war between them and the Kooroos ce-

lebrated in the Muhabharuta.

21 , a. (from ™ ², young), young, adult.

1, s. (from T , young) , youth, youthfulness.

¿sì, a.fem. (from ™ , young), young, youthful.

, s. (from , young), youth, youthfulness.

a. (from , to mix , young, good, excellent, endued

with natural strength or energy, arrived at the age of

puberty.

Tate, s. (from TII, young, and xt , a king), a prince,

a coadjutor in the government, the heir apparent.

TI , a. (from I , young) , young, youthful.

quqiy, a. (from Tu , thou), thine, yours, belonging to

you.

i , s. (from , to mix , the name of a species of jasmine,

(Jasminum auriculatum.)

ittal, s. (from it, jasmine, and tá, a leaf), the name of

an ornamental shrub, (Justicia nasuta. )

™ , s. (from T, to mix) , a louse, a pair of scales.

fs, s. (from to mix), a mixture, a junction, an additive

number, addition .

zu, s. (from ™, to mix), a flock, a herd, a multitude of

birds or beasts.

Tutu, s. (from ™ , a herd, and atu, a chief) , the chief or

leader of a herd.

Tu , s. (from Tu, a herd, and fs, a lord), the chief or

leader of a herd.

TUTE, A. (from Tu, a herd, and a , bound), uniform, cor-

responding with.

TUE , a. (from чu, a herd, and 8, fallenfrom), expelled

from the herd,

Tful, s. (from T, to mix), the name ofa species ofjasmine,

(Jasminum auriculatum . )

Tu, s. (from to mix), the name of a species ofjasmine,

(Jasminum auriculatum . )

s.(from , to bind), a monument or funeral post erect-

cital.

ed when the offering is made to the manes, a sacrificial

post or pillar.

Tt, s. (from . to bind), the name of a particular species

of club rush, (Scirpus anceps.)

, s. (from , to hurt), pease soup, pease porridge, broth,

soup, the water in which pulse has been boiled.

‹ , pron. (from , who), who, which .

craft, ad. (from (4, which, and wift, a border), from

which time.

caæta, ad. (from cũ, which, and at , time), when, at what

time.

cafa , pron. (from ca, what, and fa , which), whatever,

whichever.

(MTC, pron. (from , who, and c , any one), whosoever,

whoever.

cœæta, pron. (from , who, and ‹ ta, any), whoever, what-

ever.

(Tld, ad. (from ( , what, and 4, an instant) , when, at

what time.

‹œætɩa, ad. (from ‹¤, what, and at , a piece), where, whither.

cus, ad. (from ca, what, and t , aplace), where, whither.

Cú , & (from c , what, and ts, until), till, until,

whilst.

cute, ad. (from cu, what, and t , a sort), what sort,

what kind.

( з, ad. (from ‹¤, what, and ×³, a manner), as, like, like

as.

( , ad. (from (T, what, and xã, to mind), as, like, like as.

(TAHITI, ad. (from ‹¤¤¤, as, and ( 7, so), the same, just

as it was.

Ca, pron. (from ( , who), whoever, whosoever.

, s. (from c , what, and at, a form), what form or

manner ; ad. like as, as,

( * я, ad. (loc. case ofc ), as, like as, in what manner.

( t , ad. (loc. case of cata), where.

( , conj. (from ca, what, and (T , a cause), because , for.

, s. (from ( , a stock), a stock, a capital , the rods

which run across the warp of a piece of cloth while in

the loom.

cita , v. a. (from , tojoin), to measure, to take dimen

sions ; s. the dimensions of a thing, measure.

citata , s. (from citat, to measure), the measuring ofa

thing.

citata, s. (from cita , to measure) , a taking the dimensi

ons of a thing.

citata, s. (from ct , to measure), the measure or dimen

sions of athing.

citatfapt, a. (from citi, to measure), measuring, taking

Y33333
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dimensions ; s. a person who takes the dimensions of a

thing.

catas s. (from cut, a weaver's rod, and at, a rod), the

rods which a weaver puts in the threads of his warp

while in the loom.

E , s. (from T , to unite), a person who joins or unites

things , a person who procures things fitted for a parti-

cular conjuncture.

at , s. (from us, tojoin ) , the tie of a yoke used in plowing.

ats, & (from as, to come into contact), contact, a conjunc-

tion, an union, a mixture, a junction, addition , the

twenty-seventh part of a great circle measured on the

plane of the ecliptic each ofwhich divisions has a par-

ticular name, a consequence, a result, a juncture, the

abstraction of the mind from all foreign objects and

fixing it on one alone, the ceremonies prescribed for ab-

stracting the mind from foreign objects and fixing it

on one alone, an expedient, a lucky conjuncture, pro-

priety, fitness, the acquisition of a thing not before pos-

sessed, the connection of one thing with another as the

cause with the effect, the predicate with the subject,

the quality with the substance , & c. one of the schools

of Hindoo philosophy, frequently also called Patunjula

from the name of its founder Putunjula.

cutsaga , a. (from catst , junction, and ạ , means), effected

by means of contact or union, effected by means of

mental application ; ad. by means of contact or union,

by means of mental application.

cattate, a. (from catst ,junction, and at , doing , effect-

ing a junction or union, practising the abstractions of

mind required in the shastra ; s . the author of the yoga

philosophy.

‹¤istæt , a. (from cats , junction, and af , doing), effect-

ing a junction or union , practising the abstraction of

ind required in the shastra,

E , s. (from cuts , acquisition, and cã¤, safety), the

transport of goods, the preservation of articles after

their acquisition, articles of property not divisible

among co-heirs.

exists, a. (from cst,junction, and T , fallenfrom), apos-

tatized or fallen from a state of uninterrupted fixed-

ness of the mind upon God or any other single object.

ItsFax, a. (from cats, junction, and , producing),

producing a junction or contact, producing a fixed at-

tention ofthe mind to one object.

mista , a. (from catst, junction, and 7 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising fromjunction or union, produci-

ble by or arising from fixing the mind or one object.

Calit.

catstara , ad. (loc. case of catstaas) , for union or junction,

for abstraction of mind.

catstats, a. (from catst, junction, and at , produced , pro

duced by or arising from junction or contact, produc.

ed by or arising from a fixed application of the mind to

one object.

catstatot, s . (from catst, junction, and at , a giver), a pet-

son who joins things, a person who bestows a fixed ap-

plication of the mind upon one object.

catsātāæ, ɑ. (from catst, junction , and ītē, giving), joia

ing, bestowing union, giving close application to one

object.

catstatat, a. (from catst, junction, and at , giving), join

ing, bestowing union, giving close application to one

object.

catstatai, ad. (from cats , junction, and t³, a door), by or

through junction or union, by or through fixing the

whole attention on one object.

catsk«♬, s. (from cats , junction, and 3 , destruction), the

interruption or breaking off of the mind from fixed ap

plication to one object.

cats , a (from catst, junction, and a, destructive),

breaking off the mind from fixed application to one ob

´ject.

catst , a. (from catst, junction, and f , destructive),

breaking off the mind from fixed application to one ob-

ject.

( tstatt, s. (from catst, junction, and t , destruction), the

breaking off of the mind from fixed attention to one ob

ject.

catstatt , a . (from catst, junction, and at , destructive ,

breaking off the mind from fixed attention to one ob-

ject.

( st ) , 8. (from cats , junction, and fan', sleep), sleep

which admits of the full exercise of the powers and fa

culties of the mind as if the person mere awake, suppos

ed to be peculiar to devotees.

catstſkæýæ, a. (from ‹¤†st, junction, and fax , causing to

cease), putting a stop to junction or contact, putting a

stop to mental abstraction.

catstate , a. (from cats, junction, and fazta , prevent-

ing), resisting or preventing junction or contact, resist

ing or preventing fixed attention to one object.

catsfaatad, s. (from cuts , junction, and fats , a prevent-

ing), the resisting or preventing of junction or contact,

the resisting or preventing of fixed attention to one ob

ject.

cisifaafa, 8. (from cxist, junction, and fagfg, cessation), the
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prevention or cessation ofjunction or contact, the pre-

vention or cessation of fixed attention to one object.

(atstafase, a . (from catst , junction, and fafas, a cause),

* caused by or arising from junction or union , caused by

or arising from keeping the mind steadily fixed on one

object ; ad. from or because of union or junction, from

or because of keeping the mind steadily fixed on one

object.

atstface, ad. from catst, junction, and fafas, a cause), for

union or junction, for fixed attention to one object.

atstata , s. (from ( tst, junction, and t , a shoe), magi-

seal shoes, or rather shoes obtained by keeping the mind

incessantly fixed on God and which have the property

of conveying the wearer wherever he pleases.

, a. (from casta , magical shoes, and atas,

mounted on), mounted on or wearing shoes which car-

ry the wearer wherever he pleases .

যোগপাদুকারোহন, s. (from যোগপানুক , magical shoes, and

it , a mounting upon), the mounting upon or put-

ting on of shoes which carry the wearer whithersoever

he pleases.

cataætate , a. (from atta , magical shoes, and

tata, mounting upon) , mounting upon or putting on

shoes which carry the wearer whithersoever he pleases .

st , a. (from catst , junction, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from junction or union, preceded by

or arising from fixed contemplation on God ; ad. by or

through junction or union, by or through fixed contem-

plation on God.

, a, (from cast, junction, and fee, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to junction or contact,

operating as an obstacle to uninterrupted application

of the mind to one object.

+ đ
, a. (from cst, junction, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from junction or union, caused by

or arising from keeping the mind always steadily fixed

on one object ; ad. from or because of union or junc-

tion, from or because of keeping the mind steadily fix-

ed upon God or any other object.

tags, ả. (from catst , junction, and Яt , acquired), ob-

tained or acquired by union or junction, obtained or

acquired by steady contemplation on God.

istif , s. (from cst, junction, and t , acquisition) ,

the acquisition of junction or contact, the acquisition

of undivided application ofthe mind to one object.

st , s . (from catst , junction, and a , power), the virtue

or power arising from keeping the mind constantly fix-

ed on God or any other object,

ste

catstara, ad. (from cats , junct on, and zm, strength),

through or by the virtue of undivided application of the

mind to God.

Catstaat , ad. (from catst, junction, and fat, without ) , with-

out or beside junction or union , without or beside has-

ing the mind steadily fixed on one object.

cœtstfäft , a. (from cats , junction, and fa̸íry, possessed of;,

baving the mind steadily fixed upon one object, having

the mind fixed entirely on God.

catafaria, a. (from catst, junction, and fat , destitute), des-

titute of union or junction , destitute of a steady appli-

cation of the mind to God or any other object.

catstarfsfas, ɑ. (from catst, junction, and ffa , except-

ed), union or junction excepted, steady application of

the mind to God or any other object excepted.

stafa , s. (from catst, junction, and age, an ex-

ception) , the exception of junction or union , the ex-

ception of steady application of the mind to God or any

other object.

catsterface, ad. (loc . case of stafsea , with the ex-

ception of union or junction, without or beside union

orjunction, with the exception of steady application of

the mind to God or any other object, without or be- .

side steady application of the mind to God or any other

object.

Atstatât , s. (from catst, junction, and πtīts, an obstacle),

an obstacle to junction or contact, an obstacle to undi-

vided application of the mind to a single object.

cuistertataæ, a. (from cuts , junction, and atatzæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to contact or junction,

operating as an obstacle to undividedly fixing of the

mind upon a single object.

< st , s. (from catst,junction, and sя, a breaking), a break-

ing off the mind from contemplation on God.

(Tists ☎, a. (from catst, junction , and 51 , breaking), break-

ing off or detaching the mind from contemplation on

God.
•

atsts , s. (from catst, junction, and 537, a breaking), a

breaking off or detaching the mind from contemplati

on on God.

(atstāta , s. (from catst, addition, and staat, a making

right by combination), the composition of numbers by

the sums of the products.

caista, a. (from cast , junction, and fea, separate) , separ

ate or distinct from contact or junction, separate or dis

tinct from uninterrupted application of the mind to a

single object ; ad. beside contact or junction, beside un-

interrupted application of the mind to a single object,

Yyyy y2
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Cutsty

tasty, a. (from cutst, junction, and 5%, fallen from),

apostatized or fallen from steady contemplation on

God.

st , a. (from cats ,junction, and , aroot) , grounded

on or originating in having the mind wholly set on God,

springing from union or junction.

atsto™, a. (from catst, junction, and T , joined), connect-

ed with union or junction, connected with steady appli-

cation of the mind to God or any other object.

catstafes, a. (from cats , junction, and af³, destitute), des-

titute ofunion or junction, destitute of a steady applica-

tion of the mind to God.

atst , a. (from catst, a junction, and 5, customary), used

only in a particular sense, having a particular meaning

or application .

catstafs, s. (from catst, a junction , and at, the customary

application ofa word), the customary application of a

word in one particular sense distinct from its etymolo-

logical one.

Catst , a. (from cats, junction, and , obtained), obtain-

ed or acquired by union or junction , obtained or ac-

quired by steady contemplation on God.

, s. (from catst, junction, and , science) , the

science of fixing the mind on God, the books which

teach how to fix the mind on God alone, one of the

six systems of Hindoo philosophy which makes beati-

tude consist in union of the mind with God.

atstar, a. (from ( tst , junction, and , empty), destitute

of union or junction , destitute of steady application of

the mind to God.

ustria, a. (from ctst , junction, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute ofjunction or union , destitute of fixed contempla-

tion on God.

st , a. (from ctst, junction, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from junction or union, caused by or

arising from fixed contemplation on God ; ad, from or

because of junction or union, from or because offixed

contemplation on God.

isti, v. a. (from , to come into contact), to supply ne-

cessaries or materials for any work or occasion, to fur-

nish, to provide, to administer.

atata , s. (from ( ist, to supply), the supplying of mate-

rials or necessaries for any work or occasion, a provid-

ing, a furnishing, an administering.

istrati , s. (from catst , junction, and tatt , desire), a

desire for union or junction, a desire of fixing the mind

wholly on God.

Cutsit.

desirous of union or junction, desirous of fixing the

mind wholly on God.

catsty, s. (from cats , to supply), the supply of materials

for a bricklayer or other workman.

catяtfṣgi, s. (from catst , to supply) , a person who serves or

supplies a bricklayer with materials while at his work,

a bricklayer's labourer.

catstta, s. (from catst , to supply), the supplying or provid-

ing of necessaries for any occasion, the supplying or

providing of materials for a work.

catatfagi, a. (from cuts , to supply), supplying materials or

necessaries, providing, furnishing, administering.

catsitata, s. (from ( st, junction, and t , search-

ing), an investigation of the nature of close contempla-

tion on God.

(AistIAætā), a. (from cats,junction, and aifa , search-

ing), investigating the nature ofcontemplation on God.

cutsitaat , a. (from catst, junction , and af , search

ing), investigating the nature of contemplation on God.

cutstajı, s. (from catsti , to supply), one who supplies neces-

saries or materials.

catatanan, s. (from cust, junction, and , a resting

upon), the settling of the mind to close and incessant

contemplation on God.

catsttam , a. (from catst, junction, and af , resting up-

on), settling the wind to close and incessant contem

plation on God.

catstifta, s. (from cast, junction, and fata, desire),

a desire for union or junction, a desire of fixing the

mind wholly on God.

catsifamtal, a. (from mist, junction, and afsatfag, desir

ous), desirous of union or junction, desirous of fixing

the mind wholly on God.

tata, s. (from catst, junction, and t , study), the

acquiring of a habit of fixing the mind attentively on

God.

castitat, a. (from catst, junction , and 1 , study-

ing), acquiring by repeated efforts a habit of fixingthe

mind wholly on God.

‹¤†st¡6, a. (from cætst, abstraction ofmind, and ¤tas, mount-

ed on), continuing in a state of abstraction, having the

mind elevated to close and incessant contemplation up-

on God.

catstrut, a. (from catst, junction, and fif , desirous), desir

ous of union or junction , desirous of fixing the mind

wholly on God.

catsttætst, a. (from catst, junction, and staffga, desirous), || catsttezí, ad. (from catst,junction, and aɗ, an object), lor
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¿ætest.

the purpose of union or junction, for the sake of fixing

the mind wholly on God.

Catsti , s. (from catstt, to supply), a person who supplies ne-

cessaries or materials, a person who serves masons or

other workmen with their materials.

ista , a. (from cuts , junction, and stЯ , fond of), fond

of having the mind set on God.

isti , s. (from tst, junction, and tЯ¤; a sitting), a

posture commanded in the shastras as assisting the mind

in close contemplation upon God.

statafa , a. (from cats , a posture fit for contem-

plation, and sf , seated , seated in such a posture as

is fitted to fix the mind on God or any other object of

contemplation.

cutfsfag , s. (from test , a devotee, and fat, sleep), a sleep

such as answers the purpose of refreshinent yet is so

slight that the person knows all that passes around

hio .

wifita), s. (from caifstą, a devotee) , a female devotee, a fe-

male whose mind is set upon one object, a woman

whose mind is wholly fixed on God.

catsì, s. (from T , to come into contact), a devotee, one

whose mind is fixed on a single object, a person whose

mind is wholly fixed on God.

isfit , s. (from cista, a devotee, and t , God), a pro-

per name of Shiva, and also of Yajnavulka.

catest, ad. (loc. case ofcatst), conjointly, through, by means

of.

ætisa, s. (from ‹œist, junction, and 1, desire), a desire

for union orjunction, a desire of fixing the mind whol-

ly on God.

st , a . (from catst, junction , and , desirous), desir

ous of union or junction, desirous of fixing the mind

wholly onGod.

œts™™, a. (from cuts, junction, and F , desirous), desir-

ous of union or junction, desirous of fixing the mind

wholly on God.

و
catzstЯã¤, s. (from ‹œts, junction, and ¤, a beginning),

a beginning of or attempt at union or junction, an at-

tempt to fix the mind wholly on God.

mistaa , s. (from catst, junction, and 8Я , instruction),

instruction or advice to fix the mind wholly on God.

যোগোপদেশক, a . (from যেti, junction , and উপদেশক, giving

instruction), giving instruction or advice to fix the mind

wholly on God.

catestari, s. (from cïtst, junction, and suº, an instruc-

tor), a person who gives instruction how or advises to

fix the mind wholly on God,

cutstr.

testtet , a. (from catst, junction, and 8 , proper),

proper or fit for union or junction, fit or proper for fix-

ing the mind on God.

†s , a. (from T , to come in contact) , worthy, capable,

fit, adequate, proper, liable to , able.

atstat ,
(from cutst , worthy) , worthiness, fitness, a ca-

pacity, ability, a qualification.

catsıztæādē, a. (from cust131, fitness, and 4 , means), ef-

fected by means of fitness or worthiness ; ad. by means

of fitness or worthiness.

(atst , a. (from cats , fitness, and , producible),

producible by or arising from fitness or worthiness.

catsista , ad: (loc. case ofcatsota ), for fitness, for

worthiness, for a capacity, for suitableness.

catstatætși, ad. (from cætяt, fitness, and ta, a door), by

or through fitness or worthiness.

cuistıGifàfacæ, a. (from ‹¤ts131, fitness, and fast , a cause).

caused by or arising from fitness or worthiness ; ad.

from or because of fitness or worthiness.

catstrstfafa , ad. (from custri, fitness, and fifa , a cause),

for fitness, for worthiness.

‹¤tsï³ta, a¸ (from cats , worthiness, and tЯa, possess-

ed of , possessed of fitness or worthiness for any pur-

pose.

(Atsï31&æt»t, s. (from (ätstï³1, fitness, and gætt, a display),

a display offitness or capacity.

(atsetqætæ, a. (from catstri, fitness, andgæ, dis-

playing), displaying or manifesting ability or fitness.

stat , a. (from cut , filness, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from fitness or worthiness ; ad.

from or because of fitness or worthiness.

catstrotfani, ad. (from ‹ætstist, fitness, and I, without),

without or beside fitness or worthiness.

atstaff , a. (from cast , fitness, and faf , possess

ed of), possessed of or having fitness or worthiness, fit,

worthy, capable.

(AtsistfixÌz, a. (from catstræt , fitness, and fa̸Ã¤, destitute),

destitute of fitness or worthiness.

যোগ্যতাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from যোগ্যতা, fitness , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted) , fitness or worthiness excepted.

যোগ্যতাব্যতিরেক, s. (from যোগ্য , fitness, and ব্যডিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of fitness or worthiness .

(@ts;Gt8]{3l3læ , ad. (loc. case of it ), with the

exception of fitness or worthiness, without or beside

fitness or worthiness.

(atstotfsa, a. (from catstī31 , fitness, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from fitness or worthiness ; ad, beside

fitness or worthiness.
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cathaias , ɑ. 'from castro , fitness, and a , a roof , found-

el on or origi. ating from fitness or worthiness .

istrst , a. (from cat , fitness, and , joined) , con-

nected with or having fitness or worthiness.

cútstrзtafk³, «. (from catst:31, fitness, aud I{x³, destitute),

destitute of fitness or worthiness.

.

stras, a. (from carstr³1, fitness, and 1, empty), des-

titute of fitness or worthiness.

cutstr³17, ɑ. (from cats , fitness, and a, destitute), des-

titute of fitness or worthiness.

catstrates , a. (from catstrst, fitness, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from fitness or worthiness ; ad.

from or because of fitness or worthiness.

cista, s. (from catsts, worthy), worthiness, fitness, a capa-

city, ability, a qualification.

(À¡K3), 8. (frỏm T , to join), a bivalve shell, particularly

those of oysters and cockles.

cyte, a. (from 5, to join) , uniting, joining, bringing to-

gather, causing union orjunction, reconciling ; s. a per-

son who manages the business of bringing persons toge-

ther in marriage.

1 , s . (from cat , causing union), the causing ofuni-

on or junction, the office of a reconciler.

¿TÌEXT, 8. (from (TA , causing union) , the causing of uni-

on or junction, the office of a reconciler,

17, s. (from Ts, to be in contact), a measure of distance

containing four kroshas or about five English miles.

1, s . (from 5, to be in contact ), the supplying of ma-

terials or necessaries for any purpose, the adding ofone

thing or number to another.

ts, a. (from 4 , to join) , capable of being brought in-

to union or contact, proper to be provided or supplied

for a work or undertaking.

Læt , a. (from T , to join), capable of being brought in-

to union or contact, proper to be provided or supplied

for a work or undertaking.

catt, v. a. (from 4 , to be in contact), to connect, to pair,

to yoke animals to a carriage or plough, to connect, to

mix or incorporate.

, s. (from cat , to connect), one of a pair, a match,

cutta, s. (from 3, to be in contact), a person who man-

ages bargains, a broker, a factor, an agent, a per-

son who effects marriage or other contracts, a negotia-

· for.

cutta, s . (from cut , to connect), the yoking of animals to a

carriage or plough, a cementing, an incorporating .

1871, s. (from cute, to connect), the pairing or matching of

animals, the yoking of animals to a carriage, the a

ing or incorporating of things together.

catfiạt , a. (from cat , to connect), proper to be connected

or joined, requiring to be yoked to a carriage, requir

ing to be paired or matched.

catate, s. (from cute, contact. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first ) , the providing or sup

plying of money or other articles.

Titi, v. n. (from cat , to connect ) , to match, to pair, to

yoke animals to a carriage, to incorporate ; s . a match-

ing, a pairing, a yoking together ; a. matched , paired,

yoked.

catta , s . (from tatt , to bring together), a bringing to

gether, the effecting of a bargain or negociation.

catīta, s. (from ( t ) , to pair), a matching or pairing, the

yoking of animals to a carriage ; a. yoked.

catètfa, s. (from catti , to bring together), a bringing to-

gether, the effecting of a bargain or negociation.

cattfag1, a. (from cate), to pair), yoking, matching, pair-

ing.

cartratfe, s. (from catei , a matching), a mutual matching

or pairing, a reciprocal yoking together.

catet, s. (from cat , to connect , one of a pair, a match,

1 , s. (from ì , to connect), a pair, a couple, the uni-

on of two things, one of a pair, a match. Constructed

with ats, to be in contact, this word means to match, to

pair, to unite, to cohabit.

catza, s. (from us, to join), a joining, a cementing, an unit-

ing, a commencing, a being overspread or occupied with,

a being supplied or provided with materials.

:zatși, s. (from cats, to connect), a pair, a couple, a suit of

clothes, union, connection ; v. a. to connect, to unite, to

affix, to add, to cement together, to graft a tree.

catșta, s. (from cats , to connect), a connecting or uniting,

a joining or adding, the fixing of a thing on something.

else, the joining of things by cement, the grafting of a

tree ; a. connected , united , joined, added , affixed, graft-

ed.

catștfa, s. (from catși , to join), a joining, a yoking toge

ther.

tata , a. (from cst, to connect), joining, uniting, con-

necting, adding, affixing, grafting.

(atfș³, a. (from æ , to connect), embroidered, united, con

nected, cemented, grafted .

cateşatış, ad. (from catts, in union. The last member ofthis

word is only a rhyme to the first), in a rhyming man-

ner, in rhyme,

!
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Anṣstiṣui, s. (from cutest , in rhyme, and i, a word),

words rhyming or ending with the some letters.

cats, s. (from cars, the tie ofa yoke), a string used to fast-

en the beam of a plough to the yoke of the cattle , a

farm .

cat3nff, s. (from cats, the tie ofa yoke, and f¾, a rope), a

cord used to fasten the beam ofthe plough to the yoke

ofthe bullocks.

catsata, a. (from cats, aform, and JS, holding) , holding a

farm ; s. a farmer,

tata , s. (from catanta, a farmer), the business or pro-

fession of a farmer .

51, s. (from ‹¤t , a farm), a farm, plowed land, a weir

for catching fish.

, s. (from , to mix), a stock, a person's capital or abi-

lity to expend.

ff , a. (from cat , a capital, and fifa, possessed

of), possessed of stock or capital.

¿ SIRIA, a. (from cata, a capital, and fasì , destitute), des-

titute of stock or capital.

, a . (from cut , a capital, and , joined), connect-

ed with or possessed of a stock or capital.

cutaafão, a. (from cuta, a capital, and af , destitute) , des-

titute of stock or capital.

, a. (from cat , a capital, and , empty) , destitute

of stock or capital.

¿ TÊ , a. (from ( t , a capital, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute ofstock or capital.

, a . (from cuta, a capital, and t , possessed of),

possessed of stock or capital.

) , s. (from , to fight) , a warrior, a fighting man, a

soldier.

cata, s. (from TX, to fight), a warrior, a soldier, a fighting

man.

cuifa, s. (from , to mix), a cause, the original of things,

the vulva, the womb, the place or scite of birth or pro-

duction, a mine, a spring or fountain.

catat, s . (from catfz, pudendum, and ₹13, an insect) , a

letcher, a lascivious person.

tfa , a. (from cuta, vulva, and 3 , to be produced), vi-

viparous, produced from the womb.

catfits. (from cata, vulva, and , a side), in anato-

mylabiæ pudendæ.

tfasts, s. (from catfa, vulva, and šta, afold), the nym-

ph

2

cutam , s . (from catfa, vulva, and fa , a mark), the clito.

ris.

cufafacarota , a . (from cut , the clitoris, and statæ,

যৌবন,

elevating , in anatomy the name of certain muscles , (eire-

tores clitoridis .)

catfaxatatas, a. (from cf , situated on the vulv , and

tata , common), in anatomy the name of a muscle pu-

dendæ communis .)

catata, a. (from , young), young, strong.

catfae, s. (from , to serve) , a woman,

catfaasí, s. (from catfas , a woman, and así, a class) , woman-

kind, the female part of a family or state.

, s. (from ta , lac), lac.

, a. (from f , reasoning) , founded on reasoning,

logical.

fst , a. (from catst, union), formed regularly from the root

and connected with it in meaning.

cfstant . s. (from caste, derived according to the rules

ofgrammar, and ➡ , a sound), a sound or word form-

ed from the root and used in the sense indicated there

by.

3 , s. (from to mix), a dower, a marriage portion.

, s. (from , young) , youth youthfulness.

(TITITZAT, 'a . (from (M17, youth , and ₹74, means), effect-

edbymeans ofyouthfulness ; ad. by means of youthful-

ness.

z , a. (from , youth, and 5, producible), pro…

ducible by or arising from youthfulness .

, ad. (loc. case ofc ) , for youthfulness."

যৌবনজ্ঞাপক, a . ( from যৌৱন, youth , and জাপক, making

known), making known or indicating the age ofpuber-

ty or youth.

, s. (from c , youth, and , a state , the stafe

of youth, youthfulness.

cata , ad. (from , youth, and t , a door) , by or

through youthfulness .

fafas , a. (from , youth, and ff , a cause);

caused by or arising from youthfulness ; ad. from or be-

cause of youthfulness .

rafaface, ad. (from c , youth, and fifa , a cause) , for

the purpose of youthfulness.

agata , s. (from ( 117, youth, and g , display); the

display of youthfulness.

stata, a (from , youth, and at , displrying),

displaying or manifesting the age of puberty or the sea-

son of youthfulness.

(TISTF, a. (from ( 47 , youth, and 5, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from youthfulness ; ad. from or because

ofyouthfulness.

zafazi, ad. (from ( 117, youth, and fazi, beside , with

out or beside youthfulness,
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étiafafates, a. (from , youth, and fad , possessed of), 1 , s. (from , to go), a pass for goods,

young, youthful.

casa , a. (from c , youth, and fat , destitute), past

the time of youth.

cauffas, a. (from cæ , youth , and fofas, excepted ),

a state of youth excepted.

যৌবনব্যতিরেক , s. (from যৌবন, youth, and ডিরেফ, an ex-

ception), the exception of youthfulness.

forge, ad. (loc. case ofcafe ), with the ex-

ception of youthfulness, without or beside youthful-

ness.

afs , a. (from 7, youth, and fos, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from the state of youth ; ad. beside a

state of youth,

ha , a. (from c , youth, and TF, joined), connect-

ed with youthfulness, young, youthful.

aaf , a. (from man, youth, and af , destitute), past

the time ofyouth.

, . (from , youth, and , empty), past the

season ofyouth.

ĦT, a. (from cì , youth, and 5 , indicating) , in-

dicating the season of puberty or youth.

ed , a. (from cl , youth, and , to be situated), young,

youthful.

cas, a. (from , youth, and f , situated , con-

tained in a state of youth, being in a state of youth,

youthful.

cas, a. (from , youth, and , destitute), past the

season of youth.

codantygæ, a. (from 7, youth, and cry, a cause), caused

by or arising from youthfulness ; ad. from or because of

youthfulness.

, s. (from , youth, and ), a state), the state

ofyouth, youthfulness.

Azatzy, s. (from , youth, and tag, a beginning),

the commencement of the season of youth.

ata , s. (from at , a coadjutor in the government),

the office of a prince associated with his father in the

government of the kingdom,

র.

, is the twenty-seventh consonant in the Hindoe alpha-

bet. It has the sound of the English r.

zx18, s, (from E, to remain, and it, wood), a post plac-

ed erect in a pond to measure the depth of the water.

8.E, s. (from ' , a bench in front of a house), a bench

of masonry at the door of a house.

, s. (from p , to be variegated, ), a sort), a sort of

kind, a manner.

x1, a. (from p , to be variegated, § , a sort), consist-

ing of sorts or kinds .

aata, s. (from the letter , and , to do), the letter , or

that character which expresses the sound of the Eng-

lish r.

gætatſu, ɑ. (from gata, the letter , and afft, a begin.

ning), commencing with the letter , having an ini

tial .

atate, a. (from ty, the letter 3, and 6, an end), har.

ing a final , ending with the letter .

JF, a. (from IQ, to colour), red ; s. blood . Constructed with

, to ooze, or , tofall, this word means to bleed ; with

toflow, or5 , to break, it means to discharge blood

so as to cause abortion or other evils.

158, s. (from 1 , red), the name of a very beautiful spe

cies of water-lily, (Nymphæa rubra. )

I , s. (from 3 , red, and , a water-lily), a beat-

tiful species of water-lily, (Nymphæa rubra. )

JGzza), s. (from 1 , red, and ata, oleander), the red ole.

ander or rose-bay, (Nerium odorum, var. rubra)

t , s. (from 3 , red, and Ft , mountain ebony), the

name of a beautiful species of mountain ebony, (Bar-

hinia variegata. )

JETI , s. (from , blood, and 34, an oozing), the ooz.

ing of blood, the bleedin ; of a wound.

, a. (from T , blood, and cat , devouring), san

guinary.

1, s . (from a blood, and st , the Ganges) , a Ganges

word is used hyperbolically to express

copious streams ofblood.

of blood, the

J5 , s. (from , red, and 47, sandal wood), red san◄

ders, (Pterocarpus santalinus.)

(FIIT, a. (from IF, blood, and IT, producing), hæma.

poietic, blood-producing.

TEHAT, ɑ. (from A☛ , blood, and gas, producible), produci.

ble by or arising from blood.

IGGA, s. (from F, blood, and at , a fever), an inflamma-

tory fever attributed to a vitiated state of the blood.

JGHY, s. (from J , blood, and , deteriorated), an impo-

verished or diseased state of the blood.

aatst, s. (from 8 , holding blood, and at , a tube),

a blood vessel.

Jan), s. (from IF, blood, and 541, a river), a river ofblood.

The word is used hyperbolically to express copious

streams of blood.
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1

fas , a. (from , blood, and fafas , a cause), caused

by or arising from blood ; ad. from or because of blood .

fats, al. (from 3 , blood, and fafe, a cause), for

blood.

, s. (from 3 , red, and P , the large water-lily), the

large red water-lily, (Nelumbium speciosum.)

IETI, s. (fromJF, blood, and t , to drink), a leech, a blood

sucker.

JN , s. (from 3 , blood, and ts, afalling), the shedding

of blood, the falling of blood, a bleeding.

ista , s. (from JEE, the shedding of blood, and

, a crime), the guilt ofmurder,the crime of shed-

ding blood.

HI, &. (from 5, blood, and f , bile), the name of a

large climbing shrub, (Ventilago maderaspatana ;) the

spontaneous discharge ofblood fromthe nose or mouth,

an erupiton of a red colour considered as the first ap-

pearance of leprosy.

1, s. (from a , red, and 1 , a kind ofplant), a

red coloured species of plant used as a potherb, (Ba-

sella rubra.)

*&gateaalsì, s. (from state, carrying the blood in

streams, and is , a tube), an artery .

157, s. (from it , an artery, and

Fiș , a playing) , the action of the arteries.

JESTF, a. (from 7 , blood, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from blood ; ad. from or because of blood .

I , s. (from 1 , blood, and T , a binding),
the stop-

ping of blood by styptics or other means.

tärtat, s. (from 75, red, and tșit , a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant or rather weed, (Sida

rhombifolia.)

Ffiæta, s. (from 3 , blood, and fats, a change) , a dis-

eased or deteriorated state of the blood, a change or al

teration of the blood.

a , ad. (from 3 , blood, and fat, without), without or

beside blood .

, a (from , blood, and faft , possessed of), pos-

sessed of blood, bloody.

ds, a. (from 7 , blood, and fa , destitute), destitute

ofblood, bloodless.

, a. (from a , blood, and rff , excepted),

blood excepted.

zenfazæ, s. (from 7 , blood, and vfsize, an exception),

the exception ofblood.

*** fstate, ad. (loc. case of35ft ), with the excep-

tion of blood, without or beside blood.

রক্তা

**St87, s. (from IF, blood, and Sta, a breaking , a mor

bid discharge ofblood from the uterus, the lochia.

as , a. (from a , blood, and fa, separate) , separate or

distinct from blood ; ad. beside blood.

ISWA¡SF, a. (from , blood, and at , setting free),

bleeding a person ; s. a person who lets blood .

Flat , s. (from 7 , lood, and at , a liberating), the

act of letting blood,

JFTF, a. (from 7 , blood, and F, joined to), bloody.

45 , a. (from 3 , blood, and 15, joined to), bloody.

JEF, a. (from , blood), bloody.

sas, a. (from 75, blood, and af , destitute), destitute

of blood, bloodless.

18, a. (from , blood, and fat, smeared), smeared

with blood, bloody.

, s. (from , blood, and cat , a smearing), a

smearing with blood.

, s. (from 35, red, and te, a pot herb), the red spe

cies of amaranthus used as a pot-herb, (Amaranthus

gangeticus. )

Issa , s. (from 15, red, and fam, silk cotton tree), the

silk cotton tree with deep red flowers , ( Bombax hepta

phyllum.)

JF , a. (from a , blood, and tar, empty), destitute of

blood , bloodless.

IFFRII, 8. (from TF, red, and fax, a water-lily ), the

beautiful red species ofthe water-lily, (Nymphæa ru-

bra.)

রক্তসূর্য এনি , ও. (from রক্ত , red, and সূর্যায়নি, the name of a flowe

er), the name of a beautiful flowering shrub, ( Hibiscus

phoeniceus, var. rubra.)

, 8. (from a , blood, and gta, a moving), au hemor

rhage.

JELA, s. (from I , red, and ™ , a duck), a particular mo

dulation of the voice in Hindoo music.

JFTÌA, a . (from , blood, and F , destiture), destitute of

blood, bloodless.

ISCIF, a. (from F, blood, and ( ³, a cause), caused by

or arising from blood ; ad. from or because of blood.

JFİF, a. (from 3 , blood, and , smeared , smeared with

blood, bloody.

রক্তাবাহকনাড়ী, s. ( from রক্তাবাহক, bringing the blood, and

atsì, a tube), a vein.

tag, a. (from , red, and , cloth), wearing red clothes,

dressed in red .

JStafS, 8. (from a , blood), a mutual bleeding or shedding

of blood,

Zzzzzz
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রক্ষা.

sota, s. , (from ? , red, and sta, a yam), the name of a

red species of yam, ( Dioscorea purpurea. )

IFTI, 8. (from 5, red), the red seeds of Abrus precato-"

rins used in India as goldsmiths weights, also the plant

which produces them.

, s. (from I , red), redness .
•

, s. (from 5, red, and set , a wa'er- lily) , the

name of the red water-lily, (Nymphæa rubra.)

AF14 , s. (from IF, red, and 898, a stone) , red ochre.

IFF, 8. (from I to keep), a keeper, one who preserves

things, a guard, a watchman, a protector.

"

za , a. (from 3 , a keeper, and 1, destitute), desti-

tute of a protector.

d, s. (from , to keep), the preserving of a thing, the

saving or protecting of a person, the taking care of a

thing.

, a. (from 3 , to keep), capable of being preserved ,

salvable, defensible.

, s. (from A to preserve), a kind of fabled giant or

goblin, a ghost living about cemeteries and devouring

human beings, a cannibal, a titan,
•

, s. (from 3 , to keep), preservation, salvation, protec-

tion, defence, escape, security,

axta1, s. (from 31 , preservation , and , a doer), a pre-

seryer, a keeper, a saviour.

JI , s. (from 1, preservation , and tax, doing), a

preserver, a defender, a protector, a saviour.

zxt , a. (from 1, preservation, and arfa , daing , pre-

serving, keeping, saving.

ZF†KI, a. (from IF , preservation, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from preservation or defence.

fla , ad. (loc . case of ) , for preservation or de.

fence

2 , a. (from 1 , preservation, aud fafa , a cause ,

caused by or arising from defence or preservation ; ad.

from or because of defence or preservation.

tfaface, ad. (from 31, preservation, and fafas, a cause),

for defence, for preservation,

3 , a. (from 31, preservation, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from defence or preservation.

* ife , ad. (from 3 , preservation, and fa×1, without),

without or beside defence or preservation.

tuff , a. (from 31 , preservation, and far, ex-

cepted , defence or preservation excepted.

ata , s. (from 1, preservation , and F, an ex-

ception), the exception of defence or preservation.

রঙ্গাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (luc. case of রক্ষাবাতিরেক), with the excep

"

•

TR

tion of defence of preservation, without or beside de

fence or preservation.

isa, a. (from 1, preservation, and fów, separale), se-

parate or distinct from preservation ; ad. beside pre-

servation,

, a. (from 1 , preservation, and a cause',-CET,

caused by or arising from defence or preservation ; al.

from or because of defence or preservation.

73, a. (from 7 , tokeep), kept, preserved, defended, pro

tected, saved.

3 , a. (from IF, to keep), preservable, salvable, defensi

ble, requiring to be guarded or defended, requiring to

be preserved.

31, s. (from 7 , to keep) , akeeper, a guardian, a savi-

our, a preserver, a defender.

রক্ষ্যমাণ,at , a. (from 3 , to keep , under the process of preser

vation or defence.

st, s . (from , a sinew), a stnew.

astetal, a. (from S , a -sinew, and 1 , pulled), convulsed,

distorted.

va (from ‡ , tỏ fall of), to rub as clothes are-rub-

bed, to rub the body, to rub out corn or seed.

asts, s. (from sş, a kettle drum), the quick beating ofa

drum.

asti, v. a. (from astș o rub), to rub out corn or seed with

the hand, to sit an affair, to put off or postpone.

stafa, s . (from S), a sinew , and af , a juncture), a ten-

don, a ganglion.

45 , s. from , a sinew , a sinew.

"3 s. (from , to shine), the proper name of a man, the

grand-father of Rama.

, s. (from T. Raghoo, and , afamily), thefamily or

race of Rugboo.

I8IRI, s. (from 77. Rughoo, and 77, a son), one of the

pames of Rama.

"

1 , s. (from 7 Rughoo, and tu, a lord), one of the

names of Rama considered as the lord of Rughoo's

race.

8. (from X , Rughoo, and , afamily) , the race

or family of Rughoo, the name of a renowned poem

written by Kalee-dase which treats of the ancestors of

Rama.

¿ETI, s. (from 3 , Rughoo, and ạ, chief), the chief of the

race of Rughoo, one of the names of Rama.

JH, v. a. (from I , to colour) , to colour, to dye, to paint.

I , s. (from I , to colour), paint, a colour, a dye, dancing,

acting, singing, sport, merriment, a field of battle, a
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stage or other place where theatrical scenes are exhi-

bited, tin. This word constructed with , to give, or

to make, means to paint, to dye, to colour.

' ,
TI, a. (from 3 , colour, and to do), dying ; s. a dyer.

JkTIST, ɑ. (from ™ , colour, and ₹31, means), effected by

means of colour ; ad, by means of colour.

JIætI, s. (from 3 , colour, and ą, to do), a painter, a dyer.

aketzæ, a. (from 7 , sport, and 1 , making), making

sport ormerriment, dying with colours ; s. a person-who

makes sport, a dyer.

Яata, a. (from 3 , sport, and atfa , making), making

sport or merriment, dying with colours.

, s. (from я, colour, and 8 , beauty), gaudiness, a glar-

ing colour, a fine colour.

at, s. (from ko , gaudiness), glaring, fine, gaudy,

shewy.

,a. (from 3 , sport, and , producible), producible

by or arisingfrom sport or fun, producible by or arising

from a colour.

, ad. (loc, case of Я ), for sport or fun, for a co-

lour.

gasilke, a. (from 3 , sport, and a livelihood), gain-

ing a living by exhibiting shews ; s.an actor, a dancer,

a painter.

ZKd, 1. (from IG , to colour), a dying or colouring, the name

of a beautiful shrub, ( Ixora Bandhuca.)

at , dd, (from , colour, and t , a door), by or

through colour.

3fafas , a. (from a , colour, and fafa , a cause), caused

by or arising from a colour, caused by or arising from

games or merriment ; ad. from or because of a colour,

from or because of mirth or sport.

affa , od. (from a , colour, and fafas, a cause , for a

colour, for mirth or sport..

, a. (from 3 , colour, and T , caused by), caused

by or arising from a colour, caused by or arising from

sport or mirth ; ad. from or because of a colour, from

or because of sport or mirth.

af , ad. (from 3 , colour, and f171, without), without or

beside colour, without or beside sport or mirth .

Rufsfas, a. (from 3 , colour, and affas, excepted), co-

lour excepted, sport or mixth excepted.

zaufsgæ, s. (from 3 , colour, and zifiiaz, an exception),

the exception of colour, the exception of sport or

mirth.

pkarfsigiæ, ad. (loc. case ofafg ), with the excepti

on of colour, with the exception of sport or mirth,

without or beside colour, without or beside sport or

mirth.

XADA, s. (from ? , merriment, and 5 , a change ofgesture),

lascivious sports or gestures, wantonness, merriment.

afe , a. (from a , colour, and fsa, separate), separate or

distinct from colour; ad. beside colour.

5 , s. (from K, exhibition, and sfa, a field), the field

of battle, a stage or theatre where fictitious characters

are represented or other things exhibited for the enter

tainment of the spectators.

tal, s. (from a , colour, and at , a mother), Lac, the

Lac-insect..

, s. (from 3 , merriment, and an, taste), merriment,

sport.<

T8135, s. (from ? , colour, and j' , a sprinkling), a dyer.

ILЯtal , 8, (from a , sport, and tai, a house), a play house,

a theatre on which sports or dances are exhibited.
4

, a. (from 3 , colour, and ( 5, a cause), caused by or

arising from colour, caused by or arising from sport or

mirth ; ad. from or because of colour, from or because

ofsport or merriment

IN1, v. 4. (from I , to colour), to colour, to paint, to dye.

Яtal, a. (from 3 , a colour, and atafa , living), living

by painting; s. a painter, a player, a dancer, an actor,

ta, s. (from , to colour), the communicating of a co

lour to any thing by painting or dying, the making of

a person redden by blushing or anger.

gildat, a. (from , to colour), colouring ; s. a dyer.

atata , s. (from A, sport, and otfi , descending), an

actor, a dancer.

..

1

afka, a. (from 3K, a colour), gay, gaudy, shewy, splendid .

afkas, a. (from 3 , a colour), gay, gaudy, shewy, splendid.

a , a. (from™ , to colour), colouring, dying, painting, ex-

hibiting shews or sports , impassioned, inclined to pas-

Sion.

IKI, a. (from IH, to colour), coloured, gaudy, impassion

ed, subject to passion.

IĘ, v › a. (from 78, to make) , to compose a literary work, to

invent a thing, to string beads fruits or flowers for gar

lands or necklaces , to make , to fabricate.

15. (from 75, to make), making, composing, fabricating:

757, s. (from 5, to make) , a making, a composing, a fabri

cating.

3571, s. (from 35, to make), an orderly and becoming ar

Zzzzzz 2

rangement or disposition of parts, the decoration of the

hair, the stringing of flowers, the array oftroops, fabri

cation, a making, the composition of literary works,the

a
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making of a thing, the contriving or inventing of a ||

thing, the making of garlands of flowers, fruits, or the

like to adorn houses or temples at a festival.

****, a. (from 3831 , fabrication , and a , means), ef-

fected by means of fabrication or composition ; ad. by

means of fabrication or composition.

Batat, 8. ´from 7671 , fabrication , and zý, a doer), a per-

son who fabricates things, a person who composes a li-

terary work.

gratotse, a . (from 3871 , fabrication, and ☎ta☎, doing), fa.

bricating, making, composing a literary work; s. a mak-

er, a fabricator, the composer of a literary work.

gotēta , «. (from 3531 , fabrication, aud atfa , doing), fa-

bricating, making, composing a literary work.

36III , a. (from 3871 , fabrication , and 591, producible),

producible by or arising from making or fabricating,

producible by or arising from composing a literary

work.

aratra , ad. (loc. case of tar), for a manufacture or

fabrication, for a literary composition.

tt , a. (from 51, fabrication, and at , produced),

produced by or arising from fabrication, produced by

or arising from a literary composition.

38 , ad (from 381, fabrication , and 1 , a door), by

or through fabrication or composition.

atafas , a. (from 351, fabrication, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from fabrication, caused by or

arising from a literary composition ; ad. from or be-

cause ofa fabrication, caused by or arising from a lite-

rary composition.

381ffare, ad. (from 381 , fabrication, and ff , a cause),

for a fabricating, for a literary composition.

aat , a. (from 7871, fabrication, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from fabrication, preceded by or

arising from a literary composition ; ad. by or through

fabrication, by or through a literary composition.

to , a. (from 3671, fabrication, and GIT, op-

posed to), obstructing or opposing the fabrication of a

thing, opposed to or obstructing a literary composition.

38312 , a. (from 7871, fabrication, and * , causedby),

caused by or arising from fabrication, caused by or

arising from a literary composition ; ad. from or be-

cause offabrication, from or because of a literary com-

position.

atas, a. (from 381 , fabrication, and fat , without) , with-

out or beside fabrication, without or beside a literary

composition.

«.tfsfk , . (from 51, fabrication, and wfsfaw, es-

cepted), fabrication excepted, literary composition ex-

cepted.

starfsra , s. (from 751, fabrication, and afarga, an ex-

ception) , the exception of fabrication or literary com

position.

রচনাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. ease of রচনারডিরেক), with the exeep.

tion of fabrication or literary composition, without or

beside fabrication or literary composition.

goatatata, s. (from 7571, fabrication, and utats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to fabrication or literary composi

tion.

attate , a. (from 7571 , fabrication, and atatoa, ob

structing), operating as an obstacle to fabrication or li-

terary composition.

goatsa, a (from 3871 , fabrication, and fa, separate), se

parate or distinct from fabrication or composition.

78atex , a. (from 381, fabrication, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from fabrication or literary com

position ; ad. from or because offabrication or litera

ry composition.

38 , a. (from 75, to make), formable, capable of being

made or composed.

fy , a. (from 5, tofabricate), fabricable, capable ofbe

ing made or composed.

81, 8. (from 35, to fabricate), a person who makes or

fabricates, a person who composes literary works.

761, s. (from 75, to make), the make or composition ofany

thing ; a. made, fabricated, composed.

83, a. (from 78, to make), made, composed, fabricated.

afra , s. (from 3f83, made, and ater, a word), a speech

composed for some set purpose.

, s. (from T , to colour), dust, powder, the farina of a

flower, the menstrual flux, the quality ofactivity or pas.

sion.

TET, S. (from ? , to colour), a washerman,

E , s. (from IF, a washerman), a washerwoman.

JKT, s. (from T to colour , a neck-lace, silver, the name

of a particular mountain, ivory, an elephant's tusk ; a.

white.

Isa), s. (from 3 to colour), a night, turmeric.

zanez, s. (from a , night, and to make), the moon.

Jaist , s. (from a , night, and st , a scent), the tube-

rose, (Polianthes tuberosa. )

, s. (from , to colour) , the quality of passion or ac

tivity, dust, the pollen of a flower, the menstrual eva-

cuation.
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ous.

14.

, a. (from the menstrual evacuation), menstru

ZT:84, 8. (from JFF, passion, and S4 , a quelity), the se-

cond quality inherent in matter ; as applied to iuani-

mate matterit means the motive or active power, as ap-

plied to animated matter it means passion or activity.

*F, s. (from 3, to create), a rope, a cord, a line, a string.

7 %, a. (from , to colour), jovial, merry, gladdening,

cheering, exciting; s. a touch hole, a painter, a stimu-

lant. This word constructed with 91, to cause to drink,

means to prime a gun.

BEX1, s. (from 4 , exciting, and , a house), the touch

-hole of a gun.

, v. a. (froma to speak) , to speak.

sta,s. (from at, to speak), a speaking, a talking.

¿tal, s. (from at, to speak), talk, a report, a rumor, fame.

ts , s. (from atel, speaking, and 5 , the four-

teenth), the fourteenth day of the decrease of the moon

in the mouth of Magha, observed as a religious day.

ati, v. a. (from A , to speak) , to speak, to proclaim, to an-

nounce ;s. a speech, a declaration, a proclamation.

atta, s. (from ati, to speak), a speaking, a proclaiming, a

declaring.

stifii, a. (from ati, to speak), speaking, proclaiming, de-

claring.

Ifts, a. (from it, to speak), spoken, uttered ; s. the roar-

ing of flame.

T. v. a. (from a, to move), to run.

71, v. s. (from 35, to run), to cause to run, to run, to go

fast.

34, s. (from 4. to sound), war, a battle, a fight, a conflict,

a noise.

4 , s. (from 4. war, and , a doer), a person who

makes war, a warrior.

X«TIIT, «. (from 74, war, and stṛē, mɩking), making war ;

s. a warrior.

ATINÌ, a. (from 34, war, and ☎ifax, making), making war.

, a. (from 34, war, and , eminent , eminent in

war, skilled in war.

gazzi, a (from 4, war, and af , versed), versed in

war.

, a. (from 4, war, and , producible), producible

by or arising from war.

FIT, ad. (loc. case of AdA ) , for war or battle.

ZqII, 8. (from 31 , wur, and 57, victory), victory in bartie.

41, a. (from 4, war, and sf , conquering), conquer-

ing in battle.

7 .

ts, a. (from 4, war, and ats, produced), produced by

or arising from war.

31, s. (from T4 , wur, and exq, a conqueror), a conquer-

or in battle.

Je , a . (from Ja, war, and i, to know), skilled in the sci-

ence of war.

Z31, s. (from 343, skilled in war), skilfulness in war.

74 , s. (from 7« , skilled in war , skilfulness in war.

Ja¡Ci, s. (from X1, war, and Gtą, one who knows), a man

acquainted with war.

t , a. (from 34, war, and i , making known), au-

nouncing war, proclaiming war.

74 , s. (from 34 , war, and 197, a making known), the

proclaiming or making kaown of war.

# 1, s. (from 4, war, and af , one who gives

information), a person who gives information about

war.

ts , s. (from 4, war, and sits, relinquishment), the re-

linquishment ofa war.

sit, a. (from 4 , war, and rista, relinquishing), re-

linquishing a war.

Jantot, s. (from 34 , wir, and ¤ , a giver), the person who

gives battle to another.

J1IT, a. (from 34, war, and atøʊ, giving), giving bat-

tle ; s. the person
who gives battle

.

Fartel, a. (from 39, war, and if , giving), giving bat-

tle.

1, ad. (from 74, war, and Tta, a door), by or through

war.

afa , a . (from , war, and fЯ , eminent), eminent in

war.

Jafaris, a. (from ™ , war, and fade, causing to cease),

putting a stop to war.

fanta , a. (from 3 , war, and faxta , preventing), pre-

venting war.

fata , s. (from 4, war, and faztad, preventing), the pre

venting of war.

Jaff , s. (from 3 , war, and fax , cessation), the cessa-

tion of war.

pßſize, a. (from 74, war, and fafa , a cause), caused by

or arising from war ; ad. from or because of war.

stafar , ad. (from 34, war, and faf , a cause), for war or

battle.

249f85, a. (from ₹9, war, and 3, learned), skilled in war,

learned in the art of war.

4-131 , s. (from 4 , war, and arts, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of a war,
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fasist, a. (from 4, war, and at , relinquishing),

relinquishing a war.

341 ,, a. (from 3 , war, and qu ; caused by), caused by

or arising from war ; ad. from or because of war.

Jafdy, a. (from 74, war, and fay, beloved), delighting in

war.

8. (from , war, and T, a musical instrument), a

military instrument of music.

Xafa1, a. (from xd, war, and faal, without), without war,

beside war.

Jafeafs, s. (from ?« , war, and fags, cessation), the cessa-

tion of war.

z«fiatæ, s. (from It, war, and fixta, cessation), the cessati-

on of war.

duffs, a. (from 4, war, and afft , excepted , war

excepted.

aquifolæ, s. (from 34, war, and ſugæ, an exception), the

exception ofwar.

রণব্যতিরেকে, ad . (loc. case of রণব্যতিরেক), with the exception

of war, without war, beside war.

tat , s. (from 3d, war, and tats, an obstacle), an ob-

stacle to war.

datats , a. (from Id, war, and'afafuæ, obstructing), ope-

rating as an obstacle to war.

Zde , 8, (from 4, war, and , a breaking), a defeat, the

breaking ofranks, a rout.

74587, a. (from 7 , war, and s , breaking), routing the

enemy.

Id=67, s. (from 3d , war, and 533, a breaking), the routing

of an enemy.

Fassa, a . (from Jo , war, and (sa, separate), separate or dis-

tinct from war ; ud. beside war.

asfu, s . (from Id , war, and sfa, land), a field of battle.

, a. (from 4, war, and , a rool), grounded upon or

originating from war.

, a. (from , war, andf , teaching), teaching or

learning the art of war.

Jaf , s. (from 7 , war, and f1, doctrine), the doctrine

of war.

I , s. (from Id, war, and I, armor), the armor or ac-

coutrements of war.

Adful, s. (from 4, war, and fag , the shout ofwarri-

ors), a war conch, a war trumpet.

Ig , a. (from 3d , war, and 5 , indicating), indicating

war, declaring war.

, a. (from 3d, war, and 61 , to stand , situated or being

in a war.

arat.

JɖE , s . (from I , war, and , aplace), the place or field

of battle.

TqTMÎ, s. (from T‡, war, and Tai, a place), the field of bat

tle.

ta, s. (from 74, war, and t , a place), the place or

field of battle.

tut,a. (from 4, war, and tf , continuing), continu

ing in the war.

Taf , a. (from 3 , war, and fʊ, situated), situated or be

ing in the war.

KATIE, a. (from xd, war, and F , a cause), caused by or

arising from war; ad. from or because of war.

Adtægt, a. (from 34, war, and atæt§¹, desire), a desire for

war.

Adtætgì, a. (from 3d, war, and atetf§7, desirous), desirous

of war.

রনাভিলাষ, s . (from রণ, war, and অভিলাষ; desire), a desire for

war.

Zatfsata , a. (from 4, war, and fata , desirous), de

sirous of war.

Jd†SIA, s. (from J4, war, and 1st , study), the study of

war, the exercising of troops.

atsitat, a. (from 4, war, and , studying), study

ing war, performing military exercises.

gatul ,́ a. (from 4, war, and fun, desirous , desirous of

war.

Tate , ad. (from 4, war, and af, an object), for thepurpose

of war.

dgt; s. (from T , war, and Ix' , desire), a desire for war.

Al«T, a. (from X4, war, and I , desirous) , desirous of war.

NAFF, a. (from Id, war, and 5, desirous), desirous of war.

Mata , a. (from 34, war, and sЯ13, ready), prepared or rea-

dy for war.

tarts,. (from 74, war, and sitt, exertion), zealous

exertion to foment or carry on war.

lateartsfl, a. (from 4 , war, and scartista, exerting), using

zealous exertion for war.

aatЯæta, a. (from 3d, war, and 8Я17, assistance), assise

tance in war.

NatЯætæ, a. (from 4, war, and sætræ, assisting), giving

assistance in war.

Iqt4FA, s. (from As , war, and sЯr¤, a commencement ,

commencement of war.

the

AgtsTF, a. (from 34, wur, and 87 , fit , fit or proper for

war.

attest, a. (from 4, war, and safs , applying to),

applying suitably to war.

1

1
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রদ্ধ রতি

ge, s. (from ga, to sport , a man who dies without having | 31, ad. (from , ajewel, and t , a door), by or

had male issue, à baren tree.

31, s. (from 7 , to sport), a widow ; a. barren, sterile.

xcì, s . (from ze¹, a widow), a widow, a woman.

4ĦatI, s. (from pet, a widow , andj , play), a whoremong-

er.

getatat, s. (from fat , a whoremonger), whoredom , adul-

⚫tery.

·I , a. (from 4 , to enjoy), delighted with, devoted to ; s .

copulation,

tut, a. (from 7 , coition, afifa, desirous), libidinous , lust-

ful.

[s, s. (from a, to enjoy), enjoyment, pleasure, coition, a

red seed of abrus precatorius used as a goldsmith's

weight, little, a small quantity , a grain.

afsfægt, s. (from 7f3, coition, and fri, work), coition .

afsata, s. (from afs, coition, and 17, a giving), the act of

coition.

33, s. (from af , coition, and -Я , a lord), the Indian

Cupid.

fa , s. (from 73, enjoyment, and ✯, merriment) , plea-

sure and enjoyment, sport and pleasure, coition.

33 , s . (from , coition, and * , power), virile,power.

3t , a. (from 3 , copulation, and tЯ , devoted to , las-

civious, letcherous, fond of pleasure.

afs, s . (from af , a seed ofabrus precatorius), a seed of

abrus precatorius used for a goldsmith's weight,a grain

weight, a little, a trifling quantity.

af , s. (from afst , a seed of abrus precatorius), a seed

of Abrus precatorius used as a goldsmith's weight.

. s. (from , to sport) , a jewel, any thing valuable.

ত্বকদল, S. (from 3 , a gem, and , a shoot), coral.

FJTade, a. (from ? , a jewet, and ạ , means), affected

by means ofjewels or valuable things ; ad. by means of

jewels or valuable things.

zpufsz, a. (from p , a gem, and 53, se!), set with jew-

els.

1, s. (from 7 , a gem, and ste, afœtus), the earth, a

woman whose children are blessings to her.

, a. (from , jewel, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from jewels, or other valuable things.

st , ad. (loc. caseof ), for jewels, for valuable ar-

ticles.

Fife , a. (from , a gem, and fat, living), livingby

gems ; s. a jeweller.

, a. (from y, a gem, and if , living), living by

gems ; s. a jeweller,

through jewels or valuable things .

gafase, a. (from 3 , a jewel, and f , a cause), caused

by or arising from jewels or valuable things ; ad . from

or because ofjewels or valuable things.

ayafat , ad. (from 7 , a jewel, and fifa , a cause), for

jewels, for valuable things.

Itta, s. (from II, a gem, and Я , a vessel), a casket of

jewels, a cabinet for jewels.

, . (from , a jewel, and , caused by), caused

by or arisingfrom jewels or valuable things ; ad. from

or because ofjewels or valuable things.

' ,fiat, ad. (from 3 , a jewel, and fa̸1, without), without or

beside jewels or valuable things.

agʊfsfas, a. (from T , a jewel, and affa , excepted);

jewels or valuables excepted.

agusta , s . (from , a jewel, and afst , an exception),

the exception of jewels or valuable things.

রত্নাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of রত্নাতিরেক , with the excepti-

on ofjewels or valuable things, without or beside jewels

or valuable things .

agfsa, a. (from IF, a jewel, and fsa, separate), separate or

distinct from jewels or valuable things ; ad. besidejew-

els or valuable things.

III, a. (from 3 , a gem), gemmy, abounding with gems,

made ofgems.

31, 8. (from 1711, gemmy), gemminess, the circum-

stance of abounding with gems.

gaya, s. (from 4, gemmy), gemminess, the circum

stance of abounding with gems.

fanetan, s. (from , a jewel, and fast , a throne), a

jewelled throne.

রত্ননি' হাসনোপবিষ্ণ ,ু a. (from রত্নসি न, a jewelled throne)

and sf , seated), seated on a throne ornamented

with jewels.

, a. (from , a jewel, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from jewels or valuable things ; ad. from

because ofjewels or valuable things.

ta , s. (from , a gem, and atea, a mine), a mine of

gems, the sea. The name of a sage much noted in Hine

doo romance.

ata , s. (from . a jewel, and tal, a row), a string

of jewels, the name of a tune or mode in Hindoo mu

sic.

afg, s. (from 2, to go), a cubit measured from the elbow to

the end of the closed fist, equal to twenty-one breadths

ofthe thickest part of the thumb,
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7 .

zu, s. (from ga, to sport) , a car, a chariot, a war chariot,

the car of Jugunnath.

usty, s. (from 7 , a car, and to do), a wheelwright, a

coachmaker.

Fuatai , s. (from au, a cur, and atat , a going), the festival

of the procession of Jugunnath's car, which is kept on

the second day of the moon's increase in Asharha.

avata , a. (from zu, a car, and at , going), attending the

procession ofJugunnath's car.

ZUI, « . (from Xu, a car, and 1, to stand), mounted on a car.

quat , a. (from gu, a car, and fu , staying), staying in

a carriage.

Tufte, a. (from gu, a car, and 3, situated), situated on

a car.

Julk, s. (from gu, a car, and a , a limb), a wheel, any part

of a carriage.

guts , a. (from gu, a car, and 5, mounted), mounted on

a car, riding in a carriage.

gutarated, a. (from au, a car, and xxxted, an alighting),

the alighting from a carriage.

zulacatxì, a. (from gu, a car, and gif , descending),

alighting from a carriage.

guttata, s. (from au, a car, and wiizted , a mounting), the

mounting or entering into a carriage .

autzats , a. (from au, a car, and tratf , ascending) , as-

cending or entering a carriage.

gut, s. (from afua, driving a car) , a charioteer.

zuri, s. (from zu, a car) , a public street, a carriage road.

3 , s. (from 3 , to divide), a tusk ; also, (from , to sub-

due, , rejection), rejection, resistance, refutation, re-

pulsion, the rescinding of a law, an obstruction, a pre-

vention. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

prevent, to hinder, to obstruct, to stop work, to rescind ,

to disprove.

35 , s. (from 3 , to fear), a tooth.

ì, a. (from a, a tooth), toothed , tusked ; s. an elephant,

, 8. (from 5 , a prevention, and , a reply), a

rejoinder.

ṛtām, s. (from d), an objection, and Jor, an exchange),

argument, discussion, altercation .

I , v. a . (from 3 , to cook) , to cook food.

*■ , s. (from x , to cook), the cooking of food.

, s. (from , the cooking offood, and , a doer),

a person who dresses food, a cook .

IT¹atiæ, a, (from 7 , a cooking, and æta☎, doing), cook-

ing food ; s. a person who cooks food.

at , a. (from , a cooking, and 4, doing) , cook-

ing food.

রক্ষ

E, s. (from , the cooking offood, and s , a house),

a kitchen, a cook-room.

, s. (from 7, the cooking offood, and 3, a house',

a kitchen, a cook-room.

JANI , a. (from 3 , the cooking offood, and a , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from cooking.

, ud. (loc , case of 7), for cooking.

as, a. (from 3 , the cooking offood, and fars,

causing to cease), putting a stop to the cooking of food.

gwafaxtzæ, u. (from 3 , the cooking offood , and fixie,

preventing), resisting or preventing the cooking of food.

রন্ধননিবারণ , s. ( from রন্ধন, the cooking of food , and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the resisting or preventing of the cook-

ing.offood.

p*Ifaqſ³, 8. (from , the cooking offood, and fiɛfs,

cessation), the cessation of cooking food.

রন্ধননিমিত্তক , a. (fromরান, the cooking of food, and न ,

a cause) , caused by or arising from the cooking of food;

ad. from or because of cooking.

রজননিষিতে, ad. (from রন্ধন , the cooking of food , and নিনিত,

a cause), for the cooking of food.

Jufæ, a. (from 3 , the cooking offood, and "f, be-

fore), preceded by or arising from cooking ; ad, by or

through cooking.

IRF, a. (from , the cooking offood, and

caused by), caused by or arising from the cooking of

food ; ad. from or because of cooking.

IMafazi, ad. (from , the cooking offood, and fent, with-

out), without or beside the cooking of food,

রহ্মনব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from রন্ধন , the cooking of food , and বাতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the cooking of food excepted.

রন্ধনব্যতিরেক, s. (from রখন, the cooking of food, and বাজিয়া,

an exception , the exception of dressing food,

রজনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofরন্ধন /ডিরেক , with the excep

tion of dressing food , without or beside the dressing of

food.

tt , s. (from , the dressing offood, andutt ,

an obstacle), au obstacle to the dressing of food.

Jāutatas, a . (from 7, the dressing offood, and art

, obstructing), operating as an obstacle to the dress-

ing of food.

, a. (from T , the dressing offood, and feu, sepa-

rate), separate or distinct from the dressing offood.

ts , a. (from 7 , thecooking offood, and casts, work

thy ,worthy of being cooked , fit to be cooked.

রন্ধনশালা , s. ( from রখন, the cooking of food, and

house), a kitchen, a cook-room.

飛
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33 , a. (from , the cooking offood, and a

cause) caused by or arising from the dressing of food ;

ad, from or because of cooking.

gataigi, s. (from 7 , the dressing offood, and att

desire), a desire to dress food,

রানাকাঙ্ক্ষী, a. (from রন্ধন, the dressing ofofod , and t

desirous), desirous of dressing food.

tsta, s. (from 7 , the cooking of food, and witty, o

house , a kitchen, a cookroom.

atents, s. (from , the dressing offood, and afsat ,

desire), a desire to dress food.

রন্দ্রনাভিলাষী , a. (from রন্ধন, the dressing of food, and অভিলা

fa , desirous), desirous of dressing food.

a. (from 3 , the dressing offood, and sf , de-

sirous), desirous ofdressing food.

at , ad. (from 3 , the dressing offood, and af, an

object), for the purpose of dressing food.

paat , a. (from 7, the cooking offood, and , fit), fit

or proper for cooking.

1, s. (from , the dressing of food, and at , de-

sire), a desire to dress food.

JMIH, a. (from I , the dressing offood, and , desir-

ous), desirous of dressing food.

XIE, a. (from , the dressing offood, and , de-

sirous), desirous of dressing food.

রক্ষ্মণোপযুক্ত, a. (from রান, the cooking of food , and উপযুক্ত,

proper), fit or proper for cooking.

4, s. (from , to sport), a cavity, a hole, the eye of a

needle, a vent, a fissure, a chasm, a fault, a defect.

v. a. (from , to go), to toil, to wander about.

syta, s. (from , to go), toil, endeavour, labour.

A1, s . (from X , to restore to aformer state, ¿³), to set-

tle a dispute), the settlement of a dispute.

Ir , a. (from ¿ , the settlement of a dispute), settling

disputes.

zætat?, s. (from ¿3), the settlement ofa dispute, and ♪,

holding), the settler of disputes.

artai, s. (from ¿), the settlement of a dispute, and x- li,

a writing), a writing or deed of agreement or settle-

ment of disputes.

7 , s. (from 7, to reduce to aformer state, 3) , a darn-

ing),the mending or darning of clothes.

at , s. (from 5) , the darning of cloth, and , to do), a

taylor, one who darns cloth, particularly such as is da-

maged in the loom or in bleaching,

, s. (from ), to go), a going.

ن
agtfa, s. (from , to go), a going, the exporting of goods.

, s. (from , to utler sound), a soun , a voice, a noise .

aats, s. (from 2!) , a custom) , a custom, a habit.

gæta , s. (from ¿Ã³ , to go) , a pass for goods.

zata, s. (from le , a kind ofviolin), a kind of violin.

Aetas, a. (from ga, a sound, and 3, called) , called bythe

voice, called , invited .

af , s. (from , to sound), the sun.

Isaan, s. (from II, the sun, and ñ, a field), a crop ri

pened by the sun without rain , a cold season crop.

afaæta, s. (from afa, the sun, and at?, a day) , Sunday.

™ , s. (from ☎, to sound), the name of a beautiful tree,

(Dillenia speciosa.)

4 , s. (from a , to enjoy), the enjoyment of pleasure,

coition, sport, play, amorous dalliance, a lover, a ga→

lant, the Indian Cupid, a husband, memory.

JaɖætIæ, a. (from ad , amorous enjoyment, and æge, do-

ing), indulging in amorous enjoyments.

, a. (from 4, amorous enjoyment, and fan, dos

ing , indulging in amorous enjoyments.

JTIV, a. (from д , amorous enjoyment, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from amorous enjoy

ments.

JAAFIHI, ad. (loc. case of 1) , for amorons indulgences.

zu«fofase, a. (from 4, amorous enjoyment, and fafts, a

cause), caused by or arising from amorous indulgences ;

ad. from or because of amorous indulgences.

রযননি:মত্তে, ad . (from রমণ, amorous enjoyment, and নিষিত্ত ,

cause), for amorous enjoyments.

Jæɑufsaus, ɑ. (from дæ , amorous enjoyment, and seat,

opposing), obstructing the enjoyments of love.

JɑTUS, ɑ. (from ad, amorous enjoyment, and F, caus-

ed by) , caused by or arising from amorous enjoyments;

ad. from or because of amorous enjoyments.

f1, ad. (from 4, amorous enjoyments, and fint, be

side), without or beside amorous enjoyments.

রমণব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from রমণ, amorous enjoyment , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the enjoyments of love excepted.

রমণব্যতিরেক, s. (from রমণ , amorous enjoyment , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of amorous enjoyments,

fs , ad. (loc. case of qua ), with the excep

tion of amorous enjoyments, without or beside amorous

enjoyments.

zaqatats, s. (from * d, amorous enjoyment, and T¡¡S,an

obstacle), an obstacle to amorous enjoyments.

রমণব্যাঘাতক, a. (from রমণ, amorous enjoyment, and stঘাতক,

obstructing), acting as an obstacle to amorous enjoy.

ments.

gafsa, a, (from gäd, amorous enjoyment, and f , separate),

separate or distinct from amorous enjoyments

Aaaaaaa
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, a. (from ad, amorous enjoyment, and , indi-

citing), indicating amorous enjoyments.

রমণহেতুক, a. (from ad, amorous enjoyment, and 3 , a

cause), caused by or arising from amorous enjoyments ;

ad, from or because of amorous enjoyments .

Jadi, s. (from д to enjoy , a woman, an agreeable woman,

a wife, a mistress , a park, a pleasure ground.

রমনাকা$1 , s. (from রমণ , amorous enjoyment , and আকাঙ্কণ,

desire), a lascivious desire, a lecherous disposition .

রমণীকান্ত্রী, 0, ( from রমণ, amorous enjoyment, and আঁকানি,

desirous), lascivious, lecherous.

gadtfsata, s. (from æd , amorous enjoyment, and afsatz,

desire), a lascivious desire, a lecherous disposition.

ta , a. (from , amorous enjoyment, and fatfag,

desirous), lascivious, lecherous.

gaatúj ,́ a. (from 1 , amorous enjoyment, and af , desir-

ous', lascivious, lecherous.

zzate , ad. (from 4, sexual intercourse, and af, an ob-

ject), for the purpose of sensual indulgence.

, . (from 3 toplay), a woman, an agreeable woman,

a wife, a mistress.

pædista, s. (from gæɗì, a woman, and stɗ, a genus), a body of

amorous women.

zada , s. (from gadi, a woman, and xea, a circle), a cir-

cle of amorous women.

ZIY, a. (from J , to enjoy), beautiful, pleasing, pleasant,

calculated to yield enjoyment.

gas ), s. (from z¤ª , amorous enjoyment, and x , desire), a

Jascivious desire, a lecherous inclination.

JAH, d. (from JA , amorous enjoyment, and 5, desirous),

desirous of sensual pleasure, lascivious, lecherous.

JæɗFF, a. (from ¤ , amorous enjoyment, and ₹5, desir-

ous), desirous of sensual pleasures, lascivious, lecher-

ous.

35), s. (from 78, to begin), a name of the plantain fruit,

(Musa paradisiaca) ; in mythology one of the celestial

dancing girls.

zytamty, s. (from 751, a plantain, and ata, pulse), a spe-

cies of Kidney bean.

ziemi, s. (from 75, to begin), the name of a combination of

sounds in Hindeo music.

, à . (from a, to enjoy), pleasant, pleasurable, agreeable.

Imi, s. (from ge, enjoying, and mi, to give), a small branch

or twig, a rod or shoot.

984, s. (from xe, enjoying, and mi, to give), a blanket, an

eye lash.

787, s. (from aut, to eat), garlic, (Alliam sativum.)

at, s. (from T , garlic), a species ofcive or shalot, (Al

lium ascalonicum.)

agatata, s. (from ₹ 1 , an escallion, and tЯ, grass), a spe

cies of cive, (Allium escalonicum .)

atei, s . (from 7 , garlic), the cat's eye gem.

af , s . (from , to pervade), a sun-beam, a ray.

aata, s. (from catad, a stone , a touch stone.

Ja, v. n. (from ¿ã, to taste), to swell, to become domat

ous, to become heaved or puffy, to fester, to be damp.

রস, s . (from a , to taste), the savor ofa thing, flavour, carnal

enjoyment, sensuality, the pith or marrow of a dis

course, taste or sentiment in a literary sense ; of these

Hindoo writers reckon eight, viz. Shringara, the senti

ment of love, Hasya, that of mirth, Kuroona, tender.

ness, Roudra, the wrathful, Veera, the heroic, Bhuya

nuka, the terrific, Vibhutsa the sentiment of disgust,

Udbhoot, that of surprize, and Shanti, that of tranquilli

ty ; an affection of the mind, passion, juice , an exudati-

on, a fluid, a liquid , a liquified substance, semes virile,

a metal, quicksilver, water, the primary or essential

fluid of the body which is by various processes changed

into blood, serum and the other fluids ; gum, myrrh, a

mineral or metallic salt. Constructed with 1 to drew,

this word means to extract the juices of a thing, to im-

poverish.

, a. (from , juice), rosacic ; &, stewed meat.

JaBIT, a. (from a , taste, and 34, means), effected by

the taste offood, effected by sentiment or feeling ; ad

by means ofthe taste offood, by means of taste or sea-

timent.

gazzi , 8. (from zЯ, taste, and axi, made), the name ofa

sweetmeat made of curds, sugar, coconut juice, and

spices ; a. made savory, made liquid, made of liquids.

JAQL¡A4*, 8. (from ga☎1, made liquid, aud ™ , a kind

of sweetmeat), a particular sort of sweetmeat in which

the liquid of the coconut is an ingredient.

JATÁI, s. (from ZA, juice, and x , camphor), quicksilver,

a white sublimate or muriate of mercury made in close

vessels with sulphur, mercury, and common salt ; the

chrystals formed in the first operation are sublimed a

second time.

JACA, 8. (from A, taste. The last member ofthe word is

merely arhyme to the first), sentiment and feeling, pith

and sentiment.

Ħatq;, s. (from xx , quicksilver), quicksilver, a white

muriate of mercury .

anatça, a. (from ga, juice, and at , making), liquifying,

F
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બ.

producing sensations or emotions, giving a zest, giving

a relish or taste.

gaziš, u, (from ga, juice, and ata, making), liquifying,

producing sensations or emotions, giving a zest, giving

a tase or relish.

gaste, s. from 3 , juice, and stố, an embryo`, vermillion ,

a preparation used as stibium,

xas, a. (from xn, juice , and 5 , to be proluced), produc-

ed in liquids ; s . an insect or animalcule produced in

liquids , blood.

paxix, e. (fiom II, taste, and 55, producing), produc-

ing sentiments or feelings, producing taste, producing

juice or moisture.

JЯafas, 2. (from JЯ, laste, and afas , produced , produced

by or arising from the taste of food , produced by or

arising from taste or sentiment.

ЯIV, &. from xa, juice, and 71, producible) , produci-

ble by or arising from sensations or emotions, produci-

ble by or arising from juice or liquid, producible by or

arising from taste or relish.

Cars, ad. (loc. case of 1 , for sensations or emotions

for juice, for liquids , for taste .

Fasis, e. (from 38, taste, and 313, produced), produced

by or arising from the taste of tood, produced by or

arising from taste or sentiment.

་JATI, 8. (from JR, taste, and 3, a fever), a fever arising

from intemperance or indigestion .

, from , juice, and , to know), acquainted with

taste or sentiment, acquainted with liquids ; s. a poet or

writer who is acquainted with the various sentiments or

feelings to be described , an alchymist, one acquainted

with the power of mercury, the tongue.

Ja , 8. (from IFA, acquainted with taste), a knowledge

of taste or sentiment.

JAMI, 8. (from 75 , acquainted with taste), a knowledge of

taste or sentiment.

FĦĦtt, s. (from ¤, taste, and ☎†¾, one who knows), a per-

son who knows or distinguishes tastes.

gauta, s. (from Я, taste, and ta, knowledge), a know-

ledge ofthe various feelings or sentiments which are ex-

cited by poetry, a knowledge of the tastes of substan-

ces, alchemy, a knowledge of mercurial preparations.

paxta, ɑ. (from Я, taste, and atta, muking known ,

declaring or making known tastes or sentiments.

gusta, s. (from xx, taste, and †† , a making known),

the declaring or making known of tastes or sentiments.

™™ , s. (from ♪~), to arrive,, a store of grain laid in for an

army orfor any other purpose.

31.

, ad. (from ga, taste, and at a door), by or through

the taste of food, by or through taste or sentiment.

JA , 8. (from 3 , to taste), the tasting of a thing, taste,

sound, noise.

f , s. (from , garlic, and atfa, a sort ofaqua'ie

plant), the name of an aquatic plant, (Vallisneria alter-

nifolia.)

Zaal , s (from 3 , to taste) , the tongue.

Jafarýs, a . from a , taste, and fixa, causing to cerse).

putting a stop to the relish of food, putting an end to

taste or sentiment.

gafaatı , a. (from ₹a, taste, and faætgæ, preventing), re-

sisting or preventing the relish offood , resisting or pre-

venting literary taste or sentiment.

anfaatad, s. (from ₹Я, taste, and faxtas, a preve ·ting), the

resisting or preventing of the relish of food , the resist

ing or preventing of literary taste or sentiment.

zafaqfa, s. (from ṛa, taste, and farfa, cessation), the ces-

sation or prevention of the relish of food, the cessation

or prevention of literary taste or sentiment,

zafafaga, a. (from xa, taste, and fafa , a cause), caused

by or arising from the taste of things or from senti

ment, caused by or arising from juice or liquids ; að.

from or because of the taste of things, from or because

ofsentiment or pithiness, from or because of juice or

liquid.

aafafats, ad. 'from 3 , taste, and fafas, à cause), for the

taste of things, for sentiment or pithiness, for juice or

liquids.

parafası, s. (from xa, mercury, and ca , the eye), red ar-

senic.

aafu, s. (from 1, a tasting, and , an organ of

sense), the organ of tasting the tongue.

. . from ¤, mercury, and " , a flower', a kind of

muriate of mercury formed by once subliming a mix-

ture of sulphur, mercury, and common salt in close

vessels.

, s. (from 7 , taste, and at , display , a display

ofwit or sentiment, an appearance of sap or moisture.

, a. (from a , taste, and чata, displaying , dis-

playing wit or sentiment, shewing moisture,

nfsæs, a. (from 3 , taste, and for◄a, opposing), ob-

structing or hindering the taste of substances, obstruct-

ing the sentiment or pith of a discourse, obstructing

juice or liquids.

JRAUF, a. (from x , taste, and * , caused by), caused by

or arising from the taste of substances, caused by or

arising from the pith or sentiment of a discourse, caus❤

Aaaaaaa9
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ed by or arising from juice or liquid ; ad. from or be-

cause of the taste of substances, from or because ofthe

pith or sentiment of a discourse, from or because of

juice or liquids.

352, 8. (from 3 , taste), juicy, well-flavored, tasteful ,

touching the feelings .

gausitisì, s. (from pazÑ, merry, and cişî, the name of

a Raginee), the name of a mixed mode in Hindoo mu-

sic.

pas, a. (from A, tas'e, and x , increasing) , heighten-

ing the taste of substances, increasing the sentiment or

pith of a discourse, increasing juice or liquid.

.

, s. (from Я, taste, and 2 , an increasing), the

heightening of the taste of substances, the increasing

of the pith or sentiment of a discourse, the increasing

ofjuice or liquid.

Hat , S. from , juice, and t³, rheumatism), a rheuma-

tism in the joints attended with swelling.

at , a. (from , taste), juicy, well-flavoured, tasteful,

touching the feelings.

fa , ad. (from , taste, and f , without ), without

taste, without pith or sentiment, without juice or li-

quid.

zafafu , a. (from Я, taste, and faf , possessed of), sa-

voury, possessed of pith or sentiment, liquid, juicy, full

ofsap.

gas , a. (from 3 , taste, and fast , destitute
), tasteless

,

insipid
, destitute

of pith or sentiment
, juiceless

, sapless
.

f . 8. (from ga, taste , and , increase
), the increase

of the taste of things
, the increase

of pith or senti-

ment, the increase
of juice or liquid

.

palatel, a . (from Ja, taste, and (atą, one who knows), a per-

son who is acquainted with tastes, a person who is ac-

quainted with literary taste or sentiment.

galate, s. (from JR, tuste, and cæta, knowledge), a know-

ledge of taste, a knowledge of literary taste or senti-

ment.

ZĦTÂs, a. (from Я, taste, and cataa, knowing), acquaint-

ed with tastes, acquainted with literary taste or senti-

ment.

রুমব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from রস, taste, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted , taste

excepted, sentiment or feeling excepted, juice or liquid

excepted.

Gifsi , s. (from , taste, and arfs , an exception),

the exception of taste or sentiment, the exception of

juice or liquid.

রসব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. ense of রসব্যতিরেক), with the exception

of taste or sentiment, with the exception of juice or li-

KR.

quid, without or beside taste , without or beside pith or

sentiment, without or beside juice or liquid,

gastats, s. (from ≈, taste, and zitats, an obstacle), an

obstacle to the taste of substances, an obstacle to the

pith or sentiment ofa discourse, an obstacle to juice or

liquids.

ts , a. (from , taste, and artatæ, obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to the taste of substances, ope

rating as an obstacle to the pith or sentiment of a dis-

course, operating as an obstacle to juice or liquids.

, s. (from , taste, and 5 , a breaking), the interrup-

tion or breaking up of sport or sentimental pursuits.

, a. (from , taste, and 3 , breaking), interrupt

ing or breaking up sport or sentimental pursuits.

JA597, s. (from JR, taste, and887, a breaking), the inter-

rupting orbreaking up of sport orsentimental pursuits.

afsa, a. (from Я, taste, and fa, separate), separate or

distinct from the relish of food , separate or distinct from

literary taste or sentiment ; ad. beside the taste offood,

beside literary taste or sentiment.

JĦAT, a. (from Я, taste), full of taste or sentiment, senti

mental, juicy.

ISS , a. (from , taste, and , a root), grounded on

or originating from the taste of food , founded upon or

originating from literary taste or sentiment.

JALF, a. (from z¤, savour, and 1 , joined to , sapid, sa-

voury.

parg, a. (from J , savour, and 1 , joined to), savoury, sa-

pid.

z=1fs, a. (from ₹Я, taste, and af , destitute), destitate

of pith or sentiment, tasteless, insipid, sapless, juice-

less.

JĦATI, s. (from xa, a min :ral, and ztuą, a king), quick-

silver.

, a. (from Я, taste, and , empty), destitute ofpiib

or sentiment, tasteless, insipid, sapless, juiceless,

Jatka, s. (from FA, a metal, and c"18¤, a purifying), bo-

rax, especially as used for a flux in melting and purify-

ing metals.

zĦ[ME, s. (from 3ñ, taste, and fЯs, accomplished), an al-

chemist ; a. proficient in the use of mercury.

zafafs, s. (from , taste, and ff , completion), the know-

ledge of alchemy, an acquaintance with mercury ob-

tained by the performance of chemical operations com-

bined with mystical rites ; the securing of happiness,

health, and riches to the object by mystic rites; the

transmutation of metals, the act ofprolonging life.

fa , s. (from , mercury, and fag, minium), a sort

1
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of factitious cinnabar made of zinc, mercury, blue vi- [] tla, s. (from gà, taste, and tata, laste), the taste of sa-

triol, and nitre fused together.

, . (from , taste, and 5 , indicating , indicat-

ing taste or sentiment, indicating wit or feeling, indi-

cating juice or moisture.

, a. (from Я, taste, and a , identical), identically

the same as taste or sentiment.

JATI, a. (from ₹♬, taste, and ", destitute), destitute of

pith or sentiment, tasteless, insipid, sapless, juiceless .

Zatrz , a. (from Я, taste, and c3, a cause), caused by

or arising from the taste of substances, caused by or

arising from the pith or sentiment of a discourse, caus-

ed by or arising from juice or liquids ; ad, from or be-

cause ofthe taste of substances, from or because of the

pith or sentiment of a discourse, from or because of

juice or liquids.

ZĦ1, v. a. (from , to swell) , to make tumid, to make puf-

fy, to bringto a suppuration, to wet; s. the earth ; also,

(from 5, a rope), a rope, a halter, a line ; a. wet, juicy.

, s. (from Я,juice, and 7, stibium), stibium or ra-

ther an ore of lead used by the natives of India as a

collyrium.

ata, s. (from , the earth, and ™ , a bottom), the low-

est ofthe seven divisions of the inferior regions. Some-

times the word is used to signify the subterraneous world

supposed to be inhabited by Hydras, serpents, and va-

rious kinds of monsters and demons,

gate, a. (from 3 , taste, and at , self), identically the

same as taste or sentiment.

atata, s. (from a , juice, and atta, reception), suction,

a drying up, absorption.

ata, s. (from at, to make tumid), the causing of a thing

to tumify or swell, the bringing on of a suppuration.

gata, s. (from A, juice), purulent matter.

gatta, s. (from A, sentiment, and atta, a semblance),

a semblance of passion or emotion , a semblance offeel-

ing or sentiment.

aĦty , 8. (from xã, juice, and w¶, a going), poison, a

medicine supposed to have the power of preventing old

age and prolonging life, (Elixir vitæ of the Alchemists) ,

alchemy, chemistry.

রসায়নাকর্ষণশক্তি, s. (from রসায়ন , chemistry , and আকর্ষণশক্তি ,

the force ofattraction , elective attraction.

at , a. (from , savour), savoury, juicy, delicious ; s. a

mango.

tan , s. (from at , a kind ofsweetmeat, and car, to de-

stroy), a tubular vessel of the body.

voury substance.

gatta , a . (from 3 , laste, and fame, tasting), relish-

ing the taste of a thing, trying the taste of a thing.

patata , s. (from , taste, and tã , tasting) , the re-

lishing of the taste of a thing, the trying the taste of a

thing.

Яt , ɑ. (from Я, taste, and atatfią, tasting), relish-

ing the taste of a thing ; s . a bee.

TAE, s. (from J , taste, and

tiue, resin.

1, an appellation), turpen-

ane, a. (from , taste), jocose, droll , merry, witty, hu-

morous.

fagstafa, s. (from af , witty, and stafa , a jewel for

the crest), a person who is eminent for wit or sentiment,

a chief wit.

1 , s. (from af , witty), jocularity, wittiness, drolle-

ry, merriment, humour.

রসিকতাজন্য, a . (from রসিকতা, jocularity , and জন্য, produci-

ble , producible by or arising from wit orjocularity.

রসিকতাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of রনিক জন্য ) , for wit or jocu-

larity.

afnastatai, ad. (from afast, wit, and t , a door), by

or through wit or jocularity.

রসিকতানিমিশুক, a. (from রসিকতা , wit , and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from wit or jecularity ; ad. from

or because of wit or jocularity.

রসিকতানিমিত্তে, al. (from রসিকতা , wit , and নিমিত্ত , a cause)s

for wit, for jocularity.

aftgæt , s. (from Jas†, wiltiness, and **t*t, display),

a display of wit or sentiment.

রসিকতাপ্রকাশক, a. (from রসিকতা, wittiness, and প্রকাশক, dis-

playing), displaying smartness of wit or sentiment.

রসিকতাপুযুক্ত , a. ( from রসিকতা , wit , and প্রযুক্ত, caused by ,

caused by or arising from wit or jocularity ; ad. from

or because of wit or jocularity.

affa , ad. (from 3 , wit, and fan , without), with-

out or beside wit or jocularity.

রসিকতাব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from রসিকতা , wit , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed , wit or jocularity excepted.

রসিকতাৰাজিক, s. ( from রসিকতা, wit, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of wit or jocularity,

রসিকতাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofরসিকতা ;ডিরেক) , with the

exception of wit or jocularity, without or beside wit or

jocularity.

afaæstfsa, a. (from fal, wit, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from wit or jocularity ; ad. from or

because of wit or jocularity,
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sfnæstæ , a. (from afaæci, wit, and (53, a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from wit or jocularity ; ad. from or be-

cause of wit or jocularity.

Ifaac, s. (from fи , witty , jocularity, wittiness, drolle-

ry, merriment,

, s. (from , witty, and at , a king), an emi-

nently witty or jocose person, an eminent wit, quick-

silver.

#fnaftafi, s. (from fx , witty, and tatafa, a jewel

for the head , a person eminent for wit orjocularity, an

eminent wit.

wei, a. (from д , satour ), jocose, merry, witty ; s. a co-

quette.

zfnz, ". (from 3 , to sound', made to sound or rattle, gild-

ed, plated, washed with a metal ; s . the rattling of

thunder.

FAR, S. from JA~), to arrive), a receipt, an acknowledg-

meut.

´ì, s. (from II, a rope), a cord, a line, a halter.

, s. (from 7 , to cook), the cooking of food, cookery.

, s. (from , garlic), garlic.

158, 1. (from Diy , lo mark or write, p ) , luto), the post-

age of letter, a fee, a perquisite, toll,

, a. (from , cookery), cooking ; s. a cook.

45aktışı, s. (from a , merry, and ciì, the name ofa

Raginee), the name of a mixed mode in Hindo mu-

sic.

`gɩng, s. (from ga juice, and 3 , the sovereign ofthe gods),

quicksilver, the philosopher's stone the touch of which

turns every thing into gold.

grateaf , s. (from , taste, and sef , production ,

production of wit or taste,the production. ofsentiment

or feeling, the production ofjuice or moisture.

grated , a. from a taste, and seat , producing), pro-

ducing wit or taste, producing feeling or sentiment, pro-

ducing juice or moisture.

giftentuz, s. from a♬, taste, and gentan, a producing ,

the producing of wit or taste, the producing of senti-

ment or feeling, the producing ofjuice or moisture.

XT, v. n. (from 33, to leave ), to stop, to desist, to cease, to

continue, to stay, to endure, to subsist.

Ed, s. (from T, to stay), a staying, the remaining in a

place the desisting from any work, a continuing.

1 , a. (from 3 , to remain) , residing, continuing ; s..an

inhabitant.

* , ad. (from 7 , to stay), alone, privately.

JERI, 8. (from J , alone), a commou saying, a proverb, a

sight, a shew, diversion, a retirement.

zxarata, 8. (from X¶¤¶, retiremen ', and 17, aplace), a place

of retirement, a retreat.

IX1, s. (from Ax, to remain), a remaining, a staying, a de-

sisting, a ceasing.

If³, a. (from I , to desist), destitute, bereft.

31 , s. (from ta, to sound , a word, a sound.

iş. s. (from afg , a widow) , a widow, a woman.

zat , s. (from tş, a woman, and j' , play), a whore.

monger, a lecher.

sts , s. (from tșta, a whoremanger), whoredom, H

.centiousness.

tși, a. (from tș, a widow ) , sterile, fruitless.

stat , s. (from ti , a widow, and stie, a tres) , a fruit.

less tree.

tst , a. (from ts, a widow), sterile, fruitless.

ÏT. v. a. (from ?T, to cook), to cook food.

1. s. (from to cook), the cooking. of food.

Stafa, a. (from știa, to cook), cooking, due for or earned by

cooking ; s. a cook, cookery.

tafa , a, (from . , to cook), cooking; s. acook.

Žíì, a. (from Xt , to cook), the Bengal parsley, (Apiumin-

volucratum.)

atzge, s. (from C^5), a tenant), a tenant .

71843), s. (from , a tenant), teuantry,

1 , s. (from af , mustard , a species of mustard, (Si-

napis ramos ; one of the names of Radha the cencu

biue of Krishna.

aĦaſai, 8. (from at , a sor! of mustard, and faut, mus•

turd , the name of a species of mustard, ( Sinapis ramo

sa.)

aisti, s. (from 7 , to desist), a tent,

XI. , s. (from 38, Tin), Tin.

Atifa, s. (from Xt , tin , and tf , a coating), the tianing

of vessels.

31, s. (from xt , tin), leaf-tin, tin foil.

ata , s. (from 1 , to gire), the full moon, the day ofthe

full moon.

Atætę, v. n. (from Ti, sound, and i , to take), to reply

to a call .

, . (from , a damon) , an imaginary monster the

nation of which is much celebrated in the fabulous

poems of the Hindoos ; a giant, a cannibal, a fiend, a

goblin.

atanì, s. (from xtxa, a giant), a female Rakshusa, a gi«

antess, a female cannibal, a virago.

Ri❤Anzai, 8. (from It¶¤ , a female Rakshasa, and e™ ,

time ofday), the close of the day, the evening tiwlight.

I s. (from Fiя, à Rakshusa, and fg, the king of
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the gods), one of the names of Ravuna sovereign of

Lunka the enemy of Rama,

ta, r. a. (from , to keep), to keep, to preserve, to lay

down, to place or put, to depend , to protect,

ta , s . (from atar . to keep), the keeping or preserving ofa

thing, the placing or putting of a thing in some place,

the defending or protecting of a person, town, or fort ;

the keeping of cattle.

tafa, s. (from tat, to keep), the hire due for tending cat-

tle or for preserving or guarding things.

Flatfast, a. (from ata, to keep) , keeping, preserving, laying

in a place, tending cattle ; s. a person who keeps or

preserves things, a person who tends cattle.

Naata, s. (from tata, a keeper), guardianship, the office

ofkeepers.

tant ), s. (from atata, a keeper), guardianship, the office

of a keeper.

ta , a, (from to keep), kept, preserved ; s . the keep-

ing or preserving of a thing ; v. a. to cause to keep or

preserve, to cause to lay a thing in a particular place, to

cause to tend cattle.

tata , s. (from 1, to cause to keep), a causing to pre-

serve or guard, a causing to lay a thing down.

attstæt, a. (from ga , kept, and st , covered), laid

down.

taid, s. (from atai, to cause to keep), a causing to guard

or preserve, a causing to lay a thing down ; a. laid

down, guarded, preserved.

tattfa, s. (from atati , to cause to keep), a causing to guard

or preserve, a causing to lay a thing down.

atatay , a. (from tart , to cause to keep), causing toguard

or preserve, causing to lay down ; s. one who sets a

guard over things.

tai , s. (from 3 to keep), a keeper, a cow-keeper, a

shepherd.

SIE , s. (from atat , a shepherd, and w , fruit) , the

name of a particular species of shrub, ( Ornitrophe ser-

rata.)

ataifa, s. (from tata, a keeper), the pay of a person em-

ployed to guard men or goods, the office or employ-

ment of a guard .

gifusfáxi, s. (from tf , a placing, and fat, the full

moon), the day of the full moon of Shravuna observed

as a religious festival.

atfaat, s. (from star, to keep), a keeping or preserving, the

laying of a thing down.

Fis, v. n. (from a to be coloured), to redden with anger

or passion.

atst.

atst, s. (from 3 , to colour), passion, love, anger, envy, the

passions in general, distress, lust, a tune. Constructed

with , to do, this word means to be angry or passion-

ate ; with , to tighten, it signifies to quaver.

aistaa, a (from atst, passion, and to do, exasperating,'

provoking.

atsætal, a. (from Fist , passion, and fa , doing , exaspe-

rating, provoking, inflaming the passions.

ItsFaæ, a. (from a†*, pussion, and sax; producing), pro-

voking, exasperating, exciting the passions.

Atst , 6. (from att, passion, and , produced , produ

ced by or arising from anger or passion.

atst , a. (from ṛts, passion, and , preducible), pro-

ducible by or arising from anger or passion.

atst , ad. (loe: case ofast ), for anger or passion.

Atstattæ, a. (from ist, passion , and utræ, making known),

making known or declaring anger or passion.

aists, a. (from aist, passion), angry, passionate, irascible.

ists, s. (from atst, passion, and tst, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of anger or passion ,

Atsits), a. (from atst, passion, and tfs , relinquishing),

relinquishing anger or passion.

ata‡•¤‚· s» (from atst, passion, and a, destruction), the

destruction of passion, the destruction of anger.

id , a. (from atst, passion, and , destructive)

destructive to anger or passion.

atstg××1, «. (from xts, passion , and fa , destructive),

destructive to anger or passion.

atstatat, s. (from Itst, passion, and ****, destruction), the de..

struction of anger or passion.

atstatītē, u. (from at , passion, and at , destructive), de-

structive to anger or passion.

atst ; a. from ist; passion, and fara, causing to

ceuse), putting a stop,to anger or passion,

atstāsta , a (from Ts , ¡ assion, and fiata☎, preventing),

preventing or resisting anger or passion.

atstaat , s. (from atst , passion , and fata , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of anger or passion.

aida , s. from zis passion , and fais, cessation), iha

prevention or cessation of anger or passion,

Itsfäfac™, a. (from xist, passion, and fafa , a cause), caus◄

ed by or arising from anger or passion ; ad. irom or bes

cause of anger or passion .

atstar , ad. (from atst, passion, and fifa, a cause), for

anger or passion.

atst , a. (from ast, passion, and , before), preceded

by or arising from anger or passion ; ad. by or through

anger or passion.
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ts , from atst, passion, and , display ), the

manifestation of anger or passion.

Atsigt , «. {from atst, passion, and gætē, manifesting),

manifesting anger or passion.

Fisteføæææ, a. (from atst, passion, and feaæa, opposing),

obstructing or opposing anger or passion.

ist , a. (from atst , passion , and
, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from anger or passion ; ad, from or be-

cause of anger or passion.

atstafs, a, (from atst, passion, and af , hindered), passi-

on excepted.

atsta , a. (from atst, passion, and a, increasing) , mak-

ing anger or passion to increase .

, s . (from atst, passion, and z , an increasing), the

increasing of anger or passion.

isfaat, ad. (from æst, passion, and fx71 , without), without

or beside anger or passion.

atstfatt, s. (from tst, passion, and fat , destruction , the

destruction or cure of passion,

atstraatta, a. (from atst, rassion, and fatta, destructive),

destructive to passion, curing passion.

' ,
aista , a . (from tst, passion, and faft possessed of),

impassioned, angry , passionate, feeling, irritable.

atstat , a. (from atst, passion, and fara, destitute), desti-

tute of anger or passion.

ista , s. (from st, passion, and af , increase), the in-

crease of anger or passion .

atstafafas, a. (from Ttst, passion, and affa , excepted),

anger or passion excepted.

Atstarfs , s. (from atst, passion, and fire, an excepti-

on), the exception of anger or passion.

atstarfs , ad, loc. case of atstat ), with the excepti

tion of anger or passion , without or beside anger or pas-

sion.

atstatata, s. (from æts, passion, and ʊtut³, an obstacle), an

obstacle to passion.

, s. (from atst, passion, and arts , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to passion .

atя{5a, a. (from atst, passion, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from passion ; ad. beside passion.

Atstay, a. (from atst, passion , impassioned, passionate.

Aistama, a. (from atst, passion, and a , a root), grounded

upon or originating in anger or passion.

AistrF, a. (from atst, passion, and 45, joined to) , connect-

ed with anger or passion, angry, passionate, irritable.

aistas, a. (from atst, passion, and af , destitute), free

from anger or passion,

aishwar, a. (from atst, passion, and I, empty), free from

anger or passion.

Atsad, s. (from atst, passion, and 34, a withdrawing),

the withdrawing or restraining of passion.

atstata , s. (from atst, a tune, and ts, withornaments),

a tune with its grace notes or other accompaniments.

ItaĦd , a. (from gist, passion, and , indicating), indi-

cating anger or passion.

atst , s. (from atst, passion, and , likeness), identifi

ed with anger or passion.

ist , a. (from atst, passion, and a, destitute), free from

anger or passion.

IISTE, a. (from atst, passion, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from anger or passion ; ad. from or be

cause of anger or passion.

atstt , a. (from atst, passion, and , blind), blind with

anger or passion.

atstifs, a. (from atst, passion, and af , possessed of,

passionate, irascible, irritable.

atsiim, a. (from atst, passion , passionate, irascible, irritable.

attate, s. (from atst, a tune, and tatt, a speaking), the

trying or humming of a tune before singing.

atst , a. (from atst , passion, and F, attached to),

passionate, irascible.

Feste , a . (from tst, passion, and set , produc

ing), producing or exciting anger or passion.

ifstal, s. (from a†s, a tune), a female personification of

tunes in Hindoo music.

atstat , d. (from afstat, a female personification oftunes,

and i, to know), acquainted with the female personi

fication of tunes.

atstatai, s . (from atst , a female personification oflunes,

and t , one who knows), a person acquainted with

the female personification of tunes.

atstatata, s. from atstat, afemale personification oftunes,

and , knowledge), a knowledge of the female per.

sonification of tunes.

atstattata , s . (from tft, afemale personification oftunes,

and cata, one who knows), a person who knows the fe

male personification oftunes.

zistaita, s . (from test , a female personification oftunes,

and cat , knowledge), a knowledge of the female perso-

nification of tunes.

Afstættæ, a. (from zistil, a female personification of

tunes, and cattæ, knowing), acquainted with the female

personification of tunes.

atsfì, a. (from xtfsta, passionate), passionate, irascible, irti

table.

7
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ts. a. (from ts , passionate, aud 3, become), become

passionate,

ztīsttag, s. (from atst, passion , and 845, a rising), the ris-

ing of anger or passion.

XITA, 8. (from 3 , the name ofan ancient king), Rama the

descendant of Rugboo; the name of a species of fish,

perhaps Silurus pelorius ; thename of a set ofimpostors,

whoget a living by pretending to a knowledge of the

secrets ofprovidence.

signatata, s. (from xi , Rama, and catats, the name of

a fish), the name of a fish, probably a full grown Silu-

rus petorius,

TIK, s. (from Я, tin), tin.

then, s. (from at , tin, and ata, acovering), a thin coat-

ing of tin. Constructed with 1, to give, this word means

to tin a vessel.

atstafag1, s. (fromatta, a thin coating of tin), atin man.

Ataştčią1, s. (from ™ , a colour), reddish.

ZIK), a. (from J , to colour), red, scarlet, tin ; v. a. to co-

lour, to dye.

est, s. (from , red, and ga ,the seeds ofAbrus pre-

catorius), that variety of Abrus precatorius which has

red seeds.

attest , a.(from 1 , red. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first ), red .

ikte, s. (from at , to dye) , the colouring of things, the

dyeing of cloth or other substances,

gfa91, 8. (from t , to dye), a dyer.

31ratud, s. (from at , red, and at , amaranthus), the

nameofa commonpotherb, (Amaranthus atropurpureus . )

giktætwafda, s. (from â¡, red, and atrafta, a species of

kidney bean), the large cutlass kidney bean with red

seeds, Dolichos gladiatus, var. 2. )

tat, a. (from red, and , theface), red-faced : this

epithet is usually applied to a magistrate, master, or

other who has the power of inflicting punishment,, un-

der the idea of his being reddened with anger.

tast, s. (from Ai, red, and øst, a sort ofkidney bean) ,

a small sort of kidney bean much cultivated as an arti-

cle offood, (Phaseolus coloratus.)

zikal, e. (from AK!, red, and ™ , a root), bandsome, but

illiterate ; literally, a red radish.

tatt ,s. (from at , red, and t , an edible plant), the

name of a species of amaranthus much used as an ar-

ticle offood, (Amaranthus gangeticus. )

affiti, s. (from 3 , red, aud fifty , an ant), a small

aut which stings severely.

atfiðla, s. (from a

Sts.

red, and c , radical), the name

of a particular variety of rice.

at , s. (from It to appear), a bricklayer or mason. When

in composition this word is the first member of a conie

pound word it means royal, but when the last it means

a king.

, s. (from t , a king, and an , a daughter), a

princess.

atyza, s. (from atāą, a king, and ga, tribute), the tribute

payable to a king, the king's taxes.

ata , s. (from at , a king, and , work), a royal du-

ty, a royal work, works done by government.

ztat , s. (from ata , a king, and t , a thing to be

done , a royal duty, the duty of a king, a government

affair.

ItaenÚstais, a. (from tætú, a royal duty, and 8473;

engaged , engaged in or ready to perform the duties of

a king, engaged in or ready to perform government

affairs.

atsæis, a. (from ztña, a king) , royal, belonging to a king.

ataæata, s. (from 734, a king, and zata, a son), a prince,

a king's son.

Gætt, s. (from It , a king, and at , a daughter),

a princess.

' ,AITH, s. (from xxą, a king, and TA, afamily), a royal

family.

giuštş, s. (from ataa, a king, and sitş, a cheek) , a boil

on the belly.

, a. (from t , a king, and at , killing), king

killing, treasonous.

It , a. (from 157, a king, and ₹7, to smite), king-kilting,

treasonous.

ata , s. (from at , a king, and t , knowledge), the

science of government,

taat), 6. (from 7157, a king, and atfia, wise) , acquaint

ed with the science of government,

1, s. (from at , a king, and 1, a spot on the fore-

head , the coronation of a king, a mark of colour

put on the forehead of a king by other kings his vas-

sals.

Itā☎, s. (from xt , a king, and as, an end), the name of

a plant indigenous in the North east borders of Bengal,

(Elsholtzia villosa. )

AtF31, s. (fromJ157, a king), kingship, royalty, govern

ment.

রাজতিলক,
stafaa , s . (from at , a king, and fs , a mark made on

the forehead of a Hinde ), the coronation of a king.

Bbbbbbb
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jt .

kim ), s. (from ata, a king), empire, government,

ata , s. (from at , a king), royalty, government, empire,

sway, rule.

atavat , a. (from at , royalty, and at , doing), ex-

ercising royalty or government,

tavat , a. (from at , royalty, and tf , doing), exer-

cising royalty or government.

ZtU571, a. (from at , royalty, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from royalty or government.

At , ad. (loc. case of 3 ) , for royalty, for go-

vernment.

starfaface, a. (from at , royalty, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from royalty or government,; ad.

from or because of royalty or government.

Hafifa , ad. (from at , royalty, and faf , a cause),

for royalty or government,

69 , a. (from t¶, royalty, and g , caused by),

caused by or arising from royalty or government ; ad.

from or because of royalty or government.

atafat, ad. (from at , royalty, and f , without),

without or beside royalty or government.

ataufsfas, a . (from 1 , royalty, and 3 , except-

ed), royalty or government excepted .

gausage, s . (from at , royalty, and afstaa, an ex-

ception), the exception of royalty or government .

রাজত্বব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loe. case of রাজত্ব ডিরেক , with the ex-

ception of royalty or government, without or beside

royalty or government.

afsu, a. (from ata , royalty, and fea, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from royalty or government ; ad. be.

side royalty or government.

JINESS, a. (from at , royalty , and ( , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from royalty or government , ad. from

or because of royalty or government.

FG, s. (from at , a king, and xe, a staff), a sceptre,

a fine payable to the king.

E, s. (from at , a king, and t , injury), treason,

the injuring or killing of a king.

Net , a. (from 1 , a king, and , injuring),

committing treason , injuring or killing a king.

Atsigtæætzæ, «. (from atsegte, treason, and @tzē, doing ,̀

committing treason, doing jury to a king.

রাজদ্রোহ কারী, a. (from রাজদ্রোহ, treason , and কারিন, doing),

committing treason , doing injury to a king.

att , a. (from att , treason, and 1, produci-রাজদেহিজন্য,

ble), producible by or arising from treason.

gtagimni, al. (loc . case ofatta ), for treason, for

injuring or killing a king.

at

atangtaff , d. (from atte, treason, and ffes, à

cause), caused by or arising from treason ; ad, from or

because of treason.

ztwigtefafke, ad. (from ætate, treason, and fifa3, 6

cause), for treason, for injuring or killing a king.

atate , a. (from tact , treason, and f, before),

preceded by or arising from treason ; ad. by or through

treason.

atatas, a. (fromatt , treason, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from treason ; ad. from or because

of treason.

atagtefani, ad. (from atat , treason, and faa1, with

out), without or beside treason.

রাজদেহব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from রাজদ্রোহ, treason , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), treason excepted .

atatas , s. (from † , treason, and usɩLS, an

exception), the exception of treason.

attrix , ad. loc. case ofatt¶f ), with the

exception of treason, without or beside treason.

attesa, a. (from Altx, treason, and fɔ̃a, separ-

ale , separate or distinct from treason ; ad. beside trea

son.

Itsest€2533, a. (from atute, treason, and (5¾, a cause),

caused by or arising from treason ; ad. from or because

of treason.

রাজদোহাপরাধ , s . (from রাজদ্রোহ , treason , and অপরাধ,

crime), the crime or guilt of treason, the crime or guilt

of injuring or killing a king.

রাজদ্রোহাপরাধী , a. (from রাজদ্রোহ , treason , and অপরাবি ,

criminal), guilty of treason.

att , a. (from at a king, and tf , injuring),

treasonous, injuring or killing a king.

ta, 8. (from , a king, and Tta, a door), a king's

gate, a levee.

atażu ,̸ s. (from at , a king, and ↑ , a duty), a royal

duty.

রাজধর্মচ্যুত , a. (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and 513,

fallen from), apostatized or fallen from the perform

ance of kingly duties.

Ata , a. (from at , the duties ofa king, and ,

producible), producible by or arising from the duties of

a king.

রাজধ জন্যে , ad. (loc. case of রাজধৰ্ম্মজন্য) , for the duties ofa

king.

, a. (from at , the duties of a king, and ,

to know), acquainted with the duties of a king.

রাজধর্ম্মজ্ঞাত 1 , s • ( from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and
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ata

one who knows), a person who knows the duties of a

king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মজ্ঞান, s. (from রাজধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and জ্ঞান,

knowledge), the knowledge of kingly duties.

রাজধৰ্ম্মজ্ঞাপক, a . (from রাজধর্ম্ম , the duties ofa king , and পিক,

making known), making known or declaring the duties

of a king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মজ্ঞাপন , s . (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and

,a making known), the declaring or making known

ofthe duties of a king.

tatan, s. (from at , the duties ofa king, and ,

destruction), the violation of the duties of a king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মই সক, a. (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and

, destructive), violating the duties of a king.

zu , a (from at , the duties of a king, and

fa , destructive), violating the duties of a king.

ata , s. (from ata , the duties ofa king, and at ,

destruction), the violation of kingly duties,

রাজধৰ্ম্মনাশক, a . (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and নাশক,

destructive), violating the duties of a king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a. ( from রাজধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and

fa , a cause), caused by or arising from the duties of

a king ; ad. from or because of the duties of a king.

Hifzface, ad. (from ats , the duties of a king, and

fafas, a cause), for the duties of a king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মপুযুক্ত , a. ( from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and

Я , caused by), caused by or arising from the duties

of a king ; from or because of the duties of a king.

ata fe, a. (from , the duties of a king, and fa̸ ,

to know), acquainted with the duties of a king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মবিন' , ad. (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties ofa king, and বিনা,

without , without or beside the duties of a king.

রাজধর্ম্মকিঙ্ক, a. ( from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties ofa king, and

fa , contrary), contrary to the duties of a king.

রাজধর্ম্মবিরোধ , ৪. (from রাজধর্ম, the duties of a king, and

farata, opposition), opposition or contrariety to the du-

ties of a king.

ata , a. (from at , the duties of a king, and

faf , possessed of), possessed of or involving the du-

ties of a king.

atatata, a. (from ta , the duties of a king, and

fara, destitute) , destitute of the duties or offices of a

king.

রাজধর্ম্মবেত্তা , s . ( from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties ofa king, and ত্ত্ব,

one who knows), a person who knows the duties of a

king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মধ; তিরিক্ত , a. ( from রাজধৰ্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and

fa , excepted), the duties of a king excepted.

313.

রাজধর্ম্মব্যতিরেক, s . ( from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and

, an exception) , the exception of kingly duties.

রাজধর্ম্মব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of রাজধৰ্ম্মৰাতিরেক), the ex-

ception of royal duties .

ataufs , a. (from t , the duties of a king, and f ,

separate), separate or distinct from the duties of a king.

atst , a. (from at , the duties of a king, and 5 ,

fallenfrom), apostatized or fallen from the performance

of royal duties.

, a. (from , the duties of a king, and 15,

joined) , connected with the duties of a king.

AtGdHIffs, a. (from 315 , the duties of a king, and f³,

destitute), destitute of the duties or virtues of a king.

রাজধর্ম্মশূন্য , a. (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties ofa king, and শূন্য

empty), destitute of the duties or virtues of a king.

sta, a. (from at , the duties of a king, and

destitute), destitute ofthe duties or virtues of a king.

রাজধৰ্ম্মহেতুক, a. ( from রাজধর্ম্ম, the duties of a king, and হেতু

a cause) , caused by or arising from the duties of a king ;

ad. from or because of the duties of a king.

রাজধর্ম্মাক্রান্ত, a . (from রাজধর্ম্ম, the dutiesof a king, and আক্রিতি,

drawn), held or bound by the duties of a king.

atatata, s. (from 31 , the duties of a king, and

, practice), the practice ofthe duties of a king.

tata , s. (from at , a king, and tat, a palace), the

royal residence, a king's palace, the capital city of a

kingdom where the court resides.

gtxatxtgdat, s. (from atua, a king, †† , Narayuna, and

at, a singer), the name of one of the mixed modes in

Hindoo music.

atifs, s. (from at , a king, and f , justice), that

branch of political science which treats ofthe duties

and actious of kings , the royal duty of distributing jus-

tice.

ataas , a. (from ass, the duties ofkings, and 7,

producible), producible by or arising from the duties of

kings.

রাজনীতিজনের , ad. (loc. case of রাজনীতিজন্য ), for the duties of

kings.

atatfs , a. (from 1 , politicks, and , to know), ac-

quainted with politicks, acquainted with the rules of

administering justice.

রাজনীতিজ্ঞতা , s . (from রাজগীতিজ্ঞ, acquainted with the duties

of kings), an acquaintance with politicks, an acquaint-

ance with the duties of kings.

রাজনীতিজস্ব, s. ( from রাজনীতিজ্ঞ , acquainted with the duties

ofkings), an acquaintance with the duties of kings,
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sta.

giself:alsi, s. (from a†ãäîís, duties ofkings, and , one

who knows), a person who knows the duties of king3 .

f , s . (from , the duties of kings, and

ta, knowledge), a knowledge of the duties of kings.

Risaifowiaé, a . (from 31551fs, the duties of kings , and

, making known) , making known or teaching the

duties ofkings.

gianifesta, s. (from staalfs , the duties ofkings , and

, a making known), a making known or teaching

the duties ofkings.

ataifa , a. from tfs, the duties of kings, and , to

give), conferring the knowledge ofthe duties of kings.

রাজনীতিদাতা, s . (from রাজনীতি, the duties of kings, and

ty, one who gives), a person who confers a knowledge

of the duties ofkings.

ataifant , a. (from atas, the duties of kings, and

Яt , giving), conferring a knowledge of the duties of

kings.

aisalsati , a (from tlfs, the duties of kings, and

tf , giving), conferring a knowledge of the duties of

kings.

রাজনীতিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from রাজনীতি, royal duties , and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to royal duties.

রাজনীতিনির্ধারক, a. ( from রাজনীতি, royal duties, and নিবারক,

preventing , resisting or preventing royal duties.

tiffata , s from atifs, royal duties, and fact , a

preventing), the resisting or preventing of royal duties.

atualfofaafe, s. (from atifs, royal duties, and fifa, ces-

sation , the prevention or cessation of royal duties.

zialfa , u. (from ts, the duties of kings, and

ff , a cause), caused by or arising from the duties of

a king ; ad. from or because of the duties of kings.

ata-ifafafara, ed. (from stats, the duties ofkings, and

fifa , a cause), for the duties of kings.

রাজনীতিপুতিবন্ধক, ৫. from রাজনীতি, royal duties, and পুতি

za*, obstructing), operating as an obstacle to the per-

formance of royal duties,

DiGilf3qgf, a. (from , the duties of kings, and

HF, caused by), caused by or arising from the duties

of kings ; ad, from or because of the duties of kings.

atua?fsada, a. (from asifs, the duties of kings, and

a , increasing) , increasing the duties of kings.

af , 8 (from 315-13, the duties of kings, and

z , an increasing) , the increasing of the duties of

kings.

atuiffe, a. (from tals , royal duties, and fan, to know),

acquainted with royal duties .

#13.

tal, ad. (from stalls, the duties of kings, and

fa1, without), without or beside the duties of kings.

tiffa , a. (from tifs, the duties of kings, and

faca, contrary , contrary to the duties of kings.1

* . (from gills, the duties of kings, and

faf possessed of), possessed of or invested with the

duties ofkings.

রাজনীতিবিষয়ক, a. (from রাজনীতি, Foyal dilies, and fro

object), having royal duties for its object.

isfact , a. (from tifs, the duties of kings , and

faxia, destilule), 'destitute ofor free from the duties of

kings.

রাজণীতিবৃদ্ধি, s . (from রাজনীতি, the duties ofkings, and f

increase), the increase of royal duties or virtues.

*1 (3 ), 8. from 1 ,Yoyal duties, and cay one the

knows), a person who is acquainted with royal duties,

rauf , a . froth as, the duties ofa king, and

fa , excepted , tlie duties of å king excepted.

'রাজনীতিব্যতিরেক, a. (from 'রাজনীতি 'the duties of aking, and

afs , an exception , the exception ofroyal duties or

virtues.

রাজনীতিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of'রাজনীতির্যডিরেক) , with the

exception ofroyal duties, without or beside the duties

of kings.

atadfortato, s. (from ts, royal duties, and state,

an obstacle), an obstacle to the performance of royal

duties .

atsdfsztats?, a. (from 7154lfs, royal dulits, and etet

**, obstructing), operating as an obstacle to royal du-

ties.

tiffa, a. (from atas, royal du'ies , and fea, sepa

rate , separate or distinct from royal duties.

fas , a (from xt3 }fs, royal duties, and zu, a roo' ,

grounded on or originating from royal duties.

IIHfI1F, a. (from ¿ts, the duties of kings, and 15,

joined), connected with the duties of kings.

রাজনীতিরহিত , a. (from রাজনীতি, the duties of kings, ani

af , destitute), destitute of the duties or virtues of

kings.

at -ifs , a. (from atas, royal duties, and

transgressing), transgressing royal duties.

রাজনীতিশূন্য, a. (from রাজনীতি, the duties of kings, and

al, empty , destitute of the duties or virtues of kings.

***fsix , a. (from tfs, royal duties, and fa , c

complished , effected or accomplished by royal duties,

aft , a. (from 31ifs, the duties ofkings, and 11,

destitute), destitute of the duties or virtues ofkings.
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ata.

aládfetesz, &, (from tarifs, the duties of kings, and

( I a cause), caused by or arising from the duties of

kings ; ad. from or because of the duties of kings,

ata , s. (from Itaą, a king), a royal descendant, a prince,

a person ofthe military tribe.

gtaæ, s. (from ata , a king), a multitude or body of men.

of the military tribe.

, s. (from ata , a king, and gl, a wife), a queen,

ATÍKU, S. (from ataą, a king, and fu , aroad), the king's

bigh way.

tant, . (from , a king, and t , a seat), a royal

throne.

, s. (from , a king's son , aking's son, a class

or tribe of persons who claim descent from the ancient

Kshutt iya or military class.

Naza, 8. from Heą, a king, and 9, a son), a king's son,

a royal descendant, a tribe of Hindoos who profess to

be descended from the Kshattriya, or military class.

Ata , s. (from X†IF, aking, and T, a habitation), a soy-

al city, a king's palace.

FIN, s. (from $134, a king, and at, a habitation), the

royal residence, a king's palace.

Statutas, a. (from 7137, a king, and estaæ, maintaining),

maintaining or supporting kings.

, a. (from , u royal race) , belonging to or

connected with a royal family.

atas, a. (from xtar«m, a royal race), belonging to or

connected with a royal family.

Tisztt), 8. (from 3137, a king, and aft), a house), a king's

palace.

atwaist, s (from 3134, u king, and atşt, a house), a king's

palace.

, . from , a king, and af , the understand-

ing), the science of government, politicks.

ata , s. (from 31 , a king, and cat , an adviser), a

king's adviser.

XiGWALII, s. (from T◄ , a king, and aæxt?, a custom), a

royal custom, the custom of a king.

রাজব্যাপার, s . ( from রাজন, a king, and ব্যাপার, conduct), roy-

al conduct, the conduct of a king.

Ata , s. (from J†37, a king , and , a wrestler), awrest-

ler kept for the entertainment of a king.

atuafga), 's. (from 1 , a king, and aſs), a queen), a

queen.

DIGAIŃ, s. (from ata , a king, and asf, a road), a high

road, the king's high road.

HISTE, s. (from 7157, a king, and ™ , a consumption), a

consumption, an atrophy.

xtsatdi, 8. (from atą, a king, and atat, a queen), a queen,

atafa, s. (from atą, a king, and æfi, a sage), a royal

sage.

14, s. (from at , a king, and 4, a sign), the dis

tinguishing mark of a king, a royal mark.

sta , s. (from at , a king, and , the goddess offor

tune), the goddess ofthe fortune of a king, the fortune

of a king.

att , s. (from 1 , a king, and t , correction), the

discipline or government exercised by a king.

ta , s. (fromIt , a king, and , the goddessoffortune),

the goddess which presides over the fortune or pros-

perity of a king, the fortune of a king.

† , s. (from 1 , a king, and , a house), a royal

palace.

atsasi , s. (from I , a king, and ', an assembly), a

king's court, the privy counsel, an assembly in which

the king is present .

atad , a. (from 1 , a king, and ¤ , a partizan),

belonging to a king, royal.

, s. from t , a king, and , to bring forth young),

a particular sacrifice made by an emperor attended by

tributary kings.

, s. (from at , a king, and ◄, wealth) , revenue, a tri-

bute, the king's tax.

E , s . (from , revenue, and sd, a receiving),

the receiving of taxes or tribute.

ataЯtææ, a . (from II, revenue, and gtræ, receiving),

receiving taxes or tribute ; s. a collector of the reve-

nue.

tagut, a. (from t , revenue, and off , receiving),

receiving taxes or revenue.

J†GAGAI, a. (from 1 , revenue, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from taxes or revenue,

MU, ad. (loc. case of 3 ) , for the revenue, for

taxes, for tribute.

XtGaatot, s. (from I, revenue, and î†¾, a giver), a per-

son who pays taxes or revenue.

JH196, a. (from I , revenue, and îtîæ, giving), pay.

ing taxes or revenues.

FISTID, a. (from ' , revenue, and ¤tfïë, gîving), pay.

'ing taxes or revenue.

attı, ad. (from 1 , revenue, and i , a door), by or

through taxes or revenue.

13afface, a. (from is , revenue, and fafag, a cause),

caused by or arising from taxes or revenue ; ad. from

or because oftaxes or revenue.

3
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ntary.

#sfsfare, ad. (from ats , revenue, and fofas, a cause),

for taxes, for tribute, for revenue.

atas, a. (from at , revenue, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from taxes or revenue ; ad. from

or because of taxes or revenue.

Af , ad. (from t , revenue, and f , without), with-

out or beside taxes or revenue.

রাজস্বব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from রাজস্ব, revenue , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), taxes or revenue excepted .

রাজস্বব্যতিরেক, s . ( from রাজস্ব, revenue, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of taxes or revenue.

রাজস্বব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of রাজনব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of taxes or revenue, without or beside taxes or

revenue.

aisa, a. (from at , revenue, and fa, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from taxes or revenue ; ad. beside tax-

es or revenue.

taalge , a. (from t , revenue, and ( , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from taxes or revenue ; ad. from or

because of taxes or revenue.

Xtaga, s. (from Itą, a king, and x , a duck), a goose,

or gander.

gtagal, s. (from atą, a king, and ₹ ♬, a duck), a goose.

tašta, s. (from at , a king, and , a duck), a gan-

der.

1ZIA!, s. (from ga , a king), a king, a king at chess, a so-

vereign prince.

31 , s. (from 7 , aking, and tt, a command ), a

royal command, a royal decree.

রাজাজাপলিক, a. (fromরাজাজ্ঞা , a royal command, and পালক,

observing), keeping the king's commandments.

রাজাজ্ঞাপলিন, s. ( from রাজাজ্ঞা, a royal command, and পালন,

an observing), the keeping of a king's commands.

রাজাজ্ঞাপ্রতিপালক , a. (from রাজাজ্ঞা, a royal command, and

fata , observing), keeping the king's commandments.

রাজাজ্ঞাপ্রতিপালন , s . ( from রাজাজ্ঞ) , a royal command, and

f , an observing) , the keeping of a king's com-

mands.

রাজাজ্জাবতী, a. (from রাজাজ্ঞা , a royal command, and বর্তিন,

being), loyal, obedient to the laws.

attsk, s. (from Att , a royal commandmen', and K,

a breaking), the breaking of a king's commands, diso-

bedience to a king's commands.

t15 , u. (from atat , a royal commandment, and

33 , breaking) , breaking a king's commandments, dis-

obedient to a king's commands.

31897, s. (from , a royal commandment, and

gia ,

1, a breaking), the breaking of a king's commands,

disobedience to a king's commands.

রাজাধিরাজ, s . ( from রাজন, a king , and অধিরাজ, a sovereign)

a sovereign king.

atatafa, s. (from III, a king, and staf« , a row), a list

of kings, a genealogy of kings.

aifa , s. (from at , a row), a species of mustard, (Sina

pis ramosa.)

1 , s. (from , pleasure), pleasure, consent, satisfac

tion ; also from at , to appear, a rank or row.

, . (from , pleasure, and soli , a writing), a

writing indicating or declaring satisfaction or pleasure

at a circumstance.

atste, s. (from Įts), a row), a water- lily, (Nelumbium spe

ciosum.)

atsjamtaa, a. (from zi¾ , a water-lily, and 167, an eye);

lotus-eyed.

atul, s. (from atuą, a king), a queen.

at , 8. (from atą, a king) , a kingdom, an empire, a rea

gion, a nation, viz. the country or people which is to

be governed by a king, government. Constructed with

, to do, this word means to reign .

atta , a. (from at , government, and atra, doing)

performing the office of government, ruling.

atsatal, a. (from † , government, and æfia, doing),

performing the duties ofgovernment, ruling.

¿ īgi , a. (from a† , government, and 513, fallen), de

posed from the kingdom.

††și, a. (from at , a kingdom, and ☎tṣ1, relinquish

ed), left the country, outlandish, foreign.

WW, 4. (from 31 , government, and , producible)

producible by or arising from a kingdom.

ATIMAI, ad. (loc. case ofat ), for a kingdom.

13 , s. (from t , a kingdom, and t¾, a giver), a

person who bestows a kingdom.

tty , a. (from 1, a kingdom, and at , giving) , be-

stowing a kingdom ; s. the person who bestows a king.

dom.

atants , a. (from at , a kingdom, and if , giving), be

stowing a kingdom.

tu , s. (from † , a kingdom, and , destruction),

the destruction or ruin of a kingdom.

, a. (from † , kingdom, and , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to a kingdom.

att, a. (from atar, a kingdom , and f , destruc

tive), destructive or ruinous to a kingdom.

Fiat , s. (from 1, a kingdom, and *t* , destruction),

the destruction or ruin of a kingdom .
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star.

lala, a. (from t , a kingdom, and atta, destruc-

tive), destructive
or ruinous to a kingdom.

রাজ্যনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from রাজ্য, a kingdom , and নিবর্ত্তক , causing

to cease), putting a stop to government.

রাজানিবারক, a. (from রাজ্য, a kingdom, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing the possession or government of a

kingdom.

রাজ্যনিবারণ , s . ( from রাজ্য , a kingdom, and নির্ধারণ , a pre-

venting), the preventing of the possession or govern-

ment of a kingdom.

ataifa , s. (from † , a kingdom, and fi , cessation),

the cessation of a kingdom or government.

Hafifics, a. (from , a kingdom, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a kingdom ; ad. from or be-

cause of a kingdom.

trafits, ad. (from at , a kingdom, and fafa , a cause),

for a kingdom or government.

atarifs, s. (from † , a kingdom, and is, what is right),

the constitution of a country, the laws of a kingdom.

tarafts , s. (from at , a kingdom, and tst, a re-

linquishment), the abdication or relinquishment of a

kingdom.

রাজ্যপরিত্যাগী, ৫. (from রাজা , a kingdom, and পরিত্যাগিন,

relinquishing), abdicating or relinquishing a kingdom.

te, a. (from 1 , a kingdom, and t , nourish-

ing), protecting or governing a kingdom .

tata, s. (from t , a kingdom, and 7, a maintain-

ing ,the nourishing or governing of a country.

রাজ্যপুতিপালক, a. (from রাজ্য , a kingdom, and প্রতিপালক, nou-

rishing), nourishing or governing a kingdom.

gfima, 8. (from atar, a kingdom, and fatma, a

nourishing), the nourishing or governing of a kingdom .

ts , a. (from † , a kingdom, and , caused by) ,

caused by or arising from a kingdom ; ad. from or be-

cause of a kingdom,

tas, a. (from tú , a kingdom, and a☎, increasing),

increasing or enlarging a kingdom.

atan , s. (from , a kingdom, and , an increas-

ing), the increasing or enlarging of a kingdom .

1, a. (from , a kingdom, and fan , without), with

out or beside a kingdom.

ataifaatat, s. (from A† , a kingdom, and (zatat, destructi-

on), the destruction of a kingdom.

* a. (from 1 , a kingdom, and feat , de-

s'ructive), destructive to a kingdom .

a. (from at , a kingdom, and fa , possessed

of possessed ofa kingdom,

137.

atarfast , a. (from t37, a kingdom, and fat , destitute),

destitute of a kingdom .

ataafu, s. (from tw , a kingdom, and af , increase), the

increase or enlargement of a kingdom.

রাজ্যব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from রাজ্য, a kingdom, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex

cepted), a kingdom excepted .

ataufa , s. (from at , a kingdom, and forgæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of a kingdom .

রাজ্যব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of রাজাবাতিরেক), with the exa

ception of a kingdom, without or beside a kingdom.

taista, s. (from at , a kingdom, and eta, a load) , the

weight or load of the affairs of a kingdom.

ataifa, a. (from 3 , a kingdom, and fea, separate), se

parate or distinct from a kingdom ; ad. beside a king.

dom .

ttt, s. (from at , a kingdom, and cat an eater);

a person who possesses or enjoys a kingdom.

tts, s. (from † , a kingdom, and cts, enjoyment),

the enjoyment of a kingdom.

atanatst, a. (from at , a kingdom, and catfsta, enjoying),

enjoying a kingdom.

tit, 8. (from , a kingdom, and , a fall), the

loss of a kingdom, a fall from the government ofa king.

dom.

xt , a. (from † , a kingdom, and , fallen from

a height), deposed, fallen from dominion over an em

pire.

JIFILSE, a. (from ata , a kingdom, andд , a root), ground-

ed on or originating from a kingdom.

, a. (from t , a kingdom, and T , joined), con-

nected with a kingdom, belonging to a kingdom.

I , a. (from 1 , a kingdom, and x , keeping ,

preserving or guarding a kingdom.

tFd, s . (from † , a kingdom, and , a keeping),

the preserving or guarding of a kingdom.

, s. (from 1 , a kingdom, and 1 , preservation),

the preservation or safety of a kingdom.

atafes, a. (from 3 , a kingdom, and 333, destitute),

destitute of a kingdom.

* , a. (from at , a kingdom, and war, empty), desti

tute of a kingdom.

JIGI , a ; (from II, a kingdom, and s†, to stand), situ-

ated or being in a kingdom.

7, a kingdom, and tf , staying ,ty , a. (from

staying in a kingdom.

, a. (from a , a kingdom, and f , situated , sl

tuated in a kingdom,
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Tis .

i , a. (from at , a kingdom, andF , destitute), des-

titute of a kingdom.

, a. (from at , a kingdom, and (53 , a cause),

caused by or arising from a kingdom ; ad. from or be-

cause of a kingdom.

atustatai, 8. (from I, a kingdom, and tørst, desire),

a desire for a kingdom.

atartatsì, a . (from 7 , a kingdom, and atat , desir-

ous , desirous of a kingdom.

tarta, s. (from a † , a kingdom, and i, a member`, a

constituent part or requisite member of regal adminis

tration, of which Hindoo writers reckon nine, viz , the

monarch, the prime minister, a friend or ally, wealth,

territory, strongholds, au army, subjects or populati-

on, and a priest.

iifta, s. (from tw, a kingdom, and at a right).

a right to a kingdom.

testata), a. (from ta , a kingdom, and tea, har-

ing a right,, having a right to a kingdom, possessing a

kingdom.

atifs, s. (from , a kingdom, and f³, a lǝrd),

the lord or sovereign of a kingdom .

atan (293), 8. (from I†51, a kingdom, and affatti, sove-

reignty , sovereignty over a country.

ptwiązata, 8. (from at , a kingdom, and asta,

search), search after a kingdom, scrutiny into the right

to a kingdom.

Atstatā), o. (from 1, a kingdom, and fag,

searching), searching after a kingdom, scrutinizing into

the right to a kingdom.

gtatasatîì, a. (from 15ʊ, a kingdɔm, and waaifiz,

searching), searching after a kingdom, scrutinizing into

the title to a kingdom .

ataufst , s. (from at , a kingdom, and fumta, desire),

a desire for a kingdom.

attente, a. (from at , a kingdom, and fatfan. de-

sirous), desirous of a kingdom .

tanfsfas, a. (from 7153, a kingdom, and affas, anoint-

ed), anointed or installed into a government.

রাজ্যাভিষেক, s. ( from রাজ্য, a kingdom, and অভিষেক, an

an inting), the installation of a king.

start , a (from 313 , a kingdom, and fifa, desirous),

desirous of a kingdom.

tel, ad, (from , a kingdom, and af, an object), for

a kingdom.

, s. from at , a kingdom, and at , a place), the

subject or place of government.

aiti.

ata , s. (from 1, a kingdom, and 1, desire), a des

sire for a kingdom.

ata, a. (from at , a kingdom, and a desirous), desire

ous of a kingdom.

Hi , a. (from t , a kingdom, and 5 desirous), de-

sirous of a kingdom.

NYI, s. (from 1, a kingdom, and , a lord, the

lord ofa kingdom, a king, a sovereign.

ts, a. (from T , a kingdom, aud st , fit), fit or

proper for a kingdom.

i , a. (from E, to relinquish), uncivilized ; s. the country

west of the Hoogly river.

aişim, s. (from AF , uncivilized), unmannerliness, clowish-

ness.

atf , s. (from aty, the northern part of Bengal) , belonging

to the northern part of Bengal, The word is now usu-

ally applied to one of the four divisions of the brah-

minical tribe.

at , a. (from at , the northern part of Bengal , belong

ing to the northern part of Bengal.

tag , s. (from 14, a forest, and sat, belle nut), the

name ofa beautiful species of palm, (Caryota urens .)

41, s. (from 4, to move,, a flight of steps at the landing

place of a river.

ata , s. (from II, a king), a queen .

atstatfs, ad. (from 1 , the night), in the night.

afs, s. (from a†fa, night), night.

afsæta , n. (from atfs, night, and at , blind , blind at

night.

atfa, s. (from 31, to give), a night, night.

feta, s. 'from at , night, and t , time , the night time,

afas , a. (from atfa, nigh', and 84, to more), prowling by

night ; s. an imp, a goblin or ghost.

affatst, s. (from aifa, night, and cutst, contact), night, the

setting in of night, a thief, a robber, a watchman, a

guard, a night prowler,

Afsare, s . (from 13, night, and ***, a keeper), a watch-

man.

tal, s. (from 1, to give), night.

atara, ɑ. (from atla, night, and a, blind), having a des

fect in the eye so as not to see in the night.

,, (from at , blin at night), the disease of

night blindness.

3121, s. (from 18, to a complish), the sixteenth mansion in

the Hindoo zodiac, one of the milkmaids who was the

favourite mistress of Krishna, also the future mother

ofKuina,
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72.

state, s. (from xi , compl ated, and as, an end) , a logical

conclusion demonstrated with a proved or established

fact.

atatata, s. (from 1 , Radha, and t , a husband), one of

the names of Krishna.

atatatu, s. (from 181 , Radha, and tu, a lord), one ofthe

names of Krishna.

tât , s. (from 311, the name of one of Krishna's mis-

tresses, and 3, beloved) , one of the names of Krish-

na.

afta , s. (from ti , Radha ), the name of Radha the fa-

vourite concubine of Krishna .

, s. (from ati , a proper name), one of the names of

Kurna son of Soorya by Koontee the wife of Pandoo,

but brought up by Radha,

, s. (from , a cooking), the cooking of food, cook-

ery.

, s. (from ata , the cooking offood, and vṛ, a house),

a kitchen, a cook room.

zta, s. (from &, to sound), a sound, a noise, a howling, a

yell.

, s. (from , to sound) , the name of the sovereign of

Lunka, the great enemy of Rama, the vociferator.

ztadtfa, s. (from 14, Ravuna, and f , an enemy), the

enemy of Ravuna, one of the names of Rama.

atza , s. (from ata , Ravuna), one of the names of Indra-

jet the eldest son of Ravuna.

ata, s. (from 3 , to enjoy), in the fabulous history of the

Hindoos a king of Uyodhya, son of Dusharutha, and the

hero of the Ramayana. He is esteemed an incarnation

of Vishnoo; pleasure, enjoyment.

atazami, s. (from at , Ramɑ, and 1, a plantain), the

wild sort of the large plantain, (Musa paradisiaca).

ztax , s. (from atë, Rama, and ☎, to do), the name of one

of the female personification of Hindoo music.

tami, s. (from atë, Rama, and 1 , a plantain), the wild

variety ofthe large plantain, (Musa paradisiaca. )

ataza , s. (from ta, Rama, and , to sound) , the name

of one of the female personifications ofHindoo music.

tatt, s. (from a, Rama, and tt, wood), the name of

a species of oak indigenous in the mountains on the

North-East border of Bengal, (Quercus semiserratus .)

ataşı , s. (from 3†¤ , Rama, and ₤511, a hut), a hut, a ca-

bin .

atacat, s. (from atx, Rama, and cam , play), the name of

one of the female personification ofHindoo music.

ataust, s. (from ata, Rama, and est, chalk), chalk of a su-

perior quality.

a131.

is. (from Fiz. Rama, and 7, a dore) , the name of a

beautiful species of dove, (Columba indica. )

রবি চন্দ্র s. (from 314, Rama, and b , the moon) , one of the

names of Rama.

atastel, s. (from 7 , Rama, and útæt, a reel), a whirligig.

ataætsta, s. (from 714, Rama , and is , a goat), the large

beardless goat, (Capra imberbis, Buchanan's Mss . )

71a1813), s . (from ata , Rama, and ceist, the name of a Ra-

ginee , the name of a mixed mode in Hindoo music.

tata, s. (from atë, Rama, and sata, a sort of cucumber),

the name of a plant, (Hibiscus edulis . )

,atalanاو s. (from ata , Rama, and ƒ³ã, sesamum), the name

of a species of plant cultivated for making oil, (Verbe-

sinia sativa. )

Itaza ), s. (from șiæ, Rame, and sat, basil), a large spe-

cies of basil, (Ocymum gratissimum. )

atansagt, s. (from xix, Rama, and to swing), the name

of a beautiful tree, (Elæocarpus aristatus . )

Ataizē, s. (from atë, Rama, and đa , a bow), the rainbow.

atata, s. (from ata, Rama, and atga , the fruit ofthe egg

plant), a species of nightshade, (Solanum hirsutum .)

ItaZETA, s. (from ata, Rama, and T , a species ofbird),

the name of a species of bird.

taga, s . (from Ataats , a species of nightshade), a spe-

cies ofprickly nightshade, (Solanum hirsutum .)

Atayı, s. (from ata, Rama, and 73¹, a plantain), the name

of the wild variety of the large plantain, (Musa para-

disiaca.)

tigt , a. (from giaagi , a plantain tree, and 3 , the

thigh), having thighs resembling the large plantain

tree.

atta , s. (from 1 , Rama, and tf , aspecies ofbird).

the name of a species of bird , (Turdus gingianus.)

atacatstmi, s. (from ata , Rama, and cætstmi, a large species

ofgrass), the name of a large species of aquatic grass ,

(Typha angustifolia. )

atai , s. (from , to enjoy) , a woman.

atatifaæmi, s. (from ata, Rama, fa , clarified butter, and

, a plantain), a species of the plantain tree, (Musa

ornata.)

atate, a. (from at , Rama), a follower or disciple of Ra

ma.

atatud, s. (from ata, Rama, and , a going), the great

epic poem ofthe Hindoos which treats of the birth and

actions of Rama, the name of several poems written in

honour of Rama.

atatyɗæ , s. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and aź, a mak-

er), Valmeeki the writer ofthe Ramayuna.

Cecocco
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Tany

ণকারক, a . (from রামায়ণ , the Ramayana , and কারক,

making), composing the Ramayuna ; s. Valmeeki the

writer ofthe Ramayuna.

রামায়ণকারী , a. ( from রামায়ণ , the Ramayuna, and ফারিন,

making), composing the Ramayuna ; . Valmeeki the

author of the Ramayuna.

state , a. (from tats , the Ramayuna, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the Ramayuna.

attydli, ad. (loc. case ofatt79 ), for the Ramayana.

, . (from tata , the Ramayuna, and , to know), '

acquainted with or versed in the Ramayuna.

রামায়ণজ্ঞতা , s . ( from রামায়ণ , acquainted withthe Ramayu-

na), an acquaintance with or proficiency in the Rama-

yung.

gtatydII, s. (from atat , acquainted with the Ramayu-

na) , an acquaintance with or proficiency in the Rama-

yuna.

31at131, s. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and t , one

who knows), a person who knows or is acquainted with

the Ramayuna.

atatata, s. (from atatas , the Ramayuna, and , know-

ledge), a knowledge ofthe Ramayuna.

রামায়ণজ্ঞাপক, a. ( from রামায়ণ, the Ramayuna , and পিক,

making known), publishing or making known the Ra-

mayuna.

রামায়ণজ্ঞাপন , s . (from রামায়ণ , the Ramayuna, and জ্ঞাপন, a

making known), the publishing or making known of

the Ramayuna.

রামায়ণনিমিত্তক, a. (from রামায়ন , the Ramayana, and শিমিত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from the Ramayuna ; ad.

from or because of the Ramayana.

atatafaface, ad. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and fifas, a

cause) , for the Ramayana.

†æt¶¶× 8, s. (from atat , the Ramayuna , and ★it, a read-

ing), the reading of the Ramayung, the text of the Ra.

mayuna.

gtatge, a. (from tæt , the Ramayuna, and Hitæ ,

reading), reading the Ramayuna ; s . a person who reads

the Ramayana.

tata , a. (from zid, the Ramayuna, and 273,

caused by), caused by or arising from the Ramayana ;

ad. from or because ofthe Ramayun..

tata , s. (from status, the Ramayana, and 15, a

speaker), a person who repeats or utters the words ofthe

Ramayuna.

atatea , a. (from atat , the Ramaguna, and f , to

know), acquainted with the Ramayana, versed in the

Ramayana.

atai.

statpfant, ad. (from tata, the Ramayana, and R ,

without), without or beside the Ramayuna.

atatysfaæa, a. (from tat , the Ramayuna, and fires,

contrary), contrary to the Ramayuna.

tata , s. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and one

who knows), a person who is skilled in the Ramayuna,

atatadratai, s. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and catą, one

who knows), a person who is skilled in the Ramayuna.

atata , s. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and at , know-

ledge) , a knowledge of the Ramayuna.

রামায়ণবোধক, a. (from রামায়ণ , the Ramayana , and বোধক,

knowing), acquainted with the Ramayuna.

রামায়ণতিরিক্ত, a. (from রামায়ন , the Ramayana, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the Ramayuna excepted.

রামায়ণব্যতিরেঞ্চ, s. (from রামায়ন, the Ramayana, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception ofthe Ramayuna.

রামায়ণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of রামায়ণ ডিরেক) , with the

exception of the Ramayuna, without or beside the Ra-

mayuna.

xtatgafea, a. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and fou, sepa

rate), separate or distinct from the Ramayuna ; ad, be-

side the Ramayuna.

রামায়ণমূলক, a. (from রামায়ন , the Ramayana, and যুগ, ৫

root), founded upon or originating from the Ramayu-

na.

Atatywad, s. (from tæt , the Ramayuna, and yɩ4, hear-

ing), the hearing of the Ramayuna.

31, 8. (from txt , the Ramayuna, and , a

hearer), a person who hears the Ramayuna.

atatas, a. (from atated, the Ramayuna, and fЯ , ac-

complished), proved or supported by the Ramayuna.

Atatgqzgző, a. (from atat , the Ramayuna, and ca

cause), caused by or arising from the Ramayuna ; ad.

from or because of the Ramayunɑ.

রামায়নাধ্যয়ন , s . (from রামায়ন , the Ramayana, and অধ্যয়ন, ও

reading), the reading or study of the Ramayuna.

রমিয়িনাব্যাপক, a. (from রামায়ণ, the Ramayana, and অধ্যাপক,

teaching), giving instruction in the Ramayuna ; s. a

person who gives lectures or lessons on the Ramayu-

na

রামায়নাধ্যাপনা , s. (from রামায়ন , the Ramayana, and অধ্যাপনা,

cousing to read), a giving lessons or lectures on the Ra-

mayuna.

atatu tartet, a. (from atatud , the Ramiyuna, and fa,

reading) , reading or studying the Ramayana.

, s. (from tata, the Ramayuna, and

one who reads , a person who reads or studies the Ra-

mayuna,

r
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statsdtaxflan, 8. (from statai, the Ramg w27, and waiti

a, study), the study of the Ramayuna.

Strata,s. (from stats , the Ramayuna, and wat ,

search , a search or scrutiny into the Ramayana.

tatatata , a . (from atatea , the Ramyung, and s

fa , searching), searching or scrutinizing the Rama-

suna.

statatas , a. (from attd, the Ramayuna, and

a

- searching), searching or scrutinizing the Rama-

yuna.

ata, s. (from t?, wealth), a prince, a title of honour.Ꭶ

att, s. (from 17, a particular tile, and , a bamboo),

a spear.

ifa , s. (from tatt, a spear), a spearman .

atgate , s. (from 1 , a title, and atfast, a female tiger),

a termagant, a virago,

atatata, s. (from aty, a prince), prince of princes, a title of

honour.

gift, s. (from a , to occupyspace), a heap of corn , sand, or

any loose article, a congeries , a heap, a sign ofthe zodi-

ac, a scale of numeration, a term in the rule of propor

tion, a quantity or number, a number or fraction con-

sisting of a numerator and denominator.

att, a. (from aif , a number, and s³, obtained), pro-

portional , arithmetical, algebraic.

tsää™, s. (from atft, a sign of the zodiac, and SF, wheel),

the zodiac.

atstata, s. (from gift, a sign of the zodiac, and t , a

name), the name by which any person is called beside

his family name.

at , s. (from it, a heap, and at , conduct) , in

arithmetic the method of measuring or ascertaining the

quantity contained in a heap.

atfots, s. (from ₹i , a number, and sist, a part), a frac-

tion of an unit.

রাশিভাগানুবন্ধ, s. (from রাশিভাগ , a fraction , and অনুবন্ধ, con-

nection), addition of the fraction of an unit.

রাশিভাগাপরাহ , s . (from রাশিভাt, a fraction, and অপৰtহ , a

taking away), subtraction of the fraction of a quantity

or unit.

fett, s. (from af , a sign ofthe zodiac, and cots, an

eater), a luminary which is passing through a sign ofthe

zodiac.

atfests, s. (from atf , a sign ofthe zodiac, and ‹Sist, enjoy-

ment), the passage of the sun , moon, or planets through

a sign of the zodiac.

fist, a. (from atf*, a sign of the zodiac, and ifsta,

enjoying), passing through a sign of the zodiac.

( 3,4. (from t *, a sign ofthe zodiaï, and b ' , t › s'and),

situated in a sign of the zodiac, situated in a heap.

affas, a. (from - t , a sign ofthe zodite, and fï³, siturfé

ed), situated in a sign ofthe zodiac, situated in a heap.

stries, a (from att, a heap, and 3, made), made into

heaps, heaped up, abundant.

53, a . (f om F4, a heap, and , become , become

heaps, heaped , abundant.

71 , s. (from at , to shine), a country, a kingdom, a pro-

vince, a public plague or destruction, a display.

1 , s. (from at , a country, and fat , ruins, the ruin

or desolation of a country by enemies , inundations, or

other evils.

gift , a . (from zig, a country, and fa , contrary), con-

trary to the customs of a country, contrary to the in-

terests ofa country.

5 , s. (from TiH, a country, and 54, a breaking , the de-

solating of a country, the ravaging of a country.

ts , a. (from aty, a country, and say, breaking), de-

solating or laying waste a country.

AtHSGI, s. (from , a country, and 587, a breaking), the

desolating of a country by famine, inundations , or any

other cause.

ata, s. (from д , to sound), the dance of Krishna and the

milk maids, a circular dance or religious sport observ-

ed on the full moon of Kartika in commemoration of

Krishna's lascivious gambols with the milk maids.

Hafææ, a. (from , the sediment ofurine), Rosacic.

Zta , s. (from g , the tongue), belonging to the organ of

tasting.

taq , s. (from at , belonging to the organ of tast-

ing, and 3 , a sensation) , the sensation of taste con.

sidered as one of the kinds of evidence by the senses.

atautai, s. (from aЯ, the dance of the milk maids, and atât,

a march , a festival or procession in honour of the lewd

gambols of Krishna and the milkmaids observed at the

full moon of Kartika.

atauta , a. (from at , the dance of the milk maids, and

fa , going), going to celebrate the festival kept in

remembrance of Krishna's gambols with the milk-

maids.

ta), s. (from , to go), a road, a path, a way.

, s. (from ™ , to sound), the name ofa plant supposed

to be a species of Acacia ; also another plant, (Ophio-

xylum serpentaria), a sort of perfume.

রাম্মাদিভৈল , s . ( from রাম্মাদি, Rasna and other ingredients,

and to , oil), a preparation made of Rasna and other

ingredients,

Cece 2
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fiz.

ate ,̱ s. (from 8 ), a road), a road.

t1, s. (from 8 , a road), a road, a path, a way.

atxt{sta, a. (from 8lj, a road, and , travelling), travel-

ling; s. a traveller.

tista, s . (from , traveller), a travelling, a being

on the road.

statatat, a . (from , a road, and , to kill , robing or

killing onthe road.

atatatat, s. (from att , a road, and , holding , a pass for

goods,

ata, s. (from a , to relinquish), in astronomy the ascend-

ing node or dragon's head . In mythology, the name of

an usoor who having drank the nectar obtained by

churning the ocean, became immortal, but being cut in

two parts by Vishnoo, his head became Rahoo, and his

trunk Ketoo ; viz . the nodes of the sun's orbit, reckon-

ed two distinct planets by the Hindoos.

, a. (from 31 , Rahoo, and g , seized), seized by

Rahoo, eclipsed. This term is only applied to the sun

and moon.

ta, s. (from at , Rahoo, and at , a mouthful , the

immersion of a luminary at an eclipse.

Atg÷151, s. (from at , Rahoo, and 151, pain), an eclipse.

fax, a. (from f?g, to flow), empty, destitute, poor, purg-

ed by stool ; s. a wood, a forest, emptiness, vacuity,

space.

fax , a. (from fas, empty, and , a hand), empty-haud-

ed .

1, s. (from fa , empty , the fourth, ninth, and fourteenth

days of the lunar fortnight,

E , s. (from far, to separate), hereditary substance or

wealth.

রিপ :ু

fxt , a. (from far, wealth, and if , taking), taking

orsucceeding to property.

fat, s. (from fa , wealth), possessing hereditary proper

ty ; s. a heir.

faЯd, s. (from fast, to move), a creeping on all fours like 2

child, a tumbling, a slipping, a sliding, a deviating or

sliding from virtue.

fa , v. n. (from fa , to move), to be glad, to rejoice.

fafe, s. (from at, to speak), the sound or roaring of flame.

fatt, s. from fa , the name ofa tree), the soap-berry tree,

(Sapindus of several species ; ) the name of a species of

fish, (Pimelodus Rita, Hamilton's Fishes. )

fattata, s. (from fatt , a species offish, and at , afish), the

name of a particular species of fish, (Pimelodus Rita,

Hamilton's Fishes . )

fa , s. (from at, to speak), an enemy.

fa , s. (from fa‡, an enemy, and x , afamily), the fam

mily of an enemy.

fa , s. (from fat, an enemy, and 9, decay), the decay

of foes.

fatta, s. (from f , an enemy, and sta, a genus), a body

of enemies, a hostile band.

fats , a. (from fat, an enemy, and atʊe, killing), kil-

ling or smiting enemies.

fats , a. (from fat, an enemy, and atfs , killing), swit

ing or killing enemies.

fa , a. (from far, an enemy, and ₹7, to kill,, killing of

smiting enemies.

fa , a (from fa , an enemy, and , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from an enemy.

falar, ad. (loc, case off ), for an enemy.

fa , s. (from fa , an enemy, and ; conquest), con-

quest over an enemy.

fad, s. (from fr , wealth, and E , a taking) , the tak-

ing or obtaining of hereditary property, the receiving , a. (from fat, an enemy, and af , conquering),

of properly.

fa , s. (from fa , wealth, and st , a receiving), the re-

ceiving or obtaining ofhereditary property .

festa, a. (from fa , wealth, and , receiving ) , receiv

ing or obtaining wealth ; s. the person who succeeds to

another's property.

zat, a . (from fe , wealth, and gif , receiving), receiv-

ing or obtaining wealth, succeeding to property.

fs , a . (from fa , wealth, and , to take), taking or suc-

ceeding to property.

fd, s. (from 1F, wealth, and Aª , a taking), the taking

or succeeding to property.

faæxtaæ, a. (from fex, wealth, and taẽ, taking), taking or

succeeding to property.

conquering enemies.

fa , s. (from fa , an enemy, and , a conqueror

the conqueror of his enemies.

fa , s. (from Я, an enemy, and ¤¤¤, a subduing), the

subduing or humbling of an enemy.

fa , s. (from fat, afoe, and , destruction), the de-

struction of enemy.

fa , ɑ. (from fa , an enemy, and ‡ , destructive),

destructive to enemies.

fat, a. (from far, on enemy, and • , destructi.e),

destructive to enemies.

faat , s. (from fat, an enemy, and at , destruction), the

destruction of an enemy.

fastatta, a. (from an enemy, and at , destructice),
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Fro

destructive
to an enemy

; s . the destroyer
of an ene-

my.

রিপুনিমিত্তক, a. (from রিপ ,ু an enemy and নির্মিত্ত , a cause),

caused by or arising from an enemy ; ad. from or be-

cause of an enemy.

fafaface, ad. (from fast, an enemy, and faf , a cause), for

an enemy.

fas, a. (from fat, an enemy, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from enemies ; ad. from or because of

enemies.

fat , a. (from fa , an enemy, and a , increasing),

strengthening or increasing enemies.

fat , s. (from fa , an enemy, and 5 , an increasing),

the strengthening or increasing of enemies.

fafa , ad. (from fa , an enemy, and fat , without) , with-

out or beside enemies.

fafata , s . (from fat , an enemy, and fa ; destruction),

the destruction of enemies.

রিপুবিনাশক, a. (from রিপু , an enemy and বিনাশঙ্ক , destruc

tire), destructive to enemies.

fanfaf , a. (from fat, an enemy, and faft ; possessed of,

possessed of or having enemies.

faxfaxia, a. (from fat, anenemy, and faÑ™, destitute), free

from enemies.

রিপুবৃদ্ধি, রিপু,fastafe, s. (from far, an enemy, and af , increase), the in-

crease of enemies,

রিপুব্যতিরিক্ত,fafafas, a . (from fat, an enemy, and arfsfs , except-

ed , enemies excepted.

রিপুব্যতিরেক, s. (from রিপ,ু an enemy , and ব্যতিরেক; an excep-

tion), the exception of enemies.

faiforce, ad. (loc. case offar ), with the excep-

tion of enemies.

fafa, a. (from fax, an enemy, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from enemies ; ad. without enemies.

fa , a. (from fat, an enemy, and awe, trampling down),

treading down or subduing enemies .

fa , s. (from fat, an enemy, and a , a treading down),

the treading down or subduing of enemies.

fas, a. (from far, an enemy, and F , joined), connect-22

ed with or having enemies .

53, a. (from fat, an enemy, and af , destitute), free

from enemies.

fama , a. (from fat, an enemy, and 1, empty), free from

enemies.

fata, s. (from fx , an enemy, and , destruction),

the destruction of enemies,

fass•gize, a. (from fx , an enemy, and ♬∙giãæ, desti uc-

tive), destructive to enemies,

ifs.

fat , a. (from fa , an enemy, and if , destruc

tive), destructive to enemies.

fatña, a. (from fx , an enemy, and F , destitute), free

from enemies .

fa , a. (from fa , an enemy, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from enemies ; ad. from or because of

enemies.

20fa , s. (from fast, an enemy, and ta, diminution) , the

diminution of enemies, the weakening of enemies.

, a. (from far an enemy, and 3 , lessening),

weakening or lessening enemies. -

fa , s. (from fa , to injure) , misfortune, loss , privation ,

destruction, sin, the soap-berry tree, (Sapindus of se-

veral species )

faf , s. (from faa, to hurt), a sword, misfortune, loss, injury, -

faa , s. (from fa , to hurt), a species of deer.

bæ, s . (from fix, to hurt) , the back bone.

13, s. (from f³, a custom), a custom , a method, an usage,

a fashion.

afia , s. (from 3, a custom , and fa , delay), the name

of a mixed mode in Hindoo music.

fs, s. (from , to go), a local observance, a custom, a

manner, an usage, a habit, a method, a natural proper-

ty or disposition, motion, a going, brass, white brass or

princes metal, the oxyd formed on the outside ofany

metal by exposure to heat or air.

afs , a. (from fs, a custom, and a , means), effect-

ed by means ofcustom or usage ; ad. by means ofcus-

tom or usage.

7

fase, s. (from Nfs, an usage, and s , taking) , the acquir

ing ofa habit or custom, an acquiring the knowledge of

an usage or custom.

alfas , s . (from , a custom, and gd, the taking of a

thing), the acquiring of a habit or custom .

xifesteæ, a. (from af , an usage, and Яt , receiving) , re-

ceiving or observing usages or customs, acquiring a ha

bit or method.

afsgtel, a. (from afs, an usage, andM , receiving) , re-

ceiving or observing usages or customs, acquiring a ha

bit or method.

ifs , a. (from Afs , anusage, and I, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from an usage or custom.

fs , ad. (loc. case of 7 ), for an usage or custom,

for a habit or method.

fs ; a . (from ifs, an usage, and 1 , to know), acquaint-

ed with customs or usages.

[331 , s. (from gifs , acquainted with usages) , an acquain.

tance with customs or usages,
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fs.

Bit, & (from , an usage , and ts , one who knows),s

a person who is acquainted with customs or usages.

*, s. (from 313 , an usage , and ta, knowledge), a

knowledge of customs or usages.

four , a. (from 3, an usage, and 1 , making

known , publishing or making known customs or us-

ages.

33 , s. (from , an usage, and 7, a making

known), the making known of customs or usages .

, a. (from 3 , en usage, and 1 , to give), bringing

usages or customs into practice.

3 , a. (from gifs , an usage, and f , shewing) , shew-

ing orpointing out usages or customs, perceiving usages

or customs.

3 , s. (from fs, an usage, and 4, a seeing) , the

seeing or perceiving of usages or customs,

, a . (from 31 , an usage, and , seeing), per-

ceiving or seeing usages or customs.

fent31, s. (from ifs, an usage, and t¾, a giver), a per-

son who introduces or establishes a habit or usage.

ant , a. (from gifs, an usage, and ,îtî , giving), in-

troducing or establishing habits or usages.

sat , a. (from fs , an usage, and f , giving), intro-

ducing or establishing habits or usages.

aifat , ad. (from is , a custom, and t , a door), by or

through custom or usage.

রীতিনিবর্ত্তক, a . (from রীতি, an usage, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease), putting a stop to usages or customs .

alfafatae, a. (from 3 , an usage, and fiataæ, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting usages or customs.

affata , s. (from gifs, an usage, and fats , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of usages or customs.

alfafaafs, s.s. (from gifs, an usage, and fafs , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of usages or customs.

রীতিনিমিত্তক , a. (from রীতি, an usage, and নিমিত্ত , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from usages or customs ; ad. from

or because of an usage or custom.

ifoffas, ad. (from aifs , an usage, and fifa , a cause) , for

an usage or custom .

alf , a. (from gifs, an usage, and , shewing),

shewing or pointing out usages or customs .

ff , s. (from fifs, an usage, and ga , shewing), the

shewing or pointing out of usages or customs.

sus, a. (from gifs, a custom, and 5, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a custom or usage ; ad. from or

because of a custom or usage.

aff , ad. (from ifs, a custom, and f , without), with-

out or beside custom or usage.

sister , a 'from 316, a custom, and 355, excopie

ed), custom or usage excepted.

ifsafora , s. (from 1 , a custom , and zifsizæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of custom or usage.

alfonforge, ad. (loc, case of ſouſage), with the excep

tion of custom or usage, without or beside custom or

usage.

issa, a. (from as, a custom, and sa, separate), separ

ate or distinct from custom or usage ; ad. beside cus

tom or usage.

zifuese, a. (from E, a custom,, and 153. a cause), caused

by or arising from a custom or usage ; ad. from or be

cause of a custom or usage.

☎, v. a. (from 45, to spring up) , to plant.

71, -8. (from 45, to grow), the rafters of a thatched roof,

the seeds of a pomegranate and of some other fruits, a

.kernel.

, s. (from catfx3, a species offish), the white-ant, (Ter-

mes bellicosus ;) the name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus

Rohita, Hamilton's fshes.)

Fatā, „s. (from R, a species offish, and at , a fish), the

name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus Rohita, Hamilton's

fishes.)

FA, s. (from TT, to shine), gold, the name ofa priuce slain

by Buluram.

fadi, s. (from a, gold), Lukshmee the goddess of for-

tune.

fatate, s. (from fadt , Lukshmee, and is, a husband),

one of the names of Vishnoo, considered as the husband

ofLukshmee.

TF, a. (from T , to be rough), unfriendly, morose, rough,

scabrous.

31 , s. (from a , rough), roughness, scabrosity, un-

friendleness, moroseness.

**I, a. (from F , to be rough), rough, scabrous, unfriend-

ly, morose.

Tv.n. (from Za, to be angry), to be angry.

, a. (from T , rough), lean, thin, spare, empty.

FI, a. (from F , to be sick), sick, diseased.

TЯ , s. (from Я, diseased), a diseased condition, sickness.

THETI , a. (from 1 , a diseased state, and , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from diseasedness.

stalar, ad. (loc. case of Яata ), for a diseased state.

egstfafage, a. (from &ЯI1 , a diseased state, and fxfas, a

cause), caused by or arising from diseasedness ; ad, from

or because of diseasedness .

sffare, ad. (from 1 , a diseased state, and fa ,

cause), for diseasedness.
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at.

করতপিযুক্ত, a. (from করতা, a diseased state, and প্রযুক্ত, cans-

ed by), caused by or arising from diseasedness ; ad.

from or because of a diseased state.

tfan , ad. (from 31 , a diseased state, and fat , with-

out), without or beside a diseased state.

কমতব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from কন্না , a diseased state , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), a diseased state excepted .

ক্ষমতাব্যতিরেক, ও (from কল্পতা, a diseased state, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of a state of disease.

কগ্নতাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of রুগ্নভাব্যতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of a state of disease, without or beside a diseas

ed state.

EЯts , &. (from 1 , a diseased state, and fou, separ.

ate), separate or distinct from a state of disease ; ad.

beside a state of disease.

sts , a. (from 31 , a diseased state, and a

cause), caused by or arising from a state of disease ; ad.

from or because of a state of disease.

, s. (from , diseased), a diseased condition, sick-

ness..

. v . n. (from 4 , to be agreeable), to be agreeable tothe

mind or palate, to be approved , to be relished.

Tfs, s. (from 4 , to be agreeable), light, lustre , beauty,

passion, a wish or desire, appetite, hunger, agreeable-

ness tothe senses, the taste of food; taste for any science,

a sentiment of pleasure in any thing, approbation, in-

tence application to a thing, a ray of light.

*say, a. (from ſt, appetite, and , to do), relishing, ap-

proving, desiring. ›

fs , a. (from f , relish, and 4, means), effected by

means of relish or delight ; ad. by means of relish or de-

light...

fata , a. (from , appetite, and t , doing), re-

lishing, approving, desiring.

sati, a. (from
5, appetite, and 1 doing) , relish-

ing, approving, desiring.

ade, a . (from fo, appetite, and , to do) , relishing, ap-

proving, desiring.

, a. (from 8, appetite, and , producing), pro-

ducing appetite, causing to relish or approve.

[843, a. (from fs, appetite, and 3 , produced , pro-

duced by appetite or desire.

* 551, a. (from , appetite, and 5 , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from appetite or desire.

, ad. (loc. case of&fb577), for appetite or desire, for

a relish or approbation,

ztaty , a . (from , appetite, and atṣæ, giving), giving

desire or appetite, giving pleasure or satisfaction.

কচি

fontit, a. (from 6, appetite, and utfa̸ , giving), giving

desire or appetite, giving pleasure or satisfaction.

fata , ad. (from 5, relish, and at , a door), by or through

relish or approbation.

fat , s. (from [5, appetite, and at , destruction), the loss

of appetite, the loss of a relish for food.

at , a. (from 6 , appetite, and , destructive), de-

stroying appetite or a relish for food.

effage, a. (from fd , appetite, and fade, causing to

cease), causing the loss ofappetite. "

fata , a. (from [s, appetite, and fata , preventing),

preventing appetite or a relish for food.

fatad, s. (from , appetite, and fixta , a prevent--

ing), the preventing of appetite or a relish for food.

&fsfaq , s. (from 5, appetite, and fa , cessation), the

loss or cessation of appetite.

afsfsfag , a. (from fo, appetite, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from appetite or desire ; ad. from

or because of appetite or desire.

foffas, ad. (from , appetite, and fafas, a cause), for

appetite or desire, for a relish, for approbation.

, a. (from , appetite, and , before), preceded

byor arising from desire or appetite ; ad. by or through

desire or appetite.

কটিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from কচি, relish , and প্রতিবন্ধক , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to relish or approbation.

fs , a. (from 6, appetite, and , giving) , giving an ap

petite, giving a relish . -

gu , a. (from Tft, appetite, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from desire or appetite ; ad. from

or because of desire or appetite.

efsane, a. (from 45, appetite, and , increasing , pro-

moting an appetite, increasing the appetite.

, s . (from B, appetite, and 45 , an increasing), the

promoting or increasing ofappetite.

, ad. (from 6, appetite, and fat, without , with--

out or beside appetite or relish .

8 , s. (from 6, appetite, aud af , increase), the in-

crease of appetite or desire.

[s , a . (from 8, appetite, and sofas, excepted),

appetite or relish excepted.

fdrifatae, s. (from is, appetite, and afsige, an excep-

tion), the exception of appetite or relish.

fufsrat , ad . (loc, case of fee), with the excep-

tion ofappetite or relish, without of beside relish or ap--

petite .

afsantats, s. (from B, relish, and 213, un obstucle), an

obstacle to relish or app.obation.
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কক

But ,a. (from , relish, and zitats , obstruc'ing),3

operating as an obstacle to relish or approbation .

fsfs , a . (from fo, relish, and foa, separate , separate or

distinct from relish or approbation ; ad. beside relish

or approbation.

8 , a. (from 5, to be agreeable), agreeable, beautiful,

charming, pleasant, sweet, stomachic, restorative, cor-

dial.

, a. (from , appetite, and ( , a ciuse), caused

by or arising from relish or appetite ; ad. from or be-

cause of relish or appetite.

E , s. (from ), a return), a return, a returning to-

wards, an appearing, a reference.

ì, s. (from catti, bread,, bread.

tata , s. (from tì , bread), a baker.

dd, s . (from F , to sound , the sound of a small bell.

3 , a. (from , to sound), sounded ; s . the cry of birds,

3 , a. (from , to weep) , wept, deplored, lamented.

, a (from , to obstruct) , shut, closed, blocked up,

obstructed.

9 8. (from , to weep , the sun. In Mythology, one of

the names of Shiva, a kind of inferior gods produced

from the forehead of Bruhma , they are eleven in num-

ber, viz Ujikapada, Uhi, Vradhna, Viroopaksha, Score-

shwura, Juyunta, Buhooroopa, Tryumbuka, Upurajita,

Savitra, and Hura ; a wrathful, furious, vengeful.

hi , s. (from 45. Shiva, aud 13, Jusmine), the name of a

shrub.

, s. (from 3. Shiva, and f , an eye) , the name of

a tree the fruits of which are used by the Hindoos to

make rosaries , (E'æocarpus ganitrus. )

Zato , s. (from Z , Shira) , one of the names of Doorga

the wife of Shiza.

tasty, s. (from 5, Shiva, and sty, an incarnation) ,

one of the names of Hoonooman.

& 1, s. (from & , to obstruct), blood.

wat?, 8. (from 9), the face, and , with an action), rea-

dy for business. ardent on a thing.

aatst a . (from readyfor business), a report ofpro-

ceedings, proceedings.

IE, ad. (from 9, theface, and , with the face), face to

face, in the presence of, before.

, s. (from Joy, the hindkerchief), a handkerchief.

21, s. (from cat , hair), hair, wool ; also . (from , to

grow), a rafter for a thatched roof,the seeds ofa

granate, and of some other fruits.

pome-

, s. (from , to sound), a species ofdeer, a giant or evil

spirit who was killed by Shiva .

•.

VIN .

. n. (from T to be angry), to be angry, to fret.

, a . (from T , to be angry), vexed, angry, displeased,

enraged, passionate, severe.

& , s. (from & to be angry , anger, rage, fury.

zidez, a. (from 18, anger, and to do), provoking to

anger, wrathful, raging.

*ſtæizæ, a. (from , anger, and staỡ, dong) , provoke

ing to auger, taging.

}, α (from Tf , anger, and atfa , doing), provok-

ing to anger, raging

TfXIIT, 6, (from , anger, and 57 , producing , excite

ing anger, provoking.

, a. (from , enger, and fas, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from anger.

55), a . (from 8, anger, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from anger.

, ad. (loc. case off , for anger or wrath.

ffa , a. (from , anger, and fax , causing to

ceuse), causing anger to cease, appeasing.

fufiatge, a . (from f , anger, and fiata☎, preventing),

preventing or resisting anger.

fulaatad, s. (from TV, anger, and fiaty , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of anger.

কষ্টিনিবৃত্তি,fff , 8. (from , anger, and fa , cessation , the

cessation or prevention of anger.

fifa , a . (from ft, anger, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from anger ; ad, from or because

. of anger.

fafas, ad. (from , anger, and ff , a cause) , for

anger, for rage.

* , a. (from , anger, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from anger ; ad. from or because of

anger.

, a. (from , anger, and x , increasing , in-

creasing rage, provoking.

, s. (from , anger, and x , an increasing), the

increasing of anger.

1, ad. (from f , anger, and f1, without), without

anger, beside anger.

ff , s. (from f , anger, and af , increase), the in-

crease of anger,

&ſvufsfIF, a. (from fx, anger, and affis, excepted),

anger excepted.

ufs , s. (from af , anger, and afst , an excepti

on), the exception of anger.

কম্ব্যিতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of কম্বিব্যতিরেক), with the ex-

ception of anger, without or beside anger.

fs , a. (from [ , anger, and fou, separate), separate
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or distinct from wrath or anger ; ad beside wrath or an-

ger.

FfTe , a . (from Tf , anger, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from anger ; ad. from orbecause ofanger.

T5, a. (from 5, to spring from seed), produced, born,

sprung from seed, sprouted, budded, blown, famous,

notorious, certain, ascertained , current, known by tra-

dition or common use as the meaning of certain words

of foreign or uncertain origin or which are used in a

certain peculiar sense.

5453, s. (from F, sprung up, and 287 , a word) , a word

used in a peculiar but well known acceptation , abusive

language, harsh or forbidding language.

zpētē , 8. (from 5, sprung up , and at , a word), a word

used in a peculiar but well known acceptation, abusive

language, harsh or forbidding language.

FF, a. (from ^T , to grow), in grammar, a word used in a

peculiar sense or in a sense not indicated by its root.

ff , s. (from , a peculiar acceptation, and , a

word), a word used in a peculiar but well - known sense.

☎ v-a. (fromT , to grow,, to plant.

, s, (from* , to have aform), a form, a shape, ‘a ' man-

ner, a mode, a species or kind , any thing having bounds,

a natural property or disposition, nature, beauty, an

appearance, a semblance, an object of vision, the de-

clension of a noun, the conjunction of a verb, the in-

flection of nouns or vérbs, a discrete quality, an unit,

an integer, an image, a figure, the reflection or resem-

blance of an object, a play, a dramatic poem, the learn-

ing of a thing by wrote, familiarity with a book or au-

thority arising from frequent perusal. In composition

as the last member of a compound it means like, re-

sembling, identically the same.

***, a . (fromT†, a form), figurative, metaphorical, alle-

gorical.

mæta , a. (from ™ , figurative , and πæ , a word), a fi-

gurative or metaphorical expression .

রূপকরণক, ৫. (from , aform, and TA , means) , effected by

means of a form or shape ; ad. by means of a form or

shape.

. s. (from , figurative, and , a sound , a fi-

gurative or metaphorical word or expression,

**Safif**, a. (from , beauty , Ed , quality, and fafate,

possessed of), possessed of beauty and good qualities.

8 , s. (from , a form, and 8 , the moon) , a prig, a

fop, the name of a bird, (Meleagris Satyra) ; also the

name ofa species offish , (Chaetodon Argus, La Cepede.)

** a , a . (from æt, a form, and x , producing), proẻ

ducing form or beauty.

, a. (from †, a form, and , producible), produ

cible by or arising from form or beauty.

Яrs, ad. ( loc. case of 1 ), for form or beauty.

ata , ad. (from , a form, and , a door), by of

through a form or shape.

at , s. (from 4, aform, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of form or beauty.

Я , a. (from , a form, and at , destroying), de-

stroying form or beauty.

aafafaza, a, (from , a form, and fafãs, a cause), caused

by or arising from form or beauty ; ad. from or be

cause ofform or beauty.

faiz, ad. (from , a form , and fifus, a cause) , for

form or beauty.

FЯTF, a. (from ™ , a form, and 5, caused by) , caused

by or arising from form or beauty.

adas, a. (from 8 , a form), beautiful, symmetrical, elegant.

FЯie, a. (from , a form, and , increasing , increas

ing or improving the form or beauty of a thing.

Яa, s. (from Я, a form, and 2 , an increasing) , the

increasing or improving of the form or beauty of a

thing.

, a. (from , aform), elegant, symmetrical, beauti

ful.

1, ad. (fromt, a form, and f1, without), without

or beside form or béauty.

at , s. (from t, aform, and fat , destruction) , the

destruction ofform or beauty.

faat , a. (from at, a form , and feat , destructive),

destructive to form or beauty.

faft , a. (from , a form, and fafta , possessed), pos

sessing a form or shape, beautiful, elegant.

Fafcit, a. (from ☎ , aform, and fit , destitute), desti

tute of form or beauty.

'☎afa, s. ( from *Я, a form, `and af , increase), the increase

or improvement of form or beauty.

uffa , a . (from , a form, and 2153fa , excepted),

form or beauty excepted.

FЯafstaæ,̀ s. (from 1 , a form, and affiɩx , an exception),

the exception of form or beauty.

Ddddddd

ft , ad. (loc. case of fag ), with the excepti

on of form or beauty, without or beside form or' beau

ty.

ts , s. (from **, aform, and ¡ st, a part), a fraction of

an unit.
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ststta , s . (from

রে

st , a fraction, and a , additi-

on), the addition of the fraction of au unit.

tatate, s. (from Яist, a fraction, and afɛ, a tak-

ing away), the subtraction of the fraction of an unit,

, a. (from , a form, and fsa, separate), separate

or distinct from a form or shape ; ad. beside a form or

shape.

F, a. (from , aform, and TF, joined , connected

with form or beauty, well-shaped , beautiful, elegant.

, a. (from a , a form, and f , destitute), destitute

ofform or beauty.

, a. (from , a form, and tar, empty), destitute of

form or beauty.

, a. (from 8 , a form), elegant, beautiful, comely.

ata, s. (from , an integer, and , a place), a multi-

ple.

tafasts , s. (from , a multiple, and fastst, divisi-

on), another or separate multiple.

ta, s. (from , aform, and ff , loss), the loss or de-

struction ofform or beauty.

zia, a. (from , a form, and 17, destitute) , destitute of

form or beauty:

, a. (from t, a form, and 3 , a cause), caused

by or arising from form or beauty ; ad. from or be-

cause ofform or beauty.

-

1, s. (from Я, aform), silver.

☎atat*, s. (from I, a form, and tatt, conversation), the

striking of the key note before singing or playing a

tune.

Til, s. (from , silver) , a silver coin value about two shil.

lings and six pence sterling, a Rupee.

8. (from , a form), silver.

, a. (from , silver), silver.

, s . (from 1, silver, and , a superintendent) ,

the master of the mint, the superintendent of the sil-

ver.

, a vocative particle employed in addressing a person

contemptuously.

gate, s. (from my , tofeed eattle, s);favour), favour,

abatement. -.

ats, s. (from les, favour), a favoured person,

casfs, s. (from atta , a cake), a sort of cake or sweetmeat

1, s. (from 3 to enjoy), a carpenter's plane. Construct-

ed with , to stroke, w , to give, or to do, this word

means to plane a board or other piece of wood.

(37, 8. (from (74, to doubt), a measure of a sera and quar-

ter, a looseness.,

রেড.

cata, s. (from wls , a stirrup), a stirrup, a dish, a plat-

ter.

atata, s. (from cat , a stirrup, and af , a bone), the

name of one of the bones of the ear (Stapes).

রেকাবাহিযা সপেশী, s. (from রেকাবাস্থিস্থ, situated on the

stapes, and **), a muscle), in anatomy the name

of one ofthe muscles, (stapedis musculus. )

catat, s. (from , a dish), a dish, a saucer.

car , s . (from car , to write , a streak, a stripe, in anatomy

the linea aspera, a cut between two boards in sawyers

work.

cgatzig; a. (from ‹ , a stripe, and utæta, a form), stri-

ated, striped.

cats, a. (from 1, a stripe, and lafs, a form), stri

ped, striated.

catЯși, a. (from car , a stripe, and 51, fallen`, streaked,

striped.

taffatt, s. (from cartafafas, striated, and , a

part), in anatomy the name of a certain part ofthe

body (Corpus striata).

, a. (from , to scatter), mixed, composed of va-

rious ingredients ; s. mortar.

cg, v. n. (from fag, toflow), to breathe, to purge by stool.

8 , s. (from fag, to flow), an expiration of the breath, a

cathartic, the name of a shrub which produces a nut

which is a violent and dangerous cathartic, (Croton

Tiglium ; a purge ; a. purgative, aperient.

(787, s. (from fIỵ toflow) , a purging bystool, a looseness,

respiration.

Al, v. a. (from fas; to rejoice), to please, to gratify ; s.

a boy who serves mason, a remnant of cloth.

E, s. (from 1 , a remnant ofcloth), a bed quilt.

, s. (from , to be pleased with, , consent),

consent, acquiescense, permission, leave ; a. acquies

Icing, consenting,

(gata, s. (from (351, to gratify), the gratifying or pleas

ing of a person ; a gratified.

tfag , a. (from 3 , to gratify), causing pleasure or

gratification.

, s. (from f , to hurt), dust, the pollen of a flower, an

atom, sand.

(la , s. (from ca, dust), dust, sand, an atom, the pollen of

a flower.

(7³, s. (from (JI , semen); semen ; also, (from ( GI), sand),

sand .

রেডসাবাহকনাড়ী, s. ( from রেডসাবাহক, withlrawing semen

and at , a tube), in anatomy the spermatic veins.
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3:437, 2. (from

রৈম

3 , semen, and 37, a falling), the

discharge of semen.

cats, s. (from ( 35, semen, and t³, a full), the dis-

charge of semen.

cata , s. (from 3 , semen , and tt , a tube), in ana

tomy the seminal tubes, (tubuli seminifera )

cgtcoatsì, s. (from caste , conveying semen for-

wards, and #1şì, a tube), iu anatomy the spermatic ar-

teries.

1CIGNAT,-8. (from (35 , semen, and , a wetting), the

wetting of a thing with the seminal fluid.

(T3:Ha7, s. (from (J3Я, semen, and ₹5 , a falling), the in-

voluntary discharge of semen.

( 3 , s. (from ì, to ooze) , the seminal fluid .

catat , s. (from estate, containing semen, and 11, a

tube , in anatomy the spermatic vessels .

, s. (from 3 to move), the ward of a lock.

(JE, s. (from I, the letter ) , the letter , the substituted

1
mark for which is placed over the head of another

letter, i. e.

33, s. (from 3 , to move), in Hindoo fabulous history the

name of an ancient king.

gasì, s. (from 13, the name ofa king), the wife of Bu-

la-rama, the last mansion of the zodiac.

, s. (from cast , the last mansion of the zodiac, and

, a stellar mansion), the last or twenty- seventh

mansion of the zodiac.

caal, s. (from c , to go), the name of a river more gene-

rally called the Nurmuda.

ata, s. (from T , a custom), an usage, a custom, a fa-

shion.

catfs, s. (from ',,, a custom), philosophy.

Alpi, s. (from Ata , a sort ofimpostors), a kind ofimpostors

who live by pretending to a knowledge ofthe secrets of

providence.

17, a vocative particle only employed in addressing mean

persons or inferiors.

cam, s. (from À, to move), a multitude , a resort.

CAM1, 8. (from (AM, a multitude), a resort, a multitude.

canti, s. (from a , a fibre), the fibrous or stringy matter

in mangos or other nuits.

@minia, a. (from L , afibre, and , having), fibrous,

stringy.

care, s. (from ~,~), a bribe) , a bribe,

cas), s. (from ~,~), a bribe), a person who takes bribes .

caĦazata, s. (from ☺ ), a bribe, and , eating), a

person who takes bribes.

catal

(gazszutÃ, s. (from 15 ), a person who takes bribes),

corruption, the taking of bribes.

Ya , s. (from p✩2), silk , silk.
2

রেসমী,cant, a. (from , silk , silken.

3 , s. (from ) , a mission ' , a mission, a troop of

horse.

cantatata, s. (from xlly, a troop ofhorse, and ♪ , hold-

ing), the commander of a troop of horse.

cantatūtaì, s. (from left ), a commander ofhorse), the

command of a troop of horse.

ta, s. (from ta, wealth), wealth, riches, a post erected ina

pond when it is consecrated.

cại, v. a. (from ☎ , to grow), to sow, to plant.

( †¾i, a. (from Tz, to grow , planted. The term is most ge

nerally applied to the cold season crop of rice, which

is regularly planted, in contradistinction from the

Ashco or rainy season crop which is sown broad cast.

catatlagt, a. (from (A1, to plant), planting; s. a person who

plants.

catata, a. (from , to grow), planted. This term is gene-

rally applied to distinguish the land planted with rice

or any other crop from that sown with seed.

tt, s. (from cat , hair), the hair of the body, the hair

of a beast.

catatta , s. (from cital , hair , and ‹ †ș1, a boil), a boil

or painful swelling occasioned by the pulling up of a

hair by the roots.

catą, v. a. tfrom ₹4, to obstruct) , to stop , to hinder,to pre-

vent, to obstruct, to withstand, to ward off, to bore.

catæ, s. (from 5, to approve), ready cash, a purchasing

with ready cash, an incision, a blemish.

catæg, s. (from cată, ready cash), a cash book.

catafset, s. (from cat , ready cash), a cash-keeper, a cashier

in a bank, a treasurer, a banker.

catæ , s . (from T5, to approve), the painting or varnishing

of necklaces or other trinkets .

atafa , s. (from , to approve), painting or varnishing

necklaces ; s.`a person who paints or varnishes neck-

laces and other trinkets.

catat, v. a. (from cat , anger), to provoke to anger, to hin-

der, to obstruct, to withstand ; s. prevention, a letter.

catætÈæi, s. (from cat ), to hinder), a stopping or binder-

ing, a preventing, an obstructing, a withstanding, a

warding off.

catæta, s. (from catæ , to provoke) , the provoking of a per

son to anger, the hindering or obstructing of a thing,

the withstanding of a person.

Ddddddd2
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catat.

carafag , a from catat , to provoke), provoking to anger,

hindering, obstructing, withstanding ; s . a person who

provokes another, one who hinders or obstructs, a per-

son who withstands another,

catatuts, s. (from cat , ready cash, and cute, a heap), rea-

dy money.

( 81, 8. (from catauta, ready money, and casi, a.

selling), a sale for ready money.

atafat, s. (from (atą, ready money, and fai, a sale), a

sale for ready money.

ta , s. (from 7 , to wash, easy, dismissal), a dis.

missal.

ist, s. (from 5, to be sick), a disease, a distemper.

cistēI, a. (from catst, a disease, and to do), causing dis-

ease, deleterious, unwholesome.

Itsæde, a.. (from cats , a disease, and 4 , means), effect-

ed by means of disease ; ad. by means of disease.

atstota , a. (from catst, disease, and tạ☎, doing), causing

disease, unwholesome, deleterious.

catstatal, a. (from cats, disease, and tf , doing), causing

disease, unwholesome, deleterious..

cais , a. (from catst , a disease, and , to do , deleterious,

making a person ill, causing disease.

catsfæ , a. (from catst, a disease, and fæ , distressed), dis-

eased, afflicted with disease.

casts , a . (from catst, disease, and s , seized), taken ill,

diseased.

tsata , a. (from catst, a disease, and af , destroying ,

destroying or curing diseases.

caista, a. (from catst, disease, and ₹7, to destroy), efficaci-

ous to remove disease .

•

, a. (from cats , disease, and 1 , producing), pro-

ducing disease.

st3, a. (from catst, disease, and f3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from disease.

st , a. (from ist, disease, and 3, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from disease..

catstar, ad. (loc. case of catst ), for disease or sick-

ness.

Atstats, a. (from catst, a disease, and t , produced), pro-

duced by or arising from disease.

atstaan, s. (from catst, disease, and , a subduing), the

subduing or cure ofa disease.

atstata , ad. (from cats, a disease, and t , a door), by or

through disease,

st , s. (from catst, disease, and , destruction), the

destruction or cure of disease.

atst.

catst , a. (from catst, disease, and , destructive,

removing or curing diseases ; s. a physician.

catst¶ì, a . (from catst, disease, and fa , destructive), re-

moving or curing diseases .

catstat, s. (from catst, disease, and at , destruction), the

destruction or cure of disease.

catstatæ; a. (from cist, disease, and , destructive),

removing or curing diseases.

Cis , a. (from cats, disease, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to disease, curing disease.

catsfaata , a. (from catst, disease, and fata , preventing),

preventing disease.

caistaatza, s. (from catst, disease, and faatad, a preventing ,

the preventing of disease..

catsfazf3, s. (from cats, disease, and fifs, cessation), the

cessation or cure of disease.

catsifafaз , a. (from catst, disease, and fafas, a cause',

caused by or arising from disease ; ad. from or because

of disease.

catstafa, ad. (from catst, disease, and fifa , a cause), for

disease or sickness.

catsgforze, a. (from cată, disease, and efsane, obstrucl-

ing), operating as an obstacle to disease.

catste , a. (from catst, disease, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from disease ; ad. from or because ofdisease.

catstava, a. (from cast, disease, and ze, increasing), in-

creasing or aggravating disease.

atsta , s. (from catst, disease, and , an increasing),

the increasing or aggravating of disease.

catsfant, ad. (from ‹ , disease, and fant, without), without

or beside disease.

caistaat , s . (from cats , disease, and fant , destruction),

the destruction or cure of disease.

catsfaatta, a. (from catst, disease, and fat , destructive),

destructive to disease, curing disease.

রোগবিশিষ্ট,catstats, a. (from catst, disease, and faf , possessed of),

diseased, sick...

(gtstfagia, a. (from catst, disease, and fixta, destitute), free

from disease , healthy.

atstafa, s. (from catst, disease, and , increase), the in-

crease of disease.

catstarfsfe , a. (from cist, disease, and affas, excepted,

disease excepted.

রোগব্যতিরেক, s. ( from রোগ, disease , and ব্যতিরেক, an exceptio

on), the exception of disease.

catstafararæ, ad. (loc, case ofcatstafs ) , withthe excep

tion of disease, without or beşide disease.
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catsti.

isfan a. (from cats, disease, and a separate) , separate

or distinct from disease ; ad. beside disease ,

cesta , ɑ. (from cats , disease, and a , a root), originat-

ing from disease.

, a. (from catst, disease, and 1 , joined), connected

with disease, diseased , sick.

catstafes, a. (from catst , disease, and af , destitule), free

from disease, healthy.

cIisææd, s. (from catst , disease, and a¤ª, ɑ mark), the indi-

cations or symptoms of a disease ,

catst , s. (from catst, disease, and fe, tranquility), the

alleviation of disease.

catsi ), «. (from catst , 'disease), diseased , ailing.

catamar, a. (from cats, disease, and , empty) , free from

disease , healthy.

caisti , s. (from tst , disease, and ¤ , a leading), the

communication of a disease.

catsatze, a. (from cats, disease , and communi-

cating), communicating disease.

cas , a. (from catst, a disease, and , to kill , removing

or curing diseases ; s . a physician .

catsita, s. (from catst, disease, and Eta, detriment), con-

valescence, the lessening of a disease.

stata , a. (from cats, a disease, and t , taking away),

taking away or curing disease.

caistata), a. (from catst, a disease, and Tiga, taking away),

taking away or curing diseases ; s. a physician .

cats , a. (from catst, disease, and 17, destitute), free

from disease, healthy.

catalyze, z. (from catst, disease, and a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from disease ; ad. from or because of

disease.

tst , 8. (from catst, disease, and ta, diminution), the

diminution of disease , convalescence.

ista , a. (from catst, disease, and a diminishing),

diminishing disease, affording ease.

Catst , a. (from , to be sick) , diseased, ill.

catstrela , a. (from catst, disease) , diseased , sick.

istant , a. (from catst, disease , and at , correspond-

ing with), corresponding with or according with a dis-

ease.

sta , s. (from catst, disease, and , scrutiny),

scrutiny or search into the nature or causes of a dis-

ease.

gista , a. (from tst, disease, and , scruti

nizing), examining or scrutinizing the nature or cause

ofa disease.

cata.

catatamatut, a. (from cats , disease, and t , scruti---

nizing), examining or scrutinizing the nature or cause

of a disease.

catstats, ad. ( from catst, disease, and at , a follow--

ing), according to the disease,

‹ tstææ, a. (from catst, a disease, and , causing an end),

putting an end to a disease, curing disease.

catstaan, s. (from cast , the end of a disease, and f

a day , the days of the crisis of a disease, the critical

days of a disease (internuncii dies.)

রোগান্বিত,catstifs, a. (from cast, disease, and f , connected with),

diseased , ill.

catsttetal, a . (from catst, a disease), affected with disease,

diseased.

atstt , a (from catst, a disease, and at , pained , affected

with disease, diseased .

catfst31, s. (from cafta, diseased), diseasedness, a state of

disease.

ifs , s . (from cats , diseased), diseasedness, a diseased

state .

aist, a. (from , to be sick), ill , diseased, siekly.

cates , a . (from catst, disease, and SF, proper), pro-

per for a disease..

catesta, s. (from catst, disease, and s , alleviation),

the alleviation of pain or disease .

cates , a . (from catst, disease, and st , alleviating),

alleviating pain or disease.

cats , a. (from 45, to gratify) , gratifying, pleasant, agree-

able

catoat, s. (from 5, to approve), an approval, persuasion, a

suiting the taste of others.

~catfʊ™, a. (from TT, to please), elegantly dressed or orna-

mented, splendid, brilliant.

(Atföä, s. (from 5, to shine) , light, splendor.

cat , s. (from),j, a day), a day.

catasta, s. (from , daily work), service, earning.

catastaì, s. (from ,,, service), a person who earns by

daily labour..

tata), s. (from 59 , a day, and xolj, a writing), a day

book, a journal.

catata, ad. (from jɔ, a day), daily.

catat , s. (from 8)) , a fast), a fast.

cat, s. (from catftat , bread , bread.

cata , s. (from 4 , to weep), a weeping, a bewailing, a cry-

ing. Constructed with , to do, this word means to

weep.

cataq , a. (from 31 , a weeping, and 4, means),
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cain.

effected by means of weeping or crying ; ad. by means

of weeping or crying.

ginazķē, ɑ. (from 3147, a weeping, and ta , doing),

making a weeping or lamentation, weeping.

natal, a. (from cat , a weeping, and tka , ding),

making a weeping or lamentation, weeping.

, a from (313 , a weeping, and sa , producing ,

causing weeping or crying.

(34957), a. (from at , a weeping, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from weeping.

catas, ad. (loc. case of cats , for weeping or crying.

cinata , al. from cata , a weeping, and at , a door), by

or through weeping or crying.

atnasade, a. (from cat , a weeping, and fia , causing

to cease) , causing weeping to cease.

catat , a. (from cat , weeping, and fat , prevent-

ing), preventing weeping.

ginafaatad , s. (from 157, a weeping, and faztea, a pre-

venting), the preventing of weeping

taafaza, 8. (from 7, a weeping, and faf , cessation),

the cessation of weeping.

cataafafage, a. (from cat , a weeping, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from weeping ; ad. from or, be-

cause of weeping.

রোদন নিমিত্তে, ad . (from রোদন , a weeping , and দিয়িত , a cause),

for weeping or crying.

cina , a. (from ‹Ã¡¤7, a weeping, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from weeping ; ad. by or through

weeping.

, a. (from (3† , a weeping, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from weeping ; ad. from or be-

cause of weeping,

cgiqzado, a. (from cat57, a weeping, and ◄◄, increasing),

increasing weeping or crying.

cainaaa̸a, s. (from ( 47, weeping, and 7, an increasing),

the increasing of weeping or crying.

aafa , ad. (from cain , a weeping, and fat, without),

without or beside weeping.

ta , s. (from (3177, a weeping, and zf , increase), the

increase ofweeping or crying.

catana fefas, a. (from cat , a weeping, and sofa , ex-

cepted , weeping excepted.

gina ;(31ḍæ, s. (from czta , a weeping, and &ifsize, an

exception), the exception of weeping.

catnazıforgio, ad. (loc. case ofcatsfory ), with the ex-

ception of weeping or lamenting, without or beside

weeping or lamenting,

exts.

cataassa, a. (from cat , a weeping, and fa, separate), se

parate or distinct from weeping or crying.

catuagg*, a. (from 157, a weeping, and 5. a cause),

caused by or arising from weeping ; ad. from or be-

cause of weeping.

cata, a. (from , to weep), proper to be wept over or

bewailed.

cata3, a. (from . to weep), weeping, wept.

A , a. (from , to obstract , capable of being bloc

kaded or besieged, capable of being obstructed orhin

dered.

ta , s. (from ₹4, to obstruct) , a besieger, one who bloc

kades a place, one who hinders or obstructs.

At , v. a. (from , to obstruct,, to obstruct, to block up,

to besiege.

CAT, s. (from & , to obstruct), a hinderance, an obstacle,

the blockade of a port or city, an embargo, a prohibi

tion, a stoppage in the course of trade, the stoppage of

a stream .

catâ , a. (from ą, to obstruct), hindering, obstructing,

blockading.

cat1, s. (from cat , a hinderance, and 31, a doing), the

hindering of a work, the opposing of a design, the

blockading of a city or port, the laying of an embargo,

the stopping the course of trade, the stopping of a

stream .

catazói, s. (from catâ, a hinderance, and,, a doer) , a per-

son who besieges or blockades a place, a person who

obstructs or hinders.

রোধকান্তরযা সপেশী, s. (from রোধক, obstructing, অত্তর :nner,

and at¬¤×fì, a muscle), in anatomy the name of a par

ticular muscle (obturator internus. )

att , a. (from 1 , an obstruction, and
æ, making),

making obstructions or hinderances, besieging or bloc

kading a place, interdicting.

catatat, a. (from cat , an obstruction, and atfa , making),

obstructing, hindering, besieging, blockading, interdict-

ing.

catiæ , a. (from catª, a blockade, and , to do), blockad-

ing, stopping up, hindering, laying an embargo or in-

terdict.

cata , a. (from 1 , an obstruction, and a , produci

blc) , producible by or arising from a siege or blockade,

producible by or arising from an obstacle or obstruc

tion.

cat , ad. (loc. case of cata ) , for a siege or black-

ade, for a binderance or interdict.
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রোধ

cata , s. (from 4, to obstruct), the fencing round a place,

the besieging or blockading of a place, an obstructing

or hindering.

রে'ধনিবর্ত্তক, a . ( from রোধ, a blockade, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease , putting a stop to a blockade, raising a siege,

taking off an embargo, causing a hinderance or inter-

dict to cease:

catâfsatzæ, a. (from tata, a blockade, and fata , prevent-

ing , preventing or resisting a siege or blockade, pre-

venting or resisting a hinderance or embargo.

catafatad, s. (from cata, a blockade, and fastad, a prevent-

ing , the preventing or resisting of a siege or blockade,

the preventing or resisting ofa hinderance or embargo.

cata , s. (from 1318, a blockade, and faaf , cessation) ,

the cessation or prevention of a siege or blockade, the

cessation or prevention of an interdict or embargo.

রোধনিমিত্তক, a. ( from রোধ , an obstruction, and নির্মিত্ত ,

cause) , caused by or arising from a siege or blockade,

caused by or arising from obstacles or hinderances ;

ad. from or because of a siege or blockade, from or be-

cause of obstacles or hinderances.

gay, ad. (from 1 , an obstruction, and fafa , a

cause), for a siege or blockade, for obstacles or hin-

derances, for an interdict. i

taty, a. (from 4, to obstruct) , capable of being besieg-

ed or blockaded, capable of being hindered or obstruct-

ed .

afinte, a. (from ‹†♬, an obstruction , and " , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from a siege or blockade, preceded

by or arising from obstacles or hindeiances ; ad. by or

through a siege or blockade, by or through an obstacle

or interdict.

, a. (from cat , an ob truction, and , causedপযুক্ত,

by), caused by or arising from an obstacle or interdict,

caused by or arising from a siege or blockade ; ad. from

or because of obstacles or interdicts, from or because of

a siege or blockade .

atafat, ad (from cat , an obstruction, and fan , without) ,

without or beside obstacles or interdicts, without or be-

side a siege or blockade . ·

giu , u. (from cat , an obstruction, and sofa , ex

cepted , obstacles or interdicts excepted, sieges or bloc-

kades excepted.

aufæ, s. (from cata, an obstruction, and a fore, an

exception), the exception of obstacles or interdicts, the

exception of sieges or blockades,

catafore, ad. loc. case of 1 ofst ) , with the excepti

রোধে,

on of obstacles or interdicts, with the exception of sieges

or blockades , without or beside obstacles or interdicts,

without or beside sieges or blockades.

casa, a. (from cat , a blockade , and foa, separate) , se-

parate or distinct from a siege or blockade, separate or

distinct from an interdict or embargo ; ad. beside a

siege or blockade, beside an interdict or embargo.

catacatstr, a. (from cat , a blockide, and cast , worthy ,

worthy of being besieged or blockaded, worthy of be

ing interdicted or laid under restraint.

< , « . (from cat , an obstruction, and t , a caus ?),

caused by or arising from obstacles or interdicts, caus-

ed by or arising from sieges or blockades ; ad, from or

because of obstacles or interdicts, from or because of

sieges or blockades.

catatēti, s. (from cata, a blockade , and tag , desiré , a

desire for a siege or blockade, a wish for an interdict

or embargo.

catatag , a. (from et , a blockade, and tata, desir

ous), desirous of a siege or blockade, desirous of an in-

terdict or embargo.

catatas, a. (from cata, ablockade, and , unfit), unfit

to be besieged or blockaded, unfit to be interdicted or

laid under restraint. *

catatfsata, s. (from cat , a blockade, and fata, desire),

a desire for a seige or blockade, a wish for an interdict

or embargo,

catfamtal, a. (from catą, a blockade, and tfaz, de-

sirous), desirous of a siege or blockade, desirous of an

interdict or embargo,

catatɩatsts, a. (from catą , a blockade, and watsti, unworthy),

unworthy of being besieged or blockaded, unworthy

ofbeing interdicted or laid under restraint.

‹xtâ¡vì ,́ a. (from c‡ ª, a blockade, and fú , desirous) , de-

sirous of a siege or blockade, desirous of an interdict-

or embargo...

catate , ad. (from cata, a bockade, and af, an object), for

the sake of a siege or blockade, for the purpose of an

interdict or embargo.

catat ,™ a.a. (from cata, a blockade, and fit , fit to be

besieged or blockaded, fit to be interdicted or laid un-

der restraint.

catas, a. (from 4 , to obstruct), obstructed , hindered, be-

sieged, blockaded,

cateau), s. (from cxia, a blockid , and at, desire), a de-

sire for a siege or blockade, a wish for an interdict-or

embargo.
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-att.

ts, a. (from est , a blockade, and , desirous) , desir-

ous of a siege or blockade, desirous of an interdict or

embargo.

,, (from cat , a block ide , and , desirous); de-

sirous of a seige or blockade, desirous of an interdict

or embargo.

catЯTF, a. (from catª, a blockade, and 84¶5, fit), fit to

be besieged or blockaded, fit to be interdicted or laid

under restraint,

AIT, a. (from , to grow), planting ; s . a planter, one

who plants trees.

Eid, s. (from & , to grow) , the planting of trees, the fix-

ing of a stake in the ground, the inserting of a scion or

other thing.

, a (from cat , a planting, and ata , doing),

planting, inserting ; s. a person who plants.

tata , a (from cat , a planting, and atfaa, doing),

planting, inserting.

, a. (from catd, a planting, and 7 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from planting or insert-

ing.

(Ata (AI, ad. (loc. case of tid ) , for planting or in-

serting.

a
, a. (from td, a planting, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from planting ; ad. from or because

of planting.

caffe, ad. (from cat , a planting, and af , a

cause), for planting or inserting.

† , a. (from cat , a planting, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from planting or inserting ; ad, by

or through planting or inserting.

রোপ-পুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from রোপন , a planting , and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), obstructing or preventing the planting of

a tree or shrub.

রোপণপুযুক্ত, a. ( from রোপন, a planting, and প্রযুক্ত , caused by),

caused by or arising from planting or inserting ; ad.

from or because ofplanting or inserting.

Catafat, ad. (from cat , a planting, and fat, without),

without or beside planting or inserting.

রোপনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from রোপন , a planting , and রাতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), planting or inserting excepted.

রোপণবাডিয়েক, ৪. (from রোপন , aplanting, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of planting or insertion.

face, ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , with the ex-

ception of planting or inserting, without or beside

planting or insertion.

is, s. (from cat , a planting, and fats, an ob-

cata.

struction), an obstruction or hinderance to planting or

inserting.

রোপণব্যাঘাতক, a. (from রোপন , a planting, and ব্যথিতক, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering the planting of

trees or plants.

cata, a. (from catet , a planting, and fou, separate), se-

parate or distinct from planting ; ad. beside planting.

catstaatst , a. (from A , a planting, and cats, worthy),

worthy ofbeing planted,

tal , a. (from ¿t , a planting, and c₹3, œ cause),

caused by or arising from plauting ; ad. from or be

cause of planting.

catate, a . (from ‹ †† , & planting, and 5, fil), fit to be

planted, worthy of being planted.

cattat , a. (from E, to grow), fit to be planted.

cat , a. (from , to grow), planted . inserted.

cata, s. (from cat , hair), the hair of a beast, the hair of

the human body, the pubescence of a plant, the nap of

cloth, wool.

(TaÆ4, s. (from cataq, hair, and I, a well), a pore of the

skin.

(Ataxtaata, a. (from ata , a chewing the cud), chewing

the cud.

(patata , s . (from catatata, chewing the cud, and

an animal), a ruminating animal.

cataga, s. (from cata , hair, and , gladness), horripilation.

CA , s. (from cata , hair, and as, to move), horripila-

tion.

catatf*g, a. (from cata , horripitition), having the hair

erect through any sudden emotion .

catatas), s. (from cataq, hair, and atat, a row), a row of

hair growing thicker than it dees on the ordinary parts

ofthe body.

cattat, s. (from 5,to grow), a seed plot.

catataestet, s. (from , light, and , a watch`, a

kind of serenade with pipes and small tabors round

the apartments of a great manwhen he retires to rest,

the same music on other occasions.

citat , s. (from , light), light, splendor,

catatal, s. (from ✩✩9), light), light, splendor.

Ai , s. (from Da, to be angry) , anger, passion, wrath.

cataæól , s. (from cat , anger, and aý, a doer), an angry or

passionate man.

catata , a. (from ata, anger, and at , doing), exercis

ing anger, angry, wrathful, passionate.

catataì, a. (from cat , anger, and tf , doing), exercising

anger, angry, wrathful, passionate.
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calfe.

cata , a. (from i , anger, and , causing) , causing

or exciting anger orpassion,

CIESA , a. (from cata, anger, and 3, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from anger or passion.

( tas, ad. loc. case of 7 ), for anger or passion.

. , making known),tautiæ, a. (from cat■ , anger, and

indicating anger or passion.

Atqiqa, 8. (from ( 1¤, anger, and 147, a making known) ,

the indicating or declaring of anger or passion.

রেঘিজ্ঞাপয়িতা , ৪. (from রোষ, anger, and জ্ঞাপয়িত্ব, one who

makes known), a person who declares anger or displea-

sure.

tafa , a. (from cata, anger, and fa , causing to cease ,̀

putting a stop to anger or passion.

Catafiata☎, a. (from cat , anger, and fiataæ, preventing) ,

preventing anger or passion.

tafaatad, s. (from , anger, and fata , preventing),

the preventing of anger or passion .

faf , s. (from cata, anger, and ff , cessation), the

cessation of anger or passion.

catafafaza, a. (from cat■, anger, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from anger or passion ; ad. from or be-

cause of anger or passion.

affe, ad. (from cata, anger, and fafa , a cause) , for

anger or passion .

a, a. (from cata, anger, and , before) , preceded

by or arising from anger or passion ; ad. by or through

anger or passion,

cataq , ɑ, (from ‹ ¤, anger, and , caused by), cans-

ed by or arising from anger or passion ; ad. from or be-

cause of anger or passion ,

tæ¿s, a. (from 18, anger, and , increasing), in-

creasing or aggravating anger or passion.

ta , s. (from cata, anger, and 77, an increasing), the

increasing or aggravating of anger or passion.

catafanı, ad. (from cata, anger, and 71, without), without

or beside anger or passion ,

fat , a. (from cat , anger, and fat , possessed of),

angry, passionate, fretful, wrathful, waspish.

রোষবিহীন, রোষ,cata, a. (from ta, anger, aud fel , destitute), free

from anger or passion.

ta , s. (from 1 , anger, and af , increase), the in-

crease of anger or wrath.

cataufsfas, a (from cata, anger, and fofa , excepted),

anger or passion excepted.

রোষবাতিরেক,taifa , s. from 18, anger, and af , an excepti-

on , the exception of anger
¡ assion.

রোষঃতিরেকে, ad. loc. cus of রোষব্যতিরেক ), with the excep-

tion of anger or assion, without or beside anger or pas-

sion.

catafsa, a. (from cats, anger, and fa, separate) , separate

or distinct from anger ; ad. beside anger.

(Ata , a . (from ata, anger, and , a root), originating

in anger or passion .

A , a. (from cata, anger, and , joined), connected

with anger or passion, angry, passionate, wrathful, fret-

ful, peevish, waspish.

রোষযোগ্য,tas , a. (from cata, anger, and catstr, worthy) , deserv

ing anger or displeasure.

catazfgs, a. (from cata, anger, and 33, destitute) , free from

anger or passion.

, a . (from cat , anger, and * , empty), free from

anger or passion.

সূচক,cate, a. (from cat , anger, and 5 , indicating) , indi-

cating anger or passion .

catagla, ɑ. (from cia, anger, and 7, destitute), free from

anger or passion.

CA , a. (from ta, anger, and 3 , a cause) , caused

by or arising from anger or wrath ; ad. from or because

of anger or wrath.

catat, v. a . (from , to be angry), to exasperate, to pro-

voke.

catat³, a. (from cata, anger, and , connected with),

angry, wrathful, passionate, peevish, fretful , waspish.

catate, a. (from cata, anger, and 5, fit), deserving anger

or displeasure .

(ztata , ɑ. (from cat , anger), angry, peevish, wrathful,

waspish

catat, a. (from , to be angry) , angry, wrathful, passion-

ate, peevish, fretful, waspish.

ta, s. (from ¿ , afee), a fee, duties , taxes , the pos-

tage of letters,

catca, s. (from & , to grow) , the name of a large forest tree,

(Swietenia febrifuga.)

catſzdì, s. (from 5, to grow) , the name of the fourth man.

sion in the Hindeo zodiac. In mythology this mansion

is personified as one of the daughters of Dusha and

wife ofthe moon, the mother of Buluram, a girl ofnine

years old.

catat . s. (from ta , the fourth mansion, and 453,

an asterism), the name of the fourth mansion ofthe

Hindoo zodiac.

catfas, s. (from & , to grow), the name of a fish much used

for the table, (Cyprinus denticulatus, )

catfgeæ, s. (irom 5, to grow), the name of a large timber

tree, (Andersonia Rohitoka, Roxb.)

Eeeeeee
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f3 , s. (from cafes, a particular fish, and at , a

fish ,the name of a species of fish, (Cyprinus denticula-

tus.)

fa , s . (from cat57, a pigment), the tartar of the teeth ;

a. coloured with Rochuna,

1 , s . (from a , heat) , solar heat, sunshine ..

, s . (from 4 , the sun , solar heat, sunshine, the sen-

timent of wrath or rage, heat, warmth ; a. formidable,

fearful, terrible, dreadful, sharp, acute, violent, wrath-

ful, irascible.

ì , ɑ. (from ( 17, sunshine, and 3 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from heat or sunshine.

1) , for heat, for sunshine.ar, ad. (loc. case of

cìafifase, a. (from c , heat, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from sunshine ; ad. from or because of

sunshine.

, ad. (from ( , heat, and fafa , a cause), for heat,

for solar heat.

gen™, a (from , heat, and g , caused by), caused

by or arising from solar heat ; ad, from or because of

solar heat.

ga , a. (from a, heat, and , increasing) , increas-

ing heat, increasing solar heat.

, 8. (from 3 , heat, and 1 , an increasing), the

increasing of heat the increasing of solar heat.

fa , ad. (from ca , heat, and fans , without), without

or beside heat, without or beside solar heat.

calaziz, s. (from cala, heat, and zf , increase), the increase

of heat, the increase of solar heat.

187273, a. (from , heat, and af , excepted),

heat excepted, solar heat excepted.

mgufuæ, s. (from ag, heat, and fire, an ex-

cption), the exception of heat, the exception of solar

heat.

"

giggfsiziæ, ad. (loc. case of fora ), with the excep

tion of heat, with the exception of solar heat, without

or beside heat, without or beside solar heat.

cia, a. (from 1 , heat, and f3a, separate) , separate or

distinct from heat, separate or distinct from solar heat ;

ad. beside heat, beside solar heat.

, a. (from 37 , heat, and (₹5, a cause), caused by

or arising from heat, caused by or arising from solar

heat; ad. from or because of heat, from or because of

solar heat,

, a. (from , silver), silver, made of silver.

(3137, s. (from 4*, a living being), one of the divisions of

the Hindoo hell.

< 7a, a. from * , light), conspicuous, light , manifest.

司令。

calfe , s . (from fat, the mother ofBulurama), Bulusa?

ma, Mercury, an emerald.

न.

, The twenty-eighth consonant of the Hindoo alphabet,

agreeing in sound with the English 1 ;v. a. (from at, to

take), to take, to receive, to obtain. The adverbial par

ticiple of this verb when constructed with atra, to

come, means to fetch, to bring ; when constructed with

1 , to go, it means to take away.

3 , s. (from at, to take), the taking or receiving of a

thing, the accepting of a gift, the acquiring or obtain

ing of a thing.

371, s. (from it , to take), the taking or receiving ofa

thing, the accepting of a gift, the acquiring or obtain.

ing of a thing ; v. a. to persuade, to convince, to prevail

by arguments, to bias a person, to draw a person into

one's opinions or measures.

зifat, s. (from py, requisite , necessary things, re-

quisites, furniture, property.

317, s. (from , to take), persuasion, any measures tak

en to attach another to our party or to bring him to our

measures or opinions.

aata, s. (from the letter , and , to do), the letter or

that character which expresses the sound of the Eng.

lish I.

tats , a. (from æ , the letter , and at , a beginning),

having an initial a , beginning with the letter a

mætate, a. (from ta, the letter , and , an end), hav-

ing a final , ending with the letter .

, s. (from ast, to be in contact) , a sort of fan-tailed pi

geon.

agtЯtygi, s. (from I, a sort ofpigeon, and 31, a pige-

on), a particular sort of fan-tailed pigeon.

, an imitative sound used to express a quick vibra.

tory motion like that of a serpent's tongue.

fag , a. (from , vibration), vibrating like a ser-

pent's tongue, springing.

, v. a. (from a , to mark) , to perceive, to mark, to dis

criminate, to see or notice, to observe, to be perceiv

ed.

, s. (from , to mark), a mark, a discriminating mark

or token, a sign , a butt or mark to shoot at ; a . an hun-

dred thousand. This word constructed with f , tojump

over, means to overshoot the mark.

Ed, s. (from , to mark), a discriminating sign or mask,

a badge, a token,a token, a mark, an indication, a predicate.
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Th word constructed with tat, to make known, or Ń ,

to shew, means to portend, to indicate.

*****☎, a. (from ¶ , a mark, and as , means), effected

by means of a discriminating mark or sign ; ad. by

means of a discriminating mark or sign .

FF457 , a . (from , a mark, and 591, producible), caus-

ed by or arising from a dicriminating mark or sign.

নাকি জন্যে, al. (loc. case of লঙ্কজন্য ), for a discriminating sign

or mark.

1 , ad. (from , a mark, and ata, a door), by or

through a discriminating sign or mark.

affa , a. (from , a mark, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a discriminating sign or

mark ; ad. from or because of a discriminating mark or

sign .

+faft13, ad. (from a¶d, a mark, and f , a cause) , for

a discriminating mark or sigu.

, a . (from 4, a mark, and , before), preceded

by or arising from a discriminating mark or sign ; ad.

by or through a discriminating mark or sign.

& T , a. (from , a mark, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a discriminating mark or

sign.

fa , ad. (from 4, a mark, and fast, without), with-

out or beside a discriminating sign or mark.

azafimy, a . (from 4, a mark, and fif , possessed of),

possessed of or having a discriminating sign or mark.

ad , a. (from , a mark, and fat , destitute), des-

titute of discriminating signs or marks.

audufsfas, a . (from &F1 , a mark, and fofa , excepted),

discriminating signs or marks excepted.

mæquifsiæ, s. (from & d, a mark, and wifiæ, an excep-

tion) , the exception of a discriminating mark or sign,

লক্ষণব্যতিরেকে, al. (loc. case of লক্ষণব্যতিরে ক ) , with the excep-

tion of a discriminating sign or mark, without or be-

side a discriminating sign or mark.

fs , a. (from 4, a mark, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from a discriminating sign or mark ; ad. be-

side a discriminating sign or mark.

F, a. from ad, a mark, and F, joined), connected

with or having discriminating signs or marks.

*If , a. (from & , a mark, and af , destitute), des-

titute of discriminating signs or marks.

* , a. (from ɖ , a mark , and ** , empty), destitute

of discriminating signs or marks.

*FxLII, a. (from , a mark, and a destitute), desti-

tute of discriminating signs o rks.

by or arising from discriminating signs or marks ; ad.

from or because of discriminating signs or marks .

, s. (from a to mark), a metaphor, an ellipsis in writ-

ing, a word understood though not written.

FF+1II1F, a . (from F , an elliptical word, and ☎xd,

means), done by means of a metaphor or ellipsis.

at , a . (from F4 , a discriminating mark, and atFt3,

seized), distinguished by a mark or sign.

, ad. (from 41 , an elliptical word, and at , a

door), by or through a metaphor or ellipsis.

# at13, a. (from a , a mark, and 8145, possessed of),

possessed of or having discriminating signs or marks.

, s . (from a , to mark) , in Hindoo romance one of the

sons of Dushurutha and brother of Rama.

, s. (from , the brother of Rama), the name of a

small plant, (Oxalis sensitiva . )

, s. (from a , to mark), the goddess of fortune, for-

tune, prosperity.

•
, s. (from , the goddess offortune, and at , a

husband , one of the names of Vishnoo the husband of

Lukshmee or fortune.

, a. (from t. the goddess offortune, and at ',

abandoned), abandoned by fortune or prosperity, un-

fortunate.

, a. (from , fortune, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from fortune or prosperity.

, ad. (loc . case of

rity.

1), for fortune or prospe-

st, s . (from at,fortune, and itt, abandonment), the

relinquishment of a person by fortune or prosperity.

amifafacæ, a. (from a fortune, and fafa , a cause ) , caus-

ed by or arising from fortune or prosperity ; ad. from

or because of fortune or prosperity.

ifafate, al. (from a , fortune, and fif , a cause), for

fortune or prosperity.

লক্ষ্মীপুযুক্ত , a. ( from লক্ষ্মী. fortune, and প্রযুক্ত , caused by), cause

ed by or arising from fortune or prosperity ; ad. from

or because of fortune or prosperity.

, a. (from & , fortune , fortunate, prosperous.

a , a. (from a , Jortune, and e, increasing), in-

creasing fortune or prosperity.

a , s. (from a , fortune, and , an increasing , the

increasing of fortune or prosperity.

ল t ,

, a, (from , a mark, and ( g, a cause), caused

Eeeeeee 2

ata, a . (from , fortune , fortunate, prosperous.

If , ad, from , fortune, and f1, without) , wich-

out or beside fortune or prosperity.

ifaf , a. (from , fortune, and faft , possessed of),

fortunate, prosperous
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Baifaiz, «. (from , fortune, and fast , destitute), un-

fortunate, unprosperous.

, s. (from , fortune, and fa, increase), the in-

crease of fortune or prosperity.

লক্ষ্মীব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from লক্ষ্মী, fortune, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , excepted) ,

fortune or prosperity excepted.

লক্ষ্মীব্যতিরেক, s . (from লক্ষ্মী, fortune, and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of fortune or prosperity.

লক্ষ্মীব্যতিরেকে, ad . (loc. case of লক্ষ্মীব্যতিরেক) , with the excep-

tion offortune or prosperity, without or beside fortune

or prosperity.

, a. (from ,fortune, and fe , separate), separate

or distinct from fortune or prosperity ; ad. beside for-

tune or prosperity.

, a. (from , fortune, and , joined), connected

with fortune or prosperity, prosperous, fortunate.

fa. (from a , fortune, and xfx³, destitute), des-

titute of fortune or prosperity.

mia , a. (from fortune, and 7 , emply), destitute

of fortune or prosperity.

13, a . (from a , fortune, and 7 , destitute), desti-

tute of fortune or prosperity.

*FÎ( 3*, ɑ. (from , fortune, and (55, a cause), caused

by or arising from fortune or prosperity ; ad. from or

because of fortune or prosperity.

, a. (from a , to observe), observable, perceptible, no-

ticeable ; s. a mark or butt to shoot at, a sign, fraud,

disguise, an hundred thousand.

1, s. (from as, to touch), a rod or staff to beat down

fruits or flowers.

si , s . (from as, to touch), a bamboo or pole used to shove

boats forward or to stop them in the manner of a boat

hook.

MSI, s. (from ™ , to touch), a staff, a stick .

, u. (from as , to be in contact), adhering, touching,

brought into contact ; s , a portion of time including the

space which elapses between the first emersion of a sign

of the zodiac above the horizon and its being compleat-

ly above it, adhering at thebase. In this last sense the

word is used in Botanical language to mean squamous,

as the scaly bulbs of lilies.

æcæ, s. (from ag, brought into contact) , a bondsman, a sure-

ty, bail
.

, s. (from aЯ , a surety, and 5 , a tuking), the

admitting ofa person for surety.

agal, s. (from Я , a surely), suretyship, security for

another, accountableness.

are.

aЯxc, 8. (from Я , a surety), suretyship, security for

another, accountableness.

aqui, s. (from , in contact, and ut, a word), a speech

to the purpose.

MAT, s. (from ™ , the rising ofa particular sign , and Я7,

a writing), a writing specifying the time of a particu

lar sign of the zodiac ascending above the horizon and

indicating a propitious time for an intended marriage

or other religious action.

as , a. (from a , the rising ofa particular sign, and E ,

fallen), fallen from or passed over the time ofthe rising

of a particular sign of the zodiac.

tant , ad. (from a , the rising ofa particular sign, and

, afollowing , according to or in consequence of

the rising of a particular sign of the zodiac.

atafa, ad. (from a , in contact), abreast.

sast , an imitative sound used to express the motion of a

fluid or semifluid substance when violently stirred or

agitated, also the sound occasioned thereby.

asientxi, a. from sast, violent motion), moving with a vio

lent motion like fluids when strongly agitated, sourd-

ing like strongly agitated fluids .

☎yangi, a. (from HEAT, o vibrating ), vibrating , vibratory.

, a. (from , to move), small, unimportant, light, tri

fling, trivial . This word constructed with ², to know,

means to disesteem . to disregard, to think lightly of a

person ; s. in algebra the least root with reference to

the additive qualities ; a lesser surd, the lesser quanti

ty connected with it.

augu, s. (from az, ligh', and a , rhyme), a cadence.

ta, s. (from , light, and t , knowledge), dises-

teem, a low opinion of a thing.

31, s. (from a

ness.

light,, levity, smallness, inconsiderable-

735, a. (from , light, and 3 , energy), having little

power, weak.

E , s. (from & , small) , smallness, levity, inconsiderable-

ness .

agadkaido, a. (from a , levity, and “faætæ, measuring),

measuring smallness or levity ; s . a micrometer.

3

, s. (from , small, and ta, afault), a small fault,

a venial sin .

at , a. (from a , light, and tt , concoction), easy of di-

gestion, lying lightly on the stomach. -

214, s. (from E, small, and 1 , expenditure), thrifti-

ness, frugality, œconomy.

,, a. (from a , light , and fra, expending), frugal ,

œconomical.

E
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asia, s. (from me, light, and eta, a load), a light burden ;

a. portable, light.

st , s. (from small, and t , a meal), a light

meal.

Gasta), a. (from a small, and ( 7, feeding) , taking

light and sparing meals .

E , s. (from a small, and , a root), in algebra, the

least root with reference to the additive qualities.

E , s. (from a light, and , value), a low price ; a.

low-prized.

atf", s. (from ™ , small, and gift, a term in proportion),

a set consisting of fewer terms, or that which contains

the fewest terms.

E , s . (from a light, and as , a ba'tle), a skirmish.

agista, a. (from & , light, and steta, food), light on the

stomach ; s. a slender meal,

attat, a. (from light, and tf , feeding), feed-

ing lightly, making slender meals.

, s . (from a , small , a lesser surd, the lesser quantity

connected with it, urine. Constructed with , to do, this

word means to expel urine.

1 , s. (from a , to obtain), in the fabulous poems of the

Hindoos a famous city the capital of Ravuna king ofthe

Rakshuses, supposed to be in Ceylon. In Geography

the parts under the equinoxial line.

astat , s. (from , Lunka, and t , a burning), the

burning of the city of I unka by Hunooman.

Estateæ, a. (from ~ , Lunka, and ätɩē, burning), burn-

ing the city of Lunka ; s . the monkey Hunooman who

burnt the city of Lunka.

statel , a. (from 1 , Lunka, and at , burning), burn-

ing the city of Lanka ; s . the monkey Hunooman who

burnt the city of Lunka.

Starfs, s. (from a , Lunka, and offs, a sovereign),

a title of Ravuna the sovereign of Lunka.

astafo, s. (from 1, the name of a city, and af , рep-

per), the name of a plant and its fruit , (Capsicum of se-

veral species.)

fa , s . (from 1, a city in Ceylon), the name of an

edible plant, (Trigonella corniculata . )

af , s. (from 1 , the name of acity, and f , Euphor-

bia), the name of a shrub, (Euphorbia terecaulis )

, a. (from a , Lunka, and , to stand), situate or

resident in Lunka.

tì, a. (from 1 , Lunka, and tf , staying), stay-

ing or continuing in Lunka,

ifs, a. (from at, Lunka, and f , situated), situat-

ed in Luuka.

MA, s. (from wak, a clove), a clove, also the tree which pro

duces cloves , (Eugenia caryophyllata. )

akra, s. (from a , cloves, and r , aflower), the name of

a flowering shrub, (Lonicera quinquelocularis. )

aЯI, s. (from ast, to come in contact) , an anchor.

§. v . a. (from , to transgress ), to transgress, to go be

yond, to step over, to pass the bounds.

Agx, a (from a¶, to transgress ), transgressing, exceeding,

passing limits ; s. a transgressor.

, s. (from a , to transgress), the transgressing of a

law, the stepping over a thing, the going beyond a

place, the passing of appointed bounds .

agabl«☎, a. (from 1, a transgression, and 71, means),

effected by means of transgression ; ad. by means of

transgression.

agaæúi, s. (from as , a transgressing, and a , a do-

er), a person who transgresses or oversteps appointed ·

bounds.

agata , a. (from , a transgressing, and tax, doing),

committing transgression, overpassing, going beyond.

agatat , a. (from 8 , transgressing, and a fa, doing),

committing transgression , overpassing, goin; beyond.

I , a. (from 883, a transgressing, and I produci-

ble), producible by or arising from transgressing or

overpassing.

15171, ad. (loc. case of a ), for transgressing, for

overpassing.

agat , ad. (from 8 , a transgression, and a door),

by or through transgression.

"

agafafaeæ, a. (from ag , a transgressing, and ff , a

cause caused by or arising from transgressing or over-

passing ; ad, from or because of transgressing or over

stepping.

agafafa , ad. (from , a transgressing, and f , a

cause , for transgressing or overstepping.

, a. (from , a transgressing, and f, before),

preceded by or arising from transgressing or overstep-

ping; ad, by or through transgressing or overstep-

ping.

agagforme, s. (from §7, a transgressing, and free,"

obstructing), obstructing or hindering transgression of

the overstepping of prescribed boundaries.

, a. (from a§ , a transgre sing, and , caused

by , caused by or arising from transgressing or over-

stepping ; ad. from or because oftransgressing or over-

stepping.

gafaat, ad. (from 7, a transgressing, and fe71, with

out), without or beside transgressing or overstepping,
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1.1.

misfae, a (from , a transgressing, and fofas,

cac pred), the transgressing or overstepping of prescrib

ed bounds excep'ed.

* 1*3f517, s. (from §7, transgressing, and fun, an

excep'ion , the exception of transgressing or exceeding

prescribed bounds.

#§- ft? *, ad. loc. case of gaufstaa ) , with the excep-

tion oftransgressing or exceeding bounds, without orbe

Lide transgressing or exceeding prescribed bounds.

ga, a. from 37 , a transgression, and fe , separate`,

separate or distinct from transgressions ; ad. beside

transgressions,

लन
≈37.57, ɑ , (from 7 , transgressing, and , a root), ori-

ginating from transgression or overstepping due bounds .

atst , a. (from 3 , transgression, and cutsts, capable),

casable of being transgressed .

on's

, a. (from , transgressing, and fla , a dispositi-

inclined to transgress or exceed limits.

, a . (from § , transgressing, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from transgressing or exceeding

limits; ad, from or because oftransgressing or exceed-

ing prescribed bounds.

agatet , s . (from , a transgression , and atat , de-

sire), a desire of transgression.

"gutzigì, a . (from ☎§7, a transgression , and støtfaz, de-

sirous) , desirous of transgressing.

tfoma, s. (from , a transgression , and sata, de-

sire , a desire of transgressing.

at , a . (from , a transgression , and fata ,

desirous), desirous of transgressing.

agatur , a . (from , a transgression, and fifa, desirous),

desirous of transgressing.

, ed. from §7, a transgression, and , an object),

forthe purpose of transgressing.

gate, a. (from 87, a transgression, and , fit , capa-

ble of being transgressed .

, a . (from . to transgress ), transgressible, fit to be

transgressed or exceeded.

§ ' , s. (from ≈§7, a transgression, and ¹ , desire), a

desire oftransgressing.

a. (from 3 , a transgression, and , desirous),

desirous of transgressing.

, a . (from , a transgression, and a desirous),

desirous oftransgressing.

Flats , a. (from 7, a transgression, and 85, suit-

ed , fit or suited for transgression.

3, a . from , to transgress), transgressed, overstepped,

passed beyond.

ast , a (from a to transgress), transgressible, fit to be

transgressed or exceeded.

, s . (from , to be ashamed , shame, modesty, bash-

fulness, shame-facedness , a shameful thing.

, a . (from a , shame, and , to do , shameful, igno

minious,

aytayde, a. (from 1 , shame, and 4 , means , effected

by means of shame or modesty ; ad by meaus of shame

or modesty.

atata , a . from 1 , shame, and at , doing), making

ashamed, exercising modesty or bashfulness .

atatat, a..from , shame, and af , doing), making

ashamed, exercising modesty or bashfulness.

a , a, (from , shame, and 57 , producing), caus-

ing or producing shame or bashfulness .

atas, a. (from ' , shame, and fas , produced), caus

ed by or arising from shame or bashfulness.

agts , a. (from at , shame, and 31, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from shame or bashfulness.

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for shame or bashfulness.

atst, s . (from 1 , shame, and itst, a relinquishing),

the casting off of shame or modesty.

atstat, a. (from ' , shame, and tt , relinquishing ,

casting off shame or modesty.

att31 , 8. (from ! , shame, and t³, a giver), a person

who puts another to shame.

state, a. (from ' , shame, and tṛ , giving), giving

shame, conferring modesty or bashfulness .

tat , a. (from a , shame, and tf , giving), giving

shame, conferring modesty or bashfulness.

1 , ad. (from 1 , shame, and 3, a door) , by or

through shame of modesty.

, s . (from a , shame, and , destruction), the

destruction of shame or bashfulness.

, a. from 1 , shame, and , destructive), de-

structive to shaine or bashfulness.

at , a. (from a , shame, and , destructive), de

structive to shame or bashfulness.

aglatt, s . (from at , shame, and at , destruction , the de-

struction of shame or bashfulness.

agtste a. (from ' , shame, and at , destructive), de-

structive to shame or bashfulness.

alfiège, a. (from & i , shame, and faza, causing to

cease), putting a stop to shame or bashfulness.

agate a. (from , shane, and faæta☎, preventing),

preventing shame or bashfulness.

matfaztad, s. (from ' , shame , and fat , a preventing),

the preventing of shame or bashfulness.
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ataq , s. (from

a31.

, shame, and fa , cessation), the

cessation of shame or bashfulness.

Miffae, a. (from , sheme, and fas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from shame or bashfulness ; ad. from

or because of shame or bashfulness .

tfafs, ad. (from , shame, and fafas, a cause), for

shame or bashfulness, for modesty.

gifs, a . from , shame, and af , possessed of), mo-

dest, shame-faced, bashful.

tfast, s. (from a , shame, and arts, relinquish-

ment), the casting off of shame or modesty.

trist , a. (from a shame, and fastest , relinquish-

ing), relinquishing shame or modesty.

, a . (from F , shame, and before), preceded by

or arising from shame or bashfulness ; ad. by or through

shame or bashfulness.

mytafs , a. (from , shame, and fs , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering shame or bashfulness.

, a. (from ' , shame, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from shame or bashfulness ; ad. from or

because of shame or bashfulness .

at , a (from 1 , shame, and a , increasing) , increas-

ing or promoting shame or bashfulness .

atia, s . (from , shame, and 7 , an increasing), the

increasing of shame or bashfulness.

tata, a . (from , shame), ashamed, modest, bashful,

shame-faced.

ata , ad. from 1 , shame, and fat, without), without

or beside shame or bashfulness .

a , a. (from , shame, and fift , possessed of),

modest, shame-faced, bashful.

agtfasia, a. (from , shame, and fata, destitute), des-

titute of shame or modesty.

watafa, s . (from al , shame, and , increase , the increase

of shame or bashfulness.

agos, c. (from , shame, and fofa , excepted),

shame or bashfalness excepted.

ats , s. (from 1, shame, and fee, an excep-

tion), the exception of shame or bashfulness .

agrofse, ad, (lec. case ofastus ), with the excep-

tion of shame or bashfuluess , without orbeside shame

or bashfulness.

☎gisk, s. (from ☎i, shame, and ≈4, a breaking), the break-

ing or overcoming of shame or bashfulness.

134 , a. from , shame, and , breaking) , break-

ing or overcoming shane or bashfulness.

34, s. (from , shame, and 587, a breaking),

breaking or overcoming of shame or bashfulness.

the

.

ayisa, a. (from ai, shame, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from shame or modesty ; ad. beside shame

M or modesty.

at , a. (from a , shame, and , a rool), originating

in shame or bashfulness.

, a. (from
1 , shame, and , joined to), connect-

ed with shame or bashfulness, shame-faced, modest,

bashful.

agtas, a. (from !, shame, and af , destitute) , desti-

tute of shame or modesty.

"

, a. (from , shame), modest, shane-faced , bash-

ful ; s . the sensitive plant, (Mimosa pudica.)

agtatal, a. (from 1 , shame), shame-faced, modest, bash-

ful.

ati , a. (from a , shame, and , an inclination) , mo-

dest, bashful.

ta , u. (from , shame, and 1 , empty), destitute of

shame, bold, barefaced, impudent, immodest.

at , s. (from i , shame , and , a touch , the sensi

tive plant, (Mimosa pudica. )

, a. (from 1 , shame, and a , destitute), destitute

of shame, immodest, impudent, bold, barefaced.

aticæ, a. (from 1 , shame, and (53 , a cause), caused by

or arising from shame or bashfulfess ; ad. from shame

of modesty."

3, a. (from , to be ashamed), ashamed, abashed, put

to the blush, coy.

, a. (from 5, to be ashamed , bashful, shame-faced;

sheepish

.d

at , v. n. (from , to roll or toss), to hang, toswing, to be

suspended.

at , s. (from at , to hang , a hanging; a being suspend-

ed, the name of a very small species of parrot, (Psitta

cus minor ;) the name of a species of shrub or small tree

which produces anotta, (Bixa orellana )

, v. a. (from to hang), to hang, to suspend a thing.

tata, 8. (from at , to suspend), the hanging or suspend-

ing of a thing; a. hanged, suspended.

atati, a (from , to suspend), hanging or suspend.

ing things.

tatt , s. (from att , bound by climbing plants), a laby-

rinth, perplexity, intricacy.

aatft , a . (from a , intricacy), troublesome, vexatious,

crafty.

atuta. (from atat, intricacy) , intricate, perplexing, tou-

blesome, vexations, litigious.

at, s. (from ; to tumble about: The last member of
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4 .

this word is only a rhymeto the firs!) , a tossing or tum-

bling about with pain or anguish .

gaby, s. (from , to tumble about The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first ), a tossing or tum-

bling about with pain or anguish.

at , a. (from , lecherous), lewd, lascivious , profligate.

, a . (from a , lecherous), lewd, lascivious , profligate.

aş, v. n. (from as, to shake), to vibrate, to quiver, to shake,

to wag, to fight.

565, a. (from , to shake. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), unsteady, movable.

aşlşı, a. (from 565, a moving), wavering, inconstant,

moving.

55,, s. (from 3, to move), a shaking, a moving, a vibrat

ing, a wagging.

MŞABZA, 8. (from 5, to move . The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first), a vibrating, a moving or

shaking to and fro.

835 , s. (from 5555 , a shaking about), vibration, agi-

tation, a shaking, an unsteady motion .

5 , s. (from 3, to move), agitation , motion, a shaking.

☎ș¹, v. a. (from ≈3, to move) , to fight, to shake , to jolt, to

agitate, to putin motion ; . motion , a shaking or vibrat

ing.

ște, s. (from as, to give pain), a battle, a fight, war.

Constructed with , to do, this word means to fight,

11, s. (from 1 , to fight) , a fighting, a warring.

31 , s. (from 31 , a battle), a warrior.

51831, s. (from 1, motion. The last member ofthis word

is only a rhyme to the first) , a moving to and fro, the

shaking or agitating of a thing.

azta, s. (from azi , to ogitate), the causing ofa thingto move

or shake about, a going to war ; a. shaken, agitated,

moved about.

☎ştagșta, s. (from 31 , the moving ofa thing. The last mem-

ber of this word is only a rhyme to the first , the agi-

tating of a thing, the moving of a thing in various di

rections.

aștafș, s. (from a1, a fighting), a mutual fighting or scuff-

ling.

*f¾z1, 8, (from 5 , to more), a moving about, a shaking, a

vibrating, a fighting.

31, s. (from 83, a staff), a staff, a wand.

agi, v. n . from 3, to give pain), to bait a hook, to lay

a bait.

GIBI, 4. (trom Mg, to more about with the tongue , a kind

of sweetmeat.

3, s. (from 3, to toss), a tossing about, agitation.

£83 . s. (from 3, a tossing about. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first) , a ruinous tos-

sing or throwing things into confusion, ruin, confusion,

disorder.

MHz, 8. (from 3, to shake. The last member of this word

is only a rhyme to the first), a shaking about, a stag-

gering, an irregular motion .

3751, v. a. (from aṣṣ, a shaking about), to move disor

derly, to reel, to stagger.

azzfzai, a. (from aşış, a shiking about), unsteady, wa

vering, fickle,

azizita , s. (from agafat, shaking), irregular motion, a

quivering, a tremulous motion , unsteadiness.

as , a. (from , to move) , fickle, unsteady, staggering.

☎31, 8 , (from ₹ 3, to strike , a climbing plant, a vine, a

Constructed with 2, to hold, this word means" creeper.

to cling to another ; v. n. to climb as a vine.

atan , s. (from 31 , a climbing plant, and 45 , the name

of a tree,, the name of a climbing species of nettle, (Ur-

tica naucliflora)

MIſTIA, 8, (from 31 , a climbing plant, and 327, afig tree),

the name of a scandent species of fig tree, (Ficus va-

gans. )

agmætlegg, s. (from ₹31, a climbing plant, and Habiszy,

a species offig tree), the name of a species of scandent

fig tree, (Ficus hederacea . )

astag1, s. (from 31 , a climbing plant, and gat, a spe-

cies ofplant), the name of a plant, (Achyranthes alter-

nifolia.)

stat , s. (from 31 , aclimbing plant, and a , filth , the

name of a climbing shrub indigenous on the North East

border of Bengal, (Uvaria fornicata, and U. bicolor .)

afsata, s. (from a , a climbing plant, and ta, a mango,

the name of a scandent plant which produces an eata◄

ble fruit, (Willughbeia edulis . )

31, 8. (from 31, a climbing plant), a vine, a creeper,

, s. (from at, butter , butter,

ara, s. (from ag, to speak), a speaking, the mouth, the

first term in progression.

,, s (from fat, to plaster), a wrapping round, a wrap-

ping together.

ati, s. (from att, a wrapping round), a kind of orna-

mented shoes the toes of which are turned up so as to

form a semicirc.e.

v. n. (from f , to plaster , to cling, to adhere, te

stick to.

ati, v. a . from a to adhere , to twine, to fold together,
লপ্ট।,

to cause to adhere or stick, to wrap.

2

2
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gatta, s. (fromat , to twine), the twining of the branches

of trees, the wrapping of cloth or other things toge-

ther.

antifast, a . (from , to twine), twining branches or

twigs, wrapping or folding cloth or other similar things .

, an imitative sound used to express the sound made

in eating or rather devouring liquid food,

, s. (from , to cut), a cutting, the cutting of corn, the

name of a species of quail, Perdrix chinensis ; ) one of

the sons of Rama, littleness, minuteness ; a, small, lit-

tle, minute.

ak, s. (from a, to cut) , cloves, also the clove tree, (Euge-

nia caryophyllata.)

MTkE31, s. (from & , cloves, and 1 , a climbing plant , the

name of a scandent shrub, Limonia scandens. )

d, s. (from , to cut) , salt, factitious salt, the salt sea.

Saqdila, s. (from 4 , salt, and w‹fa , a mine) , a salt mine.

HF , 8. (from , salt, and , the sea) , the salt

sea,

aataa, s. (from

t , a. (from

4 , salt, and t , a mine,, a salt mine.

4, salt, and at , smeared), salted, rub-

bed or smeared with salt,

Hadi , s. (from , salt, and , water , salt water ; a.

abounding with salt water.

Malstī, s. (from 79 , sult, and 85, water), salt water, the salt

sea.

maaf, s. (from a, to cut), the name of a species of custard

apple, (Annona squamosa.)

mata , s. from linen cloth, 8 , a great coat), a cloke,

a great coat, an outer garment.

E1 , s. (from a frankincense, l ), frankincense .

The drug usually sold under this name bythe druggists

of India is gum benzoin. The tree from which fraukin-

cense is produced , ( Boswellia thurifera. )

afas, s. (from ☎, to cut), a sickle, a reaping hook,

E s . (from láž , a word), a word , a saying,

, a. (from Ms,
to get), obtained , gained,

1 , s. (from a obtained), the name of the star Sirius.

ME17, a. (from ☎, obtained. and † , wealth), having ac-

quired wealth, possessed of acquired wealth.

, a . (from , obtained, and , a son), having a

Son.

assfed, a. (from æx, obtained, and af , fame , posses-

sed ofacquired fame, deservedly oncured or renown-

ed .

afas, a. (from obtained, and far , science), possessed

ofacquired science,

a5j.

, a . (from T, obtained, and , happiness', posses

sed of acquired happiness.

a , s. (from 5 to acquire , acquisition, an obtaining, the

quotient in division , profit, gain.

1, a. (from as, to obtain , obtainable, proper to be gain

ed; s. an object of gain, probable gain, the interest of

money or goods, a prospect of gain, a prospect of suc

cess in an undertaking.

, a. (from 51 , obtain ble, and ta , doing) , mak

ing probable gain, acquiring, securing things acquira-

ble.

ts , a . (from a , obtainable, and a doing), mak-

ing probable gain , acquiring, securing things which are

acquirable.

ASIGAT, a. (from , obtainable, and , producing),

producing acquirable objects, producing probable gain.

13 , ad. (from 51, obtainable, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from acquirable objects, pro

ducible by or arising from probable gain.

(4), ad. (loc. case of

for probable gain.

1), for acquirable objects,

13 , 8, (from 3r , obtainable, and at , a giver), one

who confers probable gains.

as atṣæ, a . (from 51 , obtainable, and at , giving) , con

fering acquitable objects, giving probable gain.

satot, a. (from 51 , obtainable, and f , giving), con.

ferring acquirable objects, giving probable gain,

agat , s. (from 51, obtainable, and tt, destruction),
the

loss of probable gains , the loss of a prospect of gain,

☎ssata☎, a. (from 51, obtainable , and atæ, destructive),

destructive to probable gains, destroying a prospect of

gain,

asifafas , a. (from 31 , obtainable, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from a prospect of gain ; al. from

or because of probable gains.

13 , ad. (from 51, obtainable, and fafa3, a cause),

for probable gain, for a prospect of gain.

*f , a. (from ass, brain ble, and , before), preced

ed by or arising from a prospect of gain ; ad. by or

through probable gain,

1fs , a. (from 1 , obtainable, and is , oppos-

ing) , acting as an obstacle to prospects of gain.

ANZUF, a. (from 1, obltitable, and 3, caused by),

caused by or arising from a prospect ofgain ; ud, from

or because of probable gain

, a. (from 31 , obtainable, and , increasing), in

creasing a prospect of gain.

Fittttt
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ja , s . (from 31, obtainable, and 11, an increasing),

the improving of a prospect of gain.

, a. (from 1, obtainable, and fa1, without), with-

out or beside prospects of gain.

mafa, s. (from 51, obtainable, and af , increase), the in

crease of a prospect of gain.

uff , a. (from 1, obtainable, and iffa , except-

ed), probable gain excepted, prospects in life except-

ed.

, s. (from 31 , obtainable, and afsa , an excep-

tion), probable gain excepted, a prospect of gain ex-

cepted, gain excepted .

&onforge, ad. (loc. case of forge), with the excep-

tion of probable gain, without or beside a prospect of

gain, without or beside gain.

13, s. (from 1, obtainable, and stats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to present or probable gain, an obsta-

cle to a person's prospects in life.

13 , a. (from 1, obtainable, and zrt , obstruct-

ing , obstructing gain, obstructing probable gain, ob-

structing a person's prospects of gain.

55 , a. (from 1, obtainable, and f5a, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from what is obtainable.

བ
55 , a. (from 51 , obtainable, and 5, to eat), devour-

ing what is obtainable ; s . a rapacious person, an usurer.

anti, s. (from 1 , obtainable, and (515 an eater), one

who devours what is obtainable , an usurer.

5513 , a. (from 1 , obtainable, and coff , ea'ing), de-

vouring what is obtainable ; s . an usurer.

SIIST, a . (from 31, obtainable, and , a root) , founded

upon or originating from what is obtainable.

FENTIF, a. (from 31, obtainable, and c₹5, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from probable gain ; ad. from or be-

cause of probable gain,

tu , a. (from 51, obtainable, and f , desirous), de-

sirous ofgain, desirous ofprobable gain.

t , ad. (from 51, obtainable, and f, an object , for

gain, for probable gain.

at, a. from 3 to enjoy , lascivious , dissolute, libertine.

31 , s . (from at, lescivious), lasciviousness, libertinism ,

whoredom, fornication.

8. (from 3 , to move), a jump, a leap. This word con-

structed with 1, to give, means to jump, to leap.

45, s. (from a , a jump, and wa , a jump) , a jumping

about, a gamboling, a frisking about.

57, s. (from 8 , a jump), the act of jumping or leap-

ing

MT.

, a . (from , to hang), long, tall, pendulous , extended

in length ; s. a perpendicular.

a , s. (from a , long, and zd, an ear) , long-eared.

asit , a. (from a , long, and I1, the leg), long legged,

spindle shanked.

, s. (from ™ , to hang), a being long, a hanging, a being

suspended, a depending from, a long necklace which

hangs down to the navel.

Sæste, a. (from T, to hang), hanging, dangling , suspend-

ed, growing in length .

agatafe, ɑ . (from 17, hanging, and T , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from hanging or dangling ; ad. from

or by hanging or growing in length.

ai, s. (from a , long), a perpendicular.

, s. (from 1 , long , length, tallness , expensiveness,

an expenditure exceeding a person's income.

atst , s. (from at , length, and 1st , breadth), the

length and breadth of a thing, an expenditure exceed.

ing a person's income ; ad, in its utmost detail, in all its

length and breadth .

attirat , s . (from atat , long-thorned, and

fatatetat, a species of oak), the name of a species of

oak indigenous in the forests near Silhet, (Quercus

castanicarpa . )

tatta , s. (from ! ,long, and at , aspecies oftree),

the name of a species of fruit tree, (Eugenia claviflora )

aatafa, s. (from , long), the whole extent in length.

af , s. (from at, long), the uvula or soft palate.

afas, a. (from ay, to hang), pendent, hanging down.

I, ɑ. (from a , long, and 877, the belly), lank, long-

bellied, an appellation of Gunesha.

7, s. (from it, to dissolve), equal time in music and dan

cing, an adhering, a clinging to, an embracing, loss,

destruction, dissolution , the dissolving or taking up of

any substance in a chymical menstrum as salt or sugar

in water, concealment or disappearance, a melted state,

MYTIAT, a. (from 7, absorption, and ₹74, means) , effect-

ed by means of absorption, effected by means of equal

time in music ; ad. by means of absorption, by means

of equal time in a musical performance.

agata, s. (from 7, absorption, and at , time), the time of

absorption or dissolution.

agatala, a . (from pata, the time of absorption), belong

ing to or connected with the time of absorption or dis-

solution.

st , a . from a , absorption, and st3, obtained), absorpt,

dissolved , concealed, lost .
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1.

gpaa , a. (from a , absorption, and 71. producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from absorption, producible by

or arising from keeping time in music.

My , ad. (loc. case ofa ,, for absorption, for equal

time in dancing or music.

, ad. (from , absorption, and at , a dor ), by or

through absorption, by or through keeping time in a

musical performance.

yfafas , a . (from 7, absorption, and ffa , a cruse),

caused by or arising from absorption, caused by or

arising from keeping equal time ; ad. from or because

of absorption, for or because of equal time in music.

agfafats, ad (from ay, absorption , and ff , a cause), for

absorption, for equal time in music.

, a . (from 7, absorption , and , before), preceded

by or arising from absorption , preceded by or arising

from equal time in music ; ad. by or through absorpti-

on, by or through equal time in music.

, a. (from , absorption, and , caused by),

causedby or arising from absorption, caused by or aris-

ing from equal time in music ; ad. from or because of

absorption, from or because of equal time in music.

, a. (from a , absorption, and gt , obtained), absorpt,

dissolved, concealed, lost,

, s. (from , absorption, and t , acquisition) , the

acquisition of a state of absorption or dissolution.

apfa , ad. (from 7, absorption, and fat , without), with-

out or beside absorption, without or heside equal time

in music.

puffa , a. (from 7, absorption, and af , excepted),

absorption excepted , equal time in music excepted.

ayufatæ, s. (from y , absorption , and wiſs F, an ex-

ception) , the exception of absorption, the exception of

equal time in music.

#grifter , ad. loc. case of pars , with the exception.

of absorption, with the exception of equal time in mu-

sic ; without or beside absorption, without or beside

equal time in music,

a, a. (from ag , absorp'ien, and a, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from absorption, separate or distinct from

equal time in music ; ad. beside absorption, beside equal

time in music.

GNCIA, ɑ (from my , absorption, and ( 5 , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from absorption, caused by or arising

from equal time in music ; ad from or because of ab-

sorption, from or because of equal time in music.

at, s. (from aa, dalliance, and , to go), the forehead,

atst.

fate , destiny, supposed by the Hindoos to be written on

the forehead .

aattt F, s. (from aattatta, the hinder part

of the head, and TF, joined to , the name of one of the

muscles of the head foccipito-frontalis .)

attatat, s. (from att , situated on the forehead, and

at, a pit , in anatomy the frontal sinus.

aatti , s. (from ate, the forehead, and af , a bone), in

anatomy the frontal boue (frontis . )

ass, a . (from , to wishfor) , hanging in collops as an

animal's flesh through fatness, desired , coveted, beau-

tiful, lovely, wanton, dallying; s . a woman's expressi

on of amorous inclinations by lolling or languishing

languid signs or gestures indicative of passion.

Ta, s. (from a to eat , garlic, (Allium sativum. )

asi , s. (from 3a, garlic), the name ofa precious stone,

the cats eye.

, s. (from , an army), an army, a soldier.

, s. (from , a soldier), the profession or business

of a soldier.

a , s. (perhaps from , to move), a wave , a surge, a

whim.

1, s. (from fi , lac) , lac.

ats, s . (from ata , a gourd), a gourd, (Cucurbita lagena-

ria.)

tx, a. (from & , an hundred thousand), an hundred thou-

sand.

Hi, s. (from ¶, an hundred thousand , lac, the lac insect.

These insects live together in vast numbers and make

themselves cells of a waxen substance called shell lac,

the insects themselves like those which produce cochi

neal make the red dye called lac,

at , a. (from at , Lic), laccic, impregnated with orbe

longing to lac, in chemistry the word is confined to the

laccic acid.

atuata, s. (from Y, not , and ' s , rent), land which pays

no taxes to government, free land .

taatsì, a. (from Ely, lind freefrom tax), free from

taxes.

ats, v. n. (from as, to be in contact) , to touch, to come in

contact with a thing, to strike, to adhere. In compo-

sition with the adverbial participle of other verbs this

verb means to begin. The adverbial participle of this

verb constructed with ut , to reman, or with 35, to

stay, means to stick, to adhere; if constructed with a

preceding noun this participle often means for, on ac-

count of, for the purpose of.

Ffiffff2
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ala.

mista, s . (froma , to be in contact), the coming in contact

with a thing, the adhering to a thing.

isi, v. a. (from as, to be in contact), to cause to touch,

to bring two or more bodies into contact, to apply, to

bring a boat to the shore, to plaster, to apply an un-

quent to any thing, to attribute, to ascribe, to impute,

to spread a table ; s . the being in contact, the adhering

to a thing ; d. joined, put in contact.

isti , prep. (from , an end , unto, until .

atste , s. (from aisti, to touch), a being or coming in con-

tact.

is , s. (from tst to be in contact), a vestige, the place

of a person or thing whichis sought after.

atata, s. (from aisti, to touch), the bringing of things into

contact, the applying of plaster to a wall, the apply-

ing of paint, unguents, and the like to any other thing ;

the bringing of a boat to shore.

state, s. (from afstta, the bringing into contact, and te,

a landing place), a port, a wharf, a landing place in a

river.

isitfagi , a. (from as to come in contact), applying things to

one another ; s , a plasterer.

sta, s . (fiom 5 , a bridle , a bridle, the bit of a bridle.

This word constructed with atas , to bite, means to

champ the bit.

atstats , ad. (from atsit, con'act), in contact, close toge-

ther, in mutual contact.

ifst, s . (from as, to come into contact), contact, junction.

fita , s. (from at , to be in contact , a being in contact, a

touching.

, s. from light), lightness, levity, smallness, insig

nificance, alleviation, minuteness.

glazētșa, ɑ. (from a , lightne s, and faæ, doing),

making small or light, alleviating.

tu , a. (from at , lightness , and faą, doing), mak-

ing small or light, alleviating.

, a, (from at , lightness, and 7, producible),

producible by or arising from lightness or smallness.

at , ad. loc . case of 7), for levity, for light-

ness , for littleness.

affa , a. (from at , lightness, and fafa , & cause),

caused by or arising from lightness or littleness ; ad.

from or because of lightness or littleness.

, ad. from ata , lightness, and fifa , a cause),

for levity, for lightness, for littleness.

a. (from 17 , lightness, and , before), preceded

by or arising from lightness ; ad. by or through lightness.

minanferma, «. (from mix , lightness, and the

structing), operating as an obstacle to lightuess or lit

tleness.

aturgas, a. (from at , lightness, and TF, caused by ,̀

caused by or arising from lightness or littleness ; ad.

from or because of lightness or littleness.

atafat , ad. (from , lightness, and fa , without), with

out or beside lightness or littleness.

axcufsfas, a. (from at , lightness, and fs , exceplo

ed , lightness or littleness excepted.

miaza fola», s. (from tax, lightness, and zifsɩyZ, an ex•

ception), the exception of lightness or littleness.

at , ad, (loc. case ofaf , with the ex-

ception of lightness or littleness, without or beside

lightness or littleness.

atafe , a. (from at , lightness, and fea, separate), separ

ate or distinct from lightness ; ad. beside lightness.

atazama, a. (from , lightness, and , a root), founded

on or originating from lightness.

ata. (from ata, lightness , and e . a cause), cause

ed by or arising from lightness or littleness ; ad. from

or because of lightness or littleness.

ata tetgi, s. from ata , lightness, and taigi, desire,,

desire oflightness,

atzigt. a. (from a¶¤, lightness, and fatiga, desir.

ous), desirous of lightness.

atatazata, s. (from a , lightness, and WzIta, a soru-

ti y), a scrutiny into the lightness or minuteness of

things.

attiat, a. (from a , lightness, and elfez

scrutinizing), scrutinizing or searching into the levity

or minuteness of things.

i ), a. (from

fee
, lightness, and

scrutinizing), scrutinizing or seeking into the levity on

minuteness of things.

ataetfsata, s. (from 17, lightness, and afsata, desire), a

desire for lightness.

mtazifsmta), a. (from at , lightness, and fata, desira

ous , desirous of lightness .

atatu , a. (from M , lightness , and fif , desirous), de

sirous of lightness .

ata , ad. (from tax, lightness, and , an object , for

the purpose oflightness.

atez , a . (from a , lightness), sparing, frugal, faring

hard.

, 8. (from afar, lightness, and , desire), a desire

of lightness.
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a. (from , ghness, and , desirous , desir

ous oflightness.

■tɛ:75 *, a. (from ' 1, lightness, and 5, desirous) , de-

si ous oflightness,

, s. (from , to go , a plough, the name of a beautiful

flowering plant , ( Gloriosa superba ; also another plant,

(Commelina salicifolia. )

E, s . (from ata, aplough, and , to hold,, a plough-

man, a person who holds plough.

Gikans, s . (from atka, a plough, and 4 , a staff , the beam

or staff of a plough.

tmt , a. (from a , a plough, and t , holling).

holding the plough ; s . a ploughman.

ttt, a. (from at , a plough, and tag , holling),

holding or guiding the plough ; s . a ploughman.

karta, 8. (from ata, a plough, and ta, a blade), a

plough share.

attentatas, a . (from a plough share, and stafs.

a form) , shaped like a plough share. In anatomy the

name of a part of the nose (vomer.)

taat s. (from atha, a plough), a cultivator, a ploughing .

akatse, s. (from at , a`ploughing, and sẽ, an ox), an

ox used to draw the plough.

ika, s. (from as , to touch , the name of various plants,

viz. Gloriosa superba, Commelina salicifolia, Nama re-

pens, and Jussieua repens .

aifa , s. (from atkal, the name of several plants) , a kind

of poison reckoned one of the thirty-four sorts ofvege

table or mineral poisons not improbably the root of

Gloriosa superba.

atafast, «. (from , a plough , plowing ; s. a plough-

man.

31 , s. (from a , a particular plant, and at, a

c'imbing plant), the name of several plants, but consi-

dered as a climber it can only be applied to Gloriosa

superba, and Commelina salieifolia.

☎ika, s. (from ☎ , to more , the tail of an animal.

atsta, a.from , helpless), helpless , forlorn .

tot , s. (from , hel less), helplessness, a forlorn state.

ta, s. (from a , shame , shame, ba-hfulness , modesty.

imdagi, a. from at , shame, and (2 ) , eating), shame-

less.

, a. (from ,shme), modest, bashful, shame-faced ;

s, the sensitive plan' , ( Mimosa pudica )

atat, a. (from 1 , shame , modest, bashful, shame-fa-

ced.

, s. (from at , to mirk) a spot or mark,

11, s. (from t , to mark), reprehension, reproof, abuse.

migatate , « (from atgai, r prehension, and ate, duing),

dealing out reproof or reprehension.

armatetet, a. (from 31, reprehension , and if a do-

ing), dealing out reproof or reprehension.

at-g:1377 , a . (from atgai, reprehension , and 31, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from reproof or repres

hension.

agatatas, ad. (loc. case ofatat , for the purpose of

reproof or reprehension.

atgalfafice, c. (from atgai, reprehensim , and fal13, a

cause , caused by or arising from re, roof or reprehen-

sion ; ad. from or because of reproof or reprehension.

ataifafers, ad (from atat , reprehension, and fafas , a

cause , for the purpose of reproof or reprehension.

tat , a. (from 21, reprehension, and before),

preceded by or arising from reproof or reprehension ;

ad. by or through reproof or reprehension.

tt , a. (from at1, reprehension , and 2 , caused

by , caused by or arising from reproof or reprehensi

on ; ad from or because of reproof or reprehension .

atgatfiat, ad. (from at , reprehension, and fr1, with-

out , without or beside reproof or reprehension.

atzetara , a. (from atgai reprehension, and uste,

excepted), reproof or reprehension excepted.

atatafaza, s. (from ata , reprehension, and afstaa,

anexception), the exception ofreproof or reprehension.

attface, ad. (l c. case of atesofage), with the

exception ofreproofor reprehension, without or beside

reproof or reprehension .

at fsa, ɑ. (from ¹ , a mark, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from a name or mark; ad. beside a

name or mark.

a
atata (from at , reprehension, and 3 , à

cause , caused by or arising from reproof or reprehen-

sion ; ad, from or because of reproof or reprehension.

aff , a (from ata, to mark , marked, notorious, reprov

ed, reprehended ; s . reprehension.

ate , s . (from at, to pronounce with difficulty), an entan

glement.

attiatti, s. (from it, an entanglement, and 8, to occur),

confusion, disorder.

atea, s . (from att, to pronounce like children), a top for

children to play with, a play thing.

atfestas, a . (from ate , a top, and 3, a form), tops

formed. In anatomy the name ofone of the muscles,

(pyriformis.)
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fat , s. (from iftatas , top-shaped, and

, a muscle , the pyriform muscle.

Effet , s. (from atfe , a top, and if , the first), play

things, toys.

ittata, s. (from 11, a bludgeon, and at , a fish , the

name ofa species of fish, (Ophiocephalus Lata, Hamil-

ton's fishes. Ophiocephale Karaivey, La Cepede.)

il, s. (from 83, a staff , a staff, a stick, a walking stick,

a mace, a bludgeon .

ta , s . (from att, a staff, and cat, play), play at

cudgels.

ats, v. a. (from 3, to shake), to shake, to displace, to re-

move.

ts , s . (from 5, to more), the shaking of a thing, the re-

moving or displacing ofa thing.

mizfazi, a. (from aș, to move), causing to shake, removing,

displacing.

ts , v. a. (from 5, to shake), to cause to move or shake,

to remove, to displace ; s . a shaking motion , agitation,

stubble ; a. shaken, agitated, moved, displaced.

11, s. (from att, to cause to shake), the causing of a

thing to shake, the agitating or moving of a thing.

atst , s. (from it, to cause to shake), the causing of a

thing to shake or move ; a. shaken, moved, agitated,

displaced.

attfağı, a. (from it , to cause to shake), causing to move

or shake, agitating, displacing,

atstats, s. (from it , a causing to shake), a mutual or

universal causing to move or shake.

isa , s. (from , to cause to shake), a causing to move

or shake, a displacing,

ats , s. (from a , a sort ofsweetmeat), a kind of sweet-

meat.

te , s. (from a , to retaliate or return a blow), a kick,

, s. (from , to return a blow), a kick. This word con-

structed with ata, to strike, or ats, to discharge, means

to kick.

tæ, v. a . (from L, tojump), to jump, to spring, to leap, to

flounce,

, s. (from E , ajump), a jump, a leap. This word con-

structed with 3, to discharge, or ta , to strike, means

tojump, to leap, to flounce,

), s. (from a , ajump, and f , tojump), overleap-

ing all bounds, insolent, bold.

Hiņi, v. a. (from & , tojump), to make an animal jump or

spring, to cause a thing to jump or bound ; s. a hare, a

jump or leap.

ala.

mirizzi, s . (from airi, to cause tojump), the causing of à

thing to jump or bound.

atūta, s. (from ) , to cause to jump), the making ofan

animal to jump or spring.

atta, s. (from atta, a causing to leap, and tatt ,

ajump , the galloping of a horse, a frisking, a vaulting.

atata , a, (from , to cause tojump), jumping, leaping;

s. a leaper, one who jumps.

attat , a, (from at , a jump), a mutual or promiscuous

leaping or jumping.

ata, s . ( from , to cut), the name of a species of quail,

(Perdrix chinensis. )

atafa , a. (from a , salt) , salted, cooked or dressed

with salt, relating to salt ; s. a vender of salt, a salt-sel-

ler.

atza ) , s . (from mad, salt), saltness, beauty, loveliness, agree

ableness.

mitqïzizē, a. (from air, beauty, and ata, doing), adom ,

ing, making graceful or elegant, beautifying.

ataatst, a. (from ater, beauty, and af , doing), adorn

ing, making graceful or elegant, beautifying.

ATIGAT, o. (from ☎tzdı, beauty, and , producing),

producing beauty, causing elegance or gracefulness .

, a. (from atza , beauty, and , producible , pro

ducible by or arising from beauty or elegance.

il , ad. (loc. case of 1) , for the purpose of

beauty or elegance.

att31, s. (from at , beauty , and t¾, a giver), a per-

son who confers beauty or elegance.

aizdūtyē, a. (from a , beauty, and ■tē, giving), con-

ferring or communicating beauty or elegance.

ttt, a. (from tz , beauty, and if , giring) , con

ferring or communicating beauty or elegance.

atedik ♬, s. (from M¡¤43 , beauty, and ‡ª ♬, destruction), the

destruction of beauty or elegance.

at , a (from atzar, beauty, and , destructive,

destructive to beauty or elegance.

f

F

atzi , a. (from atzar, beauty, and , destructive),

destructive to beauty or elegance.

tat , s. (from atza , beauty, and at , destruction), the

destruction of beauty or elegance.

atate, a. (from ☎tz41, beauty, and at«tæ, destructive),

destructive to beauty or elegance,

tafado, a. (from atzar, beauty, and fa, causingto

cease), causing beauty or elegance to cease.

atzerfaziz , e. (from atzar, beauty, and fats , prevents

ing, preventing beauty or elegance,
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mid.

atzfaatad, s. (from at , beauty, and faxtad, a prevent-

ing , the preventing of beauty or elegance.

taraf , s. (from tar, beauty, and faf , cessation), the

cessation of beauty or elegance.

tarfafuge, a. (from at , beauty, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from beauty or elegance ; ad. from

or because of beauty or elegance.

arface, ad. (from at , beauty, and fax , a cause),

for the purpose of beauty or elegance.

ig , a (from at , beauty, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from beauty or elegance ; ad. from

or because of beauty or elegance .

Mtaaade, a . (from 4 , beauty, and ‹ , increasing), in-

creasing or improving beauty or elegance,

ataaaaa, s. (from 4 , beauty, and ₹5 , an increasing) ,

the increasing or improving of beauty or elegance .

art , a. (from tar, beauty), beautiful, elegant, hand-

some, graceful, agreeable.

atifal, ad. (from 1, beauty, and fal, without), with-

out or beside beauty or elegance.

ff , a. (from , beauty, and faf , possessed

of , handsome, beautiful, elegant , graceful, agreeable.

atcarfaxia, a. (from at , beauty, and fixia, destitute),

destitute ofbeauty or elegance .

, s. (from atar, beauty, and , increase , the in-

crease or improvement of beauty or elegance.

tiffa , a . (from tear, beauty, and zi³fas, except-

ed , beauty or elegance excepted.

mizdafogæ, s. (from at , beauty, and afsite, an excez-

tion), the exception of beauty or elegance.

starfolgte, ad. (loc. case of , with the ex-

ception of beauty or elegance, without or beside beau-

ty or elegance.

tara, a. (from at , beauty, and foa, separate) , se-

parate or distinct from sleekness or beauty ; ad. beside

sleekness or beauty.

, a. (from at , beauty, and TF, joined , connect-

ed with beauty or elegance, beautiful, elegant, agreea-

ble, graceful, handsome.

izda3, a. (from ta , beuty, and af , destitule), des-

titute of beauty or elegance.

at , a. (from test , beauty, and T, empty), desti-

tute of beauty or elegance.

tarif, s. (from atas, beauty, and 1 , detriment ) , a de-

triment to beauty or elegance.

at , a. (from atas, beauty, and 4, destitute), desti-

tute of beauty or elegance,

mtg.

atan , a. (from at , beauty, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from beauty or elegance ; al. from or be

cause of beauty or elegance .

ats, s. (from 5, to obtain), gain, profit, advantage, in

come, benefit, an acquisition .

a , a. (from ats, grin, and , to do , gainful, advan

tageous, profitable.

STA , a . (from 15, gain , and 4 , means ) , effected by

means of gain or profit ; ad. by means of gain or profit,

ats , s. (from ats, gain, and 2 , a doer), a person who

makes gain or profit.

atssty , a. (from ats, gain, and atæ, doing), making

gain or profit, gainful, profitable .

atsatat, a. (from ts, gain, and at , doing), making

gain or profit, gainful, profitable.

ats578, ɑ. (from ats, gain , and I , producing), profit,

able, advantageous .

13, a. (from ats, gain, and

ed by or arising from gain or

ats5a , a. (from ats, gain, and

fs , produced), produc

profit.

3, producible), produci

ble by or arising from gain or profit.

1541, ad. (loc. case of ts ), for the purpose of gain

or profit.

t35/3, a. (from 3, gain , and is, produced), produced

by or arising from gain or profit.

15 , a (from ats, gain, and , to know), acquainted with

gain or profit.

5 , s. (from ats, gain, and , knowledge), the know

ledge or idea ofgain or profit.

assist, s. (from t³, gain , and eta, relinquishment), the

relinquishment of gain or profit.

atsatsit, a. (from ats, gain, and 3fst , relinquishing), re-

linquishing gain or profit.

atsaxís, 4. (from ≈ts, gain, and fe, shewing , shewing or

viewing gain or profit.

atsa. (from 13, gain , and af , viewing), viewing of

looking at gain or profit.

atsat31, s. (from ats, gain, and ħtó̟ a giver), a person who

communicates gain or profit.

sisīt.æ, d. (from ats, gain, and at , giving), communi

cating gain or profit,

atst, a . (from 15, gain, and f , giving), communi-

cating gain or profit.

15131, ad, (from ats, gain, and wig, a door), by or through

gain or profit.

† à , s . (from t³, gai , and a, destruction), the loss

or destruction of gain or profit.
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zistaa, a. (from ts, gain, and 7, destructive), de-

structive to gain or profit.

, a. (from ts, gain , and , destructive), de-

structive to gain or profit.

Lisa , s. (from 5, gain, and at , destruction) , the loss

or destruction of gain or profit.

isa , d. (from 15, gain, and at , destructive), de-

structive to gain or profit.

le, a. (from ats, gain, and fax , causing to cease),

putting a stop to gain or profit.

stefactas , a. (from ats, gain, and fara , preventing),

preventing or resisting gain or profit.

Efacta , s. (from ts, gain, and faxta , a preventing),

the prohibiting or preventing ofgain or profit.

misfazie , s. (from at gain, and fa , cessation ), the ces-

sation of gain or proût.

atstafara, a. (from ats, gain, and fafa , a cause), caused

by or arising from gain or profit ; ad. from or because

of gain or profit.

Misfafate , ad. (from 15, gain , and fifo, a cause), forthe

purpose ofgain or profit,

forst, s. (from at , gain, and est, relinquish-

ment , the relinquishment of gain or profit.

sortsit, a. (from ats, gin, and fat , relinquish-

ing , relinquishing gain or profit.

aista, a , (from 15, gain, and , before) , preceded by

or arising from gain or profit ; ad. by or through gain

or profit,

Gifs , a. (from ts, gain, and f , obstructing),

acting as an obstacle to gain or profit.

&isak, 2 , (from ais, gain , and 24, giving), communicat-

ing gain or profit.

atsanía, 8. (from 813, grin, and ef , a seeing), the view.

ing or looking at gain or profit.

Megye, a. (from ats, gain , and x , cused by) , caused

by or arising from gain or profit ; ad, from or because

of gain or profit,

is , a (from at , gain, and , acquiring) , acquir

ing gain ; s, a person who acquires gain, an usurer,

#busto), a. (from ets, gain, and gifa , gaining), gaining a

profit, receiving interest,

ats , a. diroma , gain , and , increasing) , increas-

ing gain or profit.

12 , 8 , (from 3. gain, and 5 , an increasing , the

increasing of gain or profit.

tefeat, ad. from 18 , gain, and f , without,, without or

beside gain or profit,

atsfafi , a , (from ats, gin, and faf , possessed of

gainful, profitable, advantageous.

ats , a. (from ts, gain, and [4374, destitute), destitute

of gain or profit,

atsz , s. (from ats, gain, and af , increase), the increase

ofgain or profit.

atstatð, s. (from t≈, gain, and catâ, knowledge), a know.

ledge of gain or profit.

atstate, a. (from ats, gain, and cita, knowing), indi

cating gain or profit, knowing or perceiving gain or

profit.

sufs , a. (from ats, gain, and affa , excepted)

gain or profit excepted.

misvifoya, s. (from ate, gain, and zıfsɩxx, an exception),

the exception of gain or profit.

atszifocale, od. (loc. case of sf ) , with the excep

tion of gain or profit, without or beside gain or pro

fit.

atstats, s . (from ts, gain, and ariete, an obstacle), an

obstacle to gain or profit,

obstructing
HỶ515/5 , @. (from 515 gain, and artis

operating as an obstacle to gain or profit.

atsfsa , a. (from 1 , gain, and f , separate), separate of

distinct from gain or profit ; ad, beside gain or profit.

issa (from 15, gain, and 55, to eat), living on profit,

devouting gain or profit ; s . an usurer.

&ÍSLAF, a. (from 15, gain, and a, a rost), originating

from gain or profit.

FISTF, a. (from ats, gain, and F, joined), connected

with gain or profit, gainful, profitable, advantageous.

ats¿aisti, a. ( from ☎†3, gain, and ist , worthy , worthy of

being made a matter of gain or profit.

at , a. (from 15, gain, and 3, destitute), destitute

of gain or profit.

is , a . (from ats, gain, and way, empty), destitute of

gain or profit.

, a. (from at , gain, and 8 , indicating) , indicat

ing gain or profit.

atsûª, a. (from ats, gein, and xì , døstitute) , destitute of

gain or profit.

atst£3*, ɑ, (from Mts, grin, and ( 5, a cause), cau-ed by

or arising from gain or profit ; ad, from or because of

gain or profit.

mistatat , s. (from ts , gain, and at , desire), a desire

for gain or profit , a mercenary spirit.

misteri, a, (from 13, gain, andaf , desirous), desitg

ous of gain or profit.
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atts.

mia.

aistą , s . (from ats, gain, and a fale), a prosperous or

gainful destiny.

atstag, a. (from ☎ts, gain , and gag, unworthy), not fit or

worthy to be made a matter of gain or profit.

MiS¡Fats , a¸ (from ats, gain, and 5 ,following), ac-

cording with or following upon gain or profit .

AtstaĦia, 8. (from 15, gain, and af , scrutiny), a

searching after or contriving for gain or profit.

atstaat , a. (from m†5, gain, and atfia, scrutiniz-

ing), searching after or contriving methods for gain or

profit.

atstats , a. (from at , gain, and af , scrutiniz

ing , searching after or contriving

profit.

1st , a. (from at , gain , and

methods of gain or

tf , following) ,

corresponding with or following upon gain or profit.

MistIANI, ad. (from &†s, gain, and t , a following),

according to or in correspondence with gain or profit.

151151 , s. (from 1 , gain, and fent , desire), the de-

sire of gain or profit.

লাভাভিলাষী , a . ( from লাভ, gain, and অভিলাম্বি , desirous), de-

sirous of gain or profit.

istratë, a. (from ats, gain, and œɩatst , unworthy), un-

fit or unworthy of being made a matter of gain or pro-

fit.

mtstut, a . (from ats, gain, and af , desirous), desirous of

gain or profit.

atst , a. (from 1 , gain, and , an object) , for the pur-

pose of gain or profit.

atste, a . (from at , gain, and , fit , fit to be gained or

obtained, obtainable.

atstats, s. (from &ts, gain, and ts, loss), profit and loss ,

the state of a person's affairs as it relates to success or

loss in trade.

atstats , a. (from atstats, gain and loss, and ☎' , to know),

acquainted with the gain or loss of a business, knowing

the advantages and disadvantages.

M15/M15517 , s. (from atstats, gain and loss, and II,
know-

ledge , a knowledge of the gain or loss attending au

undertaking, a kuowledge of advantages and disadvan-

tages.

atcsa), 8. (from 15, gain , and ¹ , desire), a desire for

gain or profit.

atsg, a. (from at , gain, and 5, desirous), desirous of

gain or profit.

atszy, a. (from ☎ts, gain, and 35, desirous) , desirous of

gain or profit.

itsal , a. (from ts, gain, and fan desirous , desirous of

gain or profit.

59th , a. (from ts, gain, and set , producing),

producing gain or profit.

ast , s. (from ats, gain, and 8 , abeginning) , the

commencement ofgain or profit.

test , a. (from ats , gain , and 8 ,fit , fit or proper

to be a matter of gain or profit.

atti, s . (from Et , lascivious), lasciviousness, fornication.

ata , s . (from ata , slaver), slaver ; also (from JV, red), red;

the name of a small song bird, ( Fringilla amandava.)

atææga), 8. ( from at , red, and art, oleander), the red

flowered oleander, (Nerium odorum.)

atmāittaittai, s. (from ata, red, and Zittatētai, a kindof

oak), the name of a species of oak indigenous on the

East border of Bengal, (Quercus armata.)

mim @gg)yı, s. (from at , red, and casi, the name ofa

plant), the name of a small plant, (Bergia verticillata . )

atasaidietatą, s. (from æta, red, stat¶ly, a billet of wood,

and ta, a yam), the name of a species of yam much

used for the table, (Dioscorea purpurea. )

atst, s. (from at , red, and st, a watch or clock), the

name of a small but beautiful flowering plant, (Epipac-

tis plicata.)

ata , s. (from atan, desire), covetousness , inordinate de-

sire, strong desire.

ataštai, s. (from ata, red, and Вtat , a species of fish), the

name of a small species of fish , (Chanda lala, Hamilton's

fishes of the Ganges .)

atafo31, s. (from at , red, and fo31 , leadwort) , the name of

a very beautiful flowering plant, (Plumbago rosea. )

atafox , a. (from atas, desire ), desirous, covetous .

atasigi, a. (from atas, desire , covetous, inordinately de-

sirous.

ata , s . (from at , red, and co , a species offish`,

the name of a species of fish, ( Gobioides ruber, Hamil-

ton's fishes . )

ataats, s. (from ata, red, and 18, the tamarisk tree), the

red flowering species of Indian tamarisk, (Tamarix di-

oica.)

1 , s. (from ata, red, and ! , a species offlow-

ering plant) , the red variety of Ipomea Quaraoclit.

ta, s. (from ai , to nourish), the carefully nourishingof a

child.

ataatti, s . (from ata, red, and at11 , edible Amaranthus),

the name of a pot herb much used for the table in Ben-

gal, (Amaranthus atro- purpureus .)
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লালি.

atasi, s. (from at , red, an | și, an ant), a large red

ant which makes a web or nest among the leaves of

trees.

ata , s. (from ata, red, and 3, the name of an edible

herb), the name of a plant much used by the natives of

India as an article of food, (Basella rubra. )

atafant), s. (from at , red, and fat , the name ofasting-

ingplant), the name of a species of nettle, (Urtica in-

terrupta.)

ta , s. (from ata, red, and , the name of a species

offlowering plant), the name of a species of flowering

plant, (Celosia cristita rubra . )

iamtafa , s. (from at , red, and atafas, red pepper), the

red variety of the common species of Capsicum or ed

pepper, (Capsicum frutescens . )

atmastena, s. ( from at , red, and t , the name of a

shrub , the name of a species of scandent nettle , (Urti-

ca globulifera. )

atawagan, s. (from at , red, and an, the swee! pota-

toe), the red or most common variety of the sweet po-

tatoe, (Convolvolus Battatas. )

, s. (from at , red, and t , an edible plant , the

name of one of the edible species of Amaranthus,

(Amaranthus gangeticus. )

atawafb, s. (from ™™™, red, and caſ✯, an edible plant),

the name of a small plant often used by the natives of

India as an article of food, (Achyranthes ferruginea. )

tata , s. (from at , red, and ta , a species ofgrass),

the name of a species of grass, (Panicum colonum, var.

rubra.)

atandaşı, s. (from at , red, and , the name of a

species offlowering plant), Canna indica var. rubra.)

ata , s . (from , to desire) , excessive desire, eagerness

for an object.

aiza , s. (from at , red, and atat, a species ofplant),

the name of a species of plant, (Trianthema obcordata,

var. rubra. )

atafa , a. (from at , covetousness), covetous, inordinate-

ly desirous.

ata , s. (from a , to wish), slaver, saliva, a grandee.

ataifte, a . (from at , the forehead), referring every thing

to fate.

af31, s. (from af , beautiful), sweetness, flavour, agree-

ableness, beauty , loveliness, desirableness , pleasure.

mifmzzzde, a. (from if , agreeableness, and 4,

means), effected by means of pleasantness or agreeable-

ness ; ad. by means of pleasantness or agreeableness.

afte, a. (from afar, desirableness, and at , do-

mtím.

ing), producing desirableness or agreeableness, produ

cing sweetness or pleasantness .

mifasratat, a. (from atf31, desirableness, and af , do

ing), producing desirableness or agreeableness, produ-

cing sweetness or pleasantness.

33 , a. (from afar, desirableness, and a pro

ducing), producing desirableness or agreeableness, pro

ducing sweetness or pleasantness.

31 , a. (from afar, desirableness, and , produ

cible), producible by or arising from desirableness or

agreeableness, producible by or arising from sweetness

or pleasantness.

fa , ad. (loc. case of atf31 ), for desirableness,

for agreeableness, for sweetness, for pleasantness.

fat , al. (from afar, agreeableness, and 3, a

door), by or through pleasantness or agreeableness ,

atlasıfatúe, ɑ. (from at , agreeableness , and fizde,

causing to cease) , preventing or putting a stop to plea

santness or agreeableness.

mifmoifaxtge, a. (from & f=31, agreeableness, and fazize,

preventing), resisting or preventing pleasantness or

agreeableness.

atfagfatad, s. (from atfa3 , agreeableness, and faxt34, e

preventing), the resisting or preventing of pleasantness

or agreeableness.

ff , s. (from afar, agreeableness, and fats , ces

sation), the cessation or prevention of pleasantness or

agreeableness.

mifas;fafase, ɑ . ( from tf , desirableness, and fifa , o

cause), caused by or arising from desirableness or agree.

ableness, caused by or arising from sweetness or plea.

santness; ad. from or because of desirableness or agree

ableness, from or because of sweetness or pleasantness ,

atfafafara, ad. (from air, desirableness, and fa , a

cause), for desirableness, for agreeableness, for sweet

ness , for pleasantness.

afas , a. (from afar, desirableness, and F, CINS

ed by), caused by or arising from desirableness or

agreeableness, caused by or arising from sweetness of

pleasantness ; ad. from or because of desirableness or

agreeableness, from or because of sweetness or pleasant.

ness.

aff , a. (from if , agreeableness, and z , in-

creasing), increasing pleasantness or agreeableness.

atfaGITEA, 8. (from if31, agreeableness, aud 17, an in-

creasing), the increasing of pleasantuess or agreeable.

ness .

লালিত্যবিন) , ad. (from লালিত্য, desirableness, and বিনা, rith-
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fail.

out), without or beside desirableness or agreeableness,

without or beside sweetness or pleasantness.

atauqfa, s. (from atf3 , agreeableness , and af , increase),

the increase of pleasantness or agreeableness .

লালিত্যব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from লালিত্য, desirableness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted) , desirableness excepted, agreeableness ex-

cepted, sweetness or pleasantness excepted .

লালিত্যব্যতিরেক, s. ( from লালিতা, desirableness, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of desirableness or agree-

ableness , the exception of sweetness or pleasantness .

affae, ad. (loc. case ofaffat ), withthe ex-

ception of desirableness or agreeableness, with the ex-

ception of sweetness or pleasantness, without or beside

desirableness or agreeableness, without or beside sweet-

ness or pleasantness .

asa, a. (from 33 , agreeableness, and f , separ-

ate), separate or distinct from pleasantness or agreea.

bleness ; ad. beside pleasantness or agreeableness.

ans , a. (from 131, desirableness, and 3 , a

cause), caused by or arising from desirableness or agree-

ableness, caused by or arising from sweetness or plea-

santness ; ad. from orbecause of desirableness or agree.

ableness, from or because of sweetness or pleasantness .

, s. (from Jy, red), redness.

atas, a. (from , to desire) , thin, worn .

at , a , (from atat, slaver), sputtering, slubbering.

Hi , s . (from Y, a corpse), a corpse, a dead body.

, s. (from , to sport), dancing, female dancing, dal-

liance, wantonness, an unseemly gesture.

, a. (from , to sport) , dancing, dallying, making use

of unseemly gestures .

miæitat, s . (from ñ , a going, and ¤teættal, a piercing),
و

a gimlet or auger.

ata , s. (from a , to sport), dancing, dalliance, lascivious

action.

aigi , s . (from t¶i , lac) , lac.' ,

atietslag, s. (from atıştaì, belonging to Lahore, and 16

night) , the common wall flower, ( Cheiranthus cheiri. )

f , an imitative sound used to express the desiring of

a thing which belongs to another and cannot be lawful-

ly obtained .

f™”, v. a. (from far, td write) , to write , to draw, to paint.

fa, s. (from fa , to write), a writing, a letter, a record,

a written document.

fauad , a . (from fasta, a writing, and , means),

effected by means of writing ; ad. by means of writing.

fastata , u . from fa, a writing, and at , doing), writ-

ing a letter, making a record.

লিখ,

fat, a. (from fat , a writing, and , doing),

writing a letter, making a record .

fa , a. (from fat , a writing, and , producible),

producible by or arising from a writing or record .

fa , ad. (loc. case of fa ), for a writing, for a

letter, for a record.

fats , ad. (from fast , a writing, and at , a door), by

or through writing.

fafafas , a. (from fata, a writing, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from a writing or record ; ad. from

or because of a writing or record.

farafaftig, ad. (from fasa, a writing, and fa , acause),

for a writing, for a letter , for a record.

fa , a. (from fata, a writing, and , before) , preced-

ed by or arising from writing ; ad. by or through writ-

ing.

faragatal, s. (fromfa, a writing, and Hat , an issuefrom

a pond), the style of a writing, style.

fmuayforme, a. (from far³ , a writing, and gf , ob.

structing), operating as an obstacle to writing.

লিখনপুযুক্ত,
fat , a . (from fa , a writing, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a writing or record ; ad, from

or because of a writing or record .

fata , ad. (from fata, a writing, and fat, without),

without or beside a writing or record.

faraufsfas, u. (from fa , a writing, and fsf«F, except-

ed), writings or records excepted.

লিখনব্যতিরেক, s. (from লিখন, a writing, and বাডিয়েক, an exa

ception), the exception of writings or records.

fauft , ad. (loc. case offaufs ), with the ex-

ception of writings or records, without or beside writ-

ings or records .

fatartats, s. (from fast , a writing and artats, an ob-

stacle , an obstacle to a writing or record.

fas , a. (from fast , a writing, and atatзa, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering writings or re-

cords.

fatafa, a. (from fa, a writing, and fa, separate) , se-

parate or distinct from writing ; ad. beside writing.

fat , a. (from fata , a writing, and a , a root , groun-

ded upon or originating from writings.

fmatacatst , a . (from f«47, a writing, and cutsti, worthy),

worthy of being written,

fauzicze, ɑ . (from fax , a writing, and 133, a cause),

caused by or arising from writings or records ; ad.

from or because of writings or records.

festata , a . (from fast , a writing, and x , ufit , unfit

to be written, unworthy of being written,

Ggggggg 2
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fatta , a. from fat , a writing, and
follow.

ing), following upon or corresponding with writings.

fatta , a. (from fat , a wring, and af , follow-

ing , following upon or corresponding with writings.

fastatestis, ad. (from fù , a writing, and sata, afol-

louing) , according to or in consequence of writings or

records.

fawatcuts ; «. (from fr², a writing, and mats , unwor-

thy , unfit or unworthy to be written.

fat , a. (from fa , awriting, and f , desirous , de-

sirous of writings.

fatatif, ed. (from a writing, and , an object), for

the purpose of writings.

fat , a. (from faxa, a writing, and ¤ , fit , fit or wor-

thy to be written.

fy, «. (from far, to write , fit or proper to be written,

requiring or deserving to be written.

ffus, a. (from a , to write , written ; s. a literary com-

position or work which has been written.

faз , a. (from f to write), fit or proper to be writ-

ten, requiring or deserving to be written.

fast , s from fan, to go) , an axle tree .

fo. , s. (from fast, to go , pudendum virile, a mark or sign,

a token, in Grammar gender. The Phallus or repre

sentation of Shiva, an inference, the premises leading to

a conclusion, matter, crude matter, nature , a power to

shew an object or to make it clear or manifest.

fa , s. (from fo , pudendum, and 1, to stand), in anato-

mythe name of one of the muscles , (pudenda commu-

nis )

fi , a. (from [ , the Phallus
, and 6 , worshipping

) ,

idolatrous

, worshipping

the Phallus
.

fat, s . (from fa , a token , the thing indicated by any to-

ken or sign.

fas, s. (from the Chinese lee chee, the name ofa fruit , the

name of a fruit which was introduced from China into

Bengal, (Scytalia Litchi.)

ff , s . (from fa , to write), a writing, a record, a letter, a

drawing, a written document.

fafa , a. (from faft, a writing, and to do), making writ-

ings, writing a letter or document.

fafata, s. (from faf , a writing, and 4, to do , a writer.

fafa1, s. (from faft , a writing, and 1 , accoutrements),

stationary, things necessary for writing .

fas, a. (from far, to smear), smeared, tainted, infected

with.

fa81, a. (from faig, smeared, and 4 , afoot), web-footed.

faena, s. (from fa , smear.d, and 3, the spring), the

name of a particular species of plant, Flemingia na

na.)

fa858, n. (from 3, smeared, and 8, the hand), having

the fingers lying close to each other either naturally r

occasioned by spasm.

(

fast . s. (from 5, to gain), a desire to gain or acquire, co-

vetousness, cupidity, a hope of gain or advantage,

fagtatae, a. from fat, a desire to gain, and ataa, do.

ing , entertaining a desire to gain or acquire.

fasttatt, a . (from fat, a desire to gain, and at , do

ing), entertaining a desire to gain or acquire,

fastta , a. from fe , a desire to gain, and 3 pro-

ducing), producing covetousness or a desire to ac-

quire..

fatafas, n.. (from f ', a desire to gain and afa³, pro-

duced), produced by or arising from a desire to gain,

Estar, a. (from fa , a desire to gain, aud sai, pro-

du ible , producible by or arising from a desire to

gain.

ft , ad. loc. case offat ), for covetousness for

the purpose of a desire to gain.

festa, s. (from fast , a desire to gain, and afsto, er

cessive), an excessive desire to gain, covetousness.

festarts , s. (from 1, coretousness, and rist, relinquish

ment', the relinquishment of covetousness.

fasttarts , a. from 1, covetousness, and fita, relin

quishing), relinquishing covetousness.

fattats , s. (from fa desire to gain, and 513, a gir·r),

a person who holds out an object to the cupidity ofan-

other.

fatate , a. (from fast , a desire to gain, and atṣa gio-

ing), holding out a prospect of gain or advantage, in-

veigling.

fastatsì, a. (from fa , a desire to gain, and atfia, giving),

holding out a prospect of gain or advantage, inveig.

ling.

fastfazda, a. (from fat , a desire to gain, and facts,

causing to cease), causing a desire for gain or profit to

cease.

fastfata, a. (from fast , a desire to gain, and faxtra,

preventing), preventing or resisting covetousness , pre-

venting or resisting a desire for gain.

fastata , s . (from fe , a desire to gain, and fasted, a

preventing), the preventing or resisting of covetousness,

the preventing or resisting of a desire for gain.

fatafa , s. (from fast , a desire to gain, and faf cere

sation), the cessation or prevention of covetousness,

cessation or prevention of a desire to gain.

the
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fas

fasıfiface, a. (from fa , a desire to gain, and fafon, a

cause), caused by or arising from a desire to obtain ;

ad. from or because of a desire to gain .

fastfaface, ad. (from fe , a desire to gain, and fifig, a

cause , for covetousness, for a desire to gain.

fos, a. (from , covetousness, and af , connected

with), connected with or having covetousness.

fastfits, (from fat , covetousness , and "fasts , re-

linquishment , the relinquishment of covetousness.

fforts , a. (from fet, covetousness , and butsg,

relinquishing) , relinquishing covetousness.

fagtufa, a. (from fa , covetousness, and before), pre-

ceded by or arising from covetousness ; ad. by or

through covetousness.

fas , a . (from f1. a desire to gain, and TF, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from a desire to gain ; ad

from or because of a desire to obtain.

fi , a, (from fast, a desire to gain, and x, increas-

ing), increasing covetousness or a desire to gain.

fata, s. (from 1, a desire to gain, and 757, an in-

creasing), the increasing of covetousness.

fastfa , ad. from fa , a desire to gain, and fast, with-

out , without or beside covetousness or a desire to ob-

tain.

fff . a. (from fe , a desire to gain and fef8, pos-

sessed of, covetous, desirous of acquiring.

fagtfagia, a. (from fa , a desire to gain, and fea, desti-

tute) , free from covetousness, contented , free from a de-

sire to gain.

s. (from fast , a desire to gain, and af , increase),

the increase of covetousness , the increase of a desire to

obtain.

fastfofas, a. from fe , a desire to gain , and ufsfas,

excepted), covetousness or a desire to gain excepted .

ff , s. (from fast , a desire to gain, and fate,

an exception), the exception of covetousness or a de-

sire to gain.

fattarfar , ad. loc. erre offast ), with the ex-

ception of covetousness or a desire to obtain, without

or beside covetousness or a desire to obtain

fast feu, a. (from fest , covetousness, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from covetousness ; ad, beside covet-

ousness.

fas , a. (from fast , covetousness, and , a root),

grounded on or originating in covetousness.

fastus, a. (from 1 , a desire to gain, and¶ joined to),

covetous, desirous of obtaining.

fasta , r. (from fast , a desire to gain, and as, desti

mimi.

tute), destitute of or free from covetousness or a desire

to obtain, contented.

fat , a. (from a , a desire to gein, and war, empty ,

free from covetousness, destitute of a desire to obtain,

coutented.

fata, a. (from fast , a desire to gain, and a, destitute),

free from covetousness, free from a desire to obtain,

contented.

fastæge, a. (from fast , a desire to gain, and (55, a cause),

caused by or arising from a desire to obtain ; ad. from

or because of covetousness or a desire to obtain.

fafas, a. (from 5, to obtain), coveted, greedily sought af

ter..

fasta. (from 5, to obtain , covetous, desirous of obtain

ing.

at , a. (from at , to dissolve), dissolved, intimately mixed

with, absorpt.

atat, s. (from at, an imbrace, and 1, to obtain), play, sport,

a toying, pastime, diversion, lasciviousness , amorous or

wanton sport, the imitation of a lover's gait or actions

by his mistress for the purpose of passing away the time

of his absence.

mìatæēdē, «. (from atat , amusement, and ☎șd, means), ac-

complished by means of play or amusement; ad. by

means of play or amusement.

tata , s. (from atat, sport, and , a doer), a person who

sports or plays.

tate , a (from mat, play, and ata , doing), game-

some, playful.

atata , a . (from alt , sport, and fa , doing), sporting,

playing.

aats , a (from ai, sport, and 1, producible ) , produ

cible by or arising from sport or play.

miataras, ad. (loc. case of later), for the purpose of sport

or play.

atata , ad. from , amusement, and i , a door) , by or

through play or amusement.

alatfada, a. (from mat, sport, and far , causing to

cease), putting a stop to sport or diversion.

afata ; a. (from ta ', spr', and fatæ, prevening ,

preventing sport or diversion .

mimifaatad , s. from 1, sport, and fixtad, a preventing),

the preventing of sport or diversion.

matface, s. (from 1 , sport, and faaf , cessation), the

cessation of sport or diversion.

miatfiface, a. (from ai , sport, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from sport or diversion ; ad. from or

because ofsport or diversion.
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taifa , ad. (from

m .Ow

1 , sport, and fa , a cause), for

the purpose of sport or diversion.

, s . (from , amusement, and t , a display),

a display of sport or amusement, a spectacle.

tata, a. (from ti, amusement, and t , display-

ing), displaying sports or amusements, exhibiting spec-

tacles.

alatifs , a. (from , amusement, andgo, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to play or amuse-

ments.

41at , a. (from at , sport, and TF, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from sport or diversion ; ad. from or

because of sport or diversion .

miata , a . (from , sport, and , increasing), in-

creasing sport or diversion.

t , s . (from i , sport, and 757, an increasing) , the

increasing of sport or diversion .

atata , ad. (from , sport, and fat, without), without

or beside sport or diversion .

, s. (from 1 , sport, and af , increase), the increase

ofsport or diversion.

satufofas, a. (from at, sport, and iffa , excepted),

sport or diversion excepted.

atatafata , s . (from a , sport, and arfta , an excepti-

on , the exception of sport or diversion .

afata fora , ad. (loc. case of tatarfsta ), with the excep

tion of sport or diversion, without or beside sport or

diversion.

atarit , s . (from , sport, and t³, an obstacle) , an

obstacle to sport or diversion.

aatetta, a. (from 1 , sport, and it , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to sport or diversion.

maisa, a . (from a , amusement, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from play or amusement ; ad. beside

play or amusement.

tata , s . (from ata , sport, and , a withdrawing ,

a withdrawing or restraining of sport or diversion.

☎lstlæge, a. (from , sport, and (53 , a cause), caused

by or arising from sport or diversion ; ad. from or be-

cause of sport or diversion .

tfs, s . (from as, to cover), the name of a tree which pro-

duces an eatable fruit, (Phyllanthus longifolius. )

, s. (from eat , wool) , flannel,

HE, v. n. (from , cutting off), to be concealed, to be un-

perceived.

azi, v. n. (from , to be concealed , to hide, to conceal ;

s, a concealing, a being hid.

11, s. (from 1 , to conceal , a concealing.

at.

matola, s . (from , concealment, and of , robbery), aju-

venile sport much played at by Hindoo children, hide

and seek.

ata, s . (from a , to conceal ) , a concealing ; a , concealed,

aatfat, a. (from 1 , to conceal , concealing, hiding.

alfan , s. (from a , concealment, and far , science , the

science by which a person is able to render himself in.

visible or so to conceal himself as to elude all search.

at , a . (from a , concealment), concealed, hid.

, s. (from st, to relinquish), a petticoat.

afs, s. (from ofte, a sort ofsweetmeat) , the name of a kind

of sweetmeat.

gi , a. (from a , lewd), lewd, lascivious.

11, s. (from a , lewd) , lewdness, lasciviousness.

agt , s . (from x , lewd , lewdness, lasciviousness .

astal, s. (from ș , lewd), lewdness , lasciviousness .

tv. (from t, to steal , to plunder, to rob, to pillage , to

ransack, to toss or tumble. The adverbial participle of

this verb constructed with 1 , to go, means to tumble

or toss about, with 3, tofall, it means to lie prostrate,

and with , to take, it means to pillage.

m , s . (from ab, to steal) , plunder, a booty, a prey.

, s . (from , to rob), the act of plundering or pillag

ing.

tfagi, a. (from a , to rob) , plundering ; s , a plunderer.

al , s. (from a , to rob), plunder, a booty, aprey ; v. a. to

plunder, to ransack, to ravage, to cause to rob or plun

der.

attai, s . (from abi , to rob), the plundering or ravaging of

a place, the causing things to be stolen or plundered.

atta, s . (from 1 , to rob), the plundering or ravaging of

a place, the causing of things to be stolen or plunder

ed ; a. plundered , ravaged, ransacked , robbed.

* ta , a. (from t , to rob), plundering, ravaging, wast .

ing, causing to rob or plunder.

afexi, s. (from at, to rub), a robbing, a plundering, a steal-

ing.

batai, s . (from . to plunder), a plunderer, a rapacious

person.

B), s. (from at, to steal , a skein of thread , a clew, a wadding,

any thing tied or otherwise being in a circular form.

atat), s. (from a , to tumble about. The last member of

this word is only a rhyme to the first ), the towziling or

putting ofany thing into disorder, disorder, confusion.

mrtại, s. (from me, to steal), a plunderer, an open robber.

, s. (from a to rob. The last member of this word is

only a rhyme to the first), a prey, rapine, spoil, a rol

ling about.
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mat

tet, s . (from at, to tumble about. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first,, a tumbling or rolling

about, plunder.

ti, v. a. (from at, a tumbling about) , to throw into

disorder, to drag, to roll or tumble over and over.

Et, v. n. (from at, to wallow), to roll, to wallow, to tumble

about, to plunder.

ta, s . (from , to wallow), a wallowing about, a tumb-

ling or turning about, a plundering.

g , a. from , to roll), rolling, tumbling about, wal-

lowing.

, s. (from at, to roll), a rolling or tumbling about, a

wallowing.

34 , s. (from 3, concealment, and a† , a bush) , the name

of a shrub or small tree, ( Casearia glomerata. )

ast, s . (from 5, to agitate), a ball, a lottery ticket.

fa , s . (from , to cut), the name of a plant, (Portulaca

oleracea.) All the different species of purslane are cal-

led by the same name with the addition of an adjective

to distinguish the species, a merchant or shop-keeper

who deals in salt.

afatæ, s. (from a , the name ofa plant, and Яte, an edi-

ble plant), purslane of various species, (Portulaca oler-

acea and meridiana. )

, v. a. (from , to plunder), to plunder, to ravage , to tum-

ble or toss about, to roll about.

, a. (from , to plunder), plundering, rolling or wal-

lowing ; s . a plunderer, one who wallows or rolls about.

In anatomy the name of one of the muscles (cremas-

ter.)

7, s. (from ad, to plunder), a plundering , a tossing about,

a wallowing or rolling about, a horses rolling on the

ground.

, s. (from , to cut), the name of a species of fig tree,

(Ficus, species unknown .)

fatte, s. (from fagi, purslane, and t , an edible herb),

purslane.

, a. from y, to disappear), obsolete, concealed , disus-

ed, disappeared.

, v. a. (from a , to jump), to catch a ball or other thing

which is thrown to a person .

, a . (from as, to desire), coveted , desired .

, a . (from as, to desire), greedy, avaricious ; s . a hun-

ter or fowler.

☎5, v. n. (from 3, to desire), to be desired, to be coveted .

, s . (from L ori, Malay) , the name of several species of

parrots, included under the general term Loory, (Psit-

tacus Lory.)

লেখ.

afas, a . (from 5, to agitate), wrinkled, hanging in col

lops.

31 , s . (from , to cut) , a spider, inflammation occasioned

by the liquor ejected by a spider.

agtata, s. (from 31, a spider, and , a net , a spider's

web.

agtatae, s. (from state, like a spider's web , and

skin), in anatomy one of the tunics of the eye, (Tunica

arachnoides.)

tfast , s. (from , a spider,, the warp, and fästa,

the woof), a spider's web.

( , a sign of the vocative case used in calling a dog, a word

used in calling a dog.

(m?, s. from fag, to lick,, paste, starch.

351 , s. (from at , pudendum), the male organ of gene-

ration.

c , a. (from a , naked), naked.

bi, s . (from , naked), a particular species of rat, (Mus

musculur. )

( 1 , s . (from AET, a rag), a rag.

ca☎, a. (from fa , to write), writing ; s. a writer, a secre

tary, a seribe.

27, s. (from fm , to write), the act of writing, the act of

limning or drawing.

cats , a. (from a, a writing, and g , doing),

practising the art of writing, engrossing a writing or re-

cord, writing; s , a secretary.

ta, a. (from 27, a writing, and atfxa, doing),

practising the art of writing, engrossing a record or

document, writing.

, a. (from , a writing, and 353, producible)

producible by or arising from writing or from a letter

or other writing.

c5 , ad. (loc. case of ( a ), for writing , for the

writing of a record, for a letter.

cauantai, s . (from c , a writing, and t , a giver), the

giver of a writing or letter.

cmasnigo, a. (from c , a writing, and ata , giring), giv

ing a letter or writing.

ñì, a. (from ca , a writing, and tf , giving), giv.

ing a letter or writing.

cauffage, a. (from a, a writing, and ff , a cause),

caused by or arising from a letter or writing ; ad. from

or because of a letter or writing .

Calaf , ad. (from c , a writing, and faf , a cause),

for the purpose of a letter or writing, for writing.

cauadṣa, s. (from ( 27, a writing, and 437, a reading),

written documents.
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(MAN .

matante, a, (from csa , a writing, and * . before), pre-

* ceded by or arising from a writing or letter ; ad. by or

through a letter or writing.

costoffɔame, a. (from cĦ43, a writing, and fax, ob-

structing , obstructing or operating as an obstacle to at

letter or writing.

, a. (from (maz, a writing, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a letter or writing ; ad. from

or because of a letter or writing.

cafe , ad. (from a, a writing, and [11, without),

without or beside a letter or writing.

( AZIFA , A. (from ca , a writing, and fof , ex-

cepted), a letter or writing excepted.

wusufslag, s. (from cmua, a writing, and Ufsɩgæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of a letter or writing.

( s ) GP, ad . (loc. case of (mrat;folgæ), with the excep

tion of a letter or writing, without or bes de a letter or

writing.

( att3, s. ( from c≈xa, a writing, and stats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to a letter or writing.

(Fazzitatsæ, a. (from cœ×7 , a writing, and tt , oh-

stracting), operating as an obstacle to a letter or writ

ing.

( is , a . (from , a writing, and fa, separate , se-

parate or distinct from writings ; ad. beside writings.

(ENZICII, a. (from <« », a writing, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from a letter or writing ; ad. from

or because of a letter or writing.

if , fol-caatzotpì, ad. (from 47, a writing, and

lowing), following upen or corresponding with writings.

1. a. (from ca , a writing, and a follow-

ing, following upon or corresponding with writings.

Natante?, ad. (from ‹ Ã¶, a writing, and sata, a jol-

Lowing , according to writings.

mufae, s . (from ( 47, a writing , a letter carrier, a post-

man, a person who sigus a writing for another because

of his inability to write.

(maat, s. (from f««, to write), a pen, a style for writing, a

graver.

atty, a. (from fmar, to urite), capable of being written, t

to be written .

cart, s (from fm , to write), a writing , the hand writing of

a person, the act of writing ; p. a. to cause a person to

write.

catgai, s. (from cat, to cause to write), the causing or or-

dering of a person to write.

mataiga, s. (from (mat, a writing, and ætaæ, a doer), a

writer, a scribe.

লেপ,

M , a writing. The last memberofcąwizsizi , s. (from

this word is only a rhyme to the first), accounts ; the

writings necessary for any engagement, a set of written

documents.

(mat7, s. (from cm , to cause to write), the causing of aper-

son to write ; a. written.

maifa, s. (from 4 , to cause to write), the causing or

commanding ofa person to write.

tfant , a (from c , to cause to write), causing to write,

writing.

(mutЯ31, s. (from (a ), a writing, and 451, a reading), the

making of a writings, records or writings.

catff , s. (from far, to write,, a correspondence by

writing, a mutual writing.

cafus,a. (from fear, towrite) , written, engrossed , recorded.

cafa , a. (from far, to write) , fit or proper to be writen,

requiring to be written,

mat , a. (from far, to write), fit or proper to be written,

requiring to be written ; s. a writing, a written docu-

ment.

( IE, ɑ. (from 1 , to be written, and , a leaf), a

palin leaf used for the purpose of writing.

(akși, s. (from &Я, lame) , lame, limping, crippled.

cm , s. (from

1, s. (from a , lame), a left-handed man.

1 , a tail), the tail ofan animal.

, s . (from ta, a tail) , the tail of an animal.

ci, s. (from a to speak with difficulty as a child), a dif-

ficulty, an obstruction, an embarrassment, an obstacle,

a left-handed man.

(metaЯta, s. (from ti, an embarrassment, and J&†I, allen-

tion), an impeachment.

(MF1, s. (from ☎g, a vile man), a man who shaves off all his

hair, a sect of religious mendicants.

(Mº, v. a. (from fmЯ, to smear,, to smear over, to plaster, to

anoint.

cm³, s. (from fm , to smear) , an unguent, a plaster, mortar

or lime, a rug.

, a. (from fm , to smear), smearing, plastering; s. a

plasterer.

(m , s . (from fm , to smear), the plastering of a wall, the

smearing or plastering of a thing.

captata , a. (from , a smearing, and at , doing),

sinearing, plastering ; s . a person who smears or anoints,

a plasterer.

atst, a. (from , a smearing, and fa , doing),

Smearing, plastering, anointing.

(MqASIT, a. (from ( 47, a smearing, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from smearing or plastering.

1
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লেপা, (MK),

14

asias, ad. (loc. case of c ), for the purpose of

smearing orplastering.

cmxafafqvæ, a. (from ( ×7, a smearing, and fafa , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from smearing or plastering; ad.

from or because of smearing or plastering.

Caffare, ad. (from cЯ , a smearing, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of smearing or plastering.

, a. (from 7, a smearing, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from smearing or plastering ; ad.

from or because of smearing or plastering.

লেপনপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from লেপন , a smearing , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering the smearing or

plastering of a thing.

Cangas, a. (from (897, a smearing, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from smearing or plastering ; ad.

from or because of smearing or plastering.

tafa , ad. (from , a smearing, and fat, without),

without or beside smearing or plastering.

লেপনব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from লেপন, a smearing , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), smearing or plastering excepted.

লেপনব্যতিরেক, s. (from লেপন , a smearing , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of smearing or plastering .

লেপনব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of লেপনবাডিয়েক) , with the exa

ception of smearing or plastering, without or beside

smearing or plastering.

maacitata, s. (from 7, a smearing, and tats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to smearing or plastering.

লেপসব্যঘাতক, a. ( from লেপন , a smearing, and tঘাতক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to smearing or plas

tering.

cmqafsa, a. (from taЯ7, a plastering, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from smearing or plastering ; ad, be-

side smearing or plastering.

cmgalais , a. (from 93, a smearing, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of being smeared or plastered, requiring to be

smeared or plastered.

CŒPACIF, a. (from , a smearing, and cg, a cause),

caused by or arising from smearing or plastering ; ad.

from or because of smearing or plastering.

Etat , a. (from cat , a smearing, and , fit), fit or wor-

thy to be smeared or plastered.

casifuni, a. (from , to plaster), smearing or plastering ;

8. a person who smears or plasters.

cmetalu, a. (from fat, to plaster), requiring to be smeared

or plastered, worthy of being smeared or plastered.

Me , s. (from fat, to be smeared), the plastering or smear-

ingof a thing with mortar or any other composition ; a.

smeared, connected by a membrane ; v. a. to cause to

smear or plaster.

, s. (from c , to cause to smear), a causing to

smear or plaster.

caata, s. (from ca , lo cause to smear), a causing to smear

or plaster ; a. smeared, plastered .

cata, s. (from cai , to cause to smear), a causing to smear,

a smearing, a plastering, the workmanship of plaster-

ing.

cmutfagi, a. (from cat , to cause to smear) , causing to smear

or plaster.

caЯt , a. (from ca , connected, and , the foot), web.

footed.

cata , s. (from cat, a plastering, and citat , a wiping),

the plastering and whitewashing of a wall.

caffs, s. (from cft, a smearing, and fs, the repairing

of thatch), the repairing of thatch so compleatly that it

shall be nearly as good as new.

f , a. (from , to smear), caused to be smeared or

plastered, smeared, plastered.

emfazi, s. (from fat, to smear), a smearing, a plastering, an

anointing.

(mwtw), s. (from Lil, a cover), a cover, an envolope, a wrap.

per.

( I, s. (from F , a lime), the lime or orange, (Citrus aci-

da.) The word is applied as a generic name to all the

species of citrus.

‹ ¤, s. (from aì, to embrace), agreement, unity, peace.

(mutæ , s. (from Jal , worthy), worth, merit, skill, ability,

dignity.

matas, a . from las , worth), worthy, meritorious, skil-

ful, able.

mal, v. a. (from ™ , a word used to call a dog), to call a

dog.

mata, s. (from (mm), to call a dog), the calling ofa dog.

camtfari, a. (from 1, to call a dog), calling a dog ; s. a

person who calls a dog.

cat, s. (from fant, to be small), a tinge, a tincture, a small

portion, the smallest quantity of a thing, smallness,

minuteness ; a. small , little,

cofal, s. (from cat, a little, and af , vision) , the seeing

of the smallest visible particle ; a. seeing very small ob

jects.

(MC7, s. (from fa , to lick), the licking of a thing.

(ME¡£, s. (from fa , to lick), paste, starch, hasty pudding.

(MEI, a. (from fa¤, to lick), proper to be licked, proper to

bereceived into the stomach by licking.

Hhhhhhb
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4

catay.

, a vocative particle used in addressing inferior women.

tatfat, s . (from p¡V, necessary), goods, effects.

V

, s. (from cat , to look), a person, a man, folk, the

world. In Hindoo fable seven worlds are enumerated as

the abodes of so many kinds of divine or mortal per-

sons ; three worlds, viz heaven, earth, and the infernal

regions are most frequently mentioned .

3 , ad. (from cat , people), popularly, according to

common usage.

ta , s. (from cat , to look), a looking, a viewing, a sur-

veying.

catatu, s. (from cat , the world, and atu, a lord), Brahma,

Shiva.

catafa , s. (from cat , the world, and fat, reproach), the

reproach or censure of the world .
10 1

tzats, a. (from cat , to look , visible, surveyable.

1 , s. (from y , a mouthful, and ls, holding) , dis

solute, lascivious.

taat , s. (from cat , the world, and zt , a word), a re-

port, a common report, a rumour.

LatÆST, s. (from cat , people, and 7,fear) , a fear ofpub-

lic opinion, a fear ofthe world .

1, s. (from t , the world, and at , a march) , a

procession, the going of a great number of people to

any place of public resort.

cata , s . (from cat , a person , and ct, a row), a row

or rank ofmen, a procession.

tætza, s. (from ( ie, a world, and Mg, another), another

world.

its , a. (from cætats?, another world, and st , gone),

gone to the other world , found in the other world.

catataggts, a . (from tata , another world, and t ,

obtained), goue to the other world, found in the other

world.

46

catataggifa, 8. (from catata , another world, and gifs,

acquisition), the acquisition of another world.

catatЯata, s. (from cată, a person, and , an accusati-

on), the accusations of the world, the opprobium fixed

on a person by public opinion.

tata , s . (from cat , a person, and 4 , aforest), a

crowd, a multitude of people, a mob, a large population .

catatay, s . (from cat , a man, and tag, a house , a town,

'a habitation of man.

11

catateata, s. (from cat , a seeing, and rate, a not see-

ing) , a supposed chain of mountains which surrounds

the outermost of the seven oceans and forms the boun-

dary of the world.

(midi.

catfes, a. (from cat , to see), seen, perceived, viewed, sur◄

veyed.

ta, s. (from Lil, an anchor), an anchor. This word

constructed with (w , to throw , means to cast anchor.

cat57, s. (from (mig, to look), the eye, the act of looking at

a thing.

catsafaft , a. (from catsa, an eye, and fat , possessed of),

possessed of eyes .

catsafesta, a. (from 157, an eye, and fat , destilule), des

titute of eyes.

catdays, a. (fiom cætʊ7 , an eye, and F,joined), connect

ed with eyes, possessed of eyes.

cmts¬gígo, a. (from ( 187, an eye, and af , destitute), des-

titute of eyes.

( ts ), a. (from cat , an eye, and , empty), desti-

tute of eyes.

Cats , a. (from cats , an eye, and a, destitute) , des

titute of eyes.

catal , a. (from cato , mad), lascivious, wanton, libertine.

( tg1971, s. (from ( gt , lewd), lewduess.

catta, s. (from cat , lewd) , lewdness, lasciviousness.

( 1 , s. (from ( g , lewd), lewdness, lasciviousness.

cait, v. n. (from at, to tumble), to tumble about, to roll or

wallow.

cate , s. (from , to tumble about), a tumbling about, a

tumbler pigeon , a braid of hair.

লোটনপায়রা , s. ( from লোটন, a tumbling about, and পায়রা, ৫

pigeon , a tumbler pigeon.

cmttaåtaa, s. (from (mita, a lock ofhair, and iga, a ly.

ing), the curling of hair, the fastening of hair in curls.

cattagi, a. (from , to tumble about), tumbling about :A

a tumbler.

cati, v . a. (from at, to tumble , to lie loose on the

ground, to hang loosely, to roll or toss about, to toss ar

throw ; s, a brass pitcher or small jug, a tumbling about;

a. pendent.

cattiat , a. (from 1 , looselypendent, and at , un carh

flap-eared.

cattia, s. (from cati , to throw about), the throwing of

a thing about, the putting of a thing into violent agi

tation, a rolling or tossing; a. rolled, agitated, dang

ling.

cati, s. (from 5, to agitate), a wooden or stone roller

used to grind orpulverize substances.

cats, s. (from , to cut) , the name of a tree which produ

ces an edible fruit, (Phylianthus longifolius.)
*

cata, s. (fromad, salt), salt. This word constructed with
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fate.

, to give, 5 , lo scatter, or atst , to bring into con-

tict, means to salt, to powder with salt.

tal, a. (fromag, salt , salt, brackish ; s. a species ofcus-

tard apple, (Annona squamosa.)

Catatstie, s. (from catai, salt, and Stft , the name of a

plant), the name of a species of plant, (Solanum pube.

scens. )

tatata, s. (from midi, salt, and at , a fish), a salt-water

fish, salted fish.

i , s. (from cd , salt, and at , earth) , salt land, at

tomb, a burial place.

catatantlaw, s. (from catatate , a grave, and a, a place)

a burial place.

emt3, s. (from to cut) , a booty, a prey, plunder, stolen

goods, a tear, a sign or mark.

emia, s. (from M , the name ofa tree), the name of a tree

the bark of which is used in dying as a mor dant, (Sym-

plocos racemosa, }

, s . (from T, to o's´ruct ), the name of a tree the bark

of which is used as a mordant in dying, Symplocos ra-

cemosa )

cate, s . (from a to disappear) , the disappearance of a

thing, the discontinuance of a practice, obsoleteness,

the blotting out or erasing ofa writing, the disaunulling

of a thing, obliteration.

Gtræ, a. (from to disappear), causing to disappear,

making obsolete, discontinuing, disannulling, erasing.

catЯatzo, a. (from cat , discontinuance, and ☎træ, doing) ,

making obsolete, causing to discontinue, erasing, ex-

punging.

catЯatzt, d. (from Œ , discontinuance, and stfan, doing),

making obsolete, causing to discontinue, erasing, ex-

punging.

cats , a . (from catt, discontinuance, and FIT, produ-

cing) , causing discontinuance or obsoleteness, causing

a thing to be disaunulled.

cat , a. (from cat , discontinuance, and , produci-

ble , producible by or arising from discontinuance or

obsoleteness.

cata , ad. (luc. case ofcar), for discontinuance or

obsoleteness .

carafage, a. from catt, discontinuance, and fafas, a

cause , caused by or arising from discontinuance or ob-

soleteness ; ad. from or because of discontinuance or

obsoleteness.

caafar , ad. (from cutt, discontinuance, and af , a

cause),for discontinuance, for erasuré, for obsoleteness.

Catri.

mtetty, a. (from ™ , to obliterate), expungible, capable of

becoming obsolete or out of use,

cat , a. (from t , discontinuance, and , before),

preceded by or arising from discontinuance or obso-

leteness ; ad. by or through discontinuance or obsoletes

ness.

লোপপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from লোপ, discontinuance, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), obstructing or hindering discontinuance

or obsoleteness.

cts , a. (from ( † , discontinuance, and 9 , caused

by), caused by or arising from discontinuance or obso-

leteness ; ad. from or because of discontinuance or obso→

leteness.

cmteft, ad. (from eat , discontinuance, and fat, without),

without or beside discontinuance or obsoleteness.

( tefa , «. (from cat , discontinuance , and fats, pos-

sessed of), discontinued, obsolete, erased , expunged, ab.

rogated, disannulled .

catafata, a. (fomat , discontinuance, and Fasta, desi-

tule , free from discontinuance or abrogation, freefrom

erasure.

লোপাতিরিক্ত, a. (from লোপ, discontinuance, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted , discontinuance or abrogation excepted,

লোপৰ্যতিরেক, ৪. ( fron লোপ, discontinuance and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception) , the exception of discontinuance or abroga

tion.

contranforșca, al. (loc case of catausu ), with the excep

tion of discontinuance or abrogation, without or beside

discontinuance or abrogation,

catafsa, a (from catЯ, obliteration , and foa, separate), se

parate or distinct from obliteration or abrogation.

cates, a. (from † , discontinuance, and 1 , joined), con-

nected with discontinuance or abrogation, discontinu-

ed, obsolete, erased, uisannulled, expunged, abrogat

ed.

tutsti, a. (from catet, obliteration, and I , worthy),

worthy ofbeing obliterated or becoming obsolete.

tzfx , a. (from cat , discontinuance, and afes, destitute),

free from discontinuance or erasure.

cm , a. (from A, discontinuunce, aud ** , empty),

free from discontinuance or erasure.

ta, a. (from cat , discontinuance, and a, destitute),

free from discontinuance or erasure.

cates , a. (from cat , discontinuance, and ( g, a cause),

caused by or arising from discontinuance or oblitera

tion ; ad. from or because of discontinuance or obliters

ation.

Hhhhhhh 2
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*

cats.

Catata , s . (from ctt, discontinuance
, and tf , an ob

taining), the becoming obsolete or out of use, the ob-

jection that a thing is expunged or absolete.

Яt , a. (from cat , obliteration, and s , worthy) , wor-

thy of being obliterated or made obsolete.

cmisit, a. (from me , to disappear), causing to disappear, mak-

ing obsolete, discontinuing, disannulling, erasing.

cat , s . (from ast, to disappear), a stolen article.

cate , a. (from g, to obliterate), expungible, capable or

worthy of being obliterated or made obsolete,

cate. a. (from , tojump) , to catch and throw up, as

a ball.

MiTi, 8. (from ( to throw and catch , the throwing and

catching of a ball or other thing ; a. thrown and catch-

ed.
1

catat, s. (from (mis, covetousness) , covetous, avaricious.

'catfagi, s. (from cat5, desire), the name of a species of kid-

ney bean, (Dolichos sinensis.)

cats, s. (from aş, to desire), covetousness , desire, avarice.

This word constructed with , to do, means to covet ;

with , to shew, it means to allure, to persuade, to

tempt, to entice.

catsøg, a. (from cats, desire, and , to do), exercising de-

sire or covetousness, coveting.

emtsapɖT, a. (from cats, desire, and ad , an instrument),

effected by the instrumentality of covetousness or de-

sire ; ad. by means of covetousness or desire.

mtsata , a. (from cats, desire, and atæ, doing), exer-

cising desire or covetousness, coveting.

(isæia), a. (from ‹ts, desire , and ☎tfaz, doing), exercising

desire or covetousness, coveting.

( 1 , a . (from ( ts, desire, and , producing), pro-

ducing desire or covetousness, exciting cupidity.

ts , a. (from ( ts, desire, and fas, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from covetousness or strong desire.

Mts59 , a. (from cats, desire, and 555, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from covetousness or strong desire.

Missit, ad. (loc. case of cat5571), for covetousness, for

a desire to obtain.

Catst , a. (from cats, desire, and t3, produced), produ-

ced by or arising from covetousness or desire.

cats, s. (from cas, desire, and 31ts , a relinquishing),

the relinquishment of covetousness or inordinate de-

sire.

isitsft, a , (from cats, desire, and 31st , relinquishing),

relinquishing covetousness or inordinate desire.

Cats , a. (from cats, desire, and * , seeing), viewing

cats.

or shewing an object of covetousness or desire, excit-

ing cupidity.

cat, a. (from cats, desire, and af , seeing), viewing

or shewing an object of covetousness or desire, excit

ing cupidity.

13 , 8. (from cats, desire, and at , a giver), the giver

of a thing coveted or desired, the exciter of cupidity..

tsht , a. (from cats, desire, and t☎, giving), giving

things coveted or desired, exciting cupidity,

catat , a. (from cats, desire, and tf , giving), giving

things coveted or desired, exciting cupidity.

cattat, ad. (from 5, desire, and ta, a door), through

covetousness or desire.

( t , s. (from cats, desire, and , destruction), the

destruction or cure of desire or covetousness.

cats , a. (from cats, desire, and a , destructive),

destructive to covetousness or inordinate desire.

(Mis)•A), a. (from cats, desire, and f , destructive), de-

structive to covetousness or inordinate desire.

catsatt, s. (from. cats, desire, and at , destruction), the

destruction of covetousness or inordinate desire.

( tat , a. (from c15, desire, and atta, destructive), de-

structive to covetousness or inordinate desire,

catsfaada, a. (from cats, desire, and fax , causing lo

cease), putting a stop to covetousness or inordinate de-

sire.

catsfaatge, n. (from cats, desire, and fata , preventing),

preventing covetousness or inordinate desire.

catsfaata , s. (from cats, desire, and fats , a prevening),

the preventing ofcovetousness or inordinate desire.

Cats , s. (from cats, desire, and fafa, cessation), the

cessation of covetousness or inordinate desire.

catsfafaax, a. (from ‹ ts, desire, and fifªï, a cause', caus-

ed by or arising from covetousness or inordinate desire ;

ad. from or because of covetousness or inordinate de-

sire.

catsfafas, ad. (from cats, desire, and (afa , a cause), for

covetousness or inordinate desire.

cat3×facīts, s. (from cats, desire, and fartst, relinquish

ment , the relinquishment of covetousness or inordi-

nate desire.

( 1st ), a. (from cats, desire, and atta, reline

quishing), relinquishing covetousness or inordinate de

sire,

154 , a. (from cats, desire, and , before), preceded

by or arising from covetousness or inordinate desire ;

ad, by or through covetousness or inordinate desire.
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Cats.

entsqfeaas, a. (from cats, desire, and ◄◄ , obstruct-

ing , obstructing or preventing the operation of covet-

ousness or inordinate desire,

cate , a . (from ( 1 , desire, and , caused by), caus-

ed by orarising from covetousness or inordinate desire ;

ad. from or because of covetousness or inordinate desire.

catsafes, a. (from cats, desire, and as, excepted), covet-

ousness or inordinate desire excepted.

54 , a. (from cat , desire, and a , increasing), in-

creasing covetousness or inordinate desire.

Cats , s. (from cats, desire, aud , an increasing),

the increasing of covetousness or inordinate desire.

catsfaat, ad. (from cats, desire, and f1, without), with-

out or beside covetousness or inordinate desire.

Catafaft , a. (from cats , desire, and faft , possessed of,

covetous, grasping, eager, desirous.

asfixia, a. (from cats, desire, and faxt¶ , destitute), des-

titute of or free from covetousness or inordinate de-

sire.

Cats , s . (from cats, desire, and af , increase), the in-

crease of covetousness or inordinate desire.

caffas, a . (from cats , desire, and affas, excepted),

covetousness or inordinate desire excepted .

(misafirpæ, s. (from cats, desire, and ifXT, an excep-

tion), the exception of covetousness or inordinate desire.

cassaforge, ad. (loc case of casus ), with the ex-

ception of covetousness or inordinate desire , without

or beside covetousness or inordinate desire.

catsaitata, s. (from cat5; desire, and 113, an obstacle),

an obstacle to covetousness or inordinate desire.

cotsustatze, a. (from cats , desire, and tataæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to covetousness or inor-

dinate desire.

catsfsa, a. (from ( ts, covetousness, and fʊ , separate), se-

parate or distinct from desire or covetousness ; ad, be-

side desire or covetousness.

catsama, a. (from t≈, desire , and , a root), originat-

ing from covetousness or inordinate desire.

cate , a (from (at , desire, and 5, joined , connected

with covetousness or inordinate desire, covetous, grasp

ing, eager, desirous.

entscatstr, a. (from cxt≈, desire, and cats , worthy), worthy

ofbeing coveted or eagerly desired .

, a. (from cat , desire, and af , destitute , free

from covetousness or inordinate desire,

ts , a. (from ( t , desire, and ar, empty), free from

covetousness or inordinate desire.

cantari.

cats , a. (from cas, desire, and a destitute), free from

covetousness or inordinate desire.

catata, s . (from cats, desire, and tla, detriment), the

lessening or cure of covetousness or inordinate desire.

cats , a. (from cats, desire, and (eg, a cause) , caused

by or arising from covetousness or inordinate desire ;

ad. from or because of covetousness or inordinate de

sire.

Catst, a. (from , to desire), covetous, avaricious, greedy.

catst , a. (from ts, desire, and , unfit), unfit or un-

worthy to be an object of desire.

catetas, a. (from ( ts , covetousness, and afs, connected

with), covetous , desirous.

(mista), s. (from cats , desire), a grasping, covetousness.

cmtsteæisti, a. (from 5, desire, and œœts , unworthy),

unworthy of being an object of desire.

catstut, a. (from cats, desire, and af , desirous), desir-

ous of or seeking after an object of desire.

catsté, a. (from cats, desire, and 5 , worthy), fit to be

an object of desire or covetousness, worthy to be covet-

ed or desired..

( tfS3, a. (from g, to desire), coveted, desired , grasped at.

cats), a. (from catfs , avaricious ), greedy, covetous, eager

to obtain a thing, desirous.

catesteatea, o. (from cat , desire, and yet , produc-

ing), producing covetousness or inordinate desire.

( †ã, s. (from (at , hair), the hair of the body, the hair of

beasts.

, s . (from catan, hair, and t, a well), a pore of the

skin.

K.B

, a. (from catat, a pore) , porous, cellular.

cœtæt, a. (from c≈txa, a hair), hairy , shaggy.

catata), s. (from cata², hair, and ( st, a row), the row of

hairs which extends from the breast to the navel.

cata , s. (from t , hair, and , a rejoicing), the

hair's standing erect through fear or surprize, horripila

tion.

( *, s. (from eta , hair, and , to move), the hair's

standing erect through fear or any sudden passion, hor.

ripilation.

catat , a. (from cat , hair, and as, moved), having

the hair standing erect through fear or any sudden pas-

sion.

CA , a. (from catats, having the hair erect,

and ™™™ , the body), having the hair erect through fear

or surprize,

ta , a. (from ( tats, having the hair erect, and
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cmife.

the body), having the hair of the body standing

erect through surprize or any sudden passion.

tatata, a. (from catifes, having the hair erect,

and , the body), having the hair of the body erect

through surprize or any sudden passion.

, s. (from catan, hair, and, teft, a row) , the row

of hair which runs from the breast to the navel.

cata, a. (from 5, to agitate), tremulous, hanging loosely,

shaking or being loose like the flesh of a very fat ani-

mal, desirous, eager, cupidinous, fickle, Constructed

with t , togire, this word means to hang loose,

ta , a. (from 5, to egitute , pendant, swinging; s. a

jewel for the nose.

Cata , s. (from 5, to agitate), desire, cupidity, eagerness ;

an epithet of Lakshmee the goddess of fortune; a.

fickle.

ifas, a. (from 5, to agitate), pendant, tremuloas, hang-

ing in coliops or wrinkles.

Ca , a (fromas, to desi ), covetous, greedy, eagerly de-

sirous.

cat , s. (from cat , to collect ) , a clod.

Cai , s. (from T to collect , a clod.

cate, s. (from , to cut), iron, a metal in general, blood.

Catate, s. (from ( i , iron, and ato, a gem), the load

stone.

tæta, s. (from cat , iron, and to do), a blacksmith, an

iron founder.

eat , s. (from cats, iron, and a powder , icon filings.

Categfazi, s. (from late, iron, and fat, an image,, an iron

image, a smith's anvil.

ia , a. (from, (at , iron), iron, made of iron

te , a. (from cats, iron, and at , to get), lisping, speak-

ing inarticulately, iron ; s. the principal ring or huk of

a chain.

at , s. (from at , iron) , iron,

Catete, s. (from catt iron, and 8 , excrement), the scoriæ

of iron, the rust ofiron.

catetafts, a. (from catet, iron, and ts, occurred), cha-

lybeate.

Catetfsets, s. (from cat , iron, and afsta, a taking to),

the lustration of arms.
6

entata, s. (from ( t1, iron, and , to make), a blacksmith.

Citati, s. (from att , a blacksmith, and ails, a house),

a blacksmith's shop..

cas, a. (from E, to grow), red , sanguine ; s. blood.

ifay , a. (from cafes, red, and 9 , an eye , red-eyed,

angry, wrathful, furious, having the eyes red with rage.

Coffe

tsatt, s. (from cats, blood, and ats , a tubular ca

sel) , a red vein.

catfest , a. (from ( ts, red, and a aneye), red-eyed,

having the eyes red with rage, wrathful , furious.

Catfeet, a. (from cats, red, and , the face), of a

blushing countenance, red-faced , angry.

catfsatsa, a. (from cats, red, and cat , the eye), red

eyed, angry, wra thful.

cas.(from cats, blood) , blood.

, a, (from cata, folk) . popular, vulgar, commonlyre-

ceived, commonly practiced, worldly, mundane.

4 , 1opular), a being commonly re-31 , s. (from

ceived or practiced.

(*) stag , a (from cst common usage, and

means , effected by means of common usage or prac

tice ; ad. by means of com non usage or practice.

st , a. (from 3 , common usage, and 1,

producible) , producible by or arising from common

usage or practice.

( 3 ), ad. (loc, case of casta , for common

usage or practice.

festata ad. (from 31, common usage, and 3,

a deor , by or through common usage or practice.

Feastfaces, a. (from 31 , commin us 'ge, and

fas, causing to ceise), patting a stop to common usage

or practice,

a. (from fa , common usage, and

f , pr renting), p.eventing or resisting common

usage or practice .

লৌ কড়ানিবারণ s. (from 31, common usage, and

fastad, a preventing), the preventing or resisting of

common usage or practice,

fastfa , s. (from 31, common usage, and far ,

cessation , the prevention or cessation of common usage

or practice.

লৌকিকতানিনিতক, a. ( from লৌকিন্তুতা, common usage, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from common

usage or practice ; ad. from or because of common

usage or practice.

assets-fare, ad. (from fest, common usage, and

fafas, a cause), for common usage or practice,

calfeasta, a. (from fal, common usage, and f,

b9before), preceded by or arising from common usage

or practice ; ad, by or through common usage or prac

etice.

confefee, a. (from fa , commen usage, and

1

'ינ
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cate. wts.

2

L

1.

fa , obstructing), operating as an obstacle to com-

mon usage or practice.

, a . (from caf1, common usage, and us,

caused by , caused by or arising fromcommon usage or

practice ; ad, fromorbecause of common usage orprac-

tice.

fastfont, ad. (from cafes , common usage, and

without), without or beside common usage or prac-

tice.

ed.

cats, a . (from E, iron, and ats, produced), produced

by or arising from iron.

cat1, ad. (from E, iron, and ts, a door), by or

through iron.

Caffe, a . (from c , iron, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from iron ; ad. from or because of iren.

cofaface, ad. (from E, iron, and fifa , a cause), for

iron.

fs, a. (from ca , iron, and ffs, made), made or

manufactured of iron,feestarfafas, a. (from 31 , common usage, and

aff , excepted , common usage or practice except- , a. (from cae, iron, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from iron ; ad. from or because of iron.

caf , ad. (from cm , iron, and fant , without), without

or beside iron.

cafaft , a. (from E, iron, and faf , possessed of) , pos

sessed of or made of iron, abounding with iron.

cas , a. (from E, iron, and fat , destitute), desti

mafeestufotze, a . (from fast , common usige, and

zifata , an exception) , the exception of common usage

or practice,J

জৌকিকতারাতিরেকে, al. (loc. case of লৌকিকতাবাডিরেক) , with

the exception of common usage or practice, without or

beside common usage or practice.

confessifsa, fromc1, common usage, and fa, se-

parate), separate or distinct from common usage.or

practice ; ad. beside common usage or practice.

Cifaasti , a (from 31, common usage, and 3,

a cause), caused by or arising from common usage or

practice; ad. from or because ofcommon usage or prac-

tice.

fa , s. (from cafe , popular), a being commonly re-

ceived or practised.

গৌকিকাভিপ্রায় , s . ( from লৌকিক, popular, and অভিপ্রায ,়

scope,the scope or object of a thing's being popular or

commonly believed .

catat, s. (from ca , blood, and , flowing), a flux of

blood, the menstrual flux, a hæmorrhage.

sif , s. (from , to agitate , the name of a beautiful

flowering plant indigenous on the mountains North

East of Bengal, (Bietia Tankervillia.) .

, s. (from ca , iron,, iron.

, a. (from 5, iron, and 4, means), effected by

means of iron ; ad. by means of iron.

tute of iron.

ceffa , a. (from ca , iron, and affas, excepted),"

iron excepted.

carafata , s. (from c , iron, and fata , an exception),

the exception of iron,

লৌহব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of লৌহব্যতিরেক) , with the except

tion of iron ; without or beside iron.

cafea, a. (from ca , iron, and fa separate), separate or

distinct from iron ; ad. beside iron,

, a. from E, iron), made of iron, iron,

, a. (from , iron, andT , joined) , connected

with or having iron.

cafes, a. (from me, iron, and afes, destitute), destitute

of iron.

( * , a. (from cal , iron, and war, empty), destitute of

iron.

cas , a. (from , iron, and 1 , destitute), destitute

of iron.

, a. (from ca , iron, and 3 , a cause), caused by

or arising from iron ; ad. from or because of iron.

T

cas, a, (from cal , iron, and to be produced) , pro-

duced from iron.
31

, a. (from ca , iron, and , producing), pro- , is the thirtieth consonant in the Bengal alphabet. It

ducing iron.

লৌহজনিত,fas, a.. (from ca , iron, and fas, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from iron.

, a. (from cae, iron, and 1, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from ison.

লৌহজনে), ad. (bvc. case of লৌহজन ), for irony

should properly be pronounced as the English sh, be-"

ing a palatine letter. The natives of Bengal, however,

make no distinction in the pronunciation of the three

sibilants ; a. an hundred,

1. s. (fromp , to run impetuously, 3 , eager desire),

eager desire, a strong inclination,
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*j* , ad. (from *ì, to repose), happily, fortunately, auspici.

ously.

*•.Σ, a. (from »•, happily), happy, fortunate, auspicious.

we, s . ( from **, to be able), a king or other eminent per-

son who gives his name to an æra, an æra, a period of

time, a wish , a desire.

at, s. (from , to be able), a cart, a cart load, the con-

stellation Rohinee or the fourth mansion of the Hindoo

zodiac.

Ħazi, s. (from ** , a cart), a cart.

ata , s. (from * ¹, a cart), a carter, a carman,

**д , s. (from * , a sweet potatoe), a sweet potatoe,

(Convolvolus Batatas.)

AA, s. (from* , to be able), a part, a share.

Haigi, s. (from *tē, an æra, and ¤ , a year), an expressed

year of any æra, but principally confined to that of Sha-

livahuna.

, an end), hav-

ata, s. (from the letter , and ☎, to do), the letter , or

that character which expresses the sound of sh.

* tat , a. (from tata, the letter , and t , thefirst),

having an initial , beginning with the letter **.

* tat , a. (from tata, the letter , and

ing a final , ending with the letter .

* , s. (from * , to be able), a bird, a vulture.

*æfa, s. (from ** , a rulture), a vulture, one of the astro-

nomical periods called karunas.

* , a. (from * , to be able), strong, able, tight, tough,

valid, hard, compact, fast, difficult, inflexible.

3 , s. (from , strong), strength, ability, toughness,

hardness, difficulty, inflexibility.

E , s. (from * , strong), strength, ability, toughness,

hardness, difficulty, inflexibility.

, a. (from , difficult, and T, a price), dear, high-

priced.

, s . (from , strong), strength, ability, toughness,

hardness.

f , s. (from , to be able), power, ability, energy, va-

lidity, authority, a spear.

fa, a. (from "f , power, and , to do), exercising pow-

er or ability, acting with energy.

fd , a. (from *f , power, and d, mcans), effected

by means of power ; ad. by means ofpower.

শক্তিকারক, a. ( from শক্তি, power, and কারক, doing), exercis

ing power or ability, acting with energy.

is , a. (from *fs, power, and ta , doing), exercis-

ing power or ability, acting with energy.

મન

*fusy, a. (from * , force, and 9 , to take), receiving or

taking hold of the force of a word or sentence.

fest , a. (from tfs, power, and я , taking), laying

hold of the force or power of a word or sentence.

*ftet, a, (from * , power, and sta, taking), laying

hold of the force or power of a word or sentence.

*fs , a. (from fs, power, and 3 , producing), pro-

ducing power or ability, producing energy.

*ff , a. (from f , power, and f³, produced), pro

duced by or arising from power or energy.

** ), a. (from *f , power, and ≈1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from power or energy.

f , ad. (loc case. off ), for the purpose ofpow

er or energy.

131, s. (from , power, and at , a giver), a giver of

power or energy, a person who confers ability.

1 , 8. (from tf , power, and at , a gift), the confer

ring of power or authority.

font , a. (from if , power, and t¶☎, giving , giving

power or energy, conferring ability.

fats , a. (from , power, and tf , giving), giving

power or energy, conferring ability.

*ftat, ad. (from gf , power, and a, a door), by os

through power.

, s. (from fs, power, and , destruction), the de

struction of power or energy.

.

, a. (from , power, and I , destructive), de-

structive to power or energy.

**** , a. (from fs, power, and I , destructice), de-

structive to power or energy.

tsatt, s. (from tf , power, and , destruction), the

destruction of power or energy.

fat , a. from fs, power, and at , destructive), de

structive to power or energy .

*ffacés, a . (from *f*, power, andfax, causing to cease),

putting an end to power or energy.

শক্তিনিবারক, a. ( from শক্তি, power, and নিবারক, preventing);

preventing or hindering power or energy.

শক্তিসিবৃত্তি, ও. (from শক্তি, power, and নিবৃত্তি, cessation), the

cessation of power or energy.

affata , s. (from wtfs, power, and faxtad, a preventing),

the preventing of power or energy.

*fsfafaxæ, a. (from *f*, power, and fafãs, a cause), caus–

ed by or arising from power or energy ; ad. from or be-

cause of power or energy.

*ffåfare, ad. (from "tfs, power, and fifãs, a cause), for

power or energy, for ability,
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শক্তি. w/51.

1

2

1

fff , a. (from wtf , power, and , before), preceded

by or arising from power or energy ; ad. by or through

power or energy.

wfsqfsize, a. (from , power, and gfsa , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to power or energy.

f * , a. (from *f , power, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from power or energy ; ad. from or

because of power or energy .

*f , d. (from , power, and a , increasing), in-

creasing power or energy.

fa , s. (from , power, and a , an increasing), the

increasing ofpower or energy.

fat, ad. (from F, power, and fan , without) , with-

out or beside power or energy.

* a * , ɑ. (from * , power, and fa , possessed of), ||

possessed of power or energy, powerful, able, energetic.

ffas , a. (from f , power, and faxta, destitute), des-

titute of power or energy .

ff, s. (from f , power, and af , increase , the in-

crease of power or energy.

শক্তিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from শক্তি, power, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , excepted ),

power or energy excepted .

#fGaforgæ, s. (from f , power, and ¾ ”, an excep-

tion), the exception of power or energy.

#fsafsixiæ, ad. (loc. case of safe), with the excep-

tion of power or energy, without or beside power or

energy.

state, s. (from wfs, power, and ts, an obstacle),

an obstacle to power or energy.

*fsat¶tcæ, a . (from *FF, power, and zitatuæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to power or energy.

*ff , a. (from *f , power, and f≈3, separate), power or

force excepted ; ad. without or beyond power or energy.

fat , a. (from fs , power), powerful, mighty, energetic.

*FFIT, ɑ (from *f , power, and ™ , a root), founded on

or originating in power or ability.

শক্তিযুক্ত , শক্তি,
ifs , a. (from ifs, power, and 1 , joined , connected

with power or energy, powerful, able, energetic,

fees, a. (from f , power, and af , destitute), desti-

tute ofpower or energy.

, a. (from *fs, power; and war, empty), destitute

ofpower or energy.

*tfsxtf², a. (from f , power, and ¤†ª, detriment), a de-

triment to power or energy.

***, a. (from *fs, power, and ì , destitute), destitute

of power or energy.

*ficæ, a, (from *f , power, and (13 , a cause), caused

by or arising from power or energy.

, s. (from , strong, and 837, a reply), a sharp

reply, a hard reply.

, a. (from f , power, and af , following),

corresponding with or following upon power.

rast , a. (from wfs, power, and af , following),

corresponding with or following upon power.

* ta, ad. (from , power, and I, a following),

accordingto or in correspondence with power or energy.

, s. (from , power, and 1, expectation , a

waiting or looking for power ; ad. than power.

t , a. (from , to be able), possible.

* 1, s. (from , possible , possibility.

*r, s. (from **, to be able) , one of the names of Indre

the Indian god of the heavens.

* , s . (from * , Indra, and 155, a bow), a rainbow.

*a , s. (from iŵ, a man , a man, a person.

*F7, s. (from **3, a vulture), a vulture.
a

* , v. n. (from , tu fear) , to be afraid, to be in awe or

dread, to suspect.

*$aty, a. (from * , to fear), deserving to be feared, wor-

thy of fear or suspicion.

**I, s. (from »» , welfare, and ☎, to do), one ofthe names

of Shiva ; a. auspicious,

ada, s. (from , auspicious, and fo , a kite), the

Coromandel eagle accounted an auspicious bird by the

Hindoos, (Falco ponticerianus .)

* ati, s. (from * , Shiva , and t , a wig), the name

ofan ornamental plant, (Hedysarum pictum .)

* It5 , s. (from 3 , benefiting, and 544, an ornament);

in Hindoo music the name of a tune or mode.

1, s. (from , to fear) , fear, danger, terror, awe, a

panic, a suspicion. This word constructed with t , to

obtain, means to fear, with ca , to shew, it means to

frighten, to terrify.

tag, a. (from 1 ,fear, and , to do) , fearing, causing

fear or awe, suspecting.

*HIFI , a. (from $1, fear, and 4, a doing), effected

by means of fear ; ad by means of fear or dread.

tata , a. (from 1 , fear, and at , doing), fearing,

causing fear or awe, suspecting.

* tat?), a. (from $1, fear, and 17, doing), fearing,

causing fear or awe, suspecting.

*Stea, « . (from * , fear, and tan, distressed), distress.

ed with fear or dread , distressed with suspicions.

* t* , ad. (from 1, fear, and F , a step), by or

through fear.

ᏞᎥᎥᎥᎥᎥ Ꭵ

ta , a. (from 1 , fear, and , producing), causing

fear or awe, terrifying, alarming, causing suspicion.
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*$tsa , a. (from 1, fear, and , producible), pr odu-

cible by or arising from fear or suspicion .

tata , ad. (loc. case of* ), for fear, for dread, for

suspicion.

tt , a . (from 1 , fear, and 3, produced), produced

by or arising from fear or suspicion .

tests , s . (from 1 , fear, and 37st , relinquishment ), the

relinquishment offear or suspicion.

ts , a . (from 1 , fear, and tst , relinquishing) ,

relinquishing fear or suspicion .

, a. (from ' , fear, and , a shewing), shewing

danger, viewing danger, suspicious .

, s. (from 1, fear, and f , a shewing), the

shewing or viewing of danger.

*¶† *ì ,́ a. (from * , fear, and *fa, seeing), viewing or

shewing danger, suspicious.

31, s. (from , fear, and at , a giver), a person

who raises fear or suspicion in the mind.

* t , a. (from 1 , fear, and at , giving), giving or

raising fears or suspicions in the mind.

Statii, a . (from * t , fear, and tf , giving), giving or

raising fears or suspicions in the mind.

tata , ad. (from ,fear, and a, a door), by or through

fear.

, s. (from 1 , fear, and , destruction) , the dis-

sipating or removing of fear or suspicion.

t' , a. (from 1, fear, and , destructive), dis-

sipating or removing fear or suspicion .

, a. (from 1 , fear , and , destructive) , dis-

sipating or removing fear or suspicion.

ta , a. (from ,fear, and , not worthy) , not wor-

thy of fear or suspicion .

, s . (from 1, fear, and at , destruction), the dis-

sipation or removal of fears or suspicions .

tatt , a . (from 1 , fear , and * , destructive ), dis-

sipating or removing fear or suspicion.

fe, a. (from 1,fear, and faze, causing to cease),

putting an end to fears or suspicions.

Staatge, a . (from , fer, and faæta , preventing),

preventing or resisting fear or dread, preventing or re-

sisting suspicion.

ata , s. (from 1 , feir, and fata , a preven'ing),

the preventing or resisting of fear or dread, the pre-

venting or resisting of suspicion .

tf , s. (from 1 ,fear, and fif³, cessation ), the pre-

vention or cessation of fear or dread, the prevention or

cessation of suspicion .

ff , a. (from 1,fear, and ff , a cause), caused

by or arising from fear or dread, caused by or arising

from suspicion ; ad,from or because of fear or dread,

from or because of suspicion.

ff , ad. (from 1 ,fear, and fafas, acause, for fear

or dread, for suspicion.

* † ã³, a . (from 1, fear , and of³, connected with),

fearful, filled with awe or dread, suspicious.

ifts, s. (from 1, fear, and fartst, relinquish.

ment), the relinquishment of fear or suspicion.

* tats , a . (from 1 , fear, and fata , relinquish-

ing), relinquishing fear or suspicion .

**†¶¶¶, a. (from * \ , fear, and , before), preceded by

or arising from fear or dread , preceded by or arising

from suspicion ; ad. by or through fear or dread, by or

through suspicion.

***, a . (from 1 , fear, and af , obstructing),

obstructing or preventing fear or dread , obstructing or

preventing suspicion.

b*****, a. (from 1, fear, and ** , shewing), shew-

ing or viewing fear or danger, raising fear, raising sus-

picion .

te , s . (from 1 , fear, and yawa, a shewing), the

shewing or viewing of fear or danger, the raising of

fear or suspicion.

* tЯ , a . (from 1, fear, and F, caused by) , caused

by or arising from fear or suspicion ; ad. from or be

cause of fear or suspicion.

* t , a (from , fear, and t , obtained), filled with

fear or dread, suspicious.

2013 texte, s. (from 1, fear, and f , acquisition), the bea

ing struct with fear or dread, the admission of suspi-

cion.

***, ɑ . (from * , fear, and as, increasing) increas

ing fear or dread, increasing suspicion.

taza, s. (from * 1, fear, and 257, an increasing), the in-

creasing of fear or dread, the increasing of suspicion.

if , ad. (from 1 , fer, and fant , without), without

or beside fear or dread, without or beside suspicion.

faat , s. (from $1 , fear, and fa , destruction ) , the

dissipation or removal of fears or suspicious.

Sifat , a . (from 1 , fear, and fent , destructive) ,

destructive to or dissipating fears or suspicions.

* fat , a . (from 1 , fear, and f possessed of),

fearful, timorous, full of dread or awe, suspicious.

gia, a . (from 1 , fear, and fa , dest tute , free

from fear or dread, free from suspicion.

» ☎tąja , s . ( from * 1, fear, and , increase), the increase

offear or suspicion.
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fu, a. (from * , fear, and fea, separate), fear or sus-

picion excepted ; ad. without or beside fear or suspici

on.

catst, s. (from 1 , suspicion, and statst, au accu-

sation), an accusation or charge on suspicion.

* , s . (from ,fear, and s , land), a ground or ob-

ject of fear.

*Stæææ, a. (from 1, fear, and , a root) , springing from

fear or suspicion.

* †us, a. (from * , fear, and 15, joined to) , connected

with fear or suspicion , fearful, timorous, full of awe or

dread, suspicious .

* s , a . (from × 1, fear, and cats , worthy, or waist ,

not worthy) , deserving to he feared or suspected, not

worthy of being feared or suspected.

Sta£3, a. (from 1 , far, and ₹ 3, destitule), free from

fear or dread, free from suspicion ,

a. (from $1 ,fear, and 5 , worthy), worthy or de

serving of fear or suspicion.

, a. (from , fear, and ** , emp'y), free from

fear or dread, free from suspicion.

, a. (from " ,fear, and 5 , in licating), indicat-

ing fear or danger.

, s . (from 1 , fear, and , a place) , a place or

ground offear or suspicion, an object of fear or suspi-

cion.

འ
tata, s (from 1, fear, and t , place ), a place or

ground of fear or suspicion, an object of fear or suspi-

cion .

* , s . (from 1 , fear, and 7 , an object) , an object

of fear or dread, an object of suspicion.

tif , s . (from $1, fear , and Fifa, detriment) , the les-

sening or dispelling offear or suspicion.

20
*KÑ , a. (írom fear, and ₹ 7, destitute) , free from

fear or dread, free from suspicion.

* 3*, a. (from ¹ , fer, and ‹ , a cause), caused by

or arising from fear or suspicion ; ad. from or because

of fear or suspicion .

*$3, a. (from a t›fer , afraid, involved in doubt, he-

sitated, doubted, suspected.

* 5* , a. (from to fear , deserving to be feared, wor-

thy of fear or suspicion.

w ; s . (from * , to fear), a gnomon, a stake or staff used

to measure heighths bythe shadow, the trunk of a lop-

ped tree, a scate or ray-fish, a pin, a stake, a pole, the

vein or fibres of a leaf.

, s. (from w , to prcify), a shell, a conch used by the

Hindoos for making libations or when perforated to

ㅎ.

blow as a horn, the temporal bone, the frontal bone, a

military drum, one of Koovera's treasures, an ele-

phant's cheek, a spiral or shell formed figure, ten hun-

dred thousand millions or a billion.

* , s . (from * , a sheli) , a bracelet made of shell, a vio

lent pain and sense of fullness in the forehead and tem

ples.

*** , s. (from , a shell, and , to do), a shell worker,'

, s. (from , a shell, and , tobe produced), a large

pearl shaped like a pigeon's egg.

* f , s. (from , a shell, and af , a sound), the sound

of a conch .

* , s. (from , a shell, and 74, a nail), the name of

a species of bivalve shell.

, s . (from , a shell, and to possess), one ofthe

names of Vishnoo.

* f , s. from , the frontal bone, and f , a bone), the

temporal bone, the frontal bone.

* , a. (from tf , the temporal bone, and TF, join-

ed , the name of one of the muscles ofthe head, (tem

poralis.)

*fat , s. (from , a shell), a woman of a particular de-

scription, viz, highly irascible, tall, with long hair, and

of moderate voice ; an apparition , a fairy.

st . s. from 5, to articulate), the name of Indra's wife.

3. s . (from , Indra's wife, and fs, a lord) , a name

of Indra.

* , s. (from * , a porcupine , a porcupine,

* [371, 8. (from (* 511, the name of a tree), the name of

a tree, Hyperanthera Morunga.)

gata, s. (from it, to deceive), an intrigue, an artifice.

ti, s . from 81, maited hair) , the matted hair of an asce

tie .

*fts, a . (from , to go), stale, musty.

ti, s . (from , to divide , the name of the zerumbet of

the shops, (Curcuma Zerumbet.) The name is also ap-

plied to the mango-scented ginger or rather turmeric,

(Curcuma A buldi. )1

an imitative sound used to express quickness of mo-

tion.

xit, a. (from **, to deceive) , artful, crafty , knavish, over-

reaching, deceitful , swindling, wicked.

×¡¿31 , s. (from **, crafty), craftiness, artfulness, knavery,

deceit.

dotaras, a. from 31 , deceit, and ataē, doing), practis-

ing knavery or deceit,

stata , a. (from 31 , deceit, and t , doing), practis

ing kuavery or deceit.

Iiii
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mitetsad, s. (from ➡t , deceit, and is , conduct), deceit-

ful or knavish conduct.

sto , a. (from ** , deceit, and tot , acting), cus-

tomarily acting a knavish or deceitful part.

wtstæ , a. (from 31, deceit, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from knavery or deceit.

¡GAI, ad, (loc. case of t ), for knavery or de-

ceit.

stfifazæ, a. (from 31, deceit, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from knavery or deceit ; ad. from or

because ofknavery or deceit,

tstafats, ad. (from 51, deceit, and fafas, a cause), for

knavery or deceit.

з , a. (from 83 , deceit, and , before), preceded

by or arising from knavery or deceit ; ad. by or through

knavery or deceit .

**stЯæt , s. (from 31, deceit, and gat , display), a ma-

nifestation or display of knavery or deceit.

st , a. (from 31 , deceit, and te, manifest-

ing , manifesting or displaying knavery or deceit,

* з†¶¶F, ɑ . (from 31 , deceit, and , caused by) , caused

by or arising from knavery or deceit ; ad. from or be-

cause of knavery or deceit.

3f , ad. (from 31 , deceit, and fat, without), with-

out or beside knavery or deceit.

Histofsfax, a. (from 3 , deceit, and fofa , except-

ed , knavery or deceit excepted .

WŚstaïfGIAæ, s. (from 51 , deceit, and zifsize, an excep-

tion), the exception of knavery or deceit.

Histafonæ, ad. (loc , case of stufsa☎), with the excep-

tion of knavery or deceit, without or beside knavery or

deceit.

tatt , s. (from 31 , deceit , and arts, custom), a

kuavish or deceitful course of conduct.

#dotwægtxt, a. (from 31, deceit, and ata, acting),

acting the knave, practising kuavery or deceit.

taifa, a. (from 531, knavery, and fea, separate) , separ

ate or distinct from knavery ; ad. beside knavery,

stage, a . (from 851, deceit, and (₹5, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from kuavery or deceit.

t , s . (from it, crafty), craftiness, artfulness, knavery,

deceit.

, a. (from 3, to collect) , collected, brought together,

small , little, thin, siender.

31, s . (from * ş, slender, and Я, a body), a canoe.

51, a from 5, to be diseased), small, little, minute, in-

siguificant.

we, an imitative sound used to express the quick retir

ing of a beast or serpent into its hole or den.

fşan, a. (from 3, slender, and a body), slender, tall,

long.

şş, an imitative sound used to express the irritation oc◄

casioned by an insect when got into the ear and causing

an itching sensation .

fs, s. (from 5, irritation), a kind of sauce or gra-

vy.

td, s. (from , to give), the name of a plant, (Crotolaria

juncea ; ) the flax or fibre of the crotolaria juncea.

*ti, s. (from " , the Indian hemp, and 831, a bunch), the

name of a species of ratan or cane, (Calamus erectus.)

t , an imitative sound used to express the whizzing of

an arrow or other missile weapon when thrown.

tate, an imitative sound used to express the whiz of an ar-

row when discharged with such force as to pass a per-

son instantaneously.

*te, a. (from * , to be diseased), an eunuch, a bull at lis

berty, a clown.

*tel, s. (from t®, an eunuch), emasculation, the state of

a bull set at liberty.

3, a. (from , to appease), a hundred

, s. (from , a hundred) , a hundred, a collection of

a hundred .

** F5 , s. (from *†³, a hundred, and 3, a sacrifice) , one

ofthe names of Indra indicating that he had perform.

ed the sacrifice of an untamed horse an hundred times.

* &d, a. (from * , a hundred, and 8%, a quality), an hun-

dred-fold.

*IGA, ɑ. (from 3, a hundred), the hundredth

31 , ad. (from 3, a hundred), in a hundred ways, ofa

hundred kinds .

* , a. (from 3, a hundred, and fu , a traveller),

embracing or following many ways or doctrines.

37, s. (from 3, an hundred, and , a foot), a centi-

ped, a julus.

*3 , s. (from * 3, a hundred, and , a flower), the name

of a plant, (Anethum Sowa.)

ta, a. (from wts, a hundred, and stats, a sort), a hun-

dred kinds.

*зta, a. (from *s, a hundred, and xix, a time) , a hun-

dred times.

*sfat, a. (from * , a hundred, and fæt, a sort), a hundred

kinds.

, s. (from 3 , a hundred, and cafa , piercing), the

name of a species of sorrel, (Rumex vesicarius. )
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wafsal, s. (from ws, a hundred, and feas, a physician), || tata , a. (from 51 , enmity, and tf , doing), exer

the twenty-fifth mansion of the Hindoo zodiac..

Hafsataæa, 8. (from fel, the name of a mansion ofthe

zodiac, and , a mansion of the zodiac), the twenty-

fifth mansion of the Hindoo zodiac .

GM, s. (from 3, a hundred , and a , a root), the name

of a plant, (Asparagus racemosus.)

Gym), s. (from 3, a hundred, and , a root), the Indi-

an climbing asparagus, ( Asparagus racemosus .)

378. (from 8 , composed offour bodies or members ,

a carpet, a carpet on which games are played.

t , s. (from 3 , a carpet, and , play), play at

chess.

af , s. (from 7 , a carpet), a carpet.

cising enmity or hostility.

ta , s. (from 51 , enmity, and , conduct), a

course of hostility or enmity.

*agtatat, a. (from 1 , enmity, and atotfa , acting), pracę

tising a course of hostility or enmity.

, a. (from 31 , enmity, and , producing),

producing enmity or hostility.

*HI†GA), N. (from 1 , enmity, and 1 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from enmity or hostility.

ts, ad. (loc. case of ,for enmity or hostili-

ty..

11, ad. (from 31 , enmity, and , a door), by or

through enmity or hostility.

ta,, a. (from 3, a hundred, and tt, a branch), fafas , a . (from 1 , enmity, and fifa , a cause),

branching out into a hundred divisions.

tfa , s. (from 3, a hundred,, prep. and , to ac-

quire), an old man, the name of a sovereign, the name

of one ofthe pupils of Vyasa.

asse, a. (from * , a hundred), indicative of a hundred, ef-

fecting a thing with a hundred, bearing tax or interest

of per hundred, bought with a hundred, relating to a

hundred..

s . (from , to move) , an enemy, a foe, an opponent.

**!, s. (from * , an enemy, and I, decay), the decay

or downfal of an enemy.

gat , a (from , the decay ofan enemy, and etxe,করিক,

doing), effecting the decay or downfal of an enemy.

শত্রুক্ষয়কারী , a . (from শত্রুয় , the decay ofan enemy , and কারি,

doing), effecting the decay or downfal of an enemy.

ge, a. (from an enemy, and g , involved), surround-

ed by enemies, taken captive.

* t , a. (from , an enemy, and t , killing) , smit-

ing or killing the enemy.

ats , a. (from an enemy, and ætsø , killing), smit-

ing or killing the enemy.

, a. (from , an enemy, and 7, to kill), smiting or

killing the enemy ; s . the name of one ofthe brothers

of Rama.

, a. (from , an enemy, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from enemies.

#amai, ad. (loc, case of * 51) , for an enemy..

31, . from , an enemy), enmity, hostility.

ta , a. from 3 , enmi'y; and 3 , means), effect-

ed by means of enmity or hostility ; ad. by means of

enmity or hostility.

*gstæt¿æ, «. (from * , enmity, aud ætzē , doing), exer-

cising enmity or hostility.

caused by or arising from enmity or hostility ; ad , from

or because of enmity or hostility.

Hastfafar , ad. (from 31 , enmity, and fifa , a cause),

for enmity or hostility.

*ästef☎, a. (from 31, enmity, and , before), preceded

by or arising from enmity or hostility; ad. by or

through enmity or hostility..

* stgæti, s. (from 31 , enmity, and gæt*, manifestati-

on), the manifestation of hostility.

tata, a. (from 31 , enmity, and gæt*t*, display-

ing), manifesting hostility.

*FISTF, a. (from 1, enmity, and , caused by), caus.

ed by or arising from enmity or hostility ; ad. from or

because of enmity or hostility.

*taзtza, ɑ. (from 31 , enmity, and ☎, increasing), ia--

creasing enmity or hostility.

sta, s. (from 1 , enmity, and , increasing), the

increasing of enmity or hostility.

* gifǝt, ad. (from 31 , enmity, and fat, without), with

out or beside enmity or hostility.

* зtą , a. (from 1 , enmity, and , increase), the in-

crease of enmity or hostility.

fsfa , a. (from 131, enmity, and sofas, excepte

ed) , enmity or hostility excepted.

*astusawa, s. (from 31, enmity, and wfstaæ, an excep.

tion), the exception of enmity or hostility.

শত্রুভাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lic. case of শত্রুতাৰ তিরেক) , with the exa

ception ofenmity or hostility, without or beside enmi--

ty or hostility.

* 31fsa , a . (from * , enmity, and faa . separate), separ-

ate or distinct from enmity or hostility ; dd. beside en-

mity or hostility.

Hast , ɑ, (from ' , enmity, and , a cause), caus
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ed by or arising from enmity or hostility ; ad. from or

because ofenmity or hostility.

*II, s. (from *a, an enemy), enmity, hostility.

* , s. (from * , an enemy, and 27, a subduing) , the

humbling or subduing of an enemy.

, s . (from , an enemy, and at , injury), the in-

jury or destruction of an enemy.

Hauge, ɑ. (from * an enemy, and ‹ ƒ½æ, injuring), in-

juring or destroying enemies.

t , a. (from an enemy, and ca , injuring), in-

juring or destroying enemies.

, s. (from , an enemy, and , destruction), the

destruction ofan enemy.

, a . (from an enemy, and , destroying),

destructive to enemies.

, a from on enemy, and fa, destructive ,

destructive to enemies.

at , s. (from , an enemy, and † , destruction); the

destruction of an enemy.

* t* , a. (from , an enemy, and at , destructive ,

destructive to enemies.

*chfaes, a. (from * an enemy, and fa , a cau´e),

caused by or arising from an enemy ; ad. from or be-

cause of an enemy,

X
safafato, ad. 'from an enemy, and f♫I,

an enemy.

a cause , for

*y*ps, ɑ . from *7, an enemy, and 5, causel by), caus-

ed by or arising from an enemy ; ad. from or because

of an enemy.

* s , a. (from , an enemy, and fis , requested , ill-

designed.

, a. (from an enemy, and , deceiving , de-

ceiving enemies.

* , c. (from an enemy, and z , increasing , in-

creasing the number of enemies .

, s. (from an enemy, and , an increasing),

the increasing of enemies.

* afea ) , ad. (from * , an enemy, and f , without , with-

out or beside enemies.

* fatal, «. «from *iz, an enemy, and fif×œ, påssessed of'.

abounding with enemies.

*afia, ɑ . (from * an enemy, and f* 17, destitute), free

from enemies,

←
*z , s . (from an enemy, and , increase , the in-

crease of enemies.

*qufsfa™, a (from * , an enemy, and x1f3fx5, exc‹pled),

enemies excepted.

20%

শত্রুরাতিরেক, s. (from শত্রু an enemy and ব্যতিরেক, an excep

tion) , the exception of enemies.

afsi , ad. (loc case of
us , with the excepti

on of enemies without or beside enemies.

*gana, a. (from * , an enemy, and ≈ , treading down',

treading down or suppressing enemies.

, s. (from 5. an enemy, and 27, a treading down),

the treading down or suppressing of enemies.

*t , a. (from * , an enemy, aud T , joined), connect-

ed with enemies, beset with enemies.

* ks, a. (from an enemy, and 353, destitute), fred

from enemies.

36

, s. (from 7, an enemy, and t , governing), the

subduing or bringing of an enemy under contrcul

, s . (from an enemy, and , one who governs),

one who brings enemies under subjection or controul.

***** , a. (from * , on enemy, and i , emply), free from

enemies.

* fa , a. (from * , an enemy , and fœnæ, injuring)

injuring or destroying enemies.

* , 8. from , an enemy , and f * , injury) , inju

ry to an enemy, the destruction of an enemy.

*as17, a. (from * an enemy, and ♬ destitute) free

25

from enemies.

**33 *, «. (from * , on en my, and 153 , a cause) can‹ed

by or arising from enemies ; ad. from or because of

enemies.

dan , a. (from * , an enemy, and saw , treading

down) treating down or humbling enemies.

* 5, 8 (from * an enemy, and 81 , a treading

down , the treading down or humbling of enemies.

*ifa, s . (from *t to give), the planet Saturn, young
fruits

and puise before the biossom has fallen.

* faxta, s. (from *†fa, søturn, and zta, a day), Saturday.

* a, s . (from * 53, empty), a cypher, a dot.

*ta, ad from t , slowly), slowly, gently.

*ta:sts, ad. (from it , slowly), slowly, deliberately.

*t * . s. (from tan, slowly, and 85, moring) , the panet

Saturn.

་
an imitative sound used to express that occasioned by

beating a person or animal with a ratan or switch.

u, s . (from , to swear), an oath.

, a. (from , an oath, and 4 , means), affect

ed by means of oaths ; ad. by means of caths.

ta , a . (from tu, an oath, and atge , doing), mak

ing cath.

* t, «. (from tu, en oath, and tf , deing), making

oath.
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1.

, a. (from tu, an oath, and , producing), caus-а.

ing or producing an oath.

, a. (from 4, an oath, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from an oath.

1 ) , for oaths.
, ad. (loc. case of

tt , a. (from tu, an oath, and 13, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from oaths .

*Яta , ad. (from , an oath, and , a door), by or

through oaths.

*sufiziæ, « . (from , an oath, and fire, causing to

cease), putting a stop to oaths .

ufazte , a. (from ty, an oth, andfata , preventing),

resisting or preventing oaths.

* fate , s. (from tu, an oath, and fata , a prevent

ing), the resisting or preventing of oaths,

tu , s. (from tu,an oath, and fafs, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of oaths.

* tufafïgæ, o . (from Я , an oath, and fifty, a cause),

caused by or arising from oaths ; ad. from or because of

oaths .

*Яuffae, ad. (from , an oath, and fafa , a cause), for

the purpose of an oath.

**u* , s. (from Hu, an oath, and 4 , a writing), an affi-

davit of an oath.

* , a, (from
, an oath, and , before) , preced-

ed by or arising from an oath ; ad. by or through

oaths.

*Яugfsafe, a. (from * , an oath , and af , opposing),

obstructing or operating as an obstacle to oaths.

***TF, α . (from , an oath, and F, caused by), caused

43

by or arising from oaths ; ad. from or because of oaths ,

*Яuftat, ad. (from ××4, an oath, and fa̸71 , without , with-

out or beside oaths .

#quofofas , a. (from , an oath, and wifesa , except-

ed , oaths excepted .

fiæ, s . (from , an oath, and assigE , an excep-

tion), the exception of oaths.

HЯuufuge, ad. ( loc. case of *), with the ex-

ception of oaths , without or beside oaths.

atīts, s. (from Я , an oath, and 117 , an obstacle),

an obstacle to oaths .

quatatsæ, ɑ . ( from , an oath, and GT, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to oatis.

tufa, a. (from tu, an oath, and fea, separate , separ

ate or distinct from an oath ; ad. beside oaths .

ta , ɑ. (from * ty, an oath, and , a root , grounded

upon or arising from oaths.

wtq.

tur , a. (from wet , an oath, and c , a cause , caus-

ed by or arising from oaths ; ad. from or because of

oaths.

tette, an imitative sound used to express that occasioned

by striking a single blow with a ratan or switch.

**** an imitative sound used to express that occasion-

ed by the continued and severe beating of an animal

with a switch or ratan, and also to express the sound

of the mouth or lips of a person who is eating curds or

anykind of liquid food in which as the Hindoos have no

spoon they employ their hands.

* , a . (from * , to curse) , cursed, execrated .

, an imitative sound used to express that arising from.

the continued beating of an animal with a switch or

ratan.

*™, s. (from д, to be tranquil), a hoof, the hoof of a horse,

the root of a tree.

* st, s . (from * , a hoof, and 1, to give), the name of a

small species of carp, (Cyprinus Sophore, Hamilton's

fishes).

1 , s . (from

, s. (from tt, the betel nut, and at , a mango),

the Guava, Psidium pyriforme and maliforme.)

tt , betel nut, and 1 , a gourd) , the

name of a species of gourd, (Cucurbita Melopepo.)

* , s. (from a, to go), a corpse, a dead carcase,

*taata, s. (from a, a corpse, and ¤¡¤, a burning), the burn-

ing of a dead body.

*tantɛæ, a. (from a, a corpse, and t₹₹, burning) , burn-

ing a dead body ; s . the person who burns a dead bo-

dy.

*†intsì, a. (from , a corpse, and ¬† ¾¶, burning), burn-

ing a dead body.

* , s . (from to curse), a variegated colour ; a. varie

gated, brindled .

2 , s. (from t , a corpse, and t , an accomplishing),

a superstitious ceremony performed by means of a dead

body to obtain certain advantages.

tata , s . (from ta, a corpse, and tata , a covering), a

shroud .

*† , s. (from a to sound , a sound, a voice, a word, noise.

In Grammar a noun.

ta , a (from , sound, and , to do), sounding, sonor-

ous, making a sound or noise .

***, a. (from *† , a sound, and ☎s , means), effected

by means of sound or words ; ad, by means of words or

sound.

** 1, s. (from a sound, and , a der) , a person

who makes a noise, a person who utters a sound,
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➡gatza, «. (from * , a sound, and t , doing , making || Haufs , s . (from , a sound, and afstz , an excepti

a noise, uttering a sound.

* æta, a. (from , a sound, and tf , doing), making

a noise, uttering a sound.

ata, s. (from , a word, and cata, a store-house),

a dictionary.

, s. (from *t , sound, and я . to take , the ear, the re-

ception or comprehending of words or sounds.

tasta, s. (from , a sound, and cota, a thief) , a plagia-

ry.

, a. (from , a sound, and , producible) , produ-

cible by or arising from a noise or sound,

t , ad. (loc. case of

or sound.

1), for the purpose of a noise

iai, ad. (from * , a sound, and ta, a door) , by or

through sounds or words.

fas , a. (from , a sound, and fax , causing to

cease), putting a stop to a noise or sound,

fata , a. (from , a sound, and fita , preventing) ,

preventing a noise or sound.

wafaztza, s. (from , a sound, and fat , apreventing) ,

the preventing of a noise or sound,

tafaaf , s. (from ta, a sound, and ff , cessation), the

cessation of a noise or sound.

* fafree, a . (from * , a sound, and fafï³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a noise or sound ; ad, from or be-

cause of a noise or sound.

fars, ad. (from , a sound, and fifa , a cause), for

the purpose of a noise or sound.

tata, s . (from , a sound, and at , evidence) , evi-

dence arising from sound, oral testimony.

***, ɑ. (from * , a sound, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from a noise or sound ; ad. from or be-

cause of a noise or sound.

, a. (from , a sound, and x , increasing), in-

creasing noise or sound.

, s . (from , a sound, and a , an increasing) , the

increasing of noise or sound.

fat , ad. (from , a sound, and f , without) , without

or beside noise or sound.

af , s. (from , a sound; and , increase) , the increase

of noise or sound .

qatı, s. (from , a sound, and cat , one who knows) , a

person who is acquainted with sounds or words.

ata, s . (from tq, a sound, and cat , knowledge), the

knowledge of sounds or words.

uffa , a. (from , a sound, and sofas, excepted),

noise or sound excepted.

on) , the exception of noise or sound.

#gufstate, ad. ( loc. case of

on of noise or sound.

us ) , with the excepti

, a. (from ta, a sound, and fa, separate) , separate

or distinct from words or sounds ; ad. beside sounds or

words.

asfata, s. (from , piercing bythe sound, and ₹ 4,

anarrow , an arrow which pierces a person by its sound.

# 5h), a. (from *ta, a sound, and (5fa7, penetrating), the

name of a fabled arrow or dart which when discharged

goes to its object at the word of command.

a. (from , a sound, and , a root), grounded on

or originating from sound or words.

tata, s. (from , sound, and c , vulva), a Dhatoo,

the radix of a word.

9 , s. (from 5, a sound, and , a collection), a

collection of words, a vocabulary, a dictionary.

, a . (from , a sound, and ( , a cause), caused

by or arising from noise or sound ; ad. from or because

ofnoise or sound.

, s. (from , sound , and at , a mine), a Dhates

or radix of a word.

*tatis, a. (from * , sound, and ass , gone), God ; viz.

he who is beyond the reach of sound.

ata , s . (from , sound, and , search), the

searching after a thing by its sound or voice.

*tatyta , a. (from , a sound, and far, search-

ing) , searching after a thing by its sound or voice.

* , a. (from , a sound, and tf , search-

ing), searching after a thing by its sound or voice.

tatis, ad. (from »‡ã, a sound, and ¤ , following),

in the direction of a sound, according to a sound.

tata , s. (from , a sound, and , an object), the object

or meaning of a sound or word.

ta, s. (from* , to be tranquil), tranquillity, placidity, quiet

ofthe mind, calmness, rest, stoicism, indifference.

31, s. (from ta, tranquillity , a state of tranquillity or

quietude.

*aa, s. (from wi̟, to tranquil), mental tranquillity or quiet-

ness, the immolation of beasts for sacrifice, Yuma the

governor ofTartarus.

wat, s . (from , to be tranquil), the name of a tree, (Aca-

cia Suma;) a pod or legume,

Яta , s. (from wat, alegume, and at , grain), legumin-

ous grain.

wax, s. (from wat, the name ofa tree), the name of a tree,

(Acacia Suma.)
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* , s. (from * , to go), the iron head of a pestle, a chain

worn round the loins by religious mendicants , the se-

cond ploughing of a field.

*¶¤, s. (from * , to go), provisions for a journey , a stock

for travelling expences.

, s. (from * , to be tranquil), a snail, a bivalve shell.

Hysta, s. (from tra, hawk), a hawk.

in ana-

yata, s. (from Diy, to accuse) , Satan, the devil.

state , s. (from ***†7, Satan, and * , a part) ,

tomy the name of a part of the tubæ Fallopianæ, (Mor-

sus diaboli.)

* tal, ɑ . (from д † , Satan ) , satanic , devilish.

, s. (from 1, to recline), a lying down, a reclining, a

reposing, repose.

*yasi , s. (from 7, a reposing, and a , a doer) , a per-

son who reposes or reclines.

➡gaxta , e. (from 7 , a reposing, and tax, doing), re-

posing, reclining.

ata , a . (from g , a reposing, and af , doing), re-

posing, reclining.

ga , s. (from * , a reposing, and y, a house), a bed

room.

at , s. (from ga, repose, and al, a house), a bed

room.

ya , s. (from 7, repose, and ¤ , a house), a bed room.

*FAFIE, a . (from * g*, repose, and A , produing), pro-

ducing repose, soporific .

ga , a. (from , a reclining, and 57, producible),

producible by or arising from reclining or reposing.

Agra , ad. (loc. case of 1), for the purpose of re-

clining or reposing.

s, a. (from , a reclining, and 3, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from reclining or reposing.

gafazes, a . (from , a reclining, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to reclining or reposing.

➡gafazias, a. (from ga , a reclining, and fiatṛæ, prevent-

ing) , resisting or preventing reclining or reposing.

gafaata , s. (from ga, a reclining, and fa , a preven!-

ing), the resisting or preventing of a person's reclining

or reposing.

#xzfah³, 8. {from 7 , a reclining, and faz , cessition) ,

the prevention or cessation of reclining or reposing.

gafafase, a. (from , a reclining, and fax , a cause),

caused by or arising from reclining or reposing ; ad.

from or because of reclining or reposing.

palafate, ad. (from ga, a reclining, and fafa , a cause),

for the purpose of reclining or reposing.

7.

Huas , a. (from 47, a reclining, and 4, before), pre-

ceded by or arising from reclining or reposing ; ad

by or through reclining or reposing.

dgasfacas, ɑ. (from , a reclining, and se, ob-

structing), obstructing a person's reposing or reclin-

ing.

, ɑ. (from ga, a reclining, and 5, caused by`,

caused by or arising from reclining or reposing ; ad.

from or because of reclining or reposing.

gafaa , ad. (from ta , a reclining, and f1, without),

without or beside reclining or reposing.

gauffas, a. (from , a reclining, and f3f?F, ex-

cepted), reclining or reposing excepted,

gifs , s . (from t , a reclining, and figs, an ex-

ception), the exception of reclining or reposing.

ft , ad. (loc. case of aufsta ), with the excep.

tion of reclining or reposing, without or beside reclin-

ing or reposing.

Ħgaztais, s . (from *p , a reclining, and faf3, an obsta-

cle , an obstacle to reclining or reposing.

ts , a. (from , a reclining, and state, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to reclining or re-

posing.

, s. (from ga, a reclining, and s , a breaking), the

breaking or interrupting of repose,

* 753*, ɑ. (from , a reclining, and 57, breaking),

breaking or interrupting repose.

57, s. (from ga, a reclining, and 547, a breaking),

the breaking or interrupting of repose.

pas , a. (from 4 , a reposing, and f5a, separate), se-

parate or distinct from reposing or lying down ; ad.

beside reposing or lying down.

room.

, s. (from 5, repose, and af , a house), a bɛd

, a. from ga, a reposing, and , a root), found-

ed upon or originating from reposing or lying down.

tas , a. (from , a reclining, and cats , worthy),

proper for reclining or reposing.

*pales , ɑ. (from 7, a reclining, and , a cruse),

caused by or arising from reclining or reposing ; ad.

from or because of reclining or reposing.

gatæigi, a. (from ga , a reposing, and ttgt , desire), the

desire of reposing or lying down.

gatatì, a. (from a , a reposing, and atetfg , desirous),

desirous of reposing or lying down.

tgatsta, s. (from ga, repose, and sit , a house), a bed

Jjjjjjj
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tata , a. (from д , a reposing, and 75, unfit), unfit for

lying down or reposing.

tgatfamta, s. (from ga, a reposing , and fuata, desire),

the desire of reposing or lying down,

#gat{Smts), a. (from *y , a reposing, and fat , desir-

ous), desirous of reposing or lying down.

❤anats™, a. (from 97 , a reposing, and ist , unworthy),

unworthy to lie down or repose, unfit to recline or re-

pose upon.

tu , a. (from , a reposing, and fifa, desirous), de-

sirous of reposing or lying down.

wat , ad. (from ty , a reposing, and f, an object), for

the purpose of reposing or lying down.

pat , a. (from *g , a reclining, and , fit), fit or pro-

per for repose.

*ṣaly, a. (from * , to recline), fit or proper for repose.

t ', s. (from ta, a reposing, and 1 , desire), the de-

sire of reposing or lying down.

* y , a . (from * , a reposing, and a desirous) , desir-

ous ofreposing or lying down.

WyrazF, a. (from * , a reposing, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of reposing or lying down.

wytaxtñì, s. (from ga , a reposing, and at , the ele-

venth), a fast held on the eleventh day ofthe increase of

the moon in Asarha in remembrance ofVishnoo's sleep-

ing on the serpent.

WylataĦa, s. (from ga, a reposing, and 84 , a begin-

ning), a commencement of reposing or lying down.

, a. (from y , a reclining, and 8 , proper),

fit or proper for reclining or reposing.

gta, a. (from , to recline), reclining, taking repose, pro-

cumbent. The word is used in botany to express such

stalks as lie on the ground (caulis procumbens.)

3, a. from fl , to recline), reclined , reposed, asleep.

fs , a . (from , to recline), fit or proper for reclining

or repose.

1, s. (from , to repose), a bed.

tarists, a . (from

confined to bed.

, s . (from

л , a bed, and st³, gone), gone to bed,

1 , a bed, and , a covering), a

sheet, a coverlet or counterpane,

*13.

versed sine of an arc. This word constructed with cata,

to take up, means to skim milk.

tata, s. (from д, an arrow, and It , a ne!), a net of ar-

rows, or arrows so thickly discharged as to meet each

other and form the appearance of a net in the air.

tab, s. (from , to hurt), a lizard, a camelion.

*td, s. (from *, to injure), a protection, a refuge , a shelter,

a protector.

স্মরণপুরী, s. (from ad, a shelter, and , a sort offish), the

name of a species of fish found in the Ganges, (Cypri-

nus Sarana, Hamilton's fishes.)

*taatst³, a. (from ad , a refuge, and ist , come), refuged,

taken refuge ; s. a refugee.

শরণাগতপালক, a . (from শরণাগত, a refugee , and পালক, sup-

porting), supporting or maintaining a refugee.

*AdidaЯtaa, s. (from waatste, a refugee , and Яtaz, a main-

taining), the supporting or maintaining of a refugee.

শরণাগত প্রতিপালক, a. (from শরণাগত, a refugee, and পুতিপালক,

maintaining , maintaining or supporting a refugee.

শরণাগতপুতিপালন , s. (from শরণাগত , a refugee, and প্রতিপালন,

a maintaining), the maintaining or supporting ofa re-

fugee.

t , a. (from ad, a refuge, and tt , fallen on), tak-

en refuge ; s. a refugee.

, a. (from , to hurt), fit to be taken refuge in, trust

worthy ; s. a protector, a defence, protection.

*a , s. (from *,to hurt), the autumn or the two months im

mediately succeeding the rainy season , viz. Ashwing and

Kartika answering in part with September and October,

*geata, s . (from * ze, autumn, and ta, time), the autumn.

art , a. (from tt , autumn), autumnal.

* Я , s. ( from I , an arrow, and i, afeather), the fea

ther of an arrow.

wara, s. (from * a, an arrow, and œm, a blade), the head of

an arrowW.

waratæt?, s. (from , the head ofan arrow, and WITH,

a form ), hastate, sagittate. In Botany the name is ap

plied to a particular form of leaf, (folium sagittatum.)

ta , s. (from , Sherbet , Sherbet, a beverage.

Haza̸d , s . (from * a, an arrow, and zx , a raining), the rain-

ing or showering down of arrows.

wastaf³g, a. (from #011 , a bed, and × 33, fallen), fallen on aafu, s. (from *ta, an arrow, and af¥, rain), a shower of

the bed, gone to bed , confined to bed.

art , a. (from "ta , a bed, and g , obtained), gone to

bed, confined to bed.

, s . (from ,to hurt) , the name of a species of grass . (Sac-

charum Sara) ; an arrow, cream, the swell ofthe tide, the

arrows.

مزا

*xa , s. (from " ?, an arrow), a mark or butt to shoot at.

শরম, s . (from shame), shame, bashfulness, modesty.

* ħ , s. from ạ , the name of species o´ grass and zâ¤,

welfare , a musical instrument made of Saccharum Sara.

1

1
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wtzt.

wtfant, a. (from a shame), ashamed modest, bashful .

ta , s form , to injure , straight , honest, frank, upright,

31. s . (from t , straight , straightness, uprightness,

honesty, frankness.

☛tema, s. (from ạ , straight ) , straightness, uprightness,

honesty, frankness.

, a. (from excellent , good, excellent, better,

best.

E, s . (from E , a law , a law, equity, a road.

tai , s. (from "ata, a cover), a cover for a pot.

tata , s. (from , to twine round, a partner,

the having a share as a partner.

з , a. (from , the having ofa partner's share),

partnership.

watata, s. (from *g, an arrow, and stats, a blow), a stroke

with an arrow.

, s. (from , an arrow, and , scrutiny),

a search after arrows.

attal, a. (from *y, an arrow, and atfag, scruti-

nizing , examining arrows, searching after arrows.

tt , a. (from 3, an arrow , and af , scruti-

nizing) , examining arrows, searching after arrows.

tata, s. (from ạ , mischief, and va, to preserve), a cover,

a lid, the cover of a pot ; also (from , spirituous li

quor), spirituous liquor.

❤gtauta, a. (from
I , spirituous liquor, and ) 5ª, eat-

ing), drinking wine or spirits.

tal, a. (from , liquor) , drinking spirits.

t , s. (from 3, an arrow, and , a seat), a bow.

t₹3, smitten), smitten, a. (from *7, an arrow, and

with an arrow.

, s. (from , to entwine, , a partner) , a part-

ner.

* 13, s. (from *, to injure), the body, matter.

* , s. (from at , the body, and 7, decay), the wast-

ing or decay of the body.

as, a. (from A, the body, and sд, to move), sliding or

moving like a worm or serpent ; s. a reptile.

st , a. (from , the body, and st , found), found or

situated on the body.

*ia , a. (from 1 , the body, and , to be produced)

produced in the body, born ofthe body.

, a. (from 17, the body, and 31, producible), pro-

ducible in or arising from the body.

, ad. (loc case of 7) , for the body.

13, a. (from tax, the body, and ts, produced ) , pro-

duced in or arising from the body, born of the body.

*137.

Hala, s. (from it , the body, and , destruction),

the destruction of the body.

* , a . (from ata, the body, and , destructive),

destructive or i jurious to the body.

*†zÌ?£•¬ì, a. (from was, the body, and fЯ , destructive),'

destructive or injurious to the body.

laatat, s . (from at , the body, and † , destruction) , the

destruction of the body.

ga , a. (from , the body, and t , destructive),

destructive or injurious to the body.

faface, a . (from t , the body, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from the body ; ad. from or be-

cause ofthe body.

fafs, ad. (from , the body, and ffs, a cause),

for the body.

* , s. (from , the body, and Я , a stake), a staking

the body, maceration of the body.

* gЯ3 , 8, (from , the body, and 37, a falling);

death, the falling of the body.

tata , s. (from 7, the body, and t , digestion), a

wasting ofthe body, emaciation.

, s. (from 17, the body, and ts, a fall), death,

the fall of the body.

* } ¶ , a. (from 3, the body, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from the body ; ad. from or be-

cause of the body.

* az , 8, (from at , the body, and , a pledge), a

hostage.

, a. (from 3 , the body, and , increasing , in-

creasing the size of the body.

, s. (from at , the body, and , an increasing),

the increasing of the size ofthe body.

af , s. from tata , the body, and fag, sale) , the sell-

ing of one's self, the sale ofthe body.

*?t?fx31, ad. (from ta , the body, and f1, without), with-

out or beside the body.

fat , s. (from , the body, and fat , destruction),

the destruction of the body.

, 8. (from was, the body, and af , increase), the in-

crease of the size of the body.

শরীরব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from শরীর , the body , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), the body excepted.

, s . (from , the body, and arfix , an ex-

ception), the exception of the body.

aar , ad. (loc . case of a ), with the excep

tion of the body, without or beside the body.

Jjjjjjj2
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tay.

afsu, a. (from is , the body, and ( , separate), separ

ate or distinct from the body ; ad. beside the body.

sza , a. (from at , the body, and , a root), origi

nating in the body.

* atzetfi, s. (from tats, the body, and ¤†fa̸, detriment), a de-

triment or injury to the body.

•HUCIE, ɑ, (from stats, the body, and (53, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from the body ; ad. from or because of

the body.

* at, « . (from tata, the body), bodily, corporeal, mate-

rial.

, a. (from *, to hurt), thin, slender ; s . an arrow, a wea-

pon, passion, anger.

*&iatti, a. (from thin , and catei, thick ) , uneven , thick

in some places and thin in others .

* , s. (from 4, sugar, and , a root) , the sweet

potatoe, (Convolvolus Battatas .)

1 , s. (from , to hurt), sugar.

, a. (from ´s, a nodule), abounding in stony no-

dules, gravelly.

Hágite, s. (from *zat, sugar, and 84☎, water), lemonade.

➡5, s. (from piz, to cut or wound, ky , a condition ), a

condition, an agreement, a stipulation, a wager, a sign or

mark, a sigual.

st, a. (from by , a wager) , connected with a lottery or

chance.

itat, s. (from ™, to injure), a night, night .

* 1, s. (from * , to go , an iron arrow, an iron bar used to

break down buildings.

, s. (from , pleasure), the name of a species of

plant, (Curcuma zanthorrhiza. )

, s. (from , to injure), happiness, pleasure, an appel-

lation or title given to brahmuns ; a. happy, prosperous,

glad.

, s. (from a, to go), a porcupine's quill.

was, s. (from waḥ, to move), a locust, a grashopper..

1, s. (from tatt, a thin rod) , a skewer, a thin bar or rod

of metal or wood, a javelin, a dart, an arrow , the ribs

of an umbrella, the wires or bars of a cage, a brimstone

match, a thin slip of bamboo or wood.

ata , s. (from , to go), a thin rod or peg, a skewer, a

thin bar or rod of wood or metal, a javelin, a dart, an

arrow, the ribs of an umbrella, the wires or bars of a

cage, a brimstone match, a thin slip of wood or bamboo ,

a tent or probe, a ruler.

t , a.from , a skewer, and stat , a form ,

round like a thin rod or skewer. In botany and other

xas.

sciences this is used as atechnical term , (teres, also sty.

loid.)

*atett , a. (from tatatata, teres, and , small , in

anatomy this name is given to one ofthe muscles teres

minor.)

»tatētētaguda, s . (from tatatate, teres, and apro-

cess), in anatomy the name is given to one of the pro-

cesses of the skull, (stylo-mastoideus.)

শলাকাকারবৃহৎ , a. (from শলাকাকার , teres , and বৃহৎ, large , in

anatomy this name is given to one of the muscles ( teres

major.)

tates, a. (from ti, a skewer, and afs, a form',

round like a thin rod or skewer. In botany and other

sciences this is used as a technical term (teres, also sty

loid .)

*tatætsaigos, .. (from watai, a skewer, stats , the pharn

gaus, and joined to), in anatomy this is the name of

a particular muscle, ( stylo-pharngæus. )

Hatcifugios, a. (from te , a skewer, fagi, the tongue,

and , joined), in anatomy the name of a particular

muscle (stylo-glossus. )

Hatata , a . (from att, a skewer), resembling a thin rod

or skewer, used as a technical term, it is equivalent to

teres or styloid.

སྙ
mataifraque, a . (from tata , a skewer, s , the Greek

U, and F, joined) , in anatomy the name of a particular

muscle, (stylo-hyoideus. )

wate, s. (from ™, to injure), a cart load considered as two

thousand Pulas.

at , a. (from , to go) , unripe, moist.

f , s. (from , to move), a measure containing twenty seria

or pussoorees of corn or other dry substances.

*fazi, s . (from *a, to move), the wick of a lamp or candle.

*fαЯṣÌ, s. (from *f , a peg or stake, and ì, a rope , a rope

fastened to the yoke of a bullock on each side and pas

sing under the neck or throat like a collar.

, s . (from , to move), water.

a !, s . (from 3 ,fennel) , the Indian fennel, (Anethan

Sowa.)

, ad. (from , slowly), by slow degrees,

, s . (from a , to go) , the scales of a fish, bark, tind

, s . (from , a scale) , scaly, flaky.

materatfaa, s. (from stats, flaky, and wifï¤, fish), ¤

anatomy the squamous suture.

ta , s. (from wa, to go), an iron crow or club, a dart,

a javelin, an arrow, a peg, a pin, a bamboo rod or stake,

difficulty, embarrassment, distress , a porcupine.
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.

martaty, a . (from , a dart, aud atat , a form), cuspidate.

artas , a. (from 81 , a dart, and as, afrom ), cuspidate

mista, s . (from as , an embarrassment, and sig, extri-

cation), the ceremony of cleansing a new house from

bones or any other substance reckoned unclean, the ex-

tracting of a dart or arrow.

gat, s . (from a, to go), a porcupine.

, s. (from , to go by leaps) , a hare, the dark parts of

the moon supposed to resemble a hare, a man of a mild

and virtuous character but uxorious and led by his wife.

*e, s. (from * t, a hare) , a hare.

**II, s. (from **, a hare, and , to have), the moon.

faatd, s. (from ** , a hare, and fast , a horn), hare's

horns. The word is used to express ludicrously what

has no existence in nature.

, s. (from , a hare, and , the bosom) , the moon.

The Hindoos suppose that the moon (which with them

is masculine) carries a hare, some say a deer, in his bo-

somwhich is the reason of the dark places on his disk.

** E, s. (from , a hare) , a hare.

fatt, s . (from , the moon, and cati , a stroke), a

digit of the moon.

tag, s. (from tft , the moon, and c , a crest), one

of the names of Shiva .

** , s. (from , a hare , the moon .

tí, s . (from tt, a hare, and 3 , wool) , the fur of hares

or rabbets.

* e, ad . (from , to go byleaps), repeatedly, frequent-

ly, perpetually, eternally.

**fa, a. (from **t, to go by leaps) , the outer ear or open-

ing ofthe external auditory passage.

, s. (from , to bless), happiness , excellence ; a. happy,

comfortable, right, praised, eulogized , good , best, ex-

cellent.

* l , a. (from 5, comfortable) , cheap.

* s . (from * , to hurt) , a weapon, armor, defensive ar-

mor, a sword, a scymetar, iron, steel.

ga , a. (from , armor, and 4, means), effected by

means of a weapon ; ad. by means of a weapon.

****, a . (from , armor , and æta☎, making), making

armor ; s. a cutler, an armorer.

att, a . (from * , armor , and T† , making), making

armor ; s. a cutler , an armorer ,

3, s. (from , weapon , and 43, a wound), a wound

made by a weapon ; a . wounded by a weapon.

E , s. (from , a weapon , and 4, a taking), the tak-

ing of arms.

* .

*Exte", a. (from a , a weapon , and gigẽ, taking), taking

arms ; s . a person who takes arms .

tet, a. (from 3, a weapon, and gif , taking), taking

arms.

31, a . (from a weapon, and r, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from weapons.

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for arms or weapons.

* s , a. (from , a weapon, and if , living), living

by arms ; s. a soldier.

its , s . (from , a weapon, and 31st, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of arms.

* tsit, a . (from * , a weapon , and 3r†fstä , relinquishing),

relinquishing the profession of arms, relinquishing wea

pons.

ta , ad. (from , armor, and t , a door), by or

through armor.

*zĦzē, a. (from
a weapon , and Яtaæ, holding), bear-

ing arms, taking arms.

tia , s. (from , a weapon , and tax, a holding), the

taking or bearing of arms .

watts), a . (from , a weapon, and fa , holding), taking

arms, bearing arms.

শস্ত্ৰনিৰ্ত্তক,
, c. (from , a weapon , and faxa, causing to

cease ) , putting a stop to arms.

*afata>, « . (from , a weapon , and faætæ, preventing),

preventing or hindering the use of arms.

ta , s . (from , a weapon, and fiatad, a preventing),

the preventing or hindering of the use of arms.

ff , s . (from
a weapon, and ffs , cessation), the

cessation of arms, a suspension of arms.

* ffice, a. (from , a weapon, and faſze, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from arms or weapons ; ad. from or

because of weapons.

wafa , ad. (from , a weapon, and fas, a cause), for

arms , for weapons.

, s . (from a weapon, and fat , a making), the

making of arms or weapons.

*äf³1, s. (from * a weapon, and fantry, a maker,„a

maker of weapons, an armorer, a cutler,

its , s. (from , a weapon, and fitst, relinquish

ment), the relinquishment of arms.

* ¶f , 6. (from , a weapon, aud Hotfa , relin

quishing), relinquishing the profession of arms , relia

quishing weapons.

fa, «. (from
, armor, and if , the hand), wielding

weapons, carrying arma.
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fart.

***, ɑ. (from , a weapon , and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from arms or weapons ; ad. from or be-

cause of arms or weapons

wafaa, ɑ. (from , a weapon, and fa̸a, pierced), pierced

with a weapon.

fat, ad. (from , a weapon, and fa71, without), with-

out or beside arms or weapons.

* k*, s. (from ™ , a weapon, and fa , a dot), the name

of a species of small shrub, ( Amyris punctata.)

#uff™™, a . (from , a weapon, and fif , possessed of) ,

possessed ofarms or weapons, furnished with arms, arm-

ed.

fax , a. (from , a weapon, and fata, destitute), des-

titute of arms or weapons.

aufs , a (from , a weapon, and fofas, excepted) ,

arms or weapons excepted.

Hazıfa¿æ, s. (from , a weapon, and fotze, an excepti-

on , the exception ofarms or weapons.

ufae, ad. (loc. case of
us ), with the excepti

on of arms or weapons, without or beside arms or wea-

pons.

fs , a . (from , armor, and f , separate), separate or

distinct from weapons ; ad. beside weapons.

, a. (from , a weapon, and 5, to nourish) , living by

arms, armed.

watæ, s . (from , armor, and at , a cleaner) , a fur-

bisher, an armorer.

* , ɑ. (from , a weapon, and at , a cleaning), the

cleaning of arms, the polishing or furbishing ofarms.

, a. (from a weapon, and , joined , connected

with arms or weapons, furnished with arms or weapons,

armed.

3, a. (from , a weapon , and 755, destitute), des-

titute ofarms or weapons.

, a (from , a weapon, and r, empty), destitute

of aims or weapons.

শস্ত্রহস্ত, a. from , a weapon , and x , the hand), armed,

holding a weapon in the hand,

* , a. (from , a weapon, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute of arms or weapons.

* 155*, a. (from , a weapon, and (17, a cause), caused

by or arising from arms or weapons ; ad. from or be-

cause of arms or weapons.

* ata, s. (from , a weapon, and stats, a blow), the

stroke of a weapon.

#gica, a . from H , a weapon, and at , living by), liv-

ing by arms ; s. a soldier,

st#13.

atst , s. (from , a weapon, and t , study), the

study or practice of arms , military exercise.

257
, a (from a weapon, and ¤tfæ , studious),

studying arms, practising with arms to acquire profi-

ciency therein.

*Яte³, a . (from * , a weapon, and af , smitten), smitten

with a
weapon.

*aſt, ɑ. (from wa, a weapon), armed, accoutred.

* ††×7, s. (from * , a weapon, and gui97, a raising

up), the lifting up of a weapon.

, s . (from . a weapon, and 8 , elevation), the

lifting up of a weapon.

*atq5iâ, a. (from * , a weapon, and s✯fæfa, lvingby),

living by arms ; s. a soldier.

* E, s. (from *♬, to hurt), young grass, the loss of under.

standing or confidence.

* , s. (from Я, to hurt), grain, corn, a harvest, the ker-

nel of a nut or drupe.

*ĦTIɖT, a. (from , corn, and ₹74, means), effected by

means of corn ; ad. by means of corn.

an , s. (from , corn, and c , a field), a corn

field.

ĦĦun☎, a. (from * , corn, aud &†5☎, eating), granivo-

rous.

, a. (from 1, corn, and , producing), produc

ing corn.

*ЯJI, ɑ. (from Я , corn, and a producible), produci.

ble by or arising from corn.

j , ad. (loc. case ofA)), for

corn, for grain.

, ad. (from , corn, and at , a door , by or

through corp.

, s. (from Я , corn, and ¤, destruction), the de-

struction ofcorn.

, d . (from , corn, and , destructive), de

structive to corn .

, a. (from , corn, and , destructive), de

structive to corn,

ja , s . (from was, corn, and † , destruction) , the de-

struction of corn .

te, a. (from , corn , and at , destructive), de-

siructive to corn.

*test-Rea, a . (from , corn, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from corn ; ad. from or because of co.n.

fat , ad. (from , corn, and fafas, a cause), for

corn or grain.

*a *fsa¶T, a. (from was, corn, and fan , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to coru.
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, a. (from

**1.

1, corn, and T , caused by), caused

by or arising from corn ; ad, from or because of corn.

, ad. (from * , corn, and fa ) , without), without

or beside corn.

☎, a. (from , corn, and a☎, increasing), increas-

ing corn.

* , s. (from ¤ , corn, and 7 , an increasing), the

increasing of corn.

arfa , a. (from t , corn, and faf , possessed of),

possessed of corn.

* facta, a. (from л , corn, and fit , destitute) , destitute

of corn.

, s. (from , corn, and af , in crease), the increase

of corn.

ff , a. (from , corn, and arfsfas, excepted), corn

excepted.

* aforgæ, s. (from a , corn, and fortæ, an exception) ,

the exception of corn.

*Ħaifsiṛts, ad. (loc. case of fo ) , with the excep-

tion of corn, without or beside corn.

tata, s. (from * , corn , and zitats, an obstacle), an

obstacle or injury to corn.

, . (from "tar, corn, and state , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle or injury to corn.

SF , a . (from 3, corn, and 5 , eating), granivorous .

SF , s. (from , corn, and 4, an eating), the eat-

ing or feeding upon corn.

fs , a. (from , corn, and fe , separate) , separate or

distinct from corn ; ad. beside corn .

, a. (from ta , corn, and TF,joined), connected or

furnished with corn.

* F , a. (from a , corn, and ¶ , keeping), guarding

corn ; s- a person who guards corn.

* , s . (from , corn, and 4, a preserving), the

guarding or preserving of corn.

, s. (from tal, corn, and 1, preservation), the pre-

servation of corn.

ĦĦaf³, a. (from , corn, and 3f53, destitute), destitute

of corn.

, a. (from * , corn) , abounding with or furnished

with corn.

, a. (from , corn, and T, empty), destitute of

corn.

, a. (from , corn, and as , a collecting), the

collecting of corn .

*tañesta☎, a. (from 3, corn, and Я , collecting),

collecting corn.

इ.

www.stat, a. (from was, corn, and gif , collecting),

collecting corn .

waja" ¡a, s. (from I, corn, and ¤¤†¶, a stock), a stock

of corn.

, s . (from I, corn, and y, accumulation), the

accumulation or hoarding of corn.

* gì, a. (from 3, corn, and f , accumulating),

accumulating or hoarding corn.

** gad, s. (from I, corn, and a , a taking) , the taking

or stealing of corn.

utat, a . (from J, corn, and atfią, taking), taking or

stealing corn.

*acta, ɑ . (from , corn, and 7, destitute) , destitute of

corn .

*Яn , a. (from J, corn, and y, a cause), caused by

or arising from corn ; ad. from or because of corn.

*astad, s. (from , corn, and , a stealing), the

taking away or stealing of corn.

HariЯeta☎, a. (from * , corn, and attaæ, stealing), steal-

ing or taking away corn.

artet , a . (from , corn, andaf , stealing) , steal-

ing or taking away corn.

* д, s. (from em, city) , a city.

#tearatsata, s. (from e , a city, and $1,3,5, a police of

ficer) , the chief officer or superintendant of police in a

city.

#tegrataætat, s . (from 5শহরকোতালী, -asuperintendant of po,لاوتوکرهشfrom

lice),the office or duties of superintendant ofthe police

of a city.

, s. (from Je , a city, ca, touching, and , a

place), the environs of a city, a suburb.

atta, s. (from ye , a city, and tta, a drawing), the en-

virons of a city from which all things are drawn for its

supply.

*tat, a . (from ye , a city, and , a bottom), near or

bordering on a city.

* ?, s. (from , a city, and li, protection), a wall

or ditch round a city.

xt, a. (from , a city, and , a side , border.

ing on a city.

* IT , s. (from e , a city, and JS , change), the expul

sion of a person from a city and sending him to ano

ther,

a . s . (from Je , the change of a city), the exil

ing of a person from one city to another.

Alcși , a. (from , a city, and ( 5 ), surrounding), sure

rounding a city.
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Hemavazist, a. (from gå , a city , and ca&aatika, surround-

ing), surrounding a city.

* , 8. (from , a city, and 11, to stand), situated in a

city.

Beguiì, a. (from , a city, and if , stoying), staying

or continuing in a city.

*ca , a. (from re*, a city, and f45, situated) , situated

in a city.

Heal, a . (from J4 , a city), urban, belonging to a city.

* , a. (from e , a city) , city, urban.

*t , s. (from *a , the name of a species of tree), the name

of a species of tree, (Mimosa Suma.)

* ætt, s. (from , the name ofa tree, and iti, thorn),

the name of a tree , (Mimosa Suma.)

, an imitative sound used to express a wheezing

noise in the throat.

ata , s . (from , Indra, and ct , an insect) , the

lady bird or Coccinella.

tar, s . (from , a shell) , a shell.

ft , s. (from fat, a hag , a hag, afemale goblin , an

apparition, a slovenly woman.

tatt , s. (from * , a shell), an ornament made of shell for

the wrists ofwomen.

tata , s . (from * , a shell ) , a shell cutter.

tata, s. (from tartet , a shell-cutter,and arts, a saw),

a dilemma, a shell cutter's saw.

faat, s. (from fat, a goblin), a goblin or spectre.

ta , a . (from , a shell), testaceous.

15 , s. (from 5, to accumulate), the lowermost of two

bamboo laths which are tied one above and the other

beneath the rafters of a thatched roof.

t , s . (from , grain , fruit, grain, the kernel offruit,

the nutritious part of grain or fruits.

ta, s. (from * , to be able), a pot herb, an esculent vege-

table. The Teak tree, (Tectona grandis ; ) one of the fa-

buled continents in Hindoo Geography ; an era dated

from the reign of some renowned prince.

fax, a. (from , a bird), the occult sciences.

E, s. (from * , power) , a worshipper of the idol Kalee.

* f , a . (from F, ajavelin), fighting with javelins.

tart s. (from , to pervade), a branch, a bough, the phi-

losophy of the veda which is taught in any particular

school , a treatise on prognostics..

t , a. (from tag, the end of a branch, and , to

produce), produced at the end of a branch, terminal ,

(terminalis . )

*¡¡ata, a. (from * tt, a branch, and , to produce), grow-

ing out of a main branch as is the case with certain

flowers and leaves, (rameus also gemmiparus. )

*tta , s. (from , a branch, and asta, a city), a su-

burb.

tartast , s. (from tatt, a branch, and ast, a deer), a mon-

key.

ન
* tate , a. (from ti, a branch, and at , embracing),

stem-embracing (amplexicaulis. )

arte , s . (from ta , a branch, and z , to surround ,

the name of a small tree, (Trophis aspera. )

tuletantial, a. (from watatu , producing branches,

and , a branch), having proliferous stems.

*tifta, 8. from tf , a particular plant, and t , an edi-

ble plant , the name of an edible plant or potherb,

(Achyranthes triandra. )

te , s . (from , to move), a garment worn by the Hindo

women as a kind of petticoat.

ta, s. (from Sattin , Sattin..

tate, s. (from ttr , deceit. The last member of this word

is only arhyme to the first) , an artifice.

witt , s. (from it, deceitful , deceit, a trick, collusion, craf-

tiness .

. s. (from 187, deceit, and at , display , a ma-

nifestation of deceit.

* t , a. (from witt , deceit, and , displaying ,

manifesting deceit.

tata, s. (from 187, deceit, and arts, practice), the

practice of deceit.

tits , s . (from it , deceit, and 574, conduct , a course

of deceit.

tata , a. (from wit , deceit, and tf , practising,

practising deceit.

* 1, s. (from it , the name of a particular kind of

tree), the name of a species of tree, (Trophis aspera ; )

sound, speech.

*iṣtātā, s. (from 151 , a sort oftree, and sitä, a plant), the

name of a species of tree, (Trophis aspera. )

* tfs, s. (from it , a woman's garment), a woman's gar

ment answering the purpose of a petticoat.

*ta, s. ( from *ta, rushy Crotolaria), the name of a particu

lar description of cloth ; a. made of the fibres of rushy

Crotolaria.

*ifs , a . (from * , the name ofa sage), descended from

or belonging to the sage Shun tila .

, s. (from , an enemy), enmity, hatred, strife, op-

position.

*tatza851, s. (from *t , white, and c₹851, a particular kind
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ofplant), the name of a very beautiful climbing plant a

native of the forests North East of Bengal, (Melodinus

monogynus.)

tal , a. (from 3, white) , white.

tata , s. (from 1, white, and 1 , the Rose hibiscus),

the single white variety of the Syrian Hibiscus, ( Hibis-

cus syriacus. )

Hati , s.(from that , while, and tf , the name ofa plant),

the name of an ornamental plant, (Barleria dichotoma . )

শাদাআবাইপুলি, 6. from শাদা, white , and জামাইপুলি, a sort of

kidney bean), a var iety ofthe Bengal kidney bean, (Do-

lichos lignosus, var, 3.)

*tatas, s. (from 1 , white, and of , a sort ofbird , the

-name of a bird ofthe grossbeak genus, (Loxia Totta.)

1, s. (from it , white, and 51 , the thorn apple),

the name ofa species of the thorn apple, Datura Stra-

monium.)

tatabla , s . (from 1 , white, and at , Amaranthus) , the

name of a species of edible plant, (Amaranthus olera-

ceus.)

intas, s. (from 1 , white, and zfa, a climber) , the name

of a climbing plant, (Asclepias pseudasarsa .)

trata, s. (from 1 , white, and taxa , a species

of small plant), the name of a small plant or weed ,

(Phyllanthus Niruri.)

➡ial, s. (from gəl , joy), a marriage.

tą, v . a . (from " ta, to sharpen , to sharpen an edge tool,

to whet, to grind.

*ta, s. (from * , to whet), the whetting or grinding of a

tool, a paved floor, a flat vessel of coarse earthen ware

resembling a plate ; a . small. Constructed with ', to

give, this word means to whet or grind, to sharpen, to

polish.

#taæ, s. (from wit , a plate), an earthen dish or plate used

byMoosulmans at their meals.

1, 8. (from ta, little, and 1 , a species ofshrub),

(Carissa diffusa.)

taat, s. (from ta, a plate) , an earthen dish or plate used

by Moosulmans at their meal.

fixatâia, s . (from 7, a pavement, and at , a binding),

the paving of a floor, a pavement.

tatati , s. (from , a parement, and , a

wharf), a paved wharf or landing place on a river or

pond.

ta , s. (from t , the whetting oftools, and f , a

stone), a whetstone.

1, s. (from * d , the Indian flax), a weaver's slay.

fa , a. (from 1 , to whet), whetted, ground, sharpened.

.

* ia, s . (from * , to be tranquil) , tranquil, at rest, peacea

ble, allayed, appeased, calm, quiet.

* ifs, s . (from * , to be tranquil), tranquillity, calmness,

quietaress, rest, peace.

fs , a . (from , tranquillity, and , to make), tran-

quillizing, calming, quieting, appeasing, soothing.

ifs , a. (from tf , tranquillity, and 4 , means) ,

effected by means of tranquillity ; ad. by means of

tranquillity.

fata , a. (from wife, tranquillity, and at , doing);

tranquillizing, calming , quieting, appeasing, soothing.

tatal, a. (from life, tranquillity, and fa7, doing),

tranquillizing, calming, quieting, appeasing, soothing.

38, a. (from wife, tranquillity, and 7 , producing),

producing peace or tranquillity, causing quietness .

*if¿ñãï, « . (from *†f³, tranquillity , and 45, producible),

producible by or arising from peace or tranquillity.

33 , ad. (loc. case of tif ), for peace or tranquil-

lity.

, s. (from fe, tranquillity, and , water), water

consecrated by religious formulas and employed in pu-

rification, holy water.

fs , a. (from tts, tranquillity, and at, to give), giving

peace or tranquillity.

ttt1, s. (from fa, tranquillity, and at , a giver), a per

son who gives peace or tranquillity.

* tfentpæ, a . (from ſé, tranquillity , and tṣ☎, giving),

giving peace or tranquillity.

#tifontsì, a. (from tfs, tranquillity, and tf , giving),

giving peace or tranquillity.

fatat, a . (from tfs, tranquillity , and , a door), by

or through tranquillity or peace.

*ifafafase, a (from *ifs , tranquillity, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from peace or tranquillity ; ad.

from or because of peace or tranquillity.

fafafa13, ad. (from ifs, tranquillity, and fa , a cause),

for the purpose ofpeace or tranquillity.

*t , a. (from ifs, tranquillity, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from peace or tranquillity ; ad. by

or through peace or tranquillity.

ff , a. (from tifs, tranquillity, and fax, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to tranquillity or

peace.

* . a. (from ifs, tranquillity, and F, caused by),'

caused by or arising from peace or tranquillity ; ad.

from or because of peace or tranquillity.

*tfefeat , ad. (from tfs, tranquillity, and (151, without),

without or beside peace or tranquillity.
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wtfafafa, a. (from » ifs, tranquillity, and fafa , possessed | atel, a. (from it, a curse, and atfpz, giving), dealing

of), possessed of quietness or tranquillity, quiet, tran-

quil , placid, calm.

fat , a. (from tfs, tranquillity, and faxa , destitute),

destitute of peace or tranquillity.

toufala , a. from t , tranquillity, and 21f3fts, ex-

cepted , peace or tranquillity excepted .

teafareæ, s. (from is, tranquillity, and afsige, an

exception), the exception of peace or tranquillity.

#tifoarfstate, ad. (loc . case off , with the excep-

tion of peace or tranquillity.

ifarts, s. (from tfs, tranquillity, and stats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to peace or tranquillity.

wifeants , a. (from ts, tranquillity , and ztate, ob-

struc ing , operating as an obstacle to peace or tran-

quillity.

fofea, a. (from if , tranquillity, and f5a, separate), se-

parate or distinct from peace or tranquillity ;, ad. be-

side peace or tranquillity.

, a. (from [s, tranquillity, and F, joined , con-

nected with quietness or tranquillity, quiet, tranquil,

calm , placid.

wife , a. (from #ifs, tranquillity, and 3, destitute),

destitute of quietness or tranquillity.

* ife , a. (from tifs, tranquillity, and t1, empty), des-

titute of quietness or tranquillity.

ifs , a. (from *¡[3, tranquillity, and 7, destitule), des-

titute of quietness or tranquillity.

ties , a. (from f , tranquillity, and (₹3 , a cause),

caused by or arising from peace or tranquillity ; ad

from or because of peace or tranquillity.

, v. a . (from , to curse), to curec.

*ƒ¡ , s. (from **t, to curse), a curse, an imprecation. This

word constructed with , to give, means to curse.

, a . (from , a curse, and 3 , swallowed , involved

in or lying under a curse.

* 1 , a. (from , a curse, and 513, fallen from), res-

cued or delivered from a curse.

, a. (from it, a curse, and , producing), pro-

ducing a curse or execration,

, a. (from 4, a curse, and I, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a curse..

on.

, ad, (loc. case of 1957 ), for a curse or execrati-

* 13), s . (from , a curse, and ɩtą, a giver), a person

who deals out curses.

#inkta , a. (from it, a curse, and t , giving), dealing

out curses,

out curses.

fd , a. (from it, a curse, and fax , causing to

cease , putting an end to the effects of a curse.

*¡¡ fatge, a, (from * , a curse, and faxta , preventing),

preventing or resisting the effects of a curse.

* tafaatad , s. (from * , a curse, and fata , u preventing),

the preventing or resisting of a curse.

*tafazie, s. (from 4, a curse, and fifa, cessation), the

cessation or prevention of a curse.

ff , a . (from it , a curse, and fas, a cause) , caus.

ed by or arising from a curse; ad. from or because of a

curse.

*tafa , ad: (from it, a curse, and fa , a cause) , for

a. curse or malediction .

* , a. (from , a curse, and before) , preceded

by or arising from a curse ; ad. by or through a curse.

*† ¾× ™, a. (from * , a curse, and F, caused by), caus➡

ed by or arising from a curse ; ad. from or because of

a curse.

8 , s. (from , a curse, and 183, a word), a curse, a

maledictory sentence..

, s. (from ttt, a curse, and at , a word), a curse,

a maledictory sentence .

tatt, s. (from , a curse, and atſt, a word) , a curse, a

maledictory sentence..

fat, ad. (from tt, a curse, and fat , without), without

or beside a curse.

*****, ɑ. (from it, a curse, and fx , freed), liberat,

ed from a curse.

*tle, a. (from it, a curse, and facts , liberating) .

liberating from a curse ; s. a person who liberates an-

other from a curse.

*;daja, s. (from tt, a curse, and fats , a liberal-

ing) , the liberating of a person from a curse.

ta , a . (from it, a curse, and faf , possessed of).

cursed, lying under a curse.

fit , a. (from tit,, a curse, and faxta, destitute), free

from a curse.

attoo , a from tit, a curse, and 3 , excep'ad,

a malediction excepted.

*itafsia , s. (from , a curse, and afsta , in excepti

on), the exception of a curse,

fs , ad. (loc. case off , with the excep

tion of a curse, without or beside a curse.

*Hafsa, a (from , a curse, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from a curse or malediction ; ad. beside a

curse or malediction.
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45 , a . from **, a curse, and , fallen from), fallen

or ruined by a curse.

***, ɑ . ( from * , a curse, and , liberated ), liberated

from a curse.

Hawtɔæ, a. (from †, a curse, and catɛ* , liberating), res-

cuing or freeing from a curse ; s. a person who delivers

another from a curse .

17, s. (from 1 , a curse, and cat , a liberating) ,

the liberating of a person from a curse .

, a . ( from , a curse, aud 1 , joined), connected

with a curse, cursed.

, a. (from , a curse, and af , destitute), free

from a curse.

, a . (from , a curse, and , emply), free from

a curse .

, a. (from , a curse, and , destitute), free from

a curse.

, a. (from , a curse, and ( 5, a cause), caused by

or arising from a curse ; ad. from or because of a curse.

tt , s. (from Я, a curse , and , an end) , the end or

termination of a curse.

Ta, s. (from ¹, an iron crow), an iron bar or crow,

attata, s. (from sabao , Port, soap), soap.

, s. (from gl , testimony), testimony, a proof or evi-

dence.

, . (from wą, a werd), sonorous, sounding, belonging

to a noun, nominal ; s. Suruswutee the goddess of

speech or eloquence,

ata, s. (from , belonging to a noun, and cat , know-

ledge), a knowledge of words.

tifge, a. (from , a sound), connected with or belong-

ing to sounds or words ,

fa , s. (from , a snail , the name of a species of

heron which feeds on snails, (Ardea cinerea. )

' ,
#ttansia , s. (from it , black, and at , a species ofbird),

the name of a species of bird, (Turdus roseus.)

wizat, a. (from it , black), dirty, dingy.

tta , s . (from tita, black), the name of a species of song

bird, (Turdus macrourus) ; mouldiness ; also the name

of two species of grass, (Panicum frumentaceum and co-

lonum.)

tatata, s. (from it , a species ofgrass, and at , grass),

the name of two species of grass , (Panicum frumenta-

ceum and colonum .)

tatata, s. (from ¿y , a candle, and 's, holding), a can-

dlestick.

tataft , s . (from tit , black, and attal, a bird) , a species

of song bird, Turdus macrourus . )

*Mai.

11, s. (from sil , an awning), an awning, a ca

nopy.

fam, s. (from Jo , joined , conuected with, included

in, belonging to, joined with.

*T , 8. (from , a snail), a snail, the large Indian

snail, (Helix ampullacea.)

The word istant , a. (from . Autumn), Autumnal.

usually employed as the adjective of the worship ofthe

chief goddesses and especially that of Doorga.

ta , s. (from , to injure) , the name of a bird, (Gracula

religiosa ;) also the name of another bird , (Turdus Sali-

ka.)

* ifa™, a. (from at , the body), bodily, corporeal , mate-

rial.

a. (from , a horn , horn, corneous.

E, s. (from , corneous , and T , skin), in anatomy

the cornea.

, s. (from , to injure), a tiger.

ti , s. (from , to go), the name of a very useful timber

tree, (Shorea robusta), a gallows, an edifice, the name of

a particular species of fish (Ophiocephalus Wrahl, Ha-

milton's fishes of the Ganges) ; a shawl, a kind of wool-

len cloth , a stake on which criminals are impaled , the

remains of the leaves on the Phoenix sylvestris.

tætgi, s. ( from , a stake, and i , a thorn), the re-

mains ofthe foot stalks of the leaves of Phoenix syl

vestris which resemble very strong thorns.

ta , s. from , a Shala tree , and , a leaf) , the name

of a plant, Hedysarum gangeticum , )

metal, s. (from gangetic Hedysarum), the gange-

tic Hedysarum, (Hedysarum gangeticum.)

, s. (from , the name of a fish, and atâ, a fish),

the name of a species of fish common in the Ganges

and its branches, (Ophiocephalus Wrabl, Hamilton's

Gangetic fishes .)

, s . (from , the Shala tree, and itatzat,

a species of shrub , the name of a species of shrub or

small tree, (Mimosa tomentosa .)

1 , s . (from , to go), a house, a hall, aroom, the large

branch of a tree, a wife's brother.

t , s. (from , the name of a tree), the name of the

tree which produces frankincense, (Boswellia thurifera. )

†† 5 , s . (from ¡m), a wife's brother, and Siyi, a wife) , a

wife's brother's wife.

attaifa , s . (from ti, a wife's brother, andf , a daughter),

a wife's brother's daughter.

*tatti, s . (from ta , a wife's brother, and , a son),

a wife's brother's son ,

Kkkkkkk2
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fa, s. (from ta, to move), a particular variety of rice.

ata , s. (from J , a year), annual, yearly.

fa , s. (from * , the name of a bird), the name of a

common bird, (Turdus Salica . )

* a, s. (from why, three, 5, an arbitrator) , a me-

diator, an arbitrator, a third person, an umpire.

fil, s. (from E , an arbitrator), arbitration.

at, a. (from f , inclined to), inclined to , tending to-

wards, having a bias toward a particular thing; s. a wife's

sister.

, s . (from , to move), the tuberous root of the lo-

tus or water-lily, (Nymphæa Lotus .)

st, s. (from ta, a Shala tree), a canoe made from a

Shala tree.

, s. (from , the silk cotton tree), the name of one

of the fabled continents of the Hindoos placed on the

border of the ocean of curds.

ta, s. (from it , exuding, and am, filth), the silk cotton

tree, (Bombax heptaphylla.)

fan , s. (from H , the silk cotton tree, and 1 , a

continent), the name of one of the fabled con tinents of

the Hindoos.

st , s. (from , a wife's mother), a wife's mother.

1511, a. (from 1, a wife's mother), criminally inti-

mate with a wife's mother. The word is generally used

as a vulgar term of reproach.

ta, v. a (from ta, to discipline), to discipline, to reprove,

to correct, to punish.

† , s . ( from * , to discipline), the exercising of disci-

pline, the governing of a country or family, the police

of a city or country, the administration of correction,

the issuing of a command. Constructed with to do,

this word means to discipline, to correct, to command.

*ja « , a. (from 55, discipline, and 77 , means), effect-

ed by means of discipline or correction ; ad. by means

of discipline or correction .

ta , s. (from discipline, and at, a doer,, a per-

son who maintains discipline, a corrector.

#jazæfṛæ, a. (from 157, discipline, and etxe, doing), ex-

ercising discipline or correction.

taat , a. (from t , discipline, and atfa, doing), ex-

ercising discipline or correction.

, a. (from 3, discipline, and , producing),

producing or causing discipline or correction.

† , α (from 7, discipline, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from discipline or correction .

35 , ad. (loc. case of ), for the purpose of dis-

cipline or correction.

* Ħaigi, ad. (from taa, discipline, and ɛty, a door), by

or through discipline or correction.

*tasfacés, a. (from 1 , discipline, and fas, causing

to cease), putting a stop to discipline or correction.

tafact , a. (from * , discipline, and factam, pre-

venting), preventing discipline or correction.

*tata, s. (from t , discipline, and faztea, a pre-

venting), the preventing of discipline or correction.

#tazfäqf³, s. (from , discipline, and faza, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of discipline or correcti-

on.

*t , a . (from tta , discipline, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from discipline or correction ; ad.

from or because of discipline or correction .

, ad. (from ta , discipline, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of discipline or correction.

* a. (from 5 , discipline, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from discipline or correction ; ad.

by or through discipline or correction.

द
*tage, a. (fiom , discipline, and AE, op-

posing), obstructing discipline or correction .

ta , a. (from tt , discipline, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from discipline or correction ; ad.

from or because of discipline or correction.

*tas, a. (from , correction, and
3, avoided),

not corrected, undisciplined, destitute of discipline or

correction, discipline or correction excepted.

ta , a. (from 5, discipline, and a , increasing),

increasing discipline or correction.

, s . (from . , discipline, and a , an increas

ing , the increasing of discipline or correction .

afat, ad. (from 1 , discipline, and fan , without),

without or beside discipline or correction.

taff , a. (from ta , discipline, and fait possessed

of , policed, disciplined, governed, corrected.

* taafexta, a. (from 7, discipline, and f4x7, destitute),

destitute of discipline or correction.

*taazā, s. (from , discipline, and af , increase), the

increase of discipline or correction.

* t , a. (from t , discipline, and afsige, ex-

cepted), discipline or correction excepted .

শাসনব্যতিরেক, s. (from শাসন, discipline, and ব্যতিরেক, area-

ception), the exception of discipline or correction.

#taafsue, ad. (loc. case of aufge), with the ex-

ception of discipline or correction, without or beside

discipline or correction.

tatt , s. (from ti , discipline, and as an ob

stacle), an obstacle to discipline or correction.
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#taateise, a. (from tax , discipline, and tat , ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to discipline or cor-

rection.

8 , s. (from t , discipline, and 5k, a breaking),

an interruption to discipline or correction , the render-

ing of discipline or correction void or useless .

issa , a . (from *t , discipline, and 53 , breaking),

interrupting discipline or correction , making discipline

or correction useless .

taafea, a. (from , discipline, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from discipline or correction ; ad.

beside discipline or correction.

ĦĦ-TA☎, a. (from t , discipline, and T , a roct), ground-

ed on or arising from discipline or correction.

, a . (from 1 , discipline, and 4 , joined) , con-

nected with discipline or correction.

talæst , a . (from , discipline, and casts, worthy),

worthy or capable of discipline or correction, discipli

nable, corrigible.

tafe, a. (from ta , correction, and af , destitute) ,

destitute ofdiscipline or police.

* , ɑ. (from ta , discipline, and , empty', des-

titute of discipline or correction.

ìa, a. (from t , discipline, and F , destitute), des-

titute of discipline or correction.

*tangge, a. (from 7, discipline, and 3, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from discipline or correction ; ad.

from or because of discipline or correction .

*tatæti, s. (from 57 , discipline, and atti, desire),

a desire for discipline or correction.

tag , a. (from * t , discipline, and atta, desir-

ous), desirous of discipline or correction.

„izata , a . (from 7, discipline, and 4 , unfit), unfit

for or undeserving of discipline or correction.

tatta, s. (from tt , discipline, and afsata, desire),

a desire for discipline or correction.

tsatsata), a. (from * t , discipline, and fatfa , de-

sirous , desirous of discipline or correction .

Hastatsr, e. (from *t , discipline, and tsti, unwor-

thy , unfit for or unworthy of discipline or correction .

itat , a. (from . discipline, and af , desirous), de-

sirous of discipline or correction.

taat , ad. from * t , discipline, and , an object , for

the purpose of discipline or correction.

tante, a. (from ta , discipline, and , fil), fit for or

deserving of discipline or correction.

tata, a. (from , to discipline), capable of being dis-

ciplined , corrigible, punishable,

softer.

, s. (from ta , discipline, and i , desire) , a de-

sire for discipline or correction.

a. (from t , discipline, and desirous), desir

ous of discipline or correction .

, a. (from * , discipline, and F , desirous) , de-

sirous of discipline or correction .

ta , v. a. (from , to discipline), to discipline, to re-

prove, to correct, to punish.

atata, s. (from ai, to correct) , a disciplining, a reprov .

ing or correcting, the punishing of a person,

tata, s . (from * , to discipline , correction, discipline.

* f , a. (from *t to discipline), disciplined, controuled,

corrected, punished .

*tti , s . (from , to discipline ) , a person who exercises

discipline or controul, a person who corrects or pu

nishes.

wtf , s . (from wt , to discipline ), discipline, correction,

chastisement, punishment.

1 , s. (from tfs, correction, and , a doer), a per-

son who exercises discipline, a person who corrects or

punishes.

*ttfate, a . (from life, correction, and at , doing), ex-

ercising discipline, inflicting correction orpunishment.

শান্তিকারী, a. (from শান্তি, correction, and কারিন. doing), ex-

ercising discipline, inflicting correction or punishment.

far, a. (from tif , correction, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from correction or punish

ment.

শান্তিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of শাস্তিজন্য) , for correction or pu-

nishment.

* t {æntol, s. (from if , correction, and at , a giver), the

giver ofcorrection or punishment.

*tifɛntgæ, ɑ . (from if , correction, and at , giving),

giving correction or punishment.

* ifææti, a. (from *tif , correction, and tf , giving), gir-

ing correction or punishment.

*ttfafafayæ, a . (from if , correction, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from correction or punishment ;

ad. from or because of correction or punishment.

*ifefafie, ad. (from tf , correction , and fifis, a cause),

for correction or punishment.

#ife , a . (from if , correction, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from correction or punishment ;

ad, by or through correction or punishment.

শাস্তিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from শাf correction, and প্রতিবন্ধক, obe

structing), obstructing or hindering correction or pu

nishment.

Hifex , a . (from wife, correction, and 2 , caused by ,̀
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wite.

caused by or arising from correction or punishment ;

ad. from or because ofcorrection or punishment.

wift, ad. (from 3, correction, and fant, without),

without or beside correction or punishment.

wifefa , a. (from tf . discipline, and fat , possessed

of, disciplinary, corrective, punitive.

mifofagia, a. (from discipline, and fast , desti'ute),

destitute of correction, free from punishment.

tuff , a. (from , correction, and fofs, ex-

cepted), correction or punishment excepted.

Hifeuferaæ, s. (from *ifs, correction , and asfolge, an ex-

ception) , the exception of correction or punishment.

* ifazifixi , ad. (loc . case of if uſ33 ) , with the excep-

tion ofcorrection or punishment, without or beside cor-

rection or punishment.

ifts, a. (from * f , correction, and 11t3, an obslä-

cle), an obstacle to correction or punishment.

feutate , a. (from it , correction, and zitatea, ob-

structing) , operating as an obstacle to correction or

punishment.

fee , a . (from fe, correction, and fea, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from correction or discipline.

, a. (from fe, correction, and F, joined) , connect.

ed with correction or punishment, disciplinary, cor-

rective, castigatory, punitive.

fas , a. (from tf , correction, and cœtsts , worthy),

worthy of or deserving correction or punishment.

was , a. (from fa, correction, and as, destitute),

destitute ofcorrection, free from punishment.

*ietai, a. (from #ife, correction, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of correction, fice from punishment.

, a. (from tifs, correction, and T , destitute) , des-

titute ofcorrection , free from punishment,

***, a. (from if , correction, and a cause),

caused by or arising from correction or punishment ;

ad. from or because of correction or punishment.

*isig, a. (from *1f3, correction, and g ,́ worthy), deserv-

ing of correction, worthy of punishment.

, s . (from , to govern), a law, a rule for acquiring any

science, a book of laws or maxims, a treatise upon any

particular topic, a book of real or supposed divine au-

thority, a science.

* TI, a. (from i , a law, and , to do), writing or com-

posing a book of reputed divine authority.

, a. (from a law , and axa, an instrument), ef-

fected by means of a law orbook esteemed sacred ; ad.

by means of a law or book esteemed sacred.

s. (from a law, and , a doer), a person who

四

writes or composes books on scientific subjects, the au

thor ofthe sacred books of the Hindoos.

** ;, a (from , a law , and ☎tæ, doing) , writing or

composing the books reputed sacred ; s. the author of

a book esteemed of divine authority.

HiSeiì, a. (from , a law, and ifa , doing , writing of

composing the books which are esteemed sacred .

, a. (from a law, and an eminent , eminent

in the knowledge of the authorized rules of science of

the books esteemed divine.

, a . (from , a law, and , to do), writing or com

posing a book of reputed divine authority,

, a . (from 1 , a law, and fʊ , thinking), think-

ing upon the authorized rules of science, thinking up.

on the books esteemed divine .

*12637, s. (from i , a law, and (587 , a thinking), a thinks

ing or reflecting upon the books esteemed divine.

fet, s. from , a law, and fs81 , thought ), thought or

meditation upon authorized rules of science or books

esteemed divine .

, a. (from a law, and 3, producible) , produ

cible by or arising from authorized rules of science or

from books esteemed divine.

al , ed. (loc. case of 1 ), for authorized rules of

science, for books esteemed divine.

a. (from , a law , and 1 , to know), acquainted

with the rules of a science, acquainted with books of

divine authority.

31, s. (from , acquainted with science), an ac

quaintance with science or the books reputed divine."

HI , s. (from , acquainted with science , an ac

quaintance with science or books reputed divine.

*i¤131, s . (from * , a law, and at , one who kunes,, ♣

person who knows the authorized rules of science or

the books esteemed divine.

* ta, s. (from , a law, and † , knowledge), a know.

dedge of the authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

*i* t* , a, (from is a law, and sit , making known',

making known the authorized rules of science or the

books esteemed divine.

is te , s. (from * t , a law, and 197, a making known',

the makingknown of the authorized rules of science

or of the books esteemed divine.

13af31, s. (from , a law, and af , one who

makes known), a person who makes known the autho-

rized rules of science or the books esteemed divine.

* 3 , s. (from it , a law , and , reality), the truths or
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realities taught in the authorized rules of science orthe

books esteemed divine.

3 , a. (from , the truths of the shastras, and

, to know), acquainted with the truths contained in

the authorized rules of science or the books esteemed

divine.

( 31, s . (from * , the truth of the shastras , and

, one who knows), a person who knows the truth or

reality of the authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

tt , a. (from tas , the truths of the shastras, and

xứ, an object), the object or true intent of the truths

taught in the authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

tu , s. (from the object of the truths

of the shastras, and cas, one who knows), a person who

kuows the object or true intent of the truths taught in

the authorized rules of science or the books esteemed

divine.

tate , s. (from , a law, and t , a scope), the

scope or meaning of the books reputed sacred or of

authorized rules of science.

, a (from ta , a law, and f , seeing), seeing or

shewing the authorized rules of science or the books

estecmed divine .

, s . (from ta, a law, and f , a seeing) , the seeing

or shewing of the authorized rules of science or the

books esteemed divine.

a. (from *t , a law , and af , seeing) , seeing the

authorized rules of science or the books esteemed di-

vine..

1, ad. (from tt , a law , and at , a door), by or

through the approved rules of science or the books es-

teemed divine..

, a. (from , a law, and f , reproaching , re.

viling or blaspheming the books reputed sacred or the

authorized rules of science..

, s. (from , a law, and fat, a reproach), a re-

viling or blaspheming of the books esteemed sacred or

the authorized rules of science..

tafa , a. (from 1 , a law, and fa , eminent), eminent

in a knowledge of the authorized rules of science or

the books esteemed divine.

afaris, a. (from * , a law, and fade, causing to crase),

obstructing the authority or rescinding the books es-

teemed divine, rescinding the authorized rules of sci-

ence.

fate, e . (from , a law, and fats, preventing),

preventing or resisting the use of the books esteemed

divine, resisting the authorized rules of science.

iata , s. (from it , a law , and fixta , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of the use of the books es-

teeured divine, a resisting of the authorized rules of

science.

taffs , s. (from t , a law, and faf , cessation ), the

cessation of the books esteemed divine, the cessation

of the authorized rules of science.

tafa , a: (from t , a law , and fifa , a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from the books esteemed divine or the

authorized rules of science ; ad. from or because of the

books esteemed divine or the authorized rules of

science.

* , ad. (from it , a law, and ff , a cause), for

the books esteemed of divine authority or the autho-

rized rules of science.

* 48, a. (from * , a law, and eminent), eminent in

a knowledge of the authorized rules of science or the

books esteemed divine..

31 , a . (from tt , a law, and at, averse),

averse to the authorized rules of science or the books

reputed divine.

, a . (from , a law, and Я , keeping), keeping

or regarding the books esteemed of divine authority.

or the authorized rules of science.

*täЯti, s. (from a law, and , a keeping), the

keeping or regarding of the books esteemed of divine

authority or the authorized rules of science.

* , a. (from , a law , and , before) , preceded by

or arising from the books esteemed divine or the au-

thorized rules of science ; ad, by or through the books

esteemed divine or the authorized rules of science.

, a . (from ta, a law, andP , causedby) , causedby

or arising from the books esteemed divine or the autho-

rized rules of science ; ad, from or because of the books

esteemed divine or the authorized rules of science,

, . (from 1 , a law, and , a topic), the topics

or things treated of in the books of science or of reput

ed divine authority, the books of reputed divine autho

rity or the rules of science considered as a topie of

conversation.

, s . (from a low, and as a speaker), a person

who speaks of or explains the books esteemed of di

vine authority or the authorized rules of science.

fs, a . (from * a law, and ī{255, excluded), not

included in or supported by the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine.
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wgafant, a. (from a divine law, and x , averse),

lawless , licentious,

15 , a. from , a law, and ais , speaking ), expres

sing the rules or sentiments contained in the books es-

teemed divine or the authorized rules of science.

fe, a . (from , a law, and fan, to know), acquaint-

ed with the books esteemed divine or the authorized

rules of science.

fat, ad. (from , a law, and f1, without), without

or beside the books esteemed of divine authority or the

authorized rules of science.

, a . (from i , a law , and fa , opposed to), con-

trary to the books accounted divine or the authorized

rules of science.

1 , s. (from , a law, and ferais, opposition) , op-

position or contrariety to the books esteemed divine or

the authorized rules of science.

tean, a . (from i , a late, andfata , eminent , emi-

nent in a knowledge of the authorized rules of science

or the books esteemed divine.

E , s. (from i , a law, and ( 3, one who knows), one

acquainted with books of real or pretended divine au-

thority, one who knows the authorized rules ofscience,

a philosopher.

tata , s . (from t , a law, and at , one who knows),

one who knows the authorized rules of science or the

books esteemed diviue.

Ha , s. (from tt , a law, and cat , knowledge) , a know-

ledge of the authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

at , a. (from t , a laze, and cat , knowing), know-

ing the authorized rules of science or the books esteem-

ed divine.

, s. (from , a law, and ¤, a violation), a

violation ofthe authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

us , a. from , a law, and zra , excepted),

the authorized rules of science or books esteemed di-

vine excepted.

ista , s. (from , a law, and ifta , an excepti

on), the exception of the authorized rules of science or

the books esteemed divine.

tufa , ad. (loc. case of us ), with the excep-

tion of the authorized rules of science or the books es-

teemed divine, without or beside the authorized rules

of science or the books esteemed divine.

ata , s. (from , a law, aud Mats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to the authorized rules of science or the

books esteemed divine.

* SE, «. (from a law, and te:33, obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine.

, a. (from , a law, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from the approved rules of science or the

books esteemed divine ; ad beside the approved rules

of science or the books esteemed divine .

, a. (from it , a law, and as, approved), approved

bythe authorized rules of science or the books esteca-

ed divine.

, a. (from , a law , and , a roof) , grounded

upon or originating from the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine .

HA³, a. (from t , a law, and 43 , approved), approv

ed by the authorized rules of science or the books es

teemed divine.

*ias, a. (from tt , a law, and fas, accomplished), prov

ed or established by the authorized rules of science or

the books esteemed divine.

, a. (from , a law, and a cause), caused

by or arising from the authorized rules of science or

the books accounted divine ; ad from or because of the

authorized rules of science or the books accounted di.

vine.

tifs , s. (from , a law , and of

a transgressing of the authorized

the books esteemed divine.

a transgression),

rules of science or

1 , a reading), the
, s. (from i , a law, and

reading or studying of the authorized rules of science

or the books esteemed divine.

a. from , a law, and arts , causing to

read), causing to read or study the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine ; s . a person who

gives lectures on or teaches the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine.

শাস্ত্রাধ্যাপনা, ৪. (from শাস্ত্র a law, and অধ্যাপনা, a causing

to read), a lecturing on or causing others to read or

study the authorized rules of science or the books es

teemed divine .

*††ĦNTG1, s. (from , a law, and wi713, a student), a

person who reads or studies the authorized books of

science or the books esteemed divine.

taut , a. (from , a law, and af ,following ,

following upon or corresponding with the authorized

rules of science or the books esteemed divine.

ta , s . (from tt , a law, and , scrutiny), a
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itzant.

search after or scrutiny into the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine.

tazata , a. (from a law, and f , scru‘iniz-

ing), searching after or scrutinizing into the authoriz-

ed rules of science or the books esteemed divine.

ta , a . (from , a law, and af , scrutiniz

ing), searching after or scrutinizing into the authorized

rules of science or the books esteemed divine.

Hita, a. (from *t , a law, and tfs , following),

following upon or corresponding with the authorized

rules of science or the books esteemed divine.

tant , ad. (from , a law , and tz, a following).

according to or in consequence of the authorized rules

of science or the books esteemed divine.

Hisiae, a. (from i , a law, and ɩa , seeking), seek-

ingthe authorized rules of science or the books esteem-

ed divine.

, s. (from *t , a law, and Q , a seeking), a

seeking the authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

* , . (from t , a law , and safa , seeking), seek-

ing the authorized rules of science or the books esteem-

ed divine.

at , s . (from i , a law, and it, a denial), a de-

nial of the authorized rules of science or the books es-

teemed divine.

12, s. (from , a law, and , an object), the object

or true intent of the authorized rules of science or the

books esteemed divine.

túi , ad. (from , the object of the shastras,

and at , a following), according to or in conse-

quence of the object or true intent of the authorized

rules of science or the books esteemed divine.

Hiiuìy, a. (from *t , a law) , belonging to a book of real or

pretended divine authority, belonging to the authoriz-

ed rules of science.

tt , a. (from , a divine law, and , spoken), de-

clared in the books esteemed of divine authority, com-

manded or mentioned in the shastras, mentioned in the

authorized rules of science.

tet , s. (from , a law, and 8 , instruction), in-

struction in the authorized rules of science or the books

esteemed divine.

#iceca , a. (from , a law, and son , giving in-

struction), giving instruction in the authorized rules of

science or the books esteemed divine.

, s. (from ti , a law, and s an instructor).

Tiếp ).

a person who gives instruction in the authorized rulea

of science or the books esteemed divine.

*t , a. (from , to discipline), disciplinable, corrigible

punishable.

*te, s. (from ɛl , a king), a king.

tata), s . (from 8 (2, a king, aud selj, a son), a prince , a

king's son,

«igatal, s. (from slÿ, a king, and ș♪lj, a daughter), a pria.

cess.

tf , s . (from , a witness) , a witness.

fent , s . (from S , a witness), testimony.

ff , s. (from , the name ofa tree) , the name of a

small ornamental tree, (Nyctanthes arbor tristis .)

1, s. (from , the head, and , to fall), the name

ofa timber tree , (Dalbergia Sissoo .)

fut, s. (from ff , a golden ornament for theforehead,

and , a crown) , a wreath, a mitre.
14

fæ , s. (from 1 , a fibrous roo!), a fibrous root, the ori

gin of a family, the gums.

fa , s. (from , a particular officer), an officer ap-

pointed to collect the revenue from a certain division of

land.

fanta , s. (from , a particular officer), the office or

duties of a Shikdar.

fæi, s . (from 8 , a hawk), a hawk,

fata , s . (from , a chain) , a chain.

fa , s. (from Ji , a furbisher), a furbisher, a po

lisher.

fatti, a. (from fta , a chain, and atti , cutting), cut-

ting or breaking it's chain. The word is chiefly applied

to parrots which break or open the links of their chain.

fa , s . (from , broken , broken, disjointed .

fa, s. (from fter, a noosed rope), the ropes of a yoke
শিক্ষা,

made to carry a water pot as on a shelf, a small hang-

ing shelf suspended by a string.

tata, s. (from , a hunting) , a hunting, game.

Fætai, s. (from ¿ , game) , a hunter ; a. relating to hunt

ing.

fЯ1, s. (from fa, the head, and 1 , the foot), a horse's

rearing up. Constructed with , to do, this word means

to rear up.

~~ , s. (from * , to fall) , the string or rope fastened at

each end of a yoke or staff to carry burdens, a string

with a noose or other contrivance suspended in any

place on which articles are kept in safety.

fræ¶, a. (fromfær , a noosed string, and 1 , to stand), sus .

pended in a sling, situated on a sling or hanging shelf.

Lill
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4 .

fatta, a. (from " , a noosed string, and ifṛa, stay-

ing , continuing on a swing or hanging shelf.

fas, a. (from far, a noosed string, and 3, situated),

suspended in a sling, situated on a sling or hanging shelf.

, v. n. (from ſ , to learn), to learn, to acquire know-

ledge.

, s. (from , to learn), a learner, a teacher.

f1, s. (from fx, to learn), doctrine, instruction , teach-

ing. This word constructed with , to do, means to

learn ; with , to cause to do, it means to teach, to

instruct.

fatt , a. (from 1, doctrine, and agd , means), effect-

ed by teaching or doctrine ; ad by means of doctrine

or teaching.

fæ , s. (from f , instruction, and , a doer), a

learner, a student.

ftrag , s. (from f , doctrine, and attal , desire), a

desire for doctrine or instruction.

fatt , a. (from f , doctrine, and atet , desirous) ,

desirous of doctrine or instruction .

fat , s. (from f1, instruction , and at , a doer), a

teacher or instructor, a learner, a student.

fit, a. (fromFt, instruction, and aff , making),

learning, receiving instruction, instructive, communi-

cating instruction.

Fats , s. (from f , instruction, and gỡ, superior), a

tutor or instructor, a preceptor.

Fats , s. (from ft , instruction, and sd, areceiving),

the receiving of doctrine or instruction .

fatte, a. (from 1 , instruction, and g , receiving),

receiving doctrine or instruction ; s. a person who re-

ceives doctrine or instruction .

ft , a. (from [ , instruction, and gif , receiving),

receiving doctrine or instruction.

f , a. from f , instruction, and , producing),

producing instruction or doctrine.

tas, a . (from ft , instruction, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from instruction or doctrine,

fat , a. from f , instruction, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from instruction or doctrine.

ft , ad. loc. case off ), for instruction or doc-

trine.

fattats, a. (from ft, instruction , and t , produced),

produced by or arising from instruction or doctrine.

11, s. (from f , instruction, and 13, a giver), a

person who gives instruction, a person who publishes

doctrine.

fostset.

flat , a. (from 1 , instruction, and t , giring),

giving instruction, delivering doctrines.

#tatt̃, a. (from f , instruction , and tf , giving), giv

ing instruction, delivering doctrines.

ft , ad. (from fat , doc'rine, and t , u door), by or

through teaching or doctrine.

শিক্ষানিবর্ত্তক, a. (from শিক্ষা , instruction, and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to doctrine or instruction.

শিক্ষানিবারক, a. (from শিক্ষা , instruction , and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), resisting or preventing instruction or doctrine.

fata , s. (from fl, instruction, and fatad, a pre

venting), the resisting or preventing of instruction or

doctrine.

ffaf , s. (from 1, instruction, and faf , cessation),

the cessation or prevention of doctrine or instruction:

ftatfafie, a. (from f**1, instruction, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from doctrine or instruction ; al.

from or because of doctrine or instruction.

fffas, ad. (from f , instruction, and fifig, a cause),

for instruction, for doctrine.

শিক্ষানুরোধী, a. (from শিক্ষা, instruction, and অনুরোধিন, fa

vourable to), favourable or partial to doctrine or in-

struction.

fmætate , ad. (fromfl, instruction, and ua, parti-

alityfor), through partiality to or fondness of instruc-

tion or doctrine..

শিক্ষানুসারী , a. (from শিক্ষা , instruction, and অনুসারিন, follow-

ing), corresponding with or following upon doctrine

or instruction.

fattig, ad. (from 1, instruction, and at , a fol-

lowing), according to or in correspondence with doc-

trine or instruction .

tt , a. (from ft, instruction, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from doctrine or instruction ; ad

by or through doctrine or instruction,

শিক্ষাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from শিক্ষা , instruction, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering doctrine or instruc-

tion.

ft , a. (from 1 , instruction, and us, caused by ,

caused by or arising from doctrine or instruction ; ad.

from or because of doctrine or instruction.

fatta , ad. (from fx , instruction , and fe , without),

without or beside doctrine or instruction.

শিক্ষাব্যতিরিক্ত, ৫ ( from শিক্ষা, instruction , and বাতিরিক্ত, এ

cepted), doctrine or instruction excepted.

শিক্ষাব্যতিরেক, s. (from শিক্ষা , intruction, and ব্যতিরেক, (Net-

ception), the exception of doctrine or instruction.
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fata.

falsa , ad. (loc . case of starfs ) , with the ex-

ception of doctrine or instruction, without or beside.

doctrine or instruction.

শিক্ষাব্যাঘাত , s. (from শিক্ষা , instruction, and ব্যাঘাত, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to doctrine or instruction.

stutate, a . (from f , instruction, and tt , ob-

structing) , acting as an obstacle to doctrine or instruc-

tion.

tsa, a . (from , doctrine , and fa, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from teaching or doctrine ; ad. beside

teaching or doctrine.

fatata, s . (from 1, instruction , and sata, desire),

a desire for instruction or doctrine,

শিক্ষাভিলাষী, a. ( from শিক্ষা , instruction , and অভিলাষি , de-

sirous), desirous of doctrine or instruction.

fits , a. (from f1, instruction, and catst , worthy ,

worthy of being learned, worthy of doctrine or instruc-

tion
.

fut, a. (from fr , instruction , and af , desirous), de-

sirous of doctrine or instruction .

ft , ad. (from f , instruction , and af, an object), for

doctrine or instruction.

a. (from 1 , instruction, and , fit), worthy of

being learned, fit to be matter of doctrine or instructi-

on.

f , a (from f , instruction , and , a cause),

caused by or arising from doctrine or instruction ; ad.

from or because of doctrine or instruction.

ffs, a. (from [ , to teach), taught, instructed, learn-

ed.

ft , a. (from f , to teach) , fit to be taught or learn-

ed, teachable.

fa , s. (from [ 1 , instruction, and , desire) , a desire

for doctrine or instruction .

, a. (from fx , instruction, and , desirous), desir-

ous of doctrine or instruction.

fetase, a, (from 1 , instruction, and , desirous), de-

sirous of doctrine or instruction,

, s . (from f¶ , instruction, and gw , a com-

mencement), an effort to receive doctrine or instructi-

on, the commencement of doctrine or instruction.

, a. (from 1, instruction, and 8 , proper),

proper to be the subject of doctrine or instruction.

f ), a. (from 5, to teach) , fit to be taught or learned,

capable of being taught, teachable.

Eta, v. n. (from [ , to teach), to learn, to acquire know-

ledge,

Today.

ftate, s (from fa , a peacock), a peacock, locks left so

as to cover the sides of the head in the tonsure of chil-

dren.

ftas , s . (from fatate, apeacock), a peacock, a peacock's tail,

a cock, the daughter of Drupuda, who was afterwards

metamorphosed into a male.

ftat , s. (from f , to learn), a learning, a receiving in-

struction .

fatata , s. (from fat , the mucus of the nose), the mucus

of the nose, snot.

fata, s. (from far , a tuft ofhair) , a summit, a mountain

peak, the top of a tree, a point or forepart, the point of

a sword, a particular kind of gem (probably that kind of

small garnet which is called a hyacinth.)

Fatafat, s . (from fata, a peak) , a kind of acid liquor,

vinegar.

fatara , s . (from ftatz, a peak), a craggy mountain, a plant

or vegetable.

fatti, v, a. (from fa, to teach), to teach, to instruct, to

train in, to break in an animal to any work, to punish

or be revenged so as to make the person feel ; also, 8.

(from , to repose), flame, a crest, a tuft of hair on the

crown, a tuft of feathers, a mountain peak, a pinnacle,

a pyramid .

fatata , s. (from ftat , to teach), a teaching, a giving in

struction.

fatta, a. (from ftat , fame, and tata, a form), pyra-

midal, in anatomy the musculi pyramidales.

fatas, a. (from fata , flame and ts, a form) , pyrami-

dal, in anatomy the musculi pyramidales .

tatta, s . (from fan , to teach), a teaching, the punishing of

a person so as to make him sensibly feel it, the break-

ing in of an animal ; a . taught, broken in.

tatta, s . (from [xtat , to punish), punishment, vengeance, a

teaching.

fatatt , a . (from fat , to teach), teaching, breaking in ani-

mals ; s . a teacher, a person who breaks in animals,

ata , a. (from ftati , a crest), a peacock, the name ofa

plant, ( Celosia cristata. )

fatat , a. (from fati, flame), flaming, producing flame ;

s. Ugni or fire, the personified descending node.

fifa , a. (from fat , a crest, and fat , possessed),

crested , having a tuft of hair on the crown, flaming.

fmutfagia, ɑ. (from fata , a crest, and fast , destitute), des-

titute of a crest , destitute of the coronal tuft of hair,

destitute offlame.

{"alia¤, 8. (from [¾½ , flume, and 75, a tree), a lamp stand,

LI11111 2
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fitta , s . (from fa , a crest ofhair, and af , interest),

exorbitant interest requiring to be paid every day.

fata, s . (from far,flame, and , a root), a carrot, a

top root, a fusiform root.

fat , a. (from fat , a crest, and 4 , joined with), con-

nected with or having a crest or tuft, crested , flaming.

ftatas, a. (from fat, a crest, and af , destitute) , des-

titute of a crest , destitute of the coronal tuft, destitute

of flame.

fatt , a. (from fat , a crest, and , empty) , destitute

of a crest, destitute of the coronal tuft, destitute of

flame.

fat , a. (from fat, a crest, and 7, destitute), desti-

tute of a crest, destitute of the coronal tuft, destitute

of flame.

ffatal, s. (from fah, a crest) , a pea-hen.

, s. (from fat , a peacock, and , a tail ), a pea-

cock's tail.

Fifatet, s. (from far, to learn), a learning, the acquiring of

knowledge.

fait, s. (from fat , a crest), a peacock ; a. crested, wearing

a tuft of hair on the crown.

f* , s. (from * , to be able), the name of a tree, (Hyper-

anthera morunga .)

fs , s. (from ™ , a horn), a horn.

fast, s. (from fЯ, a horn), an oak tree. The name ap-

pears to be used on the east border of Bengal as a ge-

neric term for the oak, but is especially applied to

Quercus lanceæfolia , Roxb.

ta, s. (from f , a horn, and , to take) , the name of

a species of oak indigenous in the forests of the east

frontier of Bengal, (Quercus armata. )

fi, s. (from * , a horn), a horn used to perform the ope-

ration of cupping, a cupping glass, a horn used forblow-

ing, Buluram's horn. Constructed with 1, to place,

this word means to cup.

atst, s . (from , the name of a plant) , the name of

an aquatic plant which produces an eatable fruit, (Tra-

pa bispinosa.)

fa, s. (from * , the name of a fish), the name of a spe-

cies of fish, Silurus Singio, Hamilton's Gangetic fishes. )

tata, s. (from f , a species offish, and ¤, a fish), the

name of a species of fish, (Silurus Siugio, Hamilton's

Gangetic fishes . )

fa , a. (from fa, a horn), horned.

1, s . (from , a rod), a rod or wire to clean the

tube of a hooka.

fata.

fata, v. n. (from ft , to utter inarticulate sound), to jin

gle.

faf3, s. (from fat , to utter inarticulate sound , the jin-

gle or sound of ornaments,

fatti, s. (from fat, to reject), dregs or refuse.

ffs, an imitative sound used to express the sensation of

cold on the surface of the skin , the sensation of ting-

ling.

fatṣiṣt, v . n . (from ff , a tingling), to tingle, to feel

cold as on the access of a fever.

sta, s. (from 41, to tingle), a tingling, trepida.

tion, the sensation felt when horripilation is produced

from any cause whatever.

ffff , an imitative sound used to express the sensa

tion of tingling or of horripilation from whatever cause

it arises .

fatt, s. (from fatal, a ladder), a ladder, a flight of steps.

fts, a. (from 1, to whet), whetted , reduced, made thin.

fatsta, s. (from fat , a guard for the head , a cushion,

a pillow.

Fatum, a. (from , to be slack), slack, dilatory, inattentive,

inactive, relaxed .

ff31, s. (from ffum, slack), slackness, dilatoriness.

ff , s. (from ffm, slack), slackness, dilatoriness.

f1, s . (from ì, to repose), a fibrous root.

fata, s. (from , to repose) , the name of one of the gods in

the Indian triad, who is the destroyer of the creation ;

one of the astronomical yogas, an apple, welfare, pros

perity.

fa7855 ), s. (from fit , Shiva, and 83 , the fourteenth

lunar day), a religious fast and day of worship observ

ed on the fourteenth lunar day of the moon's wane in

Magha, in honour of the God Shiva.

fœtæ , s. (from fœta, Shiva, and am, a swing`, the name of

a plant, the name of a climbing plant, (Cardiospermuma

Halicacabum .)

fans , s. (from fitz, Shira, and get, a female messenger),

Doorga

fatzat , 8. (from fa, good, and aty, an ore , the milk

white opal.

faral, s. (from faz, Shiva, and ì, a city), the city of

Benares.

fata, s. (from fata, Shiva, and atfs, night , the night of

the fourteenth lunar day of the moon's wane in Magha

which is considered sacred to Shiva.

fastfage, s . (from ftaifa, the fourteenth day ofthe

moon's wane in Magha, and 7 , a religious observancea

H
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Fatza,

a religious ordinance propounded for observation on

the night of the fourteenth day of the moon's wane in

the month of Magha.

ta , s. (from fta, Shiva, and , wealth), the wealth or

possessions of Shiva.

fata , s. (from fa, a shakal), a shakal, Doorga.

fatal, s. (from fts, Shiva), Doorga the consort of Shi-

va.

tata , s. (from fate, Shiva, and tд, a residence), a tem-

ple dedicated to Shiva, a cemetery, the iron coloured

kind of Basil, ( Ocymum sanctum . )

ffa , s. (from fa, pleasure), a palkee or litter.

ffag, s. (from ì, to repose), a camp.

fizi , s. (from fata, Shiva, and 837, after), an estate de-

voted to Shiva.

fa, s . (from fatal , a legume), a kidney bean. This is a ge-

neral name including several species of Phaseolus, Do-

lichos , and Carpopogon.

fata, s. from tata, a species ofaquatic plant), a species

ofaquatic plant, (Valisneria octandra.)

শিমিয়াডরাজী, s. (fromশিযি, a kidney bean, and তিয়াজী, ap-

pearing or flowing in the wind), the name of a dimb-

ing plant, (Dolichos glutinosus , Roxb. Glycine ?,

f , s. (from , a species of tree), the silk cotton tree,

(Bombax heptaphylla ,)

fa , s. (from fat , to whet), a kidney bean, a legume.
fn) ,

at .s. (from ft, to whet), a legume, a pod, a kidney bean.

This is the general term for almost all the species of

Phaseolus, Dolichos, and Carpopogon brought to our

tables in India.

, s . (from fata, the head), the place where a person's

head lies when he sleeps.

fata, s. (from sit”, a shakal), a shakal, a dog.

tati, s. (from stta, a shakal, and as, a thorn), the

name of a plant, (Argemone mexicana. )

fata, s. (from fat , the head), the head, the top of any

thing ; also (from fat , a vein or artery) , a nerve, a si-

new, a furrow, a vein or artery, any tubular vessel ofthe

body. This word constructed with 77, to turn round,

means to be giddy.

za, s. (from fan, the head, and as, a quaking) , the

vertigo.

fa , s . (from fa , the head, and , a quaking) , an

agitation or turning ofthe head , giddiness.

Fts1, s . (from fg , the head, and 51 , pain), the head

ache.

Etat , s . (from fg , the head, and , aspear), the head

ache.

fatcal

ftat, s. (from falfa , sowings), vinegar.

tasafa, s. (from fa, the head, and £ , a bush), the name

ofa tree, (Rottlera peltata.)

ftata, s. (from fata , the head, and at , a name), the su

perscription of a letter, the address of a letter, a title

of a book.

fata , s . (from fg , the head, and , the foot), restive

ness in a horse. This word constructed with to do,

signifies to be restive, to rear up.

fa , s. (from fa , the head, and 7, agitation), a

violent nodding or agitation of the head.

ft , 8. (from fg , the head, and ta, to get over), a hel

met, a hat.

fa , a. (from fa , the head, and 1, to stand), situated

on the head, situated on the top.

fat , a. (from ft , the head, and tf , staying), stay-

ing on the head or top.

ff , a. (from fa , the head, and f , situated), situat

ed on the head or top.

fat , a. (from fx, the head, and if , taking away),

taking away the head ; s. an executioner who decapi

tates, a decapitator.

fai, s. (from , to injure), a nerve, a tendon, a blood ves-

sel or any other tubular vessel of the body.

fatata , s . (from fa, thehead, and atta, a covering),

a covering for the head.

fataifa , s. (from fx , a nerve, and faart , science), that

branch of anatomy which treats of the nerves, (Neuro-

logy.)

fatag, a. (from fat, a nerve) , abounding with nerves.

শিরাময় ত্বক্, s. (from শিরাময় , abounding with nerves, and

q , skin), in anatomy the nervous tunic ,

ff , s. (from fat, a nerve, and f , power), in anato-

my the vis nervosa.

fata, s. (from , to injure), the name ofa timber tree, (Aca-

cia Sirisa .)

ƒœà¤, 8. (from ✩ yw , glue), glue.

fata, s. (from ft , the head, and 1 , to hold), the neck.

f*textaæa, s. (from fg the head, and 5×5 , a descending),

a bowing or nodding of the head.

f1, s. (from f , the head, and caxat, pain) , the

head ache.

fattats, s. (from fan, the head, and crist, a disease), a

disease ofthe head, the head ache,

fateatada, s . (from fx , the head, and 97, a hanging), the

hanging of the head without power to support it as in

a dying or dead person.
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f ཀྑུ শিল্প.

Fe, s . (from fat , to glean), a mountain, a stone, a flat

stone on which condiments are ground with a muller,

a hail stone, arsenic.

fatmaram, s. (from f , a rock, and cafe , a cuckow), the

name of a tree, (Celastrus robustus .)

11 , s. (from f , a stone, and cat , a muller), the

muller of a grinding stone.

fat , s. (from fa, a rock), a rock, a stone, a hail stone , a

muller, the lower transverse part of a door frame, a

threshold, a transverse beam .

fatt , s . (from fat , a rock, and , to be born), Benzoin.

ftat , s . (from fatat , a rock, and 3 , lac), bitumen.

fatto, s. (from fata , a rock, and atg, an ore), chalk,

red chalk.

ftat , s. (from fta , a stone, and , a son) , a rolling

stone, a muller.

fatta, s . (from fata , a rock, and stat , a comparison),

the name of an aquatic plant, (Sagittaria obtusifolia.)

fata , s. (from fat , a rock, and , bark , a species of

moss or lichen used in medicine, moss .

fatatatæ, s. (from fata, moss , moss, lichen.

fatafa , s. (from fat , a hail stone, and 7 , rain , hail, a

hail stone.

fa , s. (from fat, a rock, and , a piercing), the

name of an aromatic plant, (Plectranthus scutelaroides. )

fail , s . (from fm, a threshold, and . to have), a fun-

gus particularly those which spring from cow dung.

f , s. (from ftat , increase, and Я , the foot) , the ele-

phantiasis.

fat . s. (from ftat, a rock, and 8 , to glean , a person

who follows more than one employment.

tiga, s. (from fat , a rock, and 834, production), a su-

periorkind of sandal wood of either a white or brass

colour.

f , s. (from , to study) , the mechanical arts, a handi-

craft business.

3, s. (from f , the mechanical arts, and , to do), a

mechanic, a tradesman, a workman at a handicraft trade.

faza , a (from [ , the mechanical arts, and☎A, means),

effected by means of mechanical labour ; ad. by means

of mechanical labour.

f , s. (from f , the mechanical arts, and 7 , a

work , manual labour, handicraft work.

fantaza, a. (from faen , mechanical work, and 4,

means), effected by means of mechanical or handi-

craft labour ; ad, by means of mechanical or handicraft

work.

anatze , a. (from fan , manual labour, and tra,

doing), working at handicraft work ; s. a mechanic, a

person who performs manual labour.

fatal, a. (from f manual labour, and at ,

doing), performing manual labour, working at handi-

craft work .

Fy , a. (from fa , manual labour, and

emisent), eminent in manual labour or handicraft work.

fyedove, ɑ. (from fa , manual labour, and (58%,

using exertion), seeking manual labour.

fato , s. (from , manual labour, and c , ex-

ertion), a seeking after or exertion for manual labour.

f , a . (from a manual labour, and , pro

ducible), producible by or arising from manual labour

or handicraft work.

[ , ad. (loc. case of ),for manual labour,

for handicraft work.

tai, ad. (from , mechanical work, and ɛt?,

a door), by orthrough mechanical or handicraft work.

শিল্পকৰ্ম্মনিপুণ, a. (from শিল্পকৰ্ম্মন , manual labour, and নিপুন,

eminent), eminent in manual labour or handicraft

work.

শিল্পকৰ্ম্মনিমিত্তক, a. (from শিল্পকৰ্ম্মন, manual labour, and শিি

a cause), caused by or arising from manual labour or

bandicraft work ; ad. from or because of manual la

bour or handicraft work.

ffafe, ad. (from fe , manual labour, and

fafa , a cause), for manual labour, for handicraft work.

a. (from f , manual labour, and , emis

nent , eminent in manual labour or handicraft work,

fat , a. (irom , manual labour, and ,

before), preceded by or arising from manual labour of

handicraft work ; ad. by or through manual labour of

handicraft work.

fangforce, a . (from , manual labour, and

fs , obstructing), obstructing manual labour or

handicraft work,

, a. (from , manual labour, and IF,

caused by), caused by or arising from manual labour or

handicraft work ; ad. from or because of manual labo

handicraft work.or
h

fasifzai, ad. (from faga , manual labour, and f ,

without), without or beside manual labour or handi-

craft work.

ff , a. (from a manual labour, and

faxa , eminent), eminent in manual labour or handi

crall work,
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fgaff a. (from a manual labour, and

, excepted), manual labour or handicraft work

excepted.

3 , s . (from , manual labour , and

, an exception), the exception of manual labour

or handicraft work.

fagerfore, ad. loc. case offqazinfo ), with the

exception of manual labour or handicraft work, with-

out or beside manual labour or handicraft work.

শিল্পকৰ্ম্মব্যাঘাত, s . (from শিল্পকৰ্ম্মন , manuallabour,and tঘাত,

an obstacle), an obstacle to manual labour or handi-

craft work.

gette, a. (from fa, manual labour, and

Hæ, obstructing) , operating as an obstacle to manu-

al labour or handicraft work,

fagausa, a. (from f , mechanical work, and fea,

separate), separate or distinct from mechanical labour.

or handicraft work ; ad. beside mechanical labour or

handicraft work.

a a
শিল্পকৰ্ম্মহেতুক, a . (from শিল্পকৰ্ম্মন, manual labour, and হেতু

cause), caused by or arising from manual labour or han-

dicraft work ; ad. from or because of manual labour or

handicraft work.

ta, s. (from ft , the mechanical arts, and to do), a

mechanic, a workman at any art or trade.

fa , a. (from f , the mechanical arts , and atæ, do-

ing), practising the mechanical arts ; s. a person who

performs mechanical labour.

fgetat, a. (from fa, a mechanical art, and tfaz, doing),

working at manual labour ; s. a workman at any trade

or manual employment.

ft , a. (from ft , a mechanical art, and 7 , produc-

ing), inventing a mechanical art ; s. the inventor of a

mechanical art or trade..

fqual, a. (from fЯ, a mechanical art, and F1, produei-

ble), producible by or arising from a mechanical art or

trade.

F1, ad: (loc . case of 7), for a mechanical art- or

trade.

fata , ad. (from F , a mechanical art, and at , a-door),

through or by a mechanical art or trade.

শিল্পনিমিত্তক, a. ( fromশিল্প, a mechanical art, and নিষিত,

cause), caused by or arising from a mechanical art or

trade ; ad. from or because of a mechanical art or trade.

, ad. (from fx , a mechanical art, and fals, a

cause), for a mechanical art or trade.

, a. (from fat , a mechanical art, and F, caused.

flat.

by), caused by or arising from a mechanical art or

trade ; ad. from or because of a mechanical art or trade.

fe, a. (from fx , a mechanical art, and a≈≈, increas-

ing), increasing or improving mechanical arts or trades.

ft , s . (from f , a mechanical art, and 7, an in-

crease), the increasing or improving of mechanical arts

or trades.

fat, s. (from f . mechanic, and fat, science), the

science of mechanics.

fat, ad. (from ft , a mechanical art, and feat , with

out) , without or beside a mechanical art or trade.

শিল্পিবশিষ্ঠ, a. (from শিল্প, a mechanical art, and বিশিষ্ট, pos

sessed of), mechanical, manual, wrought by art.

afats, a. (from fg, a mechanical art, and fixta, desti-

tute), destitute of mechanical trades or arts.

fata , s. (from ft , a mechanical art, and af , increase),

the increase or improvement of mechanical arts or

trades.

fqufsfas, a. (from fat , a mechanical art, and fate,

excepted), mechanical arts or trades excepted.

শিল্পব্যতিরেক, s. (from শিল্প, a mechanical art, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of mechanical arts or trades.

fe, ad. loc. case offufo ), with the excep-

tion ofmechanical arts or trades, without or beside me-

chanical arts or trades.

fagutata, s. (from f , a mechanical art, and stats, an

obstacles, an obstacle to mechanical arts or trades .

শিল্পব্যাঘাতক, a. (fromশিল্প, a mechanical art, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to mechanical arts

or trades.

ff , a (from fat , mechanical work, and fea, separ-

ale), separate or distinct from handicraft labour ; ad.

beside handicraft labour,

, a. (from ft , a mechanical art, and TF,joined to),

connected with mechanical arts or trades, mechanical,

manual.

fgafes, a. (from f , a mechanical art, and af , desti-

tute), destitute of mechanical trades or arts.

fa , a. (from fa, a mechanical art, and 3, empty),

destitute of mechanical arts or trades.

ft , a. (from fat , a mechanical art, and 17, destitute),

destitute of mechanical arts or trades.

, . (from f , a mechanical art, and a , a cause),

caused by or arising from mechanical trades or arts ;.

ad, from or because of mechanical arts or trades.

ft , a . (from f , working at a trade) , working at a

trade or manual art ; s, a workman at any manual art..
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f , an imitative sound used to express a hiss or whistle.

Constructed with , to give, this word means to hiss,

to whistle.

ffx , s. (from x ▲ , a phial), a glass, a phial.

fifty, s . (from fat, to go), dew, frost, the dewy season in-

cluded in the months Magha and Phalgoona , or from

the middle of January to the middle of March.

, s. (from fx , dew, and at , time), the dewy

season, which comprizes the months of Magha and

Phalgoona.

3, s. (from to go by leaps) , a child, an infant, a boy

under eight years of age, the young of an animal.

, s. (fromf , a young animal), the gangetic porpoise

or dolphin, (Delphinus gangeticus. )

ft , s. (from fs, an infant, and ata, time), infancy,

childhood.

Esta, s. (from fs, an infant, and sta , a genus), a num-

ber or class of children or young animals.

f , s. (from F , an infant) , infancy, childhood.

ta, s . (from f , a child, and t , one who maintains),

the name of a king in the central part of India who was

slain by Krishna.

fata, s . (from fg, un infant, and at , that which kills) ,

the gangetic porpoise or dolphin, (Delphinus gangeti-

cus,)

f , s . (from , to move), the penis.

tated, s . (from fit, thepenis, 87, the belly, and

, eminent) , devoted to sensuality, sensual.

f , s . (from fa, to remain as a residue), an ear of corn,

a flower spike, flame.

f , a. (from f , to discipline) , disciplined, polished , po-

lite, gentle, tractable, docile, trained, ordered, com-

manded.

fa , s. (from , polite), politeness, polished manners,

gentleness, tractableness, urbanity, docility.

fatagdæ, a. (from 1, politeness, and ad, means),

effected by means of politeness or a disciplined state ;

ad. by means of politeness or a disciplined condition .

statze, a . (from fi, politeness, and iæ, making),

exercising politeness or docility, acting with gentleness

or urbanity.

stata , a. (from f1, politeness, and fą, doing),

exercising politeness or docility, acting with gentleness

or urbanity.

fusta , a, (from 1, politeness, and 7 , producing),

producing politeness or docility, producing gentleness

or urbanity.

Tatry.

st , a. (from 31 , politeness, and T, producible),

producible by or arising from politeness or docility, pro

ducible by or arising from gentleness or urbanity.

fasta , ad. (loc. case of staar), for politeness, for

docility, for gentleness , for urbanity.

statat, ad. (from fat , politeness, and at , a door), by

or through politeness or docility, by orthrough gen-

tleness or urbanity.

ta ,a. (from 31, politeness, and fafaa, a cause).

caused by or arising from politeness or docility, caus-

ed by or arising from gentleness or urbanity ; ad from

or because of politeness or docility, from or because of

gentleness or urbanity.

fatyotfiface, ad. (from 1, politeness , and fifa , a cause),

for politeness or docility, for gentleness or urbanity.

fat , a . (from f , politeness, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from politeness or docility, preced-

ed by or arising from gentleness or urbanity ; ad. by or

through politeness or docility, by or through gentleness

or urbanity.

fetqætt, s. (fromfl, politeness, and , display),

a display of politeness or docility, a display of gentle-

ness or urbanity.

fastgætæ, a. (from fa , politeness, and getda, dis

playing), displaying politeness or docility, displaying

gentleness or urbanity.

festes, a. (from 51 , politeness, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from politeness or docility, caused

by or arising from gentleness or urbanity ; ad. from or

because of politeness or docility, from or because of

gentleness or urbanity.

ff , ad. (fromfi, politeness , and fat, without),

without or beside politeness or docility, without or be-

side gentleness or urbanity.

Fatafes, a. (from 1, politeness, and affes, er

cepted), politeness or docility excepted, gentleness or

urbanity excepted .

শিষ্টভাষ্যডিরেক, ও. (from a politeness , and হাতিরেক, ON

exception), the exception of politeness or docility, the

exception of gentleness or urbanity.

fastfixie, ad. (loc. case of funstufuz☎), with the ex-

ception of politeness or docility, with the exception of

gentleness or urbanity, without or beside politeness or

docility, without or beside gentleness or urbanity.

sts , a. (from 1 , politeness, and fau, separate), se

parate or distinct from politeness or a disciplined con-

dition.
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Hestese, a . (from ftus , politeness, and 5 , a cause ,

caused by or arising from politeness or docility, caused

by or arising from gentleness or urbanity ; ad. from or

because of politeness or docility, from or because of

gentleness or urbanity.

H&I, s. (from , polite), politeness, polished manners,

gentleness , tractableness, urbanity, docility.

5 , s. (from ft , disciplined, and 154, customary

action , polite conduct or behaviour, docile conduct,

gentle conduct.

, pelite, andatsta, s. (from t , conduct), polite or

docile conduct or behaviour, gentle or urbane conduct,

the manners of a gentleman.

( totafama, a . (from ftwtsty, polite conduct, and ſafe,

possessed of), polite, gentle, possessing the manners of

a gentleman, urbane, docile.

tetstafasin, d. (from fatty, polite conduct, and faxì”,

destitute), destitute of polite or docile behaviour, des-

titute of the manners of a gentlemau.

tota , a. (from it , polite conduct, and1 , join-

ed), connected with polite or docile behaviour, connect-

ed with the manners ofa gentleman, genteel, polite, ur-

bane, docile.

tas, a . (from sty, polite conduct, and 323,

destitute), destitute of polite or urbane behaviour, des-

titute of the manners of a gentleman.

faiōtawa", a. (from fЯ8161I, polite conduct, and 71, emp-

ty) , destitute of polite or urbane behaviour, destitute of

the manners of a gentleman.

শিষ্টাচারহীন,151 , a. from fast , polite conduct, and , des-

titute , destitute of polite or urbane benaviour, desti-

tute of the manners of a gentleman.

f&iotzì, a. (from fa , disciplined, and 151fa7, acting cus-

tomar ly), behaving in a polite or urbane manner, act-

ing like a gentleman.

ft , s . (from fata, to teach), a disciple, a pupil.

f× 1, s. (from fat, a crest), flame, an ear of corn, a whis-

tle , a hiss ,

fa, v. n. (from fata, an agreeable sensation , to feel,

ftsatt, a. (from 451 , tofeel), causing a gratifying sen

sation, causing a disagreeable sensation.

*J&T, a. (from *I , to sprinkle), thin rain, rain driven by the

wind, rain.

fig, al. (from fat , to smell , quickly, speedily, immediate

ly, rapidly, hastily ; a. speedy, quick, rapid .

ist, a. (from swiftly, and sa, to go), swift, fleet,

passing.

*Izsaa, s. (from a quick, and sta7, a going), a quick pace

a. swift, rapid, fleet.

igsttal, a . (from g, quickly, and sitfa , moring , swift,

fleet.

*15, s. (from t* , to go) , cold, cold weather, the cold sea-

son, coldness, the moon ; a . cold , chilly, frigid, idle , dull,

apathetic, stupid.

*iszta, s. (from fi³, cold, and t , time) ,the cold season,

winter.

tata, a. (from , the cold season), belonging to

the cold season, wintery.

*1331, s. (from 3, cold), a garment for the cold season.

* s. (from 13, cold, and t , a leaf), the name ofa

particular plant, (Cleome pentaphylla,)-

13513, a. (from f , cold, and s13, afraid , afraid ofthe

cold.

3 , a. (from 13, cold), cool, cold, refreshing ; s. green vi

tric or sulphate of iron, the moon , coldness, frigidity,

chilliness, turpentine,

331, s. (from 3 , cool), coolness, coldness.

* s. (from ſ , cool , coolness , coldness.

*73931, 8. (from is , cool, and Я , a leaf), the name

of a plant which is used to make a fine sort of mat,

(Phrynium dichotomum .)

* , s. (from sЯfact, a particularplant), the name

of a particular kind of aquatic plant, (Phrynium dicho

tomum.

H , s. (from , cold, and 1, the sixth day of the

meon), a religious observance kept on the sixth lunar

day of the increase of the moon in Magha, on which

day only cold food is eaten. The name of an ornamen❤

tal plant, (Pancratium verecundum.)to feel an agreeable sensation , to feel the sensation of

cold, to feel a disagreeable sensation. The adverbi-

al particle of this verb is often compounded with st,

to rise, the meaning is the same as that of the simples ,

verb.

x1, v. n. (from ft . to feel), to feel, to feel a gratifying

sensation, to feel a disagreeable sensation,

feta, s. (from fat, to feel , the feeling of a gratifying

sensation, the feeling of a disagreeable sensation.

*Isai, s. (from *13, cold, and at, to get , the small pox, the

goddess who presides over the small pox.

#lat×31, s. (from * , the goddess ofthe small pox, and

1, worship), the worship of the goddess who presides

over the small pox.

* 3m), s. (from 31 , the goddess of the small pox , a swell-

ing in the axils or on the arm after inoculation for the

small pox..

Mmmmmmm
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*733, s. (from 13, cool, and f , aus icious), rock salt.

wista. (from wits, cold, and 23, affected by), cold, af-

fected by the cold.

731 , s. (from

*

stone.

3, the moon , and , a stone,, the moon

and to make), a sound expressive of a gratifying sen-

sation.

*film³, a. (from , to study , learned, acquired by stu-

dy.

, au imitative sound used to express a hissing sound, a

hiss.

, s. (from ft , a legume), a legume.

ty, s . (from *} , an imitative sound indicatingfeeling,, s. (from 1, dry ginger), dry ginger.

5, s. (from 3, an elephant's trunk), an elephant's trunk.

31, s . (from f® , a vintner) , a vintner, a distiller.

35, v.n. (from T , to dry) , to become dry, to be exciccat-

ed, to wither, to fade, to heal, to shrivel, to waste away,

to dwindle.

ii . s. (from 1, to repose), rum distilled from molasses.

*tle, a. (from , to injure , fallen off, as leaves from a tree,

withered, slender.

* 31, s. (from *t , fallen), a withered state, an emaciated

condition.

1 , s. (from * , fallen), a withered state, an emaciated

condition.

with , 8. (from , sweetmeats), an offering of sweetmeats,

an offering.

* , s . (from ft , the head , the head .

* ,s. (from , the head), a helmet, a skull , judgment,

the award or sentence of a judge, the fruit or result of

judicial investigation.

* , a . from fa, the head, and 3 , smiting), cut-

ting off the head, decapitating, injuring the head.

* ), a . (from fa, the head, and tf , smiting), cut-

ting off the head, decapitating, injuring the head .

* ʊ, a. (from it , the heid, and c , requiring to be

cut) , meriting decapitation , sentenced to decapitation.

s (from , the head), a helmet.

la, s . (from * , to study , the bias or inclination ofthe

mind, a tendency, an inclination, a bias, the observance

oflaw or morals ; a . endowed with, possessed of, tend-

ing to.

*}<☎, a. (from * , a tendency), tending towards an object,

inclined.

*†431, s. (from wita, a bias` , a tendency or bias of the mind,

a good tendency or inclination.

31, ad. (from 3 , a good tendency, and at , a

door), by or through a good or virtuous disposition .

43 , s. (from 31 , a good tendency, and gett,

display , the manifestation or display of a good or virtu-

ous disposition.

ata , a. (from 31, a good tendency, and at ,

displaying), displaying or manifesting a good or virtu-

ous disposition .

*j* ¶, s. (from » , a bias), a tendency or bias of the mind,

a good tendency or inclination.

afsata, a (from "il , a tendency) , well inclined, virtuously

disposed.

**, s. (from $5, to shine), a parrot , the son of Vyasa and

author or narrator of the Bhaguvut, one ofthe ministers

ofRavuna the sovereign of Lunka.

sta1, s. (from , a parrot, and stat, China), China root,

(Smilax China )

galt, s. (from * , a proper name, and m², a god), thể

name of the son of Vyasa who was the author or nar-

rator of the Bhaguvut.

37,s. (fromT , to become dry), a becoming dry, a wither.

ing, a fading, the drying up or healing of a wound or

ulcer, a shrivelling up, a wasting away.

1, a. (from a , to dry), dry, sapless , withered.

34 , s . (from , thinks) , thanks.

**ggatal, s. (from , thinks, and 55, a doing), thanks

giving.

1, v . a. (from , to dry), to dry, to dry up, to cause to

shrivel or waste ; a. dry, dried, emaciated ; s. drought,

dryness.

ata , s. (from , to dry), the drying of a thing, the

causing of a thing to dry up or waste.

attri, s. (from sa, to dry), dryness.

gata, s. (from ga , to dry), the drying of athing, the caus

ing of a thing to dry up or waste.

Taifa, s. (from i , to dry) , dryness, a becoming dry.

tfagt, a. (from 1 , to dry), drying ; s . one who drys.

att. a. (from a, to dry), dry, lean , emaciated.

atata, s . (from sett, dry, and ätä, a fish) , dried fish.

afs , a. (from a to dry), withering.

CF, s. (from $5, to be pure) , sour gruel, vinegar or an acid

preparation made of fruits or roots by steeping them in

oil and salt drying and then leaving them in water till

they undergo the acetous fermentation ; bitter condi-

ment or sauce.

, s. (from a to dry), dryness a shrivelling up, a con

sumption, a pearl oyster, Ostrea Ephippium ; ) a small

shell, a cockle, a disease of the eye consisting of the

formation ofdark fleshy spots on the cornea.
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1 , s . (from , a pearl oyster), a pearl oyster, (Ostrea

Ephippium ; ) a species of sorrel, (Rumex vesicarius. )

F , a. (from f , a pearl oyster, and , to be produc-

ed , a pearl.

, s . (from $5, to grieve) , semen . In astronomy the pla-

net Venus or its regent who in the mythology of the

Hindios is the tutor of the Usooras and Dityas ; a . white.

cata, s . (from , sperm, and cta, a receptacle) , in ana-

tomy the vesiculæ seminales,

, a. (from 3. sperm, and e, throwing out),

in anatomy the ejaculatores seminis.

Fata, s. (from F, the planet Venus, and at , a day of the

week), Friday.

, s. from , the tutor ofthe Dityas, and fats , a dis-

ciple,, an Usoora or Ditya, a disciple of Shookra.

Fit , s. (from F, the plant Venus, and tot , a teach-

er), the legent of the planet Venus who is in Hindoo

fable represented as the tutor of the Usooras and Di-

tras.

, a. (from 5, to be pure), bright, white, pure ; s . white-

ness.

31 , s. (from , white), whiteness, brightness, purity.

CFT, 8. (from F, white) , whiteness, brightness, purity.

F1 , s. (from IF, white, and , a side), the light fort-

night or the fortnight of the moon's increase .

11 , a. (from , the moon's increase), pertaining to

the fortnight of the moon's increase,

শুকুরেখাবদ্বশ্বণী , s. (from শুক্লরেখাবৎ, resembling awhite line,

and 2 , a ligament), in anatomy the name of a liga-

ment (linea alba.)

fa , s. (from , while), whiteness , brightness , purity.

v. a.(from (t , to smell , to smell.

1, s. (from fat , to smell , a smelling.

571, s . (from 5, to be pure) , a table of errata, the cor-

rection of a writing,

8, s. ( from 5, to purify ) , one of the names of Ugni or

fire, a tried friend, purification by ablution, moral pu-

rity, holiness, virtue, goodness, accuracy, correctness ;

a. pure, clean , cleaned , purified , correct ,

, a. (from 5, puri y, and , to do) , sanctifying, pu-

rifying, cleansing.

*74 * , a¸ (from Is , purity, and ☎ș , an instrument), ef-

fected by means of purity or holmess ; ad. by means of

purity or holiness.

age, a (from purity , and ☎ṛỡ, making), sancti-

fying, purifying , c'eaning ; s . a santifier, a purifier.

su. (from 5 purity, and tja , making), saucti

fying, pusi ying, cleausing.

5.

* , a. (from , purity, and sa☎, producing), produci

ing purity or holiness.

, a. (from fs, purity, and 3 , producible) , produ

cible by or arising from purity or holiness.

, ad. (loc. case of

for purification.

7), for purity or holiness ,

31 , s. (from fs, pure), purity, holiness, a purified con

dition.

* , s . (from 5, pure), purity, holiness, a purified con-

dition.

, ad. (from fs, purity, and at , a door , by or

through purity or holiness .

fas , a. (from B , purity, and fifa , a cause , caused

by or arising from purity or holiness ; ad. from or be-

cause of purity or holiness ,

gofafare, ad. (from *t, purity, and fa , a cause) , for

purpose of purity or holiness .the

fofo , a. (from , purity, and fo , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to purity or holiness.

fs , a . (from 35, purity, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from purity or holiness ; ad. from or be-

cause ofpurity or holiness .

fofat, ad. (from 5, purity, and fat, without), without

or beside purity or holiness.

chufsfas, a. (from [s, purity, and ifs , excepted),

purity or holiness excepted .

*bufuge, s. (from 5, purity, and xissize, an excepti-

on), the exception of purity or holiness .

fsit , ad. ( loc . case of us , with the excep-

tion of purity or holiness, without or beside purity or

holiness.

an
* s. (from fs, purity, and 3, an obstacle,,

obstacle to purity or holiness.

* tats , a . (from 5 purity, and ætatæ, obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to purity or holiness.

fofsa, a. (from 5, purity, and f5a, sepur te), separate

or distinct from purity or holiness ; ad . beside panty or

holiness.

z , a. (from 35 purity, and 3 , a case , caused by

or arising from purity or holiness ; ad . from or because

ofpurity or ho mess.

JA, S. (from

1, a. from

1, the kernel of grain , flour.

to be thin , straight and narrow, long and

narrow, narrow.

, an imitative sound used to express the motion ofa

ship or boat when launched from the stocks .

355 an imitative sound used to express the sensation of

tingling.

Mmmmmm m 2
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5517, s . (from

ST.

5, the sensation oftingling), a tingling.

1, s. (from 3 , to dry), dried ginger.

13, s. (from 7, to go), an elephant's trunk.

, a. (from , to purify), pure, clean, unmixed, unadul-

terated, right, corrected, purged from faults or impuri-

ties.

td, s. (from , pure, and t , welfare), the name

of one of the mixed modes in Hindoo music.

31, s. (from T , right), correctness , righteousness , up-

rightness, purity, rectitude.

, s. (from sa, right), correctness, righteousness, up-

rightness, purity, rectitude.

5 , a. (from , pure, and , goodness), perfect, right,

righteous, pure.

S³ , s. (from , perfect), perfection, righteousness,

purity, rectitude.

, s. (from 4, to be pure) , purity, simplicity, unadulte-

ratedness, rectitude, sanctity, correction or purification

from faults or errors.

, a. (from , purity, and to do), purifying , sanc

tifying, cleansing, purging from errors or impurities.

***, a. (from fa, purity, and 4 , means), effected by

means of purity or holiness ; ad. by means of purity or

holiness.

fata , a. (from , purity, and ata , doing), sanctify-

ing, purifying, cleansing, purging from errors or impu-

rities.

tat, a. (from sa, purity, and tf , doing), sanctify-

ing, purifying, cleansing, purging from errors or impu-

rities.

, a. (from , purity, and , producing) , produc-

ing purity or sanctity.

5* , a. (from , purity, and 3, producible) , produ-

cible by or arising from purity or sanctity.

fas , ad. (loc. case of , for the purpose of purity

or sanctity.

ta , ad. (from , purity, and i , a deor), by or

through purity or sanctity.

, a. (from purity, and faz , causing to

cease), causing purity or sanctity to cease.

safiate, a. (from 4, purity, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resisting purity or sanctity.

ffaatad , s. (from , purity, and faxtad, a preven'ing ,

the preventing or resisting ofpurity or sanctity.

fa , s . (from fa, purity, and fa cessation,, the ces-

sation or prevention of purity or sanctity.

#fafafa3@, a. (from 5, purity, and 443, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from purity or sanctity ; ad. from of

because of purity or sanctity.

*fame, ad. (from , purity, and fafxs, a cause), for the

purpose of purity or sanctity.

fe, a. (from ( , purity, and , before), precededby

or arising from purity or sanctity ; ad. by or through pu-

rity or sanctity.

Segſza, a. (from , purity, and fora , obstruck-

ing), obstructing or hindering purity or sanctity.

49us, a. (from [ , purity, and , crused by), caused

by or arising from purity or sanctity ; ad. from or be

cause ofpurity or sanctity.

fan , al. (from purity, and fat, without) , without

or beside purity or sanctity.

feft , a. (from fa, purity, and faf , possessed of

possessed of purity or sanctity, pure, holy, clean.

efast , a. (from , purity, and fagia, destitute) , desti

tute of purity or holiness.

fuffy, a. (from , purity, and aff , excepted,

purity or sanctity excepted .

শুদ্ধিব্যতিরেক, s. ( from স্তfs, purity , and ৰাতিরেক, an exceptio

on ,the exception ofpurity or holiness.

ufstate, ad. (loc. case off , with the excep

tion of purity or holiness, without or beside purity or

holiness.

utats, s. (from f , purity, and artats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to purity or holiness.

*[Stat3ē, a. (from Ti , purity, and stats , obstructe

ing), operating as an obstacle to purity or holiness.

sfsfs , a. (from , purity, and fe , separate), separate or

distinct from purity or holiness ; ad. beside purity or

holiness.

sfers, a. (from , purity, and , joined to), connected

with purity or holiness, pure, holy, clean.

*faafts, a . (from ♥ , purity, and fx3, destitute), desti-

tute of purity or holiness .

, a. (from , purity, and , empty), destitute of

purity or holiness.

fat , a, (from , purity, and , destitute), destitute of

purity or holiness.

ef=zezy, a. (from S , purity, and ( , a cause), caused

by or arising from purity or holiness.

TI, v. a. (from to be pure), to cleanse, to purify, to

correct a writing, to purge from faults or errors ; v. Ne

to be cleansed, to be purified.

TIX , v. a . (from 2, to be pure , to cleanse, to purify, to

correct the errors of a writing, to purge from impurity

or fault, to expiate, to forgive, to amend, to modify,
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4, s. (from 1 , to cleanse) , a cleansing, a purifying,

the correcting of a writing, the purging away of errors

or impurities, the amending or modifying of a law.

fa , a. (from 3 , to cleanse), cleansing, purifying,

purging from errors ; s. a purifier, a corrector of mistakes

or errors.

ad. (from a, to purify), only, merely.

, v. (from , to hear), to hear, to regard, to attend to.

€77, s. (from 4 , to hear), the hearing of a thing.

afa, s . (from 3

afigi, a. (from

to hear ) , the hearing of a thing.

, to hear), hearing ; s. a hearer.

71, s. (from 7, to hear), a hearing, attention to any thing

said ; v. a. to cause to hear, to repeat or mention in a

person's hearing.

Caiza , s. (from 1 , to cause to hear), the causing of a per-

son to hear a thing, the rehearsing in another's hear-

ing.

sata, s. (from a , to cause to hear), the causing of a per-

son to hear a thing, the rehearsing in a person's hear-

ing ; a . sounded out.

Catfa, s. (from T1, to cause to hear), the causing of a per-

son to heara thing, the rehearsing in a person's hearing.

faxt, a. (from 1 , to cause to hear), causing to hear a

thing, rehearsing a thing in a person's hearing ; s . a per-

son who rehearses or causes to hear a thing.

faat, s. (from 7, to hear , the hearing of a thing.

at, s. (from 7, a dog), a bitch.

, a. (from 3, to appear pleasant) , good, right, pleasant,

agreeable, propitious , favourable, asupicious , handsome,

beautiful, splendid, shining, illustrious, eminent, distin-

guished , learned ; s . good , good fortune, happiness, aus-

piciousness, goodness , welfare.

' , a. (from 3, welfare), happy, prosperous , fortunate.

C341, a. (from T3, welfare, and , to do), auspicious, doing

good.

SII , a, (from 3 , welfare, and ad meins), effected by

means of welfare or happiness ; ad by means of welfare

or happiness.

48ɛH, s . (from $3, welfare, and ☎ , an action) , a good

or auspicious action.

C5*†¿æ , a. (from 3, we'fare, and ☎ta☎, doing) , doing aus-

picious actions , doing right.

xt a. (from 5, welfare, and at , doing), doing aus-

picious actions, doing right.

sta , s. (from 3. welfare, and at , works) , a good or

auspicious action , a religious action.

JST s. (from 3, auspicious, and 4, a moment), a propi-

tious moment, an auspicious moment.

बुउ.

E, s. (from 5, welfare, and , a planet) , an auspici

ous planet.

, a . (from 3, welfare, and , to do), auspicious, pro-

pitious, conferring welfare or good luck ; s . an arith-

metician, an accountant, a person who sustains the of-

fice ofkeeping the accounts of a district.

* ft , a. (from 35, welfare, and fore, thinking), think

ing or contriving welfare or good.

31, s. (from s, welfare, and fast , thought), thought

or anxiety for welfare or good fortune.

J &T, a. (from 5, welfare, and co , endeavouring),

seeking or endeavouring for welfare or happiness.

1, s. (from 35, welfare, and ( , endeavour) , a seek

ing or endeavour for welfare or happiness.

*55AF, a . (from 93, welfare, and I , producing) , produc-

ing welfare or auspicious circumstances.

fas, a. (from welfare, and 3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from welfare or auspicious circum-

stances.

5571, a (from 5, welfare, and , producible), produ

cible by or arising from welfare or auspicious circum-

stances.

55 , ad. (loc. case of 1) , for welfare or auspicious

circumstances.

55t3, 7. (from 3, welfare, and It , produced), produced

by or arising from welfare or auspicious circumstances.

5 , a. (from 3 , welfare, and 1 , to gire) , giving welfare,

producing or yielding auspicious results .

131 , s. (from 3, welfare, and , a giver ) , a person

who bestows good fortune orauspicious circumstances.

Istṣæ, a. (from 3, welfare, and tņ☎, giving), bestow

ing good fortune, giving auspicious results.

355131, n . (from 33, welfare, and f , giving), bestow

ing good fortune, giving auspicious- results.

5f , s . (from 3, auspicious, and f , a look) , an auspici

ous look, a benevolent look, the mutual interview which

takes
tes place between the bride and bridegroom on the

day of marriage.

531, ad. (from 3, welfare, and tx, a door), by or

through welfare or happiness,

gĦTa, s. (from 3, welfare, and , malice , envy, hos

tility to another's welfare,

BNTIE, a. (from , welfare, and c , malicious), envi-

ous, acting with hostility towards another's welfare.

a . a. (from 5, welfare, and a malicious), envi

ous, acting hostilely towards another's welfare.

$57181, s. (from 5, welfare, and cã , a malicious person),

an envious person.
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it , a. (from 3, welfare, and art , thinking), bene- fasia, a . (from s, welfare, and fast , destitute), desti,

volent.

5 , s . (from 5, welfare, and , destruction) , the de-

struction of welfare or good fortune.

, a. (from 5 , welfire, and , destructive) , de-

structive to welfare or good fortune.

Ì, a. (from 3, welfare, and , destroying), de-

structive to welfare or good fortune,

5 , s. (from 5, welfare, and at , destruction), the de-

struction of welfare or good fortune.

, a . (from 3, welfare, and 1 , destructive), de-

structive to welfare or good fortune.

sfate , a . (from 3, welfare, and fa , causing to

cease), putting an end to welfare or auspicious circum-

stances.

*sfaatge, a. (from 3 , welfare, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resi . ting welfare or auspicious circum-

stances.

gazta , s. (from 5, welfare , and faxta , a preven'ing),

the preventing or resisting of welfare or auspicious cir-

cumstances.

sa , s. (from 5, welfare, and ff , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of welfare or auspicious circum-

stances.

*sfafize, a. (from 5, welfare, and f , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from welfare or auspicious circumstan-

ces ; ad. from or because of welfare or auspicious cir-

cumstances.

13, ad. (from 35, welfare , and fofa , a cause), for

the purpose of welfare or auspicious circumstances .

, a. (from 5 , welfare, and , before , preceded by

or arising from welfare or auspicious circumstances ; ud.

by or through welfare or auspicious circumstances.

3f , a. (from 5, welfare, and feaa, obstruc'-

ing), obstructing welfare or good fortune.

, a . (from 5, welfare, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from welfare or good fortune ; ad. from

or because of welfare or good fortune.

51 , a. (from $5, welfare, and a , increasing), increas

ing welfare or good fortune.

$311, s . (from 3 , welfare, and a , an increasing) , the

increasing of welfare or good fortune.

fat . ad. (from 5, welfare, ani fa , without), without

or beside welfare or good fortune.

sfft , a. (from 3 , welfare, and fat , possessed of),

possessed of welfare or good fortune, lucky, auspicious,

favourable, right, good.

tute of welfare or good fortune.

5 , s . (from 3, welfare, and af , increase), the increase

of welfare or good fortune.

sufs , a (from 3, welfare, and affs, excepted),

we fare or auspicious circumstances excepted .

szufaliæ, s (from 35, welfare, and ifsig☎, an exception),

the exception of welfare or auspicious circumstances,

fot , ad. loc . case of suforge , with the exception

of welfare or auspicious circumstances , without or be,

side welfare or auspicious circumstances.

ts, s. (from 3 , welfare, and artats, an obstack),

an obstacle to welfare or auspicious circumstances.

13 , a. (from 3, welfare, and artats , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to welfare or auspicious circum

stances.

31 , a. (from 5, welfare, and , joined), connected

with welfare or auspicious circumstances, auspicious,

good , lucky.

*5913, a . from 5, welfare, and af , destitute , desti

tute ofwelfare or auspicious circumstances.

$5 , s . (from 3, auspicious, and , the time which elap.

ses between the first rising of a sign above the horizon,

and its being entirely above it), an auspicious hour or

portion oftime.

*5* , a. (from 5, welfare, and 1 , empty), destitute of

welfare or auspicious circumstances.

55%zta, s. (from T , auspicious, and tɩ, news), an aus.

picious report, good news, the gospel.

31 , s. from 5, auspicious, and atst , a report),

an auspicious report, good news, the gospel.

, a. (from $5, welfare, and 1 , destitute), destitute of

welfare or auspicious circumstances.

* 155*, a . (from 3 , welfare, and (53 , a cause), caused

by or arising from welfare or auspicious circumstances ,

* stigi , s . (from 3, welfare, and tætĝi , desire) , a good

or auspicious desire, a desire for good or welfare, a des

sire for auspicious circumstances.

statt, a. (from 5 , welfare, and at , desirous), de•

sirous of good or welfare, desirous of auspicious circum

stances.

5tq , s. (from 5, welfare, and , fortune), good for,

tune, good luck.

, a . from 5, good, and arts , thinking , be

nevolent, seeking the good of others.

*513, a. (from $5 welfare, and 3 , connected with),

auspicious, prosperous, lucky , fortunate,

Jatista, s. (from 35, welfare, and 1,541 , desire), a good
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or auspicious desire, a desire for welfare, a desire for

auspicious circumstances.

, a. (from , welfare, and fata , desirous),

desirous of welfare or auspicious circumstances .

tu , a. (from 3, welfare, and af , desirous ) , desirous

of welfare, desirous of auspicious circumstances.

5 , ad. (from 5, welfare, and af, an abject) , for the

purpose of welfare, for auspicious circumstances.

1 , s. (from 5, welfare, and fit , a benediction) ,

a benediction.

tatat1, s. (from $51ft , a benediction, and atat ,

desire), the desire of a benediction.

tatas , a . (from 1 , a benediction, and if

desirous), desirous of benedictions.

531, s. (from 5, to appear arreeable), ease, favourable-

ness of circumstances , seasonableness.

E , s. (from , welfare, and at , desire) , a good or

auspicious desire, a desire for welfare or auspicious cir-

cumstances.

5 , a. (from 3, welfare, and a desirous) , desirous of

welfare or auspicious circumstances.

, a. (from 3 , welfare, and 5 , desirous), desirous of

welfare or auspicious circumstances.

1 , s. (from 5, a welfare, an i 847, a rising into view) ,

the rise of a person's good fortune.

a. (from 5, to appear pleasant) , white.

551, s. (from white), whiteness.

at, s. (from E, white, and 8, a tooth) , in Hindoo my-

thology the name of the elephant which guards the

North West quarter ofthe universe, a woman with fine

teeth,

5. s. (from 5 white, and 3 , a ray), the moon,

417, s. (from ly , a calculation) , a calculation .

39, s. (from , to hurt), the name of an Usoora or infer-

nal being who was slain by Doorga.

watfent, s. (from 3 , the name of an u oora, and af ,

smiting), Doorga or the slayer of Shoombha.AT

, s (from 3 torelinquish), a toll collected on goods,

duties on imports and exports , port duties, a present

made to the bride by the bridegroom at the time of

bringing her home to his family, money given to the

parents ofthe bride, money given at the purchase of

articles to notify the contract of marriage, the profits

household labour, the employment ofdomestic uten-

the preservation of ornaments, the superintendance

servants and other things of the lik re when c

sidered as the pe of the wil own le

property

41.

d, s. (from , tell, and g , a taking), the taking of

toll , the receiving of duties on exports and imports.

, a. (from , toll, and gts , taking), taking toll,

receiving duties on exports and imports ; s. a toll ga

therer, a collector of port duties.

, a . (from , toll, and if taking), taking toll,

receiving duties on exports and imports.

, s. (from fe, a porpoise , a porpoise.

, a. (from , to hear , serving obsequiously, paying

close attention ; s . a servant, of these Hindoo writers

enumerate five kinds ; viz a disciple, an apprentice to

a trade or calling, a person who works for hire or is

paid the price of his labour, a superintendent of work-

and a slave.men,

ha , s. (from , to hear), service, attention, obsequious

ness, obedience, a desire to hear and obey.

t , a. (from 11 , service, and 4, means), effect-

ed by means of service or obsequious attention ; ad. by

means ofservice or assidious attention .

atta , a. (from 1 , service, and t , doing), perform.

ing service, serving obsequiously, attentive.

hatat, a. (from a , service, and tfs , doing , per-

forming service, serving obsequiously, paying attenti-

on.

at , a. (from , service, and 1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from obsequious service or close

attention.

ghat , ad. (loc. case of tar) , for the purpose of ob-

sequious service or close attention.

ata , ad. (from 1 , service, and ta, a door), by or

through obsequious service or close attention.

atfade, a. (from 1 , service, and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to obsequious service or close at-

tention.

fate, a. (from 1 , service, and faxta , prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting obsequious service or

close attention.

fata , s. (from 1 , service, and fata a prerent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of obsequious service

or close attention.

hataas, s. (from , service, and fa , cessation), the

sation or resistance of obsequious service or close

11.

a. (from 1, service, and fat , a cause),

y or arising from obsequious service or close

; ad. from or because of obsequious service

attention.

ad. (from 1,service, and faf3, a cause),
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for the purpose of obsequious service or close attenti-

on.

hate , a. (from 1, service, and , before), preceded

by or arising from obsequious service or close attenti-

on; ad. by or through obsequious service or close at-

tention.

Chagfozas, a. (from 1 , service, and , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering obsequious service or

close attention.

, a. (from 1, service, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from obsequ'ous service or close

attention ; ad. from or because of obsequious service or

close attention.

fast, ad. (from Hal , service, and fant, without), with-

out or beside obsequious service or close attention,

tfolge, a (from 1, service and sofas, except-

ed), obsequious service or close attention excepted.

*Яutofol☎ , s. (from $11 , service, and afstaḥ, an ‹n excep-

tion , the exception of obsequious service or close at-

tention.

Catafsigte , ad. (loc. case of stof ? ) , with the ex-

ception of obsequious service or close attention , with-

out or beside obsequious service or close attention .

3, s. (from , service , and zita13, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to obsequious service or close atten-

tion.

*qajatatae, « . (from Tul , service, and 7tatæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to obsequious service, or

close attention.

atsa, a . (from that, service, and fea, separate) , sepa-

rate or distinct from obsequious service or close atten-

tion.

☛atles , d. (from 1, service, and (53 , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from obsequious service or close at-

tention ; ad. from or because of obsequious service or

close attention.

a , s. (from , to dry), the drying of things,

ja , s. (from 3 , to dry), a hole, a vacuity, a chasm, a

wind instrument, a tube or rather the vacuity within a

tube ; a. perforated, pierced , full of holes.

az , a. (from , a hole, and 1 , joined), connected

with holes or cavities, perforated, full of holes, spongy.

3%, a. (from sa, to dry), dry, withered, sapless, shrivelled

up.

$51 , s . (from * , dry) , dryness.

IT, s. (from 3 , dry), dryness.

* t, s . (from , an awn) , an awn, a spicule, the hairs on

a caterpillar, a bristle.

stat , s. (from st , a bristle, and cettat , an in : el , a

hairy caterpillar.

* t , s . from , a heg), a hog.

stattet, a. (from

nate, headstrong.

13 , a hog, and , to know, obsti-

*** , s. (from **, an awn), an awn, a bristle.

*t , s. (from c , to whe ), an awn of wheat or barley, 1

bristle, the spicule of Cowlage or other plans.

a , s. (from , a bristle, and att, an insect), a hairy

caterpillar.

ta , s. (from , an awn, and t , rice), bearded rice,

bearded corn.

, a. (from **, an awn), awned, bristly, setaceous,

*** , s. (from **, a bristle) , a hog, a boar.

*saťšì, s. (from * , a hog, and f81, a snout), the name

of a shrub, ( Cnestis mouadelpha,)

*tvật, s. (from * ig, a hoz), a sow.

1

* 1, a. (from an awn), awned, set with bristles, sets

cious.

* , a. from , minute), small , fiae, minute, attenuated.

1, s. (from , an awn , the awns on an ear of corn, &

bristle.

* . s. (from 5, to purify), a shoodra or man of the fourth

or servile class .

* i , s. (from *a, a shoodra, and ↑ , religion), the duties

of the shoodra tribe, viz. theserving of the higher class.

es.

***, a. (from * , a shoodra, and 4fua religica)), ob-

serving or bound by the duties of a snoodra.

*tī¹, s. (from wa, a shoodra), a person of the shoodra class.

* t , 8. (from * a shoodra), a woman ofthe servile or

shoodra class . This word is improper but is frequently

used.

*zi, s. (from *ta, a sheodra), a woman of the fourth or ser-

vile class.

ta , s . (from ft to increase), a shambles, a slaughter house.

*ti , a. (from »t≈ a dog , lonely, desert, empty, void, biank,

unoccupied, vacant, hollow ; s. the atmosphere, a va

cuum, a dot, a cypher, a hollow reed.

* 13¹, s. (from T, empty , emptiness , a vacuity.

. s. (from A , empty), emptiness, a vacuity.

* ), a. (from T, empty, and af , speaking), **

denies the reality ofmatter.
atheist, one who

* , s. (from 1, empty, and t , a plice), an empty

place ; a. uninhabited , unoccupied.

ed.

, a. (from 1 , empty, and , a hand), empty-hand

tat , a . (from tal, empty, and 55, the bowls), having
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the bowels empty ; s. in anatomy the name of one of

the intestines, (Jejunum.)

πg, s. (from exů, a niggard), a niggard, a miser .

*y, s. (from ×³, a bristle,, an awn, a bristle, a hairy cater-

pillar.

* , a. (from , to be courageous), bold, brave, heroic,

courageous, intrepid ; s. a hero, a champion.

31, s. from , heroic), heroism, courage, bravery, in-

trepidity.

* , s. (from , hervic), heroism, courage , bravery, intre-

pidity.

***, & (from , bravery, and t , a display), a

display of courage or bravery.

ara, a. (from , bravery, and , displaying),

displaying courage or bravery.

, s. (from t , to disease), a stake on which criminals are

impaled, a spear, a dart, a pike, a spit, sharp pain, the

cholic, rheumatic pains, death.

*«*X*®, ɑ. (from * , a javalin , and 34 , means), effected

by means of a javelin ; ad. by means of a javelin, by

means of the cholic.

* , a (from * , acute pain , and 57, to kill), removing

the pain of cholic or rheumatism, anodyne.

ta , a. (from t , acute pain, and H , producing), caus-

ing acute pain such as the cholic or rheumatism .

*tañas, a . (from , acute pain, and 551 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from acute pams .

, ad. (loc. case of

cholic or rheumatism.

1,, for a spear or pike, for the

41, (from * , a javalin, and Tt , a door), by or

through a javelin, by or through the cholic.

, a. (from , a spear, and ↑tạ☎, having), armed

with a spear or pike ; s. a spearman.

ta , s. (from , a spear, and 11 , a having), the hold-

ing or being armed with a spear or pike.

tist, a. (from , a spear, and af , holding), carry-

ing or holding a spear ; 6, a spearman.

, s. (from , acute pain, and 1 , destruction), the

cure ofthe cholic or rheumatism.

*aaie, ɑ. (from , acute pain, and at , destructive),

curing the cholic or rheumatism.

af , a. (from , acute pain, and fare, causing to

ceuse), easing or curing the cholic or rheumatism.

Hafizta☎, a. (from , acute pain, and fâatṛæ, preventing),

preventing the pains of cholic or rheumatism ; resist-

ing or hindering the effect of a spear or pike.

স্থূলনিবারণ , s. (from স্থূল, acute pain , and নিবারণ , a prevent-

ing) , the preventing of cholic or rheumatism, the resis

ting or preventing ofthe effects of a spear or pike.

waffe, s. (from *s, acute pain, and faafe, cessation), the

cessation of acute pain such as the cholic or rheumatism .

*tefifaze, a (from ta, a spear, and , a cause , causedfif ,

by or arising from a spear or pike, caused by or arising

from cholic or rheumatism ; ad. from or because of a

spear orpike, from or because of cholic or rheumatism.

, ad (from a, a spear , and fa , a cause), for a

spear or pike, for the cholic or rheumatism .

F, ɑ. (from , a spear, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from a spear or pike , caused by or arising

from cholic or rheumatism ; ad. from or because of a

spear or pike, from orbecause of the cholic or rheuma

tism .

, s. (from , a spear , a javelin, a dart, a pike, a

spear.

, a. (from , acute pain, and , increasing), in-

creasing acute pain, aggravating the cholic or rheuma-

tism.

, s. (from , acute pain, and , an increasing),

the increasing of acute pain, the increasing of cholic or

rheumatism .

fa , ad. (from , acutepain, and fat , without), with-

out or beside acute pain, without or beside a spear or

pike.

wasTfxt , a. (from , acute pain, and fif , possessed of),

suffering the acute pains of cholic or rheumatism, pos-

sessed of or having a spear or pike,

afasia, a. (from , a spear, and faxìa, destitute), desti-

tute of a spear or pike, free from acute pain.

* , s. (from * , acute pain, and ₹{ã, increase) , the in-

crease of acute pain.

can , s. (from , a spear, and (7571, pain), cholic pains,

the cholic, an acute disease.

* , a. (from , a spear, and sofas, excepted),

spears or pikes excepted , cholic or other acute pains ex.

cepted.

1 , 8. (from , a spear , and afsiæ, an excepti

on), the exception of spears or pikes, the exception of

cholic or other acute diseases .

mmiferie, ad. (loc. case of
fat , with the excepti

on of spears or pikes , with the exception of cholic or

other acute pains, without or beside spears or pikes,

without or beside cholic or other acute pains .

Huu , s. (from t , a spear, and w , pain), cholic pains,

the cholic, an acute disease.

Nnnnnna
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, s . (from , a spear, and art , a disease), the cho-

lic, an acute disease.

#matftax, a. (from , the cholic, and , to do), caus-

ing the cholic.

শল্যাবিকরণক, a . ( from স্থূলাবি , the cholic, and করন , means) ,

effected by means of the cholic ; ad. by means of the

cholic.

ল্যারিজনক, a . ( from শূলব্যাধি , the cholic , and জনক, produc-

ing) , producing the cholic or other acute pains .

তারিজন্য, a. (from শুলব্যাধি, the cholic and জন্য, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from the cholic or other

acute disease.

tazifasias, ad. (loc. case off ), for the cholic or

other acute disease.

tata , ad (from art , the cholic, and ata, a door),

by or through the cholic or other acute disease.

শূলবাধিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from শূলব্যাধি, the cholic, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to the cholic or other

acute disease.

শুলকাবিনিবারক, a. ( from স্থূলাবি, the cholic and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting the cholie or other

acute disease.

শূল হ্যাবিনিবারণ, s. ( from শূলাধি, the cholic, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of the cho-

lic or other acute disease.

metafizfa, s. (from fa, the cholic, and fafy, ces-

sation), the prevention or cessation of the cholic or

other acute disease.

ল্যাবিনিমিত্তক, a. (from শুলব্যাধি, the cholic, and নিমিত্ত,

cau ej, caused by or arising from the cholic or other

acute disease ; ad. from or because of the cholic or

other acute disease.

শুলকাবিবিসিত্তে, ad. ( from শূলযাথি, the cholic, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), for the cholic or other acute disease.

ut , a. (from art , the cholic, and Я , caused

by), caused by or arising from the cholic or other

acute disease ; ad. from or because of the cholic or

other acute disease.

, a. (from if , the cholic, and zea , in-

creasing), increasing or aggravating the pains of the

cholic or other acute disease.

শূলাবিবৰ্দ্ধন, s . ( from শূলব্যাধি, the cholic, and বৰ্দ্ধন, an in-

creasing), the increasing or aggravating of cholic or

other acute pains.

, s . (from , the cholic, and , increase),

the increase of cholic or other acute pains.

, a. (from it, the cholic, and f , separ-

ate , separate or distinct from the cholic or other acute

disease ; ad. beside the cholic or other acute disease.

fa , a . (from , the cholic, and c , a cuse),

caused by or arising from the cholic or other acute dis-

ease ; ad. from or because of the cholic or other acute

disease.

ta , a. (from , a javalin, and f , separate), separate

or distinct from a javelin or from the cholic ; ad, be-

side cholic pains, beside a javelin.

* TF, ɑ . (from *t , a spear, and T , joined , connected

with spears or pikes, connected with the cholic or

rheumatism, afflicted with cholic or rheumatism.

3, a . (from , a spear, and af , destitute), desti-

tute of a spear or pike, free from cholic or rheumatism.

aatst, s. (from , a spear, and catst, a disease) , the cho-

lic, an acute disease.

alts , a. (from rats, the cholic, and , produc-

ing), producing the cholic or other acute disease.

* , a. (from catst , the cholic, and I, produci-

ble) , producible by or arising from the cholic or other

acute disease.

cats , ad. (loc. case of ts ) , for the cholic or

other acute disease.

tanta , s. (from waatst, the cholic, and tt, destructi-

on), the cure of the cholic or other acute disease.

শূলরোগনাশক, a. (from শূলরোগ, the cholic, and নাশক, destruc-

tive), destructive to or curing the cholic or other acute

disease.

শূলরোগনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from লরেtst , the cholic and নিবর্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), curing or easing the cholic or other acute

disease.

লরোগনিবারক, a. (from লয়েtst , the cholic, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing the cholic or other acute disease.

লরোগনিবারণ , s . ( from tst , the cholic and নিবারণ , ৫

preventing), the preventing ofthe cholic or other acute

disease.

শূলরোগণিবৃত্তি, s. (from স্কুলরেts, the cholic, and নিবৃত্তি, cessati-

on), the cessation or prevention of the cholic or other

acute disease.

tacatsfafa , a . ( from tact , the cholic, and fas, a

cause), caused by or arising from the cholic or other

acute disease ; ad. from or because of the cholic or

other acute disease,

catsfafice, ad. (from matst, the cholic, and fifty, a

cause), for the cholic or other acute disease.

cast , a . (from tst , the cholic, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from the cholic or other acute
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disease ; ad. from or because of the cholic or other

acute disease.

atste, a. (from cats, the cholic, and ze, increas-

ing), increasing the cholic or other acute disease,

tista , s. (from tatst, the cholic, and a , an increas-

ing), the increasing of the cholic or other acute disease.

atstat, ad. (from atst, the cholic, and fat, without),

without or beside the cholic or other acute disease.

textstfaftas, a. (from agtst, the cholic, and faft , pos-

sessed of) , suffering from or afflicted with the cholic or

other acute disease.

পরে গৰিহীন , a. (froin শূলরেtt , the cholic, and বিহীন, desti-

tute), free from the cholic or other acute disease.

alisafa, s. (from cats, the cholic, and f , increase),

the increase of the cholic or other acute disease.

শূলরোগব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from শূলরোগ , the cholic, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the cholic or other acute disease excepted.

ফালরোগব্যতিরেক, s. (from শূলরোগ, the cholic and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of the cholic or other

acute disease..

ease ;

শূলরোগব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc case of শলরোগব্যতিরেক), with the

exception ofthe cholic or other acute disease, without

or beside the cholic or other acute disease,

aatst , a. (from atst, the cholic, and fa, separate),

separate or distinct from the cholic or other acute dis-

ad. beside the cholic or other acute disease.

*HATSF, a. (from , the cholic, and F, joined), con-

nected with the cholic or other acute disease , afflicted

with the cholic or other acute disease.

স্থূলরোগরহিত, a . (from শূলরোt, the cholic and রহিত, desti-

tute of), free from the cholic or other acute disease.

aatst , a . (from atst , the cholic, and 1, empty),

free from the cholic or other acute disease.

ts , a. (from tatst, the cholic, and a , destitute),

free from the cholic or other acute disease.

Halytsag™, a. (fromtats, the cholic, and 155, a couse) ,

caused by or arising from the cholic or other acute dis-

ease; ad. from or because of the cholic or other acute

disease,

tacatsit, a . (from , the cholic, and catfsta , diseased), dis-

eased or suffering from the cholic or other acute dis-

ease.

wata , a . (from * , a spear, and * , empty) , destitute of

a spear or pike, free from cholic or other acute pains.

gia, a. (from , a spear, and F , destitute) , destitute

of a spear or pike, free from cholic or other acute pains

**¿TIE, a. (from , a spear, and (53 , a caus?), caused

*TS.

by or arising from a spear or pike, caused by or aris

ing from acute pain ; al. from or because of a spear or

pike, from or because of acute pain.

tats, s. (from , a spear, and stats, a blow) , a stroke

or thrust with a spear.

* l, a. (from * , a spear) , armed with a spear.

, s . (from , a horn , , priv. and at , to he, y ,

a shakil), a shakal.

ta , s. (from itt , a shakal, and , a thorn) , the

name of a thorny bush, (Zizyphus scandens . )

31, s . ( from " , a chain ), the connection of one thing

with another, concatenation , order.

, s. (from , a chain), the connection of one thing

with another, concatenation , order.

, s. (from , a horn, and t , to collect), a chain , the

connection of one thing with another, concatenation,

order,

tata , a. (from , a chain, and atæ, making),

making chains, connecting things together in order.

"gatæta, a. (from , a chain, and tfe , doing), making

chains, connecting things together in an orderly manner.

t , a. (from 1 , a chain, and T, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a chain, producible by or

arising from connecting things together in an orderly

manner.

ta , ad. (loc. case of sat ) , for a chain, for the

orderly connecting of things.

*timifafazæ, a. (from , a chain , and fЯf , a cause),

caused by or arising from the connecting ofthings to

gether ; ad. for or because of a chain, from or because

of the orderly connecting of things,

affa , ad. (from 1 , a chain, and ffa , a cause),

for a chain, for the orderly connecting of things.

, a. (from , a chain, and , before), preceded

by or arising from a chain or the orderly connection of

things; ad. by or through a chain or the orderly con-

nection ofthings.

EFE

t , a. (from , a chain, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from a chain or the orderly con-

nection of things ; ad. from or because of a chain or

the orderly connection of things .

fat , ad. (from , a chain, and f1, without , with-

out or beside a chain .

ts , a. (from , a chain, and zr , ex-

cepted), a chain excepted.

, s. (from
a chain, and fea , ere p-

tion ,, the excepuon of a chain,

Nnnnnnn 2
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➡tiatzıfsıçra, ad. (loc. cise of gatzforge), with the ex-

ception of a chain, without or beside a chain.

*gaisa, a. (from ti, a chain , and 13ã , separute), sepa-

rate or distinct from a chain ; ad without a chain.

tsætɩTIF, a. (from §¹, a chain , and (55, a couse), caus-

ed by or arising from a chain or the orderly connecti-

on of things ; ad. from or because of a chain or the or-

derly connection of things.

, s. (from , a chain ), a chain for the feet of an

elephant.

* , s. (from *t, to injure) , a sign, a horn, a mountain peak,

a mark, sovereignty, mastership, dignity, elevation, an

artificial fountain or jet d'eau. This word constructed

with ata , to strike, means to gore, to toss with the horn,

whdayæ, s. (from & , conneous, and , a skiz), apart

ofthe eye (cornea`.

*Яttæ, s . from ¤, a horn , and t , to go) , the name of an

aquatic plant which produces ou eatable nu ' , (Trapa

bispinosa. )

* Яta, s. (from * , dignity, and a, to go), copulation, the

sentiment oflove as expressed in poetry, marks made

with red lead on the head of an elephant .

wЯta , s. (from , copulation, and 3 , a sentiment),

the sentiment of love, the amatory sentimentin poetry.

*ht??, a. (from ** , copulation) , impassioned, lascivious,

dressing in gay clothing.

**I, a. (from *Я, a horn) , horned, armed with horns.

3, a. (from , to boil , boiled.

szi, s . (from rats, the name of a tree) , the name of a

small tree common in Bengal, (Trophis aspera )

STi, s. (from ( T¬, pudendum , pudendum muliebre.

ta , s. (from far , to go), a crest, a garland of flowers

worn on the crown.

c , s . (from fat, to dishoneur), a sera , a common weight

throughout India. It varies much but may be reckon-

ed at about a pound and half avoirdupoise, it is the

fortieth part of a Muna.

* f * , 8. (from , sleep, formed from it, to repose,

and f , a bee), the name of a flowering shrub or small

tree, Nyctanthus arbor tristis.)

, s. (from sit , a shakul), a shakal.

matti, s . (from , the name of a shrub , the

name of a thorny shrub, ( Zizyphus scandens . )

Ħatai, s. (from TЯata , conferva), conferva, moss, a water

plant, Vallisneria of several species. )

ga, s. (from ct, a sera), a sera or weight which varies

from the weight of sixty to ninety- six upces. It is the

fortieth part of a Muna.

et s. (from a, a spear), a dart, a spear, a pike, a spit.

‹ † ~**1 , s . ( from if the name ofa small herb), the name

of a small plant occasionally used by the natives of la

dia as a pot herb, (Achyranthes triandra.)

¿sta, s. (from fata, to end), an end, the perfection of a thing,

the termination of a thing, an ultimatum, the result of

any undertaking, a remainder, the name of a serpent

fabled in Hindoo writings, he is accounted the king of

serpents, is said to have a thousand heads, and to be

both the couch and canopy of Vishnoo .

("Aægæ, ɑ. (from cxt , an end, and ataē, making , bring

ing things to an end, finishing.

tastat, a. (from ca, an end, and 3 , making , bring

ing things to an end, fin shing.

† , 8. (from ‹ ¤, an end, and at , time), the lasttime,

the latest time, the time ofdeath.

ang, s. (from ‹ ¤, an end, and as, a piece), a supple-

ment, the last part or chapter of a book.

cutas , s. (from cut , an end, and , a writing) , a supple

ment,

, a. (from ‹œa, a remnant, and , caused by), caus,

ed by or arising from a remnant or from the end ofa

work.

( 17), ad. (loc. case ofcar),for an end, for a remnant.

, s. (from E, an end, and 5™ , a state , the last

state or condition, a final state, old age.

( afafiga, n . (from tɑ, a remnant, and fifig, a cause),

caused by or arising from a remnant or from an end ;

ad. from or because of a remnant or an end.

afifa , ad. (from ‹ a remnant, and fifty, a cause),

for a remnant, for an end or termination.

শেষপ্রতিবন্ধক, a . (from শেষ, an end, and প্রতিবন্ধক, opposing )

opposing or operating as an obstacle to the end or coa-

clusion of a business.

CAUS
* F, a. (from ‹ ja, an end, and Я , caused by),

ed by or arising from an end or remainder ; ad. from of

because of an end or remainder.

fat, ad. (from ‹ , an end, and feat , without), without

or beside an end or remainder.

( a ), s. (from ‹ ¤, an end, and cami, the time ofday,

the afternoon.

শেষ /তিরিক্ত, a . ( from শেড, an end, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepte

an end or remainder excepted .

শেষব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from শেষ, an end, and ব্যতিরেক, an excepti

on), the exception of an end or remainder.

, ad. loc. case ofcaufa ), with the excepti

on of an end or remainder, without or beside an end of

remainder.
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tst, s. (from ‹œª , an end; and Sts, a part) , the last or

remaining part.

afea, a (from cha, an end, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from the end; ad. beside an end.

tas , a. (from et , a remnant, and 55, to eat), eating

leavings or remnants, eating after others have finished

their meal.

1, s. (from ca, a remnant, and est , an cuter), one

who eats the leavings or remnants of food left by others,

a person who eats after others have finished their meal.

13 , s . (from ta, aremnant, and (st , an eating),

the eating of remnants, the eating after others have

finished their meal.

atstat, a. (from et , a remnant, and cifs , eating),

eating remirants, eating after others have finished their

meal.

27311, s . (from cts, an end, and 151, eatable), a desert,

what is to be eaten at the end of a meal.

, a. (from

the end, viz. taking care that a work shall be brought

to a conclusion.

an end, and 34, guarding) , guarding

* ¶ , s. (from , an end, and 4 , a guarding), a

gwarding the end or taking care that an undertaking be

brought to a conclusion.

* IFI, s. (from (××, an end, and 71, preservation), the se-

curing of the end or taking care that an undertaking

be brought to a conclusion.

831fa, 8. (from , an end, and ata, night), the last

watch or close of the night.

MULIT, a. (from ‹ ◄, an end, and (Tz, a cause), caused by

or arising from an end or remainder ; ad. from or be-

cause of an end or remainder.

matatal, s. (from ‹ ta , an end, and tætt, desire), a de-

sire for an end or consummation.

catærgì, a . (from cα, an end, and tatfg , desirous), de-

sirous of an end or consummation.

tata , s. (from ‹ ¤, an end, and 1, a state),
the last

condition, the final state of a person, old age.

Matsata, s. (from ( , an end, and , desire), a de-

sire for an end or consummation.

afen , a from ca, an end, and sata , desirous),

desirous of an end or consummation.

, ad. (loc. case of ( ta), finally, lastly, in fine.

, 8. (from , an end, and a¹, desire), a desire for

an end or consummation.

"

a. (from cta, an end, and 5, desirous) , desirous of

an end or consummation.

et , a . (from t , an end, and , desirous), ' desirous

of an end or consummation.

taifa , s. (from fufa , lactic acid), a lactate.

taff , a. from ft , lactic acid), lactic.

31 , s. (from 1 , cold) , coldness , frigor, chilliness, frigi-

dity.

tu , s. (from ffu , slack), slackness, dilatoriness, de-

lay.

tta, a. (from fata, the god Shion, an apple , believing or

trusting in Shiva, professing to be a worshipper of Shi-

va; s. a malate.

tata, s. (from , to recline), the name of an aquatic

plant, (Valisneria of different species.)

tafa , a. (from fta , an apple), malic.

tata, s. (from fat , a stone), a rock, a mountain.

ta , a. (from tta, a rock, and . to be produced), pro

duced on a rock ; s . bitumen, storax or benzoin.

taffs, s. (from t , a rock, and fsfs, a piercing), a stono

cutter's chisel.

tata, s. (from fa mechanics), a contrivance, an easy me

thod of doing things.

Tutmisza, s. (from t , a stone, and 77, a being), petrifac-

tion, a becoming stone.

53, a. (from tЯta , a stone, and 53, become), petrified.

tta , s. from f , an ancient dancing master , a person

who beats time in a concert.

te , s. (from ta, benzoin), benzoin or storax ; a . ben-

zoate.

' ,tem , a . (from tt , benzoin , benzoic.

ta , s . (from fatal , a stone) , a stony substance, a being

stony or hard.

, s. (from fat , a child) , childhood , infancy, a person's

minority.

( t1, v. a. (from ‹ , to recline) , to lay a person down to

sleep ; s . the name of a common aromatic plant, (Ane-

thum Sowa.)

catata, s. (from , to lay down), the causing of a per-

son to repose himself, the laying of a child down to

sleep ; a, laid down to sleep .

*tatfagi, a: (from ex , to lay down), causing to take re-

pose, laying a child to sleep .

Hræi, v. a. (from fat , to smell , to smell ; s. a scent.

citi. s . (from * , to jump), a bludgeon or truncheon over

laid with silver.

tta, s. from 35, to grieve ) , grief, mourning , sorrow, woe.

(***@ **, a. (from ctt , grief, aud ☎a , means), effected

by means ofgrief; ad. by means of grief,
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exte.
শোঙ্কা,

ctt1, s. (from tt , grief, and a , a doer), a person

who mourns or grieves.

• testa , a . (from te, grief, and at , doing), mourn-

ing, grieving, sorrowing ; s. a person who grieves or

mourns.

cattatat, a. (from ctt , grief, and at , doing), mourn-

ing, grieving, sorrowing.

( †&GIF, a. (from ‹ tæ, grief, and a , producing), occa-

sioning grief, distressing, woeful , mournful .

(*†& A , a. (from ctt , grief, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from grief or sorrow.

3 , ad. (loc. case of c , for grief or mourning,

for sorrow.

tæt , s. (from te, grief, and †¾, a giver) , a person

who gives grief or sorrow.

ta , a. (from ctt , grief, and atge, giving), giving

grief or sorrow.

f*tæætπì, a. (from ‹ t , grief, and tf , giving), giving

griefor sorrow.

ettatai, ad, (from tæ, grief, and t , a door), by or

through grief or sorrow.

tatt, s. (from ctt , grief, and at , destruction), the re-

moval or dispelling of grief or sorrow.

< t , a. (from te, grief, and at , destroying), dis-

pelling grief or sorrow.

tafada, a. (from ctt , grief, and fas, causing to

cease), putting a stop to grief or sorrow,

cattafiat , a. (from ctt , grief, and fata , preventing),

resisting or preventing grief or sorrow.

taxtad, s, (from tt , grief, and fazta , a preventing ,

the resisting or preventing of grief or sorrow.

(*tt*faqfe, s. (from t , grief, and fa , cessation), the

cessation or resistance of grief or sorrow.

(*ttæfifa³™, a. (from exte, grief, and fa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from grief or sorrow ; ad, from or be-

cause of grief or sorrow.

ff , ad. (from exte, grief, and faf , a cause), for

grief or sorrow.

ettes , a. (from tt , grief, and fs , opposing),

obstructing or hindering grief or sorrow.

<*t , a. (from * , grief, and , caused by), caus-+4

ed by or arising from grief or sorrow ; ad. from or be-

cause ofgrief or sorrow.

t , a. (from ett , grief, and , increasing), aggra-

vating or increasing grief or sorrow.

ta , s. (from tt , grief, and a , an increasing) , the

aggravating or increasing of grief or sorrow.

(*tæfazi, ad. (from extt , grief, and fæ , without), without

or beside grief or sorrow.

taff , a. (from ct , grief, and fefta, possessed of

filled with grief or sorrow, sorrowful or grieving,

<*tæïìa, a. (from ‹*† , grief, and fi , destitute ), free

from grief or sorrow.

ett , s. (from ‹ t , grief, and af , increase), the aggra

vation or increase of grief or sorrow.

(*tæaf3fas, a. (from ‹ t , grief, and sofas, excepted),

grief or sorrow excepted.

<*tt* fsig , s. (from ctt , grief, and rifsiæ, an excepti

on), the exception of grief or sorrow.

tafora , ad. (loc. case of
fat ), with the ex-

ception ofgrief or sorrow, without or beside grief or

sorrow.

tests , a. (from ctt , grief, and if partaking , shar

ing in grief or sorrow.

tafs , a. (from ctt , grief, and sa, separate), separate

or distinct from grief; ad, beside grief.

, a. (from ct , grief, and , a root) , springing

from grief or sorrow.

, a. (from tt , grief, and T ,joined to), conuect-

ed with grief or sorrow, sorrowful, grieving.

tas , a. (from tt , grief, and af , destitute , free

from grief or sorrow .

, a . (from te, grief, and 1, empty), free from

griefor sorrow.

tida, 8. (from ( t , grief, and ¬† st , an ocean), an ocean

of grief or sorrow.

<

cts , a. (from te, grief, and a, destitute), free from

grief or sorrow,

c*t* 5*, a, (from ctt , grief, and c³, a cause) , caused

by or arising from grief or sorrow ; ad. from or because

of grief or sorrow.

cuttætæa, «. (from * t , grief, and fæa, distressed), grier.

ed, overwhelmed with sorrow or distress .

‹ tætſa, s. (from * , grief, and af , fire) the fire or tor

ment of grief or sorrow.

(*tātam, s. (from * , grief, aud a, fire), the fire or

torment of grief or sorrow.

শোকান্বিত, a. (from শোক, grief, and অম্বিত, connected with ),

sorrowful, grieving.

tata , s. (from ott , grief, and 3 , ataking away ,

the removal of distress or grief.

শোকাপনোদন, s . ( from শোক, grief, and অপনোদন, a repel-

ling , the repelling or removing ofgrief.

শোকাপনোদনদ্বারা, ad. (from শোকাপনোদন the repelling of

T

1

1

1
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শোধ,

grief, and , door), by or through the repelling of

grief.

tata , a. (from ctta, grief, and fa , entered), distress-

ed, grieved, sorrowful.

œttætfa&fs3, a. (from ‹ tatfa , grieved, and fo3, the heart),

having a grieved or sorrowful heart.

শোকাবিষ্টান্তঃকরণ , a. (from শোকাষ্ঠি, grieved, and &ডঃকরণ,

the heart), grieved or sorrowful in heart.

‹*tæt , ɛ. (from c , grief, and , an ocean), an ocean

of grief or sorrow.

¿ zte, a. (from * , grief, and 13, offected by) , grieved,

distressed, sorrowful.

etal, a . (from 47, grieving) , grieving, lamenting,

mourning.

tate , a. (from c , grief, and set , producing),

producing grief or sorrow,

etto, s. (from 5, to grieve , grief, sorrow, sadness, distress.

ts , a. (from 5, to grieve) , occasioning grief, distressing.

1, s. (from , to grieve), grief, mourning, anxiety,

regret, sorrow.

tel, a. (from ifs , grieving) , grieving, mourning, re-

gretting.

ttt, s. (from , to be proud , thin.

it£ , s. (from

sort of molasses.

‹¤††a, s . (from cita, to be red), the name ofa small tree ( Big-

nonia indica) ; the name of a river which falls into the

Ganges near Patna .

it , thin, and 25, molasses), a particular

exta , s. (from ta, to be red), senna, (Cassia senna. )

tatt , s. (from it , senna, and 3, a leaf), senna.

tatæ , s . (from ctdi, senna , and T , the face), senna.

< ifã³, 8. (from cia, to be red), blood .

•

fas , a. (from tf , blood, and 1 , to drink) , drinking

blood, sanguinary.

(* fagЯtat, s . (from blood, and st , a drinker ,

person who drinks blood .

, s . (from

drinking of blood.

catifaзЯt , u . (from , blood, and f , drinking),

drinking blood,

fas, blood, and t , a drinking), the

fata, s . (from cifas, blood, and ta, a flowing), an

hemorrhage.

‹œtu, s . (from *† , to go), a swelling or intumescense.

tus , s. (from ( ty, a swelling, and a, to kill) , the name

of a trailing plant, (Boerhaavia diffusa . )

, s. (from , to purify , the clearing off of a debt,

payment, retaliation. This word constructed with

cutta.

to do, means to pay, to liquidate a debt, to retaliate;

with o , to desire, it means to call in a debt, to require

payment,

cit , a. (from 8, to purify), cleansing, purifying, cor.

recting, paying off a debt, retaliating ; s. a person who

corrects writings, the quantity to be subtracted from

the square of the least root multiplied by the multipli-

cator to render it capable of yielding an exact square

root.

ta, s. (from w , to purify , the liquidating of a debt,

the clearing off a score, the retaliating of an injury , the

correcting of a writing, the correcting of the effect ofa

medicine supposed to be made of poisonous ingredients,

subtraction.

¿ æææ, a. (from ¡ , a purifying, and 34, means),

effected by means of purifying ; ad. by means of puri-

fying.

11, s. (from ct , a cleansing, and ý, a dлer), a

person who corrects a writing, a person who clears off

a debt.

cat , a. (from 1 , a cleansing, and at , doing),

correcting a writing , cleansing , clearing off a debt.

শোধনকারী, a. (from শোধন, a cleansing, and কারিন, doing) ,

correcting a writing, cleansing, clearing off a debt,

, a, (from ta , a cleansing, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from cleansing or cor

recting.

tatar, ad. (loc. case of ( †97 ), for cleansing or cor-

recting.

(*195131, ad. (from c* 1ª , a purifying, and ■t?, a door),

by or through purifying.

শোধননিমিত্তক , a . ( from শোধন, a cleansing , and নিষিত, a

cause) , caused by or arising from cleansing or correct-

ing ; ad. from or because of cleansing or correcting.

শোধননিমিত্তে, ad. (from শোধন, a cleansing , and নিমিত্ত, ও

cause), for cleansing or correcting.

(* †ża¶fæ, a . (from ‹ , a cleansing, and 4, before), pre-

ceded by or arising from cleansing or correcting ; ad.

by or through cleansing or correcting.

fa , a. (from 12 , a cleansing, and free,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to cleansing or

correcting.

xt , a . (from ct , a cleansing, and , caused.

by), caused by or arising from cleansing or correcting;

ad. from or because of cleansing or correcting.

fan , ad. (from ctta, a cleansing, and fan , without),

without or beside cleansing or correcting.
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( ta.

শোধন ডিরিক্ত , a. ( from শোধন , a cleansing, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), cleansing or correcting excepted.

গোধনৰ্যাতিরেক, s. (fromশোধন, a cleansing, and বাতিরেক, an

exception , the exception of cleansing or correcting.

শোধন22ডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of শোধনব্যতিরেক , with the ex-

ception of cleansing or correcting, without or beside

cleansing or correcting.

aaatto, s. (from ‹ , a cleansing, and stats, an ob-

stacle , an obstacle to cleansing or correcting.

শোধনব্যাঘাতক, a. (from শোধন, a cleansing , and ব্যাঘাতক, ০৮-

structing) , operating as an obstacle to cleansing or cor-

recting.

raafsa, a. (from , a purifying, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from purifying ; ad . beside puritying.

fistatsti, a. (from (* , a cleansing, and c ), worthy),

worthy of or requiring to be cleansed or corrected.

tarz , a. (from ca, a cleansing, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from cleansing or correcting ; ad.

from or because of cleansing or correcting.

11, s. (from cttaa, a cleansing, and atat , de-

sire) , a desire of cleansing or correcting.

tatatat, a. (from t , a cleansing, and taifa, de-

sirous), desirous of cleansing or correcting.

afemta, s . (from 12a, a cleansing, and fata, desire),

a desire of cleansing or correcting.

Catfamtal, a. ( from ‹ ia, a cleansing, and afsafa ,

desirous), desirous of cleansing or correcting.

(*iatis), a. (from cttaa, a cleansing, and is , un-

worthy), unworthy of or unfit for being cleansed or

corrected.

, a. (from , a cleansing, and f , desirous),

desirous of cleansing or correcting.

tat , ad. (from 1 , a cleansing, and , an object ,

for the purpose of cleansing or correcting,

citaté, a , (from c††85, a cleansing, and , fit , fit or

worthy to be cleansed or purified .

† ¤, α. (from , to purify), payable, due, requiring to

be paid.

† ), s. (from ‹ ta, a cleansing, and ₹g' , desire), a

desire for cleansing or correcting, a desire for purity.

<* tâta , a. (from c , a cleansing, and , desirous),

desirous of cleansing or correcting, desirous of purity.

tals , a . (from ca, a cleansing, and 5 , desirous),

desirous of cleansing or correcting, desirous of purity.

*iâa1954, 8. from Я, a cleansing, and 8ma, a le-

ginning), the beginning to cleause or correct, the begin-

ning to purify or clear off.

{{ st.

cat , a. (from exit , a cleansing, and 8 pro

per), proper to be cleansed or corrected, requiring to

be purified.

tata, s. (from tt , payment, and cat , an idea) , au in-

tention to pay, a desigu to retaliate.

trai, v. a. (from * , to purify), to cause a person to pu-

rify or correct, to cause to cleanse ; s. a cleansing, the

correction of a writing, purification , the paying off of

a debt.

ct , a. (from , to purify , payable, requiring to be paid,

due, requiring to be corrected , requiring to be clean

ed or purified.

catteʊ, s . (from xṣż , a doubt), a doubt, suspicion .

(*157, s. (from 45, to appear pleasant), a being comely or

pleasing to the sight ; a shining, splendid, beautiful,

handsome, comely, propitious, auspicious.

cuttsata, a. (from $5, to appear agreeable), requiring to he

adorned or beautified, worthy of being made illustri

ous.

tta , s. (from 3, to appear pleasant), light, lustre, radi

ance, splendor, beauty, glory, agreeableness to the eye,

comeliness.

ista, a. (from 51, lustre, and , to do , shining , re-

splendent, comely, looking agreeably, beautiful, orna

mental.

Stæææ, a. (from ( 51 , beauty, and FI4, means), effect-

ed by means of beauty or elegant arrangement ; ad by

means ofbeauty or elegant arrangement.

ista , s. (from cts , lustre, and , a doer), a person

or thing which shines or appears beautiful

citātēti, s. (from 15 , beauty, and 11, desire), a de-

sire for beauty or splendor.

catstætg), a. (from cxt ), beauty, and tæt , desirous),

desirous of beauty or splendor.

Mistētāē, ɑ. (from <* 151, lustre, and ₹13», doing) , shin-

ing, resplendent, comely, looking agreeably, beautiful,

ornamental.

¿ tstætal, a . (from 151 , lustre, and atfag, doing), shining,

resplendent, comely, looking agreeably, beautiful , or

namental.

( ftstof³, a. {from #151 , beauty, and Qt5f93, acted , hand-

somely or civilly done.

ctts , a. (from ( 151 , lustre, and ☎, producing), pro-

ducing lustre or splendor, causing beauty, causing a

agreeable appearance,

stafs, a. (from 151 , lustre, and f3,produced , pro-

duced by or arising from splendor or beauty.
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star, ad. (loc . case of

শোভা,

st , a. (from tts , lustre, and , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from splendor or beauty.

star), for beauty or splen-

dor, for an agreeable appearance .

tstats, a. (from t !, beauty, and 3, produced), pro.

duced by or arising from splendor or beauty.

sta , s. (from t , beauty, and , to move) , the name

of a tree, ( Hyperanthera Morunga.)

cttstal, ad. (from 15 , beauty , and īta, a door), by or

through beauty or elegant arrangement,

, s. (from 1, beauty, and , destruction), the

destruction or loss of beauty or splendor.

itst , a. (from ct , beauty, and , destructive),

destructive to beauty or splendor.

ts , a. (from ctts , beauty, and f , destructive),

destructive to beauty or splendor.

Etat , s. (from catst , beauty, and at , destruction), the

destruction or loss of beauty or splendor.

««tstatutæ, a. (from ‹ , beauty, and , destructive),

destructive to beauty or splendor.

শোভানিৱৰ্ত্তক, a . (from শোভা , beauty, and নিবর্ত্তক , causing to

cease), putting an end to beauty or splendor.

শোভানিবারক, a. (from শোভা, beauty, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting beauty or splendor.

existfaætad, 8. (from ‹ ts , beauty, and fa̸ætaa , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of beauty or splendor.

tttfaf , s. (from ‹ † ¹ , beauty, and fa , cessation), the

prevention or cessation of beauty or splendor.

extstfafas , a. (from c11, beauty, and fafas, a cause).

caused by or arising from beauty or splendor ; ad. from

or because of beauty or splendor.

etistfafie, ad. (from †† , beauty, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of beauty or splendor.

stanta, ad. (from 151, beauty , and at , a follow-

ing), according to or in correspondence with beauty or

splendor.

tetas, a . (from ctts , beauty , and 3, connected with),

beautiful, comely, agreeable to the sight, splendid, il-

lustrious.

<*¡15†×¶æ, a . (from <*††si, beauty, and , before) , preceded

by or arising from beauty or splendor.

শোভাপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from শোভা , beauty, and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstruct-

ing) , obstructing or hindering beauty or splendor.

st , a. (from † , beauty, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from beauty or splendor ; ad. from

or because of beauty or splendor.

ta , a . (from 1, beauty, and , increasing), in-

creasing beauty or splendor.

cutter.

mista , s. (from tet , beauty, and a , an increasing),

the increasing of beauty or splendor.

(*¡¡sifat, ad. (from ( is) , beauty , and f‹ , without), with-

out or beside beauty or splendor.

isifa , a. (from 1 , beauty, andfif , possessed of),

beautiful, comely, agreeable to the sight, splendid, il-

lustrious.

fi , a. (from , beauty, and fasta, destitute), des-

titute of beauty or splendor.

tstaf™, 8. (from ts , beauty, and , increase), the in-

crease ofbeauty or splendor.

শোভায্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from শোভা , beauty , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), beauty or splendor excepted .

starfs , s. (from cutt , beauty, and if , an excep-

tion) , the exception of beauty or splendor.

stafa , ad. ( loc. case of ( fax ) , with the ex-

ception ofbeauty or splendor, without or beside beau

ty or splendor.

(* .Stæ;tat3, s. (from ¿ ¡ ¡, splendor, and ætat³, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to beauty or splendor.

Histeriats , a. (from 1, splendor, and

struc'ing), operating as an obstacle to beauty or splen

dor.

tutæ, ob-

tata, a . (from 15 , beauty, and foa, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from beauty or comeliness ; ad. beside

beauty or comeliness.

tsifsata, a. (from tts , beauty, and afsta, desire), a

desire for beauty or splendor.

sifstal, a. (from ( s , beauty, and afsatfa , desirous),

desirous ofbeauty or splendor,

,, (from cst, beauty, and , a root), spring-

ing or originating from beauty or splendor.

tt , a. (from , beauty, and F, joined), connect-

ed with beauty or splendor, beautiful, comely, agreea-

ble to the sight, splendid , illustrious.

st , a. (from 151 , beauty, and cutst , worthy, or

aatst , unworthy), worthy or unworthy of being adorn-

ed or beautified.

(* Sta[ ³, a. (from 1 , beauty, and 3, destitute), des-

titute of beauty or splendor.

(πistu), a. (from (*:31 , beauty, and fa, desirous) , desir

ous of beauty or splendor.

catstiú, ad. (from ¿ ¡ , beauty, and , an object) , for the

purpose of beauty or splendor.

0000000

, a . (from 51 , beauty, and 7, empty), destitute

of beauty or splendor.

tatata , s. (from cts , beauty, and . detriment), a

detriment to or loss of beauty or splendor.
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I

( isigla, a. (from ist, beauty, and 1 , destitute), desti-

tute of beauty or splendor.

cas , a. (from 51 , beauty, and 3, a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from beauty or splendor ; ad. from or

because of beauty or splendor.

( ie , a. (from 35, to appear agreeably), adorned , beau-

tified.

1, s . (from to recline), a reclining, a reposing, re-

pose ; r. a. to cause to lie down or repose, to lay a child

to sleep.

, s. (from , a noise,, a sound), a noise, a cla-

mour, a sound, a voice, a cell or fistula in an ulcer.

citzatze, a. (from * , clamourous), noisy,

cwigāta, s. (from J , a noise, and Яt , the essence of a

thing), a clamour, a noise.

ta , s. (from 8) , nitre), nitre, salt petre,

gujjai, s. (from " , to be diseased), the name of a plant, the

stalks of which being exceedingly light and spungy are

used as floats for fishermans nets, Eschynomene palu-

dosa.)

cariatze, a. (from ‹ ia , a spungy plant), suberous.

, s. (from ga, to dry), pulmonary consumption, dry-

ness, a wasting or drying up.

( , a. (from T , to dry), drying, absorbent.

ta , s. (from ca , absorbing, and as , a tube), in

anatomy an absorbent vessel .

CHATA, S. (from ‹ , dryness, and tt , a drawing), a draw-

ing off till dry, a drinking till the bottle is dry, a long

drawing or pull at the hooka or Indian tobacco pipe.

citud, s. (from Ja, to dry) , a drying, a becoming dry, au ab-

sorbent vessel, the drying up of a person's income.

l , a. (from a, to dry), capable of being dried or

wasted.

tai, s. (from ga, to dry), dryness , a drying up.

ch , s. (from ppi , to desire earnestly, to run towards,

, desire), desire, inclination, love, curiosity, gaiety,

cheerfulness.

fa , a. (from ,, desire , loving, desirous, intent upon.

F, a. (from F, vinegar), acetous.

fsæ, a. (from 5, vinegar), acetic.

cmy, s. (from **, a particular country), poison, the

name of a serpent.

, s. (from , to cleanse), stool, the evacuation of the

excrements, purification by ablution or other ceremo-

nies.

urine,

8. (from 5 , stool, and t , urine), stool and

3 , &. (from et, spirits), a vintner, a distiller.

feata , s. (from fe , a vintner, and at , a house ,

a tavern, a distillery.

sage.‹ , s. (from a, a dog) , the name of a celebrated

fa , s. (from 1 , a slaughter house), a butcher, a per

son who sells the flesh of birds or beasts.

, s. (from , a hero), heroism, bravery, courage, va

lour.

(* ýza , a. (from cú, bravery, and ☎ , means), +ffect

ed by means ofbravery or courage; ad. by means of bra

very or courage.

, a. (from us, bravery, and ta , doing), per

forming feats of courage or valour.

ata , a. (from , bravery, and atf , doing) , per

forming feats of courage or valour.

,a. (from r, bravery, and , producing), pro

ducing courage or bravery.

, a. (from , bravery, and 351 , producible),

producible by or arising from courage or bravery,

, ad. (loc. case of ), for courage or valour,

ta , ad. (from cur, bravery, and ta, a door , by or

through courage or bravery.

, s. (from , bravery, and , wealth), wealth

acquired by courage or bravery.

Cifas , a. (from , bravery, andfa, causing to

cease , putting a stop to courage or bravery.

cúfaat?æ, a. (from ‹ Ú, bravery, and factșe, prevent-

ing), resisting or preventing courage or bravery.

( Júsfaatad, s. (from cú, bravery, and fixtșa, a prevent-

ing), the resisting or preventing of courage or bravery.

ffs, s. (from c , bravery, and faaf , cessation,

the prevention or cessation of courage or bravery.

¿ úfafa ™, a. (from 1, bravery, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from courage or bravery ; ad. from

or because of courage or bravery.

chiff , ad. (from , bravery, and fafas, a cause),

for the purpose of courage or bravery.

, s. (from 1, bravery, and at , a

a display of courage or bravery.

display),

, a. (from chr, bravery, and atta, display

ing), displaying courage or bravery.

(* )úgæææ, a (from ‹ , bravery , and gfsaza, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to courage or bravery.

শৌর্যাপুযুক্ত , a. (from শৌর্য্য , bravery , and পুযুক্ত, caused byh

caused by or arising from courage or bravery ; ad

from or because of courage or bravery.

* g *, « . (from cú, bravey, and His, obtained), obe

tained by courage or bravery,
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+1.

, a. (from 1 , bravery, and , increasing) ,

increasing courage or bravery.

, s . (from r, bravery, and 21 , an increasing).

the increasing of courage or bravery .

i , ad. (from us, bravery, and fa1 , without), with-

out or beside courage or bravery.

chúfafm , a. (from ‹ , bravery, and faf , possessed

of), possessed of courage or bravery, courageous , brave.

faiz, a . (from c , bravery, and fat , destitute),

destitute of courage or bravery.

< úafs, s. (from ì , bravery, and , increase) , the in-

crease of courage or bravery.

hús , a. (from , bravery, and fofa , except-

ed), courage or bravery excepted .

FG , S. (from car, bravery, and fox , an excep-

tion), the exception of courage or bravery.

úfæ, ad. (loc. case of aforax), with the ex-

ception of bravery or courage, without or beside cour-

age or bravery.

catata, s. (from ‹ , bravery, and 73, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to courage or bravery.

•

, . (from on , bravery, and atteæ, ob-

structing), operating as an obstruction to courage or

bravery.

fe , a. (from e , bravery, and fa, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from courage or bravery.

, a. (from , bravery, and , a root), originat.

ing or springing from courage or bravery.

* , q. (from ‹ Ú, bravery, and TF, joined), connect-

ed with courage or bravery, courageous, brave.

, a. (from 1, bravery, and af , destitute) , des-

titute of bravery or courage.

, a. (from ‹ , bravery, and ☎, obtained), obtain-

ed by courage or bravery.

, a . (from cs, bravery, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of courage or bravery.

, a. (from , bravery, and , destitute), desti-

tute of courage or bravery.

cúngeæ, a. (from ‹ Ú, bravery, and (55, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from courage or bravery ; ad, from or

because of courage or bravery.

, a. (from c , bravery, and af , possessed of),

brave, courageous , heroic .

uits, a. (from c , bravery, and fas, acquired), ac-

quired by bravery or courage.

stats, a . (from ¿ , bravery, and 8×1f5³, acquired),

acquired by bravery or courage .

t , (from , substituted for a, a corpse, and t

styti.

for pa, a reposing) , a cemetery, a burying ground, a

place where the Hindoos burn the dead , a sepulchre.

শ্মশাননিয়াস, s . (from গান, a cemetery, and নিৰাস, a resi-

dence), a residence in a cemetery .

**lafata) , a . (from **:, a cemetery, and fazifaa, resid-

ing , residing in a cemetery.

** a ,́ a. (from , a cemetery, and af , being), liv-

ing or being in a cemetery.

, s. (from , a cemetery, and ¬†¤, a residence),

a residence in a cemetery.

**tatal, a. (from ta, a cemetery, and 7, residing) ,

residing in a cemetery.

, a (from , a cemetery, and 81, to stand), situ-

ated in a cemetery.

, a. (from , a cemetery, and t , staying),

continuing in a cemetery,

, a. (from , a cemetery, and 3, situated),

situated in a cemetery.

** , s . (from * , substituted for a , the face, and , to

serve), the beard.

*** , a . (from , the beard, and , the face), a wo•

man with a beard.

* , s. (from
if , the name of a thorny bush),

the name of a thorny species of shrub, (Zizyphus scan-

dens. )

ta, a. (from tt , to more), brown.

*st☎, a . (from witz, brown, and ʊ, a tooth), brown or

black-toothed ; s. a tooth produced between the two

front teeth of the upper jaw.

tita, a. (from t , to move), black, the variable colour of

a peacock's neck, blue.

, s. (from , black), the name of two species of grass

one of which is cultivated for its seeds, (Panicum fru-

mentaceum and Colonum. )

, s. (from it , black, and st , welfare), the

name of one of the mixed modes in Hindoo music.

*sta , s. (from Яīta, black) , blackness .

sta , s. (from tя, black), blackness.

ta , s. (from rt , black, and , a musical note), the

name of a musical tone .

, s. (from it , black, and i , a musical note) , the

name of a musical tone ,

*ītam, s. (from " tä , black), black, dark blue.

1, 8. (from it , black, and ₹31, a climbing plant),

the name of a species of climbing plant, (Ichnocarpus

frutescens . )

ta , s (from wīta, black) , one of the names of Doorga

the black goddess , the name of a fine song bird, (Tur◄

00000002
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dus macrourus) ; also the name of two or more species affats, ad. (from , faith, and , a cause), for faitia

of grass, ( Panicum frumentaceum and Colonum .)

statata, s . (from tat, black, and tЯ, grass) , the name

of two or more species of grass , (Panicum frumentace-

um and Colonum .)

tat , s . (from ta , Doorga, and , worship), the

worship of the black goddess at the new moon of the

month Kartika.

ta, s. (from t , to go), a wife's brother. This word or

rather its corruption that, is very frequently used as a

term of vulgar abuse,

ia , s. (from * , a wife's brother), a wife's brother.

* taal, s. (from * , a wife's brother) , a wife's sister.

ital, s. (from tæ , a water plant) , the name of a water

plant, (Vallisneria ofseveral species ; ) moss .

* tatЯş¹, a. (from It , vallisneria, and Я31, fallen), over-

run with moss, mossy.

(* 7, 8. (from tæ , to more) , a hawk or falcon.

* 1, s. (from we, faith , and N, to have), faith, credence , res-

pect, reverence, a desire, purity.

HEITI, ɑ . (from , faith, and , to do), exercising faith

or veneration.

tag , a. (from 1 , faith, and agd , means), effected by

means offaith or reverence ; ad. by means of faith or re-

verence.

tata , a. (from 1, faith, and 1 , diing), exercising

faith or reverence .

Hatītāì, a. (from 1, faith, and atfa , doing), exercising

faith or reverence.

*TEE, a. (from , faith, and 1 , producing), produ.

cing faith or reverence.

, a. (from 1 , faith, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from faith or reverence .

ata , ad. (loc . case of 7), for faith or respect.

ata , ad. (from 1, faith, and at , a duor) , by or

through faith or reverence,

afias , a. (from ,faith, and fade, causing to cease),

causing faith or reverence to cease.

tatt , a. (from , faith, and fata , preventing), pre-

venting or resisting faith or reverence.

weifiziaɑ, s. (from ¹ , faith, and faætza, a preventing), the

preventing or resisting of faith or reverence.

wafaafe, s. (from , faith, and faaf , cessation), the

prevention or cessation of faith or reverence.

afafas , a . (from 1 , faith, and fafas, a cause) , caused

by or arising from faith or reverence ; ad. from or be-

cause of faith or reverence.

or reverence.

শুৱান্বিত , a. (from শঙ্কা, faith, and সম্বিত, connected with ), bea

lieving, shewing veneration.

at , a. (from w , faith, and , before), preceded by

or arising from faith or veneration ; ud. by or through

faith or veneration .

, a. (from , faith, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from faith or veneration ; ad. from or be-

cause of faith or veneration.

* t , a . (from at ,faith, and , increasing), increas

ing faith or veneration.

Tata , s. (from , faith, and ấn, an increasing), the in-

creasing or strengthening of faith or veneration .

afan , ad. (from ,faith, andfat, without), without or

beside faith or veneration.

att , a. (from , faith, and ff . possessed of), pos

ses-ed offaith, believing , reverencing.

watfuta, a . (from , faith, and faxta, destitute), desti-

tute of faith or reverence.

Hata , s . (from a ,faith, and f , increase), the increase

of faith or reverence.

শুদ্ধাব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from শঙ্কা, faith , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted),

faith or reverence excepted.

watafataæ, s. (from ,faith, and at , an exception),

the exception of faith or reverence.

শুষণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofশদ্ধাব্যতিরেক), with the exceptio

on of faith or veneration, without or beside faith or ve

neration.

wife , a. (from ,faith, and fo , separate), separate or

distinct from faith or veneration ; ad, beside faith or ve-

neration.

, a. (from 1,faith, and , a root), originating

from or grounded on faith or reverence.

ty, a. (from , faith, and 1 , joined), connected

with faith or veneration, possessing faith or venerati

ou.

tais, a. (from 1, faith, and af³, destitute), desti-

tute of faith or veneration.

, a. (from 1, faith), believing, trusting, venerat

ing.

ata , a. (from 1, faith, and was, empty), destitute of

faith or veneration.

Hati", a. (from H1, faith, and ₹17, destitute), destitute of

faith or veneration.

Hattega, a. (from T¹,faith, and ‹ , a cause), caused by

or arising from faith or reverence.

*ad, s. (from ™, to hear), the hearing of a sound, the ear,
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a giving attention, the hypothenuse of a triangle, a

diagonal,

dId*, a. (from , a hearing, and ☎ad , means), effect.

ed by means of hearing ; ad. by means of hearing.

1, s. (from 4, a hearing, and , adoer), a hear-

er, an auditor,

WA , a . (from ad, a hearing, and atre, doing), hear.

ing, hearkening, paying attention.

, a. (from ad, a hearing, and tf , doing), hear-

ing, hearkening, paying attention . "

id , a. (from , a hearing , and 3, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from hearing.

, ad. (loc. case of

ing or listening.

г) , for the purpose ofhear-

, ad (from , hearing, and ta, a door), by or

through hearing.

wafaface, a. (from , a hearing, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from hearing or paying attention ;

ad. from or because of hearing or paying attention.

* fig, ad. (from , a hearing, and fifï³, a cause),

for the purpose of hearing or paying attention.

a. (from , a hearing, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from hearing ; ad. by or throughhear-

ing or attending to.

শণপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from শবন , a hearing, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle or hinderance to

hearing.

, a. (from , a hearing, and , crused by),

caused by or arising from hearing or attending to ; ad.

from or because of hearing or attending to.

xaɑfant, ad. (from , a hearing, and fan , without), with-

out or beside hearing or attending to.

fsfas, a. (from 1 , a hearing, and sofa , except-

ed), hearing or giving attention excepted.

, . (from , a hearing, and arfstṛæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of hearing or giving attention.

শুবণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of শুব ব্যতিরেক), with the excep-

tion of hearing or giving attention, without or beside

hearing or giving attention .

, s. (from
ad, a hearing, and zitats, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to hearing or paying attention.

*aqatats☎, a. (from ™ , a heuring, and estateæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to hearing or giving at-

tention.

fs , a. (from , a hearing, and 57, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from hearing; ad. beside hearing.

WATİK), a. (from Ta , a hearing, and (atst , worthy), wor-

thy of being heard, deserving of attention.

wedwes, a. (from waa, a hearing, and g1, tolerable), bear.

able to the ear, tolerable to the hearing.

*THICGT, a. (from , a hearing, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from hearing or giving attention ;

ad. from or because of hearing or giving attention .

1, s. (from , to hear), the twenty-third mansion ofthe

Hindoo Zodiac.

Hati, s. (from * , a hearing, and att§1 , desire),

desire for hearing or giving attention.

wa¶tæt§l, a. (from 1 , a hearing, and atat , desirous),

desirous of hearing or giving attention.

ata , s. (from 41 , one of the mansion of the zodiac,

and I, a mansion of the zodiac), the twenty-third

mansion ofthe Hiudoo Zodiac.

* ta , a. (from ‡ , a hearing, and ¤ , unfit), unfit to

be heard.

atlant , s. (from , a hearing, and fat , desire),

a desire for hearing or giving attention.

tfsatst, a. (from , a hearing, and fatfag, desire

ous), desirous of hearing or giving attention .

stats , a. (from , a hearing, and attr, unfil), un-

worthy of being heard, improper to be heard.

a. (from H , a hearing, and

worthy ofbeing heard.

, fit), fit to be heard,

ta , a. (from , a hearing, and Я , intolerable),

stunning, intolerable to the ear.

ty, a. (from , to hear), audible, fit or proper to be

heard.

¿ ¯¡, s. (from HT , a hearing, and Tæt, desire), a desire

to hear or give attention.

, a. (from 4, a hearing, and , desirous), desir

ous of hearing or giving attention.

Hi , a. (from , a hearing, and , desirous), desir-

ous of hearing or giving attention.

, s . (from HT , a hearing, and ify, an organ), the

organ of hearing , the ear.

F, a. (from , a hearing, aud 8 , proper), pro

per or fit to be heard.

wa, s. (from w , tofatigue), fatigue, weariness, labour, toil,

exertion, military exercise.

, a . (from , toil, and 4, an instrument), effect-

ed by means of toil or labour, effected by means of

weariness or fatigue ; ad. by means of labour or fa-

tigue.

, s. (from a, labour, and a doer), a personwho

labours or toils, a person who wearies himself.

rates, a. (from , toil, and 13 , distressed), distressed

with toil or fatigue.
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wita.

Hizige, a . (from , labour, and viax, doing), labouring, | Hauss , a. ( from * , toil, and fofas, excepted), toil

tolling, fatiguing himself.

est, a. (from , foil, and tf , doing), labouring,

toiling, fatiguing himself.

A , a . (from , toil, and , producing), producing

weariness or fatigue.

1, a. (from , toil, and 57 , producible) , produci-

ble by or arising from toil or labour, producible by or

arising from weariness or fatigue.

, ad. (loc. case of

riness or fatigue.

) , for toil or labour, for wea

tata , ad. (from , toil, and a, a door), by or through

toil or labour, by or through weariness or fatigue .

, a , (from a, toil, and fare, causing to cease),

putting a stop to toil or labour, causing weariness or

fatigue to cease.

Hafaziaæ, a. (from , toil, and fataæ, preventing), resist-

•

ing or preventing weariness or fatigue.

fata , s. (from 4, toil, and fata , a preventing), the

preventing or resisting oflabour or fatigue.

afa , s. (from , toil, and fa , cessation), the cessa-

tion or prevention of labour or fatigue.

affas , a. (from , toil, and fafas, a cause), caused by

or arising from toil or fatigue ; ad. from or because of

toil or fatigue.

Hafifate, ud. (from 4, toil, and f5f17, a cause), for the

purpose of toil or fatigue,

***, a. (from A, toil, and , before), preceded by or

arising from toil or fatigue ; ad, by or through toil or

fatigue.

শুনপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from শুষ, toil , and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstructing), ob-

structing or hindering toil or fatigue.

st , a. (from , toil, and F, caused by), caused by

or arising from toil or fatigue ; ad. from or because of

toil or fatigue.

, a. (from 7 , teil, and e , increasing), increasing

toil or fatigue.

, s. (from , toil, and , an increasing) , the in-

creasing of toil or fatigue,

afaat, ad. (from , toil, and fat , without), without or

beside toil or fatigue.

Hafif , a. (from , toil, and fax , possessed of), labori-

ous, toilsome, weary, fatigued .

fasts, a. (from , toil, and fat , destitute), free from

toil or fatigue.

, s. (írom , toil , and [ , increase), the increase of

toil or fatigue.

or fatigue excepted.

waforas, s. (from , toil, and fix, an exception),

the exception of toil or fatigue.

forum, ad (loc, case of it ), with the exception

of toil or fatigue , without or beside toil or fatigue.

ts, s. (from 4, fatigue, aud

an obstacle to toil or fatigue.

Hutt , a . (from fatigue , and

itats, an obstacle),

tt , obstructing).

operating as an obstacle to toil or fatigue.

afsu, a. (from , fatigue, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from toil or fatigue ; ad, beside toil or fa-

tigue.

HINE, a. (from , fatigue, and- , a root), originating

or springing from toil or fatigue.

THF, a. (from ", fatigue, and TF, joine ) , connected

with toil or fatigue, toilsome, fatiguing, laborious, wea

risome.

Tз, a. (from A, fatigue, and 3, destitute), free from

toil or fatigue.

, a . (from , toil, and 3, empty), free from toilor

fatigue.

, a. (from , toil, and , to bear), supporting fa

tigue, unwearied.

, a. (from , toil, and t , accomplishable), ac

complishable by toil or labour, accomplishable by wea

riness or fatigue .

Hafas, a . (from H , toil, and fa , accomplished), accom-

plished by toil or labour, accomplished by weariness or

fatigue.

* , a. (from , toil, and- , destitute), free from toil or

fatigue.

, a. (from w , toil, and c , a cause), caused by or

arising from toil or fatigue ; ad. from or because oftoil

or fatigue .

Hatatea, a. (from a, toil, and æfag, not distressed), un-

wearied.

wtf , a. (from 4, toil, and fas, connected with), coa

nected with toil or fatigue.

JAAS, a. (from a, toil, and Я , attached to), sędu.

lous, laborious.

ì, a. (from a laborious), laborious, sedulous, assi

duous, diligent.

, s. (from 1 , faith), an offering made to deceased

ancestors at appointed times.

aty, a . (from , an offering), belonging to the offer

ings made to departed ancestors.

, a. (from I, to toil ), fatigued, wearied, tired,
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wife, s . (from , to toil), fatigue, weariness, lassitude.

ifas, a . (from , fatigue, and , to do), fatiguing, wea-

risome.

fa , a . (from fo , fatigue, avd 1 , means), effect-

ed by means of fatigue : ad by means of fatigue.

wisata , a. (from fe fatigue, and t , doing , fatigu

47.

*tfeafs, a. (from 3, fatigue, and 353, destitute), free

from weariness or fatigue.

ift , a. (from , fatigue, and 5, empty), free from

weariness or fatigue.

wtføxia, a. (from 3, fatigue, and , destitute), free

from weariness or fatigue.

ifa , a . (from if , fatigue, and , a cause), cans.

ed by or arising from weariness or fatigue ; ad, from or

because of weariness or fatigue .

ing, causing fatigue .

Hifaæt?), a. (from if , fatigue, and tf , doing ), fatigu

ing, causing fatigue.

Hissa , a. (from fe, fatigue, and 7 , producing), fa- 4 , s. (from at , the name of an as'erism), the name of

one of the Indian months, containing part of July and

tiguing, wearisome , tedious .

part of August, it begins when the sun enters Cancer ;

Wifewa , « . (from if , fatigue, and I, producible), pro-

the sense of hearing ; ad, connected with hearing.

ducible by or arising from fatigue or weariness .

ifa , ad. (loc. case of if ), for weariness or fa-

tigue.

fanta , a . (from if , fatigue, and T , a door), by or

through fatigue or weariness .

tfade, a. (from fs, fatigue, and fazás, causing to

cease), causing fatigue or weariness to cease , refreshing,

restorative.

শান্তিনিবারক, a. (from শান্তি, fatigue, and নিবারক, prevent-

ing) , preventing or resisting weariness or fatigue.

fafata, s. (from fe, jatigue, and fats , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of weariness or fatigue.

foffee, a. (from , fatigue, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from weariness or fatigue.

foffae, ad. (from fs , fatigue, and faf , a cause), for

the purpose of weariness or fatigue.

Hiſ¶te, a. (from fo, fatigue, and , before), preceded

by or arising from weariness or fatigue ; ad. by or through

weariness or fatigue.

if , a . (from 3, fatigue , and , caused,by),

caused by or arising from wearine s or fatigue.

fat, a. (from fatigue, and f171, without), without

or beside weariness or fatigue,

Wifeffy, a . (from Híð, fatigue, and fifty, possessed of),

weary, fatigued .

Wiſoſazia, a . (from Hifʊ, fatigue, and.f4117, destitute), free

from weariness or fatigue .

শান্তিবাতিরিক্ত, a. (fromশান্তি, fatigue, and রাতিরিক্ত, excepted),

weariness or fatigue excepted.

শান্তিবাতিরেক, s. (from শান্তি, fatigue, and বাড়িয়েক, an excep

tion), the exception of weariness or fatigue.

প্রাতিব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of শান্তিবাতিয়েক ) , with the ex-

ception of weariness or fatigue, without or beside wea-

riness of fatigue.

Wifers, a. (from wife, fatigue, and , connected with),

wearied, fatigued, tired,

, s. (from tz , the sense ofhearing, and 4,

evident), sensible to or known by the hearing.

a*tata, s. (from , the name of a month, and at¬ ,

month), the name of one of the Hindoo months answer

ing to the latter part of July and the beginning of Au-

gust.

ty, a. (from ™, to hear), proper to be caused to be heard,'.

proper to be spoken or announced in the hearing ofan-

other,

tafu , a. (from , to hear), proper to be caused to be

heard , proper to be spoken or announced in the hear

ing of another.

f3, a. (from , to hear), caused to be heard, spoken in

another's hearing.

, a. (from , to hear), audible, proper to be made au-

dible.

,s.(from f , to serve), fortune, prosperity, success, one

ofthe names of Lukshmee the goddess of prosperity,

glory, beauty, the three objects of life collectively, viz.

love, riches, and religion ; elevation, consequence,

splendor. The word prefixed to the names of gods or

men-means glorious , illustrious.

azd. s. ( rom , splendor, and 8, the throat), one ofthe

names of Shiva.

Metsa, a. (from , glory, and , distressed), envious,

distressed at another's prosperity.

, a. (from splendor, and , producing) , produ

eing beauty or splendor, producing prosperity , making.

illustrious or glorious.

, a.. (from . splendor, and 3 , producible) , produci

ble by or arising from beauty or splendor, producible

by or arising from prosperity or glory.

Ama , ad. (loc, case of 1) , for beauty or splendor, fox.

glory or prosperity.

2 , a. (from , fortune, and 1 , to give), Koovera the god.
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of riches ; a . giving beauty or splendor, conferring glory

or prosperity.

, s. (from , splendor, and at , destruction) , the de-

struction of splendor or beauty, the destruction of glo-

ry or prosperity.

Matt , a. (from , splendor, and att , destructive), de-

structive to splendor or beauty, destructive to glory or

prosperity.

afafas , a. (from , splendor, and fifa , a cause), caused

by or arising from splendor or beauty, caused by or

arising from glory or prosperity ; ad. from or because

of splendor or beauty,from or because of glory or pros-

perity.

fafas, ad. (from , splendor, and fafas, a cause), for

splendor or beauty, for glory or prosperity.

3 , s. (from , Lukshmee , and 3 , a lord) , one ofthe

names of Vishnoo the husband ofLukshmee or fortune.

Afsæææ, a. (from a, splendor, and fs , obstructing),

obstructing or hindering splendor or beauty, obstruct-

ing or hindering glory or prosperity.

, s. (from , splendor, and 5, giving), giving beauty

or splendor, conferring glory or prosperity.

, a. (from , splendor, and 3, caused by), caused

by or arising from splendor or beauty, caused by or

arising from glory or prosperity ; ad. from or because

ofsplendor orbeauty, from or because of glory or pros-

perity.

' ,ATA, 8. (from A, beauty, and wa, a fruit), the name of a

fruit and also of the tree which produces it, (Egle mar-

melos.)

শ্ৰৱৰ্দ্ধক,
, a. (from , splendor, and z☎, increasing), increas

ing splendor or beauty, increasing glory or prosperity.

, s . (from , splendor, and a , an increasing) , the

increasing of glory or prosperity, the increasing of

splendor or beauty.

1 , ad.(from splendor, and fat , without), without or

beside splendor or beauty, without or beside glory or

prosperity.

, a . (from , splendor, and faf , rosessed of),

splendid , beautiful, illustrious, glorious, prosperous,

fortunate.

afata, a. (from , splendor, and fat , destitute), desti-

tute of splendor or beauty, destitute of glory or pros

perity.

, s . (from , splendor, and af , increase) , the increase

ofsplendor or beauty, the increase of glory or prospe-

rity.

site.

aufsfas, a. (from , splendor, and affa , excepled),

splendor orbeauty excepted, glory or prosperity except.

ed .

aufa , s. (from . splendor , and uſsia, an exception),

the exception of splendor or beauty, the exception of

glory or prosperity.

fore, ad. (loc. case of us ), the exception of

splendor or beauty, the exception of glory or prospe-

rity.

137, a. (froma, lusture, and 3, separate), separate or dis-

tinct from lustre or fortune ; ad, beside lustre or good

fortune.

43 , a. (from splendor, and , fallen from), fallen

from glory or splendor.

, a . (from , glory), glorious, prosperous, beautiful,

illustrious, fortunate.

শ্রীমুখ,, s. (from fortune, and at, a face , the word

written on the envelope of a letter. It is usually writ

ten so carelessly as to be little more than two or three

dashes ofthe pen.

TF, a. (from , glory , and TF, connected with), glorious,

prosperous, illustrious , splendid , fortunate.

,a. (from glory, and , connected with), glorions,

prosperous, illustrious, splendid, beautiful, fortunate.

, a (from , glory, and 45, mixed with), glorious, pros

perous, illustrious , splendid , fortunate.

, s . (from a , lustre, and a , enjoyment), the nameof

one ofthe mixed modes in Hindoo music.

fs, a. (from , splendor, and af , destitute), destitute

of splendor or beauty, destitute of glory or prosperity.

atst, s. (from , lustre, and is, a tune , the name of a

musical intonation.

, a. (from , glory), glorious, illustrious, splendid, beau,

tiful, fortunate.

5 , a. (from , splendor, and 1, empty), destitute of

splendor or beauty, destitute of glory or prosperity.

, s. (from , lustre, and Aata, with pleasure), the

name of a musical tone.

Aft, s. (from 4, glory, and fat, a female elephant ,

the name ofa species of plant, ( Heliotropium indicum . )

Ai , s. (from , frtune, and 1f5, detriment), the loss or

deiriment of beauty or glory, the loss or detriment of

fortune.

17, a. (from 4, splendor, and 13, destitule), destitute of

splendor or beauty, destitute of glory or prosperity.

AlxzF, a. (from A, splendor, and (₹3, a cause), caused by

or arising from splendor or beauty, caused by or aris

ing from glory or prosperity ; ad. from or because of
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afs.

splendor or beauty, from or because of glory or pros-

perity.

3, a. (from er, to her), heard, reported ; s. a hearing.

31 , . (from 3 , a hearing, 41 , a commi ting

to memory, and E , possessed), possessed of a know-

ledge of the veda and shastras, learned.

In
3, s. (from to hear), the veda , audience, the ear.

mathematics the hypothenuse of a triangle, a diagonal.

fset , a. (from 3 , the ear, and hirsh), a cacophony.

efs , a. (from
3 , the veda, and at , eminent), emi-

nent in the knowledge ofthe veda.

f357 , a. (from f , the veda, and 1, producible ) , pro-

ducible by or arising from the veda.

erfз , ad (loc. case of

ear.

531), for the veda, for the

33, a . (from rs, the veda, and , to know), acquainted

with the veda.

3131, 8. (from 3, the veda, and , one who knows),

a person acquainted with the veda .

3313, s. (from rfs , the veda, and , knowledge), a

knowledge of the veda.

sut , a. (from fs , the veda, and te, making

known), making known or publishing the veda ; s . a per-

son who publishes the veda.

31 , s (from fs, the veda, and t , a making

known) , the publishing or making known of the veda

#fad, a . (from 3, the veda, and fat , eminent), emi-

nent in the knowledge of the veda.

#fsfafaza, ɑ. (from 5s , the veda, and fafa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from the veda ; ad, from or because of

the veda.

effafie, ad. (from fs, the veda, and fifa , a cause), for

the yeda, for the ear.

1 ,s.(from 3 , the reda, and t, areading) , the read-

ing or text of the veda.

8 , a. (from 3 , the veda, and t , read ng) , read-

ing or repeating the veda ; a . a person who reads or re-

peats the veda,

#fзfe , a. (from efs, the veda, and sta, established),

established or proved by the veda.

শ্রুতিপুতিপাদিত, a. (fromশ্রুতি,the veda, and প্রতিপাদিত, establish-

ed) , established or authorized by the veda.

, a . (from fs , the veda, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from the veda ; ad. from or because of

the veda.

eft , a .. (from , the reda, and , obtained), found

in the veda, possessed ofthe veda.

affas, a . (from 3, the teda, and fan, to know), acquaint

ed with the veda.

fafat , a. (from efs , the veda, and fani , without), with

out or beside the veda

f3f , a. (from

trary to the veda.

5, the veda, and fa , contrary), con-

fofa , s. (from 5, the veda, and fuata, opposition),

opposition to the

3ff53, a. (from

the veda.

veda.

3 , the reda, and ffs, fi ) , suited to

ai , s. (from 3 , the veda, and cą, one who knows),

a person acquainted with the veda.

#fafafa , a. (from , the veda, and affi , except-

ed , the veda excepted, the ear excepted.

#fafaæ, s. (from fs, the veda, and 41fsiæ, an excepti-

on) , the exception of the vedą.

&f3 [31313, ad. (loc . case of fofs ), with the excep

tion of the veda, without or beside the veda.

afsarts, s. (from 3 , the veda, and art , an obstacle),

an obstacle to the veda,

#fsanatsæ, a. (from
fs, the reda, and ata¡3ē, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to the veda.

fafsa, a. (from 3, the veda, and fa, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from the veda ; ad. beside the veda.

*fæ , a (from *fs, the veda, and ™ , a root), originating

or springing from the veda.

fs , a (from arfs , the veda, and a , obtained), found in

the veda, possessed of the veda.

* ³ , a. (from * , the veda, and f , accomplished),

proved or established by the veda.

&foggy, a. (from 5s, the veda, and c₹3, a cause) , caused

by or arising from the veda ; ad. from or because of the

veda.

31 , a. (from fs, the veda, and 4, subject), subject

to the veda.

#gatit, ɑ. (from f³, the veda, and ,following),

according with or following upon the veda.

# aztɩy, ad. (from 5s , the veda, and at , dfollowing),

according to the veda , in consequence of the veda.

, s. (from far, to serve) , a row, a range, a rank, a tier, a

row of trees, an avenue.

, ad . (from , a range, and . before), orderly,

in a range or row,

ls, a . (from t , a range, and 3, become), disposed in

ranks or rows.

, s. (from f , to serve), a set of distinct substances plac-

PPPPPPP
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ed in order, consequence, progression, Arithmetical or

Geometrical progression.

fasta , s. (from , progression , and st , arithmetic),

the sum of all the terms in progression.

fara, s. (from ‹ , progression, and ™ , result), the sum

of all the terms in progression.

faæta, s. (from , progression, and t , conduct) ,

the working of a sum in progression.

cat , a. (from , excellent) , best, chief, prime, superior.

31, s. (from , best,, superiority , excellence.

, s. (from ( , best), superiority, excellence.

at , s. (from

seat.

, best, and t , a seat), a principal

caifa, s . (from , to accumulate) , the hip, the loins.

fa , s . (from fa , the loins, and T , a blade), the

hip and loins, the hip bone.

Wifqœaatfa, s. (from far , the hip, and af , a bone),

the hip bone ( os innominatum),

(WIG ), ɑ. ' from *, to hear), audible, proper to be heard or

attended to.

t³), s. (from ™ , to hear), a hearer.

wita, s. (fiom ™, to hear), the car.

cytaty, s. (from c , the ear , a brahmun versed in the

study of the veda, a brahmun who follows a particular

branch or school of the veda ; a. modest, docile , well-

behaved.

3, s. (from rfs, the veda), an observance commanded in

the veda.

শ্রৌতস্মার্তক্রিয়াপর, a. ( from শ্রেীভস্ম।উক্রিয়া, observances requir-

ed by the veda and smritti, and , eminent), eminent

in or devoted to the works required by the veda and

smritti.

, s. (from , to be slack), slackness , indifference, care-

lessness.

Hi , a. (from , to praise) , praise-worthy, laudable,

deserving of applause.

1, s. (from , to praise), praise, applause, an eulogy.

, a. (from , to praise), praising, applauding, puff-

ing.

, a. (from t , to praise , praise-worthy , laudable, de-

serving ofapplause.

fa , a. (from fa , to embrace), embraced , connected, join-

ed.

, s. (from fa to embrace), an irony, a double entendre,

a jest, a form of speech which admits of a two -fold in-

terpretation, a pun, unien, junction , contact , associati-

on, presence,

CHT.

, s. (from , a double entendre, and avi, a word,

a word or sentence intended to convey a double mear-

ing.

Hatæ , s. (from ¤, a double entendre, and tu, a poem),

a poem intended to convey a double meaning.

, s. (from c , a double entendre, and , a com.

position , a composition or set speech intended to con-

vey a double meaning.

6 , s. (from c , a double entendre, and 757, a word ,

a word or sentence intended to convey a double meat-

ing.

atæ , s. (from cœ», an irony, and π™ , a word), an iro-

ny, a double entendre, a jest, a word or sentence inter-

ded to convey a double meaning.

শ্লেষ্মকরণক, a. ( from শ্লেষ্মন, phlegm, and করন, means , effect-

ed by means of rheum or phlegm ; ad. by means of

rheum or phlegm.

c , a. (from c , phlegm, and , to smite,, destroying

phlegm.

, a. (from c , phlegm, and , to produce), proda

ced by or springing from phlegm .

, a. (from

producing phlegm ,

, phlegm, and 38, producing',

শ্লেষ্ম জনকগ্রন্থি , s . ( from শ্লেষ্মাজনঞ্চ, producing phlegm and s

a gland), in anatomy the name of certain glands ( anə

dulæ pituitaria).

, a. (from C , phlegm, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from phlegm.

C , ad. loc. case of 1), for phlegm.

, ad. (from c , phlegm, and ₹ 7, a door , by or

through phlegm or rheum.

CH , s. (from fa, to embrace), phlegm, the phlegmatic

humor accounted by the Hindoo physicians one of the

constituent parts of the body, serum.

*, s. (from 7, phlegm, and , destruction), the

destruction or removal of phlegm .

(Hai**, a. (from c , phlegm, and 41☎, destructive',

removing or destroying phlegm.

Huface, a. (from c , phlegm, and far , causing 10

cease), causing a redundance of phlegm to cease.

caufattzæ, a. (from C , phlegm, and faza , preventing),

resisting or preventing phlegm.

শ্লেষ্মনিবারণ , s . ( from শ্লেষ্মন, phlegm, and নিবারণ, a presente

ing , the resisting or preventing of phegm

caufa , 8. (from ca , phlegm, and faz , cessation , the

cessation or prevention of phlegm.

caufasa, a. (from 5, phlegm, and fafas, a cause',
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ata.

caused by or arising from phlegm ; ad from or because

of phlegm.

Cuffs, ad. (from c , phlegm, and fafa , a cruse) , for

phlegm.

Я , a . (from c , phlegm, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from phlegm ; ad. from or because of

phlegm.

CHUTE, a. (from $77, phlegm, and ☎, increasing), in

creasing phlegm.

, s. (from c , phlegm, and z , an increasing),

the increasing of phlegin.

fan , ad. (from c , phlegm, and fat , without), with-

out or beside phlegm .

caufa, s . (from a phlegm, and af , increas ), the in-

crease ofphlegm .

(ATURE, «. (from c , phlegm and f3faF, except-

ed), phlegm excepted.

শ্লেষ্মব্যতিরেক, ৪. ( from শ্লেষ্মন, phlegm , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of phlegm.

তোমার তিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of শ্লেষ্মব্যতিরেক , with the excep-

tion of phlegm, without or beside phlegm .

, a . (from c , phlegm, and fa, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from rheum or phlegm .

cua, a . (from 7, phlegm), phlegmatic, abounding or

affected with phlegm.

CII , ɑ. (from C , phlegm, and ½ a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from phlegm ; ad. from or because of

phlegm .

', s. (from extu , phlegm), phlegm, the phlegmatic hu-

mour, serum, rheum.

Cut , s. (from c , phlegm, and , to go), the name

of a species oftree, (Cordia latifolia . )

মোৎপাদক, a. (from শ্লেষন, 1hlegm, and উৎপাদক, produc-

ing , producing phlegm .

at , a . (from , producing phlegm ,

and f , a gland) , the name of certain glands of the

body (glandulæ pituitariæ).

t , s. (from Ct , sorrow), a stanza, a verse of poetry.

rift, s. (from cat , a verse, and ætttete, a mutu

al cutting), a mutual spouting of verses.

, s. (from cat , a verse, and cats, a thief), a pla-

giary.

, s. (from et , a verse, and 75 , maker) , a versifi-

er, a poet,

71 , s . (from cat , a verse, and a , a composing), a

composing ofverses,

म.

tigd, s. (from ca, u stanza and ' , pronunciali-

on), the proper pronunciation or scanning of poetry.

, ad. (from , to breath), to-morrow.

, s. (from , a dog, and ³, a tooth), the canine teeth

(dentes canini) .

*a , s. (from , a dog, and f³, a livelihood), service, sla-

very.

, s. (from , to breath), a breathing, wind.

, s . (from , a particle indicating respect, and , to

pervade), a wife's father, a husband's father.

* , s . (from , a father-in-law), a mother-in-law, viz.

a husband's or wife's mother.

*I , s. (from *a, a dog), a dog.

a. (from ¿ , a dog, and , a foot), having digitat

ed feet, rapacious.

, s . (from , to breath , breath , respiration , a wheez-

ing in the throat, a sigh.

* , ɑ . (from , breath, and , to do), breathing, res

piring, wheezing.

tata, s. (from t , a wheezing, and t , a cough), an

asthma, a cough attended with wheezing.

শ্বসিৎ,, a. (from t , breath, and , to do), breathing, res

piring, wheezing.

* A51 , a . (from , breath, and 7 , producing), caus-

ing breath or respiration, causing a wheezing.

3, produced , pro-

respiration .

, a. (from , breath, and

duced by or arising from breath or

571, a . (from , breath, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from breath or respiration.

, ad. (loc. case of ), for breath or respira-

tion, for wheezing.

শ্বাসনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from স্থান, breath , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease , causing breath or respiration to cease.

afata, a. (from , breath, and fate, preventing),

preventing or hindering respiration .

tata , s. (from , breath, and fata , a preventing),

the preventing or hindering of respiration.

taff , s . (from , breath, and faf , cessation) , the

cessation or prevention of respiration.

afafas , a. (from , breath, and fafas, a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from breath or respiration ; ad. from or

because of breath or respiration .

PPPPPP } ?

ff , ad. (from , breath, and fifa , a cause) , for

breath or respiration , for wheezing.

a. (from , breath, and , before) , preceded by

or arising from breath or respiration ; ad. by or through

breath or respiration,
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* , ɑ (from , breath, and F, caused by), caus.

ed by or arising from breath or respiration ; ad. from

or because of breath or respiration .

, a. (from , breath, and a , increasing), in-

creasing respiration , increasing a wheezing.

, s. (from , breath, and a , an increasing) , the

increasing of respiration , the increasing of wheezing .

* i , ad. from , breath, and { 1, without), without

or beside respiration or wheezing.

aza, s. (from , breath, and f , increase) , the in-

crease of respiration, the increase of wheezing.

tufsfas, «. (from * , b eath, and 21ffa , excepted),

respiration or wheezing excepted .

4, s. (from , breath, and afst , an excepti-

on), the exception of wheezing or respiration.

us , al. (loc. case off ), with the excep-

tion of breath or respiration, with the exception of

wheezing, without or beside wheezing or respiration.

afs , a. (from , breath, and f , distinct ), separate

or distinct from wheezing or respiration ; ad. beside

wheezing or respiration.

catst , s. (from 1 , a wheezing, and catst , a disease), an

asthma, a wheezing.

** Ħtatsì, a. (from ¤, a wheezing, and catfs , diseased) ,

asthmatic.

, s . (from , breath, and cat , a stopping), an

obstruction of the breath, a stopping of the breath.

* , a, (from [ , a wheezing and c₹3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from breath or respiration, caused by or

arising from wheezing ; ad. from or because of wheez-

ing or respiration.

fs. from fe, to be white), theleprosy , that kind of le-

prosy which occasions large white blotches on the body.

fat, s . (from fat , the leprosy), a leper ; a. leprous.

, a. (from fe, to be white ) , fair, white ; s . whiteness ,

in Hindoo geography a chain of mountains separating

Hiunmuya and Rumunuka vurshas from each other.

The white Island identified by Willford with Britain.

ta , s. (from 3, white, and t , the name of a

plant), the white variety, of Calotropis gigantea.

Csæ¤¤, s. (from 3, white, and ☎ , a species oftree), the

name of a species of tree, Nauclea tetrandra. )

cs , s . (from 5, white, and agat , oleander), the white

flowered variety of oleander, Nerium odoium. )

(4316, s. (from (45, white, and ₹ 5 , the seeds ofabrus preca-

torius), that variety ofabrus precatorius which produces

white seeds,

শ্বেত

(WGỀFH, 8. (frəm es, white, and i, a small species

of shrub), the name of small plant, (Euphorbia thymi

folia. )

3 , s. (from ( s, white, and st , the name ofa tree),

the name of a large tree which yields oil by incision,

(Dipterocarpus turbinatus.)

‹ ³sty , s. (from 3, white, and esttuð, a kind ofgrass),

the name of a species of grass ( Kyllingia monocepha

la.)

( 31ait, s. (from 3 , white, and át , a species ofplant ,

the name of a species ofhedge hyssop, (Gratiola Mou

eria.)

( 3331, s . (from 3 , white, and i, a species of

climbing plant), the white flowered variety of Ipomea

Quamoclit.

, s. (from 5, white, and , the water-lily), the

white water-lily, (Nelumbium speciosum. ,

( st , s. (from 5, white, and 1, to drink) , the name of

a largetree, (E æocarpus lanceæfolius .)

afas, s . (from 3, white, and 111afes the name of

a plant), the name of a plant, (Polygonum lanatum.)

3 , s . (from 3, white, and t , a side), the wite of

the eye.

, s. (from ( 5, while, and 21, hogweed , the

white flowered variety of hogweed , (Boerhaavia dif

fusa )

(† 375, s . ( from 3, white, and 25, Acorus calamus), the

name of a plant used in medicine, (Acorus Calamus )

(*†37%, a . (from (* 5. white, and zá, a colour), white colour◄

ed ; s . a white colour.

( 515 , s. (from 5, white, and ¤ , the smallpex ,
the

name of a small plant, (Phlomis biflora. )

atzita , s. (from cts, white, and tart , the name ofa

plan ') , the name of a common wild plant, (Sida rhom

boidea. )

з , s. (from cts , white, and ata, a species ofpulse

the name of a species ofpulse, ( Phaseolus torosus. )

(* Fæfi, s. (from ( 5, white , and д , the cock's comb fi›w.

er), the white cock's comb flower, ( Celosia cristata.)

sat , s . (from 5, white, and at , mustard , the name

of a species of mustard , ( Sinapis glauca . )

sææ , s. (from 3 , white, and ‡ , a sweet pɔta

toe , the white rooted sweet potatoe, Convolvolus Bat

tatas.)

‹ 3 {a, s. (from 5, white, and , the name of a tree),

the name of a very useful timber tree, (Dalbergia la

tifolia.

!
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It
cats.

3 , s. (from 3, white, and fa , the silk colton

tree), the name of a species of the silk cotton tree,

(Bombax pentandrum )

4551, s. (from 5, white, and , a mustard) , the name

of a species of plant resembling mustard, (Brassi caeru-

coides.)

tant, s. (from ts, white, and at , the name of a

plant), the name of a plant, (Trianthema obcordata. )

f , s. (from cts, white, and af, a species of

flower), the white flowering variety of Hibiscus Phoeni-

ceus.

tega), s . (from 3, white, and , the name of a plant),

the name of an Orchideous plant, (Pterygodium sul-

catum . )

stafa , s. from , white, and 131, clitorea,,

the white flowered variety of clitorea teruata.

at, à. (from ™ , six), six.

д.

, a. (from 8ª, sir, and ™ , a work), the six prescrib-

ed duties, viz adoration , sacred study, alms giving, sa-

crifice, giving instruction, receiving lawful gifts , the six

things which are effected by the recital of magical

texts, viz. killing, infatuating , enthralling, expelling,

exciting animosity, and privation of faculties.

atstat, a. (from atxa, six works), performing the six

prescribed duties as enumerated in the above article.

ata , s. (from 78, six, and i , a work), a brahmun who

performs the six duties enumerated in the last article but

one, a person who accomplishes the evils enumerated in

the same article by the power of magical texts.

, a. (from T , six, and ‹ , a corner) , hexangular.

ata, s. (from a , sir , and 4, a moment), an hour.

time, a. (from a six and

six.

fate, forty), forty-

zìɛatía… tea, a , (from it , forty-six), the forty-

sixth.

ate,a. (from aa, six, and fate, thirty), thirty-six.

st(z….w3a, ɑ. (from atfe, thirty-six), the thirty-sixth,

state, a. (from aª, six, and , fifty , fitty-six .

at , a , (from ate, fifty-six) , the fifty-sixth.

at , a. (from a , six, and a , a mole), hexandrous.

igata, a . (from 8, sir, and gata, a sort), six sorts or

kinds.

af , a . (from a ,
ix, and af , sixty), sixty-six.

, a . (from af , sixty-six) , the sixty-sixth.

ata , a . (from a six, and 8s, seventy), seventy-six.

atnsfasa, a. (from a8,3, seventy-six , the seventy-sixth.

, a (from a, sir, and , afemale) , hexag; nous.

VEK, S. (from E, sir, and , a part), six parts of the body

collectively, viz . the two hands , the two feet, the head,

and the loins ; the six sciences appendant to the veda,

viz . grammar, prosody, astronomy, pronunciation, the

meaning of unusual terms, and the religious ritual .

5f , a. (from a six, ani ifs, eighty), eighty-six ; s.

the passage of the sun from Aquaries to Pisces, from

Taurus to Gemini, from Leo to Virgo, and from Can-

cer to Sagittarius .

ষড়শীতিতম,3 , a. (from ass, eighty-six), the eighty-sixth.

asta , a. (from a, six, and a , the face), six-faced ; s.

one ofthe names ofKartika.

aft, a. (fromas, twenty-six), the twenty-sixth.

aff³, a. (from a six, and ffs, twenty , twenty-six.

B. (from gifs, twenty-six , the twenty-

sixth

, a. (from 1, six , and fat, a sort) , six sorts or kinds .

8553, a. (from 18, six, and 55, an arm , six-armed, hexa-

gonal ; s . a hexagon , a quadrilateral and two triangles.

1 , s. (from Ed, to give), an eunuch, a bull at liberty.

f³, a. (from aa, six, and 703, ninety), ninety-six.

af , a. (from sx , sixty.

■ *, a. (from , sixty) , belonging to or connected with

sixty, ripening in sixty days .

afx34, a. (from af , sixty) , the sixtieth . '.

, a. (from a , six) , the sixth.

st, a. (from

H

sir) ,the sixth (lunar day) ; s. Duorga.

, a. (from af , sixty), sixty.

1 , s. (from 3, a bull , a bull .

atta , a . (from ata, six generations), belonging to

or connected with six generations.

attlejata, s . (from att¿ >faæ, belonging to six gene-

ration, and , funeral obsequies), the funeral obsequi-

es which are intended for six precedin ; generations.

fa , s. (from fat , to despise , a whoremonger, a catamite.

‹¤ , a from ¤¶, six, and ¤ , ten , sixteen.

cati , a. (from (313 †, sixteen, and t , a sort), six-

teen sorts.

‹ tv4fææ, a. (from cat , sixteen, and fit, a sort), sixteen

sorts.

atṣ*tt*, «. (from cat , sixteen , aud ™ , a part), compose

ed of sixteen parts or ingredients .

Cat¶ , 8 , (from ( 151 , composed of sixteen ingredi

ents, and 1, incense ,, incense composed of sixteen in-

gredients.

c.tpost , a. (from cats , sixteen, and 85 , an offer
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SY.

ing), sixteen offerings presented to a ged at a season

of worship.

cata, a. (from catș , sixteen) , sixteen,

cat , a. (from cata , sixteen, and £4, a quality), sixteen-

fold.

catatata, a. (from cat , sixteen, and t , a sort), sixteen

sorts.

catata, a. (from cat , sixteen, and i , a time), sixteen

times.

ata , a. (from cata, sixteen) , the sixteenth .

म.

is the thirty-second consonant in the Indian alphabet.

Its proper sound is that of the English s ; r. a. from

to bear), to bear, to endure , to suffer, to support, to bear

patiently.

ga, s . (from D , a horse, mål , a groom ) , a groom .

, s. (from , a friend) , a female companion or friend,

usually restricted to one of the same age ; also (from

FA , a signature , a signature.

et , a. (from , a rider,, riding , whether on horse-

back or in any vehicle, going in a boat.

ta , s. (from , a vehicle), a vehicle.

31 , s. (from , to ask, gm, a question , an inter.

rogation, a question.

31 , 8. from 1 ,, trade , trade, traffic , merchandize.

st , 8. (from , a merchant , a merchant.

out , s . (from lugar, a merchant), the profession of

a merchant, trade.

31 , s . (from I ♪ ~ , merchandize, and Я , a writing), a

contract.

, an inseparable preposition nearly agreeing in i's pow-

er with the Greek σy or the Latin con. When pre-

fixed to verbs it usually conveys the idea of the action

being done compactly , well, in the society ofsome one,

or in connection with some thing.

1 , s . (from , prep, and to know), a name, or ap-

pellation, a term, a denomination , a class, thought,

mind, intellect, the Gayutree or sacred verse of the ye-

da, one of the wives of the sun .

3, s . (from , one of the wives ofthe sun, and

3, a son , saturn .

, s. (from º, prep. and д, to restrain), a skeleton .

3, a. (from , prep. and ч , to res'rain) , restrained ,

bound, confined, imprisoned , fettered, concrete, frozen ,

3 , s. (from , prep and д, to restrain), a person

who restrains or coerces.

mycal .

, s. (from , prep. and д, to restrain) , restraint,

confinement, imprisonment, forbearance, a restraining

from food, concretion.

, . (from , prep. and , to restrain), coagulable,

capable of running together into a mass.

, s. (from , cogulable, and c , lymph),

coagalable lymph.

FF, a. (from 7 , prep. and 5, to join), conjoined , uni.

ted to, joined with, connected with, attached to, mixed

with, endued with.

2 , s. (from 5º , prep. and , to join), the meeting of

armies in battle, war, battle.

, s . (from 7 , prep. and ta, to join), close contact,

intimate union, adhesion , cohesion , union with.

Fist , a , (from Faist, union , aud , an instru

ment), effected by means of intimate union or close cou-

tact, effected by means ofadhesion or cohesion ; ad by

means of intimate union or close contact, by means of

adhesion or cohesion.

Heyatsætặæ, a. (from atst , union, and atra, doing),

causing intimate union or close contact, causing to ad-

here or cohere.

Hutstætal, a. (from ts, union, and at , doing',

causing intimate union or close contact, causing to ad-

here or cohere.

statt, s. (from tstata , connecting, and

a part , the name of a part of the brain (commissura

anterior, et superior cerebri) .

SeatstĦa) , a . (from ¶st, union, and , producible),

producible by or arising from close contact or intimate

union, producible by or arising from adhesion or cohe-

sion,

A°NUTNIII, ad. (loc . case of †s ), for intimate uni-

on or close contact, for adhesion or cohesion.

catstatxi, ad. (from tuis, union, and at , a door), by

or through intimate union or close contact, by or

through adhesion or cohesion.

Ħ²¶tska, s. (from ratst, union, and ‡ , destruction),

the dissolution of intimate union or close contact, the

destruction of adhesion or cohesion.

Fatske, a. (from us, union, and ‡ , destruc-

tive), destructive to intimate union or close contact, de

structive to adhesion or cohesion.

atst, a. (from catst, union, and , destruc

tive , destructive to intimate union or close contact, de-

structive to adhesion or cohesion.

atsa , s. (fromst, union, and at , destruction),
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the dissolution of intimate union or close contact , the

destruction of adhesion or cohesion.

Fais¬te, ɑ. (from catst , unien , aud at*tæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to intimate union or close contact, de-

structive to adhesion or cohesion.

F•«catsfafae®, a. (from ¶tst , union , and faſas, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from intimate union or close con-

tact, caused by or arising from adhesion or cohesion.

Footsfafære, ad. (from ` st union, and fifïs , a cause`,

for union, for close connection, for close contact, for

association, for cohesion, for adhesion.

otsafeae, a. (from " zatst, union , and afurae, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to close contact or

intimate union.

cats , a . (from cats , union , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from close contact or intimate uni-

on, caused by or arising from adhesion or cohesion ;

ad. from or because of close contact or intimate union,

from or because of adhesion or cohesion .

catste , a. (from rats, union , and before), prece-

ded by or arising from close contact or intimate union ,

preceded by or arising from adhesion or cohesion ; ad.

by or through close contact or intimate union, by or

through adhesion or cohesion .

ts , ad. (from Fatst, union, and fa̸ , without),

without or beside close contact or intimate union, with-

out or beside adhesion or cohesion .

=°catsfaata , s . ( from 5ºcats , union, and feat*t, destructi-

on), the destruction or dissolution of close contact or

intimate union, the destruction of adhesion or cohesi-

on.

stat , a . (from catst, union , and fatta, destruc-

tive , destructive to close contact or intimate union, de-

structive to cohesion or adhesion.

atstat , a. (from atst, union, and fat , possessed

of , intimately united , adhering, cohering.

=natsfaxia, a. (from ¿ats, union, and freta, destitute),

destitute of intin ate union or close connection , desti-

tute of adhesion or cohesion.

Frufsfa , a . (from catst, union, and aff , ex-

cepted), close contact or intimate union excepted, cohe-

sion excepted, adhesion excepted.

Fotsofage, s. ( from Ħatst, union, and size, an ex-

ception), the exception of close contact or intimate uni-

on , the exception of adhesion or cohesion.

Ħ̂ lotszufolgeæ, ad. loc. case of starfor ), with the

exception of close contact or intimate union, with the

exception of adhesion or cohesion, without or beside

সর.

close contact or intimate union , without or beside ad-

hesion or cohesion.

Hocatяatate, s. (from ♬• ¿äts , union, and artats, an obsta¬

cle), an obstacle to close contact or intimate union, an

obstacle to adhesion or cohesion .

সংযোগৰাঘাতক, a . (from সংযোগ, union , and ব্যাঘাতক, cb-

structing), operating as an obstacle to close contact or

intimate union, operating as an obstacle to adhesion or

cohesion.

atstfsa, a. (from ♬ rats , union , and Sa, separate`, se-

parate or distinct from adhesion or cohesion, distinct

or separate from close contact or intimate union ; ad.

beside close contact or intimate union, beside adhesion

or cohesion .

ts , a. (from tst , union, and F, joine ), con-

nected with intimate union or close connection, adhe

sive, cohesive.

∙lotяafes, a. (from ♬ wts, union , and 353, destitute),

destitute of intimate union or close connection , desti-

tute of adhesion or cohesi , n.

, a (from atst union , and 1, empty`, des-

titute of intimate union or close connection, destitute

of adhesion or cohesion.

staf , s. (from ratst, contact, and . junction) , in

anatomy one of the kinds ofjunction ofthe bones , (Sym-

physis .)

ats , a. (from t¶ts, union, and a, destitute), d'es-

titute of intimate union or close contact, destitute of

adhesion or cohesion..

=^¿atdigg*, ɑ. (from rats, union, and (53 , a cause),"

caused by or arising from intimate union or close con-

tact, caused by or arising from adhesion or cohesion ;

ad, from or because of close contact or intimate union,

from or because of adhesion or cohesion .

ts , a. (from , prep. and to join , joining, con-

necting, uniting, adhering, cohering.

ts , a. (from , prep. and , to join), joined , con-

nected.

FJFK, a. (from , prep. and 3 to preserve), preserving,

keeping, guarding ; s , a person who guards or preselves,

a keeper, a preserver.

FX¶¶, s. (from ª , prep, and 3 , to preserve) , a preserv

ing, a keeping, a guarding,

ty, a. (from , prep, and , to preserve), proper to

be preserved or kept, requiring to be kept or preserved.

ª³, a. (from , prep. and 3 , to keep , kept, preserv

ed, guarded..
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CAFE , &. (from . prep. and 3 , to preserve , proper to

be kept or preserved, requiring to be kept or preserv-

ed .

mad, a. (from F , prep. and z , to be sick ) , compressed,

pressed together.

ĦT=. a. (from 5 , prep and 4, to confine), confined , shut

up, hindered, obstructed, prevented .

≈ṛtāl, s. (from , prep. and 8, to confine) , a person

who shuts up or coufines, a person who hinders or ob-

structs.

* ?18, s. (from ≈ª , prep. and **, to confine), confinement,

a shutting up, a hindering, an obstruction, prevention .

FATE, a. (from prep. and , to confine), confining,

shutting up, hindering, obstructing, preventing.

Ħª¿?†Ù , ɑ . (from ♬ª , prep. and ₹₹ to confine), confinea-

ble, requiring to be shut up or confined, requiring to

be hindered or obstructed .

FR , ɑ. (from , prep. and to be in contact), brought

into contact, adhered, aggregated .

Яif , s. (from brought into contact, and ʊfs, a

bone), in anatomy a small bone united to a longer by

means of an intervening cartilage Epiphysis . )

atst, s. (from * , prep, and as , to be in contact , aggre-

gation. In chemistry the attraction of aggregation,

adhesion.

FATEFT,S. (from , prep. and zeñṛ, a year) , a year, a full

year.

ta, s. (from , prep. and , to speak), a report, news,

intelligence, information.

, a. (from , a report, and ☎ad , means) ,

effected by means of a report ; ad, by means of a re-

port.

Ft , a (from , a report, and 3 , producible,,

producible by or arising from information or news.

, ad. (loc. case of 1 , for a report, for

news, for intelligence or information.

tat1, s. (from t , a report, and † , a giver , a per-

son who communicates a report or gives intelligence .

tanta , ɑ. (from , a report, and t , giving ,

communicating news, making a report, giving intelli-

gence or information ; s . a person who makes a report

or gives information .

' that?), «. (from æta, a report, and ga, giving),

communicating news, making a report, giving intelli-

gence or information .

1, ad. (from 1 , a report, and t , a door), by

or through a report.

ཞ་

afs , a. (from 15, a report, and fax a cause),

caused by or arising from news or information, caused

by or arising from a report or intelligence ; ad from or

because of news or information .

atafafc3, ad. (from Ħatī , a report, and fifax, a cause),

for news or intelligence, for a report, for information.

সংবাদপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from সংবাদ, a report, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing , obstructing news or intelligence, obstructing

a report or information .

44, a. (from ¬¬†ī, a report, and 5, caused by),

caused by or arising from news or intelligence, caused

by or arising from a report or information ; ad. from or

because of news or intelligence, from or because of a

report or information.

11, ad. (from at , a report, and fa1, without),

without or beside news or intelligence, without or be

side a report or information ,

tiffa , a. (from 45, a report, and f33 , e-

cepted), news or intelligence excepted , a report or in

formation excepted.

=* atħaforgæ, s. (from ath, a report, and afsiga, an

exception), the exception of news or intelligence , the

exception of a report or information .

anatherfolglo, ad. (loc. case of¤, atqasforgæ , with the ex

ception of news or intelligence, with the exception of

a report or information, without or beside news or in-

telligence, without or beside a report or information,

1913, s. (from Я , a report, and itats, an oh-

stacle), an obstacle to news or intelligence, an obstacle

to a report or information.

atautatsæ, a. (from ≈tī, a report, and tatsa, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to news or intelli

gence, operating as an obstacle to a report or informa

tion .

≈½ætassa, ɑ. (from • , a report, and fo separate) , se-

parate or distinct from a report ; ad. beside a report,

t , s. (from , a report, and 4, a hearing,

the hearing of intelligence or news, the hearing of

report.

, s. (from at , a report, and cft a hearer),

a person who hears news or intelligence, a person who

hears a report.

at , a. (from , a report, and a , a cause),

caused by or arising from news or intelligence , caused

by or arising from a report or information ; ad. from

or because of news or intelligence, from or because of2

report or information,
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ta , s. (from azt , a report, and statii, desire),

a desire for news or intelligence, a desire for a report

or information.

zaitetit, a. (from th, a report, and atat , desir-

ous) , desirous of news or intelligence, desirous of a re-

port or information.

aratifsata, s. (from Яztī, a report, and fata, desire , a

desire for news or intelligence, a desire for a report or

information.

a. (from , a report, and sfantfan, de-

sirous), desirous of news or intelligence, desirous of a

report or information .

t ' , 8. (from at , a report, and i , desir ) , a de-

sire for news or intelligence, a desire of a report or in-

formation.

a. (from tā , a report, aud , desirous), de-

sirous of news or intelligence , desirous of a report or

information.

M &F, «. (from Яº¡¤, a report, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of news or intelligence, desirous ofa report or in-

formation,

, s. (from , prep. and f , to know ), intellect, un-

derstanding, knowledge a contract, an engagement, as-

sent, a promise, a sign, a signal, a watch word, a name,

an appellation, an institute, a preserved ceremony or

custom.

fufors, s. (from fa̸ , a promise, and fèñï, a vio-

lation ), the violation of a promise or engagement.

, s. (from , prep. and ***, sworn), a picked or

chosen soldier, a soldier who is sworn never to turn his

back on the enemy, a brother in arms, a military com

rade, a sworn soldier stationed to prevent the flight or

desertion of others.

H•*y, s. (from Ħ , prep. and *}, to repose) , a doubt, hesi-

tation , suspicion. ◄

Hadizade, a. (from Ty, a doubt, and Fṛd, means), ef-

fected by means of doubt or suspicions ; ad. by means

of doubt or suspicions .

☎tgatge, a . (from *y, doubt, and ætaẽ, making), ex-

ercising doubt or suspicion.

tætt, a . (from , doubt, and f , doing) , exer-

cising doubts or suspicions ,

H•*IKI, s. (from , doubt, and ‹ , a cutting), the dis-

solving of a doubt , the clearing up of an uncertainty,

the removing of a suspicion.

F%*&&76, a . (from ™• *‡ª , doub!, and c☎ cutting), dissolv-

ing doubt, clearing up uncertainties, removing suspici-

ous.

50*1577, 0. (from 7 , doubt, and 55 , producine) pro-

ducing doubt or uncertainty, producing suspicions .

fas, a. (from ty, doubt, and 3, produced) , pro-

duced by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, produc-

ed by or arising from suspicion.

•*g , a. (from * , doubt, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, pro-

ducible by or arising from suspicion.

ty , ´ad. (loc , case of 7) , for doubt or uncer

tainty, for suspicion.

1 , s . (from y, doubt, and t , knowledge), an

idea ofdoubt, doubt, uncertainty, a suspicion.

, s. (from , doubt, and artst, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of doubt or uncertainty, the relin-

quishment of suspicions.

st, a. (from , doubt, and it st , relinquish

ing), relinquishing doubts or uncertainty, relinquishing

suspicions.

, s. (from , doubt, and , a removing),

the removing or dispelling of doubts or uncertainty,

the removing of suspicions .

, ad. (from ty, a doubt, and t , a door), by

or through doubts or suspicious.

pface, a. (from 4 , doubt, and farý , causing to

cense), putting a stop to doubt or uncertainty, putting

a stop to suspicions.

fat , a . (from , doubt, and fartṛæ, prevent-

ing) , preventing or resisting doubt or uncertainty, pre-

venting or resisting suspicions.

Ħapfactad, s. (from , doubt, and fixta , a preventi

ing), the preventing or resisting of doubts or uncertain-

ty, the preventing or resisting of suspicions.

ff , s. (from , doubt , and fafs, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of doubt or uncertainty, the

prevention or cessation of suspicion.

…*yfaficæ , 0. (from ty, doubt, and fifag, a cause),

caused by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, caused

by or arising from suspicion ; ad. from or because of

doubt or uncertainty, from or because of suspicion.

pfafarz, ad. (from ty , doubt , and fifax, a cause), for

doubt or uncertainty, for suspicions,

Q ૬ ૧ ૧ ૩ ૧ વ્

1 , s . (from , doubt, and 31st, a relin-

quishing), the relinquishment of doubts or uncertainty,

the relinquishment of suspicions.

gafaust, «. (from Ħty, doubt, and faststa, relin-

quishing), relinquishing doubt or uncertainty, relin.

quishing suspicions .
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•„ д¶¶¶, ɑ. (from

ཞ་ ཨེ.

‡, doubt, and 4 , before) , preceded

by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, preceded by

or arising from suspicion ; ad. by or through doubt or

uncertainty, by or through suspicion.

, a. (from , doubt, and us, caused by),

caused by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, caused

by or arising from suspicion ; ad. from or because of

doubt or uncertainty, from or because of suspicion.

ts, a. (from ty, doubt, and , obtained), pos-

sessed of doubts or suspicions, doubtful, hesitating.

, a. (from , doubt, and , increasing , in-

creasing doubt or uncertainty, increasing suspicion.

Gangzáñ, s . (from 5 * , doubt, and ₹57, an increasing).

the increasing ofdoubt or uncertainty, the increasing of

suspicion.

5.fant, ad. (from y, doubt, and fɛ71 , without), with-

out or beside doubt or uncertainty, without or beside

suspicion.

faf , a. (from , doubt, and faf , possessed of),

doubting, uncertain , suspicious .

expfact , a. (from , doub ' , and fest , destitute), free

from doubt or uncertainty, free from suspicion.

, s. (from ™ , doubt, and af , increase) , the in-

crease of doubt or uncertainty, the increase of suspici

on.

a. (from , doubt, and a1f3f , except-

ed), doubt or uncertainty excepted, suspicion except-

ed .

সংশয় তিরেক, s. (from সংশয়, doubt, and ৰাতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of doubt or uncertainty, the excep-

tion of suspicion.

, ad. (loc. case of perfste ), with the ex-

ception of doubt or uncertainty, with the exception of

suspicion, without or beside doubt or uncertainty, with

out or beside suspicion.

fa, a. (from , a doubt, and f , separate) , sepa-

rate or distinct from doubts or suspicions ; ad. beside

doubts or suspicions.

, a. (from , doubt, and a , a root) , originat-

ing or springing from doubt or uncertainty, originating

in suspicion.

, a. (from , doubt, and joined , connected

with doubt or uncertainty, connected with suspicion,

doubtful, uncertain , suspicious.

**g?[£3, a. (from ty, doubt, and ³, destitute), free

from doubt or uncertainty, free from suspicion.

gratst , a. (from ty, doubt, and c¤isti, worthy), wor-

thy ofdoubt or suspicion,

मम.

, a (from , doubt, and ar, empty), free from

doubt or uncertainty, free from suspicion.

, a. (from , doubt, and 1 , destilule), free

from doubt or uncertainty, free from suspicion.

, a. (from , doubt, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, caused byor

arising from suspicion ; ad. from or because of doubt

or uncertainty, from or because of suspicion.

tu , a. (from , doubt, and at , self), consist

ing of or identified with doubt or suspicion.

, a. (from , doubt, and at , affected by),

possessed of doubts or suspicions, affected by doubts

or suspicions, doubting, hesitating.

13, a. (from , doubting, and fo , the

heart) , doubting in mind, uncertain-minded.

gtagatan, ɑ . (from gta, doubting, and ataa, o

thought), having a doubting or unsettled mind.

, a. (from , prep. and t, to repose), doubting, he

sitating, suspicious.

≈ª¿¡87, s. (from , prep, and , to purify), a cleansing,

a clearing, a cleansing by ablution.

, s. (from , prep. and , to hear , a promise, an

agreement, assent.

, s. (from , prep. and t, to serve), a protection, a re-

fuge, an asylum.

ts, a. (from , prep. aud f , to serre), protected, de-

fended, preserved, secured,

a. (from , prep, and f , to embrace), united,

connected, embraced.

afgøæge, s. (from ï¾¿¶, united, and *g*, a pulverizer),

in algebra a distinct pulverizing multiplier belonging to

conjunct residues, a multiplier consequent on a conjunc

tion or deduced from the sum ofthe multiplier and that

of the remainders.

•f«VITTEE, s. (from fat, a united burst, and ₹14,

a pulverizer), in algebra a distinct pulverizing multi-

plier belonging to conjunct residues, a multiplier cou

sequent on a conjunction or deduced from the sum of

the multiplier and that ofthe remainders.

, s. (from , prep. and fat , to embrace) , an embrace,

union, connection , junction, association, aggregation,

a. (from , prep, and , to be with), near, ad-

joining, contiguous, endowed with, connected, connect.

ed with, effected by, acquainted with, the name of one

of the muscles , (complexus.)

5fs, s . (from º, prep. and 55, to be in society), ac-

quaintance, intimacy, connection, union, junction, as-

sociated connection, proximity, contact,
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55957.

, s. (from , prep. and , to create), proximity,

contact, union, junction, acquaintance, intimacy, inter-

course, society, the junction of the sexes.

si , a. (from asf, society, and ad, means) , effect-

ed by means of society or familiar intercourse ; ad. by

means of society or familiar intercourse.

# satzæ, ɑ. (from 5s, intercourse, and ætṛæ, doing),

acting with intimacy, acting socially, maintaining inter-

course.

st , a. (from , intercourse, and fan, doing),

acting with intimacy, acting socially, maintaining in-

tercourse,

AŃ , ɑ. (from , intercourse, and , to be produc-

ed), produced by or arising from society or familiar in-

tercourse.

, a. (from • , intercourse, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from society of familiar inter-

course.

, ad. (loc. case of , for society, for fa-

miliar intercourse.

sít , 8. (from , intercourse, and ‹ †¤, afault , the

fault or evil of society or intercourse.

fat , ad. (from af, society, and t , a door), by or

through society or familiar intercourse ,

zzfizic, ɑ . (from , intercourse, and farís, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to society or familiar in-

tercourse.

fate, a. (from , intercourse, and fa , pre-

renting), preventing or resisting society or familiar in-

tercourse.

Rojaated, s. (from я, intercourse, and faatad, a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of society or fami-

liar intercourse.

a , s. (from , intercourse, and feafs, cessati-

on , the cessation or prevention of society or familiar

intercourse,

#fiface, a. (from , intercourse, and af , a

cause), caused by or arising from society or familiar in-

tercourse ; ad. from or because ofsociety or familiar in-

tercourse.

arasifafare, ad. (from , intercourse, and fafas, a

cause), for society, for familiar intercourse,

sf , a. (from , intercourse, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from society or familiar inter-

course ; ad, by or through society or familiar inter-

course.

, . (from , intercourse, and 25F, caused

by , caused by or arising from society or familiar inter-

course; ad. from or because of society or familiar ic-

tercourse.

sag, s. (from , society, and 143, a clown) , a stu-

pid or foolish man owing to the society in which he is

educated.

f1, ad. (from , intercourse, and fat, without),

without or beside society or familiar intercourse.

ff , a. (from , intercourse, and fajne, posses-

sed of), possessed of society, social.

•Asifaða, «. (from . , intercourse, and fixta, desti-

tute), destitute of society or familiar intercourse.

staff , a (from af, intercourse, and fofa , ex-

cepted), society or familiar intercourse excepted .

A s. (from , intercourse, and fog , an

exception), the exception of society or familiar inter-

course,

Aff , ad. (loc. case of us ) , with the

exception of society or familiar intercourse, without or

beside society or familiar intercourse.

ĦºAŕfsa, ɑ . (from ° , society, and fou, separate`, separ-

ate or distinct from society or familiar intercourse ; ad.

beside society or familiar intercourse.

sigg , a (from • , intercourse, and c , a cause),'

caused by or arising from society or familiarity ; ud.

from or because of society or familiar intercourse,

Я , a (from , an intercourse, and ¤âa, sub-

ject), subject to society or familiar intercourse.

1 , s. (from asf, society, and t , non-existence),

the want of union or society, the want of acquaintance

or familiarity, logical non- existence, annihilation, which

Hindoo metaphysicians reckon to be ofthree kinds, prior,

incidental, or final, viz, non-production, destruction of

present being and the necessary end or cessation of

existence.

, a. (from ,prep, and , to create), social, main-

taining intercourse.

AɑAtI, 8. (from ª , prep. and , to go), the world, the mun-

dane state or condition , the state of man in society, any

particular person's family and worldly concerns.

, s . (from , the world, and at , a condi-

tion of life), a secular condition.

Яt , a. (from , the world, and at , continu

ing in a state , secular.

at , a. (from , prep. and , to go), going on as mun-

dane affairs do, worldly.

, . (from , prep. and f , to accomplish), accom-

plished, perfected.

ff , s. (from , prep, and f , to accomplish), the ac

૦ ૧ ૧ ૧ ૧ ૧ ૧ ૨
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1.

complishment of a work, perfection , completion, na-

ture, the natural state or quality, the natural dispositi-

on.

F , 7. (from , prep. and 5, to create), connected ,

united, reunited , connected as partners in trade, con-

nate, congregated, combined , coadunited ,

31, s. (from united , union, association, fellow-

ship, reunion, the voluntary co-residence of relations.

¶, s. (from , united) , union , association, fellow-

ship, reunion, the voluntary co-residence of relations.

• ¥, s. (from , prep. and , to create), a connection ,

an union, a reunion, a connection as partners in trade,

coparcenership, copartnership, the reunion of the mem-

bers of a family after the property has been divided.

1, 8. (from , reunited), a coparcener, a relation

reunited with his relations after a separation of proper-

ty has taken place.

ty, s . (from , prep. and , to do , a completing, an

accomplishing, a finishing, perfection, purity, appre-

hension, conception , recollection , memory, a habit, in-

stinct, a faculty, embellishment, decoration, elegance,

consecration, purification, the preparation of an article

of food or medicine, a chemical process, a purificatory

rite ten of which are required in the period of human

life from conception in the womb till death.

IP, u. (from , prep. and , to do) , completing, ac-

complishing, perfecting, purifying, consecrating, em-

bellishing, decorating.

• ??d , a. (from ?, habit, and a , means) , effect-

ed by means of habit or recollection , effected by

means ofprescribed religious observances ; ad, by means

of habit or recollection, by means of prescribed reli-

gious observances.

, a. (from ty, perfection, and ataa , doing) ,

completing, accomplishing, perfecting, purifying, con-

se crating, decorating, performing a sacred rite.

, a. (from 3, perfection, and fe , doing),

completing, accomplishing, perfecting, purifying, con-

secrating, decorating, performing a sacred rite.

a. (from , habit, and 4, to be produced),

produced from habit or recollection, produced from

prescribed religious observances.

Fat?370, 0. (from 3, perfection, and *, produc-

ing), producing perfection or completeness, producing

consecration or purity, causing the recollection ofpast

things.

3, a. (from , perfection, and 3f43, produc-

ed , produced by or arising from completeness or pel-

ཨོ །,

fection, produced by or arising from purity or conse-

ciation, produced by or arising from habit or recollecti.

on, produced by or arising from instinct.

501551, a . (from 3, perfection, and , produci.

ble) , producible by or arising from completeness or per-

fection, producible by or arising from purity or conse

cration, producible by or arising from habit or recollec

tion, producible by or arising from instinct.

511, ad. (loc. case of 1), for completeness,

for perfection, for purity, for consecration, for habit,

for recollection , for instinct,

1, ad. (from ty, habit, and a̸ ?, a door), by or

through habit or recollection, by or through prescribed

religious observances.

Staface, a. (from , perfection, and fas, caus-

ing to cease , putting a stop to completeness or per-

fection, putting a stop to purification or consecration,

putting a stop to habit or recollection, putting a stopto

instinct.

stefiatzæ, a. (from ty, perfection, and fitas, pre-

venting , preventing completeness or perfection , pre-

venting or resisting pur fication or consecration, pre

venting or resisting habit or recollection, preventing or

resisting instinct,

tafata , s. (from , perfection, and facta, a

preventing), the preventing of completeness or perfec

tion, the preventing or resisting of purification or con-

secration, the preventing or resisting of habit or recol

lection, the preventing or resisting of instinct,

সংস্কারনিবৃত্তি, s. (from সংস্কার, perfection , and নিবৃত্তি, cessatio

on , the cessation or prevention of completeness or per

fection , the cessation or prevention of purification or

consecration, the cessation or prevention of habit or re-

collection , the cessation of instinct.

affas , a. (from , perfection, and fafar, o

cause), caused by or arising from completeness or per

fection , caused by or arising from purification or con-

secration, caused by or arising from habit or recollecti-

on, caused by or arising from instinct ; ad. from or be

cause of completeness or perfection , from or because

of purification or consecration, from or because ofha•

bit or recollection, from or because of instinct.

সংস্কারনিমিত্তে , ad. (from সংস্কার, perfection, and নির্মিত, ৫

cause) , for completeness or perfection, for purification

or consecration, for habit or recollection , for instinct,

, a. (from , perfection, and t , before),

preceded by or arising from completeness or perfecti

on, preceded by or arising from purification or cone
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cration, preceded by or arising from habit or recollecti-

on, preceded by or arising from instinct ; ad. by or

through completeness or perfection, by or through pu

rification or cousecration, by or through habit or recol-

lection, by or through instinct.

, a . (from , perfection, and

obstructing), obstructing or hindering completeness or

perfection , opposing or hindering purification or con-

secration, opposing or hindering habit or recollection ,

opposing or hindering instinct.

FF, a. (from ty, perfection, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from completeness or perfec-

tion, caused by or arising from purification or conse

cration, caused by or arising from habit or recollection,

caused by or produced by instinct ; ad. from or because

of completion or perfection, from or because ofpurifi-

cation or consecration, from or because of habit or re-

collection, from or because of instinet.

366, a . (from , perfection, and zá , increas-

ing), increasing completeness or perfection, increasing

purification or consecration, increasing habit or recol-

lection, increasing instinct.

ta , s. (from 7, 1erfection, and 2 , increas-

ing), the increasing of completeness or perfection, the

increasing of purification or consecration, the increas-

ing of habit or recollection, the increasing of instinct.

ft, ad. (from I, perfection, and fat, with-

out), without or beside completeness or perfection,

without or beside purification or consecration, without

or beside habit or recollection, without or beside in-

stinct.

1fef , a. (from , perfection , and faf , pos-

sessed of) , complete, full, perfect, pure, consecrated ,

sanctified, recollected as a habit , cooked, concocted.

alfari , a. (from , perfection, and fata, desti-

tute , destitute of completeness or perfection , destitute

of purification or consecration, destitute of habit or re-

collection, destitute of instinct.

ta , s. (from 13, perfection, and af , increase ,

the increase of completion or perfection, the increase

of purification or consecration , the increase of habit or

recollection, the increase of instinct.

, a. (from 3, perfection , and sa ,

excepted), completeness or perfection excepted , purifi.

cation or consecration excepted, habit or recollection

excepted, instinct excepted.

== ¢ 1[313 , s . (from 14, perfection, and zıfsıṛæ, an

exception), the exception of completeness orperfection,

5.1.

the exception of purification or consecration, the ex

ception of habit or recollection , the exception of in-

stinct.

সংস্কারব্যতিরেকে, ad (loc. case ofসংস্কারব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of completeness or perfection , with the ex-

ception of purification or consecration , with the excep

tion of habit or recollection, with the exception ofin-

stinct , without or beside completeness or perfection,

without or beside perfection or consecration , without

or beside habit or recollection, without or beside in-

stinct.

tafa, a. (from , perfection, and fsa, separa'e),

separate or distinct from completeness or perfection,

separate or distinct from purification or consecration,

separate or distinct from habit or recollection , separate

or distinct from instinct ; ad. beside completeness or

perfection, beside purification or consecration, beside

habit or recollection, beside instinct .

tza , a: (from ta, perfection, aud ™ , a root), ori-

ginating from or grounded upon completeness or per-

fection , originating from or grounded upon purification

or consecration, originating from habit or recollection,

originating from instinct.

a. (from , perfection, and F, joined),

connected with completeness or perfection, connected

with purification or consecration, connected with ha-

bit or recollection , connected with instinct, pure, com-

plete, perfect, consecrated, holy, sanctified , recollect-

ed as a habit, instinctive.

• Staratas , a. (from t?, consecration, and cats , wor-

th ) , worthy of sanctification or consecration, worthy

of recollection.

taas, a. (from , perfection and 3 , destitute),

destitute of completeness or perfection, destitute of

purification or consecration, destitute of habit or recol-

lection, destitute of instinct.

Ziga , a. (from t¶ , perfection, and , empty), des-

titute of completeness or perfection, destitute of puri-

fication or consecration, destitute of habit or recollec

tion , destitute ofinstinct.

as , a. (from 3, perfection, and ₹17, destitute),

destitute of completeness or perfection, destitute ofpu

rification or consecration , destitute of habit or recol

lection , destitute of instinct.

# ☎tyle33, a. (from 1 , perfection, and c₹3, a cruse),

caused by or arising from completeness or perfection,

caused by or arising from purification or consecration,

caused by or arising from habit or recollection, caused
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by or arising from instinct ; ad. from or because of com-

pleteness or perfection , from or because of purificati-

on or consecration, from or because of habit or recol-

leetion, from or because of instinct.

tata , a. (from a, consecration, and wag, unfit), un-

fit or unworthy of sauctification or consecration, unfit

to be recollected.

, a. (from , habit, and te , affected by),

connected with habit or recollection, connected with

prescribed religious observance.

ĦĦpiniЯr, a. (from
?, perfection, and muts , un-

worthy), unworthy of sanctification or consecration,

unworthy of recollection.

FEigte, a. (from I, consecration, and xx, fit), fit or

worthy ofsanctification or consecration, fit to be recol-

lected.

13 , a. (from ,prep. and , to do), completing, effect-

ing, accomplishing, conceiving, consecrating, sauctify-

ing, recollecting.

Ú, a. (from Fª, prep, and , to do) , perfectible, ac-

complishable, conceptible, requiring to be consecrat-

ed, requiring to be recollected.

• ³, a. (from , prep, and , to do), wrought, exqui-

sitely formed, compact, artificially produced, excellent,

highly decorated, embellished, cleansed , purified, con-

secrated, compleated, finished, perfected, formed by

exact grammatical rules ; s. the classical and sacred lan-

guage ofthe Hindoos.

83, s . (from , prep. and , to spread out), a bed or

couch, a bed of leaves.

54, s. (from , prep. and $1, to stand), a spy, an emissa-

ry, a fellow countryman, a neighbour, an inhabitant,

correct conduct, continuence in a right way, a state, a

condition of being, the period of life, a stop or stay, a

likeness, a resemblance, an assembly, a staying, a be-

ing stationary, a staying with, an association.

• ītī, 8. (from , prep. and ☎¹ , to stand), a form , a fi-

gure, a shape, fabrication, construction, a heap, a quan-

tity, a stock, wealth, primary formation, the aggrega

tion of the primitive particles of matter.

F«ætzæṛ«☎, a. (from

0.

17, a stock, and za , means), ef-

fected by means of a stock of goods or money ; ad. by

means of a stock of goods or money.

taæta , a. (from , a stock, and tae, doing),

laving in a stock, gaining wealth.

, a. (from , a stock, and fa , making),

laying in a stock, gaining wealth.

07.01.

nata , a . (from 517, a stock, and . producible),

producibleby or arising from astock of goods or money.

FII, ad. (loc. case of ), for a stock, for

wealth.

•ætafafica, ɑ. (from , a stock, and fafas, a cluse),

caused by or arising from a stock of goods or money;

ad. from or because of a stock of goods or money.

tafafars, ad. (from , a stock, and fafas, a cause),

for a stock ofgoods or money.

, a. (from , a stock, and , before), pre

ceded by or arising from a stock of goods or money;

ad. by or through a stock of goods or money.

সংস্থানপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from সংস্থান , a stock, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to a stock of goods

or money .

ta , a (from • , a stock, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a stock of goods or money;

ad. from or because of a stock of goods or money.

fant, ad. (from , a stock, and fear, without),

without or beside a stock of goods or money.

ff , a, (from , a stock, and is , ez

cepted), a stock of goods or money excepted.

3 s. (from t , a stock, and 3 , an

exception), the exception of a stock of goods or money.

fox , ad. (loc. case of taufsca ), with the

exception of a stock of goods or money, without or be

side a stock of goods or money.

tatt , s . (from 17, a stock, and stats, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to a stock of goods or money.

qataaitatsæ, a . (from 1 , a stock, and astarea, obe

structing), operating as an obstacle to a stock ofgoods

or money.

tafe , a. (from , a stock, andfea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from wealth or a stock in trade ; ad.

beside property or a stock in trade.

, a . (from † , a stock, and , a roet), ori-

ginating from or founded upon a stock of goods or mo

ney.

•Italga, a. (from , a stock, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a stock of goods or money ;

ad, from or because of a stock of goods or money.

Я , ɑ. (from , prep. and 1 , to stand), establishing,

causing to stand, settling, fixing.

† , ạ. (from , prep. and , to stand), the fixing or

establishing of a thing, the settling ofa thing.

FREIRIIIdæ, a. (from 57, an establishing, and 874,

an instrument), effected by means of fixing or establish

ing ; ad. by means of fixing or establishing.
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paldai, s. ( from • † , an establishing, and af, a

doer), a person who fixes or establishes things.

জনস্থাপনকারক, a. ( from সংস্থাপন , an establishing, and কারক ,

doing), effecting the establishment or settling of things ;

8. a person who establishes things.

সংস্থাপনকারী, a. ( from সংস্থাপন , an establishing, and কারিন,

doing , settling or establishing things .

Ħatqa371, a. (from 5 † , an establishing, and F , pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from the fixing or

establishing ofthings.

51973137, ad. loc. case of ), for the fixing or

establishing of things.

, ad. (from 3 , on establishing, and , a

door , by or through fixing or establishing.

Ħ41Яafafa3☎, a. (from atta, an establishing, and fafa ,

a cause) caused by or arising from fixing or establish-

ing; ad. from or because of fixing or establishing.

স' স্থাপননিমিত্তে, ad.(from সংস্থাপন, an establishing. and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for the fixing or establishing of a thing.

, . from , an establishing, and , be

fore), preceded by or arising from a fixing or establish-

ing; ad. by orthrough a fixing or establishing.

, a . (from 17, an establishing, and

goza , obstructing), obstructing the fixing or esta-

blishing of things.

হৃৎস্থাপনপযুক্ত, a . (from সংস্থাপন , an establishing, and প্রযুক্ত ,

caused by), caused by or arising from fixing or establish-

ing; ad. from or because of fixing or establishing.

trafcal, ad. (from †17, an establishing , and fi,

without), without or beside fixing or establishing.

fof , 4. (from 5 , an establishing, and

affa , excepted) , an establishing or fixing excepted.

সংস্থাপনবাতিরেক, s. (from সংস্থাপন, an establishing, and ব্যতি

, an exception), the exception of fixing or establish-

ing.

স স্থাপনকাতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofঅস্থাপনব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of fixing or establishing, without or beside

fixing or establishing.

FREI9A01A1G, 8. (from t , an establishing, and ætate,

an obstacle), an obstacle to fixing or establishing.

উপস্থাপনব্যাঘাতক, a. ( from সংস্থাপন , an establishing, and

att , obstructing), operating as an obstacle to fix-

ing or establishing .

zɑatЯafsa, a. (from † , an estàblishing, and ſa, se-

parate), separate or distinct from fixing or establish-

ing ; ad beside fixing or establishing .

, a . (from , establishing, and a , a root),

Originating from a fixing or establishing,

cs , a. (from , an establishing, and cats ,

worthy), worthy of being fixed or established.

tЯlez , a . (from Я , an establishing, and cry, a

cause), caused by orarising from fixing or establishing;

ad. from or because of fixing or establishing.

tæ§1 , s . (from , an establishing, and atētai,

a desire), a desire of fixing or establishing.

সংস্থাপনাকারী,
tatat , a. (from , an establishing, and att

f , desirous , desirous of fixing or establishing.

সংস্থাপনাসহ , a. ( from স' স্থাপন, an establishing, and অনই, un-

fit), unfit to be fixed or established.

, s. (from 1 , an establishing, and f

ata, desire , a desire of fixing or establishing ,

ল স্থাপনাভিলাষী, a. ( rom সংস্থাপন, an establishing, and অভি

at , desirous , desirous of fixing or establishing.

সংস্থাপনণযোগ্য , ৫. (from সংস্থাপন , an establishing, and অযোগ্য,

unworthy , unworthy of being fixed or established.

tat , a. (from , an establishing, and fú ,

desirous , desirous of fixing or establishing,

17:14, ad. (from 1 , an establishing, and f, an

object), for the purpose of fixing or establishing,

•

at , a (from 1 , an establishmen ' , and s , fit),

fit or worthy to be established.

taly, a . (from 5º , prep. and , to stand , fixable, ca-

pable of being settled or established .

8. from , an establishing, and , desire,

a desire of fixing or establishing.

, . (from , an establishing, and 5, desir

ous), desirous of fixing or establishing.

FAIRE®, a. (from , an establishing, and ₹5, de-

sircus , desirous of fixing or establishing.

fs, a. (from , prep. and 1 , to stand), established,

fixed , settled.

• ◄† , a¸ (from 5* , prep. and 1 , to stand), fixable, capa

ble of being settled or established.

*• faf³, s. (from , prep. and 1 , to stand), a stock of

goods or money, an abode, a residence , a station .

, s. (from ° , prep. and * , to touch , close contact,

a touch, a grasp.

° F , d. (from 7 , prep. and q , to touch), brought in con-

tact, joined, grasped.

, s. (from , prep. and , to more), connected, uni-

ted.

, a. (from , prep and , to smite), strongly knit,

well compacted, close , welded, joined, approximated to,

closed, shut , struck, wounded, killed .

FªLIK†IH, a. (from 3, approximated, and † , the knee),

knock-kneed.
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प्र.श.

fs , s. (from 5 , prep . and 37, to smite , an assemblage,

a collection , a heap, a multitude.

, s. (from , prep. and , to take , a destroying,

ruin.

TÚ , 8. (from , prep. and to take), a destroyer.

** 5t?, s. (from 5º , prep. and ☎, to take), destruction, ruin.

p ?, a. (from , prep. and , to take , destructive ,

ruinous ; s. a destroyer.

ta , a. (from ?, destruction, and d, meins),

effected by means of destruction ; ad. by means of de-

struction.

state, a. (from 5 , destruction , and ? , doing),

performing the work of destruction ; s . a destroyer.

ta , a . (from t , destruction, and fan, doing),

performing the work of destruction , destructive.

37 , a. (from † , destruction , and 5, producible),

producible by or arising from destruction.

1751 , ad. (loc. case of

ruin.

1? 1) , for destruction, for

fafa , a. (from , destruction, and fafas, a

cause , caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ;

ad. from or because of ruin or destruction.

taff , ad. (from t , destruction , and fifa , a

cause), for ruin , for destruction.

5.1785, a. (from 5°₹13, destruction, and , caused

by) , caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad.

from of because of ruin or destruction .

51ft ad from ty, destruction, and fi71, without),

without or beside ruin or destruction.

সংহারব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সংহার, de truction, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted , ruin or destruction excepted .

Ħostḍaifonæ, s . (from Яexta, destruction , and vfsizē, an

exception), the exception of ruin or destruction.

"

সংহারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সংহারবাতিরেক) , with the

exception of ruin or destruction , without or beside ruin

or destruction.

tas , a. (from

separate or distinct from ruin or destruction ; ad. beside

ruin or destruction.

† , destruction , and fa, separate),

"

ta , s. (from ¬ † , destruction, and 51, a seal), a

particular ceremony of Hudoo worship consisting of

locking the fingers of each hand together back to back,

and then turning them round.

Gext??ggỡ, a. (from I, destruction, and 153, a caus?),

caused by or arising from ruin or destruction ; ad. from

or because of ruin or destruction.

1. a. (from , prep, and , to take), destructive, ruin.

ous.

1.

tú, a. (from " , prɛp. and 7 , to take), destructible, re-

quiring to be or worthy of being killed or destroyed.

3, (from 5º , prep. and ₹1, to hold), attached , joined,

collected , assembled, compound. In botany the term

is applied to a compound leaf (folium compositum.)

{ 31, s . (from 3, connected), an arrangement of the

text of the veda into short sentences, a compilation.

, a. (from , prep. and , to take), killed, destroyed,

seized, scattered.

te, a. (from 5, with , and 8 , a thorn), thorny, spiny,

prickly, attended with trouble and difficulty.

, s. (from 5 , with, and 7 , 1evenue , attended with

rent or revenue, paying or chargeable with revenue or

taxes.

, a. (from 5 , with, and at, pity) , compassionate,

pitiful.

se, ɑ. (from Я , with, and I, an action), in grammar,

active, transitive, applied to verbs.

5x , a. (from 5 , with, and ☎ , a part), all, whole.' ,

za , a. (from , with, and as, a stain), contaminated,

defiled, full of stains.

aid, a. (from , with, and , welfare), happy,

prosperous.

সকাম, a. ( from न, with, and ata, desire), lascivious, sen-

sual, possessed of the object of desire,

t?, a. (from the letter , and , to do , expressingthe

sound of ; s. the letter A.

Hætgaæta, 8. (from ty, the letter , and aty, the letter

), nonsense, obscene talk.

tafi, a. (from t , the letter , and wife , a begin

ning , beginning withthe letter , kaving an initial ♬

Hatate, a. (from ta, the letter ☎, and &o, an end), end,

ing with the letter , having a final .

a

t , ad. (from , with, and at , time), in the morning,

betimes.

t , ad. (loc. case of t ), early in the morning, to- mor

row morning.

a . (from , substituted for ata, equal, and ,

race), belonging to the race or family.

, a. (from , belonging to the same fimily), belong

ing to the same family and entitled to drink the same

water.

, s . (from 4 , one) , fæces, ordure ; ad at once, with, to

gether with, always ; a . once.

FЯ, a (from £, with, and cætª, anger), angry, wrathful ,

connected with anger.

HFII, a. (from 5g, with, aud (#18, anger), connected with

anger, angry, wrathful.
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, s. (from , afriend , a companion, a frien 1.

4, s. (from 7, substituted for at 1 , equal, and 11, to ce-

lebrate), a companion, a friend.

, s. (from , a friend) , friendship , intimacy.

Ħat, s. (from #fa , a friend), a female companion, a female

friend.

=af317, 8. (from art, a friend, and sƒ³, a state), the cir

cumstances or state of friendship, friendship, compani-

onship.

, s. (from , a friend , friendship, intimacy.

Estși, s . (from st, a curt), a cart.

, a. (from , with, and s , a scent), scented, per-

fumed.

sta , s . (from , with, and st , poison), the name ofa fab-

led king of Uyodhya who had sixty thousand sons ,

who having been reduced to ashes by the sage Kuşıla,

Ire was desired to perform their funeral ceremonies with

the water of Gunga, which was to be brought from

heaven for that purpose ; these waters are fabled to

have been afterwards conducted from heaven to the

sea by Bhugirutha the great great grandson of Sugura.

, a (from , with, and st , pride), proud, haughty, ar-

rogant.

assí, a. (from ĦI, with, and π , a fœtus), pregnant.

F&d, a, (from F5, with, and 84 , a quality) , possessed of

good qualities.

sti , a, (from , with, and (st , a race), together with

the race or family, a kingsman ofthe samefamily name

, a. (from 5 , with, and 4 , impervious), thick, imper-

vious, frequent.

, a. (from F , prep, and the affix ) , narrow, contract.

ed, crowded, impervious, difficult ; s. a strait or diffi-

culty .

, a. (from , a difficulty, and is, obtained), in-

volved in straits and difficulties.

, a. (from t, a strait, and t , affected by), af

flicted with straits and difficulties .

সঙ্কর,
, a. (from , prep. and , to throw), mixed, compound.

In Botany a compound flower is called by this name.

This is also the name of a species of fish, ( Raia Sancur,

Hamilton's fishes of the Ganges .)

azata, s. (from 4, the name of a particular fish, and

at , a fish), the name of a particular species of fish,

(Raia Sancur, Hamilton's fishes of the Ganges .)

, a . (from 3, compound, aud , related to), in

chymistry compound affinity.

741, s. (from , prep, and , to number), addition , con-

$ .

tact, junction, a blending, a twining, an intermixing, a

heaping.

3, a. (from , prep. and , to number), added , join-

ed, blended, twined, intermixed, folded ; s. in arithme

tic addition, the first addition of arithmetical quanti-

ty. In Botany the term is applied to a leaf which has

the margins folded or brought together in a parallel di-

rection, (folium conduplicatum.)

fasatz, s. (from , folded, and at , an edge), in

Botany the term is applied to a plaited leaf, (folium

plicatum. )

fatsar, a . (from 1 , added, and 41, a product), in

arithmetic the sum of all the terms.

, s. (from' , prep. and , to contrive), a religious ce-

remony of consecration, a thought, a contrivance, the

accounting of a thing to be real or assuming it as real

when it is doubtful.

, u. (from , thought, and 4, means) , effect-

ed by means of thought or volition ; ad. by means of

thought or volition .

ngatae, a. (from , a thought, and i , doing), per-

forming the religious ceremony of consecration, exercis

ing thought, contriving.

i , a. (from , thought, and fa , doing), exer-

cising thought or volition .

a. (from , thought, and , to be produced ) , pro-

duced from thought or consecrating ceremonies.

557, a. (from thought, and I, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from thought or volition,

mar, ud. (loc. case of

tion.

51) , for thought, for voli-

t , al. (from , thought, and , a door), by or

through thought or volition.

ffas , a. (from , thought, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from thought or volition ; ad. from

or because of thought or volition.

3, ad. (from , thought, and fafa , a cause),

for thought or volition.

sqчfé, a. (from , thought, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from thought or volition ; ad, by or

through thought or volition.

a. (from , thought, and , ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering thought or voli-

tion.

a. (from , thought , and , caused by),

caused by or arising from thought or volition ; ad. from

or because of thought or volition.
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•

sq ' , ad. ( from , thought, and f ×1, w`thout), with-

out or beside thought or volition.

fsf , a. (from , thought , and arfs , except-

ed), thought or volition excepted.

au , s. (from , thought, and erta ) , an ex-

ception , the exception of thought or volition .

que, ad loc . case of quota ), with the ex-

ception of thought or volition, without or beside

thought or volition.

, s. (from , thought, and stats, an obs'a

cle), an obstacle to thought or volition.

que, a (from , thought, and autatuæ, ob-

structing), operatiug as an obstacle to thought or voli-

tion.

, a. (from , thought , and f , separate), separ

ate or distinct from thought or consecrating ceremo

nies ; ad. beside thought or consecrating ceremonies.

u , a. (from , thought, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from thought or volition ; ad. from or be-

cause of thought or volition.

fas, a. (from , prep. and to contrive), thought.

contrived, willed , in ended.

id, a. (from , compounding, and støát,

attraction), in chymis ry the attraction of compositi

on.

, a. from , prep. and to praise , celebrating,

praising, extolling, magnifying .

Í , s. (from °, prep. and , to praise), the uttering

of praises aloud, the celebration of a person's praises or

good qualities.

, a. (from , prep. and , to throw , clustered , close,

aggregated, thickly strewed . In Botany this term is

given to clustered flower stalks aggregati pedunculi),

and also to leaves which are clustered or crowded 10-

gether (conferta) , an aggregate flower is also expressed

by this word.

× ☎, a. (from , crowded, and ¶, a flower), in Bo-

tany this term is applied to such plants as produce com-

pound flowers ; it is however restricted to Syngenesia

Polygamia æqualis.

3, a. (from ♬ª, prep. and ag, to shrivel), contracted ,

shrivelled.

43, s. (from , prep and fæs, to dwell), a sign, an al-

lusion, an inuendo, a hint.

$37 , a. (from 3, a sign, and 4, means), effect-

ed by means of a sign or token ; ad, by means of a sign

or token .

मई.

magatge, q. (from M³, a hint, and atxa, doing), mak

ing hints or signs.

3 , a. (from , a hint, and af , doing), mak

ing hints or signs.

HIFI, ɑ. (from $3, a hin!, and 1, producille), pro-

ducible by or arising from hints or signs.

, ad. (loc. case of 531), for hints or signs.

$ 35, a (from 3, a hint, and , to know , acquaint-

ed with hints or signs.

33 , s. (from 3, a hint, and t , one who knows),

a person who knows hints or signs .

$311 , a . (from 3, a sign, and , a door), by or

through a sign or tok en,

safe, a. (from 3, a hint, and fifty, a couse),

caused by or arising from hints or signs ; ad. from or

because of hints or signs.

F13F4F13, ad. (from $3, a hint, and fafa , a cause), for

hints, for signs.

ASISTF, a (from89 3, a hint and , causedby , can

ed by or arising from hints or signs ; ad. from or because

of hints or signs.

3a187, s. (from $3, a sign, and at , a word, a b`nt,

a suggestion.

3,8 (from 5, a hint, and , a place , a place

appointed by a hint or sign, the place of an assignment,

$317, s. (from 5, a hint, and 17, a place), a place

appointed by a hint or sign, the place of an assignment.

( 33. a. (from 3, a hint, and 13, a cause , caus-

ed by or arising from hints or signs ; ad, from or be-

cause of hints or signs.

3, ad. (lo:. case of ) , indirectly, by signs.

57½¡õ, s. (from ♬ª , prep, and * , to shrivel), a contracting

or shrivelling up, a withdrawing, a shrinking from .

* t *, a. (from prep and 5, to shricel), causingto

shrivel or contract, shrivelling, contracting ; s , in ana

tomy a sphincter.

Ai , s. (from 5 , contrac'ing, and ₹3, skis),

in anatomy the paniculus carnosus.

1851 , 8. (from 15, contraction, and s† , a state) ↑

state of contraction, in anatomy the systole of the heart,

Ac¾†85251 8. (from ♬‹§¡5, a contracting, and zem, afish),

the name of a species of fi- 8 , ( Raia Sancura, Hamilton's

fishes ofthe Ganges.)

1
81, a. (from ª, prep. and ফুচ, to shrivel), contracting,

shrivelling up, withdrawing.

4 , s. (from ' , prep. and I, to step), a bride, the

removing from one station to another.
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, s. (from , prep. and to step , the removing

from one station to another, prine paly restricted to

the passing of the sun from one sign to the next ; in Al-

gebra concurrence or mutual penetration in the form

of sum and difference, the investigation of two quanti-

ties concurrent or grown together in the form of sum

and difference , a calculation of qualities latent within

the exhibited one, transition , transposition, a concur-

rence.

, a. (from ' , prep, ard T , to step , passed from one

station to another.

gifs, 8. (from 5 , prep. and , to s'ep), a passing from

one station to another. In astronomy, the sun's enter-

ing on a new sign, at which time the Hindoo months

begin.

5(§3, ɑ . (from 5º , prep. and (¶ , to throw`, abridged , con-

densed into a small compass, compressed.

M2 , s. (from *• , prep, and fæ , to throw), an abridge.

ment, a compendium , the condensing of a work so that

much may be expressed within a small compass.

M&T , a. (from " , prep. and f , to throw), abridging,

comprizing ina small compass ; s. a person who abridges

or writes a compendium.

«☎, a. (from Я, an abridgement, and d

means), effected by means of a compendium or abridge-

ment ; ed. by means of a compen tium or abridgement .

atzi, 8. (from 3 , a compensium, and *ý, a dver) , a

per- on who abridges a work, a person who compresses

the contents of a work into a small compass .

stage, a (from H , a compendium, and > 77,

ing), making an abridgement, compressing the sub-

stance of a work within narrow limits.

do

, . (from , a compendium, and at , de-

ing), making an abridgement. compressing the sub-

stance of a work within narrow limits,

, a. (from * §*, a compendium, and G , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from an abridgement or

compendium,

, ad. (loc. case of ), for an abridgement or

compendium.

, a. (from , prep. and f , to throw), compriza-

ble in an abridgement or compendium .

, ad, (nom , a compendium, and , a door),

by or through an abridgement or compendium.

migufafove, « . (from , a compendium, and fofas, a

cause), caused by or arising from an abridgement or

compendium ; ad. from or because of an abridgement

or compendium .

DITS.

RAGE , ad. (from , a compendium, and fa , a

cause), for an abridgement or compendium.

***, a. (from § , a compen lium, and , before),

preceded by or arising from an abridgement or compen

dium ; ad. by or through an abridgement or compen

dium.

, a (from , a compendium, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from an abridgement or com.

pendium ; ad from or because of an abridgement or

compendium.

1, s. (from , a compendium, and a , a speaker),

a person who expresses much in a few words.

, al. (from t , a compendium, and fea , with-

out), without or beside an abridgement or compendi-

um,

সঙ্কেপৰ্য্যতিরিক্ত, a . ( from সাপ, a compendium , and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

ex ep'ed , an abridgement or compendium excepted .

Alguufolge , s. (from ï½†, a compendium , and iṛ , an

exception), the exception of an abridgement or compen-

dium.

, ad. loc. case of garfor ), with the ex-

ception of an abridgement or compendium, without or

beside an abridgement or compendium.

3, s. (from a compendium, and tts, an

obstacle , an obstacle to an abridgement or compendi

um.

HI§AZITAGE, a. (from 3d, a compendium, and aitataa,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to an abridge-

ment or compendium,

, a . (from 3 , an abridgement, and fea , separ

ate), separate or distinct from a compendium orabridge-

ment; ad beside a compendium or abridgement.

, a. (from § , a compendium, and catst , wor-

thy) , worthy or capable of being abridged or condens-

ed.

HTF, a. (from ¬¿§ , a compendium, and 157, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from an abridgement or compen-

dium ; ad. from or because of an abridgement or com-

pendium.

stata , s. (from , a compendium, and stati, a

desire), a desire for an abridgement or compendium.

tet , a. (from , a compendium, and stata de-

sirous), desirous of an abridgement or compendium.

fs , s. (from t§ , a compendium, and , de

sire), a desire for an abridgement or compendiun.

gisel, a. (from 5 *, a compendium , and afsatfag,

desirous), desirous of an ab.iog-ment or compendium,
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म .

a. (from , a compendium, and fifa, des rous).

desirous of an abridgement or compendium

, ad. (from , a compendium, and aú, an ob-

ject), for the purpose of an abridgement or compendi-

un.

, a. (from , à compendium, and ¤ , fit), fit or

worthy to be abridged.

1 , s. (from Я , a compendium, and a¹, desire), a

desire for an abridgement or compendium.

19 , 7. (from , a compendium, and 5, desirous),

desirous of an abridgement or compendium,

, a. (from , a compendium, and 5, desirous),

desirous of an abridgement or compendium.

FF, a. (from Я, a compendium, and 341F, fit),

fit or proper to be abridged.

, s. (from , prep. and ari , to declare), a number, a

calculation, a reckoning, an account, a muster, a sum.

its, a. (from , prep. and atri , to speak), numbered,

enumerated, calculated .

gitea , a. (from ° , prep. and 11, to speak), calculable ,

numerable.

§¹t , s . (from , prep. and 11, to speak), an enumerat-

ing, a calculating.

fa , s. (from 1 , a number, and far' , science), arith-

metic.

#gīna31, 3. (from §11, a number, and caz, one who knows),

an arithmetician.

ĦTÅ¹T, α. (from 5ª, prep. and i, to speak), calculable, nu-

merable.

, s. (from , to be in society), society, an association, a

meeting, a joining, the junction of rivers. This word

constructed with tși, to leave , means to quit any soci-

ety, to secede from a party.

Ild , a. (from , society, and 774 , means), effected by

means of society or followship ; ad. by means of society

or followship.

, a. (from , society, and ataa, doing), associating

with, acting in concert with.

kat , a. (from , society, and af , doing), associating

with, acting in concert with..

Hatși, a. (from , society, and †ṣ' , a quitting), lonely,

quit of society.

5 , a. (from , society, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from society.

517], ad. ( loc. case of , for society, for company.

F3, s. (from " , prep. aud sĩ, to go), collected, united,

adequate, proper, a propriate, applicable, apposite,

зs (from 3, opposite, and , an action), an

appropriate or apposite action .

sú, s. (from , ofposite, and i , an action), an

appropriate action, apposite conduct.

AKSTI, 8. (from 3, proper, and a1ª , expenditure), œco-

nomy or expenditure consistent with income.

zЯ30și, a. (from A³, proper , and p , expending), œco-

nomical , frugal.

3.Kf3, 8; (from 3 , prep, and sta, to go), society, a coming

together, an a-sociation , a meeting, an agreementwith,

an accession to a party, a person's income or means.

zЯfsæiz», a. (from #fs, a meeting, and ?», doing),

bringing or coming together, associating, collecting,

supplying.

sta , d . (from , a meeting, and at , ding ,

bringing or coming together, associating, collecting,

supplying.

#f35-7, a¸ (from 3, a meeting, and 31 , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from collecting or bringing to , e-

ther.

31, ad loe , case of 7), for collecting, for bring

ing together, for a provision of wealth.

safe, d. (fiom , a meeting, and fifa , a cause ,

caused by or arising from collections or associations ; ad.

from or because of a collection or association.

office, ad. (from 53, a meeting, and f-fag, a cause),

for a meeting or association, for a collection, for sup

plies of wealth.

xkf3q45, 4. (from Afs, a meeting, and F, caused by,

caused by or arising from a meeting or association ; ad

from or because of a meeting or association.

ffa , ad. (from , a meeting, and fat, without,

without or beside a meeting or association, without or

beside a collection or supply.

fsfolg , a. (from fs, a meeting, and zf3f4*, ex

cepted), a meeting or association excepted, a collection

or supply excepted .

সঙ্গতিব্যতিরেক, s . ( from সঙ্গতি, a meeting, and ব্যতিরেক, an ez-

ception), the exception of a meeting or association , the

exception of a collection or supply.

afozifsiște, ad. (loc. case of fuf ) , with the ex-

ception of a meeting or association, with the exception

of a collection or supply, without or beside a meeting

or association, without or beside a collection or supe

ply.

affa, a. (from 3 , meeting, and fa, separate), separ

ate or distinct from a meeting or association, separate of
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distinct from a collection or supply ; ad. beside a meet-

ing or association , beside a collection or supply.

**[31556, u. (from * , a meeting, and a cause),

caused by or arising from a meeting or association ,

caused by or arising from a collection or supply ; ad.

from or because of a meeting or association, from or

because of a collection or supply.

Я , s. (from , society, and ‹ ¤, a fault), a fault in

society, an evil of society.

Яt , ad. (from , society, and 13, a deor), by or through

society or fellowship.

fifa , a. (from , society, and fifa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from society ; ad, from or because of

society..

Affa , ad, (from , society, and fafas, a cause), for sc-

ciety, for concert in action.

, a. (from , society , and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from society or concert ; ad. from or be-

cause of society or mutual concert.

fs , a. (from , society, and zs, excepted , society

or mutual concert excepted.

1, ad. (from Я, society, and fat, without), without

or beside society or concert.

≈ff* , a. (from , society, and af , possessed of), so-

cial, connected with society, possessed of society.

fìa, a. (from , society, and f , destitute), desti-

tute of society.

kaifs , a. (from , society, andaffa , excepted , so-

ciety or mutual concert excepted.

kaifsia*, s. (from , society, and difsige, an exception),

the exception of society or mutual concert.

fs , ad. (loc . case of ft ) , with the excepti-

on of society or mutual concert, without or beside.so-

ciety or mutual concert.

, a. (from a , society, and fsa , separate), separate or

distinct from society or fellowship ; ad. beside society.

or fellowship.

KA, s. (from 7 , prep. and st¶, to go), a meeting or asso-

ciation, a concourse, a coming together, a junction,

the meeting offriends or lovers, the connection of the

sexes.

Ahad , a. (from , a meeting, and 4, means), ef-

fected by means of meeting or coming to ether ; ad , by

means ofmeeting or coming together.

Sæta , a. (from ¤, a meeting, and atya, doing), effect-

ing a meeting or association, coming together.

, a. (from , a meeting, and , doing), effect-

ing a meeting or association, coming together,

MAI.

, a. (from , a meeting, and , producible) , proi

ducible by or arising from a meeting or association.

31, ad. (loc . case of 31), for a meeting or associ

ation, for a coming together.

sæti, ad. (from , a meeting, and ta, a door), bỵ

or through meeting or coming together.

fa , a. (from , a meeting, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from an association or coming to

gether ; ad. from or because of an association or coming

together.

ff , ad. (from , a meeting, and fa , a cause

for an association, for a meeting, for a coming together.

Tat , a. (from , a meeting, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from an association or coming to-

gether; ad. from or because of a meeting or coming to-

gether.

fa , ad, from , a meeting, and fat , without), with-

out or beside an association or coming together.

TRAUTAS, 4. from , a meeting, and a1f3fs , except-

ed , an association or coming together excepted.

sharifocaæ; s. (from ¤, a meeting, and forZT, an ex-

ception), the exception of an association or coming to

gether.

afsi , od. (loc. case of auſg ), with the excep

tion of an association or coming together, without or be

side an association or coming together .

, a. (from , a meeting, and f5 , separate), se

parate or distinct from an association or coming to--

gether ; ad. beside an association or coming together,

5 , a. (from ¤, a meeting, and 5, a cause),

caused by or arising from an association or meeting to--

gether ; ad. from or because ofan association or coming

together.

Яs, a. (from , society, and 7 , joined to), connected .

with society, social .

3 , a.(from , society, and af , destitute), destitute.

of society or concert.

, . (from , society, and , empty), destitute of

society or concert.

1 , a. (from , society, and a, destitute), destitute of

society or concert,

*, a. (from , society, and 155, a cause), caused by

or arising from society or concert; ad, from or because

of society or concert,

Ak , a. (from , to be in society , accompanying , attend-

ing, going with, uniting with, attached to .

9, s. (from , prep, and Tất, to sing), a public entertain
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ment consisting of song, dancing, and music ; a concert,

a , sung in a choir, choral song.

f1, s. (from , choralsong, and fauri, science) , the

science of singing in a choir,

, 8. (from , a bayonet), a bayonet.

, a. (from , prep. and 8 , to hide), concealed, hid-

den, closely concealed , well protected or guarded.

hs, s. (from , prep, and 8 , to hide), concealment.

, a. (from , prep and 5 , to take), collected ,

brought together, gathered.

, ad. (loc. case of ) , with, in company with, in soci-

ety with.

site, a. (from 5ª, prep. and , to conceal), concealing,

hiding, guarding, defending.

8145 , s. (from 5° , prep, and , to hide , conceal -nent,

the hiding of a thing, the concealing of a thing, the hid-

ing or concealing of a thing entirely.

kily, a . (from " , prep and to conceal), conceal-

able, requiring to be concealed .

F.&199, a. (from 5º , prep, and & , to conceal , concealable,

requiring to be concealed .

an, s. (from

ciate.

to be in society), a companion, an asso-

་Sig³, ɑ, 'from *•, prep and s™, to arrange orderly ), in-

tersecting each other like the meshes of a net, platted

together, knit.

GXT, s. (from 5°, prep. and 55, to take) , a collection , a

compilation, a selection. a taking, a seizing, assent, a

promise, the clenching of the fist.

HÚSTAAF, a. (from ₹ 5, a collection, and ₹ 4 , means), effect-

ed by means of a collection or compilation ;' ad, by means

ofa collection or compilation.

****, a. (from , a collection, and ☎t?”, doing ,

making a collection or compilation ; s. a person who

collects or brings things together.

$5æt , a. (from , a collection, and if , doing),

making a collection or compilation .

, s. (from , a collection, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from a collection or compila-

tion .

Sh1 , ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , for a collection, for a

compilation.

5,8 (from , prep, and 5 , to take), the collecting

of things together, the compiling of a book, a cata-

logue.

• Яadte, a. (from , prep. and 55, to take), colligible, ca-

pable of being gathered or brought together.

asfafas , a . (from , a collection, and ff , a cause),

caused by or arising from a collection or compilation;

ad. from or because of a collection or compilation.

55fafats, ad. (from six, a collection, and fafz3, a cause),

for a collection, for a compilation.

Я , «. (from , a collection , and , before), pre

ceded by or arising from a collection or compilation ;'

ad. by or through a collection or compilation,

Hygfızað, ɑ. (from a , a collection , and f³ , ob-

structing), obstructing or hindering a collection or com.

-pilation,

caused by,5F, a. (from , a collection, and

caused by or arising from a collection or compila ion ;

ad, from or because of a collection or compilation.

1, ad. from 5, a collection , and feat , without),

without or beside a collection or compilation.

ufsfa , a. (from , a collection, and fs , excep

ed), a collection or compilation excepted.

* f *, s. (from , a collection, and (ste , an

exception , the exception of a collection or complati-

-

on.

মেহবা ডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সহব্যতিরেক) , with the excep

tion of a collection or compilation , without or beside a

collection or compilation.

, s. (from , a collection, and stats, an ob

sticle), an obstacle to a collection or compilation.

ts , a. (from 5 , a collection, and estate, ob.

struc ing), operating as an obstruction to a collection

or compilation.

rfsa, a. (from , a collection , and fea, separate), se.

parate or distinct from a collection or compilation; ad,

beside a collection or compilation.

gles, a . (from , a collection, and cry, a cause),

caused by or arising from a collection or compilation,

wird
J 511, s. (from , a collection , giydesire), a

desire for a collection or compilation.

58xtæti, d. (from 5 , a collection , and staff desire

ous), desirous of a collection or compilation.

shetantly, ed. (from Я , a collection, and want?, afol.

lowing), according to or in consequence of a collection

or compilation.

স্ট্র্যাভিলাষ ৪. (from x, a collection, and fata, desire), a

desire for a collection or compilation.

afstal, a . (from Я , a collection, and at , desir.

ous), desirous of a collection or compilation.

tu a. (from , a collection , and af , desirous),

desirous ofa collection or compilation.
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xứ, ad. (from , a collection, and af, an object), for

the purpose of a collection or compilation.

Sup¡ITI, a. (from 5 , prep. and я , to take), colligible, ca-

pable of being collected or gathered.

1, s. (from , a collection, aud 1, desire), a desire

for a collection or compilation.

(from , a collection , and desirous), desir-

ous of a collection or compilation.

SHIIHF, a. (from 55, a collection , and 3, desirous), desir-

ous of a collection or compilation.

Я , s. from , a collection, and 8 , a begin-

ning), the commencement of a collection or compilati-

on.

ta , a . (from , a collection, and 85, proper),

proper or fit for a collection or compilation.

, s. (from , ofight) , a battle, war, an attack.

, . (from , war, and at , eminent), skilled

or eminent in war.

ta , a . (from t , wer, and fats, eminent). skilled or

eminent in м аг .

f , a. from , war, and , beloved), fond of

war.

, s. (from , prep. and 5, to take), a collector, a

compiler.

, a. (from , prop. and 5 , to take), colligible, ca-

pable of being gathered or brought together.

s. (from , prep. and 7, to mite), a flock, a multi-

tude, a collection of living beings of the same or differ-

ent species, a collection , a heap, a quantity..

8 , s. (from ° , prep. and at, to move), a crowd , a con-

flux ofpeople, close contact, adhesion, a pimp.

8 , s. (from , prep, and , to act or more), the going

overto a party, the adoption of particular measures, an

accession to a party, a meeting, an occurring, the ac-

ceding to a proposal, an adhering, a cohering.

8 , s . (from , prep. and , to occur), a meeting, a

junction, an union with a new party, a concurrence in

sentiment, an occurrence, the encountering of a difficul

ty, an accession, a concurrence of circumstances , close

contact, adhesion, cohesion ,

1, s . from , prep. and , to move) , a hawd, a pro-

curess.

5&ft3, a . (from 5ª, prep. and , to act or more , concur-

red with, occurred, fallen in with, acceded to , met, join-

ed, fallen out together or in connection .

gg , s . (from 5º , prep. and , to move), a concourse, a

crowd, a conflx, a pimp.

♬ T*1, s. (from ×² , prep. and ■ , to move), a procuress.

a. (from , prep. and , thick), solid, impervious,

condensed.

3, s . (from , prep. and 5 , to smite) , an assemblage,

a multitude, a heap, a collection, the composition of

words, the formation of compound terms.

fs, a. (from As, with, and fes, startled), startled, vi

gilant. This word constructed with , to do, means to

spring game, to stir up a person, to awaken, to stimu

late.

AT, a. (from , with, and 53, a moving thing), connect-

ed or united with moving creatures.

, a. (from 753, with motion , and 57, motionless), uni-

versal, including or connected with moveable and im-

moveable things.

57, a. (from 5, with, and 5 , to move), connected with

moving things , moving.

51, a . (from 31 , true) , true, right.

61 , s. (from 51 , true), truth.

fs , a. (from 75, with, and foot , thought), thoughtful, an-

xious, careful.

1, s. (from 5, to be connected with), a counsellor, a friend,

a companion , an associate .

67, s. (from 5, to be connected with), the wife of Indra so-

vereign of the gods.

Al , a. (from A , with, and (53, sensation) , sensible , feel-

ing, vigilant.

AlsIA , a. (from A5, with, and 1837, sensation), sensible, ex--

cited , aroused.

18 %, a . (from 7 , with, and I , endeavour), zealous, stre-

nuous, active.

8 , a. (from , good, and of?a, disposition), well-dispos

ed, acting in a virtuous manner.

. (from , existent, fo , wise, and atam, joy),

the existent, wise, and happy, an appellation of God.

Fik, ɑ . (from HC, with, and 1, clearness), clear, pellucid,

transparent.

, a . (from st , good-dispositioned), benevolent, gener-

ous , liberal, kind.

1, s . (from , benevolent), benevolence, generosity,

liberality, kindness .

afa , s. (from 75, with, and fa , a hole), faulty, blame-wor-

thy, guilty, chargeable with crimes.

7 , s. (from e, good, and wi̟, a shoodra), a shoodra who

has passed through the same ceremonies as are enjoined

on the other classes of Hindoos , which though contrary

to law is customary in some places,
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, a. (from ¤ , with, and , wiler) , abounding with

water, wet.

1 , s . (from ' , punishment) , correction, punishment.

st , a . (from E, with, and at , wakefulness ), wakeful,

awake, vigilant.

tf , s . (from at , like, and wif³, a kind), a similar kind

or genus.

з , a. (from tfs, the same kind) , belonging to the

same genus or species, belonging to the same kind, si-

milar.

togel, s. (from atts, similar, and i , a particle),

similar particles of matter.

, s. (from , a porcupine) , a porcupine.

, a . (from , with, and it , life , alive, living. This

word constructed with , to do, means to revive, to re-

vivify.

Eta, a. (from ĦI, with, and J9j, strength) , strong, able .

. a. (from , good, and to be produced , springing

from or produced by virtue or truth.

, s. (from , good, and 4 , a man) , a good or virtuous

man.

, s. (from , to move), harness . furniture , equipage,

an apparatus, armour, dress , ornaments , accoutrements.

FITT, a. (from 1 , anour , and 4, means , effected

by means ofharness or armour ; ad. by means of har-

ness or armour,

agtata , a. (from 1 , armour, and , doing) , putting

on dress or armour, harnessing.

tat, a . (from , armour, and atfa , doing), putting

on dress or armour, harnessing.

AISU , a. (from IF, armour, and 5 , producible), pro-

ducible by dress or armour.

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for dress or armour, for

harness.

tai, ad. (from , armour, and t , a door ), by or

through harness or accoutrements .

aytace, a . ( from , armour, and fa , a cause caus-

ed by or arising from dress or armour ; ad, from or be-

cause of dress or harness.

Fatafate, ad. (from , armour, and fax , a cause), for

dress, for armour, for harness.

ts , a. (from 1, armour, and f , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstruction to harness or accou-

trements.

, a . ( from ¶ , armour, and , caused by) , caus-

ed by or arising from armour or dress ; ad. from or be-

cause of armour or dress .

gift, ad. (from , armour, and faxi, without), with

out or beside armour or dress .

aff , a. (from ' , armour, and fefta , possessed of),

armed, accoutred , barnessed , dressed .

fasta, a. (from , armour, and fasta, destitute), des

titute of armour or dress.

atufsfas, a. (from , armour, and af , excepted ,

dress or armour excepted, harness excepted.

agrafoe, s. (from , armour, and afiș&, an excep.

tion) , the exception of dress or armour, the exception

of harness or accoutrements.

stefolgte, ad. (loc. case of i ), with the excep

tion of dress or armour, with the exception of harness

or accoutrements, without or beside dress or armour,

without or beside harness or accoutrements.

ga, a . (from , armour, and fs , separate), separate

or distinct from harness or accoutrements ; ad. beside

harness or accoutrements.

stay, a . (from ' , armour, and TF, joined) , armed, ac-

coutred, Ita nessed , dressed.

AFIKI, d. (¡rom ' , armour, and af , desti'ute), des-

titute of armour or accoutrements, destitute of harness

or dress .

, a (from , armour, and T, empty), destitute

of armour or accoutrements, destitute of harness or

dress.

Fii , a. (from a , armour, and 17, destitute), desti-

tute of armour or accoutrements, destitute of harness

or dress.

Stre , a . (from ' , armour, and ( , a cause), caused

by or arising from armour or accoutrements, caused by

or arising from dress or harness ; ad. from or because

of armour or accoutrements, from or because of dress

or harness.

(from , with, and , a ferer), sick of a ferer,

feverish .

7 , s. (from ¤, a joining) , a joint.

, s. (from , prep. and fo , to collect) , a collection, a

hoard, a heap, accumulation.

, a . (from , accumulation, and 4A, MEARS),

effected by means of accumulation ; ad. by means of ac

cumulation.

getz , a, (from , accumulation, and ætṣæ, doing),

accumulating, hoarding ; s. a person who hoards or ac-

cumulates.

, . (from , accumulation, and 5, doing),

accumulating, hoarding.
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, a . (from

અ .

7, accumulation, and , producible),

producible by or arising from accumulation or hoard-

ing.

, ad. (loc. case of
7 ), for accumulation, for

a hoard, for a collection or heap.

ata , ad. (from 7, accumulation , and aty, a door),

by or through accumulation .

, s . (from , prep and fs, to collect), the collecting

or hoarding of things.

faface, o. (from , accumulation , and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from hoarding or accumu

lation ; ad. from or because of hoarding or accumula-

tion.

fifa , ad. (from , accumulation, and ff , a

cause), for a hoard, for accumulation, for a heap or

collection .

, a. (from , prep. and ſo, to collect), accumulable,

colligible.

, a . (from , accumulation, and , before ),

preceded by or arising from accumulation or hoarding ;

ad. by or through hoarding or accumulation.

সঞ্চয়প্রতিবন্ধক , a. (from সঞ্চয় , accumulation, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), obstructing or hindering accumulation.

FF, a. (from , accumulation, and q , caused

by , caused by or arising from a hoard or accumulation ;

ad. from or because of a hoard or accumulation .

, ad. (from , accumulation, and f151 , without),

without or beside hoarding or accumulation .

a. (from y, accumulation , and fefta, possess-

ed of) , possessed of a hoard, accumulating.

fax , a. (from , accumulation, and fast , desti-

tute), destitute of a hoard or accumulation .

সঞ্চয়ব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সঞ্চয়, accumulation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted), a hoard or accumulation excepted.

#bpufolḍe, s. (from , accumulation , and asfa̸gæ, an

exception), the exception of hoards or accumulations.

Açısıḍle, ad. (loc . case of abgas¾iga), with the ex-

ception ofhoards or accumulations, without or beside

hoards or accumulations .

a. (from , accumulation, and its, an

obstacle), an obstacle to ho arding or accumulation .

abgastatas, ḍ . (from , accumulation . and stats ,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to hoarding or

accumulation.

fea, a. (from , accumulation, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from hoarding or accumulation ; ad.

beside hoarding or accumulation.

gy , a . (from I, accumulation, and F, joined), con-

লঞ্চা,

nected with hoarding oraccumulation, boarding, accu

mulating.

st , a. (from , accumulation, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of being hoarded or accumulated.

pyx , a. (from , accumulation, and as, desti

tute), destitute of hoards or accumulations.

, a. (from , accumulation, and , empty),

destitute of hoards or accumulations.

, a. (from , accumulation, and ₹7, destitute),

destitute of hoards or accumulations.

, a. (from , accumulation, and 153, a cause),

caused by or arising from a hoard or accumulation ; ad.

from or because of hoard or accumulation .

ĦItzi§), s. (from & , accumulation, and ¤tæt§1, desire),1 ,

a desire to hoard or accumulate.

stætål, a. (from , accumulation, and tætf§7, de-

sirous), desirous of hoarding or accumulating.

, . (from , accumulation, and 7 , unfit), unfit

for hoarding or accumulation.

tant , ad. (from , accumulation, and Fast?, a

following), according to or in correspondence with

hoarding or accumulation .

fanta, s. (from , accumulation, and fat , de-

sire), a desire to hoard or accumulate.

fat , a . (from , accumulation, and fata ,

desirous), desirous of hoarding or aceumulating.

tu , a. (from 7, accumulation, and fifa , desirous),

desirous of hoarding or accumulating.

≈ytư, ad. (from , accumulation , and xf, an object),

for the purpose of hoarding or accumulation .

, a. (from , accumulation, and , fit), fit or

proper for hoarding or accumulation.

abgì, ɑ. (from , prep. and fo, to collect) , collecting,

hoarding, laying up.

1, s. (from , accumulation , and , desire), a

desire to hoard or accumulate.

9
a. (from , accumulation , and 5, desirous),

desirous of hoarding or accumulating.

FF, a. (from ₹ y, accumulation , and 5 , desirous),

desirous ofhoarding or accumulating.

* F, a. (from 7, accumulation, and gЯIF, pro-

per) , fit or proper for hoarding or accumulation .

7

8

3, a . (from , prep, and д, to move), moving by a

communicated power, communicated, begun.

Ata, s. (from Ħ , prep. and ☎ , to move), a communicati-

on, a communication by contagion, a commencement,

the access of a disease, the communication of motion

or power.

Sssssss
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t , a. (from , prep, and t , to move), commencing,

spreading by communication or contagion, communicat-

ing motion.

অস্কারজনক, a . ( from সঞ্চার , a communication , and জনক, pro-

ducing), producing a communication of disease or ad-

vantage, producing a beginning of motion.

, a. (from t , communication, and As, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from a communication of

disease or motion , producible by or arising from a com-

mencement of motion.

Stasis, ad. (loc. case of 7), for the communica-

tion of motion or disease, for the communication of in-

fluence, for the beginning of motion.

I , s. (from , prep. and , to move), the communi-

cating of motion or disease, the communicating of in-

fluence.

অস্কারনিমিত্তক, a. (from সঞ্চার , communication, and নিমিত্ত , a

cause), caused by or arising from the communication of

motion or influence, caused by or arising from a be-

ginning of action ; ad. from or because of a communi-

cation of motion or influence, from or because of a be

ginning of action..

ffa , ad. (from t , a communication, and fafas,

a cause), for the communication ofmotion or influence,

for the communication of disease, for the beginning of

action..

t , a. (from te, communication, and us, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from the communication of

motion or influence ; ad. from or because of the com-

munication of motion or influence, from or because of

the communication of disease, from or because of the

commencement of action,

z , ad. (from 1 , communication , and fx , with-

out , without or beside the communication of motion or

influence, without or beside the commencement of acti-

on.

fe, a. (from t?, communication, and f

excepted , the communication of motion or influence

excepted, the communication ofdisease excepted , a be-

ginning or access excepted .

uf , s. (from ta, communication, and fs ,

an exception , the exception of the communication of

motion or influence, the exception of the communica

tion of cisease, the exception of a commencement of ac-

tion.

, ad. (loc. case of tarfs ), with the ex-

ception of the communication of motion or influence,

with the exception of the communication ofdisease , with

33.

the exception ofan access or commencement, without

or beside the communication of motion or influence,

without or beside the communication of disease, without

or beside an access or commencement.

tafsa, ɑ. (from ta, communication, and fea, sept

rate), separate or distinct from the communication of

motion or influence, separate or distinct from the com-

munication ofdisease or contagion ; ad . beside the com

munication of motion or influence, beside the communi-

cation of disease or contagion.

t , a. (from , communication, and (53, a

cause , caused by or arising from the communication of

motion or influence, caused by or arising from the com.

munication of disease, caused by or arising from an

access or commencement ; ad, from or because of the

communication of motion or influence, from or because

of the communication of disease, from or because of an

access or commencement.

fa , a . (from ; prep. and a to move), moved by a

communicated power, communicated, begun, commu

nicated by contagion or contact, brought near or into

contact.

ata , a. (from , prep. and b , to more), acting upon, in-

fluencing, communicating motion or influence.

t , a. (from , prep. and t , to move), communicable

by contact or contagion, capable of being brought near

orinto contact.

afk³, a. (from ♬ , prep. and fĩ, to collect), collected, hoard-

ed, accumulated..

A371, a. (from , prep. and ſo, to collect), accumulable,

colligible, requiring to be hoarded or collected.

by, a. (from , prep. and fo, to collect), accumulable,

colligible.

1, s. (from t, armour), armour. -

, . (from • , prep. and , to be produced), produc.

ed together. In Botany (Syngenesia.)

nata, s. (from ❤lṣvim, the border ofa garment), a border

round a garment.

Ats☎, a . (from A5, with; and t171, a commentary), furnish.

ed with a commentary.

at , v. a. (from ag, to be strong), to run away.

55, r. a. (from , to go), to putrefy, to rot, to become

tainted.

553, s. (from Agfd, a narrow road), a way, a road, a nar

row way.

, a . (from fi, a continuous line) , long and narrow,

oblong, perpendicular.
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, s. (from , a road, and , a road) , an alley,

a lane.

55, s . (from , with, and st, to make) , practice, the

committing of a theme to memory, a being able to read

or recognize a thing when it is seen.

Я , s. (from

531, a. (from 5, to rot), rotten, putrid , musty, tainted ; v . a.

to cause to rot or putrify, to macerate.

, slender, and , a body), a canoe.

, s. (from ri , a canoe), a canoe.

, an imitative sound used to express a tingling or itch-

ing sensation.

1 , v. x. (from 55, a tingling), to tingle, to itch.

He, a. (from , to be), existent, being, good , true, virtu-

ous, excellent, best, venerable, respectable, wise , learn-

ed, fit, proper, firm, steady ; s. the omnipresent and all-

wise God.

33, ad. (from , prep. and , to stretch) , continually, al-

ways, even, perpetually ; a eternal, continual, perpetual.

WCA, s. (from 433, perpetual, and I, fever) , a perpe-

tual fever.

37, a. (from , seventeen) , seventeen .

FIFA, ɑ. (from II, seventeen, and E , a quality) , seven-

teen-fold.

A ), 1. (from 53 , four bodies ofmen or troops , a car-

pet for playing at chess, a carpet,

3 , s. (from sak, an army composed of four bodies), a

carpet for playing at chess or other games.

379 , s. (from , seventeen, and 1 , a sort), seven-

teen kinds ; a . consisting of seventeen sorts.

zata, a. (from 3 , seventeen, and zi , a time), seven-

teen times repeated,

3 , a . (from 37, seventeen ) , the seventeenth.

3 , a. (from , with, and 3 , investigation) , investigat-

ing, acute, reasoning.

#5831, s. (from 5 , investigating), acuteness, sagacity.

3. s. (from 3 investigating), acuteness , sagacity.

3 , a. (from 5, with, and 3 , a bottom), having a bottom.

31, s . (from [57, a eo -wife), a co-wife.

af37, s. (from , a co-wife ) , a co-wife, the relationship

which subsists between the wives of a man who has se-

veral, i. e. those wives are af to each other.

, a. (from , good) , chaste, pure, a woman who burns

herself on her husband's funeral pile, that being thought

an irrefragable proof ofher chastity ; one of the names

of Ooma.

ts , s. (from 3 , chaste), chastity, female purity, the

circumstance of being a victim on the funeral pile of a

departed husband,

ब

, s. (from 1 , chaste) , chastity, female purity, the cir

cumstance of being a victim on the funeral pile of a de-

ceased husband.

1 , s . (from 3 , chastity , and at , an obsta

cle , an obstacle to chastity or female purity, an obsta

cle to a woman's devoting herself on her husband's fu-

neral pile.

ts , a. (from , chastity, and tata, obstruct

ing), operating as an obstacle to -chastity orfemale pu

rity, operating as an obstacle to a woman's devoting

herselfon the funeral pile of her deceased husband.

53] , a. (from 55, with, and 6) , a sacred place , connect

ed with a sacred place ; s. a fellow student, a pupil of

the same spiritual preceptor.

, a. (from , with, and sat, thirst) , thirsty, greedy, co-

vetous , rapacious , avaricious .

38, a. (from , with, and 1, thirst), thirsty, greedy,

covetous, rapacious , avaricious.

, a. (from 5, with, and c , energy), vigorous, fer-

tile, splendid, luxuriant.

sy .

, a. (from , with, and t , oil), oily, unctuous, grea

, a. (from

2 , s. (from

, good, and zux, speaking) , eloquent.

, good, and . Nauclea), the name of

a species of tree, (Nauclea cordifolia .)

, s. (from , good, and a , an act), a good act,

piety, charity, virtue, worship, homage, a respectful sa-

lutation, a welcome to a guest, courtesy, funeral obse

quies, any purificatory -ceremony.

সৎকর্ম্মকরণক, a. (from সৎকর্ম্মন, a good work, and করণ , means),

effected by means of good works or funeral ceremo.

nies ; ad. by means of good works or funeral cereme

nies.

সৎকর্ম্মকারক, a. (from সৎকর্ম্মন, a good action, and কারক, do .

ing), performing pious or virtuous actions.

iì, a. (from 3 , a good action , and ☎tfag, do-

ing), performing pious or virtuous actions.

, a. (from , a good action, and c ,

endeavouring), endeavouring to do pious or virtuous ac-

tions.

al, s. (from , a good action , and ‹81, exer-

tion), an exertion or endeavour to do pious or virtuous

actions.

, a. (from , a good action, and , produ

cible), producible by or arising from pious orvirtuous

actions.

সৎকৰ্ম্মজন্যে , ad. (loc. case of স-কৰ্ম্মজনা), for pious or virtuous

actions, for funeral obsequies .

Sssssss 2
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, ad. (from , a good work, and at , a

door), by or through good works or funeral ceremonies.

জৎকৰ্ম্মনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from সৎকর্ম্মন্, a good action, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to good or pious acti-

ons.

afata , a. (from , a good action, and faxta ,

preventing), preventing or resisting good or pious acti.

ons.

সৎকর্ম্মনিবারণ , ৪. (from সৎকর্ম্মন , a good action, and fat , a

preventing), the preventing or resisting of good or pious

actions.

লংকৰ্ম্মণিবৃত্তি, s. (from সৎকর্ম্মন, a good action, and নিবৃত্তি, ces-

sation), the cessation or prevention ofgood or pious ac-

tions.

সৎকৰ্ম্মণিমিশুক, a. ( from সৎকর্ম্মন, a good action , and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from good or virtuous

actions ; ad. from or because of pious or virtuous acti-

ons.

কৰ্ম্মনিযিতে, ad. ( from সৎকর্ম্মন, a good action, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for pious or virtuous actions, for funeral obse-

quies.

সৎকর্ম্মপ্রতিবন্ধক,a. (from সৎকর্ম , agood action, and প্রতিবন্ধক,

obstructing), obstructing or hindering virtuous actions or

funeral ceremonies.

হৃৎকৰ্ম্মপুযুক্ত , a. ( from সৎকৰ্ম্মন, a good action, and প্রযুক্ত, caus

ed by , caused by or arising from virtuous actions or fu-

neral ceremonies ; ad. from or because of virtuous acti-

ons or funeral ceremonies.

aifa , ad. (f: om , a good action, and fa̸1, with-

out), without or beside virtuous actions or funeral cere-

monies.

fas, a. (from , a good action, and fafara ,

possessed of , practised in performing funeral ceremonies

or virtuous actions, good , pious, virtuous,

festa, a. (from , a good action, and fasta , des-

titute), destitute of pious or good actions .

সৎকর্ম্মব]তিরিক্ত , a. ( from সৎকর্ম্মন ,্ a good action, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), virtuous actions or funeral ceremonies ex-

cepted.

সৎকৰ্ম্মতিয়েক, ৪. (from সংকর্ম্মন, a good action, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of virtuous actions or fu-

neral ceremonies.

সৎকর্ম্মব্যাঘাত, s. (from সৎকর্ম্মন, a good action, and ব্যাঘাত , an

obstacle) , an obstacle to virtuous actions or funeral cere-

monies.

tata , a (from , a good action, and t

obstructing), obstructing or hindering virtuous actions or

funeral ceremonies.

32.

fs , a. (from e , a good work, and fea, separ

ate), separate or distinct from good works or fuueral

ceremonies ; ad, beside good works or funeral ceremo

nies.

, a. (from , a good action , and , joined),

connected with good actions or funeral ceremonies.

fs, a. (from , a good action, and 3, des-

titute), destitute ofgood or pious actions.

, a. (from , a good action), abounding in

or practising good or virtuous actions.

Hewafa, a. (from ¬ú , a good action , and ita , dispo-

sition), disposed to pious or virtuous actions,

, a. (from , a good action, and 1, emp

ty), destitute ofgood or pious actions.

ì , a. (from xa, a good action , and a, desti-

tute), destitue of good or pious actions.

zemre, a. (from , a good action, aud (3, 8

cause), caused by or arising from virtuous actions or fu

neral ceremonies ; ad. from or because of virtuous acti-

ons or funeral ceremonies

সৎকৰ্ম্মনুসন্ধান , s. (from সৎকর্ম্ম , a good action , and অনুসা

search), a seeking to perform good or pious actions.

at , a . (from , good, and , to do), good, producing

good, performing good ; s. funeral obsequies, a pious ac-

tion, respect, a welcome, a reward.

Fiat , a. (from t , a good action, and atṛa, do-

ing) , performing good actions, performing funeral rites,

Fatra , a. (from et , a good action, and fa , do-

ing), performing good actions, performing funeral rites.

সৎকারজনক, a. (from সৎকার, a good action, and জনক, pro-

ducing) , producing good orpious actions, producing fu-

neral obsequies.

etāl, a . (from exta, a good action , and 1, produ

cible), producible by or arising from good or pious acti

ons, producible by or arising from funeral obsequies.

tama , ad. (loc.case of awal) , for good or pious

actions, for funeral obsequies,

সংকারনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from সৎকার, a good action, and নিবর্ত্তক,

causing to cease), putting a stop to good or pious acti

ons, putting a stop to funeral obsequies.

সৎকারনিবারক, a. (from সংকার, a good action, and নিবারক,

preventing), preventing or resisting good or pious acti-

ons, preventing or resisting funeral obsequies.

সৎকারনিবারণ , s. ( from সৎকার, a good action, and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of good or

pious actions, the preventing or resisting of funeral ce-

remonies.

taff , s. (from ty, a good action, and fif , ces
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sation), the prevention or cessation of good actions or

funeral obsequies.

সৎকারনিমিত্তক, a. (from সংকার , a good action, and নিমিত্ত , ৫

cause , caused by or arising from good actions or fune-

ral ceremonies ; ad. from or because ofgood actions or

funeral ceremonies.

সৎকারনিমিত্তে, ad. ( from সৎকার, a good action , and নিমিত্ত,

cause), for good or pious actions, for funeral ceremonies.

সৎকারপুরঃসর a. ( from সৎকার, a good action, and পুরঃসর ad-

vancing), advancing good actions, putting good actions

or funeral ceremonies in the front.

ta , a. (from ta, a good action , and , before),

preceded by or arising from good actions or respectful

treatment ; ad. by or through good actions or respect-

ful treatment.

Hetas , a. (from ext , a good action , and F, C¹us-

ed by), caused by or arising from good actions or res-

pectful treatment ; ad. from or because of good actions

or respectful treatment.

atafant, ad. (from ?, a good action, and fant , with-

out , without or beside good actions or respectiul treat-

ment.

সৎকারবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from সৎকার, a good action, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), good actions or respectful treatment except-

ed , funeral ceremonies excepted.

সৎকারব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from সৎকার , a good action, and ব্যতিরেক,

anexception), the exception ofgood actions or respect-

ful treatment.

Fetaforace, ad. (loc. ease of fo ), with the

exception ofgood actions or respectful treatment, with-

out or beside good actions or respectful treatment.

atafa , a . (from ata, a good action , and fea, separ

ate), separate or distinct from good works or courtesy ;

ad. beside good actions or courtesy.

nextzzzzz, a. (from eta, a good action, and (₹3, a

cause), caused by or arising from good actions or res-

pectful treatment ; ad. from or because of good actions

or respectful treatment.

1 , s. (from , good, and at , a duty) , religious du-

ties, gcod works.

FI, a. (from , good, and , done), worshipped , ador-

ed, treated with respect, honoured, respected, revered ,

welcomed, saluted.

ef , s . (from , good, and f1, an action), a good

action, respectful treatment, a kind welcome, funeral

rites.

, 8. (from 3, existent , existence, being, goodness, ex-

cellence.

1137.

, s. (from 3, liberal), a liberal or munificent househol

der , an ambassador, an agent residing in a foreign

country.

Ay, s . (from , good), goodness, holiness, entity.

, s. (from goodness, and 24, a quality), moral

goodness , entity, one of the three qualities attributed

by the Hindoos to matter, i . e. existence when applied

to matter, and moral rectitude when applied to rational

creatures.

, s. (from , good, and [27, a path), a good way,

a good course of conduct.

FeЯusi, s. (from a good way, and sto, one who

goes), a person who goes in a good way or lives in the

practice of virtue.

Fun , s. (from , a good way, and s¤7, a going),

the going in a good way, the living or making progress

in a course of good actions..

, a. (from tu, a good way, and stifaa, going),

going in a good or right way, living in a course of vir-

tue, going on in a course of good actions.

edutzaga, s. (from , a good way, and 7587, a

depending) , the embracing of a virtuous course of con-

duct.

FeЯutama), a. (from , a good road, and zafïI, de-

pending) , embracing a virtuous line of conduct.

es. (from good, and , a son , a virtuous sont,

exp¤, s. (from że, good, and , a man) , a good man-

, a . ( from , existing, and f , an opposite

theme), the opposite or contrary reasons by which two

propositions one declaring the existence and the other

the non-existence of a thing are defended.

8. (from , good, and gk, a topic), a good to-

pic.

Fest, s. (from , true, and ¤†, a mother), a stepmother.

, a. (from , to be), true, real ; s. truth, an oath, a de-

monstrated conclusion ; ad. yes, verily, indeed. This word

when constructed with , to do, means to aver, to pro-

mise,to swear, to pass one's word upon any thing ; with

, to know, it means to admit a thing as true, to be-

lieve.

ta, s. (from 31, truth, and , to make), the ratif

cation of a bargain , an earnest given to bind a bargain.

=3 &tæ , a. (from 33, an earnest, and as, done),

given or done to ratify a bargain.

GN , s. (from 3 , true, and cata, a receptacle), în

anatomy the chlorion .

INFE, s. (from 3 , siluated on the chlorion,

and T , skin), the true chloriou.
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131, s. (from 31, true , truth, the truth of any propositi

on or assertion.

, s . (from 1, true), truth, the truth of any propositi-

on or assertion.

E, s. (from 31, true, and , skin), in anatomy the

true chlo:ion.

33, s. (from 3 , true, and , a mountain , in ana-

tomythe name of the Veru montanum .

, s. (from

affirmation.

31, true, and go , a promise), an

17 , s. (from 31, truth, and a speaker) , a speaker

of truth.

, s. (from 3 , true), in Hindoo fable the mother of

the celebrated Vyasa.

, s. (from 33 , thename ofa celebrated female,

and , a son , one ofthe names of Vyasa.

37at , a. (from 31 , truth, and atfa , speaking), faithful

to what is spoken, speaking the truth.

, s. (from 31, truth, and cat , a conception ofthe

mind), a conviction of the truth of a proposition or as-

sertion.

13, a. (from 31 , truth, and 73 , a religious observince) ,

true, veracious, practising or adhering to the truth,

honest, sincere ; s . the name of a king of the solar dy

nasty.

IS , s . (from 31, true, and ta, wrath , the name of

one ofKrishna's wives.

stat, a. (from 51 , truth, and st , speaking), speak-

ing the truth.

JS , s. (from 3 , truth, and st , a dispensation) , the

first of the Hindoo ages or dispensations of time com-

prizing one million seven hundred and twenty- eight

thousand years.

, a. (from 31 , truth, and , an aim) , aiming at

truth ; s. one of the names of Bhuruta the brother of

Rama.

33, s. (from 3 , truth, and , falsehood), trade,

commerce, a mixed system of truth and falsehood .

, s. (from a , to go) , sacrifice, oblation , liberality, muni-

ficence , fraud, cheating, a house.

, a . (fiom , with, and 1, haste), speedy, hasty,

swift, active.

1, s. (from , speedy), celerity, activity , swiftness ,

quickness.

Я , s. (from , speedy), celerity, activity, swiftness,

quickness.

, hasty, and e , eating), devouring with, a . (from

haste, rapacious, ravenous, gormandizing, gluttonous.

C

, a. (from , being, and , fear , pregnancy.

, s. (from , good, and sí, society) , good com-

pany, the society of good persons .

, s . (from , good, and , society), good company,

the society of good persons.

sta, a. (from 5, with, and ta, spitle), sputtering

in speech.

, s . (from , to go), an assembly, a meeting.

33, always), always., ad. from

547, s. (from a to go) , a house, a residence.

a. (from , with, and 1 , compassion) , compassion.

ate, merciful.

3 , s. (from 7, compassionate), compassion, merciful.

ness.

, s. (from A , compassionate), compassion, merciful-

ness.

, s. (from TD, to arrange, ISO, pre-eminence), go-

vernment, the place where government is administered ,

that side of cloth which is to be worn outwards, the right

side in opposition to the wrong, the breast, pre-emi-

nence, exaltation ; a . chief, supreme.

ante, s. (from , chief, and se, a court ofjus

t.ce) , a chief court ofjustice, the chiefcourt ofa district

or country .

zagatala, 8. (from , chief, and el, a commissioner, a

commissioner or chief officer at a chief station.

atgiaztat, s. (from Jam , chief, and 1928, civil), the chief

civil court.

Aizatgatg, 8. (from Jɔɔ , chief, and ' glo,
one whopays

taxes), a person who is accountable to government for the

revenue payable on an estate or district.

Hi , a. (from ², being, and af, an object), the substance

of an argument, an object of endeavour.

a. (from , with, and , pride), haughty, boastful,

arrogant.

, s . (from good, and , bad), good and evil.

zhanfærase, a. (from е, good and evil, and frust,

not discriminating), not discriminating between good

and evil.

সদসদ্বিবেচক, a . ( from সs, good , অসৎ , bad, and বিবেচক, dise

criminating), discriminating between right and wrong,

investigating ; s. one who discriminates between right

and wrong.

fara , s. (from , good and evil, and fecerat, in-

vestigation), a judging or discriminating between right

and wrong.

, s. (from , good, e, bad, and ‹ , a difference),

the distinction between good and evil.
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anal, s. (from a , an assembly), a spectator, a Ly-stand-

er, a person present at an assembly, an assistant or by-

stander at a sacrifice.

, ad. (from , substituted for f, all), always, continu-

ally, perpetually.

tet , ad. (from 1 , always , and æta, tème), continual-

ly, always.

tifs, s. (from 1 , always, and stfs , motion , the air,

wind.

atsta, s. (from 3, good, and tt , conduct), good con-

duct, a virtuous course of actions.

antotas , a . (from atst , good conduct, and F , pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from good conduct.

antotasca , ad. (loc . case of tst ), for good conduct .

Satstaffs , a . (from 1st , good conduct, and fafs, a

cause , caused by or arising from good conduct ; ad.

from or because of good conduct.

সদাচারনিমিত্তে, ad. (from সদাচার , good conduct, and নির্মিত, a

cause , for good conduct.

totage, a . (from
it , good conduct, and , before),

preceded by or arising from good conduct ; ed. by or

through good conduct.

atstats, a. (from
1st , good conduct, and , cars-

ed by), caused by or arising from good conduct ; ´ad.

from or because of good conduct .

atstafat, ad. (from att , good conduct, and fat, with-

out), without or beside good conduct.

সদাচারকি , a. (from সদাচার , good conduct , and বিরুদ্ধ; oppo-

sed), opposed to good conduct.

i , a . (from atta, good conduct, and arff ,

excepted , good conduct excepted,

সদাচারবাডিরেক, s. (from সদাচার , gcod conduct, and ব্যক্তিরক,

an exception), the exception of good conduct.

সদাচারব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সদাচারব্যতিরেক) , with the

exception of good conduct, without or beside good con-

duct.

nistafsa, a. (from att , good conduct, and f≈7, separ-

ate), separate or distinct from good conduct ; ad. be-

side good conduct.

Shiota , a. (from tots, good conduct, and (55, a

cause , caused by or arising from good conduct; ad.

from or because of good conduct.

= t37, a: (from , always) , constant, eternal, incessant ,

continual.

5t59, a. (from 51 , always , and t , joy , always joyful,

happy.

, following), con-ts , a. (from , always, and

stantly attached to a person ; s , a tame animal.

Fiat.

as , a . (from 1 , always, and tfs , sick), valetudi

nary, always ill.

at , a. (from , with, and at , a wife), accompained by

or having a wife.

tatata, s. (from , good, and atate, conversation), good

conversation.

, a (from , always, and ft , welfare), always

prosperous ; s . Shiva,

† , a . (from 5, with , and tя, a servant), accompanied

with or having a servant.

t ; a. (from †, always , and f , doubtful), al-

ways doubtful, always suspicious.

, s. (from e, good, and 837, a reply), a good or pro-

per reply.

, a. (from

¶, ɑ . (from ¤, equal , and ч , to see ) , like , resembling.

ɑ . (from , like, and , to see), like, resembling,

analogous.

¤, like, and , to see) , similar, alike.

31, s. (from , like), similarity, likeness.

* , s. (from , like) , similarity , likeness.

"
(from , with, and to , a simile), attended

by or having a simile.

sqvtosti), a. (from ¬ † , with similes, and atfaa, speaki

ing) , using similes in speech ; s'one who uses similes in

a set speech or in common conversation.

, a. (from , the same, and t, a country), belong-

ing to the same country, near, proximate ; s the same

country.

, a. (from , the same country, and , tobe

produced), born or produced in the same country or

place.

3, a. (from , the same country, and ts, prom

duced), born or produced in the same country or place.

≈4 , ɑ. (from , the same country, and 1 , to stand),

situated or being in the same country or place.

সদেশস্থায়ী , a . (from সদেশ, the same country, and স্থায়িন,

staying), continuing in the same country or place.

¿ *fx3, a . (from , the same country, and fï³, situ,

ated), situated in the same country or place.

, a. (from ,the same country), belonging to the

same country or place.

, a. (from , the same country), belonging to the

same country or place.

(from , with, and ca, afault), faulty, guilty,

criminal.

Aulaga, 8. (from t¶, guilty) , an accuser, one who proves

a person to be guilty.

•
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मठ।..

ial, a. (from 5, with, and catfa , faulty) , guilty, faul-

ty, connected with faulty or guilty persons.

, s. (from , good, and s , a scent), an agreeable

scent, a sweet odor.

, a. (from , good, and sits, song), well sung, sung in

concord ; s. concord in singing.

, s. (from e, good, and £4, a quality), a good quality.

5 , s. from , existence, and (53 , a cause), a logical

term used to express a proposition to be proved in

which the attribute is inherent, as " there is fire in a

mountain because of the smoke," in which smoke is

the inseparable attendant of volcanic fire.

ta, s. (from , good, and sta, existence) , entity, good-

ness of disposition , kindness, goodness, courtesy.

td , a. (from ta, politeness, and 4 , means),

effected bymeans ofpoliteness or civility ; ad. by means

ofpoliteness or civility.

giææta , a. (from ta, kindness , and ta , doing), ex-

ercising goodness or kindness , practising goodness,

courteous,

gtatat , a. (from at , kindness, and atfa , doing), prac.

tising goodness , exercising kindness or goodness of dis-

position, courteous.

, a. (from ta, politeness, aud , producing),

producing politeness or civility.

, a . (from t , kindness , and 1, producible .

producible by or arising from kindness or goodness.

gta , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for goodness, for

kindness, for courtesy .

tata , ad. (from , politeness, and t , a door), by

or through politeness or civility.

gtafa , a, (from gta, kindness, and fas , causing to

cease), putting a stop to goodness or kindness.

ylafata , a. (from ta, kindness, and faat , prevent-

ing , preventing or resisting goodness or kindness .

atafata , s . (from ta, kindness, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of goodness or kindness,

= tafaf3, s. (from ta, kindness, and farfs, cessation ) ,

the cessation or prevention of goodness or kindness.

*, a. (from ta, kindness, and fofa , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from goodness or kindness ; ad.

from or because of goodness or kindness.

Staffare, ad. (from yt , kindness, and fa , a cause),

for goodness, for kindness.

a . (from 5 , kindness, and , accomplish-

ed , accomplished by goodness or kindness, obtained

by goodness or kindness, possessed ofgoodness or kind-

ness.

1.

t , a. (from gta, kindness, and gr , caused by ,̀

caused by or arising from goodness or kindness ; ad

from or because of goodness or kindness .

AgtaЯts, a. (from ÿt , kindness , and t , obtained), ob.

tained by goodness or kindness, possessed ofgoodness

or kindness.

Agtafa , ad. (from agt , kindness, and fit, without),

without or beside goodness or kindness.

taff , a. (from ga, kindness, and affa , except-

ed), goodness or kindness excepted.

aytanforṛæ, 8. (from yta, kindness, and arstiæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of goodness or kindness.

sgtaufstate, ad. (loc. case of agtaufsgæ), with the ex-

ception of goodness or kindness, without or beside

goodness or kindness.

gtafsa, a. (from , politeness, and fou, separate), se

parate or distinct from politeness or civility ; ad. be

side politeness or civility.

t , a. (from gta, kindness, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from goodness or kindness ; ad

from or because of goodness or kindness,

agt , a. (from e, good, and 1faa, being), well-conditi

oned, good-natured.

, s. (from , to more) , a house, a residence.

, ad. (from , same, and , substituted for 17, 4

day), for the present, immediately, at the moment, in-

stantly, in an instant.

A¿ãƒ³, ɑ. (from 1 , now, and t3, produced), new, res

cent, fresh ; s. a calf.

, 8. (from , good, and , a speaker), an eloquent

person .

, a. (from , good, and fas , discriminating),

discriminating properly, judging rightly.

1, s. (from , good, and fer1531 , discrimination),

good judgment, proper discrimination.

a. (from , good, and , rounded), well rounded,

practising good things, acting virtuously.

xâ , a. (from Ag, with, and 25, weilth), wealthy, having

wealth.

, s. (from , with, and as, a husband), a married wo

man, a woman whose husband is living.

, a. (from ¤, the same, and 2 , a duty), like, equal,

having the same nature, having the same properties,

performing the same duties, observing the same customs

or laws ; s . the same uses or duties.

nâu̸tats , a . ( from , the same duties, and ts, seized

by), subject to the same rules or duties, possessed of

the same properties or nature.
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1781.

aft, s. (from , the same, and af , observing duties),

a wife married according to the law of the veda.

52xÌ ,́ α. (from 5 , the same, and f , practising virtues) ,

having the same or similar natures or properties, per-

forming the same or similar duties or customs.

, a. (from w, a year, … , a year), a year.

gata, s. (from , Bruhma, and gat , a son) , in Hin

doo mythology one ofthe four sons ofBrahma.

A , 8. (from Di∞, a writing), a grant, an order, a signature,

the seal of a magistrate, a prop or support, relation con-

nection.

, s . (from SA , a writing) , a grant, a written order, a

signature , the seal of a magistrate, a prop or support,

relation, connection .

Яate, ad. (from , a year), yearly, year by year.

, . (from 1 , always), eternal, perpetual, incessant,

constant.

at , a. (from , with, and tч, a protector), possessed

of or having a protector or lord,

, a. (from , prep. and , to extend), extended,

spread, eternal, perpetual, continual.

FGY?, a. (from A , continual, and , afever), a conti-

nual fever.

ef³, s. (from 7º , prep. and 3 , to extend), posterity, de-

scendants, a progeny.

F68, a. (from 7 , prep. and 3 to be hot) , heated , distress-

ed, grieved .

, s. (from " , prep. and s , darkness), great or blind-

ing darkness.

s1 , s. (from , prep, and 3 , to spread) , lineage, a race,

a descendant, offspring, progeny, spreading, expansion,

extension.

ta , a. (from at , posterity, and , producing),

producing posterity.

Astaga , a . (from 8ta , progeny, and , producible),

producible by or arising from descendants or posterity.

astasias, ad. (loc. case of a ), for progeny, for de-

scendants, for posterity.

stafafie, a. (from ta, progeny, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from posterity or descendants ; ad

from or because of descendants or posterity.

metafaface, od. (from зt , progeny, and fifз, a cause),

for posterity, for descendants, for progeny.

সন্তানপুতিবন্ধক , a. (from সন্তান, posterity , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to the production

of posterity.

tacus, a. (from Яt , progeny, and Я , caused by),

ਸਰ ,

caused by or arising from posterity or descendants ;

ad. from or because of posterity or descendants.

Astfel, ad. (from asta, progeny, and f1, without),

without or beside posterity or descendants .

staff , a. (from ata, progeny, and faf , possessed

of), possessed of or having posterity or descendants.

stafata, a. (from at , progeny, and fɩxì¤, destitute) ,

destitute ofposterity or descendants .

astaufsfas, a. (from ta, progeny, and F, except-

ed), posterity or descendants excepted.

সন্তানব্যতিরেক, s . (from সন্তান, progeny , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception ofposterity or descendants.

ataifa , ad. (loc. case ofactifs ) , with the ex-

ception of posterity or descendants, without or beside

posterity or descendants.

startats, s. (from 8t , posterity, and tats, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to posterity.

সন্তানৰ্য্যাঘাতক, a. (from stन , posterity and ব্যাঘাতক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to the production

of posterity.

stafsa, ad. (from at , posterity, and fea , separate), se-

parate or distinct from posterity ; ad. beside posterity.

Astays, a. (from ¬ † , progeny, and 1 , joined), connect-

ed with or having posterity or descendants.

agtags, a. (from ta, progeny, and af , destitute), des- '

titute of posterity or descendants.

ta , a. (from ☎t , progeny, and *t , empty), desti-

tute of posterity or descendants.

tata, a. (from at , progeny, and sta, destitu'e), des-

titute of posterity or descendants.

ta , a. (from t , progeny, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from posterity or descendants; ad.

from or because of posterity or descendants.

tatati, 8. (from t , progeny, and atta , desire) , a

desire for posterity or descendants.

atatatat , a. (from at , progeny, and atat , desirous),

desirous of posterity or descendants.

mataifamta, s. (from ☎t , progeny, and afsata, desire) ,

the desire of posterity or descendants.

statfemta , a. (from asta, progeny, and afsata , desir-

ous), desirous of posterity or descendants.

stat , a. (from t , progeny, and fifa, desirous), de-

sirous ofposterity or descendants.

aotatrú, ad. (from , progeny, and af, an object), for

the purpose of posterity or descendants.

ata , s. (from , prep. and 3 , to extend), cream, the

coagulum of milk, a cobweb, the blade of a knife or

sword, foam, froth.

Ttttttt

A
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mat.

metraɛ), 8. (from a☎tī, progeny, and F , desire), the de-

sire ofposterity or descendants.

ta , a. (from 1 , progeny, and 5 , desirous), desir-

ous ofposterity or descendants.

FNA&T, a. (from ta, progeny, and , desirous), desir.

ous of posterity or descendants.

সন্তানোৎপাদক, a. (from সate posterity , and sৎপাদক, pro-

ducing), producing posterity.

, s. (from , prep. and t, to be hot), heat, burning-

heat, pain, distress, woe, anguish, passion.

☎Яaz, a. (from ¬ †Я, distress, and ☎, to do), giving pain

or distress.

Gotdezda, a. (from ĦatЯ, misery, and ad , means), effect-

ed by means of woe or misery ; ad, by means of woe or

misery.

tt , a. (from , distress, and i , doing , giv

ing pain or distress .

tata, a. (from at , distress, and af , doing) , giv-

ing pain or distress.

ta , a. (from a , distres, and , producing),

producing acute pain or distress.

ST†458) , a. (from , distress, and producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from pain or distress .

† , ad loc. case of 1551), for heat, for pain, for

distress.

ht , s. (from , distress, and atą, a giver) , a per-

son who gives pain or distress.

gotty , a. (from

ing pain or distress.

1 , distress, aud at , giving), giv

t , a. (from tt, distress, and if , giving) , giv

ing pain or distress.

tatai, ad. (from 1 , misery, and , a door), by or

through distress or misery.

AtЯA, s . (from * , prep. and 3 , to be hot), one of the ar-

rows of Kama-deva or the Indian Cupid, a scorching or

burning, affliction, pain, acute distress, the exciting of

passion.

statt, s . (from 1 , distress, and , destruction), the

removal of pain or distress.

☎mate, a. (from , distress, and , destructive),

destructive of pain or distress.

tafa , a, (from , distress, and faa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to pain or distress .

atafat , a. (from 1 , distress, and fate , prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting pain or distress.

Aptafaxtad, 8. (from ¬õ††, distress , and fated, aprevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting ofpain or distress.

Gi.

ffs, ´s . (from †, distress , and fifa, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of pain or distress.

taff , a. (from , distress, and faf , a cause),

caused by or arising from pain or distress ; ad. from or

because of pain or distress.

faface, ad. (from 1 , distress, and fafas, a cause),

for pain or distress, for anguish or woe.

Atgaia, a . (from , prep. and , to be heated , capa

ble of being distressed , liable to distress or woe.

¶ , a. (from , distress, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from pain or distress ; ad. by or through

pain or distress.

, a. (from † , distress , and 5, caused by),

caused by or arising from pain or distress ; ad. from or

because of pain or distress.

ts, a. (from 1 , distress, and zea, increasing),

increasing pain or affliction.

1, ad (from 1 , distress, andf1, without), with

out or beside pain or distress.

faf , a. (from..t , distress, and faf , possessed

of) distressed, pained , afflicted .

ataforia, a. (from A, distress, and fixìa, destitute),

free from distress or affliction.

1 , s . (from at , distress, and , increase), the

increase of pain or distress .

ff , a. from , distress, and af , except

ed), pain or aistress excepted.

ñzinofage, s . (from tЯ, distress, and vi¾T, an ez.

cption), the exception of distress or pain.

Forgafogo, ad. (loc. case of otЯafsu☎), with the ex-

ception of pain or distress, without or beside pain or

distress .

aatifs , a. (from ott, distress, and ſea, separate), separ

ate or distinct from distress or anguish ; ad. beside dis-

tress or anguish.

atЯF, a. (from 3 , distress , and 1 ,joined , connect-

ed with or having pain or distress, pained, distressed,

afflicted.

taf . a. (from 8 , distress, and af , destitute), free

from pain or distress .

t , a. (from at , distress, and t , emply), free

from pain or distress.

, a . (from ott, distress, and , destitute), free

from pain or distress.

H31NESS, ɑ. (from 17, distress, and œ , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from pain or distress ; ad,from or be

cause ofpain or distress.
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, a. (from att, distress, and afs, connec'ed

with), connected with or having distress or anguish.

f3, u. (from , prep. and 3 , to be hot), heated, dis-

tressed, pained, hurt iu mind.

, a (from , prep, and , to be pleased), pleased, gra-

tified, satisfied,

fs , a. (from 5 , pleased, and fos, the heart) , pleas

ed at heart, gratified at heart, satisfied at heart.

YAAA , a. (from , pleased, and tax, the mind),

pleased at heart, gratified at heart, satisfied at heart.

FERIE:@?d, a. (from , pleased, and : , the heart),

pleased at heart, gratified at heart, satisfied at heart.

45[¥, 8. (from 7 , prep. and eg, to be pleased), pleasure,

satisfaction, gratification.

, s. (from , prep, and , to be pleased), pleasure,

gratification, satisfaction .

ata , a. (from 5 , prep, and , to be pleased), giving

pleasure, pleasing, gratifying.

ta , a. (from t , pleasure, and d, means), ef-

fected by means of pleasure or gratification ; ad. by

means of pleasure or gratification.

matratxa, a. (from ot , pleasure, and E, doing) ,

pleasing, gratifying, satisfying..

সন্মে

tata , a. (from tot , pleasure, and z , increasing ,

increasing or promoting pleasure or satisfaction.

Al☎tazás, 8. (from mata, pleasure, and 17, an increas-

ing), the increasing or promoting of pleasure or satis-

faction.

matafan1, od. (from sata, pleasure, and fat, without),

without or beside pleasure or satisfaction .

sta , s. (from , pleasure, and af , increase), the

increase ofpleasure or satisfaction.

Altafer, a¸ (from Ħ , pleasure, and fofas, ex-

cepted), pleasure or satisfaction excepted, gratification

excepted.

সন্তোষধ্যডিরেক, s . (from itate , pleasure , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of pleasure or satisfaction.

taifa ), with the ex-

ception of pleasure or satisfaction, without or beside

pleasure or satisfaction.

forge, ud. (loc . case of

stafa. (from ota, pleasure, and fs , separate), seJ

parate or distinct from pleasure or satisfaction ; ad. be

side pleasure or satisfaction ..

Matagsa, a, (from tata, pleasure, and T , a cause).

caused by or arising from pleasure or gratification ; ad.

from or because of pleasure or gratification.

atataætāl, a. (from Яata, pleasure, and #tfan, doing), giv-. || stal, a, (from , prep, and 3 , to be pleased), pleasing,

ing pleasure or satisfaction, gratifying.

সন্তোষজনক, a. ( from সন্তোষ, pleasure, and অনক, producing),

producing pleasure or satisfaction, gratifying.

Metaxa, a. (from it , pleasure, and 171, producible),

producible by or arising from pleasure or satisfac-

tion.

mista , ad. (loc. case of l ), for pleasure, for sa-

tisfaction, for gratification.

M☎iasty, a. (from , prep. and

satisfying, gratifying.

AÍ, s. from prep. and , to assemble); the wearing

ofgarlands, the stringing of flowers or beads, a collect--

ing, the arrangement ofthings.

, a. (from , prep, and f , to augment , doubted,

questioned, suspected, doubtful, questionable.

, a. (from a doubted, and fo , the heart), pos-

sessing a doubtful mind, suspicious, sceptical.

pla- 18 , a . (from fa , doubted, and ¤, the mind ,

doubtful-minded, sceptical, suspicious.

to be pleased),

cable, capable of being pleased or gratified.

tata , ad. (from tata, pleasure, and t , a door), by

or through pleasure or satisfaction.

1

অন্তোষনিমিত্তক, a. (from সন্তোষ, pleasure , and দিমিষ, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from pleasure or satisfaction ; ad.

from orbecause of pleasure or satisfaction.

staffers, ad. (from , pleasure, and ffa , a cause),

for pleasure, for satisfaction, for gratification,

tae, a. (from Яta, plensure, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from pleasure or satisfaction ; ad.

by or through pleasure or satisfaction.

MTF, a (from , pleasure, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from pleasure or satisfaction ; ad.

from or because of pleasure or satisfaction,

Y

(from af , doubted, and at , the mind),

doubtful-minded, sceptical, suspicious.

: a. (from fast, doubted, and IFF , the

heart), doubtful-minded , sceptical, suspicious.

afs , s. (from , doubted, and wf, an object), a dis-

puted debt, a doubtful meaning.

, s. (from , prep, and ft, toshew), news, a design,

information, a report.

WC, s. (from 5 , prep. and fax, to augment), a doubt,

uncertainty, scepticism, suspicion .

MAT&T, a. (from I, a doubt, and , to do) , exercising

doubts or suspicions.

Mu, (from , a doubt, and 4, means), effected

Tittitt2 .
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সম্মে

by means ofdoubts or suspicions ; ad. by means of doubts

or suspicions .

, a. (from , a doubt, and ta , doing), ex-

ercising doubts or suspicions .

ta , a. (from , a doubt, and at , doing), ex-

ercising doubts or suspicions.

SELFIE, ɑ . (from 1 , a doubt, and , producing),

producing doubts or suspicions, producing uncertain-

ty or scepticism.

fas, a. (from , a doubt, and fas, produced),

produced by or arising from doubt or suspicion, pro-

duced by or arising from uncertainty or scepticism .

AlECGAI, a. (from , a doubt, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from doubt or suspicion , pro-

ducible by or arising from uncertainty or scepticism .

AAgIl3 , ad. (loc . case of a ), for doubt, for uncer-

tainty, for scepticism , for suspicion .

MAEITI, a. (from , a doubt, and t , produced), pro-

duced from doubt or uncertainty, produced by or aris-

ing from scepticism or suspicion.

i , ad. (from , a doubt, and at , a door), by

or through doubts or uncertainty , by or through scep-

ticism or suspicion.

#l4cfiTÓC, o. (from ¬¬¤, a doubt, and farý , causing to

cease) , putting a stop to doubt or uncertainty, putting

a stop to scepticism or suspicion .

factæ, a. (from E, a doubt, and fastṛæ, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting doubt or uncertainty , pre-

venting or resisting scepticism or suspicion.

asfaxtyd , s. (from ≈≈ , a doubt, and fazted . a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of doubt or uncertain-

ty, the preventing or resisting of scepticism or suspicion.

fag , s. (from , a doubt, and faz , cessation),

the prevention or cessation of doubt or uncertainty,

the prevention or cessation of scepticism or suspicion.

afas, a. (from , a doubt, and fifas, a cause),

caused by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, caused

by or arising from scepticism or suspiciou ; ad. from or

because of doubt or uncertainty, from or because of

scepticism or suspicion,

fafare, ad. (from , a doubt, and fafag, a cause),

for doubt or uncertainty, for scepticism, for suspicion.

, a. (from . a doubt, and , before), prece-:

ded by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, preceded

by or arising from scepticism or suspicion ; ad. by or

through doubt or uncertainty, by or through scepti-

cism or suspicion .

সঙ্গে,

AMERFITAT, a. (fromЯx, a doubt, and "fsx », obstruct-

ing), obstructing or preventing doubt or uncertainty,

obstructing or preventing scepticism or suspicion .

, a. (from , a doubt, and , caused by

caused by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, caus-

ed by or arising from scepticism or suspicion ; ad. from

or because of doubt or uncertainty, from or because of

scepticism or suspicion.

, a . (from , a doubt, and as, increasing),

increasing doubts or uncertainty, increasing scepticism ,

increasing suspicion .

CI , a . (from , a doubt, and , an increasing),

the increasing ofdoubt or uncertainty, the increasing of

scepticism or suspicion.

f1, ad. (from , a doubt, and fit, without,

without or beside doubt or uncertainty, without or

beside scepticism or suspicion.

ff , a. (from , a doubt, and faft , possessed

of), doubting, uncertain, sceptical, suspicious.

#fast , a (from , a doubt, and fast , destitute ,

free from doubt or uncertainty, free from scepticism or

suspicion.

af , s. (from ¬¶¶, a doubt, and T , increase), the in-

crease of doubt or suspicion, the increase of scepticism

or suspicion.

ff , a. (from , a doubt, and arfsfa , except.

ed), doubt or uncertainty excepted, scepticism or sus-

picion excepted.

=imgufagæ, s . (from , doubt, and ifigs, an ex-

ception) , the exception of doubt or uncertainty, the ex-

ception of scepticism or suspicion.

AЯfix , ad. (loc. case of cofags), with the ex-

ception of doubt or uncertainty, with the exception o

scepticism or suspicion, without or beside doubt orun-

certainty, without or beside scepticism or suspicion.

CS , 8. (from , a doubt, and 5 , a breaking), the

dissolving ofdoubts or uncertainty, the removal of scep-

ticism , the clearing up of suspicions.

, a. (from , a doubt, and , breaking),

dissolving doubts, removing uncertainty or scepticism,

clearing up suspicions .

CSI, s. (from , a doubt, and 547, a breaking)

the dissolving of doubts, the removal of uncertainty o

scepticism , the clearing up of suspicion.

fs , a. (from , a doubt, and fea, separate), separ

ate or distinct from doubt or suspicion ; ad, beside

doubt or suspicion.
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MACIES, ɑ. (from AI, a doubt, and ™ , a root), originat

ing from doubt or uncertainty, originatingfrom scepti

cism or suspicion.

ĦTE, ɑ. (from ™ , a doubt, and joined), connect-

ed with doubt or uncertainty, connected with scepti-

cism or suspicion, doubting, uncertain, sceptical, sus-

picious.

, a. (from E, a doubt, and af , destitute),

freefrom doubt or uncertainty, free from scepticism or

suspicion.

ta , a. (from 4 , a doubt, and , empty), free from

doubt or uncertainty, free from scepticism or suspicion.

, a. (from , doubt, and , destitute), free

from doubt or uncertainty, free from scepticism or sus-

picion.

MANCE, a. (from , a doubt, and , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from doubt or uncertainty, caused by

or arising from scepticism or suspicion ; ad. from or be.

cause of doubt or uncertainty, from or because of scep-

ticism or suspicion.

9

Ħaxt, a. (from Ħ , prep. and fa , to augment), doubting,

uncertain, sceptical, suspicious.

, . (from ., prep. and 21 , to hold), distillation, the

manufacture of spirituous liquors, a mixing, a joining,

combination, intimate union, a supporting, a sustain-

ing, a recovering, an aim, a guess , a boundary.

≈taBad®, a. (from Ħt , an aim, and ₹74, means), effect-

ed by means of an aim ; ad. by means of an aim.

ACAPIIT, a. (from Ħ¶t , an aim, and ☎træ, doing), tak-

ing aim, guessing, collecting, joining.

tatal, a. (from , an aim, and tf , doing), mak-

ing a guess, taking aim .

t , a. (from † , an aim, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from an aim or guess.

AtAMAI, ed. (loc. case of t777), for an aim, for a guess.

statai, ad. (from ĦI, an aim, and at , a door), by or

through an aim .

সন্ধাননিমিত্তক, a. (from সন্ধান , an aim, and নিমিত্ত, a cause),

caused by or arising from an aim or guess ; ad . from or

because of an aim or guess.

taff , a. (from , an aim, and fafas, a cause),

for an aim, for a guess.

SĦta×ÍT, a. (from Ft , an aim, and , before) , preced-

ed by or arising from an aim or guess ; ad. by or through

an aim or guess .

fз , a . (from , an aim, and gf , obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering an aim ,

afa.

, a. (from , an aim, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from an aimor guess ; ad. from or

because of an aim or guess.

tafa , ad. (from , an aim, and fat, without), with-

out or beside an aim or guess.

সন্ধানব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from সন্ধান, an aim , and ব্যতিরিক্ত , except

ed), an aim or guess excepted.

সন্ধানব্যতিরেক, s. (from সান, an aim, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of an aim or guess.

Atafaza, ud. (loc. case of fo ), with the ex-

ception of an aim or guess , without or beside an aim or

guess.

tartats, á. (from an aim, and artats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to an aim.

Aatazītates, a. (fromĦata, an aim, and tatæ, obstruct-

ing), obstructing or hindering an aim.

rafa, a. (from , an aim, and fo , separate), separ

ate or distinct from an aim ; ad. beside an aim.

AtIF, a. (from ¬ † , an aim, and (T³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from an aim or guess ; ad, from or be-

cause of an aim or guess.

ta , a. (from ", prep. and 1 , to hold), aiming, guessing.

tatas, a. (from , aim, and 3, done), made an aim

or scope.

at , a. (from , prep. and 1 , to hold), aiming, uniting,

combining, searching, investigating.

f , s. (from , prep. and 1, to hold), a junction, a join-

ing, a joint, the place of juncture or union, peace af-

ter war, an alliance, the junction of letters or syllables

by a change in the final ofthe preceding syllable or the

initial ofthe following or of both, a hole , a hole made

under or through a wall to enter a house for felonious

purposes, a connecting limb, intervention, a stop or

pause, articulation.

, ɑ. (from f¶, a junction, and ₹ 4, an instru-

ment), effected by means of a union or junction , effect-

ed by means of peace or alliance ; ad. by means of uni-

on or junction, by means of peace or alliance,

=faætaæ, a. (from ſ , ajunction, and ☎ta , doing), mak-

ing a union or junction, making peace, making an alli-

ance.

tal, a. (from , a junction, and tf , doing), mak-

ing a union or junction , making peace, making an alli-

ance.

8 , s. (from fa junction, and JS , aflower), the name

of a small tree common on the North-west border of

Bengal, (Laurus lanceolaria.)
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afx.

afasia, s. (from fa, a joining, and s̟f◄, a knot), a sy-

•
novial gland.

13, a . (from , a joint, and 3, fallen from), dis-

located ; s. a dislocation.

, a. (from , a junction, and 1, producible),

producible by or arssing from union or junction, produ-

cible by or arising from peace or alliance.

, ad. (loc. case off ), for union or junction,

for a joint, for peace or alliance.

, a. (from peace, and , making known),

making known a junction or alliance, publishing peace.

fata , ad. (from , peace, and t , a door), by or

through peace or an alliance, by or through a junction.

affa , a. (from [ , junction, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from union or junction, causedby

or arising from peace or alliance ; ad. from or because

of union or junction , from or because of peace or alli-

ance.

fafafa , ad. (from fa, junction, and fats, a cause).

for union orjunction, for a joint, for peace, for an al-

liance.

◄ , a. (from af , peace , and , before), preceded by

or arising from peace or alliance ; ad. by or through

peace or alliance, by or through a junction.

, . (from f , peace, and afsa ,obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to peace or alliance, operating

as an obstacle to a junction.

, a. (from , junction, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from union or junction , caused by

or arising from peace or alliance ; ad.from or because

of union or junction, from or because ofpeace or alli-

ance.

in

, s . (from , a junction, and zal, u ligament),

surgery the name of a disease of the joints, (Anchy-

losis.)

, ad. (from , junction, and fat , without) , with-

out or beside union or junction, without or beside

peace or alliance.

ত্রিতিরিক্ত, a. ( from म , junction , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted),

union or junction excepted, peace or alliance excepted.

afaussiga, s. (from f , junction, and JT, an ex-

ception), the exception of union or junction, the ex-

ception of peace or alliance.

ffs , ad loc. case of ), with the excep-

tion of union or junction, with the exception of peace

or alliance, without or beside union orjunction, with-

out or beside peace or alliance.

afg.

fautats, s. (from , peace, and arts, an obstacle

an obstacle to peace or alliance, an obstacle to a junc-

tion.

fatte, a. (from f ,peace, and tt , obstructing

operating as an obstacle to peace or alliance, operating

as an obstacle to a junction.

afafsa, a. (from Яf , peace, and fou, separate), separate

or distinct from peace or alliance, separate or distinct

from a junction ; ad, beside peace or alliance, beside a

junction.

, a. (from af , peace, and , a root), originating

in peace, grounded on or originating from a junction

or alliance.

a (from , peace, and , indicating), indi-

cating peace, indicating a junction or alliance.

f , a. (from , junction, and c53 , a cause), caus

ed by or arising from union or junction, caused by or

arising from peace or alliance ; ad. from or because of

union orjunction, from or because of peace or alliance.

AI, a. (from ♬” , prep. and It, to hold), proper to be aim

ed at or made a scope,

, s. (from ¤f◄, a juncɩion), the twilight, both ofthe

morning and evening, the close of a yoga and the com-

mencement ofthe next, a period of time, viz. the mora-

ing, mid-day, or afternoon, religious ceremonies to be

performed in the forenoon, the afternoon, or at mid-day,

meditation.

uta. , s. (from 1 , evening, and ēta, time), the even

ing, the twilight.

at , a. (from tat , the evening), belongingto or

connected with the evening or twilight.

, a. (from ♬², prep. and 75, to bind), girt with armour,

armed, accoutred, provided with weapons for the de-

struction ofothers, wearingamulets..

, . (from 7 , prep. and 4, to discend) , a compress-

ing, a pressing downward.

ਸਧਰਾਂ, . from , prep. and a , to descend), pressing

downwards.

aate, s. (from ", prep, and 35, to bid), the binding on of

armor, the taking of armor.

A s. (from 7º, prep. fa, prep, and za, to draw) , attrac

tion, a drawing near, a drawing together, the attracti

on of cohesion..

a . from ' , prep. fa, prep. and za, to draw), at-

tracted, drawn near, drawn together.

# 387, s. (from , prep. fa, prep. and 1, to hold), vicinis

ty, nearness, proximity.
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·Яſaſt, s. (from Ħ , prep. íï, prep. and ! , to hold), vicinity,

nearness, proximity,

#feftat, a. (from at, vicinity, and af , being), near,

proximate.

aff , a. (from , vicinity, and 1 , to stand), situat-

ed or being in the vicinity, near, neighbouring.

fat , a. (from fat, vicinity, and f , staying),

staying or continuing in the neighbourhood, staying

Dear.

aff , a. (from fast, ricinity, and f , situated), si-

tuated or being in the neighbourhood, situated or be-

ing near, near.

af , s. (from , prep. f prep. and , to move), a

morbid state of the humours, an inflammatory affecti-

on of the face or other parts occasioned by bathing in

recently fallen rain water.

সন্নিপাতজনক, a . ( from সন্নিপান্ত, a morbid state, and জনক, pro-

ducing, producing a morbid state of the body.

সন্নিপাতকরণক , a. ( from সন্নিপাত, a morbid state, and করন,

means), effected by means of a morbid state of the hu

mors ; ad. by means of a morbid state of the humors.

fats , a. (from fЯ3, a morbid state, and 17, to kill),

correcting or curing a morbid state of the humors.

1391357), a. (from faxt³, a morbid state, and x , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a morbid state

of the humors,

te , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), for a morbid state

ofthe humors.

সরিপাতদ্বারা, ad. (from সন্নিপাত্ত, a morbid state, and দ্বার , a

door), by or through a morbid state of the humors .

tatt, s. (from fats, a morbid state, and tt, de-

struction), the correction or cure of a morbid state of

the humors .

ata , a . (from aft , a morbid state, and at ,

destroying , correcting or curing a morbid state of the

humors.

সন্নিপাতনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from সন্নিপাত, a morbid state , and নিৰ্ত্তক,

causing to cease), curing a morbid state of the humors .

সন্নিপাতনিবারক, a . (from সন্নিপাত, a morbid state, and নিবারক ,

preventing , preventing or resisting a morbid state of

the humors.

সন্নিপাতসিবারন , s. ( from সন্নিপাত্ত, a morbid state , and নিবারণ ,

a preventing) , the preventing or resisting of a morbid

state ofthe humors.

অৱিপাতনিবৃত্তি, . (from সন্নিপাত , a morbid state, and নিবৃত্তি ,

cessation), the cessation or prevention of a morbid state

of the humors.

"

FE

সন্নিপাতনিতিক , a. (from সরিপাত, a morbid state, and নিমিষ,

a cause) , caused by or arising from a morbid state of

the humors ; ad. from or because of a morbid state of

the humors.

fatзfafa , ad, (from ts, a morbid state, and fafes,

a cause), for a morbid state of the humors.

ts , a. (from , a morbid state, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from a morbid state of

the humors ; ad. from or because of a morbid state of

the humors.

fantsfast , s. (from 3, a morbid state, and faæta, a

3, a morbid state, and fax ,

change), a change to a morbid state ofthe humors.

fatefcat, ad. (from

without , without or beside a morbid state of the hu-

mors.

aarufsfa , d. (from 13, a morbid state, and s

fa , excepted), a morbid state of the humors excepted.

, s . (from fatts, a morbid state, and afs

(XF, an exception), the exception ofa morbid state ofthe

humors.

সরিপা ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সন্নিপাতৰাতিয়েক), with the

exception ofa morbid state of the humors, without or

beside a morbid state of the humors.

seò
fattofsa , a. (from faЯ3, a morbid state, and fou,

parate), separate or distinct from a morbid state ofthe

humors ; ad. beside a morbid state of the humors .

a. (from ts, a morbid state, and , a

root), originating from a morbid state of the humors.

3 , a. (from 3, a morbid state, and a

cause), caused by or arising from a morbid state of the

humors ; ad . from or because of a morbid state of the

humors.

c , s. (from prep. f , prep. and fat, to enter), a

plain or open space within or near a city where peo-

ple go for the purpose of exercise or diversion, a vici-

nity, a neighbourhood.

, a. (from , prep. and fa, prep. and , tojoin), ap-

pointed to a work or office.

#facgia, s. (from ♬ª , prep. fª, prep. and T , to obstruct),

a binding, a confining.

ffs, a . (from , prep. f , prep. and , to hold), near,

proximate.

Al347, 8. (from ≈ , prep. and ‹ ¤, to approach), a conniv-

ing, a converging.

AlakaŠ{I, s. (from ¶ , connivent, and st , a fold), in´

anatomy the name of certain loose circular folds in the

small intestines, (valvulæ conniventes.)
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નઇ.

aata, s. (from ♬ˆ , prep. fĩ, prep. and , to be), religious

mendicant ; a. renouncing the world.

সন্ন্য। সৰ্ম্ম,s. ( from সন্ন্যাস, a religious medicant , and ধৰ্ম্ম, du-

ty), the duties ofa religious mendicant, the renunciation

of the world, monkery.

, s. (from , religious mendicity), a religious

mendicant, a person who has renounced the world .

, s. (from , a mat), a floor mat , a mat used to sit or

lie on.

, a. (from , like, and , a side), belonging to the

same side or party ; also (from 5, with, and **, a

wing), winged.

, a . (from 5, with , and 7, the eye lashes), fringed

or bordered with soft parallel hairs, ciliated.

, s. (from ¤, like, and f , a husband), a co-wife or

one married to the same husband with another wife,

viz. the different wives of the same man are the f of

each other.

, s. (from , a co-wife, and , a son ) , the son

of a co-wife.

fat , a. (from E, with, and fats, attendants), con-

nected with or attended by a family or attendants.

1, s. (from the nominal root , worship), worship,

reverence.

, a. (from , with, and , a joint), jointed . In bo-

tany the name is applied to a jointed stalk, (culmus ar-

ticulatus.)

te, s. (from E, equal, and fe, the funeral cake), a kins-

man connected by a right to offer the funeral cake to

either or all the manes of father, grandfather and great

grandfather with their wives respectively.

, s. (from fe, a relation , and ad, a making ,

the investing of a person with the rights of relation-

ship as connected with offering the funeral cake .

FRNE, a. (from , with, and Я , a son), connected with

or attended by a son, having a son.

Ħ❀, a . (from ¤ , to assemble), seven.

, s. (from 7, seven), a series or total of seven, a wo-

man's girdle ; a. the seventh.

AS£d, a. (from 57, seven, and S4, a quality), seven-fold .

fxt, a. (from fe, forty-seven), the forty-

seventh.

ife, a. (from , seven, and safe, forty), for-

ty-seven.

#CBT¡fÃ•× 3 , a. (from 85tfs….te, forty-seven), the forty-

seventh.

, s. (from 8 , seven), seventy.

18.

, a. (from , thirty-seven), the thirty-se

venth.

fe, a. (from 8 , seven, and fate, thirty), thirty-

seven.

venth.

, a. (from , thirty-seven), the thirty-se

¤¤¤, a. (from ¤s , seren, and ™ , ten), seventeen, the se

venteenth.

Яt, ad. (from 7, seven), of seven sorts or kinds.

st , s. (from 8 , seven, and 3, an element), the se

venconstituent parts ofthe body, viz. chyle, blood, flesh,

fat, marrow, bone, and semen.

ven.

, a. (from

, a. (from

te, fifty-seven), the fifty-seventh

8 , seven, and tte, fifty), fifty-se

† , a . (from te, fifty-seven), the fifty-se-

venth,

aganistan, s. (from 7, seven steps , and sta, a going),

a ceremony observed after marriage, when the bride is

taken to her husband's house ; it consists in the bride

walking seven steps which are previously marked with

white chalk or paint on the floor, in which act the

bridegroom follows her.

a8ªd, s. (from #87, seven, and tá, a leaf), the name of a

species of tree, ' Alstonia scholaris .)

asqæt?, 8. (from As , seven, and gæta, a kind), seven kinds

or sorts ; a. consisting of seven sorts.

1 , s . (from 7, seven , and ☎ta, a time ), seven times

repeated ; s . seven days, a week.

, a . (from

venth.

ffs, twenty- seven), the twenty-se-

fs, a. (from 8 , seven , and ffs, twenty) , twen

ty-seven.

8ff330, a. (from #8[ *[³, twenty-seven), the twen-

tv-seventh.

fit, s. (from 7, seven, and fat, a sort), seven sorts or

kinds; s. consisting ofseven sorts or kinds.

1873, s . (from 87, seven, and JF, red , the seven external

red parts ofthe body, viz. the palms of the hands, the

soles ofthe foot, the corners ofthe eyes, and the lips.

#g¿tf*x1, s. (from 87, seven, and atft, a term in propor.

tion), the rule of proportion with seven terms.

, s. (from 87, seven, and af , a sage) , the constella-

tion ursa major, the seven stars of which are supposed

to be the seven divine sages in a deified state, viz. Mu

reechi, Utri, Ungitus, Poolustya, Pooluba, Krutoo, and

Vushishtha.
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সব

atai, s. (from 8 , seven), the name of the large double

Indian Jasamine, (Jasminum Zambac.)

* , s. (from $ 7, seven , and

E, s. (from 8 , seven, and

week.

a, a sile) , a heptagon.

, a day, seven days, a

fs , a (from , with, and f , an obstacle) , attend-

ed with an intervening obstacle .

afss, a. (from R5, with, and f351, a new idea), possess-

ing ready wit or understanding, ready, shrewd.

ĦOFF1, a . (from A , with, and 85, a master), having a hus-

band or lord.

t™ , a. (from ¤, with, and ga, evidence), attended or

accompanied with proof or evidence .

tata, a, (from , with, and fat , ajudge), at-

tended by or connected with a judge.

an imitative sound used to express that of repeated

strokes with a whip or cane, also the sound which some

persons make in eating.

FTI, 8. (from zi~, ajourney), a journey, a voyage.

~, traveling provision , and at , a

Psidium pyriferum )

festa, s (from

mingo), a guava ,

=WJXNZ), 8. (from
Яm , travelling provision, and ași , a

gourd) , the name of a species of gourd , (Cucurbita Me-

lopepo )

TH, a. (from with, and T , fruit), efficacious, effec-

tual, attended with fruits or consequences, advantage-

ous.

ST. s. (from W , a hoof) , the name of a species of tree in-

digenous in the north east border of Bengal (Myrica in-

tegrifolia. )

Fd, ɑ . (from , with, and , foum), attended with

foam or froth , feaming.

wa, s (from JaẲ-, white), white .

agenda, s. (from ~ , white, and Jo , globe

amaranth), the white variety ofglobe amaranthus , (Gom-

phrena globosa, var, alba. )

u , s. (from
~, white, and ³ , a kind ofpot herb),

the name of a species of climbing plant used by the na-

tives of India as a pot herb, (Basella alba.)

Ħʊng), s. (from 6♪ white), white paint, white lead.

gas (from žiž , a peach) , a peach .

, a. (from f, all) , all .

***, a. (from 3* , with, and a family), attended by

or connected with a race or family.

, s. (from 2 to turn,, a cause), a turn in af-

fairs , a cause, a reason.

ĦI, 8, (from Ja , patience , patience.

i , a. from , equal, and as, a class) , belonging to the

951.

same class in society, homogeneous, having the same

colour, coloured. Iu botany a coloured leaf, (folium co-

loratum.)

, a. (from , with, and , strength), strong, power-

ful , energetic .

natt, a. (from , all, and , lascivious), lustful, las

civious, devoted to lewdness.

ATH, a. (from F , with, and T , cloth), clothed, connect-

ed with cloth or clothing.

, a. (from 5, with , and ta , cloth , clothed, connect-

ed with cloth or clothing.

, a . (from 5, with, and fart , science), scientific,

learned.

9, a. (from 5, with, and fax, humility), humble, at-

tended with humility.

1. (from , with, and f , a dot ), marked with spots

or small glands. I Botany this word is applied to a

glandulous leaf, (folium glandulosum.)

সবুর, s. ( from

•

, patience), patience.

, s . (from , patience), patience.

a. (from , green) , green, fresh.

t , a. (from , green, andJJ , red), the name of a

beautiful small bird of the finch kiud , ( Fringilla Aman-

dava, Bengalus fuscus, Brisson .)

*, a. (from 55, with, and f◄ , interest) , reckoned with

interest,

<
aqfazza:a@zatú, a. (from , the amount ofprinci-

pal and interest,, a removing, and a , an ob-

jec ) , having for its object the discharge or paying off

of principal and interest.

,

(from , with, and the foot stilk of a lefo

petiolated.

ATI, a . (from J , green , green ; s a green colour.

, s. (from green , an edible plant, a pot herb.

, a. (from to throwe) , left , in opposition to right ; s. the

left hand.

Яt, a. (from 7 , the left hand, and at to be joined),

using the left hand equally well with the right ; s. one

of the names of Urjsont who could discharge his bow

as well with the left hand as the right.

AT'Bi, a . (from , with and i , a brahman), attended

or accompanied by a brahmun.

AST, a. from AZ, with, and ST, fear , fearful, timid .

==Ź s1, a. (from , wth, and ½, a husbani ), having a

husband.

531, s (from 5, with, and 31 , to shine), a com pany , an as-

sembly, a session, a meeting, a royal court, the sitting of

the king in council.

Uuuuuuu
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ts , a. (from

1.

1 , an assembly, and ts3 , come, or st³,

gone), come to an assembly, gone to an assembly.

stafs, s. (from 51 , an assembly, and f , a lord), the

president or chairman of an assembly, a moderator.

staɑ. (from 31 , an assembly, and a , to go), having

a right to a place in an assembly, belonging to an as-

sembly.

sta , a. (from ₹51, an assembly, and ™ , to move), having

a right to a place in an assembly, belonging to an as-

sembly.

, a. (from 1 , an assembly, and , to stand), having

a place in an assembly or meeting.

tata , a. (from 51 , an assembly, and af , staying),

continuing in an assembly.

553, a. (from 51 , an assembly, and 3, situated), si-

tuated in an assembly.

5 , a. (from 51, an assembly), social, polite, fit for an

assembly.

ĦĦsk, a. (from 5 , with, and 5 , afrown), frowning, con-

nected with contortions ofthe brows, unnaturally bend-

ing the brows.

even.

, a. (from , to be mixed , like, similar, same, equal,

In botany the term is applied to leaves which

grow opposite to each other, (folia opposita ;) all, whole.

entire , full, complete, good , virtuous , proportional ; s .

a fourth proportional to the two perpendiculars and the

other link or segment of a trapezium.

Ħaxá, s. (from ¤, equal, and xá, a diagonal), an equi-di-

agonal tetragon,

catafafs, s. (from , whole, t , a receptacle, and

fafs, a measure), in mathematics the superficial con-

tent.

, ad. (from ° , prep and f , the eye), before, in pre-

sence of, in sight ; a. near, evident, visible.

, . (from , evident, and f , a seeing , the

seeing of a thing with a person's own eyes.

HG, a . (from ≈ , equal, and 43, an excavation) , an ex-

cavation which will contain a solid with regular sides.

SISUF, ɑ. (from ¬ , same, and s , a scent), a compound-

ed perfume.

Fas, a. (from A , whole, and st , to take , all , entire, whole,

complete, full.

I a. (from , equal, and 3 , four corners), an

equilateral quadrangle, a square.

, s. (f.om , equal, and s, four siles) , a

square.

, a. (from , equal, and 5 , a denominater), hav-

ing like denominators.

সফ

, s. (from A , equal, and , to be produced), an assem

bly or multitude of fools or blockheads, a multitude of

beasts.

A , s. (from A , whole, and , to know), fame, reputa.

tion.

Hi, s. (from , prep. and , to go), a society, an as-

sembly, a meeting, an association , fame, celebrity.

, s. (from , prep. and , to know), knowledge, com

prehen sion.

, s. (from , prep. and , true). propriety, fit-

ness , accuracy, truth ; a. proper, right, earnest, accu

rate, virtuous, good, experienced , exercised .

A131, s. (from ¤, equal), equality, similarity, sameness,

completeness, goodness, equilibrium.

, a. (from , equal, and fas , three sides), a te

tragon with three equal sides, an equilateral triangle.

, s. (from , equal , equality, similarity, sameness,

completeness , goodness , an equilibrium.

, s. (from , equal, and twelve angles),

a dodecahedron.

nafasis , a. (from , equal, and fa , equal pairs of

sides) , a rhomboid having equal pairs of sides. In ana-

tomy the name of a bone (trapezoides. )

as , a. (from , equal, and f , equal sides), equi'a

teral ; s. a rhomboid having two equal sides. In anato-

my the name of a bɔne (trapezium ,)

a:8†¾, s . (from ¤¤, equal, and ¾tó̟, an element) , health,

an equilibrium of the elementary parts of the body.

Aªftæ, a. (from 7º , prep. and ofЯ , more), excessive, ex-

ceeding.

FL , s. (from º, prep, and ¤ , an end), a limit, a boun

dary.

3 , ad. (from az , a limit) , all around, all about, on

every side, wholly, altogether.

at , ad. (from , a limit ), all around, on every side.

FATI, s. (from ° , prep. ½ prep. and , to go) , a connec■

tion with or following as a consequence, the receiving

of a person into his former rank of society after he has

made atonement for his fault.

≈≈f73, a. (from 7º, prep. 7, prep, and , to go), possess•

ed of, endued with, effected by.

ts, a. (from , equal, and ta, a sort) , homogens.

ous.

≈aty, s. (from A , preș. , prep. and ₹, to go), a multi.

tude, an assemblage, a collection or aggregate, the junc

tion of two parts of a vessel or other thing, the union

or connection of qualities or attributes in a subject,
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ནས་

connec-

the connection or comprehension of species in a genus ,

the material of which a thing is made.

Gaztanga, s. (from aty, a collection, and ya,

tion) , the connection or relation of qualities with the

subject, or of the species withthe genus.

জয়বায়িকারণ , ও. (from সমায়িন, comprizing, and কারণ , a

cause), the material cause or material of which a thing

is made,

ats , a (from , prep. , prep. and , to go , mixing,

assembling, collecting under one head, comprizing.

SAT , a . (from º , prep. , prep . and ₹, to go ) , mixed ,

assembled, collected under one head, comprized in one

genus, blended.

, s. (from , means, and , depth), an equal or

mean depth.

5479, a. (from ♬ , equal, and ajuato, sensible), sympa-

thetic , equally sensible, I anatomy the fourth pair of

nerves (patheticus.)

atta. (from
us , pathetic, and 8 , in-

word), in anatomy the internal or great sympathetic

nerve,

Ħasti, s. (from ¤, equal, and sta, a state), equality, simi-

larity, sameness, equilibrium, completeness , goodness .

wafsæteta, s . (from 5ª , prep. &fs, prep. f³, prep. ₪1, prep.

and , to take), a society, the company of a person,

association , a being with.

fsut , a. (from , prep. as , prep fa, prep. i, prep.

and , to take), attended by, accompanied by.

, . (from , equal, and f , land , level ground, a

plain.

zaain, a. (from a, equal, and яítat, honour) , possess-

ing or claiming equal honours, near, proximate, bound-

ed, limited.

saata, a. (from 5ª, equal, and äta, a measure), having the

same dimension or measure.

afafs, s . (from , equal, and fif³, a measure) , a mean

measure , an equal measure .

Fay, 8. (from 5%, prep. and ₹, to go), time, a season or fit

time, leisure , an opportunity, an oath, an affirmation on

oath, an established religious custom , a demonstrated

conclusion , an engagement or appointment, a sign, a

hint, an indication .

Harg4f83, a, (from д, time , and 883, proper), proper for

the time or season.

, s . (from , prep. and , to go) , war, battle, a con-

Alict.

Ħnasak, s. (from 3, war, and 3%, a wave) , a sharp con-

flict, a mixing in fight like waves following each other.

**

, . (from , war, and f beloved , fond of war,

warlike.

3
s. (from , equal, and 1 rope), an equal ormean

string or measuring rope , an equal or mean measure or

depth.

, a. (from , equal, and 3 , straight) , parallell .

f, a. (from ^ , prep. and a , to desire), able, strong,

powerful, capable, adequate to, fit, proper, connected

in sense or object.

¬¤☎, a. (from ♬ , prep. and &, to move), delivering overto

another, committing to another.

"

, s. (from , prep. and to move) , the delivering over

ofa thing to another, the committing of a thing to the

care of another.

সর্ণকারক, a. (from সমর্পণ , a delivering over, and কারক, do-

ing), delivering over or committing to another ; s. a per-

son who delivers over or commits to another.

সমর্পণকারী , a. ( from সম , a delivering over , and কারিন, doe

ing), delivering over or committing to another.

1, a. (from , a delivering over, and GAI, pro-

dueible), producible by or arising from delivering over

or committing to another.

সমৰ্পণজন্যে, ad. (loc. cise of সমর্পণজন্য) , for the delivering over

or committing to another.

সমর্পণনিমিত্তক , a. (from সমৰ্পণ , a delivering over , and নিমিত্ত ,

a cause), caused by or arising from delivering over or

committing to another ; ad, from or because of deliver-

ing over or committing to another.

fffs, ad. (from , a delivering over, and fifa , a

cause), for delivering over or committing to another.

, a. (from , a delivering over, and , before),

preceded by or arising from delivering over or commit

ting to another; ad. by or through the delivering over

or committing to another.

*IF, a . (from , a delivering over, and F,

caused by), caused by or arising from delivering over or

committing to another ; ad. from or because of deliver-

ing over or committing to another.

f1 , ad. (from 4, a delivering over, and fat,

without), without or beside delivering over or commit-

ting to another,

সহপব্যতিরিক্ত, a. ( from সমর্পণ , a delivering over, and ব্যতি

fa , excepted), the delivering over or committing ofa

thing to another excepted.

Uuuuuuu

8. (from , a delivering over, and fata ,

an exc ption) , the exception of the delivering over or

committing of a thing to another.

2

sig , ad. (lo:, case of ft ), with the ex-
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1.

ception of delivering over or committing to a person ,

without or beside delivering over or committing to a

person.

Gaudísa, a . (from 1 , a delivering to, and fa, separ-

ale), separate or distinct from delivering over to a per-

son ; d. beside delivering over in charge.

, a. (from 4 , a delivering over, and cɛɛ, a

cause), caused by or arising from delivering over or

committing to another person ; ad. from or because of

delivering over or committing to another person.

ty, a . (from 7 , prep. and 2, to move), requiring to be

delivered over or committed to another.

5af371, a, (from , prep. and a, to go) , deliverable to

the custody or care of another.

fs, a. (from , prep. and , to go) , delivered over,

committed to.

Ħam, 2.(from *T, with, and a , filth), filthy, sordid, squa-

lid , dirty.

, a. (from , equal, and a , a perpendicular), having

equal perpendiculars.

fit, a . (fiom , equal, and ft the head), equal in

heighth; s. a coryn bor flower spike the partial flower

stalks of which are graduallylonger as they stand lower

on the common stalk, co that all the flowers are nearly

on a level.

. , s. (from , equal, and et , subtraction), equal

sub raction. In algebra, transposition with a preparati-

on ofthe equation.

ña (from , equal, and a , straight), parallel.

1, s. (fram , rep. and , to throw) , a part of a

stanza given to be filled up as a trial of skill.

523, a. (from F , prep. and , to throw), compounded,

thrown together, all, whole, entire, complete, abridged ;

s. a whole, an aggregate.

1, s. (from A¤, equal), a year.

t =4151, s. (from 1, ayear repeated), a cow which pro-

duces a calf every year.

a% , a . (from ² , prep. and at , distressed), distress-

ed, agitated in mind, mouldering or falling into ruin.

* ts , a. (from , prep. 1, prep. and st , to go) , come

together, assembled .

atsta, s. (from 5 , prep. , prep. and sta, to move), a com-

ing together, a meeting, the assembling of persons, a

concourse.

aista, s. (from 7ª , prep. i , prep. and τg, to move), a re-

port, news, intelligence, information .

, s. (from , alike, and , to go), an assembly, a

B.ecting, a congregation, a public society, an associati

mai.

on, a multitude, a society formed for literary or bene

volent purposes.

ĦItKH, d. (irom Яata, a socily, and 1 , to stand), belong.

ing to or included as the member of a society.

ata . . (hom , a society, and tf , staying),

continuing to be a member of a society.

ats , a. (from at , a society, and (43, siturted), con-

nected or standing in relationship with a society.

Ħatag, s. (from ° , prep. and tña, respect), respect, ve-

neration, esteem.

Ħatkzē?dē, n. (from ¬¬†¤ , respect, and 774, means) , effect-

ed by means of honour or respect ; ad. by means of ho.

nour or respect.

aategate, a. (from at , respect, and at , doing), ho

nouring, shewing respect, venerating.

aatat , a. (from at , respect, and tf , doing) , shew.

ing honour or respect, venerating.

Ħotaggaz, a. (from at , respect, and , producing',

producing honour or respect.

at , a. (from at , respect, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from honour or respect.

atas, ad. (loc. case ofn . 1 , for honour, for res

pect, for veneration.

aatkasta, a. (from , prep. l , prep. and 4, to honour),

honourable, respectable, venerable.

mangat , ad. (from sata, honour, and at?, a deer , by

or through honour or respect.

taff , a. (from 3 , honour, and fa , a cause),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from or

because of honour or respect.

ataaffats, ad. (from at , honour, and fa , a cause',

for honour, for respect , or veneration.

th , a. (from ty, honour, and in , preced

ing), preceded by or accompanied with honour or res

pect.

t , a (from at , honour, and before), pre-

ceded by or arising from honour or respect; al. by or

through honour or respect.

সমাদরপ্রযুক্ত,, a. (from tax, honour, and , ccused by),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from

or because of honour or respect.

, ad. (from , honour, and fit, without),

without or beside honour or respect.

gaff , a. (from 13, honour, and 21f3fs , except

ed), honour or respect excepted.

সমাদরব্যতিরেক, s. (from সমাদর, honour, and বাড়িরেঙ্ক, an ex-

ception), the exception ofhonour or respect,

Ħata,wfsigte, ad. (b , caseƒg , with the ex
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1.

ception ofhonour or respect, without or beside honour

or respect.

thefsa, a. (from , respect, and fa, separate) , se-

parate or distinct from honour or respect ; ad, beside

honour or respect.

sata?læg , a. (from at , respect, and c , a cause ,

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from

or because ofhonour or respect.

3. (from 5º , prep. 1, prep, and , to honour), ho-

noured, respected, venerated.

ata1, s . (from , prep. i , prep. and 1 , to hold) , the re-

conciling or settling of dillerences, the settling of an af

fair.

tata, s. (from , prep. 1 , prep. and ' , 'o hold , the ab-

straction of the mind from external objects and fixing

it on God alone, the reconciling or settling of a differ-

ence, the settling of an affair,

, s . (from Я , prep. 1 , prep . and 1 , to have), deep

meditation, the withdrawing of the mind from external

objects and fixing it entirely on God, silence , the set-

tling of an affair, the reconciling of differe: ces, exertion

and perseverance in extren e oifficulties, a promise, an

engagement, a burial, a grave.

11, s. (from Яats , the bringing an affair to a con-

clusion, and z , a doer) , a person who settles affairs

or reconciles differences, a person engaged in profound

meditation.

ata, a. (from , like, and , to live) , equal , alike, si-

milar, same, uniform, level s . one ofthe vital airs said

by Hindco physicians to occupy the region of the navel

and assist digestion.

Ħat731 , s. (from A14, like), equality, similarity, uniformi-

ty, levelness.

Ħata , s. (from at , like), equality, similarity, uniformi-

ty, levelness.

taal, s. (from wataaaé, general relation), the gene-

ral relation of things to one another.

Sataifaæad, 8. (from zata, equal, and afted , a rec pla-

cle), a place or circumstance which equally includes dif.

ferent things, a predicament or condition in which se

veral persons or things are equally included .

Яatrātā , s. (from ≈≈17, equil, and 874, water ) , a relation

connected by right to make offerings of water to the

manes and ranking next to the supind s.

, a.fiom , prep. and at , to obtain), finishin ,

concluding.

natdafool, s . (from ¬æt☎ finishing, and ( 91, work),

finishing stroke or act of any work.

the

Er.

t , s . (from " , prep. and wt , to obtain), the finishing

or concluding of a work.

Setracotar, o . (from tЯ , a finishing, and cuts , wor-

thy , worthy of being finished or completed.

satte, a . (from Я , a finishing, and 5, fit , fit to

be finished , worthy of being completed .

u.

zataifa, a. (kom , prep. and , to obtain) , requiring

to be finished or concluded.

zatafysa , a. (from ' , prep. and t , to obtain ), capable

of or requiring to be finished or completed.

el.

3, a . (from , prep, and at , to obtain), finished, end-

ats, a. (from ™ª, prep, and i , to obtain) , finished , com-

pleated, concluded,

af , s. (from , prep. and at , to obtain), a finishing,

a conclusion , completion ;

fate, a. (from , a finishing, and tax, doing),

fin shing, bringing to a conclusion ; s . a finisher.

ts , a. (from Ħat , a finishing, and tf.7, doing),

finishing, bringing to a close,

atfs , a. (from f , afinishing, and 1 , producible),

producible by or arising from finishing or bringing to a

conclusion.

fe , ad. (loc. case of tar , for finishing, for

bringing to a close.

aatftiazý´s, a. (from at , afinishing, and f̂ ÍF, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stopto finishing, preventing the

finishing of a work.

hatishatay, a. (from atft, a fin'shing, and fatæ, pre-

venting , preventing or resisting the finishing ofa thing.

Ħarfsfaated, s. (from ¤ † , afinishing, and farted, a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of the finishing of

a ih ng.

thefiaf³ , s. (from Я , a finishing, and faaf , cessiti

on , the cessation or prevention of the finishing of a

thing.

fas , a. (from at , a finishing, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from finishing ; ad. from or

because of finishing.

office, ad. (from atfs, a finishing, and fifa , a

cause), for the finishing of a thing, for bringing to a

close.

***, a. (from , « finishing, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from finishing or bringing to a close ;

ad by or through finishing or bringing to a close.

, a. ( from 1 , a fin shing, and f ,

opposing), opposing or obstructing the finishing of a

thing.
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21.

ma , a. (from at , a finish, and , cause I by,

caused by or arising from finishing or bringing to a

close ; ad. from or because of finishing or bringing to

a close.

affant, ad. (from tf , a finish, and fat , without), with

out or beside a finish.

সমাপ্তিব্যতিরিক্ত, a . ( from সমাপ্তি, a finish, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), a finish or conclusion excepted.

সমাধিৰাতিয়েক, s. (from সমাপ্তি, a finish, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of a finish or conclusion .

natsuferate, ad. loc. case of atfeuforge), with the ex-

ception of a finish or conclusion, without or beside a

finish or conclusion .

fatto, s. (from af , a finish, and zitats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to the finishing of a work.

tate, a. (from tf , a finish, and tats , ob

structing), operating as an obstacle to the finishing of

a work.

atlefsa, a. (from atfs, a finishing, and fa, separate),

separate or distinct from a finishing or completion.

Ħatftaab, a. (from atf , a finish, and T , a root) , origi.

nating in the finishing or closing of an affair.

ats , a. (from , a finish, and c , a cruse), caus-

ed by or arising from finishing or bringing to a close ;

ad. from or because of a finishing or bringing to a

close.

, a. (from 5 , prep. and at , to obtain), requiring to

be finished or concluded .

Ħatada, s. (from Ħ , prep. 1 , prep. and ze, to be), a pu-

pil's leaving his teacher's house and returning home af-

ter his studies are completed.

Hatfi¥, a. (from , prep. 1 , prep. and f , to enter), en-

tered , engrossed by, engaged by.

Hate , s. (from , prep. 1 , prep. and f , to enter), en-

trance, penetration, a being absorbed in contemplation

or in any engagement.

, s. (from , prep. and , to throw), a compound

term or word, the composition of words, the formation

of compound terms, aggregation, a compound state,

composition.

Ħatasta , s. (from ta, composition , and start , a con-

triving), composition by the sum of the products,

লাসাধ্যাহার , ৪. (from atn, a compound, and অধ্যাহার , the

supplying of an omitted word), the supplying one of

the terms of a compound word, the supplying of an el-

lipsis.

144

string of words which form a compound by leaving out

the conjunctive particle, an artificial arrangement of the

letters ofthe alphabet so that any two being expressed

the intermediate ones are included.

zatf₹3, a . (from 5 , prep. , prep. and 21, to hire`, have

the senses brought under restraint, engaged in medita.

tion, reconciled or settled.

, s. (from , prep. , prep, and , to ulter souni),

a match, the fighting of animals, as cocks, &c. for sport,

a calling, a challenging or calling out, a battle, a conflict,

f31, s. (from , prep. and , to go), wheaten flour.

fa , s . (from " , prep. and 4, to burn) , fuel, wood or any

other substance used as fuel, sacrificial fuel.

, s. (from , equal, and 4 , a doing), an equalis.

ing, a levelling, a making even, the reducing of things

to the same term or denomination, the reducing of frac

tions to a common denominator,

KAìæta, s. (from Ħ , equal, and ☎, to do), an equalizing, a

levelling, a making even, the reducing of things to the

same denomination , the reduction of fractions to a com

mon denominator.

, a. (from , equal, and 3 , made), equalized, made

level or eyen.

1f1, 8. (from A , equal, and first , an action), an equa.

lizing a levelling, a making even, the reducing of things

to the same denomination, the reduction of fractions to

a common denominator.

, s. (from , prep. and to see) , the Sankhya sys

tem of philosophy, nature, crude matter, understanding,

intellect, sight, a survey, inspection, supervision , super

intendence, investigation .

sasia, s. (from saj , true), truth, verity, reality ; a. true,

genuine, real , right, correct, accurate, proper.

, s . (from , prep. and , water) , vicinity, neigh

bourhood ; a. near, contiguous , proximate.

, a, (from , vicinity, and afóa, being), near,

neighbouring, contiguous, proximate.

Asqz, a . (from As †, vicinity, and $1 , to stand), near , neigh-

bouring, contiguous, proximate.

, a. (from a , vicinity , and tfs , staying) , con-

tinuing in the vicinity, neighbouring.

, a , (from , vicinity, and f3, situated), situat

ed in the vicinity, neighbouring.

Andis³, a. (from A4 , vicinity, and tște, come), approach.

ed , come near.

1

mala, s. (from › , prep. and , to go), wind, air.

Fateta, s. (from , prep. 1 , prep. and , to take), aggre a, s. (from ², prep. and g, to go), wind, air.

gation, a collection, an assemblage, the collection ofa , a . (from , with, and 4, the mouth , eloquent.
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fit.

সन.

, a. (from , prep. and sf53, proper), proper, right,

, a. (from , prep. 82, prep, and , to go), all , the

whole.

, a. (from " , prep. se, prep. and 3, to go), all, the

whole.

13, a. (from , prep. 8 , prep. t , prep, and to

take), elucidated or established by an example.

, s. (from ♬º , prep. 85 , water, and , to have), the

sea, the ocean ; also ; a . (from , with , and i, a seal ,

sealed, having a seal attached, stamped, ten million mil-

lions.

FARITA, s. (from A , the sea, and (™ , foam), cuttle fish

bone.

zagɩæd†aïzið, s. (from Ħatı, named cuttle fish, and

fa , living), a cuttle fish, (Sæpia of various species.)

STY?*t☎, 8. (from , the sea, and ctt , grief) , the name

of a large climbing plant, (Lettsomia argentea. )

, a . (from , prep. 8 , prep. and 7 , to descend), ele-

vated, exalted .

FI , s. (from ♬, prep. se, prep. and , to descend),

elevation, exaltation.

8. (from 5º, prep. and 35, to judge), a multitude, an

assemblage ; a. congener.

F™ , a. (from Ħª , prep, and **, to grow), increased , grown

rich or powerful.

fa, s. (from º , prep . and *†, to grow), prosperity, in-

crease, greatness .

A&I, a. (from F , prep, and I, to move), come together, as-

sembled, collected , associated with.

, ɑ. (from , equal, and sЯatæ, helping),

equally helping, congener.

, a. (from wealth, and I, empty), destitute of

wealth or substance.

a . (from , prosperity, and 5 , producing),

producing wealth or prosperity.

Hagia3, 0. (from 5 , prosperity, and 3f73, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from wealth or prosperity.

, a. (from E , prosperity, and , producible , pro-

ducible by or arising from wealth or prosperity.

, ad. (loc. case of 1 ) , for wealth, for prosperity.

≈sæta☎, a . (from prosperity, and ata☎, doing), caus-

ing riches or prosperity.

= ²xt , a. (from . prosperity, and fa , doing), caus-

ing riches or prosperity.

, s . (from 5º , prep , and Я , to go), wealth, substance,

prosperity.

#[32 , ɑ . from 3, prosperity, and to do), making

rich, giving prosperity.

স .

, a. from 3 , prosperity, and ad, means), ef-

fected by means of wealth or prosperity ; ad. by means

ofwealth or prosperity.

fata , a. (from af , prosperity, and at , doing),

making rich, causing or producing prosperity.

afatat, a. (from af , prosperity, and if , doing),

making rich, causing or producing prosperity.

, a . (from , prosperity, and , producing),

making rich, producing prosperity.

affas, a. (from , prosperity, and 3, produced ,

produced by or arising from riches or prosperity.

, a. (from , prosperity, and , producible),

producible by or arising from riches or prosperity.

star, ad. (loc. case of ), for wealth or pros

perity.

131 , s. (from 3 , prosperity, and at , a giver), a

person who confers wealth or prosperity.

safonte, a. (from , prosperity, and at , giving),

conferring wealth or prosperity.

aftet , a. (from , prosperity, and at , giving),

conferring wealth or prosperity.

fstat, ad. (from 3 , prosperity, and t , a door), by

or through riches or prosperity.

f1 , s. (from af , prosperity, and at , destruction),

the loss of wealth or prosperity, the ruin of prosperi-

ty.

att , a. from f , prosperity, and at , destructive),

destructive to wealth or prosperity.

faff , ad. (from a , prosperity, and fafts, a cause),

for wealth or prosperity,

সম্পত্তিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from সম্পত্তি, prosperity , and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to wealth or pros

perity.

aft , a. (from a , prosperity, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from wealth or prosperity ; ad.

from or because of wealth or prosperity.

ufas, ɑ. (from , prosperity, and Tao, increasing),

increasing riches or prosperity.

, s. (from
, prosperity, and aã , an increas™

ing), the increasing of wealth or prosperity.

uff , ad. (from 3, prosperity, and fz71, without),

without or beside wealth or prosperity.

fofa , a . from 3, rosperity, and fe possessed

of) , possessed of wealth or prosperity, wealthy, pros

perous.

fi , a. (from a , prosperity, and fast , destitute),

destitute ofwealth or prosperity.

af , s. (from , prosperity, and , increase), the

increase of wealth or prosperity.
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wafcuffs, a . (from , prosperity, and uſofas, except-

ed), wealth or prosperity excepted.

safeussņē, s. (from , prosperity, and afsire, an

exception , the exception of wealth or prosperity.

ffset , ad. loc. case of fast ), with the excep-

tion of wealth or prosperity, without or beside wealth

or prosperity.

utats, s. (from , prosperity, and zitats, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to wealth or prosperity.

salutatɔæ, «. (from af³ , prosperity, and IA:36, ob-

strucing), operating as an obstacle to wealth or pros-

perity.

usa, a. (from afa , prosperity, and fa separate), se-

parate or distinct from riches or prosperity ; ad. beside

wealth or prosperity.

, . (from 3 , prosperity, and 1 , a root , origi-

nating in wealth or prosperity.

4 , a. (from , prosperity, and TF, joined), c › n-

nected with wealth or prosperity, wealthy, prosper-

ous.

aas, a. (from 3, prosperity, and 3, destitute),

destitute of wealth or prosperity.

nafexas, a. (from 5 , prosperity, and 1 , empty), desti.

tute of wealth or prosperity.

af , a. from afs, prosperity, and 13 , destitute), des-

titute of wealth or prosperity.

zafzugs, a. (from f³ , prosperity, and cry , a cause),

caused by or arising from wealth or prosperity ; ad, from

or because of wea'th or prosperity.

, a. (from , prosperity, and s, caused by ,

caused by or arising from wealth or prosperity ; ad.

from or because of wealth or prosperity.

_s. (from 5 , prep, and 5, to move), wealth, prospe-

rity.

131, s. from , prosperity, and at a giver), a per-

son who gives wealth or prosperity.

Ty , a. (from , prosperity, and t , giving), giv-

ing wealth or prosperity.

Thatst, a. (from 5 , prosperity, and atą, giving , giving

wealth or prosperity.

, . (from , prosperity, and 1 , des'itu'e) , desti-

tute of wealth or prosperity, poor, not prosperous,

MII , a. (from , prosperity, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from wealth or prosperity ; ad. from or

because ofwealth or prosperity.

**I*, c. (from , prosperity, and 7 , joined to), con-

nected with wealth or prosperity, wealthy, prosperous,

successful.

H.

as, a. (from , prosperity, andas, destitute), desa

titute of wealth or prosperity, poor, not prosperous.

* ,, (from a , prosperiy, and zs, increasing), in-

creasing wealth or prosperity.

autót, s. (from a prosperity, and 254, or increasing),

the increasing of wealth or prosperity.

, al. (from , prosperity, and far, without), with.

out or beside wealth or prosperity.

a. (from prosperi y, and fifty, pos essed

of), possessed ofwealth or prosperity, wealthy, prosper.

ous, successful.

4, a. (from 7 , prosperity, and fata , dest.tute), des-

titute of wealth or prosperity, poor, not prosperous,

ZITE, s. (from 5 , prosperity, and 2 , in reise), the in-

crease of wealth or prosperity.

, a. (from a prosperity, and 21.377, except-

el , wealth or prosperity excepted.

afe, s. (from , prosperity, and fata , an excep

ton,, the exception of wealth or prosperity.

J

, al. (loc. case of :), with the excep

tion of wealth or prosperity, without or beside wealth

or prosperity..

, a. (from º , prep. and 5, to move`, accomplished, ef-

fected , completed, obtained , enriched, prospered.

ga , s. (from , prosperity, and att, destruction), the .

destruction or loss of prosperity or wealth.

aar , a. (from 7, prosperity, and at , destructive),

destructive to wealth or prosperity, destructive to pros

perity.

a. (from , prosperity, and , a root), originat

ing in weath or prosperity.

, 8 , (from , prep, and , to be in contact), relation

ship, connection, a mixture , contact, union, affinity,

chemical affinity.

so, a . (from , relais , and Fd, moins), effect»

ed by means of a relation to or connection with ; 14.

by means of a relation to or connection with.

, a. (from , effinity, and . producibl ), pro.

ducible by or arising from affinity or relationship pro-

ducible by or arising from contact or admixture.

né515 , ad. (loc. case of as , for affinity or relation-

ship, for contact or admixture.

, ad. (from 5 affinity, and t' . a do`r) by or

through affinity or relationship, by or through contact

or admixture.

ff , a. (from , affinity, and fifes a raut ), pro-

duced by or arising from affinity or relationship pro

duced by or arising from contact or admixture ; ad.
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#
from or because of affinity or relationship, from or be-

cause of contact or a mixture.

affa , ad. (from , finity, and fa , a cause ) , for

affinity or relationship, for contact or admixture.

, ɑ . from , affinity, and 5, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from affinity or relationship , caused by

or arising from contact or admixture ; ad. from or be-

cause of affinity or relationship, from or because of

contact or admixture .

1. ad. (from , affinity, and 1, without), with-

out or beside affinity or relationship, without or beside

contact or admixture.

fa , a. (from a , affinity, and fofas, excepted ),

affinity or relationship excepted, contact or admixture

excepted.

, s. (from affinity, and af , an excep

tion), the exception of affinity or relationship, the ex-

ception ofcontact or admixture.

Févfsiṛis, ad. (loc. case of
ſt? ), with the excep-

tion of affinity or relationship, with the exception of

contact or admixture, without or beside affinity or re-

lationship without or beside contact or admixture.

a. (from , relation, and fea, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from relation to or connection with ; ad.

beside relation to or connection with.

gcs , a. (from , affinity, and 3, a cause) , caused

by or arising from affinity or relationship, caused by or

arising from contact or admixture ; ad. from or because

of affinity or relationship, from or because of contact

or admixture.

xt, a. (from , prep. and , to come in contact), re-

lating to, connecting, coming in contact with, mixing

with.

, a. (from , prep. and to be in contact ), liable

to come in relation or connection, connected with, mix-

ed with, blended with.

at , s. (from , prep. and , to go) , a spindle, the inter-

section ofthe prolonged side of a triangle by the per-

pendicular.

Яata , ɑ . (from , prep, and , to go), effecting , com-

pleting, accomplishing, prospering.

3, s. (from , prep. and to go), the effecting or

completing ofa thing, the accomplishing of a work, the

giving success or prosperity to an undertaking.

Sataōly, a. (írom , prep. and , to go) , procurable, ac-

complishable.

agtafg30, «. (from , prep. and , to more), procurable ,

accomplishable.

57.

, a. (from , prep. and t , to go), effected, com-

pleated, accomplished, made to succeed , prospered.

, a. (from , prep. and 4, to go), accomplishable.

, a. (from 5º , prep. and , to be full , full, complete,

perfect, whole, entire, finished ; s. a tune or strain in

which all the notes of the gamut are employed.

on.

, s . (from , full) , fullness, completeness, perfecti

1, s. (from , full), fullness, completeness, perfecti-

on.

A¤F, a. (from 7 , prep. and 5, to be in contact), related,

connected, mixed, joined, united, blended, inlaid, in

terspersed.

Agtai , à. (from , prep. and , to nourish), requiring to

be nourished or educated .

fs, ad. (from º, prep. and gfs, prep.), now, at present.'

ff , s . (from ♬ª , prep. *³, prep, and , to go), con

sent, agreement to what is said, assent, a confession.

53, a . (from . prep. ¶, prep, and 1 , to give) , given, be-

stowed, conferred , communicated, delivered by way of

tradition .

ata , s. (from , prep. and , to give), a person who

gives or bestows, a person who communicates traditi

ons or records to others.

Agata, s. (from ° , prep. I, prep, and 1, to give), a giving

or bestowing, a conferring, a communicating, the dative

case in grammar.

=qata??, a. (from , prep. , prep. and ¡¡ , to give), com-

municable, bestowable, fit to be handed down as tradi

tion.

Fanta, s . (from ™ , prep. , prep, and ■ , to give), traditi-

onal doctrine or that which has been handed down from

one teacher to another and is established as of receiv

ed authority.

ta , a . (from , tradition, and fa , proved),

proved or established by traditional doctrine or evi-

dence.

a . (from , prep. prep. and e , to be), engaged

in, commenced.

, s. (from , prep. and 2 , to bind) , connection, rela-

tion, the natural or essential connection of a property

or quality with a substance , the connection of an attri-

bute with its subject, the connection of the subject mat-

ter with a work, the connection of the meaning with

word, fitness , propriety ; a . fit , proper, right, connected,

adjunct, annexed, inherent.

ef.
ATAFIT, a. (from , connection , and 4, means,,

VVVVVVV
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34.

fected by means of connection or relation ; ad. by means

of connection or relation.

FG ), a. (fiom , connection and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from connection or relation .

), for connection or re-, ad. (loc. case of

lation.

nake , a. (from , connection, and fast , a cause),

caused by or arising from connection or relation ; ad.

from or because of connection or relation .

fafe, ad. (from , connection, and fifax, a cause),

for connection or relation

SIF, a. (from , connection, and
, caused by),

caused by or arising from connection or relation ; ad.

from or because of connection or relation .

fat, ad. (from , connection, and fat , without),

without or beside connection or relation,

afaf , a (from , connection, and fifa , possess-

ed of , possessed of or having connection or relation,

connected with, related to.

fata, a. (from , connection, and fat , destitule ,

destitute of connection or relation.

সম্বল্বব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সম্বন্ধ, connection, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,
except-

ed), connection or relation excepted .

সম্বন্ধগ্যতিরেক, s. ( from সম্বন্ধ, connection , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception) , the exception of connection or relation.

), with the excep-
fsize, ad. (loc. case of

tion of connection or relation, without or beside con-

nection or relation.

sausa, ɑ. (from , connection, and fa, separate) , se-

parate or distinct from connection or relation ; ad.be-

side connection or relation.

FITF, a. (from , connection, and F, joined), con-

nected with connection or relation , connected , relat-

ed .

fx³, a. (from , connection, and 73, destitute),

destitute of connection or relation.

, a. (from , connection, and tar, empty), des-

titute of connection or relation.

SkÑ , a. (from , connection, and , destitute), des-

titute of connection or relation.

, a. (from , connection, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from connection or relation ; ad.

from or because of connection or relation.

), ɑ. (from 5° , prep, and 4, to bind), connected with,

related to ; s. a wife's brother.

¶y, a. (from Я , connection), connected with, possess-

ed by, related to.

H¶T, v. a . (from A", prep. and 7, to skreen), to conceal, to

withdraw.

, & (from ", prep. and

a concealing.

22
to skreen), a withdrawing,

s. (from , to go), provender, provision for a journey,

travelling expences, water, spikenard .

সম্বলঙ্কার,I, s. (from eft , red arsenic, and t3, polash) , the

white oxyd of arsenic, arsenic.

, a. (from “ , prep. and atą, to impede), narrow, con-

tracted, impossible, crowded ; s. muscles which concur

in the same action, (congeneres.)

***, s. (fromJai~, spikenard), spikenard, (Valeriana Ja-

tamansa.)

A¶†87, s. (from Aª , prep. and ™ , to know), a call , in gram-

mar the vocative case.

g , s. (from , prep. and 5, to be) , production, probabi-

lity.

gtal, s. (from , prep. and 5. to be) , fitness, suitable

ness, adequacy, probability, possibility, worship, hon.

our, potentiality, the sense of the potential mode of a

verb. In rhetoric the use of a verb in the imperative or

potential mode.

agtatar, a. (from gta , possibility, and , produci

ble), producible by or arising from fitness or adequacy,

producible by or arising from possibility.

agtestacar, ad. (loc. case of staat¶ar), for fitness or ade-

quacy, for possibility.

agtantfafus , a. (from agii, possibility, and fifty, a

cause), caused by or arising from suitableness or ade-

quacy, caused by or arising from fitness or possibility;

ad. from or because of suitableness or adequacy, from

or because of fitness or possibility.

agtaatfafary, ad, (from agta , possibility, and fafas, a

cause), for suitableness, for fituess or adequacy, for pos

sibility.

taat , a. (from gtzat , possibility, and T , caused

by), caused by or arising from suitableness or adequa

cy, caused by or arising from fitness or possibility ; ad.

from or because of suitableness or adequacy, from or

because of fitness or possibility.

agtratfaat, od. (from agta1, possibility, and frñ1, without),

without or beside suitableness or adequacy, without or

beside fitness or possibility.

agtatas , a. (from gta , possibility, and affi ,

excepted , suitableness or adequacy excepted, fitues, or

possibility excepted ,

agtaatufscaæ, s. (from ¬gtaat, possibility, and vfolio, An

!
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exception) , the exception of suitableness or adequacy,

the exception of fitness or possibility.

gtaatfor? e, ad. ( c. case of agatofsig ), with the

exception of suitableness or adequacy, with the excep-

tion of fitness or possibility, without or beside suita-

bleness or adequacy, without or beside fitness or possi-

bility.

gtata, a . (from agtaat, possibility, and fʊa, separate),

separate or distinct from suitableness or adequacy , se-

parate or distinct from fitness or possibility, beside suit-

-ableness or adequacy, beside fitness or possibility.

gizatez , a. (from ga , possibility, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from suitableness or adequacy,

caused by or arising from fitness or possibility ; ad.

from or because of suitableness or adequacy, from or

because of fitness or possibility.

agitaty, a. (from5 , prep, and 5, to be), suitable, adequate,

fit, possible, adaptable.

gtxfps , a (from , prep and , to be), producible,

capable of being brought into existence .

#gtfT3, a (from 5 , prep and to be), suited to, adequate,

made fit, made possible, adapted to.

, . (from prep. and to be), suitable, adequate,

fit, adaptable, possible.

, a . (from 5 , prep. and to eat), enjoyed, partaken

of.

H³, a. (from º , prep. and §, to be) , born, produced , sprung

from .

, s. (from 7, collected, and t , a rising at

once), fellowship in trade or commerce, the carrying

of business with a common stock.

, a . (from

on

STE.

by means of honour or respect ; ad. by means of ho

nour or respect.

, a. (from
, honour, and t , doing), shewing

respect or reverence, paying honours.

, a . (from , honour, and atfa, doing), paying

honour, shewing respect or reverence.

, a. (from , honour, and , producing) , pro-

ducing honour or respect.

3, a. (from 4, honour, and fs, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from honour or respect.

, a. (from , honour, and 3 , producible), pro

ducible by or arising from honour or respect.

Agal , ad. (loc . case of 7), for honour, for respect,'

for reverence.

, ad. (from , honour, and ■tat, a door), by or

through honour or respect,

, s. (from , honour, and t , destruction), the

loss of honour or respect.

agat , a. (from , honour, and at , destructive),

destructive to honour or respect.

arfa , a. (from , honour, and fase, causing to

cease), putting a stop to honour or respect.

म fate , a. (from , honour, and faxta , preventing),

preventing or resisting honour or respect.

fat , s. (from 4, honour, and fata , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of honour or respect.

fa ,. (from , honour, and ffs, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of honour or respect.

Agafiifax☎, a. (from ¬Ã¤, honour, and fåf±³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from or

because of honour or respect.
a, fellowship in trade,

gafafers, ad. (from
aud ata, doing), exercising or carrying on business

in fellowship or with a common stock.
honour or respect.

a.

, honour, and ff , a cause), for

HEYĦANtat?, a. (from ,fellowship in trade , and , . (from , honour, and gfsane, obstruct-

fa , doing), carrying on business in fellowship or with

a joint stock.

igtst, s . (from , prep. and , to eat), enjoyment, pos-

session, copulation, a particular branch of the sentiment

of love.

gtst, a. (from , prep. and 3, to eat), enjoying, sensu-

al, cohabiting.

Fg4, s. (from 7º , prep. and 5 , to wander), honour, respect,

reverence, haste, hurry, flurry, confusion, haste or bur-

ry arising from fear orjoy, a whirling or turning round ,

error, ignorance.

, a . (from , honour, and 474, means), effected

ing), operating as an obstacle to honour or respect.

gas, a. (from ga, honour, and 105, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from or

because of honour or respect.

, a. (from , honour, and a, increasing), in-

creasing honour or respect.

, s. (from , honour, and a , an increasing), the

increasing of honour or respect.

graf , a . (from , honour, and fif , possessed of),

honourable, reverend, respectable.

syaftcia, a. (from , honour, and faì , destitute), des-

titute of honour or respect,

V vvvvvv 2
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f , s. (from

म.

, honour, and , increase), the in-

crease of honour or respect.

ff , a. (from ga, honour , and af , excepted),

honour or respect excepted .

gafaga, s. (from ga, honour , and fta , an excep-

tion), the exception of honour or respect.

Ggaufsze, ad. loc. case offsta ) , with the excep-

tion of honour or respect, without or beside honour or

respect.

, a. (from , honour, and fsa, separate) , separate

or distinct from honour or respect ; ad, beside honour

or respect.

HYTTF, a. (from , honour, and 5, joined), connected

with honour or respect, honourable , respectable.

atst , a (from , honour, and catst , worthy ), worthy

of honour or respect.

3, a. from , honour, and f , destitute), desti-

tute of honour or respect.

gar, a . (from , honour, and tar, empty), destitute

of honour or respect.

gas17, a. (from , honour, and , destitute ), destitute

of honour or respect.

SENI3*. a. (from , honour, and 3 , a cause) , caused

by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from or be-

cause of honour or respect.

ztet , s. (from , honour , and fægt, desire), a de-

sire for honour or respect.

gatat , a. (from ga, honour, and tot , desirous), de-

sirous of honour or respect.

agsta , ɑ. (from 3, honour, and ¤75, unfit), unworthy

ofhonour or respect.

atani , a. (from , honour, and af ,folowing),

corresponding with or following upon honour or res-

pect,

sgatantia, ad. (from , honour, and , a follow-

ing), according to or in consequence of honour or res-

pect.

agatisata, s. (from Fg , honour, and fat , desire), a de-

sire of honour or respect.

atstat, a. from , honour, and sata , desirous),

desirous of honour or respect.

st , a. (from , honour, and tstr, unworthy),

unworthy of honour or respect .

a. (from , honour, and f , desirous) , desir-

ous of honour or respect.

at , ad. (from 4, honour, and aú, an object), forthe

purpose of honour or respect.

F.

gal , a. (from 5 , honour, and f, fit , worthy ofho

nour or respect.

E , s. (from g , honour, and 1 , desire) , a desire of

honour or respect.

agla , a. (from g , honour, and 5, desirous), desirous of

honour orrespect.

, a . (from , honour, and , desirous), desirous

of honour or respect.

,, (from ga, konour, and set , producing),

producing honour or respect.

, a . (from ¤, honour, and F, suited), wor◄

thy of honour or respect.

ts, a. (from º, prep. and ș , to wander), honoured, re-

verenced, hurried , flurried .

, a. (from , prep. and , to mind), approved, chosen.

a³, s. (from , prep. and a . to mind) , approbation,

consent, acquiescence, a similarity of opinion or pur-

pose, an order, permission, a wish, regard, affection,

respect, homage, true knowledge.

, a (from fs, approbation, and a, means),

effected by means of consent or approbation ; ad. by

means of consent or approbation.

ft , a. (from 3, approbation , and ata, doing),

approving, consenting, exercising consent or approba

tion.

assets , a. (from fs, approbation, and affe , doing),

approving, consenting, exercising consent or approba

tion.

f , a. (froms, approbation, and a , producing),

producing consent or approbation .

fs , a. (from , approbation , and T, producible),

producible by or arising from consent or approbation,

afsi, ad. (loc. case of (311), for consent, for ap.

probation.

auf , ad. (from , approbation, and ■t , a door),

by or through consent or approbation.

suf3fafa3æ, a. (from ♬ï(³, approbation , and fa̸fax, a crust),

caused by or arising from consent or approbation ; ad.

from or because of consent or approbation.

ar , ad. (from *fs, approbation , and faf , a

cause), for consent, for approbation.

, a. (from , approbation, and , before),

preceded by or arising from consent or approbation ; ad.

by or through consent or approbation .

WAFAF, 4. (fromЯ*fs, approbation , and F, causedby),

caused by or arising from consent or approbation ; al

from or because of consent or approbation.
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Text.

tafir , a . (fromfat, ad. (from 3 , approbation, and fast, without),

without or beside consent or approbation.

“সম্মতিব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সম্মতি, approbation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত , ex-

cepted), consent or approbation excepted .

E , s . (from us, approbation, and afsta , an

exc plion , the exception of consent or approbation.

, ad. (lec. case of f ), with the ex-

ception of consent or approbation ; without or beside

consent or approbation.

afsfsa, a. (from f³, approbation, and fua , separate).

separate or distinct from consent or approbation ; ad, be-

side consent or approbation.

*, a. (from [s, approbation, and E, a cause),

caused by or arising from consent or approbation ; ad.

from or because ofconsent or approbation.

, to press), compressing,, ɑ, (from , prep. and

squeezing together.

Ħ¶ñ³, 8. (from ° , prep. and , a rubbing) , compressi

on, the compressing of a substance.

t , s. (from 7º , prep. and 7, to mind;, honour, respect ,

reverence, veneration .

ata , « . (from 3 , honour, and to do), shewing ho-

nour or respect.

Sutazzde, a. (from Яta, honour, and ṛd , means ) , ef-

fected by means of honour or respect ; ad. by means of

honour or respect.

ta , a. ( from ¤ , honour, and ☎ta☎, doing , shew-

ing honour or respect.

tatt. a. (from t , honour, and f , doing) , shew.

ing honour or respect.

awiāze, a. (from ta , honour, and 51 , producing),

producing honour or respect.

Satisfa³, ɑ. (from , honour, and f3, produced),

produced by or arising from honour or respect.

AI , a. (from 13, honour , and 571, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from honour or respect.

Stasis, ad. (loc. case of 17 ), for honour, for res-

pect, for reverence.

atts, a. (from t , honour, and 13, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from honour or respect.

at 1, s. (from 7, honour, and 13, a giver), a per-

son who pays honour or respect.

aætantiæ, a . (from Ħt , honour, and t☎, giving), giv-

ing honour or respect.

, a. (from t , honour, and tf , giving), giv-

ing honour or respect.

ta , ad. (from at , honour, and t , a door), by or

through honour or respect.

Ser .

ta, honour, and faze, causing to

cease) , putting a stop to honour or respect.

atafated, s . (from , honour, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of honour or respect.

antafaafe, s. (from t , honour, and fif , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of honour or respect.

mafafe , a . (from ta , honour, and ffa , a cause),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from

or because of honour or respect.

fa , ad. (from t , honour, and fafa , a cause),

for honour, for respect, for reverence.

ta , a. (from , prep. and at , to honour), honoura

ble, venerable, respectable.

, a. (from ta, honour, and , going be

fore), preceded by or attended by honour or respect.

a , a. (from 1 , honour, and , before), preceded

by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. by or through

honour or respect.

amtagfsa¶☎, a. (from

•

Яta, honour, and f , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to honour or respect.

, a. (from ta, honour, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad. from

or because ofhonour or respect.

FWIZÃ³, a . (from t , honour, and ☎, increasing), in-

creasing honour or respect.

ta , s. (from , honour, and z , an increasing),

the increasing ofhonour or respect.

atafat, ad (from ata, honour, and f1, without), with-

out or beside honour or respect.

taff a. (from t , honour, and fitas possessed

of), possessed ofhonour or respect, honourable, respect-

able, venerable, reverend,

a. (from , honour, and ft , destitute), des-

titute ofhonour or respect.

tafa, s. (from Яt , honour, and , increase), the in-

crease of honour or respect.

sauffas, a. from 3, honour, and arfsfas, except-

ed), honour or respect excepted .

সম্মানবাতিরেক, ৪. (from সম্মান, honour, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of honour or respect,

Fætt , 8. (from t , honour, and atatz, an obsla-

cle), an obstacle to honour or respect.

tantats , a. (from ≈t , honour, and ætatæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to honour or respect.

autasa, a. (from 5×17, honour, and fsa, separate), sepa◄

rate or distinct from honour or respect ; ad, beside ho-

nour or respect.
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ta , a . (from

জম্মী,

, honour , and 3, joined), connect-

ed with honour or respect, honourable, respectable, ve-

nerable, reverend.

ataratas, a. (from tя, honour, and cats , worthy), wor

thy of honour or respect.

amtagfas, a. (from auta, honour, and af , destitute), des-

titute of honour or respect.

, a. (from 1 , honour, and 1, empty), desti-

tute of honour or respect.

ataifa, s. (from t , honour, and if , detriment), a

detriment to honour or respect.

ta, a. (from at , honour, and H , destitute), desti-

tute of honour or respect.

SWtalCIF, a. (from , honour, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from honour or respect ; ad, from

or because of honour or respect.

tatat , s. (from , honour, and tatt, desire), a

desire for honour or respect.

amtatatgì, a (from † , honour, and taifa, desirous),

desirous of honour or respect.

সম্মান।ভিলাষ, s. (from সম্মান, honour , and অভিলম, desire), a

desire for honour or respect.

awtatfssts), a. (from , honour, and fatfag, desir-

ous), desirous of honour or respect.

Stats , a (from ta, honour, and stats , unworthy,

unworthy ofhonour or respect.

utate, a. ( romat , hon ur, and , fit), worthy ofho-

nour or respect.

ifs, a. (from ♬ª , prep. and 2 , to mind), honoured , re-

spected, venerated .

, a. (from , honour) , honourable, venerable,

respectable.

ĦANIEI, s. (from ¬ïtï, honour, and Ra , desire), a desire

for honour or respect.

a. (from tя, honour, and , desirous), desir-

ous of honour or respect.

SWŃIKK, a. (from † , honour, and ₹5, desirous), desir-

ous of honour or respect.

Sætatus, a. (from , honcur, and 8 , proper),

worthy of respect or honour, fit to receive honour or

respect.

taj , a (from a , prop. and , to mind , honourable, re-

spectable, venerable.

stat, c. (from 5 , prep. and 5, to clean), a brush or

broom.

, a . (from , prep. and a , to wish), shutting or

closingthe eyes.

, s. (from , prep. and a , the face), the front ofany

thing, the ground or situation in front ofa place.

, u. (from , prep. and E, to be infatured , Infatu

ated, astounded, bereft of sense or reflection, stupified.

4 , a. (from ° , prep. and , to be infatuated) , infatuat-

ed, astounded, stupified, bereft of sense or reflection.

Ali , s. (from , prep. and , to be infatuated), infa-

tuation, the, being overcome by any sudden passion or

occurrence, stupefaction.

সম্মোহজনক, a. (from সম্মোহ , infatuation , and জনক, causing),

causing infatuation or a suspension ofthe faculties.

te , a (from E, infatuation, and , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from infatuation or a sus-

pension of the faculties.

mætema , ad. (loc. case of txa ), for infatuation, for

stupefaction, for a suspension of the faculties.

সম্মোহনিমিত্তক, a. (from সম্মাe, infatuation , and मষি ,

cause) , caused by or arising from infatuation or a sus

pension of the faculties ; ad. from or because of infatu

ation or a suspension of the faculties.

fa , ad, (from E, infituation , and fafas, a

cause), for infatuation, for stupefaction, for a suspensi

on ofthe faculties .

8 a
, a. from Яt , infatuation, and us, caused

by , caused by or arising from infatuation or a suspen-

sion of the faculties ; ad from or because of infatuati

on or a suspension of the faculties .

fat, ad. (from ïïte, infatuation , and frñt, w the

out), without or beside infatuation or a suspension of

the faculties.

Fifa ,6. (from , infatuation, and us ?, er-

cepted), infatuation or a suspension of the faculties ex-

cepted.

সংম্মাহব] ডিরেক, s. (from সম্মে'হ , infatuation, and ব্যতিরেক,

exception) , the exception of infatuation or a suspensi

on ofthe faculties.

Ħatcfsa, «. (from E, infatuation , and fa, separate',

separate or distinct from infatuation or a suspension of

the faculties ; ad. beside infatuation or a suspension of

the faculties.

AtAtCtCIF, ɑ. (from ¬ɩæt , infatuation, and c₹3, a cause),

caused by or arising from infatuation or a suspension

of the faculties ; ad. from or because of infatuation or

a suspension of the faculties.

acætextesta@, a. (from te, infatuation, and settaa,

producing), producing infatuation or a suspension of the

faculties.
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সর

Яu , a. 'from 5º , prep. and w , to honour) , all, whole , en-

tire ; ad. wholly, entirely, properly, fitly, in a right or

proper manner.

gt, s. (from , prep, and at , to shine), a paramount so-

vereign, an emperor, a king who rules over subordinate

princes.

, a. (from Я , with, and 3, connected), submissive,

humble.

afa, s. (from

Indra, proximity to a wife, a pair of nippers used to cut

betle nut.

, with, and at , pudendum muliebre),

Hg, v. n. (from , to move), to move, to go, to remove from

a place.

HA, s. (from♬ to go) , cream, the thick part or coagulum of

milk or curds, motion, a lake, a pool, a cascade, a water-

fall, a going. The word is frequently used in the latter

sense as the last member of a compound word when it

forms an adjective meaning going or moving in the place

or circumstances expressed by the first member.

AI , a. (from ♬ to more), going, moving, preceding ; s . a

road or continuous way, spirituous liquor, especially

rum, the drinking of spirits, a drinking vessel, the dis-

tribution of spirits.

সরকশ,, a. (from w , the head, and , a puller, or rather

from fa, the head, and , to pull) , obstinate, disobe-

dient, proud, rebellious .

1 , s. (from , government, originally formed from

fata, the head, and ☎, to do), a king's court, government,

an estate, property, a district comprehending several

smaller divisions, a superintendent, a title similar to Sir

or a Gentleman .

azta , s . (from , a king's court) , superintendence ;

a. belonging to the state or to the government.

, s. (from Ls , an ogreement), an agreement, a bill

of sale, a writing of agreement,

sis , a. (from the herd, and , hot), hot, zealous.

Ħ , s. (from Я , cream, and , to be producel), butter,

fresh butter.

সরजমীন , s. (from the top, and , land , land, the
J

earth, limits, confines ; a. situated in the land ; ad, on the

land, on the spot.

, a. (from 5, with, and blood) , menstruous.

, s. (fromƒ”, the head, and plșii, an end), articles,

things, furniture, apparatus, materials , ingredients.

ata , s. (fromplay , articles , things , articles, necessa

ries .

, s. (from to g ), a camelion, a lizard.

সর্

?F, ɑ. (from Ħ , with, and 7 , a gem) , connected with or

having gems.

fs. (from , to go), a short cubit.

, ɑ. (from F , with, and , a tooth), toothed, having

teeth.

Ħaħta, s. (from idz , a chieftain, originally from fata, the

head, and , to hold), a chieftain, a captain, a headman.

ata , s. (from , a chief), sovereignty, supremacy.

, s. (from y , cold) , cold , wetness.

সরপোশ, s. ( from you, the head, and , a cover) , a cover.

Hạặt , a. (from 3 , the head, and55 , height), exalted,

dignified, distinguished.

সরবরা,

ata , s. (from 5 , exalted), exaltation, distinction.

I , s. (from you, the head, and af , on the road), a sup-

ply, travelling expences.

agzatēta, s. (from 8',,~, a supply, and ¿l , work), one

who supplies necessaries for a work.

Ħaæatætst, a. (from_loligiga, one who supplies necessaries),

providing supplies for a work.

azatata, s. (from 8 , a supply, and , holding) , one

who provides supplies.

St ), s. (from 3, cream, and stat, frying), cream boil-

ed or otherwise cooked so as to make it nearly solid,

custard.

ĦITI, s. (from 5C, with, and ¤, pleasure), the wife of Vi

bheeshunt the brother of Ravuna, a bitch .

AIT , 8. (from , to go), air, wind, the name of a river in

the North-west part of India.

HI , 8. (from 7, to go), the name of a species of pine indi-

genous on the Himaluya mountains, Pinus longifolia ;)

the name of a beautifulspecies of bird, Pavo bicalcara-

ta.) In anatomy the name of a particular muscle (rec

tus) ; a. straight, rectilinear, upright, honest, sincere .

, s. (from A , a pine tree, and , liquid) , turpen

tine, tar.

ata, s. (from , straight, and 5, an intestine), the

name of one of the intestines, (rectum.)

. a. (from , to go), a pond, a lake, a large sheet of

water.

ĦĦ, a. (from ¤ , with, and ¤, taste , having flavour, hav.

ing taste or sentiment, juicy, sappy, excellent, good,

the Cypress tree, ( Cupressus sempervirens. )

71, a. (from my , easy), easy , facile.

ALFAH, 8. (from Af , in a pond, and , to be pro.luced), a

lotus, a Nymphæa or Nelumbium of any species.

Hant, s. (from sa , apond), a pond or lake, a sheet of wa-

ter.
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সরে
nt.

AI , 45,, s. (from , apen , and to grow), a letus or atst , a. (from , with, and catst, a disease , diseased , af-5,

any other species of Nymp! æa or Nelumbium, flicted with a disease.

, s. (from , a lake) , the goddess of speech and

eloquence, affirmed to be the inventress of the devu-

naguri letters and the Sungskrit language, and the pa-

troness of music and the arts ; speech, the faculty of

speech, eloquence, the name of a river in the North of

Hindoosthan.

1, s. (from 1, he goddess ofliterature, and 1,

worship), the worship of the goddess of speech and li-

terature.

, s. (from , a lake), the ocean , a male liver.

s.fromyo the head, and S , a limit), a boundary,

a limit, a border.

1, v. a. (from to move) , to cause to move, to remove,

to use, to bring into use ; s. a moving or removing ; a.

moved, removed, used,

waty, s. (from ly~ , a house), an inn.

Ħzigzi, s. (from

from a place.

1 , to cause to move), a causing to move

Ħatst, a. (from F , with, and atst, passion), passionate , im-

passioned.

, a, (from 5, with, and t , a kingdom), connected

with or having a kingdom.

, s. (from 1 , to cause to move) , a causing to move from

a place.

, . (from 1 , to cause to more) , causing to move

from a place ; s. a person who causes another to move

from a place.

ata, s . (from ' , wine), spirituous liquor.

ata , a. (from july , all) , all, the whole ; ad. entirely.

, a . from ' , all) , summary.

¹, s. (from ♬, to move), a water- fall , a cascade.

f , s. (from , a partaker), a partaker, a sharer.

, s. (from ♬ to go) , a river, thread , a clue.

, s . (from fa , a river, and Яf³, a lord), the ocean.

1, s. (from fa , a river, and z , excellent) , the river

Ganges.

f1, s. (from , to move), a moving, a removing.

fa , s. (from , mustard), mustard seed, the mustard

plant, (Sinapis dichotoma. )

E , s. (from , to more) , a snake.

, a. (from , to go), thin, slender, small, minute.

ĦTI, a. (from SC, with, or 5 , equal, and ☎†, a form), hav-

ing a form or shape, having a similar form or shape,

formed, shaped.

AI, s. (from & ŵ, a road), a road, a precept, a command .

Ħat??, »8. (from A, a fond, and 77, excellent) , a large

pond , a sheet ofwater, a lake.

সরোষ, a. (from 5, with, and cata, anger), angry, wrathful.

f, s. (from , to create), creation , a created thing, na-

ture, the disposition or inclination of an animal, the

tendency or nature of a thing, effort, perseverance, a

chapter or section, abandonment, relinquishment.

sfa , s. (from Así, a chapter, and a, a binding), a poem

or work consisting of several chapters or sections.

, s . (from , to relinquish), the Shala tree, (Shorea ro

busta ; ) the resin of the Shala tree.

HIT, s. (from 35, to create) , the Shala tree, (Shorea robus

ta ; ) the creator, natron , alkali ; a. creating.

, s. (from , to create), a forming or creating, a relin-

quishing, the rear of an army.

ga, s . (from , the Shala tree, and șa, juice), the re-

-sin which exudes from the Shala tree, resin.

afi, s. (from fa ,̸ natron), the impure carbonate ofSola

used in India instead of soap.

8. (from to more), a serpent, twining or serpentine

motion, a gliding along.

, a. (from . to move ) , moving or gliding along, mov.

ing in a serpentine manner. In Botany, creeping (re-

pens).

aastat, s . (from , serpent, and at , the loins , the

name of a particular plant.

astrata, s . (from ts, the motion of a serpent, and

atts, a form , a sinuosity, a sinus, tortuosity ; a. siru-

ous, fortuous .

tas, s. (from it , the motion of a serpent, and

13, aform), a sinuosity, a sinus, tortuosity; a sinu

ous, tortuous.

, .from , a snake, and xI, a mistake`, the mistake

ing of an object as a rope or the like for a snake.

Ħéafd, s. (from Ħí, a snake, and æfi, a gem , a gem said to

be produced in the head of the Cobra capello and not-

ed for its alexipharmic virtues , a carbuncle ?

ta, s. (from , a snake, and 3 , a king, Vasooki the

sovereign of serpents and hydras who keeps his court in

Patala.

1, s . (from , to more), a female snake. This name is

in Botany applied to a creeping root, (radix serpens. )

সর্পিস,, s. (from , to move), clarified butter or ghee.

, a. (fromx , to more), all, whole, entire.
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at.

afata, a. (from a , all, and ata, time), all times, all sea-

sons.

সৰ্বকালীন,fat , a. (from fat , all times), belonging to all times

or seasons.

st, a . (from af, all, and s , to go), going every where ;

s. the soul or spirit, water, Brahma, Shiva.

1, s. (from ‡, all, and st , a scent) , a class of four

aromatic substances, viz. Kukkola, cloves, agallochum,

and gum benjamin.

, a. (from 5 , all men ), applying to or affecting

all men, universal as it respects men,
human.

, s. (from 5 , all, and F , victory), the name of a

plant common in Bengal, (Canna indica. )

fs , a. (from , all, and ſ , to conquer), all-conquering,

all-subduing.

Ħa, ɑ. (from * , all, and i , to know), all- wise, possess-

ing universal knowledge .

A31, s. (from , all-wise), omniscience, universal know-

ledge.

ফর্মজত্ব, s. (from , all-wise), omniscience, universal know-

led ge.

* 131 , s. (from ¶, all, and ią, one who knows), a person

who knows all things.

3:, ad. (from F, all) , universally, in every respect, whol

ly, entirely, on all sides .

Ħ3 , s. (from I, all, and 5, a particular class of wri!-

ings), a person who has studied the whole body of writ-

ings called tuntras.

3ft , s . (from 3 , all the tuntras, and fats, a

conclusion), a conclusion or proof from the body ofthe

tantras.

1315 , a. (from ♬ ³×, on all sides, and 55, good), good

on all sides ; s. a temple or palace of a square form with

its entrance opposed to each point of the compass, a sort

of military array, a square mystical diagram painted on

the cloth which on particular occasions covers an altar

erected to Vishuoo, a kind of charade in which the same

word answers to several questions, a sort of verse so

contrived as to express the same meanings whether the

line be read backwards or forwards or in any other di-

rection.

315am, s. (from 3 , good on all sides, and ≈07,

a circle), a square palace with an entrance on all four

sides, a sort ofmilitary array, a mystical diagram paint-

ed on the cloth which on certain occasions is put onthe

altar of Vishnoo.

मई.

aflotatiæ, à . (from ¤‡³¬, on all sides, and str, a conditi

on), in every respect, wholly, entirely, completely.

festa, s. (from , on all sides, and at, the face).

water, the sky or atmosphere, spirit, the soul, Bruhma,

Shiva.

st, s. (from , all, and tst , relinquishment), the re

linquishment ofall things.

# ³itsit, a . (from έ, all, and tfst , abindoning), relin-

quishing all things.

, a . (from , all), every where.

Ist , a. (from 51, every where, and sa, to go), going

every where, all -pervading, omnipresent.

agastat, a. (from Afa, every where, and яtfa , going), go-

ing every where, all-pervading omnipresent.

, ad. (from ≈ , all), in every respect, wholly, entirely,

completely.

সৰ্বদশী ,, a. (from , all, and aff , seeing), omniscient, all-

seeing.

, al. (from , all) , always, continually.

, s. (from Я , all, and c , a country), all countries,

the whole of a country.

5f5sì, a. (from *, all countries), belonging to all

countries, universal, general.

, a. (from *, all countries), belonging to all

countries, universal , general.

ĦETA, s. (from Ħ , all , and 87, wealth) , the whole of a per-

son's wealth, all riches, the amount of the whole, the

sum of all the terms.

ta , a. (from , all, and 3 , a burden), an ox trained

both to draught and carriage.

att. s. (from , all, and tt, destruction), complete

ruin or destruction.

tæ , a. (from
att, complete destruction, and

☎ta , doing), effecting complete ruin or destruction.

সৰ্বনাশকারী, a. (fromসईatt, complete destruction , and কারিন,

doing), effecting complete ruin or destruction.

সৰ্বনাশজনক, a. (from সৰ্বনাশ , complete destruction , and जन ,

producing) , producing complete ruin or destruction.

Ħgat*5a1, a. (from 11 , complete destruction, and w ,

producible), producible by or arising from complete ruin

or destruction .

atras, ad. (loc. case of 171), for complete ruin

or destruction.

*ffage, a. (from at , complete destruction, and

fafas, a cause), caused by or arising from complete ruin

or destruction ; ad. from or because of complete ruin or

destruction,
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*

fat , ad. (from

J.

art, complete destruction, and

fafa , a cause), for complete ruin or destruction.

fate, a. (from fatt, complete destruction , and

before), preceded by or arising from complete ruin or

destruction ; ad. by or through complete ruin or de-

struction.

1 , a. (frem , complete destruction , and t

caused by), caused by or arising from complete ruin or

destruction ; ad. from or because of complete ruin or

destruction .

tfan , ad. (from att, complete destruction, and feat,

without , without er beside complete ruin or destruc-

tion.

attafslas, a. (from t , complete destruction, and

aff , excepted), complete ruin or destruction except-

ed .

, s. (from fatt, complete destruction, and

zıfsız , an exception), the exception of complete ruin or

destruction.

, ad. (loc. case off ), with the

exception of complete ruin or destruction, without or

beside complete ruin or destruction.

, a. (from t, complete destruction, and fox,

separate), separate or distinct from complete ruin or

destruction ; ad. beside complete ruin or destruction .

at , u. (from att, complete destruction, and ‹ ,

a cause), caused by or arising from complete ruin or

destruction ; ad. from or because of complete ruin or

destruction.

ft, a. (from , all, and at , destructive) , all- de-

structive, universally destructive.

, s . (from , all, and gata, a kind , all kinds , all

sorts ; a. composed of or including all sorts.

fy, a. (from 5F, all, and fây, amiable), beloved by all,

dear to all.

1 , s. (from , all, and gs, an object of love), a com-

mon woman.

th , a. (from at , speaking the whole, and ³,

approved) , approved by all, consented to universally.

, a. (from ₹‡, all, and fa̸ª, a kind), every way, every

sort, every kind .

, s. (from ≈ , all, and can, the veda), a person who

has studied the four vedas.

Sami, a. (from ≈fi *, all dresses), a dancer or player who

mimicks all characters.

t , a. (from , all, and 4 , pervading), all-pervad-

ing, extending to or embracing the whole of a reply or

objection, extending to all the circumstances of a case.

मई.

agate , a. (from af, all, and tfia, pervading), all-per-

vading, extending to or embracing the whole of a reply

or objection, extending to all the circumstances of a

case.

a , s. (from , all, and , welfare), one of the

names of Doorga.

fag, a, (from , all), universal, abounding in every

thing, general.

, s. (from , all, and , juice), resin, the resin of the

Shala tree

, s. (from , night), night,

ĦIeg, s. (from fat, night, and , to make), the moon .

, s. (from , all, and , a rule), all scientific rules,

all books of acknowledged authority, all sciences.

***«, a. (from , all books of science, and ada,

eminent), eminent in all books of science or of acknow-

ledged authority, emineut in all sciences.

, a. (from , all books of science, and , to

know), acquainted with all books of science or of ac-

knowledged authority, acquainted with every science.

সর্বশাস্ত্রজ্ঞতা , ৪. (from সৰ্বশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ , acquainted withall sciences),

an acquaintance with all sciences, an acquaintance with

all books of science or of acknowledged authority.

সৰ্ব্বশাস্ত্রজ্ঞত্ত্ব , s . ( from সর্বশাস্ত্রজ্ঞ , acquainted withall sciences,

an acquaintance with all sciences, an acquaintance with

all books of science or those of acknowledged autho-

rity.

, & (from , all books ofscience, and st

one who knows , a person who knows all sciences or all

writings of acknowledged authority.

, s. (from all books of science, and ,

knowledge), the knowledge of all sciences or of all

books of acknowledged authority.

, «. (from all books ofscience, and I,

making known), giving information upon all sciences,

publishing or making known all books of acknowledg

ed authority.

*** , u. (from all books ofscience, and 17,

a making known) , the publishing or making known of

all sciences or of all books of acknowledged authority.

সর্বশাস্ত্রনিপুন , a . ( from সৰ্ব্বশাস্ত্র , all books ofscience , and নিপুণ,

eminent), eminent in all sciences, eminent in the know-

ledge of all books of acknowledged authority.

fe, a. (from , all books ofscience, and fer, to

know), knowing all sciences, acquainted with all writ

ings of acknowledged authority.

**tafiæ , a . (from , all books of science, and fa ,

opposed), contrary or opposed to all the books ofac-
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knowledged authority, contrary to all the principles of

science.

täfcata, s. (from all books of science, and

fata, opposition ) , opposition or contrariety to all the

principles of science or to all books of acknowledged

authority.

in, a. (from #ft , all books of science, and

fata , eminent), eminent in all the sciences , eminent-

ly versed in all writings of acknowledged authority.

FtĦTI1, s. (from , all books of science, and czą.

one who knows) , a person who knows all the sciences, a

person who is versed in all books of acknowledged au-

thority.

1, s. (from , all books of science, and cat

one who knows), a person who is versed in all the scien-

ces, a person who is acquainted with all books of ac-

knowledged authority.

tiacata, s. (from * , all books of science, and catâ,

knowledge), a knowledge of all science, an acquaintance

with all books of acknowledged authority.

Ħf*iĦĦAG, ɑ. (from *t , all books ofscience, and ,

approved), approved by all the writings of acknowledg

ed authority.

সৰ্বশাস্ত্রসিদ্ধ, a. (from সর্বশাস্ত্র all books ofscience, and fम ,

proved) , proved or confirmed by all writings ofacknow-

ledged authority.

sfst, a. (l10m f, all, and 5, to bear), bearing or endur-

ing all.

AA1, s. (from Я , all, and 5, to bear) , the earth.

1 , s. (from , all, and atf , bearing witness), the

universal witness, God.

Ħa, s . (from F, all , and ◄, wealth), the whole of a per-

son's wealth or property.

, a. (irom , all a person's wealth, and J,pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from the whole of a

person's property.

falar, ad. (loc. case of ), for the whole proper-

ty.

ts , s. (from , the whole of a person's wealth , and

ts, a relinquishing) , the relinquishing of the whole

of a person's property.

st, a. (from , the whole of a person's wealth, and

Brista, relinquishing), relinquishing the whole of his

wealth .

, s. (from , the whole ofa person's property, and

Яf , a sacrificial fee), the whole of a person's proper-

ty given as a tee to a sacrificing brahmun .

ty.

1.

, s. (from , the whole of a person's wealth and

, afine), the confiscation of a person's whole proper-

fafafaze, a. (from , the whole ofa person's wealth,

and fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the whole

of a person's property ; ad. from or because of the whole

ofa person's property.

ff , ad. (from the whole of a person's proper-

ty, and faf , a cause) , for the whole property.

F¶¶ , s. (from Я , all a person's property, and 44, a

stake), the staking of a person's whole property.

HF, a . (from , the whole of a person's property,

and F, caused by), caused by or arising from a per-

son's whole property ; ad. from or because of a person's

whole property.

fs , a. (from , all a person's property, and for,

separate), separate or distinct from the whole of a per-

son's property ; ad. beside the whole of a person's pro-

perty.

AFATIT, ɑ. (from ¶ , the whole of a person's property,

and cxx, a cause), caused by or arising from a person's

whole property ; ad. from or because of a person's whole

property.

te, s. (from , the whole ofa person's property, and

, an end), an end of a person's whole property.

afatЯetge, a . (from , the whole of a person'sproperty,

and , stealing), plundering or taking awaythe

whole property.

att , a. (from , the whole of a person's properly,

and t , stealing), plundering or taking awaythe

whole property.

¬¶tЯ, s. (from ¬¶, all, and ¤¤, a limb) , the whole body, all

the members of the body collectively, all the appendent

sciences of the veda collectively.

, a. (from it , every limb, and , beautiful),

beautiful in every part, completely beautiful ; s. a per-

fect beauty.

, a. (from t , the whole body) , diffused through or

affecting all parts of the body, relating to all the appen-

dent sciences of the vedas .

ftat, s. (from , Shiva), one of the names of Doorga.

Hátzútrì, a. (from , all, and sofaz, pervading the in-

wardparts), pervading the inward parts of all, pervad

ing all hearts.

tu, s. (from Я , all, and , food), all sorts offood.

agnstal, a. (from 1 , allfood, and cifs , eating), eat-

ing all sorts of food.
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रुलि.

¬tala, a . (from , thefood of all), eating the food of

all sorts of persons.

** 1, ad. (from F, all, and F , expectation), than all,

beyond all.

1, s. (from ¬ , all, and i , a state) , all states or

conditions.

, a. (from 5 , all, and ¤ , an object) , general, univer-

sal.

affaf , s. (from t , every object, and faf , completion),

the proof or completion of all the objects or meanings.

*fly, a. (from ♬ , all), universal, general, belonging to all.

fy, s. (from , all, and I , an organ), all the organs

of perception and action.

mfiaft, s. (from , all, and safa, a drug) , a class ofme-

dicinal drugs consisting of Moora, Valeriana Jataman.

sa, Calamus aromaticus, koorha, a kind of moss called

shileya, turmeric, red sanders , dried ginger, Michelia

Champaca and Cyperus rotundus.

sta, s. (from , all, and safest , a class ofmedicines),

all sorts of medicines.

, s. (from , to more), mustard seed, the mustard plant,

(Sinapis dichotoma.)

, s. (from , mustard), mustard seed, the mustard

plant, (Sinapis dichotoma.)

a. (from , with, and a ' , shame), modest, abashed ,

ashamed.

al, s. (from hy, to prosper, εx , concord), peace, con-

cord, advice, counsel, rectitude, integrity, correction ;

ad, advisable.

at , a. (from E, with, and ats, gain), connected with

gain, gainful.

fa, s. (from 8 , to move), water.

fa , a. (from f , water, and ™ , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from water.

Afmmul51, ad. (lvc , case of fm , for water.

f , u. (from

s. a cloud.

, water, and 1, to give), giving water;

t3 , s. (from , water, aud лt , a giver), a person

who bestows water,

afaanta, s. (from , water, and ītī, a giving) , the giv-

of water.

amantyæ, a. (from ≈ , water, and ¤‡ª , giving), giving

water.

fant , a. (from fm, water, and tf , giving , giving

water.

afmmfafaye, a. (from [« , water, and ſafã³, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from water; ad. from or because of wa-

ter.

tal.

famfaface, ad. (from , water, and fafas, a cause , for

water.

=faæquF, a. (from ¬¬¬, water, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising fromwater; ad. from or because of wa

ter.

ffant, ad. (from ¬f , water, and fɛñ¹, without), with

out or beside water.

¬mafzfmy, a. (from ſ , water, and fafa , possessed of ,

possessed ofwater, well watered.

ff , a . (from , water, and fala, destitute), des-

titute of water.

afmmufsfas, a. (from , water, and sofas, excepted),

water excepted.

সলিলাভিয়েক, s . (from সলিল, water , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep

tion), the exception of water.

farfois, ad. ( loc. case of femaforça), with the ex-

ception of water, without or beside water.

ffs , a. (from fm , water, and fª, separate), separ

ate or distinct from water ; ad. beside water.

, a. (from , water, and T , joined , connected

with or having water, furnished with water.

¬faazf13, a. (from ¬¶¤, water, and af₹3, destitute), des-

titute of water.

fa , a. (from ¬f««, water, and Hța , empty), destitute of

water.

cla, a. (from , water, and xìa, destitute) , desti-

tute of water.

3. a. (from af , water, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from water ; ad. from or because ofwater.

afmatata , s . (from fЯ , water, and at , desire), a de-

sire for water, thirst.

=famiætgì, a. (from ¬f™™, water, and statfia, desirous),

desirous of water, thirsty.

afaat , s. (from , water, and , search), a

seeking for water.

fair , a. (from fm, water, and af , seeking),

seeking water.

afmatisata, s. ( from af , water, and fanta, desire), a

wish or desire for water, thirst.

famifémtal, a. (from fm, water, and afɑmtfag, desir.

ous), desirous of water, thirsty.

fatul, a. (from faa, water, and afưa, desirous), desir.

ous ofwater, thirsty.

fat , ad. (from Я, water, and af, an object), for the

purpose of water.

a. (from , ensy), easy, plain, not abstruse.

, a. (from 5, with, and cats, desire , desirous, co

vetous, avaricious,
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VH) . .

*** , s. (from , furnished with a shell, and xe , a

fish), a shell fish.

5×§, a, (from π , with , and I , fear), attended with fear

or suspicion .

, a. (from 5, with, and 3, afraid), fearful, timid,

suspicious.

** ?, a . (from T, with, and tata, a body), connected

with a body, embodied .

* , a. (from , with, and * , a weapon), attended by

weapons, armed.

* , 8. (from † , a cucumber), a cucumber.

Я , a . (from 5 , with, and F' , accoutrements), attended

by weapons or accoutrements, armed, accoutred, har-

nessed.

Ħal , a, (from A , with, and ¤ , life), pregnant, quick.

tfx , a . (from 5, with, and tf , a witness), accom-

panied with witnesses.

ĦĦÎ³, a. (from xx, with , and Af³) , a furrow), furrowed ,

canaliculated . In botany the term is used to designate

a furrowed leaf, (folium canaliculatum.)

at , a. (from 5 , with , and t≈71, an army), attended by

an army.

সम,

, a. (from , with, and 1 , a woman), attended by a

wife or woman.

, s. (from , to sleep), corn, grain .

ĦĦET, 4. (from ĦĦ , corn, and ☎, making), fertilizing, pro-

ducing corn.

auths, ạ. (from Я , corn, and at , eating) , feeding on

corn.

Яangde, a. (from
¤ , corn, and ‹ , using exertions) ,

seeking corn, using exertions for corn ,

ЯANGI, s . (from ¤¤ , corn , and co , endeavour), a seek-

ing for
corn, an using endeavours to procure corn.

A , a. (from , corn , and , producing), produ-

cing corn , fertile in corn .

BAIGA , a . (from Я , corn, and 1, producible) , produ-

cible by or arising from corn,

ĦAJETI, ad. (loc. case of 1), for corn .

nnifafaze, a. (from × , corn, and fa̸faë, a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from corn ; ad, from or because of

corn,

ff , ad. (from , corn, and fafas, a cause), for

corn.

Kafes, a. (from Я , corn, and furae, opposing),

operating as an obstacle to the production of corn.

ASIANS, a. (from 1, corn , and * , caused by), caused

by or arising from corn ; ad. from or because of corn.

FE.

, a. (from , corn, and a , increasing), increas-

ing corn.

, s. (from , corn, and , an increasing), the

increasing ofcorn.

f1, ad. (from Я , corn, and far , without), without or

beside corn.

aff , a. (from 1, corn, and faf , possessed of), pos

sessed of or having corn , furnished with corn.

azifagla, a. (from 3, corn , and faxla, destitute), destitute

of corn.
:

, s. (from Я , corn, and af , increase), the increase

of corn.

affas, a. (from , corn, and fofa , excepted),

corn excepted.

8.0

awafsigæ, s. (from I, corn, and afstṛæ, an exception),

the exception of corn.

marafoiție, ad. (loc. case of afstan), with the excepti-

on ofcorn, without or beside corn,

antata, s. (from ¤¤¡, corn, and tats, an obstacle), an

obstacle to corn.

SAWITIIS, 2. (from ĦĦ³, corn, and ætats , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to corn.

A )S$*, a. (from Я , corn, and SH☎, eating), eating corn,

feeding on corn .

aafèa, «. (from ; corn , and foa, separate), separate or

distinct from corn ; ad. beside corn.

KANG|FI, 8. (from ™, corn, and cst , an eater), an eater

of corn.

RĦTF, 1. (from 1 , corn, and 1 ,joined , oonnected with

or having corn.

aЯzfx3, ɑ. (from Я, corn, and af , destitute), destitute

of corn.

, a. (from , corn, and I, empty), destitute of

corn.

naigta, s. (from , corn, and x† ¤, detriment), a detri-

ment or injury to corn .

zada, « . (from Я , corn, and F7, destitute), destitute of

corn.

FANTII, a. (from Я1, corn, and ( ☎ , a cause), caused by

or arising from corn ; ad, from or because of corn.

, s. (from , corn, and tatt, a cultivating), the

cultivation of corn.

, v. a. (from ¤ , to bear), to bear, to suffer , to sustain.

af , s. (from tf , assisting), an acting in concert

with, assistance, co-operation.

att , a. (from atfast , co-operation, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from co-operation or

assistance.
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RE.

acatbotsızı, ad. (loc, case of fast ), for, co-operati-

on or assistance.

সহকারিডানিমিশুক, a. (from সহকারি31, co-operation , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), caused by or arising from co-operation or as-

sistance; ad. from or because of co-operation or assis

tance.

সহকারিতানিমিত্তে, ad. (from সহকারিতা , co-operation , and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for co-operation or assistance,

atlastega, a. (from ætla31, co-operation, and , be-

fore), preceded by or arising from co-operation or as-

sistance ; ad. by or through co-operation or assistance.

fast11, ad. (from gif 31, co-operation, and t , a

door), by or through co-operation or assistance.

tt , a. (from 5xxif³ , co-operation, and

caused by), caused by or arising from co-operation or

assistance ; ad. from or because of co-operation or assis-

lance.

atlastfeat, ad. (from fast, co-operation, and fat,

without), without or beside co-operation or assistance .

সহকারিতাব্যতিরিক্ত , a . ( from সহকারিতা, co-operation, and জাতি

, excepted), co-operation or assistance excepted.

সহকারিতাব্যতিরেক, s . ( from সহকারিতা , co-operation, and বাডি

, an exception ), the exception of co-operation or as-

sistance.

meatfastarfsz?cæ, ad. (loc. case of lastafora , with

the exception of co- operation or assistance, without or

beside co-operation or assistance.

agathotsa, a. (from catfa31 , co-operation, and fea, se-

parate), separate or distinct from co-operation or as-

sistance ; ad. beside co-operation or assistance.

Scaffasızy, a . (from itfast, co-operation, and æg, a

cause), caused by or arising from co-operation or as-

sistance ; ad. from or because of co- operation or assis-

tance.

a

Gatha, s. (from cæfa , assisting), acting in concert

with, assistance, co- operation.

agatal ɑ . (from 5, with , and *†fs , doing), co-operating,

acting in concert, assisting.

3. a. (from 55, with, and 3, done), done in concert

with, co-operated,

Aasta, s. (from FT, with, and sta, one who goes), a woman

who burns herself on the funeral pile of her deceased

husband.

E , s. (from 5, with, and stañ, a going), death with a

deceased husband , a woman's burning herself with the

dead body of her husband, a going with."

agstaaætgæ, a. (from westaa, a going with, and ☎taa, do-

ng), going with, accompanying.

Estatfast, a. (from

--XL.

st , a going with, and ifa , do

ing), going with ; s. a woman who burns herself on her

deceased husband's funeral pile.

AestrAGA), ɑ. (from Ħs , a going with, and , pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from going with ano

ther, producible by or arising from a woman's burning

with her husband on his funeral pile.

Festa Fiar, ad. (loc. case ofHЯ471), for going with, for

a woman's burning herself on the funeral pile of her

husband,

zęsaafalace, o. (from π¤ , a going with, and faße, a

cause , caused by or arising from going with another,

caused by or arising from a woman's burning herselfon

her husband's funeral pile ; ad. from or because of go-

ing with another, from or because of a woman's burning

herself on the funeral pile of her husband.

staff . ad. (from xs , a going with, and fafar, a

cause), for going with a person, for a woman's burning

herselfwith her husband on the funeral pile.

Festas , a (from ¤ , a going with, and F, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from going with another,

caused by or arising from a woman's burning on the fu

neral pile of her husband ; ad. from or because of go-

ing with a person, from or because of a woman's burn-

ing herself on her husband's funeral pile.

stanfaat, ad. (from st , a going with, and f1, with

out), without or beside going with a person, without or

beside a woman's burning on her husband's funeral pile.

সহগমন ব্যতিরিক্ত, a (from সহাযन , a going with, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), the going with a person excepted, a woman's

burning herself on her husband's funeral pile excepted.

সহগমন তিরেক, a. ( from সহগমন, a going with, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of going with a person, the

exception of a woman's burning herself with her hus

band.

Sastaafaga, ad. (loc. case of f ), with he

exception ofgoing with a person, with the excepti n

of a woman's burning on her husband's funeral pile,

without or beside going with another, without or be

side a woman's burning herself on her husband's fune-

ral pile.

♬eяaa5a, ɑ. (from 587, a goingwith, and f , separ.

ate), separate or distinct from a woman's burning ber

self on the funeral pile of her husband ; ad. beside a

woman's burning herself on the funeral pile of her hus-

band.

ACN¤I ™ , a. (from xxx , a going with, and 153,4

cause), caused by or arising from going with a person,
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caused by or arising from a woman's burning herself || a. (from Ja , easy) , easy, not difficult, simple, facile,"

with her husband ; ad. from or because of going with a

person, from or because of a woman's burning herself

on her husband's funeral pile.

sifat, a. (from 5, with, and tf , going , going with ;

s, a widow who burns herself with the corps of her de-

ceased husband.

ĦETI, s. (from Ħ , with, and tṛ, to move), moving with, at-

ténding ; s . an attendant.

fas, a. (from , with, and 8 , to move), moved with,

atfending.

fas , a. (from oss, moved with, and , aform,

moved simultaneously.

সহচরিতকপত্ব, s. ( from সহচরিত্তৰূপ , moved simultaneously) , si-

multaneous motion.

, a. (from 5 , an attendant), a female follower or

attendant.

সহচারী,sta , a. (from , with, and stag, moving , moving with,

attending.

SLK, a. (from FC, with, and 7, to produce), easy, without

difficulty.

fal, s. (from , with, and af , religious) , a wife

considered as having an intérest in her husband's reli-

gious duties.

AXI, s. (from X , to bear), a bearing or enduring, a suffer-

ing.

, a. (from , a bearing, and , a disposition),

patient, disposed to bear sufferings.

, a. (from T, to bear), bearable , tolerable.

. s. (from , society), society, an assembly, a fair,

coition, carnal concupiscence.

, s. (from C , society , social.

af51, s . (from af , being with), a being with, at-

tendance, society.

af , s. (from , being with), a being with, atten-

dance, society.

czì, a. (from , with, and afa̸a, being), with, being

with , attending, associating with.

Geata, s. (from 5, with , and TA, a resilence), a residence

with, society.

ata , a. (from , with, and tf , residing), residing

with, living in society.

A s. (from , with, and a, a dying) , the dying with

another, a woman's sacrificing herself on the funeral

pile of her dead husband.

, a . (from , dead with), dead with her husband ;

s. a woman who has devoted herself on the funeral pile

of her husband,

,

soft.
This word when constructed with করিয়া জান্, to

esteem , means the treating of a person as if he were be.

low notice, a treating with lightness.

, ad. (from , to bear), suddenly, hastily, without

reflection.

ALF; a. (from T , to bear) , a thousand.

ALYJE, s. (from A , a thousand, and f , an eye), the thou

sand-eyed , one of the names of Indra.

acts, s. (from 55, with, and ¤ , to go), an ally, a person

who co-operates, a helper.

31, s. (from Et , an ally), an alliance, co-operation,

assistance.

tata , a. (from 11, alliance, and 7 , producible),

producible by or arising from alliance or assistance.

tata , ad. (loc. case of tt ), for an alliance, for

co-operation, for assistance.

atstatai, ad. (from 131, alliance, and at , a door),

by or through alliance or co-operation .

atstfafas , a . (from ts1, alliance, and fifa , a

cause), caused by or arising from alliance or co-ope-

ration ; ad. from or because of alliance or co-operati-

on.

etpotfiface, ad . (from #t , alliance, and fifa , a

cause), for an alliance or co- operation.

tpat , a. (from ty , alliance, and , before), pre-"

ceded by or arising from alliance or co-operation ; ad.

by or through alliance or co-operation.

TF,att , a. (from 131, alli ince, and , causedby),

caused by or arising from alliance or co-operation ; ud.

from or because of alliance or co-operation.

tata , ad. (from 131 , alliance, and feat , without),

without or beside alliance or co - operation.

artystufsfas, a . (from AxtyS1, alliance, and f3fs, ex-

cepted , alliance or co-operation excepted.

সহায়তাব্যতিরেক, s. ( from সহায়তা , alliance, and ৰাতিরেক, an

exception , the exception of alliance or co-operation.

atstofa , ad. (loc. case of artystas ) , with the

exception of alliance or co-operation, without or beside

alliance or co-operation.

tate , a. (from 131 , alliance, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from alliance or co-operation ; ad.

beside alliance or co- operation .

ts , a. (from 11, alliance, and , a cause),

arising from or produced by alliance or co-operation ;

ad. from or because of alliance or co-operation.

ĦEtA, o. (from A , with, and i¤, laughter) , smiling, laugh-

ing, attended with a laugh or smile,
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vital.

ta , a. (from , with, and 1, laughter), smiling , laugh-

ing, attended with laughter.

afy, a. (from ¤ , to bear), enduring, patient, bearing

affliction.

*f**31, s. (from ſ , patient), patience, the bearing of

affliction .

STI, a . (from ™ , to bear), tolerable , bearable.

AIR, s . (from , testimony), testimony.

134 , s. (from Ulŵ , a sign) , a sign , a token.

A, s. (from , the whole) , the whole, a remainder, a

market, a tax , duties levied on property ; a. going,

walking, wandering.

ts , a. (from st, close contact), coming in close en-

gagement with an enemy.

, a. (from , a year), annual, yearly.

, a. (from , with, and g, another part),

having an extraneous or distinct part attached . In bo-

tany the term is applied to such leaves as have distinct

organs attached to them, (folia appendiculata.)

alfa , a. (from 3, the world), worldly, belonging

to the world, pertaining to nature or to any ofthe king-

doms of nature.

StRfa*, a. (from Fe, thirty-seven) , thirty-seven.

a, a bridge , a bridge.1 , s. (from

ts, a. (from , prep. and , to honour), new, recent.

ft , s . (from ¡ft, new, and 14 , the piper betle), young

or recently gathered betle leaf.

#1873, s. (from †ſs, new, and (75, a ratɑn), the common

ratan, (Calamus Rotang.)

tf , s. (from б, new, and 1, mustard), the name of

a plant resembling mustard , and sometimes cultivated ,

(Brassica erucoides. )

, a. (from , recently produced), recently produc

ed or made, new.

, a. (from , accoutremen's), harnessed, armed,

accoutred.

åtcatatЯş, s. (from Яtt, recently done, and 145, cloth),

cloth washed and returned the day it is delivered to the

washerman.

. (from , recently made, and , curds),

curds made from the same day's milk.

At , s. (from , erening), evening.

tz , s . (from , with, and is , the edge ofa river's

bank), the split bamboos of a roof which run from end

to end and are placed under those which serve as rafters.

Яtṣtf*, s. (from , a pair of tongs), a smith's tongs

with which he lifts the iron from the forge, a pair of

pincers.

atf .

te , v. a. (from , prep. and §, lo cross a river), to

swim.

Ħ†331, v. a. (from ™• , prep. and ¾, to cross a river), to swim,

to cause to swim.

Яtat1, s. (from it , to swim), a swimming from place

to place.

tata, s. (from 371, to swim), a swimming from place to

place ; a . crossed by swimming.

Statfag1, a. (from 341, to swɩm), swimming ; s. A swim-

mer.

itsal, v. a. (from , prep and to finish), to put the

spices and other additions to a condiment.

11, s. (from 31, to season gravy , the seasoning

of gravy or any condiment by adding oil and spices.

tsata, s. (from 131, to season grary), the seasoning of

gravy or any other condiment ; a seasoned.

atfagt, a. (from Яtgal , to season gravy), adding spices

and other ingredients to a condiment ; s. a person who

seasons condiments.

☆ 4, v. a. (from 7º , prep. and 21, to hold), to enter, to go

in.

tat, s. (from Яta, to enter), an entering.

Яta, s. ( from a , grain ), the kernel of a fruit, the sub-

stance of corn or seeds.

a. (from , with, and at , a tendril), furnished

with cirrhi or tendrils.

ta , s. (from , all) , wholeness, entireness, integrity.

atat . a. (from Я , with, and attit, desire), desirous,

willing.

atat , a. (from , with, and stats, desired), possess.

ing or having the thing desired , desirous .

atata, a. (from я , with, and tæta, a form), possessed

of a form or shape.

atte, ad. (from , with, and F, an eye), in the pre-

sence ; a. immediate. N. B. This being an indeclinable

word ought not, as it frequently is, to be written in the

seventh case.

teta, 8. (from tæt , in the presence, and . to make),

presence, a person's presence.

FİFİSHIZE, a. (from tЯte, in the presence, and atṛa,

making), bringing into the presence.

Atletiì, a. (from at , in the presence, and ifṛa, do-

ing), bringing or causing to appear in the presence.

, s. (fromA , in the presence, and f , a sight),

an immediate sight or view, a front view.

f31, s. (from at , a witness) , the office of a witness.

tf¶, s. (from 1 , a witness), the office ofa witness.

, s. (from tf , a witness, and , aproducti-
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on), the existence of witness , the possibility of witness-

es.

, a . (from , a witness, and aresemblance ,

identified with a witness.

it, a . (from 5, with, and off, an eye), bearing testimo-

ny ; s. a witness, an occular witness .

, s . (from tf , a witness), testimony, evidence.

Hista, a. (from , with, and ¤ , written or other creden-

tials), attended with valid credentials .

atsta, s. (from sg, the name ofafabled king) , the ocean

fabled by the Hindoos to have been dug by the sixty.

thousand sons of Sugura at their father's command.

testa , s. (from , possessed of good qualities , the

name of a wild climbing plant, (Asclepias echinata.)

1 , s. (from 1 , calculation), one of the Darshanas or

views ofthe veda, the author of which was the sage Ku-

pila. It is atheistical, proceeding upon the supposition

of their being no God.

tī , a. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and 1,

producible), producible by or arising from the Sankhya

philosophy.

ata , ad. (loc. case of , for the Sankhya phi.

losophy.

at , a . ( from , the Sunkhya philosophy, and i, to

know), acquainted with the Saukhya philosophy.

31, 8. (from 13, acquainted with the Sankhya phi-

losophy), an acquaintance with the Sankhya philoso-

phy.

' , s. (from 1 , acquainted with the Sankhya philo-

sophy), au acquaintance with the Sankhya philosophy.

attal, s. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and It ,

a person who knows), a person acquainted with the San-

khya philosophy.

*& ta, 8. (from 1, the Sankhya philosophy, and ta,

knowledge), a knowledge of the Saukhya philosophy.

att¶æ, a. (from 1 , the Sankhya philosophy, and it ,

making known), making known or publishing the San-

khya philosophy.

, s. (from t& , the Sankhya philosophy, and t ,

making known), the publishing or making known of the

Sankhya philosophy.

=t& @laf?31, s . (from at , the Sankhya philosophy, and

, one who makes known), a person who publish .

es or makes known the Saukhya philosophy.

13 , s. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and 3 ,

reality), the true doctrine of the Saukhya philosophy.

, a. (from at , the true doctrine ofthe Sankhya.

ต .

and , to know), acquainted with the verities of the San-

khya philosophy.

1, 8. (from 13 , acquainted with the verities

of the Sunkhya philosophy), an acquaintauce with the

verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

3 , s. (from trз , acquainted with the verities

of the Sankhya philosophy), an acquaintance with the

verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

31, s. (from 3 , the verities of the Sankhya

philosophy, and t , one who knows) , a person who

knows the verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

ata, 8. (from 13 , the verities ofthe Sankhya phi

losophy, and t , knowledge), a knowledge of the ve-

rities of the Sankhya philosophy.

¡ Gyldæ, a . (from

philosophy, and

the verities of the

3 , s. (from

philosophy, and

1 , the verities of the Sankhya

, making known), making known

Sankhya philosophy.

tra , the verities of the Sankhya

17, a making known), the making

known ofthe verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

atjagarafgot , s . (from at&r , the verities of the Sankhya

philosophy, and af , a person who makes known),

a person who publishes or makes known the verities of

the Sankhya philosophy.

afe, a. (from t13 , the verities ofthe Sankhyaphi

losophy, and faŋ, to know), acquainted with the verities

of the Sankhya philosophy.

AGES. (from 3 , the verities of the Sankhya

philosophy, and e , one who knows), a person who

knows the verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

at&jogatal, s. (from ty, the verities of the Sankhya

philosophy, and cta, a person who knows), a person

who knows the verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

ata , s. (from 1 , the verities of the Sankhya

philosophy, and cata, knowledge), a knowledge of the

verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

সাধাতত্ত্ববোধক, a. (from সাতত্ত্ব , the verities of the Sankhya

philosophy, and cat¶æ, knowing), knowing or making

known the verities of the Sankhya philosophy.

at , 8. (from at , the Sankhya philosophy, and

a view), that view of the veda or system of doctrine

founded thereon of which Kupila was the author.

Atgıfafaga, a. (from ¬†§¹ , the Sankhya philosophy, and fafas,

a cause) , caused by or arising from the Sankhya philo

sophy ; ad. from or because of the Saukbya philosophy.

atsifafats, ad. (from tr, the Sankhya philosophy, and

fa , a cause), for the Sankhya philosophy.
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warz , 4. (from t&r, the Sankhya philosophy, and fan

to know), acquainted with the Sankhya philosophy.

fat, ad. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and

fa , without , without or beside the Sankhya philoso-

phy.

, a. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and fe™ ,

opposed to), opposed or contrary to the Sankhya phi-

losophy.

tata, s. (from 1 , the Sankhya philosophy, and

farata, opposition), opposition or contrariety to the

Sankhya philosophy.

§¤ , 8. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and c

one who knows), a person who knows the Sankhya phi-

losophy.

tatai, s . (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and cata ,̸

one who knows), a person who is acquainted with the

Sankhya philosophy.

≈igata, s. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and catª,

knowledge), a knowledge of the Sankhya philosophy.

taxat , a. (from 1, the Sankhya philosophy, and

cat , knowing), knowing or making known the San-

khya philosophy.

=t&141f3f5, a. (from † , the Sunkhya philosophy, and

af , excepted) , the Sankhya philosophy excepted.

tajafalça , s. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and

fs , an exception), the exception of the Sankbya

philosophy.

fe, ad. ( loc . case of trafra ), with the ex-

ception of the Sankhya philosophy, without or beside

the Sankhya philosophy.

fs , a. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and f5a,

separate), separate or distinct from the Sankhya philo-

sophy ; ad. beside the Sankhya philosophy.

3, a. (from 1 , the Sankkya philosophy, and 3,

approved), approved by the writings on the Sankhya

philosophy ; s . the profession or sect of the Sankhya

philosophy.

mijatām7, s. (from Яt , the Sankhya sect, and

, a depending on) , the joining with or making pro-

fession of the doctrines of the Sankhya sect.

Tam , a. (from tra , the Sunkhya sect, and

depending on), joining with or making profession of

the doctrines of the Sankhya sect .

, s . (from 1 , the Sankhya philosophy, and tt .

science), the Sankhya philosophy, the books which

treat of the Sankhya philosophy.

, a. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and

ats,

approved), approved by the books on the Sankhya phi-

losophy.

f , u. (from tr, the Sankhya philosophy, and fa ,

proved), proved or established by the Sankhya philoso-

phy.

attal , a. (from , the Sankhya philosophy, and

, following , following upon or in accordance

with the Sankhya philosophy.

ttt , ad. (from 1, the Sankhya philosophy, and

, afollowing) , corresponding with or according

to the Sankhya philosophy.

at , a. (from , with, and k, a part), complete, having

all its parts or members.

AtatЯtk, a . (from ≈ , with, ¤ , a limb, and stk, an in-

ferior part), complete, entire.

v. a. (from , accoutrements), to accoutre, to put on

dress or ornaments.

ata, s. (from , accoutrements), accoutrements, harness,

articles of dress or use.

H†31 , v. a. (from SF , accoutrements) , to accoutre, to harness

a horse or other animal, to set furniture in order in a

house, to set out a table for a meal, to dress ; s . punish-

ment, rennet or any other substance put into milk to

curdle it.

atati, s. (from 1, to accoutre) , the accoutering of a

person, the harnessing of an animal, the putting of

things in order, the setting out of a table, the causing

a person to put on dress or ornaments.

tata, s. (from , to accoutre), the accoutering of a sol

dier or other person , the harnessing of a horse or other

animal, the setting out ofa table for a meal, the setting

of things in order.

ataifa, s. (from at , to accoutre), the accoutering ofa per-

son, the harnessing of an animal, the patting ofthings

in order, the setting out of a table, the putting on of

dress or ornaments.

tata , a. (from at , to accoutre), accoutering, harness.

ing, setting in order, putting on articles of dress or or

nament.

ts, s. (from , to bear), feeling, a sense of feeling.

Afiş, a. (from a connected with half), connected with

half. This word is prefixed to all numerals to signify

half an unit more than is expressed by the number ; f

g.atf . three and a half, assifs, four and a kaf.

ats, a. (from 7, seven ) , seven.

Atd, a. (from Я , seven, and 94, a quality), seven-fold.

ts , a. (from 3, seven), the seventh.
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atafat, a. (from , forty-seven , forty- seven .

ata, s. (from 3, seven, and gata, a kind), seven

sorts ; ad. of seven kinds.

text , a. (from 3, seven, and xtx, a time), seven times

repeated.

tì, s. (from Я , the name of a tree) , the name ofa

tree, (Adenanthera pavonina.)

ata , a. (from af , sixty-seren), sixty-seven .

st , a. (from , twenty- seven), twenty-seven .

statt , a. (from 1st, twenty-seven), the twenty-seventh,

stotsa, a. (from 1853f3, seventy- seven ), seventy-seven.

3 , ninety-seven , ninety-seven.

sta , a. (from fs, ninety-seven) , ninety- seven.

tot , a. from

tata. a. (from

, a. (from

ange, a. (from 5

te, fifty-seven ) , fifty- seven.

3, eighty-seven , eighty-seven .

fruth), true, virtuous ; excellent,

~14, u. (from afg³, with), attended by, with.

tu, s. (from at , with), a companion, an attendant, an

associate.

tag, a. (from 5, with, and tag, respect) , respectful, ho-

nourable, accompanied with respect.

, 8. (from , like , similitude, likeness, a resem-

blance .

v. a. (from at , to effect) , to effect an object, to ac-

complish a desired thing, to obtain one's wishes, to pre-

vait upon a person, to bring a person over to one's own

designs.

18, s. (from , to effect , desire, solicitation, prayer,

labour to accomplish an object.

, a. (from t , to effect) , effecting, accomplishing; s.

a person who effects a purpose or accomplishes an un-

dertaking.

Fi¶7, s. (from at , to effect), the accomplishing of a thing,

the effecting of a purpose, an expedient, means, the

means or instrument by which a work is accomplished

or a purpose effected, the means of establishing or

proving a thing in a court of law ; matter, materials,

the material or that of which a thing is composed or

in which it consists, substance, the judicial enforce-

ment of a thing, the infliction of punishment, the levy.

ing of a fine, authority, the premises leading to a logi-

cal conclusion , an instrumental cause, the killingor oxy-

dizing of mercury or other metals for medicinal pur

poses, a proof, the substantiating of an affirmation or

report.

#1217347, 0. (from atâ , means, aud ₹31 , means), effect-

ed by weans ; ad by means of.

ต ง .

at , a. (front , an accomplis hing, and 7 , able),

able to effect a purpose or accomplish an object.

attauaz, a . (from 13 , a means, and III, producing),

producing the means of accomplishing a thing, produc

ing the accomplishment of a thing.

ata , a. (from 15, a meins, and FAI,

ducible by or arising from the means of effecting a pur-

pose or accomplishing a thing, producible by or arising.

from the accomplishing of a thing.

producible) , pro-

atamas, ad. (loc case of 571) , for the means of effect-

ing or accomplishing a thing, for the accomplishing of

a thing.

31, s. (from at , means), the property or oharacter

oflegitimate means.

ta , s. (from 1 , means), the property or character of

legitimate means.

atЯant31, s. (from t , merns, and ħtą, a giver ) , a per-

son who furnishes the means of effecting or accom-

plishing a thing, a person who gives effect to a thing.

Santiæ, a. (from t¶ , means, and tạ☎ , giving), furnish-

ing the means of effecting a purpose or accomplishing

a thing, giving effect.

tì, a (from 2 , means, and at , giving) , furnish-

ing the means of effecting a purpose or accomplishing

a thing, giving effect,

atta☎tat, ad. (from t47 , means, and ta, a door), by or

through means.

সাধননিমিত্তক, a. (from সাধন means , and নির্মিত , a cause),

caused by or arising from the means of effecting a

purpose or accomplishing a thing, caused by or arising

from the accomplishment of a thing ; ad, from or be

cause of the means of effecting a purpose or accom-

plishing a thing, from or because of the accomplishing of

a thing.

18afafas, ad. (from † , means, and fafas, a cause) , for

the means of effecting a purpose or accomplishing a

thing, for effecting a purpose or accomplishing a thing.

সাধননিরপেক্ষ, a. ( from সাধন, means, and নিরপেক্ষ, not require

ing), not requiring theproduction of witnesses or other

means of substantiating a claim.

187× ☎, a. (from ¬†¶¶, means, and , before , preceded

by or arising from the means of effecting a purpose or

accomplishing a thing, preceded by or arising from the

effecting of a purpose, or the accomplishing of a thing ;

ad. by or through the effecting of a purpose or accom-

plishing of a thing.

Xxxxxxx2

fs , a. (from 7, means, and , obstruct-
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ing), operating as an obstacle to the effecting of a pur-

pose or accomplishing ofa thing.

13 , a . (from 187 , means, and F, caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from the means of effecting a purpose

or of accomplishing a thing, caused by or arising from

the effecting of a purpose or accomplishing of a thing ;

ed. from or because of the means of effecting a purpose

or accomplishing a thing, from or because of the effect-

ing of a purpose or the accomplishing of a thing.

atafisi, ad. (from ¬†T , means, and fat, without), with-

out or beside the means of effecting a purpose or ac-

complishing a thing, without or beside the effecting of

a purpose orthe accomplishing of a thing.

mikaa7f3fas, 0, (from 187, means, and IF, excepted),

the means of effecting a purpose or of accomplishing an

undertaking excepted, the effecting of a purpose or ac

complishing of a thing excepted .

ata , s. (from ata, means, and ifsgæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of the means of effecting a pur-

pose or of accomplishing an undertaking, the excepti-

on of the effecting of a purpose or accomplishing a

thing.

atafiziæ, ad. (loc. case of afs ), with the ex-

ception of effecting a purpose or accomplishing an un-

dertaking, without or beside the effecting of a purpose

or the accomplishing of an undertaking.

asa, a . (from 1 , means, and fea, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from the means of effecting a purpose or

of accomplishing an undertaking, separate or distinct

from the effecting of a purpose or the accomplishing of

an undertaking ; ad. beside the effecting a purpose or of

the accomplishing an undertaking.

attacatstı, a. (from Я , means, and ‹¤isti , worthy), wor.

thy of means, worthy of being accomplished, fit or de-

serving of means.

ata , a. (from ¬†Ãª , means, and , requiring),

requiring the production of witnesses or other means of

proving a fact.

tarza, a. (from at , means, and c , a cause ), caus-

ed by or arising from the means of effecting a purpose

or of accomplishing an undertaking, caused by or aris-

ing from the effecting of a purpose or the accomplish-

ing of an undertaking ; ad. from or because ofthe means

of effecting a purpose or of accomplishing an under-

taking, from or because of the effecting of a purpose or

the accomplishing of an undertaking.

taatti, s. (from 1 , means, and tig , desire), a

desire of the means of effecting a purpose or of accom.

সাধ,

plishing an undertaking, the desire of effecting a pur

pose or accomplishing an undertaking.

atatatì, a. (from Яt87, means, and staff , desiring).

desiring the means of effecting a purpose or of accoT-

plishing an undertaking, desirous of effecting a purpose

or accomplishing an undertaking.

attata , a . (from 187, means, and af, unworthy), un

worthy of means, not fit to be accomplished,

tatt , a. (from 1 , means, and af , follow-

ing), corresponding with or following upon the means

ofeffecting a purpose or of accomplishing an undertak.

ing, corresponding with or following upon the effect-

ing of a purpose or the accomplishing of an undertak.

ing.

attal, a. (from , means , and at , following.

corresponding with or following upon the means of e-

fecting a purpose or of accomplishing an undertaking,

corresponding with or following upon the effecting of

a purpose or the accomplishing of an undertaking.

atatata, ad. (from at , means, and at , a follow-

ing), according to or in correspondence with the means

ofeffecting a purpose or of accomplishing an unde: tak-

ing, according to or in correspondence with the effect-

ing of a purpose or the accomplishing of an undertak-

ing.

ataatste, s. (from at , means, and afsatz, desire), a

desire ofthe means of effecting a purpose or of accom-

plishing an object, a desire to effect a purpose or to ac-

complish an undertaking.

atatfsmtal, a. (from † , means, and featfaz, desir.

ous), desirous of the means of effecting a purpose or of

accomplishing an un dertaking, desirous of effecting a

purpose or accomplishing an undertaking.

tp , a. (from 17, means, and 14 , subject to), sub-

ject to or depending on the means of effecting a pur-

pose or of accomplishing an undertaking, subject to or

depending upon the effecting of a purpose or the ac-

complishing of an undertaking.

atatetstr, a. (from 2 , means, and ist , unworthy),

not worthy of means, not deserving the use of means,

not worthy of being accomplished.

aat , a. (from 4, means, and aff , desirous), desir

ous of the means of effecting a purpose or of accom-

plishing an undertaking, desirous of effecting a purpose

or accomplishing an undertaking.

ataat , ad. (from , means, and f, an object), for

the purpose of means to effect an object or to accom.
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plish an undertaking, for the effecting of a purpose or

the accomplishing an undertaking.

at , a. (from 7, means, and , fit), worthy of

means, worthy of being accomplished.

, a. (from Яt , to effect), possible, accomplishable.

1871, s. (from 87, means , and 1, desire,, a desire for

the means of effecting a purpose or accomplishing an un-

dertaking, a desire to effect a purpose or to accomplish

an undertaking.

. (from , means , and 5 , desirous), desirous

ofmeans to effect a purpose or to accomplish an under-

taking, desirous ofeffecting a purpose or of accomplish-

ing an undertaking.

AtilaKE, a . (from 187, means, and a, desirous), desirous

ofmeans to effect a purpose or to accomplish an un-

dertaking, desirous of effecting a purpose or of accom-

plishing an undertaking.

ata , a. (from 1 , means, and st , suited to),

suitedto or fit for the use ofmeans, suited to the effect-

ing ofa purpose or the accomplishment of an undertak-

ing.

atâ , s. (from Я , professing the same religion) , a pro-

fessing or being of the same religion, a being subject to

the same duties , an answering the same purpose.

tЯtas, a . (from 5 , with, and attad , a holding), com-

mon, general.

tagafas, a. (from attad , general, and af ,

permutation), a general rule of permutation in arith-

metic.

atЯtar, s. (from ta, common), a common right or inter

est, communion, community.

atf23, ` a. (from Яt , to effect) , effected , accomplished, pre-

vailed on, persuaded .

37, a. (from at , to effect , accomplishable, possible,

persuadable.

fad , a. from 18 , the irregular substitute of † , hard),

very or exceedingly hard or heavy.

ta, a. (from 1 , substituted for ats, hard) , very or

exceedingly hard or heavy.

1a. (from tЯ, to effect) , righteous, good , pious , holy,

pure, elegant, pleasing, beautiful , well- born, right , fit ,

proper, classical , legitimate. In the last two senses this

word is applied to language in opposition to vulgar or

uncultivated ; s. an usurer, a money lender.

13 , s. (from ¬†¾, righteous) , righteousness , goodness ,

holiness, piety.

ta , s. (from 1ª, righteous), righteousness, goodness ,

holiness, piety.

atgatsì, a. (from at , good, and atfeą, carrying), car-

rying a load well, the term is usually applied to a well

broken horse.

1 , a. (from at , to effect), possible, able, accomplish-

able, requiring to be proved or established by argu

ment ; s . an object to be accomplished , the object to be

acquired by a law suit, power, ability, a kind of demi

god, a god.

, ad. (from , the object to be accomplished,

and I, a step), by or according to the objectinten-

ded to be accomplished , by or according to ability.

11, s. (from at , possible), possibility.

32 , 0. (from 31, pessibility, and E, li-

miting), limiting the possibility of a thing.

ĦĦa, s. (from A†¾ , possible), possibility.

1819 , ad. (from , the object to be acquired by a law

suit, and Я , a plaint), the plaint in a law suit.

tata, s. (from t , an object to be accomplished), in

law the plaintiff or he who proposes an object to be

accomplished .

tifft , a. (from t¶ , an object to be accomplished, and

faf , possessed of), having a cause pending in a court

of law ; s. a plaintiff.

#t& axìa, a . (from ¬t , an object to be accomplished, and

fasta, destitute) , destitute of a suit to be carried in a

court oflaw.

t8143, «. (from ¬† , ability, and 3 , approved ), corres-

ponding with power ; ad. to the utmost ofone's ability.

a. (from tå , an object to be accomplished, and

TF, joined), connected with or having a suit to gain in a

court of law, a plaintiff.

13, a. (from 181, an object to be accomplished, and

, destitute), destitute of an object to be accom-

plished or a cause to be gained in a court of law.

, . (from , an object to be accomplished, and

, empty), destitute of an object to be accomplish-

ed or a suit to be gained in a court oflaw.

afa , s. (from at , the object to be accomplished, and

faf , accomplishment) , success , the accomplishment of

a desirable object, the obtaining of a favourable deci-

sion of a law suit.

atafabeta, 8. (from staff , the accomplishment of the

thing to be accomplished , and † , a stage ofa law suit),

the last stage of a law suit or the decision in favour of

the plaintiff.

atata, a. (from at , an object to be accomplished, and

, destitute), destitute ofan object to be accomplished

or a suit to be gained in a court of law.
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, a . (from atår, an object to be accomplished, and

, corresponding with , corresponding with an ob

ject to be accomplished, corresponding with power or

-ability.

tenta , ad. (from 17, an object to be accomplished,

and at , afollowing), according to or in correspon-

dence with an object to be obtained, according to pow-

er or ability.

atafa , s. (from † , an object to be accomplished, and

aff , non-accomplishment) , want of success, failure in

accomplishing a proposed object , the loss of a law suit,

Alta, 8. (from at , good, and , to throw), fear, terror,

alarm.

atâ, a. fem. (from at , righteous), righteous, holy, just,

good, pious.

, s. (from , to bear), feeling, sensation.

ata , a. (from , with, and 7 , joy , joyful, happy,

pleasant, delightful, festive.

, s. (from at , a weaver's sley) , a weaver's sley.

tat??, s. (from stra , a flute ) , a flute, a pipe , a fife.

, s. (from , to give), table land on a mountain,

, a. (from 5, with, and , favourable) , attend-

ed by favourable circumstances.

a. (from , to console), consolatory, soothing, agree-

able, sweet.

ata, s. (from at , to console), the comforting or consol-

ing a person.

, s . (from it , to console) , comfort, consolation, con-

dolence .

attata , a. (from ta1, comfort, and ta , doing), com-

forting, condoling with; s a comforter, one who con-

doles with another.

agatet , a. (from it, comfort, and if , doing), com-

forting, consoling, condoling with.

atgatxa>, « . (from 11, comfort, and , producing),

producing comfort or consolation .

stgatsas, a . (from , comfort, and 5, producible),

·

producible by or arising from comfort or consolation.

igital , ad. (loc, case of tt ), for comfort, for

consolation,

stgatfafage, a. (from it, comfort, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from comfort or consolation ; ad.

from or because of comfort or consolation .

attfiface, ad, (from 1 , comfort, and ffs, a cause),

for comfort, for consolation.

13 , ad. (from 1 , comfort, and , before), prece-

ded by or arising from comfort or condolence ; ad.

by or through comfort or condolence.

ats, a. (from

Site.

1 , comfort, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from comfort or condolence ; ad

from or because of comfort or condolence.

gat , ad. (from at1, comfort, and fea , without), with

out or beside comfort or condolence.

atgatufofas, a. (from Яt , comfort, and ft , except-

e ), comfort or condolence excepted .

সান্ত্বনাব্যতিরেক, a. (from সান্ত্বনা , comfort, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of comfort or condolence.

agstafa , ad. (loc. case of tatafata ), with the ex-

ception of comfort or condolence, without or beside

comfort or condolence.

, . (from at , comfort , and foa, separate`, se-

parate or distinct from comfort or condolence ; ad. be

side comfort or condolence.

algarats , a. (from t , comfort, and cts , worthy, or

acts, unworthy), worthy of comfort or condolence,

unworthy of comfort or condolence.

འ
att , a. (from 1 , comfort, and ¤ , wortky), worthy

of comfort or condolence.

Arganeze, a. (from 1 , comfort, and (55, a cause', caus-

ed by or arising from comfort or condolence ; ad. from

or because ofcomfort or condolence.

a , s. (from f , sight), the immediate consequence

of an action or circumstance.

a. (from , with, and , to bind , thick, gross,

coarse, unctuous, oily, impervious , growing close to-

gether, clustered .

, a. (from , thick, and fa , unctuous), thick or

course and unctuous.

Atfa81, s. (from Aft, near), nearness, vicinity.

† , s. (from ñ , a serpent), a serpent.

, a. (from , with, and , a drawingfrom), bad,

evil.

, s. (from a , a co-wife) , the condition or state of the

several wives of the same man.

† , a. (from , with, and 431, a child), together with

children.

≈t***, s. (from slå , a king, and simş, choice), the name of

a beautiful flower much cultivated in India, ( Centauria

moschata.)

,, (from , with, and 1, expectation), attend-

ed with expectation , dependent.

at , a. (from , to be clean, to be overspread, lo,

clean), clean, pure, pellucid , transparent.

atra , s. (from T , efectual), effectualness.

Alfœatal, s . (from ¿silo, cleanness, and xli, a writing),
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writing declaring a dispute between two parties to be

settled by arbitration.

zata, a. (from F , with , and ¶z, attention), attentive,

cautious, careful, prudent.

atatas1, s. from ¡ 7, attentive), caution , care, attenti-

on , prudence.

tata from tata, attentive) , attention , caution , care,

prudence.

#1181a4f6, a. (from tata, attention, and , before) ,

preceded by or arising from attention or prudence ; ad.

prudently, attentively, carefully.

, s. (from to bear), a month of thirty days , a day

reckoned from day break till sunset.

, s. (from ¬† , a day, and fa, a day),, a day rec-

koned from day break till sunset.

aga, a. (from 5 , with, and , a constituent part),

attended by its constituent parts or members.

læg , a. (from ag , attended by its constituent parts,

and 3, made), completely made or fabricated.

tagaiss, u. (from tag , attended by its constituent parts,

and 53, become), complete, having all its parts or mem-

bers.

strýs; a. (from Ħ , with, and atasa, turning), vertebral

as applied to animals.

atat , interj. (from l , delighted, and , be), well

done ! bravo !

at, s. (from Aly , well done), an couragement.

ata , s . (from , the sun), the Gayutree or hymn to

the sun accounted sacred by all the brahmuns .

, s. (from , to rest or remain fixed, &:¹³, con-

firmed), witness, testimony, a confirmation.

tu , d. (from 51 , qualified to have a place in court, and

1, to stand), confirmed , established, settled.

, a. (from 8 , qualified to have a place in court, and

, to stand), confirmed , established , settled.

ta, s. (from , to conciliate), the Sama veda or that part

which is to be chanted, conciliation,

Ħ†æ☎, a. (from ( 1, to pare or whet), a whet-stone, a grind.

ing stone.

tast, s. (from t , the Samt veda, and tst, to sing), a

brahman who chants the Sama veda.

*¤ , a. (from ca , to hurt), the Sama veda..

, a. (from , an end), bordering, neighbouring, li

mitative ; s. the chief of a district, a military officer.

Ħtacan, s. (from t , the Suma, and c₹5, the veda), the Sa-

ma veda.

Ataltaña , a, (from ta , the Sama veda , and Fai, pro-

Sta.

ducible), producible by or arising from the Sama veda.

Atarengas, ud. (loc , case ofЯ1), for the Sama ve

da.

? , a. (from ata , the Sima veda, and i , to know),

acquainted with the Sama veda.

atacaæatai, s. (from ta , the Sama veda, and F , one

who knows), a person who is acquainted with the Saa

veda.

atacanta, s. (from : the Sama veda, and 37 , know-

ledge), a knowledge of the Sama veda.

a. (from tan, the Sama veda, and Z,

making known), making known or publishing the Sa

ma veda ; s. a person who makes known or publishes

the Sama veda.

সামৱেদজ্ঞাপন , s . (from সামবেদ, the Sama veda, and জাপন, ৫

making known), a making known or publishing of the

Sama veda.

সামদেজ্ঞাপয়িত1 , s. (from সামবেদ, theSama veda,andজ্ঞাপতিত্ব,

aperson who makes known ), a person who makes known

or publishes the Sama veda.

সামবেদনিমিত্তক, a. (from সামাদ, the Sama reda, and নিত্তি,

a cause), caused by or arising from the Samɑ veda;

from or because of the Sama veda.

ff , ad. (from tax , the Sama veda, and faf ,

a cause), for the Sama veda.

Яtas, a. (from , the Sama veda, and 15,

caused by), caused by or arising from the Sama veda ;

ad. from or because of the Sama veda.

Ateranfas, a. (from , the Sama veda, and fan, to

know , acquainted with the Sama veda.

tarafat, ad. (from rack , the Sama veda, and fea1,

without), without or beside the Sama veda.

storanfa&a; a. (from #ts , the Sama veda, and faxa,

opposed to , contrary or opposed to the Sama veda,

atacanfæratâ, s . (from tan, the Sama veda, and facṛta,

opposition), opposition or contrariety to the Sama ve-

da.

tatai, s. (from , the Samu reda, and cry, one

who knows), a person who is acquainted with the Sa-

ma veda.

atacencēta!, s. (from tan, the Sama reda, and cată, one

who knows), a person acquainted with the Sama veda .

AtaæaltiT, 8. (from ¬tat , the Sımı veda, and ca18, know-

ledge) , a knowledge of the Sim › veda.

Ħtazaqas, `a . (from tata, the Sama veda, and 23, epprove

ed), approved by the Sama veda ; s . the sect which

professes adherence to the Sama veda,
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Stacanaga, a. (from tx , the Sama reda, and ≈a, a root),

originating from the Sama reda.

HialTHW3, a. (from t ™ , the Sama veda, and ,

ap-

prored), approved by the Sama veda,

maaf , a. (from atat , theSama reda, and fas, proved),

proved or established by the Saina veda.

Stalcalcio, a, (from tata , the Suma veda, and

cause), caused by or arising from the Sama veda ; ad.

from or because of the Sama veda,

a

Atalentzat , a. (from tatan, the Sama reda, and warfa,

following), following upon or in accordance with the

Sama veda.

atacontzzata, s. (from Яtaan, the Sama veda, and wata,

search), a search after or scrutiny into the Samɑ ve-

da.

Stackteata), o. (from tat , the Sama veda, and
অনুসऋ

fa , searching), searching after or scrutinizing into the

Sama veda.

atacantesis , a. (from tax, the Sama veda, and

1
, searching), searching after or scrutinizing into the

Sama veda.

সাবেদানুসারী, a. (from সামবেদ, the Sama reda, and অনুসারি ,

following , following upon or corresponding with the

Sama veda.

AtalarsĦts, ad. (from tι , the Sama veda, and wants,

a following), according to or in correspondence with the

Sama veda

atafge, a. (from a , time), temporary, adopted to parti-

cular times or seasons.

tú , s. (from a , ability), ability, power, strength.

njaújæg, a. (from Atavi, power, audą, to do), exercising

strength or power.

Gitauzdē, a. (from ta , power, and ₹ 4, means), effect-

ed by means of power or strength ; ad. by means of

power or strength.

Stańætzæ, a. (from tauí, power, and Tiga, doing), exer-

cising strength or power.

সামর্থ্যকারী, ৫.za , a. (fromatas, power, and atfa , doing), exercis-

ing strength or power.

, a. (from fr, power, aud , producing ,

producing power or ability.

úsfas, a. (from tur, power, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from power or ability.

F ) , a. (from tf , power, and T, producible ,, pro-

ducible by or arising from power or ability.

, ad. (loc. case of aura ), for power, for abili

ty, for strength.

ata.

Atariats, a. (from Яtaufi, power, and It3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from power or ability.

atafiatal, ad. (from ¬tä , power, and ☎ty, a door), by or

through power or ability.

Яtaj , s. (from ta , power, and Я, destruction),

the destruction of power or ability.

, a (from ts, power, and a , destructive),

destructive to power or ability.

atauíì, a. (from tafi, power, and ‡ªfa , destructive),

destructive to power or ability.

Ataújat , s. (from Ata , power, and † , destruction), the

destruction of power or ability.

atauíatæ, a. (from Яta , power, and at , destructive),

destructive to power or ability.

সামর্থ। নিমিত্তক , a. ( from সাম , power, and নিষি , a cause),

caused by or arising from power or ability ; ad. from or

because of power or ability.

tiffae, ad. (from tau , power, and f , a cause),

for strength, for power, for ability.

সামর্থ্যপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from সার্থr, power, and প্রতিবন্ধক , obstract-

ing), operating as an obstacle to power or ability.

, . (from as, power, and , causedby),

caused by or arising from power or ability ; adiro

or because of power or ability.

ta , a. (from tau , power, and a, increasing),

increasing power or ability.

ta , s. (from ta , power, and , an increasing),

the increasing of power or ability.

ataifa , ud. (from ataufs, power, and fant, without), with

out or beside power or ability.

stiff , a. (from ta , power, and faf , possessed

of), possessed of power or ability, able, strong, power-

ful, mighty.

fat , a. (from ta , power, and fat , destitute),

destitute of power or ability.

ataú¹aís, s. (from ataui, power, and If , increase), the in-

crease of power or ability.

atauraffes, a. (from a , power, and ufsfas, except-

ed), power or ability excepted .

atauiufaṛæ, s. (from Яtauí, power, and ufuis, an er-

ception), the exception ofpower or ability.

fog , ad. (loc. case of tarfs ), with the ex-

ception of power or ability, without or beside power

or ability.

út , s. (from ta , power, and tt , an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to power or ability.
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ttt , a. (from 1 , power, and estate , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to power or ability.

ta , a . (from ta , power, and fa, separate) , separ-

ate or distinct from power or ability ; ad. beside power

or ability.

Ħaúas , a. (from Яta , power, and , a root), originat-

ing in power or ability.

trugs, a. (from Яta , power, and 1 , joined), connect-

ed with or having power or ability, able , powerful,

strong, mighty.

, a. (from ta , power, and af , destitute), des-

titute ofpower or ability.

tatas, a. (from Яt , power, and 1, empty) , destitute

of power or ability.

if , s. (from ta , power, and f¹, detriment), the

detriment or loss of power or ability.

asia, a. (from Ataú, power, and ₹7, destitute), desti-

tute of power or ability.

Ataúæg , a. (from Яtas, power, and (53 a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from power or ability.

ataustaatst, ɑ. (from tú, power, and wife , follow-

ing), following upon or corresponding with power or

ability.

tata , a. (from ta , power, and at , follow-

ing), following upon or corresponding with power or

ability.

tata , ad. (from as, power, and at , a fol-

lowing), according to or in correspondence with power

or ability.

teta , a, (from ts, an assembly of equals) , belonging

to a society of equals.

alfa , s. (from atatfs , belonging to a society), the

belonging to a society of equals.

atatfa , s. (from tatfa , belonging to a society), the

belonging to a society of equals.

জামানাধিকরণ্য , s. (from সমানাধিকরণ , the having of the same

receptacle), a being in the same predicament, a being

in the same situation or circumstances.

ta , s. (from 1 , common), the being common or gene-

ral; a, common, general,

atatajafast, s. (from tata , common, and af73!, a wife),

a common prostitute.

aataja, s. (from Яtata , common, and ₹7, afluid), a ge-

neral fluid of the body.

tat , v. a. (from 1 , to appease) , to attend, to be careful.

atata, s. (from ata, to appease), care, caution.

, s . (from zili̟olŵ, an awning), an awning.

at , s. (from fa , connected), a connection, a whole.

1.

ata , s. (from t, near), nearness, vicinity.

, . (from , the sea), a muriate, muriatic salt, cut-

tle fish bone, a mark or stain on the body ; a, marine,

sea, sea-born.

t , a . (from , a mark on the body), a fortune

teller who interprets marks on the body.

, . (from , a muriate) , muriatic ; s. an interpreter

of marks on the body, a fortune teller.

tafqata, a. (from , muriatic, and , acid), muri-

atic acid.

, ad. (from us, now), now, at present.

, . (from , with, and , clothing) , clothed.

ata , s. (from A clothed) , a female juggler.

Hi , a. (from , the white oxyd ofarsenic), ar-

senious.

ataaærfae, a. (from ty, arsenic), arsenic.

, s. (from , equal ), an equilibrium, an equality.

, s. (from , a government), a kingdom, a go-

vernment, the powers or duties of government. Con-

structed with , to do, this word means to govern, to

exercise kingly functions.

, . (from tatar, government, and I , means),

effected by means of government, by means of govern-

ment.

attite, a. (from it , government, and tax, do-

ing , exercising the powers or offices of government,

governing,

atatatat, a. (from tat , government, and at , doing),

exercising the powers or offices of government.

Atqt5757), a. (from t † , government, and F , produci-

ble) , producible by or arising from the powers or offi-

ces of government.

attaislas, ad (loc. case of tt ), for government, for

the powers or officeices ofgovernment.

attata , ad. (from it , government, and t , a door),

by or through the powers or offices of government.

atgtsifazóe, o, (from it , government, and fi ,

causing to cease), putting a stop to the powers or func-

tions of government.

atgtsfaataæ, a. (from it , government, and faataæ,

preventing), resisting or preventing the powers or func-

tions of government.

সাম্রাজ্যনিবারণ,fat , s. (from it , government, and fata ,

a preventing), a resisting or preventing the powers or

functions of government.

atatafaæfe, s. (from Ħtät , government, and fa , ces-

sation), the cessation or prevention ofthe powers or

functions of government.
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atzisi sa, a. (from atas, government, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from the powers or functi

ons of government ; ad. from or because of the powers

or functions of government.

tiffae, ad. (from it , government, and fasI, a

cause), for the powers or functions of government, for

government.

ata , a. (from tat , government, and , before),

preceded by or arising from the powers or functions of

government ; ad. by or through the powers or offices of

government.

ts , a. (from att , government, and 1 , caused

by) , caused by or arising from rule or government ; aď.

from or because of rule or government.

ts , a . (from tats , government, and aếc, in-

creasing), increasing the power or offices of govern-

ment.

ta , s. (from tats , government, and z , an in-

creasing), the increasing of the powers or offices of go-

vernment.

tgtfant, ad. (from tæt , government , and fat, with-

out), without or beside the powers or duties of govern-

ment.

atta , s . (from atat , government, and afa, increase) ,

the increase of the powers or offices of government.

সাম্রাজ্যবাতিরিক্ত, a. (from সাম্রাজ্য , government, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepte ), the power or offices of government except-

ed.

Giatmızıfraz, s. (from att , government, and uſglas,

an exception), the exception of the powers or offices of

government.

, ad loc. case ofattra ), with the ex-

ception ofthe powers or duties of government, without

or beside the powers or duties of government.

fs , a. (from , government, and (5a , separate) ,

separate or distinct from the powers or offices of go-

vernment ; ad. beside the powers or offices of govern-

ment.

Fitness, a . (f: om atatu , a kingdom, and 5, a cause`,

caused by or arising from government ; ad. from or be-

cause of government.

সম্লিজানগॠস্ক, ৪. (from সহ , with , আম্লিজান , oxygen , and গন্ধক,

sulphur), sulphur combined with oxygen .

ta, s. (from , with, and ag, to go), assent, acquies-

cence .

at , ad. (from cat , to destroy), evening.

tgæ, s. (from cas, to kill,, an arrow, a dart,

vity.

atta, s. (from Aig , evening, and ta, time), the even

tide.

tp , a (from it , eventide) , eveuing, belonging

to the evening.

tot , a. (from tg , evening, and 7, a day), the even

ing.

at , s. (from at , connected with), intimate connecti

on with the divine nature, accounted one mode ofbea

titude by Hindeo writers.

ata, s. (from , a going) , a going, a walking, a wan

dering, the whole, a remainder.

Atg, v. n. (from , to more), to amend , to be reproved, to

get well of a disease ; v. a. to repair, to finish, to ac

complish, to overthrow, to bring down a person's pride,

to humble.

ta, s. (from , to move), the quintessence of a thing, es

sence, alcohol, the heart of a tree, the cream of milk,

the coagulum of curts, the best or most substantial

part of a thing, the vital part of an animal, strength, vi

gor, firmness, hardness, prowess, heroism, steel, a dis

ease, a dysentery, wealth, propriety, fitness, dung, ma

nure.

ata , a. (from , to more), cathartic.

་tag, s . (from I , essence, and ₹5 , a plant), the name

of a particular plant, (Arum nymphæafolium.)

, 8. (from ta, quintessence, and sa, a taking , a

receiving or taking the quintessence of a thing.

at , a. (from A, quintessence, and si , taking) , re

ceiving or taking the quintessence of a thing.

tasts , a. (from at , quintessence, and tf , taking), re

ceiving or taking the quintessence of a thing.

Atak, s. (from ta, essence, and sta, to go), a strong man,

the melancholy cuckoo, (Cuculus melancholicus ;)

large species of Crane, ( Ardea Sarunga, Carey ; one of

the names of Shiva, a bow, a sort of fiddle, hair colour,

a kind of note or tune.

ata , a. (from at , quintessence, and , producing),

producing substance or quintessence.

i , a . (from t , quintessence, and , producible),

producible by or arising from substance or quintes

sence.

ta , ad. (loc . case ofatar), for the quintessence or

most substantial part ofa thing.

atafu, s. (from ♬, to move , a charioteer, usually the hero

who fought in a chariot and guided it himself,

Ħ , 8. (from ♬ ŢU, a charioteer,, the office or work ofa

charioteer.
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tura , s. (from r, the office of a charioteer, and

, work) , the work or duty of a charioteer.

atafifase, ɑ. (from t , quintessence, and fifa , a cause) ,

caused by or arising from the quintessence or most

substantial part of a thing ; ad. from or because of the

quintessence or most substantial part of a thing.

affas, ad. (from 17 , quintessence, and fafas, a cause),

for the quintessence or most substantial part of a

thing.

t , a . (from t , quintessence, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from the quintessence or most

substantial part of a thing; ad. from or because of the

quintessence or most substantial part of a thing.

1, ad. (from ta, quintessence, and fra , without),

without or beside the quintessence or most substanti-

al part of a thing.

tfafat , a . (from ta, quintessence, and fafts , possessed

of), substantial, essential, important, valuable.

atafata, a. (from ta, quintessence, and fata, destitute),

destitute of worth or solidity, worthless, useless , super-

ficial.

at fofa , a. (from ta, quintessence, and fafas, ex-

cepted), the quintessence or most substantial part of a

thing excepted.

জারব্যতিরেক, s . (from সta, quintessence, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of the quintessence or most sub-

stantial part of a thing.

ataforgie, ad. loc. case of gafsta®), with the excep-

tion of the quintessence or most substantial part of a

thing, without or beside the quintessence or most sub-

stantial part of a thing.

tests, s. (from At , quintessence, and sist, a part), quint-

essence, cream , the most substantial part of a thing.

tz(sa, a. (from A , quintessence, and f , separate), se-

parate or distinct from the quintessence or most sub-

stantial part ofa thing ; ad. beside the quintessence or

most substantial part of a thing.

#zu», a. (from ¬†?, quintessence, and 5,joined), connect-

ed with or having substance, substantial, important,

valuable, essential .

tas, a. (from , quintessence, and af , destitute),

destitute of substance or solidity, worthless, useless , su-

perficial.

ta , s. (from 7 , straight), straightness, honesty, sin-

cerity, integrity.

, a. (from 13 , quintessence, and 1, empty), des-

titute of substance or solidity, worthless, useless , su-

perficial,

ata.

utza, 8. (from gя, a lake) , the name of a beautiful species

of Indian crane , ( Ardea sibirica¸)

att, s. (from A, a siberian crane) , the female siberi

an crane, (Ardea sibirica )

tas , a . (from ta , quintessence, and 17 , des'itute) , des-

titute of substance or solidity, worthless, useless, su-

perficial.

, a. (from t , quintessence, and T , a cause),

caused by or arising from the quintessence or most

substantial part of a thing ; ad. from or because of the

quintessence or most substantial part of a thing.

ta ' , v. a. (from t , to amend,, to repair, to mend ; « .

repaired, restored to health or strength, finished , end-

ed, all, whole, entire.

Stati, s. (from AA1, to repair), the repairing of things.

it , s. (from tai, to repair), the repairing of things.

f , s . (from 1 , to repair), the repairing of things.

fat , s. (from taifa, a repairing, and it , the ebb

tide), the end or cessation of the ebb tide, slack water

at ebb ide.

tatag , a. (from tai , to repair), repairing ; s. a person who

repairs things.

tet , s. (from , to go), the name of a bird very com-

mon in Bengal, (Turdus Salica , Buchanan's Mss .)

fat, s . (from i , to repair,, the restoration of health,

amendment.

sti, a. (from ♬ togo , the name ofa bird, (Turdus Salica.)

The natives ofBengal, however, apply the name to the

female parrot.

A† 4 , s. (from **, identified with), identity, a perfect re-

semblance.

fe, a. (from , with, and xf, an object) , answering the

purpose for which it was intended.

31, s . (from AF, answering its purpose), the circum-

stance of a thing's answering the end for which it was

intended, effectualness.

Ħa ,̸ ɑ. (from ≈5, with, and sƒá, moisture), moist, wet.

a. (from A , with, and , half), connected with half;

e. g. , three and a half.

at , ad. (from A , with, and 24, to increase) , with, together

with.

attfae, a (from =fæta, all times) , suited to or belong-

ing to all seasons or times .

YJyyyyy2

3 , a. (from , everywhere), suited to or belonging

to every place.

fd , a. (from a, all classes ofmen), suited or per

taining to all classes of men,
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ata, s. (from , the whole earth), a king, a sove-

reign, an universal sovereign .

t , s. (from , to go) , the name of a large timber tree,

(Shorea robusta. ) The name of a species of fish , (Ophi-

ocephalus Wrahl, Hamilton's fishes ; ) a shawl. Also

(from Jl , a year), a year.

testa, s. (from 5, with, and ¤ , a multitude of circles) ,

the name of a stone principally found about the river

Gundhukee, and worshipped by the Hindoos as an em-

blem of Vishnoo. It is the cast of a shell of the Argo-

nautic genus.

ta , s . (from t , a climbing plant), a climbing plant

used in medicine, (Ichnocarpus frutescens .)

atta , s. (from Jl , a year) , belonging to a year.

ta, s . (from afaæt, a particular bird), the name of a

very common species of bird, (Turdus Salica, Bucha-

nan's Mss . )

taifa, s. (from fa , a particular kind of bird, and

fat , a bird), the name of a species of bird, (Turdus

Salica, Buchanan's Mss. )

tata , s. (from ♬ɩate, with a world), the state of felici-

ty or beatitude with the gods and sages.

ta. (from , with, and , a corner), angular, poly.

gonous.

t8 , s. (from A , having flat sides , and y, a pillar), a

cylinder or pillar with several angles.

at , a. (from 567, an attendant) , attendance, compa-

nionship, co-operation.

BAI, s. (from atos, attendince, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from attendance or co-

operation.

AtsÚ , ad. (loc. case of Яt ) , for attendance or

co-operation.

úffage, a. (from at , attendance, and fas, a

cause), caused by or arising from attendance or co-

operation ; ad. from or because of attendance or co-

operation.

tiffa , ad. (from tes , attendance, and fafas, a

cause), for attendance, for co-operation,

, a . (from 5 , attendance, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from attendance or co-opera-

tion ; ad. from or because of attendance or co- opera-

tion.

ad. (from tro , attendance, and feat , with-

out , without or beside attendance or co -operation.

Giebúafofa , a . (from ate , attendance, and if so,

excep'ed), attendance or co-operation excepted.

nico ,usage, s . (from atcsú, attendance, and ufsize,

an exception), the exception of attendance or co-opera-

tion.

সাহচর্য্যাভিয়েছে, ad. (loe. case of সাহচর্যব্যতিরেক , with the

exception of attendance or co-operation, without or

beside attendance or co- operation.

1tessa, u. (from t¶ , attendauce, and fã¤, separ.

ate), separate or distinct from attendance or co-opera-

tion ; ad. beside attendance or co-operation.

te , a. (from ts , attendance, and a , a

cause), caused by or arising from attendance or co-

operation ; ad. from or because of attendance or co-

operation.

ata, s. (from , strength), violence, rapine, aggression,

oppression, boldness, courage, cruelty, rape, ravish

ment, hatred, a daring, rashness, temerity, impudence,

boasting.

tead , a. (from t , courage, and 4, means), el-

fected by means of courage or boldness ; ad by means

of courage or boldness.

ata , s. (from Яt , boldness , and ₹ý, a doer), a per-

son who exercises courage or boldness, a daring person.

straatzē, «. (from tea, boldness, and **, doing , ex-

ercising boldness, employing courage, daring, rasb.

tì, a. (from ¬† ¤, boldness, and tf , doing), exer-

cising boldness or courage, daring, rash.

t , a. (from Atxa, boldness, and to do , exercising

courage or boldness .

at , a. (from , boldness, and , producing),

producing boldness or courage, causing rashness.

atafas, a. (from at , boliness, and f43, produced),

produced by or arising from boldness or courage.

AAA , a. (from 1 , boldness, and 7, producible ), pro

ducible by or arising from boldness or courage.

Atxagar, ad. (loc. case of a ,, for boldness or cour

age, for rashness or temerity.

atta. (from , boldness, and ts, produced), pro

duced by or arising from boldness or courage.

tt , ad. (from t , courage, and t , a door ), by or

through courage or boldness.

sigafice, a. (from ¶¤, boldness, and faux, causing to

cease), putting an end to courage or boldness .

stenfactzæ, ɑ . (from ≈15¤, boldness, and farta , prevent.

ing), preventing or resisting courage or boldness.

atafata , s. (from tЯ, boldness, andfat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of courage or bold-

ness.

taff , s. (from , boldness, and fafa, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of courage or boldness.
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ate.

aten after, a. (from tЯ, boldness, and fafiI, a cause),

caused by or arising from courage or boldness ; ad.

from or because of courage or boldness.

ateafafara, ad. (from ¬¶¤, boldness, and fifas, a cause),

for courage or boldness, for rashness or temerity.

aixa , «. (from Я, boldness, and , before), prece-

ded by or arising from courage or boldness ; ad. by or

through courage or boldness .

ALANUF, d . (from tЯ, boldness, and 2 , caused by),

caused by or arising from rashness or temerity ; ad.

from or because of rashness or temerity.

tea , a. (from , boldness , and , increasing),

increasing courage or boldness, increasing rashness or

temerity.

ata , s. (from , boldness, and 77, an increasing),

the increasing of courage or boldness.

at , ad. (from at , boldness, and fa1 , without), with-

out or beside courage or boldness.

Яtaff , u. (from , boldness, and faf , possessed

of), courageous, bold, daring, rash, insolent, audacious.

stafada, u. (from , boldness, and fix , destitute ;

destitute of courage or boldness , cowardly.

ta , s. (from at , boldness, and af , i crease), the in-

crease of courage or boldness.

taff , a. (from at , boldness, and arfafa , except-

ed), courage or boldness excepted .

সাহস ডিরেক, a. (from সাহস , boliness, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of courage or boldness .

Яtgafa ?16, ad. (loc . case of atcavifolḍæ), with the ex-

ception of courage or boldness, without or beside cou-

rage or boldness.

afe , a. (from , boldness, and few, separate), se-

parate or distinct from courage or boldness ; ad. beside

courage or boldness .

te , a. (from t , boldness, and a , a root), origi-

nating in courage or boldness.

Ats, a. (from ¡g , boldness, and F, joined to), con-

nected with or having courage or boldness , bold , cou-

rageous, audacious, insolent, rash, boasting, daring.

tenfes, a. (from , boldness and fes, destitute).

destitute of courage or boldness, cowardly.

ataattal, a. (from tЯ, boldness) , bold, courageous, dar-

ing, rash.

txu, a. (from ¬¶¤, boldness, and , empty), desti-

tute of courage or boldness, cowardly.

ta, a. (from t , boldness, and , destitute), des-

titute of courage or boldness, cowardly.

at , a. (from , boldness, and c , a cause,

tel.

caused by or arising from courage or boldness ; ad.

from or because of courage or boldness.

ata , a. (from tЯ, boldness), bold , courageous, auda-

cious, insolent, rash, boasting, daring.

att, a. (from tЯ, boldness), bold, courageous, daring,

rash, boasting.

i , s. (from ¤ , a thousand), a captain or chief ofa

thousand men, an army of a thousand men ; a. relat-

ingto a thousand .

att , s. (from Яt , an ally) , co- operation, mutual help,

assistance, a confederacy, an alliance.

AICITETIT, a. (from Atxtæ , assistance, and , an in-

strument), effected by means of assistance or co-opera-

tion ; ad. by means of assistance or co-operation.

Atxtæætṛæ, a. (from atta , assistance , and tax, doing),

giving assistance, co-operating .

tett , a. (from txt , assistance, and atfx , doing),

giving assistance, co-operating.

AtxtFa☎, a. (from tæt , assistance, and e, produc-

ing), producing assistance or co-operation.

att , a. (from att , assistance, and , produci-

ble , producible by or arising from assistance or co-

operation.

atetormas, ad. (loc. case of att ), for assistance, for

co-operation.

attt1, ad. (from att , assistance, and at , a door),

by or through assistance or co-operation,

atetwfafas , a. (from att , assistance, and fafa , a

cause), caused by or arising from assistance or co-opera-

tion ; ad. from or because of assistance or co -opera-

tion .

atstarfafers, ad. (from tt , assistance, and af , a

cause), for assistance, for co-operation.

att , a. (from atet , assistance, and , before),

preceded by or arising from assistance or co-operati-

on ; ad. by or through assistance or co-operation .

AIC:TIN(STRI, a. (from Яtätä , assistance, and Hf313,

structing), operating as an obstacle to assistance or co-

operation.

ის.

, caused, a. (from atet , assistance, and

by), caused by or arising from assistance or co-operati-

on; ad. from or because of assistance or co-operation .

attufæ , ad. (from tur, assistance, and fat, without),

without or beside assistance or co-operation.

attfafas, a. (from att , assistance, and fofas,

excepted), assistance or co-operation excepted.

সাহায্যব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from সাহায্য, assistance , and বাতিয়েক, an

exception), the exception of assistance or co-operation.
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mister forge , ad. (loc. case of
taraf ), with the

exception of assistance or co-operation, without or be-

side assistance or co-operation.

SING, s. (from 1 , assistance, and zitats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to assistance or co- operation.

state, a. (from ateta , assistance, and artats , ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to assistance or co-

operation.

attesa, a. (from attar, as istance, and fsa, separate),

separate or distinct from assistance or co-operation ; ad.

beside assistance or co-operation.

Tito , a. (from 1 , assistance , and 3, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from assistance or co- operation ;

ad, from or because of assistance or co- operation.

E , s. (from 3, with , society, a being in company

with another, association, a particular class ofpoetical

writings among the Hindoos.

HEI, 8. (from Яt , a merchant, and , to do) , a rich

man, a great man.

iatal, s. (from gata, a rich man), the condition or

duties of a wealthy person.

J7, 8. from us' , a lord), a lord , a master.

f131, . a. (from (a , to sew), to sew.

fus , s . (from law, black , ink.
Ş

[asa) s. (from ħ¯ÂÌ, an instrument to throw water), an in-

strument to throw water froní a pond or river. That in

general use is a kind ofbasket.

f31, s. (from fats, a portal), a portal, a palace

gate, a gateway with pillars leading to a house,

fa , s. (from fx , to injure ) , a lion, a king. This word is

frequently added to words signifying man to express

eminence or courage.

, s. (from fx, a chief, and at , a door), a portal, a

palace gate, a gateway with pillars leading to a house.

সিছনtদ, s. (from fx, a lion, and 717, a noise), the shout

of warriors.

fota, s. (from ( f , Nyctanthes) , the name of a small

ornamantal tree, (Nyctanthes arbor tristis. )

[ , s. (from f55, a king, and t , a seat) , a

throne.

foxta-813, a. (from fx , a throne, and 813, fallen),

fallen from royal dignity, deposed.

1535 , a. (from f5x175, a throne, and E , fallen),

fallen from royal dignity, deposed .

fЯ•5153*, a. (from fa ∙ 18 , a throne, and ¹, to stand),

occupying a throne, placed on a throne.

fangtanztot, a. (from fast , a throne, and f , stay-

ing), continuing on a throne, occupying a throne.

fafu

fatasfs, a. (from fata, a throne, and fas, situated),

situated on a throne, occupying a throne.

fastas , a. (from faxta , a throne, and f

seated), seated on a throne.

fa , r. a. (from fa , to sew , to sew.

fata, s. (from ¤ , to sew) , the sewing of cloth.

ff , s . (from , to sew), the sewing of cloth, the

workmanship of sewing.

fat , a. (from fЯ , to sew) , sewing ; s. a person who

sews.

fist, s. (from cast, a white rose), the white rose, (Rosa

glandulifera. )

ft, s. (from afa, a joint), a hole made through or under

a wall by house-breakers.

fe , s. (from f , a hole through a wall, and art, so

cut) , an instrument used by house-breakers to cut or dig

through a wali .

fata, s. (from f , thief's hole), a thief, a house- breaker,

a person who cuts a way through the wall of a house.

fa31, s. (from fe, to sprinkle), sand, sandy soil, the gra

vel (disease).

fastay, a. (from

fala, s. (from

the nose.

31 , sand) , sandy.

17, the mucus of the nose), the mucus of

fasi, s. (from , to overspreid, x , a coin , a die for

coining, an impression on money, stampt coin, a rupee ;

a . sterling, current.

fasatænas, a . (from the Greek letter σ, and tas, form),

sigmoid.

FaЯti, s. (from tt , Trapa bicornis), the name of an

aquatic plant the fruit of which is eatable, Trapa bicor

niz. )

fr. n . (from fat, to boil , to boil, to cook by boiling.

fa , s . (from fato boil ) , the cooking of food by boiling.

f531 , v. a. (from fa , to boil), to cause to cook food by

boiling, to boil clothes, to boil water.

fasta, s. (from 1, to cause to boil , the ordering or cause

ing of a person to boil food ; a, boiled, sodden.

fastfagi, a. (from fa , to cause to boil ) , boiling, causing

to boil ; s. a person who boils food or other things.

fafaa, s . (from , a register , a register, the written de-

cree of a judge, an attestation before a notary ; a . order-

ly, well arranged, right, good.

faș , an imitative sound used to express the sensation

of tingling ; s. a tingling.

F3, a. (from 181, to kill) , white, light, bright,

fafu , a. (from , to be slack), slack.

fa31, s. (from faun, slack , slackness,
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fast.

fafuma, s. (from Яfu , slack), slackness.

fa , a. (from fx, to effect), effected, accomplished , con-

cluded , boiled , cooked, prepared, made ready ; s. a sort

ofdemi-gods who are supposed to inhabit the middle

region of the atmosphere,

fasts , s. (from fa , boiled, and ots , rice) , rice which

has been cleansed from the husk by previous boiling.

fa , s . (from fa , perfect, and H. a man), a man ar-

rived at such a state of mentalabst action as to be able

to do every thing he wishes.

flatæ, s. (from , perfect, and cată, a person), a man

who has arrived at such a state of mental abstraction

as to do whatever he wishes,

fasЯt8 , a. (from fa, accomplished, and ≈ 181, a thing to

be accomplished), having accomplished the object in-

tended, successful.

fata, s . (from fa, efected, and 3, an end), an end ac-

complished, a decision, a logical conclusion , the astro-

nomical system of the Hindoos.

Fated , a . (from fate, decision, and ad, an in-

strument), effected by means of a decision or logical

conclusion ; ad, by means of a decision or logical con-

clusion.

fata , s . (from fats, a decision, and , a doer) , a

person who makes a decision or logical conclusion .

fastanza, a. (from fats, a decision, and eta>, doing),

coming to a decision , drawing a logical conclusion.

fatoztat, a. (from fæātē , a decision, and faa, doing),

coming to a decision , drawing a logical conclusion.

fatacafe, s. (from fate, a decision, and catft, a theme),

a logical conclusion.

fastea), a. (from fats, a decision, and 571, producible),

producible by or arising from a decision or logical con-

clusion.

fata , od. (lor, case offiato ) , for a decision , for a

logical conclusion.

fastsata , ad. (from fato, a decision , and ta , a door), by

or through a decision or logical conclusion,

fastofafase , 2. (from fäste, a decision , and fa̸faz, a cause ,̀

caused by or arising from a decision or logical conclu-

son ; ad. from or because of a decision or logical con-

clusion.

fastoffare , ad. (from fäste, a decisim , and fif13, a cause),

for a decision, for a logical conclusion ,

fata , s. from fats, a decision, and , a theme), a

logical conclusion.

fasteste, a. (from 3, a decision , and before), pre-

ceded by or arising from a decision or logical conclu-

sion ; ad. by or through a decision or logical conelu-

sion.

fe , a. (from fats, a decision, and , caused by ,
সিদ্ধান্তপুযুক্ত,

caused by or arising from a decision or logical conelu-

sion ; ad. from or because of a decision or logical con-

clusion.

fa , ad. (from fats, a decision, and f , without),

without or beside a decision or logical conclusion.

[ f , s. (from fata, a decision, and fix , an

exception , the exception of a decision or logical con-

clusion.

fastofa , ad. (lor. case of fastofs ), with the

exception of a decision or logical conclusion, without

or beside a decision or logical conclusion .

fate , s. (from fato, a decision, and artats anob-

stacles, an obstacle to decision or logical conclusion.

fastestate, a. (from fæstʊ, a decision , and astutse, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to a decision or lo

gical conclusion.

natasa, a . (from fasts, a decision, and fo ; separate),

“.

separate or distinct from a decision or logical conclu-

sion ; ad. beside a decision or logical conclusion.

fast , from fasts, a decision, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a decision or logical conclu-

s'on ; ad. from or because of a decision or logical con-

clusion.

flot, a. (from fat , a decision), belonging to a decisi

on, pertaining to a logical conclusion.

faata, s. (from fa , prepared, and a, food), prepared food,

boiled rice,

faatu, a. (from fa , accomplished, and ≈ , an object), hav-

ing an object effected , successful.

fafs, s. (from fax, to effect ), the effecting of a work or pur-

pose, the accomplishment of an object, the decision of

cause in a court oflaw, the sentence of a court, success .

faster, a (from fa , the accomplishment of an object, and

to do , effecting the accomplishment ofan object.

fa , a . (from ff , accomplishment, and așa, means),

effected by means of the accomplishment of a thing;

ad, by means of the accomplishment of a thing.

fata , a, (from faf , the accomplishment of an object,

and at , doing), effecting the accomplishment of an

object.

fasst. a . (from , the accomplishment of anobject, and

afe , doing), effecting the accomplishment of an object.

fas , a. (from faf , the accomplishment of an object,

and , producing) , producing the accomplishment of

an object.
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faja.

fa , a.fficm faf , the accomplishment of an object, and

1, producible), producible by or arising from the ac-

complishment of an object.

faf , ad. loc. case of faf ), for the accomplish-

ment of au object.

fafa , a. (from faf , the accomplishment of an object, and

1, to give), giving effect to an undertaking, giving suc-

cess.

fast1, s. (from , the accomplishment of an object,

and at a giver), a person who gives effect to an un-

dertaking, a person who gives success .

fafsatu , a. (from f , the accomplishment of an object,

and t , giving) , giving effect to an undertaking, giv-

ing success.

fafantyl, a. (from faf , the accomplishment of an object,

and tf , giving), giving effect to an undertaking, giv-

ing success.

fafara , ad. (from fa , accomplishment , and ta, a door),

by or through the accomplishment of a thing.

fafafas, a. (from faf , the accomplishment of an object,

and fax, causing to cease) , putting an end to suc

cess.

fact , a. (from faf , the accomplishment ofan ob-

ject, and fat , preventing , resisting or preventing

the accomplishment of an object.

fafafafaeæ, a . (from faf , the accomplishment of an object,

and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from the ac-

complishment of an object ; from or because of the ac-

complishment of an object.

fafafafara, ad. (from faf , the accomplishment of an ob-

ject, and fafas, a cause) , for the accomplishment of a

purpose, for success.

fat , a. (from ff , the accomplishment of an object,

and , before), preceded by or arising from the effect-

ing of a purpose ; ad. by or through the accomplish-

ment of an object.

fafagfazza , a. (from fafa, the accomplishment of an ob-

ject, and a , obstructing), obstructing the accom-

plishment of an object, operating as an obstacle to suc-

cess .

faftus, a (from faf , the accomplishment of an object,

and , caused by), caused by or arising from the ac-

complishment of a purpose ; ad, from or because of the

accomplishment of a purpose.

fafafaat, ad. (from faf the accomplishment of an object,

and fan , without), without or beside the accomplish-

ment of a purpose, without or beside success.

fafufoke, «. (from fa , the accomplishment ofan ob-

₤2011.

ject, and arfsfa , excepted), the accomplishment ofan

object excepted, success excepted.

fafara . (from faf , the accomplishment of an ob

ject, and fat , an exception), the exception of suc

cess or the accomplishment of an object.

fifaufoaie, ad. (loc. case of fafzufolga), with the ex-

ception ofsuccess or the accomplishment of an object,

without or beside success or the accomplishment of an

object.

fafats, s. (from fa , the accomplishment ofan object,

and artats, an obstacle), an obstacle to success orthe

accomplishment of an object.

Fafarters , a. (from ff , the accomplishment ofan ob

ject, and artats , obstructing), operating as an obsta

cle to success orthe accomplishment of an object.

fas , a. (from faf , the accomplishment of an object, and

fa, separate), separate or distinct from success or the

accomplishment of an object ; ad. beside success or

the accomplishment of an object.

fafa , a. (from faf , the accomplishment of an objec',

and , a root), originating in success or the accom-

plishment of an object.

A
fas , a. (from ff , the accomplishment of an object,

and (55, a cause), caused by or arising from success or

the accomplishment of an object ; ad. from or because

ofsuccess or the accomplishment of an object.

fan , ad. (from faf , the accomplishment ofan object,

and , an object ), for success , for the accomplishment

of an object.

fat, a. (from ЯЯ, strait), strait, houest, upright, sincere.

fafata, s . (from 3, a mouthful, and † , a hack) , the

name of a small species of grossbeak, (Loxia puncticu

laria.)

fatata , s . (from fat, a digit of the moon, and a, to

contain), the day preceding the new moon when the

moon rises scarcely visible.

fax, s. (from Özdivo, a chest), a chest, a box.

f , s. (from , to flow), vermilion, red lead.

ffs ,. (from f , vermilion, and fase, a mark, a

mark or spot on the forehead made with vermilion or

red lead.

fa , s. (from am, to flow ) , the ocean, the river Indus, the

country bordering the east side of Indus.

fa , s. (from fa the sea), the name of a small tree, (Vi

tex Negunda).

fate , s. (from 8 li̟~, a soldier), a soldier,

fantafstal, s. (from slaw, a soldier, and , work , the

profession or work of a soldier.
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मोगा.

fasa , s. (from fatft , an acid dish), vinegar.

fñíaēl, s. (from the head, and 85 ), a thread), an office,JAN,

an employment,

fagatata, a . (from xã , an office, and , holding),

holding an office ; s. an officer, a person who holds an

office or employment.

from ffastرادهتشروس ," an officer) , the employment

or duty ofa person who holds an office or employment.

faat, s. (from hy, a missile weapon,, armour,, a wea-

pon, armour.

faaturat, s. (from al~ , a weapon, and silo, a house) , an

armory.

farata , s. (from at , to effect) , a desire or wish to ac-

complish an object,

farraf , «. (from at , to effect) , desirous of accomplishing11

an object.

fa , s . (from , to crete) , a desire to create .

fa , a. (from 45, to create) , desirous of creating.

tex, s. (from Я , to scatter , thin drizzling rain.

FG1, s. (from fa, to bind) , a furrow, Seeta the consort of

Rama,

fs, s. (from 31, Seeta, and ³, a'lord), one ofthe

names of Rama the husband of Seeta,

stay, a. (from 3 , afurrow), furrowed, sulcate.

ott , s. (from 51 , a furrow, and , to take away), the

name of a beautiful cryptogamous parasitical plant,

(Lycopodium phlegmaria ; ) the name of a particular mu-

sical instrument.

, s. (from , a border, and , an end), a bringing

the hair over the temples so as to part it on the top of

the head.

, a. (from sa , an arranging of the hair), a woman.

tataga, s. (from , a parting the hair, and 877 , ele-

ration a ceremony observed by women in the fourth,

sixth, and eighth month of pregnancy.

>

1, s. (from fa , to bind , a border, a margin, a boundary.

sateade, a. (from 1, a boundary, and ạ , means), et-

fected by means of a limit or boundary ; ad, by means

of a limit or boundary.

at , a. (from , a boundary, and , producible),

producible by or arising from a limit or boundary.

ara , ad. (loc. cuse ofHat ), for a limit or boundary.

ata, s. (from 1, a boundary, and af , a stepping

over , the transgressing or breaking through a boundary.

atats , a. (from 1, a boundary, and afsofa , over-

stepping), trausgressing or breaking through a bounda-

ry.

། ,

attat, ad. (from , a boundary, and t , a door), by

or through a limit or boundary.

fala , u. (from 1 , a boundary, and faf3, a cause),

caused by or arising from a boundary or limit ; ad.

from or because of a limit or boundary.

affare, ad. (from at, a boundary, and fafas, a cause),

for a limit, for a boundary.

ata , s. (from ), a boundary, and 7, another), ano-

ther border.

arta , a. (from , a boundary, and Яtæ, steal-

ing), invading or seizing upon another's boundaries.

at , a. (from , a boundary, and fa , steal-

ing , invading or seizing on another's boundaries.

at , a. (from , a boundary, and , before), preced.

ed by or arising from a limit or boundary ; ad. by or

through a limit or boundary.

, a. (from , a boundary, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from a limit or boundary ; ad.

from or because of a limit or boundary.

alatfat, ad. (from a , a boundary, and feat , without),

without or beside a limit or boundary.

alatfaatu, s. (from 1 , a boundary, and featɩ, a dispute),

a dispute orlaw suit about boundaries.

atfaata , s . (from that , a dispute about boundaries,

and , law), the law or point of equity in disputes

about boundaries.

alatasia , u. (from , a boundary, and fa», ex-

cepted), a limit or boundary excepted.

tufa , s. (from 1, a boundary, and asta , an ex-

ception) , the exception of a limit or boundary.

sataforaca, ud. loc. case of ſatufsras ) , with the ex-

ception of a limit or boundary, without or beside a li

mit or boundary.

atsa, . (from a , a boundary, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from a limit or boundary ; ad . beside

a limit or boundary.

t , a. (from , a boundary, and , a roo! ) , origi-

nating from or grounded upon a limit or boundary.

at , a. (from 1, a boundary, and a , transgress-

ing), transgressing or violating boundaries ; s . a person

who transgresses or violates boundaries.

187, s. (from , a boundary, and § , a transgress-

ing), the transgressing or violating of boundaries.

at , a. (from a , a boundary, and 6 , indicating),

indicating a limit or boundary.

त्त

iateta , a. (from , a boundary, and xtazē, taking),

taking or seizing on a limit or boundary.

Z z zzzzz
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. . from at , a boundary, and , taking), tak-

ing or seizing on a limit or boundary.

matiz34, e. from vizi, a boundery, and 18, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a limit or boundary ; ad. from or

because ofa limit or boundary.

tata from , a boundary, and sa , transgress-

g), transgressing or violating boundaries ; s. a per-

son who transgresses or violates boundaries.

ta1237, s. (from ñìt, a boundary, and 8987, a transgres-

sing , the transgressing or violating of boundaries .

ta, s . (from fa , to bind), a plough.

, s . (from , lead), lead .

. s. (from , lead), lead.

1 , s. (from fa, for f , compleat, and 8 , a heap), a

species of plant or small tree, (Euphorbia antiquorum .)

an inseparable preposition which gives the idea of ex-

cellence when prefixed to a noun, and frequently that

of ease or facility when prefixed to verbs or verbals.

সুঁতি, s. (from ñiza, a stream), the space between a shoal

and the shore of a river in which the water has but a

slow stream.

, . (from , beautiful), beautiful, good .

, s. (from , beautiful), the name of a tree which

abounds in the forests bordering the sea on the south

of Bengal, (Herritiera minor.)

সুদীক1ঠ,18, s . (from azt, a particulur kind oftree, and ætt,

wood , the wood of Herritiera minor used as timber or

fire-wood.

, s. (from , the white water-lily), the name of

two species of water-lily, (Nymphæ cyanea and N. es-

culenta.)

, a. (from , prep and a , the throat) , having a sweet

voice.

517, a. (from , prep. and , to do) , easily done, easily

performed, easy.

1 , 8. (from , prep. and z , a work), one of the

names of the architect of the gods ; a. virtuous, good,

benevolent, active, diligent.

Ha, a (from 5½ prep, and 4 , to call) , liberal, benevolent.

tz, s . (from prep. and , a son), a fine son or

child, a young child , a docile child .

, a . (from , prep, and , noble), noble, most no-

ble .

Haz, a. (from 5, prep. and 3, done), well done, easily

done ; s. a good or rightly performed action, a good

deed.

7434147, 7. (from , a good action, and ☎34, means),

**

effected by means of good actions ; ad. by means of

good actions.

HIII , a. (from , a good action, and a, produc

ing), producing good actions.

AFGAA , a. (from A , a good action , and 37s, producible),

producible by or arising from good actions,

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for good actions.

, a. (from H4 , a good action, and ■i, to give), con-

ferring good actions or kind offices.

#834t81, 8. (from 73, a good action, and at¾, a giver),

person who confers good actions or kind offices.

3,8 (from 43, a good action, and 17, a gift), the

gift of good actions or kind offices.

Hæзtgæ, a. (from 173, a good oction, and 517 , giving),

bestowing good actions or kind offices.

96

satat, a. (from 753, a good action , and atņą, giving),

bestowing good actions or kind offices.

1 , ad. (from 3, a good ection, and tz, a door), by

or through good actions.

8. (from , a good action, and , destruc'i-

on), the destruction or defeating of the purpose of good

actions.

• , a. (from 3, a good action, and ‡ , destruc-

tire), destructive to good actions , defeating the purpose

ofgood actions.

, a. (from 3, agood action, and , destru:-

live), destructive to good actions, defeating the purpose

ofgood actions.

3 , 8. (from 3, a good action , and atat, destructi-

on), the destruction or defeating ofthe purpose ofgood

actions.

,, (from 3 , a good action, and at , destruc

tive), destructive to good actions, defeating the purpose

of good actions .

, a. from 3 , a good action, and fizze, caus .

ing to ceise), putting a stop to good actions.

fata , a. (from 5, a gool action, and firts , pc.

venting , resisting or preventing good actions.

afastad, 8. (from 3, a gosd action, and fazied , a pre-

centing), the resisting or preventing of good actions.

safe, s . (from 3, a good action, and f3af3, cessa-

tion), the prevention or cessation of good actions.

*æðfafaga, o. (from 43, a good action, and f̂ fax, e

cause , caused by or arising from good actions ; ed

from or because of good actions.

fafar , ad. (irom , a good gction, and fafs, a cause),

for good actions.
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**s*fsza*, & : (from

স.ু

3 , a good action, and af , op-

posing), operating as an obstacle to good actions.

43 , a. (from , a good action, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from good actions ; ad. from or

because of good actions.

gazzeæ, a. (from 3 , a good action, and we, increas-

ing), promoting good actions.

za, 8. (from 53, a good action, and 27, an increas-

ing), the promoting of good actions.

1, ad. (from 3, a goodaction, and f1, without),

without or beside good actions.

f , a. (from 3, a good action, and faf , possess-

ed of, possessed of or having the reputation or me-

rits ofgood actions, good , pious, benevolent .

fast , a . (from 3, a good action, and faxìa, desti-

tute), destitue of good actions.

**safe, s. (from 45, a good action, and af , increase),

the increase of good actions .

সুকৃষ্ণাতিরিঙ্ক , a . ( from সুরত , a good action, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted , good actions excepted.

লকৃতব্যতিরেক , s . (from , a good action, and ডিরেক, an

exception), the exception of good actions.

** afsızı , ad (loc. case off , with the ex-

ception ofgood actions , without or beside good actions .

APG(ST, a. (from 3, a good oction, and (57, separate),

separate or distinct from good actions ; ad. beside good

actions.

HII , a . (from as a goed action, and , joined), con-

nected with or having good actions, good, pious .

Hazafcg, a. (from 535, a good action, and 3f55, destitute),

destitute of good actions ,

F4 , a. (from 4 , a good action, and * , empty), des-

titute of good actions.

HEY, s. (from 3, a good action , and 4 , an accu-

mulation), the accumulation of good actions.

3xt , a. (from , a good action , and if , detriment),

the loss or detriment of good actions.

*23517 . a . (from 3, a good action, and ¤, des'itute),

destitute of good actions.

স ♠ুতছেভুক, a. (from मू , a good action , and হেতু, a cause),

caused by or arising from good actions ; ad. from or

because of good actions.

afs, s. (from prep. and afs, an action), a good acti-

on, a virtuous work.

f , s . (from as , a good action, and sels , a writ

ing), a written affirmation in which a brahmun pledges

his good actions for the truth of what he declares .

সুক্রি.

wafsan, 8. (from afs, a good action, and 43, a writing),

a writing by which a brahmun pledges his good deeds

for the truth of his testimony.

Fest, 8. (from 3x3, a good work), virtuous , happy, good.

***, s . (from ♬, prep. and cæ , hair) , fine hair; ad. hav.

ing fine hair.

1, s . (from prep, and f1, a work), a goed action ,

a good work.

সুফিয়াকারক, a. (from সুক্রিয়া , a good action, and করিক, do-

ing , performing good actions, doing good works .

tetit, ". (from 1, a good action, and tfaa, do.

ing) , performing good actions, doing good works.

ft , a. (from 1 , a good a : tion, and , produ-

cing) , producing good actions .

Fat ), a. (from , a good action , and 1 , pro lu-

cible) , producible by or arising from good works.

ta , ad. ( loc. case of fats ), for good works, for

good actions.

সুফিয়ানিমিত্তক, a. (from সুপ্রিয়া , a good action, and নিষি
a

cause , caused by or arising from good actions ; ad.

from or because ofgood actions.

সুফিয়ানিমিত্তে, ad. (from সুক্রিয়া a good action, and নিমিত্ত,

a cause), for good actions, for good works.

FTS, a. (from 1 , a good action, and TF, caused

by), caused by or arising from good actions ; ad. from

or because of good actions.

fateat, ad. (from 1 , a good action, and fz71, with-

out), without or beside good actions.

affifty, a . (from , a good action, and fift ,

possessed of), possessed of a stock of good actions,

good.

afatfasta, a . (from , a good action, and fasta, des-

titute), destitute ofgood actions.

সুক্রিয়াজা ভিরিক্ত, a. ( from ঞয়া, a good action, and  াতিরিক্ত,

excepted), good actions excepted.

সুক্রিয়াব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from সুক্রিয়া , a good action, and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of good actions.

Z z zz zzz 2

stufig , ad. (loc . case of t ), with the

exception ofgood actious, without or beside good ac

tions.

ifs , a. (from 1 , a good action, and fea, sepa

rate), separate or distinct from good actions ; ad, beside

good actions .

t , a . (from , a good action , and , joined),

connected with good actions , good , living a good life.

gtas, a . (from 1, a geod action, aud 3f₹3, desti-

tute), destitute of good actions.
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Fal.

fast»i«, a. (from , a good acti n, and whim, an incli-

nation), having a tendency or bias to good actions.

ft , a . (from fi, a good action, and I, empty`,

destitute of good actions.

și , a. (from

destitute of good actions .

fratres , a. (from

11 , a good action , and 7, destitute),

1, a good action , and 155, a

cause), caused by or arising from good actions ; ad.

from or because of good actions .

, s . (from , prep. and , to dig), pleasure, happiness,

ease, enjoyment.

, a. (from pleasure, and , to do), giving pleasure

or happiness.

F « , a. (from . pleasure, and a , means), effected

by means of pleasure or happiness ; ad. by means of

pleasure or happiness.

, a. (from at , pleasure, and aty , doing), causing

pleasure or happiness,

tet, a. (from , pleasure, and atfag, doing), causing

pleasure or happiness .

, a . (from , pleasure, and , producing), pro-

ducing pleasure or happiness.

N73, a (from , pleasure, and f³, produced) , pro-

duced by or arising from pleasure or happiness.

, a. (from at, pleasure, and , producible , produ-

cible by or arising from pleasure or happiness.

, ad. (loc. case of ), for pleasure or happiness,

for ease or enjoyment.

, a . (from . pleasure, and ts, produced), produ-

ced by or arising from pleasure or happiness.

23 , a. from pleasure, and 1, to know), acquainted

with pleasure or happiness .

1, s. (from , pleasure, and , a person who

knows , a person who knows or feels pleasure or happi-

ness.

t , (from , pleasure, and , knowledge), the

knowledge or feeling ofpleasure or happiness, the idea

of pleasure or happiness.

, s. (from at, pleasure), happy, easy, pleasant.

atst , s . (from , pleasure, and 1tst, relinquishment),

the relinquishment of pleasure or happiness .

ts , a. (from , pleasure, and

relinquishing pleasure or happiness.

tft , relinquishing),

at , a. (from ,pleasure, and 1, to gire), giving plea-

sure or happiness.

, a. (from 4, pleasure, and f , a seeing), pleasant

সুখ

to the sight ; s. the name of a beautiful flower , (Crioum

defixum.)

131, s. (from , pleasure, and 13 a giver), a person

who gives pleasure or happiness.

, a. (from , pleasure, and t , giving), giving

pleasure or happiness.

ts , e. (from , pleasure, and tf , giving) , giving

pleasure or happiness.

ta , a. (from , pleasure, a , misery, and

spirit), identified with or consisting of pleasure and

pain.

Flat , a. (from , pleasure, and cut , capable ofbe

ing milked), easily milked.

A , ad. (from ar, pleasure, and at , a door), by or

through pleasure or happiness, happily, easily, pleasant-

ly, conveniently.

HAI . , s. (from Я , pleasure, and ₹ª¬, destruction), the

destruction of pleasure or happiness.

FUIAE, a. (from , pleasure and ‡•≈☎, destructive), de-

structive to pleasure or happiness, appalling.

, a. (from 4, pleasure, and *•f , destructive),

destructive to pleasure or happiness, appalling.

, 8, (from , pleasure, and *t*, destruction), the

destruction of pleasure or happiness.

, a (from , pleasure, and at , destructive), de-

structive to pleasure or happiness, appalling.

fa , a. (from , pleasure, and fa , causing to

case), putting a stop to pleasure or happiness.

fat , a. (from , pleasure, and faxta , preventing),

resisting or preventing pleasure or happiness.

fata , s. (from , pleasure, and fats , apreventing),

a resisting or preventing of pleasure or happiness.

ffs , s . (from , pleasure, and fa , cessation , the

prevention or cessation of pleasure or happiness.

fa (from , pleasure, and fafas, a cause), caus

ed by or arising from pleasure or happiness ; ad. from

or because of pleasure or happiness.

fa , ad. (from a pleasure, and fafa , a cause), for

pleasure or happiness, for ease or enjoyment.

ts , s. (from , pleasure, and fast, relinquish

ment), the relinquishment of pleasure or happiness.

31st, a . (from a pleasure, and fenfa , relin-

quishing), relinquishing pleasure or happiness.

fs , a . (from , pleisure , and , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to pleasure or happiness .

, a. (from , pleasure, and 24, giving), giving plea

sure or happiness.
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NHTS, C. (from

म খू.

pleasu
re

, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arisin
g from pleasu

re
or happin

ess
; ad. from

or becaus
e
of pleasu

re
or happin

ess
.

Hyzés, a. (from 4, pleasure, and a , increasing), in-

creasing pleasure or happiness .

11

2 , s. (from , pleasure, and a , an increasing),

the increasing of pleasure or happiness.

fe , ad. (from .pleisure, and fat , without), without

or beside pleasure or happiness.

fat , s . (from , pleasure, and fat , destruction), the

destruction of pleasure or happiness.

, a. (from , pleasure, and fat , destructive) ,

destructive to pleasure or happiness.

ff , a. (from , pleasure, and faft , possessed of),

happy, pleasant , possessed of ease or happiness,

ff , a. (from , pleasure, and faxìa, destitute) , des-

titute of pleasure or happiness , unhappy.

*Th , s. (from , pleasure, and fª, increase), the in-

crease ofpleasure or happiness.

Jarāts, s. (from , pleasure, and cat↑, knowledge) , a know-

ledge or idea of pleasure or happiness, the sensation of

pleasure or happiness.

aufa , a. (from , pleasure, and fa , excepted),

pleasure or happiness excepted."

fire, s. from , pleasure, and afsigæ, an exception ) ,

the exception ofpleasure or happiness.

hazifaizi , ad. loc. case of
fra ), with the excepti-

on of pleasure or happiness, without or beside pleasure

or happiness .

HÃ³tatz, 8. (from , pleasure, and ætats, an obstacle) ,

an obstacle to pleasure or happiness.

tt , a. (from , pleasure, and atat , obstruct

ing), operating as an obstacle to pleasure or happiness.

, s. (from , pleasure, and , a breach) , a breach

or interruption of pleasure or happiness.

, a. (from , pleasure, and a , breaking), inter-

rupting pleasure or happiness.

37, s. (from 4, pleasure, and 527, a breaking), the

interrupting of pleasure or happiness .

st , a. (from , pleasure , and 6 , to share) , partak-

ing of pleasure or happiness, partaking of ease or en-

joyment.

ts , a (from A , pleasure, and sıfsta, partaking), par-

taking ofpleasure or happiness.

fs . a. (from , pleasure, and (6 , separate), separate

or distinct from pleasure or happiness ; ad, beside plea-

sure or happiness.

5 , (from , pleasure, and (54 , separable), easily

separable, easily divided or penetrated, easily distin

guishable.

stt, s . (from t , pleasure, and ct , one who enjoys),

a person who enjoys pleasure or happiness, a luxurious

person.

Fast , s . (from , pleasure, and catst, enjoyment), the

enjoyment of pleasure or happiness , luxury.

sts , a . (from 4, pleasure, and (5ts , enjoying), en-

joying pleasure or happiness, luxurious.

, a . (from a pleasure) , happy, full of happiness or

pleasure.

HUB, ɑ. (from ¤ , pleasure, and 3, a rost) , originating

from orgrounded upon pleasure or happiness, originat-

ing from ease or enjoyment.

HNTF, a. (from T , pleasure, and TF, joined), connnected

with or having pleasure or happiness, happy.

Huaf₹3, a. (from Ty, pleasure , and af§3, destitute), desti.

tute of pleasure or happiness, unhappy.

, a . (from , pleasure, and obtained), easily ob-

tained, easily procured, easily acquired.

, a. (from , pleasure, and 51 , obtainable , easily

obtainable, easily procurable, easily acquirable.

FUE , 8. (from F , pleasure, and cat, a tinge), a small de-

gree of pleasure or happiness .

t , a. (from , pleasure), happy, pleasant, agreeable.

* , a. (from , pleasure, and i , empty), destitute

of pleasure or happiness , unhappy.

. s. (from , pleasure, and at , areport), a plea-

sant or agreeable report, good or pleasing news.

, s. (from , pleasure, and atta, a report), a

pleasant or happy report, good or pleasing newз.

, s. (from , pleasure, and a sea) , an ocean

of pleasure or happiness.

, a. (from , pleasure, and t , producing ),

producing or effecting pleasure or happiness, produc-

ing ease or enjoyment.

197, 8. (from , pleasure, and t , a producing),

the producing of pleasure or happiness, the producing

of ease or enjoyment.

rastā , a. (from 4, pleasure, andЯg , producible), ea-

sily producible, easily accomplishable.

ts , s. (from pleasure, and tst , a sea) , an ocean

of pleasure or happiness.

FaszaЯ, a. (from I , an ocean ofpleasure, and ag.

immersed , immersed in an ocean of pleasure or happi-

ness.
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al Skr .

ཁྱབ་

2 , s. (from , pleasure, and at87, means) , the , s. (from , pleasure, and at , hope), the hope

means ofobtaining pleasure or happiness.

ata , a . (from , pleasure, and , accomplishable),

easily accomplishable.

, a. (from º, pleasure, and 5 , indicating) , indi-

cating pleasure or happiness.

, s. (from , pleasure, and , requiring to be

served , easily attended or served .

, a. (from , pleasure, and , identity), identi

fied with or strongly resembling pleasure or happiness.

acia, 6. (from ¤ , pleasure, and 17, destitute , destitute

ofpleasure or happiness, unhappy.

Fat , a. (from Hat , pleasure, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from pleasure or happiness ; ad, from or

because ofpleasure or happiness.

attata , s. (from , pleasure, and tag1, desire), a de-

sire for pleasure or happiness, a desire for ease or en-

joyment.

tag , a. (from a pleasure, and staff , desirous),

desirous of pleasure or happiness, desirous of ease or

enjoyment.

, 4 , (from ,pleasure, and at , spirit), identified

with pleasure or happiness , identified with ease or en-

joyment.

54, s. (from , pleasure, and 5 , experience), the

experience or feeling of pleasure or happiness, the ex-

perience of ease or enjoyment.

at , ad. (from , pleasure, and t , a following),

or desire of pleasure or happiness, the hope or desire

of ease or enjoyment,

, a. (from , pleasure), happy , easy.

Fit, a. (from 7 , pleasure,, happy, easy.

att , s. (from at , pleasure, and 1 , desire), a desire for

pleasure or happiness, a desire for ease or enjoyment.

a. (from , pleasure, and , desirous), desirous

ofpleasure or happiness, desirous of ease or enjoyment.

a. (from , pleasure, and , desirous) , desirous

ofpleasure or happiness, desirous of ease or enjoyment.

attest , a. (from , pleasure, and s , producing),

producing pleasure or happiness, producing ease or ea-

joyment.

wtfew, a. (from , pleasure, and gifay, sealed), seat.

ed at ease.

1arts, a. (from prep. and ants, denominated), well nam-

ed, well spoken of.

ifs, s. (from I, prep. and itfs, renown), fame, reputa.

tion , a good name.

affs , 4. (from arts, reputation, and ☎, to do), caus-

ing or effecting reputation or a good name, giving re-

DOWD.

sted , a. (from it , reputation, and #3d, means),

effected by means of renown or reputation ; ad. by

means of renown or reputation,

সখ্যাতিকারক, a. ( from সুখ্যাতি, reputation , and কারক, doing),

effecting or producing renown or reputation.

according to or in agreement with pleasure or happi- ft, a. (from ≈³, reputation, and ₹ 5x7, doing),

ness .

, a. (from t,pleasure, and tax, bringing), bring-

ing or procuring pleasure or happiness, bringing ease or

enjoyment.

ta, s . (from , pleasure, and te, non- existence),

the non- existence or want of pleasure or happiness.

Eta, s . (from , pleasure, and afsata, desire), a de-

sire for pleasure or happiness, a desire for ease or en-

joyment.

sata , a. (from , pleasure, and fat , desirous),

desirous of pleasure or happiness, desirous of ease or

enjoyment,

ta. (from , pleasure, and af , desirous), desir-

ous ofpleasure or happiness, desirous of ease or enjoy-

ment.

ait , ad (from , pleasure, and f, an object), for the

purpose ofpleasure or happiness, for the sake of ease

or enjoyment.

causing or producing renown or reputation.

usssas, a. (from it , reputation, and , produ

cing , producing renown or reputation,

ts, a, (from rifs, reputation , and fas, produc

ed), produced by or arising from reuown or reputation.

Hats551, a. (from riffs, repatution, and produci-

ble), producible by or arising from renown or reputa.

tion.

quitegar, ad. (loc. case ofquitsг), for reputation, fer

fame, for a good name, for renown.

tests, a (from Яastís, reputation, and xts , produr-

ed), produced by or arising from renown or reputati

on.

unfants , ad. (from ts, reputation, and 3, 1 door),

by or through reputation ora good name, by or through

fame or renown.

¬unf³â•π, s. (from tfs, reputation , and ♬, destruc-

tion), the destruction or loss of reputation or renown,
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दूध 1.

qarifet•**, a. (from Hanis, reputation, and ¾ña, de-

structive), destructive to renown or reputation.

Funfet• al, « . (fiomfs, reputation, and F , de-

structive ), déstructive to renown or reputation.

fan , s. (from
ifs , reputation, and , destruc-

tion) , the destruction or loss of renown or reputation.

quitfearate, a. (from Ħurfs, reputation, and 51**, destruc-

tive), destructive to renown or reputation.

annfsfaade, a. (from fs, reputation, and f5130,

causing to cease), putting a stop to renown or reputa

tion.

suitsfastas, a. (from ſ³, reputation, and fixtșæ, pre-

venting), resisting or preventing renown or reputation.

সুখ্যাতিনির্ধারণ , s. (from সুখrtfড, reputatations and নিবারণ,

a preventing), the preventing or resisting of renown or

reputation.

সুখ্যাতিনিবৃত্তি, s. (from স uুrtfs, reputation, and নিবৃত্তি, cessa-

tion), the prevention or cessation of renown or reputa-

tion.

সখ্যাতিনির্মিত্তক, ৫. (from সুখ্যাতি, reputation, and নিষিত, a

cause), caused by or arising from renown or reputati-

on ; ad. from or because of renown or reputation.

arifeffare, ad. (from ifs , reputation, and fas, a

cause), for "fame or renown, for reputation or a good

name.

nfs , ` a. (from us, reputation, and * , before),

preceded by or arising from renown or reputation ; ad.

by or through renown or reputation.

こ
ff , a. (from 3, reputation , and seas,

obstructing) , obstructing or eperating as an obstacle to

renown or reputation.

a. (from fe, reputation , and , caused

by), caused by or arising from renown or reputation ;

ad, from or because of renown or reputation .

Huitfeaed, a. (from ts, reputation , and Te, in reas-

ing), increasing renown or reputation.

auto , s. (from , reputation, and a , an in-

creasing), the increasing of renown or reputation.

Fastfofent, ad. (from , reputation , and fia!, with-

out), without or beside renown or reputation.

rifoffat , «. (from arts, reputation, and fatal, pos-

sessed of), possessed of renown or reputation, renown-

ed, well spoken of, famous .

parts , a. (from tits, reputation, and fa, desti-

tute), destitute of renown or reputation.

iff , s. (from arifs, repuen, and 2 , increase) ,

the increase of renown or reputation .

সুখ!!

♥ t,

Fosfas, a. (from tits, r.putation, and fefts,

excepted , renown or reputation excepted.

Haffage, 8. (from Harifs, reputation , and are,

an exception), the exception of renown or reputation .

ffstat ad. (loc. case of safe), with the

exception ofrenown or reputation, without or beside

renown or reputation.

stats, s . (from 3 , reputation and TG, an

obstacle), an obstacle to renown or reputation ,

Fufsense, a. (from t³, reputation , and atetza,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to renown or re-

putation.

wtf , a. (from

11

tfs, reputation, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from renown or reputation ; ad. be-

side renown or reputation.

ts , a. (from ts, reputations and , a root),

originating from or founded upou renown or reputati

on.

quife , a. (from itfs, reputation, and 1 , joined),

connected with or having renown or reputation , fa-

mous, renowned, having a good name.

Hariffs, a. (from it , reputation, and afes, desti-

tute), destitute of renown or reputation.

atstat, a. (from ts, reputation), renowned; hav

ing a good name, famous.

fs , a (from Haiifs, réputation, and wìm, a ten len-

cy), tending or inclining to renown or reputation .

з , a . (from rife, reputation , and 5 , empig),

destitute of renown or reputation .

-

the effect-সুখ্যাতিসম্পাদক, a . (from সুখাtfs, reputation, and

ing , effecting or accomplishing renown or reputation,

, a. (from fs , reputation, and 5 , indicat

ing ) , indicating renown or reputation.

arissa, a. (from
reputation, and F17, destitute),

destitute of renown or reputation.

rifeiss, a. (from if , reputation, and 153za caute),

caused by or arising from renown or reputation ; ad.

from or because ofrenown or reputation.

tt , a. (from , reputation, and 13, struct),

possessed of a good name, renowned , famous , heid in

high repute.

Ja, s. (from , prep, and sta, fabrication), good werk-

manship.

fa , a. (from prep, and sta, to count) , well counted,

easily counted.

Isai, a. (from ♬ prep and sti, to count), easily to be count-

ed,
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sifa , s. (from

शগू.

prep. and sif³ , a state), a good state, a

happy state, ease, having a good gait.

si , s. (from prep. and s , a scent), fragrance, odour,و

a trader.

*s , a. (from ♬ prep. and s , a scent), sweet - scented ,

aromatic, spicy.

1, 8, (from asta, fragrant), fragrance, a pleasing

scent.

, a. from prep, and sta, to go) , easy, accessible, ea-

sily done, easily understood.

AgaTI&P, a. (from , easy, and 4 , means) , effected by

means of easy things ; ad. by means of easy things.

stata , a. (from H , easy, and iæ, making) , making

easy, facilitating

state , a. (from sta, easy, and fa , making), making

easy, facilitating.

, a. (from , easy, and , producible), produci-

ble by or arising from a work's being easy.

, ad. (loc. cuse of 3 ), for being easy to be

done or understood.

stata , ad. (from st , easy, aud Eta, a door), through or

by a thing's being easy to be done or understood .

Ħafafasē, u. (from Ist , easy, and fifa , a cause , caused

by or arising from ease or facility ; ad. from or because

of ease or facility.

staffate, ad. (from st , easy, and ff , a cause), for be-

ing easy to be done or understood .

Esta☎, ɑ. (from As , easy, and , before), preceded by

or arising from ease or facility ; ad. by or through ease

or facility.

A , a. (from Esta, easy, and , caused by), caused

by orarising from ease or facility ; ad. from or because

of ease or facility.

fa , ad. (from st , easy, and fant, without), without

or beside ease or facility.

staff , a. (from st , easy, and affas, excepted),

ease or facility excepted.

সুগমব্যতিরেক, s . ( from সুte, easy , and ব্যতিরেক, an excepti

on , the exception of ease or facility.

saforte, ad. (loc. case of 13 ), with the excepti

on of ease or facility, without or beside ease or facility.

stafa, a. (from 4, easy, and fsa, separate,, separate or

distinct from ease or facility ; ad. beside ease or facili-

ty.

FHUTTE, a. (from A , easy, and 53 , a cause), caused by

or arising from ease or facility ; ad. from or because of

ease or facility.

सूज.

star, a. (from prep. and st , to go), easily practicable,

Ca, a. (from , prep. and s , thick), impervious, thick,

close.

, s. (from prep. and st , a house), the taylor bird

which makes a nest by sewing the leaves of trees toge

ther, ( Sylvia sutoria. )

3. a. (from prep. and s , to take), firmly held, fast

seized, auspiciously received.

rst 5, s. (from prep, and ‹sto, a sheaf) , a fiuis , the ac-

complishment of a work.

←
from , prep. and estrog, an object), evident,

clear, obvious, well known.

35 , a fron

76

prep, and , to take ), easily grasped,

easy to be acquired or receive .

s. from prep. and say, the nape ofthe neck , hav

ing a fiue neck ; s . the name of one of the monkey

chiefs who assisted Rama in his war with Ravuna.

, a. (from , prep. and 533, clever ), very clever, very

active.

সুচরিত, a. (from prep. and ofʊ, done), well done, easily

done, easily effected, easily practised .

9Hof , s. (from H½ prep. and off , a history), a clear histo-

ry or narration .

fog, s. (from 2 prep. and fos, the heart), a good heart,a

good mind.

faty, a . (from , prep. and fat , proper to be thought

of), easy to be thought of, easy to be cared for.

831, s. (from , prep. and f531, care), proper care or an-

xiety.

ffs, « . (from prep. and fifʊʊ , cared for), well cared

for, well thought on, carefully pondered.

afta, a. (from , prep, and fix, long), very long, very late.

31 , 8. (from , prep. and (53π, sensation,, a good per

ception, a good mind.

, a. (from prep. and co , endeavouring), striv

ing orseeking heartily , striving diligently.

Hofas, ɑ. (from ♬ prep. and fus, endeavoured), hearti

ly or diligently sought or endeavoured .

¶ , a (from ♬ prep, and fan, to cut , easyto be cut, ea-

sily divisible.

, a. (from prep. and , a man) , good, good-natur

ed , civil, kind , benevolent.

31 , 8. (from , good), goodness , kindness , civility,

benevolence, politeness, urbanity.

a (from 1, goodness, and means),

effected by means of honesty or goodness ; ad . by means

ofhonesty or goodness.
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st , a. (from 51 , kindness, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from kindness or civility .

73131, al. (loc. case of t ), for kindness or

civility, for goodness, for benevolence.

༽་

stat , ad. (from TT!, goodness, and aty, a door), by

or through honesty or goodness .

সুজনতানিথিওক, a. (from न31, kindness, and নিমিত্ত , cause),

caused by or arising from kindness or civility; ad. from

or because of kindness or civility.

བ

stafa , ad. (from 5751 , kindness , and fafas, a cause),

for kindness, for civility, for goodness, for benevo-

lence.

3 , kindness, and31 , a . (from before), pre-

ceded by or arising from kindness or civility ; ad. by

or through kindness or civility.

of corn after the external part or bran has been rubbed

off by the action of the mill stones.

, a. (from prep. and it , worn out), entirely worn.

out, entirely thread bare, well digested .

33, a . (from

wellknown.

ta, s. (from

prep. and t³, known), easily known,1

prep. and f , knowledge) , accurate

knowledge, a right idea.

2
t , a. (from prep, and tf , wise), well informed,

having accurate ideas.

13, a (from prep. and 1, to know), easily inform

ed , well informed .

,, (from prep. and 1 , to know), easy to be in

formed.

HEY, 2. (from I, prep. and 1 , to know), easily knowable.

Ab, s . (from suit ) , a suit of clothes.Astazi , s. (from 531, kindness, and gm, a dis-

play), a display or manifesting ofkindness or civility.

a. (from 31 , kindness, and atta, dis-

playing), displaying or manifesting kindness or civility. ,

t , a. ( from 5731, kindness, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from kindness or civility ; ad.

from or because of kindness or civility.

31fax , ad. (from 5 , kindness, and fat , without),

without or beside kindness or civility.

fs , a. (from 31, kindness, and ifs , ex-

cepted) , kindness or civility excepted, goodness or be-

nevolence excepted .

সুজনতাতিরেক, s. (from সু नst, kindness, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of kindness or civility.

দুজনতাবাড়িয়েছে, ad. (loc. case of জনতাথ্যভিরেক) , with the

exception of kindness or civility, without or beside

kindness or civility.

tfea, (from 3 , kindness, and f , separate) ,

separate or distinct from kindness or civility ; ad . be.

side kindness or civility.

FRANCE, a. (from 5 , kindness, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from kindness or civility ; ad. from

or because ofkindness or civility.

5 , 8. (from 757, kind) kindness, civility, benevolence ,

goodness, politeness, urbanity, honesty,

ĦIT', a. (from ♬ prep. and III, birth), lawfully begotten,

born from a lawful father.

if , s. (from prep. and fs , a nation), a good or re-

spectable nation, a good or respectable class of men.

#51377, 6, (from F †3, a good class ofmen , belonging to

a good nation or class of men , respectable.

f5, 6. (from * a kernel, flour or rather the entire inside

, s. (from , a hole) , a hole in the earth, an excavati-

ón, a hole made by house-breakers to get into a house.

s . (from , to be small), a narrow path ; a. shallow,

narrow, little.

, an imitative sound used to express a sudden itching

or tingling

a. (from ♬, prep. and ‹ , aform , well-shaped,

elegant, handsome, beautiful.

, an imitative sound used to express the sensation of

itching or tingling. This word constructed with to

do, means to itch, to tingle.

aṣaṣfa, s. (from 555, an itching), an itching or tingling.

8. (from 5 , an itching), the sensation of itching

or tingling.

451, a. (from , prep. and 64, a form), well-shaped, ele

gant, handsome, beautiful.

3, s. (froma to bring forth), a son .

FIFI&F, a. (from 3, a son , and d, means),

means of a son ; ad. by means of a son.

effected by

1, producible), produci-, . (from , a son, and

ble by or arising from a son.

3511, ad. loc. case of 551), for a son.

al (fron 5, a son, and at , a door), by or through

a son.

at , s. (from 3, a son, and at , destruction), the de-

<struction or death of a son.

***, α (from 3, a son , and ** , destructive), de-

structive or fatal to a son.

36fifa , a. (from a son, and fif×3, a cause), caus■

e by or arising from a son ; ad. from or because of a

Aaaaaaaa
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a. (from prep, and , the body), beautiful, slen-

der; ad. very slender,

318,, (from prep, and religious austerities) , a de-

votee, a person who performs rigid austerities .

3 , a. (from 3, a son, and , giving), bestowing a son.

HITE, a. (from 3, a son, and F, caused by), caused

by or arising from a son ; ad. from or because of a son

3fasi, ad. (from 3, a son, and fat, without), without or

beside a son.

3 , a (from 3, a son, and fifa , possessed of), pos-

sessed of or having a sọn,

#3fesia, a. (from 3, a son, and faxì7, destitute), destitute

of sons or children.

দুব্যতিরিক্ত,fas, a. from , a son, and fofa , excepted), a

son excepted.

33 , s . (from 3 , ason, and fix , an exception),

the exeption of a son.

5313131*, ad. (loc. case of 3 ), with the excepti-

on of a son, without or beside a son.

, a. (from 3, a son , and fsa, separate), separate or

distinct from a son ; ad. beside a son.

FITF, ạ. (from 3, a son, and TF, joined), connected with

or having a son.

fs, a. (from 3, a son, and af , destitute), destitute

of a son.

31, a (from

3 , ad. (from

, s. (from

prep. and , a kind), fine, good,

prep.,, certainly, consequently.

prep, and 3 , a bottom), the foundation or

basement of a building, one of the Hindoo divisions of

the infernal regions the sixth in descent.

son.

, a . (from 3, a son, and I, empty), destitute of a

31 , a . (from 3, a son, and x17, destitute) , destitute of

a son

HITE, ɑ . (from , a son, and ( 3 , a cause), caused by

or arising from a son ; ad. from or. because of a son.

31, s . (from 3, a son), a daughter.

stati, s. (from ₹3, a son, and tætaı, desire), a desire

or wish for a son or daughter, a desire for children.

tata , a. (from 3, a son, and statfaz, desirous), desir-

ous of a son or daughter, desirous of children .

etisata, s. (from a son , and feta, desire), a wish

or desire for a son or daughter, a desire for children.

Hotfsata), a. (from 3, a son, and afsat desirous), de-

sirous of a son or daughter, desirous of children.

3tul, a. (from 3, a son, and ff desirous , desirous of

a son or daughter, desirous of children.

stef, ad. (from 5, d son , and af, an object), for a son of

daughter, for children.

, a. (from prep. and F, sharp), very keen or sharp,

very pungent, acutely painful.

, a. (from prep, and 3 , to be pleased) , well pleased,

highly gratified .

f , 8. (from , prep, and , to be pleased), high plea,

sure or gratification.

¹ , s. (from 73, a son , and ? ' , desire ), a desire or wish

for a son or daughter, a desire or wish for children.

#3 , a. (from #3, a son, and 35 , desirous), desirous of

a son or daughter, desirous of children.

3 *, . (from 5, a son , and 5, desirous) , desirous of

a son or daughter, desirous of children.

FIFA, s. (from , prep. and (33 , splendor ), great splen-

dor, great energy ; a . splendid , energetic .

18 , a. (from A, prep. and a, to be pleased), easy to be

pleased or gratifi -d.

, s. (from ➜ , interest), interest .

ta, s. (from S , interest, and , eating), an usu-

rer.

artet , s. (from , an usurer), the profession of an

usurer, usury.

548, a. (from 5, prep, and ☎, a tooth), having fine teeth.

, a. (from prep and f , poor), very poor, needy.

, 8. (from prep, and , a seeing) , clear sight, a fie

view, the name of a flowering plant, ( Crinum defixum ; )

the discus of Vishnoo ; a . beautiful or pleasing to the

sight.

ศ
, s. (from , Vishnoo's discus, and ☎ , a wheel ,

the discus or weapon of Vishnoo .

rs1 , s . (from , prep. and itṣ¹, a custom), a good custom,

a good rule.

, s. (from prep. and f ‡, a day), a fine day, an aus-

picious day.

Hi , a. (from ♬ prep. and fi , long), very long.

, a. from , prep. and ef , afflicted), heavily af-

Alicted.

, a. from , prep. and 5, scarce), very scarce, ve-

ry difficult to be obtained.

8 , a. from prep, and 3 , difficult to pass), exceed-

ingly difficult to pass over.

AI, a. (from ♬, prep and I, distant), very distant.

45, a. (from ♬ prep and 45, firm , very firm , ve :y hard.

a. (from ♬ prep, and †, to see , easily percepti-

ble, clearly visible.

31, 8. (from 1, eas yperceptible), the circumstance

of being easily perceptible or clearly visible.
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좋다.

E , s. (from 55, easily perceptible) , the circumstance

of being easily perceptible or clearly visible,

ad. (from , with) , with, only, merely.

tai, s. (from ♬ prep, and 2 , duty), a council or assem-

bly of the gods, a man attentive to domestic duties.

Tit, s . (from ♬ prep. and 1, to hold,, nectar, ambrosia,

the liquor of immortality.

† , s . (from HH , nectar , and 3, a ray ) , the moon .

Fata , s . (from ¹ , nectar, and , to do , the moon

tata, s. (from , nectar, and t , drinking), the drink-

ing ofnectar.

tara , a. (from 1 , nectar, and if , drinking), drink-

ing nectar.

Hitza, s. (from 1, nectar , and zɗa , a raining), the rain-

ing of nectar.

f . s. (from , nector, and af , rain), a shower of

nectar.

tay, a. (from Я , nectar) , nectarious, ambrosial.

HN, a. (from ♬ prep. and A, wise,, highly learned.

, a. (from prep, and aty , wise), highly learned.

ad. (from , only) , only, merely.

YA, 8. (from prep, and 77, an eye), a fine eye, a good

eye ; a. having fine eyes .

, s . (from prep. and , the atmosphere) , a particu-

lar configuration of the planets.

, a. (from prep, and at , a nose), having a fine

nose.

fa , s. (from ♬ prep. and f , sleep), a sound sleep.

f , a. (from prep. and fa , asleep , soundly

asleep.

, s. (from , prep. and f , certainty), great cer-

tain y ; a well ascertained .

3, a. from , pep. and faf3, ascertained), well as-

certained .

Ħfa™™™, ɑ . (from , prep. fg, prep. and fo, to collect), ea-

sy to be ascertained.

fs , a. (from prep. f , prep, and a , o more) , the

name of a plant, ( Marsilia quadrifolia. )

xifs, s. (from J. prep, and Ãío, morality), good morality,

sound ethics.

~

, a. (from prep. and , to respect), beautiful, hand-

some, excellent.

at, a. fem. (from ñ , beautiful), beautiful, handsome ;

s. a beautiful or handsome woman,

HF , 8. (from (F) , a species of lotus), a species of the

lotus or water-lily, (Ny phæa cyanea.

, . (from , prep. aud , ripe , well ripened.

&of

63, a. (from , prep, and f3, learned), well learned;

s. a highly learned man, a good philosopher.

, s. (from prep and fu , a road , a good road, a

virtuous line of action.

, a. (from

diet.

prep. and tur, die'), good or wholesome

unst , s. (from , good diet, and c515, an eater),

a person who feeds on wholesome diet.

, a. (from tur, good diet , and af , eating), feed-

ing on wholesome diet.

, s. (from prep, and tɗ, a leaf), one of the names of

Guroora the regent of birds.

* t*, a . (from
prep. and Я , to read , reading or re-

peating well ; s . a good reader.

, a . (from

orrepeated.

prep. and , to read) , easy to be read

, «. (from , prep. and Яta, a vessɛl), a good man,

man well fitted for a work or office.

a.

tet , s. (from , well beloved , the betle nut, (Areca

catechu .)

Ħa, s. (from jṣm,
(from , a recommendation), a recommen-

dation .

tal, a. (from , a recommendation) , recommen-

dable.

, s . (from

E, s. (from

tiul man.

prep. and , a son), a fine son, a good son.

prep. and I, a man , a good or beau-

s . (from , trust), a delivering over in charge.

a. (from 1 , to sleep , asleep .

Higatз*, a. (from 58 , asleep, and as☎, killing), killing

a sleeping persou ; s . one who murders a person while

he is asleep.

gifs) , a . (from $ , asleep, and ifsa, killing), killing a

sleeping persou ; s . one who murders a persou while he

is asleep.

8, s. (from , to sleep , sleep.

943, a. (from A, prep, and gas, proper), exceedingly-

right or proper

, a. (from ♬ prep, and 2 , learned), well learned.

351, s. (from prep. and 351, display), spiritous li-

quor .

(381, s. (from

prep. and f31, renown), a sortof me-

tre consisting of four lines of five syllables each, great

renown, a good character.

se, a. (from prep. f³, prep. and , to move), the

elephant whois placed at the north east quarter of the

earth.

Aaaaaaaa 2
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545, a. (from ♬ prep. and g , light), splendid, brilliant, || sa , s. (from Ħad, gold, and fama, sale , the sale of

glorious.

13. a. (from prep. and 53, the morning), a good

or fine morning.

ats, s. (from prep, and rats, an order), dexterity,

expertness, contact, approximation.

at , s. (from prep, and 1 , conversation), good or

free conversation .

a. (from prep, and a, propitiuled), very graci-

ous, highly favourable.

ata, s . (from prep. and at , favour) , great grace or

favour.

, a. (from prep, and 1, obtain ble), easily ob-

tainable, easily procurable.

, s. (from prep. and Ya , fruit) , a good or fine fruit,

a good consequence. In botany that kind of seed ves-

sel called a pomum.

As (from prep, and c , foam), yeast, barm.

87, s. from

language.

28 s. from prep. and 787, a word , a goddess wor-

shipped by women in company with Moosoolman wo-

prep. and 487, a word), good or elegant

men

747, 8, (from 7, prep. and 13, the face , a handsome

face; a, having a beautiful face.

, s. (from , prep, and ™ , a boon), a good boon or gift.

HI , s. (from prep. and zá, a colour) , gold , a fine colour.

gold.

1, s. (from , gold, and fats, a seller), a per

son who sells gold .

fest, ad. (from 4%, gold, and f171, without), without or

beside gold.

fat , a. (from , gold, and fat , possessed of,

possessed of gold, golden , gilt.

adfixta, a. (from 7 , gold, and fala, destilate), des'i,

tute ofgold.

fs , a. (from , gold, and affas, excepted),

gold excepted.

HAGIP, 8. (from za gold, and zforza, an exception),

the exception of gold.

Herfster®, ad. loc. case of derfʊạ☎), with the excep

tion of gold, without or beside gold.

fa, a. (from e, gold, and fea, separate) , separate or

distinct from gold ; ad. beside gold .

dy, a. (from , gold), golden.

a. (from , gold, and F, joined), connected

with or having gold,

zzáfu, s. (from zá, gold, and ufu, jasmine), yellow jase

mine.

Higf₹3, a. (from , gold, and 3 , destitute), destitute

ofgold.

, a. (from , gold, and 1, empty , destitute of

gold.

a good rank or class in society, a gold mohur, a gold , s. (from , gold, and ( v,theft), the stealing of

coin or piece of gold weighing sixteen Masas.

, a. (from rá, gold), golden, the name of an orna-

mental tree, (Cassia fistula.)

ì, s . (from 7%, gold, and ¤≈ì, a plantuin), a vari-

ety of the plantain which is of a fine yellow colour.

gold.

SIŃktas, a. (from I , gold, and ta☎, laking), taking of

stealing gold.

Faktd), 8. (from , gold, and tfaz, taking), taking or

stealing gold.

zestfag, s. (from H , gold, and s³, calculated), alliga- 1 , a . (from az , gold, and 1 , destitute), destitute of

tion medial, the calculation of gold as it respects its

weight and fineness.

ts, a. (from 4, gold, and af , occured), mixed

with or made ofgold.

Száñu, a. (from , gold, and 1, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from gold.

, ud. (loc . case of16 r), for gold.

ff , a. (from , gold, and fa , a cause), caused

by or arising from gold ; ad. from or because of gold.

ff , ad. (from , gold, and fifa , a cause), for

gold.

F, a . (from , gold, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from gold ; ad. from or because of gold,

gold.

zalez , a. (from , gold, and c , a cause), caused by

or arising from gold ; ad. from or because of gold .

HIUF, a, (from , gold, and a, spirit), identified

with gold,

Fata , s. (from , gold, and 4, a taking away),

the stealing or taking away of gold.

,, (from , gold, and t , taking away),

taking away or stealing gold.

tt , a. (from , gold, and if , taking aw ),

taking away or stealing gold,

, a. (from , prep, and 23, spring), a festival kept in

honour of Kama.deva on the full moon in Chitra.
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we , a. (from prep. and a , to carry), carrying well or

safely.

1 , s . (from e, aprovince), a province.

ta, s. (from 5 , a province, and , holding), a go-

vernor of a province.

mathizi, s. (f.om M , the governor ofa province), the

government of a province, a province.

ta, s. (from ; prep. and 11 , a dwelling), a good resi-

dence, a good scent.

sufat, a. (from ♬ prep and f , residing), a woman

who resides at her father's house.

, s . (from prep, and fan, to know), an attendant on

the inner apartments which are allotted to the females

of a family.

, a. (from , prep. and faart, science), well learned ,

scientific, philosophic.

, a. (from

ts, a. (from

bled, very humble.

fara , a (from prep. and faɩ5 , capable ofbeing

wrought upon by submission), easily wrought upon by

submission.

prep. and fax, a sort), easy, good.

prep. and fats, humbled) , well bum-

zatú, s . (from ♬ prep. and as, courage), excellent cou

rage ; a. very courageous.

s. (from prep. and af , understanding), good un-

derstanding, a good idea ; o . intelligent, well inforni-

ed, possessing an accurate judgment.

, s. (from , prep. and 4, a tree) , a good tree.

, s. (from prep. and cat, clothing), good clothing.

ta. (from , elegant dress, and atæ, doing).

dressing well or elegantly ; s. a person who dresses

well or elegantly.

ta , a. (from a , elegant dress, and if doing),

dressing well or elegantly.

, a. (from , elegant dress, and 3 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from good or elegant

dress.

জুবেশ জনো, ad. (loc. case of সুবেশজন্য) , for good or elegant

dress.

fifa , a (from , elegant dress, and fafa ; a cause),

caused by or arising from good or elegant dress ; ad.

from or because of good or elegant dress.

face, ad. (from , elegant dress, and fafag , a

cause , for good or elegant dress.

a , a. (from at, elegant dress, and , before ,

preceded by or arising from good or elegant dress; ad.

by or through good or elegant dress.

সুরেশপুযুক্ত, a. (from সুবেশ, elegant dress, and পুযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from good or elegant dress ;

ad. from or because of good or elegant dress.

1, ad, (from a , elegant dress, and [ 1 , without),

without or beside good or elegant dress.

সুবেশব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from সুদেশ, elegant dress, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), good or elegant dress excepted .

, s. (from a , elegant dress, and oiga, an

exception), the exception of good or elegant dress .

সুশোভিয়েকে, ad. (lve case of সুৰেশয্যতিরেক ) , with the exa

ception ofgood or elegant dress, without or beside good

or elegant dress.

fs , a. (from , elegant dress, and fa, separate),

separate or distinct from good or elegant dress ; . ad,

beside good or elegant dress.

HLINIII, a, (from π *, elegant dress, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from good or elegant dress ; ad.

from or because of good or elegant dress.

ta, a. (from ♬ prop. and cata, knowledge), wise, well

informed, docile, good-natured ; s . a correct idea or

judgment, accurate knowledge.

stas, a. (from prep. and catastar, comprehensible),

easy to be understood or comprehended .

সুবোধজন্য,ata , a. (from , accurate knowledge, and WI,

producible), producible by or arising from accurate

knowledge or a good judgment, producible by or aris

ing from docility or good- naturedness.

Fata , ad. (loc . case of 1) , for accurate know-

ledge, for a sound judgment, for docility, for good-na-

turedness.

সুবোধনিমিত্তক, a. (from সুৰেধ, accurate knowledge, and নির্মিত,

a cause), caused by or arising from accurate knowledge

or a good judgment, caused by or arising from docility

or good-naturedness ; ad. from or because of accurate

knowledge or a sound judgment, from or because of

docility or good-naturedness.

fafats, ad. (from , accurate knowledge, and

fafa , a cause), for accurate knowledge, for a sound

judgment, for docility, for mildness of temper.

18 , a. (from H † , accurate knowledge, and * ,

caused by), caused by or arising from accurate know-

ledge or a sound judgment, caused by or arising from

docility or goodness of temper ; ad. from or because of

accurate knowledge or a sound judgment, from or be

cause ofdocility or goodness of temper.

Fafa , ad. (from , accurate knowledge, and fat,

zohout), without or beside accurate knowledge or a
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soundjudgment, without orbeside docility or goodness

of temper.

natale, a. (from at , accurate knowledge, and

-fafa , excepted), accurate knowledge or a sound

judgment excepted, docility or goodness oftemper ex-

cepted.

adyfatge, s. (from watt, accurate knowledge, and

g , an exception ), the exception of accurate know-

ledge or a sound judgment, the exception of docility

or goodness of temper.

Fur afsigte, ad. loc. case of Fatafate ), with the ex-

ception of accurate knowledge or a sound judgment,

with the exception of docility or goodness of temper,

without or beside accurate knowledge or a sound judg-

ment,without or beside docility or goodness of temper.

ya, a. (from , accurate knowledge, and to , se-

parate), separate or distinct from accurate knowledge

or a scundjudgment, separate or distinct from docility

or goodness oftemper ; ad, beside accurate knowledge

or a sound judgment, beside docnity orgoodness oftem-

per.

FUJ*ffaf, &, (from † , accurate knowledge), possessed

of accurate knowledge or a sound judgment, docile,

good-natured,

quârge, a. (from at , accurate knowledge, and 3,

a cause , caused by or arising from accurate knowledge

or a sound judgment, caused by or arising from docili-

tyor goodness oftemper ; ad. from or because of accu-

rate knowledge or a sound judgment, from or because

ofdocility or goodness of temper.

Hati, a. (from prep. and 4, to know), easily compre-

hensible, easy to be known.

US, a. (from prep. and , evident), very clear or

evident, very distinct.

-'

, 8. (fiom , prep, and af , an individual), a good

man.

, . (from prep. and 3, a religious observance),

strict in attending on voluntary religious observances ;

s. an excellent religious observance.

1 , s. from , prep. and , a brahmun), a good or

respectable brahmun.

, a (from prep. and Est, pudendum muliebre) , belov-

ed .

, a. (from prep, and est, pudendum muliebr‹ ) , belov-

ed. This word is only applied to a wile ; s . a beloved

or favorite wife.

53, s . (from E , a beloved wife, and 3, a son), the

son of a beloved wife.

সুখে

31 , a. fem . (from prep, and good), very good ; 1

a sister ofJugunnatha.

3 , a. (from prep. and Gar, polite), very polite, gen-

teel, well behaved,

, s . (from prep, and f , alms), good alms , good or

successful begging.

11, s. (from prep, and cst , an eater), a dainty eat.

ег .

sist, s. (from prep. and catst, enjoyment,, good enjoy.

ment.

Hist , a. (from 5, prep, and (Sr, eatable), good or whole-

some to be eaten.

5, d. (from prep. and , the eye brow), having fas

"

eyes.

8. (from , a hoof), a horse's hoof.

, . (from prep, and a , wejare), good fortune,

welfare .

16, a. (from prep. and a , approred), well approved;

s. a good sect.

ats, s. (from , prep. and af , the mind), a kind or good

mind ; o, well disposed .

gfs , a. (from Яfs, a good mind, and \ , to give,, giving

a good disposition, giving a good opinion.

Яafзnts , s. (from afs, a good mind, and ɛtę, a giter),

the giver of a good disposition or opinion.

31 , 8. from , a good mind, and at , a gift , the

gift of a good mind or disposition .

, a (from 3, a good mind, and 1 , giving)

giving a good mad, giving a good option.

fi , a, (from afs , a good mind, and if , guing),

giving a good mind, giving a good opinion .

, s. (from ♬ prep, and æ , a fish) , a fine fish.

Fat , a. (from prep, and I, sweet), very sweet or ma

lifluous, very ageeable to the ear.

, s. (from A, prep, and

mind. wei -intentioned,

&

the mind), a kind or good

(from prep. and i, a mɑn), a good or res

peciable man, a gentleman .

pr p. and tal, respect), highly res,, (from

pectful or venerable.

Ħatza, 8. (from A. prep. and a173, a man), a good or res-

pectable man, a gentleman.

ĦDI, s. (from ♬ prep, and faz, afriend , the name of one

of the wives of king Dusharuthu, and mother of Ra-

ma.

, 8. (from prep. and , the face), a fiue face ; a. bav.

ing a beautiful face.

8. (from prep, and ca , a capacity to Lars),2
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a good capacity to learn, good parts ; a. possessing good

parts, or a ready capacity to acquire knowledge.

FICHE, S. (from prep. and ca , the name ofa fabled moun-

tain), the name of a fabulous mountain celebrated in

Hindoo romance the north pole.

S from , to be radiant), a god.

, a. from

, a. (from

crimson.

prep and 3 , red), very red, crimson .

prep. and 3 , red), very red, glowing ,

HIST, s . (from 3, a god, and s™, a preceptor) , Vrihuspu-

ti the preceptor of the gods.

←, s. (from prep. and 7 , a colour), an excavation, a

hole made by housebreakers to get into a house.

সুরজনী, s. (from , prep, and , night), a fine night, an

auspicious night .

, s. (from , to bind,,aform) , a form, a fashi-

on, a countenance, a portrait, an appearance, a manner,

a condition, a state.

13, a. (from prep. and , to enjoy , greatly enjoyed.

3, s. (from prep, and , to enjoy) , great enjoyment.

E , s. (from , a god, and a malicious person), a

person possessed of rooted malice against the gods .

fs, s. (from , a god, and t , a lord), Indra the so-

vereign of the gods..

, s . (from , a god, and t , a palace), the palace or

heaven of the gods.

, s. (from prep. and 35, to begin) , a perfume, a

sweet smelling substance, a fabulous cow which grant-

ed every wish.

, . (Com prep. and 3 , to enjoy), easily enjoy-

able.

, a. (from prep. and , to enjoy), easily enjoyable,

very pleasant.

wal , s. (from ag, a god, and af , a s¹ge), a divine sage.

te, s. (from , a god, and cată, a world), the hea-

ven or world of the gods.

, a. from , prep. and , taste) , sweet, well tasted .

1 , s . (from 8 , to be radiant , spiritous liquors.

ta , a . (from 1 , spiritous liquor, and ☎ to do), mɛk-

ing spiritous liquor.

tot , s . (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and attú , a teach-

er), Vrihusputi the preceptor of the gods .

t , a. (from , prep, and ts , akng) , weil govern-

ed.

, . from 1, spiritous liquer and 31, producible) ,

producible by or arising from spiritous quor.

, ad.(loc, case of 7), for spiritous liquors.

সুরা

, s. (from

, a . (from 1 , spiritous liquor, and 31, equal),

equal to spiritous liquors.

prep and at , a king), a good king.

, s . (from prep. and 1 , a night , a fine or p'ea

sant night, an auspicious night.

ata, s. (from , a god, and , an enemy), a titan or

enemy of the gods .

Han, s. (from H , a god, and the sovereign ofthegods),

the sovereign of the gods.

fafa , a. (from I, spiritous liquors, and fifï³, u cause),

caused by or arising from spititous liquors ; ad. from or

because of spiritous liquors.

fafers, al. (irom , spiritous liquors, and fifa , a

cause), for spiritous liquors.

, a. (from sp ritous liquors, and tf, to drink), drink-

ing spirits ; s . a tipler, a sot.

† , s. (from 51 , spiritous liquors, and Яtó ,̟ a drink-

er), a drinker of spirits, a dram drinker, a tipler, a sot,

ta, s . (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and , a drinking),

the drinking of spiritous liquors,

te , a (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and tg , drink

ing), drinking spirits ; s . a dram drinker, a tipler.

atts , a. (from 1, spiritous liquors, and Яtfp , drink-

ing) , drinking spirits or other intoxicating liquors.

, a. (from F , spiritous liquors, and , caused-

by , caused by or arising from spiritous liquors ; al.

from or because ofspiritous liquors.

ifs , ad (from 3 , spiritous liquors, and fant , without),

without or beside spiritous liquors.

tafafa , a . (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and af , ex-

cepted), spiritous liquors excepted .

terfata , s. (from Hd, spiritous liquors, and zIj313F , an

exception), the exception of spiritous liquors.

stafetove, ad, (los . case of it ) , with the excep

tion of spiritous liquors, without or beside spiritous li-

quors.

, s. (from 1, spiritous liquors, and t, apart),

yeast, barm.

ts , a . (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from spiritous liquors ; ad, beside

spiritous iiquors.

ta , 8, (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and as, froth), yeast,

barm.

, s . (from , a god and stay, aresidence), the hea

ven or residence of the gods.

ta , a . (from 1 , spiritous liquors, and like),

like spiritous liquors.
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is , a. (from 71 , spiritous liquors, and ¬¤, equal) , like

spiritous liquors .

t1, s. (from
prep, and 8' , a read , a good road .

HI , a . (from , spiritous liquors, and c₹5, a cause),

caused by or arising from spiritous liquors .

* , a. (from , prep, and ã , a form), handsome, well

shaped.

HII, s. (from HI, a god, and y, God , Indra the sove-

reign of the gods .

The1, s . (from xoJ , collyrium), collyrium , antimony.

substance usually sold in the Bazars under that name is

an ore of lead (Galena .)

Hd, s. (from , prep, and ¶ , a distinguishing mark),

a good distinguishing mark or character; a. clearly or

strongly distinguished by its characters.

HS, a. (from , prep, and 5, to obtain), easily obtainable

or procurable, easily acquirable or attainable,

, a, (from prep, and to obtain , easily obtainable

or procurable, easily acquirable or attainable.

wafas, e. (from ♬ pr.p. and fa³, han ing in collops) ,

good, well tasted, fat, hanging in large collops like the

flesh of a well fattened animal.

Hats, s (from ♬ prep, and ☎ 5, a gain) , good gain, a good

acquisition, a good attainment.

Hi , a. (from low, a road), a road, a way, a manner, a

mode, intercourse, usage, treatment.

, s. (from sloop), a sleop.

Marc, a. (from prep, and cat , writing), writing a

fine hand ; s . a good writer.

་t , s. (from prep. and cat , a person), a good per-

son, a good world.

tato , & . (from prep, and cats , an eye), having fine

eyes.

378. (from 'Llw , a king), the office of a king or go-

vernor, government.

sta, s . (from hy, to le powerful, blm , a king) , a

king, a Sooltan.

stat, s . (from , a Soolian) , the office or dignity of

a Sooltan .

fas, a. (from prep. and 3, governed) well go.

verned, well disciplined.

, a . (from prep, and t , disciplinable , easily

disciplinable, easily governable.

3 , a. (from ¤, prep. and *ism, cool , very cool , well

cooled.

সুশীল,a , s. (from prep, and a disposition , a good or**,

Lind disposition, good nature ; a. good-natured.

1, s . (from fi , good-natured,, goodness of nature

or disposition.

fast☎, a. (from

1
5
5 3), good nature, and 4x4, meins),

effected by means of goodness of nature or dispositi.

on; ad. by means of goodness of nature or disposition.

সুশীলতাজন্য , a . (from সুগীলতা , good nature, and জন্য, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from goodness of na▾

ture or disposition.

Aglastlar, ad. (loc. case of astar), for goodness of

nature or disposition .

# imotātai, ad. (from , good nature, and 13, o

door), by or through goodness of nature or dispositioa.

সুশীলতানিমিত্তক, a. (from সুশীলতা , good nature, and fনতি,৫

cause), caused by or arising from goodness of nature

or disposition ; ad, from or because of goodness of na

ture or disposition.

সুশীলতানিমিত্তে, ad. (from সুশীল ), good nature, and নত

a cause), for goodness of nature or disposition.

=*1m3146, a. (from fast, good nature, and "f, before,

preceded by or arising from goodness of nature or dis

position; ad. by or through goodness ofnature or ds.

position.

3 , s. (from si, goodna'ure, and a dis

ply), a display ofgoodness of nature or disposition.

aximsteatda, a. (from 31, good nature, and gate ,

displaying), displaying goodness of nature or disposi

on.

tas , a. (fromst, good nature, and 7 , c

ed by), caused by or arising from goodness of nature

or disposition ; ad. from or because of goodness of a

ture or disposition .

зt , a . (from , good nature, and zés, increas

ing), increasing goodness of nature or disposition.

sta , s. (from ! , good nature, and 757, an in-

creasing), the increasing of goodness of nature or dis

position.

31, ad, (from 31 , good na'ure, and feat, with

cut), without or beside goodness of nature or dispositi

on.

ff , a . (from 31 , good nature, and fa

excepted), goodness of nature or disposition exceptel

93131 313 , 8. (from fast, good nature, and 21f3:39

an exception), the exception of goodness of nature

disposition.

Exfimotufocare, ad. loc. case of ftaotaforge), with the

exception of goodness of nature or disposition, with

out or beside goodness of nature or disposition.

arjao1231513, 8. (from sieci, good noture, and vid:
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an obstacle), an obstacle to goodness of nature or dis-

position.

সুশীলতাব্যাঘাতক, a. (from সুশীলতা. good nature, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to goodness of

nature or disposition.

asts , a. (from . good nature, and fou, separ

ate), separate or distinct from goodness of nature or

disposition ; ad. beside goodness of nature or disposi

tion.

cause ,

finances, a. (from 31, good nature, and 3, a

caused by or arising fromgoodness of nature or

disposition ; ad. from or because of goodness of nature

or disposition.

Ħria¶, s. (from ſ , good-natured) , goodness of nature

or disposition.

ज

53, s. (from ♬ prep. and 57, a looking well), a look-

ing comely or well ; a comely, beautiful.

ta , a. (from prep, and , to hear , easy to be heard,

very audible, agreeable to the hearing.

31, 8, from tes , audible), audibleness, the circum-

stance of being agreeable to the hearing.

fatta, s. (from , a sort ofpot herb, and t , a

pot herb), the name of a small plant often used as a

pot herb, ( Marsilia quadrifolia .)

fa, s. (from If , a pipe) , a tube or pipe, a hole or cavity,

an excavation a wind instrument.

, a. (from prep. and fat, to effect), well effected or

accomplished, well or compleatly proved, or established .

, s. (from fag, a tube), a tube , a hole, a cavity, a wind

instrument.

, a. (from prep. and , to sleep), fast asleep .

, s. (from , prep. and , to sleep), sound sleep, a dead

sleep .

sea, a. (from , sound sleep, and , to do), sleeping

soundly.

, a. (from , sound sleep, and as , means),

accomplished by means ofprofound sleep ; ad. by means

of a deep sleep.

, a. (from , sound sleep, and 5 , produc-

ing), somniferous, sopiferous , producing sound sleep.

55 , a. (from , sound sleep, and 571, producible),

producible by or arising from profound sleep.

ي
fat , ad. (loc. case of ,, for deep or profound

sleep.

Hafta , s . (from , sound sleep, and 1, a stat-), a

state ofprofound sleep.

11, ad. (from af , sound sleep, and † , a door), by

or through profound sleep.

wuftfafavs, 1. (from , sound sleep, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from profound sleep ; ad. from or

because of deep sleep.

uffa , ad, (from af , sound sleep, and fafas, a cause),

for deep sleep.

****, a. (from , sound sleep, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from sound sleep ; ad. by or through

sound sleep.

18
, a. (from 8 , sound sleep, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from deep sleep ; ad, from or be-

cause of sound sleep.

1, ad. (from , sound sleep, and fa̸ , without),

without or beside sound sleep.

natufofam, a. (from af , sound sleep, and ſofia,

excepted), sound or deep sleep excepted .

Fatface, s. (from , sound sleep, and arfstṛæ, an

exception) , the exception of deep or profound sleep.

fft , ad. (loc. case of fo ), with the ex-

ception of deep or profound sleep, without or beside

deep or profound sleep.

utats, a. (from fe, profound sleep, and artats, an

obstacle), an obstacle to deep or sound sleep .

afstats , a. (from af , sound sleep, and tatsa, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to deep or profound

sleep.

136

ff , a. (from af , sound sleep. and fa, separate , se.

parate or distinct from sound sleep ; ad. beside sound

sleep .

fsts , a. (from af , sound sleep, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from scund sleep ; ad . from or be-

cause of sound sleep.

, s. (from , sound sleep, and ¹ , a stale), a

state of profound sleep.

ad. (from prep. and 1, to stand), well, excellent,

plentifully, abundantly.

5º.5, a. (from prep. and , compactly done), well

seasoned, well wrought or done.

a. (from , prep. and 1, armour), well armed or

harnessed.

1 , s. (from prep, and at , a descendant ), a good

or respectable son or descendant.

, s. (from prep. and Яg, time) , an auspicious time.

s. (from prep. and , wealth) , great wealth, great

prosperity; a . very wealthy or prosperous.

35 , a. from , prep, and

pleated, well accomplished.

, compleated) , well com-

5, a. (from prep and 5, to bear), easy to be borne,

tolerable.

Bbbbbbbb
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at , a. from prep. and 1 , accomplishable) , easily

accomplishable.

tas. (from prep and Яt , quintessence), property suf-

ficient to do a work or pay a debt, ability to pay a debt

or accomplish an undertaking.

fs, a. (from , prep. and cafes, served) , well served.

, a. (from ♬ prep. and cЯ , requiring to be served),

easy to be served.

, a. (from , indolent), indolent, relaxed, lazy, slow,

dilatory, negligent.

afe, s. (from … , indolent), indolence, negligence, lazi-

ness.

a. (from prep. and 1, to stand), well situated , pla-

ced in comfortable circumstances, healthy, easy.

, a. (from , well situated, and ata , doing), giv-

ing health or easy circumstances.*

,Яtåو a. (from , well situated, and af , doing), giv-

ing health or easy circumstances.

' , s . (from , healthy) , health, ease of circumstances.

or situation, comfort.

t , a. (from 31 , health, and , producing),

producing health or ease of situation, producing com-

fortable circumstances .

Ħst , a. (from 1 , health, and 5 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from health or easy circumstan-

ces.

stacar, ad. (loc. case of t1) , for health, for easy

or comfortable circumstances.

tfafas , a. (from 31 , health, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from health or easy circumstan-

ces ; ad. from or because of health or easy circumstan-

ces.

3faf , ad. (from 1 , health, and faf , a cause) ,

for health, for easy or comfortable circumstances .

31 , a. (from 31 , health, and , before) , preceded

by or arising from health or comfortable circumstan-

ces ; ad. by or through health or easy circumstances.

সুস্থতাপুতিসন্ধক, a. (from সুস্থতা , health, and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstructe

ing), operating as an obstacle to health or easy circum

stances.

t , a. (from 3 , health, and 5, caused by),

caused by or arising from health or easy circumstan-

ces ; ad. from or because of health or comfortable cir-

cumstances.

3 , ad. from 31 , health, and fat , without), with-

out or beside health or easy circumstances.

ff , a. (from 31, health, and affa , except-

ed , health or easy circumstances excepted .

T

VIZ.

Fotafoliæ, 8. (from 331, health, and ifstry, an ex-

ception), the exception of health or easy circumstances.

সন্থভাব্যডিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সুস্থতা ব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of health or easy circumstances, without or be

side health or easy circumstances.

astatate, s. (from 1, health, and zitats, an obste-

cle), an obstacle to health or easy circumstances.

Estutatsæ, a. (from 31, health, and arts , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to health or easy circum-

stances.

tis , a . (from 3 , health, and fɔ̃a, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from health or easy circumstances ; ad.

beside health or easy circumstances.

HIIŃTIF, a, (from 1, health, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from health or easy circumstances ; ad.

from or because of health or easy circumstances.

HI , s. (from , healthy), health, ease of circumstances,

comfort.

, a. (from prep, and fax, firm) , very firm or stable.

, a. (from , prep. and , distinct), clear, distinct, ve

ry plain, intelligible, articulate.

, ad. (from , clear, and , aform), clearly,

distinctly, plainly, intelligibly, articulately.

, s. (from prep. and , a dream), a good or auspici

ous dream .

, s. (from , prep, and , a sound), an agreeable sound;

a. fine-toned, sounding agreeably.

a. (from prep. and taste), well- tasted ; s. a

good taste or relish.

3, a. (from pren. and 1, to hold , fast held, satiated,

satisfied, fit , right, kind , friendly.

8. (from prep, and , the heart), a friend, an as-

sociate.

, a (from , prep. and , the heart), good-heart-

ed, friendly, kind.

, s. (from 5 , a friend, and c , separation), the

separation of friends, the sowing of dissension among

friends.

Yata , a . (from , the separation offriends, and

☎ta , doing), effecting the separation of friends, sow

ing dissension among friends.

sætaì, a. (from A , the separation offriends, and

fa , doing), effect ug the separation of friends , sow

ing dissension among friends .

Ha , a. (from , the separation offriends, and

FI, producible), producible by or ausing from the se

paration of friends, producible by or arising from sow

ing dissension among friends.
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SMYTHII, ad, (loc. case ofAglga ), for the separation

offriends, for sowing dissension among friends.

sõızıfaface, a. (from
1 , the separation of friends,

and fifa , a cause) , caused by or arising from the se-

paration of friends, caused by or arising from sowing

dissension among friends ; ad, from or because ofthe

separation of friends , from or because ofsowing dissen-

sion among friends.

ghfare, ad. (from 5 , the separation offriends,

and fafa , a cause), for the separation of friends , for

sowing dissension among friends.

, a. (from
5 , the separation offriends, and

, caused by), caused by or arising from the sepa-

ration of friends, caused by or arising from sowing dis-

sension among friends ; ad. from or because of the se-

paration offriends, from or because of sowing dissen-

sion among friends .

51, ad (from , the separation offriends, and

za , without), without or beside the separation of

friends , without or beside the sowing of dissension

among friends.

Ħagnfcfts, a. (from 3 , the separation of friends,

and fs , excepted), the separation of friends ex-

cepted, the sowing of dissension between friends excep

ted.

ARGaVfAIS, 8. (from , the separation of friends,

and assigæ, an exception ) , the exception of the sepa-

ration of friends, the exception of sowing dissension

among friends.

সুহৃদ্ভেদব্যতিরেকে, ad. loe, case of সুহৃদ্ভেদব্যতিরেক), with the

exception of the separation of friends, with the excep-

tion of sowing dissension among friends, without or

beside the sowing of discord among friends, without

or beside the sowing of dissension among friends .

gafs , a. (from t , the separation of friends, and

fa, separate), separate or distinct from the separation

of friends, separate or distinct from sowing dissensi-

on among friends ; ad. beside the separation of friends,

beside the sowing of dissension among friends .

লুইদ্ভেদহেতুক, a. (from সুহৃদ্ভেদ, the separation offriends, and

সই,

153,
(F , a cause), caused by or arising from the separation

of friends, caused by or arising from the sowing of dis-

sension among friends ; ad. from or because of the se-

paration of friends, from or because of the sowing of

dissension among friends,

s. (from 8, a needle), a needle.

. a. (from 58, to inform), minute, attenuated, fine, thin,

subtile, atomic, delicate, precise, exact, neat, accurate,

correct, ingenious ; s. in rhetoric a delicate mode of

expression .

ĦĦTI , 8. (from
fine, and ☎ạ◄, a making), the making

of a thing fine or attenuated, rarefaction .

HWFET, 8 , (from , fine, and *5, a sɩw ) , serrulated . The

term is used in botany to express such leaves as are

finely notched at the edge like the teeth of a small

saw, (folium serrulatum .)

31 , s . (from , fine), fineness, minuteness , an attenuat-

ed state, thinness, delicateness, ingenuity.

FĦItæṛ«T, ɑ. (from 1 , fineness , and ₹74, means` , ef-

fected by means of fineness or minuteness ; al. by

means of fineness or minuteness .

, a. (from 1 , fineness, and 1 , producing),

producing or causing fineness or minuteness.

Est , a. (from
31 , fineness, and a , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from fineness or minute-

ness.

tar, ad. (loc. case of GFR)),

nuteness, for a state of attenuation .

for fineness or mi-

ti, ad. from 31, fineness, and i , a door), by

or through fineness or minuteness .

sffas , a. from 3 , fineness, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from fineness or minuteness ; ad.

from or because of fineness or minuteness ,

=#31faf±13, ad. (from 31 , fineness, and fofa , a cause),

for fineness or minuteness , for an attenuated state.

st , a . (from 31, fineness, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from fineness or minuteness ; ad.

from or because of fineness of minuteness.

3f , ad. (from 31, fineness, and f151 , without),

without fineness or minuteness.

সক্ষ্মতাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from সূক্ষ্ম , fineness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), fineness or minuteness excepted.

stuflIE, 6. (from 31, fineness, and afstaa, an ex-

ception , the exception of fineness or minuteness.

সূক্ষ্মভাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lec. case ofসূক্ষ্মতা ডিরেক), with the ex-

ception of fineness or minuteness, without or beside

fiueness or minuteness.

fs , a . (from 51 , fineness, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from fineness or minuteness ; ad. be

side fineness or minuteness .

, . (from 51, fineness , and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from fineness or minuteness ; ad.

from or because of fineness or minuteness.

, s. (from , fine), fineness, minuteness, thinness,

delicateness, ingenuity.

ata , s. (from ,fine, and ata , rice), fiue rice, orrice

Bbbbbbbb 2
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with a small grain , small seeds such as those of mus-

fard.

, s (from , fine, and 2, intellect), a keen intellect,

penetration ; a. ingenious, keen, penetrating, sharp,

witty , shrewd .

of , s. (from fine, and af , understanding), a sharp

understanding, penetration ; a. ingenious, witty, having

a penetrating intellect, keen, sharp, shrewd.

, s. (from fine, and cat , knowledge), a keen in-

tellect , penetration ; a . ingenious, keen, penetrating,

witty, sharp, shrewd.

3, s. (from , fine, and afs , the mind), a keen in-

tellect, penetration ; a. ingenious, keen, penetrating,

sharp, witty, shrewd ,

* I, s. (from , fine, and at , the body), in Hindoo

philosophya fine or subtile body which is the archetype

of the visible or gross body.

53, (from , fine, and 3, become) , become fine or

minute, become delicate or ingenious, attenuated.

53593, 8. (from , become fine, and 597, a being),

a being become fine or subtile, rarefaction, a being atte-

nuated.

, a. (from 5 , to inform , informing, indicating, mak-

ing known ; s. au informer.

81, s . (from , to inform , information , an indication.

te , a. (from 571, i formation, and to do , making

known, giving information, indicating.

সূচনাকরণক, a. from an information, and করন, mcans) ef-

fected by means of information ; ad. by means of infor-

mation.

pata , s. (from 571, information , and ₹4, a doer) , a per-

son who makes known, an informer.

tate , a. (from 51 , information, and at , doing),

making, known, indicating, giving information ; s. an

informer.

ta , a. (from 571 , information, and tf , doing),

making known, indicating, giving information .

, . (from 51 , information, and , produc-

ing), producing information.

Agatsfaz, «. (from 5571, information, and 43, produced),

produced by or arising from information or indication.

, a. (from 1 , information, and 1, producible).

producible by or arising from information or indicati-

on.

at , ad. (loc, case of 3 ), for information, for an

indication.

1313, a. (from 551, information , and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from information or indication .

is.

tatai, ad. (from 571, information , and w†?, a door), by

or through information or indication.

13 , a. (from 51 , information , and 5, unfit , unfit

or unworthy to receive information.

gafafu , a . (from 541, information, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from information or indication ;

ad. from or because of information or indication.

gafafar , ad. (from 51 , information, and fafas, a cause),

for information, for indication.

, a. (from 51 , information, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from information or indication ; ad.

by or through information or indication.

সূচনাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from সূচनt, information, and পুতির বস্তু,ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to information or

indication.

tЯ , a. (from 1 , information , and Я , caused by),

caused by or arising from information or indication ;

ad, from or because of information or indication.

atfat , ad. (from 8 , information, and fans, without),

without or beside information or indication.

সূচনাতিরিক্ত, a. (from সূচনা , information, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), information excepted , indication excepted.

সূচনাব্যতিরেক , s . (from সূচনা, information, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of information or indication.

fizi , ad. (loc . case of patafora ), with the ex-

ception of information or indication, without or beside

information or indication.

ata , s. (from 1 , information , and stats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to information or indication.

সূচনাব্যাঘাতক, a. ( from সূচনi, information, and ব্যাঘাতক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to information or

indication.

#67tfsa, a. (from 571, information, and f , separate), se-

parate or distinct from information or indication ; ad.

beside information or indication .

atrutsts, a. (from 1, information, and cists, capable,

or я , incapable), capable or worthy of receiving

information, incapable of or unworthy to receive infor-

mation.

15, a . (from 1, information, and 5, worthy), fit or

worthy to receive information.

pa , a. (from 1 , information, and ‹ , a cause),

caused by or arising from information or indication ; ad.

from or because of information or indication.

ĦĦº, a. (from ♬ , to inform), informable , indicable.

fs, s. (from , to inform), a needle, a triangle produced

by the flanks of a trapezium drawn out till they meet,

a pyramid, a cone.
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#fato, s. (from 5, a needle, and t , a hole), an excava-

tion of a pyramidal or conical form.

53, a. (from 55, to inform), informed, indicated.

, theface), a particu-, a. (from , a necule, and

lar kind of arrow.

isit , a. (from f , a needle, and , the face) , the name

ofa plant which produces a handsome flower, (Sansivie-

ra zeylanica. )

51, a. (from , to inform) , informable, indicable.

, s. (from ft, a needle, and as , a point), the point of

a needle ; a. acuminated. In botany those leaves which

are pointed with a thorn or which end in a very sharp

point are thus called, (folia acuminata. )

stat , a. (from , thepoint of a needle, and state, a

form), conical, ending in a point, muricated.

stategada, s. (from stata , conicil, and qua, a pro-

cess), in anatomy the name ofthe coronoid process.

sta , a. (from 55, the point of a needle, and tafs,

a form), conical, ending in a point, muricated.

, a . (from , to inform), receiving information.

tet , a . (from , a needle, and at , aform), acicu-

lar, acerose.

5t3, ɑ. (from 5, a needle, and tfs, a form), acicu-

lar, acerose.

, s. (from f¤, a making known), the index or table of

contents to a book.

3, s. (from , a table of contents, and , a leaf

ofa book), the index or table of contents to a book.

3, s. (from , to bringforth) , a charioteer ; also (from 5 ,

thread), thread. This word when connected with att,

to cut, means to spin thread.

3 , a. (from , to bringforth), birth.

atti, s. (from , thread, and ft , a cutting), the

spinning of thread.

ts, a. (from , birth, and is, impurity), the

impurity which attends the birth of a child.

, a. fem. (from , to bringforth), delivered ; s. a ly-

ing in woman,

সুতিকাগৃহ , s . (from সতিকা, alying in women, and , a house),

the room in which a lying in woman stays.

44, s. (from 4 , to compose , thread, a clue, an axiom .

, a. (from , thread, and , means), effected by

means of a thread or an axiom ; ad. by means ofa thread

or an axiom.

, s. (from , an axiom, and , a doer) , the author

of axioms or fundamental rules.

, a. (from , an axiom, aud ata , doing), making

3

axioms or fundamental rules ; s. the author of axioms or

fundamental rules.

atst , a. (from , an axiom, and affs , doing), mak-

ing axioms orfundamental rules.

, a. (from , thread, and , producing), produc-

ing thread.

59537, a. (from 9, thread, and I, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from thread or from an axiom .

, ad. (loc. case of 5 ) , for thread, for an axiom.

13, a. (from 3 , thread, and ts, produced), produced

by or arising from thread or from an axiom.

, ad (from , thread, and t , a door), by or

through thread, by or through an axiom.

Fair, s. (from H , a thread, and , to hold), a carpenter.

ffa , a. (from , thread, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from thread or from an axiom ; ad. from

or because of thread or an axiom .

fafa , ad. (from , thread, and fafa , a cause), for

thread, for an axiom.

, «. (from , an axiom, and f , opposing),

operating as an obstacle to an axiom or fundamental

rule.

, . (from , thread, and 2 , caused by), caused

by or arising from thread or from an axiom ; ad, from

or because of thread or an axiom.

31, ad. (from , thread, and fat, without), without or

beside thread or an axiom.

, s. (from , thread, and c , a surrounding), the

surrounding of a thing with a thread or line.

ufst , a. (from , thread, and if , excepted),

thread excepted, an axiom excepted.

, s. (from , thread, and af , an exception),

the exception of thread or of an axiom .

aguforiæ, ad. (loc. case of us ), with the excepti

on of thread or of an axiom, without or beside thread

or an axiom .

ta , s. (from , an axiom, and atât, amplification),

the amplification of an axiom.

tata , s. (from , an axiom , and artats, one who

amplifies), a person who amplifies axioms or fundamen-

tal rules .

tats, s. (from 5, an axiom, and

tion), an obstruction to an axiom,

tence cannot be an axiom.

tt , an obstruc-

reason why a sen-

gutats , a . (from , an axiom , and tuts , obstruct-

ing , operating as a reason why a particular sentence

cannot be an axiom.

5558, a, (from 7 , thread, and 5 , separale), separate or
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distinct from thread or an axiom ; ad. beside thread, be

side an axiom.

HAFIE, a. (from 3, thread, and c , a cause), caused by

or arising from thread or from an axiom ; ad. from or

because of thread or an axiom.

3 , a. (from , to compose), composed or delivered in

axioms.

at , a. (from , thread, and sta , producing),

producing thread.

, s. (from , to bring forth), a son .

s (froma to bear) , soup , broth , pease soup.

gata, s. (from , soup , and to make), a cook.

t , a. (from , soup, and atṣæ, making) , cooking ;

s. a cook.

8. (from , to measure), a wicker fan for cleansing corn.

, s. (from , a fan, and 74, a nail), having nails

resembling wickerfans. Thename of a celebrated gian-

tess.

l, s. (from , to move), the sun.

ats, a. (from , the sun, and at☎ , splendor , having

the splendor of the sun ; s . a particular gem, probably

a variety of quartz or chrystal.

útafa, s. (from ts,haring the splendor of the sun.

and af , a gem) , a gem said to have the splendor ofthe

sun, probably a variety of quartz or chrystal.

3 , s. (from , the son, aid sagt, a daughter), the

river Yumoona which descends from the Himalaya

mountains and joins the Ganges at Prayaga or Allaha-

bad.

Húafa, s. (from A , the sun, and afɑ, a gem), the name of

a beautiful flowering plant, (Hibiscus phoeniceus,)

asa, s. (from , the sun, aud 13 , an orb , the orb

of the sun.

út, s. (from 1, the sun, and , a face), the common

annual sun flower, (Helianthus annuus.)

чka, s . (from , the sun , 3 , the moon, and ska,

a coming to ether), the approach ofthe sun and moon

to each other at the new moon.

FI, s. (from FF, to relinquish), the corners of the mouth.

at , s . (from the corners ofthe mouth), the corners

ofthe mouth.

diatas, a. (from , the corners of the mouth, and

at , depressing), in anatomy the name of a muscle

which depresses the corners of the mouth (depressor

anguli oris .)

a. from , the corners of the mouth, and sata ,

elevating , the name of a muscle which elevates the

corners ofthe mouth (levator anguli oris. )

tai , a, (from ,the corners ofthe mouth and st

elevating), in anatomy the name of a muscle which cle-

vates the corners of the mouth (levator anguli oris. )

, v. a. (from 3, to create), to create, to form , to wake.

57, s. (from 5, to create) , a creating, a forming or mak

ing.

₹4, 8. (from ₹, to move), the hook or goad used to quick-

en the pace of an elephant.

, s. (from , to move), slaver, spittle .

HV, 4. (from 53, to create , created , formed , made.

, s. (from , to create), creation, formation, fabrication.

, a. (from creation, and , to do) , creating, for-

ming ; s. a creator, a former.

, a. (from 5f¥, creation, and ☎ , means), eff-ct-

ed by means of creation or formation ; ad. by means of

creation or formation,

fvæ¹, s. (from fx, creation , and a . a doer) , the crea

tor, one who forms or fabricates, a maker.

VAŽI, 8. (froin af , the creator) , creatorship, mak

ership:

fa , a . (from , creation, and at , doing , effect.

ing the creation, making, fabricating ; s. the creator, a

maker, a fabricator.

, a. (from 8 , creation, and tf , doing) , effect

ing the creation, making, fabricating.

ว
Ff85a8, a . (from f», creation , and 35ỡ, produ-ing), pro-

ducing the creation .

fs, a . (from , creation, and 3, produced , pro-

duced by or arising from creation or fabrication,

f857 , a. (from f¥ creation, and 535, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from creation or fabrication,

), for creation, for a mak, ad. (loc, case of

ing or fabrication.

fts, a. (from f , creation, and 33, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from creation or fabrication .

fata , ed. (from , creation, and ■t , a d or), by or

through creation or fabrication.

πƒ¼27, ɑ. (from ïf , the creation , and 2, to holl , sustain-

ing the creation.

fx&tæ, a. (from f¥, the creation, and Itṛæ, ho'ding),

sustaining the creation.

#futtat, a . (from , the creation, and t , holding),

sustaining the creation .

, 8. (from , creation, and , destruction) , the

destruction of the creation, the destruction of a work

or fabric .

, . (from fe , crea'ion, and , destroying),

destroying the creation, destroying a work or fabric.
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[[**•*), a. (from fx, creation, and fa, destroying),

destroying the creation, destroying a work or fabric .

fats (from fy, the creation, and *, destruction),

the destruction of the creation.

➡vat , « . (from , the creation, and atë, destructive),

destructive to the creation.

fafaye, a. (from , the creation, and fafis, a cruse),

causedby or arising from the creation ; ad. from or be

cause of the creation.

fafaface, ad. (from , creation, and fifa , a cause), for

the creation.

afvỡ, a. (fiờm , the creation , and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from creation ; ad. by or through

creation.

, s . (from f , the creation , and f , an ope-

ration), the work of creation.

se, a. (from , the creation, and fŒF, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to creation.

fdeTF, a. (from , the creation , and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from ereation ; ad, from or because

of the creation .

fat, ad. (from , the creation, and fzat, without),

without of beside the creation.

, s. (from , the creation, and fat , destructi-

on , the destruction of the creation,

fat , a. (from , the creation, and faat , de-

structive), destructive to the creation.

fat , a. (from 5 , the creation, and fa71a, dėstruc-

tive), destructive to the creation.

সৃষ্টিরাতিরিক্ত , a. (from সৃষ্টি, the creation, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), creation excepted.

সৃষ্টিৰাতিরেক,ও ( from সৃষ্টি, the creation, and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of creation.

quefore, ad. (loc. case of fxrfo ), with the excep-

tion of creation , without or beside creation.

ts, s . (from , the creation, and rats, an obsta-

cle), an obstacle to creation.

føtts , a. (from , the creation, and artatæ, obstruct-

ing , operating as an obstacle to creation.

usa, a. (from , the creation , and f≈a, separate), se-

parate or distinct from creation ; ad. beside creation.

, s. (from , the creation, and 5°C , destruc-

tion), the destruction of the creation.

HVAC)?, a. (from , the creation, and tæ, de-

structive), destructive to the creation.

afya•xt?ì, a. (from , the creation, aud , destruc-

tive), destructive to the creation .

.cat.

føtfa, s. (from , the creation, and if , detrimen '),

a detriment to the creation .

Ff8xIx, a. (from f , the creation, and (53, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from creation ; ad. from or because of

creation.

al , s. (from , the creation, and 1 , desire), a de-

sire to create.

a. (from , the creation, and a desirous), desir

ous of creating.

Zviz™, a. (from 5 , the creation, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of creating.

Sat , 8. (from , the creation, and fata, desire),

a desire to create.

fatal, a. (from , the creation , and affa , desir.

ous), desirous of creating.

ta , s. (from , the creation, and att§1, desire),

a desire to create.

sitetet, a. (from , the creation, and atatf , desir-

ous), desirous of creating.

, pron. (from 35, that), that,

casa , ad. (from c , that, and aft, a border), that time

or place.

‹≈T, pron. (from c , that, and , an emphatic particle), even

that, that same.

( 331 , s . (from ‹ , a white rose), the Indian white rose,

(Rosa glandulifera.)

(Åæt, v. n. (from ; contracted), to be twisted or distort-

ed as the mouth is in token of disgust, to turn up the

nose.

atras, ad. (from cat, to be distorted. The last mem-

ber of this word is only a rhyme to the first) , crooked-

ly, distortedly.

‹ ồ, v. a. (from fã , to sprinkle), to water, to throw up wa-

ter, to water a garden, to bale the water from a boat.

tæ, v. n. (from fat, to dishonour), to be twisted or distort-

ed as the mouth or face is at a disagreeable or loath-

some thing, to turn up the nose.

(Â™Ãª, s. (from ct , to be distorted) , the having the mouth

or face distorted through disgust or contempt, a turn-

ing up the nose.

, r. a. (from , to be distorted), to be twisted, or

distorted as the mouth or face are in token of disgust,

to turn up the nose.

tata, s. (from , to be distorted), the having the

mouth or face distorted through disgust or contempt,

a turning up the nose.

tata, s. (from it, to be distorted), the having the
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mouth or face distorted through disgust or contempt, a

turning up the nose.

tatfagi, a. (from 1, to be distorted), distorting the

face or turning up the nose in token of disgust or con-

tempt.

¿ñã, v. a. (from [ã , to sprinkle), to foment, to apply heat

for the purpose of removing pain.

, s. (from fag, to sprinkle), the fomenting or otherwise

applying ofheat to remove pain. This word construct-

ed with 1 , to give, means to foment.

, a. (from Alexander), pertaining to or arising from

Alexander the Great.

, s. (from c , a throwing of water, and Я , a ves-

sel), a vessel used to bale water from a boat.

1, s. (from data, a goldsmith) , a goldsmith.

1, s. (from fab, to water), one who foments, a person

who waters a garden or street, or who throws the water

from a boat.

carta, ad. (from , that, and 7, a place) , there, in that

place.

Ad, s. (from A4, possessing qualities), the name of a fine

species oftimber usually called Teak, (Tectona grandis )

8 , a. (from far, to water), watering, throwing water,

baling out water.

67, 8, (from 5, to water), a watering, a throwing of

water, the baling of water from a boat.

Hægd , a. (from (557, a watering, and

fected by means of watering or baling ;

of water.

d, means), ef-

ad. by means

55axtax, a. (from (357, a watering, and ta , doing),

performing a watering or baling ; s. a person who waters

or bales out water.

ts , a. (from (A8 , a watering, and tf , doing), per-

forming a watering or baling,

( 557), a. (from 87 , a watering, and , producible),

producible by or arising from watering or baling out

water,

( 673155, ad. (loc, case of (587 ), for watering a street

or garden, for throwing water, for baling out water.

natal, ad. (from 57 , a watering, and uta, a door , by

or through watering, by or through baling out water.

fifa , a. (from 5 , a watering, and faf±3. a cause),

caused by or arising from watering or baling out wa-

ter; ad. from or because of watering or baling out wa-

ter.

fface, ad. ( from (587 , a watering, and f- 3, a cause) ,

for watering a street or garden, for throwing water, for

baling out water

সেঙ্

, a. (from 5 , a watering, and 4, before) , pre

ceded by or arising from watering or baling out water;

ad. by or through watering or baling out water.

cafe , a. (from 5 , a watering, and force, ob.

structing), operating as an obstacle to watering or bal

ing out water.

ऊ(RBIAIF, a. (from (587, a watering, and qu , caused by),

caused by or arising from watering or baling out wa

ter ; ad. from or because of watering or baling out wa

ter.

( 51, ad. (from 7 , a watering, and fx1, without),

without or beside watering or baling out water.

সেচনব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from সেচন, a watering, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ে

cepted), watering or baling out water excepted.

(Я8aafsɩa☎, 8. (from ( ≈57, a wa'ering, and ufsız☎, an er-

ception), the exception of watering or baling out wa

ter.

fa , al. (loc. case of c ) , with the ex-

ception of watering or baling out water, without or be-

side watering or baling out water.

8f5a, a. (from ( 67 , a watering, and f , separate), se

parate or distinct from watering or baling out water ;

ad, beside watering or baling out water.

cagatatsti, a. (from (567, a watering, and cast , worthy`,

fit or worthy of being watered , worthy of being cleared

by baling out the water.

(ABALCIF, a. (from ( 87, a watering, and a cause ,

caused by or arising from watering or baling out wa

ter ; ad. from or because of watering or baling out wa

ter.

casateatss , a. (from (587 , a wa'ering, and statsr, unwar-

thy), not worth watering, unworthy ofbeing watered or

baled out.

(A871F, a. (from (557, a watering, and s , fit), fit or wor

thy of being watered or baled out.

( 5 ), s. (from far, to throw water), a vessel to bale water

from a boat.

(5ª, s. (from shade), a glass skreen for a candle or lamp.

(Agsta1, s. (from sw , health, and xi a house), neces

sary or privy.

¿Ħat?, s. (from you, three, and , a chord), a musical in-

strument with three strings.

, s. (from fa, to bind), a mole or dam.

, s. (from ca3, mole, and a , a binding), the mak-

ing of a mole or dam. This word is usually applied to

that which is fabuled to have been made by the mon

keys for the army of Rama to march over from the

continent to Ceylon.
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( 7).

, a (from 3, a mole, and , binding), making

a mole or dam ; s. the maker of a mole or dam.

¿Ħui, s. (from c¤ . that, and , to stand), there.

cĦ1, s. (from fu, to bind), an army, a soldier.

¡æg&T, a. (from (77) , an army, and 34 , means ) , effect-

ed by means of an army ; ad. by means of an army,

catatt, s. (from 71, an army, and attal, desire), a

wish or desire for an army.

atat , a. (from 1 , an army, and atat , desirous),

desirous of an army.

tæ, a. (from ( 71 , an urmy, aud tax, making),

making orforming an army.

cantats, a. (from 1 , an army, and tf , making), mak-

ing orforming an army.

catsta, s. (from (55), an army, and sta , a genus), a body of

troops.

catīts, s. (from (Я7), an army, and at , or tats, a blow),

a stroke or destructive blow to an army.

সেনাঘাতক, a. (from সেনা, an army , and ঘাতক, or অঘাতক,

smiting), smiting or destroying an army.

সেনাঘাতী, a. ( from সেনা , an army , and ঘাভিন্, or আঘাতিন,

smiting), smiting or destroying an army.

cat , a. (from 1, an army, and , to smite), suiting

or destroying an army.

ata, s. (from (55) , an army, and a , a limb), a constitu-

ent part or thing necessary to an army.

, a. from 1 , an army, and 1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from an army.

( atal , ad. (loc, case of ( t ), for an army.

cЯattal, ad. (from 1, an army, and I, a door), by

or through an army.

catfatal, a. (from ( 1 , an army, and aftetfaz, possess-

ing), possessing an army.

ats, s. (from 51, an army, and affs, a lord), the

general or owner of an army.

catĝo , s. (from (₹31, an army, and , destruction), the

destruction of an army.

cat , a. (from cat, an army, and , destructive),

destructive to an army.

at , a. (from 1, an army, and fa , destructive),

destructive to an army.

cata , s. (from ( 1 , an army, and tt, destruction) , the

destruction ofan army.

catatæ, a. (from 1, an army, and att☎, destructive),

destructive to an army.

catfase, s. (from ( 1 , an army, and fast , mal-treatment),

harassing or destroying of troops.

লেনা.

caatfagteæ, a. (from tЯñ¹, an army, and fişieæ, mal-treat-

ing), harassing or destroying troops.

at , a. (from 1 , an army, and fra , causing to

cease), causing an army to cease,

catfaat , a. (from cЯ1, an army, and fiatæ, prevent-

ing), preventing the operations of an army, resisting

an army.

caatfaat , s . (from 1 , an army, and frated, a prevent-

ing), the preventing of the operations of an army, the

resisting of an army.

thaaf , s. (from 1, an army, and faaf , cessation),

the cessation ofan army, the preventing of the operati-

ons of an army.

cantfafaze, a. (from 71 , an army, and fafag , a cause),

caused by or arising from an army ; from or because of

an army.

calfafars, ad. (from , an army, and fa³, a cause),

for an army.

(Aatal, s. (from (AF) , an army, and at, to take), the leader

or general of an army, one of the names of Kartika.

(A13, a. (from (771, an army, and s , following), fol-

lowing or devoted to an army.

tata , a. (from (ññ¹, an army, and wasif , following",

following or attached to an army.

Hatzatot, a. (from (Я71 , an army, and utfyn, following),

following or corresponding with an army.

caatamata, s. (from (771, an army, and ĦĦ¶ ‡, search), 'a

search or enquiry for or about an army, an enquiry in-

to the state of an army.

caatzaæti , a. (from (77) , an army, and tfiq, search-

ing), searching for or making enquiry about an army,

examining the state ofan army.

¿astazat , a. (from (57), an army, and atfig, search-

ing) , searching for or making enquiry about an army,

enquiry into the state of an army.

(Ħatzatsì, «. (from (Ħ5), an army, and tf ,following),

following or corresponding with an army.

caatasteg, ad. (from c≈71 , an army, and sata, a follow-

ing), according to or in correspondence with an army.

( t , s. (from (51 , an army, and , a lord), a gene-

ral or commander of an army.

cate, a. (from (571, an army, and , before) , prece-

ded by or arising from an army ; ad. by or through an

army.

সেনাপ্রতিবন্ধক, a . (from সন, an army , and প্রতিবন্ধক , oppose

ing), operating as an obstacle to an army.

atus, a. (from ( 1, an army, and , caused by),

Сесссссс
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จี .

caused by or arising from an army ; ad. from or be-

cause of an army.

catasí, s. (from c771, an army, and as a class), troops, the

military class ofsociety.

cata , a. (from (37), an army, and e, increasing), in-

creasing an army.

catza̸a, s. (from ( 71 , an army, and z , an increasing),

the increasing of an army.

fa , ad. (from 1 , an army, and fat, without), with-

out or beside an army.

Gata , s. (from 1 , an army, and faat , destruction) ,

the destruction of an army.

caatfaatmæ, «. (from 1 , an army, and fatæ, destruc-

tive), destructive to an army.

সেনাবিনাশকারক, a. (from ( নাবিলাশ, the destruction ofan

army, and zta̸æ, doing), effecting the destruction of an

army.

Catfattatsì, a. (from caatfat , the destruction of an

army, and af , doing), effecting the destruction of an

army.

catfantaì, ɑ. (from (~71 , an army, and fat , destruc-

tive), destructive to an army.

catfaf , a. (from (Ħ51 , an army, and fif , possessed

of), furnished with or having an army.

miferia, a. (from ( 1 , an army, and fal , destitute ), des-

titute of an army.

catas, s. (from 1, an army, and , increase) , the in-

crease ofan army.

contufafa , a. (from 1 , an army, and affs , except-

ed) , an army excepted .

enatafsiæ, 8. (from ( t , an army, and for , an ex-

ception), the exception of an army.

imataifocxcæ, ad. (loc . case of caterfore ), with the ex-

ception of an army, without or beside an army.

cattato, s. (from ( 1 , an army, and 13 , an obstacle),

an obstacle to an army.

(zatartatsæ, a. (from (571 , an army, and atâtsæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to an army.

ts , 8. (from 1 , an army, and , a breaking), the

flight of troops in disorder.

(natsar, a. (from (Ħ ) , an army , and 5ª , breaking), caus-

ing troops to fly in disorder,

(AA†897, s. (from (771, an army, and 537, a breaking), the

flight of troops in disorder.

catfsa, a. (from ( , an army, and fa, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from an army ; ad . beside an army.

matfémta, s . (from 31, an army, and fem¡¤, desire), a

desire or wish for an army.

সেপ.

contfentat, a. (from ñ ) , an army, and afsalfag, desir-

ous), desirous ofan army.

tæ , s . (from 1 , an army, and t, theface), a divisi

on of an army or battallion , a company oftroops con-

sisting of three elephants, three chariots, nine horse,

and fifteen foot ; a mount or covered way in front of a

city gate.

t , a. (from 1 , an army, and , a root), originat-

ing from an army.

( t , a. (from 1 , army, and , joined) , connected

with or having an army.

cantats , a. (from 1 , an army, and catst , worthy, or

at , not worthy), worthy or not worthy of an army.

(Ħatafx3, a. (from ( 1 , an army, and af₹3, destitute), des-

titute of troops.

(Ħ7té, a. (from (551, an army, and vg, fit ) , fit or becom-

ing an army.

a. (from cat, an army, and 5 , empty), destitute

of troops.

tat , s . (from ( , an army, and I, destruction),

the destruction of an army.

canta'gtgæ, a . (from ) , an army, and ta , destruc-

tive), destructive to troops.

( txt ), a. (from ( 1 , an army, and tf , destrue-

tive), destructive to troops.

cantang, 8. (from (ЯA), an army, and ™ , a collecting),

the collecting of troops.

cЯataktgæ, a. (from (77), an army, and ¤ † æ, collecting),

collecting troops.

at , a. (from cat, an army, and collecting),

collecting troops.

(Яataky, s. (from ( 77) , an army, and #g, accumulation),

the accumulation of troops .

(Яatat, «. (from 571, an army, and , accumulat-

ing), accumulating troops.

cantaæx, s. (from (A71, an army, and ¤ , a multitude), a

collection or body of troops.

caatta, s. (from 1 , an army, and Etf , detriment), a de-

triment or loss to an army.

at , a. (from 1 , an army, and 7 , destitute) , desti-

tute of an army.

(ĦANCge, a. (from (Я71, an army, and (TT, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from an army ; ad. from or because of

an army.

◄, s. (from x~, three, and ig , five) , fiſteen . This ex-

pression is only used at Chess or other games.

AÚ☎, ad. (from ‹ , that, and is, a border), till then,

to that place.
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সেবা,

gia, a. (from M, that, and t , a sort), of that kind .

STY, 6. (from (♬, that, and g , caused by), caused by

or arising from that ; al, from or because of that.

(FT, v. a. (from fax, to serve), to serve, to attend upon, to

take medicine.

, s. (from faz, to serre), serving, attending on ; s. a ser-

vant, an attendant.

cĦist, s. (from (×7, tɔ serre) , a white rose.

, a. (from ‹ ³ , a white rose, and tafs, aform),

rosaceous, rose-formed,

, s. (from fa , to serve), a serving or attending on.

TT, a, (from fax, to serve), requiring service or attend-

ance.

at , s. (from far to serve), service, attendance.

(A1†æXq³, a. (from ( Tſ, service , and I , means), effected

by means of service or attendance ; ad. by means of ser-

vice or attendance.

atasi, s. (from 1, service, and , a doer) , a person

who serves or attends on a work.

tal , s . (from 1, service, and tatt , desire), the

desire of giving or receiving service.

tata , a. (from 1, service, and stat , desirous), de-

sirous of serving, desirous of service,

matētaæ, a. (from ( 1 , service, and t , doing), perform-

ing service, attending on a work ; s . one who serves or

attends on a work.

matētat, a. (from cat, service, and tf , doing), perform.

ing service, attending on a work.

caatsax, a . (from 1 , service, and GIF, producing), pro-

ducing or causing service or attendance on a work.

fas, a. (from cЯ , service, and afs, produced), pro.

duced by or arising from service or attendance.

সেবাজন্য,ata , a. (from 1 , service, and I, producible), produ

cible by or arising from service or attendance.

catas, ad. (loc. case of Я ) , for service or attend-

ance,

Catate, a. (from 1 , service, and 3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from service or attendance.

cato , s. (from cat, service), a person who performs the

service of a temple for hire.

atts, s. (from 1, service, and 1st, relinquishment),

the relinquishment ofservice or attendance.

tort , a. (from at , service, and 11ft , relinquishing),

relinquishing service or attendance.

mata , s. (from cat, service, and , religion), the duty

or religion which consists in serving or attendance.'

cata , a. (from 1, service, and a , unfit), unworthy

of service or attendance,

সেবা,

সোনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from সেবা , service , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing to

cease), causing service or attendance to cease.

(satfaztaæ, a . (from 1 , service, and faat?æ, preventing),

preventing or resisting service or attendance.

tata , s . (from T1, service, andfaxtad, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of service or attendance .

সেবানিবৃত্তি, s . ( from সেৱা, service , and নিবৃত্তি, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of service or attendance.

Catfafas , a. (from ( 1 , service, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from service or attendance ; ad . from

or because of service or attendance.

faface, ad. (from ( 1, service, and fafa , a cause), for

service or attendance.

cartaatst, a. (from ( 11, service, and af , following),

following upon or corresponding with service or attend-

ance.

Atxt, a. (from 1 , service, and at , following),

fellowing upon or corresponding with service or attend-

ance.

( tal , ad. (from (Я , service, and wants, a follow-

ing), according to or in correspondence with service or

attendance.

atЯfagts, s. (from ( 1 , service, and f¶зts, relinquisha

ment), the relinquishment of service or attendance.

সেবাপরিত্যাগী, a. (from সেবা , service, and পরিত্যাগিন, reline

quishing , relinquishing service or attendance.

carafe, a. (from cat, service, and , before), preceded

by or arising from service or attendance.

Satofsaa☎, a . (from ( 1, service , and go , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstruction to service or attend-

ance,

cat , a. (from 1 , service, and TF, caused by), caus

ed by or arising from service or attendance ; ad. from

or because of service or attendance.

cata , a. (from ( , service, and T , increasing) , in-

creasing service or attendance.

CATITÍA, 8. (from (771 , service , and , an increasing), the

increasing ofservice or attendance.

Chatfaat, ad. (from 1 , service, and f1, without), with

out or beside service or attendance.

aætfaf**, a. (from cat, service, and fafts, possessed of),

served, attended on.

matfagia, a. (from 1 , service, and fata, destitute) , des-

titute of service or attendance.

সেবাব্যতিক্রম , ৪. (from সব] , service , and ব্যতিক্রম, a transgres-

sion), a violation of service or attendance.

caatefafas, a. (from 1, service, and affa , excepted),

service or attendance excepted .

Ссссссс . 2
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সেম,

tafora , s. (from cat, service , and fix , an excep-

tion), the exception of service or attendance.

metaforaiæ, ad. (loc. case of starfsg☎), with the excep-

tion of service or attendance, without or beside ser-

vice or attendance.

catatata, s. (from , service, and atate, an obstacle),

an obstacle to service or attendance.

Matatūtsx, a. (from cЯ71, service, and atâtsæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to service or attendance.

ts , a. from 1 , service, and fa, separate), separate

service or attendance.or distinct from

Catfata, s. (from 1, service, and sata, desire), a de-

sire to serve or attend on a work, a desire for service or

attendance.

Gatsatal, a. (from ‹ , service, and tf , desirous),

desirous of serving or attending on a work, desirous

of service or attendance.

ta , a. (from ( 1, service, and , a root), originat-

ing from service or attendance .

MILF, a. (from cat, service, and F, joined), connected

with or having service or attendance.

carats , a. (from 1, service, and catst , worthy, or

, unworthy), worthy of service or attendance,

not worthy of service or attendance.

tafes, a. (from 1 , service, and af , destitute), des-

titute of service or attendance.

catui“, a. (from ( 1 , service, and fifa, desirous), desirous

of rendering or receiving service or attendance.

nu, ad. (from ( , service, and u, an object), for the

purpose of service or attendance.

Gate, a. (from , service, and , fit), worthy of ser-

vice or attendance.

mata , a. (from car , service, and 1, empty), destitute

of service or attendance.

(Aufìa, a. (from ( 71 , service, and 17, destitute), desti-

tute of service or attendance.

Mats , a. (from , service, and (5 , a cause), caused

by or arising from service or attendance ; ad. from or

because ofservice or attendance.

fæ³, a. (from (x , to serve) , served, attended upon.

(sfæ³™), a. (from fa , to serve), requiring to be served or

attended on.

(RI, a. (from faz, to serve), requiring to be served or atten-

ded on.

majata, a. (from faz, to serve), receiving service or attend-

ance.

(ĦA3, a. (from (F, that, and x3, a sort), that sort, that kind.

टैमना.

capitata, 8 , (from stattfa , a small kind offruit) the

name of a small fruit and also of the bush on which it

grows, (Zizyphus scandens.)

c , s . (from ce, a particular weigh), a particular weight

about a pound and half avoirdupoise.

‹Яgsta, 8. (from (≈3, a sera, and sta, a mart), the name of a

species of bird, (Corvus venatorius, Buchanan's Mss.

perhaps Gracula cristatella , Linn.)

c , s . (from I , a house), a serai , a caravan house.

(≈☎†, a. (from ( , that, and , a form), of that form or

kind.

( **, ad. (loc. case of ‹ ¤†), in that form or manner.

সেহঈি,, s . (from , black), ink.

( l *, d. (from , that, and ex , a cause), caused by or

arising from that ; ad. from or because of that.

tas, s. (from fi, sand), a sandy place,

ta , s. (from Japolishing) a polishing, a cleaning.

tasty, s. (from Ji , a polishing, and ,, doi ¡g), a po.

lisher, a furbisher.

tafa , s. (from ( 1 , an army), a centinel, a guard, a pic-

quet, a body of forces in array ; a . relating or belonging

to an army, drawn up as an army.

ta , s. (from , the Indus), rock salt.

ta , s. (from (Ħ71, an army), an army.

tabidē, a . (from t×71 , an army, and 4 , means), effect-

ed by means of an army ; ad. by means of an army.

Taastas, a. (from t¬ , an army, and atax, doing), mak-

ing or forming an army.

tatt, a. (from 4 , an army, and af , doing), mak-

ing or forming an army.

tas , s. (from tЯ , an army , and sta, a genus), a body

of troops, an army.

ta, a. (from t75 , an army, and ₹7, to kill,, destructive

to an army.

tara , a. (from tax , an army, and , producing),

producing an army.

ta , a. (from taï , an army, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from an army.

tara , ad. (loc. case ofTAA ), for an army.

ta , ad. (from tЯ , an army, and ata, door), by or

through an army.

tas. (from ta , an army, and Я, destruction , the

destruction of an army.

ta , a. (from tЯ , an army, and , destructive ,

destructive to an army.

ta , a. (from tЯ , an army, and , destructice),

destructive to an army.
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ts.

taat , s . (from ta , an army, and t , destruction), the

destruction of an army.

tatt , a. (from tar, an army, and at , destructive),

destructive to an army.

taafage, s . (from ta , an army , and fast , a mal-treat-

ing) , the harassing or mal-treating of an army.

taarfasts , a. (from tar, an army, and fast , mil- trea'-

ing) , harassing or mal-treating an army; s . a person who

harasses an army.

tas, a. (from ta , an army, and far , causing

to cease , putting a stop to the march or other operati-

on of an army.

taaifartzo , a. (from ta , an army, and faxtaæ, prevent-

ing), preventing the progress of an army, resisting an

army.

taifaætṛd, 8. (from t57 , an army, and fsatzd, a prevent-

ing) ,the preventing of the progress of an army, the re-

sisting ofan army.

taarfazfe, s. (from tñ , an army, and fa , cessation) ,

the cessation of the operation of an army, the preven-

tion of the operation of an army.

tanifaficz, ɑ. (from t , an army, and fafag, a cause) ,

caused by or arising from an army ; ad from or because

of an army.

tazifaforo, ed. (from ta31 , an army, and fafas, a cause),

for an army.

taf , s. (from t¬ , an army, and f , a lord), a gene-

ral or commander of an army.

tas , a. (from tЯ , an army, and s , giving pain),

harrassing or distressing an army.

tae, a. (from ta , an army, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from an army ; ad, by or through an

army.

সৈন্যপুতিবন্ধক, a. (from मन, an army , and প্রতিবন্ধক , ০৮-

structing), operating as an obstacle to the operations of

an army.

ts, a. (from ta , an army, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from an army ; ad. from or because

of an army.

tara , s. (from ta , an army, and asf, a class), troops ,

military men.

tae, a. (from ta , an army, and a , increasing), in-

creasing an army.

tara ,s. (from ta , an army, and , an increasing) ,

the increasing of an army.

taifa , ad. (from tæ , an army, and fan , without),

without or beside an army.

taar.

fatt, s. (from taa , an army, and fait, destruction),

the destruction of an army.

taafaat , a. (from taal, an army, and fat , destruc-

tive) , destructive to an army.

tanfeat , a. (from tЯ , an army, and featf , destruc-

tive), destructive to an army.

taff , a. (from tau, an army, and faft , possessedof),

furnished with or having an army.

tanifesta, a . (from tЯ , an army, and fada, destitute),

destitute of an army.

taa , 8. (from tar, an army, and af , increase), the in-

crease of an army.

Taaufsfas, a. (from tЯ , an army, and ifsfas, except-

ed), an army excepted.

সৈন্যব্যতিরেক , ৪. (from সৈন্য , an army , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception), the exception of an army.

tarafsız, ad. (loc. case oftaraf ), with the excep

tion of an army, without or beside an army.

taajastata, s. (from tЯ , an army, and vtæg, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to the operation ofan army.

tamatatas, a. (from tЯ , an army, and atatea, ob- *

structing), operating as an obstacle to the operation of

an army.

ta , s. (from ta , an army, and , breaking), an ar

my's breaking its ranks and fleeing in disorder.

tanist, a. (from taas, an army, and 5 , breaking),

breakingthe ranks ofan army, putting an armyto flight,

ta , s. (from ta , an army, and 53 , a breaking),

the breaking of the ranks of an army, the routing of

an army.

tassa, a. (from tЯ , an army, and fex, separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from an army, beside an army,

taze, a. (from tã , an army, and д , a root) , origi-

nating from an army.

tas, a. (from ta71, an army, and F, joined), connect-

ed with or having an army.

tanatsı, a. (from t77 , an army, and cuts , worthy), wor

thy of an army.

taajafgs, a. (from t771, an army, and aſ³, destitute), des-

titute of an army.

tata , a. (from ta , un army, and I, empty) , desti-

tute of an army.

নৈনাসহার , s . ( from সৈন্য, an army , and স হার , destructi-

on), the destruction of an army.

taaa^etęæ, a. (from tЯ , an army, and Ħ¶tṛ☎, destruc

tive), destructive to an army ; s. the destroyer of an ar

my.
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taan.

tawa.gtal, a. (from ta , an army, and tfag, destruc-

tive , destructive to an army.

ta , s. (from tЯ , an army, and § , enumeration),

the enumeration ofan army, the number of troops .

Taajakg, 8. (from tññ , an army, and , a collection ,

the collection of troops.

ta , a . (from ta , an army, and , collect-

ing), collecting troops ; s. a person who collects

troops.

taktel, a. (from t , an army, and , collect-

ing), collecting troops.

tazrage, s. (from Я , an army, and 5, a collection),

a body of troops , an army.

taaratda, s. (from t3, an army, and Яist , an ocean), an

ocean of troops or a large army.

taamisgag, a. (from Taajatяg, an ocean of troops, and

a , immersed), immersed in an ocean of troops, lost

among a vast body of troops .

ta , s. (from t , an army, and , to kill) , army-de-

stroying.

tata, s. (from tЯ , an amy, and ₹†fa, detriment), the

detriment or injury of an army.

tara, a. (from tЯ , an army, and a, destitute), desti-

tute of an army.

tazioa, a. (from tĦĦ , an army, and c₹3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from an army ; ad. from or because of

an army.

taastat¹, s. (from t , an army, and tæt , desire), a

desire or wish for an army.

tstats , a. (from t , an army, and staff , desirous),

desirous of an army.

tara , s. (from tЯ , an army, and stats, a blow), a

destructive blow to an army.

tasets , a. (fromta , an army, and stats , smiting),

smiting or destroying an army.

tartets , a. (from t , an army, and tatfs , smiting),

suiting or destroying an army.

সৈন্যাধিকারী , a. (from সৈন], an army, and অধিকারিন, haring

a right , possessing or commanding an army ; s. the

possessor of an army.

taariffs, s. (from t , an army, and ffs, a chief),

a general or commander of an army.

taartAF, s. (from ₹Яª , an army, and F, an overscer),

⚫ a general or commander of an army.

taastasts, a. (from tЯ , an army, and as , altached to),

attached to or following an army,

Taastastát, a. (from TAA , an army, and stifax, follow-

ing), following or attending an army.

ratat.

Taastautot, a. (from tЯ , an army, and tf , follow

ing), following upon or corresponding with an army.

সৈণ্যানুসন্ধান , s. ( from সৈন্য, an army , and অনুসন্ধান , search',

search for or enquiring about an army, an investigation

of the state of an army.

tasigawial, a. (from tЯ , an army, and ha eifða,

searchingfor), searching for or enquiring after an army,

investigating the state of an army.

taasiatoi, a. (from ta , an army, and
fe

searching for), searching for or enquiring after an ar

my, investigating the state of an army,

tartata , a. (from ta , an army, and at , follow

ing , following upon or corresponding with an army.

tantata, ad. (from taas, an army, and at , afollow-

ing , according to or in correspondence with an army.

taatsata, s. (from ta , an army, and fat , desire), a

desire for an army.

taartfatal, . (from t , an army, and fatfan, desir

ous), desirous of an army.

tatut, a. (from tя , an army, and fa, desirous , de

sirous of an army.

taastu, ad. (from t¬73, an army, and □ứ, an object, for

an army.

tafta, s. (from ta, independent, and †, to holi), an in-

dependent female artizan working in another person's

house, a female attendant on the women's apartments,

Droupudee the wife of the Pandoo princes who upon

the temporary servitude of her husbands became a

workwoman inthe house of the king of Virata.

tanta, s . (from law, abound.ng with water), an inunda,

tion.

tant , a. (from , an inundation), belonging to an in-

undation.

aatst, s. (from

tata, a . (from

tsg , borax), borax.

~, mounted), riding.

, s. (from , small), dried dates.

catats , s . (from , mounted), an equipage, a suit, the

name of a tree indigenous in the North west borderof

Bengal , (Tetranthera quadriflora ; ) a. mounted, riding.

‹Яt , s. (from (≈†3 , a stream), a stream.

if , s . (from , Cassiafistula), the name of a bean-

tiful tree the seed vessels of which are used in medi-

cine , (Cassia fistula).

(At64), a. (from ¤ , to bear) , tolerable, bearable.

( 1 ) , s. (from a , to bear), a person who bears or en-

dures.

tal, s. (from á, gold), gold.
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cala

catatata, s. (from catas, gold, and as, grass), the gold or

silver fish, (Cyprinus auratus.)

tata , s. (from Senna, and ts, a leaf), Senna, (Cassia

Senna.)

Mität, s. (from Senna, and ™ , a face), Senna, (Cassia

Senna.)

catatasi, s. (from entяt, gold, and д , a kind ofpulse), a

species of pulse much used for the table, (Phaseolus au-

reus.)

ata , s. (from catat , gold) , gilding, an overlaying with

gold.

cattat, s . (from catal , gold) , the name of a beautiful flow-

ering tree, (Cassia fistula ; ) gilding or the overlaying of

things with gold.

সোনাহরিসাল , s. ( from catal , gold , and হরিঅল, the green

dove), the name of a species of green dove, (Columba

virescens, Carey. )

ta , s . (from catdi , gold), the name of a small pair of

pliers used to take hold of gold leaf.

ty, a. (from , with, and 857, a rising into view), con-

nected with the rise of the heavenly bodies, connected

with gain,

Mtng, a . (from~ , equal, and 847, the belly), connected

withthe belly; s. a brother of the whole blood, or born

ofthe same mother.

catagal, a . (from th?, a full brother, and a , produ-

cible), producible by or arising from a full brother.

সেদিরজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of সেদিরজন্য) , for a brother of the

whole blood.

cataḍfafagæ , a. (from cat , a full brother, and fafax, a

cause), caused by or arising from a brother of the whole

blood ; ad. from or because of a brother of the whole

blood.

সৌদরনিয়িত্তে, ad. ( from সাদর , a full brother, and নিমিত্ত, a

cause), for a brother of the whole blood.

a. (from t , a full brother, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from a brother of the whole

blood ; ad. from or because of a brother of the whole

blood.

infa , ad. (from ?, a full brother, and fat, with-

out), without or beside a full brother.

সৌদরবিশিষ্ট , a . (from সেদির , a.full brother, and বিশিষ্ট, pos-

sessed of,having a brother ofthe whole blood.

catafeta, a . (from tax, a full brother, and fast , des-

titute), destitute of a brother of the whole blood,

সৌদরব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from সোদর, afull brother, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted,, a brother of the whole blood excepted,

cata.

সোদরখ্যতিরেক, s . (from সৌদর , a full brother, and বাড়িয়েক,

an exception), the exception of a brother of the whole

blood.

tagaforge, ad. (loc . case of catagarfsexa), with the ex-

ception of a full brother, without or beside a full bro-

ther.

catЯafsa, o. (from cat , a full brother, and *, separ-

ate), separate or distinct from a brother ofthe whole

blood ; ad. beside a brother of the whole blood.

cЯthaπF, a . (from t , a full brother, and F, joined),

connected with or having a brother of the whole blood.

catngafka, a. (from tπ?, a full brother, and fx , desti

tute), destitute of a brother of the whole blood.

(Ħlīga), a . (from (553, a full brother, and a , empty),

destitute of a brother ofthe whole blood.

cata , a. (from t , afull brother, and 1 , destitute),

destitute of a brother of the whole blood.

CAMICIF, a. (from cata?, a full brother, and ‹ , a

cause), caused by or arising from a brother ofthe whole

blood ; ad. from or because of a brother of the whole

blood.

catægtsta, s . (from cЯt , afull brother, and sta, non-exist-

ence) , the non-existence of a brother ofthe whole blood .

ata , s. (from , equal, and 8 , the belly), a full brother

or one born of the same father and mother.

catЯæta, a. (from Я5, with, and 8Яæt , assistance), connect-

ed with assistance or help.

iЯæf³, a. (from ¶, with, and stafs, help), connected

with help or assistance.

, a. (from , with, and s , a portent) , the sun

or moon when eclipsed.

catata, a. (from 5, with, and sata, a quality), connect-

ed with qualities or attributes, connected with a discri-

minative name or title.

cat , a. (from , with, and 8t , a quality), connect-

ed with qualities or attributes, connected with a dis-

criminative name or title.

catta, s. (from , with, and8t , an ascent), a stair-case,'

stairs, steps , a way or road.

cЯta, 8. (from ■, to bring forth) , the moon, the name of an

acid plant the juice of which is prescribed to be drunk

at a sacrifice , (Sarcostema viminalis ; ) nectar.

tя, a. (from ‹ ¤, Sarcostema, and , to drink), drink.

ing the juice ofthe acid Sarcostema.

cataЯti, s . (from ‹ , Sarcostema, and Я , one who

drinks), a person who drinks the juice of the Sarcoste-

ma at a sacrifice.
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( 73.

alta, (from cata, Sarcostema
, and a, a drinking

),

the drinking
of the juice of acid Sarcostema

.

catadtgæ
, « . (from t , Sarcostema

, and Hg , drinking
),

drinking
the juice of acid Sarcostema

at a sacrifice
.

tas , a. (from tя, Surcostema
, and fa, drinking

),

drinking
the juice of acid Sarcostema

.

Atææta
, s. (from ta, the moon , and at , a day of the week ,

Monday
.

ta , s. (from cat , Sarcostema, and Я , juice), the juice

of the Sarcostema viminalis which is drank at some sa-

crificial ceremonies.

( i ), s. (from cata, the moon, and atfs , appearing),

the name of a common plant, (Serratula anthelminti-

ca.)

, s. (from ta, Sarcostema , and ≈3), a climbing

plant), the name of a climbing plant the juice of which

is drunk on sacrificial occasions , (Sarcostema viminalis . )

catatfá, s . (from 5, a needle) , a bamboo needle used to

sew or tie mats in making a house.

tai, s. (from 85¸~, nitre , nitre.

tata , s . (from cЯta , nitre, and at , a potatoe) , the

name of a species of yam, (Dioscorea nummularia. )

catgist, s . (from csts , a good fortune), affection, love,

tenderness.

catatsti , 8. (from sagt, borax), borax.

gifstät, s. (from ‹Ħtxts , affection), a beloved wife, a be-

loved woman.

st , a. (from st , sweet- scented), perfumed, sweet-

scented.

Mistær, s. (from If , a perfume), a perfume, a sweet scent.

te, s . (from , a present), a present, a rarity, a

curiosity.

stat, a. (from , a present), proper for or given

as a present or memorial, rare.

, s. (from , good-natured), kindness, good-natur-

edness, benevolence, civility, goodness.

(5)57/8l« , a . (from ( K1, kindness, and T4, means),

effected by means of kindness or benevolence ; ad . by

means of kindness or benevolence, by means of good-

ness or civility.

ta. (from car, kindness, and at , doing),

practising kindness or benevolence, practising good-

ness or civility.

সৌজন্যকারী, a . (from সৌজন্য, kindness, and কারিন, doing),

practisingkindness or benevolence, practising goodness

or civility.

, a. (from , kindness, and 1, producible),

সৌজ

producible by or arising from kindness or benevolence,

producible by or arising from goodness or civility.

, ad. (loc. case ofcar), for kindness, for

benevolence, for civility, for goodness.

cat , ad. (from , kindness, and ts, adoor), by

or through kindness or benevolence, by or through good-

ness or civility.

(siga1fafage, a. (from ( 55 , kindness , and fafey, a cause),

caused by or arising from kindness or benevolence,

caused by or arising from goodness or civility ; ad. from

or because of kindness or benevolence, from or because

of goodness or civility.

fafas, ad. (from car, kindness, and fafas, a cause,

for kindness or benevolence, for goodness or civility.

, a. (from , kindness, and , before , pre

ceded by or arising from kindness orbenevolence pre-

ceded by or arising from goodness or civility ; ad . by

or through kindness or benevolence,by or through good.

ness or civility.

, a . (from ( , kindness, and tt, manifes

tation), the manifestation or display of kindness or be

volence, the manifestation or display of goodness or ci-

vility.

sagt , e. (from 351 , kindness , and ¶◄E, mini-

festing , manifesting or displaying kindness or benevo

lence, manifesting or displaying goodness or civility.

150g , a. (from ( a), kindness, and F. cause i by),

caused by or arising from kindness or benevolence,

caused by or arising from goodness or civility : ad.

from or because ofkindness or benevolence, from or be

cause of goodness or civility.

, a. (from a kindness, and as, increasing ,

increasing kindness or benevolence, increasing good-

ness or civility.

Farda, s . (from 1, kindness , and zz, an incressi

ing), the increasing ofkindness or benevolence, the in-

creasing of goodness or civility.

fat, ad. (from 5 , kindness, and fant, without),

without or beside kindness or benevolence, without or

beside goodness or civility.

(àsazıfsfas, a. (from (SF ), kindness, and vfafts, cr-

cepted), kindness or benevolence excepted, goodness or

civility excepted.

সৌজন্যব্যতিরেক, . (from সৌজন্য, kindness , and বাডিয়েক,

exception), the exception of kindness or benevolence,

the exception ofgoodness or civility.

সৌজন্য্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of সৌজন্য ডিরেক) , with the
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exception of kindness or benevolence, with the excep-

tion of goodness or civility, without or beside kindness.

or benevolence, without or beside goodness or civility.

Gifs , a. (from 5 , kindness, and fa, separate)

separate or distinct from kindness or benevolence, se-

parate or distinct from goodness or civility ; ad. beside

kindness or benevolence, beside goodness or civility.

( SINIE, ɑ. (from 51, kindness, and 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from kindness or benevolence, caus-

ed by or arising from goodness or civility ; ad. from or

because of kindness or benevolence, from or because

ofgoodness or civility.

calat, s. (from lag , trade) , trade, commerce.

cdātsta, s . (from 195 , trade, and , doing), a merchant .

Matstat, s. (from pɔle , a merchant), trade , traffic, com-

merce.

ata, s. (from lag , trade, and 3 , a writing) , a written.

agreement to deliver goods to a purchaser.

fat , from ta a cloud), a particular kind of

lightning, one of the courtezans of the Hindoo heaven.

, s. (from , plaster), a place, a mansion, opal.

, s . (from д, beautiful), beauty, elegance.

a (from , beauty, and 4 , mens ,

effected by means of beauty or elegance ; ad. by means

of beauty or elegance.

, a (from , beauty, and etæ, making),

beautifying, making beautiful or elegant.

cinúerdì, a. (from , beauty, and fa, doing) ,

beautifying, making beautiful or elegant.

, . (from 1, beauty, and a , producing),

producing beauty or elegance .

M¤úsfig, a, (from , beauty, and is, produced),

produced by or arising from beauty or elegance.

, a. (from 1, beauty, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from beauty or elegance.

czÌAÚGAI, ad. (loc . case of 4 ), for beauty or ele-

gance.

, ad. (from r, beauty, and ta, a door,, by

or through beauty or elegance.

faze, a. (from , beauty, and faz , causing

to cease) , causing beauty or elegance to cease.

at , a. (from , beau'y, and fata , prevent

ing), preventing or resisting beauty or elegance.

সৌন্দর্য]নিবারণ , s. (from সৌন্দর্য , beauty , and নিবারণ , a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of beauty or ele-

gance.

caufas, s. (from ‹ , beauty, and fa , cessation) ,

the cessation or prevention of beauty or elegance.

সৌধ,

manufafase, a. (from , beauty, and fa , a cau e),

caused by or arising from beauty or elegance ; ad. from

or because of beauty or elegance.

cilmúlfafars , ad. (from ĦĦÚ , beauty, and fa , a cause),

for beauty or elegance .

minúage, « . (from c , beauty, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from beauty or elegance ; ad. by or

through beauty or elegance.

সৌন্দর্যপুতিবন্ধক, a. ( from সৌন্দর্য, beauty , and প্রতিবন্ধক, cb-

structing), operating as an obstacle to beauty or ele-

gance.

a. (from 1, beauty, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from beauty or elegance ; ad, from

or because of beauty or elegance.

eat, ad (from , beauty, and fzai, without),

without or beside beauty or elegance.

Maúfa , a. (from

of), beautiful, elegant.

, beauty, and fift , possessed

fat , a. (from c , beauty, and fast , destitute),

destitute of beauty or elegance.

, a . (from , beauty, and off , ex-

cepted), beauty or elegance excepted .

, s. (from car, beauty, and af , an

exception) , the exception of beauty or elegance.

camzifer?re, ad. (loc. case ofcìzárzufolg☎), with the ex-

ception of beauty or elegance, without or beside beau

ty or elegance.

aútato, s. (from , beauty, and citate, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to beauty or elegance .

tats , a . (from r, beauty, and atatea, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to beauty or ele-

gance.

fs , a. (from , beauty, and fe , separate),

separate or distinct from beauty or elegance.

HÚS, 1. (from ‹ Ú, beauty, and joined), con-

nected with or having beauty or elegance, beautiful,

elegant.

múa , a. (from , beauty, and af , destitute),

destitute ofbeauty or elegance.

data , ɑ. (from ì , beauty, and T, empty), des-

titute of beauty or elegance.

, a. (from us, beauty, and 17, destitnte) , des-

titute of beauty or elegance.

úngs , a. (from , beauty, and 153, a cause),

caused by or arising from beauty or elegance ; ad. from

or because of beauty or elegance.

, a. (from Suber, cork), suberous.

chefs , a. (from Suber, cork), suberic .

Dddddddd
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, a. (from , gold), golden.

ststa , s. (from 5st , a beloved wife), the son of a be-

loved wife.

ts , s. (from ts , good fortune), good fortune.

tsföútafa, s. (from 5s , good fortune, and staf ,

ajewel which produces whatever its possesser thinks of),

the name of a particular medicine.

Miststias, a . (from 51st , good fortune, and az, pro-

ducing), producing good fortune.

, . (from it , good fortune, and 371, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from good fortune.

star , ad. (loc. case of stra ) , for good fortune.

( ìstiffage, a. (from str, good fortune, and fifaz,

a cause), caused by or arising from good fortune ; ad.

from or because of good fortune.

miststifaface, ad. (from 15ts , good fortune, and safe,

a cause), for good fortune,

tstig , a. (from 13ts , good fortune, and 5, caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from good fortune ; ad.

from or because of good fortune.

stfaat, ad . (from tst , good fortune, and fat, with-

out), without or beside good fortune .

" a. (from star, good fortune, and ass

fa , excepted), good fortune excepted .

sta , s. (from atstr, good fortune, and sige,

an exception), the exception of good fortune.

strarfare , ad. (loc. case of it , with the

exception ofgood fortune, without or beside good for-

tune.

sta, a. (from 5tst , good fortune, and foa, sepa-

rate), separate or distinct from good fortune ; ad be-

side good fortune.

atste , a. (from str, good fortune, and 3, a

cause), caused by or arising from good fortune ; ad.

from or because of good fortune.

, a. (from at , the moon), handsome, pleasing, mild,

gentle, placid, sacred to the moon, lunar ; s . Bhoodha

the regent of Mercury and son of the Moon.

, a. (from , the sun) , solar.

, s. (from , fragrant), fragrance, odor, beauty,

pleasingness , agreeableness, reputation, fame, charac-

ter.

gata, s. (from , solar, and at , a month) , a solar

month.

, a. (from , the sun), Saturn, fabled to be the son

of Soorya or the Sun.

6 , s. (from , well) , excess, exellence, lightness, fleet-

ness.

ME

datas, a. (from 6 , excess, and as, connected

with) , excessive, abundant, excellent.

cat , s. (from afriend), friendship.

, (from

zūd , a. (from

effected by means

friendship.

clatge, ɑ. (from , friendship , and ☎tē, doing),

exercising friendship , effecting friendship.

a friend), friendship, intimacy.

5 , friendship, and 4, means`,

of friendship ; ad. by means of

, a. (from , friendship, and tf , doing,

exercising friendship, effecting friendship.

(A) 1536, a . (from 5 , friendship, and a , produc.

ing), producing friendship or attachment.

¿ÀTIKA , a. (from ( ,, riendship, and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from friendship.

cama, ad. (loc. case of ( a ), for friendship, for

intimacy.

tai, ad. (from av, friendship, and ☎ty, a deer),

by or through friendship.

, a. (from e ,friendship, and fare, causing

to cease), putting a stop to friendship.

fata , a. (from ,friendship, and facta , pre-

venting), preventing or resisting friendship.

fa , s . (from , friendship, and fa , cessa-

tion), the cessation or prevention of friendship.

মৌহদানিমিত্তক, a. (from সৌহৃদ্য, friendship and fনবিত্ত,

cause ), caused by or arising from friendship ; ad. from

or because of friendship .

face, ad. (from , friendship, and faf , a

cause), for friendship or attachment.

, a. (from 1 , friendship, and *f, before),

preceded by or arising from friendship ; ad. by or

through friendship.

(slangfraæ, a. (from zu, friendship, and "fs ,

obstructing), operating as an obstruction to friendship.

WTF, a. (from , friendship, and

by), caused by or arising from friendship ; ad. from or

because offriendship.

caused

, a (from , friendship, and t , increas

ing), increasing friendship or intimacy.

, s (from , friendship, and , an increas

ing , the increasing of friendship or intimacy.

fa , ad. (from 1, friendship, and f4a1 , without,

without or beside friendship.

, s . (from ‹ , friendship, and af , increase),

the increase of friendship or attachment.

fax, a. (from , friendship , and f *,

excepted), friendship excepted.
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atata, s. (from

ल.

সৌহৃদ্যয্যডিরেক, s. (from সৌহৃদ্য , friendship , and ব্যতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of friendship.

সৌহৃদJ ভিয়েকে, ad. (lor case of মৌহদাব্যতিরেক), with the

exception offriendship, without or beside friendship.

1 , friendship, and tats, an ob-

stacle , an obstacle to friendship.

সৌহৃদ্যব্যাঘাতক, a . (from মৌহত, friendship, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to friendship.

kr58, s. (from ( 1541, friendship, and ≈ŵ, a breach), a

breach of friendship.

13 , a. from
,friendship, and , breaking) ,

interrupting or breaking off friendship.

, s. (from e , friendship, and 587, a break-

ing , the interrupting or breaking off offriendship .

saneze, a. (from

caused by or arising from friendship ; ad. from or be-

cause of friendship.

π , friendship, and c , a cause),

, s . (from , to go), Kartika the son of Shiva and ge-

neral of the gods.

1 , s. (from , the head, and 1, to hold) , the shoulder,

the head ofthe humerus, the body, the trunk of a tree,

a large branch, a section , a chapter.

ats, s. (from , the shoulder, and as , the forepart),

-the extremity of the spina scapulce called acromion.

tf , s. (from , the shoulder, and af , a bone), the

shoulder bone, (Scapula .)

† , s . (from H , slipping, and ta , a word), a mis-

take in speaking , a lapsus linguæ

, a. (from , to slip), slipping, tripping.

¶7, s. ( from , to slip), a slipping, a falling, a mistaking,

a skipping of words in reading or of letters in pronun-

ciation , a moral slip or fall.

xaaxtga, a. (from , a slipping, and ætaē, doing), slip-

ping, falling, making mistakes.

at , a. (from , a slipping, and tf , doing), slip-

ping, falling , making mistakes .

FIV, a. (from " , a slipping, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from slipping or mistaking.

HAMU, ad. (loc. case ofH ), for a slip or mistake.

gmafafuce, ɑ. (from a slipping, and fafag, a cause),

caused by or arising from a slipping or mistaking; ad.

from or because of slipping or mistaking.

amafafie, ad. (from 7, a slipping, and fĩa , a cause),

for slipping, for a slip or mistake.

za7×fe, a. (from gaa , a slipping, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from slipping or mistaking ; ad. by or

through slipping or mistaking .

, a. (from , a slipping, and , caused y),

सुन.

caused by or arising from slipping or mistaking ; ad

from or because ofslipping or mistaking.

afa , ad. (from , a slipping, and fa , without),

without or beside slipping or mistaking.

স্খলনব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্খলন, a slipping , and ব্যতিরিক্ত, except-

ed), slips or mistakes excepted .

F*AUfolḍæ, 8. (from , a slipping, and uſgæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of slips or mistakes .

anfolge, ad. (loc , case of sufoca ), with the excep

tion of slips or mistakes, without or beside slips or mis-

takes.

fs , a. (from , a slipping, and fs , separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from slips or mistakes ; ad, beside slips

or mistakes.

alat , a. (from , a slipping, and cats , worthy),

worthy of being or suited to be the occasion of slips or

mistakes.

FANCIF, a. (from , a slipping, and T , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from slips or mistakes ; al. from or be-

cause of slips or mistakes .

ata , a. (from , a slipping, and 4 , unfit), unfit to

be the occasion of a slip or mistake.

aaatcatst , a. (from 7, a slipping, and atdı, unwor•

thy), not worthy or suited to be the occasion of slips or

mistakes.

t , a . (from , a slipping, and s , fil), fit or suit-

ed to be an occasion of slips or mistakes.

, a. (from , to slip), liable to slip or mistake.

³, a. (from , to slip) , slipped, mistaken , fallen .

13 , s. (from 7, to scund), a woman's breast, the dugs or

udder.of an animal.

FATT, s. (from S , a dug, and fĩ, two), the two breasts.

ty), a. (from ₹7 , an udder, and f , drinking), suck

ing the breast or udder.

8 :45aatst , s. (from 3 , without the breast,

and test, an artery), the external mammary

artery.

877[{:28M†ct{æatșì, s. (from : , without the breast,

and astetxeatși, a vein), the external mammary vein.

8773, s. (from 87, the breast, and ₹3, a stalk), a nipple.

BASI, s. (from TI, a woman's breast, and §, to nourish), a

man who has large breasts resembling those of a wo-

man.

zaama, s. (from 77, woman's breast, and я, a squeezing),

the pressing of a woman's breasts.

873a=qatezatą), s. (from 5 , situate on the breast, and

¿Egatecatsì, an artery), the mammary artery,

Dddddddd 2
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81.

zaxtatgats), s . (from a , situled on the breast, and

antatgatsì, a vein , the mammary vein.

vaty, s. (from 3 , the breast, and as, the forepart), a

nipple.

Cat : tatzì, s. (from 18:, within the breast,

sl, an artery), the internal mammaryand

artery.

8t8: 35tat38atst, s. (from ates , within the breast,

and tatts , a rein) , the internal mammary vein .

3, s. (from , to sound) , the rattle of thunder, the

sound of clapping the hands.

7, s. (from 7 , an udder), milk.

Tata, s . (from 3 , milk, and tt , a drinking) , the suck-

ing of the breast or udder.

Caratt, a. (from 7 , milk, and fy , drinking) , sucking

the breast or udder.

15 , a. (from , milk, and 5, to cat), feeding at the

breast or udder.

, s. (from , to praise) , praise, an eulogium, a panegyric,

applause, flattery.

TIE, s. (from ų, to praise) , a cluster of blossoms, a bunch,

a thyrsus, a nosegay, a multitude .

sextax, ɑ. (from , praise, and at , doing), praising,

eulogizing, panegyrizing, flattering ; s . an eulogist, a

panegyrist, one who praises, a flatterer.

gæti, a. (from 1, praise, and eta , doing) , praising,

eulogizing, panegyrizing, flattering.

, a. (from 7, praise, and 541 , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from praise or eulogy .

, ad. (loc. case of 5 ) , for praise, for eulogy , for

applause, for panegyric, for flattering.

zafie, a. (from 3, praise, and fofa , a cause) , caused

by or arising from praise or eulogy ; ad. from or be-

cause of praise or eulogy .

fafats, ad. (from ₹7 , praise, and fafa , a cause), for

praise, for eulogy, for applause, for panegyric , for flat-

tery.

, . (from , praise, and 8, a reading), the re-

peating of a person's praises.

-¿ste, a. (from 7 , praise, and Яtte, reading), repeating

praises or flatteries .

, a. (from 7, praise, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from praise or eulogy ; ad. from or be-

cause of praise or eulogy.

fa , ad. (from , praise, and feat , without) , without

or beside praise or enlogy.

as, a. (from , praise, and affa , excepted),

praise or eulogy excepted.

भु..

Javfslag, s. (from 3 , praise , and ziferaz, an exc'ylion),

the exception of praise or eulogy.

sanfsizie, ad. ( loc. case of 1f73 ), with the excepti

on of praise or eulogy, without or beside praise or eu-

logy.

fs , a. (from . praise, and fa, separate) , separate or

distinct from praise or eulogy ; ad, beside praise or eu-

logy.

, a. (from prase, and cuts , worthy), worthy

ofpraise or eulogy.

FNI , a. (from 1, praise, and (T3, a cause), caused by

or arising from praise or eulogy ; ad. from or because

of praise or eulogy.

tag , s. (from , praise, and t , desire), a desire

for praise or eulogy.

stats , a. (from 7, praise, and atta, desirous), de-

sirous of praise or eulogy.

Batsata, 9. (from , praise, and at , desire), a de-

sire for praise or eulogy.

eatfsate), a . (from 7, praise, and at , desirous),

desirous of praise or eulogy .

zitů, a. (from ET, praise, and f , desirous), desirous

of praise or eulogy.

aat , ad. (from 3, praise, and f, an object), for praise,

for eulogy, for applause , for panegyric, for flattery,

at , a. (from 1, praise, and , fit) , fit for or worthy

of praise or eulogy.

i , s. (from 1, praise, and ' , desire), a desire for

praise or eulogy,

a. (from , praise, and a desirous), desirous of

praise or eulogy.

GIF, a . (from 1 , praise, and , desirous), desirous of

praise or eulogy.

, a. (from 1, praise, and 8* , suited to), suit-

ed to praise or eulogy.

, a. (from e, to be rigid , hardened, become rigid, stu

pid.

afa, s. (from 3, to be rigid), rigidity, hardness, stupidi

ty, the absence offeeling or excitability, the suppressi-

on of the faculties by magical means.

, s. (from 1 , to stand), a shrub, a plant without a stem,

a clump of grass, a sheaf of corn, the post to which an

elephant is tied, the central column ofa seed vesse!

to whichthe seeds are attached, a mountain, a post or

pillar, stupidity, insensibility.

3 , s. (from 5, to be rigid), a post, apillar, stupidity, in-

sensibility, rigidity, the absence of feeling or excitabi

lity, the suppression of a faculty by magic.
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fs.

aylata, a . (from 83, a pillar, and it?, a form), cylin-

drical.

agtas, a. (from I, a pillar, and ³, a form), cylin-

drical.

glafa , s. (from gifs, cylindrical, and apa, flesh) ,

the fleshy substances which grow within the ventricle

of the heart, (Colummæ.)

€93, a. (from to be rigid), benumbed, made rigid or

insensible, fixed .

3 , s. (from , to spread out) , a layer ofany substance in a

heap or rick , a stratum .

ta , a. (from , to praise), praising, eulogizing ; s . one

who praises, an eulogist , a panegyrist, a flatterer.

131, s . (from ētīē, praising), praise, an eulogium , flat-

tery.

ta , s . (from T , praising), praise, an eulogium, flat-

tery.

etafe , u . (from

ऊ তँ,

t , a cluster), in botany this name is

given to closely clustered flower stalks when several

grow together, aggregati pedunculi . )

a. (from
to praise), praised, eulogized, applauded,

celebrated, flattered.

afs, s. (from
to praise) , praise, eulogy, panegyric, flattery.

* s*? *, a. (from 3, praise, and 4 , means), effected

1

by means of praise or eulogy ; ad. by means of praise or

eulogy.

331, 8. (from , praise, and ☎ , a doer) , a person

who praises, an eulogist, a flatterer.

ofseize , a . (from fs, praise, and æta☎, doing), utter-

ing praises, eulogizing , flattering ; s . a person who prais

es, an eulogist, a flatterer.

zetsì, a. (from 3 , praise, and ☎tfa , doing), uttering

praises , eulogizing , flattering.

5551, a. (from 3, pra se, and 1 , producible), produ

cible by or arising from praise or eulogy.

33 , ad. (loc. case of 1) , for praise, for eulogy,

for flattery.

fata , ad. (from , praise, and ta, a door), by or

through praise or eulogy.

fa , a . (from [s, praise, and fax , causing to cease),

putting a stop to praise or eulogy.

fsfate, a. (from , praise, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resisting praise or eulogy.

sfsfattad , s . (from Tf3, praise, and fiata , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of praise or eulogy.

Gf3fazfs, s. (from f³, praise , and faaf , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of praise or eulogy.

sfaltze, a. (from fs, praise, and faf , a cause), caus-

J.

ed by or arising from praise or eulogy ; ad. from orbe

cause of praise or eulogy.

afsfafats, ad (from fs, praise, and fas, a cause) , for

praise, for eulogy, for applause, for panegyric, for flat-

tery.

•

ft , s. (from 3 , praise, and Я , a reading) , the re-

peating of praise, the recounting of a person's good

actions or qualities.

38 , a. (from , praise, and Я , reading) , repeat-

ing praises, recounting good actions or qualities.

fs , a. (from 3, praise, and , before), preceded by

or arising from praise or eulogy; ad. by or through

praise or eulogy.

afsyfsane, a . (from 53 , praise, and fe, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to praise or eulogy.

fs , a. (from 3, praise, and , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from praise or eulogy ; ad. from or

because of praise or eulogy.

f1, s. (from , praise, and , a speaker), a person

who praises, an eulogist, a panegyrist, a flatterer.

, s. (from f³, praise, and ¤† , a word), an expres◄

sion or theme of praise or eulogy.

sata , a. (from 3 , praise, and atf , speaking), utter

ing praises or eulogiums.

aff , ad. (from fs , praise, and fat, without), with

out or beside praise or eulogium .

fofofas, a. (from fs, praise, and fof , excepted),

praise or eulogy excepted.

affata , s. (from fs, praise, and fat , an excep-

tion), the exception of praise or eulogy.

fufae, ad. (loc. case of sf ), with the ex-

ception of praise or eulogy, without or beside praise or

eulogy.

@sutats, s. (from fs, praise, and artats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to praise or eulogy.

efsutatsæ, a. (from ☎f , praise, and artatæ, obstructing),

operating as an obstruction to praise or eulogy.

35 , a. (from f³, praise, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from praise or eulogy ; ad. beside praise or

eulogy.

fats , a . (from fs, praise, and cats , worthy), wor-

thy of praise or eulogy .

TfIe , a . (from fs, praise, and , a cause), caused

by or arising from praise or eulogy ; ad. from or be

cause of praise or eulogy.

31 , a. (from , praise, and f, an object), having

praise or eulogy for its object ; s. the object or sub-

ject of praise or eulogy.
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5 .

3s , s . (from 314, having praise for its object), the

circumstance of being the subject of praise or of hav-

ing praise for its object,

31 , s. (from , the subject ofpraise), the circum-

stance of being the subject of praise or of having praise

for its object.

3F, ad. (from 5f3, praise, and , an object) , for praise,

for applause, for eulogy, for panegyric, for flattery.

31 , a (from 3, praise, and , fit), worthy of praise

or eulogy.

, s. (from , to accumulate), a heap, a mound of earth.

tata, a . (from , a heap, and it , a form ), formed

like a heap or rick of corn, much, large, abundant,

various.

tas, a . from , a heap, and tafs, a form), formed

like a heap or rick of corn, much, large, abundant, va-

rious.

(83, s. (from (87 , to steal), theft, the act of stealing.

(zazifa, a. (from Il , perpetual , continuing, per-

petual.

(ST, a. (from ( 7 , to steal), liable to be stolen ; s . the

thing stolen or intended to be stolen.

cate, a. (from 5 to be clear,, little, small ; s . a drop of

water,

tu, a. (from , topraise), laudable, worthy ofpraise or

eulogy.

(3131, s. (from , to praise), a person who praises, an eu-

logist, a penegyrist, a flatterer.

cata, s (from , to praise), praise, eulogy , panegyric, flat-

tery.

, s. (from Strontium), Strontium.

f , s. (from Port. estria, a plait, the fluting of a column),

the ironing and plaiting of linen,

, s. (from tv , to sound), a woman , a female, a female

animal.

tota, s. (from it , a woman, and tota, conduct), a lu-

dicrous ceremony which takes place when a man goes

to the house of his intended bride's parents for the pur-

pose of marriage, on which occasion , before the mar

riage ceremony , the mother of the damsel and other

women takes him into another apartment and tyinghis

hands with a weaver's shuttle between them hoodwink

him with the leathern hoodwinks used for vicious oxen

or cows.

Fid , a. (from , a woman, and ạ , means), effected

by means ofwomen ; ad, by means of women.

ast , a. (from , a woman, and ste, taking), marry.

ing, taking a woman,

Eift.

irts , a. (from t, a woman, and Ha, taking), marry-

ing, taking a woman.

ats , a. (from ì, a woman , and at3ỡ, killing), killing

a woman ; s . a person who kills a woman.

€¤†³ì, a. (from Â, a woman, and tfs , killing), woman.

killing ; s. the murderer of a woman.

Sì , a, (from , a woman, and ₹3, to kill), wonan-kul

ing.

f . s. (from t . a woman, and fox, a mark), the female

organ of generation.

1, a. (from , a woman, and 1 , producible), pro-

ducible by or born of a woman.

11, ad. (loc, case of 1 ) , for a woman, for females.

স্ৰীজিত, a . (from , a woman, and f³, conquered), a hus.

hand over whom his wife domineers.

31, s. (from , a woman), womanhood, the circumstance

of being feminine.

atst, s. (from , a woman, and 31st, relinquishment), the

relinquishment of a woman.

sisitst, a. (from ì, a woman, and tfs , relinquishing),

relinquishing a woman.

Hi , S. (from , a woman), womanhood
, the circumstance

of being feminine.

alcatel, a. (from , a woman, and cf , injuring), kil

ling or injuring a woman.

, ad. (from , a woman, and , a door), by or

through women.

a, s. (from , a woman , and 17 , wealth), the trinkets or

other property presented to a woman on her marriage

or afterwards acquired by her own labour.

tú, s. (from ì, a woman, and

religion of a woman, menstruation

religion), the duty of

জীবমিণী, ৫. (from , a woman, and af , religious) , a wo-

man who observes the duties or religious actions in-

cumbent on her, a menstruous woman,

Hifafaze, a. (from it, a woman, and fa̸II, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from women ; ad. from or because of

Women.

fafas, ad. (from , a woman, and fa , a cause), for a

woman.

, a. (from , a woman, and 3, devoted to) , devoted

to women, uxorious ; s. a libertine.

fa , &. (from , a woman, and E , a receiving), the

receiving or marrying of a woman.

ìafas, s. (from , a woman, and Afg3īts, relinquish,

ment), the relinquishment of a woman.

ìdfagitπt, a. (from , a woman, and afgortfata, relinquish

ing), relinquishing a woman,
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लीन.

iqâní, s. from , a woman , †, a man, and 24, duty),

the duties ofhusbands and wives, the duties of the sex-

es towards each other.

info , a. (from , a woman, and gfaza, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to women.

ta, a . (from ì, a woman, and caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from women ; ad. from or because of

women.

fat, ad. (from , a woman, and fat , without), with-

out or beside women.

fat , s. (from , a woman, and fat , destruction),

the destruction or ruin of a woman, the murder of a

woman.

fat , a. (from , a woman , and fat , destructive) ,

destructive or ruinous to women.

at , a. (from ì , a woman, and fatft , destructive),

destructive or ruinous to women.

atst, s . (from , a woman, and fatuist, separation),

separation from a woman, the death of a woman.

miffy, a. (from , a woman, and fifty, possessed

married, possessed of a woman.

ल..

joys , a person who has carnal commerce with a wo◄

man.

algts, s. (from , a woman, and ɩäts, enjoyment), care

nal commerce with a woman.

asts , a. (from , a woman , and gift , enjoying),

enjoying carual commerce with a woman.

1 , s. (from , a woman, and t , nature), feminine

nature or disposition , an attendant on the woman's

apartments, an eunuch.

371 , s. (from , a woman, and 311, murder), the mur

der of a woman.

zad, s. (from , a woman, and ₹ 4 , a taking away), the

carrying away of a woman by fraud or force, a rape.

tae, a . (from , a woman, and xfax, taking away),

carrying off a woman.

ta , a. (from at , a woman, and tf , taking away), car-

rying off a woman

, a. (from Sì, a woman, and , destitute), destitute

ofwomen, destitute of a wife.

of,, c. (from ì, a woman, and c₹5, a cause), caused

by or arising from women ; ad, from or because of wo-

, a (from , a woman, and fax , destitute) , des-

titute ofa wife, destitute ofa woman,

siofsky, a . (from , a woman, and ufafa™, excepted),

women excepted.

afsue, s. (from ), a woman, and foxx, an excepti

on), the exception of women.

&
fine, ad. (loc, case off ), with the exception

of women, without or beside women.

gifsa, a. (from , a woman, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from women ; ad. beside women.

, a . (from t , a woman, and , joined), connected

with a woman, married.

si?fx3, a. (from , a woman, and aſ³, destitute), desti-

tute ofwomen, destitute of a wife.

tato, s . (from , a woman, and cat , a person), a wo-

man.

, a. (from , a woman, and r, empty), destitute

of woman, destitute of a wife.

, s. (from , a woman, and , society), the soci-

ety of women , sexual intercourse.

, s. (fron , a woman, and , society), the society

of women, sexual intercourse.

, s. (from , a woman, and 4, a taking) , seduc-

tion, the seduction of a married woman.

glas, s. (from ì , a woman , and ₹31 , an assembly) , an as-

sembly ofwomen.

tag1, s. (from , a woman, and one who en-

men.

ta , a. (from at, a woman), female, feminine, effeminate ; s.

a man who is under the dominion of his wife.

, s. (from ì, a woman, and , a share), the female

parts ofgeneration , the anther of a flower.

, a. (from ' , to stand), standing, situated, remaining.

This word is generally used as the last member ofcom.

pounds, and conveys the idea of situated or being in

the place or state expressed by the first member.

f3, a. (from f , covered) , stopped , ceased.

st, a. (from , to cover), concealed, deceitful, swind.

ling.

fst , a. (from ast, fo cover), covered, stopped, ceased.

fs , s. (from , to be situated), a level square piece of

ground prepared for a sacrifice, a boundary, a bounda

ry mark.

হণ্ডিলশায়ী, a. ( from মুণ্ডিল, a sacrificial plot , and শায়ি , ly-

ing), a devotee who for the purpose of mortification

sleeps on the place prepared for sacrifice.

f³, s. (from , staying, and f³ , a master), a master ma-

son or carpenter, a stone- cutter, a mason , a carpenter.

fa , a. (from 1 , to stand) , old, aged, steady, fixed, firm ;

s, an old man.

fa , a. (from , thick), very thick or corpulent,

, s . (from , to abide), a place, a situation, dry land, a

place or text in á book.

Aaaa, s. (from , dry land, and a , a water-lily), the
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शनि. ata.

name of a beautiful flowering shrub, (Hibiscus muta-

bilis.)

, a. (from , dry land, and 8 , to move), moving

or living on dry land .

, a (from , a place, and 513, fallen from), fallen

from a place or situation.

, s . (from , dry land, and , a water- lily) , the

name ofa beautiful flowering shrub, ( Hibiscus mutabi-

lis .)

HAH , a. (from T , a place, and E , fallen ), fallen or de-

posed from a situation.

, a. (from , a place, and 1 , to stand), situated in a

place, situated on land.

ta , a. (from , a place, and t , standing), con-

tinuing in a place, continuing on land,

* fs, a. (from , a place, and (55, situated) , situated

in a place, situated on land .

Tatfs , a . (from , a place , and fas, anointed),

placed or appointed in the stead of.

, s. (from , a place), a place, land.

l , a. (from , a place), belonging to a place, belong-

ing to the land, terrestrial .

ts (from 1 , to stand) , a lopped or pollard tree, Shi-

va, a stake or pin, a nest of termes or white ants.

13 , a. (from 81, to stand), proper to be placed or fixed,

st31, s. (from 1 , to stand), a person who stands or re-

mains in a place.

ata, s. (from 1 , to stand), a place , a scite, a situation ,

room, space, a stay, a continuance, a state in which

there is neither increase or diminution , a square in a

city, leisure, opportunity, a home or house, a chapter

or section of a book, one of the three objects ofgovern-

ment consisting in continuing in the same place or state.

Faza☎, ɑ. (from 7, a place, and 4 , means) , effected

by means of a place or situation ; ad. by means of a

place or situation .

13, a. (from ta, a place, and 513, fallen), fallen from

a place or situation .

, . (from 1 , a place, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a place or situation.

tasca , ad. (loc. case of 15 ), for a place, for a situa-

tion.

31st, s. (from t , a place, and rest, relinquishment ,

the relinquishment of a place or situation.

*tagitsit, a. (from 1 , a place, and 1 , relinquishing),

relinquishing a place or situation.

131 , s. (from 1 , a place, and t¾, a giver), a person

who gives a place or situation.

tanta, s. (from , a place, and at , a giving), the giv

ing of a place or situation.

tat , a. (from t , a place, and at , giving , giving

a place or situation.

taħtøl, a . (from 17, a place, and alfa, giving), giving

a place or situation .

ta , ed. (from , a place, and i , a door), by or

through a place or situation.

tafàfaze, a. (from Itz, a place, and fa , a cause), crus

ed by or arising from a place or situation ; al. from or

because of a place or situation.

tafafara, ad. (from ta, a place, and f3, a cause , for

a place or situation.

tafaatst, s. (from , a place, and 31st , relinquish

ment) , the relinquishment ofa place or situation.

tarfsrtsil, a. (from 1 , a place , and rug, relin-

quishing), relinquishing a place or situation .

ga , a. (from , a place, and se, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to a place or situation.

ta , d. (from t7 , a place, and g¶F, caused by), caus

ed by or arising from a place or situation ; ad, from or

because of a place or situation .

ztafzai, ad. (from t , a place, and [ 1, without), with-

out or beside a place or situation.

atafasts, s. (from ta, a plate , and fests , division), the

sharing out or dividing of a place or situation, the se

paration of digits.

, a . (from † , a place, and faf , possessed o

possessed of place or room, roomy, spacious.

tafa , a, (from 1 , a place, and fa , destitute), des-

titute of room or place.

, . (from 1 , a place, and fo excepted,

place or situation excepted , room or space excepted.

Яarfa , s. (from 1 , a place, and art , an excep

tion) , the exception ofplace or situation, the exception

of room or space.

Itarı{3cgræ, ad. loc. case of auſga), with the excep-

tion of place or situation, with the exception of room

or space, without or beside a place or situation , without

or beside room or space.

tafa, a. (from 1 , a place, and fa, separate), separate

or distinct from a place or situation, separate or dis-

tinct from room or space ; ad. beside a place or situati

on, beside room or space.

, 8. (from 1 , a place, and , a fulling), the

falling from a place or situation.

tagy, a (from 17, a place, and , fallen), fallen from

a place or situation.
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astal .

HALF, a. (from t , a place, and F, joined), connected

with a place or situation .

staafãs, a. (from 1 , a place, and afx3, desti'utė), desti-

tute of a place or situation , destitute of room or space.

ta , a. (from 7, a place, and 11, empty ), destitute

of a place or situation, destitute of room or space.

tafa, s . (from 17, a place, and♬ ¤, a junction), in ana-

tomy that kind of synarthrosis which resembles a nail

driven into a piece of wood, or the teeth in their soc-

kets (Gomphosis) .

◄i , a. (from 13, a place, and ☎1, to stand) , situated in a

place or scite.

taat ), a . (from 17, a place, and f , staying), stay-

ing or continuing in a place or situation.

taf3, a . (from † , a place , and 3 , situated) , situated

in a place or scite .

Ataxia , a. (from 517, a place, and 17, destitute), destitute

of a place or situation, destitute of room or space.

<tacas@, «. (from 417, a place. and (55, a cause), caused

by or arising from a place or situation ; ad. because of

a place or situation.

atti, s . (from t , a place, and tætt . desire), a de-

sire for a place or situation, a desire for room or space.

Tatata , a. (from ta , a place, and atat , desirous) .

desirous of a place or situation, desirous of room or

space.

◄tatē , s. (from t , a place, and , another), another

place.

tata , s. (from tata , another place , and , a do-

ing), a removing.

tatoșats, a. (from tatay, another place, and s³, gone),

gone elsewhere, obtained elsewhere , situated elsewhere.

tate , a. (from tata , another place, and 1 , to stand),

situated in another place, situated elsewhere.

stategata , a. (from statsz, another place, and f

staying), continuing in another place, continuing else-

where.

tato:fis, a. (from tata , another place, and f , situ-

ated) , situated elsewhere, situated in another place.

স্থানান্তরস্থিতরস , s. ( from স্থানান্তরস্থিত, situated in another

place, and 3 , a fluid), in anatomy local or secreted

fluid.

and

tatta, s. (from , a place, and sta, non-existence) ,

the non-existence or want of place or room,

ztatstaa?«<, a. (from tatta, the want ofroom,

ZII, means), effected by means of the want of room ; ad.

by means ofthe want of room.

tattagar , a . (from lista, the want ofroom , and 71,

producible), producible by or arising from want of

room.

স্থানাভাবজ্ঞন্যে , ad. (loc. case of স্থানাভাবজন্য ) , for want of

room .

tarsteatat, ad. (from tatta, the want ofroom, and t ,

aud

a door), by or through the want ofroom .

স্থানাভাবনিমিত্তক, a. (from স্থানাভাৰ, the want of room, and

fifa , a cause), caused by or arising from the want of

room ; ad. from or because of the want ofroom.

Statstafaface, ad. (from atsta, the want of room,

fafas, a cause) , for the want of room.

statste, a. (from taista, the want ofroom, and ,

before), preceded by or arising from the want of room ;

ad. by or through the want of room.

স্থানাভারপ্রযুক্ত, a . (from স্থানাভাব , the want ofroom, and প্রযুক্ত,

caused by), caused by or arising from the want of room ;

ad. from or because of the want of room.

Statstarcz☎, a. (from
ratste, the want of room, and ( g,

a cause), caused by or arising from the waut of room ;

ad. from or because of the want of room.

tatfsata, s. (from , a place, and fata, desire) , the

desire of a place or situation, a desire of room or place.

atfaaral, a. (from t , a place, and fat , desir-

ous) , desirous of a place or situation , desirous of room

or space.

tatu , ad. (from , a place, and fif , desirous), de

sirous of a place or situation , desirous of room or

space.

tate , ad. (from , a place, and , an object) , for a

place or situation, for room or space.

ay, a. (from 1 , to stand), proper to be placed or fixed.

¹, s . (from , a place, and , desire) , the desire

of a place or situation, the desire of room or space.

ag, a. ( from 7, a place, and F , desirous) , desirous

of a place or situation , desirous of room or space,

A

, a . (from , a place, and , desirous) , desirous

of a place or situation , desirous of room or space.

, a . (from , aplace, and SF, suited to), suit-

ed to a place or situation.

я , a. (from ☎ , to stand), placing, fixing.

17, s . (from 81, to stand) , a placing, a fixing.

স্থাপনকরণক, a . (from স্থাপন, a placing, and করণ , means) ,

effected by means of placing or fixing ; ad. by means of

placing or fixing.

* 1, s . (from Я , a placing, and ☎ź, a doer), a per-

son who places or fixes.

Ее се село
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tata , a. (from t , a placing, and atra, doing),

placing or fixing ; s. a person who places or fixes .

স্থাপনকারী, a . (from স্থাপন, a placing, and কারিন, doing ) ,

fixing or placing.

, a. (from t , a placing, and I, producible),

producible by or arising from placing or fixing.

ing.

, ad. (loc. case of

TiЯaTtși, ad. (from

7), for placing or fix-

7, d placing, and ata, a door), by

or through placing or fixing.

fafa , a. (from 1 , a placing, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from placing or fixing ; ad. from

or because of placing or fixing.

fafalg, ad. (from 147, a placing, and fax , a cause),

for placing or fixing.

, a . (from , a placing, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from placing or fixing ; ad, by or

through placing or fixing.

ইপিনপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from স্থাপন, a placing, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to placing or fix-

ing.

ta , a. (from , a placing, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from placing or fixing ; ad , from

or because of placing or fixing.

tafaat, ad. (from 17, a plicing, and f1, without),

without or beside placing or fixing.

taff , a. (from 1 , a placing, and sofa , ex-

cepted), placing or fixing excepted.

স্থাপনবাতিরেক, s . (from স্থাপন, a placing , and ব্যতিরেক, an ex-

ception) , the exception of placing or fixing.

স্থাপনবাডিরেক্টে, ad. (loc. case ofস্থাপনব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of placing or fixing, without or beside placing

or fixing.

স্থাপনব্যাঘাত , s . (from স্থাপন, a placing , and ব্যাঘাত, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to placing or fixing.

tate, a . (from , a placing, and tataa, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to placing or fix-

ing.

atafa, a (from tt , a placing, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from placing or fixing ; ad, beside

placing or fixing.

tants , a. (from , a placing, and catst , worthy),

capable or worthy ofbeing placed or fixed.

, a . (from , a placing, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from placing or fixing ; ad. from

or because of placing or fixing.

tatat1, s. (from 17, a placing, and stat§1, desire), a

desire to place or fix things.

ছবি,

atats, a. (from t , a placing, and stats , desir-

ous), desirous of placing or fixing.

taifsata, s. (from t , a placing, and festa, desire),

a desire to place or fix things.

atЯatfsmts), a. (from 17, a placing, and funtfan, de-

sirous), desirous of placing or fixing.

ItЯatcuts) , a. (from 1 , a placing, and sætsti, unwor.

thy), unworthy of being placed or fixed.

a. (from , a placing, and fa, desirous),

desirous of placing or fixing.

, ad. (from 1 , a placing, and af, an object), for

the purpose of placing or fixing.

tat , a. (from , a placing, and x , fit), fit for pla

cing or fixing.

ty, a. (from 1 , to stand), capable of being placed or

fixed .

ta , s. (from tt , a placing, and ' , desire), a de

sire to place or fix.

F975, a. (from † , a placing, and 5, desirous), desir-

ous of placing or fixing.

1dlag , a. (from † , a placing, and , desirous), de-

sirous of placing or fixing.

fus , a. (from 1 , to stand), requiring to be placed of

fixed , fixable, establishable.

atЯfa31, s . (from 1, to stand), a person who places or fixes.

fts, a. (from 1 , to stand), placed, fixed , established.

, a (from 1 , to stand), requiring to be placed or tis

ed, fixable, establishable ; s. property deposited with an

other.

স্মৃপ্যিপিহরণ, ৪. (from স্থাপ্য, deposited property, and অপহরণ ও

taking away), the embezzling of property which is con-

fided to a person's care.

স্থাপ্যাপহারক, a. (from স্থাপ্য, deposited property, and অপহারক,

taking away), embezzling property confided to a per-

son's care.

স্থাপ্যাপহারী, a. (from স্থাপ্য, deposited property, and অপহারিন,

taking away), embezzling property confided to a per-

son's care.

, s. (from , to stand), fixed property, landed proper-

ty, that which is immoveable, a mountain, family jewels

or other unalienable property ; a. fixed, stationary, im-

moveable.

, s . (from ,fixed property, and y, purchase),

the purchase offixed or immoveable property.

31, s. (from t , fixed property, and 3, apur-

chaser), a purchaser of fixed or immoveable property .

Hagfamy, s. (from πta , fixed property, and fa̸y, sule),

the sale offixed or immoveable property.
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3.

fa , a. (from ta , fixed property, and fan, sel-

ling), selling fixed or immoveable property.

tafa31, s . (from , fixed property, and fats, a

seller), the seller of fixed or immoveable property.

atatataa, s. (from t , fixed property, and II, move-

able property), fixed and moveable property.

ifa , s. (from fa, old), old age, steadiness , slowness .

31 , s. (from tfp , staying), steadiness, fixedness, per-

manency .

tf , s. (from if , staying), steadiness, fixedness , per-

manency.

f , s. (from tf , continuing, and , skin), in anato-

the membrane which lines the skull, (Dura mater or

meninges.)

my

fata, s. (from tf , staying, and sta, a state) , steadi-

ness , fixedness, permanency.

tt, a. (from 81, to stand), standing, continuing, enduring,

staying.

, s. (from 1 to stand), a metalic dish used in eating.

, s. (from 1 , to stand), an earthen pot for cooking, a

socket of the gums or jaw bone in which the teeth are

fixed.

জ্বালাাধারণস্কিপুবন্ধন, s . (from স্থাল রাধারাস্থি, the upper jar bone,

and ga , a process), in anatomy the alveolar process.

a. (from 1, to stand), firm, immoveable, durable, eter-

nal.

fs, a. (from ' , to stand) , situated , being.

ffs, s. (from 1 , to stand) , a situation , a state, a conditi-

on, continuance, permanency, a staying, durability, cor-

rectness of conduct, continuance, a stop, a pause.

fafses, a. (from fif³, a continuance, and , to do), giving

continuance or permanency.

fafatge, a. (from f³, continuance, and tax, doing),

giving continuance, making permanent.

স্থিতিকারী, a. (from স্থিতি, continuance, and কারিন, doing),

giving continuance, making permanent.

ff33 , a. (from fäf³, continuance, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from continuance or perma-

nency.

স্থিতিজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of স্থিতিজন) ) for continuance or par-

manency.

স্থিতিনিবর্ত্তক, ৫. (from স্থিতি , continuance, and নিবর্ত্তক, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to continuance or perma-

nency.

স্থিতিনিবারক , a. (from স্থিতি, continuance, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing or resisting permanency or conti-

nuance.

স্থিতিনিবারণ , ও. (from স্থিতি, continuance , and নিবারণ, a pre-

vening), the preventing or resisting of continuance or

permanency.

faffaqfo, s. (from ffs, continuance, and fa , cessali-

on), the cessation or prevention of continuance or per-

manency,

face, a. (from ffs , continuance, and ff , a

cause), caused by or arising from continuance or per-

manency ; ad. from or because of continuance or per-

manency.

স্থিতিনিমিত্তে, ad, (from স্থিতি, continuance, and নির্মিত্ত , ৫

cause), for continuance, for permanency, for a state or

condition .

ff , a . (from ffs,continuance, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from continuance or permanency ;

ad. by or through continuance or permanency.

স্থিতিপ্রতিবন্ধক, a. (from স্থিতি, continuance, and প্রতিবন্ধক, ob-

structing), operating as an obtacle to continuance or

permanency,

স্থিতিপুযুক্ত , a. (from স্থিডি, continuance, and প্রযুক্ত , caused

by), caused by or arising from continuance or perma.

nency ; ad. from or because of continuance or perma

nency.

fofofan , ad. (from fafs, a continuance, and f¹, without),

without or beside continuance or permanency.

স্থিতিব্যতিরিক্ত , a . (from স্থিতি, a continuance, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), continuance or permanency excepted, a state

or condition excepted.

স্থিতির্যতিরেক, s. (from স্থিতি, a continuance , and ব্যতিরেক, un

exception), the exception of continuance or permanen-

cy.

fafsafsi , ad. (loc. case of fees ), with the ex-

ception of continuance or permanency ; without or

beside continuance or permanency .

স্থিতিব্যাঘাত, s . (from স্থিতি, continuance , and artঘাত, an obe

stacle), an obstacle to continuance or permanency.

fafsutataæ, q. (from ff , continuance, and atatzæ, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to continuance or

permanency .

ffafs , a. (from ffs, continuance, and fs , separate), se

parate or distinct from continuance or permanency ;

ad. beside continuance or permanency.

fafsi , a. (from ffs, continuance, and ft , an inclina-

tion), inclined to continuance or permanency.

ff , a. (from ffs, a state, and 1 , placing), elas-

tic .

faf , s. (from fast , elastic), elasticity.

fafoæidæ , s. (from faf , elastic), elasticity.
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স্থূল.

fafs , s. (from ffs, a state, and , a placing), elas-

ticity, a being elastic.

fafarge, a (from fa , continuance, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from continuance or permanence ;

ad. from or because of continuance or permanence.

fa, a. (from 81, to stand) , steady, firm, steadfast, stable,

settled, permanent.

Tagad , a. (from f , steady, and y , a pulverizer), a

steady pulverizer. In algebra this name is given to a

general divisor.

ff , a. (from f , steady, and fo3 , the heart), steady-

hearted, firm of purpose, determined.

f ?153%, a. (from fa, steady, and cʊ , the mind), steady-

hearted, firm of purpose, determined.

f3 , a. (compar. degree offg, stendy), very steady, ve-

ry firm , very steadfast.

f31 ,s. (from F , steady), steadiness , firmness, steadfast-

ness .

f , s. (from f , steady) , steadiness, firmness , steadfast-

ness.

fa , a from fa, steady, and , knowledge), steady-mind-

ed, firmly purposed, determined , convinced.

farafa, a . from far, steady, and , knowledge), steady-

minded, firmly purposed , determined , convinced.

বিরযৌবন,, a . (from 3 , steady, and ca , youth), possess-

ing unfading youth.

1, s. (from 1 , to stand) , an iron image, the post or pillar

of a house or building, a disease.

a. (from , to be bulky), thick, corpulent, bulky ,

gross , stupid, inactive, large, great, coarse.

ty, a. (from , thick, and to, the body), bulky, cor-

pulent, unwieldy.

31 , s . (from , thick), thickness, stupidity, bulkiness .

sta , a . (from 31, bulkiness, and 51, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from bulkiness or corpu-

lence.

star, ad. (loc. case of 37),for bulkness, for cor-

pulence.

wasifaface, a . (from , bulkiness , and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from bulkiness or corpulence ; ad.

from or because of bulkiness or corpulence.

Matfalfaro, ad (from , bulkiness, and fifa , a cause) ,

for bulkiness, for corpulence.

3 , a. (from 31 , bulkiness, and , before), pre-

ceded by or arising from bulkiness or corpulence ; ad.

by or through bulkiness or corpulence .

He, a. (from 1, bulkiness, and foe, ob-

1.

structing), operating as an obstacle to bulkiness or cer-

pulence.

, a. (from 31, bulkiness, and , caused by);

caused by or arising from bulkiness or corpulence ; ad

from or because of bulkiness or corpulence.

tf , ad. (from , bulkiness, and fat, without),

without or beside bulkiness or corpulence.

stuff , a. (from 31, bulkiness, and arfs , ex-

cepted), bulkiness or corpulence excepted.

স্থূলতাব্যতিরেক, s. (from স্থূলতা , bullkiness, and বাড়িয়েক, a

exception) , the exception of bulkiness or corpulence.

starface , ad, (loc. case of starfs ) , with the ex-

ception of bulkiness or corpulence, without or beside

bulkiness or corpulence.

gtatats, s. (from , thickness, and artats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to bulkiness or corpulence.

startats , a (from , thickness, ani zrtets , ob.

structing), operating as an obstacle to bulkiness or cor-

pulence.

te , a. (from 31 , thickness, and f , separate), se

parate or distinct from bulkiness or corpulence ; ad. be-

side bulkiness or corpulence.

Hastles , a. (from 1 , thickness, and ( 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from bulkiness or corpulence ; ad.

from or because ofbulkiness or corpulence.

, s. (from , thick), thickness, bulkiness, stupidity.

ata , s. (from A, bulky, and at , grain), coarse grain,

such as vetches, peas and the like.

, a. (from , gross, and 1, knowledge), dull, stupid,

incapable.

, s . (from , bulky, and , fruit), the gross mea

sure of a thing, the gross result of a calculation.

a . (from , gross, and , knowledge), dull, stu-

pid, incapable.

ts, s. (from , thickest in the middle, and ts,

glass), a lens.

, a. (from , bulky, and I, the thing aimed at),

very liberal, munificent.

, s. (from , gross, and t , the body), the gross

ormaterial body.

, a . (from , bulky, and fat , the head , large-

headed, thick-headed, block-headed.

, s. (from , bulky , and , the head), a large

black ant with a large head.

, s. (from , thick, and I, an intestine), the large

intestines.
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ats.

3, a. (from , thick, and 53 , become), become thick

or bulky, enlarged , thickened.

, a. (from 1, to stand), fixable, requiring to be placed or

fixed .

tú, s. (from , steady), steadiness , settledness , firmness,

steadfastness, calmness.

Tzúædæ, a. (from t , steadiness , and a , means), ef-

fected by means of steadiness or firmness ; ad. by means

of steadiness or firmness.

út , a. (from , steadiness, and ata☎, doing), ex-

ercising steadiness or firmness .

tut, a. (from , steadiness, and af , doing),

exercising steadiness or firmness .

Tad , a. (from tú, steadiness, and , producible),

producible by or arising from steadiness or firmness .

tema , ad. (loc. case of t ) , for steadiness, for

firmness , for settledness, for steadfastness, for coolness

or calmness.

ta , ad. (from tú, steadiness, and at , a door), by

or through steadiness or firmness .

túfifas , a. (from tú, steadiness, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from steadiness or firmness ; ad.

from or because of steadiness or firmness.

Tæúfafars, ad. (from Tú, steadiness, and fa³, a cause),

for steadiness, for firmness , for settledness, for stead-

fastness , for coolness , for calmness.

ts, a. (from ts, steadiness, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from steadiness or firmness ; ad.

from or because offirmness or steadiness.

tzúfaat, ad. (from tú , steadiness, and fat, without),

without or beside firmness or steadiness.

স্থৈর্য্যব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্থৈর্য্য , steadiness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), firmness or steadiness excepted.

, s . (from t , steadiness, and fix , an ex-

ception), the exception offirmness or steadiness .

দৈর্ঘ্যব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of স্থৈর্য্যব্যতিরেক , with the ex-

ception of firmness or steadiness , without or beside

firmness or steadiness.

tsa, a. (from t , steadiness, and fa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from firmness or steadiness ; ad . be-

side firmness or steadiness.

tzungsz, a. (from tú, steadiness , and a cause),

caused by or arising from firmness or steadiness ; ad.

from or because of firmness or steadiness.

tæ, s. (from 1 , to bath ), an initiated householder or one

who having passed through the time allowed for his

studies becomes a householder ; there are three distinc-

tions of স্নাতক, viz. ব্রতস্নাতক , বিদ্যাস্নাতক , and অভয়স্নাতক,

স্নান.

the first is a person who at the period of study has not

acquired a knowledge of the veda, the second one who

acquires that knowledge sometime before the period ex-

pires, and the third one whose acquisition ofthat know-

ledge is complete at the expiration of the time of stu-

dy.

t , a. (from 1 , to bathe), requiring to be bathed, pro-

per for bathing.

st, s . (from 1 , to bathe) , a person who practises abluti-

ons, a person who bathes.

, s. (from , to bathe), a bathing ablution , a washing.

HII , a . (from 7 , a bathing, and was means), effected

by means of bathing or ablution ; ad. by means of bath-

ing or ablution .

atata , a (from at , a bathing, and at , doing) , prac-

tising ablution, bathing.

taatst, a. (from 7, a bathing, and wife , doing) , prac-

tising ablution, bathing.

atasar, a . (from † , a bathing, and , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from ablution or bathing.

falz , ad. (loc , case of

on.

1), for bathing, for abluti-

taats, a. (from t , a bathing, and ts, produced), pro-

duced by bathing or ablution.

tata , ad. (from t , a bathing, and at , a door), by or

through bathing or ablution.

atafazõe, a. (from , a bathing, and fire, causing to

cease), putting a stop to bathing or ablution.

atafaat , a. (from ta, a bathing, and fast , prevent-

ing) , preventing or resisting bathing or ablution.

atafatad, s. (from 17, a bathing, and fat , a prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting ofbathing or oblution.

tafa , s. (from 17, a bathing, and faf , cessation),

the cessation or prevention of bathing or ablution .

atafa , a (from , a bathing, and fast , a cause),

caused by or arising from bathing or ablution ; ad. from

or because of bathing or ablution .

atafaacs, ad. (from , a bathing, and fa , a cause),

for bathing, for ablution .

, a . (from Ft , a bathing, and , before) , preceded

by or arising from bathing or ablution; ad, by or through

bathing or ablution.

f , a. (from , a bathing, and 3 , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to bathing or ablution.

, a. (from t , a bathing, and 2 , caused by),

causedby or arising from bathing or ablution ; ad. from

or because of bathing or ablution .
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fast.

ata , a . (from , a bathing, and at , preventing),

preventing bathing or ablution.

taatad, s. (from , a bathing, and at , a preventing),

the preventing of bathing or ablution.

tafzat, ad. (from † , a bathing, and fan , without), with-

out or beside bathing or ablution.

tuff , a. (from , a bathing, and sofas, except-

ed), bathing or ablution excepted.

ataforge, s. (from HI, a bathing, and afsigæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of bathing or ablution,

fe , ad. (loc. case of a ), with the excep-

tion of bathing or ablution, without or beside bathing

or ablution.

tatt3, s. (from , a bathing, and stats, an obsta-

cie), an obstacle to bathing or ablution.

Hautatзæ, a. (from 7 , a bathing, and ætatsæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to bathing or ablution.

tafa, a. (from t , a bathing, and fa , separate), sepa-

rate or distinct from bathing or ablution.

taxtal, s . (from ₹ 7, a bathing, and at1, a procession), the

procession made at the bathing of the idol Jugunnath

at the full moon in the month of Jistha.

fa , a. (from tatat , the procession at the bathing

ofJugunnath), going to see the bathing of the idol Ju-

gunnath.

tata , a. (from tata , the procession at the bathing of

Jugunnath), going to see the bathing of Jugunnath.

Ha , a. (from , a bathing, and ( 5, a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from bathing or ablution ; ad. from or

because of bathing or ablution.

at , a. (from , a bathing, and fa, desirous), de-

sirous of bathing or ablution.

tattú, ad. (from , a bathing, and a , an object) , for

the purpose of bathing or ablution .

, a. (from t, to bathe), proper for bathing, suitable

for ablution.

saty, 4. (from 1 , to bathe), requiring to be bathed.

fts, a. (from 1 , to bathe), made to bathe, immersed.

tot , a (from 1, to bathe), bathing, practising ablution.

s (from 1, to bathe), a tendon , the tail of a muscle.

tofas, a. (from , tendon, and fafus, made), made of

tendons.

96t , a. (from ty, like tendon, and t , a name),

semi-tendinous.

ts , a. (from , tendon, and 83, made ) , made of

tendons.

fs , a. (from fx , to be unctuous), smooth, oily, unctuous ,

cat.

lubricated, agreeable, cool, amiable, beloved, coarse.

thick; s. a friend , marrow.

fæ*xa, a. (from fa , unctuous, and ✨ to do), lubricating.

fa31, s. (from f , unctuous), sinoothness, unctuosity,

agreeableness, coolness, lubricity.

faskotas, a. (from fæ✯*31 , unc!uosity, and 1, produci,

ble), producible by or arising from unctuosity or agree

ableness.

fa31 , ad. (loc. case of fast ) , for smoothness,

for unctuosity, for agreeableness .

fasatlafazæ, a. (from f¹, unctuosity, and fafay, a

cause) , caused by or arising from unctuosity or agree-

ableness ; ad. from or because of unctuosity or agree-

ableness.

fastfafats, ad. (from fa31, unctuosity, and faf , a

cause , for smoothuess, for unctuosity, for agreeable-

ness.

fakatgforas, a. (from fæ³) , unctuosity, and free,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to unctuosity or

agreeableness.

fast , a. (from 31 , unctuosity, and s, caused

by), caused by or arising from unctuosity or agreeable.

ness; ad. from or because of unctuosity or agreeab.e-

ness,

fastfaat , ad. (from 31, unctuosity, and fat, with-

out), without or beside unctuosity or agreeableness.

fatiffa , a. (from 1, unctuosity, and ufafa», ez.

cepted), unctuosity or agreeableness excepted.

স্নিগ্ধতাৰাতিরেক, s. (from fb51, unctuosity , and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception ofunctuosity or agreeableness.

fa*stafocale, ad. ( loc. case of stufsc ), with the

exception of unctuosity or agreeableness, without or

beside unctuosity or agreeableness.

fata, a. (from fa31, unctuosity, and fo , separate ,

separate or distinct from unctuosity or agreeableness ;

ad. beside unctuosity or agreeableness.

fæ✯stlæge, a. (from fa , unctuosity, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from unctuosity or agreeableness ;

ad. from or because of unctuosity or agreeableness.

fa ,s. (from fast, unctuous), unctuosity, oiliness , smooth

ness, agreeableness , coolness.

, s. (from , to distil), a daughter-in-law,

, s. (from 5, to be unctuous), smoothness, unctuosity,

ageeableness, love, tenderness, affection,

(HLTI, a. (from ‹ , affection, and ą, to do), exercising

affection or tenderness.

(ECFzdX, a. (from E , affection, and ₹3ª, means), cffected
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স্নেহ স্নেহা-

by means of affection or tenderness ; ad. by means of carfint, ad. (from ‹ , affection , and fa̸ , without), with

Iout or beside affection or tenderness.
affection or tenderness .

catæ, a. (from , affection, and tax , doing), exer-

cising affection or tenderness.

caætật, ɑ. (from ca , affection, and † , doing), exercis-

ing affection or tenderness .

(HIIP, a. (from C , affection, and , producing), pro-

ducing affection or tenderness .

fa , a. (from c , affection, and 3, produced),

produced by or arising from affection or tenderness.

C , a. (from c , affection, and T, producible ) , pro-

ducible by or arising from affection or ten lerness.

, ad. (loc. case of 7) , for love, for affection,

for tenderness , for agreeableness .

ts, a. (from , affection, and 3, produced) , pro-

duced by or arising from affection or tenderness.

cat , ad. (from , affection, and at , a door), by or

through affection or tenderness.

cafada, a. (from c , affection , and fa , causing to

cease), putting a stop to affection or tenderness.

cafaata , a. (from , affection, and fataæ, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting affection or tenderness,

cat , s. (from c , affection, and fatad, prevent-

ing), the preventing or resisting of affection or ten-

derness.

fa , s . (from , affection; and fa , cessation), the

cessation of affection or tenderness.

casfafaze, a. (from car, tenderness, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from affection or tenderness ; ad.

from or because of affection or tenderness .

carfafora, ad. (from , affection, and I, a cause),

for love, for affection, for tenderness, for agreeable-

ness.

cagata, s. (from a , affection, and 1 , a vessel) , the ob-

ject of affection or tenderness .

, a. (from c , affection , and , before), preceded

by or arising from affection or tenderness ; ad. by or

through affection or tenderness .

fs , a . (from c , affection , and afsa , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to affection or tender-

ness.

, a. (from t , affection, and F , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from affection or tenderness ; ad. from

or because of affection or tenderness .

, a. (from c , affection, and a , increasing) , in-

creasing affection or tenderness.

cagaña, s. (from 15, affection, and z53, an increasing),

the increasing of tenderness or affection.

faf , a. (from c , affection, and faft , possessed of),

affectionate, tender-hearted, agreeable.

cft, a. (from c , affection, aud fat , destitute), des-

titute of affection or tenderness.

, s . (from E, affiction, and af , increase), the in-

crease of affection or tenderness.

caufas, a. (from c , affection, and a fof , excepted),

affection or tenderness excepted .

স্নেহব্যতিরেক, s. (from স্নেহ, affection , and ব্যতিরেক, an excep-

tion), the exception of tenderness or affection.

fi , ad. (loc, case of carafor? ), with the excep-

tion of tenderness or affection , without or beside affec-

tion or tenderness .

ta , s. (from , affection, and artats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to tenderness or affection.

স্নেহব্যাঘাতক, a. (from c , affection, and sæ, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to affection or tender→

ness.

•

, s. (from C , affection, and , a breaking) , the

breaking off or interruption of affection or tenderness.

(HLSKF, a. (from ‹ , affection , and 58 , breaking), break-

ing off or interrupting affection or tenderness.

(FCSRI, 8, (from ‹ , affection, and 1, a breaking), the

breaking off or interrupting of affection or tenderness.

cs , a. (from c , affection, and fe , separate), separate

or distinct from affection or tenderness ; ad. beside

affection or tenderness.

a. (from E, affection, and , joined) , connects

ed with or possessing affection or tenderuess, affection.

ate, tender-hearted .

(FETT†si, a. (from 5, affection, and cats , worthy), wor-

thy of affection or tenderness .

cafes, a. (from , affection, and , destitute), des-

titute of affection or tenderness.

, a. (from E, ffection, aud 1, empty), destitute

of affection or tenderness.

caggtfa, s. (from , affection, and † , detriment), the

decay or loss of affection or tenderness.

, a. (from , affection, and , destitute), desti-

tute of affection or tenderness.

LWIF, a. (from cx, affection, and (53, a cause), caused

by or arising from affection or tenderness ; ad. from or

because of affection or tenderuess.

tanta , a. (from 5, affection, and 5751f35,following),

following upon or according with affection or tender-

ness.
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etaste, ad. (from №5, affection , and at , a follow- ||

ing , in consequence of or according to affection or

tenderness.

cati , a. (from ca , affection, and af , desirous), desir-

ous of affection or tenderness.

, ad. (from E, affection, and f, an object), for

the purpose of affection or tenderness.

5. a. (from , affection, and , fit) , suited to or

worthy of affection or tenderness.

cat, a . (from fr, to be unctuous), unctuous, agreeable,

affectionate, tender-hearted.

, s . (from , to shake), a shaking or trembling like a

leaf agitated by the wind, a vibration, a fluttering.

* , a. (from , a shaking, and , to do), shaking,

trembling, agitating.

TI , a. (from , a shaking, and 74 , means), efected

by means of shaking or trembling ; ad. by means of

shaking or trembling.

54357, a. (from , a shaking, and 5 , producing),

causing a shaking or trembling, agitating.

3 , a. (from , a shaking, and 5 , producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from shaking or trembling.

, ad. (loc. case of ) , for shaking,for trembling,

for agitation, for fluttering, for vibration.

Etat, ad. (from , a shaking, and at , a door), by or

through shaking or trembling.

, s . (from 4, to shake), a trembling, a quaking, a flut-

tering, agitation, vibration.

, ạ, from 4 , a shaking, and cuts , worthy), wor-

thy of being made to shake or quiver.

a. (from 47, a shaking, and g, fit), fit or worthy

of shaking or tenembling.

f . a. (from a shaking, and fade, causing to

cease), putting a stop to shaking or trembling.

anfaatas , a . (from , a shaking, and faætaæ, preventing) ,

preventing or resisting shaking or trembling.

te , s . (from , a shaking, and fiatza, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of shaking or trembling.

f . s. (from , a shaking, and fa , cessation), the

cessation or prevention of shaking or trembling.

afas , a. (from , a shaking, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from shaking or trembling ; ad.

from or because of shaking or trembling.

fa , ad, (from , a shaking, and fifa , a cause), for

shaking, for trembling, for agitation, for fluttering, for

vibration.

Ely, a. (from a , to shake), agitable.

5 .

* , a . (from ¤ , a shuking, and * , before), preceded

by or arising from shaking or trembling ; ad. by or

through shaking or trembling.

a. (from , a shaking, and r , caused by),

caused by or arising from shaking or trembling ; ad.

from or because of shaking or trembling.

fat, ad. (from , a shaking, and fan , without), with-

out or beside shaking or trembling.

fat , a. (from , a shaking, and faft , possessed of

shaking, trembling, fluttering, vibrating.

fax , a. (from a shaking, and fat , destitute), desti

tute of or free from shaking or trembling.

erfofa , a. (from a sh king, and sofa , excepted),

shaking or trembling excepted.

musele, s. (from , a shaking, and ufstae , an excep-

tion), the exception of shaking or trembling.

ufigie, ad. (loc. case off ), with the excepti

on of shaking or trembling, without or beside shaking

or trembling.

asa, a. (from , a shaking, and f5 , separate) , separ

ate or distinct from shaking or trembling ; ad. beside

shaking or trembling.

, a. (from , a shaking, and F, joined), connect-

ed with or possessing the property of shaking or trem-

bling.

, a. (from , a shaking, and 3, destitute), free

from shaking or trembling.

, a. (from , a shaking, and I, empty), free from

shaking or trembling.

, a. (from , a shaking, and s , destitute), free

from shaking or trembling.

FACIF, a. (from , a shaking, and ( 5, a cause), caused

by or arising from shaking or trembling ; ad. from or

because of shaking or trembling.

afas,a. (from , to shake), shaken, agitated .

1 , s. (from , to envy), defiance, a daring or provoking.

, s. (from , defiance, and a , a doer) , a person

who treats another in a provoking manuer, a persoa

who defies or dares another.

tata , a . (from , defiance, and ☎tx , doing), treat-

ing with defiance, provoking, daring.

Etats , a. (from 1 , defiance, and tf , doing), treating

with defiance, provoking, daring.

tsa , a. (from 1 , defiance, and , producing), pro-

ducing defiance, causing to dare or provoke.

t , a. (from 1 , defiance, and . producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from defiance or daring.
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Hátra , ad. (loc. case of t ), for defiance , for daring

or provoking.

gafas , a . (from 1 , defiance, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from daring or defiance ; ad. from or

because of daring or defiance.

fafa , ad. (from , defiance, and fafas, a cause), for

defiance, for daring or provocation .

fæ, a. (from 1, defiance, and , before) , preceded

by or arising from defiance or provocation ; ad. by or

through defiance or provocation.

Etque, a. (from 1 , defiance, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from defiance or provocation ; ad. from

or because of defiance or provocation.

tfa1, ad. (from , defiance, and fa1, without), with-

out or beside defiance or provocation.

taff , a. (from 1 , defiance, and affas, excepted),
2

defiance or provocation excepted.

tafeta , s. (from , defiance, and for , an excepti

on), the exception of defiance or provocation.

#tafore, ad. (loc , case of rufa ), with the excep-

tion of defiance or provocation, without or beside defi-

ance or provocation.

gifsa, a. (from , defiance, and f¶, separate), separate

or distinct from defiance or daring ; ad. beside daring

or defiance

tetstr, a. (from 1 , defiance , and cats , worthy), wor

thy of or deserving defiance.

, a . (from 1 , defiance, and c , a cause , caused

by or arising from defiance or daring.

3, a . (from , to defy), defied, dared.

, s. (from , to touch) , touch, contact.

ta, a. (form , to touch , touching, coming in contact.

a. (from , to touch, and at , doing), touching,

bringing in contact,

gfatt , a . (from , touch, and t , doing) , touching,

bringing into contact,

, a (from , touch, and 1, producible) , produci-

ble by or arising from a touch or contact.

, ad. (loc. case of 5 ), for a touch, for contact.

* , s . (from , to touch) , a touching.

, a. (from 3, a touching, and , before) , prece-

ded by or arising from touching or being in contact ;

ad, by or through touching or being in contact.

, a. (from 7, a touching, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from touching or being in contact ;

ad. from or because of touching or being in contact.

tala ' , ad. (from , a touching, and fat, without),

without or beside touching or being in contact.

བྷ །.

auffa , a. (from fa , a touching, and fat , except-

ed), touching or being in contact excepted .

fa , s. (from , a touching, and friæ, an ex-

ception), the exception of touching or being in con-

tact.

#fuforiæ, ad. (loc. case of fafox ), with the ex-

ception of touching or being in contact, without or be

side touching or being in contact.

fafe , a. (from , a touching, and fea, separate), se-

parate or distinct from touching or being in contact ;

ad. beside touching or being in contact.

fist, a (from , a touching, and catst , worthy),

worthy of being touched.

fat , a. (from , atouching, and c , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from touching or being in contact ; ad.

from or because of touching or being in contact.

fatata , s. (from , a touching, and ttg1, desire),

the desire of touching or being in contact.

tatat , a. (from , a touching, and støtf£7, desir-

ous), desirous of touching or being in contact.

fata , a. (from , a touching, and a , unfil) , unfit

to be touched.

fatet , s. (from fa, a touching, and afsata, desire),

the desire of touching or being in contact.

fatfatal, a. (from , a touching, and smtfag, de-

sirous), desirous of touching or being in contact.

fatats , a. (from , a touching, and INI, UNWor-

thy) , unfit or unworthy to be touched .

fatut, a. (from , a touching, and fit , desirous), de-

sirous of touching or being in contact.

fat , ad. (from , a touching, and xứ, an object),

for the purpose oftouching or being in contact.

fats, a. (from fa, a touching, and 5, fit , fit to be

touched.

fase, a . (from , touch, and fafas, a cause) , caused

by or arising from a touch or contact ; ad. from or be-

cause of a touch or contact.

fafats, ad. (from f, touch, and ff , a cause) , for a

touch, for contact.

ta , a. (from , to touch), capable of being touched,

tangible.

1, s. (from , a touching, and 1, desire), the de-

sire of touching or being in contact.

* a , a. (from a, a touching, and 5, desirous) , desir

ous of touching or being in contact.

*ft , a. (from 1, a touching, and 35, desirous), de-

sirous of touching or being in contact.

यऊF, a. (from touch, and F, caused by), caused

F fffffff
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by or arising from a touch or contact ; ad. from or be

cause of a touch or contact.

fias, a. (from , touch, and 13, gone) , past feeling.

€ , a. (from Et, to touch), clear, evident, plain.

1, s. (from , clear, and 5, a speaker), a clear

speaker.

at , a. (from 8, clear, and at , speaking , speaking

clearly or plainly.

at , s. (from , clear, and cat , knowledge) , clear

knowledge, a clear idea.

sta), a (from 8, clear, and fa , speaking) , speaking

clearly or plainly.

, ad. (from 3, clear, and , a form), clearly, plain-

ly, evidently .

at , a. (from , clear, and ú, an object), having clear-

ness or plainness for an object ; s . a clear object.

1, s. (from t , clear), clearness, plainness of pur-

pose.

tu , s. (from , clear), clearness, plainness ofpur-

pose.

, ad. (from , clear, and a , an object) , for clear-

ness, for plainness.

, s. (from , clear, and 3 , a doing), the mak-

ing of a thing clear or plain.

, a. (from , clear, and 75, done), made clear or

plain.

is , a . (from , clear, and 3, become), become clear

or plain.

t& ,, s . (from Jam , a plant) , the name of a plant, (Plan-

tago Isphagool . )

, a. (from , 'to touch) , tangible.

31 , s . (from , tangible) , tangibility.

E , s. (from T, tangible) , tangibility.

, a. (from E , to touch), touched , brought into contact.

1, s . (from , to desire), a wish, a desire.

, a. (from 1 , desire, and 4, means), effected

by means of a wish or desire ; ad. by means of a wish

or desire.

tæta , a. (from 1, desire, and ata , doing), exercis-

ing a wish or desire, wishing, desiring.

Exist , a. (from 1 , desire, and zifa , doing), exercis-

ing a wish or desire , wishing , desiring.

, a. (from 1 ,desire, and , producing) , produ-

cing wishes or desires.

tafis, a. (from , desire, and 33, produced) , pro-

duced by or arising from a wish or desire .

, a . (from 1 , desire, and , producible), produ-

cible by or arising from a wish or desire,

, ad. (loc. case of

*T1.

17), for a wish, for a desire.

tats, a (from , desire, and at , produced , produc-

ed by or arising from a wish or desire .

Eta ad. (from 1, desire, and t , a door), by or

through a wish or desire.

fa , a. (from 1 , desire, and fax , causing to

cease), putting a stop to wishes or desires.

tfacta , a. (from 1 , desire, and fata , preventing),

preventing or resisting wishes or desires .

stfata , s. (from 1, desir e, and fact , a prezenting),

the preventing or resisting of wishes or desires.

äxtfäæſ³, s. (from , desir , and fif , cessation), the

prevention or cessation ofwishes or desires .

axifafas , a. (from 1, desire, and fafa , a cause , caused

by or arising from wishes or desires ; ad. from or be

cause of wishes or desires.

atfafas, ad. (from 1 , desire, and f , a cause` , for

wishes, for desires .

, a. (from 1 , desire, and , before), preceded

by or arising from wishes or desires ; ad. by or through

wishes or desires.

, a . (from i , desire, and , caused by), caus

ed by or arising from wishes or desires ; ad. from or

because of wishes or desires.

ta , a. (from 1 , desire, and a , increasing), increas

ing wishes ordesires.

ta , s . (from 1 , desire, and 1, an increasing) , the

increasing of wishes or desires.

taat, a. (from , desire, and fat, without), without

or beside wishes or desires.

tfat , a . (from 1 , desire, and faft . possessed of

desirous, eager.

getfast , a. (from 1 , desire, and faxia, destitute), desti-

desires .tute of wishes or

ta , s . (from , desire, and , increase) the in-

crease of wishes or desires .

getafafas, a. (from 1 , desire, and af , excepted,

wishes or desires excepted.

tufow , s. (from t, desire, and foraæ, an exception),

the exception of wishes or desires.

tif , ad. (loc, case of test ) , with the excep

tion of wishes or desires, without or beside wishes or

desires.

tatat , s. (from 1 , desire, and att³, an obstacle , an

obstacle to wishes or desires.

tartat , a. (from 1 , desire, and stats , obstruct

ing), operating as an obstacle to wishes or desires.

isa, a. (from 1, desire, and ( , separate), separate
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or distinct from wishes or desires ; ad beside wishes or

desires.

HITSE, a. (from gl , desire, and 7 , a root), originating

from a wish or desire.

, a. (from 1 , desire, and , joined) , connected

with or having wishes or desires.

gtafg, a. (from 1 , desire, and af³, destitute), destitute

of wishes or desires .

ir, a . (from 51 , desire, and 1, empty), destitute of

wishes or desires.

a. (from 1 , desire, and , destitute), destitute

of wishes or desires.

HX133, a. (from W , desire, and
a cause), caused by

or arising from wishes or desires ; ad, from or because

of wishes or desires .

3,8. (from 3, to burst), the expanded head of a serpent,

allum .

, s. (from , to burst) , chrystal, quartz.

Fitxa , a. (from

tal or quartz, quartzose.

ta , s. (from fta, chrystal, and 9, a pillar), a chrys-

tal pillar.

te, chrystal) , chrystal , made of chrys-

3, a. (from ty, to swell), swollen, extended, enlarged,

risen in wealth or importance.

, s . (from ty, to swell), a swelling, enlargement, pros-

perity.

*issæa, a. (from is, enlargement, and 7, to do), causing

a swelling or enlargement, causing prosperity.

Fisætaæ, a. (from , enlargement, and æfiæ, doing),

causing enlargement or prosperity.

ifoetal, a. (from , enlargement, and t , doing),

causing enlargement or prosperity.

7 ,ſs , a. (from i , enlargement, and , producing),

producing enlargement or prosperity.

fa , a . (from ifs , enlargement, and , producible),

producible by or arising from enlargement or prospe-

rity.

ifs , ad. (loc, case of 3) , for swelling, for enlarge-

ment, for prosperity.

স্ফীতিনিবর্ত্তক, a. (from স্ফীতি, enlargement , and নিবর্ত্তক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to enlargement or prosperity.

স্ফীতিনিবারক, a. (from স্ফীতি, enlargement, and নিবারক, pre-

venting), preventing or resisting enlargement or pros

perity.

ata , s. (from , enlargement, and fatal, a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of enlargement or

prosperity.

*ifsfaqfy, s. (from wifs, enlargement, and fiefs, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of enlargement or prosperig

ty.

faffage, a . (from .f , enlargement, andfafaz, a cause),

caused by or arising from enlargement or prosperity;

ad. from or because of enlargement or prosperity.

ff , ad. (from fs, enlargement, and faſts,

cause) , for swelling, for enlargement, for prosperity.

ifsrfsaze , a . (from f³, enlargement, and E, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to enlargement or

prosperity.

f , a . (from Ts , enlargement, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from enlargement or prosperity

ad. from or because of enlargement or prosperity.

fs , a , (from fs , enlargement, and e, increasing),

iffcreasing enlargement or prosperity.

fs , s . (from is, enlargement, and 7, an increas-

ing), the increasing of enlargement or prosperity.

ffant, ad. (from is, enlargement, and fat , without),

without or beside enlargement or prosperity.

isofa, s. (from is, enlargement, and zf , increase), the

increase of enlargement or prosperity.

Fifcuffas, a. (from ifs, enlargement, and af , ex-

cepted), enlargement or prosperity excepted.
4

স্ফীতিব্যতিরেক, s . (from স্ফীতি, enlargement, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of enlargement or prosperi-

ty.

Isufine, ad. (loc . case of fuft ), with the ex-

ception of enlargement or prosperity, without or beside

enlargement or prosperity.

is , a. (from ifs, enlargement, and a, separate),

separate or distinct from enlargement or prosperity ;

ad. beside enlargement or prosperity.

fs , a. (from is, enlargement, and cas, a cause),

caused by or arising from enlargement or prosperity ;

ad. from or because of enlargement or prosperity.

fs, s. (from , to swell) , the buttocks .

, s. (from , to burst), a bursting, a cracking, a break-

ing.

, s. (from , to burst), a bursting, abreaking, a crack-

ing.

tra, s. (from , to burst, and T , fruit), the precise

area or superficial content,

, s. (from , to burst), a kibe or tumor, a swelling of

the feet , the name of a wild fruit of the cucurbitaceous

order, (Cucumis Momordica. )

f , s . (from animitative sound, and fax, a mark or

sign), a spark of fire .

Ffffffff2

s. (from
to sound), thunder, a clap of thunder.
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, s. (from , to shake), a tremulous motion or palpita-

tion occasioned by surprize or joy, excitation, stimula-

tion.

, . (from , excitation, and a, to do), exciting,

palpitating, causing a tremulous motion , stimulating.

, a. (from , excitation, and 34, means), effect-

ed by means of palpitation or excitation ; ad, by means

of palpitation or excitation.

* sa , a. (from , excitation, and 7☎, producing),

producing palpitation or tremulous motion, exciting,

stimulating.

1, a. (from 4f , excitation, and 1, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a palpitation or tren.ulous

motion.

fém , ad. (loc . case of ), for palpitation , for ex-

citation, for stimulation.

fatai, ad. (from , excitation, and at?, a door), by or

through palpitation or excitation .

, a . (from , excitation, and fas, causing to

cease), causing palpitation or excitation to cease .

fiztae, a. (from fé, excitation, and faætzē, prevent-

ing , preventing or resisting palpitation or excitation.

fata , 8. (from , excitation, and fata , a prevent-

ing , the preventing or resisting of paipitation or exci-

tation.

fa , s . (from , excitation , and f53, cessation),

the cessation or prevention of palpitation or excitati-

on.

ffas, a. (from , excitation , and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from palpitation or excitation : ad.

from or because of palpitation or excitation .

fa , ad. (from , excitation, and fafa , a cause),

for palpitation, for excitation, for stimulation.

, a. (from , excitation, and , b·fore) , prece-

ded by or arising from palpitation or stimulation ; ad.

by or through palpitation or excitation,

***, ɑ . (from f , excitation, and gaa, ob-

:tructing , operating as an obstacle to palpitation or

excitation.

, a, (from , excitation, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from palpitation or excitation ; ad.

from or because of palpitation or excitation .

, ad. (from , excitation, and fant, without,

without or beside palpitation or excitation.

, a. (from , excitation , and fast , possessed

o ), palpitating, excited, stimulated.

ffìa, a . (from , excitation, and fina, destitute),

destitute ofexcitation or palpitation,

www.

foffa , a. (from , excitation, and fa , except-

ed , excitation or palpitation excepted .

ffs , s . (from , excitation, and fæ, an exa

ception), the exception of excitation or palpitation.

farfstats, ad. (loc. case of fift? ), with the excep-

tion of excitation or palpitation, without or beside ex.

citation or palpitation..

ftats, s. (from 3, excitation, and estate, an obsts-

cle), an obstacle to excitation or palpitation.

tats , a. (from , excitation, and sa, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to palpitation or

excitation.

, a . (from , excitation , and (sa , separate), separ-

ate or distinct from excitation or palpitation ; ad. be-

side excitation or palpitation.

*féatą, a. (from *Í, excitation), excited, palpitating.

, a. (from , excitation, and ,joined), connect-

ed with or possessing excitation or palpitation.

ffx³, a. (from , excitation, and f³, destitute),

destitute of excitation or palpitation.

, a . ( from , excitation, and * , empty), desti-

tute of excitation or palpitation.

, a. (from , excitation , and ₹7, desti´ute), des-

titute of excitation or palpitation.

*főleg , a . (from f , excitation, and (F3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from excitation or palpitation , ad

from or because of excitation or palpitation.

tta, s. (from , to burst), a rupture, a hernia, a burst.

ing, a rending, a gimblet, an auger,

, v. a. (from , to recollect), to recollect, to remember.

, a. (from™, to remember ), recollecting, remembering ;

s. Cupid.

* d, s. (from™, to remember), a recollection, a remember-

ing.

1, s. (from , a recollecting, and a , a deer), a

person who recollects or remembers.

Ħata , ɑ. (from I , a recollecting, and sizə, doing),

recollecting, remembering.

Wadata), a. (from 4, a recollecting, and #tfx7, doing),

recollecting, remembering.

, a. (from 4, a recollecting, and 1, producible ,

producible by or arising from recollecting or remember

ing.

gd171, ad. (loc. case of 7), for recollecting or re-

membering.

1, ad. (from 4, a recollecting, and Ti , a door),

by or through recollecting or remembering.

fada, a. (from 4 , a recollecting, and fe , caus
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ing to cease), putting a stop to recollecting or remem-

bering.

স্মরণনিবারক, a . (from স্মরণ , a recollecting, and নিবারক, pre-

renting , preventing or resisting recollection or remem-

bering.

স্মরণনিবারণ , s. (fron) , a recollecting, and নিবারণ , a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of recollection or

remembering.

স্মরণনিবৃত্তি, s. ( from স্মরণ, a recollecting and নিবৃত্তি, cessati

on), the prevention or cessation of recollection or re-

membering.

6

ff , a. (from , a recollecting, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from recollecting or remembering;

dd. from or because of recollecting or remembering.

fal , ad. (from 34, a recollecting, and fas, a

cause), for recollecting, for remembering.

, a. (from 4 , arecollecting, and , before) , pre-

ceded by or arising from recollecting or remembering ;

ad. by or through recollecting or remembering.

fs , a. (from , a recollecting, and fax , ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to recollecting or

remembering.

, a. (from , a recollecting, and F, caused

by), caused by or arising from recollecting or remem-

bering ; ad. from or because of recollecting or remem-

bering.

fan1, ad. (from 4. a recollecting, and fant , without),

without orbeside recollecting or remembering.

fa , a. (from 4 , arecollecting, and faft , possess-

ed), possessed of recollection or memory,

fa , a. (from 4, a recollecting, and fat , destitute),

destitute of recollection or memory.

স্মরণব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from স্মরণ , a recollecting, and বাতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), recollection or remembering excepted.

, s . (from , a recollecting, and fee, an

exception), the exception of recollecting or remember-

ing.

স্মরণব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case ofস্মরণব্যতিরেক), with the excep

tion of recollecting or remembering, without or beside

recollecting or remembering.

, s. (from , a recollecting, and artats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to recollecting or remembering.

, a. (from , a recollecting, and atta, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to recollecting or

remembering.

fa, a. (from 4, a recollecting, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from recollecting or remembering;

ad. beside recollecting or remembering.

,

, a. (from ad, a recollecting, and , a root),

originating from recollecting or remembering.

, a. (from 4 , a recollecting, and T , joined), con-

nected with recollecting or remembering.

atstr, a. (from , a recollecting, and catst , worthy),

worthy of being recollected or remembered. *

fs, a. (from , a recollecting, and af , destitute),

destitute of recollection or memory.

, a. (from , a recollecting, and T, empty), des-

titute of recollection or memory..

41 , n. (from , a recollecting, and a, destitute),

-destitute of recollection or memory.

45 a. (from ad, a recollecting, and , a cause),

caused by or arising from recollecting or remembering ;

ad. from or because of recollecting or remembering.

11, s . (from 4 , a recollecting, and atat , desire),

the desire of recollecting or remembering.

tata , a. (from 4, a recollecting, and stat , desire

ous), desirous of recollecting or remembering.

dta , a (from 4, a recollecting, and , unfit), un-

worthy of being recollected or remembered.

স্মরনাভিলাষ, s. (from স্মরণ , a recollecting, and অভিলাষ, de-

sire), the desire of recollecting or remembering.

atstat, a. (from 4, a recollecting, and fantfa , de-

sirous), desirous of recollecting or remembering.

, a (from 4 , a recollecting, and , un-

worthy), unworthy of being recollected or remember-

ed.

ata. (from 4, a recollecting, and , desirous),

desirous of recollecting or remembering.

dit , ad. (from 4. recollecting, and su, an object), for

recollecting, for the purpose of remembering.

at , a . (from 4, a recollecting, and , fit), worthy

ofbeing recollected or remembered.

, a, (from , to remember), recognizable, fit to be

recollected or remembered.

, s. (from , a recollecting, and , desire), the

desire of recollecting or remembering.

, a. (from , a recollecting, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous of recollecting or remembering.

, a. (from 4, a recollecting, and 5, desirous),

desirous of recollecting or remembering.

at , a. (from a , a recollecting, and s , suited

to), fit to be recollected or remembered. 1

af , s. (from 3, Cupid, and fat, an enemy), Shiva.

wafa, s. (from 3, Cupid, and fa, an enemy), Shiva.

an, a. (from to recollect), recognizable, worthy ofbe

ing recollected or remembered.rada
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Hias, a. (from ™, to recollect), bringing tothe memory or

recollection ; s . a remembrancer, a recorder.

„ztó, a. (from #5, recollected), embraced by the memory or

recollection, recollected .

igata, s . (from , recollected, and æt , time), the time

which a person can recollect. Hindoo lawyers state this

to be an hundred years.

, a. (from , to recollect), recognizable, worthy of be-

ing recollected or remembered.

3, a. (from fu, to smile), smiled , smiling.

5, a. (from , to recollect), recollected, remembered.

³, s. (from , to recollect), recollection , memory, remem-

brance, the body of Hindoo laws, jurisprudence.

з , a . (from 3 , jurisprudence, and 4 , means) ,

effected by means ofthe writings on Hindoo law, effect-

ed by recollection or memory ; ad. by means of the

writings on Hindoo law, by means of recollection or

memory,

#fæta , s. ( from , jurisprudence, and atæ, doing),

the author of a work uponjurisprudence ; a. recollect-

ing, remembering.

stat, a. (from , jurisprudence, and ifa , doing),

writing works on jurisprudence, recollecting, remem-

bering.

fat , a. (from , jurisprudence, and , eminent),

eminent in the knowledge of Hindoo law.

#f357 , ɑ. (from ſ³, jurisprudence, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from writings on Hindoo law,

producible by or arising from recollection or memory.

1, ad. (loc. case of 1) , for writings on Hindoo

law, for recollection, for memory.

, a. (from , jurisprudence , and , to know) , ac-

quainted with the writings upon Hindoo law.

31, s. (from , acquainted with Hindoo law), an

acquaintance with Hindoo law.

¤¶, 8. (from fs , acquainted with Hindoo law), an

acquaintance with Hindoo law.

31, 8. (from , jurisprudence, and t , one who

knows), a person versed in Hindoo law.

#fota, s. (from ſ³, jurisprudence, and t , knowledge),

a knowledge of Hindoo law.

# tæ, a. (from , jurisprudence, and ¬† æ, making

known), making known the system of Hindoo law.

#fs=147, 8. (from ³, jurisprudence , and t , a mak-

ing known), the making known of Hindoo law.

স্মৃতিজ্ঞাপয়িতা , s . (from স্মৃর্তি, jurisprudence, and জাপয়িত্ব, one

who makes known), a person who makes known or pub-

lishes the jurisprudence of the Hindoos.

তি..

ftat, ad. (from 5, jurisprudence, and ata; a door);

by or through Hindoo jurisprudence, by or through re-

collection or memory.

, a. (from 3 , jurisprudence, and f , eminent),

eminent in the science of Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিনিবর্ত্তক, a. ( from স্মৃতি, jurisprudence, and নির্ব্বক, causing

to cease), putting a stop to the system of Hindoo law,

putting a stop to recollection or memory.

faataæ, a. (from ³, jurisprudence, and fiataæ, pre-

venting), resisting or preventing the writings on Hindoo

jurisprudence.

fata , s. (froms , jurisprudence, and faatad, a pre-

venting), the resisting or preventing ofHindoo jurispru

dence,

# fiqf³, s. (from ³, jurisprudence, and faafe, cessation),

the prevention or cessation of Hindoo jurisprudence.

foffas , a. (from , jurisprudence, and fifa , a cause),

caused by or arising from Hindoo jurisprudence or

from memory ; ad. from or because of Hindoo jurispru

dence or memory.

fsfafate, ad. (from , jurisprudence, and fifa , a cause),

for recollection or memory, for Hindoo law.

18, s. (from 3 , jurisprudence, and 1 , a reading),

the reading of the books on Hindoo jurisprudence, the

text of the books on Hindoo jurisprudence.

#fate, a. (from , jurisprudence, and , reading),

reading or repeating the writings on Hindoo jurispru

dence.

, a. (from 3 , jurisprudence, and if , reading),

reading or repeating the writings on Hiudeo jurispru

dence.

Яta , a. (from jurisprudence, and ta , able), able

or eminent in the science ofjurisprudence.

tast, a . (from , jurisprudence, and test, gone to

thefurther side) , completely acquainted with Hindoe

jurisprudence.

, a . (from , jurisprudence, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from Hindoo jurisprudence or

from memory ; ad. from or because of Hindoo jurispru

dence or memory.

, ´8 . (from #fs, jurisprudence, and 1 , a speaker),

a person who declares or speaks of Hindoo jurispru

dence.

fatal, a. (from , jurisprudence, and at , speaking),

speaking of Hindoo jurisprudence.

fe, a. (from , jurisprudence, and fa̸ , knowing),

acquainted with Hindoo jurisprudence.

fant, ad. (from , jurisprudence, and f , without),
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without or beside memory or recollection, without or

beside Hindoo law.

ff , a . (from 3 , jurisprudence, and fax , opposed

to), contrary to the books of Hindoo jurisprudence.

fata, s. (from , jurisprudence, and fatata, opposi

tion), opposition or contrariety to the books of Hindoo

jurisprudence.

fatal, a. (from , jurisprudence, and faft , possess-

ed of) , possessed of memory or recollection , possessed

of a system ofjurisprudence .

ff , a. (from , jurisprudence, and fasta , destitute),

37, s. (from , the doctrine of Hindoo law,

and t , a going , the walking or acting according to

the doctrine of Hindoo law.

Higastega, s. (from 3, the doctrine ofHindoo law,

and , a depending on) , a profession of or adher

ence to the doctrines of Hindoo law.

#sastra ), a. (from , the doctrine ofHindeo law,

and af , depending on) , professing or adhering to

the doctrines of Hindoo law.

, a. (from , jurisprudence, and , a rost),

founded on Hindoo jurisprudence .

destitute of memory or recollection, destitute of a sys- , a , (from 3, jurisprudence, and F , joined), con-

nected with Hindoo jurisprudence, connected with or

having memory or recollection.

tem ofjurisprudence.

, jurisprudence, and ca , one who

³,

, s. (from

knows), a person acquainted with Hindoo jurispru- outs , a . (from , jurisprudence, and cuts , worthy),

worthy of the science of Hindoo jurisprudence, worthy

of a place in the memory or recollection.

dence.

stat , s . (from 3, jurisprudence, and cat , one who

knows), a person acquainted with Hindoo jurispru- sas, a. (from , jurisprudence, and , destitute),

dence.

tata, s. (from 3 , jurisprudence, and cata, knowledge),

the knowledge of Hindoo jurisprudence.

tata , a. (from , jurisprudence, and caia, know-

ing), acquainted with or making known the science of

Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিব্যতিরিক্ত, a . (from স্মৃর্তি, jurisprudence, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, ex-

cepted), memory or recollection excepted, jurisprudence

excepted.

স্মৃতিব্যতিরেক, ৪. (from স্মৃর্তি, jurisprudence, and ব্যতিরেক, an

exception), the exception of memory or recollection,

the exception of jurisprudence.

#fsriforatæ, ad. (loc. case of fufora ), with the excep-

tion of jurisprudence, with the exception of memory

cr recollection , without or beside jurisprudence, with-

out or beside memory or recollection.

#f3n43, a. (from ³,jurisprudence, and ñ³, opposed),

opposed or contrary to the system ofjurisprudence.

fozzato, s. (from Ts, jurisprudence, and t , a

profession), the profession of jurisprudence.

destitute of jurisprudence, destitute of memory or re-

collection.

t , s. (from , jurisprudence, and science), the

science of Hindoo law, the books on Hindoo jurispru

dence.

, a. (from , the science ofHindoo law,

and 4, means), effected by means of the science of

Hindoo jurisprudence ; ad. by means of the science of

Hindoo jurisprudence.

*a, o. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , eminent), eminent in the science of Hindoo

jurisprudence.

, s. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , a walking), the walking or acting according

to the writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

, a. (from , the science of Hindoo law ,

and , producible), producible by or arising from the

science of or writings on Hindoo law.

, ad. (loc. case of ), for the science

of or writings on Hindoo law.

fentit, a. (from , jurisprudence, and zato,, . (from , the science of Hindoo law, and
atfga,

professing), professing the science of jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিব্যবস্থা , s. ( from স্মৃতি, jurisprudence, and ব্যবস্থা, a law), a

command or ordinance of law.

se, a. (from ³, jurisprudence, and fa, separate),

separate or distinct from jurisprudence ; ad. without

jurisprudence.

#as, a. (from , jurisprudence, and 3, approved),

approved by or corresponding with the writings on

Hindoo jurisprudence ; s . the doctrine of Hindoo law.

a.

, to know), acquainted with the science of Hindoo

jurisprudence .

# 1 , s. (from , acquainted with the science

of Hindoo law), a knowledge of the science of Hindoo

jurisprudence.

, s. (from , acquainted with the science

of Hindoo law , a knowledge of the science ofHindoo

law.

, s. (from , the science of Hindoo law,
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and at , one who knows), a person who is acquainted

with the science of Hindoo law.

ta, s . (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , knowledge), a knowledge of the science of

Hindoo law.

a, (from , the science ofHindoo late,

and 1 , making known), giving information upon the

science ofHindoo jurisprudence.

8. (from it , the science of Hindoo law,

and 1 , a making known), the giving information up-

on the science of Hindoo jurisprudence.

1, s . (from , the science of Hindoo

law, and tf , one who makes known ) , a person who

gives information upon the science of Hindoo jurispru

dence.

, ad. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and at , a door), by or through the science ofHindoo

jurisprudence.

tafid, a . (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and fat , eminent), eminent in the science of Hindoo

jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রনিবর্ত্তক , a. (from স্মৃতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofHindoolaw,

and fa , causing to cease), putting an end to the

science or books of Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রনিবারক, a. ( from স্মৃতিশাস্ত্র, the science of Hindoo

law, andfate, preventing), preventing or resisting the

writings on Hindoo jurisprudence.

fotre fatad, s. (from , the science ofHindoo law,

and fata , a preventing), the preventing or resisting

of the writings on Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রনিবৃত্তি, s . (from স্মৃতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofHindoo lar,

and fafs, cessation), the cessation or prevention ofthe

writings on Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রনিমিত্তক, a. (from স্মৃতিশাস্ত্র, the science ofHindooIne,

and fafa , a cause), caused by or arising from the sci-

ence of Hindoo law ; ud. from or because of the science

of Hindoo law.

, ad. ( from t , the science of Hindoo low,

and fafa , a cause , for the science of or writings upon

Hindoo jurisprudence,

#fe»tää† , s. (from , the science of Hindo law, and

18, a reading) , the reading or study of the writings

upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

, a. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , reading), reading or studying the writings

upon Hindoojurisprudence.

tatt , a. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and Aff , reading), reading or studying the writings

upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

a. (from it , the science of Hindoo law,

and F, caused by), caused by or arising from the

science of Hindoo law; ad. from or because of the

science of Hindoo law.

, a. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and fa̸ , to know), acquainted with the science of or

writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

fat, ad. (from , the science ofHindoo law,

and fat, without), without or beside the science of or

writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

, a . (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and f , opposed to), contrary to the writings upon

Hindoo jurisprudence .

fecata, s . from st the science of Hindeo law,

and fata, opposition), contrariety or opposition to the

science of Hindoo law."

স্মৃতিশাভ্রবিশারদ , a (from
th the science of Hindoodaw,

and fra , eminent), eminently skilled in the science

of Hindoo jurisprudence.

8. ( from , the science of Hindoo law,

and ca , one who knows) , a person who is acquainted

with the science of Hindoo law.

, s . (from f , the science of Hindoo late,

and et , one who knows), a person who is acquainted

with the science of Hindoo law.

#sta, s (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and cat , knowledge), a knowledge of the science of

Hindoo jurisprudencé.

Ff3*tzlataæ, 2 (from #fз#iH, the science of Hindoo law,

and et , knowing), knowing or making known the

science of Hindoo jurisprudence.

ufas, a. (from , the science of Hindoo

law, and eff , excepted), the science of Hindoo jus

risprudence excepted.

fimufta , s . (fromst , the science ofHindos

law, and afsig , an exception) , the exception of the

science of Hindoo jurisprudence .

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রগুতিয়েক ) , with the

exception of the science of Hindoo jurisprudence, with

out or beside the science of Hindoo jurisprudence .

8. (from #st , the science ofHindoo law,

t , a profession ) , the profession of the science

of Hindoo jurisprudence.

and

** ), a. (from , the science of Hindos ·

tf , professing), professing the science
low, and

of Hindeo jurisprudence .
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স্মৃতি,

tafa, a. (from , the science ofHindoo law, and

fea, separate), separate or distinct from the science of

Hindoo jurisprudence ; ad. beside the science of Hindoo

jurisprudence.

fis, a. (from , the science ofHindoo law ,

and 3 , approved), approved by the writings on Hin

doo jurisprudence ; s . the way or doctrine approved by

the writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

, e . (from 3, the doctrine of Ilin-

doojurisprudence, and 4, to dependon), a depend-

ing upon or making profession of the doctrines taught

in the writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রমতাবলম্বী , a. (from স্মৃতিশাস্ত্রমত , the doctrine of Hin

doo jurisprudence, and af , depending on), depend-

ing on or making profession of the doctrines taught in

books of Hindoo jurisprudence .

{3*†Œæg☎, a. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , a root), founded on the doctrines of or writings

upon Hindeo jurisprudence.

#fsitas, a . (from
the science of Hindoo law,

and , approved) , approved by the writings upon

Hindoo jurisprudence.

foxhofas, 1. (from , the science ofHindoo law,

and f , accomplished , proved or established by the

writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

female , u. (from ästä, the science of Hindoo law,

and , a cause), caused by or arising from the sci-

ence of Hindoo jurisprudence ; ad. from or because of

the science of Hindoo jurisprudence.

1 , s. (from fs , the science of Hindoo law,

and , a reading), the reading or study of the

writings upon Hindeo jurisprudence.

and at , search) , a search into or investigation of

the science of Hindoo jurisprudence,

tatal, a. (from , the science of Hindoo

law, and fa , searching) , searching into or in.

vestigating the science of Hindos jurisprudence.

, a. (from , the science of Hindoo

law, and if , searching), searching into or in

vestigating the science of Hindʊo law.

fat, a. (from ste, the science ofHindoo law,

and if ,following), following upon or according

with the writings upon Hindeo jurisprudence.

ta, ad. (from the science of Hindo●

law , and I, afollowing) , according to the writings

upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

, a. (from st , the science ofHindoo law,

and af , not opposed), not opposed or contrary to

the writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

# 31ifca18, s . (from #fsst , the science of Hindos

lew, and faṛtā, non-opposition ) , the absence of op-

position or contrariety to the writings upon Hindoo ju-

risprudence.

Histgao, ɑ. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , notfounded on) , not founded upon the writ-

ings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

fizius, a . (from 3 , the science of Hindos law,

and I, not approved), not approved by the writings

upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতিশাস্ত্র। a. from the science of Hindoo law,

and f , not accomplished), not proved or established

by the writings upon Hindoo law.

star , a (from Es , jurisprudence, and T, empty), des-

titute of a system ofjurisprudence,

314, a. (from , the science of Ilindoo

law, and tЯ , causing to read) , causing to read or

study the science of Hindoo jurisprudence ; s. a person

who directs the studies of others in Hindoo jurispru- , s . (from fs, jurisprudence, and

dence.

#{s7° 14*, a. (from ³, jurisprudence, and ¬ †Яæ, esta.

blishing , establishing the system of Hindoo jurispru

3 : 121971, s . (from ft , the science ofHindoo law,

and 2 , a causing to read,, the causing of a per-

son to read or study the writings upon Hindoo law.

#fax : 131 , s. (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and , a reader), a person who reads or studies the

writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

#fs=1&ta¶txt, a . (from , the science of Hindoo law,

and 81 , following), following upon or correspond-

ing with the writings upon Hin oo jurisprudence.

fel , s . (from 41 , the science ofHindoo law,

dence.

td , an

establishing , the establishing of the system of Hindoo

jurisprudence.

4 , a. (from , jurisprudence, and 3 , approv

ed), approved by the writings upon jurisprudence.

# s¬ta , a . (from ¤,jurisprudence, and . accomplisk-

able , accomplishable or capable of being established

by the writings upon jurisprudence .

fofa , a. (from 3 , jurisprudence, and fa , accomplish-

ed) , proved or established by the writings upon Hindoo

jurisprudence.

, a. (from , jurisprudence, and c , a cause),

Gggggggg
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caused by or arising from the system of Hindoo juris-

prudence ; ad. from or because of the system of Hin-

deo jurisprudence.

quan , s. (from

و

, jurisprudence, and tigz, a read-

ing , the reading or study of the writings on Hindoo

jurisprudence.

quinte, a. (from Ƒ³, jurisprudence, and â †Яæ, caus-

ing to read , causing to read or study the writings on

Hindoo jurisprudence ; s . a person who superintends.

the studies of others in Hindoojurisprudence.

restant, s. (from #f³, jurisprudence, and asta , a

causing to read) , the causing of a person to read or

study the writings upon Hindeo jurisprudence.

L 1931, s. (from f³, jurisprudence, and artefog,

one who causes to read) , a person who causes others to

read or study the writings upon Hindoo jurisprudence.

3231, s . (from , jurisprudence, and sig, one who

reads), a person who reads or studies the writings up-

on Hindoo jurisprudence.

raust, a. (from [³, jurisprudence, and if , fol-

lowing , following upon or corresponding with Hindoo

jurisprudence.

8. (from f³, jurisprudence , and æta,

search), a search into or investigation of Hindoo juris-

prudence.

মূভনুসন্ধ:নী, a. (from স্মৃডি, jurisprudence, and অनूসন্ধানি,

searching), searching into or investigating Hindoo ju-

risprudence.

ta , a. (from , jurisprudence, and af , fol-

lowing), following upon or corresponding with Hindoo

jurisprudence.

, ad. (from³, jurisprudence, and at?, ɑ

following), according to Hindoo jurisprudence.

3737, s . (from fs , jurisprudence, and 6 , another),

another treatise on Hindoo jurisprudence .

, d. (from 3, jurisprudence, and ſaa, not

contrary), not opposed or contrary to the writings up-

on Hindoo jurisprudence.

স্মৃতাবিরোধ , s. (from স্মৃতি, jurisprudence, and অবিরোধ, non-

opposition), non-opposition to the writings on Hindoo

jurisprudence.

, s. (from , toooze), an oozing or trickling, a flow-

ing, air, wind, water, a going swiftly, a car.

স্যন্দনারোহ, s. (from , a car, and wilta, a mounting

on), a warrior who fights in a car.
•

zatiated. s . (from 4 , a car, and aflated, a mount-

ing on), the mounting on a car.

fat , a. (from

ist.

to ooze), oozing , trickling , running

as liquids do ; s. saliva .

stat, a. (from tat, wise), wise, clever, ingenious.

Ana, 8. (from AJ , to reason) , a wife's brother.

3, a. (from fx to sew), sewed , stitched ; s. a sack.

³, s. (from , to sew), a sewing or stitching, of.

spring, lineage.

8. (from , to relinquish) , a garland or wreath of

flowers, a necklace.

, a (from 5 , a garland) , wearing a garland or neck.

lace.

HT, v. n. (from 4, to ooze), to ooze or drop, to flow as a

liquid.

, s. (from , to ooze), an oozing or dropping, a trickling

or flowing as liquids .

, s. (from , to ooze) , an oozing, a flowing, a trickling,

perspiration , urine.

, s. (from a creator), a creator, a maker.

, s. (from 3, to create), a creator , a maker.

HUS , s. (from ZE, a creator), creatorship.

, s . (from , a creator), creatorship.

, s. (from . to drop), a sacrificial ladle or long spoon

usually made ofwood.

, a. (from ,to drop) , dropped, flowed, dropping, flow-

ing.

4 , s. (from , to drop), a ladle with two excavations.

(F/38, s. (from F, toflow), a current or stream, the flow or

course ofwater, an organ of sense.

CG , a. (from 3 , a stream, and F, causedby,

causedby or arising from a current or stream ; ad. from

or because of a current or stream .

(Afs:πa , «. (from ‹ ƒ³ , a current , and I, empty), des-

titute of a stream or current.

tsas), s. (from 3 , a current), a river ; a. having a

stream or current.

cartaz, s. (from † , a stream, and 37, antimony ,

antimony.

35 , s. (from 3 , antimony, and ashes,

the calx of antimony.

traffaf , a. (from , a current, and fe , pos-

sessed of), having a stream or current.

trotfagia, a. (from (πt35, a current, aud fixìa, destitute),

destitute of a stream or current .

(FN3tyF, a. (from cЯtз¾, a current, and TF, joined), con-

nected with or having a stream or current.

Fiestas, a. (from 3 , a current, and as, destitute),

destitute of a stream or current.
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cafesteta, a . (from tз , a current, and £17, destitute), des-

titute of a stream or current.

, a. (from
3 , a current, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from a stream or current ; al.

from or because of a stream or current.

, s. (from , to sound), self, identity, individuality, wealth,

property, the soul. In algebra a positive or affirmative

quantity ; a. own.

a , a. (from A, own), own, peculiar, proper.

za , a. (from , own, and a, work), a person's own

work or duty.

zaxes , a . (from
, own work, and , to do), work-

ing for one's self, doing his own work ; s . a person who

does work on his own account.

zatú, a. (from A, own, and ta̸ , work) , the duties pecu-

liar to a person , a person's own work.

ì , a . (from , own), own, peculiar, proper.

TI, a. (from T, self, and st3, gone), kept to one's self,

apart, aside.

, a. (from prep. and , a limb), handsome, well-shap-

ed.

, a. (from prep, and , clear), pure , free from soil

or stain, transparent, pellucid, white, sound, healthy,

convalescent.

531 , s . (from , pure), purity, transparency, pellucid-

ness, soundness.

ALI, s . (from I , pure) , purity, transparency, pellucid-

ness , soundness.

7 , s . (from &, transparent, and 5 , a thing), the

chrystalline humour.

z , ɑ. (from , own, and , well), spontaneous , unre-

strained, voluntary , uncontroulled , self-willed ; s . a per-

son's own will.

* , a. (from ™ , a person's own will, and Я , be-

fore), preceded by or arising from a person's own will ,

spontaneous, voluntary, unrestrained ; ad. spontaneous-

ly, freely, voluntarily.

, s . (from , clear , and t , a leaf), talc mineral.

Ata , s . (from , transparent, and eat , a

separatingmembrane ) , in anatomy the septum lucidum.

z , n. (from 7, self, and , to be produced), born or pro-

duced from a person ; s. a son, perspiration.

■ , s. (from , own , and 7, a person) , a distant relati-

on, a person belonging to one's family.

即

4573114, s. (from , a person belonging to one's own

family, and arts . re linquishment), the relinquishment of

a person's own relations or dependents.

ૐ,

3731st, a. (from 7 , a person belonging to one's own

family, and artista, relinquishing), relinquishing his

own family or relations.

forts, s. (from , a person belonging to one's

own family, and fortst , relinquishment), the relin-

quishment of one's own family or relations.

kuntal, a. (from 57, a person belonging to one's own

family, and 31st , relinquishing), relinquishing his

own family or relations.

fs, s. (from A, own, and Gifs, a class) , a person's own

class or nation, a person of the same class or nation

with ourselves.

ts , a. (from tfs , a person's own class) , belonging

to one's own class or nation.

ta, s. (from ¤, own, and ta, knowledge) , a person's

own knowledge, self-knowledge.

ta , & (from 1 , a person's own knowledge, and

, a speaking), the proclaiming of one's own wis-

dom.

AI:, ad. (from I, self), of itself, from itself.

XII, a. (from I, own, and 35, inclination), independent, un-

restrained, uncontroulled, separate, not subject to the

authority of parents, master of one's own actions.

31, s. (from 35, independent), independence, unre-

strainedness.

зst , a. (from 31, independence, and , produ

cible), producible by or arising from independence or

unrestrainedness.

It , ad. (loc . case of a ), for independence,

for unrestrainedness.

31faf3 , a. (from 1 , independence, and ff , a

cause), caused by or arising from independence or un-

restrainedness ; ad. from or because ofindependence or

unrestrainedness .

স্বতন্ত্রতাণিমিত্তে, ad. ( from স্বতন্ত্রতা , independence, and নিত্তি, ৫

cause), for independence, for unrestrainedness.

* 53***, a. (from 3531 , independence, and , before),

preceded by or arising from independence or unre-

strainedness ; ad. by or through independence or un-

restrainedness.

, a. (from 3 , independence, and , caus-

ed by), caused by or arising from independence or un-

restrainedness ; ad. from or because of independence r

unrestrainedness.

3531fant , ad. (from 31, independence, and feat , with-

out), without or beside independence or unrestrained-

ness.

GEEEEEEE?
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1.
MT.

স্বতন্ত্রতাব্যতিরিক্ত, ব্যতিরিক্ত,ortofofte, a. (from 31 , independence, and foft , | , s. (from , proprietorship, and , destruction),

excepted), independence or un restrainedness excepted.

স্বতন্ত্রতাব্যতিরেক, s. ( from স্বতন্ত্রতা , independence , and বাতিরেক,

an exception), the exception of independence or un-

restrainedness.

fi , ad. ( loc, case off ), with the

exception of independence or unrestrainedness, with-

out or beside independence or unrestrainedness .

3531fsa, a. (from 331, independence, and fea, sep-

rate), separate or distinct from independence or unre-

strainedness ; ad, beside independence or unrestrained-

ness.

35 , a. (from 3 , independence, and , a

cause), caused by or arising from independence or un-

restrainedness ; ad. from or because of independence

or unrestrainedness.

WIZI, 8. (from 235, independent), independence, unre-

strainedness.

I, s. (from , own), a right of property, proprietorship,

ownership, personal identity, self- existence.

WIZI, a. (from I, proprietorship, and , to do), exercis-

ing a proprietary right.

ZIZ, a. (from , proprietorship, and ad , means),

effected by means of a proprietary right ; ad. by means

of a proprietary right.

348, a. (from I, proprietorship, and , producing),

producing ownership, creating a right of property.

, a. (from , proprietorship, and 3f43, produc

ed), produced by or arising from ownership or proprie

tary right.

, a. (from I, proprietorship, and 1, producible),

producible by or arising from ownership or proprietary

right.

, ud. (loc. case of 7 ), for a right of property,

for a proprietary right, for ownership, for proprietor.

ship.

, a. (from , proprietorship , and tæ, making

known), making known a right of property.

8. (from , propietorship, and 1 , a making

known), the making known a right of property.

31st, s. (from , proprietorship, and sits, relinquish-

ment), the relinquishment of ownership or proprietary

right.

its), a. (from proprietorship, and rfa, relinquish-

ing), relinquishing ownership or proprietary right,

ti, ad. (from I, proprietorship, and † , a dvor), by

or through ownership or proprietary right.

destruc

the loss or extinction of proprietary right.

TIJ°Ã™, «. (from I, proprietorship, and t , destruc.

tive), destroying or extinguishing proprietary right.

a. (from , proprietorship, and

tive), destroying or extinguishing proprietary right.

att, s. (from , proprietorship, and 1 , destruction),

the destruction or extinction of proprietary right.

, a. (from , proprietorship, and at , destruc

tive), destroying or extinguishing proprietaryright.

IfħTÍ☎, ɑ (from , proprietorship, and five, causing

to cease), causing proprietary right or ownership to

cease.

axfactae, a. (from , proprietorship, and fixtzæ, pre-

venting), resisting or preventing proprietary right.

fat , s. (from , proprietorship, and fazza, a pre-

venting), the resisting or preventing of proprietary

right.

affa, s. (from , proprietorship, and faza, cessation ,

the prevention or cessation of proprietary right.

zafafaze, a. (from , proprietorship, and fifªs, a cause),

caused by or arising from a right of property ; ad, from

or because of proprietary right.

fafats, ad. (from , proprietorship, and fifa , a cause),

for a right of property, for ownership, for proprietary

right.

f , a . (from , proprietorship, and f ,ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to proprietary

right.

, a. (from , proprietorship, and , causedby),

caused by or arising from proprietary right ; ad . from

or because of proprietary right.

, a. (from , wealth), wealthy, possessed of proper

ty, having a right of property.

ft, ad. (from , proprietorship, and feat, without),

without or beside ownership or proprietary right.

fat , a. (from , proprietorship, and fat , deo

stroying), destroying or extinguishing proprietary right,

fa , a. (from , proprietorship, and fafa, possess,

ed of), possessed of or having a proprietary right.

, a. (from proprietorship, and fata, destitute ,

destitute ofownership or a right of property.

ufsfas, a . (from proprietorship, and fats, es

cepted), ownership or proprietary right excepted,

aufata , s. (from , proprietorship, and wfs , an

exception), the exception of proprietary right.

f , ad. (loc, case of us ), with the excep
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tion of proprietary tight, without or beside proprieta-

ry right,

utato, s. (from
proprietorship, and stats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to proprietary right.

autatzæ, a . (from I, proprietorship, and artatse, ob-

structing , operating as an obstacle to ownership or

proprietary right,

Isa, a . (from I, proprietorship, and fsa, separate), se-

parate or distinct from ownership or proprietary right ;

al. beside ownership or proprietary right.

IIIIP, a. (from
proprietorship, and д , a reot), found-

ed upon ownership or proprietary right.

, a. (from I, proprietorship. and T , joined), con-

nected with or having a proprietary right.

, a. (from , proprietorship, and af , destitute ,

destitute of ownership or proprietary right.

, a. (from proprietorship, and 1, empty), des-

titute ofownership or proprietary right.

, a. (from , proprietorship, and , indicating),

indicating a right of property.

E , s . (from , proprietorship, and if , detriment),

a detriment to proprietary right, a defect in the right or

title to property.

≈ifi ?, a. (from t , a defect ofright, and ą, to do),

causing a defect in the right to property.

HI, a. (from , proprietorship , and ₹7, destitute), des-

titute of ownership or proprietary right.

, 8. (from , proprietorship, and c , a cause), the

cause or reason of ownership or proprietary right.

, a . (from T, proprietorship, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from ownership or proprietary

right ; ad. from or because of ownership or proprietary

right.

tata, s. (from , proprietorship, and sta, non -exis

tence), the want or non- existence of proprietary right.

, s. (from proprietorship, and t , an object),

the subject or thing in which a person has a proprieta-

ry right.

iss , a . (from , the subject ofproprietary right,

and 53, become) , become the subject or thing in which

a person has a proprietary right.

teafa, s. (from , proprietorship, and safe, pro-

duction), the production of ownership or proprietary

right.

, a. (from , proprietorship, and sata , pro-

ducing), producing ownership or proprietary right.

, s. (from , own, and 2 , religion), the duties in-

21.

cumbent on a person from his class or station in society

or from his profession , a person's peculiar duties .

TJÚFI1P, a. (from , peculiar duties , and Ta, means),

effected by means of the duties peculiar to a particu

lar person or condition ; ad. by means of the duties pe-

culiar to a particular person or condition.

13 , a. (from a peculiar duties, and 3, fallen),

fallen or apostatized from the duties peculiar to a per

son or condition .

স্বীর্জনক, a . ( from স্বধৰ্ম্ম peculiar duties, and জনক, produc

cing), producing peculiar duties .

, a. (from , peculiar duties, and ar, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from the duties peculiar

to a person or condition.

, ad. (loc. case of 7) , for the duties peculiar

to a person or situation .

ist, s. (from , peculiar duties, and tst, relin--

quishment), the relinquishment of the duties peculiar to

a person or condition.

স্বধৰ্ম্মত্যাগী , a. (from স্বধৰ্ম্ম, peculiar duties, and ভ্যাগি , re--

linquishing , relinquishing the duties peculiar to a per-

son or condition .

tat , ad. (from , peculiar duties, and a, a door),

by or through the duties peculiar to a person or con-

dition.

, s. (from , peculiar duties, and a, destruc¬~

tion), the destruction of the duties peculiar to a person

or condition, the rendering of a person's duties or acti-

ons useless .

, a . (from , peculiar duties, and a, de-

structive), destructive to or rendering useless the duties

peculiar to a person or condition.

, a. (from at , peculiar duties, and f , de-

structive), destructive to or rendering useless the duties

peculiar to a person or condition.

, s . (from , peculiar duties, and at , destruc

tion), the destruction of the duties peculiar to a person

or condition, the rendering of a person's duties or ac-

tions useless.

স্বধৰ্ম্মনাশক, a . (from স্বধৰ্ম্ম, peculiar duties , and নাশক, de-

structive), destructive to or rendering useless the duties

peculiar to a person or condition ,

fazza, a . (from , peculiar duties , and fraus,

causing to cease), putting a stop to the duties peculi-

ar to a person or condition.

zatze, a. (from , peculiar duties, and faxta ,
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preventing), preventing or resisting the duties peculiar

to a person or condition.

anifated, s . (from 2 , peculiar duties, and fata , a

pretenting), the preventing or resisting of the duties

peculiar to a person or condition.

, s . (from , peculiar duties, and faafo, ces-

sation), the prevention or cessation of the duties pecu-

liar to a person or condition.

ff , a. (from 2 , peculiar duties, and fafas, a

cause), caused by or arising from the duties peculiar to

a person or condition ; ad . from or because of the du

ties peculiar to a person or condition.

aff , ad. (from , peculiar duties, and af , a

cause), for the duties peculiar to a person or conditi

on.
•

ts , s. (from 4, peculiar duties, and st,

relinquishment), the relinquishment of the duties pecu-

liar to a person or condition.

Zefa311st, a. (from aí, peculiar duties, and ffs ,

relinquishing), relinquishing the duties peculiar to a

person or condition.

44 , a. (from , peculiar duties, and 7, caused

by), caused by or arising from the duties peculiar to a

person or condition ; ad. from or because of the duties

peculiar to a person or condition.

#fan , ad. (from , peculiar duties, and faal, with-

out , without or beside the duties peculiar to a parti-

cular person or condition.

afat , s. (from peculiar duties, and fratt, de-

struction), the destruction or rendering useless of the

duties peculiar to a particular person or condition .

ats, a. (from peculiar duties, and fat , de-

structive), destructive to or rendering useless the duties

peculiar to a particular person or condition .

aifa , a. (from , peculiar duties, and fifa , pos-

sessed of , possessed of or having the merit of the du-

ties peculiar to a particular person or condition.

zauf¿ìa, a. (from â , peculiar duties, and f45ìa, dis´i-

tute), destitute of the duties peculiar to a particular

person or condition.

5

ধর্ম্ম বভিরিড, a. (from স্বধৰ্ম্ম, peculiar duties, and 2তিরিক্ত,

excepted) , the duties peculiar to a particular person or

condition excepted.

ifsca , s. (from , peculiar duties, and at ,

an exception), the exception of the duties peculiar to a

particular person or condition.

aiztaifsigtæ, ad. (loc. case of auf ), with the ex-

M.

ception of the duties peculiar to a particular person or

condition, without or beside the duties peculiar to a

particular person or condition.

titats, s. (from peculiar duties, and itɛt3, an

cbstacle), an obstacle to the duties peculiar to a parti

cular person or condition.

, a. (from , peculiar duties, and t

obstructing ) , operating as an obstacle to the duties pe

culiar to a particular person or condition,

atása, ɑ. (from , peculiar duties, and f¾a, separate),

separate or distinct from the duties peculiar to a pate

Ecular person or condition ; ad. beside the duties pe-

culiarto a particular person or condition.

HIKTIG, a (from I , peculiar duties, and 1ª, a root), '

founded upon or originating from the duties peculiar

to a particular person or condition.

, a. (from , peculiar duties, and ❤, joined ,

connected with or having duties peculiar to a particu

lar person or condition .

fs, a . (from , peculiar duties, and 53, desti

ture , destitute of the duties peculiar to a particular

person or condition.

adu×³ , a. (from , peculiar duties , and 1, empty),

destitute of the duties peculiar to a particular person or

condition.

aixetfa, s. (from , peculiar duties, and Fifa, detri

ment), a detriment to the duties peculiar to a partico

lar person or condition.

Ñ³, a. (from at , peculiar duties, and ì , destitute),

destitute of the duties peculiar to a particular person

or condition.

"tz , a. (from , peculiar duties, and as, a cause),

caused by or arising from the duties peculiar to a par

ticular person or condition ; ad. from or because of the

duties peculiar to a particular person or condition.

, s. (from , self, and 1 , to hold), a word uttered on

making an oblation to departed ancestors.

7, 8. (from , to sound , sound.

3, a. (from , to sound), sounded.

, s. (from A, own, and fuz, a road , a person's own

way or course of conduct.

FI), a. (from Я , a person's own way, and 1, pro-

ducible , producible by or arising from a person's own

way or course of conduct.

Hi , ad. (loc. case of aqua ), for a person's own

way or course of conduct.

uff , a. (from , a person's own way, and fifaz,
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a cause), caused by or arising from a person's own

way or course of conduct ; ad. by or through a person's

own way orcourse of conduct.

Zuffats, ad. (from , aperson's own way, and fafas,

a cause), for a person's own way or course of conduct .

, a. (from , a person's own way, and

caused by), caused by or arising from a person's own

way or course of conduct,

uft, ad. (from , a person's own way, and fa51,

without), without or beside a person's own way or

course of conduct.

fs , a. (from , a person's own way, and

affa , excepted , a person's own way or course of

conduct excepted .

trufola”, s. (from Я , a person's own way, and 13 ,

an exception , the exception of a person's own way or

course of conduct.

arrufane, al. (loc. case ofaufg ), with the ex-

ception of a person's own way or course of conduct,

without or beside a person's own way or course ofcon-

duct.

•

us , a . (from , a person's own way, and foa, se-

parate`, separate or distinct from a person's own way

or course of conduct ; ad. beside a person's own way or

course of conduct.

ITULIT, a. (from , a person's own way, and co̟, a

cause), caused by or arising from a person's own way

or course of conduct,

, s. (from , to sleep) , a dream , a sleep.

effected, a. (from , a dream , and așa, means),

by means of dreams ; ad. by means of dreams.

8 , a. (from , a dream, and 7 , producing), pro-

ducing dreams.

, a . (from , a dream, and 7 , producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from a dream,

5171, ad. (loc. case of ) , for dreams.

"
ta, s. (from , a dream , and cītā, afault), nocturnal

impurity.

ta , ad. (from ✯, a dream, and y, a door), by or

through a dream .

zafazde, n. (from 4, a dream, and fiabæ, causing to

cease), putting a stop to dreams.

স্বপ্ননিবারক, a. ( from স্বপ্ন. a dream , and নিবারক, prerenting),

preventing or resisting dreams .1

zafaztea, s. (from ✯, a dream, and f¬ætṛd, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of dreams.

zafacf3, s. (from , a dream, and fa³, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of dreams.

afa , a. (from , a dream, and fafa , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from dreams ; ad. from or because of

dreams.

affar , ad. (from , a dream, and fafa , a cause) , for

dreams.

Яus, a. (from *, a dream, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from dreams ; ad, from or because of

dreams.

, a . (from , a dream, and , increasing), ia

creasing dreams.

atada, s. (from , a dream, and z57, an increasing),

the increasing of dreams.

zafata, a . (from , a dream, and fitfaz, examining),

interpreting dreams ; s . an interpreter of dreams.

ft, ad. (from , a dream, and 1 , without), without

or beside dreams.

, s. (from xx, a dream, and af , increase), the in-

crease of dreams.

uff , a. (from , a dream, and affs, excepted),

dreams excepted.

zgufuræ, s. (from ✯, a dream, and ufsɩæ, an excep-

tion) , the exception of dreams.

স্বপ্নব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of স্বপ্নব্যতিরেক) , with the excep

tion of dreams, without or beside dreams.

3 , s . (from , a dream, and Я, a breaking), the inter-

rupting of a dream.

AISR , a. (from ✯, a dream, and 5 *, breaking), inter

rupting dreams.

ATS3 , s. (from ; a dream, and 597, a breaking), the

interrupting of a dream.

asa, ɑ. (from X, a´dream, and fea, separate), separate

or distinct from dreams ; ad, beside dreams.

, a. (from , a dream, and 4 , a roct), originating

in or founded upon a dream,

as , ɑ. (from &, a dream, and 3, a cause), caused

by or arising from dreams ; ad. from or because of

dreams.

tass, a. (from , a dream , and 5 , experienced ,

felt or experienced in a dream.

, s. (from ✯, a dream, and ¤ , ŉ state), the state

or condition of sleep or dreaming .

tatt, s. (from , own, and at , display), a display of

one's self.

***, a . (from I, own, and Hætæ, displaying), display.

ing one's self.

*, ɑ . (from ¤, own, and a , controul , subject to one's

own controul.
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zawisz, a. (fion , controulable by one's self, and 53,

become), become subject to one's own controul,

5137, 8. (from , self, and , to know), civility, cour-

tesy, a person who gives a polite welcome or dismissal

to a guest.

5 , s. (from , own, and str, existence , nature, dispo-

sition, natural temper or inclination, a natural tenden-

cy.

ES:ITLAT, a. (from † , nature, and așa , means), effect-

ed by means of nature or disposition ; ad, by means of

nature or disposition.

ta , a (from 51 , nature, and fas, produced),

produced by or arising from nature or disposition.

ta , a (from st , nature, and T, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from nature or disposition.

stasias, ad. (loc. case of sta ), for nature, for dis-

position.

5:53, a. (from , nature, and t3, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from nature or disposition.

251338, ad. (from 51 , nature), naturally, by nature.

tatt, s. (from 514, nature, and sits , relinquishment ) ,

the relinquishment of natural habits or dispositions.

stats , a. (from 51 , nature, and rfst , relinquish-

ing), relinquishing natural habits or dispositions.

321, ad. (from asta, nature, and ta, a door), natu-

rally, by or through nature.

5.affage, u. (from sty, nature, and fifas, a cause),

caused by or arising from nature or disposition ; ad.

from or because of nature or disposition.

stofafas, ad. (from asta, nature, and fafa , a cause),

for nature, for natural habits or dispositions .

1st, s. (from 7=të, nature, and f³ts, relinquish-

ment) , the relinquishment of natural habits or dispo-

sitions.

Staefagitat, a . (from † , nature, and of , relin-

quishing), relinquishing natural habits or dispositions,

, a . (from ta, nature, and F, caused by ,

caused by or arising from natural habits or dispositions ;

ad from or because of natural habits or dispositions.

stafant, ad. (from Asta, nature, and fa×1 , without), with-

out or beside nature or disposition.

zenfzes, ɑ. (from 314, nature, and fa , opposed to) ,

contrary to nature.

312 , a. (from 51 , nature, and faf , possessed

of) , possessed of or having natural habits or dispositi-

ons .

stafata, a. (from 51 , nature, and fat , destitute),

destitute of natural habits or dispositions.

7.

ashusfas, a. (from 51 , nature, and safe , except-

ed) , nature excepted , natural habits or dispositions ex-

cepted.

sta , s. (from sta, nature, and fire, an er

ception), the exception of natural habits or tendencies,

staufsigte, ad. (loc. case of straforge) , with the ex

ception of natural habits or tendencies, without or be

side natural habits or dispositions.

stafa, a . (from 5 , nature, and fsa, separate), sepa

rate or distinct from nature or disposition ; ad. beside

nature or disposition .

5ASIHET, ɑ (from asta, nature, and , a roo!), ground.

ed on or originating from nature of disposition.

1st , a. (from ASI, nature, and F, joined) , connect.

ed with or having natural habits or tendencies.

staaf , a. (from A, nature, and f½³, destitute), des-

titute of natural habits or tendencies.

, . (from ta, nature, and tas, enpty), destitute

of natural habits or tendencies .

stafa , a . (from st , nature, and f , accomplished,

effected or accomplished by nature, natural.

astaxis, a. (from 3 , nature, and ₹17, destitute), desti-

tute of natural habits or tendencies.

astas , a. (from 514, nature, and c , a cause), caus.

ed by or arising from nature or disposition ; ad, from

or because of nature or disposition.

statt , a. (from TSI, nature, and catfia, follow-

ing), following upon or according with nature or dis

position.

statata, ad. (from si , nature, and ants, afollow-

ing), in consequence of or according to nature or dis-

position.

Østrats, a. (from 58, nature, and 87, spoken), spoken of

a person's own accord, without fear or hope from ano-

ther quarter.

, s. (from self, and , to exist) , the self- existent, Vish-

noo, Bruhma.

, pron. (from own), self.

3, a. (from 7 , self, and 3, done), self-done, doue

by a person's self.

, a. (from , self, and 3 , given), self-given; s. a

child who has given himself to adoptive parents.

Tts , a. (from A , self, aud 83, come near), come

of himself; s. a child who comes and offers himselfto an

adoptive parent.

, 8. (from 7 , self, and 7 , a bridegroom), the cere

mony of a woman choosing her own husband.
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ai , ɑ . (from , self, and y, a bridegroom), a bride

chosen by her husband.

¤ , 8. (from I , self, and . to exist) , the self-existent,

God.

, s . (from ", own, and q³, addition ), the complement

of a bissected cone,

8. (from to sound), heaven , paradise, the sky, ether,

splendor, beauty ; one of the divisions of the universe ,

being the space between the sun, the polar star, and

the region of the planets and constellations ; one of the

three mystical words to be repeated daily with the

Gayutree at the morning ceremonies.

I, s . (from , to sound), a sound, a noise , the voice, a

musical note or tone,

*ZI, a. (from II, a sound, and Tz, to kill) , destroying or

deadening sound.

, a. (from , a sound, and , producing), pro-

ducing sounds.

, a. (from 7, a sound, and 37, producible), produ-

cible by or arising from sound.

1, ad, (loc. case ofAIF ), for sound, for noise.

at , s . (from I, a sound, and at , destruction), the de-

struction or deadening ofsound.

at , a. (from 3, sound, and at , destructive), de-

structive to or deadening sound.

zafıza̸œ, a, (from , sound, and fade, causing to cease),

causing sounds to cease, obstructing sounds.

#afasta», ɑ . (from , sound, and faatae, preventing),

preventing or obstructing sounds.

fa , s. (from , sound, and fata , a preventing),

the preventing or obstructing of sounds .

a . s. (from I, sound, and fa , cessation), the ces-

sation or prevention of sounds.

fafas , a. (from a, sound, and fafas, a cause), caused

by or arising from sound ; ad . from or because of sounds.

fat , ad (from 4, sound, and ffa , a cause), for

sound, for noise .

LINTE, ɑ . (from 7 , sound , and 2 , caused by) , caused by

or arising from sound ; ad. from or because of sound.

31, s. (from , vocal), vocality, noisiness.

E, s. (frem ze, vocal), vocality, noisiness.

za , a. (from 7 , sound , and

ing sound or noise .

, increasing) , increas-

• 7757, s . (from 7, sound, and 1, an increasing), the

increasing of sound or noise,

a pata, a, (from I, sound) , vocal , sounding, noisy.

fa , ad. (from 4, sound, and fax , without), without

or beside sound or noise.

fat , 8. (from 3, sound, and fat , destruction), the

destruction or deadening of sound.

fat , a. (from , sound, and fatte, destructive),

destructive to or deadening sound,

fa , a (from , sound, and faft , possessed of),

possessed of sound, sounding, vocal, noisy.

fa17, a. (from ?, sound, and faxìa, destitute), destitute

of sound, mute.

, s. (from , sound, and , increase), the increase

of sound or noise.

gafafas, a. (from , sound, and uffa , excepted), sound

or noise excepted .

স্বরব্যতিরেক, s. ( from স্বর , sound , and ব্যতিরেক, an exception),

the exception of sound or noise .

স্বরব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of স্বপ্নৰাতিয়েক), with the exception

ofsound or noise, without or beside sound or noise.

utats, s. (from , sound, and stats, an obstacle), an

obstacle to sound or noise,

tt , a. (from , sound, and atte , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to sound.

ALIK, s. (from I, sound, and SH, a breaking), the flutter-

ing of the voice as indicative of agitation or feeling.

AISHT, ɑ. (from I, sound, and ***, breaking), making

the voice flutter through agitation or feeling.

AIS37, 8. (from 47, sound, and 547, a breaking), the flut-

tering of the voice through agitation or feeling.

fe , a. (from 23, sound and fe , separate , separate or

distinct from sound or voice ; ad. beside sound or voice,

ag155 , 8. (from II, sound, and ‹54 , difference), a differ-

ence or distinction of sounds.

ATA , ɑ. (from
I, sound, and , a root) , originating

from sound or noise,

, a. (from , sound, and TF, joined), connected

with sound, vocal , sounding , noisy.

, a . from , sound, and 3f5 , destitute' , destitute

ofsound , mute , silent.

(from I, sound, and I, empty , destitute of

sound, mu'e, silent .

if , s. (from 1, seund, and t , detriment , a detri

ment to sound or to a tune.

, a . (from , a sound, and 1 , destitute) , destitute

of voice or sound , mute, silent,

IUCEF, a, (from 1, a sound, and 3, a cause , caused by

or arising from voice or sound ; ad. from or because of

voice or sound .

, s. (from , a tone, and , a part), a half or

quarter tone in music.

, s. (from a measure of verse) , a measure of

Hhhhhhh
h
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zaif.

verse used in the veda, a verse of three lines, viz two

of eight and one of ten syllables."

afa3, s . (from 3, to sound), the circumflex accent ; a .

accented, articulated, sounded or pitched as a note.

, a. from , self, and 5, pleasure), self-willed , wil-

ful, uncontroulled.

, a . (from , self, and at, a form) , identified with,

like ; s. a definition .

38, ad. (from , like , identically, like.

31, s. (from Я, like), likeness, identity.

, s. (from , like), likeness , identity.

f, a. (from , prep. and a , to go), heaven, Indra's- para-

dise.

asiste, a. (from đố, heaven , and s³, gone) , gone to heaven,

found or situated in heaven.

◄ása , s. (from Así, heaven, and sx , a going), the going

to heaven.

fit , a from heaven, and stt , going , going to

heaven.

, s. (from ạ, heaven, and sЯ1 , the Genres), the hea-

venly Ganges which is probably the milky way.

ife, a from s , hearen, and , to conquer) , conquer

ing heaven by religious mer ts.

fs, s. (from Tí, heaven , ani Яfs, a lord) , Indra the so-

verein of heaven.

sig, s. (f.om sí, heaven, and 3 , a resilence) , heaven ,

the paradise of Indra, the residence of the gods and

deified men.

arta , s. (from , kearen, and fautast, a kind of

demi-goddess), a kind of demi-goddesses.

sitata, s. (from asf, heaven , and cat , a world , heaven,

the paradise of Indra, the residence ofgods and deified .

men.

a. (from , heaven , and 1, to stand), situated in

heaven, situated in the residence of gods and deified

mortals.

st , a. (from sí, heaven, and f , staying), conti-

nuing in heaven.

, a. (from sí, heaven, and 3, situate.l) , situated in

heaven.

sits , a. (from sf, heaver, and ats, come), come to or

arrived at heaven.

sirasti, s. (from f, hearen, and west, going from), the

Ganges.

sitrate , s. (from st, heaven, and Ed, a mounting

on) , the ascending to heaven.

zsitatet, a. (fróm zs, heaven, and ? , mounting),

ascending to heaven.

a. (from heaven), celestial, heavenly.

, a. (from , heaven) , heavenly, belonging to hea

ven.

s , a. (from sf, heaven), heavenly, celestial.

, s. (frim , prep . and a to go), gold.

asty, s. (from Á, gold, and 4, to do) , a goldsmith.

42 , s. (from Á, gold, and ₹, to make , a goldsmith,

THA, s. (from a, gold, and 137, milky), a kind of

plant with a yellow milky juice.

15, a. (from , goll, and 7, to be born), tin.

, a. (from , gold, and 3 , producing), produc

ing gold, auriferous .

IɗI , «. (from , gold, and 1, producible) , produci

ble by or arising from gold.

, ad. (lo , case of d där ) , for gold.

, ad. (from xd, gell, and 13, a door , by or through

gold.

adfifas, a. (from goll and far , a cruse ,̀ caused

by or arising from gold ; ad from or because ofgold.

adafiti, ad. (from If, gold, and far, a cause), for gold.

2445, a. (from Tí gold, and C4 , caused by), caused by

or arising from gold ; ad. from or because of gold .

Ház , 8. (from , gold, and af , a merchant), a mɔ

ney changer. a money scrivener.

a. (from zá, gold, and zá, a colour), gold-coloured,

fat , ad. (from , gold, and fant, without), without or

beside gold.

affa. (from , gold, and faft , possessed of) , pos-

sessed ofor having geld.

záfest7, a. (from ¤ , gold, and fast , destitute), destitu'e

of gold

স্বর্ণব্যতিরিক্ত , a. ( from স্বর্ণ , gold, and ব্যতিরিক্ত, excepted ,gold

excepted.

fata , s. (from . gold, and ifs , an exception ,

the exception of gold.

dufsins, ad. (loc, case of dis ) , with the excepti

on of gold, without or beside gold.

, a. (from , gold, and fo . separate), separate of

distinct from gyd ; ad. beside gold.

záaș, a. (from Tá god , golden.

atæ, s. (from í gold, and af*s1, a bee) , iron or cop

per pyrites, cubical pyrites.

, a . (from , gold, and , a root) , founded on

or originating from gold,

TáTF, a. (from Tố, gold, and ¶¶ j›ined), connected with

or having gold .

u, s. (from 3d, gold, and fu , jismine) , yellow jas

mine, Jasminum chrysanthemum.)
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airs.

13.

f³, a) (from , gold, and afÃ¤, destitute), destitute

ofgold.

, a. (from , gold, and tar, empty), destitute or

empty of gold.

la, a. (from a, gold, and t , destitute), destitute of

gold.

Tále, a. (from , gold, and (53, a cause) , caused by

or arising from gold ; ad. from or because of gold.

t1, s. (from , geld, and tag , desire), a desire

forgold.

tatat , a. (from , gold, and totf , desirous), desir

ous of gold.

Tátky¤ë, a. (from , gold , and afsæ, a ring), a gold

ring.

zátfsmta, s . (from zá, gold, and femta, desire), a desire

for gold.

sata , a. (from , gold, and falfa , desirous), de-

sirous of gold .

Zatut , a. (from a, gold, and fúa, desirous), desirous of

gold.

Táſe , ad. (from ◄í, gold, and uứ, an object) , for the sake

of gold.

alát , s. (from Tá, gold, and 1 , desire), a desire for gold.

ads, ɑ. (from T , gold, and a desirous), desirous of

gold.

láz , a . (from , gold, and 5, desirous) , desirous of

gold.

cate , a. (from , gold, and set , producing),

producing gold, auiferous .

1

■ nì, s, (from xg, heaven , and anì, a river) , the river of hea-

ven, the celestial Ganges, probably the milky way.

11, 8. (from heaven, and canții , a strumpet), a hea-

venly courtezan.

TI, s. (from , heaven , and tan , a physician), the phy-

sician ofthe gods, Dhunwunturi the Hindoo Escula-

pius.
•

1 s. (from , hearn, and 5t , the sun), Rahoo, the

ascending node

➡cata, s. (from
heaven, and cat , a world), heaven,

the paradise of Indra.

, a. (from

small.

prep. and , a few), a very few , very

1 , s. (from TЯ, a sister ), a sister.

, s. (from ♬, prep. and , to be , a sister.

fs, s. (from

husband.

a sister, and fs, a lord), a sister's

afs, interj. (from ♬, prep. and , to be) , excellent, well

done ! good attend you ! so be it, amen.

aſtæ, s. (from as, excellent), a temple or palace of a par

ticular form with a portico in front, a lucky or auspici

ous object, the meeting offour roads.

স্বস্তিকাসনোপকারী, s. (from স্বস্তিকাসন , a saddle, and উপকারিন,

assisting) , in anatomy the Sartorius muscle .

f8a15 , s. (from f , good, and at , a word), a blessing, .

a religious rite in which the brahmuns strew rice on

the ground and invoke the blessing ofthe gods on a

work about to be commenced.

71, a. (from I, self, and 1 , to stand), confident, resolute,'

firm , relying on one's self.

Hi , s. (from Я a sister), a sister's son.

tæt , v. a . (from I, the signing ofa name), to accept a

bill of exchange or other bind or engagement, to sign

or subscribe a person's name.

I, s . (from I, prep. or , own , and atata, a form), a

fine form, a person's own form ; a. beautifully formed.

ata , s . (from prep. or , own, and atas, a form), a

fine form , a person's own form ; ad. beautifully formed.

ts , a. (from A, prep. and ¤ts , come), welcome ; a word

used as a welcome or salutation .

ATGE , s. (from 35, independent), independence, account

ableness to one's self.

স্বাতন্ত্র্যকরণক , a . (from at , independence , and করণ , means) ,

effected by means of independence ; ad, by means of

independence,

স্বাতন্ত্র্য্যজনক,
, a, (from 35 , independence, and , produ-

cing), producing independence.

† , a. (from 15 , independence, and I, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from independence.

att , ad. loc. case of 1) , for independence,

13511 , ad. (from 131 , independence, and , a door),

by or through independence.

atsfaýe a. (from 131, independ nce, and fards,

causing to cease , putting a stop to independence.

14 , a . (from at331, independence, and frata ,

preventing), preventing or resisting independence.

tes facted, s. (front , independence, and fat , a

preventing), the preventing or resisting of indepen

dence.

135174f3, & (from 1341, independence , and fiaf³, cessa-

tion) , the cessation or prevention of independence.

a13hofaza, a. (from te , in tependence, and fafa , a

cause), caused by or arising from independence ; ad

from or because of independence.

Zizzafate, ad (from 3 , independence, and fafas, a

cause), for the purpose of independence.

at , a . (from 133), indep、ndence , aud , before),

Hhhhhhhh 2
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extar

preceded by or arising from independence ; ad. by or

through independence.

t- fas, a . (from 31351, independence, and fozaS,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to independence.

a. (from III, independence, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from independence ; ad. from

or because of independence.

14

c13ftat, al (from ts , independence, and feat, with-

out), without or beside independence.

<taff , a . (from 3 , independence, and f

excepted), independence excepted.

< la , s. from t351, independence, and fire,
ব্যতিরেক, zifagæ,

an exception), the exception of independence,

«tegroßezie, ad. ( loc. caseoff , with the ex-

ception of independence, without or beside indepen

dence.

15113, s. (from , independence, and stats, an

obstacle) , an obstacle to independence,

lats , a . (from 31, independence, and tats ,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to independence.

to fe , a. (from , independence, and fea, separate),

separate or distinct from independence ; ad. beside in-

dependence.

, . (from t , independener, and a , a roo!),

founded upon or originating from independence.

tounatsı, a. (from 31, independence, and catsti, wor-

thy), worthy of independence.

LIGENET , a. (from , independence, and e , a cause),

caused by or arising from independence ; ad. from or

because of independence.

tut , a. (from 3 , independence, and , fit), fit for

or worthy of independence.

tal, s. (from , prep. and , to go), one of the wives

of the sun, the star Arcturus, the fifteenth lunar aste-

rism.

tja , s. (from †³ , Arcturus, and 3 , a mansion ofthe

zodiac), the fifteenth mansion of the Hindoo zodiac.

, s. (from , to taste), a flavour or taste, the tasting

of food or drink.

t7, 8. (from , to taste), the tasting of food or drink.

3, a. (from T , to taste), tasted, touched with the lips.

ts. (from , to taste) , the taste or relish of a thing.

tax , a. (from t , relish, and T, producing), produc-

ing taste or relish.

, a. (from

ducible by or arising

**ím , ad. (loc. case of

atafa , a. (from a

relish, and 1, producible), pro-

from taste or relish.

th ) , for taste or relish.

relish, and fa , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from taste or relish ; ad. from or be-

cause oftaste or relish.

ff , ad. (from 1elish, and fifa , a cause , for

taste or relish.

স্বাদ প্রতিবন্ধক, a. ( from t, relish , and প্রতিবন্ধক, obstructing',

operating as an obstacle to taste or relish.

1446 , a. (from relish, and F, crused by), cansed

by or arising from taste or relish ; ad. from or because

of taste or relish.

fat, ad. (from † , relish, and fat, without), without

or beside taste or relish.

ysofix, 2. (from , relish, and fofas, excepted,

taste or relish excepted .

স্বংদুব্যতিরেক,fa , s. (from , relish, and zifuae , an excepli.

on), the exception of taste or relish .

qufor?re, al. (loc• case of fat , with the excep

tion of taste or relish, without or beside taste or relish.

ts , a. (from at , relish, and fōa, separate), separate

or distinct from taste or relish ; ad, beside taste or te

lish .

st , a. (from , relish, and catstr, capable), capable

of taste or relish.

, . (from

, a. (from , relish), well-tasted , relishing.

relish, and c , a cause), caused

by or arising from taste or relish ; ad. from or because

of taste or relish.

, s. (from , own, and at , irreligion), a person's

own irreligion,

¡ſtæta, s . (from , own, and fats, a right), a person's

own right or title to athing.

iſt3, a. (from I, own, and sig, possessed as a right),

possessed as a person's own right.

, a . (from , self, and

subject to one's self

A, subject to), independent,

†Î31, s. (from H , independent), independence.

Я , s. (from , independent), independence.

Nafsæt, a. (from t , independent, and "f³, abord,

a woman not under her husband's controul.

A†Î¬5 *1, s. (from H , independent, and ☎ý, a husband),

a woman who is independent of her husband or not un-

der his controul.

, s . (from , self, and art , a reading), an inandi

ble reading of the veda, a reading to one's self.

tæ , a. (from tits, reading to himself), reading the

veda, reading tohimself.

tì, s. (from ts, reading to himself) , a person who

reads the veda, a tradesman, a citizen and dealer; a

reading to himself.
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a.

7.3. (from 7, to sound , sound , noise.

wha, a. (from , to sound) , the mind, the faculty of thought

and feeling, a cave,

ati, s. (from , to sleep), sleep.

1 , s. (from I, own, and at , guilt), a person's own

crime or guilt.

, a. (from 317, natural), natural.

afety, s . (from , own, and say, an object or scope),

a person's own scope or object .

বাণিজোপক, a. (from স্বাডিয ,় own scope , and জপি ,

makingknown), makingknown or publishing a person's

object or scope.

zirguse, ɑ . (from it , own scope, and cataæ,

knowing), knowing or making known one's own object

or aim.

text , a. (from , own scope, and , a root),

founded on or originating from one's own aim or scope.

st , a . (from ts , own scope, and , indi-

cating), indicating one's own aim or object.

fs , a. (from , own, and 343, chosen), chosen or

approved by a person himself.

safes, a (from , own, and affs, chosen) , chosen

or approved by a person himself.

Sat , 8. (from , own, and fat , desire), a person's

one wish or desire.

31, s. (from føЯ, a master), ownership, lordship , so-

vereignty.

f , s. (from t , a master), ownership, lordship, so-

vereignty.

t196, a, (from tfa , ownership, and ₹31 , means), ef-

fected by means of ownership or sovereignty ; ad. by

means of ownership or sovereignty.

atlasa , a. (from fa , ownership, and , produc-

ing), producing ownership or sovereignty.

fis, a. (from Atsa , ownership, and fis, produc-

ed , producedby or arising from ownership or sovereign.

ty.

afa 5a1, a. (from fa , ownership, and , producible ,̀

producible by or arising from ownership or sovereignty.

atfama , ad. (loc. case of AI ), for ownership, for

sovereignty.

আমিত্বজ্ঞাপক, a. (from স্বামিত্ব, ownership , and জপিক, making

known , making known ownership or sovereignty.

<tfaatqa, s. (from æfa , ownership, and †17, a mak-

ing known), the making known of ownership or sove-

reignty.

fata , ad. (from , ownership, and T , a door), by

or through ownership or sovereignty.

স্বামি

, . ( from tax, ownership, and fas, cans-

ing to cease), putting a stop to ownership or sovereign-

ty.

fifa a. (from , ournership, and fatṛæ, pre-

renting , preventing or resisting ownership or sove-

reignty.

atafata , s. (from , ownership, and fastad , a pre-

venting), the preventing or resisting of ownership or so-

vereignty.

fafafa, s. (from , ownership, and faafa, cessati-

on), the cessation or prevention of ownership or sove-

reignty.

faffa , a. (from , ownership, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from ownership or sovereignty;

ad. from or because of ownership or sovereignty.

tafaface, ad. (from tf , ownership, and fifa , a cause),

for the purpose of ownership or sovereignty.

<tf««»f», u. (from tf , ownership, and , before), I re-

ceded by or arising from ownership or sovereignty ; ad.

by or through ownership or sovereignty.

atfa¶gfor¶r, a. (from I, ownership, and formæ,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to ownership or

sovereignty.

*****, a. (from t◄, ownership, and , cars.d

by), caused by or arising from ownership or sovereign-

ty; ad. from or because of ownership or sovereignty.

fafant, ad. (from ti , ownership, and fat, without),

without or beside ownership or sovereignty.

ফামিজব্যতিরিক্ত, a. (from স্বামিত্ব, orner ship, and ব্যতিরিক্ত,

excepted), ownership or sovereignty excepted.

affe , s. (from ta , ownership, and af , an

exception), the exception of ownership or sovereignty..

স্বামি ব্যতিরেকে, ad. (lic. case of স্বামিত্বব্যতিরেক) , with the ex-

ception of ownership or sovereignty, without or beside

ownership or sovereignty.

atfavtat3, s. (from ¡f , ownership, and artīts, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to ownership or sovereignty.

atfagastatsæ, o . (from fa , ownership, and t¶TES, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to ownership or

Sovereignty.

fa, a. (from tax, ownership, and f , separate , se-

parate or distinct from ownership or sovereignty ; ad.

beside ownership or sovereignty.

atlaæsæ, «. (from , ownership, and , a root),

founded upon or originating in ownership or sovereign-

ty.

fa , a. (from tf , ownership, and , indicat-

ing), indicating ownership or sovereignty.
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741.

al , a . (from , ownership, and (53, a cause),

caused by or arising from ownership or sovereignty ; ad.

from or because of ownership or sovereignty.

alfartefacta , 8. (from if , a master, 1 , a keeper of

cattle, and fa̸ztī, a dispute), a dispute between a mas-

ter and the servant who tends his cattle.

, s. (from , sl ), an owner, a lord, a sovereign, a hus-

band, a spiritual guide, a god.

, s. (from , own, and 4, acquisition), a person's own

acquisitions.

atfúíð, ɑ. (from , self, and , acquired), acquired by

one's own labour, self-acquired .

hf, a. (from , self, and f, an object), making self the

chief object, living for one's self, self-interested.

tu , a. (from at , livingfor self, and 7, eminent), emi-

ment in pursuing one's own interests , self-interested .

1, s. (from 13, self-interested), self-interested-

ness, a living for one's self.

te , ad. (from , self, and xứ, an object), for the sake of

self.

+fe, al. (from prep. and , to move), hey, what is it

true !

zia̸aɑ, s. (from , self, and , to do), an acknowledging, a

consenting, an agreeing to, a confessing.

zdy, a. (from , own, and , to make), requiring to be

confessed or acknowledged, requiring to be acquiesced

in or consented to.

◄a , s. ( from , self, and ☎, to do), a person who ac-

knowledges, a person who consents or agrees to a thing,

one who confesses.

ZITA, a. from , self, and to do) , an acknowledgment,

consent, agreement , confession, acquiescence.

ta , a. (trom , self, and , to do), acknowledging,

consenting, agreeing to, confessing.

zlataaz«ē, ɑ. (from 17, acknowledgement, and was,

means), effected by a confession or acknowledgement,

effected by means of consent ; ad. by means of confes-

sion or acknowledgement, by means of consent.

Catgai, s. (from 4, acknowledgement, and aý, a

dver ), a person who makes confession or acknowledge-

ment, a person who consents or agrees to a proposal.

<Iætaæt?æ, a. (from t , an acknowledgement, and &ixx,

doing , making confession or acknowledgement, giv.

ing consent.

tatai, a. (from ty, an acknowledgement and fa

deing), making con ession or acknowledgement, giv-

ing consent.

, a. (from , an acknowledgement, and ,

zivi.

producing), producing a confession or acknowledge.

meut, producing consent or agreement.

স্বীকারজনিত , a. ( from স্বীকার, an acknowledgement, and স্ততি,

produced) , produced by or arising from confession or

acknowledgement, produced by or arising from consent

or agreement.

atsar, a. (from ata, an acknowledgement , and 3 ,

producible), producible by or arising from confession or

acknowledgement, producible by or arising from com

sent or agreement.

ta , ad. (loc. case of ), foran acknowledge.

ment, for consent, for an agreement to a proposal, for

confession,

etts, a. (from ?, an acknowledgement, and 33,

produced), produced by or arising from confession of

acknowledgement, produced by or arising from contes.

sion.

tata , ad. (from te, an acknowledgement, and T ,

a door), by or through confession or acknowledgemen ' ,

by or through consent or acquiescence.

ta , a. (from ts, an acknowledgement, and fats,

causing to cease) , putting a stop to confession or ac.

knowledgement, putting a stop to consent or acquies

cence,

Aetṛfastas, a. (from at , an acknowledgement, and

faata , preventing) , preventing or resisting confession

or acknowledgement, preventing or resisting acquies.

cence or consent,

alætafaatad, s. (from ìxtx, an acknowledgement, and

fata , a preventing) , the preventing or resisting of

confession or acknowledgement, the preventing or re-

sisting of acquiescence or consent.

atafa , s. (from it , an acknowledgement, ari

fa , cessation), the cessation or prevention of confes

sion or acknowledgement, the cessation or prevention

of acquiescence or consent.

ziztafafasz, a . (from txt , an acknowledgement , and

fafa , a cause) , caused by or arising from confession

or acknowledgement, caused by or arising from acqu

escence or consent ; ad. from or because of confession or

acknowledgement, fion or because of acquiescence of

consent.

stafafas, od. (from six, acknowledgement, and fafar,

a cause), for confession or acknowledgement, for ac

quiescence or consent.

fe, a. (from att?, an acknowledgement , and f

before), preceded by or arising from coates: 0 or ac

knowledgement, preceded by or arising from acquis
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fa .

cence or consent ; ad. by or through confession or ac-

knowledgement, by or through acquiescence or con-

sent.

a. (from tts, acknowledgement, and fs

a , obstructing , operating as an obstacle to confes.

sion or acknowledgement , operating as an obstacle to

acquiescence or consent.

Haters, a. (from stz , an acknowledgement, and quF,

caused by), caused by or arising from confession or ac-

knowledgement , caused by orarising from acquiescence

or consent ; ad. from or because of confession or ac-

knowledgement, from or because of acquiescence or

consent.

atafat, ad (from at , an acknowledgement, and fat,

without), without or beside confession or acknowledge-

ment, without or beside acquiescence or consent.

atus, a. (from at , an acknowledgemen' , and

afs , excepted), confession or acknowledgement ex-

cepted, acquiescence or consent excepted.

altaufagæ, s. (from tạ, on acknowledgement, and

fs , an exception), the exception of confession or

acknowledgement, the exception of acquiescence or

consent.

tatsua, ad. (loc. case of atas ), with the ex-

ception of confession or acknowledgement, with the

exception of acquiescence or consent, without or be-

side confession or acknowledgement, without or beside

acquiescence or consent.

ik, s. (from Data, un acknowledgement, and så, a

breaking), the breaking of an acknowledgement or pro-

mise.

75 , a. (from xtx, an acknowledgement, and F,

breaking), breaking a promise or acknowledgement.

=87, s. (from ?, an acknowledgement, and 337,

a breaking), thebreaking of a promise or acknowledge-

ment.

afsu, . (from t , an acknowledgement, and fa,

separate , separate or distinct from confession or ac-

knowledgement, separate or distinct from acquiescence

or consent ; ad. beside confession or acknowledgement,

beside acquiescence or consent.

BRIEF, ɑ. (from ts, an acknowledgement, and ♫ , a

root), grounded on or originating from confession or ac-

knowledgement, grounded on or arising from acquies-

cence or consent.

taatst , a. (from
te, an acknowledgement, and catst ,

worthy , worthy of confession or acknowledgement,

worthy of acquiescence or consent,

ীক1.

t , a . (from data, an acknowledgement, and (TG)

a cause), caused by or arising from confession or ac-

knowledgement, caused by or arising from acquiescence

or consent; ad. from or because of confession or ac

knowledgement, from or because of acquiescence or

consent.

attig , s. (from , an acknowledgement, and

11, desire), a desire for confession or acknowledge-

ment, a desire of acquiescence or consent.

tott, a. (from txt , an acknowledgement, and

atat desirous), desirous of confession or acknow-

ledgement, desirous of acquiescence or consent ,

tatas, a. (from ata, an acknowledgement, and af,

unfit ), unfit for or unworthy of confession or acknow-

ledgement, unfit for or unworthy of acquiescence or

consent.

, a. (from ty, an acknowledgement, and

af , following upon ), following upon or correspond-

ing with a confession or acknowledgement, following

upon or corresponding with acquiescence or consent.

targate, ad. (from t , an acknowledgement, and

, afollowing) , in consequence of or according to

a confession or acknowledgement, in consequence of or

according to acquiescence or consent.

tanta, s. (from an acknowledgement, and

afat , desire), the desire of confession or acknow

ledgement, a désire for acquiescence or consent.

tatata , a. (from , an acknowledgement, and

fata , desirous), desirous of confession or acknow-

ledgement, desirous of acquiescence or consent .

atateasts, a. (from ata, an acknowledgement, and

, unworthy) , unworthy of a confession or ac-

knowledgement, unworthy ofacquiescence or consent.

tatu , a. (from 1 , an acknowledgement, and sf ,

desirous , desirous of confession or acknowledgement,

desirous of acquiescence or consent.

tate , ad. (from ta, an acknowledgement, and a an

object), for the purpose of confession or acknowledge-

ment, for the purpose of acquiescence or consent.

tat , a. (from at , an acknowledgement, and w

fit), fit for or worthy of a confession or acknowledge-

ment, fit for or worthy of acquiescence or consent.

t , a. (from I, own, and ą; to make), confessing, ac-

knowledging, consenting, acquiescing.

1, s. (from t , an acknowledgement, and 1,

desire), a desire for confession or acknowledgement, a

desire for acquiescence or consent.

, a. (from
13, an acknowledgement, and de-
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স্বেচ্ছা. Cett.

sirous), desirous of confession or acknowledgement,

desirous of acquiescence or consent.

•]&1382, a. (from æta, an acknowledgement, and ₹5 ,

desirous), desirous of confession or acknowledgement,

desirous of acquiescence or consent.

বীকারোপযুক্ত, a. ( from স্বীকার, an acknowledgement, and উপযুক্ত,

suited to), fit or proper for confession or acknowledge-

ment, fit orproper for acquiescence or consent.

atú , a . (from , own, and , to make), requiring to be

confessed or acknowledged, requiring to be acquiesced

in or consented to.

173, a . (from own, and to make), confessed , ac-

knowledged, acquiesced in, consented to, promised, en-

gaged.

, a. (from , self), own.

, a. (from , self), own ; s . a virtuous woman or one

entirely devoted to herhusband.

Zatatâ, s. (from , own, and 18, guilt), a person's

own guilt or crime.

( t, s. (from A, own, and ¹ , desire) , a person's own

will, voluntariness.

N
1 ,(zgtəzdə, a. (from , aperson's own will, and

means , effected by means of a person's own will ; ad.

by means of a person's own will.

LIFT, ad. (from 1, a person's own will, and ™ , a

step), voluntarily, by a person's own will.

Exist, a, (from H), a person's own will, and 8 , to move),

acting according to a person's own will, unrestrained,

uneontroulled,

( ¯ ), a. (from ' , a person's own will, and totfa ,

acting) , acting according to a person's own will, unre-

strained ; s. a person who follows his own inclinations .

( a), (from (az), a person's own will, and 73, pro-

ducible), producible by or arising from a person's own

will.

(419), ad. (lọc. case ofcatar), for a person's own will

or inclinations.

carat , ad. (from , a person's own will, and ītī, a

door) , by or through a person's own will or inclination.

<<<&rfafaga , s. (from caã¹, a person's own will, and fifx3, a

cause), caused by or arising from a person's own will or

inclination ; ad. from or because of a person's own will

or inclination.

(zgihfæy, al. (from 1×51 , a person's own will, and fifty,

a cause), for a person's own will or inclination.

czereg*, a. (from 1, a person's own will, and , be-

jore), preceded by or arising from a person's own will

er clination; ad, voluntarily.

cs , a. (from , aperson's can will, and quy, causপুযুক্ত,

ed by), caused by or arising from a person's own will ;

ad. from or because of a person's own inclination,

fat, ad. (from 1 , a person's own will, and fat,

without), without or beside a person's own will or in-

clination.

catufofas, a. (from , a person's own will, and f

fa , excepted), a person's own will excepted.

tufala , s. from 1 , a person's own will, and rifitre,

an exception), the exception of a person's own will or

inclination.

tarfsiṛiæ, ad. (loc. case of for ), with the excep

tion of a person's own will or inclination, without or

beside a person's own will or inclination.

tfsa, ɑ. (from , a person's own will, and for separ

ate), separate or distinct from a person's own will or

inclination ; ad. beside a person's own will or inclina

tion.

(Aktas, a. (from , a person's own will, and 43, approx.

ed), approved by or corresponding with a person's own

will or inclination.

ts, ad. (loc. case of ) , according to a person's

own will or inclination,

a. (from , a person's own will , and ( 3,

cause), caused by or arising from a person's own will or

inclination ; ad. from or because of a person's own will

or inclination.

, s. (from fx , to perspire), perspiration, warm vapour,

steam, warmth.

, a. (from , perspiration, and , to be proluced),

engendered by heat and moisture. The term is applied

to insects and worms which are supposed tobe produ

ced by equivocal generation.

(L&Stз, a. (from (™ , perspiration, and xts, produced), en

gendered by heat and moisture,

, s. (from fx , to perspire), a perspiring.

, s. (from , to perspire), an ion plate or pan

as a cooking utensil, a frying pan.

baneda, 8. (from (45, sweat, HT , an oozing, and sfer, a

pore), the pores at which sweat exudes.

tax, a. (from A, self, and 4, to go , following one's own

inclinations, unrestrained , self-willed , lazy.

Tax , 8. (from Ts, self-willed), obstinacy , self-will, the

following of a person's own inclination ,

taal, s. (from a, self, and Ia, to go ) , a woman who fol-

lows her own inclinations. an unchaste woman.

ifI³, a. (from , self, and sЯif´s, acquired,, self-ac-

quited.
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1

, s. (from A, own, and sạn, the breast , the sediment

of oil ; ad. ground with a stone and muller.

হ.

, the thirty-third and last consonant in the Bengalee al-

phabet. It has the sound of the English h ; v. n. (from

, to be), to be, to become, to exist.

T37, s. (from C, to be), a being or existing, a becoming.

E3T1, 8. (from x, to be), a being or existing, a becoming.

x31 , s. ' from , to make a hole or opening, ¿ , cus-

tody , charge, custody, care.

tata, s. (from ' , custody, and f♪, holding), a mi̟-

litary officer of inferior rank.

gaztanta , s. (from , a military officer , the duties

or condition of a havildar or inferior military officer.

pgate, &. (from A, to make a hole, 18ɔɔ, a thing given

in charge), a thing given in charge, money advanced on

trust or credit.

xentsì, a. (from all , things given in trust), the cir-

cumstance of being given or advanced on trust or cre-

dit.

FA, 8. (from ™ , to injure), a drake, a gander, a duck or

gouse when used to indicate the species not the sex.

3º5F, s. (from F ♬, a duck), an ornament for the feet made

to resemble a duck's foot.

Fat, s. (from , aduck, and at, a mountain crest), the

hump on the shoulder of an Indian ox,

Fästtfïïì, a. (from ₹ , a duck, and яt , going), grace-

ful. The term is applied to a woman who has a wad-

dling gait resembling that of a duck.

1 , s. (from , a duck, and ¬†¤, sound), the cack-

ling of geese, the quacking of ducks.

tfant, a. (from , a goose, and if , making a

sound), elegant, graceful. The word is applied to a wo-

..

that character which expresses the sound of the Eng

lish h in hope.

Etat , a. (from t , the letter , and tf , a begin

ning), beginning with the letter , having an initial .

gætate, a. (from xata, the letter 1, and W☎, an end,, end-

ing with the letter , having a final ₹.

faa , s. (from PA, to describe, », a narration) , a

narration, an account, a relation, an explanation, truth,

sincerity.

513, 8. (from ja, right, and ♪, holding), a proprie-

tor, a person who has a right to a thing.

xæntal, s. (from lais, a proprietor), proprietorship,plašs,

right.

xxatxa, ad, (from ja, right, and j≤li, wrong), right or

wrong.

xЯtal, s . (from xo!Kis , a crowd), a crowd, a tumult, an

uproar, a riot, an assault.

xktal, a. (from sæis, a crowd), tumultuous, noisy, riot-

ous.

* , s. (from 3 , digestion), digestion. This word con-

structed with , to do, means to digest, to embezzle.

cual, a. (from eɔ , digestion), promoting digestion.

gāta,ata, s. (from pla , a barber), a barber, a scarifier, oue

who cups or lets blood.

xatze,Estas, s. (from pla , a barber), the act of cupping or

scarifying, the shaving of a person .

xãæ , s. (from ☺y , flight), flight, defeat, the rout of

an army.

TE, s. (from E, to shine), a market, a fair.

xglstaæ, s. (from , a market, and ‹ , a thi:ƒ), a person

who thieves in markets and fairs.

Tefzatfaal, a. (from x§, a market, and famılan, taking

pleasure), a whore.

xt, v. a. (from x†, to jump), to move backwards.

* s. (from t, to treat with violence), violence, rapine.

tɔ
man who has a slender waist, large posteriors, the gait , v. a. (from x , to move backwards), to make a person

of an elephant, and the voice of a goose.

9 , s . (from , a duck, and Я , a foot), a caret or

mark used in writing to indicate the leaving out of a

word.

x* x¤œm, s. (from gЯ, a duck, and aɛ , a circle), a flock of

geese.

Ħati, s . (from ™ , a duck, and ati, a necklace), a

flock of wild geese flying in a train or line.

5°F , s. (from ₹ºÃ, a duck), a duck, a goose.

■*, a. (from p , to describe or mark out, j»,just), just,

true, right ; s. justice, truth, rectitude.

E , s. (from the letter , and , to do) , the letter ¤, or

or thing move backwards.

Ette, ad. from t, violence), on a sudden, suddenly, un-

expectedly.

CF, v. n. (from 7 , to be immersed), to be affected with diffi

culties.

CЯzifa , a. (from 1, to stumble , rough, uneven, up

and down.

xṣafs91, «. (from ₹31ș, inarticulate speech), speaking in a

burried and inarticulate manner.

Iiiiiiii

, an imitative sound used to express the rustling or

snapping sound arising from handling over-starched

cloth or dry leaves. This word when constructed with
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TTİ.
ESTI.

the adverbial participle of to do, acquires the pow-

er of an adverb.

, s. (from şaş, brittle, and sata, a ratan), the

name of a particular species ofratan, (Calamus quin-

quenervius.)

fs , a. (from , a rustling), rustling, breaking

short, brittle.

CFITZI, an imitative sound used to express a hurried and

inarticulate pronunciation.

151 , s. (from 15, to collect), a heap of pease or other straw

with its grain intended to be parched by burning the

heap.

ts1, s. (from 3, to be done with difficulty), difficulty,

the difficulty ofeffecting a thing.

te, an imitative sound used to express the suddenness

of an action or the sudden noise occasioned thereby.

FștЯtși, 6. (from x₹1 , a heap of straw, and cЯtși, a burn-

ing) , parched peas or pulse.

fs, s. (from 3, to be done with difficulty), a pair ofstocks,

a wooden fetter.

cydi, v. n. (from ₹5, rough, and Я51, to slip or roll), to

slip or roll on uneven ground.

TFT, 8. (from TF, a bone) , a sweeper.

, an imitative sound used to express a sudden slipping

or falling. This word constructed with the adverbial

participle of , to do , acquires the force of an adverb,

slippingly, suddenly.

13, a. (from ₹7, to kill) , killed , smitten.

sfs , a. (from 3 , killed, and fos, the heart), bereft of

spirit, dispirited , bereft of sense.

£33ta, a. (from ₹3, killed, and ta, knowledge) , bereft of

sense or knowledge.

TзN, a. (from 3, killed, and 1, knowledge), bereft of

sense or knowledge.

CIЯI, a. (from ₹3, killed, and * , a future state), ruined

as it respects a future state, reprobale, profligate.

13f3s, a. (from ₹3, killed, and f351 , manifestation), be-

reft of display or manifestation.

Ft , a. (from ₹3, killed, and gig, almost), almost kill-

ed .

, a . (from x , killed, and , understanding), be-

reft of sense or understanding.

gзnizfu, a . (from 53 , killed, and tfu, a charioteer), hav-

ing the charioteer smitten .

31 , a. (from 3 , killed, and at , hope), cut off from

hope, bereft of hope.

, a . (from 3 , killed, and , a horse), having his

horse killed.

fset , s. (from F , the hand), a weapon, a tool, puden-

dum masculinum .

fsataan, s. (from fata, a tool, and , bound), armed.

311, s. (from , to kill) , murder, slaughter.

etags☎, a. (from T1, slaughter, and 34, means), effect-

ed by means of slaughter or murder ; ad. by means of

slaughter or murder.

* t* , s. (from 311 , slaughter, and , a doer), a mur

derer, a person who kills animals.

gutætaæ, a . (from 371 , slaughter, and *t , doing), com-

mitting murder, killing ; s. a person who kills or mur-

ders.

tatt, a. (from 371 , slaughter, and tf , doing), com-

mitting murder, killing.

31 , a. (from , slaughter, and , producing),

producing murder, causing slaughter.

Ft , a. (from 311 , slaughter, and 1, producible) , pro-

ducible by or arising from murder or slaughter.

F1, ad. (loc. case of 31 ), for murder, for slaugh

ter.

Fortatat, ad. (from 3 , slaughter, and ■ , a door), by or

through slaughter or murder.

getfszás, a. (from 311 , slaughter, and fada, caving to

cease , putting a stop to slaughter or murder.

31faat , a. (from 11 , slaughter, and fata , prevent-

ing) , preventing or resisting slaughter or murder.

Fotfaatad, s. (from A, slaughter, and fit , a prevent-

ing , the preventing or resisting of slaughter or mur-

der.

Fifa , s. (from 311, slaughter, and faf , cessation),

the cessation or prevention ofslaughter or murder.

зnfa , a. (from 511 , slaughter, and fafa , a cause ,

caused by or arising from slaughter or murder ; ad.

from or because of slaughter or murder,

31faface, ad. (from 311, slaughter, and fafas, a cause),

for slaughter or murder.

FINLÉT, a. (from F311, slaughter, and , before), preceded

by or arising from slaughter or murder ; ad, by or

through slaughter or murder.

fe , a. (from 311 , slaughter, and af , ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to slaughter or

murder.

, a. (from 3 , slaughter, and F, caused by ,

caused by or arising from slaughter or murder ; ad

from or because of slaughter or murder.

fat, ad. (from 311 , slaughter, andfant, without), with-

out or beside slaughter or murder.
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17.

Fortafofas, a. (from 371 , slaughter, and affis, ex-

cepted), slaughter or murder excepted .

taifa , s. (from 371 , slaughter, and fat , an ex-

ception), the exception of slaughter or murder.

হতাব্যিতিরেকে, ad. lec. ease of হত্যাব্যতিরেক), with the excep-

tion of slaughter or murder, without or beside slaugh-

ter or murder.

gatatata, s . (from 311 , slaughter, and utats, an obsta-

cle , an obstacle to slaughter or murder.

a. (from 1 , slaughter, and at , ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to murder or slaugh

ter.

Fortisa, a. (from 311 , slaughter, and f , separate), se-

parate or distinct from murder or slaughter ; ad. be-

side slaughter or murder.

FIR☎, a. (from ', slaughter, and Д , a root), ground-

ed on or originating from murder or slaughter.

trast , a. (from 311 , slaughter, and cuts , werthy), wor-

thy or deserving of slaughter or murder, fit for slaugh-

ter.

3115, a. (from 311 , slaughter, and , fit) , worthy or de-

serving ofslaughter or murder, fit for slaughter.

ta, a. (from 311 , slaughter, and m, a disposition),

bloody-minded, murderous.

F/BI{ EGG, d. (from 311 , slaughter, and Œ , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from slaughter or murder ; ad. from

or because ofslaughter or murder.

Tū, s. (from dɔ, a ·boundary) , a boundary .

xm, s. (from d», a boundary) , a boundary.

1maan?, ad. (from ɔɔ, a boundary, and 19Diw, power),

to the extent ofpower.

TIA, 8. (from F , to smite), a smiting, a killing; in arithme

tic, multiplication.

Taazizē, a . {from ₹77 , a smiting, and æta☎, doing), smit-

ing or killing ; s . a person who smites or kills .

aata , a. (from 7 , a smiting, and tf , doing), smit-

ing or killing.

£58KA), a. (from ₹ 7 , a smiting, and I, producible), pro-

ducible by or arising from smiting or killing.

317, ad. (loc. case of 3 ) , for killing, for smiting,

zanfafoss, o. (from , a smiting, and fafa , a cause),

caused by or arising from smiting or killing ; ad. from

or because of smiting or killing.

gafafara, ad. (from , a smiting, and fafa , a cause).

for smiting, for killing.-

gas , a. (from ₹77, a smiting, and , before), preced-

ed by or arising from smiting or killing ; ad. by or

through smiting or killing.
I

इन.

Taas, a. (from ₹7 , a smiting, and 27 , caused by),

caused by or arising from smiting or killing ; ad. from

or because of smiting or killing.

saf , ad. (from , a smiting, and fan , without),

without or beside smiting or killing.

caufsà , a. (from 7 , a smiting, and arfafa , except-

ed), smiting or killing excepted .

হননব্যতিরেক, s . ( from হনন , a smiting, and বাতিরেক, an exce

ception) , the exception of smiting or killing,

gaazıfsızıo, ad. (loc, case of fox ) , with the excep

tion of smiting or killing, without or beside suiting or

killing.

gaafsa, a. (from TA , a smiting, and fea, separate), separ-

ate or distinct from smiting or killing ; ad, beside smit-

iug or killing.

gaastats, s. (from ₹35, a smiting, and 23, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to killing or smiting.

gaautats8, « . (from 177, a smiting, and etīte, obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to smiting or killing.

LIITAT, a. (from 7, a smiting, and , a root) , founded

upon or originating from smiting or killing.

Cats , a. (from ₹77 , a smiting, and cuts , worthy), wor-

thy or deserving of being smitten or killed .

, a. (from 7, a smiting, and ft , a disposition),

bloody-minded , revengeful , cruel ,

CARlCIF, a . (from C7 , a smiting, and 3, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from smiting or killing ; ad . from or

because of smiting or killing.

gaatatgt, s. (from T , a smiting, and att§¹, desire), a

desire to smite or kill,

gatott, a . (from , a smiling, and tat , desir-
হননাকাঙ্কী,

ous) , desirous of killing or smiting, murderous , bloody-

minded.

1st , s. (from A , a smiting, and afsata, desire), a

desire to smite or kill.

catfami ), a. (from 7, a smiting, and fat , desir

ous), desirous of smiting or killing, murderous, bloody-

minded.

gaanatsı, a . (from ₹7 , a smiling, and ¬¿ts , unworthy),

undeserving of beating or death.

gaatú ,́ a. (from ₹77 , a smiting, and af , desirous), desir-

ous of smiting or killing.

gaatlứ, ad. (from ₹77, a smiting, and ur, an object) , for

the purpose of smiting or killing.

gaate, a. (from ₹37, a smiting, and , fit), fit for slaugh-

ter, worthy ofbeing smitten or killed .

xzaty, a. (from T , to smite), worthy of being smitten or

killed, intended for slaughter.
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1.

, s. (from 7, a smiling, and' , desire), a desire to

smite or kill.

, d. (from x , a smiting, and , desirous), desir-

ous of smiting or killing.

, a . (from 55 , a smiting, and a desirous), desir-

ous of smiting or killing.

Calata13, a. (from 7, a smiting, and 8473, ready) , ready

or prepared to smite or kill.

at , a. (from 7 , a smiling, and 845, fit), fit for

slaughter, worthy of being smitten or killed.

8. (from , to kill), the jawbone.

ata, s. (from the upper jawbone), the deified monkey

who was the ally of Rama, the name of a particular

species ofmonkey, (Simia sinica.)

EU, interj. woe ! alas!

1, s. (from To, a person who kills), a person who smites

or kills, a murderer.

E , s . (from , to kill), a person who smites or kills ; a

murderer.

ata, a. (from 5 , to kill), in the circumstance ofbeing

beaten or killed.

23, s. (from , to offer), a sacrifice, an oblation.

Easy, a. (from , to offer), sacrificial, intended for an of-

fering or sacrifice.

fa , s. (from , to offer), clarified butter, an oblation.

[as, a. (from fa , clarified butter), clarified butter, rice

mixed with clarified butter.

TU, u. (from , to offer) , sacrificial, intended for sac ifice.

, s. (from 21, sacrificial, and t , the dressing of

food), an oblation dressed for the gods.

1, s. an imitative sound used to express the lowing of

kine.

E , s. (from E , to go) , a horse.

E , s. (from F, fright), fright, alarm, awe, perturbati-

on.

17137, a. (from 5 , fright), affrighting, alarming.

Ext , a. (from , astonished), astonished, confound-

ed, disturbed, fatigued, wretched.

Fatal, s. (from , astonished), astonishment, per-

turbation, confusion, fatigue, wretchedness.

tas, a. (from 7, a horse, and 1 , mounted on), mount-

ed on a horse.

Extat , a. (from ET, a horse, and trat , mounting),

mounting or riding on a horse ; s. a horseman.

Etat , & (from 17, ahorse, and stated, a mounting), the

mounting or riding upon a horse.

গারোহণপূর্বক, a. (from হয়ারোহণ , the mounting onahorse,

হর:

and , before), preceded by or arising from mounting

or riding on horseback.

atrata , a. (from 7, a horse, and sizzi , mounting),

mounting or riding on a horse; s. a horseman.

TI , s. (from E , to go), aspecies of plant, (Menispermum

hirsutum.)

, v. a. (from , to take),to steal, to take by force or fraud,

to take unlawfully.

E , s. (from , to take), one of the names of Shiva, divi

sion, the sum of a fourth proportional to the two per

pendiculars and the other link or segment of a trape

zium.

gaze, s . (from 77, to enclose or catch, p», hia-

derance), motion, action, hinderance, prevention.

17 , s. (from S , a hindrance) . a hinderer.

XIII, s. (from , every, and s , work), a man ofevery

work, a messenger.

afs, ad. (from , every, and fs, an hour), at every

hour.

d, s. (from , to take away), the taking of a thingby

fraud or force, a stealing, a taking away ; in arithme

tic, division.

cata , a. (from 4 , a taking away, and at , doing),

taking a thing by force or fraud.

dat , a. (from 4, a taking away, and af , doing),

taking by force or fraud.

Cd , a. (from 3d , a taking away, and 1, produ-

cible), producible by or arising from taking by force or

fraud.

, ad. (loc. case of 3 , for the purpose of taking

by force or fraud.

LAɑfafIIS, a. (from 4 , a taking away, and fafas, a cause),

caused by or arising from taking by force or fraud; ed.

from or because of taking by force or fraud.

afafar , ad. (from 4, a taking away, and far, a

cause), for the purpose of taking by force or fraud.

Ed , a. (from 4, a taking away, and before), pre-

ceded by or arising from taking away by force or

fraud; ad. by orthrough taking away by force or fraud.

, a. (from 74, a taking away, and fore ,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to taking by force

or fraud.

FI , a. (from 34, a taking away, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from taking by force or fraud;

ad. from or because of taking by force or fraud.

Tafa , ad. (from 34, a taking away, and fant, without),

without or beside taking by force or fraud.
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x+ f3f , a. (from 4, a taking away, and zifufis, ex-

cepted), the taking by force or fraud excepted.

xzszforgæ, s. (from 34, a taking away, and 11313%, an

exception), the exception of taking by force or fraud.

for , ad. (loc. case of 3 ), with the excep

tion of taking by force or fraud, without or beside tak-

ing by force or fraud.

x?dˇitata, s. (from ₹74 , a taking away, and stats, an ob-

stacle), an obstacle to taking by force or fraud.

হরণব্যাঘাতক, a. (from হরণ, a taking away, and ব্যাঘাতক,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to taking by force

or fraud.

fs , a. (from 4, a taking away, and fs , separate),

separate or distinct from taking by force or fraud ; ad.

beside taking by force or fraud.

FI«Tao, ɑ (from 34, a taking away, and x , a root),

founded upon or originating from taking by force or

fraud.

হরি.

ENAEF, a. (from 4, a taking away, and F , desirous).

desirous of taking by force or fraud.

Eatki , a. (from TIA , a taking away, and s413, ready),

ready or prepared to take by force or fraud.

FIATAUF, a. (from 34, a taking away, and F, pro-

per), fit or proper to be taken by force or fraud.

x ™, s. (from , to divest, y , a letter), a letter of

the alphabet.

xxas, ad. (from pt, every, and 9, time), always, at all

times.

হরবোলা , a .1, a, (from , erery, and at , a speaking), garru-

lous, talkative, talking upon all subjects, speaking all

languages, imitating the voices of all animals.

Eta, ad. (from ✪, every, and jɔɔ, a day), every day.

cata, s. (from 7 , to separate, plys, sacred), a sera-

glio ; a, unlawful, forbidden, sacred.

cattat, s. (from p , a seraglio, and sj, a son), a bas-

tard, a base born person, a rogue.

+ratsti, a. (from A4 , a taking away, and cats , worthy), || xf , s. (from , to take) , one of the names of Vishnoo, a

worthy ofbeing taken by force or fraud.

xaq*f?«, a. (from ₹31 , a taking away, and wit , a dispositi-

on), disposed to take by force or fraud.

TIdCTI, a. (from 4 , a taking away, and ( 3, a cause),

caused by or arising from taking by force or fraud ; ad.

from or because of taking by force or fraud.

411, (from 4, a taking away, and tatt, desire),

a desire to take by force or fraud.

stats , a. (from 4, a taking away, and atat , desir-

ous) , desirous oftaking by force or fraud.

tata,s. (from T4, a taking away, and fat , desire),

a desire to take by force or fraud.

geotsata), a (from ™ , a taking away, and ofsatfag, de-

sirous), desirous of taking by force or fraud,

Exatlots , a. (from 34, a taking away, and atdı, unwor-

thy), unfit to be taken by force or fraud.

Exatut , a. (from 4, a taking away, and af , desirous),

desirous of taking by force or fraud.

FXatru ,̸ ad. (from FX4, a taking away, and af, an object),

for the purpose of taking by force or fraud.

xxatz, a. (from ₹74, a taking away, and ¤ , fit), fit to be

taken by force or fraud.

, a. (from , to take), proper to be taken by force or

fraud..

Ata , s. (from ad, a taking away, and 1, desire), a de-

sire to take by force or fraud.

FIldH, a. (from LT4, a taking away, and 5, desirous), de-

sirous oftaking by force or fraud.

horse, a monkey, a lion , one of the nine divisions or

varshas of the earth ; a. green, yellow, tawney.

fatest, s. (from , Vishnoo, and atași, a gourd), the

name ofa beautiful flowering tree, (Erythrina ovalifolia.)

Ef , s. (from fa , yellow, and 8 , sandal wood), a yel-

low and fragrant kind of sandal wood, saffron, the fari-

na ofthe lotus .

Tfid, 8. (from 5, to take), a deer, a buck ; a. yellowish or

brownish white.

xfxt, a. (from xf , adeer, and 777, an eye), deer-eyed,

fawn-eyed.

xfadlibat, a. (from fx , a deer , and eaton, an eye), deer-

eyed,fawn-eyed.

fad1, s. (from xf , green) , the name of a species of climb-

ing plant, (Smilax glabra. )

xfiatsi, a. (from xf , a deer, and of , an eye), deer-eyed,

fawn-eyed.

হরিনাবাটানা , ৪. (from হরিণ , deer-coloured , and বাউনি , an

oak), a particular species of oak, (Quercus ferox .)

size, a. (from , to take), green.

xfasta, s. (from she, green), yellow orpiment, the sul-

phate of arsenic.

হরিভালভস্ম, s . ( from হরিতাল , sulphate of arsenic , and

ashes), the calx of the sulphate ofarsenic .

xfastfmæl, s. (from fast , sulphate of arsenic), the fourth

lunar day of the month of Bhadra.

xfgeam, s. (from xfas, green, aud 2 , a field), a field or

bed ofgreens for food.

•
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Ray , s. (from , yellow, and , toflow), turmeric, (Cur-

cuma longa.)

fut , a. (from fat , turmeric, and , smeared) , smear-

ed with turmeric .

14, s. (from fa, Vishnoo , and t , a door) the town

ofHuridwara where the Ganges descends into the plain

of Hindoosthan.

f4, s . (from , green ) , the name ofa tree indigenous

on the east border of Bengal, ( Nectandra decandra.)

fa, s. (from T , green, and afa, a gem , an emerald.

ff , s . (from fa , Vishnoo , and fet , beloved) , one of

1 the names of Lukshmee.

, s. (from ɲs, clever), clever, cunning, facetious,

pleasant ; s . a rival or enemy, an associate, a partner, a

friend .

E , s. (from f , Vishnoo, and T , a fruit) , the name

of a fruit and also of the tree which produces it, (Phyl-

lanthus longifolius.)

fat, a . (from , clever), cleverness, cunning , faceti-

ousness, rivalry, enmity, friendship .

fa , s. (from fe, green), a beautiful species of singing

bird, (Merops Huriba, Buchanan's Mss. )

fa , s. (from 5 , Vishnoo , and 8 , the moon), the name

of a king the twenty-eighth of the solar dynasty be

longing to the second age, noted for his liberality.

হরিংরাত্মক, a. ( from হরিহর, the noted union of Pishno and

Shiva recorded in the Muhabharuta , and tag, self),

identified with Vishnoo and Shiva in their united state.

xxì³æi, a. (from 1f3, green, and 23, gone) , the name of a

kind of Myrabolan and also of the tree which produces

it, (Terminalia chebula )

xa , a. (from , every, and 2 , one) , every one.

Tú, s . (from Lý, a person who takes), a person who takes

unlawfully.

1 , s . ( from , to take), a person who takes by force or

fraud.

TH , a. (from T, to take) , gaping, yawning.

TÍ, s . (from 5, to take) , a palace, a brick or stone house.

, s. (from , to be glad), joy, pleasure, merriment , de-

light, happiness , gladuess .

xz, a. (from za, to be glad), delighting, giving pleasure,

delightful.

xia , a. (from xx, joy, and ☎, to do), giving or exercis-

ing joy or pleasure, making merry,

**? *, a. (from ₹ , joy, and ₹31 , means), effected by

means of joy or pleasure ; ad. by means of joy or plea

sure.

xsta , a . ( from , joy, and at , doing), giving or ex-

ercising joy or pleasure, making merry.

ata , a . (from , joy, and at , doing , giving or ex-

ercisingjoy or pleasure, making merry.

, a, (from a joy, and , producing), producing

joy or pleasure.

FÍĦ5), a. (from a joy, and 5 , producible), producible

by or arising from joy or pleasure.

xas , ad. (loc. crse of

pleasure, for merriment.

) , for the purpose ofjoy or

gásts, a. (from xx, joy, and ts, produced), produced by

or arising from joy or pleasure.

gad, s. (from 8, to be pleased), a cause of joy or plea

--sure, a thing which gives pleasure, the fourteenth ofthe

astronomical Yogas, a rejoicing, a being happy, the

causing of pleasure or delight.

rata , ad. (from xa, joy, and t?, a door), by or through

joy or pleasure.

fa , a. (from , joy, and fax , causing to cease),

putting a stop to joy or pleasure.

satz , a. (from , joy, and fata , preventing) , pre-

venting or resisting joy or pleasure.

fata , s. (from va, joy, and fasted, a preventing , the

preventing or resisting ofjoy or pleasure.

aff , s. (from ,joy, and fas, cessation) , the preven

tion or cessation of joy or pleasure.

afas , a. (from a, joy, and fafas, a cause), caused by

or arising from joy or pleasure ; ad. from or because of

joy or pleasure.

, ad. (from , joy, and fafas, a cause , for joy

or pleasure, for merriment.

, a. (from , joy, and , before), preceded by or

arising from joy or pleasure ; ad. by or through joy or

happiness.

from , joy, and , obstructing),

operating as an obstacle to joy or happiness.

Try, a. (from T , joy, and F, caused by) , caused by

or arising from joy or pleasure ; ad. from or because of

joy or happiness .

xas, a. (from xs, joy, and , increasing) , increasing

or promoting joy or pleasure.

gresia , 8. (from 1 , joy, and , an increasing), the in-

creasing or promoting ofjoy or pleasure.

fat, ad. (from , joy, and fan , without), without or

beside joy or pleasure.

fefta, a. (from , joy, and fast , possessed of), joy-

ous, happy, merry, glad.
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rafata, s. (from , joy, and faxta, dejection) , joy and

dejection.

gafasta, a. (from , joy, and fat , destitute), destitute of

joy or pleasure, cheerless .

af , s. (from a joy, and af , an increase), the increase

ofjoy or pleasure.

affa , a. (from , joy, and ifs , excepted) , joy or

pleasure excepted.

guaföraæ, s. (from su ,̸ joy, and zisizæ, an exception), the

exception ofjoy or pleasure.

góðıfsıṛræ, ad. (loc. case of fo ), with the excepti-

on of joy or pleasure, without or beside joy or plea-

sure.

zása, a. (from tá, joy, and f53, separate), separate or dis-

tinct from joy or pleasure ; ad . beside joy or pleasure.

FUN , s. (from , joy , the name of a small plant, (Pra-

sium melissifolium )

Fata , a. (from x , joy) , joyful, cheerful, glad, happy.

FÉLSF, a. (from xế, joy, and T , a root), founded on joy

or pleasure, originating injoy or pleasure.

FITF, a. (from 1 , joy, and F, joined), connected with

or having joy or pleasure, joyous, glad , happy, mer-

ry.

as, a. (from , joy, and 3, destitute), destitute of

joy or pleasure.

sma , a. from x , joy, and tar, empty), destitute of joy

or pleasure.

zaxìa , a . (from xx, joy, and xìa, destitute), destitute ofjoy

or pleasure.

xÚ.x37, a . (from xế, joy, and (55, a cause), caused by or

arising from joy or pleasure ; ad. from or because of

joy or pleasure.

ts, a. (from , joy, and ; connected with) , con-

nected with or possessing joy or pleasure, joyous, hap-

py, glad, merry.

2

( s, a. (from 2 to rejoice), made to rejoice, glad, glad-

dened, made happy.

fsæis, a. (from xx³, gladdened, and , the mind),

glad-hearted, joyful- minded, merry-hearted .

sata , a. (fronr is, gladdened, and ata , the mind ,

glad-hearted, joyful- minded, merry-hearted.

Ffást3:fid, a. (from is, gladdened, and : , the

heart) glad-hearted, joyful-minded, merry-hearted.

, s. (from F , to plough) , a plough. "

8), s. (from a , a plough, and 1, a pulling), the name

of a common plant , (Phlomis zeylanica .)

CELERATEfe, s . (from Tage, resembling the

হুম.

flowers of Phlomis zeylanica, and at , a gland),

the name of certain glands in the body, (Thymus.) ,

gæ☎!, u. (from fx , to dally) , light in weight, light in cha-

racter, mean, silly, debased , soft, cheap.

TaÌ, s. (from Tfaa , turmeric), turmeric, ( Curcuma longa);

a. yellow.

gan)Dimistai, s. (from it. yellow, and starsitat, dodder),

a species of dodder, Cuscuta reflexa .)

gafans, s. (from mal, yellow, and zñ☎, a kind ofplan '),

the name of a small plant which grows on walls, (Stemo-

dia ruderalis.)

cantasil, s . (from
at, yellow, and T , the cock's comb

flower), the yellow variety of the cock's comb flower,

(Celosia cristata. )

am15, s. (from , yellow , and atafas, capsicum),

the name of a species of capsicum, (Capsicuai fiutes-

cens, the yellow variety.)

CatŢ, s. (from xa, a plough, and 4, to hold , wielding as

plough as his weapon, holding plough, having ploughs,

one ofthe names of Bulurau.a.

xñal, s. (from câ , a plough) , the name of a small tree indi

genous inthe forests at the mouth of the Ganges, (Egi❤

ceras majus.

Fate, s. (from , distressed,, perdition), perdi-

tion, ruin, slaughter, death ; a. lost, fatigued .

Caixa, s. (from x , a plough, and t , a weapon), wield-

ing a plough, one of the names of Bulurama.

ata, s . (from , to profane, IX , legal,, legal, right,

lawful, legitimate.

Fatacata, s. (from JA , legal, and j ,s , eating), a person

who eats all sorts of food , a sweeper or person of the

Iowest cast, one to whom all kinds of food are lawful.

atacata , s . (from , a person oflow cast), the

condition of a sweeper or person of a lowrank in socie

ty, a female sweeper.

gata, s. (from , to plough, sit, prep. and x , a plough),

a sort of poison or venom .

f1, s. (from fat, turmeric) , turmeric, the name of a

beautiful bird, (Oriolus melanocephalus, Lin. Turdus

melanocephalus , Carey )

, a. (from , to plough), holding plough, ploughing ; s.

a ploughman.

, a . (from , to plough), plowed, tilled, proper or de-

signed for tillage ; s. a multitude of ploughs .

, s. (from , to rejoice), the red lotus, Nympha

rubra.)

277, s. (f.om xa, to laugh), a laughing.
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, a . (from lo lough , laughed at, smiling, laughing,

blown as a flower.

8, s. (from 3 , to laugh), the hand, an elephant's trunk, a

cubit measured from the elbow to the end of the mid-

dle finger.

Test3, ɑ. (from C☎, a hand, and st³, found), found in or de-

livered into the hand.

ETÎ†Ţa, s. (from T , the hand, and ↑tad , a holding) , a hold-

ing the hand, the warding off of a blow, a resisting.

FEVİTA , S. (from 8, the hand, and at , a preventing), the

resisting or warding off of a blow.

18%, 9%, (from ₹8 , a hand, and a , to stand), held or situ

ated in the hand,

F☎atsì, a. (from ₹3 , a hand, and Tĺp7, staying) , staying

or continuing in the haud. Af

এ,
"

3, a, (from , a hund, and fs, situated), situated

in the hand.

TUTI, s. (from TT, a hand, and 3 , another) , another

*

hand, another person's band.

patapaad) s. (from Fate , another hand, and 4, a do-

ing), the transfer of property , the delivering of a thing

into another person's hand.

হস্তান্তরকরণপত্র , s . (from হস্তান্তর করণ , a transfer , and পত্র, a

writing , a deed of transfer.

teza , a. (from ts , another hand, and ³, done),

transferred, delivered into another person's hand.

TateIs3, a. (from ₹8ts?, another hand, and st³, gone) ,

transferred, delivered into another person's hand.

fun , s. (from xf , an elephant, and 3, a tooth), ivory,

a peg driven into a wall to hang things on .

*** , 3. (from faz, an elephant, and 47, a city), the

name of the ancient capital of Hindoosthan situated

about fifty- seven miles N. E. from Dillee.

<f85), a. (from ef87, an elephant), a female elephant,

EfЯ , s. (from 1, an elephant driver), an elephant dri-
•

ver.

fata , s. (from 8 , an elephant, and tat , a house), a

stable for elephants.

*fase , s. (from f , an elephant, and el , a proboscis),

the proboscis of an elephant, the name of a common

plant, (Heliotropium indicum )

TÌ, s. (from 58 , a proboscis) , an elephant, a male elephant.

ElIFAd, s, (from ₹ 8, in the hand, and ☎za , a doing), marri

age.

EAE, s. (from Efs , an elephant, and state, a mount

ing on), the mounting or riding on an elephant.

El, interj. (from Fi, oh !) oh ! alas ! well ! excellent .

1

T†P, interj. (from x1, oh), oh ! alas !

1 , ad. (from us, yes), yes ; interj. make haste! take

care ! let it not be ! God forbid !

EtZ, s. (from Ei, to abandon), breath, breath emitted.

štą, v. a. (from C , to call), to drive, to call.

tan, s. (from te, to drive), the driving ofan animal, a

calling.

tafa , s. (from st , to drive), the driving ofan animal, a

calling.

stæxt, a. (from ste, to drive), driving, calling ; s. a per.

son who drives, a person who calls.

tæt, v. a. (from t , to drive), to cause to drive ; s , a driv

ing, a calling ; a . driven, called.

statai, s. (from ta , to cause to drive), a causing to

drive.

štata, s. (from štæt, to cause to drive) , a causing to drive,

taifa , s. (from ta , to cause to drive), a causing to drive.

Statfant , a. (from 1 , to cause to drive), causing to drive,

driving ; s. a person who orders another to drive.

stat , v. a. (from ta, a shout), to do a thing with spirit

or energy, to exert one's strength upon a work.

tattfa, s . (from šta , a driving), a mutual or reciprocal

driving, a reciprocal calling.

tfæat, s . (from xt , to drive), the driving of loose cattle,

a calling.

štá, v. n. (from

181 , v. a. (from

5, to sneeze), to sneeze.

5, to sneeze), to provoke sneezing, to cause

a person to sneeze , sneezing.

Etfő, s. (from fa, a sneezing), a sneezing.

to , s . (from to, to sneeze), the name of a small species

of plant, (Artimisia sternutatoria. )

itfsitf , phrase. (from $1, take care, and fa, Sir), take care

Sir! take care Sir !'

tsm, s. (from xe, a pot), a hole or cavity at the bottom

ofwater to which the fish resort,

Fist, s. (from fe, a pot), a large pot.

ifs. s. (from gifs, a pot), a pot for boiling food.

sfsfs, s. (from if, a pot. The last member of this

word is only a rhyme to the first), pots and other cook-

ing utensils.

$8151, s. (from Fifs . a pot, and ots , a scraping , the

name of a bird usually called the Indian magpie, (Cor.

vus mendicantium.)

sii, v. n. (from Tl, to abandon), to pant.

Hi, v. a. (from Et , to pant), to pant, to cause to pant, to

weese.

tata, s. (from E† , to cause to pant), the causing a per
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son or animal to pant by overdriving or the like, a

weezing.

štatfa, s . (from it, to cause to pant), a panting, the

causing of a person or animal to paut by overdriving or

the like, a weezing.

Fiatfäæt*, s. (from Statf , a weezing, and af , a cough),

a weezing cough.

11 , s. (from 11, a weezing), a closely repeated weez-

ing, a violent panting.

HA, v. a. (from T , to laugh), to laugh.

¡A, a. (from 5• ♬, a duck), a duck, a goose.

Šat, v. a . (from t , to laugh), to cause laughter ; s.

laughter, white.

1 ,. (from šta, a duck, and at , rice), the name of

a variety of rice.

Sif , s. (from
, to laugh), laughter.

TiTE, s. (from Ti , alas, and , to sound), the name of a

species of tree, (Croton polyandrum.)

হাকিম,
קח

ta , s. (from p , to decree,, an order), a governor .

Eat, s. (from pl , a governor), sovereignty, govern-

ment.

' ,
15, s . (from Fl , alas, and 45, to contract) , the name of a

plant which grows on the sides of water courses in the

southern part of Bengal , (Acanthus ilicifolius . )

tit, s. (from ₹15, holly-leaved Acanthus, and it),

a thorn) , the holly-leaved Acanthus, (Acanthus ilicifo-

lius.)

€175115, s . (from xg , holly-leaved Acanthus, and 5,

seed). the seed of the holly-leaved Acanthus .

TIMI, s. (from x^ , reproach , and s, to swallow), a shark.

E , s. (from , to justen or set, l , necessity),

necessity, need , a wish.

Fiat , s. (from Ti , to abandon) , the destruction ofthe crops

by rain or floods.

ta, a. (from , a thousand), a thousand.

gtataæfa, s . (from , a thousand, and afª , a gem) , the

name of a small annual plant, (Phyllanthus urinaria .) -

tai , a. (from , a thousand) , belonging to or con-

nected with a thousand,

tag, a . (fromå , presence) , present, ready, willing,

content.

xifsautfaa, 8, (from pol , present, and ¿ , a security),

a security or surety for another's appearance when

called for.

xifazatfast, s. (from elöl , a surety for another's

appearance), the being surety for another's appearance,

qtfast, s. (from l→, present), a breakfast, a levee, pre-

sence, an audience.

xtfsatada, s. (from „öl , present, and wi³, a writer),

13.

a person who takes account of the persons present or

engaged in any work.

Fifagiale, s . (from , presence, and xfx, a book), a list

ofpersons in attendance or engaged in any work.

xit, s. (from TE, a market), a market held on stated days

ofthe week.

attista, s. (from it, a market, and ‹õ† , a thief), a thief

who steals from markets.

ts, s. (from Tz, a bone), a bone.

ista , s. (from x† , a bone, and fst , to swallow), the gi-

gantic crane of India, (Ardea Argala.)

işti, s. (from ₹† , a bone, and ʊtat, a moving), the name

of a climbing plant, (Cissus quadrangularis. ) ~

*† ¤Я, s . (from ₹1ș, a bone, and §, mud), the name ofa

species ofplant, (Arum gracile. )

ts , s. (from 1 , a bone, and , to begreat), the name

of a tree indigenous on the North East border of Ben-

gal, (Harpullia cupanioides .)

Etat ,. (from ts, a bone, and !, a breaking), the

breaking of a bone,the name ofaplant, (Cissus qua-

drangularis.)

xtṣratṣi, s. (from tș, a bone, and catșt, a joining , the

name of a climbing plant which is supposed by the

Hindoos to have the property of promoting the speedy

joining of broken bones , (Cissus quadrangularis.)

gifs, s . \ from xfx®, a sweeper), a sweeper, a person of the

lowest class.

ifts,s. (from t , stocks, and att, wood , akind ofwood-

en stocks or fetters, a stump or small post with a place

made in the top of it in which the neck of a sacrificial

animal is forced and kept down by a peg while the

blow is struck which cuts off its head.

13, s. (from 5, the hand), the hand, a cubit measured

from the elbow to the end ofthe middle finger.

atzægts, s. (from F† , the hand, and ☎t³, a saw), a hand

saw.

test1, s . (from ts, the hand, and stat, a causing to

more), the moving of a person's hand bythe force of in-

cantations.

Figāsş, s. (from Ti , a hand, and 55, wicked), a man

who has property but will not pay his debts.

xtesi, v. a.(from 13, the hand , to feel the way by apply

ing the hand to a wall or the like as a blind person

does.

araşta, s. (from 1351, to feel the way), a feeling the way

with the hand as a blind does.

gisşifA, 8, (from 1351, to feel the way), the feeling for the

way with the hand as a blind person does.

jjjjjjj
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হানি,

testfag , a. (from ti , to feel the wty) , feeling the way ;

s. a person who feels his way by applying his hand to

a wall or the like.

15 , s. (from 3, the hand), a hammer.

13 , a. (from Et , to relinquish), relinquishable.

ta , s. (from 13, the hand, and catș¹ , a joining), a

joining ofthe hands, the joining of the two palms as a

token of supplication or humility.

31 , s. (from 3, the hand) , a fire shovel, an ash rake, a

slice, a tiger's paw.

sttfs, s . (from ts, a hand), fisty cuffs, a struggling

hand to hand, from hand to hand.

Elfsstat, s. (from xtfs, an elephant, and , an ear), the

name of a species of plant, ( Siphonanthus hastata.)

ifs , s. (from Tifs, an elephant, and 31 , a proboscis),

the proboscis of an elephant, the name of a genus of

plants ( Heliotropium) , the word is generally applied to

one species of turnsole, (Heliotropium indicum. )

tat, s. (from an elephant) , an elephant.

toștal, s . (from 3, the hand) , a mere feeler of the

pulse, an ignorant quack doctor.

tai , s. (from < 3, the hand), a cow which is milked by

the hand without bringing the calf near.

tratta, a. (from tз, the hand) , immediate, instant.

xtz, v. a. (from ₹7, to smile), to smite, to injure.

ta, s. (from Ti, to relinqu sh), a relinquishing, an abandon-

ing.
1

tai, v. a. (from , to smile), to cause to injure ; s . a

Abod, an inundation, a killing, an injuring, a giving

pain , an iron lamp stand of a particular make.

ta, s. (from 7, to smile), detriment, an injury, a blow,

murder, slaughter.

ta , a. (from fa, detriment, and ☎, to do) , doing inju-

ry, doing that which is a detriment to others, bringing

down or humbling.

fa , a. (from tf , detrimen ' , and ₹31 , means), effect-

ed by means of injury or detriment ; ad. by means of

injury or detriment.

fa , s. (from tf , detriment, and a , a doer), a per-

son who does injury, a person who does what is detri-

mental,

fata , a . (from a , detriment, and ata , doing), do-

ing injury, doing that which is detrimental.

"

tatat, a. (from tf , detriment, and fa , doing), do-

ing injury, doing that which is detrimental .

cifisma, M. (from Eta, detriment, and , producing),

causing or producing injury or detriment,

Eta.

cifaga , a. (from † , detriment, and , producible),

producible by or arising from injury or detriment.

Elfa ad. (loc . case of tar),for injury, for detri

ment.

fat , ad. (from tf , detriment, and tx, a door), by

or through injury or detriment.

Tifasade, a (from ₹†fi, detriment, and faxes, causing to

cease) , putting a stop to injury or detriment.

Etfafaatge, a. (from fa , detriment, and facts , prevent

ing), preventing or resisting injury or detriment,

tfafaatad, s. (from ₹ fa , detriment, and fata , a prevent-

ing) , the preventing or resisting of injury or detriment.

Tifafaghs, s. (from Effi, detriment, and fif³, cessation), the

prevention or cessation of injury or detriment.

tas , a. (from ta, detriment, and faf , a cause),

caused byor arising from injury or detriment ; ad . from

or because of injury or detriment,

fiat , ad. (from 1f , detriment, and fis, a cause),

forthe purpose of injury or detriment.

fat , a. (from Eta , detriment, and before , preced

ed by or arising from injury or detriment ; ad. by or

through injury or detriment,

fagfs, a. (from tf , detriment, and afsææ ,ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to injury or detri

ment.

ta , a. (from æ†fa, detriment, and , caused by),

caused by or arising from injury or detriment ; ad. from

or because of injury or detriment.

faaa, a. (from Tifa , de'riment, and ze, increasing), in

creasing injury or detriment.

Fifa , s. (from tf , detriment , and x , an increting

the increasing of injury or detriment.

Etfafan , ad. (from fa , detriment, and f , wilkut),

without or beside injury or detriment.

faza, s. (from Et , detriment, and , increase), the is

crease of injury or detriment .

Etfiufsfax, a. (from ₹†ft , detriment, and ufofas, except-

ed), injury or detriment excepted.

হানিব্যতিরেক, s. (from হানি, detriment, and ব্যতিরেক, ant-

ception), the exception of injury or detriment.

iffsar , ad. (loc . case of fast , with the excep

tion of injury or detriment, without or beside injury or

detriment,

Etfafsa, a. (from tf , detriment, and fea, separate), se

11

parate or distinct from injury or detriment ; ad beside

injury or detriment.

Etfiæææ, a. (from E†f , detriment, and aª, a roots, ground-

ed upon or originating from injury or detriment.
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facts , a. (from fa , detriment, and cts , worthy),

worthy of or deserving injury or detriment.

tf558 , a. (from 13 , detriment, and 5*, indicating),

indicating injury or detriment.

Etfa , a. (from Tifa, detriment, and , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from injury or detriment ; ad. from or

because ofinjury or detriment.

Я , s. (from ¹ , to relinquish ,-a crucible.

tata , s. (from 1 , a crucible, and atat, a garland),

the name of an ornamental climbing shrub, ( Echites di-

chotoma, )

Etf×3, a. (from T, to abandon), caused to be abandoned or

surrendered.

, an imitative sound employed to express a flurup-

ing sound made by some persons when eating spoon-

meat or liquids.

, an imitative sound used to express the sound

made bysome persons when eating spoon-meat or liquids.

xta, s . (from cg, to call) , female dalliance.

xtat , s. (from #ta, dalliance , and , to be produced),

things eaten indiscriminately by low people, trash.

Etaatesta51, s. (from {75), trush. The last member of this

word is only arhyme to the first), trash.

lasta, s. (from ₹† , dalliance, and S17, wantonness), wan-

ton dalliance .

, a. from 17, female dalliance) , stupid , foolish, talk-

ing incoherently ; s . (from , wind), air, wind.

tate, s. (from Ti , alas ! and 53, boiled rice ) , the regret

felt by a person in reduced circumstances when he re-

collects his former state of ease.

Thatsig , a. (from tate, regret) , regretting the loss of

former enjoyments.

gia, s . (from te , dalliance), a stupid woman, a woman

whose talk is incoherent.

tast , 8. (from ætat , stupid, and ( st ) , swallowed) , over-

come by fear or shame, foolish, idiot, stupid .

ta, s. (from T , to hurt ) , the measles.

হামকাটাকুলি, s. (from স্থাযকাট' , curing the measles, and यू ,

a swing), the name of a species of shrub, ( Phyllanthus

vitis Idæa.)

xtat , s . (from ™ , to go), a creeping on all fours as chil-

This word con-
dren do before they can walk erect,

structed with 1 , to give , means to creep.

gtata, & (from Us'S, a mortar ), a mortarmı

ata , (from , a mortar, audi , apestle), a

mortar and pestle.

tata, 8 (from A , to be warm, pl →, a bath), a bath,

cloth of at least three cubits wide for the cold season.

Etfa.

atataïa, 8. (from plyɔ, a bath, and a , a house), a bath.

Etat , u . (from Jy , tofeel affection, a burden), a foetus,

pregnancy.
DJ IC

US,tata , s . (from , a burden, and blood) , the

procuring of abortion, the destroying of a foetus,

tata , s. (from , the destroying of afætus),

a person abortion.who procures

tfa, s . (from An, to protect, , a protector), a

protector, a depender.

ta , s. (from Jol , pregnant) , a pregnant woman.

Eta, interj. (from 1 , alus !) , ah !

Tip , s. (from xixa , a year, and sta, to go), the name of a

species of tree, (Vitex Haynga. )

61

ty , s. (from 1 , to relinquish) , the year.

tasty, interj. (from ts , alas !) alas ! alas !

gtại, s . (from " , to live,, shame), modesty, shame.

xtą, v. a. (from ☎, to take ), to lose, to be wasted, to be

overcome, to lose or be cast in a law suit. སྙིང་ །

Tt , s . (from , to take), a necklace, a vessel to measure

oil, a rate, a common rate.

K†IT, a . (from , to take), taking by force or fraud, taking

unlawfully ; s. a person who takes unlawfully.

Ttaxì, a . (from , to take) , the name of a species of climb-

ing shrub, (Echites macrophylla. )

F

* ཎྜ ༔ ཏྠཱནྟི

Tizi , v . a. (from , to take ), to cause to lose ; a. lost.

xtatgai , s . (from xai , to cause to lose), a losing, a causing

to lose.

tata, s . (from 1 , to cause to lose), the losing of a thing;

a. lost.

tata. s . (from 3, to cause to lose) , the losing of a thing.

11, a. (from 1 , to cause to lose ), causing to lose, los-

ing ; s . a person who loses or causes to lose.

tata, a. (from , unlawful, sacred, pl , unlawful), un-

lawful, sacred ; s. a concubine, the feniale apartments.

statata, a. (from el , a seraglio, and s♪lj , a son), un-

lawfully begotten ; s. a base born person, a bastard, a

rascal.

atatata?, 8. (from soli , a bastard), a female bas-

tard , a vile woman,

tf , s. (from , to take), the losing of a game, defeat, dis-

comfiture ; a. handsome, captivating.

13, a. (from , to take ) , lost ; s . the green dove, (Colum

ba Huriala, Buchanan's Mss . )

zifag, a. (from TfIq , turmeric) , stained with turmeric, died

yellow. # [5 ] »

Tifs , s.. (from Tif , yellow, and , a discharge by

g the urethra), a gleet, a yellow discharge from the ure

thra.

Jjjjjjjj 2
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ifzæst, s (from æfte , green, and est, a sort of kidney bean),

the name of a species of kidney bean, (Phaseolus Mun-

go.)

tfa , s. (from a , the piles), the blood discharged by

the piles.
15

ta .

Tifa, s. (from x , to lmgh), laughter.

tfal, s. (from >, a hem , a hem or border on a shan!

or handherchief.

fa , (from J , produce), custom on goods, port

duties.

t ?, s . (from , to take), taking by force or fraud, taking tant, a. (from Jo , custom), paying or subject to c

unlawfully.

Fi , s. (from , the heart), affection, kindness .

, a. (from , to take), liable or requiring to be taken

by force or fraud.
# U

ta, s. (from , to plow), a plough, the rudder of a boat,

any thing which guides or directs the course of a vehi

cle ; also (from , to make a hole, gl , a state), a

state or condition ; a. present. 1 .

tae, s. (from Jl , a condition), a state, a condition.

Time , a. (from fx , to act lightly), light, vain, empty .

FIT , 8. (from lado, a kid , a kid.

tata, s. (from , holy, JA , legal), legal , legitimate,

right , a killing according to the Mussulman form.

tatarata, s. (from J , lawful, and , eating), a per-

son of the lowest cast or one to whom every thing is

lawful, a sweeper.

tataraia , s. (from J , a person of the lowest class),

the condition of a person of the lowest class .

tata, s. (from T& T , poison ), poison, venom , virus.

gifã, a. (from Jl , present), present.

etfaæ, a. (from eta , a plough), connected with or belong-

ing to a plough ; s . a poughman.

ifa , s. (from p , to be broken, and pl , garden cres-

ses), garden cresses, (Lepidium sativum. )

xifmæst, s. (from efi , green, and as† , a kind of kidney bean),

the name of a species of kidney bean, (Phaseolus Mun-

go.) *

Cifgis☎, 8. (from Tifax , pertaining to a plough, and st☎, a

cow), a bullock for the plough.

faxa , s. (from 1 , a sortofsnake, and Я , a snake),

the name of a species of small and harmless snake.

Etat, s. (from , a sweetmeat), a kind of sweetmeat.

Eta , a . (from I , a sweetmeat), a confectioner.

, a. (from , a sweetmeat, and , to do) , a con-

fectioner.

tastet, s. (from 5 , a confectioner), the business of

a confectioner.

Fių, v. n. (from xã, to laugh), to laugh, to smile.

, 8. (from TЯ, to laugh) , laughter.

1, a . (from ta, laughter, and t, idle) , per-

petually laughing.

Etat, v. e. (from , to laugh), to cause to laugh.

tom or duties.

tes (from to laugh), daughter.

tara , a. (from † , laughter, and ana, producing

producing laughter or merriment.

, a. (from t , laughter, and 1, producik,

producible by or arising from laughter.

t , ad. (loc. case ofstar), for laughter, former

riment.

fifa , a. (from Fr, laughter, and fafas, a caure,

caused by or arising from laughter ; ad. from or be •

cause oflaughter.

x =faface, ad, (from t™ , laughter, and faf73, a cause),

for laughter, for merriment.

, a. (from Et , laughter, and guy, causedby ,

caused by or arising from laughter ; ad. from or be

cause oflaughter.

sta , ɑ. (from , laughter, and 4 , theface), sml.

ing-faced, having a smiling countenance.

Etat, a (from † , laughter, and fast , without, with

out or beside laughter or merriment

xt= fa{* 8, ɑ. (from ¡ai, laughter, and faſte, possessed of,

smiling, laughing.

xtenfacta, a . (from † , laughter, and fista, destitu e),

destitute of laughter or smiling.

TraufsfIF, a. (from tЯ , laughter, and ifsfas, excopt.

ed), laughter or jocularity excepted.

tale, s. (from Eta , laughter, and wifsize, an es-

ception), the exception oflaughter or jocularity,

gtararforacæ, ad. (loc. case of xtwarfotae), with the ex-

ception of laughter, without or beside laughter.

fa, a. (from 1 , laughter, and fa, separate), separ

ate or distinct from laughter ; ad. beside laughter.

TIRIY, a, (from T , laughter, and gat , the face), smiling

faced, having a smiling countenance.

KAS, a. (from C , laughter, and joined), connect

ed with laughter, laughing, smiling,

CAJA, &. (from X , laughable, and , sentiment , the

sentiment ofjocularity.

Fiaafes, a. (from tu, laughter, and af , destitute),

destitute oflaughter or smiling. }

, a. (from † , laughter, and , empty, desti-

tute of laughter or smiling

p
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tw , a . (from ta , laughter, and a, destitute), desti- | fata , a. (from fg , injury, and , producible), pro.

tute oflaughter or smiling.

TianLII, a . (from , laughter , and cã , a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from laughter ; ad. from or because of

laughter.

tute , s. (from t , laughter, and a , a sea), a flood

or sea of laughter.

131 , interj (from 1 , alas ! 3, killed, and af , I am),

ah ! it is all over with me.

TT , interj. (from T1 , alas !) alas ! alas !

‘Etxtæta, s. (from ₹¡xi, alas !salas ! and 4, to do), lamenta-

tion, wailing.

Ettata, s . (from tatata, lamentation, and fa , a noise),

a noise of wailing or lamentation ,

fs, an indeclinable word indicating emphasis, indeed, tru-

ly.

fé , s. (from fix , assafœtida) , assafœtida .

f1, s . (from fataifa , the name of a plant), the name

of an aquatic plant, (Hingsta repens.)

, v. a. (from fãã, to injure), to injure, to hurt , to do

mischief.

fre, a. (fromfa, to injure), injurious, hurtful, mischiev-

ous.

f . , s. (from f , to injure), the injuring orhurting of a

person, a doing mischief.

f , s . (from f , to injure) injury, hurt, mischief.

fog, a. (from {5 ♬) , injury, and ₹, to do), injuring, hurt-

ing, making mischief.

fantas, a. (from fa , injuring, and 4 , means , ef-

fected by means of hurt or injury ; ad. by means of hurt

or injury.

t1 , s . (from fræt, injury , and * , a doer) , a per-

son who hurts or injures.

fate , s. (from f₹ ) , injury, and z , an action), an

incantation for the purpose of injuring or destroying

others, a malevolent action.

tata , s. (from fe , injury, and tatt, desire), a

desire to hurt or injure , malevolence, malice.

tì, a . (from ì , injury, and ataifa, desirous),

desirous of hurting or injuring, malevolent, mischievous.

fontætaæ, à, (from fxºñ¹, injury, and ææ, doing), doing

hurt or injury.

fatats , a.(from fent, injury, and atfa , doing), doing

hurt or injury.

fats , a. (from fr , injury, and gae, producing),

producing hurt or injury.

featsfas, a. (from fœª¤1, injury, and fï³, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from hurt or injury!

JIducible by or arising from hurt , or injury.

fata , ud. (loc. case of ft ), for hurt, for injury,

for mischief. 1

ftats, a. (from 1, injury, and 13, produced), pro-

duced by or arising from hurt or injury. ..1

fatзrts, s. (from fl, injury, and tst, relinquish-

ment), the relinquishment of hurt or injury.

fatsitsì, a. (from fx , injury, and tf , relinquish-

ing), relinquishing hurt or injury.

fxantatai, ad. (from fe , injury, and ■t , a door), by or

through hurt or injury.oeg d
1.

fantas, a. (from fx1, injury, and ¤ , unfit), undeserv

ing of hurt or injury.

fefnada, a. (from fet, injury, and fa , causing

to cease ), putting a stop to hurt or injury.

festfaatze, a. (from f½• , injury, and fratae, prevent-

ing), preventing or resisting hurt or injury.

fg.atfaatad, s. (from fg" ) , injury, and faztaa , a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of hurt or injury.

fanifazi , s. (from f½ºñ¹, injury, and faf³, ce sation),

the cessation or prevention of hurt or injury.

farafaga, a . (from f , injury, and fata , a cause),

caused by or arising from hurt or injury ; ad. from or

because of hurt or injury.

છે.

fantfafara, ad. (from fx , injury, and fafi , a cause),

for hurt, for injury, for mischief,

gt , «. (from f₹ !, injury, and , before), preced.

ed by or arising from hurt or injury ; ad. by or through

hurt or injury.

fife, a . (from fel, injury, and fax, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to hurt or injury.

f , a. (from fx , injury, and F, caused by ,

caused by or arising from hurt or injury ; ad, from or

because of hurt or injury.

19

fantaza, a. (from fxA1 , injury, and axe, increasing),

increasing hurt or injury.

fata , s. (from fx | , injury, and xã , an increasing),

the increasing of hurt or injury.

fata , ad. (from fa̸ñ¹ , injury, and fant, without), with-

out or beside hurt or injury.

fanifeft , a. (from fl, injury, and faf , possessed

of) , hurtful , noxious , injurious , mischievous .

faifila, a . (from fx , injury , and faxta, destikule),

free from hurt or injury, harmless, innoxious.

frantafa, s. (from fit, injury, and af , incrcuse), the

increase of hurt or injury.
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হিংসায্যতিরিক্ত, ব্যতিরিক্ত ,fantarfafas, a. (from 1 , injury, and fofa , except- ! fairs, a. from fat, injury, and 843 , prepared), pre-

ed), hurt or injury excepted.

Fatface, s. (from fat, injury, and 2313 , an ex-

F ception), the exception of hurt or injury.

fat , ad. (loc , case offantas ) , with the ex-

ception of hurt or injury, without or beside hurt or in-

jury,
{

I'

fattats, &. (from [ , injury, and zitats, an obstacle),

an obstacle to hurt or injury.

fantasi¬tsæ, a. (from fx , injury, and artats☎ , obstruct-

ing , operating as an obstacle to hurt or injury,

ffa, a. (from fx , injury, and fa, separate) , sepa-

rate or distinct from hurt or injury ; ad. beside hurt or

injury.

fontfamta, s. (from fx , injury, and Satu, desire) ,

a desire to hurt or injure , malevolence .

fafel, a. (from fgal, injury, and Satan, desir-

eus), desirous of doing hurt or injury, malevolent.

ft , a. (from fg , injury, and , a root), ground-

ed upon or originating in hurt or injury.

fxt , a . (from fr ♬t, injury, and joined) , connect-

ed with 'hurt or injury, hurtful, noxious, injurious,

mischievous.

fattats , a. (from f , injury, and tists, worthy), wor-

thy of or deserving hurt or injury.

ffs, a. (from 1 , injury, and 33, destitute , free

from hurt or injury, harmless, innoxious, uninjurious.

ft , a . (from fx , injury, and fit), fit or deserv-

ing to be hurt or injured.

Rata , a (from 51, injury, and a , empty), free

from hurt or injury, harmless, innoxious, uninjurious.

fat , a. (from f ' , injury, and m, an inclination),

inclined to do hurt or injury, malevolent.

fat , a. (from fЯ , injury, and , indicating), in-

dicating hurt or injury.

fate , a. (from fx , injury, and a, destitute , free

from hurt or injury, harmless , innoxious, uninjurious .

fontigo, a. (from f₹ 1 , injury, and a , a cause) , caus-

ed by or arising from hurt or injury ; ad. from or be-

cause of hurt or injury.

f53, u. (from [ , to injure), hunt, injured.

(from 1 , injury, and at, desire), a desire

to hurt or injure, malevolence.

* a. (from fet , injury, and , desirous), desirous

of doing hurt or injury, malevolent, mischievous.

, a . (from fx , injury, and , desirous), desir.

ous of doing hurt or injury, malevolent, mischievous,

pared or readyto hurt or injure,

1 , . (from fat, injury, and se , suited to),

proper to be hurt or injured.

f , a. (from fx , to injure), liable or deserving to be

hurt or injured.

fa. from fe , to injure) , injurious, hurtful, noxious,

ravenous.

fa. (from injurious), injurious, hurtful, noxi-

ous, ravenous.

fof , s . (from ( 1. a hiccup), a hiccup.

fast , s. (from fof , a hiccup, and sta, a rising ,the

beginning of a fit of hiccup.}

fsfafata, s . (hrom fsf , a hiccup, and fit , a beating),

a fit ofhiccup.

, s. (from fa , a Hindoo) , a Hindoo.

(x*ääl, s. (from fxz, a Hindoo), the nature or character ofa

Hindoo.

fat , s . (from fat , a small species ofpalm), the name of

a small palm which grows in the forests about the es-

tuary of the Ganges, ( Phoenix paludosa.)

fs31, s . (from fr , to hiccup), a hiccup.

fxħa, s . (from fx, to go , the name of a species oftree, (Xi-

menia ægyptiaca .)

fra, s. (from fx, to go ) , assa'œiida.

feafuta, s . (from fe , assajatida, and fit , an erulali-

on), assa'œtida.

a

fiat, s. (from f¾, assafœtila, and 4 , a leaf , a kind

of drug, perhaps the leaf of the assafoetida plant.

fy, s . (from fx , ussofæti la, and 1, to take), vermillion.

fant, s. (from fx , assafætida, and 1, to take), the name

of a fruit much used in stews, and also of the plant

which produces it, ( Solanum Melongena. )

f5 , s . (from f , to hiccup) , a hiccupping.

f1, s. (from fx, truly, and 5 , idiot), a hermaphrodite.

fxual, s.(from ș , to separate), the æra of the Muhu

medans.

E , s . (from fx , the name of a tree), the name of a

tree which produces beautiful racemes of flowers and

grows in swamps, ( Barringtonia acutangula.)

fafastata, s. (from ff , the name of a village, and

atata, an almond , the Cashew nut, also the name of

the tree which produces it, ( Anacardium occidentale . )

frame , s . (from fe , the name ofa village, and cza?,

the name of a shrub , the name of a shrub generally

called the broad leaved myrtle, Eugenia bracteata. )

fr1, s. (from fgifs , the name of a plant), the name

of an aquatic plant, ( Hingsta repens.)
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fels, a (from 15, to go), cuttle fish bone.

f , s. (from 1 , to hold), benefit, advantage, welfare ; a.

held.

f31,s. from f53, benefi ', and a , a doer) , a person who

promotes or occasions Lenefit or wellare, a beneficent

person.

F³æta*, «. (from fx3, benefi' , and tṛ , doing) , conferring

benefit, doing good, beneficent.

faætaì, a. (from fx3, benefit and ☎ta , doing), conferring

benefits, doing good, beneficent.

3. a. (from fx3 , benefit, and , producing) , produc-

ing benefit or advantage .

f3551, a. (from fx3 benefi , and 571, producible), produci-

ble by or arising from benefit or advantage.

fx3515 , ad. (loc . case of f₹31 , for good, for benefit, for

advantage, for welfare .

faga, a. (from 3 , b nefit, and fa , causing to cease),

putting a stop to benefit or advantage.

fxofaztas, a. (from fx3, benefit, and fazta , preventing ,

preventing or resisting benefit or advantage.

fafata , s. from fx3, benefit, and fata , a prevening),

the preventing or resisting of benefit or advantage.

ffaf , s. (from fx3, benefit, and fas, cessition , the

ees-ation or prevention ofbenefit or advantage.

f3fafe, a. (from f5, benefit, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from benefit or advantage ; ad. from or

because of benefit or advantage.

33, ad. (from 3 , benefit, and fifa , a cause), for

good, for benefit, for advantage, for welfare.

figus, a. (from fx3, benefit, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from benefit or advantage ; ad from

or because of benefit or advantage.

1, s. (from 3, benefit, and 1 , a speaker), a person

who speaks beneficially, a moral instructor, one who

gives good advice.

fata , s. (from fx , benefit, and t , a word) , advan-

tageous conversation or words , good advice .

fat , a. (from fx3 , benefit, and 13 , desirous), desir-

ous of benefit or advantage, benevolent .

fat , s. (from 3 , benefit, and at , desire), the desire

of benefit or advantage, benevolence .

( sat ), a. (fromfes, benefit, and atfh , speaking), speaking

instructive or advantageous things, giving good advice.

ad. (from 53, benefit, and fat, without), without

or beside benefit or advantage.

}

1) -
ཝཾ །

fé'sufsfas, a . (from fxs, benefit , and ifsis , excepted),

benefit or advantage excepted .

129fatge, s. (from 35, benefit, and forze, an excepti.

on), the exception of benefit or advantage.

35
"

হিতে-

fesaforeræ, ad. (loc. case of fзfg ), with the excep-

tion of benefit or advantage, without or beside benefit

or advantage.

fatto, s. (from fx , benefit, and tæt³, an obstacle), an

obstacle to benefit or advantage.

fxzzateæ, a. (from fx3 , benefit, and itt , obstruct-

ing), operating as an obstacle to benefit or advantage

f3stat, a. (from fx3 , benefit, and tfa , speaking), speak-

ing instructive or advantageous things, giving good ad-

vice.

1

fx35a, a. (from fx3, benefit, and fea , separate), separate or

distinct from benefit or advantage ; ad. beside benefit or

advantage.

fxзcats , a . (from fx3 , benefit, and cats , worthy), worthy

of benefit or advantage.

fxzxiæ, a. (from fx3, benefit, and (53 , a cause), caused

by or arising from benefit or advantage ; ad. from or be

cause of benefit or advantage.

fotot , s . (from 3, benefit, and ttt, desire), the de-

sire of benefit or advantage, benevolence.

festat , a . (from fx3 , bene it, and statfi , desirous) , de-

sirous of benefit or advantage, benevolent,

fotfsata, s . (from fxs, benefit, and af , desire), the

desire of benefit or advantage, benevolence.

fotfsata), a. (from fx3, benefit, and fat , desirous),

desirous ofbenefit or advantage, benevolent,

fot , a. (from f53 , benefit, and af , d.sirous) , desirous

ofbenefit or advantage, benevolent.

fastu , a . (from fx3 , benefit , and u, an object) , for the
&

purpose of benefit or advantage , for good, for welfare.

fx3 , a . (from fx3, benefit, and a , desire), the desire of

benefit or advantage, benevolence.

fx3 a. (from f3, benefit, and 5, desirous), desirous of

benefit or advantage, benevolent.

fx3x3, a. (from fx , benefit, and desirous), desirous

of benefit or advantage, benevolent .

ft34, s. (from fx , benefit, and 44 , a desiring) , the de-

siring of benefit or advantage.

fts , a. (from fes, benefit, and af , desirous), desirous

of benefit or advantage, benevolent.

( gifs, s. (from f53, benefit, and 85, a speech) , advanta

geous language or conversation .

festa , s. (from fx3, benefit, and 8 , instruction),

salutary instruction , beneficial doctrine,

fact , a. (from 3, benefit, and s , giving in-

struction), giving salutary instruction .

f31981, s. (from 3, benefit, and 8 , an instructor),
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fx.

a person who gives salutary instructions, a moral in

structor.

festa, s. (from 1 , defective, and t , the fan-palm), the

name of a small palm, (Phoenix paludosa.)

fs, (from , a Hindoo), a Hindoo.
a

f3 , (from it, a Hindoo, and , aplace), the

country ofthe Hindoos, Hindoosthan.

fiat, a. (from

Hindoosthan.

7, Hindoosthan), belonging to

fa , s . (from , a gift, a , a gift ) , a gift, a grant,

fatatal, s. (from x4º, a gift, and x-olɔ, a writing), a deed

of gift.

fa, s. (from 7, to hurt) , cold , frost ; a. cold, frigid.

fazzal , s. ( from fxx, cold, and at , a particle), a particle

of hoar frost or snow, a frigorific particle.

fa , a. (from fx, cold, and , to do), cooling, refresh-

ing; s . the moon, camphor,

fx , a. (from fa, cold, and 4, means), effected by

means of cold ; ad. by means of cold.

fat, s. (from fa, cold, and at, a quantity), winter.

fxænæ, a. (from fx , cold, and , producing), produc-

ing cold, frigorific.

far, a. (from fa, cold, and 1, producible) , produci-

ble by or arising from cold or frost.

faster, ad. loc. case of 3) , for cold, for frost.

fgas, a. (from ( , the cold season , belonging to the cold

season.

fata, s . (from fa , cold season, and ta, rice), cold sea-

son rice or that which ripeus in November and Decem-

ber.

fatat, ad. (from fa, cold, and t , a door), by or through

cold or frost.

fajass, a . (from fx , cold, and fa , causing to cease),

causing cold to cease.

fxafataæ, a. (from fa, ccld, and fiata☎, preventing), pre-

venting or resisting cold.

fafatad, s. (from fa, cold, and faxtad, a preventing),

the preventing or resisting of cold.

feafaaf , s. (from fx , cold, and fa , cessation), the ces-

sation or prevention of cold.

fgafafaeæ, ɑ . (from fx , cold, and fax , a cause), caused

by or arising from cold ; ad. from or because of cold .

fafaface, ad. (from fa, cold, and fafas, a cause), for cold,

for frost.

, a. (from fa, cold, and , caused by), caused

by or arising from cold ; ad. from or because of cold.

faat , a . (from fa, cold), cold, frigid .

হিষু-

fafa1, ad. (from fea, cold, and fe , without), without or

beside cold or frost.

feafft , a. (from fa, cold, and fifa , possessed of, cold,

frigid, frozen.

fafata, a. (from fex, cold, and faxta, destitute), free from

cold or frost.

Hæarfsfa*, a. (from {x¤, cold, and offis, excepted), cold

or frost excepted.

হিসব্যডিরেক, s. (from হিষ , cold , and ব্যতিরেক, an exception ),

the exception of frost or cold.

হিসব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of হিমধ্যডিরেক), with the exception

of cold or frost, without or beside cold or frost.

feafs , a. (from fa, cold, and fea, separate), separate or

distinct from cold or frost ; ad, beside cold or frost.

feary, a. (from fex, cold, and TF, joined), connected with

cold or frost, cold, frigid, frozen.

feafs, a. (from fa, cold, and af , destitute), free from

cold or frost.

fxa×53, u. (from fɛa, cold, and war, empty), free from cold

or frost.

fants , s . (from fa, cold, and Яtяt , an ocean), the name

ofa succulent plant, (Cotyledon laciniata, )

fantatem, s. (from fganista, navel wort, and tea, oil, a

kind of medical preparation of which the Cotyledon

laciniata is the chiefingredient.

fata, a. (from fx, cold, and t , destitute , free from

cold or frost.

frage, a. (from fa, cold, and 53, a cruse), caused by

or arising from cold or frost ; ad, from or because ofcold

or frost.

feats, s. (from fxa, cold, and w◄, a ray), the moon.

faætsta, s . (from fɛa, cold, and sista, a coming), winter.

fath, s (from fa, cold , and 58, a limb), coldness , a shi-

vering with disease, a shivering or cold fit, a coldness

through disease.

featf , s . (from fea, cold, and af , a mountain), the Hi-

maluya ridge of mountains.-

fata , s. (from fa, cold), snow.

fate, s. (from , protection) , protection , deferee,

guardianship, patronage.

fatost, a . (from ly , protection), protecting, having a

guardian or protector.

fxatag, s. (from fx , cold, and tag, a residence), the name

of the range of snowy mountains which separates Tandia

from Chinese Tartary.

ffa , s. (from fa, cold), hoar frost.

f , s. (from fea, cold), the name of a species of mulberry

tree, (Morusserratus.)
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faxe, s. (from

$77.

AR, to move with spirit, ❤ , boldness),

spirit, boldness, resolution, daringness, hardihood.

fixsl, à, (from Cyy, boldness), bold, undaunted, resolute,

daring, hardy.

fal, s. (from y, the heart), the heart.

fata , s. (from fes1, the heart, and za, the breast), the

name of a species of plant, (Adelia nereifolia . )

far, s. (from I, to take), gold, any of the precious metals ,

crude bullion, unwrought gold or silver. -

fx4 , s. (from fast, gold, and ste, the womb), prolific

nature, the mundane egg.

fxxartais, s . (from far, gold, and , sperm , fire, the

Bun.

fx , a. (from , to take), golden ; s. one of the geogra-

phical Vurshas or divisions of the earth, Bruhma.

fxxxx, s. (from , an artichoke), an artichoke.

1, s. (from fracais ), the name of a plant) , the name

of an aquatic plant, (Hingcha repens .)

fataifa , s. (from fm, sporting, and д to liberate), the

name of an aquatic plant, (Hingeha repens.)

fal , s. (from fr , to dandle), a refuge, a maintenance.

fas , a. (from f , to dally) , the common garden aspa-

W ragus, (Asparagus officinalis )

fe , s. (fromy , to divide, & , a share), a share or part.

fata, s. (from , a calculation), a reckoning, an ac-

count, a calculation.

fatat, a. (from L , an account), belonging to an ac-

count or reckoning.

fet, s. (from y , to divide, xmas, a part), a share.

ta, s. (from sd, a share, andji♪, holding) , a shar-

er, a partner, a partaker.

festataì, s. (from d:, a sharer), partnership, the cir-

cumstance of being a sharer or partaker.

ff , an interjection indicating surprise or merriment.

who in a court of law relinquishes what he had before

affirmed, and asserts something different.

, a. (from 7 , destitute, and ♬ ,friendship), keep..

ing low or degraded company, associating with per-

sons of a low class.

ata, a. (from 1 , destitute, and , a limb), maimed,

crippled, defective.

, s. (from , to take), a diamond, a thunderbolt.

Fiat, s. (from cae, a diamond), a diamond, a thunder-

bolt.

zta , a. (from fe, green, and fa , a gem), the name of

a beautiful species of parrot a native of the Molucca

islands, (Psittacus sinensis )

st, an interjection indicating laughter or surprize.

,pron. (from , he) , he.

gma , s. (from xa, an offering, and , straightness

the name of a plaut, (Begonia laciniata .)

ž, interj. (from a yes ) , ha ! aye ! yes.

gat , ad. (from Яe, assenting, and † , a law), speedi«

ly, quickly, without delay, as if by charm.

*æi, s. (from si≈, a syringe), the name of the Indianap-

paratus used for smoking, or rather of the vessel which

holds the water.

atent , s. (from 1 , the smoking tube, and J , hold

ing) , a person whose office it is to prepare the Hooka

for the person who smokes.

st, s. (from ¿¶¶, a throwing up), a stumbling.

fstal, a . (from Íst, a stumbling), stumbling.

1, s . (from pr , to decree, », a command) , a com-

mand, a law.

21, 8. (from , a command, and xl3, a writing),

a written command, a written order.

2, s . (from , a command , majisterial authority,

sovereignty, dominion.

, interj. an exclamation of surprize, sorrow, or despon- st , s. (from 5 , majisterial authority), possessing

dence.

1 , a. (from Ti, to relinquish), relinquished, destitute, be-

reft, defective, deficient, bad, low, vile, base, wasted,

worn out, decayed .

latfs, s. (from 17, destitute, and tfs, a class) , an out-

cast ; a . degraded, outcast, base.

5 , a. (from , bereft, and , a side), destitute of re-

lations, forlorn.

siasta, a. (from 1 , bereft, and at , a speech), the depart-

ing from a former affirmation and asserting of a differ-

ent thing.

Fisztkì, a. (from ₹5, bereft, and atika, speaking), a person

Kkkk

sovereignty, possessing majisterial authority.

xxxzzata, s. (from , a command, and , bearing),

obedient, obeying an order.

zzzz , s. (from , obedient) , obedience.

, 8. (from , a crowd), a crowd, an assembly, a

multitude.

, s. (from , presence), presence, appearance.

, a. (fromJa , presence , an attendant.

, s. (from ü , an argument), an argument, alter

cation, disputation, pertinacity.

2F³ , s. (from Üş>, pertinacity) , a disputatious or per-

tinacious person, an obstinate person.

kk
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, an imitative sound used to express contempt, also the

sound made by an alligator or a large fish when it ri

ses above the water.

1 , s. (from t , the noise ofa rising fish. The last mem-

ber ofthis word is only a rhyme to the first), the noise

and scuffling which takes place in the water when an

alligator or large fish seizes another large one.

etxit, s . (from g , the noise ofa rising fish . The last mem-

ber ofthis word is only a rhyme to the first), the sound

occasioned in the bowels by flatulency.

x3, v. n. (from 23, to accumulate), to crowd together.

13, s. (from 23 , to accumulate), a crowd, a multitude.

¤ZK1, s. (from Tș , a bar for a door), a bar for a door or

gate.

xzaì, s. (from ₹3,to go), a woman who flies from her hus-

band to her father's house.3

ȘTII1, a. (from 3, to go), fleeing from her husband to

her father's house,

2555, 8. (from 25, to move), the grumbling of the bowels,

A

2

the crash of a falling wall or house, a sudden falling, the

sound ofthunder. This word constructed with the ad-

verbial participle of , to do, acquires an adverbial

power, with a crash, suddenly.

5515, s. (from E, to move), the grumbling ofthe bowels.

This word constructed with the adverbial participle of

to do, acquires an adverbial power, with a grum-

1bling sound.

C5X3, s. (from 25, to move), a quick and forcible discharge

by stool in a dysentery, a gushing. This word construct-

ed with the adverbial participle of , to do, acquires

an adverbial power, gushingly, forcibly, like a torrent.

1 , s. (from 23, to collect), the name of a common

plant, (Achyranthes aspera.)

stefs, s. (from 25 , to accumulate), the noise of a crowd,

a confused and loud talk between several persons, a

tumult, **

2, s. (from , to go), the pouring or falling of all the

water or liquor from a vessel at once by inverting it.

2, s. (from 3, to accumulate), thunder.

a1, s. (from , to collect), the name of a species of

tree, Sapium indicum.)

ì, s. (from 5, to collect), a bill of exchange-

gejata, s. (from 31 , a bill of exchange), the price paid to

a person for granting a bill of exchange.

ejati, s. (from get, a bill of exchange), an exchange

merchant.

23, a. (fromT, to offer), offered in sacrifice, called, invit-

ed ; s. an offering, 毋

1.

35%, a. (from 73, an offering, and , to eat), eating the

offering ; s. fire.

gst , a. (from 3, an offering, and , to eat) , eating

the offering; s, fire, fear, alarm .

xztata , s. (from 23, an offering, and **, an eating), fire.

, ad. (loc. case of 3 ) , through fright or alarm.

21, s. (from fxx , gold), the name of a coin current on the

coast, a Pagoda,

274, 8. (from ¿ð, skill), skill, ingenuity , cleverness.

gaat, a. (from pið, skill) , skilful , ingenious .

an imitative sound used to express the sound madeby

some species of monkeys, also their jumping.

t , an imitative sound used to express the noise made

by some species of monkeys.

, an imitative sound used to express the noise made

by some species of monkeys.

v , a. (from , he,, he, and 4 , with him), exact.

ly like.

qat, s. (from , interjection), the s'raw which falls among

the corn when rice is threshed or beaten out with the

hand.

gata, s. (from , a way, and at , a tiger) , a large royal

tiger.

ga , 8. (from , sacred,,character), dignify,

character, honour, chastity, reputation.

st, s. (írom , dignity), a person of character or

honour.

gata , a (from , dignity), possessing dignity or

reputation .

, s. (from a, to hurt), a sting, the part of a bow which

terminates the two ends.

4

Vatzia, s. (from v , to go), an inarticulate sound made

by women as an expression of pleasure.

, s . (from . to offer , the name of a festival held in

honour of Krishna and the milkmaids on the day of

the full moon in Phagoond, at which red powder is

thrown at the spectators .

ZA , s. (from A, to go), an articulate sound uttered by wo

men on occasions of pleasure.

getfĩ, s. (from z , an expression ofpleasure, and f†, a

noise), a noise expressive of pleasure uttered by wo-

men upon festive occasions.

sta, a . (from , intelligent), intelligent, atten-

tive, careful, clever, sensible.

fata, s. (from , intelligent) , sobriety, careful-

ness.

༔ ་ 11651

THII, s. (from T̂ , an imitative sound, and ☎, to do), ulter.

ing a loud and frightening sound.

02
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হৃদা.

, a particle of assent, yes, well, amen."

n

, an imitative sound expressing the roaring of blazing

fire, or of water when it runs with great velocity.

, v. a. (from T, to take) , to take, to steal, to take unlaw-

fully.

, a. (from , to take), the heart, the mind, the seat of

thought and affections.

1

3, a. (fromT, to take), robbed, bereft, swindled.

হৃতজ্বালভাব, a. ( from হৃত, bereft , and জ্বালভাব, the quality of

burning), dephlogisticated.

Gerta, s. (from , the heart, and cata, a receptacle , the

pericardium.

, s. (from , the heart, and , a water-lily), the

heart.

་

3, s . (from , the heart, and 3, a mass) , the heart,

viz. the fleshy mass so called .

হাৎপিণ্ড!বাহকনাড়ী, s. (from হৃৎপিণ্ড, the heart, and আবাহকনাড়ী,

a vein), the vena cava.

হৃৎপ্রবাহকর ক্তনাড়ী, s. (from হৃদ ,্ the heart, and প্রবাহকরক্তনাড়ী,

an artery), the aorta.

, a. (from , the heart, and 1, to stand), situated on

or in the heart.

et, s. (from , situated on the heart, and l , mat-

ted hair), in anatomy the cardiac plexus.

☎ , s. ( from ☎, to take , the mind, the heart, the seat of

thought or affection.

TXT, «. (from TT, the heart, and st , to go) , affecting,

touching the heart , apposite or suited to the subject.

2 , s. (from , the heart, and at , a kingdom ), à

central line, the semidiameter of a circle in contact

with the angles of a quadrilateral figure.

pt , a. (from 7, the heart), good-hearted, affection-

ate.

tý, s . (from , the heart, and atý, a curl) , a curl of

hair on a horses chest.

zuk?, s. (from 2 , the heart, and 855 , the abdomen), a ven-

tricle of the heart.

হুন্নুহানামকনাড়ী , a. (from Âর্ণনামক, called the cavity of the

heart, and atst, a tube ), the vena cava.

হৃদ্বারনায়করভাবাহকনাড়ী, s. (from হৃদ্বারনামক, the door of the

heart, and staty☛at¾t, a vein), the vena porta.

, a. (from , the heart, and c , a wrapping), the

pericardium.

2 , s. (from , the heart), dear, beloved , grateful, agree-

able, pleasant, affectionate, kind, springing from the

heart."
•

131, 8. (from , agreeable), agreeableness, gratefulness,

pleasantness, affection, kindness.

Kkkk

VIT.

t , a. (from 1 , gratefulness, and d means),

affected by means of pleasantness or gratefulness, af-

fected by means of kindness or affection ; ad. by means

of gratefulness or pleasantness , by means ofkindness or

affection.

3 , a. (from 1 , gratefulness, and 3 , produci-

ble), producible by or arising from gratefulness or plea-

santness, producible by or arising from kindness or af-

fection.

হৃদ্যতাজন্যে, ad. (loc. case of হৃদ্যতাজন্য , for gratefulness , for

pleasantness, for affection , for kindness.

ta , ad. (from 31 , gratefulness, and a, a door),

by or through gratefulness or pleasantness , by or through

kindness or affection.

stfas, a. ( from 1 , gratefulness, and fazT, caus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to gratefulness or plea-

santness, putting a stop to kindness or affection. :

5a31faata>, a. (from 1 , gratefulness , and fautṛæ,

preventing), resisting or preventing gratefulness or

pleasantness, preventing or resisting kindness or affec-

tion.

1

311 , s. (from 51 , gratefulness, and fastad, a

preventing), the resisting or preventing of gratefulness

or pleasantness, the resisting or preventing of kindness

or affection.

13 , s. (from 31 , gratefulness, and ff , ces-

sation), the cessation or prevention of gratefulness or

pleasantness, the cessation or prevention of kindness or

affection ,

Sotafogo, a . (from 1 , gratefulness, and faſay, a

cause) , caused by or arising from gratefulness or plea-

santness, caused by or arising from kindness or affec-

tion ; ad. from or because of gratefulness or pleasant.

ness , from or because of kindness or affection,

131fats, ad. (from 1, gratefulness, and fats, a

cause), for gratefulness, for pleasantness , for affection,

for kindness.

Shra†ÍF, ´a. (from 1 , gratefulness, and , before),

preceded by or arising from gratefulness or pleasant-

ness preceded by or arising from kindness or affection ;

ad. by or through pleasantness or agreeableness , by or

through kindness or affection.

13 , 8. (from 31, gratefulness, and , dis.

play , the moni.estation or cisplay of grateininess or

pleasantuess , the mamies a ion or display of affection

or kindness .

1311 , d . from ₹4131, gratefulness, and gata, dis-

pluging, manesting or displaying gratefulness or

kkk 2
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pleasantness, manifesting or displaying affection or

kindness.

হৃদ্যতাপযুক্ত , a. (from হৃদ্যতা, gratefulness, and প্রযুক্ত, caused

by), caused by or arising from gratefulness or pleasant-

ness , caused by or arising from kindness or affection ;

ad. from or because of gratefulness or pleasantness,

from or because of kindness or affection.

ta , a. (from 31, gratefulness, and as, increas-

ing), increasing gratefulness or pleasantness, increasing

kindness or affection.

, s. (from 131, gratefulness, and 4, an in-

creasing), the increasing ofgratefulness or pleasantness ,

the increasing of kindness or affection.

tfit , ad. (from 1 , gratefulness, and fa× 1 , without),

without or beside gratefulness or pleasantness, without

or beside kindness or affection .

31faf , s . (from 1 , agreeableness, and a , increase),

the increase of pleasantness or agreeableness, the in-

crease of kindness or affection .

হৃদ্যতাব্যতিরিক্ত , a. (from হৃদ্যতা, agreeableness, and ব্যতিরিক্ত ,

excepted), pleasantness or agreeableness excepted, af

fection or kindness excepted.

ts , s. (from 31, agreeableness, and f

an exception), the exception of pleasantness or agreea-

bleness, the exception of kindness or affection .

হৃদ্যতাব্যতিরেকে, ad. (loc. case of হৃদ্যতার তিরেক), with the

exception of pleasantness or agreeableness, with the ex-

ception of kindness or affection, without or beside plea-

santness or agreeableness, without or beside kindness

or affection..

731fsa, a. (from 1 , agreeableness, and fs , separate),

separate or distinct from pleasantness or agreeableness ,

separate or distinct from kindness or affection ; ad. be-

side pleasantness or agreeableness, beside kindness or

affection.

Jstas , a. (from , agreeableness, and , a root),

grounded on or originating from pleasantness or agree-

ableness, grounded on or originating from kindness or

affection.

HIGNgEE, a. (from , agreeableness, and c , a cause),

caused by or arising from pleasantness or agreeableness,

caused by or arising from kindness or affection ; ad.

from or because of pleasantness or agreeableness , from

or because of kindness or affection.

, s. (from , agreeable), agreeableness, gratefulness,

pleasantness, affection, kindness .

K

atst, s. (from , the heart, and cxtst, a disease), a dis

ease ofthe heart, the heart burn.

হৃন্নিকটবর্তিস্থান , s. (from হৃন্নিকটবর্ত্তিন, near the heart , and t

a place), in anatomy the cordia of the stomach.

হৃষীকেশ, s. ( from হৃষীক, an organ of action or sensation, and

✯ , a lord), one of the names of Vishnoo.

, a . (from , to be glad), glad, joyful, merry.

ft , a. (from , glad, and fs , the heart), glad-hearted,

glad.

, a. (from , glad, and 2 , the mind), glad, glad

hearted.

AVA†IA, a. (from , glad, and tan, the mind), glad, glad-

hearted.

, a. (from , glad, and : , the heart), glad,

glad-hearted.

af , s. (from 5 , to rejoice), joy, gladness, merriment.

, avocative particle, a particle of calling to or challenging,

t1 , s. (from fx, to be great), great.

cītṣatæ, s. (from ( ts, great), a large kind of the fan palin

fruit.

ta, s. (from fest , a sort ofpalm), the name of a spe-

cies ofpalm, (Phoenix paludosa.) .

, & (from fert , a swing), a swing.

( 13, s. (from , to be wise, , wisdom), wis

dom, knowledge, skill, cleverness, philosophy.

(yaafs, a. (from , wisdom), wise, clever,ingenious,

skilful,

(3, s. (from fx, to go), à cause, the reason of a thing, an

occasion, a motive.

(TO , a . (from C , a cause), causal . instrumental, relating

to a cause or motive ; s. an active cause, an instrument

or agent,

(CETUA, 8. (from (T3, a cause, and xưa, speaking) , the al-

ledging ofcauses or occasions.

, a. (from T , a cause, and 74 , means), effected

by means of a cause or occasion ; ad, by means of a

cause or occasion.

(FIF, a. (from (T3, a cause, and an , producing), pre-

ducing reasons or occasions.

(F ), a. (from (T , a cause, and 3.1, producible), produ

cible by or arising from a cause or reason.

(FIMI , od. (loc. case of ( 1), for a cause or reason, for

a motive.

(CIII, 8. (from (TT, a cause), causality, motivity.

(F , 8. (from ( 3, a cause), causality, motivity.

31 , ad. (from 3, a cause, and is, a door), by of

through a cause or reason.
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CER.

salas , a. (from , a cause, and fafas, a cause), caus-

ed by or arising from a reason or motive ; ad. from or

because of a cause or motive.

fifa , ad. (from 3, a cause, and fifa , a cause), for a

cause or reason, for a motive.

(53 , d . (from 3, a cause, and , caused by), caus-

ed by or arising from a reason or motive ; ad. from or

because of a cause or reason.

AF, s. (from (T3, a cause, and 15, a speaker), a person

who gives reasons or mentions causes or motives.

cat , s. (from ( a cause, and ata, a word), an express-

ed cause or reason, the preamble of a law.

catal, a. (from 3, a cause, and atfia, speaking), express-

ing causes or reasons.

fat, ad. (from ( 3, a cause, and (̂ 71, without), without

or beside causes or reasons.

nſ³ß5, a. (from (13, a cause, and af³fas, excepted),

causes or motives excepted.

( f , s. (from a cause, and fa , an excepti

on), the exception of causes or motives.

safsire, ad. (loc. case of15373ft ), with the excepti-

on of causes or motives, without or beside causes or mo-

tives.

( 331 ), a. (from 3, a cause, and sta, speaking), ex-

pressing causes or motives .

fs , a. (from ( , a cause, and fa, separate) , separate

or distinct from causes or motives ; ad. beside causes or

motives.

CHATA, 8. (from 3 , a cause, and sata, a producing), the

producing of reasons or causes.

u , ad. (from 937, this), here.

, s . (from fx, to go) , gold, the name of one of the cour-

tezans of Indra's paradise.

(TAG, 7. (from C , to hurt), the cold season , winter, the two

months Ugruhayuna and Pousa nearly answering to No-

vember and December.

< f , s. (from (57, gold, and , a flower), the name of

a species of yellow jasminum, (Jasminum chrysanthe-

mum.}

ed, a. (from (x , gold, and zá, a colour), gold-coloured.

(TI, a. (from Ti, to relinquish), relinquishable, requiring to

be relinquished, despicable, untenable.

1 , s. (from ( , relinquishable, and t , knowledge),

a low idea or opinion of a thing, the idea that a thing

ought to be relinquished or is despicable.

KIII, s. (from Q3, relinquishable), relinquishableness, dis-

picableness, untenableness.

( t#1.

(TIT, s. (from TT, relinquishable), relinquishableness, dis-

picableness, untenableness .

, v . a. (from 3 , to send) , to see, to observe, to attend to.

(x², s. (from , skill) , skill , ingenuity, cleverness,

cunning.

« ITÀ, a. (from A , skill), skilful , ingenious, clever,

cunning.

I , s. (from E, rocative particle, and , to call) , one of

the names of Gunesha, a person inflated with an idea

of his own prowess, a buffalo.

Ta, v. a. (from fm, to disregard , to disregard, to treat

with levity, to neglect.

a , a. (from fx , to disregard), disregarding, treating a

thing with levity or unconcern.

, s. (from fx , to disregard), a disregarding, the treat-

ing of a thing with levity or unconcern.

gal, v . a. (from fx , to disregard), to cause to disregard , to

cause to swing or oscillate ; s. disregard, light and tri-

fling conduct.

gata, s . (from , to cause to disregard), the causing a

person to treat things with disregard or neglect, a caus-

ing to swing or oscillate.

gatagi, a. (from , to cause to disregard , causing to

disregard or neglect, causing to swing or oscillate.

(ga³, a. (from fx , to disregard) , disregarded, neglected,

slighted .

(Ffm3¤ugantafs, a . (from faszra , a pair of bagpipes,

and is, aform), bagpipe-shaped .

(atm* , s. (from fælaffs , the name ofan aquatic plant),

the name of an aquatic plant, (Hingeha repens.)

t5, s. (from , to call) , a vocative particle.

trze, s. (from

terror, awe.

, fear) , fear, a fright, perturbation,

tas , a. (from C , fear), frightful, terrific.

txa, a. (from fx , cold) , cold , frigid, golden.

trast, s. (from ( , cold), a name of Parvutee feigned

to be the daughter of the mountain Himuvan.

taka, s. (from 5%, yesterday, and esttɩnty, the milking of

a cow), clarified butter prepared the day before it is

used.

text , a. (from , astonished) , astonished , confound-

ed, disturbed , fatigued.

taxtal, s. (from Ulu , astonished), astonishment, pertur-

bation.

(štąt, s. (from $13, an acting with force), a person who

exerts himself in a work without reflection .

tæifèṛt, ɑ. (from ( 11, a violent person), using violent

exertion without reflection,
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হেমি.
Etat.

tot, s. (from a, to be crooked , a sort of basket used to

catch fish.

ism , s. (from Ts, to be cover), the name of a species of

long grass or sedge, (Typha elephantinum and angus-

tifolia.)

ts, s. (from 23, to sink) , plashiness, miriness .

CETZA, 8. (from &F, to crowd) , the causing of a crowd.

æ†și, v. a. (from 27, to crowd) , to cause a crowd .

11 , s. (from 1 , a sacrificial priest) , a person who

makes oblations, a sacrificial priest.

æg, s. (from T, to offer), a sacrificial priest, a person who

makes oblations.

tut, ad. (from sut, there , there.

cxta, s. (from %, to offer), an oblation , a burnt offering.

CHITTAIT, α. (from ‹ †ª‚a burnt offering, and ☎ta , means),

effected by means of oblations or burnt offerings ; ad,

by means of oblations or burnt offerings.

catææði, s. (from cata, a burnt offering, and ź, a doer), a

person who makes oblations or burnt offerings.

tata , a. (from tt , a burnt offering, and ☎, doing),

making oblations or burnt offerings.

taætat, a. (from (51ª, a burnt offering, and fa7, doing),

making oblations or burnt offerings.

¿T†AKAI, ɑ. (from ‹ ¤, a burnt offering, and 551, produci-

ble), producible by or arising from oblatious or burut

offerings.

tamar, ad. (loc . case of ( † ) , for oblations , for burnt

offerings.

ta , 8. (from ta, a burnt offering, and 51, a thing), a

sacrificial article .

œtta , ad. (from ‹ã† , a burnt offering , and īta, a door),

by or through oblations or burnt offerings.

ætafiziæ, a. (from catª, a burnt offering, aud fizés, crus-

ing to cease), putting a stop to oblations or buint offer-

ings.

tata, a. (from t , a burnt offering, and fate,

preventing), resisting or preventing obations or burnt

offerings.

tafata , s. (from ¿ tă a burnt offer ng, and faztea , a

preventing , the res.sting or preventing of oblations or

burnt off in S.

ætaƒšáƒ³, 8, (from ‹ștª, a burnt offering, andf³, cessa-

tion) , the prevention or cessation of oblations or burut

offerings.

taffs , a. (from 1 , a burnt offering, and fafas, o

couse , caused by or arising from oblatious or burnt o

ferings ; a . from or because of oblations of burnt offer

ings.

catafafary, al. (from ta, a burnt offering, and faf ,

cause), for oblations, for burnt offerings.

ct , a. (from cat , a burnt offering, and , before ,

preceded by or arising from oblations or burnt offer

ings ; ad. by or through oblations or burnt offerings.

afsa , a. (from cx†¤, a burnt offering, and efstea,

obstructing), operating as an obstacle to oblations or

burnt offerings.

tag , a. (from cat , a burnt offering, and , caused

by), caused by or arising from oblations or burnt offer-

ings ; ad. from or because of oblations or burnt sacrifi-

ces.

catafani, ad. (from cyta, a burnt offering, and fra1, with-

out), without or beside oblations or burnt offerings.

( tafofa , a. /from c³†¤, a burnt offering, and uifsfi³,

excepted , oblations or burnt offerings excepted.

taifa , s. (from cætя, a burnt offering, and sign,

anexception , the exception of oblations or burnt offer

ings

$

fal. (loc. case ofextraca , with the excep

tion of oblations or burnt offerings, without or beside

oblations or burnt offerings.

tatai , s. (from extª, a burnt offering, and iets, an

obstacle), an obstacle to oblations or burnt offerings.

tættз☎, a. (from cætï, a burnt offering, and uterse,

bstructing , operating as an obstacle to oblations or

burnt offerings.

( {afsa, 2. (from cată, a burnt offering, and (5a, separate),

separate or distinct from oblations or burnt offerings ;

al. beside oblations or burnt offerings.

( †æææ, a. (from ‹ †³, a burnt offering, and ¶, a root),

grounded on or originating from oblations or burnt of

ferings.

Fast, a. (from œ†¤, a burnt offering, and ‹ ts , wor•

thy), worthy or fit to be made an oblation or burat of

fering

tanat**, «. (from tя, a burnt offering, and atta,

finishing), finishing or completing an oblation of buat

offering.

( 1 , s. (from cx†¤, a burnt offering, and Я2193,4

finishing), the finishing or completing of an oblation or

burnt offering.

(Ti× 431, a . (from tя, a burnt offering, and (T3, 4

cause , caused by or arising from an oblation or bint

offering ; ad. from or because of oblations or barut of

ferings.

{{at*tà), s. (from (g†1, a burnt offering, and stats", deo

sae), a desire to make au oblation or buint offering,

1
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latet . a . (from

हुब

ta, a burnt offering, and af ,

de irous), desirous of making an oblation or burnt of

fering.

atat , a. (from ta, a burnt offering, and fea,

following), following upon or according with an oblati-

on or burnt offering.

tata , ad. ('rom cãtã, a burnt offering, and at , a

jollowing, according to oblations or burnt offerings.

tatata, s. (from a, a burnt offering, and afsatz,

gia.

short, and, s. (from 3
a root), In algebra, the

least root with reference to the additive qualities,

ta, s. (from 3 , to sound), shortness, diminution, a wear-

ing.

, a (from , to sound), diminishing.

ga , s. (from gta, diminution, and , a doer) , a per

son who lessens or diminishes.

gta , a . (from 1 , diminution, and ata , doing), effect-

ing a diminution.

desires, a desire to make an oblation or burnt offering.staatst.a. from 1 , diminution , and af , doing), effect

হোযাভলাষী, “. from ta, a burnt offering, and ofsafa ,

desir us), desirous of making an oblation or burnt of-

fering.

tatu , a. (from t , a burnt offering, and a, desir-

ous) , desirous of making an oblation or burnt sacrifice.

tate ad. (from Et , a burnt offering, and af, an ob

ject), for the purpose of making an oblation or burnt

sacrifice.
I

tate, a. (from ta, a burnt offering, and s , fit), fit or

worthy to be made an oblation or burnt offering.

, s. (from cat aburnt offering, and ' , desire), a

desire to make an oblation or burnt sacrifice .

a. (from ta, a burat offering, and . desirous),

desirous of making oblations or burnt sacrifices.

, a. from , a burn offering, and 5 , desir-

ous), desirous of making an oblation or burnt offering.

ata, s. (from ta, a burnt offering, and F , a

commencement), the commencement of an oblation or

burnt offering.

at , a. (from Eta, a burnt offering, and 8TF, suit-

ed to), suited to or fit for an oblation or burnt offer-

ing.

ta , s . (from ct , to go), the rising of a sign ofthe zodi-

ac, part of the duration of a sign, the twenty-fourth

part of a day, an hour, a mark, a line, a science.

at , s. (from , to cover), the testicles.

ta , s. (from

boat.

, the testicles), a he cat, a large sort of

tatata, s. (from ta, testicles, and fast , a cat), a

he cat.

15, s . (from >, a pond), a cistern, a vat, a reservoir,

a pond.

1, s . (from , a cistern, and sil , a house), a

factory containing vats or cisterns.

, s. (from 3 , to sound), a lake, a large and deep piece

ofwater, a cistern.

, . (from 3 , to sound) , short, dwarf. In algebra, the

least root with reference to the additive qualities.
+ J.

ing a diminution ."

"

gtas , a. (from ta, diminution, and 3 , producing),

producing a diminution.

, a. (from gta, diminution , and 5 , producible),

producible by or arising from diminution. " .

, ad. (loc. case of 1), for diminetion.

gtafifas , a. (from ga, diminution, and fas, a cause),

caused by or arising from diminution ; ad. from or be

cause of diminution .

Staffans, ad. (from ta, diminution, and fif , a cause),

for the purpose of diminution .

t

, a. (from ga, diminution, and , before), prece

ded by or arising from diminution ; ad. by or through

diminution.

gifs , a. (from ta, diminution, and f , obstruct

ing , operating as an obstacle to diminution.

, a . (from , diminution, and F, caused by),

caused by or arising from diminution ; ad. from or be-

cause of diminution.

gafat, ad. (from gta, diminution, and f1, without),

without or beside diminution.

taff , a. (from gta, diminution, and fafa , possessed

of), diminished , wearing.

gafata, a. (from , diminution, and fata, destitute);

free from diminution.

Stuffs, a. (from t , diminution, and off , except-

ed), diminution excepted.

grafs , s. (from ga, diminution, and af , an ex-

ception), the exception of diminution.

tafora , ad. (loc, cuse of fat , with the ex-

139

"

ception of diminution, without or beside diminution.

gratis, s. (from ga, diminution, and arts, an obsta

cle), an obstacle to diminution.

titetsa, a. (from ta, diminution, and artisa, ob-

structing), operating as an obstacle to diminution.

tafsa, a. (from 3 , diminution, and fea, separate , se-

parate or distinct from diminution ; ad. beside diminu

1

tion.
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stay. 1.

gtas, a. (from şi , diminution, and ™ , a root) , ground- , s. (from , to beashamed), shame, bashfulness ,modesty.

ed upon or originating from diminution. ta , a. (from gt , shame, and faft ,possessed of bash-

ful, modest,gtas, a. (from ga, diminution , and , joined), con-

nected with or arising from diminution.

gafes, a. (from 1 , diminution, and af , destitute),

free from diminution,

sta , a. (from a, diminution, and 3, empty), free

from diminution.

gtata, a. (from ta, diminution, and 7, destitule), free

from diminution.

ta , a. from gta, diminution, and , acause), caus-

ed by or arising from diminution ; ad. from or because

ofdiminution.

Hatut, a. (from gta, diminution , and aff , desirous), de-

sirous ofdiminution.

tuf, ad. (from t , diminution, and a , an object), for

the purpose of diminution.

gift , a. (from at , shame, and fax , destitute), destitute

ofshame or modesty.

, a. (from gl , shame, and , joined to), connected

with shame or modesty, modest, bashful.

giafes,a. (from 31, shame, andaf , destitute), destitute of

shame or modesty.

ta , a. (from 31 , shame, and , empty), destitute of

shame or modesty.

gie , u. (from 31 , shame, and , destitute), destitute of

shame or modesty.

, a. (from 31, shame, and a cause), caused by

or arising from shame or modesty ; ad. from or bo

cause of shame or modesty.

gai, s. (from ga, to neigh , a neighing.
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